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PREFACi:.

In few dopartmonts of historical research has more advance beeu

made within the last half-oontury than in Greek Numismatics, and in

none perhaps is it more diflicult for the student to gain access to the

papers, scattered up and down the pages of the publications of learned

societies, which deal with the subject. The time is fast approaching
when Greek Archaeology and Numismatics will take their due place, too

long denied them, in the curriculum of study at our English and American

Universities. It has therefore become incumbent upon the few wlio in

this and other countries hold the key of knowledge, to pause for an

interval to take stock of their possessions, to count their gains and

arrange and classify the mass of now material which has been accumu-

lated in years of patient enquiry, to eliminate the ore from the dross, of

which there is no small quantity, and to piece together for the benefit of

younger students the scattered fragments of truth which their predeces-
sors and contemporaries have been at the pains of collecting.

The last thorough retrospect of the science with which we are now
called upon to deal was Eckhels monumental work Jhcfrlna nuvwnnit

rettrnm, published at Vienna during the closing years of the last century,
a marvellous compendium of wide research and profound erudition, a work

wliich can never be altogether superseded, and wliich the Numismatist

may always consult with advantage for the first principles of the science

of his predilection. But since Eckhels time much has been accomplislied ;

whole fields of study of which Eckhel was entirely ignorant have

lieen opened up and explored, and hoards upon hoards of ancient coins

have been brouj^jht to liiiht. such for instance as the electrum staters of

Cyzicus, of which at the present time no fewer than 150 varieties are

known, though not one single specimen had ever como under Eckhel's

observation, a circumstance which led him to doubt the evidence of the

ancient writers and seriously to dispute the fact that such coins had ever

existed {Prolegomena, p. 42). Other series such as those of Elis and of

Corinth, although known to Eckhel, wore wrongly attributed by him,
the former to Faleria in Etruria, the latter to Syracuse. P^ckhel

again had never seen a gold stater of Athens and disbelieved in the

genuineness of the few specimens which had been described by others.

Hence the following statement, startling as it now appears in the light
of our fuller knowledge, concerning the coinage of Cyzicus, Phocaea,

Corinth, and Athens, was by Eckhel's disciples accepted as the final

decision of the master :
—'At ne horum (^uidem populorura vel unus repertus
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est aureus et Corinthiorum quidem nullum omnino habemus numum

certum ex quocunque metallo antequam romanam coloniam recepissent

Passing from Greece to the East, we find Eckhel's work all but

useless to the student. The Lycian, the Cypriote, the Arian and Indian

Pali alphabets and syllabaries were absolutely unknown in Eckhel s

time. All these and many other series of coins, some now thoroughly,

and others as yet but partially investigated, were, in the beginning of

the present century still silent witnesses to the history of a dead past,

lying undiscovered, though fortunately unmjured by the lapse of ages

in the safe keeping of that mother-earth to whom they had been com-

mitted more than two thousand years ago.

I have still to mention two very important subjects concerning which

the author oi iha Dodrina was very imperfectly acquainted : (i)
The history

of the development of Greek art, and (ii) Metrology. With regard to the

first it is only indeed within quite recent years that archaeologists have

been aware of any strict scientific basis of criticism for determining the

exact age of works of ancient art. Archaeology as a science can hardly

be said to have existed in the last century. There was little or nothing

in the nature of things which precluded the possibility of assigning almost

any uninscribed coin, within certain limits, to almost any age. All this

is now changed, and we may approach the study of Greek Numismatics

armed with at least a general knowledge of the laws which hold good in

the growth, the development, and the decay of Greek art. Numismatics

and Epigraphy have been of immense assistance in determining these

fixed laws of criticism, and it is now a matter of no great difticulty for

the experienced Numismatist to place a coin within certain definite

temporal and local limits often surprisingly narrow. It is thus possible
with a tolerably complete series of the coins of any one city at our dis-

posal to arrange them in the order in which they were issued, and so to

reconstruct the numismatic history of the town. How much light may
be thrown upon the dark spaces of political history by a series of coins

classified and duly arranged in order of date can only be fully appreciated

by those who are familiar with the science of numismatics and accus-

tomed to handle and study minutely the money of the ancients.

One of the distinctive features of the present work is an attempt to set

forth clearly the chronological sequence of the various series, and thus to

build up in outline the history of the ancient world as it existed from the

seventh century before our era down to the closing years of the third

century a.T)., a space of nearly a thousand years. If in some districts this

historical outline is of the barest and most fragmentary kind, it will

generally be found that this is due to the absence of numismatic evidence.
Wherever coins are at hand in any quantities, there we have authentic
documents on which to work. However rash therefore and tentative
some of my chronological hypotheses may be thought to be by more
cautious numismatists, I have preferred to submit such iudfrmeiits as I
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may perhaps sometimes too hastily have formed, to the criticism of all

who are competent to give an opinion on these matters rather than to

shield my ignorance under the convenient cloak of silence. I shall be

only too glad if any errors into which I may have fallen may serve to

call forth discussion and so to elicit the full truth.

Next, as regards Metrology, Eckhel was perfectly justified in refusing

to discuss the suhjcct in detail in his great work. Much, it is true, had

been written about the weights of ancient coins before Eckhel's time, but

scarcely anything of solid and permanent value.
' P'atendum est etiam,' he

says {FroJefjomena, p. 34),
' multa esse adhuc in hac causa dubia atque

incerta, multa Cimmeriis adhuc noctibus involuta, quod satis ex erudi-

torum litibus atque dissidiis apparet.' The true reason why it was not

possible at that time to draw any inferences from the weights of Greek

coins was also duly appreciated l)y Eckhel, who however does not seem

to have anticipated that this then valid reason would not always apply.

So long as it was impossible to assign definite dates to the various issues

of cities of the ancient world, so lone: were all metrological theories vague
and worthless, as he most justly remarks,

' arduam tamen is sibi provin-
ciam imponet qui volet monetae argenteae v. g. S^-racusanorum. pondere
mirum difterentis certam secum rationcm reperire. Tempora. inquics,

esse distinguenda, atque aliis aliud pondus adsignandum. At enim quis
noverit haec apte tempora distinguere ?

'

Not Eckhel himself, much less the

metrological writers of his own and the preceding century. Now however

this is happily no longer the case, and the metrologists of the nineteenth

century, Eoeckh 1838, Queipo 1859, Mommsen 186-''). Brandis 1866,

Lenormant 1878, Bortolotti 1878, and Hultsch 1864 and 1882, have, in

the light of their fuller knowledge of the exact dates of the coins on which
their theories are based, placed the science of ancient numismatic metro-

logy at last on a firm footing. It can no longer be maintained that this

branch of our subject is shrouded in
' Cimmerian darkness'

;
the night

has at last l)roken and we are beginning to see well enough to feel our way.
It is true that nuich still remains to be done, and all is not quite clear,

and it is doubtless possible that before many years have passed those

portions of the present work which deal with the origin and extension of

the various systems of weight will need careful revision or may have to

be entirely re-written. I am (|uite ready to admit that many of my
opinions are hypothetical, and that some of my inferences may be based

upon insufficient data. Further discoveries may confirm or modify my
views on man}' points which are now obscure. My introductory chapters
on metrology will perhaps be accepted as they are intended merely as

plausible theories. This portion of my Manual may therefore be passed
over by those who look only for facts, of which I trust a suflicient abun-

dance will be found in the body of the work.
One word more with regard to the scope and intention of the present

Manual. In the first place it lays no claim to bo a complete
'

Corpvn
'

of
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Greek coins. The time has not yet arrived for such a colossal undertak-

ing, nor will it, I fear, ever be possible for a single student, by his own

un1i!ided efforts, to compile such a work. When the great Calalogne of

the Greek coins in the British Museum is completed, and when the French

and German Museums have followed the example set by England and

have published full catalogues of all their coins, then and not till then

will the task be feasible, if competent scholars can be induced to under-

take it. Meanwhile Mionnet's voluminous work in fifteen volumes,

Bescription cle MedaiUes antiques grecques et romaines, Paris, 1807-1837,

will, in spite of its many inaccuracies, continue to hold the field as, lougo

intervallo, the nearest approach to a complete if not to a scientific Corpus.

In the second place this Manual is not a general treatise or series of

essays like Lenormant's valuable and suggestive, though alas ! unfinished,

work, Ba 3Ionnaie dans VAntiquite, Paris, 1878-9, 3 vols.

My aim has been to produce a practical handbook in a single portaljle

volume containing in a condensed form a sketch of the numismatic history

of nearly every city, king, or dynast, known to have struck coins

throuo-hout the leno-th and breadth of the ancient world. I do nt^t

attempt to provide a complete catalogue of all the known coins of any

city, nor even to describe in minute detail the specimens which I have

found space to mention. Either course would have involved the addition

of at least a second volume, and the scope and object of the work would

not have been the same. All that I have found it possible to accomplish
in a Manual of moderate size has been to draw attention to the leadinix

and most characteristic coin-types of each city and king, as far as possible
in chronological order, taking care to distinguish the dialectic forms of

the ethnic noun or adjective, to note the metrological standards in use in

the various periods, the local myths, and the names and epithets of the

deities chiefly revered in each locality, and to indicate remarkable palaeo-

graphical pecuharities, in so far as this could be done without having
special types cut for the purpose, Avhich would have necessitated a large
addition to the price of the volume. In the Imperial period I have
endeavoured to give the titles, though not the names, of all the local

magistrates, and the names of the chief religious festivals and public
games, and I have also been careful to note the local eras wherever the
coins bear dates.

In all those regions where I have thought it helpful to the student to
do so I have added a chronological conspectus of the coinage in a tabular
form, with the object of shoAving at a glance in what periods the several
cities struck money in gold, silver, or bronze. The four hundred engrav-
ings executed by one of the new mechanical photographic printin^r
pi-ocesses will perhaps serve to give the reader a general idea of the
fabric and style of many of the more remarkable specimens, but the
numismatist who would study them in greater detail must have recourse
to my Gmde to the gold and silver coins of the Ancients. London, 1881 to
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Professor Gardner's valuable work TIte Ti/pes of Greek coins, Cambridge,

1882, to the Plates of the Numismatic Chronicle, and to the volumes of the

British Museum Catalogue of Greek coins, where the autotype process (the

only thoroughly reliable method of reproducing ancient coins) will enable

him to appreciate delicacies of treatment which it is at present impossible

to indicate by means of cuts inserted in the text, which last however

possess the advantage of greater convenience than plates at the end of

the volume. The vexed question of the best mode of spelling Greek

names I have not attempted to solve. Any system carried out with un-

deviating consistency can hardly fail to lead to unsatisfactory or pedantic

and sometimes even to absurd results. I have therefore preferred to be

a little inconsistent, but have adhered as much as possible to the following

rule. For all names of cities, kings, and dynasts, I have chosen the Latin

spelling, as the Greek would have involved an alphabetical arrangement

different from that which has been generally adopted in numismatic works

and in the coin-cal>inets of all the great museums of Europe. The names

of the Greek divinities, heroes, and other mytliological personages, on the

other hand, I have kept approximately in their original Greek forms, as

Zeus, Kybele, Odysseus, instead of Jupiter, Cybele, Ulysses, but I have

never ventured upon such ugly and unnecessary transliterations as

Odusseus or Akhilleus.

At the end of the volume after the necessary Indexes will be found

five plates of alphabetical forms, which will I trust prove to bo of some

use to young students. These I have compiled partly from the coins and

partly from the following sources:—Lenormant's article 'Alphabet
'

in

Baremherg and Saglv/s Dictionary, Lenormant's Essai sur la Propagation de

Valphabet phenicien, KirchhofTs Stndien zur Geschichte des griechischen Alpha-

lets, Isaac Taylor's The Alphaljet, S. Reinach's Traite d'^pigraphie grecque,

Part II, Savclsberg's Beitrage zur Entzifferung der Lykischen Sprachdenlcmdler,

J. P. Six's Plate of the Cyprian syllabary in his Series Cypriotes, and

Gardner's Table of Arian and Indian Pali characters in his Catalogue

of the Coins of the Greek and Scythic ki7igs of India.

In conclusion, I have to return my sincere thanks to my friends and

colleagues. Professor P. Gardner, Mr. H. A. Grueber, and Mr. Warwick

Wroth, for the great assistance they have rendered me in the correction

of the proof-sheets. I have also to acknowledge the many valuable hints

which Professor W. M. Ramsa}- has from time to time been kind enough
to give me in those portions of my work which deal with the Imperial
issues of Phrygia and the southern coast of Asia Minor.

My indebtedness to Dr. Imhoof-Blumer is, I fear, but inadequately
attested by the many references to his works, citations which, numerous

as they are, should have been still more frequent. MM. Rollin and

Feuardent have likewise rendered me an invaluable service by most liber-

ally placing at my disposal the volumes of the late Mr. M. Borrell's

carefully compiled MS. Catalogue of Greek coins.

b
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For the rest, I commit my book to the kindly judgment of numisma-

tists, not without much misgiving and an inward consciousness of its many
shortcomings and of the countless errors which in spite of all my strivings
after accuracy of detail cannot fail to have crept into its pages.

I shall be only too grateful to those who may have occasion to make
use of it, if they will draw my attention to any mistakes which may come
under their observation. These will, I fear, be more in number than I
care to anticipate, but I console myself with the reflection that I have
done my best, and with the well-worn French proverb, Le mie?ix est Vennemi
du hien.

BARCLAY V. HEAD

September, 1886.
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A COMPLETE bibliography of Greek Numismatics would doubtless be a most

interesting cominlation, but from a practical standpoint fully three-fourths of it

would probably be useless. As space is valuable, I have only thought it necessary

to mention (a) those works which I have myself had most frequent occasion to

use or refer to in the course of my numismatic studies, and especially in the

preparation of the present work. To these I have added one or two, such as

Garucci's recent folio on the coinage of ancient Italy, which have appeared since

this Manual has been in the Press. With the object of being as concise as possible,

I have taken the liberty of abbreviating some of the more lengthy titles, and I

have omitted many of the shorter, and what I have deemed less important, articles.

These will, however, be found without much difficulty by the student who will de-

vote a short time to the perusal of the Indexes of the various numismatic period-

icals (iS),
such as the Numismatic Chronicle, the Reviie numisnudtque, the Zeitschrift

fiir Numismatik, and others of which I have appended a short list (y). I have also

added a select number of Geographical, Mythological, Historical, Archaeological,

Metrological, and Epigraphical books (S), which will be most useful and indeed

generally indispensable to the numismatist.

(a) Numismatic Works.

Babelon (E.).
Monnai63 royales in^dites. Itev. Num., 18S3.
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Belir, Catalogue. See Lenormant (F.).
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Paris, 1876.
Sale Catalogue. Paris, 1882.
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Borrell (H. P.).
Numerous and valuable articles in the Nuvi. Chron., Ser. I. vol. ii-xi.

MS. Catalogue in the British Museum.
Borrell (M.). Voluminous MS. Catalogue in the possession of MM. Eollin and Feuardent.

Bosset ;;c. P. de}. Sur les Medailles des lies de Cephalk^nia et d'lthaca. London, 1845.

Boutkowski (A.). Dictionnaire Numismatique, vol. i. Leipzig, 1877.

British Museum Catalogue of Greek Coins. (Cited as P. M. Cat.)

(i) Italy (Poole, Head, and Gardner) ; (ii) Sicily (^Poole, Head, and Gardner) ; (iii) Thraca

b2
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INTRODUCTION.

§ I. Primitive methods of Exchange hy Barter.

The Science of Numismatics {vofiia^a, a coin established by law) has long Values
estimat

in cattle.
been recognised as a special branch of archaeology, but in some respects it fstimated

comprises a wider field of research than classical archaeology in the generally

accepted, though somewhat restricted, meaning of that word.

For many centuries before the invention of coined money there can be no

doubt whatever that goods were bought and sold by barter pure and simple,

and that values were estimated among pastoral peoples in the produce of the

land, and more particularly in oxen and sheep.

A relic of this primitive custom may yet be traced in the names which

various nations have given to money, such a3 the Latin 2>^c?f7ita, the English

fee, from the same root as the German Vieh, which still retains its original

Eense, and the Indian liupee from the Sanskrit Riipa, also meaning cattle.

The next step in advance upon this primitive method of exchange was a

rude attempt at simplifying commercial transactions by substituting for the

ox and the sheep some moi-e portable substance, either possessed of real or

invested with an arbitrary value.

This transitional stage in the development of commerce cannot be more Aristotle

accurately described than in the words of Aristotle, 'As the benefits of com-^^.- j^^^^j.

merce were more widely extended by importing commodities of which there was a a metal

deficiency and exporting those of which there was an excess, the use of a currency
c'lrr^ncy.

was an indispensable device. As the necessaries of Nature were not all easily

portable, people agreed, for purposes of barter, mutually to give and receive

some article which, while it was itself a commodity, was practically' easy to

handle in the business of life
;
some such article as iron or silver, which was

at first defined simply by size and weight, although, finally, they went

further, and set a stamp upon ever)' coin to relieve them from the trouble

of weighing it, as the stamp impressed upon the coin was an indication of

quantity.' {Polit. i. 6. 14-16, Trans. 'Welldon.)
In Italy and Sicily cojiper or bronze in very early times took the place of Bronze and

cattle as a generally recognised measure of value, and in Peloponnesus the ,^ ^^
Spartans are said to have retained the use of iron as a standard of value money in

long after the other Greeks had advanced beyond this point of commercial *'^^ ^^^''*'-

civilization.

In the East, on the other hand, from the earliest times gold and silver Gold in

appear to have been used for the settlement of the transactions of daily life,
*^® ^*''*-
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either raetal having its value more or less accurately defined in relation to

the other. Thus Abraham is said to have been '

very rich m cattle, in silver,

and in gold
'

{Gen. xiii. 2, xxiv. 35), and in the account of his purchase of the

cave of Machpelah [Gen. xxiii. 16) it is stated that 'Abraham weighed to

Ephron the silver which he had named in the
audience^

of the sons of Heth.

four hundred shekels of silver current with the merchant.'

That gold was plentiful
in ' Ur of the Chaldees' is proved also by the

remains of the temples in that place and at the neighbouring Abu Shahrein

excavated by Mr. Taylor in 1855. These temples, which date from a period

as early as Abraham's time, appear to have been richly decorated with gold

and polished stones, with the fragments of which the ground about the base-

ment of the second storey was found to be strewn.

As there are no auriferous rocks or streams in Chaldaea, we must infer

that the old Chaldaean traders, of whom Isaiah says (xliii. 14) that 'their

cry was in their ships,' must have imported their gold from India by way

of the Persian gulf in the ships of Ur frequently mentioned in cuneiform

inscriptions.

But though gold and silver were from the earliest times used as measures

of value in the East, not a single piece of coined money has come down to

us of these remote ages, nor is there any mention of coined money in the

Old Testament before Persian times. The gold and silver ' current with the

merchant
'

was always weighed in the balance
;
thus we read that David gave

to Oman for his threshing-floor 600 shekels of gold by weight (i Chron.

xxi. 25).

Gold and It is nevertheless probable that the balance was not called into operation for
silver bar-

gyg^y small transaction, but that little bars of silver and of gold of fixed weight,
but without any official mark, (and therefore not coins), were often counted

out by tale, larger amounts being always weighed. Such small bars or

wedges of gold and silver served the purposes of a currency and were

regulated by the weight of the shekel or the mina.

This leads us briefly to examine the standards of weight used for the

precious metals in the East before the invention of money.

§ 2. The Metric Systems of the Egyjytians, Btibylonians, and Assyrians.

The evidence aff"orded by ancient writers on the subject of weights and
coinage is, in great part, untrustAvorthy, and would often be unintelligible
were it not for the light which has been shed upon it by the gold and silver

coins, and bronze, leaden, and stone weights which have been fortunatelv

preserved down to our own times. It will be safer therefore to confine
ourselves to the direct evidence aff'orded by the monuments.

Egypt. Egypt, the oldest civilized country of the ancient world, first claims our
attention, but as the weight-system which prevailed in the Nile valley does
not appear to have exercised any traceable influence upon the early coinageof the Greeks, the metrology of Egypt need not detain us long. There
ai-e two names of Egyptian weights which are frequently mentioned on
the walls of the temple of Karnak {temp. Thothmes III, 1 700-1 600 B.C.),the Uten and the Kat, but the exact relation of the one to the other was
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not known until it was fortunately disclosed by a passage in tlie Harris papyrus

which contains the annals of Eameses III, circ. 1300 B.C. From this it appears

that the Uten consisted of ten Kats. A beautifulfy preserved serpentine weight

in the same collection bears the inscription
' Five Kats of the Treasury of On '

and weighs 698 grs. Troy. Allowing for its extremely slight loss, we may suppose

the original weight to have been 700 grs., which gives a unit of^ or 140 grs.

for the Kat and 1400 grs. for the Uten. Signor P. Bortolotti [Del ])rimitivo

cubito Egizio) is of opinion that this Uten is exactly the 7^- part of the

weight of a cubic cubit of Nile water, the cubit in question being not the

ordinary royal cubit of 2066 inches, but a measure which he calls the primitive

Egyptian cubit of 17-71 inches in length. Besides this primitive (?) Uten

of 1400 grs., there was also in use another and heavier form, of which a

large number of examples (Kats and divisions of the Kat) have been re-

cently discovered by Mr. Petrie on the site of Naucratis ^ Signor Bortolotti

(o;). cit.) suggests tliat the standard weight of this heavy Uten may have been

i486 grs, and that it may have been based upon the jj^ part of the weight

of a cubic royal cubit (20-66 inches in length) of the Nile water, but

Mr. Petrie's weights seem to show that the mean weight of this Uten cannot

have exceeded 1 436-1 450 grs. although some specimens attain to as much

as 1530 grs. The practical distinction between the two forms of the Uten

is quite unknown. Possiljly the light Uten may have been only a local variety,

as the specimens of the heavier form are far more common.

The Chaldaeans and Babylonians, as is well known, excelled especially in Babylonia

the cognate sciences of arithmetic and astronomy.
' On the broad and mono- ^"^

tonous i^lains of lower Mesojootamia,' says Prof. Piawlinson ^, 'where the earth

has little to suggest thought or please by variety, the "
variegated heaven,"

ever changing with the hours and the seasons, would early attract attention,

while the clear sky, dry atmosphere, and level horizon, would afiford facilities

for observations so soon as the idea of them suggested itself to the minds of

the inhabitants \'

The records of these astronomical observations were inscribed in the cunei-

form character on soft clay tablets, afterwards baked hard and preserved in the

royal or public Libraries in the chief cities of Babylonia. Large numbers of

these tablets are now in the British Museum.

"When Alexander the Great took Babylon it is recorded that there were

found and sent to Aristotle a series of astronomical observations extending
back as far as the year B.C. 2234. Recent investigations into the nature

of these records render it probable that upon them rests the entire structure

of the metric system of the Babylonians.
The day and night were divided by the Babylonians into 24 hours, each ofThesexa-

60 minutes, and each minute into 60 seconds—a method of measuring time^^^J™'

_ . .

^
system

winch has never been superseded, and which we have inherited from Babylon, of the Ba-

together with the first principles of the science of astronomy. The Babylonian bylomans.

' Publications of the Ejjypt Exploration Fund. Naukratis, 1 886.
^ Ancient Monarchies, p. 126.
'

Cicero, De Diiin. i. 2: '

Principio Assyrii propter planitiem magnitudinemque regionum
quas incolebant, cum caelum ex omni parte patens atque apertum intuerentur, trajectiones

motusqne stellarum observaverunt.'
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measures of capacity and their system of weights were based, it is thought,

upon one and the same unit as their measures of Time and Space \ and as they

are believed to have determined the length of an hour of equinoctial time by

means of the dropping of water^ so too it is conceivable that they may have

fixed the weight of their Talent, their Mina and their Shekel, as well as the

size of their measures of capacity, by weighing or measuring the amounts of

water which had passed from one vessel into another during a given space of

time. Thus, just as an hour consisted of 60 minutes, and the minute of 60

seconds, so the Talent contained 60 minae, and the Mina 60 shekels.

The division by sixties, or Sexagesimal system, is quite as characteristic of

the Babylonian arithmetic and system of weights and measures, as the Decimal

system is of the Egyptian and the modern French. And indeed it possesses

one great advantage over the Decimal system, inasmuch as the number 60,

upon which it is based, is more divisible than 10.

About 1300 years before our era the Assyrian Empire came to surpass in

importance that of the Babylonians, but the learning and science of Chaldaca

were not lost, but rather transmitted through Niniveh by means of the Assyrian

conquests and commerce to the north and west as far as the shores of the

Mediterranean Sea.

Lion and Let US now turn to the actual monuments.
^""'^ Some thirty years ago Mr. Layard discovered and lirought home from the
weights of . „ •

, -K-r- • , -, r- , T c • • 1-1
Babylonia

rums 01 ancient JSfiniveh a number of bronze Lions 01 various sizes, which may
aiid

.
now be seen in the British Museum. "With them were also a number of stone

objects in the form of Ducks. The bronze Lions are for the most part fur-

nished with a handle on the back of the animal, and they are generally in-

scribed with a double legend, one in cuneiform characters, the other in

Aramaic.

These inscriptions furnish us with the name of the king of Assyria or of

Babylonia in whose reign the Lions and Ducks were fabncated
;
and what is

more to the purpose, they also state the number of minae or fractions of a mina
which each one originally represented. There can therefore be no manner of

doubt that these Lions and Ducks are genuine weights ;
or possibly even

oflScial standards of weight deposited from time to time in the royal palaces.
At any rate it seems to be implied by the inscriptions on some of them, such as

on three of the largest and most ancient of the Duck-weights, the following in

cuneiform characters :
—

(i) 'The Palace of Irba-Merodach, king of Babylon [circ. B.C. 1050], 30
Manahs.' Wt. 15060-5 grm. yielding a Mina of 502 grm.

(2) 'Thirty Manahs of Nabu-suma-libur, king of Assj-ria' [date unknown].
"Wt. 14589 grm.

A small portion of this weight is broken off: if this is allowed for, it

would yield a mina of about the same weight as No. i.

(3)
' Ten Manahs' (somewhat injured) ; bears the name of '

Dungi,' according
to Geo. Smith, king of Babylon about b. c. 2000.

Wt. 4986 grm. yielding a Mina of 498-6 grm.

»

Brandis, Milnz. Mass- n.
GetvichUwesen, p. 33 seqq.

>
BrandiB, op. cit., p. 19.
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On three of the Lions we read :
—

(i) 'The Palace of Shahnaneser [circ.
B.C. 850], king of the country, two

manahs of the king
'

in cuneiform characters, and ' Two manahs

weight of the country
'

in Aramaic characters.

Wt. 1992 grra. yielding a Mina of 996 grm.

(2) 'The Palace of Tiglath-Pileser [circ. B.C. 747], king of the country, two

manahs
'

in cuneiform characters.

Wt. 946 grm. yielding a Mina of 473 grm.

(3)
' Five manahs of the king

'

in cuneiform characters, and ' Five manahs

weight of the country
'

in Aramaic characters.

Wt. 5042 grm. yielding a Mina of 1008 grm.

The whole series of these ancient weights Avas some years ago subjected to a

careful process of weighing in a balance of precision by an oflBcer of the Stan-

dards Department, and the results were published by Mr. W. H. Chisholm in

the Ninth Annual Report of the Warden of the Standards, 1874-5, where a

complete list of all of them may be found.

All the more important pieces had, however, been weighed many years before,

and it need only be stated that the results of the process of reweighing under

more favourable conditions are in the main identical with those formerly arrived

at by QueijDo and by the late Dr. J. Brandis.

A glance down the list of weights will convince us that there were two dis-

tinct Minae simultaneously in use during the long period of time which elapsed

between about B.C. 2000 and B.C. 625. The heavier of these two minae

appears to have been just the double of the lighter. Brandis is probably not

far from the mark in fixing the weight of the heavy mina at loio grammes,
and that of the light at 505 grammes.

It has been suggested that the lighter of these two minae may have been

peculiar to the Babylonian and the heavier to the Assyrian Empire ;
but this

cannot be proved. Nevertheless it would seem that the use of the heavy mina

was more extended in Syria than that of the lighter, if we may judge from the

fact that most of the weights belonging to the system of the heavy mina have,

in addition to the cuneiform inscription, an Aramaic one.

The purpose which this Aramaic inscription served must clearly have been

to render the weight acceptable to tlie Syrian and Phoenician merchants who

traded backwards and forwards between Assyria and Mesopotamia on the one

hand and the Phoenician emporia on the other.

§ 3. TJie Phoenician Traders.

The Phoenician commerce was chiefly a carrying trade. The richly em-

broidered stuff's of Babylonia and other products of the East were brought
down to the coast, and then carefully packed in chests of cedar-wood in the

markets of Tyre and Sidon, whence they were shipped by the enterprising

Phoenician mariners to Cyprus, to the coasts of the Aegean, or even to the

extreme west. Hence the Phoenician city of Tyre was called by Ezechiel

[ch. xxvii]
' a merchant of the people for many isles.'

But the Phoenicians in common with the Egyptians, the Greeks, and the

Hebrews, etc., with whom they dealt, were at no time without their own pecu-
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liar weights and measures, upon which they appear to have grafted the Assyrio-

Babylonian principal unit of account, or the weight in which it was customary

to estimate values. This weight was the 6oth part of the manah or mma.

Phoenician The Babylonian sexagesimal system was foreign to Phoenician habits. While

system of therefore these people had no difficulty in adopting the Assyrio-Babylonian 6oth

Sd*o^ne as their own unit of weight or shekel, they did not at the same time adopt the

sexagesimal system in its entirety, but constituted a new mina for themselves,

consisting of 50 shekels instead of 60. In estimating the largest weight of all,

the Talent, the multiplication by 60 was nevertheless retained. Thus in the

Phoenician system, as in that of the Greeks, 50 shekels (Gk. staters)
= i Mina

and 60 Minae or 3000 shekels or staters = i Talent.

The particular form of shekel which appears to have been received by the

Phoenicians and Hebrews from the East was the 60th part of the heavier of

the two Assyrio-Babylonian minae above referred to.

The 60th of the lighter, for some reason which has not been satisfactorily

accounted for, seems to have been transmitted westwards by a different route,

viz. across Asia Minor and so into the kingdom of Lydia.

§ 4. The Lydlans.

'The Lydians,' says E. Curtius [Hist. Gr. i. 76), 'became on land what the

Phoenicians were by sea, the mediators between Hellas and Asia.' It is related

that about the time of the Trojan wars, and for some centuries afterwards, the

country of the Lydians was in a state of vassalage to the kings of Assyria \

But an Assyrian inscription informs us that Asia Minor, west of the Halys, was

unknown to the Assyrian kings before the time of Assur-bani-apli or Assur-

banipal, circ. B. c. 666, who it is stated received an embassy from Gyges, king
of Lydia,

' a remote
'

country of which Assurbanipal's predecessors had never

heard the name. Nevertheless, that there had been some sort of connection

between Lydia and Assyria in ancient times is probable, though it cannot be

proved '^.

Derivation Prof. Sayce is of opinion that the mediators between Lydia in the West and

weight-
-^^^y^'^^ ^"^ tl^6 E*^st were the people called Kheta or Hittites. According to

system of this theory the northern Hittite capital Carchemish (later Hierapolis), on the

L ^di n
Euphrates, was the spot where the arts and civilization of Assyria took the

form which specially characterizes the early monuments of central Asia Minor.
The year b. c. 1400, or thereabouts, was the time of the greatest power of the

nation of the Hittites, and if they were in reality the chief connecting link
between Lydia and Assyria, it may be inferred that it was through them
that the Lydians received the Assyrian weight, which afterwards, in Lydia,
took the form of a stamped ingot or coin.

But why it was that the light mina rather than the heavy one had become
domesticated in Lydia must remain unexplained. We know, however, that one
of the Assyrian weights is spoken of in cuneiform inscriptions as the ^weight of
Carchemish\' If then the modern hypothesis of a Hittite dominion in Asia

3
Ctesias, i^Vota. 2. 18; ed. Miiller 2 t\t ttx a o

Cuneiform Lor. of West. A^^^^ol. iii. PI. XLVII. No 9''"'
^"'- ^"•' ^^ ''°-
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]\Iinor turn out to be well founded, the weight of Carcliemish might by means of

the Hittites have found its way to Phrygia and Lydia, and as the earliest Lydian
coins are regulated according to the divisions of the Light Assyrian Mina, this

would probably be the one alluded to. (See below, p. xliv.)

From these two points then, Phoenicia on the one hand and Lydia (through

Carcliemish) on the other, the two Babylonian units of weight appear to have

started westwards to the shores of the Aegean sea, the heavy shekel by way of

Phoenicia, the light shekel by way of Lydia.

§ 5. The Invention of Coinage in Lydia.

It is somewhat surprising that the nations of the East, acquainted as they were

with commerce, and familiar, as they also undoubtedly were, with the use of the

precious metals for jnirposes of exchange, and even of usury *, should have

continued for so many centuries to carry on their business transactions without

a regular currency ;
and yet nothing can be more certain than that such was the

case.

' So far as we have any knowledge,' says Herodotus
(i. 94),

' the Lydians were Invention

the first nation to introduce the use of gold and silver coin.' From the little we
°^!,^j'^g'^*^®

know of the character of this people we gather that their commercial instinct Lydians.

must have been greatly developed by their geographical position and surround-

ings, both conducive to frequent intercourse with the neighbouring peoples of

Asia Minor, Orientals as well as Greeks.

About the time when the mighty Assyrian Empire was falling into decay,

Lydia, under a new dynasty called the Mermnadae, was entering upon a new

phase of national life.

The policy of these new rulers of the country was to extend the power of

Lydia towards the "West and to obtain possession of towns on the coast, ^^'ith

this oljject Gyges, the founder of the dynasty of the Mermnadae, who ascended

the throne circ. B. c. 700, established a firm footing on the Hellespont, and

endeavoured to extend his dominions along the whole Ionian coast. This

brought the Lydians into direct contact with the Asiatic Greeks,

These Ionian Greeks had from very early times been in constant intercourse

(not always friendly) with the Phoenicians, with whom they had long before

come to an understanding about numbei-s, weights, measures, the use of the

alphabet, and such like matters, and from whom, there is reason to think, they
had received the 60th i)art of the heavy Assyrio-Babylonian mina as their

\mit of weight or stater. The Lydians on the other hand had received, probably
from Carchemish, the 60th of the light mina.

Thus then when the Lydians in the reign of Gyges came into contact and

conflict with the Greeks, the two units of weight, after travelling by different

routes, met again in the coast towns and river valleys of western Asia Minor, in

the borderland between the East and the West.

To the reign of Gyges the founder of the new Lydian Empire, as distinguished
from the Lydia of moi'C remote auti(juity, may perhaps be ascribed the earliest

essays in the art of coining. The wealth of this monarch in the precious metals

'

Lenormant, Ln Mon. dans VAnf., i. 114.

C
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may be inferred from the munificence of his gifts to the Delphic shrine, con-

sisting of golden mixing cups and silver urns, and amounting to a mass of gold

and silver"such as the Greeks had never before seen collected together \

It is in conformity with the whole spirit of a monarch such as Gyges, whose

life's work it was to extend his empire towards the west, and at the same time

to keep in his hands the lines of communication with the East, that from his

capital Sardes, situate on the slopes of Tmolus and on the banks of the Pactolus,

both rich in gold, he should send forth along the caravan routes of the East into

the heart of Mesopotamia, and down the river valleys of the AYest to the sea, his

native Lydian ore gathered from the washings of the Pactolus and from the

diggings on the hill sides.

Lydian This precious merchandize (if
the earliest Lydian coins are indeed his) he

electrum. iggued in the form of oval-shaped bullets or ingots, oificially sealed or stamped

on one side as a guarantee of their weight and value. For the eastern or land-

trade the liglit
mina was the standard by which this coinage was regulated,

while for the western trade with the Greeks of the coast the heary standard

was made use of, which, from its mode of transmission, we may call the

Phoenician, retaining the name BahyJonic only for the weight which was

derived by land from the banks of the Euphrates.

The earliest Lydian coins were composed of a metal called by the Greeks

electrum (Sophocles, Ant. 1037) or white gold (Herod, i. 50). This was a

natural compound of gold and silver, and seems to have been recognized by the

ancients as a metal distinct from either. It was obtained in lai-gc quantities

from the washings of the river Pactolus and from the mines on the mountain

slopes of Tmolus and Sipylus. It consisted of about 73 per cent, of gold and

27 per cent, of silver (Hultsch, Metrologie, 2nd cd. p. 579), and therefore stood

in a different relation to silver'^ from that of pure gold to silver. Thus while

gold stood to silver as 13.3 : i electrum would stand at 10 : i or thereabouts.

This natural compound of gold and silver possessed some advantages for

purposes of coining over gold. In the first i)lace it was more durable, being
harder and less subject to injury and waste from wear

;
in the second place it

was more easily obtainable, being a native product; and in the third place,

standing as it did in the proportion of about 10:1 to silver, it rendered needless

the use of a diff"erent standard of weight for the two metals, enabling the

authorities of the mints to make use of a single set of weights and a decimal

system easy of comprehension and simple in practice.
On this account electrum appears to have been weighed according to the silver

standard, one Talent, one Mina, and one Stater of electrum were consequently
considered as equivalent to 10 Talents, 10 Minae, or 10 Staters of silver of the
same weight.

The weight of the electrum stater in each district would depend therefore

upon the standard which happened to be in use there for silver bullion or silver
m the form of bars or oblong bricks, the practice of the new invention of

stampmg or sealing metal for circulation being in the first place only applied
to the more precious of the two metals, electrum representing in a conveniently

\
Curtius, Gr. Gesch., Bd. i. p. 466 ; Herod, i. 14
Ubicumque quinta argenti portio est, et electrum vocatur,' Pliny, H. N. 33. 4. 23.
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small compass a weight of uncoined silvei' ten times as bulky and ten times as

difficult of transport.

Once however in general use, the extension to gold and silver of the new Improve-

invention would not be long delayed ;
and there is good reason to suppose

™®"* ^"

that both these metals were used for purposes of coinage in Lydia as early coinin?

as the time of Croesus (b. c. 568-554) (see p. 546).
eflFected

The Greek cities which studded the coasts and islands of Asia Minor j^^j^^

were not slow to adopt and even improve upon the simple, but none the Greeks,

less valuable, Lydian invention, and to the Ionian Greeks of Miletus and

tlie neighbouring towns the credit is probably due of substituting artistically

engraved dies for the primitive Lydian punch-marks and, at a somewhat

later period, of inscribing them with the name of the people or ruler by whom
the coin was issued.

The official stamps by which the earliest electrum staters were distinguished

from mere ingots consisted at first only of the imjtress of the rude unengraved

punches between which the lump or oval-shaped bullet of metal was placed

to i-eceive the blow of the hammer. Subsequently the art of the engraver

was called in to adorn the lower of the two dies, which was always that of the

face or obverse of the coin, with the sjTnbol of the local divinity under whose

auspices the currency was issued, the gods being as it were called to witness

to the good weight and purity of the coin.

This symbol, device, or tyjie as it is called, consisted usually of the figure

of an animal or of the forejiart of an animal, or of some inanimate object, heads

and figures of gods and men being rare or unknown in the earliest period.

The reverse side of the coin does not at first bear a type, but only the

impress in the form of a quadrangular depression, (commonly called an incuse

square,) of the upper of the two dies between which the bean-shaped lump
of metal was placed, probably after having been softened by heating it red

hot, in order that it might receive witJi greater ease the impression of the

lower die.

§ 6. The Bahylonic and Phoenician silver Minan.

Silver was very rarely at this early period weighed by the same talent

and mina as gold, but according to a standard derived from the gold weight
somewhat as follows :

—The accepted value of gold as compared with silver

was in these times and for long afterwards as 13*3: i ^ There is no evidence

that there were the same fluctuations between the relative values of the two

metals which are now so common.

The consequence of this steadiness of exchange was the early introduction

in Asia of a double currency {' hi-metnllism'). The proportion of I3"3: i made
it inconvenient to weigh the two metals by one and the same standard, as in

tl:at case a given weight of gold would not have been easily exchangeable
for a round number of bars or wedges of silver of like weight, but for 13^
of such bars; hence, in order to facilitate the exchange of the two metals,

' Herod, says 13 : i (iii. 89^, but this is not minutely correct, as has been shown by
Mommsen, Hist. Mon. Rom., ed. Blacas, torn. i. p. 407.

C 2
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might be tlie more readily convertible into a round number of silvei shekels.

Phoenician

Standard.

Persic

Standard.

§ 7. Derivation of Coin-iveights.

Assyeio-Babylonic Gold Minae.

HEAVY

Mina . 15,600 grs.

-L or Shekel 260 grs.

LIGHT.

7800 grs.

130 grs.

Silver standaeds deeived feom the Gold Minae.

I. From the heavy gold shekel of 260 grs.

260 X 13-3 = 3458 gi-?-
of silver.

3458 grs. of silver = 15 shekels of 230 grs.

On the silver shekel of 230 grs. the Phoenician or Graeco-

Asiatic silver standard may be constructed.

Talent 690,000 grs.
= 3000 staters.

Mina 11500 = 50 staters.

Stater 230 grs.

II. From the light gold shekel of 130 grs.

130 X i3'3 = 1729 grs. of silver.

1729 grs. of silver = 10 shekels of 172-9 grs.

On the silver shekel of 172-9 grs. the Bahylonic, Lydian, and

Persian silver standard may be thus constructed.

Talent 518,700 grs.
= 3000 staters = 6000 sigli.

Mina 8645 grs.
= 50 „ =100 „

Stater 172-9 grs.
= 1 „ = 2

,,

Siglos 86-45 grs.

The above figures must of course only be taken as approximately correct.

In some districts the weights of the coins will be found to yield a higher,

in others a lower, average. All such deviations will be noticed under the

headings of the localities in which they occur.

For the present it will be sufficient to take note of the fact that in Asia

Minor and in the earliest period of the art of coining, (a) the heavy gold
stater (260 grs.) occurs at various places from Teos northwards as far as

the shores of the Propontis, (3) the light gold stater (130 grs.) in Lydia

(Kpoi'o-eios (TTaTrjp) and in Samos
(1) ; (y) the electrum stater of the Phoenician

silver standard chiefly at Miletus, but also at other towns along the west coast

of Asia Minor as well as in Lydia, never however of full weight ; (8) the

electrum and silver stater of the Babylonic standard chiefly, if not solely, in

Lydia ; (e) the silver stater of the Phoenician standard on the west coast

of Asia Minor.

\
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§ 8. Transmission of Weight Standards from Asia to Europe by

four principal routes.

We have seen how, from the banks of the Euphrates and the Tigris, the

standards by which the precious metals were weighed found their way to

the shores of the Aegean sea, the heavy standai'd by way of Phoenicia and

the sea, the light standard by way of Lydia and by land.

It is now time to turn to European Greece and to trace the migration of

these same standards of weight from Asia Minor to Greece, to Macedou, and

to the Greek colonies in the west.

This transmission of weight standards, in so far as we are able to follow

it, seems to have taken place by three or four distinct routes, the southern

route, the central route, and the northern routes.

The shekel, or, as the Greeks called it, the stater, of the Phoenician standard I. Tlie

probably weighed originally as much as 230 grs., but tliis must have been
^""^^^™

before the invention of coining, for the earliest Greek staters of Phoenician

weight, whether of electrum or of silver, seldom exceed 220 grs.^
' The Phoenicians,' says Herodotus (i. i.),

' after having settled in the country Early

which they now inhabit, forthwith began to adventure on long voyages,
^^'^^^^^^^^

1 A • mi 1 1 1
commerce

freighting their vessels with the wares of Egj-pt and Assyria. They landed with Pelo-

at many places on the coast, and among the rest at Argos, which was then po^^^^^us.

pre-eminent above all the states included now under the common name of

Hellas. Here they exposed their merchandize and traded with the natives

for five or six days, at the end of which time, when almost everything was

sold, there came down to the beach a number of women, and among them the

king's daughter, whose name as the Greeks say was lo, daughter of Inachos.'

Then follows the story of the abduction of lo by the Phoenicians while the

women were standing round the stern of the ship intent upon their purchases.

Here we have a picture of the Plioenician traders in direct communication

with the Peloponnesus. Such Phoenician fairs or markets wei'e probabl}' held

at stated intervals, although at some places they may have been permanent.

Among the first lessons which the Greek coast-population would learn from

this constant habit of bargaining with the foreign merchants would naturally

be the use of the weights by which the Phoenicians doled out to them the

precious gold and silver ornaments which they coveted.

In sonve such way as this it must have been that the Phoenician weights

were first introduced into Peloponnesus, Subsequently the Greeks themselves

became a sea-going people, and little by little drove the Phoenicians back

from the coasts of European Greece, but the lessons which the Oriental

mariners had taught them were not so soon forgotten.

Nevertheless, as is continually the case where there is no state authority

to regulate the standard, the weights which the Phoenicians had introduced

into Peloponnesus suffered in the course of time a gradual reduction, if this

' The Rhodian and some other A\ staters attain 240 grs., but these are of a later period
and perhaps degraded Attic. See p. 539.
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inference may be drawn from the weight of the staters of Aegiua, which are

the earliest of all the European coins.

It is usual to ascribe the first issue of these Aegiuetan coins to Pheidon

king of Argos, about the date of whose reign there is still much difference

of opinion. The Parian chronicle places liim in the first half of the ninth

century, and states moreover that ^dbcov 6 'Apytlos e'S^^euae rh fierpa kuI

dv.aKeiaa,, Ka\ vSptaixa apyvpoiu iv Myivr, e'7rolr,<reu.
Other and better autliorities

'

bring him down to the 8th Olympiad (b. C. 748), while Weissenborn^ and

E. Curtius go still further, and have attempted to prove that he reigned

about B.C. 668. Lastly Herodotus (vi. 127) mentions a tyrant of Argos

(roO ra ptrpa lioi^aavTO's UAonovvrjaioKn) named Pheidon, whose son was one

of the suitors of Agariste the daughter of Cleisthenes of Sicyon. The

date of this Pheidon can therefore hardly be much earlier than B.C. 600.

We are not at present concerned to reconcile these contradictory statements.

It is sufficient that all the traditions concur that a Pheidon of Argos was the

first to introduce measures, weights, and coinage into European Greece.

Pheidon It may be assumed, therefore, that the bullet-thaped coins of Aegina,
of Argos undoubtedly the earliest coins of Greece proper, are the Plieidouian currency

coined referred to in the Parian chronicle. It may be also positively asserted that

money into
jjQjjg q{ these Aeginetan coins are older than the earliest Lydian electrum

Greece. money, and that consequently the date of the introduction of coined money
into Peloponnesus is subsequent to circ. B.C. 700. It follows that Pheidon

was not the inventor of money, for already before his time all the coasts

and islands of the Aegean must have been acquainted with the pale yellow

electrnm coins of Lydia and Ionia. This coinage was, however, not current

in the Peloponnesus, and, as Curtius remarks in his History of Greece,
'

every business transaction in the Peloponnesian harl)ours gave rise to a

complication of difficulties.' The weight standard which the Peloponnesians \

had received in old times from the Phoenician traders had suffered in the course

of about two centuries a very considerable degradation. Pheidon accepted
these weights as he found them in his own time (before B.C. 600), and on
the basis of this reduced Phoenician weight he organized a system of weights
and coinage of his own which was thenceforward called the Pheidonian, or

more usually the Aeginetic after the island of Aegina, which then formed

part of Pheidon's dominions, and where he .set up the earliest Peloponnesian
mint.

Aegina the The island of Aegina, in spite of the Dorian migration, had always continued

European *?
maintain itself in the direct current of the maritime commerce with Phoe-

mint. "icia. The Aphrodite of Aegina, in her capacity of a goddess of trade, and, as

. such, a promoter of international unity, was identical with the Phoenician
Astarte. The sanctuary of this goddess had formed the kernel of every Phoe-
nician settlement on the coasts and islands of the Aegean sea. Every occupa-
tion, trade, or industry, such as fishing and mining, pursued by the inhabitants
was under her protection. Through her means the precious metals with the
Phoemcian system of weights made their way across the sea into Grefeece.

\
Pausanias, vi. 22. 2. See also Clinton, Fast. Hell, i. p. 248'

Beitrage zur Gr.
Alterthuniskunde, p. 18.

' v '*
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When maritime expeditions liad become more frequent, and when improve-
ments in the construction of ships had brought about increased facilities of

intercourse throughout the basin of the Mediterranean, the primitive method

of exchange by barter was seen to be insufficient. The priests of the goddess
of trade then first introduced the metals as measures of value. It was thej', in

all probability, wlio first collected stores of precious metal, and marked with

the symbol of the goddess the ingots belonging to the Temple-treasury.

This symbol was the sea-tortoise or turtle, a creature sacred to Aphrodite,
ill whose temples even the wooden foot-stools were made in the form of tor-

toises, the goddess herself being sometimes represented as standing on the back

of a tortoise.

In the island of Aegina then, and perhaps in the very sanctuary of Aphro-

dite, Pheidon found all tlie material for his undertaking ready at hand. Here

he instituted the first Peloponnesian silver mint, and adopted as the type of his

coinage the tortoise, the saci'ed symbol of the Phoenician goddess of the sea,

and then in the temple of the goddess Hera at Argos he hung up, in memory of

the old order of things, sjiecimens of the cumbrous bronze and iron bars,

o,3eXio-Koi, which had served for money before his time [Eti/iaol. 31., s. v.

ojSeXiuKoj),

The weight of the stater of the Aeginetic standard, judging from the coins

which have come down to us, seems to have been fixed at about 194 grs. (see

p. 332). The Aeginetic standard obtained in early times a wide extension not The

only throughout Peloponnesus, but in most of the island states, such as Ceos, Aeginetic

Naxos, Siphnos, and Crete. We find it also at all the towns which coined money
in central Greece (Thesi-aly, Phocis, and Boeotia), but not at Corinth, Athens,
or in Euboea, although at Athens Aeginetan money appears to have been

current until the time of Solon (b. c. 590). This standard even seems to have

crossed the sea to the Chalcidian colonies in Italy and Sicily. The money of

Corcyra also follows the Aeginetic standard, somewhat reduced. Towards the

north coins of Aeginetic weight occur at Abdera in Thrace. This standard is

also met with sporadically in Asia Minor, at Cyme (?), Teos (?), Cnidus, Celen-

deris, and perhaps in Cyprus. It was for tlie most part superseded by the

Attic after the age of Alexander, but this was by no means the case univer-

sally. In some places it continued to be used even down to the time of the

Roman conquest.

The central route is that by whicli the Babylonic gold stater of 130 grs. II. The

passed over the sea into the island of Euboea, whence it received the name of
'^^'^^^^^

* „ .
1 •

1
route.

the Luboic Standard, somewhat m the same way as the Phoenician became in

European Greece the Aeginetic standard.

Among the most important trading cities of the eighth and seventh centuries

B. c. were Chalcis and Eretria, in the island of Euboea. These two towns,

although in population they may not have rivalled the more famous cities of

Corinth and Athens, were yet in these remote times more influential than

cither of them in spreading Greek culture and Greek ideas over the civilized

world. They were the great rivals of Miletus across the sea, and they were

the ports from which the ships set sail which bore to their new homes the

colonists bound for the shores of Italy and Sicily in the west, and of Thrace
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and Macedon in the north. Here in the north the peninsula of Cl.alcidice

with its numerous hospitable bays, attracted in early times a great number of

colonists from Chalcis, who founded cities in every promising spot, and named

the whole district after their mother city, Chalcidice.

The colonies of Eretria, the rival sister of Chalcis, were hardly less nu-

merous, and were for the most part situate on the promontory of Pallene and

round the foot of Mount Athos.

These two Euboean towns, Chalcis and Eretria, were tlie most enterprising

Ionic cities in European Greece, and were perhaps scarcely inferior in tins

respect to Samos and Miletus in Asia. Their ships covered the seas and carried

the native copper ore of Euboea, for which Chalcis was so famous, and from

which its name was derived, to the coasts of Asia Minor, Thrace, Italy, and

Sicily, bringing back in exchange the products of every land,—the gold of the

East, the electrum of Lydia, and especially silver from tlie higlilands of Chal-

cidice, in which district no less than thirty-two towns had been founded

from Chalcis alone, not to mention those of which Eretria was the mother

city.

The From Ionia, possibly through Samos S the Euboeans imported the standard

Euboic
|jy ^rhich they weighed their silver. This standard was the light Assyrio-

Babylonic gold mina with its shekel or stater of about 130 grs. The Euboeana,

having little or no gold, transferred the weight used in Asia for gold to their

own silver, raising it slightly at the same time to a maximum of 135 gi-s., and

from Euboea it soon spread over a large portion of tlie Greek world by means

of the widely extended commercial relations of the enterj^rising Euboeau

cities.

This may have taken place towards the close of the eighth century, and

before the war which broke out at the end of that centuiy between Chalcis and

Eretria, nominally for the possession of the fields of Lelantum, whicli lay

between the two rival cities.

The The war, which goes by the name of the Lelantian war, was in reality a

^,!!f°*^^'^
contest for maritime supremacy, in which the commercial interests of both

towns were at stake. The evidence of this is the universal character which it

assumed. Nearly all the important states of Greece took one side or the

other, and the whole Aegean sea became one vast theatre on which the quarrel
was to be fought out. Corinth took the side of Chalcis, Corcyra that of

Eretria. In Asia Minor Samos and Miletus also took opposite sides.

Such a separation of all Greece into two hostile camps, we must suppose to

have been occasioned by the clashing commercial interests of neighbouring
states, the advantages of some being more closely bound up with one party,
those of others with the other.

The Lelantian commercial war shows what frequent intercourse there must
have been in the eighth century between Euboea and the opposite coasts
of Asia.

From what Asiatic port the Euboeans received the Babylonic gold weight is

doubtful, but there is some reason to think that it may have been Samos.

war.

' Num. Chron., 1875, p. 272.
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This island was in the eighth century, and for some time afterwards, one of

the chief maritime powers in the Aegean. Its situation no doubt contributed

much to its importance as a maritime trading state, and made it one of the

natural outlets through which the products of the interior of Asia and of the

coast-lands of Ionia made their waj' across to the opposite continent, and even

into the remote lands of the West
;
for it was a Samian ship which first passed

the pillars of Herakles and made the Greeks familiar with the phenomenon of

the tides.

The theory that Samos was the port whence the Euboeans derived the gold

standard subsequently used by them for silver, rests upon the weights of some

very early electrum coins (about 44 grs.) which have been found in the island

of Samos, and of the earliest Euboean coins, Euboea and Samos having been

two of the greatest colonizing and maritime powers of the Aegean sea.

Thus I think we may account for the fact that the towns of Euboea, when

they began to strike silver money of thuir own, naturally made use of the

standard which had become from of old habitual in the island, precisely in the

same way as Pheidon in Peloponnesus struck his first silver money on the re-

duced Phoenician standard, which was prevalent at the time in his dominions.

Between Peloponnesus and Euboea lay the two great cities of Corinth and Corinth.

Athens. Now Corinth and Euboea, as E. Curtius has pointed out \ were

closely connected in early times. Wherever we find Corinthian colonies,

whether in Aetolia, in Corcyra, in Thrace, or in lUyria, we find also a Euboean

element mingled with tiie Corinthian
;
and this is perhaps the reason why the

earliest Corinthian coins follow the Euboic standard and not the Aeginetic,

which we might rather have expected from the proximity of Corinth to Pelo-

ponnesus and from its ancient connection with Phoenicia, from which country

the (Corinthian worship of Ai)hrodite was derived.

The unrivalled excellence of the site of Corinth, with her two fine harbours,

one in direct communication with the East and the other with the AVest, enabled

her enterprising pojnxlation to extend their commerce in all directions, and

2)ari jiCLSSU \iii\x the Corinthian trade the beautiful Corinthian silver money,
struck on the Euboic standard, obtained a wide popularity to the north of the

Corinthian gulf and across the sea as far as the island of Sicily.

On the obver.se of these Corinthian .staters is a Pegasos and the koppa (9),

the initial letter of the name of the city, and on the reverse, an incuse pattern

in the form of the swastica, at an early period replaced by the head of Pallas.

These coins, on account of the Pegasos, were commonly called naoXoi, while the

Aeginetan staters went by the name of ^f^wi/at '^.

Unlike the early coins of Euboea, the Corinthian stater was not divided into

2 drachms, but into 3. The reason for this division of the unit by 3 instead of

by 2 may have been to accommodate the Corinthian currency to the Aeginetic
coins of the neighbouring Peloponnesian states, for a Corinthian drachm of 45

grains, the third part of their own stater, would pass current as an Aeginetic

hemidrachm or the fourth part of an Aeginetic stater.

The weights, it is true, do not correspond exactly but sufiiciently for

ordinary purposes of small exchange.

*

Hermes, x. p. 217.
* Poll. ix. 74, 75.
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The Corinthian system of dividing the stater hy three prevailed also in the

Chalcidice during the period in which the Euboic standard was there in

use, but with this difference, that while at Corinth we get tndrachms of

135 grs. and drachms of 45 grs.,
in the Chalcidian towns we have distaters or

hexadrachms of 270 grs. and sixths or drachms of 45 grs.^

Dr. Imhoof-Blumer {I. c.)
would also apply the Corinthian system of division

by 3 and 6 to the coinage of the Chalcidian colonies in Sicily and Italy

(Rhegium, Himera, Zancle, Naxus), where the earliest coinage consists ^of

pieces of about 90 grs. and 15 grs. which he would consequently call Thirds

and Eighteenths of the Euboic-Attic distater of 270 grs. But in this case

they may also be called Aeginetic drachms and obols-.

Athens. Next comes Athens, and here we must be cautious not to accept without

evidence the ancient traditions respecting the origin of the Athenian coinage,

such as that recorded by Plutarch, which ascribed to Theseus the issue of coins

with a Bull upon them ^.

The safest guide here, as indeed everywhere, is the coinage itself, which

neither in style of art nor fabric has the appearance of being more ancient

than the time of Solon. Before the age of Solon, Aeginetan didrachms

averaging about 194 grs. would seem to have been the only money current in

Attica as in Boeotia and Peloponnesus; but there are no extant Athenian

coins of Aeginetic weight, and there is consequently no proof whatever that

there were any coins minted at Athens before Solon's time. There is only
the doubtful evidence of tradition.

For some long time after the first introduction into European Greece of

coined money its actual issue appears to have been confined to a few great
commercial centres such as Aegina, Corinth, and possibly Chalcis.

Athens, it will be remembered, w^as by no means a wealthy trading state

before Solon's reforms; on the contrary, the lands were burdened with debt
and every farm in the country was heavily mortgaged.
One of the most important of Solon's measures of reform was the famous

SeisachtJma, a scheme for relieving the poorer masses of the Athenian popu-
lation from a portion of the debt Avhich lay so heavily upon them.

This end appears to have been attained by the opening of a mint at Athens
itself, and by the issue for the first time of Athenian silver money on the
Euboic standard. It was now decreed that all existing debts should be
payable in the new Attic money, and as these debts had been contracted in
the previously current money of Aegina it is clear that a saving of as much
as 27 per cent, was made by the debtor. A man who owed 100 Aeginetic
drachms (one mma) was thus enabled legally to discharge his debt by the
payment of 100 Euboic-Attic drachms (one mina) of the new Solonian coinage,which were worth in actual metal value only 73 Aeginetic drachms.

_

ihis at least seems to be the sense of the passage in Plutarch S iKarb. y^p
enocr,.e Spa^,.^, r},. pvav npSrepov 4^8op^,ovra Ka\ xp.cL. odaay S.ar ap^Bp^i. ph laov

\
Imhoof-Blumer, Annuaire de

Numismatique, 1882, p 04

i^/eJo%.fX862'; its

'' ^"^*°P^- ^^•^^' ^'°6- Cf. als'o'th? remarks of Hultsch, Gr.
*
Sol. 15.
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dvva^fi S' f\aTTOV dTroSiSdcTcoi/ wffxXfladai /xtv rois eKiivovras fieydXa, fxrjSev be ^X«7r-

T€(T0al TOVS KOfll^OfJ-tVOVS.

Solon's new Athenian coinage was distinguished by extreme purity of

metal and by accuracy of Aveight, the full Eubo'ic weight of 270 grs. to the

tetradrachm being more nearly maintained at Athens than anj-Avhere else

where the Euboic standard prevailed. The result of this was that the Athenian

money was everywhere taken with preference. Thus Hellas after the time

of Solon was divided, quite irrespective!}" of political alliances, between the

Aeginetic and Euboic-Attic standards, the Attic generally tending to super-

sede the Aeginetic, if not in Greece itself, yet certainly in the western

colonies.

The types of the first Athenian coins were, like all those of the eai'ly Greek

money, purely religious. On the obverse is the head of Athena the protecting

goddess of the city and on the reverse her sacred owl and olive-branch, and the

inscription AOE or A®E, the whole within an incase square. It is noticeable

that the Athenian coins are the earliest with a type on both sides.

These coins were popularly called on account of their types Kopat, TrapBeuoi \

or yXavKes '.

The marvellous resurrection of Athens after the Persian wars and the rapid

extensiou of her Empire naturally gave to the Athenian coinage an almost

universal prestige and currency.

After the fall of Aegiua about the middle of the fifth century, Athens and

Corinth were the two chief silver coining states of European Greece. The

Athenian ' Owls
'

penetrated into the farthest East ^, while the Corinthian
'

Colts
'

made their way to Italy and Sicily, where they are at present found

in larger numbers than in Greece itself.

To this almost international character of the Athenian tetradrachm is

to be ascribed one of the strangest phenomena in the whole range of ancient

Numismatics. I mean the fact that the Athenian coins do not improve in

point of style as time goes on. The Athenians, much as they loved art, were

merchants first and ai'tists afterwards. They probably deprecated any change
in the fumilar asjicct of their coins lest tlie Barbarians with whom they traded

should hesitate to accept them at the same favourable rate of exchange as

of old. Thus it happened that even in the age of Philip of Macedon the art

work of the coinage of Athens was still very much where it had been in that of

the Persian wars. It is archaism stereotyped.

With the exception of Athens there is hardly a single town in Greece

whose coinage does not faithfully reflect the art of the period and place in

which it was issued.

This imitation of the archaic style on works of art of a later period
has been called by modern archaeologists, archaizing. The Athenian coins

'
Poll. ix. 75, 76.
Plut. Lysand. 16

; Aristoph. Av. 1106 :

Tilpwra fjitt' yap vv /jLaXmra nni Kpirf)': ((JHtrai,

y\avHfs v^ai ovttot' fm\f'i\povrn AavpiwTiKai
dKK' (voiKTjaovaiv fvbov, tv n rot? fiaKavTiots

fvvtOTTtvaovat KaKktifovai puKpa KfppiaTa.
^ Numbers of them have been found as far east as the Oxus.
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of the fourth century are therefore archaistic, but not truly archaic (cf. Fig.

209 with 211, the former archaic, the latter archaistic).

We have now traced the Phoenician silver standard in its progress west-

wards and seen it domesticated in Peloponnesus in a deteriorated form under

the name of the Aeginetic.

We have also seen the Assyrio-Babylonic gold standard transmitted from

Asia Minor to Euhoea, Corinth, and Athens, to become in European Greece

the Euhoic-Corinthian and the Euboic-Attic silver standards : these two being

only distinguishable by their divisional systems, respectively 3 and 6 (Corin-

thian) and 2 and 4 (Attic).

From Chalcidice and Thessaly in the North to Crete and Cyrene in the

South the earliest coins belong to one or other of these two standards,

Aeginetic and Euboic.

Our attention must next be called to the northern shores of the Aegean

sea, to Thrace and Macedon, in order if possible to indicate the origin of the

coinage or rather coinages of those districts. But before pointing out the

two routes by which coined money may have passed from Asia !Minor into

Thrace we must return for a while to Asia Minor and briefly examine the

silver standard which has been called the Bahylonic, the Lydlan, or tlio

Persian. (See above p. xxxvi.)
The Perso-

rpj^g shekel or the f^oth part of this mina appears to have wciglicd about
Babylomc

^ ^ ... „,
Standard. 173 gi's. Of this weight are all the earliest coins 01 the soutlierii coasts

of Asia Minor from the gulf of Issus as far as Lycia.

We also find it in use in Lydia probably as early as the time of Gyges
for electrum, and of Croesus for silver, as well as in later times along the

northern shores of Asia Minor. In fact, except in the western coast-lands

of Asia Minor, this weight seems to have been widely extended from the

Black Sea in the north to the island of Cyprus in the south.

We are even warranted in thinking that this so-called Bubylonic silver

mina was in use in the Troad ages before the invention of coined money,
at the period of the burial of the treasure discovered by Dr. Schliemann.

There are in that treasure six flat bars or wedges of silver from seven to

eight inches long by about two inches in breadth.

These weigh respectively 171, 173, 173, 174, 183, and 190 metric grammes.
The heaviest, which is also the best preserved, has gained slightly in weight
by oxydisation and incrustation at one end to the amount of about 3 grammes.
Supposing its original weight to have been about 187 grammes, or 2885 grains
Troy, it may well have been a third of the Babylonian silver mina, which, if

we may draw an inference from the coins, was very generally divided by
3 and 6 1 and not by 2 and 4 I The six wedges together would therefore have

represented 2 minae of silver.

If my proposed identification of the mina of Carchemish (see above p. xxxii)
with the light Babylonian silver mina of from 8645 to 8656 grs., which was
likewise the mina used in the Troad about the 14th century B.C. (the conjectural

^
Brandis, MUnzwesen, p. 48.

' ?r' ^':^^^®':^:aiin
calls these bars Homeric talents. But there is no evidence as to the

weight oi the Homeric talent. All we know about it is that it was a small weight of gold
perhaps not heavier than the Daric. Hultsch, Metrologie, p. 104, note 4
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date of the burial of the treasure), be accepted, may it not prove suggestive

when considered in connection with the Egyptian text (the poem of Pentaur),

in which the people of Ilium, Pedasus, Dardanus, Mysia, and Lycia, are mentioned

as allies of the Kheta (Hittites) in their wars with Rameses II about the same

period ?

All this tends to show that the various populations of western and central

Asia Elinor received not only their early art and religion, but their weights

and measures from the East.

When therefore we find a particular form of silver mina designated on an

Assyrian cuneiform clay tablet as the Mina of Carchemislt ^ it is to be pre-

sumed that this is the weight which passed into Cilicia, Lydia, Phrygia, and

the Troad, and that the six bars of silver in tlie Schliemann treasure represent

in all 2 minae of Carchemish.

Whether and by what route the Babylonic standard with its stater of 173 III.

grs. passed out of Asia Minor into Europe is the question which we have now-^°^^f™^ -^ route (a)
to consider. Phrygia to

It is well known that the Thracians and Phrj-gians were kindred peoples.
Thrace.

The religious rites of these tribes were closely connected. Even the name
of the Thracian Bacchus, Sabazius, is the same as that of the Phrygian
Bacchus. It seems to be quite certain that Thracian tribes crossed over

from Plirygia in prehistoric times, and that they brought with them into

Europe the worship of the Phrygian Bacchus. The earliest Thracian silver

coins are staters weighing about 160 grs., to which the system of division by

3 and 6 is applied -. This is clearly the Babylonic stater in a deteriorated

form.

The coins therefore seem to prove that these barbarous tribes inherited

the Babylonic silver mina which, as we have seen, was predominant in central

Asia Minor.

The connection between the temples of the gods and tlie origin of coinage
is a point to which I shall recur later on. I need here only remark that the

tj^es of these earliest Thracian coins reflect the religion of the country and

more especially the wild orgiastic rites which were celebrated on the mountains

of Phrygia ajul of Thrace in honour of Sal)a7,ius or Bacchus (see p. 174 sqq.).

There can be hardly any doubt then that the Thracian mining tribes settled on

the slopes of Mount Pangaeum had migrated originally from Phrygia by land,

and that they brought with them into Europe the Babylonic silver standard.

It is not suri)rising that among tribes whose trade was in the precious
metals a currency should have been adopted as soon as the idea reached their

shores, which we may assume it did in the course of the sixth century B.C.

The Pangaean region with its port Neapolis and the neighbouring island

of Thasos may therefore be taken as the starting point of a coinage which

gradually spread in a westerly direction into the plains of lower Macedon,
where the silver stater of 170-150 grs.^ held its own down to the age of

'

Cuneif. Inscr. of West. As., vol. iii. PI. XLVII. No. 9.^
Brandis, Miinztvesen, p. 147.
The weights iu this region are very inexact

; many specimens of the stater fall as low
as 140-130 grs. But the highest weights, hero as elsewhere, must be taken as representing
the true standard.
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IV.
Northern
route (jS)

Ionia to

Thrace.

Macedon.

Philip the father of Alexander, side by side with the stater of 224 grs. (the

Phoenician stater) which had also penetrated
into Thrace and Macedon at an

eai'ly period. 1 j i.

The ori-in of the Phoenician standard for weighing silver has already been

explained a^p. xxxii and xxxvi). We have also seen how it may have been

imported into Peloponnesus (p. xxxvii), where, after a gradual deterioration, it

finally became domesticated under the name of the Aegmetic standard.

In the flourishing Ionian seaports, on the other hand, the Phoenician stater

was maintained more nearly at its normal weight. Here it makes its appear-

ance in electrum as early as the seventh century B.C. (the silver coins are all

apparently later).

The primitive electrum staters of this standard weigh about 220 grs. They

are among the earliest coins which have been handed down to us. Their re-

verses are characterized bv a peculiar triple indentation consisting of an oblong

incuse depression between two square ones (Fig. 300. p. 503).

The chief place of mintage in these regions was the great trading and colo-

nizing city of Miletus, and it was from this city, or perhaps from its near

neighbour Teos, that the Phoenician stater reached Abdera, a colony of Teos

and the most important city on the Thracian coast.

The type of the silver staters and distaters of Abdera is a seated Griffin

(Fig. 161). This is also the type of the coins of Teos (p. 511), and were it not

for the fact that the coins of Teos are all considerably lighter in weight than

those of the colony, we should say that the derivation of the coinage of Abdera

from that of Teos was proved ^

From Abdera by way of the river valleys of the Nestus and the Strymon
the Phoenico-Ionian stater passed into the inland districts of Thrace, where

dwelt the Pelasgian tribe of the Bisaltae and the Thracian Edoni and Odo-

raanti. All these peoples coined silver money of the Phoenician standard

during the half century which preceded the Persian invasion
;
and when,

shortly after the retreat of the Persians, Alexander I, king of Macedon,

acquired the Bisaltian territory with its rich silver mines, which are said to

have yielded him a talent of silver daily, he too adopted the Bisaltian coinage
both in type and weight, merely substituting his own name for that of Bisaltae.

(Cf. Figs. 120 and 132.)

During the century which elapsed between the reign of Alexander I of

Macedon and the accession of Philip II, the coinage of the Macedonian kings

appears to have been more or less regulated by that of the important city of

Abdera, the centre of commercial activity in the north. In each case the

Phoenician standard gives place to the Persian, the weight of the staters falling
from 230 to about 170 grs. (See p. 194.)

The cities of the Chalcidice, on the other hand, during the same period,
almost universally abandon the Euboic-Coriuthian for the Phoenician standard

(p. 181).

The causes of these changes are hard to explain, but the facts are neverthe-
less not without interest, as they tend to define the courses of trade.

J.^^!y. ^^T^
at Teos weighs no more than 186 grs. A similar degradation of weightseems therefore to have taken place here as in Peloponnesus.

I
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"When Philip succeeded to the throne of his fathers he reorganized the coinage

of his dominions, and again introduced the Phoenician standard for his silver

money, while for his gold staters he adopted the Eubo'ic-Attic weight of 135

grs., causing them to be minted a few grs. heavier than the rival gold money

of Persia.

The adoption of a double standard for gold and silver was a device borrowed

from Asia, to which Philip probably had recourse for the purpose of artificially

keeping up the price of gold as compared with that of silver.

The immense influx of gold from the newly opened mines of Philippi soon,

however, proved the futility of this scheme. Gold, iu spite of Philip's bi-

metallic currency, based upon a relative value of gold as compared with silver

which was no longer the actual maiket value of that metal, began rapidly to

fall in value.

The consequence of this would liave been that the silver coinage, forced to

pass for less than its value, would have been either melted down or exported

as bullion, and so have disappeared from circulation.

There is reason to suppose that this exportation of Philip's silver money was

actually taking place when Alexander the Great succeeded to the throne.

Otherwise how is the sudden change of standard in the early part of his reign

to be accounted for ] Certainly he lost no time in returning to a single coin-

standard, and though he struck both gold and silver coins there can be no

doubt that he returned in fact to a monometallic currency based upon silver,

not upon gold.

The rapid fall in the value of gold, which had commenced in Philip's reign,

was still further accelerated in that of his sou by the vast treasures of that

metal which Alexander found stored up in the coffers of the Great King, and

which he poured out freely in the form of gold staters, with the head of Pallas

on the obverse and a Nike on the reverse.

The significant fact, however, that Alexander did not seek to maintain his

gold coin at an artificially high price by the adoption of a double standard, but

issued both gold and silver according to one and the same weight (the Attic),

is a proof that the gold money was regai'ded by his financial advisers simply as

bullion, and that no attempt was made to fix, as Philip seems to have done, the

number of silver drachms for which a gold stater should exchange.

This would naturally varj- according to the locality and the laws of supply

and demand.

Having now passed rapidly in review the origin and transmission from Asia Results,

to European Gx'eece of the four principal silver standards, viz. the Aeginetic,

the Euboic-Attic, the Babylnnic, and the Phoenician, it may be useful to re-

capitulate the routes by which thoi-e four standards, all be it remembered

derived in the first instance from Babylon, found their way into Europe.

These were briefly as follows :
—

I. The Southern Koute, starting from Sidon and Tyre and proceeding

from one Phoenician station to another, across the Cretan sea to

Peloponnesus and Aegina, where the Phoenician silver stater of 236-

220 grs. was gradually deteriorated into the Aeginetic stater of

194-180 grs.
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II. The Central Route leading straight across the sea from Samos to

Euboea, Corinth, and Athens. By this route the light Babylonic

gold weight of 130 grs. passing into Europe, and being there used for

silver, became known as the Euhoic {Attic,
or Corinthian) silver stater.

Wt. 135-125 grs.

III. The Northern Route (a) by land from Phrygia across the Hellespont

into Thrace, where the old Babylonic silver stater of 173 grs. took root

in the Pangaean district as a stater weighing usually about 1 50 grs.

IV. The Northern Route (,8) by sea from Miletus and other towns of

Western Asia Minor to Abdera in Thrace, whence the Phoenician

stater of 236-220 grs. penetrated into Macedon, and there gave rise

in later times to the Macedonian standard (224 grs.)\

1 Since writing the above sketch of the origin of the various systems of weight in Asia
Minor and Greece, I have read an ingenious essay by M. Michel Soutzo, Si/steiiie.i

momtaires primitifs de VAsie Mineure et de la Grlce, Bucharest, 1884, in whicli he
endeavours to derive the Lydian, Aeginetic, and Euboic standards from the Egyjitian Uten,
fixed by him at 1496 grs. of silver, and the Phocaean gold, and the Persic and Phoenician
silver standards, from the Assyrian mina.

M. Soutzo supposes that bars of silver of the weight of an Egyptian Uten were used in

Lydia long before the invention of coins, and that, when the Assyrian influence began to

preponderate in Asia Minor, the Lydians grafted the sexagesimal system upon the old

Egyptian weight, and thus formed a gold mina for themselves equivalent to 60 Utens of

silver, thus;—
I Uten (or 10 Kats) = 1496 grs. of silver.

1496 grs. -h 13-3 (the proportion of gold to silver)
= 11 2.5 grs. of gold.

Therefore 11 2.5 grs. ^ = 10 Kats of 149-6 grs.M or i Uten.

225 grs. i^ = 20 „ „ 2 Utens.

6750 grs. S. = 600 „ „ 60 Utens.
The stater of 225 grs. thus became the Lydian unit for gold ; and the equivalent of its

20th part, 149 grs. M, the primitive unit for silver
; a unit which, though occasionally found

of full weight as m Lycia and Thrace, gradually fell to 135 grs., at which point it served as
the basis ot the Euboic-Attic and Corinthian systems.
As this primitive silver unit of 149 grs. was the ^ part, so the Aeginetic silver stater

ot about 199 grs. was the ^ part of the gold stater of 225 grs.On the other hand, M. Soutzo accepts the derivation of the Persic and the Phoenician
silver standards from the light Assyrian gold mina of 7800 grs., its ^ part (260 grs.) beingthe Phocaean gold stater, and its ^ part (130 grs.) the Persian daric. The equivalent in

IhZ ^l 5 f^i
^ . *\' ^t^ ^^""^ °^ '^° S^'- '' the Persic silver stater of 173 grs.,

tabular foL
^ ^ '' Phoenician silver stater of 230 grs. I give his results in a

LYDIAN AND EUBOIC GOLD MINA.

6750 grs. 75?= 60 Utens or 600 Kats M.
=

112-5 grs. i^ = ioKats of 149 grs. M.
aV = 225 grs. A" = 20 Kats of 149 grs. M.

{Lydian Stater).

1

^0

I

149 grs. M.
Primitive

silver stater

from which the

Euboic-Attic
stater of 135 grs.

is derived.

I

^
199 grs. M.

Aeginetic
silver stater.

LIGHT ASSYRIAN GOLD MINA.

7800 gi's. M.

eV = 130 grs. .¥ = {Persian Daric).
a^ = 260 grs. ^ = {Phocaean Stater).

I73gr9. ^.
Persic

silver stater.

TS
II

230 grs. M.
Phoenician
silver stater.
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§ 9. Further transmission of Weight Systems to Italy, Sicily, and the West.

Thua far we have not wandered beyond the basin of the Aegean sea. It

now remains for us to cast our eyes westwards and to follow the track of the

early Greek trader to the coasts of Italy and Sicily, Gaul and Spain.

The first Greek settlers in Italy are said to have been Euboeans, mostly The

from Chalcis, and by far the oldest colony in the western seas was the ancient
CQio°-gg^of

city of Cumae, which took its name from Cyme in Euboea. This city stood on the West.

a height to the north of the bay of Naples. For a long time Cumae remained

a solitary outpost of Hellenic enterprise in the then unknown and dreaded

western seas. The colony continued, however, to maintain some relations with

the mother country, and when, towards the close of the eighth century, the

Chalcidians began again to turn their attention to the "West, they were joined

by their kinsmen of Cumae, who were probably not unwilling to aid them in

planting colonies at all such points as were most favourable to the development

of their carrj'ing-trade between the Aegean and the Etruscan seas.

For this purpose it was essential for them to secure for Chalcidian ships a

free passage through the Sicilian straits, and it was perhaps with this object

that they founded the sister cities of Zancle and Ehegium, the one on the

Sicilian, the other on the Italian shore. These twin arsenals were to be to all

vessels other than Chalcidian as a Scylla and a Charybdis, not to be passed

with impunity. Naxus, Catana, and Leontiui, near the foot of Mount Aetna,

and Himera on the northern coast of Sicily, complete the circle of the western

colonies, in the foundation of which the enterprising mariners of Chalcis took

a leading part.

It is somewhat remarkable that the earliest coins of Cumae (p. 30), Ehegium

(p. 92), Naxus (p. 139), Zancle (p. 133), and Himera (p. 125) (of Catana and

Leontini there are no coins of the earliest period), all follow the Aeginetic

standard, of which they are drachms, and not, as we should naturally have ex-

pected, the Euboi'c \

The weak link in M. Soutzo's chain of argument is that he recognizes no difference in

value between pale electrum (containing from 20 to 30 per cent, of silver) and pure gold.
He ignores in fact the existence of electrum, and treats the early Lj'dian electrum staters aa
if they stood to silver in the proportion of 13.3 to i, tliat of pure gold to silver.

Now it has been most clearly pointed out by Brandis {Miinzwesen, p. 164) and others that
from the time of Sophocles {Ant. 1037), who contrasts the Sardian electrum with the Indian

gold, and of Herodotus (i. 50), who distinguishes j)?/re gold from white gold, down to that
of Pliny and other late writers, Greeks as well as Romans recognized electrum or white

gold as a special variety of gold, possessing a distinct value of its own in relation both to

gold and silver. The Lydian and ]\Iilesian electrum stater of 225 grs. (a weight by the way
which the coins never attain) cannot therefore be considered as equivalent to 2980 grs. of

silver or 20 Egyptian kats, but only to about 2250 grs. of silver or 10 Phoenician silver

staters of 225 grs. or 15 pieces of 150 grs. Whether these coins of 150 grs. which undoubt-

edly occur in some districts such as Lycia and Thrace are identical with the Egyptian kat,
and consequently of Egj^ptian origin, or whether they are as I have supposed merely a

degraded form of the Babylonic silver stater of about 170 grs. is another question, and one
which we have no positive data for determining. The one point upon which I wish to insist

is that the pale silverj' electrum can never have passed current on an equality with dark

yellow coloured pure gold.
' Hence Dr. Imhoof-Blumer argues that these pieces of about 92 grs. are in reality Euboic

octobols or thirds of the Euboic tetradrachm of 270 grs. slightly over weight ; Monatsbericht
d. K. Akad. d. Wissensch. Berlin, 1881.

d
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This may perhaps he owing to the circumstance that the earliest colonies

from Chalcis in Italy and Sicily were in great part (and perhaps in the

main) not Chalcidian at all. Chalcis was, it is true, the port of embarkatjon

and the city under whose auspices the colonies in question were organized

and planted out, hut the actual colonists may well have been drawn from

the mainland and islands of Greece, where the Aeginetic standard was pre-

dominant.

Moreover, the reasons, whatever they may have been, which induced the

Euboeans in their own island and in their Thracian settlements to adopt the

stater of 135 or the distater of 270 grs., may not have applied to their western

colonists, who consequently adhered to the Aeginetic standard, which, while

Aegina was still one of the great maritime powers, had obtained its widest

circulation.

Traces of this early extension of the Aeginetic standard may be found in the

weight-system of the oldest coins of Corcyra which, though a colony of Corinth,

never accepted the Euboic Corinthian standard, but from the first beginning of

her coinage started Avith the Aeginetic (p. 275).

But—to return to Italy and Sicily,— the earliest coins of the Chalcidian

colonies are essentially different in fabric from the contemporary money of

Greece proper ; being flat and circular, not globular or bullet-shaped like the

ancient coins of Aegina or the coasts of Asia Minor (cf. Figs. 8r, 85, and 220).

In this they resemble the contemporary money of Corinth (Fig. 222) and of

the Achaean colonies of Magna Graecia (Fig. 54). The coinage of this group of

cities is that which we must next examine.

The The most famous of the cities which owed their origin to the Achacans were
Achaean

gybaris, founded B.C. 720 and Croton B.C. 710.
Colonies of "^ ' '

Magna Koth these towns stood on the shores of that great gulf which took its name
Graecia. {^0X0. the Dorian city of Tarentum ; Sybaris in the low country at the conflu-

ence of the two rivers, Sybaris and Crathis, Croton about fifty miles south, on a

height facing the Lacinian promontory, on Avliich, in the midst of a forest of

dark pine trees, stood the far-famed temple of Hera Lakinia, the scene of the

great annual gathering of all the Italian Greeks.

Sybaris. Sybaris during the century and a half in which she flourished attained to a

height of power, wealth, and magnificence truly surprising. Her population,
not including the slaves, is said to have amounted to more than 300,000,
and the number of mounted knights, all belonging to the wealthier classes,
which she was able to equip was no less than 5000. The luxury and the

effeminacy in which this vast population habitually lived have made the very
name of

'

Sybarite' a bye-word through all the ages.
Now whence came all this wealth and why did ft all flow to this one particular

spot ?
^

M. Lenormant, with his usual insight, has divined the true answer to this
question \

Sybaris like Corinth, held the isthmus between two seas, the Ionian on the
east and the Etruscan on the west.

' La Grande Grlce, i. p. 262 sqq.
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Etruria was between the eighth and sixth century b. c. the great market for

Oriental and Graeco-Asiatic articles of luxury, such as rich stuifs and precious

vases both of metal and fine pottery. In return for these she exported chiefly

the products of her mines of copper and iron.

The territory of Sybaris, which extended across the narrow part of Southern

Italy, from sea to sea, was the land on which both the buyer and the seller dis-

embarked their goods. The Milesian trader on the one hand unloaded his ship

in the port of Sybaris, while the Etruscan merchant on the other sailed into the

harbour of Laiis, a dependency of Sybaris on the western side. The Sybarites

on their part had merely to carry the goods in safety across their own territory

from one port to another, reaping, it may be assumed, no small profit for them-

selves out of the transaction.

The insecurity of the Etruscan sen, infested as it was with Carthaginian and

other pirates, combined with the fact, above alluded to, that the Chalcidians

held a firm grip on the Sicilian straits, had given to Sybaris a practical monopoly
of the carriage of goods by land across her territory.

It was this carrying trade which was the source of that vast wealth which

by its too rapid and too easy acquisition demoralized in less than one hundred

years the whole population of the largest city of the ancient world.

Croton, the rival Achaean settlement in these regions, was for more than a Croton.

century second in importance to Sybaris, and was gradually sinking into the

same condition of luxury and efiFeminacy, wlien it became the scene of that

great j)olitical and religious revival which was due to the personal iufluence

of Pythagoras the Samian.

About the middle of the sixth century b. c, under the rule (for such

it practically was) of the Pythagorean brotherhood, Croton suddenly assumed

a leading position among the Greek cities of Southern Italy.

Then followed the famous war between Croton and Sybaris, and the utter

destruction of the latter by the Crotoniates, about B.C. 510.

From the rarity of the coins of Sybaris as compared with the contemporary
coins of Croton, we can only infer that during the first century and a half of

her history Sybaris carried on her extensive commerce without the aid of coined

money.
The coinage appears simultaneously in all the Greek cities of Southern Italy,

during the period of the supremacy of Croton, but still some time before the

destiuction of Sybaris (see Tabic, \). 58).

It is therefore almost certain that the use of coined money was introduced Federal

into the Achaean towns of Magna Graecia, while the government of all these *'"^"'^S^

cities was practically in the hands of the Pythagorean clubs, whose policy seems Achaean

to have been to unite into a single nation all the Greeks of Italy. That
some^o^"^

of

such project as this was entertained can hardly be doubted by anj-one who is

familiar with the numismatics of South Italy in the sixth century before

our era.

The coinage of these cities is very distinctive in character. It stands by
itself as a class apart, unlike all other coinages, and it has all the appearance
of having been a federal currency, that is to say a coinage in which each

da
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participating city, while retaining its own particular typeS maintained never-

theless a strict uniformity in the matter of the fabric, size, weight, and value of

its coins, as compared with those of the other cities of the League.

The fabric of the early coins of the Achaean cities of Italy is peculiar. On

the obverse is the leading type of the city where the coin was issued, in relief,

and on the reverse either the same type repeated or the type of some neigh-

bouring city incuse. These coins are also to be distinguished from those of

Greece and Asia Minor by their circular shape and thin beaten out plate-

like aspect (Figs. 36, 37, 43, etc.)

The standard and divisional system which they follow is that of the coins of

Corinth somewhat reduced, the stater in good preservation weighing about 126

grs., and the Third, or drachm, about 42 grs.

The fact that the Achaean colonies in Italy, in beginning to coin money of

their own, took the Corinthian coins as their models, rather than the Asiatic

or the Aeginetic, is an indication that the course of trade between these cities

and Asia mainly flowed through the Corinthian Gulf, and across the isthmus

of Corinth, and not in a direct line from Sybaris to Miletus. Thus the dangers

of an open sea voyage were avoided, and the Achaean mariner never felt him-

self in strange waters, for by this route land is hardly ever lost sight of. Tliis

early trade with Italy and Sicily must have been chiefly in the hands of the

Corinthians. From Corinth it was that the Achaean towns received the idea

of coining money, and the early Corinthian coins naturally served as models

for those of Southern Italy. From Corinth (Fig. 222) they got the thin and

flattened out metal disk, which distinguishes the coinage of this monetary con-

federacy. From Corinth too they borrowed the idea of placing an incuse

device upon the reverse of the coin, for this practice is a mere development of

the Corinthian custom of placing an incuse geometrical pattern on the reverse

of their money.
Of the cities which took part in the Federal currency known as the incuse

coinage of Magna Graecia the following may be mentioned :
—

In the north the Dorian Tarentum (Fig. 25), but only exceptionally, the bulk
of the coinage of this great city belonging to a different category.

Next, Metapontum (Fig. 37), then Siris (p. 69), in alliance either with
Sybaris, or with Pyxus on the Tyrrhenian sea, the latter alliance proving that
Siris held commercial relations by way of her river valley with the western
coast.

Next, Sybaris (Fig. 46), either alone or in alliance with Siris on the north or
Croton on the south.

Then Croton (Fig. 54), sometimes in alliance with Sybaris and sometimes
with Pandosia (p. 90), which stood inland among the mountains on the little
river Acheron, an affluent of the Crathis, and sometimes again with Temesa
(p. 96) on the eastern or Tyrrhenian sea.

Last of all comes Caulonia (Fig. 52) the farthest to the South. The towns on

neiui'i;^:^^^::;,^^^—Xisasi^^^^^
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the Tyrrhenian sea, Temesa, Laiis, and Pyxus, which participated in this coinage

appear to have been dependencies of Croton, Sybaris, and Siiis.

Poseidonia (p. 67) (afterwards Paestum), bordering on Campania, had a

coinage of a mixed character, the earliest coins with incuse reverses resembling

in fabric those of the Achaean cities (cf. Figs. 43 and 52), but belonging to

the weight-system prevalent in the Campanian towns (stater 118 grs.) ;
while

the somewhat later, but also archaic coins, on the other hand, follow the

Achaean standard and system of division by three, but do not belong in fabric

to the incuse class (cf. Figs. 43 and 44).

Tarentum, like Poseidonia, seems to have received her fii-st impulse in the Tarentum.

direction of coining money from the cities of the Achaean union, her earliest

staters belonging to the incuse series (Fig. 25).

But after a short time the character of the Tarentine coins undergoes a change.

The stater is no longer issued as a thin disk with an incuse reverse, but in a

thicker and more couij)act form and with a type in relief on both sides (Fig. 26).

The weight, however, remains the same (126 grs.),
and the divisional system by

two and not by three prevails from the first.

The coinage of Tarentum therefore was but slightly affected by that of the

Achaean union, and must be classed as Euboic-Attic rather than as Euboic-

Corinthian.

In this respect the money of Tarentum resembles that of Syracuse and the Sicily,

other Sicilian cities in which the principal coins were the Attic tetradrachm

(270 grs.), didrachm (135 gi's.),
and drachm (67 grs.), (except in the earliest

period at the Chalcidian towns Naxus, Zancle, and Himera, where, as we have

already seen, the Aeginetic draclnn (circ. 90 grs.) was iu use down to about

B.C. 500, when it began to give place to the Attic tetradrachm), (Figs. 85
and 86).

Of the Ejiizcphyrian Locrians (pp. 86 and 341) who shared with the Locri Epi-

llhegians the southern extremity of the Italian peninsula, the earliest coins ^^^ y™'

which have come down to us are Corinthian staters of the Pegasos type,

but with the insciiption AOK or AOKPflN (135 grs.), all the other Locriau

coins follow the Italic standard, 120 to 115 grs.

The only other town in this part of Italy which did not belong to the Rhegium.

Achaean monetary union was Khegium, which, as has been already stated,

began to coin at an early date, though probably not before B.C. 530, on the

Aeginetic standard
(ji. 92). About the year B.C. 500 Rhegium, together with

Zancle, from this time forward called Messana, on the Sicilian shore, and the

two other Chalcidian towns Himera and Naxus, simultaneously exchanged the

Aeginetic for the Attic standard, thus bringing their coinage into harmony
with that of Syracuse and all the other Sicilian cities.

We have now to consider the coinage of the Campanian coast from Yelia Campania,

and Poseidonia in the South to Neapolis and Cumae in the North. The Cam-

panian standard appears to have been derived directly from Asia Minor.

The town of Velia was founded by fugitive Phocaeans in B. C. 540, and

there can be little doubt that they brought with them the Phocaean drachm

of 59 grs. of which the standard is distinctly Asiatic, as is also the type,

lion devouring his prey (p. 73 sq.).
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(B.M. Cat. Gr. C. Itahj, p. 109) whicli are perhaps the nummi alluded to by

Aristotle (see p. 55).

Mommsen, however {Hist. Hon. Rom., i. p. 141)5 is of opinion that the

Tarentine w'/zoy is the didrachm of circ. 127 grs., and it must be confessed

that the type of Taras on the dolphin is far more frequent on the didrachm

than on the smaller coins ^.

Gallia. Proceeding from Populonia in a north-westerly direction along the Ligurian

coast we reach the shores of Gaul without coming upon a single town which

was in the most ancient period (of which alone Ave are now speaking) acquainted

with the use of money, or perhaps we should say which struck coins of its own,

until we reach the Phocaean colony of Massalia or Massilia.

In the neighbourhood of tliis town there was found at Auriol in 1867- a

hoard consisting of 2130 small Greek silver coins of archaic style, comprising

in all about twenty-five different types. Smaller finds of similar coins have

subsequently come to light at Volterra ^ in Tuscany and on the eastern coast

of Spain.

These little coins are all uninscribed and cannot therefore be attributed

with absolute certainty. One point, however, seems clear, viz. that from the

great variety of their types they can hardly be the coinage of any single town.

They are probably the currency of a loose kind of monetary confederacy of

which the Phocaean towns of Velia in Italy, Massilia in Gaul, and perhaps

Emporiae in Spain were members.

The weight standard to which these interesting little coins belong is the

Phoenician, of which the stater weighed about 220 grs. or somewhat less.

They are for the most part i2ths or obols (wt. i8 grs.).

The coast of Catalonia appears to be the limit towards the West beyond
which the use of coins did not penetrate until a considerably later period than
that for which I have hitherto spoken.

Keligioua
character

of early

§ 10. Greek Coin-ty2)es.

The stamp, device, or, as it is conveniently termed, the type, placed by
authority on metal intended to circulate as money, was not originally, or indeed
at any time primarily, an indication of a given quantity or value, as Aristotle

imagined it to have been—6 yhp xapmri^p ^rWr, roi noaov
cn^/xeloi. {Folit. i. 3. 14).

It was simply the signet or guarantee of the issuer, a solemn affirmation on
the part of the State that the coin was of just weight and good metal, a callingof the gods to witness against fraud. Such being its object it was of course
necessary that the coin-type should consist of a generally intelligible device,which might appeal to the eyes of all as the sacred emblem of the god whose
dreaded name was thus invoked to vouch for the good faith of tlie issuer.

Hence the religious character of all early coin-tji^es. Just as the word
OEOI frequently stands at the head of treaties engraved on stone, so the em-

com-types. blems of the gods stand conspicuous on the face of the coins.

See Num. Chron., 1881, p. 206 2 p^.. -vr xt c • o ^
3 p

'

/-^ J. ,^ -^^^- ^um., N. S. XIV. pp. ^548-^60.i'enodico di Numismatica, i%>j2 p 208
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Whether, as Professor Curtius thinks [Num. Chron., 1870, p. 92), the earliest

coins were struck within the precincts of the temples and under the direct

auspices of the priests, we have no means of deciding.

At Rome indeed we know that the first regular mint was established in the

temple of Juno Moneta, after whom we still call our current coin
'

money,'

and it is not unreasonable to suppose that the precious metals Avhich, either as

offerings, tithes, or rents, found their way into the temple treasuries of Greece,

were put into circulation in the form of coin marked with the symbols of the

gods, or with some animal or object emblematical of their worship. However

this may originally have been, there can be no doubt that the assumption by

the civic authorities of the sole right of coinage made no difference whatever

in the character of coin-types ;
the gods were still invoked on the coins as the

protectors of the State, and tlieir heads or emblems were alone deemed worthy

of representation on the money.

Apparent exceptions to the almost universal rule as to the sacred character

of the types of Greek coins are the so-called agonistic tj-pes commemorating

victories in the Games
;
but it should be borne in mind that all Greek games

partook of a religious nature, and that the representation of a victorious

chariot or other agonistic emblem would be in a certain sense symbolical of

the god in whose honour the games were held. The sacred nature of the

types on Greek coins, from the earliest times down to the age of the Diadochi,

naturally precluded all direct references on the coinage to victories in war,

political revolutions, or other historical events, the commemoration of which

we might otherwise have looked for on the current coin of the State
;
not in-

deed that such references are altogether wanting, but they are indirect, and

though perhaps intelligible enougli at the time of their introduction, are to our

modern eyes mere hints to the initiated, the meaning of which is not readily

apparent. Thus, for instance, when an olive-branch appeare as an adjunct

symbol by the side of the bull on the reverse of certain of the coins of Samos,

the careful student of the series of the Samian money may see in it an allusion

to the Athenian conquest of tlie island, the olive being the special symbol of

Athena, and appearing regularly on the Samian coins while the island was

subject to Athens, and only during that jxirticular period (see p. 516). So also

at Syracuse, when the Coriuthi;in Timoleon succeeded in Ulcerating that city

from the tyranny of the Dionysian dynasty, the coinage of Syracuse was for a

time assimilated to that of Corinth (p. 101).

All through the history of free and independent Greece, and even until the

death of Alexander the Great, the main object of the coin-type was to place

before the people an ideal representation of the divinity most honoured in

the district in which the coin was intended to cii'culate.

No tyrant, however despotic, no general, however splendid his achievements

by land or sea, no demagogue, however inflated his vanity, ever sought to per-

petuate his features on the current coin. Hence the mythological interest of

the coin-types is paramount, from the first introduction of the art of coining

down to the age of the successors of Alexander.

It is not until after Alexander's death that the first indication of a change

of ideas becomes apparent. In the course of a single decade a new world had

been added to Greece, a great wave of Hellenic influence had swept over the
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ancient kingdoms of the East, and in its reflux had borne back to the West

the purely oriental conception of the divinity of kings.

Petty local interests, local cults, local trade, were now merged in larger

circles of activity; commerce was now carried on over a wider field and on a

grander scale, and Alexander, the one man by whose impetuous force and insati-

able ambition this mighty change had been brought about, over the whole face

of the ancient world, came to be regarded as a demi-god. The altered political

aspect of the world, and the inward change in men's minds were at once re-

flected as in a mirror, on the current coin. The head of the deified Alexander

now first appears on the coinage in his character of son of Zeus Amnion, and,

as one after another of his generals assumed the title of king and the insignia

of royalty, each in turn was emboldened to place his own portrait on the money

which he caused to be struck in his name.

Introduc- From this time forward Greek coins possess for us an altogether diff"erent

tion of kind of interest. The ideal gives place to the real, and we are in the presence

afte*r^*^"^^ of a gallery of royal portraits of undoubted authenticity, invaluable as illustra-

Alexander tions of the characters of the chief actors on the stage of the world's history,
the Great.

Meanwhile the reverse types become more and more conventional in style.

This is in part due to the exigencies of an enlarged commerce which demanded

a fixity and uniformity of type fatal to all originality of conception and design

on the part of the die-engraver, a conventionality wliicli in the case of some

coinages extends to the obverse as Avell as to the reverse. Tliis is especially

noticeable in the Ptolemaic series, where the stereotyped head of Ptolemy
Soter is repeated with wearisome similarity for no less than two centuries and

a half, not however to the total exclusion of portraits of the reigning monarch.

Character- Among the bronze coins of the Imperial age struck in Greek cities, com-
istics of

monly known as the Greek Imperial series, iheve are manv which are in the
corn-types , .

,
, . . .

in Imperial highest degree instructive, although it must be confessed that thoy can lay no
times. claim to be regarded as works of art. The interest of this class of coin-types

is both mythological and archaeological. They tell us what gods were held in

honour and under what forms they were worshipped in every town of the

ancient world. On this series also are to be found numerous copies of the

actual statues of the gods as they stood in the temples ;
—the hideous upright

effigy of the Ephesian Artemis with her many breasts, no longer idealized and
Hellenized as on the coins of the best period of art, but in her true barbarous
Asiatic form (Fig. 317); the Aphrodite which Praxiteles made for the Cni-
dians (p. 525); the famous chryselephantine Zeus of Pheidias at Olympia
(P- 367) ; tl^e simulacrum of the Sidonian Astarte (p. 673), and many others.

Sometimes a complete myth is represented in the pictorial style, as on a
coin of Myra in Lycia (Fig. 319), where we see the veiled effigy of an Asiatic

goddess mounted on a tree, on either side of which stands a man wielding an
axe in the act of striking at its roots, while two serpents emerge from the
trunk seemingly to defend the tree against its assailants. This strange type
seems to be another version of the story of the maiden Myrrha who was trans-
formed into a tree, from the trunk of which, when her father hewed it with
his swoi-d, Adonis was born.

Another mythological type which may be here mentioned possesses for us
still greater interest, I allude to the famous coins stnick at Apameia in
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Phrygia, surnamed
ij /ct/3cord? or

'

the Ark.' Here a local form of the legend
of the Noachian deluge prevailed, due perhaps to the existence of a Jewish ele-

ment in the population of the town. On these coins we see the Ark in the form

of a chest bearing the inscription NflE floating on the waters. Standing in the

ark are two figures, and beside it two others, a man and a woman On the top
of the ark is a raven and above it a dove earning an olive-branch (Fig. 316).

The importance of such types as these can hardly be exaggerated, and we may
turn to the Greek Imperial coins, as we might have done to the pages of Poly-
histor had they been preserved, for illustrations of many obscure local cults

which prevailed in Greece, Asia Minor, and the East under the Eoman rule.

§11. Symbols.

A symbol has been well defined as a sign included in the idea which it

represents, a part chosen to represent the whole. Thus the club is the symbol
of Herakles, the l}Te of Apollo, the trident of Poseidon, the thunderbolt of

Zeus. As a rule in the archaic i^eriod, the coin-type is itself strictly speaking
a symbol. Afterwards, when the die-engravers had become more skilful, the

head or entire figure of the god takes the place of the mere emblem.

The symbol is then cither entirely omitted or becomes an adjunct of the

principal type. In numismatic terminology such secondary devices which

occupy some vacant space in the field of the coin are alone called symbols.
Sometimes the symbol merely sei'ves to emphasize or give greater precision

to the main tyi;)e, as for instance the olive-l)ranch beside the owl on the earlier

coins of Athens (Fig. 209), or the bow beside the heads of Apollo and Artemis

on certain coins of Syracuse (Fig. 104). But far more frequently the symbols
have no connection whatever with the principal types, and are constantly varied

on coins of one and the same series (Fig. 157). These changing symbols are

generally the personal signets of the magistrates under whose authority the

coins were issued; cf the symbols in the field on the later tetradrachms of

Athens, Vthich vary from year to year with the names of the magistrates

(p. 319 sqq.). A third class of symbols consists of those which occur on the

various regal scries from the age of Philip and Alexander down to Roman
times (p. 200). Here the symbol has sometimes a local signification, and indi-

cates the i^lace of issue, as for instance when the Rose on late coins of the second

century b. c. bearing the types of Alexander stands for the town of Rhodes.

Such symbols might be preferably termed mint-marks were it not for the

occasional difficulty of distinguishing them from the personal signets of the

officers entrusted with the supervision of the currency.

§ 12. The Chronological Classification of Coins by style.

It has been often and truly said that Greek coins are the grammar of Greek

art, for it is only by means of coins that we can trace the whole course of

art fi'om its very beginning to its latest decline. Neither statues, bronzes,

vases, nor gems can, as a rule, be quite satisfactorily and exactly dated. Coins,
on the other hand, admit of a far more precise classification, for in every period
there are numerous coins of which the dates can be jjositively determined

;

and around these fixed points a little experience enables the numismatist to

gi-oup, within certain limits, all the rest.
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The main chronological divisions or periods into which the coins of the

ancients fall according to their style are the following :—

I. B. c. 700-480. The Period of Archaic Art, which extends from the in-
"

vention of coining down to the time of the Persian wars. Within these two

centuries there is a gradual development from extreme rudeness of work

to more clearly defined forms, which, however, are always characterized by

stiffness and angularity of style, the distinguishing mark of archaic Greek

art. As a rule the coin-types in this period consist of animal forms or

heads of animals. The human face is of rare occurrence, and, even when

in profile, is drawn with both corners of the eye visible, as if seen from

the front (Fig. 85). The hair is generally represented by minute dots, and

the mouth wears a fixed and formal smile, but withal there is in the best

archaic coin-work, especially about the close of the period, a strength and

a delicacy of touch which are often wanting in the fully developed art of

a later age. The reverse sides of the coins in the archaic period do not

at first bear any type, but merely the impress in the form of an incuse

square {often divided into four quarters (Fig. 118) or into eight or more

triangular comjDartments (Fig. 195), some deeply indented) of the punch used

for driving the ingot of metal down into the slightly concave die in which

the type was engraved, and for holding it fast while it was struck by the

hammer.

In Magna Graecia, Sicily, and in some parts of European Greece the coins

are from the very first provided with a type on both sides. For examples
see B. M. Guide, Plates I-IX.

II. B.C. 480-415. The Period of Transitional Art from the Persian wars to

the siege of Syracuse by the Athenians. In this period of about 65 years

an enormous advance is noticeable in the technical skill with which the

dies of the coins are prepared. The rude incuse square is generally

superseded by a more regularly formed incuse square often containing a

device or a kind of ornamental quartering (Fig. 124) together with, in many
cases, the name of the city or of the magistrate (in an abbx'eviated form)
under whose jurisdiction the coin was issued. In Asia Minor the incuse

square is for the most part retained down to a much later period than

in European Greece. The devices on the coinage of this period are cha-

racterized by an increased delicacy in the rendering of details, and by
a truer understanding of the anatomical structure of the human body
(Fig. 86) and, towards the close of the 5th century, by greater freedom of

movement. Some of the most delicately wrought and powerfully conceived

Sicilian coin-types belong to the close of this transitional period; of. the

two eagles devouring a hare on the Avell-known coins of Agrigentum
(Fig. 68).

III. B. c. 415-336. The Period of Finest Art, from the siege of Syracuse to

the accession of Alexander. During this period the art of engraving coins

reached the highest point of excellence which it has ever attained, either in

ancient or modern times. The types are characterized by intensity of action,

perfect symmetry of proportion, elegance of composition, finish of execution,
and richness of ornamentation. The head of the divinity on the obverse
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is frequently represented almost facing and in high relief
;

cf. the beautiful

heads of Apollo at Clazomenae (Fig. 296), Ehodes (Fig. 312), and Amphipolis

(Fig. 131), of Hermes at Aenus (Fig. 157), of the Njnnph Larissa (Fig. 176),

of Hera Lakinia at Pandosia (Fig. 61), of Arethusa and Pallas at Syracuse

(Figs. 102, 103), and of Zeus Ammon at Cyrene (Fig. 390). Among the

more remarkable reverse-types are the seated figures of Pan on a coin of

Arcadia (Fig. 242) and of Herakles at Croton (Fig. 57).

It is to this period that nearly all the coins belong which bear artists'

signatures, a proof that the men employed at this time to engrave the

coin-dies were no mere mechanics, but artists of high repute ; among them

the two names of Euainetos and Kimon of Syracuse, the engravers of the

splendid silver medallions (dekadrachms) of that city (Figs. 100, loi) can

never be forgotten as long as their works remain, notwithstanding the fact

that no ancient writer has recorded them.

IV. B. c. 336-280. The Period of later Fine Art, from the accession ofAlexander Period of

to the death of Lysimachus. The heads on the coins of this age are f^^
remarkable for expression of feeling. Tlie eye is generally deeply set

and the brows more defined. The human figure on the reverses gradually
becomes more elance, and the muscles of the body are more strongly in-

dicated. On both obverse and reverse the influence of the school of

Lysippus becomes apparent. The most frequent reverse-type is now a

seated figure, the general aspect and pose of which is borrowed from the

seated figure of the eagle-bearing Zeus on the money of Alexander. For

examples, see Figs. 142-144, 172, 201, 239, and 254.

V. B.C. 280-146. The Period of the Decline of Art, from the death of Lysi- Period of

machus to the Roman conquest of Greece. As the chief silver coinages *f^J^^^^°®
of this period are regal, there is little or no difficulty in dating them.

They present us with a series of portraits of the kings of Egypt, Syria,

Bactria, Pontus, Bithynia, Pergamura, Macedon, Sicily, etc. Tlie defeat of

Antioclius by the Pomans at the battle of Magnesia, B.C. 190, was for

Western Asia Minor no le?s important than tlie defeat of Philip V at

Cynoscephalae in B.C. 197 had been for European Greece. The freedom

of many Greek cities in Asia was forthwith proclaimed by the Romans, in

consequence of which they again obtained the right of coining money. This

privilege they immediately took advantage of by issuing coins either in

their own names or on the pattern of the money of Alexander the Great,
and in his name, but with the addition of their respective badges and of

the names of tlieir local magistrates in the field
;
a proof that the mass of

the currency still consisted of the money of the great conqueror, for in

no other circumstances could we explain the adoption by so many towns
of Alexander's types more than a century after his death. All these coins

are easily distinguished from the real coinage of Alexander by their large
dimensions and spread fabric.

In European Greece, the money of the kings of Macedon comes to an
end in B.C. i68 on the defeat of Perseus (Fig. 149) by the Romans, but

soon afterwards silver was again issued in Macedon on its division into

four regions under Roman protection (Fig. 153). Athens, after an interval
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of about a century, during which she was not permitted by the kings of

Macedon to strike money, recovered the right of coinage about B c. 220,

and from tl.at time her tetradrachms of the 'new style' (Fig. 216) began

to be issued in great quantities.
In Italy the commencement of the Roman

silver coinage in B.C. 268 put an end to almost all the other autonomous

silver coinages in that country. In Africa the money of Carthage, down

to its destruction in B.C. 146, is remarkable for a rapid degradation m
the style of its execution, and in the quality of the metal employed.

Artistically, the coins of Asia are throughout this entire period incomparably

superior both to those of European Greece and of the West, although it

cannot be affirmed that they in any degree reflect the best contemporary

art of the flourishing Schools of Pergamum, Rhodes, and Tralles.

VI. B. c. 146-27. Tlie Period of continued Decline in Art, from the Roman

conquest of Greece to the rise of tlie Roman Empire.

In Northern Greece, when Macedonia, west of the river Nestue, was finally

constituted a Roman Province (b. c. 146), and when the coinage of silver

in that country consequently ceased, Maroneia (Fig. 160) in Thrace and

the island of Thasos (Fig. 166) endeavoured for a time to supply its place

by the issue of large flat tetradrachms of base style. Athens, almost the

only silver coining state in Greece proper, continued to send forth vast

quantities of tetradrachms at least down to the capture of the city by Sulla

in B.C. 86 (Figs. 218, 219), about which time she too was deprived of the

right of coinage. In Asia Minor the chief silver coinage consisted of the

famous Cistophori (Fig. 287), a special currency which was long permitted

by the Romans, even after the constitution of the Province of Asia in B. c.

133. Farther East, the regal series of Syria and Egypt remain unbroken

down to the Roman conquest of those countries. The Bactrian money rapidly

loses its Hellenic character and becomes at last purely Indian.

Almost the only coins in this period which can lay claim to any high

artistic merit are those which bear the idealized portrait of the great

Mithradates (Fig. 265).

VII. B.C. 27-A.D. 268. Imperial Period. Augustus to Gallienus. Under
the Roman Emperors the right of coining their own bronze money was

from time to time accorded to a vast number of cities in the eastern half

of the Empire. In the western provinces this privilege was much more rarely

granted. These coinages which now goby the name of 'Greek Imperial'
are in reality rather municipal than Imperial. The head of the Emperor
is merely placed on the obverse out of compliment to the reigning monarch,
and is frequently exchanged in the Province of Asia for that of the Roman
senate (CYNKAHTOC or l€PA CYNKAHTOC) or that of the local

council, senate, or people (BOYAH, TePOYCIA, AHMOC). At many
small towns the privilege of coining money appears to have been enjoyed
only on certain occasions, such as during the celebration of games and
festivals (Fig. 333) or under certain emperors, and to have been renewed
only after an interval of perhaps many years. The dimensions of the

present work will not permit me to give in detail the periods during which
the local mints were active or dormant. I must content myself with
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indicating the highest and lowest limits within which coins occur at each

town. It will be seen that the Greek Imperial series nowhere extends

beyond the reign of Gallienus, except at a few towns chiefly in southern

Asia Minor, where it is continued down to that of Aurelian, A. D. 270-275,
and at Alexandria, where it does not finally come to an end until the reign

of Diocletian, A. d. 284-313.

§ 13. Inscriptions on Autonomous and Regal Coins.

The inscriptions on Greek coins, when present, which in the archaic period
is rarely the case, consist as a rule of the first tln-ee or four letters of the

ethnic, e.g. AOE (Fig. 211), META (Fig. 37), lYPA (Fig. 92), for
'

Adrj^alc^v,

MeranoPTivcov, ivpaKoaicov, or of the name of a dynast sometimes at full length

asTETAIHAONEON BAII AEYI (Fig. i2i),'zEYOA KOMMA(Fig. 17^),

<t)ANO^ EMI ZHMA (Fig. 308), the last being especially remarkable, not

only as the earliest inscription yet found on any coin, but as being couched

in the first perpon. Although in the vast majority of cases the legend is in

the genitive plural of the ethnic there are nevertheless instances where the

name of the city itself occurs either in the genitive or nominative singular,

as AKPATAZ :n;.l AKPATANTOZ (Fig. 67), TOPTYNOS TO nAIMA
(p. 394), etc. Sometimes also an adjectival form is met with, as ZEPMY-
AIKON (Fig. 126), APKAAIKON {\^. 372), etc. agreeing, when in the neuter,

probalily with vnfiirrna or some such word understood, or when in the

masculine as KATANAIOZ (p. 115), PHriNOZ (p. 93), etc., with the name
of the divinity whose figure is represented on the coins. In adrlition to or

in place of the name of the people we frequently meet with legends referring

directly to the type, as TEPINA and NIK A accompanying the head of the

nynipli Terina and the figure of Nike on a coin of Tcrina (Fig. 64), or again
AlOI EAAANlOY(p. 160), lEYZ EAEYOEPIOZ (p. 156). APEOZ (p. 136),
etc. on Sicilian coins written round the heads of Zeus Hellenios, Zeus Eleu-

thcrios and Ares.

On some coins of the finest period of art the name of the engraver occurs Engravers'
in minute characters either in the nominative or genitive, as K I MHN (Fig. loi),

names.

EYAINETO, EYMENOY, etc. on coins of Syracuse; the verb enoid being in

a few rare cases added, as GEOAOTOZ ETTOEI on a coin of Clazomenae

(Fig. 296) and NEYANTOZ EnOEl on one of Cydonia in Crete (p. 391).
Another class of inscriptions consists of the signatures of the officers ofMao-is-

the State or of the mint who were responsilde for the coinage.
trates'

These usually occupy some prominent place in the field of the coin, but

as a rule they are expressed in an abbreviated form or in monogram. "When

they are written at full length they doubtless stand for some superior Magi-
strate such as an Archon or a Prytanis during whose tenure of ofllice the coin

was issued (Fig. 298).

When the sovereign power was in the hands of a tyrant or a king his name Names of

occupies the place of honour to the exclusion of that of tlio jioople. Such ^^y^^^^^-

names are almost always in the genitive, as ATAGOKAEOZ (p. 159),

AAEIANAPOY TOY NEOHTOAEMOY (Fig. 182), BAZIAEnZ ZEAEY-
KOY

(p. 637), etc.
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§ 14. Magistrates' names on Autonomous and Imperial Coins.

M Lenormant has well remarked in his interesting treatise
' Les Magistrats

monetaires chez les Grecs
'

(iJ/om^.
dans VAnt., iii. 69), to which I am indebted

for many of the observations contained in this section, that whenever a

Magistrate's name appears in the genitive the preposition eW, when not ex-

pressed, is to be understood, signifying that the coin was struck under a

certain magistracy, the person mentioned being the eponymous magistrate

of the state. It does not follow, however, that the chief magistrate was always

directly responsible for the coinage ;
but in case of fraud the presence of his

name would render it an easy matter to fix the responsibility upon the proper

person, viz. the man who held the office of Moneyer during such and such a

magistracy. On the other hand direct responsibility for the quality of the coin

is implied, in M. Lenormant's opinion, by the use of the nominative case.

Thus for instance on the silver coins of Dyrrhachium and Apollonia, where

there are two names, the one on the reverse in the genitive case is that of

the eponymous magistrate for the year, while that on the obverse in the

nominative is the name of the superintendent of the mint. When the name

of an eponymous magistrate occurs alone and in the nominative case it is

probable that he was himself directly responsible for the coinage. Immediate

responsibility seems also to be implied by the addition of a symbol or signet

even when the chief magistrate's name is in the genitive with or without ini.

Of the three magistrates' names all in the nominative case which occur on

the later Athenian tetradrachms it is probable that the first two, who held

office for the space of a year, were immediately responsible to the State, and that

the third magistrate, whose name changes with each successive prytany (about

once a month), was a sort of auditor of accounts appointed as a check upon the

two annual magistrates.

In Imperial times the presence of a magistrate's name on the bronze coins

of Greek cities is usually, though by no means always, equivalent to a date,

conveying no information as to the persons who were actually entrusted with

the superintendence of the mints. The magistrates' names on the Imperial
coins are frequently accompanied, especially in the Roman Province of Asia,

by their titles, preceded by the preposition em, as eVi ap^nvros tov 8fiva. In

most cases it would seem that the mafijistrate whose name is inscribed on the

coin was a chief magistrate of the town, but we must beware of inferring
that the title which accompanies his name is always the one by virtue of

which he caused the money to be minted. Thus for instance at many cities

where we know that the eponymous magistrate was a strategos we read some-

times eVi a-TpaTTjyov and sometimes eVt apxovTos. It is clear that in such cases

the word cipx^v must be taken in a general sense and translated, not by
' under

the Archonship,' but by
' under the Magistracy

'

of so and so, whose real title,

perfectly well known at the time and therefore not specified, was strategos, and
not archon.

This applies more particularly to the numerous agonistic, sacerdotal, and
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other honorary titles. When a chief magistrate happened to be also invested

with the office and dignity of a priesthood he would, as often as not, omit

all mention of the true title which constituted him eponymous Magistrate,

while taking especial care to record the fact that he was 'Aaiapxr]^, dpxiepfvs,

lepeis, (rTe(j)avTi(f)6pos, 6f6\6yns, or what not.

The above remarks of course only apply to the coins of cities which

we know to have been governed by a civil Magistrate, for there can be no

doubt that at some towns the eponymous Magistrate was regularly the

apxiepevi or some other sacerdotal dignitary. It is only by a careful study of

the whole series of the coins of any particular city that we can ascertain

positively what was the local custom in such matters.

Although the use of eni with a proper name in the genitive usually implies

an eponymous date, many instances may be cited where this is not the case.

Thus for example wjien the title accompanying the name partakes in any way
of a financial character, such as rap-las, Xoytori^r, (nifjLfXrjTfjs, etc., it is not to

be supposed that these officers were eponymous Magistrates ; evidently they

were appointed for some special purpose which included the supervision of

the coinage. The less important cities indeed seem only to have coined

money at intervals as occasion required, when some one of the citizens would

be delegated by the regular Magistrates to direct the issue, or might even

voluntarily undertake the whole expense. In such cases the prepositions

8id and napd are sometimes used instead of inl before the name of the pex'son

who caused the money to be struck.

Nothing in fact can be clearer than the e\adence afforded by the coins of

the Province of Asia as to the prevalence in Imperial times of what we should

term a laudable public spirit among the citizens. It appears to have been Dedicatory

no uncommon practice for private individuals to present to their native towns ^^"^" *^'

considerable sums of money in acknowledgment of municipal or sacerdotal

honours conferred upon them by the city or the Emperor. The money so

contributed to the public purse by private munificence was, we may suppose,

forthwith minted in the name of the donor, the usual dedicatory formula being

the name of the donor in the nominative with or without his honorary title,

followed by the verb civtOrjKf and the ethnic cither in the genitive or dative,

as nOACMnN CTPATHrnN ANeOHKC CMYP[NAIOICj. OCTIAIOC
MAPK€AAOC ieP€YC TOY ANIINOOY KOPlNOinN ANCOHKeN.
Even women occasionally contributed in this manner to the expenses of the

municipalities, as we gather (among other instances) from coins of Attuda

in Plirygia reading IOY(X<a) K(XauSt'a) KAAYAIANH AN€OH(»ce..) ATTOY-
AenN (Mion. Si(2:>j>l.,

vii. p. 522).

Sometimes the verb dviOr^Ke is either abbreviated to AN or A, or even

altogether omitted for want of space, but it is always to be understood when

a proper name in the nominative is followed by the ethnic in the dative, as

BeTOYPIOC TOIC APKACI (Mion. ii. 245).

Dedicatory issues, such as tliose above described, are on the whole of rare

occurrence, although at certain towns it appears to have been the rule foi-

the eponymous ^Magistrate, or even for an ordinary citizen, to provide out of

his private means for the bronze coinage of his native town.

e
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The Magistrates' titles which occur on the coins chiefly of the Greek Impe-

rial series may be divided into the following classes :—

I. Roman.

II. Greek (a) Municipal.

(/3)
Financial,

(y) Agonistic, Sacerdotal, and Honorary.

I. Roman. „ , t^ t, • c

'AyQ6^aros-ProconsuL Chiefly on the coins of the Roman Provinces of

Bithynia and Asia.

'A^TiarpciTriYos—Propraetor. Thrace, Galatia, Cyrenaica.

Au'o clvhpes—Duumviri. This title very rarely occurs in Greek, but it is

frequent on colonial coins in Latin, as II VI Rl.

'E-TTiTpoiros
—Procurator. Bithynia.

'HYepcii' or 'Hyo6ii.evo<i—Praeses. Frequent on Thracian coins.

'\TrmK6<i—Eques Romanus. Occasional in the Province of Asia.

Kop[.'iKouXcIpio9] (T)—Cornicularius (?). Adjutant, Tribune, Assistant, etc.,

Laodiceia Phrygiae.

U6.-rpw—Patronus. Nicaea and Nicomedia in Bithynia, where it is applied

to the Proconsul.

npeapeuTYJs—Zer7««tts. Various cities of Thrace, Galatia, and Cappadocia.

To.\kia.<i—Quaestor. This title is applied both to Roman Provincial Quae-

stors, as on coins of Macedon (p. 2io sq.), and of Cyrenaica (p. 733), and

to the Treasurers and Comptrollers of the public moneys of certain

Greek cities, such as Smyrna (p. 510), and Rhodes (p. 542).

"YiraTos—Consul, in the formula AHM. EZ. YTTAT. {BrjfiapxiKpjs e^ovaias

viruTos), equivalent to the Roman JR. POT. COS. Chiefly met with on

coins of Caesareia Cappadociae, and Antiochia Syriae, but it occurs also in

Crete (p. 384) and Cyprus (p. 627).

II. Greek.

(a) Municipal.

"Apxdiv
—Chief Magistrate. "Apx^v a. First Archon, at cities where there

were several Archons. This title occurs very frequently throughout the

Roman Province of Asia. It is met with also at Byzantium (p. 232). On
the coins of Asander and Hygiaenon of Bosporus it is a dynastic title.

lTpaTT]Y09 is also a title of the chief civic Magistrate of still more frequent

occurrence than that of Archon, with which it is sometimes interchange-

able. It appears to be confined to the cities of the Province of Asia. At

Smyrna this office was sometimes held for life, 2rparj;-yos 8ia ^lov (p. 5 1 o).

rpafifj-axeds
—

Secretary (A. V. Townclerk, Acts xix. 35). Chief magistrate
in many cities of the Province of Asia.

ripuTai/is
—

Prytanis, or one of a board of several Prytaneis. Chief magis-
trates of some cities of the Province of Asia.

Bou'Xapxos—President of the BovA^ or Town Council. :Mastaura Lydiae
(Mion. iv. p. 234).

Nop.o0eTir]s
—

Lawgiver. Laodiceia Phrygiae.

BaCT[iXeu's] (?)—This word as a magisterial title occurs on certain coins of

Byzantium (p. 232).
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'Hp[i(l|jieVos] (?)
—Electus (?). Byzantium (p. 232).

re'poKTcs
—Elders. Lacedaemon (p. 365).

"E<J)opoi
—

Ej)hors. Lacedaemon (p. 365, Ancyra, 557).

Nofjio4>uXaKes
—Guardians of the Laws, Lacedaemon (p. 365).

rioXe'jjiapxos
—Polemaich. Thebes (p. 299).

(P) Financial, etc.

Ta/jLi'as
—Treasurer. Smyrna (p. 510), Rhodes (p. 542).

AoyicTTTis
—Curator reipuhlicae. Cidyessus (p. 561), Synnada (p. 569).

'E7riji.€\T]Tris, 'ETTip-eXi^cras, 'ETn|JieXT]0eis, 'EirLfieX-qGeicra
—Curator. Philadel-

phia Lydiae ; Eucai^pia and Hierapolis Phrygiae ; Antiochia, Mylasa, and

Stratoniceia Cariae. Whether this officer undertook the charge of the

coinage, or whether he bore the title (nineXijTrjs in virtue of some other

function, cf. eVt/ieXr/r))? Yiava6T^vaiu>v on a coiu of Mastaura Lydiae (p. 551),
can hardly be decided.

'Ettictkottos
—

Overseer, Inspector. Ephesus (p. 498).

'AiTT)(TcIfxei'os
—Alia (p. 556), Ancyra (p. 557), and Eucarpia (p. 563) in

Phrygia. Friedlaender (Hermes, ix. 494) explains this word as referring

perhaps to the statue or other object represented on the coin. It would

thus mean that the work in question had been erected, or possibly that

the coinage itself had been issued, on the requisition of the magistrate
whose name appears as alTTjadixevos.

U'T]4)to-d|xei'os
—on a coin of Stratoniceia (p. 531)

—maybe explained as signi-

fying that the coin was issued in jjursuance of a decree voted by the

Council on the motion of the magistrate mentioned on the coin.

(y) Agonistic, Sacerdotal, and Honorary, etc.

'Apxiepeu's
—Chief Priest. Frequent in Roman Asia.

'Apxiepareu'wk'
—Chief Priest. Sala (p. 568).

'Apxtepeus fj-eyas
—Chief Priest. Sardes (p. 553).

'Apxicpeus fAeyiorTOs
— Chief Priest. Crete (p. 384).

'lepeu's
—Priest. Frequent in Roman Asia,

'lepeuy 8ia Piou TcLr lePacTTwi'
— Priest for life of the Augustan worship. Per-

perene (p. 464).

'I^peia
—Priestess. Sm}Tna, Acmonia, Attuda, EucarjDia, and Prymnessus.

'Ic'peia OuydxTip toG Ai^fxou
—

Priestess, daughter of the People. Smyrna (Im-
hoof, Man. Gr., p. 296).

'Ao-idpxTjs, 'Apxiepeus 'Aai'as—President of the Sacred Festivals or High Priest

of the Augustan worship of the Province of Asia
(>coti'6i' 'Ao-i'ay).

Yios 'Affidpxou
—Son of the Asiarch. Acmonia Phrygiae (Imhoof, Mon. Gr.,

P- 391)-

KiXiKa'pxTjs
— President of the Festival of the koivov KiKiKias. Tarsus {Ann. de

yum., vii. 18).

KpTjxdpxTis
—President of the Festival of the kolvop Kpr)Tcbu. Crete (p. 384, 396).

ZTe4>ai't]4)6pos
—

Superintendent of Sacrifices, so called from the crown which

he wore while performing his sacred duties. Province of Asia.

'Ayoji-oOeTTis—Superintendent of the Games. Province of Asia.

Aywi/oGeT-qs Sia ^lou—Superintendent of the Games for life. Cotiaeum (p. 561).

ru/Acao-idpxTis
—Director of the Gymnasium. Province of Asia.

e 2
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nai/YlYupiapxris, Uavt\yupi<TTl\^
— Ttiredor of Public Festivals. Apameia

(p. 558), Cadi (p. 560).

NcwKopos—A Magistrate entrusted with the care of a temple, probably that

of the Augustan worship in the Province of Asia. (Coins of Lydia and

Phrygia.) See also this title app>lied to cities.

©eoXdyos—Interpreter of Oracles. Pergamum (p. 464).

'kpofiKillJLco.'—
A Sacerdotal Officer, Sacred Recorder. Byzantium (p. 232).

'Apxiarpos
—Chief Physician. Heracleia loniae and Heracleia Salbace.

Ylos TToXecos—Son of the City. Attuda (p. 559), Cotiaeum (p. 561).

Io4)i(j-nis—Sophist. Smyrna (p. 510), Laodiceia (p. 566), probably used as

an honorary distinction by certain magistrates who happened also to be

Sophists.

'Ap,<j)iKTuoi'€s
—The Amphictyons, Presidents of the Pythian games. Delphi

(p. 289 sq.).

npoTToXoi
—Ministers of the Temple. Delphi (p. 290).

Among other titles, which are dynastic rather than magisterial, are 'Apxifptv^,

AvvdaTT]!, and Torrapxos, employed by the priestly family which ruled over Olba

in Cilicia
; "Apxcov, used by Asander and Hygiaenon of Bosporus ; 'Edvdpxrjs,

the title of Herod Arclielaus, and TeTpdpxns that of Ptolemy the son of Men-

naeus, Lysanias I (p. 655), Herod Anti2)as, and Herod Philip II (p. 683).

§ 15. Public Games and Sacred Festivals.

In all Greek lands there existed, from the earliest times down to the latest,

certain uniform customs and common ties which served to bind together the

divergent branches of the Hellenic race into one comparatively homogeneous

family. . . . t6 'EWtjvikov eov opaipov re Koi SixoyXaxraov, Ka\ 6(a>v ihpvpaTn re Kntva

Kai Ovaiai, rjded re Sporpona (Herod. viii. 1 44). Among these the Olympian,

Pythian, Nemean, and Isthmian games were undoubtedly the most influential

Local bonds of union. These great festivals may be regarded as types of many

tyTme^
smaller associations of a similar character, local amphictyonies and Kmud of

and tcotvA. various districts, partly political and partly religious, common to the inhab-

itants of one and tlie same district or to people of homogeneous race.

So long as Greece remained free these common councils and periodical con-

ventions exercised a well marked political influence and watched over the in-

terests of the various cities which were enrolled as members of the Union, but
under the rule of tbe Romans the political functions of the Koivd ceased to exist,

although for purposes of common worship, and as a most valuable means
of keeping the subject populations contented in the apparent exercise of
their ancient privileges, and happy in the real performance of their time-
honoured rites and sacrifices and in the enjoyment of frequently recurring
splendid festivals, these gatherings were not only permitted, but were looked
upon with an approving eye by the Emperor himself.
As a stimulus to trade and as a convenient means of inculcating the Augustan

worship the Common Games and Festivals of the Greeks were not only main-
tained m many places where they already existed, but received still further
extension at the hands of the Roman governors and of successive Emperors,
under whose direct auspices many new festivals were founded, of which the
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temjjles of Rome and Augustus in the numerous metropolitan centres of the

various provinces (more especially in Asia Minor) were the chief points
of union.

From the frequent mention of the Public Games on the coins of the Impe- Festival

rial age struck in Greek cities, it is evident that these periodical festivals homage,

everywhere created a demand for current coin in larger quantities than was

sufficient for the ordinary requirements of the citizens. It is even probable
that many of the less important towns only coined money at such times. On
these occasions, when a great concourse of people poured into the city from the

surrounding districts and from neighbouring towns, the magistrate whose

function it was to arrange the details of the festival {^Kaidpxq':, apxifpevs, navr)-

yvpidpxis, dycovoBerijs, etc., by whatever title he may have been called), would,
either at his own expense or on behalf of the ordinary municipal magistrates,
cause an extra quantity of bronze money to be minted and put into circulation,

and the name of the Festival for which the coin was struck would be inscribed

in conspicuous characters usually across the field of the reverse.

Most valuable is the information which may be gathered from these out-

wardly unattractive bronze coins, concerning the Avide-spread jDopularity of the

famous Hellenic games which formed the prototypes of similar local agonistic

contests held from time to time in almost every city which could boast of a

strain of pure Hellenic blood, and in many which had little or no claim to do so.

The names of these festivals are sometimes identical with those of the four

famous Hellenic contests, the Olympian, Pythian, Nemean, and Isthmian, but

in the majority of cases the coins furnish us with the names of the local games
prevalent in various parts of the ancient world.

The following list, though not complete, comprises all the more important
Games and Festivals mentioned on the coins. They may be divided into

the following groups :
—

I. Festivals named after the four great Hellenic Games—
(a) Olympian.

(/3) Pythian.

(y) Isthmian.

(8) Nemean.

II. Festivals called after other Greek divinities, e. g. Asklepeia, Demetreia,

Dionysia, Helia, Herakleia, Heraea, Koraea, Letoeia, Panathenaea, Theo-

gamia, etc.

III. Festivals called after Alexander the Great, Attains, etc., Alexandreia,

Attaleia, etc.

IV. Festivals commemorating the battle of Actiuni—Aktia, etc.

V. Augustan and other Games named after Roman Emperors—Augusteia,
Sebasteia, Antoniniana, etc.

VI. District Festivals or Common Games, as Koiva
'

Actios, Kotj/uv KiXi/cmy, etc.,

celebrated at various cities in each province or smaller district probably in

rotation. These koipu were under the direction of the Asiarch, the Bithyniarch,
the Cilicarch, etc., who presided over the Koivo^ovXiov of the Union.

VII. Oecumenic Festivals, so called because the contests were open to all

comers.
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VIII. Local and other Games which hardly admit of classification.

In most cases the Festivals bore imposing double titles, so that in point of

fact we can hardly say to which of the above groups they properly belong, thus

the games called Olympia Augusteia Pythia may be assigned either to the first

or the fifth group.

I.

(a)
OAYMfTI A, in imitation of the famous Olympian Games in honour of the

Olympian Zeus, were celebrated at numerous cities under various titles,

such as lEPOZ OAYMHIKOZ, OAYMniA HYOIA, OAYMHIA
AYrOYZTEIA HYOIA, 2EBAIMIA OAYMHIA, OAYMHIA OIKOY-

MENIKA, OAYMniA AAEZANAPEIA, HPAKAEIA OAYMHIA
ZEYHPEIA, OAYMniA EniNEIKIA.

(jS)
FTYOIA. The Pythian Games at Delphi were, after the Olympian, the

greatest in importance of the four chief Hellenic Festivals. In Imperial

times many cities assimilated their agonistic contests to the Pythian

Festivals, and called them by the same name, frequently with the addition

of other more distinctive titles, as AKTIA HYOIA, AKTIA HYOIA
ANinNlNlANA, AAEZANAPEIA OYGIA, AIONYZIA HYOIA,
HAIA nYOIA, IZOnYOIA, KABEIPIA HYOiA, KENAPEIIEIA

nYOIA, AHTHEIA OYGIA, OAYMHIA HYGIA, OAYMniA
AYrOYZTEIA nYGIA, HANinNlA HYGIA, lEPOZ HYGIOZ
MYZTIKOZ OiKOYMENlKOZ, HPAKAEIA HYGIA, etc.

(y) IZGMI A. The Isthmian Games, celebrated on the Isthmus of Corinth in

honour of Ino and Melikertes, were the third of the four great Greek

Festivals, Games called after these were held at Nicaea (p. 443) under

the title of IZGMI A HYGIA as well as at Corinth.

(S) NEMEIA, the last of the four, were celebrated at Argos, NEMEIA,
NEMEIA HPAIA, and at Anchialus under the title ZEOYHPIA
NEMAIA.

II.

AZKAHOEIA, AZKAHOIA, AZKAHOIEIA, AZKAHHEIA ZHTHPEIA,
etc., in honour of Asklepios. Various cities (see Index).

AHMHTPEIA, in honour of Demeter. Nicomedia, Tarsus.
A I AYM E I A, in honour of Apollo Didymeus. Miletus.

AIONYZIA, AIONYZIA OYGIA, in honour of Dionysos. Adana, Nicaea.

AOYZAPIA, AKTIA AOYZAPIA, in honour of Dusares, the Arabian
Bacchus. Adraa and Bostra. ACTIA DVSARIA, Bostra.

HAIA, HAIA HYGIA, in honour of Helios. Odessus, Emisa.
HPAIA, NEMEIA HPAIA, in honour of Hera. Argos
HPAKAEIA OAYMHIA, HPAKAEIA HYGIA, AKTIA EPAKA., in honour

of Herakles. Tyrus, PerintJms, etc.

KABEIPIA, KABEIPIA EniNEIKIA, KABEIPIA HYGIA, Thessalonica.
KAHETHAIA, ATTAAEIA TOPAIANEIA KAHITHAIA, CERTAMINA
SACRA CAPITOLINA OECVMENICA ISELASTICA HELIOPOLI-

u L!: .^'

"' ^'''""'''' ""^
^''P^*''" Capitolinus. Aphrodisias, Sidon, etc.

KOPAIA, KOPAIA AKTIA, in honou. of Persephone. Tarsus, Sardes.
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AHTflEIA, AHTflEIA FTYOI A, in honour of Leto. Hierapolis &ndi Triijolis

Phrygiae.

OANAOHNAIA, AAPIANA nANAOHNAIA, after the famous Athenian

Festival in honour of Athena. Mastaura, Synnada.

III.

AAEZANAPEIA, AAEZANAPEIA HYOIA, OAYMniA AAEZAN-
APEI A, in honour of Alexander the Great. Byzantium, Odensus, Philipxjo-

2)olis, Magnesia ad Sipylum, etc.

ATTAAHA, ATTAAHA rOPAIANHA, ATTAAEIA TOPAIANEIA KAHI-

TfiAl A, in honour of Attains king of Pergamum. Aphrodisias, etc.

IV.

AKTI A, Games in honour of the Actian Apollo. This festival was restored by

Augustus after the battle of Actium. Actian games were afterwards cele-

brated at a great many cities, usually with the addition of various epithets,

as AKTIA AOYZAPIA, AKTIA KAIZAPIA, AYfOYZTIA AKTIA,
AKTIA KOMOAEIA, OAYMOIA AKTIA, AKTIA HYOIA, AKTIA
HYOIA ANTHNINIANA, KOPAIA AKTIA, AKTIA HYOIA <t)IAA-

AEAcDEIA, AKTIA EPAKA., etc. (See Index.)

KAIIAPEIA, AKTIA KAIZAPIA, AYrOYZTEIA. AYfOYZTEIA AKTIA,
OAYMniA AYrOYZTEIA HYOIA, AYTOYZTEIA APIZTA, AY-

rOYZTEIA APIZTA METAAA. AYrOYZTEIA APIZTA OAYMOIA,
AYrOYZTEIA HYOIA, OAYMHIA AYfOYZTEIA HYGIA, AYTOY-
ZTEIA ZEBAZMIA or ZEBAZTA, AYfOYZTIA ZEYHPIA, AY-

rOYZTIA KAI (t)IAAAEA0IA, ZEBAZMIA, ZEBAZMIA OAYMniA,
AriA lEPA ZEBAZMIA, ZEBAZTA KAIZAPHA, etc., in honour of

Julius Caesar, Augustus, etc.

AAPIANA, AAPIANA nANAOHNAIA, AAPIANOZ OIKOYMENlKOZ,
in honour of Hadrian.

ANTHNEINIA, ANTHNEINIA ZEBAZTA. ANTHNElNl AN A. AmN
ANTHNINIANOZ, AKTIA HYOIA ANTnNlNlANA, AYPHAIA AN-

TnNlNlANA, etc., in honour of the various Emperors who bore the name
of Antoninus.

KOMOAEIA, AKTIA KOMOAEIA, KOMOAEIOZ OIKOYMENlKOZ,
etc., in honour of Comniodus.

ZEYHPEIA, ZEBHPEIA, ZEOYHPIA, ZEBHPEIA METAAA, ZEBHPIA

NYM0IA, ZEYHPEIA HPHTA, ZEOYHPIA NEM Al A, etc., in honour

of Sei)tiniius Severus
;
EfTIAHMIA B ZEYHPEIA, in commemoration of

the second visit of Severus to Perinthus.

ZEOYHPIA CDIAAAEA0IA, KOINOZ ZEYHPiOZ <DIAAAEA(J)IOZ,

cDIAAAEAcDEIA, 01 AAAEAc^EI A HYOIA, AKTIA OYGIA <J)IAA-

AEAct)IA, AYrOYZTIA KAI 01 AAAEAOI A, etc., in bonour of the

brothers Caracalla and Geta.
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rOPAIANEIA, ATTAAEIA rOPAIANEIA KAniTHAIA, ATTAAHA

rOPAIANHA, rOPAIANHA OYAAEPIANA OIKOYMENIKA, OYA-

AEPIANA, etc., in houour of Gordian III and Valerian.

VI.

KOINON—KOINON AZ!AZ, HPHTA KOINA ASIAZ, KOINON

BEIOYNIAE and COM. BIT., KOINON BYZANTinN, KOINON

rAAATIlN and KOINON TAAATIAZ, KOINON EOEZinN, KOI-

NON E(J)EZinN KAI AAEZANAPEHN, KOINON OEZSAAHN,
KOINON OPAKriN, KOINON inNnN, KOINON HANinNlON,
KOINON MHTPOnOAEIinN 1D.H EN IHNIA, KOINON IT

nOAEHN, KOINON KIAIKIAZ, KOINOZ KIAIKIAZ, KOINON

KPHTnN, KOINON KYOPinN, KOINON AAAAZinN KAI KEN-

NATnN, KOINON AEZBinN, KOINON AYKAONIAZ, KOINON
MAKEAONnN, KOINON nONTOY, KOINON SYPIAZ. KOINON
TAPIOY, KOINOZ THN TPinN EHAPXinN, KOINON (DOINIKHZ,
KOINON (DPYriAZ, KOINOZ ZEOYHPIOZ cDlAAAEA<t)IOS, etc.

District Festivals and Common Games. See Index III.

VII

OIKOYMENIKA—OIKOYMENIKOZ, lEPA OIKOYMENIKA, lEPOZ
OAYMniOZ OIKOYMENIKOZ, OAYMHIA OIKOYMENIKA. OEO-
TAMIA OIKOYMENIKA, AAPIANOZ OIKOYMENIKOZ, KOMO-
AEIOZ OIKOYMENIKOZ, TOPAIANHA OYAAEPIANA OIKOY-
MENIKA.

CERT[AMEN] SAC[RVM] CAP[ITOLlNVM] OECV[MENICVMj iSE-

LASTI[CVM] HEL[IOPOLITANVM].
C€RT[AMEN] SAC[RVM] PER[IODICVM] OECYME[NlCVM] ISE-

LAS[TICVM]. Oecumenic Festivals.

VIII.

ArnNEZ lEPOl—Sacred Games. Nicaea. j
ArnNOOEZIA—The right or privilege of Presidency of the Games and not

the name of a Festival. Thessalonica, Gorclus Julia.

APIZTA-AYrOYZTEIA APIZTA, AYPOYZTEIA APIZTA OAYMRIA
with addition sometimes of MET AA A.

TYMNAZIAPXIA-The office of President of the Gymnasium. No games
appear to have been so called. Anazarhus, Colyhrassus, Syedra.

ENMONIAEIA-Signification doubtful. Magnesia ad Sivylum (p. 5K1).
EniAHMIA. See above (V).

EniNElKIA, EniNEIKIOZ-T^arm., Laodiceia Phrygiae. Games in com-

^rAr!^'T^/^''*°'^''' '^- KABEIPIA EniNElkiA, Thessalonica: EN
KOAPirAIZ OPOIZ KIAIKHN ZEYHPEIA OAYMniA EniNEIKIA,
/ arsus.

E(tEZIA-Garaes in honour of the Ephesian Artemis.
OEMIAEZ-Games of which the prize consisted of a sum of money, cele-

brated at various Pamphilian and Cilician cities
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OEOrAMI A—Games in honour of the Epithalamia of Hades and Persephone,

Corycus, Tarsus : OEOTAMIA OIKOYMENIK A, %sa.
I E P A—Sacred games in general ;

an epithet applied to various festivals.

ISELASTICA—The celebration of the triumphal entry into the city of a

victor, formed from the verb fiVfXaum^ : CERT AMEN SACRVM PERIODl-

CVM OECVMENICVM ISELASTICVM, >%/o'/i : CERTAMEN SA-

CRVM CAPITOLINVM OECVMENICVM ISELASTICVM HELIO-

POLITANVM, Ileliopolis, p. 663.

KENAPEIZEIA—Signification doubtful. KENAPEIZEIA W^O\k, PMlip-

popolis : KENAPEZIA, Nicaea.

MET AAA—Epithet applied to various games, asSEYHPEIA METAAA, etc.

MYZTIKA—Games held in connection with certain mysteries, as lEPOZ

OYOIOZ MYZTIKOZ OIKOYMENIKOZ, a festival held at /^uZe.

N AYM AX I A—Contests of ships. Gadara Decap.

NYM0IA — Games in honour of local Nymphs. CEBHPIA NYMOIA.
Anchialus.

OPTYrOOHPA—Quail hunt. Tarsus.

HEPIOAIKA- CERTAMEN SACRVM PERIODICVM OECVMENICVM
ISELASTICVM, etc. Nt»ca«/ Ti]v TTf^toSo;/ was a phrase applied to one who

had borne off the prize at each of the four gteat public games. Hence

nepioboi came also to mean the period of time between one celebration of the

games and the next, and so games recurring at fixed periods were termed

Periodica.

npnTA—Games held at cities claiming the title nPHTH, as nPHTA
nAM(t)YAnN at Side, the 'first city' of Pamphylia; TTPnTA KOINA
AZIAZ at Smyrna, the 'first city' of the Province of Asia.

ZnTHPEI A—Festivals held in honour of the saviour of the State, as at Sicyon

in honour of Aratus, at Ancyra in honour of the god Asklepios, AZKAH-
HEIA ZnTHPEIA, etc.

XPYZANOEINA, Sardes (p. 553), XPYZANTINA, Ilierapolis (p. 564),

ZEBHPEIA XPYZANOEIA, etc.—Games probably so called from the

colour of the flowers which formed the prize.

§ 16. I'itles and Epitliets app)lied to Cities.

Under Roman rule many Greek cities sought to preserve a semblance of

their ancient freedom by adding to their names high-soundiug titles or epithets,

with some of which there can be no doubt that certain immunities and privi-

leges were bound up, while others seem to have had little or no distinct value

or signification. The limits of this Manual do not warrant an enquiry into

the nature of the privileges conveyed by these titles (where such existed).

I shall therefore content myself with enumerating as briefly as possible some

of the more remarkable which the student will meet with in the course of this

work.

It will be therefore unnecessary to recapitulate in tliis place all the Imperial Civictitles:

titles, such asKAIZAPEHN, lOYAIEHN, AAPIANHN, ANTHNEINI A-
JjJP?jJ^^j^,

NflN, etc., which so many cities appended to tiieir names by permission of graphical,

the Emperor or of the Senate, either out of gratitude for benefits conferred
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upon them or merely out of flattery to the reigning prince. I may also pass over

another class of titles by which certain Asiatic cities sought to perpetuate the

memory of their origin, such as AHPIEnN, EinNHN, MAKEAONHN,
etc.

;
nor need I dwell upon those cases where the geographical position of

a city is specified by the addition to its name of the prepositions airo, iv, ini,

KaTCL, Trpds, or vno, followed by the name of the mountain, river, or sea, on which

the citys'tood, as ZEAEYKEHN T^N HPOZ Tni KAAYKAANHI. Lists

of these three classes of titles will be found in Index IV.

Civic titles These eliminated, the following list will be found to be still divisible into

indicating ^^^ sections, (a) Titles involving privileges more or less real and substantial,

and empty and (jS) Vainglorious and empty titles.

titles. . _ . .,

(n) Titles involving Trivileges.

A. M. K. r. B. and A. M. K. P. P., Hpcorr; fieyicTTi] KaWla-TT], ypufi^ari BovX^? or

Ffpouo-ta?. Tarsus and Anazarhus Ciliciae. (Le Bas and "Waddington, Voy.

arch., iii. 349.)

APX[OYSH] nA0A[ArONlAZ]. Gangra and Germanicopolis Fajda-

goniae.

AZYAOZ, I EPA AZYAOZ, I EPA KAI AIYAOI. The titles 'sacred and

inviolable
'

are usually found combined in the formula THZ lEPAZ KAI

AZYAOY, which occurs most frequently on the coins of Cilician and Syrian

cities from the second century b. c. downwards. The towns whicli enjoyed
the right of Asylum claimed to be under the divine protection of the gods
whose temples stood within their territories. In some few instances the

Divinity itself is said to possess the right of asylum, as AZYAOY APTE-
MIAOZ {Ejyhesus, p. 498).

ATEAHZ. Possessing the privilege of immiinitas or exemjition from tribute

{Alahanda, p. 519).

AYTONOMOZ. The privilege of 'autonomy' was conferred by the Romans

upon certain cities chiefly in Pisidia, Cilicia, and Syria. AVith regard to

the lex or constitution of such cities see Marquardt, Handhuch der riJmischen

AltertMmer, iv. p. 78.

EBAOMH THZ AZIAZ. Seventh city oi Asia, Ilagnesia (p. 502); referring
to the order of precedence which the city took in the festal procession with
which the games called Koiva 'Aalas were oj)ened.

EAEYOEPA. Civitas libera, an epithet applied to those cities which had
received the rights and privileges of freedom at the hands of the Eomans
by means of a Senatus consultum. The right of lihertas was a free gift
which could be withdrawn at the pleasure of Eome. Cf. Tacitus, Ann.
xii. 58.

H TO[YZ] KAnOYZ EXOYZA(?). Guardian of the sacred groves (?)

{Termess^is, p. 594).

MHTPOnOAIZ. In its literal acceptation of the 'mother city' in respect
of her colonies this title rarely occurs; but cf. the legend of certain Imperial
coins oi Heracleia in Bithynia, HPAKAEHTAN MATPOZ AnOIKHN
TTOAEnN (p. 442). Many towns were, however, called M^rpon6^fis which
had never sent forth colonies. In such cases the word simply means the
chief city of a province or district. In some provinces, as in Asia, there
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were several Mj^rpon-dXets, which is to be perhaps accounted for by the fact

that such provinces were composed of several previously distinct parts. In

many instances, however, the title Mi^T-poTroXis seems to have been granted

merely as an honorary distinction, probably in the case of the Province of

Asia, to those towns in which the games called Koim 'Acrtas were celebrated.

Similarly the title MT^rpdn-oXts r^s 'lavias, applied to Miletus {Corp, Inscr. Att.,

iii. 480), may be explained as referring to the Paniouian Festival noivov Ty

TioKeoov, Koivov iraviaviov, or koivov firjTpoTroXeiTcov roiv iv 'lav'iq, etc., common to

the thirteen cities of the Ionian League. Another meaning must be assigned
to MrjTponoKis when there is reason to sujDpose that it Avas adopted from

religious motives. It then means the *

city of the mother,' i. e. Kybele. Cf.

the analogous names Diospolis, Letopolis, etc.

N AYAPX I Z was a title adopted by, or conferred by the Emperor upon, various

maritime cities, such as Sicopolis in Epirus, Tomi in Moesia, Side in Pam-

phylia, Aegae, Corycus, and Sehaste in Cilicia, Dora, Sidon, and Tripolis in

Phoenicia, on account of their convenience as naval stations or of their naval

importance in their several provinces.

NEHKOPOZ, probably
'

Temple-Keeper,' was a title applied to those whose

function it was to keep in repair the sacred edifices and generally to super-

intend all affairs connected with the due observance of the sacred rites and

ceremonies, and to safeguard the temple treasury. The office of Neokoros

was a dignity often conferred upon the highest magistrates of the State, such

as Archons, Strategi, Prytaneis, Grammateis, etc.

As an honorary title it was also commonly adopted by the city itself. Of

this practice the Imperial coinage affords amjole evidence, as does also the

well-known passage in the Acts of the Apostles (xix. 35), "A.vhpts 'Ecfx'a-ioi, tU-

yc'ip
idTiv (ivdputnos 6s ov yivoicrKfi Tf}v^E<pf(ria)U ttoXii' veoiKopov ovaav ttjs fifyoKrjs deus

'Aprepidos tcul tov AioTreToCs
5

So also when temples were erected and altars set up in honour of the

Eomau Emperor and of the Imperial citj', the servile Greek towns of Asia

sought and usually obtained permission to style themselves NEflKOPOl,
the words TIlN ZEBAZTflN being either expressed or understood. The

Imperial Neokorate probably carried with it the right of pi-esidency at

the Augustan Festivals (SEBAZMIA) and the duty of providing for the

expenses of the sacrifices and games ajipertaining thereto. From time to

time the Neokorate appears to have been conferred afresh upon the more

illustrious cities. Thus Ephesus in the reign of Claudius is simply
NEnKOPOZ, from Hadrian to Caracalla All NEHKOPOZ, tlien under

Garacalla TPIZ NEflKOPOZ, and in tlio time of Elagabalus TETPAKIZ
NEHKOPOZ, and then again TPIZ NEHKOPOZ under Maximinus. A
similar return to a lower number after a higiier had already been in use

has been noticed at several cities. Eckhel suggests in explanation, that a

Neokorate conferred by a deceased Emperor whose name was no longer held

in honour may have been suppressed or eliminated, either because its con-

tinued observance involved too heavy an expense, or perhaps to flatter the

new Emperor, to whom the mention of benefits conferred by his pi'edecessor

may not always have been acceptable.
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nPHTH. The precise signification of the title npi>Ti] has been a subject of

nearly as much discussion among archaeologists as the claim to possess it

was a matter of eager contention between rival cities in ancient times.

Among the towns which claimed the npayrelou or primacy in their several

districts were Nicaea and Mcomedia in Bithynia, Ephesus and Smyrna in

Ionia, Pergamum in Mysia, and others. By Dio Chrysostom this strife was

ridiculed as a contention about a mere empty title signifying nothing, as is

evident from the following passage : jy/iets
Se olofieda, iav iinypacpayiev nov

irpwTOi, TO irpoiTelov e^eiW ivoiov, civbpes NtKup.T]8(is, Trpcorelov;
—oi! ri to o<pfX6s

f'a-Tiv
;
ov tL to i'pyov ; d(f>'

ov iroTtpov TvkovataiTtpoi. yei/rjcropeda fj pfi^ovfs rj
dwara}-

Tepoi; K.T.X. {Oral, xxxviii. 144.) In the words of an old Greek proverb

he also says irepX ovov a-Kias hiat^tpovTM,
'

they quarrel about the shadow of an

ass.' The most probable explanation is that npuTt}, like e^hop-rj t^s 'Ao-t'ar,

applied to Magnesia, and Tp'iTr]
tS>p eKel to Aspendus (Philostratus, V. Apoll. i .

15), referred simply to the order of precedence of the various cities in the

grand processions with which the public games were opened. Thus when

E2)hesus proudly styles herself rj nposTrj Ttaa-oiv koI pfyla-rr), fiuvoc npooToi 'Aalas,

etc., and Smyrna TrpQ>Toi 'Aaias KciXXfi kuI peyedei, we may infer that the refer-

ence is to the Koiva 'Ao-ias celebrated sometimes at Ephesus and sometimes at

Smyrna. Similarly when Mytilene is TrpmTTj Aea^ov, Samos 7rpa>TT] 'lupias

Tralles irpaTrj 'EXXddos, etc. (for other examples see Index IV, s. v. npwrr]),
it would appear that they were '

First
'

in the local Festivals called kolvu

Aea^LWV, Koiva 'iwfwf, and koivov ttj^ 'EXXdSof (C. I. Gl'., 58,^2).

<t)IAH ZYMMAXOZ PHMAinN or niZTH (DIAH ZYMMAXOS PH-
MAI nN, Civitas foederata, a title to which those cities only had a right
between whom and Rome a formal treaty existed by which it was stipulated
ut eosdem, quos pojmlus Romanus, amicos atque hostes luiheant (Livy, 38. 8.

10). See Side (p. 587), and Sillyum (p. 588).

<l>IA0Pn/VVAI02, Arnica Eomanorum {Carrhae, p. 688), has perhaps a similar

signification.

(/3) Empty Titles.

APIZTH METIZTH, Best and greatest. iV^zcaea, p. 443.

r[NnP_l
MOZ

(?)], Notable. Abila, p. 664 ; Gadara, p. 665.

ENAO^OZ, Illustrious. Side, p. 587 ; Anazarhus, p. 598 ; Damascus, p. 662.

ENAO^OTEPA, More illustrious. Syedra, p. 612.

ENTIMOZ, Honourable. Lalassis, p. 604.

EniZHMOZ, Distinguished. Neapolis Samariae, p. 678.
EZTI A OEHN, Home of the Gods.

Germanicopolis, p. 433.
EYZEBHZ, Holy. Zephyrium, p. 618
EYZEBHZ KAI EYPENHZ, Holy and noble. A'^cam, p. 443.
GEIOZ, Dmne. Carrhae, p. 688.

AAMnPOTATH, Most splendid, ^{^^e, p. 587MATPOZ AnOIKHN nOAEHN, Mother of Colonies. Heradeia Bith.,
p. 443- See also MHTPOFTOAIZ.

MYZTIZ, Initiated. .Sw/e, p. 587.

'

^l^^l'^uK^"""''
^^*''' ^'^^«^^i^^"« Pi"K?)- Ephesus, p. 498.ZEMNH, Venerable. Syedra, p. 612.
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§ 17. Alliance Coins.

Alliances of two or more cities are of very common occurrence on the

coinage of the Imperial age, especially in Asia Minor. A ' Concordia
'

of two

cities is expressed by the word OMONOIA, as ANTIOXEnN KAI AAOAI-
KEnN OMONOIA. The types of alliance coins are various, but they almost

always contain some kind of allusion to the alliance. In most cases the allied

towns are represented by their respective divinities
;
thus a coin of Ephesus,

Smyrna, and Pergamum, in alliance, has for its type the Ephesian Artemis,

the Nemesis of Smyrna, and the Asklepios of Pergamum. Sometimes the types
were considered as alone sufficient to indicate the towns between which the

alliance was contracted, a single name, that of the issuing state, being placed
on the coin, as OMONOIA MYTIAHNAinN, the divinities represented

showing quite clearly that the alliance in question was between Mytilene, Per-

gamum, Ephesus, and Smyrna. Another type of common occurrence is Two
hands joined. This device occasionally takes the place of the word OMONOIA,
which may be said to be implied in the t}"pe.

With regard to the exact nature of the ofiovoiai recorded on Greek coins of

the Imperial age Eckhel (iv. 338) has justly remarked that they cannot be

regarded in the light of veritable alliances for purposes of mutual defence, or

even of monetary alliances, for these would hardly have been permitted by their

Eoman masters. Sometimes when the allied towns happen to be near neigh-
bours we may suppose that the alliances consisted in the joint celebration of

games and festivals, but in the case of cities remote from one another they
can be little else than mere emj)ty compliments paid by one municipality to

another.

§ 18. Colonial Coins.

The coinage of the Poraan colonies in the "Western portion of the Empire comes

to an end quite early. In Sicily it does not extend beyond the reign of

Augustus; in Africa and Numidia, that of Tiberius; in Spain, that of Cali-

gula, Babba in Mauretania is the only colony in the West which continues to

coin money down to the time of Galba^ A. p. 68-69 (Eckhel, iv. 500).

In the East, on the other hand, the colonial coinage was prolonged, like that

of the Greek towns, down to the age of Gallienus. A large number of cities

were, in point of fact, not colonized until the time of Sept. Severus or even

later. Nearly all such towns on their colonization had the Latin language

imposed upon them, in place of the Greek which they had formerly made use of.

The types of colonial coins are various. There are, however, a few which, from

their continual recurrence on the coins of colonies, and of colonies only, must
be considered as distinctive colonial tyjies. These are the following :

—
(i) The Founder of the Colony performing the sacred rite of marking out

the boundaries of the town with a plough to which a bull and a cow are yoked.
Cf. Servius ad Virg. Aen. vii. 755,

' Conditores enim civitatis taurum in

dexterara, vaccam intrinsecus jungebant, et incincti ritu Gabino, id est, togae

parte caput velati, parte succincti, tenebant stivam incurvam ut glebae omnes
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intrinsecus caderent. Et ita sulco ducto loca murorum designabant, aratrum

suspendentes circa loca portarum.'

(ii) Military standards, sometimes accompanied by the numbers of the

Legions from which the colonists were drawn.

(iii)
The Wolf and Twins, symbolical of the Koman origin of the colony.

(iv) Aeneas carrying his father Anchises and accompanied by the young

Ascanius.

(v) The Satyr Marsyas, standing with his right hand raised and with a

wine-skin thrown over his shoulder, in the attitude of the famous statue in the

Eoman Forum and symbolical of the jus Latinum enjoyed by a town. (Cf.

Servius ad Aen. iii. 20
;

iv. 58 ;
and Macrob. Saturn., iv. 12.)

The inscriptions on the coins of Colonies are in the nominative case and

often much abbreviated, as C. I. A. D. for Colonia Julia Augusta Diensis, on

coins of Dium. (For other abbreviations see Index IV (/3).)
In addition to

the names which the colonies received from the Emperors by whom they were

founded, such as Julia, Trajana, Hadriana, etc., they frerpiently adopted an

additional epithet or title, such as VICTRIX, INVICTA, FELIX. PIA,

NOBILIS, PVLCHRA, PACENSIS, PRIMA, GEMlNA or CEMELLA,
CONCORDIA, LAVS IVLIA, etc. The origin of most of these is doubtful;

the title GEMlNA, howevez-, clearly signifies that the colonies so called were

founded by veterans from two legions, or from a legion itself called Gemina or

Gemella from its mixed composition. Cf. Caesar, Bell. Civ., iii. 4,
' Unam

(legionem) quam factam ex duabus gemellam appellabat.'

The following among other magistrates' titles are of frequent occurrence on

the coins of Homan colonies (see Index V (/3) )
:
—

I! VIR., Duumviri.

II VIR Q^ or Q_VlNQj, Duumviri quinquennales.

PRAEF. II VIR., Praefecti duumviri; PRAEF. Q_y I N CL, Praefccti quinquen-
nales

;
1 1 1 1 VIR., Quatuor viri.

AED., Aediles. (Coins of Spain.)

DD., Decuriones. The formula EX D.D. stands for ex decreto decurionum.

§ 19. Dated Coins.

The ordinary method by which the ancients dated their coins was, as we
have seen, by inscribing upon them the name of the eponymous annual magis-
trate. It was not until after the age of Alexander that the custxjm of placing
dates in the form of numerals upon the coins began to prevail. After the

foundation of the dynasty of the Seleucidae in Syria the practice was intro-

duced of dating the Eoyal Syrian coins according to the Seleucid era, which
was computed from b. c. 312. In Egypt the Ptolemies usually dated their

money by the regnal years of the king. This custom of dating according to an

epoch became common in parts of Asia Minor and Syria in the second and
first centuries B. c, and was continued under the Emj^ire.
The epochs in use at the various cities owed their origin to various circum-

stances. Some are local eras, dating from an important event in the history
of the city on the coins of which they occur. Others were computed from one
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or other of the great landmarks in the history of the district or the province in

which the cities using them were situated. Of the former class it is frequently-

impossible, in the absence of sufficient evidence, to decide to what event they
owe their origin, although there is no great difficulty in fixing the year from

which they start.

Among the well known and widely used historical eras the following may be

here mentioned. The eras of merely local interest will be noticed under the towns

where they occur, and a list of them will be found in Index VII, s. v.
'

Era.'

The Seleucid Era. After the victory of Seleucus and Ptolemy over

Demetrius at Gaza, b. c. 312, the former took possession of Babylonia. Hence

the Seleucid era was reckoned from October ist, B.C. 312.

The PoMi'EiAX Eea. In B.C. 64 Pompeius after the defeat of Tigranes

entered Syria. During the winter B.C. 64—63 he had his headquarters in

Damascus and spent some months in organizing the affairs of Syria and

reducing it to the condition of a Eoman province. The coins of Antioch,

Epiphaneia, and Seleucia in S}Tia, of all the cities of the Decapolis, and of

Dora in Phoenicia, confirm the fact that the Pompeiau era was computed from

B.C. 64.

The Caesarian Era dates from the victory of Caesar over Pompeius at

Pharsalia, Aug. 9th, B.C. 48. The city of Antioch, however, reckoned the com-

mencement of the era from the autumn of the preceding year, B.C. 49. The

people of Laodiceia in Syria, on the other hand, made the first year of the

Caesarian era to end in B.C. 47, when Caesar spent some time in their city and

conferred many Ijencfits upon it. For like reasons Aegae in Cilicia and Gabala

in Syria computed the bcgiuuing of the Caesarian era from the year B.C. 47.

The Actian Era dates from the victory of Caesar over Antony at Actium

in B.C. 31. See Beroea, p. 211; Antioch, p. 657; Apameia, p. 658; Rhosus,

p. 661; and Sehucia, p. 661.

The mode of expressing the date is as follows :
—

Units ..123456789ABTAEfZHO
Tens . .



NOTANDA.

Gold coins (aurum) are distinguished by the letters N.
"FT

Electrum coins „ „ » -^^•

Silver coins (argentum) „ >,
^•

Billon and Potin coins (alloys of silver and bronze) by Bil. and Pot.

Bronze coins (aes)
" -^•

The disk of metal on which the types are struck is called the Flan.

The front or face of a coin is called the Obverse. Obv.

The back of the coin is called the Reverse. Rev.

The principal device represented on the obv. or rev. is called the Type.

Adjunct devices or secondary types are called Symbols.

The area or space between the type and the circumference is called the Field.

The lower portion of the area beneath the type and cut off from the rest of the field by

a horizontal line is called the Fxergue.

Portions of a coin which are sunk below the level of the surface of the field are said to

be Incuse.

CORKIGENDA.

Page 39, line 15, for site read side.

Page 53, line 7, /or PYAAH read APOAAf?).
Page 53, line 4 from bottom /or AY K 1 1 K Z read AY K I N Z.

Page 243, line 11, Demetrius. This coin, a cast of which from the specimen in the

Hunter Collection I'have only lately had an opportunity of examining, is

false. The name of this Demetrius must therefore be struck out from the

list of Thracian dynasts.

Page 323, line i,for HPAKAHI read HPAKAEI AHZ.
I'age 323, line 8, for Koma? read Metellus ?

Page 348, line 7 from bottom, for Buraecus read Buraicus.

Page 400. The coins here attributed to Naxus in Crete must be transferred to Axus
in the same island, the initial letter V\ or A/ being a local form of the

Digamma. See Halbherr, Mittheilungen des Arch. Inst, in Afhen., Bd. XI.

p. 84.

Page 422, line 6 from bottom,/or First read Fourth to First.

Page 424, line 2,/or nON,TOY rea(^ nONTOY.
Page 462, 1. 20, for Caria read Lydia.

Page 630, Germa Galatiae. The coins reading ACTIA DVSARIA probably
belong to Bostra in Arabia (see Zeit.f. Num., 1886, p. 279;.

Page 651, line 15 from bottom, /or Tripolis B.C. 64 read Tripolis B.C. iii.

Page 674,1. 2, for from the Seleucid and Pompeian eras B.C. 312 and B.C. 64 read
from the Seleucid era B.C. 312 or from the era of Tripolis B.C. ill. (See
J. P. Six, Vhrede Tripolis, Ann. de Num., 1886.)

Page 689, line 22, for Marciniana read Macriniana.

Page 783, line 24,/or HP[EMENOZ] read HP[HMENOZ].
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HISPANIA.

[Heiss, Mminaieii onfifjur-s df VE^pagne. Paris, 1S70.

Delgarlo, Mi'dallan auiduoinas df E»paua. Seville, 1871-1S76.
Zobel de Zangroniz, Exindio hi»t6nco dr la moiieda aiiiifjuu L'spauola. Madritl, 1879.]

The ancient coins of the Spanish peninsula are of the following
classes : Greek, Phoenician, Hispano-Carthaginian, Romano-Iberian, and
Roman.

Jiffore circ. jk.c. 3.50.

Uncertain mints. The earliest coins struck in Spain consist of small
(livisiuiis of iho Thocaic drachm. Thii'ds Sixths, Twelfths, and Twenty-
fourths, weighing ]-espe:-tively about iS, 9, 4^, and 2\ grains. These
coins are of the class which appears to liave been current in various
Greek colonies along the north-western coasts of Italy, and those of

Liguria. The varieties found in Spain are. however, less archaic in style
than those di.scovered in ]S6; at Auri(d in the Department of the

Bouches-du-Rhone, and at Volterra in Tuscan^' (Revue nnmismatique,
N. S. xiv. 34^-^60, and Pcriodicn di Nifwhtn/afica, 1872, 208). For
the most part these little coins have archaic heads on the obverse and
incuse reverses.

Emporiae was founded by Phocaeans of Massilia in the first half of the
fourth cent. n. ('. It was situated near the north-eastern extremity of

Spain, and it soon rose to be one of the chief ports in the western liasin

of the Mediterranean, supplanting the neiglibouring town of Rhoda.

Cifc. 15. c. 350-250.

Among the imcortain coins of Spanish origin aV>ove mentioned are some
with types on both sides bearing the legends E. EM. or EM P. They bear
on the obverse either a head of Persephone or a head of Pallas, and on
the reverse a cock, one or two ivy-leaves, three astragali, a cuttle-fish, a

two-handled vase, a bull's head facinir. a wolf's head, an owl, a man-
,0 B
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headed bull, or a goat standing. The later varieties show sometimes a

female head facing Avith flowing hair or a head of Persephone m profile,

and on the reverse a horseman with flying chlamys, a bu'd, three birds,

a female head, a butting bull, two dolphins, or last, a flymg Pegasos

whose head is sometimes fancifully formed like a little winged Eros

seated in a stooping posture and stretching out his hands towards his

feet. These last-mentioned obols of the Pegasos type are contemporary

with the better-known drachms of Emporiae, of which the chief varieties

are the following:
—

Shortly before circ. B.C. 250.

Horse standing crowned by flying Nike,

(Heiss, Ifon. ant. de VEspagne, PI. I.

i) A\ Draclim

ENPOPIinN Pegasos flying r.

(Heiss, ri. I. 2) . . . M Drachm
EMPOPITHN Pegasos r., his head

formed like a crouching Eros. (Heiss,
PL I. 3-7). . . . . M Drachm

„ Id. (Heiss, PI. I. 8) . Al Drachm

ENPOPITnN Head of Persephone

copied from Siculo-Punic coins.

Similar head surrounded by dolphins.

Id.

Head of Artemis r., in front, dolphins.

These drachms are of the same standard as those of Massilia, Rhoda,
and Gades. In weight they range between 7(S and 63 grs.

Circ. B.C. 250-206.

The drachms of this period struck at and in the vicinity of Emporiae,

frequently bear Iberian inscriptions and are clearly imitated from the

purely Greek coins above described. These continued to be struck at

least down to the time of the formation of the Roman Province in

B.C. 206; the later issues having been already reduced to the weight
of the older Roman denarii of y 2 lb., somewhat less than 70 grs.
The remaining coins of Emporiae are bronze of the Romano-Iberian

class (see below, p. 5).

Hhoda was an ancient foundation from the island of Rhodes. It

stood in the bay at the foot of the Pyrenaeum pro?nontory. Its coinage
is contemporary with that of the earliest drachms of Emporiae, by which
it was superseded after being current for a short time only.

Shortly before circ. B.C. 250.

POAHTHN Head of Persephone. Rose in full bloom seen in front. (Heiss,
PL 1. 1-3) . M Drachm 78-70 grs.

Of these coins, which are all of good style, there are great numbers of
Iberian and Gaulish imitations, many of them extremely barbarous and,
for the most part, belonging to a more recent period. The reverse-type
of the coins of this city, the Rose, contains an allusion to the name of
the town. Cf. also the same type on the coins of Rhodes.

Gades {Cadiz), the extreme western emporium of the ancient world,
was established by the Phoenicians long before the beginning of classical

history. Its silver coinage cannot, however, have commenced much
before the middle of the third cent. B. c, and it comes to an end in
B. c. 206, when the town submitted to the Romans. The types of its
coins refer to the cultus of the Tyrian Herakles (Melkart) and to the
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fisheries for which Gades was famous (Athen. vii. p. 315 ; Pollux, vi. 49 ;

Hesych. s. v. Gadeira).

Before circ. B.C. 250-206.

Head of the TyriaiiHerakles (Melkart) I Tunny fish and Phoenician inscrr.
;

in Hon's skin. (Heiss, PL LI. 1-4. ahove, bv2^ or dS"10 ; heneath, "iliX

I or -nin M
The denominations known are the drachm, 78 grs., half-drachm,

39 grs., together with Sixths, Twelfths, and Twenty-fourths of the

drachm, the three last being uninscribed. The standard to which these

coins belong is either indigenous or of Carthaginian origin, and appears
to be the same as that of the money of Emporiae and Rhoda,

Ebusns. The island of Ebusus [Ivlza] was inhabited by a Phoenician

population. It was always closely allied with Carthage, whence the

standard of its coins was derived. The silver money of Ebusus is prob-

ably contemporary with that of Emporiae, but it does not extend

beyond B.C. 217, when the Balearic islands submitted to Rome.

Dancing Kabeiros facing holding ham- I Bull walking. (Heiss, PI. LXIII. i,

mer and serpent. | 2) M,

Didrachm 154 grs., Hemicbachm 39 grs., and Quarter-drachm. The
bronze coins of Ebusus have usually on the obverse the figure of a

Kabeiros with hammer and serpent, and on the reverse an inscription,

in Phoenician characters, IlQ''}>?, containing the .name of the island.

The soil of Ebusus was supposed to possess the property of destroying
venomous reptiles:

' Ebusi terra serpontes fugat' (Plin. 7/. ^V. iii. v. 11).
Hence perhaps the type.

Hispano-Carthaginian Coinage. The founder of the Carthaginian

empire in Spain, Hamilcar Parca, and his successors HascU-ubal and
Hannibal, have left us a record of their dominion in that country in

a series of silver coins which, however, are unfortunately for the most

part without inscriptions, but the circumstance that they are almost

always found in Spain places their attribution beyond all reasonable

doubt. Their place of mintage must have been Carthago Nova, the

capital of the Parcido rulers of Spain, in the neighbourhood of which
were tlie prolific silver-mines then worked for the fii'st time. This

coinage begins about 11. c. 234 and comes to an end in B.C. 210, when the

city of Carthago Nova was surprised and taken by P. Scipio. It con-

sists of the following types :
—
Circ. B.C. 234-210.

Horse and Palm-tree M
Horse without Palm-tree . . . Al
Horse's head M
Horse and Palm-tree JR
Horse without Palm-tree . . . M,

(i)
Head of Persephone.

Id.

Id.

(ii) Young male head.

Id.

(iii) Head of young Herakles, laur. with

clul).

Head of bearded Herakles, laur. Elejihant with i-ider M.

Elephant M

Head of Pallas in round crested

helmet.

Id

(See Monatshericht der kon. AkaJ. d. Wissenschaftcn. Berlin, 1863.)
B 2

Horse standing .^

Palm-tree JE
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The standard which these coins follow is derived from the Phoenician,

the denominations found are the Hexadrachm 354 grs., Tetradrachm

236 grs., Tridrachm 177 grs., Didrachm ii(S grs.. Drachm 59 grs., and
Hemidrachm 29 grs.

The attribution of the above-described series of coins to Spain rather

than to the African Carthage, Numidia, and Mauretania, to which
countries they were ascribed by Miiller, is due to Sefior Zobel de

Zangroniz [Esfnilio Msiorico de la woneda anfigna EspailoJa, Madrid, 1H79),
who defends it in the first place because they have hitherto been found

exclusively in Spain, and this not only singly but in whole hoards
; and

in the second place on historical grounds, it beiug extremely improbable
that the Barcide rulers of Spain, who derived their wealth from the rich

Spanish silver-mines, should have contented themselves with an insigni-
ficant bronze currency, or should have been at the pains of sending their

silver to be coined at Carthage.
The coins of type (i) (head of Persephone) are attributed by Miiller to

Carthage ;
those of type (ii) (young male head) to Masinissa, king of

Numidia (B.C. 202-148); and those of type (iii) (head of Herakles) to

Micipsa and his brothers (b.c. 148- 118).
Zobel points out the improbability of those kings having issued pure

silver in large quantities at a time when Carthage herself, for half a

century before her destruction, was obliged to have recourse to a liillon

coinage after having lost the Spanish silver-mines. Style of art, histo-
rica,! probability, and the provenance of the coins themselves, all seem to
indicate a Spanish origin under the rule of tlie Barcidcs. B.C. 234-210.
Senor Zobel also regards as Spanish the following coins :

—

Bust of king diademed.

Head of king -diademed

Fig. I.

I

Punic iiiscr. (}a]l(ii):ng lior^e (Fig. i).

-iii 224 grs.
Prow of war-galley with oars. (Miiller,

Nv))!. ih Vane. Afriqne, IV. 71) .

iV 117. and ^229 and 113 grs.

Fig. 2.

Head of king with wreath and diadem Elepliant (Fitr 2)
entwined.

,

v &• ; .^108 grs.

' The gold stater here described I behVvp fnr +Ti^ fi^cf +• •
. . ,

M. s™w„ o, Naple. It. .uhe„tioi';;X hotft,tl r,;:;'s»;,£S™'
'" ""^ ''""''"°" -'
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These are attributed by Miiller respectively to Vermina of Mauretania,
circ. B.C. 200, to Eocchus I or II or Eogud I of Mauretania, B.C. 106-50,
and to Jugurtha of Numidia, B.C. 118— ic6.

Romano-Iberian and Latin Currency. This extensive group of coins

owes its origin to tlie introduction of Roman money into Spain, and to

the organisation of a native currency under Roman supervision.
The Romano-Iberian coinage is classed by Senor Zobel under the

following geographical headings :
—

HiSPANIA CiTERIOR.

III. Central Kerjion.I. Eastern Region.
1. District of Empcriae.
2. „ ,. Tariaco.

3. „ ., Ilerda.

4. ,, ., Saguiitum.

II. Northern Division.

5. District of Osca.

6. ,, „ Pompaelo.

7. ,, .,
Turiaso.

8. „ „ Calaguriii^.

-o

9. District of Numantia.
10. ,, „ BilbiUs.

11. „ ., Segobriga.

IV. Southern IJegion.
12. District of Carthago Nova.

13. ,, „ Acci.

14. ,, ., Castulo.

HiSPAMA UlTEKIOK.

I. Eastern Uegion.
1. District of Obulco [Corduba].
2.

,, ,,
Iliberis.

II. Southern Region.

3. District of Mahica [Abdera].
4. „ ,, Asido [Carteia].

.v .. „ Gades.

111. Western Region.
6. District of Carmo [Hispalis].

7. „ j, Myrtilis [Emerita].
8. ,, „ Salacia [Ebora]^

It may be laid down as a general rule that the Iberian inscriptions on
the n'ver.-!r.s of the coins furnish the names of the tribes for whom, or by
whom, the coins were issued. These names are in many cases identical

with those of the chief towns of the district, but this is by no means

always the case ;
an<l it is remarkable that on the money of the most

important towns the name of the tribe takes the place of that of the

city. Thus, for example, the Iberian coins

Of Enipoiiae are struck in the name of the Indigetes;

,,
IJarcino
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The difficulty of attributing the coins with Iberian legends to the

various localities is considerable, for it must be borne in mind that a

large proportion of these ancient names were exchanged during the

period of the Roman dominion for Latin names, and in such cases

the attributions must of necessity be more or less conjectural. Only
the repeated discovery of the same classes of coins in the same districts

can afford us any solid basis for a geographical distribution of the various

coins
;
and even when we are tolerably certain as to the district to

which a given class belongs, there must frequently remain an element
of uncertainty as to the precise locality within that district to which the

class in question ought to be ascribed. Further, when the exact find-

spot of a coin is known, its importance as evidence that the coin was
issued there must not be exaggerated, for the reason that the Iberian

money was issued for military purposes, and was carried about from
town to town, and often from province to province in the military
chests of the various legions.
The Iberian coinage was, in fact, Roman money, which it was the

policy of the Romans to introduce among the various Spanish peoples
of the Citerior Province in the form in which it would be most accept-
able to them, viz. with native Iberian inscriptions.

In the Ulterior Province, on the other hand, in tlie south and south-

west, the various communities were left very much to follow their own
devices in the matter of coinage, which was, however, restricted to
bronze. They chose their own coin-types, and placed upon their money
the name of the tribe and the names of their own local magistrates in

Iberian, Phoenician, Liby-Phoenician or Latin characters. Tlie dilHculty
of deciphering these inscriptions brings a new element of doubt into the
work of attributing the coins of this province, which exists to a far less

degree in the case of the money of the Citerior.
The Romano-Iberian coins are classed chronologimllij by Senor ZoIjcI

in the following periods :
—

Circ. B.C.VllL', is. U.

I. 226-214. Victoriati of Saguntura, ist series, wt. 3 scruples. (Wt. 52^ grs.)
Emporitan drachmae reduced to the older standard of the dena-

rius of -jL lb. (Wt. 70 grs.)
Oldest coins with Latin legends in the Ulterior Province.

218. The Romans begin to strike bronze coins in the Citerior Province
with Iberian inscriiitions.

[217.] [Reduction of the Roman denarius to the weight of -.V lb.
I

(Wt. 6ogi-s.)
^ "* ^

IL 214-204. New issue of Victoriati of Saguntum on the reduced standard.
(Wt. 45 grs.)

III. 204-154. Largest issues of Romano-Iberian money.
B.C. 195. Emporiae and Saguntum cease to strike silver.
B.C. 171. Foundation of the colony of Carteia.
Carteia strikes the divisions of the As in bronze.

IV- 154-133- B.C. 154. Lusitano-Celtiberian War [of Viriatus or Numantial
B.C. 138. Foundation of the colony of Valencia.
Valencia strikes uncial bronze with Latin Legends
B.C. 133. Fall of Numantia.
All coinage prohibited in the Citerior except the bronze of

Emponae and Saguntum.
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The provincial reforms of B.C. 133 put an end to the official coinage of

money with Iberian inscriptions.
The war of Sertorius, B.C. 80-72, brought about a temporary renewal

for a few years of bronze money with bilingual (Iberian and Latin)
inscriptions. There is also an isolated coin with an Iberian legend, and
a type which perhaps refers to the fall of Ilerda, B.C. 49. With these

exceptions it may be safely affirmed that there are no Iberian coins

subsequent to B.C. 133.
Latin Coinage.

Circ. B.C.

49-45- Civil war in Spain.
Renewal in some towns of tlie Citerior Province of a bronze coinage

with Latin inscriptions.

29-A.D. 41. Impei'ial Coinage.
B.C. 27. Augustus. Bronzt- and brass coinage in the three new

provinces, Tarraconensis, Baetica. and Lusitauia, continued under

Tiberius, A. d. 14-37, ^"^ CaHgula, a. d. 37-41; but under the

last onlv in Tarraconensis.

GALLIA.
[Saussaye, NutuiKinatifjiie de la Gaule yarboiuiaifi'. Paris, 1842.
Duclialais, Ikfcrij'tio)! iJes m^daillex Gauloisen. Paris, 1846.
Hucher, VArt (iauloig. Paris, 186S.

Robert, MounaieK 6'ai//oiVe*'. Paris, 1880.]

The coins of ancient Gaul consist of throe principal classes :

(i) Greek,
of the town of ^Jassilia; (ii) native Gaulish, imitated originally from
Greek coins

;
and (iii) Roman colonial of Lugdunum, Nemausus, Vienna,

and Cabellio in the valley of the Rhone.

Massilia was a colony of Phocaea founded about B. c. 600. Its earliest

coins are small uninscribed divisions of the Phocaic drachm with incnse

reverses and of various types (Tresor d'Auriol. liev. num. N.S. xiv. 34H,
and Melanges de Num. i. 12 sqq.). Notwithstanding their archaic appear-
ance it docs not seem that these little coins are much earlier than the
middle of the fifth century B.C. It is not improbable that there were
several issues of such coins, extending perhaps over a period of 70 or 80

years.
Next in order of time comes a series of small coins, for the most part

obols, struck on both sides. Among these the following types may be
mentioned :

—
Before circ. B.C. 350.

Head ofApollo(?)' of archaic style,wear- Wheel. (Saussaye, PI. I. 12-17.)
ing a lielmet on which is a wheel. Ai Obol 13-8 gis.

The wheel may be here an emblem of Apollo as the sun-god.

Head of Artemis, of archaic style. M Crab. (Saussaye, Pb I. 6-10.)
Al Obol.

The crab may be here a symbol of Artemis as the Protectress of Ports,

At^efoo-KOTTos (Callim, Dian. 39, 259).

Cf. the archaic statue of the Amyclean Apollo as described by Paus. Lac, 19, tx*' ^^ *''*
'''V

KtfaXrj Kpai'os.
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After circ. B.C. 350.

About the middle of the fourth century the drachm makes its first

appearance at Massilia :
—

F;&. 3.

Head of Artemi?, lier luiir adorned

with sprigs of olive.

MACCA Lion. (Fiii'. 3)

Ai. J)nKliin 58-55 grs.

The earliest specimens of these drachms are of very beautiful work.

The first branch of the olive-tree is said to have been brought to Massilia

with the statue of Artemis from Ephesus\ hence its presence on these

coins. The cultivation of the olive was a source of great wealth to the

town.
The fine style of art was not long maintained on the coins of Massilia.

This is partly due to their having been carelessly manufactured in large

quantities, for they were for a long time the chief currency not only
of Southern Gaul as far as Lyons but even of the whole valley of the Po.

They were extensively copied by the various Celtic tribes, and the

barbarous imitations are now far more common than the pieces of pure
Greek work. The smaller divisions have generally on the obverse a head

of Apollo, and on the reverse a Wheel and the letters MA (Saussaye, PL
I. 24-50).

After c'vc. B.C. 200.

About the close of the third century a change takes place both in the

style and weight of the Massilian coins.

Head of Artemis, with quiver at her
\

MACCAAIHTfiN Lion

shoulder (B. U.Guide, PI. XLIV. i). j (.U. 42-40 grs.)

This reduction in the weight of the di-achm was sudden, not gradual.
It was the result of the adoption of the standard of the Vicforiatns

(
= I of the Roman denarius) -.

Among the bronze coins of Massilia the following are of frequent
occurrence :

—
Head of Apollo (Saussaye, PI. VI. 283-

303).
Head of Pallas (Saussaye, PI. IX.

377-387)-

MA^CAAIHTON Bull butting ^E-ps

MA Tripod Mg

It is probable that MassiHa finally lost the right of coining after its

capture by C. Trebonius, Caesar's Legatus, B.C. 49 (Dion Cass. xli. 25,

Caesar).

' The two principal temples at Massilia were those of the Ephesian Artemis and ofAi)olIo
Delphinios (Strab. p. 179).

^ The Victoriatus was originally a Campanian coin, but after the fall of Capua, B.C. 211,
the coinage of the Victoriate was transferred to Rome, where it continued to be minted for the
use of the provinces (Mommsen, Hid. Moii. Rom. ii. p. 104).
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Gaulish Money. The money of the Gauls, like that of most barbarous
races in ancient times, consisted of imitations of the coins of Greece and
Rome. The models selected were naturally coins already widely circu-

lating in Western Europe, such as the gold staters of Philip of Macedon,
large numbers of which had fallen into the hands of the Gaulish invaders
of Greece, the drachms of Massilia and of the Greek cities on the coast of

Spain, and, somewhat later, the denarii of the Roman Republic.

Southern Gaul. In this district, comprising the Roman province of

Narbonensis. the coins most frequently met with are silver, often

inscribed with Greek characters and bearing types derived from the

coins of Massilia, Rhoda, etc., and of (juinarii Avith legends in the Latin

character, having on the obverse a helmeted head and on the reverse

a horseman. The Roman colonies of Cabellio, Nemausus, Lugdunum,
and Vienna, all situate in the valley of the Rhone, issued bronze coins

with Roman types.

Central Gaul, comprising portions of the Roman provinces of Aqui-
tania. Lugdunensis. and (A'ltica. was the district in which the ii'old staters

of Philip were first imitated, and where the copies follow most closely
their Greek model. The silver and bronze coins are of various types,
and become very abundant in the time of Caesar and Augustus, after the

suppression by Rome of the native gold currenc3^

Western Gaul. In the maritime districts the coins depart further

from tht'ir Greek and Roman prototypes and exhibit more characteristi-

cally Gaulish devices, such as the head on the obverse surmounted by
a boar, and the man-headetl horse on the reverse. (Fig- 4.)

Fi(

Northern Gaul (Relgica). The coinage of this region is almost wholly
of gold, and the Greek origin of the types is scarcely traceable. In fabric

the specimens which come from the parts about the Rhine are usually of

concave form, the concavity becoming less and less perceptible as we
approach the West.

BRITANNIA.
[Evans, Ancient British Coins, 1864.]

The coinage of the island of Britain was derived from that of the BeJgic
and other tribes of the opposite coast, some of whose chiefs held sway on
both sides of the Channel. It is probable that the Britons of the southern
coast began to strike gold coins in the last half of the second century B.C.

The earliest specimens show a laureate-head on the obverse and a rude
horse or chariot on the reverse. The types are clearly degenerate copies
of the stater of Philip of Macedon. or rather of Gaulish imitations of that
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coin From this prototype a number of distinct types gradually arose by

means of successive imitations until, as Mr. Evans has shown {^Mm. Ckron.

xii p 127 ,
their original was quite lost sight of. A tew ol the later

British issues bear evidences of Roman influence, these bemg principally

the inscribed coins of the age of Cunobelinus, the son of Tasciovanus,

who reio-ned over the Trinobantes with Camulodunum (Colchester) for

his capital, B. c. 5 to circ. A. D. 43- (Fig- 5-) The British coinage comes to

an end with the invasion of Claudius,

Fig. 5.

ITALY.

[Millingen, Considerations atir la Numismatique de Vancienne Ilalie. Florence, 1841, with

Supplement, 1844.

Carelli, Numorum linliae vef.eris Tabulae CCII, ed. Cavedoni.

Sambon, Mommies de la Presqa lie italique. Naples, 1870.

Mommsen, Bistoire de la Monnaie romaine, ed. Blacas and do Witte. Paris, J870-1875.J

ETRURIA.

The silver coins of Etruria are usually struck on one side only, but,

with one or two exceptions, there are none which can properly be classed

to the period of archaic art. The absence of a reverse type is merely
a local peculiarity.
The Etrurian coins frequently bear marks of value, from which we

gather that a decimal system was applied both to gold and silver money.
The marks of value which occur are :

—
/Is
= 5o, AXX = 25, >IIX = 12I, XX = 20, X = io, A = 5, \\\ = 2\, and l = i.

Gold.

Lion's head with open jaws. Reverse, Plain.

/^ =50 Wt. 44 grs. (Deecke, Etruskische Forschungen, Heft II, PI. i, 2.)
AXX =25
XIK =i2l „

22 grs.

1 1 grs.

{Periodico di Numismalica, A' I, PL III. 2.)

(76., PI. III. 3.)

Young male head. Reverse, Plain.
AXX = 25 Wt. 22 grs. {Per. di Num.,Nl, PI. III. 4-6.)
X =10 „ 9 grs. (76., PL III. 7-9.)

Female head (Artemis?). (Deecke,
Z.c, PLI 6^).

FEUSV retrograde in Etruscan cha-

racters. Dog running. Mk. of value

A= 5 R iS grs.
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Youug male head bound with wreath. FEUZPAPI retrograde in Etruscan cha-

racters. Bull crowned by bird with
wreath in beak

;
in front, star. (Fig. 6.)

N 'jz'i grs.

Fig. 6.

It will be noticed that we have hero gold coins belonging to two
distinct standards, of which the units are 0-9 grs. and ^-6 grs. respectively.
The two classes do not seem to be contemporary.

Silver,

((j) Etihoic-Syracusan Standard. Reverse, Plain,

Chimaera . . Wt. 257 gre. (Sambon, Monnaies de la Presqu'Ue italique,
PI. III. 6.)

Boar 254 grs. (76., PI. III. 5.)

Gorgon-head X
Head of Hermes A
Sea-horse

Hare

Young male head

Gorgon-head II'

Young male head I

Wheel. R I . .

130 grs. (B. M. Guide, PI. YII. i.)

64 grs. (B. M. Cat. Italy, p. 7.)

65 grs. {lb.)
62 grs. (/6.)
60 grs. (Sambon, op. cit., p. 50, No. 14.)

32 grs. (B. M. Cat. ItaL, p. 396.)

14 grs. {Per. di Xum., I. c, PI. III. 11.)

13 grs. {/b.,Vl III. 12.)

(^) Eubdic-Syracusan Standard reduced by one half.

Reverse, Plain (or occasionally with a symbol in a plain field),

t. 131 grs. (B. M. Cat. Ital, p. 2.)

130 grs. S}TnbolonR.Club. (B.M.Ca<./<a/.,p.i.)
66 grs. (Deecke, op. cit., p. 15, No. 17.)

32 grs. (B. M, Cat. Ital., p. 8.)

66 grs, {lb., p. 3.)

, 29 grs. (Deecke, op. cit., p. 18, No. 30.)

19 grs. {lb., No. 32.)

31 grs, {lb.. No. 28.)

31 grs. (B. M. Cat. Ital., p. 4, 19.)

60 grs. {lb., p. 3, 13.)

, 31 grs. (Sambon, o}). cit., p, 50, 8.)

129 grs, (B. M. Cat. Ital., p. 396.)

, 32 grs. (Sambon, op. cit., PI. III. 9.)

, 17 grs. (B. M. Cat. Ital, p. 8.)

The unit of the fii-st series is a small coin identical in weight with the

Sicilian silver litra (13-5 grs.) The unit of the second series is exactly
half that weicrht, but as the weifjhts of the various denominations remain

unchanged, the marks of value alone being doubled, it is clear that

between the first and second scries a reduction in the value of bronze as

Gorgon-head
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compared with silver must have taken place similar to that which occurred

in Sicily about the middle of the fourth century B. c. [Num. Clirou.,

1874, p. 74).
It is further noticeable that the smallest denomination which has a

mark of value, AH, is, in the second period, only slightly heavier than the

Roman sestertius, which also bears the mark of value 25 IIS. Hence it

may be inferred that the Etrurian silver of class
(/3) extended from circ.

B.C. 350-269, when it was superseded by the Roman silver then coined
for the first time, the system adopted by the Romans being a slight modi-
fication of that which then prevailed in Etruria. The silver coins of
class (a) are, of course, previous to B. c. 350, some of them belonging to the
archaic period, while others are comparatively of recent style.

(y) Corei/rea/i{/) {Ae(ji)ieiic degraded) or Persic ^Standard.

Head of Zeus (?)

Head of Apollo A
Id.

Gorgou-liead.

Plain. (B. M. Cat, /<a/., p. 13.) . .

vlli73grs.
Id. (76., ]). 12.) . . ^11175018.

Wheel. (Saiiibon, oj;. ciL, j). 51, 40.) .

^I75grs.
Crescent. (Dcccke, ojj. cit., p. 14, 15.)

Ai 84 grs.

The unit on which these coins are based appears to have been about
^6 grs. of silver, or twice the weight of the Roman scripulum,

Eunning Gorgon, holding- in each hand , OEII Wheel. (Fig. 7.) Ai 172 grs.
a serpent.

Fig. 7.

GEIU Male head facing; above and 1 Sphinx. (Deecke, op. cit., PI. XL 16.)
' A\ 84 grs.

below, a serpent.

GEIUE Cow's head
I
Sea-horse. (Fig. 8.) • -il 144 grs-

Fig. 8.
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Id. X
Sea-horse, around which dolphins A

(p) C)rcyrean{?) or Pt'rsic Standard reduced hij one-half.

Sepia emerging from an amphora XX i Plain. [Per. di Num., 1. c, p. 65.) .

M 350 grs.
Id. (Deecke,07?.c/C.,Pl.I. 4.) A'ii78grs.

Kerberos in linear square. (Brit. Mus.

ined.) ^1^ 83 grs.

The unit for the coins of class (8) is a weight in silver of about 18 grs.
maximum, %Yhich may be considered as practically identical with the
Roman scripulum of I7'5'5 grs.
The reduction which took place between the issue of classes (y) and (8)

corresponds precisely with that wliich we have already remarked between
classes (a) and

(/3),
and is probably one and the same with it, and not

a subsequent reduction of the same amount.
Deecke {ElnisJxisc/ie Foracliungen, Heft II, 1876) argues that the four

classes above enumerated followed one another in chronological sequence,
thus :

—
(y) B. C. 500-450. (a) B. C. 400-269.

(8) B.C. 450-400. (;3) B. f. 269-200.

This order I cannot bring myself to accept. Judging b}' style
—in such

matters our surest ci'itericm— I have no hesitation in afKrminof that some
of those of the Syracusan standard (a), all of which he would place after

B.C. 400, are distinctly earlier than some specimens of the Corcyrean or

Persic standard (y and 8) all of which he would make anterior to that date.

I am therefore compelled to fall back upon the hypothesis that the two
standards Syracusan and (Jorcyrean, were for a long time simultaneously
in use in Etruria, although, probably, not in the same cities.

Bronze.

The ])ronze coins of f]tiuria are immerous.
The larger ]iieces belong to the class of fi"^? f/rurr. and are cast; the

smaller are struck, and are, for the most part, of later date. As a general
rule both cast and struck coins bear marks of value.

'Jlie following is a list of the types as arranged in approximate chrono-

logical order by Deecke (op. of.. Heft II. pp <S9 sqq ),
to whose work

I must refer the student for the details of the weight, fabric etc., of the

various specimens:
—

Wheel -with straight spokes.
Wheil with two straight and four ( urvod

s])ol<es.

Circle witli throe crescents (?)

Circle with hipennis.
Circle with hrater.

Circle with anijihora.

Circle with anclu.r (Vetluna).
„ (Cha).

Circle with sacrificial instiiiments.

Mai'ks of value,
"j

Clul). (Velathri.)

Dolphin. I

Wheel.

Wheel.

Wheel.

Wheel.

Wheel.

Wheel.

Wheel.

Wheel.

Circle with Angnr's head.

Head of .fanuj-.
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Head of Vulcan.

Head of Herakles.

Head of Hermes.

Head of Atlieua.

Head of Poseidon,

Head of Hades.

Head of Herakles.

Head of Zeus.

Head of Athena.

Head of Asklepios.
Male head.

Head of Herakles.

Head of youth.
Head of negro.
Head of Herakles.

Head of Apollo.

Head of Janus.

Head of Zeus (?)

Head of youth.
Helmeted head.

Head of Hermes.

Hammer and tongs. (Pupluna, pufl.)

Club, bow and arrow. (Pupluna. )

Caduceus and two stars.

Hammer and tongs. (Pupluna.)

Owl, crescent, stars. (Pupluna.)

Sea-horse in square.
Griffin.

Bird and lizard.

Eagle.
Cock.

Serpent.

Square.
Anchor or Trident with two dolphins.

(Vatl.)
Two crescents and two or three stars.

Elephant.
Fox dog.
Owl.

ProAv. (Tla.)
Prow. (Tlate.)
Prow. (Tl.)

Half Lion (!) (Vercnas.)
Owl. (Peithesa.)

The inscriptions on the coins of Etruria have given rise to much dis-

cussion. Many of them undoubtedly contain the name of the city where

they were struck: among these P?/^j/7»m has been identified as Populonia ;

Velsw asVolci; Vatl, Vi4luna, asVetulonia; /Wrt/Z/W as Volaterrae
;

C7ia[mars) as Camars {Lin/, x. 25,
' Clusium quod Camars olim

appella-

bant') ; Tla{w//n) as Telamon ; Felz{na) as Volsinii. On this subject see

Corssen [Zeit.f. Nnm. iii. p. i).

Most of the Etruscan coin-types are of Greek origin. The Wheel, the

Gorgon, and the Cow's-head point clearly to solar and lunar worship,
the head of Vulcan with his hammer and tongs refers to the metal work-

ing and mining activity of some of the districts about Populonia, and

especially to the island of Elba. Other types, such as the Sea-horse,
the Polypus, Dolphin, and Prow, indicate the power of the Etruscans on
the sea

;
while some, such as the head of Hades, the Kerberos, Griffin,

Sphinx, Leonine Chimaera, and the head of a Priest or Augur, are

symbolical of those gloomy and horrible or fantastic ideas connected with
death and the world of shades, which are especially characteristic of the

religion of the Etruscans.

The Aes Grave of Italy.

Although the history of the coinage of Rome is a subject which I do
not propose to include within the limits of the present volume, neverthe-
less the system of the Aes Grave holds so conspicuous a place in the

coinage of Italy that occasional reference to it will be necessary.A slight sketch of the development of the heavy bronze money of Italy
will not therefore be out of place, and will indeed be requisite for the dis-

cussion of the chronology of the coinage of the Italo-Hellenic states. For
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full details I would refer students to Alomnisen's lihtoire de la Monnaie

romaine, as translated and annotated by the Due de Blaeas and the Baron
de Witte, Paris, 1870 ;

and especially to Bahrfeldt's recent work, GeschicMe

lies dlteren romiscJien Miinzivesens, Vienna, 1883.

The earliest measure of value throughout Central and Northern Italy
was bronze, which circulated in large blocks or bricks of irregular form.

In this primitive condition of the currency we have no reason to suppose
that the weight of the blocks of bronze was fixed by the State or in any
way regulated by law. It is, nevertheless, highly probable that it was

customary to cast the lumps of metal according to the Roman pound
weight of about 5057 grs. Troy, divided into 12 ounces of about 421 grs.

each. This ancient Italian money was called aes rude (Plin. H. IS. xxxiii.

3, 13). SubRe(iuently it was- found convenient, in order to avoid constant

recourse to the balance, to adopt the custom which had long prevailed in

the Greek cities of marking the bronze with an official stamp, as a

guarantee of just weight. According to the popular tradition it was
Servius Tullius who first introduced the practice of stamping bronze for

circulation, prinnts si[inavit aes (Plin. /. c), which was thence called aes

siguaiiim, but the advanced style of art exhibited even by the earliest

specimens of Roman and Italian aes signatum is quite sufficient to show
that the tradition wliich ascribes them to the age of the kings is not

worthy of credit. Nor does the theory that the Roman coinage began in

the time of the Decemvu's, B. c. 454, and that coins were mentioned in the

laws of the XII Tables, rest upon much more solid foundation (see

Bahrfeldt, p. 20). Neither does the often cited Lex Julia Papiria,
B. c. 430, specifically fix the payment of fines in coined money, but

probably fn/ veujht in bronze.

Of the exact date of the first introduction of coined bronze money at

Rome we have therefore no record ; but the style of the heads upon the

earliest Roman asses points unmistakably to the first half of the fourth

century. There are indeed no Roman coins which can be positively

assigned to an earlier date than circ. b. c. o^'^o, for although the workman-

ship of the heads of Janus and the other divinities on the As and its

divisions is necessarily rough, owing to the process of casting employed,

yet there is no trace of archaism, nor even of the severity characteristic

of the period of transition from aichaism to fine art, which we sliould

expect to find at the close of the fifth century.
When bronze was first coined at Rome it was on the basis of the pound

of I 2 ounces. The As libralis of 5057 grs. was not, however, maintained

for long at its full weight. In the course of a very few j^ears it fell

to about 10 ounces, at which point it appears to have remained practi-

cally stationary for nearly half a century. It seems that this reduced

libral As was equivalent at a rate of exchange of 250 : i to the nummus
or scripulum of silver which had at an earlier date been introduced into

Etruria and thence into Central Italy. The weight of the scripulum
was 1 7-56 grs., and if the As came to be regarded as its equivalent in

bronze, this fact may have tended to fix its weight somewhere about

4390 grs. ;
but there is so much irregularity in the actual weights of

the early Roman Asses that these figures can only be regarded as

approximate.
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The following are the types of the As and its divisions :—

As. Head of Janus. Prow of galley. Mark of vahie

Semis. ,, Jupiter.
Triens. „ Minerva.

Quadrans. „ Hercules.

Sextans. „ Mercury.
Uncia. „ Roma.

In B.C. 268 a complete re -organisation was effected in the Roman

coinage. According to Mommsen the weight of the As was now reduced

to 4 ounces \ not on account of any material change in the value of

bronze, but probably because the use of money for purposes of exchange
had now become universal in Italy, and the old clumsy coins were found

to be inconvenient. This first %«/ change in the weight of the Roman
aes grave goes by the name of the Triental Reduction, the reduced As

being equal in weight to the old Triens.

One of the old Anses librales of about to ounces was consequently
worth 3 1 of the new Triental Asses of 4 ounces. For some time

previous to the Reduction of B. c. 268, the use of silver as a medium of

exchange had been gradually spreading in Italy, and a silver currency
had now become a matter of necessity.
Rome here followed the example of Etruria, in which country silver

money, as we have already seen, had been long in use. The divisional

system of the new Roman silver coins, and their marks of value, IIS,

V and X (2^, 5, and 10), may be compared with the Etrurian. They
prove that bronze was still the legal standard, the Sestertius

(I IS) of

17-56 grs. being equal in value to I libral as of 4390 grs., or to 2^ of the
new Triental Asses of 1756 grs., while the Quinarius was worth 5 and
the Denarius 10.

In this period multiples of the As, such as the Dupondius marked II,

the Tressis III, and the Decussis X, were added to the series of the
Roman bronze money.

It is worthy of remark that the legal reduction- in the weight of the
As from 12 (practically 10) to 4 ounces Avas not universally adopted in

Italy. Latium, Cisalpine Gaul, and Picenum, continued to cast their
asses according to the old libral standard, while, in Apulia and Umbria, on
the other hand, the weight of the As suddenly falls, as at Rome, to about
4 ounces.

The weight of the Roman As, although legally fixed at 4 ounces in
B.C. 268, now began to decline rapidly and sank during the next half

century to 3, 2, and finally to not more than i ounce.
In B.C. 217. under the Dictator.ship of Q. Fabius Maximus, a law was

passed with the object of fixing the minimum weight of the As at 1

ounce. This has been called the Uncial Reduction.
From this time forward bronze in Italy began to assume the character

of a mere money of account, the true measure of value beino- now no
longer bronze but silver.

°

It therefore ceased to be any longer a matter of importance whether
the As was of the full legal weight or not. Hence when C. Papirius

Bahrfeldt however adduces some strong reasons for placing the Sextantal reduction in

p"n Ifl' V i'""'^ ''T
'*

!' ''''''^r^''^
^^-""^ *^^^^ ^^'"^ o^ly two legal reductions of the As, one in

ConVinin'^ tf "^^ fr<,^'^" ^f'f
''«^ «r Sextantal, and another in B. c. 2 1 7, which was Uncial.

Concerning the so-called Semuncial Reduction of b. c. 89 see infra.
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Carbo, a tribune of the people, introduced a law in b. c. 89, by virtue of
which it was permissible to strike the As of the minimum weight of half
an ounce (Semuncial Reduction), this was merely a legal authorization
of a custom which de facia had prevailed for some years before that date,
if not in Rome itself, at any rate in some of the Confederate towns.

Soon after the passing of the Lex Papiria the issue of bronze money
ceased altogether in Rome (circ. B.C. 87-74), and it was not reintroduced
until B.C. 15, when the right of coining gold and silver was taken away
from the Senate by Augustus, who at the same time conferred upon that

body the privilege of coining in the baser metal. Then begins the Roman
Imperial series, commonly called large, middle, and small brass (sester-

tius, dupondius, and as), distinguished by the letters S. C. (Senatus
Consulto).
The use of heavy bronze cast coins was not confined to Rome, al-

though it is probable that it originated there, for the earliest specimens of
aes grave with types are the asses of Rome itself.

During the greater part of the fourth and third centuries b. c. nearly
the whole of northern and central Italy made use of cast bronze coins
similar to those of Rome

; similar, but by no means identical. Each of
the more important centres had a distinct coinage of its own, differing
from that of Rome in type, and not unfrequently also in weight, for

it does not appear that the pound was everywhere of the same weight.
In Etruria, for instance, the pound was only about ^'^']S gi"s., not much
more than | of the Roman libra, while in Picenum it attained a weight
of more than 6000 grs.

The various series of ae.'i grave cannot be all attributed with certainty
as many of them have no inscriptions, but they may be assigned con-

jecturall}^ to certain districts, and even towns, on the evidence of

repeated discoveries of the same classes in the same localities.

The dates of the several series of aes grave are frequently no less

difficult to fix than the places to which they belong. In this matter we
must not be deceived by style, for the rudest and most clumsily executed

pieces are not necessarily the earliest, as would doubtless have been the
case if the art exhibited upon them had been of native growth, but this

is not so. The art-work of the aes grave is everywhere borrowed from
that of the Greeks, and the degree of excellence attained in any particular
district depended upon the closeness of its relations, direct or indirect,
with some Greek city, or at least with a population imbued with the

spirit of Greek art.

UMBRI A.

Little is known of the early history of this district, the coinage is

wholly of bronze, and belongs almost entirely to the series of aes

grave.

There are three towns which issued coins : Ariminum. Iguvium. and
Tuder.

Ariminum [Rimini). The coinage of this town is of the rudest possible

style and execution. It is distinguished by its type, the head of a

Gaulish warrior wearing thfe national iorques round his neck, recalling
the fact that the Senones, a Gaulish tribe, after expelling the Etruscans,

c
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made themselves masters of Ariminum early in_
the foiirth century

About B. c. 268 the Romans sent a colony to Armimum (Liv. xv. «},
and

this is the time to which the coinage probably belongs 1.

Aes Grave. (The As weighs more than 6oco grs.)

As. Head of Gaul.

Quincunx. ,, „

Triens. „ ;>

Quadrans. -
,, „

Sextans. „ ;j

Uncia. .;

Semuncia. „

5?

Horse's head.

Shield

Sword and sheath

Trident

Dolphin
Rostrum
Cockle-shell.

• • • •

• • •

The following large oblong Quincusses may be also attributed to

Ariminum. They weigh about 25,000 grs.

Oval shield. Inner side of oval sliield (B. M. Cat.

Ital., p. 27).

Sword. Sheath (76., p. 28).

Struck Coin.

Head of Vulcan (B. M. Cat. /^aZy, p. 25). |

ARI M N Gaidish warrior M Size .9

Ignvium {Guhbio) was a strong place on the western slope of the

Apennines. The coinage follows the standard of that of Tuder, and is

anterior to B. c. 268.
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As.

Semis.

TVTEDE (retrog.) Wheel.

Eagle I

n

„ ,, Dog sleeping
'^

Triens. TVT Eagle ••••
TVTEDE Two clubs ....

Quadrant. TV Anchor ...

Sextans. „ Trident • .

Uncia. ., Spearhead .

Toad.

Three crescents.

Cornucopiae I

nLyre
Cornucopiae . • . •

Hand in cesti^s . • • •

Toad ...
Cicada • .

Yase •

Tortoise.

Semis. Cluli.

.Qnadrans. ,,

Sextans. ,,

Uncia.

Almoxd-shaped Coins.

Struck Coins.

Young male head in pilos with flat

top.
Head of Silenos.

Head of Faun.

TVTEDE (retrog.) Sow and pigs

(P,. M. Cat. Italif. p. 397) . JE -95
TVTEDE Eagle {lb., p. 39) . JE .75

„ Cornucopiae . . , JE, -65

The following oblong masses, quincusses, and smaller divisions, are

also attributed to Tuder, on account of their having been discovered

there :
—
Club.

Bull.

Dolphin.

Fish-spine.
Branch.

Fish-spine (B. M. Cat. Italy, p. 36).

J)

Branch.

PIC ENU M.

No coins can be attributed to this region during the period of the

dominion of the Umbrians, Etruscans, or Gauls. The Romans conquered
the country about B. c. 290, between which date and B. c. 268 the issue

of coins at Ancona, Asculum(?), Firmum, and Hatria took place.

Ancona. This town was founded from Syracuse in the time of

Dionysius the Elder. It obtained its name from its position in a bend
of the coast, ay/cwr ; cf. the type of its coins, a bent arm\ It was the

chief port for the Illyrian trade, and it possessed a famous temple of

Aphrodite. (Juvenal, iv. 40.)

Bust of Aphrodite (B. M. Cat., liaJi/,
j

ATKHN Bent arm holding palm;
p. 40). I above, two stars JE -8

Asculum (?).
It is doubtful whether the series of ae-t rjrave, with the

letter A for type, belongs to Asculum in Picenum, or to the town of the

same name in Apulia.

^ This type may possibly, however, be susceptible of a religious interpretation, the two stars

doubtless referring to the worship of the Dioskuri. 8ee Burgon, in Num. Journal, vol. i. p. 108.

C 2
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Sescuncia. A I
C • (= i^ ounces)

Semuncia. A t (= i uncia). JH (= 'H/.tXtVpo,. ?)

Triens. Thunderbolt,
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I. The aes grave of Latium and Central Italy is contemporary with
that of the Libral series of Rome, circ. B.C. 350-268. The dates of the

various series can hardly be fixed more precisely.
In style the Latin aes grace is generally superior to that of any other

part of Italy, the head of Apollo, for instance, on the As of the series

attributed by Mommsen to Formiae, Fundi, or Fregellae, is purely Greek
and betrays the influence of the neighbouring Campanian towns.

The following are the classes into which the aes grave of Central Italy
are divided by Mommsen

(i. p. i(S2) :
—

(i)
TiBUR OR Praeneste.

As.
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(vi) Alba Fucentis (?).

Dujmndius, Wheel

Semis.

Triens.

Quadrcms.
Sextans.

3J

II

I

s

J5

Head of Roma

Bull gallopiug
Horse cantering
Hound running
Tortoise.

II

I

S
• • • •

• • •

(vii) Uncertain town.

As. Kantliaios.

Triens. „

Quadrans. „

Sextans. -j

Uncia. ,}

Head of Pallas.

))

Helmet • »

Cockle-shell.

Club

Uncertain, i'Rincipally of Central Italy.

Lihral Scries.

As.

5J

Semis.

Quincunx,
Triens.

Quadrans.

Sextans.

!5

)5

J5

5)

Uncia.

99

Head of young Herakles;

Lion's head lacing with

sword in mouth.

Head of Jupiterj
Krater.

Bull's head.

Female head diademed.

Kantliaros.

Bearded head diad.

Wheel with hooked spokes.
Toad • i »

Dolphin.
Anchor • •

Spear-head • •

Tortoise • •

Boar's head.

Plough.
Club i

Oenochoe •

l^iound shield »

Grapes.

Grapes.
Galerus

(?).

Crescent.

Caduceus.

Head of grillin.

Horse's head.

Engle carrying fish.

Boar

Prow

Corn-grain (symbol sometimes,

caduceus)
Rudder.

Shield.

Crescent and i-tar •

Triskelis

Anchor.

Trident

))

Bearded Dragon's head

Kantliaros

Serpent (1).

Pentagram
Pedum

Swastica \ \

Flower of four petals

s

s

Spear-head.

Astragalos. (B. M. Cat., Italy, p. 6o, 45.)
Crescent.

No type.

Triens,

Semis.

Quadrans.

Crescent.

Two crescents

Reduced standard.

»••••«
No type
Two naked figures dancing

• • • •

» e • e • •

c • •
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Heavy oblong coins of Centeal Italy.

Quincussis. ROMANOM Eagle on Pegasos flying,
thunderbolt.

„ Sword.
I

N . R M AN M Scabbard '

.

„ Similar.
|

No inscr. Similar;

,•,
Bull standing; i

Bull standing.

„ Two cocks and two stars,
j

Two tridents and two dolphins.

., Tiident.
I
Caduceus.

„ Elephant.

„ Oblong shield adorned
with two thunderbolts;

„ Tiipod.

5, Amphora.
5, Eagle on thunderbolt.

Dupondius. Two crescents back to Two crescents back to back,

back.
I

Sow.

Oblong .shield.

Anchor.

Oblique lines.

Parazonium.

These quadrilateral coins are not of a very early date. That with the

Elephant, for instance, can hardly be anterior to the defeat of P}Trhus
(B.C. 275) who first introduced elephants into Italy. As a rule they

may be considered as contemporary with the Roman aes grave of the

Libral series. It seems probable, therefore, that all the heaviest pieces
continued to be made of an oblong form, for the purpose of saving space
in packing and storing large quantities of metal, which was necessary as

long as bronze remained the legal standard in Italy.
The form of the genitive plural, ROMANOM, on some of these coins

shows that they cannot have been issued in Rome itself, and it likewise

proves that the issue took place in a district subject to Roman
dominion.

(viii) LucERiA Apuliae. (See below, p. 39).

(ix) Venusia Apuliae. (See below, p. 41).

2. Struck coins of Latiuni.

Alba Fucentis. This town was occupied by a Roman colony in

B.C. 303. It was between this date and B.C. 268 that it struck silver

money.
AUBA Griffin R 183 grs:

„ Eagle ou fulmeu Ax 8-3 grs.

Aquiuum. Bronze. Circ. B.C. 268-217.

Head of Pallas.
|
AQ_VIN0 Cock and Star M Size -8

Cora(?). Circ. B.C. 300-268.
Head of Apollo. C R AN Horseman armed with Spear.M 93 grs.

KORANO Head of Apollo. Campanian Bull crowned by Victory.M Size -8

Concerning these two remarkable coins, which are undoubtedly of

Campanian fabric, see Mommsen, i. p. 259.

1 This coin has been doubted, vide Mommsen, vol. iv. p. 6: the letter N might i^ossibly stand

for Nummus.

Head of Hermes.
Head of Pallas.
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Signia. Silver. Circ. B.C. 300-268.

Head of Hermes. ^EIC Head of Silenos and head of

boar joined M
<) grs.

The silver coins of Alba and Signia are called by Momrasen 7ivmmi

and \ nummi. The strange type of the coin of Signia is unexplained.

SAMNIUM.
Samnium, situated as it was, midway between the Greek silver-coining

states of the south and the Latin and other bronze-coming peoples of

the north, had in early times no coinage of its own whatever. Its

pastoral village communities were indeed hardly important enough to

require a separate coinage. The Samnites appear to have made use

of the money of the neighbouring districts, especially of that of

Campania.
Not until after the final subjection of the country by the Romans,

circ. B.C. 290, do we find the towns of Aesernia, Aquilonia, Beneventum,

Cosa, and Telesia, striking bronze coins, similar in style to those of

Campania.

Aesernia was occupied by a Roman colony B.C. 262. Its coinage

resembles that of the Campanian towns Cales, Suessa Aurunca, and

Teanum Sidicinum. The head of Vulcan is appropriate in a country

where earthquakes are of frequent occurrence. The Bull with the

human head is a type borrowed from the coins of Neapolis.

A I 5 E R N I N Zeus thundering in Biga ;

above, often, Victory . Jt] Size -8

Bull with liuman face crowned by Vic-

tory ^^ Size -8

VOUCANOM Head of Vulcan

A I ^ E R N I N Head of Apollo.

A 1 5 E R N I N Head of Pallas. JE Size -8Eagle and serpent

The inscriptions are in the Oscan character.

Aquilonia. There were two towns of this name in Samnium, one^
on

the upper Vulturnus close to Aesernia, the other nearly a hundred miles

to the S. E., not far from the borders of Apulia. It is to the first of these

that the coins are attributed. The town is said to have been destroyed

by the Romans under Papirius Cursor, B.C. 293; but the coins seem to

be later in date.

AKVRVNNIAR (in Oscan letters, re-

trograde) Head of Pallas.

Armed warrior holding patera
Size -8

According to Livy (x. 46), Papirius Cursor after the battle of Aqui-
lonia carried off to Rome '

aeris gravis vicies centies millies et quingenta
triginta tria millia,' together with 1,830 pounds of silver. We must not

understand this as implying that the 2,533,000 pounds of bronze was

actually money of Samnium. It is merely the sum in Roman money
of the value of the spoil.

Beneventum. The coins of this town are certainly subsequent to

B.C. 268, when its name was changed from Maloentum or Maleventum
to Beneventum by the Romans when they planted a colony there.

BENVENTOD Head of Apcllo. Prancing horse and magistrate's name
PROPOM JES
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Cosa (Compsa I).

Head of Pallas.

Head of Ai-es, bearded.

CO 5 AN Horse's head . . ^.75
„ Horse's head and dolphin .

There is some doubt as to the town to which these coins should be

attributed, but as their style is purelj' Campanian, they may well belong
to Compsa in the south of Samnium.

Peripoli Pitanatae. See Peripolium Bruttiorum.

Telesia. Rare bronze coins, subsequent to B.C. 26<S, with Oscan inscr.

Head of Pallas.
|

Cock and star M 'j

FRENTANI.

The Frentani occupied a fertile district between Samnium and the

Adriatic. In B. c. 304 the Romans concluded peace with this people.
The coins are well executed and date probably from circ. B.C. 268. They
bear a retrograde inscription in Oscan characters, reading

FREN IRE I Head of Hermes.
| Pegasos M Size -8

Larinum, about 14 miles inland, appears to have been a place of

some importance. But as it struck no silver coins we may infer that its

money is all subsequent to B. c. 26H, when the coinage of silver was

monopolised by Rome.
The bronze money of Larinum falls into two classes :

—
(i) Circ. B.C. 2G8.

A API NnN Head of Apollo. | Campanian l)ul] . . . M Size -8

(ii) Circ. B.C. 217.

Series of struck coins on the uncial system, with marks of value
from the Quincunx <lown to the Semuncia, and with inscr. UADINOD
(LARINOR) in the Oscan character:—
Obv. Types. Heads of Pallas, Dodor.aoan Zeus, Hciaklcs, Dionc, Apollo, and

Artemis.

Rev. Tijpe.<i. Galloping Warrioi", Eagle on Fulmen, Centaur, Dolphin, Cornu-

copiae. Hound.

CAMPANIA.
The coinage of this district is of Greek (Phocaean) origin, and con-

sists of didrachms weio;hinij ri8 grrs. maximum, and of bronze coins

of about the same size as the didrachm, which perhaps represent the
older litrae of silver. The silver money comes to an end about B.C. 268,
when the Roman denarius was first issued. How long after this date
bronze continued to be coined in Campania it is hard to determine. It

was certainly very generally issued down to the close of the Hannibalic
war and the fall of Capua, B.C. 211, and at some towns specially favoured

by the Romans the right of coining their own bronze money may have
been preserved perhaps for a century longer.
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The following is a list of the Campanian towns, arranged as far as

may be in the approximate chronological order of their money :
—

B.C. 500-420.
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Caiatia lay about lo miles N. E. of Capua on the river Vulturnus.
Its coinage is wholly of bronze and subsequent to b. c. 268 : inser.

CAIATINO :—

Head of Apollo. |

Cock and star . . . . M Size •

7

Caiatia was also in the neighbourhood of Capua. Its coins are of

bronze with Oscan legend and marks of value according to the Trieutal

system, similar to those of Atella. These two towns w^ere probably
dependent upon Capua, w^hose fate they shared after the revolt of

B.C. 216. The date of the coinage is circ. B.C. 250-211.
Sextans. Htad of Zeus •• I Kalati [Oscan] Zeus in quadriga.

.,,,•• I ,, Selene in bimi.

Uncia. Hort^e prancing.

Cales. This town, originally the capital of the Ausonian Caleni. was
colonized from Rome in B.C. 334. Its coinage is plentiful and consists

of silver didrachms of the Campanian standard, similar in style to those

of Nuceria, Suessa,. and Teanum, and corresponding bronze coins.

Head of Pallas.

Head of Apollo.

Fig. 9.

CAUENO Nike in biga (Fig. 9)
yK 1 1 2 grs.

CAUENO Campanian bull, sometimes
crowned by Nike . . J^ Size -8

The silver coinage comes to an end in B.C. 268. The bronze money
continued to be issued for some time after this, but with a new type :

—
C A UE NO Head of Pallas.

|

Cock and star . . . . M Size -8

Cf. the contemporary bronze of Teanum, Suessa, Caiatia, Aquinum,
and Telesia. All these towns had probably concluded an alliance on
favourable terms with Rome, by virtue of which they were permitted to

issue bronze coins in their own names down to a comparatively late

period.

Capua. The earliest coins of Capua are silver staters of the Cam-

l)aniau .standard with Greek, or mixed Oscan and Greek inscriptions,
KAMPANON, KAMPANO. KAPPANO. KAPPANOM, HAMPANOM, etc.,

and types borrowed from the coins of Neapolis.
Head of Pallas in Athenian helmet. Inscr. Man-headed Campanian bull . .

ylv 114 grs. max.

This coinage is anterior to b. c. 338, when Capua, in order to obtain

help from the Romans against the Samnites, allied herself to Rome on
the standing of a ciciias sine suffragio.

Henceforth Capua was authorized to coin money bearing the inscrip-
tion ROMANO or ROMA in Latin characters. This Romano-Campanian
coinage cannot, it is true, be proved to be solely Capuan, for other Cam-

panian cities may have also been permitted by Rome to take part in it.

It falls into three distinct classes, (i)
Coins with the inscription ROMANO,
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consisting of didracbms, thoroughly Campanian both in style and weight,

together with a few rare bronze coins (litrae and \ litrae?). This

coinage lasted in all probability from B.C. 338 to 318, when the Roman
rule, hitherto merely nominal, was more directly enforced at Capua,
a special Praefect being then despatched from Rome as Governor of the

city, (ii)
The coinage was now in a measure assimilated to that of

Rome, the weight of the silver didrachm being gradually reduced to the

standard of 6 Roman scruples (105-36 grs.), and the inscription ROMA, in

the nominative case, being substituted for ROMANO (for Romanom, gen.

plur.). The gold coins struck at Capua at this time are also regulated

according to the Roman standard, the denominations being 6, 4, and 3

scruples (circ. 106, 70 and ^^ grs-}- This coinage also bears the inscrip-
tion ROMA, (iii) In B.C. 268, when the denarius was first coined at

Rome, the Campanian silver was restricted to the Qiiadrigafiis and Vic-

toriatns, which were tariffed at Rome as denarii and quinarii. At the

same time the circulation of the bronze coin was confined to Capua and
its immediate territory. The Capuan money after b. c. 268 thus consists

almost entirely of silver Victoriati ^ with ROMA, and of bronze coins

inscribed KAPU in the Oscan character, and generally with marks of

value which show them to belong to the Roman Triental and Sextantal

systems.
In addition to the above there arc likewise coins of electrum, Obv.

Head of Janus, liev. Zeus in quadriga, which, it will be remarked, are
without the inscription ROMA. This fact, combined with their late style,
renders it probable that they were issued during the Hannibalic War,
B.C. 216-2 1 1, when Capua rebelled against the Roman yoke'^.

Hornano- Canqmn ian coinaye.

Class i. Circ. B.C. 338-318.

Silver didrachms and bronze coins with Icofend ROMANO.

SiLYEU. Weight 1 1 5-1 1 2 grs.

Head of bearded Ares helraeted.

Head of AjdoIIo.
Head of young Herakles.
Head of Roma in Phrygian helmet.

Horse's head.

Prancing horse and star.

Wolf and twins.

Nike attaching wreath to palm-branch

(Fig. 10).

Fig. 10.

After the fall of Capua the Eomans t.ansferred the coinage of the Victoriati to Rome itself.where they continued to be coined for half a century longer for the use of the provinces.

Ar.. ..1 "Sn^Jr^
perhaps with these Cauipanian electrum coins are the gold pieces, ohv. Head of

Ttllv fn n,w M ^^ °"
^'1'?' ^"PPosed to have been issued by Roman generals in Southern

resneciivTlvk^ ^'^'f^^^^^f ^^^
war against Hannibal. These coins are of three sizes, and bear

Sertii^ at thi^h'tl!
""'

^""^ '^'?'

^"'' '°' ^"'"^^ ••^'•^
"•''"'^I'y thought to indicate the numbersof sestert.i at which they were valued. They weigh respectively ^2-5, v., and i 7.5 grs.
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Bronze.

Young head diademed.

Head of young Ares helmeted.

Head of Ares helmeted.

Lion raising Ms paw,
Eagle on fulmen.

Horse's head.

Class ii. With legend ROMA, circ. B.C. 318-268.

Gold.

Fig. II.

Head of beardless Janus (Fig. ii). Two soldiers taking oalh upon a pig
held by kneeling man.

These coins weigh io6, 70, and 53 grs. The piece of 70 grs. is marked
XXX'.

Silver. (Weight falling to J 05-36 grs.)

Fig. 12.

Head of young Ares helmeted.

Head of Apollo.
Head of Ares.

Head of beardless Janus.

Head of young Ares helmeted.

Head of Apollo.
Head of Axes helmeted.

Head of Herakles.

Female head turreted.

Female head helmeted.

Head of Roma in Phrygian helmet

Horse's head (Fig. 12).

Prancing horse (B. M. Guide, PI. 33, 9).

Bronze.

Horse's head.

Prancing horse.

Pegasos and Club.

Horseman with whip in hand.

Two Cornuacopiae.

Dog.

Class iii. B.C. circ. 268-211.

(a) Silver with legend ROMA.

X'..
''^'

Fig. I^

' The only specimen of this coin which I have seen, viz. that in the British Museum, is false.
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Head of beardless Janus.

Head of Zeus.

Zeus in Quadriga driven by Nike

(Fig. 13) Ai 105-3 E^^- {Quadrigatus).
Id. . . Ji 52.3 grs.
Nike crowning trophy M, 52-6 grs.

(Victoriatus)^ .

(iS)
Silver with KAPU in Oscan letters.

Head of Zeus. Eagle on fulmen . M <)2 grs.

Quincunx.
Triens.

Qxiadrans.

))

Sextans.

Head of Pallas.

Head of Zeus.

Head of Demeter,

Head of Zeus.

3)

Uncia.

Bronze, with KAPU in Oscan letters and marks of value.

Pegasos.
Fulmen.
Ox.

Two soldiers and pig.
Selene in biga.
Two soldiers and pig.

Eagle on fulmen.

Lion with spear in mouth.

Horseman armed with sjiear.

Nike crowning troj^hy.
Nike holding wreath.

Horseman armed with spear.
Boar.

Head of Herakles.

Female head turreted.

Head of Zeus.

Head of Pallas.

Female head turreted.

Head of Artemis.

Bronze, with KAPU in Oscan letters, no marks of value

Zeus in quadrigaHead of Janus.

Heads of Zeus and Hera.

Head of Zeus.

Bust of Hera.

11 5)

Head of Demeter.

Head of Apollo.

Young head in Phrygian head-dress.

Head of Pallas.

. . . . M 1.5.... ^ 1.5

Eagle on fulmen . . . . M 1-05
Two veiled figures, archaic idols 2Ei -75
Fulmen M
Ear of corn M
Lyre M
Lifant suckled by doe . . . M
Elephant M
Trophy M
Kerberos M

55
6

65

55

5

55Head of young Herakles.

Compulteria or Cubulteria (Livy, xxiv. 20) on the upper Vulturnus.

Bronze coins only with Oscan inscriptions, circ. E. c. 300-268.
Head of Apollo. Kupeltermom. Campanian bull crowned

by Nike tE -8

Cumae. This ancient Chalcidian colony struck its earliest silver coins

according to the Aeginetic standard, circ. B. c. 500-490 :
—

Forepart of frog. KVME (retrograde) Mussel-shell. .

M 84 grs.

This coin is contemporary with the early issues of the other Chalcidian
colonies, Rhegium in

Italy, and Zancle, Naxos, and Himera in Sicily,
which also follow the Aeginetic standard.

' The weight of the Victoriate was not long maintained at 52 grs. It soon fell t > about 45.
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To this first period also we may ascribe certain small gold coins of

Cumae :
—

Corinthian helmet.
|

KVME Mussel-shell . . i^ 5-5 gr?.

Supposing the relative value of gold to silver to have been the same
here as at Syracuse, viz. 15:1, this Attic half-obol of gold would have

been the exact equivalent of i Aeginetic di-achm of 84 grs. There are also

small silver coins with Helmet and Mussel-shell weighing less than 2 grs.

In all the above-mentioned Chalcidian Colonies, about B.C. 490, the

Chalcidian (Aeginetic) standard was abandoned for the Attic, and the

same change is noticeable at Cumae.

(ii) Ch'c. B.C. 490-480 {Attic ivpight).

KVMAION (retrograde) Head of
j

Crab holding shell . . ^ 129 grs.

Pallas. I

The Attic (or Tarentine) didrachm of 130 grs. took no firm root at

Cumae, and early in the fifth century it gives place to the Phocaean
didrachm or stater of 1 18-1 15 grs. imported from the Phocaean Colonies

Velia and Poseidonia before its abandonment by them.

The silver currency of Cumae on the Phocaean standard is very

plentiful, and lasts from about b. c. 480-423, the date of the capture of

Cumae by the Samnites. About fifteen years before its destruction,

Cumae had received from Kome the status of a civi/as sine^ SKfrag'w, but

neither then nor during the period of its greatest prosperity does it

appear to have struck any bronze coins, for the few bronze coins that are

known were probably once plated with silver.

(iii)
Circ. B.C. 480-423. {Phocaean or Campaman didrachms.)

Fig. 14.

Female head diademed, of archaic

style.

Head of Pallas in round Athenian

helmet.

Lion's scalp facing between two boar's

heads.

KVME or KYMAION Mussel-shell

and various symbols, e. g. corn-grain,

sea-serpent, mouse, fish, or marine-

plant (Fig. 14).

Similar.

Similar.

Fig. 15.

Femaleheadof early fine (transitional) 1 Mussel-shell. Symbol sometimes Skylla,

style. ! sea-serpent, etc. (Fig. 15).

Young male head in laureate pilos. | Scylla . . JE Size -8 (once plated 1)
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Head of Pallas.

Wheel with three spokes.
Helmet.

{^Small silver coins.)

KV, KVME, or KVMA Mussel . .

M 1 2-8 grs.

KV Dolphin ii{, 2-2 grs.

Mussel Jrl 1-2 grs.

The Mussel-shell is a remarkable example of a coin type borrowed
from among the natural products of the locality, the shallow salt-lakes

Avernus and Lucrinus being peculiarly adapted to the cultivation of

shell fish ^

The female head on the coins of Cumae may perhaps represent the

famous Cumaean sibyl or the siren Parthenope.

Hyria. This town is supposed to have been the palaeopolis of Nola ^.

Its coinage is wholly of silver, and consists of Campanian didrachms
of about 115 grs., dating from about B.C. 420-340, with Oscan, or mixed
Oscan and Greek inscriptions, YDINA, YPINAI, YPIANOC, and rarely
YDIETE5. The coinage of Hyria commences about the time when that
of Cumae ceases :

—

Fig. 16.

Head of Pallas in round Athenian

helmet, adorned with olive wreath
and owl.

Head of Hera facing, wearing Ste-

phanos (cf. Coins of Poseidonia).

Campanian bull.

Similar. (Fig. 16.)

Neapolis, a colony of Cumae, fell into the hands of the Romans in
B.C. 290, but it always remained essentially a Greek city, and its

political vicissitudes have left scarcely any traces on its coins.
The silver money of this, the most important town of Campania, falls

into three classes, which may be distinguished by the form of the legend
which they bear, and arranged in approximate chronological order as
follows :

—

Fig. 17.

Class I. NEOPOUITE^ or NEPOAITE^, circ. b.c. 420-400 (Fig. 17).

^

Hor., Epod. ii. 49 ; ,S'((/. ii. 432. ° Momm. i. 162.
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Fig. i8.

Class II. NEOPOAITHt, circ. b.c. 400-340 (Fig. i8).

Fig. 19.

Class Iir. NEOnOAITnN or NEOPOAITEnN, circ. b.c. 340-2G8 (Fig. 19).

The obverse types of the NeapoUtan silver didrachms are
(i)

Head
of Pallas in round Athenian helmet, bound with olive-wreath, and

(ii) Female head usually diademed, perhaps Dia-Hebe the bride of

Dionysos Hebon. This head is variously represented in profile, and

occasionally facing and with flowing hair (in which case it may be
intended for Hera, cf. the coins of Hyria and Poseidonia).
The reverse type is always the Campanian human-headed bull, crowned

on the more recent coins by a flying Nike. This type, of such frequent
occurrence throughout Campania, first occurs on the money of this city.
It is supposed to symbolize Bacchus Hebon. a tauriform Chthonian

divinity worshipped very generally in southern Italy, but more especially
in Campania. This god, whose nature partook both of that of Hades
and of Dionysos, was associated with a female divinity, Kore or Dia-

Hebe, a goddess resembling both Persephone and Ariadne, and personi-

fying the eternal renewal of nature in the spring time. Concerning the

mystic worship of this pair see Lenormant, La Grande Grece, i. 420.
In the earliest period the small currency of Naples consisted of

twelfths of the stater (obols) weighing 11-8 grs.

Head of Pallas in Corinthian helmet. Fore-part of Campanian bull of archaic

style.

In the second period the obol or twelfth is replaced by pieces of

2 litrae, i litra, and ^ litra, weighing respectively 28, 14 and 7 grs.
maximum.

Head of Apollo.
Head of Apollo.

Young laureate head.

Head of Pallas.

Biga.
Cock.

Herakles strangling lion.

H {rjfiCKiTpov).

To the second and third periods belong also the drachms weighing
59-48 grs., with inscr. NEOPOAITH^ and NEOPOAIinN.

Female head.
| Campanian bull.

D
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Towards the end of the second period (circ. b. c. 340) the small silver

coinage ceases and in its stead bronze coins begin to be issued, which are

probably Litrae (Size -tS)
and half-litrae (Size -6^).

Head of Apollo. Fore- part of Cami^anian bull.

Campaniau bull.

Camj)anian bull crowned by Nike.

Omphalos and Lyre.

The bronze coinage outlasts the silver by a period of uncertain

duration. Among the later bronze types are the following :
—

Head of one of the Dioskuri.

Head of Artemis.

Head of young Herakles, laureate.

Horseman.

Cornucopiae.

Tripod.

All the later coins of Neapolis, whether of silver or bronze, have

symbols or letters in the field. Among the latter we may mention 1 1 as

being extremely common, and curiously enough not peculiar to coins of

Neapolis, for it likewise occurs on contemporar}^ coins of Aesernia, Cales,

Compulteria, Suessa, and Teanum.

ITola. The coinage of this town is very similar to that of Neapolis,
but it does not begin at so early a date. It would seem, for the most

part, to be included between about B.C. 340 and 268. In 313 Nola was

conquered by the Romans to w^hom it remained faithful, even during the

war with Hannibal.

Fig. 20.

Silver didrachms, wt. 114 r/rs. maximum.

Female head diademed (Kore ?) as on
coins of NeajDolis.

Head of Pallas in round Athenian
helmet bound with olive.

NHAAinN rarely NHAAIOS. Cara-

panian bull crowned by Nike.

NriAAinN Campanian bull. (Fig. 20.)

Silver litrae
(?).

NHAAI Head of Apollo.

Head of Apollo.

Campanian bull crowned by Nike .

Wt. 10-2 grs.

Bronze litrae
[V).

Campanian bull crowned by Nike .

Size -85.

Nuceria Alfaterna. A town on the river Sarnus. It was taken by
the Romans during the second Samnite war, B.C. 308. No coins are
known which can be given to an earlier date than the Roman conquest.
They all bear an Oscan inscription Nnvkrimnn Alafatermm.
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Silver didracJtms, wt. 113 grs. maximum.

Fig. 21.

Young male head with Eam's horn.. One of the Dioskuri standing beside his

horse. (Fig. 21.)

Bronze litrae
(?)

ajid \ litrae
(?).

Young male head diademed.

Young male head bound with wreath.

The Dioskuri on horseback . M size -8

Hound on the scent . . M size -65

Fhistelia. This town is thought to have been in the vicinity of

Cumae (Friedlander, OskiscJie Milnzen, p. 28). It is only known to us by its

coins, which are among the most ancient in this part of Italy, dating
from about B. c. 420-400.

Young head facing.
Head of Hera facing, hair loose.

Coins of Poseidonia (p. 68).
Similar.

1 ^T EA I A Young head facing.

Mussel-shell and corn-grain . M, obol.

Cf. Fistlus or Fisthds (Oscan). Campanian
bull M didr.

Lion M obol.

Fisthds (Oscan). Mussel, corn-grain
and dolphin . . JE litra, 1 2 grs,

Suessa Aurunca. Suessa was occupied by a Roman colony in B.C. 3 13.

Its coins are all late in style, like those of Cales, Nuceria, Teanum, etc.

(i) Circ. B.C. 313-268.

Fig. 22.

Head of Apollo.

^VE^ANO Head of Apollo.

WE^ANO One of the Dioskuri on

horseback leading a second horse

(Fig. 22) . . Ai didr., 113 grs.

Campanian bull crowned by Nike . .

M size -85

Head of Pallas.

Head of Hermes.

(ii) Prohahhj after B.C. 268.

SVESANO Cock . . . M size -8

SVESANO Herakles strangling lion

M size -8

Teanum Sidicinum, originally the capital of the Sidicini, stood on
the via Latina in the northern corner of Campania. Its coinage consists

of two distinct classes :
—

D 2
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(i)
M and M with Oscan inscr., circ. B.C. 300-268.

(ii)
M with Latin inscr., after B.C. 268.

(i)
Silver didrachms, wt. 114 grs- max., and Bronze, litrae

(?)

with Oscan inscr. Tianud Sklikimul or Tiarmtl only.

Fig. 23.

Head of Herakles in lion's skin.

Head of Apollo.

I

Nike in triga (Fig. 23) . . Al didr.

Man-headed bull sometimes crowned by
Nike iE size -8

Head of Pallas.

(ii)
Bronze with Latin inscr. TIANO.

I
Cock and star M size -8

Uncertain Oscan Coins.

In addition to the coins with Oscan inscriptions already described are

a few which cannot be attributed with, certainty to Campania. They
bear the inscriptions Irnihi, Manes, Senser, 8fc. (B. M. Cat., Ifah, p. 127).

APULIA.
There is reason to believe that the coinage of Tarentum was current

in Apulia throughout the period of the Tarentine dominion in those

parts, and that the silver unit or nummus of Tarentum (perhaps the

diobol of 22 grs.) remained the silver unit in Apulia when the Apulian
towns began to coin silver money of their own, for the well-known type
of the Tarentine diobol, Herakles strangling the lion, recurs on diobols of

Arpi, Caelia, Rubi, and Teate. The didrachms and drachms of Teate

have also types borrowed from Tarentum. On the equivalent in bronze

of the Tarentine nummus of 22 grs. (which in the proportion of i : 250
would give a weight of about 5000 grs.) the Aes grave of Apulia, and

perhaps of all the provinces situate to the east of the Apennines, appears
to have been based. In all these countries the weight of the As exceeds

that of the Roman pound, while in Rome itself the As usually falls short

of the pound by about 2 ounces.

The currency of Apulia before and after the Triental reduction, which
took place in the middle of the third century B.C., consisted therefore—

(i)
Of silver diobols and didrachms of Tarentum, replaced about

B.C. 300 by local Apulian silver issued at the following mints :
—

Arpi. 2
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The didrachms both at Arpi and Teate were assimilated in weight to

those of Campania, the smaller divisions seem, however, to be clearly
of Tarentine origin.

(ii) Of libral Aes grave of Luceria and Venusia. About b. c. 250 the

aes grave of these two towns undergoes a reduction which corresponds
with the Triental reduction at Rome.

(iii) Meanwhile at Arpi, Asculum, Canusium, Herdonia(?), Hyrium,
Neapolis, Rubi, and Salapia, etc., bronze coins continued to be struck

after the Greek fashion, with Greek inscriptions and without marks of

value.

(iv) Little by little, under Roman influence, these Greek bronze coins

were superseded by bronze coins of the Roman sextantal and uncial

systems, with marks of value struck chiefly at Barium, Caelia, Luceria,

Teate, and Venusia, the denominations being the double nummus (N. II.),

the nummus (N), the quincunx (•••#.), the triens (••..), the quadrans
(. . .),

the sextans (. .),
the sescuncia (. S), the uncia (.), and the sem-

uncia (t.).

Arpi. This town during the second Samnite war concluded an alliance

with Rome, B.C. 336 (Liv}-, ix. 13). In the war with Pyrrhus, Arpi was

again on the side of Rome, but after the battle of Cannae (B.C. 217) it

passed over to the side of Hannibal until B.C. 213, when it was again
recovered by the Romans.

Silver.

A^^v^

Fig. 24.

APPANO^ HeadofPaflas.
APPANnN Head of Perseplione.

APPA Head of Ares.

,, Head of Pallas.

A hook (harpa ?).

Campanian bull . . M, Didraclim.

Pi-ancing horse, AAIOY
^11 Didr. (Fig. 24.)

Three ears of coru .

Herakles and lioii
|

Prancing horse /
Ear of corn

|

Prancing horse
J

Bronze.

Al \ Drachm.
M Diobol or

Nummus.

. . 4lObol.

Head of Zeus, AAIOY.

POYAAI
PYAAOY
PYAAY

Head of Pallas in Corinthian helmet.

Butting bull,

A P P A NnN Calydonian boar and spear-
head ^ size -8

A P P AN Y Prancing horse J& size • 8

APPANOY Grapes . . . iE size -6

With the exception of the didrachm with Campanian types, which belongs
to the latter part of the fourth century, all these coins are of the third

century. Those reading AAIOY are of the time of Altinius Daxus, chief

magistrate of Arpi during the Hannibalic war.
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Asculum is first mentioned in the account of the battle between

Pyrrhus and the Romans, B.C. 279. Its coins bear an Oscan inscription

uiiihusMl, whence it would appear that the original form of the name was
Ausculum. Its coinage is wholly of bronze and of two distinct periods :

—

Horse's head (CarelH, PI. LXIII. i).

AYhY^KA Greyhound runnino^ r. on

round shield (Carelli, PI. LXIII. 2).

(i) Bffure B.C. 300, of good style.

AYhYCKAl Ear of corn . M size -75
AYhY Ear of corn with leaf, as on

coins of Metapontum . J]^ size -65

(ii) Circ. B.C. 300-200, of base style.

AYCK Boar and spear-head. Ear of corn

Head of Herakles.

Azetiuni.

Head of Pallas.

Eagle on fulmen.

AIETI Dolj^hin and trident.

M size -8

AYCK A A Nike with wreath and 2>alm
iE size -7

Bronze, iliird centuri/.

AIETI NnN Owl on column. M size -8

„ Ear of corn . M „ -6

Scallop-shell tE „ -5

Barium. Bronze coins of the end of the third century with marks of
value and weights which show them to belong to the sextantal

system :
—

Sextans. •• Bust of Zeus. BAP I NuuN Eros on Prow.
Uncia. •

\ Uncia
(?). 55 BAPI Prow.

The reverse type of these coins may be intended as a play upon the
word Bapt?, a boat.

Butuntum. Bronze coins with Greek types, circ. B.C. :ioo. Inscr.
BYTONTINnN:—
Head of Pallas.

Taras on dolphin
Owl on branch.

Crab.

Ear of corn ^ .8

Scallop M
•*]

Fulmen M -6

Inscr. but no type M
-^j

Caelia. Silver nummi and { nummi, circ. b. c. 300-268.

Nummus.
\ Nummus.

Sextans.

.Head of Pallas. K A I Herakles and Lion . M
KAIAlNnN Amphora . . . . Ai

Bronze, with marks of value, circ. B. c. 268-200.

Uncia,
)5

Head of Pallas.

Head of Zeus.

Head of Pallas.

Head of Zeus.

KAIAlNnN Trophy.
Nike with wreath and trophy.
Pallas running.

Trophy.
Fulmen.

Quadrans ... Head of Pallas I K A I A I NHN Three crescents.
(reduced weight). I

For other types, see Brit. Mus. Cat., Itali/, p. 134.
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Canusium, near the river Auficlus, was one of the chief towns of

Apulia. Silver and bronze coins, circ. b. c. 300, the latter with Tarentine

types, also bronze coins, with marks of value, of the end of the third

century.

Amphora.

Male head.

KA Lyre M, Obol or i nummus

KANY^lNnN Tarentine horseman
M size -85

Grumnm. Bronze, circ. B. c. 300, with Greek types.

Female head.
\
FPY Gahopinjr horse .

Male head diademed. Buttiuff hull

. M size -5

. M ,. .6

Herdonia (?) destroyed by Hannibal circ. B. c. 21 o, shortly before which
event it may have issued the following bronze coins :

—
OPAANnN Head of young Herakles Ear of corn; infield, club: Magistrate's

in lion's skin. name TPEBIOY

[Imhoof, Mon. Gr., PI. A. 14.]

M size -5

Head of Pallas.

Hyrium (Rodi) was a maritime town situated on the northern site of the

promontory of Garganum. Its coins are of bronze, and although without
marks of value, belong apparently to the latter part of the third century.

YP I ATI NnN Rudder and dolphin . .

M size -55

Luceria after various vicissitudes fell finally into the hands of the

Romans in B.C. 314. Its coinage consists of aes grave of the Libral

system, circ. 314-250, and of two other series which correspond with the

Roman Triental and Sextantal Reductions, circ. 250-217.

\st Series. Cast aes grave, Libral system, B.C. 314-250.

As. No inscription. Head of Herakles.

As. U and magistrates' names. Head
of Apollo.

As. U Similar. Mai-k of value, I.

Quincunx. Wheel without tire, or

oblique cross.

Triens. Fulmen.

Quadrans. Star.

Sextans. Cockle-shell.

Uncia. Frog or toad.

SernunciaiV) Crescent.

Head of horse.

Horse prancing ; above, star.

Cock.

Wheel without tire, or oblique cross

Club.

Dolphin.

Astragalos.

Spear-head.
Ear of corn.

Thyrsos.

• • • •

• • •

* •

*

2ncl Series. Cast aes grave, Triental system after B. c. 250.

As. Head of Herakles.
|

Horse prancing ; above, star.

All the other denominations as in series i
,
but with the addition of the

letter U on the reverse.
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Srd Series. Struck coins. Sextantal Sj/stem, before B.C. 217.

Quincunx. Head of Pallas • • •

Triens. Head of Herakles • • •

Quadrans. Head of Poseidon • • <

Sextans. Head of Demeter • •

Uncia. Head of Apollo •

Semuncta{1) Heads of the Dioskuri.

„ Head of Artemis.

UOVCERI Wheel.

„ Quiver, club, and bow.

„ Dolphin and trident.

Cockle-shell.

Toad.

Horses of the Dioskuri.

Crescent.

»

In addition to these autonomous coins of Luceria there is a series of

Roman coins both of silver and copper, with the inscription ROMA, and
the mint-mark of Luceria (U), which we may call Romano-Lucerian.

Mateola. (Pliny, iii. ii, s. i6.) Perhaps the modern Matera, near the
frontiers of Lucania.

Bronze coins with marks of value, circ. B.C. 250-217.

Sextans. Head of Pallas. •• MAT (in monogram). Lion seated with

spear in mouth.
Uncia. Herakles leaning on club in the

attitude of the Farnese Herakles.

Ifeapolis Peucetiae. The modern Polignano, a town not mentioned

by any writer. The attribution of the coins rests upon the evidence of
numerous finds.

Bronze, ivith Greek types, circ. b. c. 300.

Head of Dionysos.
Female head in Stephanos.
Veiled head.

Vine-branch and grapes. M -7

^Trident Jll .5

Ear of corn . . . . ^E -6

Bubi, between Canusium and Butuntum, is one of the few Apulian
towns of which silver coins are known. They consist of nummi and
\ nummi. There are also bronze coins of late style.

Silver. Circ. b. c. 300.

Head of Pallas.

Bull's head facing.

Head of Helios,

Head of Pallas.

PY Ear of corn. Ax Diobol (nummus).
,, Herakles and lion.

,,

,, Lyre. M. Obol.

,, Fulmen.

,, Two crescents

Bronze. Circ. b.c. 300-200.

PYBA Nike with wreath and palm

PYt Eagle on fulmen . . . -ffi -75
PYi' Club, bow, and quiver . ^ -7

PYBA^TElNnN Owl on olive-branch

M -6

PY Female figure with patera and

cornucopiae JE -6

Salapia. The bronze coins of this town belong to the same time as
those of Arpi ;

it would seem indeed from the occurrence of the two names,
Pyllus and Dazus (or Daxus), on the coins of both cities that they were
at one time closely united, not only commercially but politically.

Head of Zeus.

Head of Herakles
(1).

Head of Pallas.

Head of Zeus.
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Bkonze.

lAAAPlNnN Head of Zeus.

„ Head of Apollo.

,, Dolphin.
CAAPlNnN Horse.

CAAAPlNnN Head of Pan.

Cwc B.C. 250-200.

Calydonian boar ^ -85
Horse prancing iE -85

Dolphin M -6

Dolphin ^ -85

Eagle on capital of column . M .65

Teate. Of this town there are silver coins with Tarentine types, and
bronze coins with marks of value and of weights corresponding to those

of the Uncial system, and consequently subsequent to B.C. 217.

Silver.

Female head diademed.

Head of Pallas.

Nummus.
Quincunx.
Triens.

Quadrans.

Sextans.

Uncia.

Head of Zeus Dodonaeos
Head of Pallas.

Head of Herakles.

Head of Poseidon (?)
• • <

Head of Pallas.

Circ. B. c. 300-268, or later.

TIATI Naked horseman crowning his

horse . . J^l Didrachm

,, Owl on olive-branch

Ai Drachm
,, Herakles and Lion ...

M, Diobol (nummus)

Broxze. Circ. 'B.C. 217.

TIATI Eagle on fulmen (N)
„ Owl
,,

Lion • • • •

„ Taras on dolphin.
,, Owl •••

Venusia, on the confines of Apulia and Lucania, was captured and
colonized by Rome, B.C. 292. It was a stronghold of the Romans in the

war with Hannibal. Its coinage may be compared with that of Luceria,
with which it is eontemporary. It consists of the following series :

—
1*^ Series. Cast coins of the Libral si/stem. Circ. b. C. 292-250.

Forepart of boar.As.

Quincunx. Head of Pallas

Triens. Head of boar

Quadrans. Forepart of boar

Sextans. Head of boar

Uncia. Crescent

Head of Herakles.

Head of dog or wolf.

Spear-head.
Owl

Lyre
Head of Herakles

Owl
Crescent

Coins of various denominations ivith VE in monogram.

Thi'ee crescents.

>)

Dolphin.
Crescent.

Cockle-shell.

Dolphin.

Crescent.

2nd Series. Struck coins on the Triental system, after circ. B.C. 250.

Quadrans.

Sextans.

Uncia.

Semuncia.

Head of Zeus

Head of Pallas

Bust of Herakles

Boar's head

Three crescents with stars.

VE. Two dolphins.

„ Lion seated holding spear.

„ Owl.
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Srd Series. Struck coins on the Sextanfal and Uncial systems.
Circ. B.C. 250-217 and later.

II Nummi. VE Bust of Herakles

(mark of value N •
1 1

.).

1 Nvmmus. VE Head of Bacchus.

Quincunx.
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The obverse type is Tarentine. That of the reverse is probably-
intended to symbolize the port of Callipolis. (Jf. the coins of Zancle
Siciliae.

Brundusium, the ancient rival of Tarentum, had been long eclipsed by
the latter when, in B. c. 245, it was occupied by a Roman colony. The

Appian Way was then extended to this port, which subsequently became
the chief place of embarcation for Greece and the East.

The coinage begins in b. c. 245, at the time when the town was
constituted a Latin colony. It falls into three series, which are to be

distinguished by their weights, the types being the same throughout.

Head of Poseidon crowned by Nike.
|

BRVN Taras on dolphin.

Series I. B.C. 245-217. Tripnfal tvt. consists of the Sextans »»
,
Uncia • ,

Semiincia t., \ Uncia C, g Uncia U (Nike, R Dolphin).

Series II. B.C. 21 7-200. Uncial wt. consists of the Triens • • • •
, Quadrans • • •

,

Sextans • •
,
Undo. • .

Series III. b. c. 200-89. Semuncial wt. consists of the Semis S, Triens ••••,
Quadrans • • • .

Graxa. The site of this town is not known. The coins are found on
the coast of the gulf of Tarentum. They are small bronze pieces

belonging to the Semuncial system, B.C. 200-89, and, like those of

Brundusium which they resemble in style, are among the latest Greek
coins issued in southern Italy.

Quadrans.
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established themselves, by order of the Delphic oracle, in lapygia, on
a little peninsula at the entrance of an inlet of the sea, about 6 miles

long by 2 to 3 in breadth. The new city thus commanded both the

outer bay into which flowed the little river Taras, and the inner port
now known as the 3Iare Piccolo.

An ancient tradition tells how Taras, the founder of the first lapygian
settlement on this spot, was miraculously saved from shipwreck by the

intervention of his father Poseidon, who sent a dolphin on whose back
he was carried to the shore.

The same story was subsequently transferred to Phalanthos the real

oekist of Tarentum, who appears in a later age to have been confounded

with the mythical Taras. (Cf. also the story of Arion's voyage from

Sicily to Corinth, Herod, i. 24.) The natural advantages of the site

selected by Phalanthos were considerable. The pasture lands in the

vicinity produced excellent wool and a splendid breed of horses, and the

Purple fish [murex) of the little land-locked sea soon became a source of

wealth to the enterprising Greek colonists. To this day the fisheries of

the Mare Piccolo afford a renumerative occupation to the inhabitants of

the modern town of Taranto, for it abounds in innumerable kinds of

shell-fish, many of which are not found elsewhere.

The possession of this fine harbour, the only safe one on those coasts,

necessarily brought Tarentum into commercial relations with all parts
of the Mediterranean sea. The political constitution of Tarentum in

these early times was doubtless modelled on that of Sparta, and
Herodotus (iii. 136) mentions a king of Tarentum in the time of Darius.

The worship of Apollo Hyakinthios at Tarentum was also clearly of

Spartan origin.
The earliest coins of Tarentum are thin plate-like disks with the

reverse-types incuse, similar in fabric to the coins of the great Achaean
confederation in Southern Italy of which Pythagoras was the originator
and head. Tarentum must certainly at one time have been drawn into

the circle of his pervading influence. The date of these coins is circ. B.C.

530-500.

Period I. Circ. B.C. 530-500.

^'^**»i

TAR A 5 (retrogr.) Taras on dolphin.

TARA^ Apollo naked, resting on one

knee, and holding lyre and plec-
trum.

Fig. 25.

Taras on dolphin incuse (Fig. 25)
Ai Didr., wt. 125 grs.

Obverse type incuse, or Taras on dolphin
incuse . . . A{ Didr., wt. 125 grs.

[B. M. Guide, PL VII. 3.]
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Period II. C'lrc. b.c. 500-473.

Inscription TAR A 5, usually retrograde, on one or both sides. Fabric

compact, and both types in relief.

Taras on dolpliin i Wheel of four spokes

[B. M. Guide, PI. Vir. 5].
j

M Didr., wt. 125 grs.

Cockle-shell. Do Al 2 obol, wt. 20 grs.

„ „ Do. ... ^ I obol
(1), wt. 7 grs.

Wheel. Do. . . . M\ obol (?),
wt. 2 grs.

Taras on dolphin [B.M.G^«2c?e,Pl.VII. 6]. Winged seahorse ^fl Didr., wt. 125 grs.

Dolphin. i „ ,, yR 2 obol, wt. 20 grs.

Agf^mt^^..^

Fig. 26.

Taras on dolphin.

Half Hippocamp.
Cockle-shell.

T surrounded by • •
•

Archaic head (Taras?) within circle

(Fig. 26) . . M, Didr., wt. 125 grs.
Do Ai Didr., wt. 6 1 grs.

Dolphin in circle ^K Litra, wt. 12-5 grs.

,, „ ^ ^ Litra, wt. 5-6 grs.

Obverse type repeated
JR Trias or \ Litra, wt. 2-8 grs.

Period III. Circ. b c. 473-400.

In the year e.g. 473 Tarentum sustained a crushing defeat at the hands
of the Messapians, in which she lost the flower of her aristocratic youth.
The result was a change in the constitution and the establishment of a

Democracy, under which the city soon regained all and more than all its

ancient prosperity.
The money of this third period is distinguished by a new reverse

type, the seated figure of Taras, which some have preferred to call the

Demos of Tarentum, holding in his hand some object symbolical of the

commerce of the city, such as most frequently the Distaff bound round
with wool.

. Inscriptions: TARA$. TARA^, and later TAPANTINnN.

Fig. 37.
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Taras on dolphin, variously repre-

sented, usually with marine symbols
in the field.

Male figure (Taras?) naked to waist,

seated, holding distaff, kantharos, etc.,

or offering a bird to a Panther's cub.

(This is perhaps a Dionysiac type)

(Fig. 27) . . M Didr., wt. 125 grs.

On the coins of this series the style progresses rapidly from archaic to

fine art.

Cockle-shell.
j

remale(?) head . M Litra, wt. 13 grs.

! „ „ Ai \ Litra, wt. 7-4 grs.

In 436 occurred the struggle between the newly founded Athenian

colony of Thurium and Tarentum for the possession of the territory
of Siris, which ended, B.C. 432, in the joint foundation by these two
towns of Heraclea in Lucania.

It was probably about this time, or at any rate towards the end of the

fifth century, that a new type began to come into use on the Tarentine

staters, viz. a Rider on horseback, who is represented in such a great

variety of attitudes, and through such a long series of coins, that a
detailed description of the almost endless varieties is here impossible.
On some specimens he is a naked boy or Ephebus crowning his horse, as

if after an agonistic victory ;
on others he is a man in full vigour, now

naked, and now armed with helmet, shield, and lances. Occasionally
the horseman leads a second horse, in which case he is perhaps one of
the famous Tarentine cavalry who, we are informed by Livy (xxxv. 28),
went into action with two horses,

' binos secum trahentes equos.' On
the whole, however, it is safer to regard all these types as illustrating
the games in the Hippodrome, and as celebrating agonistic victories

rather than victories in real warfare.

The period between about B.C. 380 and 360 was the culminating epoch
of the prosperity of Tarentum, during w^hich the philosopher Archytas
was the chief of the state. This was the age of Dionysius of Syracuse,
whose wars against the Greeks of Southern Italy resulted in Tarentum
being left without a single formidable rival in those parts.
Then followed the struggles with the barbarians, when the wealthy

and luxurious Tarentine merchants, unable to cope with their opponents
single-handed, called in the aid, first of Archidamus king of Sparta,
B.C. 338, next of Alexander the Molossian (330), and then of Cleonymus
(314), after which they concluded a peace with their barbarous foes,

Messapians, Lucanians, and Bruttians
;

for a new and more powerful
enemy than any they had hitherto met was slowly and surely advancing
upon them.

In B. c. 302 the long impending conflict between Rome and Tarentum
began. The Tarentines distrusting their own strength now called to their
assistance king Pyrrhus of Epirus, B.C. 281. The events of the famous
campaign of this soldier of fortune with his Macedonian phalanx, and his

squadron of elephants, are so familiar to all that we need not dwell upon
this well-known chapter of history. All was in vain, and a few years
later (b. c. 272) the great Greek city of South Italy fell into the hands of

all-conquering Rome.
The coinage of Tarentum between about b. c. 400 and the Roman Con-

quest B.C. 272 is, as might be expected, more plentiful than that of any
other Greek city of Italy. It is of three metals, gold, silver, and bronze.
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Gold. Circ. B.C. 400-330.

TAP A? Head of goddess wearing

stephane and veil hanging down ,

behind her head, which is sometimes *

surrounded by dolj^bins.

Fig. 28.

/
(i)

The Dioskuri. Above, sometimes

A 1 C K P 1 . Magistrate, C A .

(ii)
Rider crowning horse ....
KYAIX, ^, and Shell; ?A, Star.

(iii) Taras as a child holding out his

arms to his father Poseidon

enthroned before him.

K Stater, Wt. 135 grs. (max.)

TAPANTlNnN Head of goddess.
with flowing hair, wearing stephane [

TAPA^. Taras on dolphin, sometimes

or with hair bound with cord, often
|

with hH.

with magistrate's name, CA. )

[B.
M. Guide, PI. XXXIII. 14.] K Drachm. Wt. 67 grs. (max.)

TA. Head of Apollo. In front ^A Herakles contending with lion, HH.

and dolphin.

K Diobol. Wt. 22-5 grs. (max.)

Head of young Herakles in lion's TAPANTlNflN Taras holding trident,

skin. driving biga.

N. Stater. Wt. 135 grs. (max.)

Gold. Circ. b.c. 330-273.

Head of young Herakles in lion's skin 1 Same type, magistrate's name N I K AP . . .

(later style).

'

[B. M. Guide, PI. XXXIII. 13.] K Stater. Wt. 135 grs. (max.)

TAPANTlNnN Eagle with open

wings on fulmen, in field two am-

phorae, magistrate, NIKAP.

[B. M. Guide, PL XXXIII. 12.] K Stater. Wt. 135 grs. (max.)

I

TAPANTlNnN Taras in biga, magis-
1 trate, NiKAP.

K Drachm. Wt. 67-5 grs. (max.)

Head of Apollo with flowing hair.
|

TAPANTlNnN Eagle on fulmen,

I magietrates, I A and AP (spear-head).

R \ Drachm. Wt. 33-75 (max.)

Head of Pallas in Corinthian helmet.
|

Taras in biga.

K Tetrobol. Wt. 45 grs. (max.)

Head of Herakles.
j

TAPAS Taras on dolphin.

R Sicilian Litra. Wt. 13-5 grs. (max.)

Head of Zeus NK (in mon.).

Head of Herakles.
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Head of goddess in stepliane. I

JAPAN. Kantharos.

K Obol. Wt. 11-25 gis- (max.)

Head of Helios full face, radiate. JAPAN, Fulmen. Magisti-ate's name
APOA.

K \ Litra. Wt. 6-75 grs. (max.)

Gold. Circ. B.C. 212-209.

Head of young Herakles in lion's skin, JAPANJI[NnN] Taras driving biga.
of quite late style. Magistrate, API, Symbol, fulmen.

[B. M. Guide, PL XLV. 14.] K Stater. Wt. 135 grs. (max.)

The above described gold coins of Tarentum are perhaps the most
beautiful coins in this metal of any Greek city. The head of the goddess
with stephane and veil is an exquisite piece of workmanship. That of

Zeus is full of expression, but betrays a somewhat later style of art.

The eagle with expanded wings on the reverse of this coin is also a work
of considerable merit. But by far the most interesting of all is the

remarkable stater, on the reverse of which we see the boy Taras

stretching out his arms to his father Poseidon,

The date of the first issue of gold at Tarentum can hardly be fixed

precisely. It is scarcely likely that it was struck in any large quantity
much before b. c, 360, while there can be no doubt that the mass of it

belongs to the latter half of the fourth century.
The stater, which I attribute conjecturally to the time of the revolt

during the Hannibalic war, may be classed with the latest silver of

Tarentum, which seems to fall into the same short period. See p, 54.
The silver coinage consists in the main of didi-achms, which fall into

three distinct classes :
—

I. Tarentine rider.

II. Female head as on coins of Nea-

polis, etc,

III. Tarentine rider.

JAPA^ Taras on dolphin' ...
Wt. 126-116 grs

J A, Hoi'seman crowning his horse

Wt. 1 15-105 grs

JAP A? Taras on dolphin ...
Wt. 102-95 grs

In Class I the ancient weight is maintained intact.

The coins of Class II are peculiar and of a different fabric from all the
other coins of Tarentum. Their want of originality and of that remark-
able variety of detail which is so characteristic of all the other coins of

Tarentum, give them the appearance of having been issued as a sort of
Federal currency under the authority of Tarentum, but for circulation
outside the limits of the Tarentine territory. This hypothesis is further

strengthened by a consideration of the obverse-type, which is thoroughly
Campanian both in style and fabric. The weight, moreover, is precisely
that of the Campanian didrachms.

1 In the Num. Zeit., 1870, and Z. f. N., i. p. 278, a didrachm of this class is discussed which
bears the strange legend JAPANjiNfiNHMI, which von Sallet proposes to read Tapayrivuv
flul, I am the coin of the Tamitine-^. Fricdlander, on the other hand, would interpret
HMIas'half.'
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The figure on the dolphin, the ancient '

arms,' so to speak, of the city
of Tarentum, is perhaps intentionally omitted on the coins of this class,

if, as I imagine, they constitute a federal coinage, issued during an
interval of comparatively short duration for commercial or political
reasons which we are no longer able to fathom.

In any case, the abandonment of the old Tarentine weight and the

adoption of the Campanian standard must be connected with the special
circumstances which led to the issue of these coins which we may call

the Campano-Tarentine series.

In Class III the old type of the figure on the dolphin is again restored,

but the old Tarentine standard is not reverted to. On the contrary,
the coins of this third class show a still further degradation of weight
even as compared with the Campano-Tarentine pieces of Class II, other-

wise it would be sometimes difficult to distinguish them from the later

coins of Class I, the types of these two series being frequently identical.

A practised eye will, nevertheless, detect a steady though very gradual
deterioration in style.

Any attempt to determine the exact order of the many small varieties

of the Tarentine didrachms must be more or less conjectural, yet it may
be laid down as a general rule that all coins with magistrates' names at

full length are subsequent to circ. B. c. 360,
The following may be accepted as an approximate chronological

sequence of the best-known varieties. For all the more minute details

special catalogues must be consulted.

Silver Didrachms, b. c. 400-360.

Full weight, 12 6- 11 6 grs.

Obverse, Horseman. Reverse, Taras on Dolphin.

1 . Naked horseman galloping to right.

Letters and symbols on obverse. On reverse.

(i) No letter.

(2) A

2. Naked boy crowning standing horse

(i) No letter.

(2) Caduceus.

(3) A

3. Naked boy crowning advancing horse.

(i) Palladium. P

(2) Pecten. Xn{?)
(3) AP

(4) n

4. Naked horseman prancing.

(i) O O
(2) AOP

5. Helmeted horseman 1., shield on 1, arm.

(i) No letter.

(2) A K

(3) A P

E
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6. Naked horseman before a term.

(1) HH

(2) H^
7. Naked horseman advancing.

(1) O
(2) Kantharos.

O

Fig. 29.

8. Naked horseman riding side-\yays with one leg bent u,nder him and with
small shield in 1. hand.

(i) Pecten.

(2) A

(3) A
(4) I-

(5) A (Fig. 29).

(6) n

(7)2
(8) 5

(9) No letter.

I

k
I

No letter.

A or P

?

Nq letter.

Silver Dideachms, b. c. 360-300.

Fall weight, 1 26-1 16 grs.
9. Similar to type 8.

(i) NIKHTTA^ EY
(2) nN EY
(a) EY
(4) Y3

10. Naked horseman with small shield on 1. arm (leg not bent under him).

(i) V\nAI<D EY
(2) 0IAnN EY
(3) <t)IAOKAHC ?l

11. Naked horseman galloping to right.

(i) APItTIA? EY
(2) OPA
(3) HIPPO ....

(4) NIKOAAMO^ EY

10 P Hippocamp.
API Spear-head.

Hipj)ocamp.

AY

KAH
OPA Sepia.
A I Shell (buccinum).
lOP

Fig. 30.

12. Naked horseman with two horses, Nike crowning him.

(0 ^" K ! >l (Fig. 30).
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13. Armed horseman standing beside his horse.

(i) h
I

A

14. Naked horseman prancing. (Cf. Type 4.)

(i) ?A
I

?YM Helmet.

15. Naked boy on prancing horse which is welcomed by a youth; Nike, above,

crowning boy.

(i) I
I

K [B. M. Guide, PI. XXIV. 6],

Fig. 3,1.

16. Naked boy on horse, a youth kneels beneath examining horse's hoof.

E (Fig. 31)-

P
(1) (D

(2) CD

17. Armed horseman received by Nike.

(i) HA M KAA
{2) No letters.

18. Naked youth crowning his horse.

(i) SA <1>IAIAPX0C

(2) APH

(3) AP (in monogram).
(4) K Club.

(5) ^A APEOnN
19. Naked youth crowning his horse; Nike, above, crowns the rider,

(i) ^IM
I

l-HP

20. Helmeted horseman, left
;
shield on 1. arm. (Cf. Type 5.)

(i)
= NIKA

1
AfA Cock.

KAA
lOP

AfA
Ivy-leaf.

lOP
n
CAC

Ftg. 32.

21. Naked horseman thrusting downwards with spear.

(i)
= API

(2) HA KAA A

(3) HA KAA A

(4) AN KAA X

(5) HA KAA A

(6) CA
(7) ^A

(8) SA

KA
API 2 stars (Fig. 32).
KAA
KAA
<DI

Dolphin.
Prow.

AP (mon.) Dolphin.
E 3
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22.

(9) ^A

(lo) lA

(ii) CA

(12) ?A
(13) ^A

(14) CA

(15) ?A
(16) ^IM
(17) ^M
(18) AP <t)l

(19) CI

(20) SI No letters.

(21) ?l AEINOKPATHC

Helmeted horseman thrusting downwards with spear

AK
A
P

l-HP

hHP
<DI

D.

K
0IAI
01

<DiAI

01

Dolphin.

AP
Ivy-leaf.

Dolphin.

Eagle.

(i) AAI

(2) AAI

(3) ^lAI

H
01

01

Buccinum.

Ivy-leaf.

Silver Dideachms, b. c. 300-272.

Reduced weight, 102-95 grs.

23. Helmeted horseman thrusting downwards with spear. (Cf Type 22.)

(i) EY SnCTPATOC
(2) TY
{3) TY SnCTPATOt
(4) EY 0INTIAC
(5) OE AAE
(6) AAI

rOAY
POAY
POAY
rOAY
CI

Fulmen.

Prow.
Star.

Prow.

24. Similar to Type 23, but Nike crowns horseman.

25

(I) CI AY
I

Naked horseman crowning himself

(i) CA Capital of column,

(2) in lAAO
(3) in lAAO

26. Two horsemen (the Dioskuri
V).

(i) No letters.

(2) T0 (mon.).

(3) No letters.

TY

KOM

ANO

AP (mon.).

TY
TY

Fig. 33-

27. Naked horseman, another naked youth welcomes the horse.

(1) h A
(2) APICTIP TY

01

Elephant (Fig. 33).
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39. Naked horseman crowning his horse, to right.

(i) API^TOKPATHC M PI Term.

(2) AAMOKPE . . (?)
EYE Monogram.

(3) APICTEIA ... 01 I

40. Horseman wearing chlamys and cuirass.

(i) lENOKPATHC mon.
|

[B. M. Guide, PL XLV. 16].

(2) ,,
Piles and mon. , Monogram.

(3) KAAAIKPATH^ Mon. 1 Monogram.

41. Horseman with riglit hand raised, horse standing.

(i) cDIAI^KOC
I Tripod.

Bmchm, B.C. 400-272.

The smaller silver coins can hardly be arranged by style within the

above limits.

Head of Pallas in crested helmet,
adorned with figure of Scylla,

TAP Owl, usually with magistrates'

names, lOP, APltTOKPATH^,
lAAO, NEYMHNIO?, POAY,
OAYMniS,H^TIAPXO?,etc.,etc.

M, Drachms, wt. 56-41 grs.

The magistrates' names on this series being, without exception, identical

with those which occur on the didrachms, it is evident that the two
classes are contemporary.

Didrachms and Draclims, B.C. 212-209.

Naked rider holding palm and crown-

ing his horse (style very late).

Magistrates KPI TO?,CHPAM BO^,
^nrENH?, CnKANNA?, etc.

TAP AS Taras on dolphin, ustially with

monogram in field.

M, Didrachms, wt. 1 20 grs.

Drachms, wt. 61-55 g^^.

Half-drachm, 26 grs.

In spite of the high weight of the coins of this class, there can be no
doubt that they are later than any of the other silver coins of Tarentum.
In no single instance do we find the same names on them as on the

didrachms and drachms of previous periods.
The short period when Tarentum shook off the Roman yoke during

the Second Punic War is the only time to which they can be attributed.

Smaller silver coins, B.C. 400-272.

DiOBOLS, Wt. 32^5 grs. (max.)

Herakles strangling the lion or per-

forming one of his other labours, often

with the legend TAPANTlNnN at

length or abridged. The later speci-
mens have letters and symbols in the

field.

Head of Pallas.

Head of Herakles,
A

Free horse.

Two horses' heads.

Club and bow.

TAP Taras on dolphin.
Two horses' heads.

Distaff in wreath.
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The diobols, especially those of the Herakles type, are very abundant.
These little coins formed the staple of the common currency of the

Tarentine fish markets, as well as of the rural districts subject to

Tarentum, and even beyond its territories, in Apulia and Samnium for

instance. They are identical in type with the diobols of Heraelea, the

meeting-place of the federal congress of the Italiot Greeks, and they are

in point of fact a federal rather than a local issue. Pollux (ix. 80)^
informs us, on the authority of Aristotle, that there was at Tarentum
a coin called a nummiis, the type of which was Taras riding on a dolphin.
This is the constant type of the didrachm, but it occurs also on the diobol

;

and Pollux gives us no clue whatever as to whether the nummus was
the didrachm, as Mommsen supposes, or as Prof. Gardner thinks more

probable the d^\o\)o\{Nmn. Chroii., i88i,p. 296). It must be borne in mind
that the Romans when they monopolized the coinage of silver, which

they did immediately after the closing of the Tarentine mint, which had
hitherto supplied by far the greater part of the silver circulating in

Italian markets, transferred the Greek term z^o/jio? {iiummus) to their

sestertius, a coin as nearly as possible of the same weight as the Tarentine

Diobol, and like it equivalent to 10 ounces of bronze {i\ asses of 4 oz, each).
That the Tarentine diobol exchanged for 10 ounces of bronze, we

gather from the fact that the obol commonly beai-s the mark of value

,
as we shall presently see. If therefore the obol was equal to the

bronze quincunx, the diobol must have been equivalent to the dextans,

which, as struck in Apulia (see Teate, p. 41, and Venusia, p. 42), was
also called a Nummus.
The name Nummus seems, therefore, to have been applied first of all to

the silver diobol as the Federal unit of account at Heraelea and
Tarentum^ and probably throughout Southern Italy -, and then to have
been transferred to its equivalent, the unit of bronze consisting of

10 ounces and weighing consequently (at the rate of 250: i) about 5000
grains (see p. 36).

In the Tabulae Heracleenses (Boeckh. Cor/;. /w^cr. &V., 5774, line 123),
which were drawn up at the time when the weight of the bronze coins

was being generally reduced, a distinction is drawn between the silver

and the bronze nummus, for a fine of 10 nummi, hkKa vofxcos apyvpico, is

ordered to be paid by the tenant of certain lands who shall have omitted
to plant the full number of olive trees specified in his contract. The fine

was 10 silver nummi for each plant. Trap to (pvrdv iKaarov; the addition of

the word apyvpiin was intended to secure the payment of the sum in

silver, and was a necessary restriction at a time when the weight of

coined bronze was beginning to fall.

Obols, wt. 11-25 gi"s- (max.)

Female head.

Kantharos • • • • •

Kautharos • • • • •

Kantharos • wt. 9-2 grs.
Kantharos •••••. . . wt. 9-7 grs.

Buci'anium wt. 8-4 gi's.

*
'ApiaTor(KT]s Iv t^ lapavTivwv iroKirda KoXuaOai (prjai vajxia/jta trap' avrois yovfXjxov €(p' ov

(VTtTVTTwaOai Tapavra tov noaaSwvos 8f\([>ivi tTtoxovinvov.
^ In Sicily the nummus was also a small silver coin weighing somewhat less thai! the Tarentine

diobol.
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Five dots is the usual mark of value of the obol. There are, however,
various other little coins, some of which have only two, three, or four

dots, though in weight they might pass for obols. To what system, if

any, these dots refer is doubtful. In some cases they may represent
fractions of the litra, or tenth part of the stater (the obol being the

twelfth), a coin which was distinguished at Tarentum by its type, the

pecten or cockle-shell.

LiTRAE, wt. 13-5 grs., and ^ Litrae 67 grs. (max.)

Shell (pecten). Head of Herakles.

Female head.

Taras on dolphin.

Dolphin, with various symbols.

Doubtful denominations.

Four-legged seat

Four-legged seat.

Female head.

Kantharos.

Horse's head.

Prancing horse.

Head of Herakles,

One-handled vase.

Two crescents.

• • 4 Four-legged seat k • «

Lyre
Dolphin . .

Torch-head
Horse's head

Taras on dolphin

Dolphin . ;

Olive wreath
Two crescents .

Bronze Coins. Circ. e.g. 300-272.

wt.

wt.
14 grs.

15 grs.

wti IO-6 grs.
wt. 9-7 grs.

8.9 grs.

7-6 grs.

5-5 grs.

4-6 grs.

3-7 grs.

wt.

wt.

Wti

wt.

wt.

The bronze coinage of Tarentum Was of no great importance and may
be all attributed to a late period ;

the following are the chief types :
—

TAPANTlNnN Nike standing holding
fulmen or crowning trophy JEi size -9

JAPAN Tl Herakles strangling lion

or at rest on rock . . . M •8—6
JAPAN Taras on dolphin . M -^^
JA Two dolphins . . . M-\
Kantharos -^ "5

Kantharos -^ '35
Horse's head ^ '5

Two crescents M -^

Head of Zeus,

Head of Pallas.

Shell (pecten).

>)

Kantharos.

Head of Pallas.

Forepart of Hippocamp*
Head of Pallas.

Uxentum. This town (now Ugento) is not mentioned in history. No
coins are supposed to have been struck there before the Roman period.
Those that are known are all of bronze and usually bear marks of value

which, when the weights are also taken into account, show that they
follow the semuncial system, dating therefore from circ. B. c. 200-89.

As. Janiform head of Roma. 01AN Herakles standing resting on

club and holding cornucopiae above,
Nike crowning him

Semis. Head of Pallas, S.

Same (without S).

Eagle on fulmen.

Similar, withovit Nike
Same

M size -85

JE -7

^•5

I

A— Kantharos and two stars M -^
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LUC AN I A.

The coinage of the district which takes its name from the Lucanians,
a people of Samnite race who migrated southwards about B.C. 400,
consists—

(i) Of the money of the ancient Achaean and other Greek towns,

Sybaris, Siris, and Metapontum on the east side, and Lalis and

Pyxus on the west, together with that of Velia and Poseidonia.

(ii) Of that of the later Greek colonies Thurium and Heraclea;

(iii) Of that of the Lucanians after they had made themselves masters
of Poseidonia, Lalis, and Metapontum, and had become partially
Hellenized.

(iv) Of Paestum (Poseidonia), and Copia (Thurium), under the Romans.

{See Table, p. 58.)

Lucani. The coinage of the Lucanians, like that of the Bruttians,
with which it is contemporary, did not commence before quite the latter

part of the fourth cent. B.C. at the earliest, and it did not continue

beyond the conclusion of the Second Punic War, when, after Hannibal's

departure, Lucania was finally subdued by Rome.

(1) Time of the Tyrrhic zvar (?)

AOYKANOM Pallas fighting JE i-o

,, Nike crowning trophy .

JE 10
„ Zeus hurling fulmen .

JE .65

(2) 2'iwe of the Hannibalic tvar (J)^

AYKIANnN Pallas fighting, wolf's

head in field ^ i-o

„ Eagle with open wings,
wolf's head in field .

JE .8

The wolf's head shows that the Lucanians derived their name from
Al^KO?.

Head of bearded Ares helmeted.

Head of Nike with inscr. N I K A.

Head of Herakles in lion's skin.

Head of Zeus.

Heraclea was a colony jointly of Tarentum and Thurium, established

B.C. 432 to occupy the territory of the ancient Siris, and to form an

outpost against the growing power of the Lucanians. Hence it was
chosen by Archytas, then strategos at Tarentum, as the seat of the

general assembly of the Italiot Greeks. This was in the earlier part of

the fourth century, and was the cause of Heraclea becoming a place of

considerable importance.
Alexander of Epirus, during his Italian campaign circ. b. c. 330,

removed the synod from Heraclea to the borders of the territory of

Thurium out of enmity to the Tarentines (Strabo, vi. 3, 4). Shortly

' For other types, see Sambon, Mon. Ital., p. 258.
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after this Heraclea fell into the hands of the Lucanians, but it does not

appear to have been deprived of autonomy. In the Pyrrhic war it

sided with the other Greek towns, but soon afterwards, B.C. 272, it

accepted the Roman protectorate under a treaty especially favourable

(Cic, Pro Balb. 22
;
Pro Arch. 4).

The coins of Heraclea should be studied in conjunction with those of

its metropolis Tarentum, the standard of which they follow. They may
be divided into the following classes :

—
I. Circ. B.C. 432-380.

Head of Herakles. HE sometimes retrogr. Lion running.
Diobol or Nummus circ. 2 2 grs. (max.).

[B. M. Guide, PI. XV. 5.]

II. Circ. B.C. 380-300.

Didrachns of full Tarentine wt., 1 23-1 10 grs.

Fig. 34-

Head of Pallas, her hair bound with

oliVe and turned up behind, the

whole surrounded by aegis with

border of serpents.

HPAKAEinN or h HPAKAHinN
Herakles naked reclining on rocks,

holding vase in his hand (Fig. 34).

Fig. 35-

2.

3-

4-

Head of Pallas in crested Athenian

helmet adorned with Hippocamp
or Scylla.

Head of Pallas facing.

Head of Pallas as on No. 2.

5. Head of Pallas as on No. 3.

6. Head of Pallas in Corinthian hel-

met
;
in front sometimes AOAN A.

(See also Imhoof-Blumer, Hon. Gr., p. 2.)

Draehms.

HPAKAEinN or h HPAKAHIflN
Herakles contending with lion.

(Fig. 35-)

„ Similar.

„ Herakles standing facing, holding
club anil lion's skin.

„ Similar.

„ Similar.

Head of Pallas as on No. 2. HHPAKAHinN Owl on olive branch.

Wt. 57 grs.
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Head of Herakles.

Head of Pallas.

Nuramus or Diohol.

HHPAKAHinN Herakles and lion.

Same or Herakles

standing.

Quincunx or Ohol.

Head of Pallas as on No; i. Club and bow.

Four crescents with dots.

Corn-grain.

Hemiohols.

Club and bow.

I- HP Plough.

ill. Clrc. B.C. 300-268.

Didrachnls of reduced wt., 100-90 grs.

Head of Pallas in crested Corinthian

helmet adorned with griffin.

l-HPAKAEinN Herakles standing as

above, or sacrificing before altar, or

crowning himself, or crowned by
Nike, usually with magistrate's name.

[B. M. G^mWe, PL XLV. 17.]

Gold. Period II or III.

There is but one gold coin known of this town, a \ stater weighing
2,^ grs., which may belong to either of the above periods.

Head of Pallas in Corinthian helmet

adorned with griffin.

Herakles seated on rock.

Bronze Coinage.

Inscr. h HP A KAE I nN.

The bronze money of Heraclea was all struck in the period between
circ. B.C. 330-200. The chief types are:—
Head of Persephone.
Head of Pallas facing.

Owl on fulmen.

Ear of corn . .;.... vE -75

Trophy . . : ^.55
Forepart of horse -^ -45

Pallas sacrificing at altar.

Bust of Pallas.

Two figures of Herakles . . -/E -75
One figure of Herakles . . . M -6^

The double and single Herakles on these coins, like the double-bodied
owl on coins of Athens, simply means that the one coin is double the

value of the other.

Head of Pallas. Marine divinity (Glaukos ?) armed with

helmet, shield, and spear . -^ -55
Head of Herakles. Club, quiver, and bow . . . ^ -5

The coin-types of Heraclea reflect its double origin, the head of Pallas

is borrowed from Thurium and the cultus of Herakles, like the name
of the city, from the Dorian Tarentum.

, Laiis was an ancient Achaean port on the western side of Italy, near
the mouth of the river of the same name. It was a colony of Sybaris,
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and after the destruction of the latter, B.C. ^lo, & portion of the Sybarite
refugees took up their residence there.

In B. c. 390 the town fell into the hands of the Lucanians.

The coins of Laiis are of two classes, (i)
Silver Staters, (126 grs.),

Thirds (42 grs.), and Sixths (21 grs.), all belonging to the period of

archaic art, i. e. to the end of the sixth and first decade of the fifth century
B. c, and (ii) Bronze coins, all of which are subsequent to the silver and

(perhaps with a few exceptions) later than B. c. 400.

Period T. Circ. B.C. 550-500.

Thin plate-like coin,s with reverse-types incuse. Inscription divided,

AA5 being placed on one side of the coin and NOM on the other, the

whole word Aaivo9 in the sing. masc. of the ethnic, probably refers to the

word (TTaTTip, understood.

Fig. 36.

Bull with human head looking back. Bull as an obv., inciixse (Fig. 36) .

Stater, wt, 126 grs.

Period II. Circ. B.C. 500-450.

t^AA on both sides, types in relief.

Bull with human head looking back.

Sometimes acorn, in exergue.

Similar.

Bull with human head, but not looking
back. [B. M. Guide, PI. VII. 9.]

Stater, wt. 126 grs.

Third, wt. 42 grs.
Acorn .... Sixth, wt. 21 grs.

Period III. Circ. B.C. 400-350
(?).

Bronze Coins.

Female head of finest style, wearing

sphendone. Magistrate EYOYMOY.
(Cf. Inhoof, Man. Gr., p. 3.)

Of this coin there are varieties without magistrates' names.

AAlNnN Crow to right; symbol,
Ram's head. Magistrate ^PEA . .

M -8

AAlNnN Head ofPersephone ; around,

dolphins.
AA Head of a goddess ;

hair in sphen-
done.

AA Head of goddess facing.

Head of young River-god (Laiis)
horned.

Crow : symbols, stag's head and star :

magistrates Ml—BE . . . M -75

Crow, magistrates KO—MO . M -55

Two crows passing one another in

opposite directions . . . .2^-6
Two crows in opposite directions M -5
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There are also coins of Laiis without the name of the town, struck

perhaps in the names of Lucanian chiefs :
—

Crow. Legend CTA—OtI
» J) ») >5

EY—Bl

Head of Dionysos.
Head of Herakles.

Female head, hair rolled.

The magistrates' names t.1k and Q^\ may perhaps be completed

Statins, or Statilius and Opsidius. Cf. ^TATIOY on a coin of Nuceria in

Bruttium.

Metapontum. Metabos, Metapos, or Metapontum, was an Achaean

colony, founded from Sybaris and Croton, under the leadership of

Leukippos early in the seventh century B.C. It occupied a plain of

extraordinary fertility on the gulf of Tarentum, between the rivers

Bradanus and Casuentus. Its coinage in the earliest period consists of

Staters (126 grs.), Thirds (42 grs.), Sixths (21 grs.), and Twelfths (11 grs.),

inscribed METAP (in archaic characters), more or less abridged. In

fabric the coins resemble those of the other Achaean cities, being thin

plate-like disks with the reverse-type incuse.

Period I. Circ. B.C. 550-480.

Fig.

Ear of corn in high relief, often ac-

companied hy a locust (Fig. 37).

Same.

Same,
Same.
Same.

37-

Ear of corn incuse. Where there is a

locust on the obverse a dolphin takes

its place on the reverse

Staters, 126 grs.; Thirds, 42 grs.

Bull's head facing, incuse. Sixth, 21 grs.

Corn-grain Twelfth.

Corn-ear Twelfth.

Three crescents with four pellets
Twelfth.

Towards the close of this first period the fabric of the coins becomes
more compact, and the pieces gain in thickness what they lose in super-
ficies. The Locust is often replaced by a Ram's head or a Lizard.

The badge of Metapontum, the Ear of corn, shows that Demeter was
the divinity chiefly honoured there. Cf. also the offering of the Meta-

pontines at Delphi of a Oipos xP'^^ovv (Strab. vi. 264). The locust, or some
other creature destructive to the crops, is perhaps intended as a sort of

propitiation of the destroying influences in nature—the powers of death
and destruction (Lenormant, Grande Grece, i. p. 128).

Period II. Circ. B.C. 480-400.

In this period the incuse reverse disappears, and its place is taken by
a reverse type in relief.
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META Ear of corn. Symbol frequently
a Locust.

Five corn-grains in star pattern
Stater.

Sarqie.

Same.

Same.
Same.

Same.

Fig,

M ETA Ear of corn. SjTnbpl frequently The River Acheloiis in human form,

a Locust, - bearded, and with bull's horns and

ears, standing facing, holding patera
and long reed, inscr.

AtEAO^O AEOAONA.

Dolphin sometimes in field . . Stater.

Apollo naked, standing, holding laurel

tree and bow, in front sometimes
an altar (Mg. 38) . . . . Stater.

Herakles standing, naked, with club

over shoulder Stater.

Herakles sacrificing at altar . Stater.

Apollo seated, wearing chlamys, playing

lyre, before him laurel tree . Stater.

Head of bull with human face in profile
Sixth.

The worship of Acheloii.s at Metapontum was probably closely related

to that of the tauriform Dionysos. The remarkable inscription AXEAOIO
AEOAON shows that games were celebrated in his honour at which
these coins were prizes.

Among the other divinities to whose worship at Metapontum the coins

of the fifth century bear witness, are Herakles, who is said to have
rested in the Metapontine plain while bringing the oxen of Geryon
across Italy, and Apollo. The worship of Apollo was especially enjoined

upon the Metapontines by Aristeas, the disciple and successor of Pytha-
goras. The figure of Apollo beside the laurel tree on the stater described

above, was probably suggested by the statue mentioned by Herodotus
as standing in the agora at Metapontum with laurel trees round about
it (TTept^ 8e avTov bd(f)vat kcrTacrL, Herod, iv. 15).

Period III. Circ. B. c. 400-350.

In the period of finest art the following are the most remarkable types
of the stater :

—
Head of Herakles in lion's skin.

I

M ETA, etc. Ear of corn (locust).

Fig. 39.

Young head with Ram's horn and ear.
|
AAETA, etc. Ear of corn (Fig. 39).
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Female head. Inscr. hOMONOIA
(Fig. 40).

/*A ETA, etc. Ear of corn.

META,
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Silver.

Fig. 41.

Head of bearded hero Leukippos in

Corinthian helraet.

Similar. Inscr. AEYKIPPO^

METAPONTlNnN or META Ear
of corn (Fig. 41). Distater, wt. 240 grs.

Same .... ^fl Stater, wt. 1 2 2 grs.

Magistrates' names APH, AMI, AA1, HH, etc.; various symbols.

Head of hero with slight whisker,
in Corinthian helmet. Inscription
OAPPAPOPAS

Apollo standing with bow.

Owl on olive-branch, ^1

META Ear of corn (Imhoof-Blumer,
Mon. Gr., PI. A. 2) . . M Stater.

META Ear of corn: the whole in

olive-wreath . \ Stater, wt. 62 grs.
META Ear of corn | Stater, wt. 49 grs.

In this period Metapontum appears to have assimilated her coinage to

that of Thurium, and to have adopted a divisional system by two and
four instead of by three and six.

Period. V. Circ. B. c. 330-300 [some perhaps later).

On the coins of this period the head of Demeter (or Persephone)
appears with flowing hair, usually in profile, but sometimes facing and

accompanied by the epithet ^HTHPI A.

Another late type is the head of Nike with the inscription NIK A. On
the latest issues the execution is generally unworthy of the conception,
and very careless.

It is improbable that any staters were struck in the name of Meta-

pontum after the capture of the town by the Lucanians shortly before

B.C. 300, for there are none of the reduced standard as at Tarentum and
Heraclea, and magistrates' names at full length do not occur.

Half staters of light weight are, however, met with, and the inscriptions
AY, AYK, etc. may signify that the coins were struck in the name of the
Lucanians. The following are the usual types of the stater in

Period V:—
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Head of Demeter with corn-wreath,
and (i) flowing hair, in profile, or

(ii) facing (with ^flTHPIA); (iii)

hair rolled
; (iv) hair in sphendone ;

(v) veil hanging down behind
; (vi)

hair in net
; (vii) veiled.

Head of Nike, (i) wearing laureate

Stephanos (inscr. NIK A), (ii) with

hair in sphendone adorned with

stars (NIK A).
Head of Pallas in Corinthian helmet.

Head of young Dionysos three-quarter-

face, ivy-crowned. Mag.: KAA.

META, etc. Ear of corn (Fig. 42).

Symbols: Plough, ant, cornucopiae,

amphora, vine-branch, cicada, star,

nike, satyr, tongs, griffin, rake,

Artemis, club and fulmen, bucra-

nium, leaf, caduceus, tripod, mouse,
krater, etc. Magistrates : MAN, <t>l,

AI,AY,AOA, AA,nPO,cDA,KPI,etc.

[B. M. Guide, PL XXXIV. 20 and 21.]
META Ear of corn. Symbols : 'Locust,

mouse, pomegranate, pear, etc. Ma-
gistrate : t.T

,
etc.

META Ear of corn

and club.

META Ear of corn .

Mag.: <t)IA.

Symbols: Owl

Symbol: Serpent.

Smaller Silver Coins.

Head of Pallas (or Eoma V)
in winged

helmet.

Head of Demeter with flowing hair.

METAPONTI Head of Pallas in

Corinthian helmet.

Ear of coi-n. (AYK in mon.) Symbol:
Club . . Half-staters, 56-49 grs.

META Ear of corn. Symbol : VloMgh..

Diobol, wt. 21 grs.

Ear of corn. Symbols : Plough, cornu-

copiae, etc. Diobol, wt. 2 1 grs.

Beonze Coins. Circ. b. c.

Hermes sacrificing, EY.

ME Head of Demeter, hair rolled.

Female head.

Head of Herakles.

Head of Zeus.

Head of Hermes.
Head of Pallas.

Head of Helios.

Young horned head.

Head of Silenos.

Head of Artemis.

Head of Leukippos.
Head of Dionysos.

Eagle on fulmen.

Pallas fighting.
Mask.
Female head in stephane.

Tripod.

350-272 {some perhaps later).

ME Ear of corn. Inscr. OBOAOt.
M size -85

„ OBOAO^.
M size -8

Two ears of corn.

Three corn-grains.

Ear of corn.

Kantharos.

Demeter with torch.

Ear of corn.

Ear of corn and fulmen.

Owl.

Corn-grain.

I „ Marks of value(?) TE and HE.

Of these bronze coins, which range in size from -85—45 inch, those

with the inscription OBOAO^ are interesting, as they prove that bronze
was accepted at Metapontum merely as money of account. The small

coins with TE and HE may likewise be Terapr?j]uio'pta and 'H/xireTa/)r?jjuo'pta.
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Foseidouia was colonized from Sybaris in the seventh century B. c. In
fabric its earliest coins resemble those of the other Achaean towns, but
in two important points they differ from them, viz. in their weight and

system of division, in both of which they follow the Campanian standard
of the neighbouring Phocaean colony Velia (Staters 1 18 grs. and Drachms

59 grs. max.).

Period I. Circ. B.C. 550-480.

Fig. 43.

POM (retrograde). Same type incuse.

(Fig. 43.) M Stater, 118 grs.

POM Poseidon naked, with chlamys
hanging loosely across his shoulders,

wielding trident. A sea-monster or

pistrix sometimes as an adjunct

symbol.

Some of the coins of this period have a second inscription, F^5M (Fl 1^),
which Millingen {Considerations, p. 45) suggests may stand for an alliance

between Poseidonia and Phistelia (p. 0^^) ;
others take it for the name of

the little river Is (the modern Juncarella), mentioned by Lycophron.

Period IT. Circ. B.C. 480-400.

Early in the fifth centurj^ a complete change was effected in the coinage
of Poseidonia. The Campanian standard then gave way to the Achaean,
the weight of the stater being raised to 126 grs., while Thirds (42 grs.),

Sixths (21 grs.), and Twelfths (11 grs.) took the place of the older

Halves. The fabric of the coins of this second class is thick and compact,
and the types are in relief on both sides. Inscr. POME^AAN^ATAM
(rToo-etSaz/taras), more or less abbreviated.

Poseidon wielding trident.

Fig.' 44.

I
Bull. (Fig. 44.) M Stater, 126 grs.

The bull is here symbolical of the worship of Poseidon. On one

specimen there occurs a second inscr., MEIL-A (retrogr.), which probably
stands for the name of a city, Silarus or Silaria, on the river of that

name, which formed the boundary between Lucania and Campania.
Such alliances are characteristic of the coins of the Achaean cities of

Italy at this time, and Silarus, granting its existence, would be by no

means the only town in these parts not alluded to by any historian.

F 2
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Towards the close of the fifth or the beginning of the fourth century,
a new type, the head of Hera facing, the Hera Areia of the neighbouring
temple on the banks of the river Silarus, was adopted at Poseidonia,
whence it spread to the coins of Phistelia, Hyria, and Neapolis.

Head of Hera facing, wearing Stepha-
nos.

rOMEIA Bull . M Stater.

This is also the time to which the bronze coins, for the most part

resembling in type the silver with Poseidon and Bull, and bearing the

inscr. POME^, or more often PO^EIA, belong. These are the last coins

struck at Poseidonia before its capture by the Lucanians, circ. B. c.

400-390. By the Lucanians the name of the town was corrupted into

Paestum.

Faesttiin. The coins of Paestum, as the barbarous Lucanians desig-
nated Poseidonia, when that ancient and wealthy Greek city fell into

their hands, circ. B. c. 400-390, are all of a late period. It is doubtful

indeed whether any money was struck there before the Roman coloniza-

tion of the town in B.C. 273. The coinage of Paestum may be divided

into the following classes :
—

I. Circ. B. c. 300-268, with Greek or semi-Greek inscr.

PAI^TANO Head of young river-

god horned and crowned with reeds,

behind, a swan.

Head of Poseidon.

The Dioskuri on horseback (Sambon.
PI. XX. 26). M Stater iii grs.

PAICTANO "Winged Eros on dolphin.
tE size -85

PAI Dolphin . . . . ^ „ .5

P Dolphin . . . . iE „ -45

These coins may have been issued either by the Lucanians or under
the Romans before the coinage of silver was interdicted by Rome in

B.C. 268.

IL B.C. 268-89, with PAIS and marks of value.

Heads of the Dioskuri.

Semis.

Triens.

Quadrans.
Sextans.

55

Sescuncia.

Uncia.
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IV. With PAE, etc., marks of value, and names of Duumviri
and other m,unicijpal magistrates.

This series extends down to the age of Augustus and Tiberius.

Paestum, for some reason which remains unexplained, having been

allowed by the express permission of the Roman Senate to continue

the issue of small bronze coins long after that privilege had been with-

drawn from all the other towns in Italy, the letters P. S. S. C. on late

coins of Paestum stand for Paesti Sisrnatum Senatus Consulto.

Pal .... Mol .... Uncertain towns, probably in Lucania.

B. c. 550-480. Thin plate-like fabric.

Circ.

_CiV'^P»>

AAT Boar. (Fig. 45.)

Fig. 45.

AOM Boar incuse

M Stater, wt. 122 grs.

Siris and "Pyxxia. Siris, called after the river of that name, occupied
a fertile territory on the bay of Tarentum. The history of the town is

involved in much obscurity. There appears to have been in very
remote times a town called Siris in these parts, but the city of which we
possess coins was a subsequent Ionian settlement, the origin of which is

ascribed to the early part of the seventh century B. c. This Ionian city
rivalled in wealth and luxury its most powerful Achaean neighbours.
It was still in existence in the reign of Cleisthenes of Sicyon, B. c. 584,
for one of its citizens was among the suitors of Agariste ^.

Shortly after this, circ. 570-560, it became the object of a combined
attack from its Achaean rivals, Metapontum, Sybaris, and Croton, who
succeeded in forcing it into the Achaean confederacy.
Of this its coins afford sufficient proof, for they cannot be ascribed to

an earlier date than b. c. 560, and they are in all respects similar to the

earliest coins of Sybaris. They are also valuable historical documents,
for they reveal to us the existence, in the sixth century B.C., of the town
of Pyxus, which stood on the opposite shore of the Bruttian peninsula,

facing the west. The territories of Siris and Pyxus were therefore

probably adjacent to one another, a fact which may serve to explain a

monetary alliance between them :
—

M0IA^<1^/V\ (Siplws). Bull looking ,

PVXOEM (nv|de$). Same type incuse,

back.
!

[B. M. Guide, Plate VIII. 14.] M Stater, wt. 120 grs.

IlD^o'e? ijlv^ovs) is the name of the town in the nominative case.

Sipti'o?, like AdLvos, YloaeihaviaTas, etc., is an adjective, also in the nomi-

native, and agreeing with some such word as araTi^p understood. Pyxus,
which this remarkable coin shows to have been in intimate commercial

* Herod, vi. 127.
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relations with Siris circ. B. c. 560-500, is not mentioned before B. c. 47 1
,

when it is said to have been founded by Micythus, tyrant of Messene.
The evidence of the coins proves that this statement is erroneous, and
that Micythus cannot have been the original founder of the town (De
Luynes, Nouv. Annales, i. p. 395), which had probably fallen into decay
after the destruction of Sybaris (b. c. 510) amid the general break up of

the ancient Achaean confederation.

Sybaris. For the early history of this great Achaean city, see Intro-

duction. Its coinage, which commences early in the sixth century,
consists of the following denominations. Inscriptions MV, MVB, MVBA,
(
= SYBA) usually retrograde.

Bull with head reverted (Fig. 46).

Similar.

Similar.

Fig. 46.

Same type, incuse

Staters (126 grs.), Thirds (42 grs.).

Amphora, incuse . . Sixths (2 1 grs.).MNo type. Inscr.
y.

Twelfths (10 grs.).

The Sybarite refugees, who, after the destruction of their city in

B.C. 510, had found a home in Laiis, Poseidonia, and Scidrus, returned in

B. c. 453 and rebuilt their ruined city at a short distance from the ancient
site. This new Sybaris enjoyed but a short lease of life, for the

Crotoniates, jealous of the revival of their ancient foe, expelled the
unfortunate colonists and levelled to the ground their newly built walls
B.C. 448. Nevertheless, this short interval of six years has left us a
numismatic record, for to this time only we can attribute the following
coins :

—
Circ. B. c. 453-448.

Bull standing.

Poseidon brandishing trident.

MV, MVB, or MVBA (retrograde)
Poseidon brandishing his trident .

Sixths (?) wt. 25-17 grs.
Bird (dove T)

. . . Sixth, wt. 20 grs.

In alliance with Poseidonia.

VM Poseidon brandishing trident. MOT Bull standing

Sixth, wt. 13-1 grs.

These alliance coins are a distinct proof that Poseidonia took part in
the recolonization of Sybaris. A few years later the Sybarite exiles

prevailed upon the Athenians to assist them in another attempt at the
restoration of the unfortunate city, and this time the project resulted in
a brilliant success, the foundation of the great Panhellenic settlement of
Thurium B.C. 443. The Sybarite element in the new colony was, however
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far outnumbered by colonists from other parts of Greece, and they made
themselves so unpopular by claiming to take the lead in the management
of affairs (Diod. xii. ii) that they were obliged to retire to a third site

near the mouth of the river Traeis, where they founded another city for

themselves, which has also left us coins resembling in type those of

Thurium; a fact from which it is to be inferred that, although banished

from the new Athenian colony, they continued to maintain commercial
relations with it. The new Sybaris would thus seem to have been little

more than an offset from Thurium. Its coinage cannot have lasted many
years for it is uniform in style. It consists of Thirds, Sixths, and
Twelfths of the old Achaean standard.

Circ. B. c. 443.

Head of Pallas in Athenian helmet, 1 CYBAPI Bull with head reverted, or

bound with olive-wreath butting, as on coins of Thurium

[B. M. Cat. Ital, p. 2 86.]
Same.

Same.

JH Third, wt. 42 grs.
?YBA Bull with head reverted

M Sixth, wt. 21 grs.

,,
Bull's head

M Twelfth, wt. 10 grs.

Thurium. This important colony was founded B.C. 443 at a spot
not far removed from the site of the deserted Sybaris, where there was
a fountain called Thuria. Its rapid rise was doubtless in part due to

the same local advantages which must have contributed so largely to

the commercial prosperity of the ancient .Sybaris. During the first

twenty years of its existence its coinage was very scanty. This we infer

rather from the advanced style of art exhibited by the Thurian coins

than from the presence of the H in the inscription, for it must be borne
in mind that there was a predominant Ionic element in the population of

Thurium, and there is no reason why the Ionic alphabet should not have
been in use at Thurium from its first foundation (cf. the archaic coins of

the Ionic Velia with YEAHTHN struck certainly before B.C. 450).
The coins of Thurium which fall into the period of the greatest

prosperity of the city, circ. B.C. 420-390, take rank among the finest

specimens of numismatic art. For purity of style and delicacy of execu-

tion nothing can excel the specimens signed by an engraver . . .
,
who

seems to have enjoyed a high reputation as a die-engraver in Italy, for

he worked also for the mints of Neapolis (?), Velia, Terina, and Pandosia.

[B. M. Guide, PI. XV. 3, 7, 13, and PL XXV. 22.]

.^y_^fYU^f'\

Head of Athena in helmet bound with
olive (Fig. 47). Artist's signature <t).

Fig. 47.

OOYPinN Bull walking with head

lowered, or rushing : in ex. usually
a fish : symbols and letters varied.

M, wts. Distater, 240 grs. ; Stater, i 20 grs. ; Third, 40 grs. ; Sixth, 20 grs. ;

Twelfth, 10 grs.

In B. c. 390 the Thurii suffered a severe defeat from the Lucanians
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(Diod. xiv. loi), but the city did not begin materially to decline before

the middle of the fourth century, when the rise of the Bruttian power
deprived it of its inland sources of wealth.

The coinage of this period, B, c. 390 to 350, reaches the highest point of

excellence in respect of execution, without perhaps losing much of the

severe delicacy of style which is so remarkable on the coins of the earlier

time.

Circ. B.C. 390-350.

Fig. 48.

Head of Athena, her helmet richly

adorned, generally with a figure of

Scylla (Fig. 48)

[Cf. Imhoof, J/ow. Gr., p. 7.]

OOYPinN Rushing bull: in ex.

usually a fish, other symbols however

occur, and artists' names ISTOPOC,
MOAOC^O^, and NIKAN APO, on
the base beneath the bull

M. Distater, Stater, and Sixth.

The head of Athena on these coins is probably that of Athena

Skyletria, a sea-goddess whose worship appears to have prevailed at the

town of Scylletion (of which, however, we have no coins) as well as on
the rocky lapygian promontory ^, at Heraclea, and perhaps at other

dangerous points on the Bruttian coasts 2. With regard to the

meaning of the Bull on the reverse of the coins of Thurium there

has been much difference of opinion. Some take it to be a symbol
of Dionysos, others to be the Bous Qovpios or rushing bull indicative of

the fountain Qovpia, from which the city took its name, while others

again, and perhaps with better reason, look upon it as symbolizing the

river Crathis, and as merely an artistic outcome or development of the

bull which was the constant type of the archaic coins of Sybaris.

Circ. B.C. 850-300.

In this period the names of magistrates occur with greater frequency,
and a marked deterioration is noticeable both in the style and execution
of the pieces [B. M. Guide, PI. XXXIV. 22]. The Sixths (diobols, nummi V) of

this period are of common occurrence, their types being the same as those

of the larger coins.

Circ. B.C. 300-268.

About B. c. 300 the weight of the didrachm or stater falls, as at Taren-
tum and Haraclea, from 120 to 100 grs., and new types are adopted :

—
Head of Apollo, laureate.

Head of Pallas in Corinthian helmet.

Veiled female head, sceptre behind.

GOYP InN Butting bull, magistrates'
names AAE, API, Efll, &c.

[B. M. Guide, PI. XLV. 1 8] Stater 1 00 grs.

Similar type : above, owl

Stater 100 grs.

00YP I riN Butting bull iR23grs.

'

Probably the three headlands to the north of the Scylletic gulf. Strabo, vi. cap. i.

'

Lycophron, 1. 853. Lenormant, Gr. Grece, ii. p. 338.
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After B.C. 268 the coinage of silver ceases at Thurium, and is replaced
by that of the Bruttii.

Bronze. Circ. b. c. 400-300 mid later.

The bronze coins of Thurium begin about b. c. 400. Their types, until

about B. c. 300, resemble those of the silver coins, obv. Head of Athena,
rev. Bull.

Towards the middle of the fourth century a sudden and remarkable
increase in the size and vsreight of the bronze coins takes place. A
similar rise at the same time is noticeable in the weight of the bronze

money in Sicily.
After B.C. 300 types referring to the worship of Apollo and Artemis

replace the head of Athena and the Bull. This new coinage was not of

long duration.

Head of Apollo.

))

Head of Artemis.

Head of Apollo.

Tripod M size

Lyre M „
Artemis huntress . . . ./E „

Apollo standing, holding lyre M ,,

Cornucopiae -^ >>

Copia. Not until the despatch of the Roman colony of Copia, B.C.

194, 'in Thurinum agrum
'

(Livy, xxxiv. 53) does the coinage recom-

mence, and it is then restricted to small bronze coins struck according to

the semuncial weight then prevalent in southern Italy. Cf. the coins of

Paestum, Brundusium, Uxentum, and Valentia.

B.C. 194-89.

Bronze, with marks of value. Semuncial weight.

As. Head of Janus. 1 COPIA Cornucopiae.
Semis. Female head veiled S

j ,, ,,

Tliens. Head of Pallas • • • •

Quadrans. Head of Herakles • • •

„ Head of Hermes.

The Lex Papiria Plautia, B.C. 89, in legalizing the As of Semuncial

weight at Rome itself, put an end at the same time to all local issues,
and enjoined upon the whole of Italy the exclusive use of the Roman
money, all Italians being thenceforward admitted to the rights of Roman
citizens.

Velia, on the Tyrrhenian sea, some twenty miles south of Poseidonia,
was founded about b. c. 540 by the Phocaeans who had voluntarily left

their own land rather than submit to the Persians. They appear to

have brought with them to their new home the system of weights with
which they had been familiar in Asia, viz. the drachm of 60-58 grs.,

together with the Ionic alphabet, for the letters H and H occur on the
earliest inscribed coins of Velia.

Period I. Circ. B.C. 540-500.

No inscription. Fore-part of lion Incuse square M Drachm 60-58 grs.

devouring prey. M Obol 13-8 grs.
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These early coins are attributed to Velia, not only on account of their

type, but because they have been found in that district on more than
one occasion.

Period II. Circ. b. C. 500-450.

In this period the didrachm makes its first appearance at Velia :
—

Lion's head. No inscr. Female head of archaic

style, hair turned up behind.

Lion, above, B. (Fig. 49.)

Fig. 49.

VEAH or YEAHTnN Similar head,

of somewhat later style

JB, Didrachms, wt. 126 grs.

Female head wearing diadem of pearls,
hair turned up behind. Style
transitional.

Female head of archaic or transitional

style.

VEAHTEnN Lion; above, often an

owl flying [B. M. Guide, PI. XV. 8] .

M. Didrachm, wt. 118 grs.

VEAH Owl on olive-branch . . . .

M, Drachm, wt. 60 grs.

Period III. Circ. B.C. 450-400.

Didrachms and Drachms of similar types, but of more advanced

style.

Lion.

Period IF. Circ. B.C. 400-268.

Female head of finest style, similar to

that on Syracusan medallions. Signed

by <I> . . . . (see p. 71)
Ji Didr. 118 grs.

Fig. 50

Head of Pallas in helmet bound with
ohve or richly adorned with grifiin,

Pegasos, &c. On some specimens
the head is facing. On the helmet is

occasionally seen an engraver's name,

KAEYAnPOY, 4>IAISTinN0C,
HPA. etc.

YEAHTHN Lion prowling, devouring

prey, or seizing upon a stag. In

field, various letters and symbols

[Fig. 50, and B. M. Guide, PI. XXXIV.
23 and 24] .51 Didrachm, wt. 118 grs.
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Head of Pallas in helmet bound with

olive.

Female head.

YEAH Owl on olive-branch ....
M, Drachm, wt. 59 grs.

YEAH Owl with spread wings .

M wt. 16 grs.

During the whole of the fourth century the silver currency consisted,
as in Campania, mainly of Didrachms, the smaller divisions being rarely
met with.

Some of the coins of this town are of great beauty.

Bronze Coins. Circ. b. c. 350-250.

The bronze coins belong chiefly to the latter half of the fourth century
and to the first half of the third.

Head of Pallas in helmet bound with

olive.

Head of young Hex'akles in lion's skin.

Head of Zeus.

YEAH Fore-part of lion devouring prey.M -8

,,
Owl on olive-branch . . vE -6

„ Owl with spread wings . M -^

The latest coins of all are the following :-

Head of Apollo.
Rude helmeted head.

YEAH Tripod M -^

„ „ -^ -5

Ursentum. The exact site of this town is unknown. Its coins, which
are of bronze, are attributed by Sambon [3Io7t. de la presqu'ile italique) to

the short period of independence which the smaller Greek towns tributary
to the Lucanians and Bruttians enjoyed during the wars of Alexander of

Epirus against those barbarians, B.C. 330-325.

Head of Artemis with quiver.
Head of young Dionysos.

Female head.

Uncertain town of Lncania.

Asi . . .

OPCANTlNnN Apollo standing M-6
„ Demeter standing. .

„ Woman suckling child

Circ. B.C. 550-500.

No inscr. Type of obv. incuse.
- M wt. 124 gre.

5MA (in ex.) Bull 1. with head re-

verted
;
on his back, locust.

There seems to be no doubt about the reading of this rare coin, which

doubtless belongs to some town on the Lucanian coast between Meta-

pontum and Sybaris, the name of which (Asia ?)
has not been transmitted

to us.

BRUTTI U M.

The history of the coinage of the Bruttian peninsula falls into the

following clearly marked divisions :
—

(i) The archaic money of Croton, Caulonia, and Rhegium, before B. c.

480.
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(ii) The rich and varied issues of these same towns, together with the

exquisite productions of the Pandosian and Terinaean mints, extending

through the finest period of Greek art down to the time of the invasion

of the Lucanians, and the wanton destruction inflicted upon the cities of

Magna Graecia by the Tyrant of Syracuse, circ. B.C. 388. Of all the

silver coining states Croton alone survived the general ruin of that

calamitous time.

(iii) The Locrian mint next rises into importance about the middle of

the fourth century B.C., and, with Croton, provides a sufficient supply
of silver money for all Bruttium until the time of the Pyrrhic war,
while for the commerce with Sicily the Corinthian stater was adopted as

the most convenient medium of exchange. These coins were issued in

large numbers at Locri, and scantily at the then dependent towns of

Rhegium, Terina, and Mesma or Medma.

(iv) After B.C. 272 the Bruttians, on their submission to E-ome, seem to

have been allowed to monopolize the right of minting gold and silver,

the very rare silver coins of Rhegium which belong to this period being,
as their weight shows, only intended for the Sicilian trade. All the

towns were, however, permitted to strike bronze money down to the close

of the Second Punic War, B.C. 203.

(v) From this time onwards the bronze coinage of Petelia and Vibo

Valentia, on the Roman semuncial system, with marks of value, and
that of Rhegium on the standard of the Sicilian litra, was all that

was left to replace the beautiful issues of past ages, until in B.C. 89
the Lex Plautia Papiria put an end to all coinage in Italy except that

of Rome.
The following is a chronological conspectus of the coinage of Bruttium

from the earliest times to the latest :
—

550-480
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nians in B.C. '^^6. In process of time they conquered several of the

Greek coast-towns, and, as their coins testify, acquired the language and,
to some extent, the arts, religion, and civilization of the Greeks.

The series of their coins, both in gold, silver, and bronze, begins about
the time of the Pyrrhic war, when they formed an alliance with the

Lucanians against Rome, circ. B.C. 383, or, at any rate, not very long
afterwards, for some of their coin-types are copied from those of

Pyrrhus.
Their submission to the Bomans, in B.C. 373, does not seem to have

involved the loss of the right of coinage ;
for it is certain that the Bruttian

issues belong in the main to the period between b. c. 373 and 303, when,
after the Hannibalic war, the Bruttians fell finally under the dominion
of Rome. The coins of this people form the only exception to the

monopoly exercised by Rome in the matter of the coinage of silver after

B.C. 369 in Italy.

Circ. B.C. 282-203.

Head of Poseidon ....
[B. M.G^wicZg, Pl.XLV. 20].

Head of bearded Herakles.

Head of young Herakles.

Gold. Attic weight.

BPETTinN
sea horse

BPETTinN

Thetis (?) with Eros, on

SL J)r.

Nike in biga . K \ Dr.

Nike standing . N. \ Dr.

Silver.

Busts of Dioskuri.

Head of winged Nike.

Head of Thetis, veiled, with sceptre

[B. M. Guide, V\. XLV. 22].

Head of Apollo, laureate.

Head of Pallas.

^':

1:

^X^fETTV;

Fig. 51.

BRETTinN Dioskuri on horseback

(Fig. 50 iB90grs.
BRBIT InN Naked male figure horned,

crowning himself . . . ^ 82 grs.

BRETTIflN Poseidon standing, rest-

ing on sceptre, one foot on capital of

column ^i 75 grs.

BRETTinN Artemis huntress, with

torch and dog . . . . JR 40 grs.

BRETTinN Eagle . . . iR 38 grs.

The weight standard which these coins follow is identical with that

of the silver coins of Pyrrhus struck in Italy. They are perhaps Attic

octobols and tetrobols.
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The bronze coins of the Bruttii are very numerous, the following are

the principal varieties :
—

Beonze.

Head of Apollo.
Head of bearded Ares, helmeted.

„ „ „ Mk. of value • •

Head of Herakles.

Head of Zeus.

Ni'kA Head of Nike.

Head of sea-goddess.
Head of Persephone.
Head of Pallas.

Head of Herakles.

BPETTinN Nike in biga.

,, Pallas fighting.

,,
Nike crowning trophy.

„ Pallas fighting.

,, Ares fighting.

„ Eagle.

„ Zeus thundering (some-
times in biga).

BPETTinN Crab.

,, Crab.

Owl.

Club and bow.

The marine types on some of the Bruttian coins point to the worship of

Poseidon, and especially of Thetis (Lycophron, 857 sqq.).

Caulonia, on the east coast of Bruttium, was an Achaean city of great

antiquity, said by Pausanias (vi. 3, 1%) to have been founded by

Typhon of Aegium in Achaia. In the seventh century it was closely allied

both with Croton and Sybaris, and, as the large numbers of its coins still

extant prove, it must have been one of the most flourishing cities of the

Confederation (Polyb. 2, 29).
In B.C. 388 Caulonia was destroyed by Dionysius and its territory

presented to the Locrians.

Silver. (7wr. b.c. 550-480.

Fig. 52.

Tnscr. KAVAO often abbreviated and usually retrograde.

Tyjye. Naked male figure with hair in long ringlets advancing to right, in his

uplifted right hand a branch and on his outstretched left arm a small running
naked figure also holding a branch, and wearing winged sandals. In field r.

a stag. Rev. Same type, incuse, but the small running figure usually wanting.

(Fig. 52.) Staters and Thirds of the Achaean standard.

This very remarkable type has elicited many hypotheses, none of which
can be said to carry conviction. Leake is of opinion that the lustral

(*?)

branch points to a purification by Apollo. The type, he thinks, may
refer to some plague with which the Cauloniates had been afflicted, and
the cure of which they attributed to Apollo. Mr. Watkiss Lloyd [Num.
Chron., 1848) thinks that the principal figure is Apollo Katharsios, and
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that the smaller figure with winged feet is a wind-god. Cf. the name of
the mythical founder of Caulonia with Typhon the father of all destructive
and detrimental winds. See also Gardner, Tyjies of Greek Coi?is, p. 85.
Some local myth, which has not been handed down to us, seems, however,
a more probable explanation.

Silver. ftVc. b.c. 480-388.

Fig. 53.

Inscr. KAVA, KAYA0N5ATAM andlater KAYAHNIATAC;
frequently retrograde.

Naked male figure as on archaic coins i Stag usually accompanied by branch :

(small figure omitted on later speci-

mens), a sacrificial fillet sometimes

hangs over the arm.

In front, stag, sometimes standing on

altar. In field, on latest specimens,
various symbols.

Head of young river-god horned (Sa-

gras).
Head of Apollo, laureate.

Female head.

on later specimens, symbols.

[B.M. Gitide, PL VIII. 18, and Fig. 53.]

M Staters, Thirds, and Sixths.

Stag.

M Sixths.

Consentia was an inland town, situated among the hills near the

sources of the river Crathis. Its coinage is wholly of bronze and belongs
to the period before the rise of the Bruttians (b. c. S5^)^ "^^o made
Consentia their metropolis (Strab. vi. p. 2,^6). The town is not men-
tioned in history before the expedition of Alexander of Epirus, who lost

his life in the vicinity (Livy, viii. 34).

Bronze. Circ. b.c. 400-356.

Head of Artemis, hair bound with cord

wound four times round it.

Head of Ares in Corinthian helmet.

Head of young river-god.

KO^ Bow and three crescents.

Kfl? Fulmen and three crescents.

,, Crab and two crescents.

The river here represented may be the Crathis, or possibly, as one of

the reverse types seems to suggest, the Carcines, which rises about
30 miles south of Consentia, and empties itself into the bay of Scylletium.

Croton was founded in B."c. 710 by a colony of Achaeans from the

mother country, led by Myscellus. The town stood near the mouth of
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the little river Aesarus, and a few miles north of the magnificent temple
of the Lakinian Hera.
The coinage here, as elsewhere in Magna Graecia, began about the

middle of the sixth century. In fabric it resembles the first issues of the

other Achaean colonies, and furnishes striking evidence of the close

relations which at that period existed among them. The territory of

Croton, like that of Sybaris, extended across the peninsula from sea

to sea, and we note that some of its early coins are struck in the joint
names of Croton and some neighbouring town, e.g. VM (Sybaris), TE

(Temesa), while P, I A, PA, etc. are no longer to be identified.

SiLVEK STATEKS. Circ. B.C. 550-480.

Fig. 54.

Inacr. pPO. pPOT. pPOTO. 9POTON. «fec.

Tripod (Fig. 54).

Symbols. Crane.

Crab.
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CROTON.

(3) Eagle on
capital of column or on

stags or ram's head, etc

*^ranch, or
devouring serpent.

^IG- 55.

Symbols.
Corn-grain.

OHve-branch.

^ Ivy-leaf.
Xe«,r5. E, ME, etc.

^npod, sometimes filleted.

Tripod.
Smaller silver coins.

Sepia.

Pegasos.
Half

Pegasos,

Kantharos.
Hare.

Symbols. Ear of corn.

Olive-branch.

Laurel-leaf.
betters. BO I.

I^iobol.

(0

Obol.

n ,

C7eVc, b. c 420-390

9
j? "Placed by kT h

^''°"' "^- «-« alf411 T* - '"""^ '"'»

Human %urJtypes of fi W"!?
"'^ <^™'™- ' """ "" '"'««'

met with. Some of ft; i ^ developed style arp in tl.
•

due to the influence rflh *''Sf^
^« of exCCbeautv r'.""^ '''^'1™°%

t"'
^"^^ ^°^ °f '^« fifth';:* *;

°^ ^«-«. -hitrs-7-„hap3
i^^criptims. KPO, KPOT KPOTnM .

^J:.'^°'°^'
KPOTHNIATAN. KPOTHNIATAC.

Herakles, the Oekist nf P .

^*^^^'

^- He s: :£T?- 1
""s- r* °^ -- -

""i rests on hi, . 1"^ ''/f""'' Py«l>on wS ?"", f":™" »t the

Q ^ Stater.
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The forms of the letters on the obverse of this stater are designedly

archaic, as it is certainly later in style than B. C. circ. 443, the time when
the more recent forms I and ^ were introduced ;

cf. the coins of the later

Sybaris, p. 71.

Fig. 57.

Head of Hera Lakinia, facing or in
j

Herakles naked, reclining on rocks

holding wine-cujo.
Letters. ME, MA.

(Fig. 57.) Al Staters.

[Imhoof, Man. Gr., PL A. 4.]

Tripod.

profile, wearing lofty Stephanos.
Letters. A, B.

Eagle with wings spread, standing on

olive-branch or hare.

Inters. A I . Symbol. Crane.

Letters. B, A, etc.

M Staters.

Circ. B.C. 390.

About B.C. 390 the Greek cities of Southern Italy were threatened on

the one hand by the Lucanians and on the other by Dionysius of

Syracuse.
The league for mutual defence against these two formidable enemies

which they then formed is alluded to by the type of the Crotoniate

coinage of this time, a type which is the same as that of the contemporary

money of Thebes and of the alliance coins of Ephesus, Samos, Cnidus,

lasus, and Rhodes. The idea of the infant Herakles strangling two

serpents is symbolical of the victory of Light over Darkness, of Good
over Evil, and of free and united Hellas over barbarism and tyranny.
The wide popularity of this treatment of a familiar subject just at this

particular time may be ascribed perhaps to the famous painting of Zeuxis,
mentioned by Pliny {Hist. Nat. xxxv. 9, s. 2,^, § 2) as ' Hercules infans

dracones strangulans, Alcmena matre coram pavente et Amphitryone.'

KPOTnN I ATAS Head of Apollo, laur., |

Infant Herakles strangling two serpents.

with flowing hair.
|

M, Staters and Diobols.

[Gardner, Types Gr. C, PL V. 16, 10.
J

The great defeat of the Confederates by Dionysius, in B.C. 388, at the

river Helleporus, resulted in the ruin of most of the Greek cities of

Bruttium, with the exception of Locri his only ally.
As for Croton, our information concerning its fate is scanty. Livy

(xxiv. 3) says that Dionysius captured the citadel, and he is also said to

have held the city for the space of twelve years (Dionys. Exc. xix). The
latter statement is apparentl}^ confirmed by numismatic evidence, for
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there is a well-marked interval in style between the head of Apollo on
the coins above described and the head of the same god on the pieces of

the following series. It is therefore very probable that no coins were
struck at Croton while the town was occupied by the foreign garrison.

Circ. B.C. 370-330.

Head of Apollo, laur. with flowing
hair.

Young head with short hair bound
with taenia (river Aesarus).

Young head of river Aesarus.

Head of Apollo, laur., hair short.

KPO Tripod. In field filleted branch

[B.M. Guide, PI. XXXIV. 25].M Stater, 119 grs.

,, Owl on corn-ear M, Third, 44 grs.

„ Pegasos ^33 ?,^^-

„ Tripod JR 24 grs.

These coins closely resemble in style the electrum money of Syracuse,
issued between B.C. 345 and 317.
From this time the city of Croton, involved in continual warfare with

the Bruttians, became greatly impoverished, until in B.C. 299 it was

captured and pillaged by Agathocles of Syracuse. In B.C. 277 it fell

finally into the hands of the Romans.

Circ. B.C. 330-299.

KPOinNlATAN Eagle on olive-

branch with spread wings.

Tripod with conical cover.

Symbols. Ear of corn and Python.
Letters and monograms. Various.

M Staters, 118 grs.

The smaller silver coins, which belong chiefly to the fourth century, are

of the following types :
—

KPOinNlATAN Head of Pallas.

KPOTn

OIK I STAC Herakles leaning on his

dull JR Diobol, 18 grs.

OIK I STAC Herakles strangling lion ,

M. Diobol, 17 grs.

It will be remarked that the staters of Croton, from first to last, are

of full weight, 126-118 grs. Of course we often meet with specimens
which have lost weight, but the evidence all tends to prove that no

legal reduction took place at Croton, as it certainly did at Tarentum,
Heraclea, Thurium, etc., about B.C. 300. The inference is that no staters

were struck at Croton after that time.

9PO Tripod.

Head of Pallas.

Bronze coins. Before circ. B.C. 420.

Hare

Sepia

pPO Cock

G 2

M
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Circ. B.C. 420-300.

Inscr. KPO, etc

KPO

and KPOTnNlATAN

Head of Herakles.

Club.

Head of Pallas.

Eagle.

Eagle on ram's head.

AICAPO? Head of river- god Aesarus,

hair long.
AYKHN Head of young Herakles

(Lykon) in lion's skin.

Id.

Head of Persephone.

Tripod. TPI (Trias?) . . .Mil
Bow. TPI (Trias?) . . . M -9

Eagle on stag's head. TPI (Trias?)
.

M i-i

KPO Tripod and crane . . . M -6

Fulmen between crescents . . J^ -75

Fulmen and star iE -65

KPOTnNlATAN Eagle carrying ser-

pent ^-75
KPO Crab vE -8

KPO Three crescents . . . tE -85

The types of the coins of Croton, from the earliest down to the latest,

form an instructive commentary on the religious ideas of the Pythago-

reans, as the Due de Luynes and M. F. Lenormant ^ have already pointed
out. First and foremost in importance comes the Tripod, the emblem

of the Pythian Apollo, whose cultus lay at the root of the doctrines and

speculations of the school of Pythagoras. With the Pythagoreans the

Tripod represented the sacred number three, to which they attached a

mystic significance.

Next, the Eagle, the symbol of Zeus, the supreme god, occupies a

place second only in importance to the tripod of Apollo. In connection

with this type we are reminded that an Eagle was the familiar bird of

Pythagoras, believed by his followers to have been sent down to him by
Zeus himself in evidence of his divine mission.

Among the adjunct symbols, which here, as at Metapontum, have a

religious meaning, and are not merely magistrates' signatures, the Crane

(yipavos), by far the commonest, is the bird of passage, the witness from

the regions of the air of all that happens on earth, and so the symbol of

the all-seeing eye of the God of Light ^.

Among the local types we note the head of the river-god Aesarus, and

especially Herakles as the legendary otKtorr/s of the colony, and Herakles

surnamed Lykon (ApoUod. iii. 10, § 5).

But of all the Crotoniate coin-types that which obtained the widest

popularity in Italy, as the coins of many other towns with the same

type amply testify, was the striking full-face representation of the

Lakinian Hera with flowing hair and Stephanos adorned with flowers

and the fore-parts of Griffins,

The Temple of this great goddess was by far the most renowned

sanctuary in all Italy, and to this shrine at stated times vast crowds

would flock from all parts of the west. The goddess here worshipped
was originally perhaps an earth-goddess of native Oenotrian origin,

afterwards identified by the Greeks with Hera. One of her surnames,

according to Lycophron (1. 858), was 'OirXoa-ixi-a. She was probably
therefore an armed goddess, closely allied to if not identical with the

Hera Argonia, Argeia, or perhaps Areia (Strabo, vi. 1,1), whose temple

' La Grande GHce, ii. p. 99.
^
Lenormant, I. c.
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stood near Poseidonia, on the banks of the river Silarus, and whose head
is represented on certain coins of Poseidonia, Neapolis, Hyi-ina, &c.,

precisely in the same manner as that of the Lakinian Hera on the coins

of Croton, Pandosia, etc.

Hippouium, or more correctly Heiponium or Veiponium, was according
to Strabo (vi. i, § 5) a colony of Locri, situated on the west coast of

Bruttium. It was pillaged by Dionysius, and its population removed to

Syracuse in B.C. 389. Ten years later it was re-established by the

Carthaginians, and its inhabitants restored. Cu'c. B.C. 350 it fell into

the hands of the Bruttians, was liberated again by Alexander of Epirus,
B.C. 330-325, conquered by Agathocles, B.C. 296, but recovered soon after

by the Bruttians who held it until B.C. 272, when it was garrisoned by
the Romans. In B.C. 189 it was made a Latin colony under the name of

Vibo Valentia.

Its coins are aU of bronze, and fall into the following periods :
—

With Inscr. CEI

Head of Herm .

I. Circ. B.C. 379-350.

or CEin [
=

Veip.].

Eagle on serpent -^ -85

Amphora -^ '75
Caduceus M -6

II.

Head of Zeus AlOC OAYMPIOY

.. AlOt

Circ. B.C. 330-325. Time of Alexander of Epirus.

EIPflNlEnN Eagle on fulmen, wings
Pl)read tE -8

EinnNlEHN Amphora . . . .

Symbols, torch, caduceus . ]£,-']

E I PnN I EnN Goddess Pandina stand-

ing, holding sceptre and caduceus or

wreath. Legend PANAlNA M 6$
EIPHNIEHN Club . . . . iE .4

Head of Apollo, in front NYM
(vvfi(f)riyeTT]s (?) Imhoof, Mo7l. Gv.,

p. 8).

Head of young river-god P E flN

Concerning the goddess Pandina, who was also worshipped at the

neighbouring city of Terina, we have no information.

III. Circ. B.C. 296. Time of Agathocles.

Head of Pallas in Corinthian helmet, EIPflNlEHN Nike standing; in field

CriTElPA- sometimes, NIK A . . . . M -^

Vibo Valentia (see Hipponium), a Latin colony sent out in B.C. 192

(Livy, XXXV. 40). Coinage of bronze with marks of value, and of

Semuncial weight.

As.

Semis.

Triens.

Quadrans.
Sextans.

Uncia.

Semuncia.

Head of Zeus

Head of Hera
Head of Pallas

Head of Demeter
Head of Herakles

Head of Apollo
Head of Artemis
Head of Hermes

Circ. B. c.

I

S

192-89.

VALENTI

• • • •

Fulmen I

Double cornucopiae S

Owl • • .

Cornucopiae
Two clubs

Lyre
Hound
Caduceus
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The Lex Plautia Papiria B.C. 89, Be asse sermmciali (Plin. Hist. Nat.

xxxiii. 3, 46), introduced by C. Papirius Carbo, put an end to the coinage
of bronze in the few Confederate towns in Italy which were at that

time still coining in their own names, Paestum alone excepted.

Locri Epizephyrii. Although Locri was from the first a flourishing

city, and, from the time of Dionysius the Elder even predominant in

the Bruttian peninsula, nevertheless, strange to say, it has left us no
coins whatever which can be attributed to the period of its greatest

prosperity. Whether the Laws of Zaleucus, which are said to have been

in force at Locri down to.a late date, forbade, like those of Lycurgus, the

use of coined money we do not know, but it is certain that there are no
Locrian coins earlier than the middle of the fourth century.
The Locrian silver money is of two entirely distinct classes, differing

from one another both in type and weight, (a) Corinthian staters of the

Pegasos type, wt. 135-130 grs., and (/3) staters of native Locrian types,
which follow the standard of the neighbouring towns, wt. 120-115 grs.

I. Circ. B.C. 344-332.

(a) Corinthian staters for foreign commerce.

AOKPnN Head of Pallas in Corin- I Pegasos .

thian helmet.
^ 135-130 grs-

The Corinthian stater was adopted as the standard silver coin of

Syracuse on the occasion of the restoration of the Democracy by Timo-

leon, B. c. 345 (see Syracuse). Locri, which was at all times most

intimately connected both politically and commercially with Syracuse,
appears to have coined money in her own name for the first time at this

period, and to have received the Corinthian stater from Syracuse, with
which city as well as with Corinth and her colonies in Acarnania,

Corcyra, and Illyria, Locri then contracted defacto a monetary alliance.

The Corinthian staters of Locri are by no means rare coins, and are

found mixed with those of other cities. This shows that Locri carried on
an extensive foreign commerce in the direction indicated above.
Meanwhile for her home trade with the Italian towns it was necessary

to strike money on the Italic standard.

(/3) Italic standard for home trade. Staters wt. 1 20-1 15 grs.

Fig. 58.

EIPHNH AOKPnN Eirene seated on

square cippus, holding caduceus.

lEY^ Head of Zeus, laur., with short

hair (Fig. 58).

The reverse type of this coin points to the beginning of an era of

internal peace and prosperity, such as that which may well have followed
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the expulsion of the younger Dionysius. The figure of Eirene may be

compared with that of Nike (?) on coins of Terina.

(y) Bronze coins.

The bronze money of this period is of peculiarly rude fabric. The
metal of which the coins are composed appears to have been melted and
run into a series of circular moulds, connected with one another by a

continuous channel. The blanks after being cast were clipped off one

by one and struck separately.

Head of Zeu?, laur., with short hair.
' No inscr. Eagle with closed wings

,

M i-o

II. Circ. B.C. 332-326.

(a) Corinthian staters as in Period I.

(j3)
Staters of Italic weight, 1 20-1 15 grs.

Eagle devouring hare : in field, fulmen.

M Staters.

AOKPnN (sometimes wanting). Head
of Zeus, left, with flowing hair.

[B. :\r. Guide, PI. XXXIV. 26.]

(y) Bronze coinage, perhaps as in Period I.

The head of Zeus here entirely changes its character, the hair is no

longer short and crisp, but falls in flowing locks as on the contemporary
money of Alexander of Epirus, introduced into, if not struck actually in

Italy at this time.

III. Circ. B.C. 326-300.

(a) Corinthian staters of later style, and reading only AO or AOK

usually on the reverse instead of AOKPflN at full length on the obverse;
also Corinthian drachms :

—
Female head, facing or in profile,

wearing eari'inffs and necklace.
Pegasos flying ;

heneath A or AOKPflN
^39 gi's-

(^) Staters of the Italic standard, wt. 1 20-1 15 grs. In-scr. AOKPHN
either on obv. or rev. Sijmhol, Fulmen frequent.
Head of Zeus, right, as in Period II, I Eagle devouring hare . . M, Staters,

often of very careless work.
|

Many of these coins are so negligently made that we might almost

imagine them to be Bruttian imitations.

(y) Bronze coinage.

Head of Apollo. | Pegasos vE -65

IV. Circ. B.C. 300-280.

(a) No Corinthian staters were struck at Locri in this period.

(^) Staters of Italic weight.

Eagle devouring hare.

Eagle with 'spread wings, in front,

caduceus.

A — Eagle with closed wings.

AOKPnN Fulmen aud symbol (usually

caduceus) . . . M. Stater, 1 1 8 grs.

AOKPnN in two hues; between them

a fulmen .... Diobol, 18 grs.

Fulmen between two annulets

^11-5 gi'^-
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(y) Bronze coinage.
A lot Head of Zeus.

Head of Pallas.

AOKPnN (in two lines) Fulmen 7^-85

In their reverse types, style, and epigraphy, these coins bear so close

a resemblance to the money of Agathocles that there can be no doubt

about their date.

V. Circ. B.C. 280-268.

In B.C. 277 the Locrians placed themselves under the protection of

Rome, expelling the garrison which Pyrrhus had placed in their citadel.

The next year the king of Epirus recovered the town, but in another

year or two we find it again among the allies of Rome. It was during
these troubled times that the Locrians perhaps by way of propitiating
the Romans, celebrated the Good Faith of Rome towards their city by

imprinting upon their staters the following type :
—

Head of Zeus.

-...^

Fig. 59.

AOKPnN, Fides, nitTIt, standing,

placing a wreath upon the head of

Roma, PHMA, who is seated before

her (Fig. Sg) M Stater, 1 14-1 12 grs.

The head of Zeus on these interesting coins is of the leonine type,
with deeply recessed eye, strongly emphasized frontal bone, and hair

falling in heavy locks over his brows, which is characteristic of the

tetradrachms of Pyrrhus. The resemblance to the money of Pyrrhus
is in fact so striking that we are inclined to regard them as works of

the same engraver, and to draw the inference that Pyrrhus actually
struck his famous tetradrachm while he held Locri. This hypothesis is

greatly strengthened by the fact that Pyrrhus's tetradrachms have been fre-

quently found in Southern Italy, and even on the site of Locri itself.

During this period the Bruttians monopolized the coinage of gold and
silver in their peninsula. The coins described above are therefore in all

probability the last silver money issued at Locri.

Bronze. Ch-c. b.c. 300-268 or later.

The following bronze coins belong for the most part to the time of

the Pyrrhic wars, some of them, however, may be later :
—

Head of Persephone ; behind, torch or

poppy-head.
Head of Pallas in Corinthian helmet.

Head of Persephone.
Head of Pallas.

Heads of the Dioskuri.

AOKPnN Eagle on fulmen . iE 1-05

„ Persephone holding sceptre

ending in poppy-head, seated with

patera in hand : in field, stars tE
AOKPnN Pallas standing . .-E

„ Eagle on fuhnen . M
„ Pegasos . . . . vE

„ Zeus seated . . . M

75

75

85

75

'

F. Lenormant in the Academy, June 26, 1880.
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The head and figure of Persephone on these coins remind us of the

prominent place which the famous temple of that goddess at Locri

occupied in the minds of all men during the Pja-rhic war, of. the speech
of the Locrian Legatus at Rome (Livy, xxix. i8),

' Fanum est apud nos

Proserpinae de cujus sanctitate templi credo aliquem famam ad vos

pervenisse Pyi'rhi bello.'

The coin with the heads of the Dioskuri is a poor copy of the silver

coins of the Bruttians (p. 77).

Mesiua or Medina, on the west coast of Bruttium was captured by
Dionysius in B.C. 388, and its territory bestowed upon the Locrians.

This town never rose to any great importance. It is not probable that

any of the coins which bear its name are of an earlier date than B.C. 388,

they seem rather to be even later than B.C. 344, the time when Locri

herself began to coin money. The Mesmaean coinage consists of (a)
Corinthian staters, similar to those of Locri, but with ME or M on the

reverse, and no inscr. on the obv.\ and (/3) bronze coins of the following

types :—

Head of Persephone facing.
M E ^M A Female head.

MEtMAinN Head of Apollo ^-85
Male figure naked, seated on rock, in

front, a dog with head turned back.

M -8

Horse running M -6

Nike carrying wreath . . . . M -6

,
M -6

M E AM A InN Head of Apollo.
MECMA Male head 1.

,, Female head r.

The female head on these coins, which is often accompanied by a vase,
is thought to be the Fountain-nymph Mesma (Strabo, vi. i, 5). The
naked figure with the dog may be the river Metaurus, or the god Pan.

Mystia and Hyporon, on the east coast of the Bruttian peninsula

(Itiu. Ant., 1 15, 4). See Berliner Blatter, iv. p. 137.

Bronze Coins. Circ. b.c. 300.

Head of Apollo. MY — YPnP Tripod as on coins of

Croton -^ -75

Nuceria (Nocera), in the immediate vicinity of Terina.

This town is only mentioned by Steph. Byz. (s. v.) Its coins are of

bronze, and apparently struck in alliance with Rhegium and Terina :
—

Circ. B.C. 350-270 or later.

Lion's head facing.
Head of Apollo.

Yoimg male head diademed,

» » „ » KEA(?)

NOYKPlNnN Head of Apollo ^-85
„ Horse standing ; pen-

tagram M -85
NOYKPI Eagle; magistrate's name
^TATIOY^ ^ .65

NOYKPI Fulmen M -6

Fandosia was an inland town, and if not a colony of Croton certainly
a dependency of that city in the fifth century B.C., as its coins testify.
The place appears to have stood on a height overlooking the little river

1 Imhoof-Blumer, Die Miinzen Akarnaniens, p. 6.

^
Cf. ^T A — Oy I on coins of Laiis Lucaniae, p. 62.
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Acheron (Ihicone), a tributary of the Crathis (Strab. vi. 256). Its earliest

coins were struck in alliance with Croton, and date from about

B.C. 450.

9PO Tripod. PAN — AO Bull in incuse square . .

M Stater, 126 grs.

Fig. 60.

rANA0M5A(= rANA0CIA)Head
of goddess or nymph Pandosia, wear-

ing broad diadem, and with hair

turned up behind (Fig. 60).

KPAO$M(z:rKPAOIC) River Crathis

naked, standing, holding patera and

olive-branch, at his feet an object
which looks like a fish

JR Stater, 105 grs. (light).

This last coin is of the highest interest as it fixes the site of Pandosia
near the river Crathis. It may be compared for style with the coins of

Metapontum (Fig, 38, p. 63). It also shows that the ancient forms of

the letters t. and I (M and i) were still in use in the middle of the fifth

century, the date of the general introduction of the ordinary forms of

those letters into South Italy seems to have been somewhat later (circ.
B.C. 443), cf. the coins of the later Sybaris (p. 71).

Circ. B.C. 400.

.^ISB

Fig. 61.

Head of Hera Lakinia facing, with

streaming hair, earring and neck-

lace, and wearing Stephanos orna-

mented with foreparts of gi'iffins

and honeysuckles (Fig. 61).
Similar.

PANJAOCIN Pan the hunter naked,
seated on rocks, beside him a dog :

in front a bearded term of Hermes
with caduceus affixed. In field, <t).

yR Stater, 120 grs.

PANAO^I Pan seated. Legend, N I KO
JR Third, 34 grs.

Similar.

Beonze.

I

PAN Incense altar M Size -45

The beautiful stater above described is one of the most exquisite

productions of any Greek mint. The letter <t> in the field leads me to

think that it is by the same engraver as certain coins of Terina, Velia,

Neapolis. and Thurium, also signed <t>, see p. 71.
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Soon after b. c. 400 Pandosia was captured by the Bruttians. It was in

the neighbourhood of this place that Alexander the Molossian lost his

life in B.C. 326 (StrabOj vi. 2^6; Livy, viii. 24). Pandosia is again
mentioned as a Bruttian town b. c. 204 (Livy, xxix. 38), but no Pandosian
coins are known after its first capture by the Bruttians b. c. 400-390.

Feripolium was an outpost of the Locrians on the frontier of their

territory towards Rhegium. It appears to have been occupied late in the

fourth century (the date of its coins) by a colony of Pitanatae, presumably
from Pitane in Laconia.

Head of Hera (?) wearing stepliane. PEPinOAflN niTANATAN
Hei'akles strangling lion A{ 10 grs.

Mommsen attributes these coins to Samnium on the strength of a

passage in Strabo (v. p. 250), who states that a Laconian colony, by some

thought to consist of Pitanatae, was established in Samnium.
It may be thought that the reverse-type is somewhat in favour of

Mommsen's attribution
;
but when it is remembered that no silver coins

of Samnium are known, and that no town of the name of Peripolium is

mentioned except the strong fortress of the Locrians, it seems safer on
the whole to ascribe the coins to Bruttium.

Fetelia, about twelve miles north of Croton, was in early times

dependent upon that city. Subsequently it passed into the power of the
Lucanians (Strab. vi.

i), and then into that of the Bruttians. Its

coinage begins early in the third century, under the Bruttian dominion.

Circ. B.C. 280-216.

Head of Demcter veiled.

Head of Apollo.
Head of Artemis.

Head of Herakles.

PETHAlNnN Zeus naked hurling
fuhnen . . 7^-85
Tripod . . M )—^
Dog running M -5

Club . . ^ .45

During the Second Punic War Petelia adhered firmly to the Roman
alliance in spite of the defection of the Bruttians, and was rewarded by
the Romans after the conclusion of the war by being allowed to retain

special privileges, among which was the right of coining in bronze on
the Roman Semuncial system.

Circ. B. c.

Quadrans.
))

Sextans.

)!

))

Uncia.

Head of Zeus.

204-89(1).

PETHAlNnN

Head of Apollo.

Head of bearded Ares.

Zeus thundering.
Fulmen.

Artemis with torch.

Stag running.
Nike standing.

Rhegium, on the Sicilian Straits, was in the main a Chalcidian colony
with a dominant Messenian element. It was one of the cities in which
the philosophy of Pythagoras took the deepest root, and it may be to the
influence of the Pythagorean confraternity that its participation in the
incuse coinage of the early Achaean monetary confederacy is owing.
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E-hegium was, however, too far removed from Croton and Sybaris, the

centres of the Achaean commerce, and too closely connected with her

sister Chalcidic colonies in Sicily, to be drawn into anything more than
outward conformity with the Achaean incuse federal currency. In

weight its earliest money follows the Aeginetic standard of the other

Chalcidian colonies, while in type and fabric it is thoroughly Achaean.
The attitude of Rhegium towards the Achaean monetary Union was

precisely that of Poseidonia in the north, which also superficially con-

formed to the Achaean system while retaining its own weight-standard.

Circ. B.C. 530-494.

R E C I N N (retrogr.) Bull with human
face.

Bull with human face, incuse

M Drachm, 87 grs.

Circ. B.C. 494-480.

About B. c. 494, after the capture of Miletus, a body of Samians and
some Milesian exiles left Asia to settle in the west, on the north coast of

Sicily. On their arrival in Italy they were prevailed upon by Anaxilas,
the tyrant of Rhegium, to seize the town of Zancle (Herod, vi. 22).
These Samians were soon afterwards either expelled or reduced to sub-

jection by Anaxilas, who then ruled both over Rhegium and Zancle.

On this occasion he is said to have changed the name of Zancle to Messene
in memory of his own origin. From this time forward the money
of Rhegium is essentially Sicilian both in type, fabric, and weight.
The first adoption of the Lion's head facing and the Calf's head on

the coins of Zancle and Rhegium it is usual to ascribe to the influence

of the Samians, these two types being apparently modifications of the

types used at Samos itself. The Rhegine coins bearing the Samian type
are the following :

—
Aeginetic weight.

Lion's head facing. REGION (retrogr.) Calf's head, 1. . .

M Drachm 88 grs.
REC (retrogr.) in dotted circle . . .

M Obol 15 gi-s.

Attic weight.

R E C I N N (retrogr.) Calf's head, 1. .

M Tetradr. 272 grs.
No inscription. Prow of Samian galley

(Samaena) . ifl Tetradr. 267 grs.

This last coin might be ascribed to Samos were it not for the fact that
its weight is not that which was prevalent in Samos and that it was
found at Messina.

The Samian derivation of the above types is probable. Hence it may
be argued that the name of Zancle was changed to Messene during the

period of its occupation by the Samians, and not after their expulsion as

Thucydides (vi. 4) asserts. Herodotus (vii. 164) is less explicit as to
the exact date of its change of name.

All these coins, both Aeginetic and Attic, must therefore have been
struck very soon after b. c. 494. The precise date of the expulsion of the
Samians cannot be fixed. It is probably marked, however, by the intro-

duction of entirely new types, which we have Aristotle's (Ap. J. Pollux.

Lion's head facing.

Round shield, on which lion's scalp.

I
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V. 75) authority for ascribing to Anaxilas himself, for he states that

Anaxilas, having gained an Olympian victory with the Mule-car, struck

coins with the Mule-car upon them in commemoration of his success.

The coins alluded to by the philosopher are the following :
—

Circ. B.C. 480-466.

Mule-car {aTrrivri) driven by bearded

charioteei-.

Hare.

RECINON (usually retrogr.) Hare

ruuuing. [B. M. Guide, Pl.VIII. 22.]
REC in circle of dots

Attic Tetradr., Drachm, and Obol.

Aristotle (Ap. J. Pollux. 1. c.) explains the occurrence of the hare as

also due to Anaxilas, who is said to have introduced that animal into

Sicily. Such a motive is, however, quite insufficient to account either

for the adoption or for the long continuance (at Messene) of the hare as

a coin-type. Greek coin-types at this early period were always chosen,
or rather sprang naturally, from the popular or state religion. The
hare is here the emblem of the Messenian god Pan, as is proved beyond
all doubt by the rare tetradrachm of Messene on which Pan is seen

caressing one of these animals. A local tradition as to the introduction

of hares into Sicily by the Tyrant of Rhegium may very likely have
been current in Aristotle's time. If so, it was true only as regards the

coins, which would naturally be called ^Hares'
(cf. the 'Coifs' of Corinth,

the '

Virgins' and the '

Otvls' of Athens, the ^Tortoises' of Aegina, &c.), and
its original signification may easily have been lost sight of by later

generations, who had no difficulty in accepting it literally. It may be

objected that as the Mule-car is not a religious type, why should the

hare be one 1 But is this the case ? All the great games were in point
of fact religious festivities, and the representation on the coinage of the
chariot which had been successful at Olympia was a votive type or

avad-qjxa in honour both of the Olympian Zeus and of the city which,

by the favour of the god, had gained the victory.
At Rhegium, though not at Messene, the Hare and Mule-car types

cease to be used apparently about ten years after the death of Anaxilas,
on the occasion of the establishment of a Democracy, b. c. 466.

Circ. B.C. 466-415.

Lion's head facing (Fig. 62). RECINOS, RECINON, RECINON, and
later PH T I N C. Male figure seated,

naked to waist, resting on staff: the

whole in laurel wreath

JR Tetradr. and Drachm.
REC I in laurel wreath . . .^Obol.
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The seated figure, on the earlier specimens bearded and on some of

the later ones youthful, is usually thought to personify the Demos
of Rhegium. For my own part I am inclined to look upon him as a

divinity of the nature of Agreus or Aristaeos, the patron of rural life

and pursuits. The Shepherd's Dog, the Duck, and the Crow, frequently
seen under or beside his seat, would thus stand in some sort of intimate

relation to the main type, whereas, if the figure is Demos, they must be

regarded merely as adjunct symbols unconnected with the principal

figure.

Circ. B.C. 415-387.

^^^^-—f
jfy"^ '"''i'<"i'(W

Fig. 63.

Lion's head facing (Fig. 63). [Imhoof,
3Ion. Gr., PI. A. 9.]

PHriNON, PHriNO^, and in one in-

stance PH f I N fiN . Head of Apollo,
hair turned up, or, later, long and

flowing, behind, olive-sprig and, rarely ,

engraver's name IP rOKPATHC . .

JH Tetradr. and Drachm.
PH between two olive or laurel leaves .

JR I Dr., Diob., and Litra.

In the year b. c. 387 Dionysius destroyed Rhegium, after which event,

although the city was restored some years later by the younger Diony-
sius, no silver coins (except a few Corinthian staters, like those of Locri,
but with PH in monogram) were struck for about a century, and then

only in very small quantity.
It is noticeable that the jQ hardly ever appears on the silver money

of Rhegium. The inscriptions should therefore be read 'Prjy'Lvov [voixia-fxa

or TeTpdbpa)(^[xov'], 'Friylvos [Storarj/p], and not 'Priyivoov, as on most of the
bronze coins, which are later in date than the silver.

Beonze Coinage.

The only bronze coins of Rhegium contemporary with the silver, and
therefore struck before B.C. 387, are the following (see Imhoof, Mon. Gr.,

p. 10):—

Before B.C. 387.

Lion's head facing. R EC IN ON written round a mark of

value (1) JE -8

RE and Olive-sprig . . . . -^ -5

PH „ „ . . . . JE -6

PHT I N H Head of Apollo, hair turned

up ^ -5

l!
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Girc. B.C. 350-270.

The following types may be placed after the restoration of the city by
Dionysius II, shortly before the middle of the fourth century :

—
(a) Silver Corinthian staters of the Pegasos type, with PH (in mon.)

and a Lyre behind the head of Pallas.

(/3) Bronze.

Head of Zeus r., laur.

Lion's head facing.

PH r I NnN Zeus seated hoiding patera
and sceptre ^ -8

„ Head of Apollo with flow-

ing hair. Symbols various M -S— 6

Lyre . . . . tE -6-4

The coins with the head of Apollo are very numerous and exhibit a

gradual decline in style.
In B.C. 271 the Campanian Legion, stationed at Rhegium by the

Romans, seized the city, but they were soon afterwards expelled.

Circ. B.C. 270-203.

(a) Silver.

Head of Apollo.

(/3) Bronze, without marks of value.

Head of Apollo.
Head of Artemis.

PHriNnN Lion walking . . . .

JR wt. 50 grs.

„ Younsr Janiform head .

M wt. 18 grs.

PHr I NnN (in two lines) Trii^od M g

,,
Lion walking . . ^] -9

„ Lyre . . . .' . JE g
,, Young Asklepios naked,

standing holding bird and resting on

snake-entwined staff . . . vE -9

The very rare silver coins of this time are contemporary with the
latest silver coins of Syracuse, Agrigentum, and Tauromenium, which no

longer follow the Attic standard, but are nevertheless multiples of the

silver litra. Those of Rhegium seem to be respectively pieces of 4 litrae

(normal wt. 54 grs.) and 1^ litrae (wt. 20-2 grs).

Bronze. Clrc. b. c. 203-89.

With marks of value.

Heads of Aj)ollo andTetras.

Artemis jugate

Reduced weii^ht.

Pentonkion. Janiform female head

wearing modius.

,, Head of Artemis.

„ Head of Pallas.

„ Heads of Dioskuri.

PHriNnN Tripod

PHr I NnN Asklepios seated, holding
staff, sometimes entwined
with serpent. P

,, Apollo seated on om-

phalos, n
„ Pallas Nikephoros

standing. P

„ Hermes standing. P
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TEP5NA Head of Terina of archaic

style, hair turned up behind.

N5KA (retrogr.) Nike Apteros stand-

ing, holding a branch. The whole in

wreath of olive or laurel.

(Fig. 64) JEl Stater 124 grs.

Circ. B.C. 470-440.

Head of Terina, hair rolled
;
the whole

in wreath.

Similar. Hair in sphendone, or waved.

Winged Nike or Siren Ligeia holding
wreath in both hands arched over her

head.

M Stater 117 grs.

TEPINAION Winged Nike or Siren

Ligeia seated on four legged seat.

She holds wreath and caduceus.

M Stater.

Circ. B.C. 440-400.

Fig. 65.

Head of the nymph Terina of finest

style, variously represented. Some-

times she wears an ampyx above her

forehead (Fig. 65), on somespecimens
her hair is simply rolled, on others

bound with a sphendone or confined

by a string and with loose ends.

Artist's initials (t) or P. For va-

rieties, see Num. Chron., 1883, PI.

XI and XII.

TEPINAION Winged female figure
seated on prostrate amphora(Fig. 65),

cippus (Fig. 66) or four-legged seat.

Sometimes she sits beside a fountain

drawing water in a vase which she

holds on her knee. Sometimes a little

bird is perched on her forefinger.

Sometimes she is tossing balls into

the air, or again, stooping forward as

if mounting a rocky height. She

usually holds a caduceus or less fre-

quently a wreath or sceptre sur-

mounted by a poppy head. Artist's

initials O or P. M Staters.

Fig. 66.

The types of the smaller silver coins (wts. ^^, 19 and 11 grs.) resemble

those of the staters, but sometimes Nike sits on the capital of a column,
and on the obol she is flying. Signatures <J)IAIC, A, etc.

H
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Circ. B.C. 400-388.

TEPlNAinN Head of TeriBa, richly

ornate, with curly hair.

[B. M. Guide, PL 25, 24.]

Winged Nike {V) seated on cippus ;
bird

perched on her hand.

M Stater 11 7 grs., Third 36 grs.

The Thirds frequently have the Sicilian triskelis below the head of

the city, showing them to have been struck after the conquest by
Dionysius.

Beonze. Circ. B.C. 400-388.

PAN AIM A Head of Pandina r. hair

I'olled.

TEPI Winged Nike or Siren seated on

cippus. She holds bird . . -^ -5

Circ. B.C. 388-356.

{a) Corintliian staters with TE (in mon.) behind the head of Pallas ;
cf.

the contemporary staters of Locri and Rhegium.

(b) Bronze.

Female head, hair rolled.

J) !>

TEPI Crab M x-

„ Crab and crescent . . M 'j

Circ. B.C. 272.

Lion's head facing.

TEPlNAinN Head of Apollo.

TEPlNAinN Head of Apollo with

flowing hair tE -85

Pegasos flying, above, sword in scabbard

M -65

Among the silver coins of Terina, of the best period, there are

specimens which, in elegance of design and exquisite delicacy of work,
take rank among the most beautiful of all Greek coins. It will be

generally found that these truly admirable works of art bear the

signature of the engraver (see p. 71). Those signed P are

less carefully executed.

The types of the Terinaean coins have given rise to much learned

discussion. The head on the obverse is probably always that of the city-

nymph, Terina, herself. The winged figure on the reverse is more
difficult to identify. She may be intended for Nike or Eirene

(cf. the

coin of Locri (Fig. 58), where, however, Eirene is wingless), or the Siren

Ligeia, whose monument, according to Lycophron (1. 725), stood at

Terina.

The goddess Pandina is also a divinity of whom we have no in-

formation. She was also worshipped at Hipponium, where she is

represented holding a sceptre and a caduceus or sometimes a wreath.

Ser Uncertain town, probably of Bruttium.

M E P Bearded Dionysos, naked, stand-

ing, holding kantharos and vine-

branch.

M E P Head of bearded Dionysos.

Vine-branch with grapes
AX Stater, wt. 122 grs.

Bunch of grapes M Twelfth.
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JPeriod 1. Before B. c. 480. First in this period comes the coinage of
the Chalcidian colonies, Naxus, Zancle, and Himera. These early coins,
some of which may belong to the end of the seventh century, follow the

Aeginetic standard, although as a rule the drachms do not exceed 90,
nor the obols 15 grs. It is probable that this standard was imported,
together with the worship of Dionysos, from the island of Naxos,
whence, as the name given to the earliest Sicilian settlement implies, a

preponderating element of the first body of colonists must have been
drawn.
Somewhat later, probably about the middle of the sixth century, the

coinage of the Dorian colonies begins, Syracuse, Gela, Agrigentum, etc.

The standai-d is here not the Aeginetic but the Attic, which was soon

universally adopted throughout the island, even by those Chalcidian
colonies which had begun to coin on the Aeginetic standard.
The change from Aeginetic to Attic took place at Naxus sometime

after B. c. 498, at Zancle between B. c. 493 and 480, and at Himera in

B. c. 482.
Meanwhile the original Sikel and Sicanian population of Sicily,

driven inland by the Greeks, was becoming rapidly Hellenized. Of this

a signal proof is furnished by the small silver coins of the Sikel towns

Abacaenum, Enna, Galaria, Morgantina, etc., bearing Greek inscriptions
and types. These coins are Lifrae weighing ly^ grs., and were

equal in value to the native copper Litra, which the Sikels had brought
with them from Italy when they first crossed the straits.

The Litra, as struck in silver by these Sikel towns, happened to cor-

respond in weight exactly to ^ of the Attic drachm. It was therefore

readily adopted by those Greek cities which used the Attic standard, as

an additional denomination slightly heavier than their OAvn obol, from
which they took care to distinguish it by giving it a different type, or

by a mark of value. Thus at Syracuse the Litra was marked with a

sepia and the Obol with a wheel. It is not probable that any of the
Sikel towns began to strike money much before B. c. 480.
The coins struck in Sicily during this first period exhibit all the

characteristic peculiarities of archaic art, but they are far more advanced,
both in style and execution, than the contemporary coins either of

Magna Graecia or Greece proper.

Period II. B.C. 480-415. The great victory of the Greeks over the

Carthaginians at Himera in b. c. 480 was the prelude to a long interval

of peace and prosperity all over Sicily. The coins of this period, which
are plentiful throughout the island, are of great variety and interest.

In style they exhibit a continuous advance upon the methods of archaic

art, and a nearer and nearer approach to the highest point of excellence
ever reached in the art of die-engraving. The whole period between
B.C. 480 and the Athenian expedition in B.C. 415 may therefore be

appropriately called the Period of Transition. Greek art and civilization

were now making their way even into the non-Hellenic cities in the

eastern portion of the island, e. g. Segesta and Eryx, ancient cities of the

Elymi, and Motya and Panormus, strongholds of Carthage.
H 2
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Period III. b. c, 415-405. In this period the art of engraving dies

for coins was prosecuted in Sicily with remarkable success. The towns

appear to have vied with one another as to which could produce the

most perfect specimen of the numismatic art. The following names
of Sicilian engravers occur on coins

;
at Syracuse, Eumenos, Kimon,

Euainetos, Eukleidas, Euth[ymos], Phrygillos, Parme[nides], and Sosion
;

at Camarina, Exakestidas
;
at Catana, Euainetos, Herakleidas, Choirion,

and Prokles
;
at Naxus, Prokles

;
at Agrigentum, Myr ,

etc.

Even before the age of Gelon and Hieron, whose victories at the great
Greek games were celebrated by Pindar, it had been usual at many
Greek towns in Sicily to perpetuate the remembrance of agonistic con-

tests by the adoption of a quadriga crowned by Victory as the principal

coin-type.
It seems nevertheless certain that no one special victory can have

been alluded to in these agonistic types ; they are rather a general

expression of pride in the beauty of the horses and chariots which the

city could enter in the lists, while perhaps they may likewise have been

regarded, though in no very definite way, as a sort of invocation of the

god who was the dispenser of victories
;
the Olympian Zeus, the Pythian

Apollo, or some local divinity, perhaps a River-god or a Fountain-

nymph, in whose honour games may have been celebrated in Sicily
itself. Some such local import would account for the presence of the

victorious quadriga on the money of some of the non-Hellenic towns in

Sicily, which would certainly never have been admitted to compete at

the Olympian, the Pythian, or other Greek games. The manner in

which the quadriga is treated may be taken as a very accurate indica-

tion of date. Down to b. g. 415 the horses are seen advancing at a slow
and stately pace ;

after that date they are always in high and often

violent action, prancing or galloping ;
not until quite a late period (on

the coins of Philistis) are the horses again represented as walking. The

only exception to this rule is the mule-car on the coins of Messana,
where the animals are never in rapid movement.
One of the most striking peculiarities of Sicilian numismatics is the

frequency with which personifications of Rivers and Nymphs are met
with. Thus on coins of Himera the type is that of the Nymph of the
warm springs ;

on a coin of Naxus we see the head of a river Assinus

(probably the same as the Akesines) ;
at Catana we get a full-face head

of the river Amenanus
;
at Gela and Agrigentum we see the rivers of

those towns, the Gelas and the Akragas ; while at Camarina the head
of the Hipparis appears. On the coins of Selinus the rivers Hypsas and
Selinus are represented as offering sacrifice to Asklepios.

In the archaic period the Sicilian rivers usually take the form of a
man-headed bull, but in the transitional period they more often assume
the human form, and appear as youths with short bulls' horns over their
foreheads.

Among the nymphs represented on Sicilian coins are Himera, Arethusa,
and Kyane, Kamarina, and Eurymedusa.

Period IV. B.C. 405-340. The Carthaginian invasion at the close
of the fifth century, which spread ruin through the island, put an end to
the coinage almost everywhere. Syracuse alone of all the Greek silver-

coining cities continued the uninterrupted issue of her beautiful tetra-
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drachms and decadrachms, and it was these which served as models for

the Siculo-Punic currency of the Carthaginian towns.

Period V. B.C. 340-317. With the expedition of the Corinthian
Timoleon (b. c. 345) a new era began for Sicily. Timoleon was every-
where the Liberator, and his influence is especially noticeable in the

Sicilian coinage of his time. There are a few coin-types which now
appear for the first time, not only at SjTacuse, but at many other towns
which Timoleon freed from their oppressors. Two of these types are

the head of Zeus Eleutherios and the Free Horse. Pegasos-staters and
other coins with Corinthian types were also now first coined in Sicily.
The number of inland towns which at this particular time began to coin

money is remarkable, e. g. Adranum, Aetna (Inessa), Agyrium, Alaesa,

Centuripae, Herbessus, etc.

It would seem that bronze, which had before been only coined as

money of account, now assumed the character of real money of intrinsic

value. On any other hypothesis it is impossible to explain the sudden

appearance, both at Syracuse and at all the above-mentioned Sikel

cities, of large and heavy bronze coins, which, unlike the older small

bronze currency^ are without any marks of value.

This monetization of bronze was probably due to the increasing-
influence of the native Sikel peoples of the interior of the island, who
now combined to support Timoleon, and issued at Alaesa, and perhaps
elsewhere, a neio federal currency in bronze, with the legends KAlNON
and ^YMMAXIKON.

Terioil YI. B.C. 317-241, With the usurpation of Agathocles, Syra-
cuse once more monopolizes the right of coinage for the whole of Sicily
even more distinctly than in the time of Dionysius, for the symbol of the

Triquetra or Triskelis, which makes its first appearance on the Syracusan
money in the time of Agathocles, constitutes in itself a claim on behalf
of the coins so marked to be the currency of all Sicily.

This claim to strike money for the whole island was probably main-
tained by the successors of Agathocles, Hicetas, P^iThus, and Hieron II,

down to the time of the First Punic War.

Period VII. B.C. 241-210. At the close of the First Punic War all

Sicily, except the dominions of Hieron along the eastern coast from
Tauromenium to Helorus, passed into the hands of the Romans. The
immediate result of the new political status of the Sicilian communities
was the issue of bronze money at a great number of mints, many of

which, such as Amestratus, Cephaloedium, laetia, Lilybaeum, Menaenum,
Paropus, Petra, etc., had never before possessed the right of coinage.
Within the dominions of Syracuse, Tauromenium alone was aUowed to

coin in all metals, but whether this Tauromenian gold and silver cur-

rency took place during Hieron's reign, or in the interval between his

death and the final constitution of the Roman Province in B.C. 210, can

hardly be ascertained.

Period
^

VIII. After B. c. 210. After the fall of Syi"acuse and the
constitution of all Sicily into a Province of the Roman Republic, bronze
coins continued to be issued at Syracuse, Panormus, and a great many
other towns, probably for at least a century. These late coins possess,
however, but slight interest.
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The following is a chronological conspectus of the coinage of Sicily

from the earliest times to the latest :
—
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[G. L. Castelli, Siciliae nummi veteres. Palermo, 1781.
A. Salinas, Le monete delle antiche cittd di Sicilia. Palermo, 1871.

Landolina-Paternb, Bicerche num. suW antica Sicilia. Palermo, 1872.
British Museum Catalogue, Coins of Sicily (Poole, Head, and Gardner), 1876.
B, V. Head, Coinage of Syracuse (Num. Chron.), 1874.
P. Gardner, Sicilian studies (Num. Chron.), 1876.
A. Holm, Gesckichte Siciliens, 1870-4.]

Abacaenum was a Sikel town situated some eight miles from the

coast, towards the N. E. extremity of the island. Its small silver and
bronze coinage shows Greek influence, but we are not told that the

town was at any time colonized by Greeks.

Circ. B.C. 450-400.

Inscr. ABAKAININON (usually abbreviated) on one or both sides.

Head of Zeus laureate. I Boar. Symbols, Acorn, corn-grain.
Head of nymph, facing, with flying Sow and jiig . M, Litrae, circ. 13 grs.

hair.

Female head r. Boar . . . M, Hemilitron 6 grs.

Circ. B.C. 400-350.

Female head, hair in sphendone. ABAKAlNlNriN Forepart of bull

M Size -8

After B.C. 241.

Head of Apollo (?). ABAKAINlNnN Bull walking . .

M Size -85

The bull is probably the little mountain-torrent Hehcon.

Acrae [Palazziiolo) stood on a height some twenty miles due west of

Syracuse, at the sources of the river Anapus. It was a dependency
of Syracuse down to the capture of that city by the Romans.

Head of Persephone (?) with wreath of

ears of corn.

After B.C. 210,

AKPAinN Demeter standing with

torch and sceptre . . . . .^ -8

Adranum (Aderno), on the upper course of the river Adranus, a few
miles S.W. of Mt. Aetna, was founded by Dionysius circ. B.C. 400, and
was dependent upon Syracuse until the time of Timoleon (b. c. 345),
when it first struck coins. It owed its celebrity to the temple of the

Sicilian divinity Adranos (Diod. xiv. 37),
The bronze coins of Adi-anum apparently all belong to one period :

—
Head of Apollo, sometimes with AAPANITAN (sometimes wanting).
APOAAnN beneath.

Head of young Eiver Adranus, horned.

Head of Sikelia wreathed with myi'tle,
hair in sphendone.

Id.

Female head.

Lyre . . ^ 3 sizes, i-2, -95 & -8

AAPANITAN Butting bull . ^E .85
No. inscr. Lyi-e -lE 1-2

AAPANITAN Sea-horse . .^-65
AAPA Corn-grain in wreath . JE -45

Aetna. This name was at first given by Hieron to the city of Catana,
when in B.C. 476 he expelled the Catanaeans and repeopled their city
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with a mixed body of Syracusans and Peloponnesians. Soon after the

death of their founder these colonists were driven out of Catana and the

old population restored (b. c, 461). For the coins struck at Catana

during the fifteen years that it bore the name of Aetna, see Catana.

The Aetnaeans (b. c. 461) retired to Inessa on the southern slope of Mt.

Aetna, about ten miles N.W. of Catana, and to this place they trans-

ferred the name of Aetna and continued to look upon Hieron as their

Oekist (Diod, xi. 76). Aetna was always more or less dependent upon
Syracuse, and was garrisoned by Syracusans before the Athenian war

(Thuc. iii. 103). In b. c. 403 Dionysius established at Aetna a garrison of

Campanians, who held the town until the time of Timoleon, B.C. 339,
when the city regained its freedom. It is to this period that the first

issue of its coins belongs.

Circ. B.C. 339.

Al TN A InN Fulmen

Free horse, rein loose .

Id

M -8

/E.85M .6

lEYC EAEYOEPIOS HeadofZeua
Eleutherios.

Al TN A InN Head of Pallas.

„ Head of Pei'sephone with

corn-wreath.

The horse with loose rein is a symbol of freedom recovered, and is

frequent in Sicily in Timoleon's time. The resemblance in style between
the last mentioned coin and certain pieces of Nacona and Entella, issued

while those cities were in the hands of the Campanians, is striking.
The remaining coins of Aetna are subsequent to the fall of Syracuse,

and belong to the period of Roman dominion.

After B.C. 210.

Trias. Head of Apollo radiate.

Hexas. Head of Persephone.

A I TN A I nN Wariior standing, mark of

value • • • . .^ .8

Al TN A I nN Cornucoplae •• . M 6

Agrigentum was by far the richest and most magnificent city on the
south coast of Sicily. The ruined temples still to be seen at Girgenti
would alone be sufficient to prove its ancient splendour. It stood on
a height a few miles from the sea near the confluence of the two rivers

Akragas and Hypsas.
Its coinage begins during the prosperous period which intervened

between the fall of the tyrant Phalaris (circ. b. c. 550), and the accession
of Theron to supreme power (circ. b. c. 488).

Circ. B.C. 550-272.

Inscr. AKRACANTO$, AKRACAC, AKRA, etc.

Eagle with closed wings. Crab M, Didrachms.

[B. M. Guide, PI. IX. 24.]

The Eagle and the Crab are usually taken as symbolical of Zeus and
Poseidon, but it may be doubted whether the crab is not in this case the
fresh-water crab common in the rivers of Italy, Sicily, and Greece. If so,
the crab would represent the river Akragas.

Theron of Agrigentum made himself master of Himera, B.C. 482. A
comparison of the coins of Himera bearing Agrigentine types which can
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only belong to the time of Theron, with some of the latest specimens of

the series above described, is sufficient to fix the date of the latter.

The great victory of Theron and Gelon of Syracuse over the Cartha-

ginians at Himera resulted in the further aggrandisement of Agrigentum.
Theron died B.C. 472, after which a democracy was established, and a

period of unexampled prosperity commenced which terminated only with

Carthaginian invasion in b. c, 406.

Numismatically, however, this space of sixty-seven years must be
divided into two periods, which may be characterized as those of Transi-

tional Ai-t, B. c. 472—circ. B. c. 415, and of finest art, B. c. 415-406.

Circ. B.C. 472-415.

Fig. 67.

Inscriptiom and T^pes (Eagle and Crab), as in the Period of archaic art.

The Eagle sometimes stands on the capital of a column. On the reverse

symbols are of frequent occurrence, Flying Nike, Rose, Star, Volute
ornament (Fig. 67), and others.

Denommations. Tetradi'achm, Didi-achm, Drachm with letters PEN
(
= Pentahtron

?), Litra (with AIT), Pentonkion with mark of value ••*,

and Hexas obv. Eagle's head, rev. I.

The Tetradi-achm apparently was not struck at Agrigentum before

circ. B.C. 472.
To this period may also be attributed a series of very strange looking

lumps of bronze, made in the shape of a tooth with a flat base, having on
one side an eagle or eagle's head, and on the other a crab, while on the base

are marks of value 21, •*•, I (Tetras, Trias, Hexas). The uncia is almond

shaped, with an Eagle's head on one side and a Crab's claw on the other.

The weights of these coins point to a litra of about 750 grs.

Circ. B. c. 415-406.

Fig. 68.

In this period the coinage reflects the splendour to which Agrigentum
had now attained.
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A K PA Eagle devouring serpent. Mark
of value • •

^lAANO^ Crab . . it^ wt. 20-4 grs.

[B.M.G^«ii(^e,Pl.XVI. 14.]

Two eagles standing on a hare on the

summit of a mountain, one lifts his

head as if screaming, while the

other, with wings raised, is about to

attack the hare with its beak.

Symbol in field : Locust.

The finest known specimen of this beautiful coin is in the Munich
collection.

AKPAFAC Male charioteer driving

quadriga. Above an eagle flying
with a serpent in its claws. Symbol:
Crab (Fig. 68)

M. Dekadrachm, wt. 670 grs.

Similar type, sometimes with magis-
trates' names ^TPATIlN or

SIAANO^. Symbols: Locust, bull's

head, lion's head, head of River-

god.

AKPATANTINON Quadriga driven

by winged Nike or by charioteer

crowned by flying Nike. Symbols:
Crab, pistrixj knotted staff or vine-

branch.

[B. M. Guide, PI. XVI. 16.] M Tetradrachm.

Similar, or single Eagle devouring hare. Crab, beneath, Skylla or river-fish.

Engraver's name MYP . . . .

[Gardner, Types Gr. C, PL VI. 32, 33.] JR Tetradrachm.

Didrachms, Drachms, Hemidi'achms, and Litrae, with simpler varieties

of the above types.
As a powerful composition the type of the two eagles with the hare is

perhaps superior to any other contemporary Sicilian coin-type, and is

certainly the work of an artist of no mean capacity. The subject is one
which cannot fail to remind us of the famous passage in one of the

grandest choruses of the Agamemnon (11.
1 10-120), where the poet describes

just such a scene as is here represented. Two eagles, one black, and the
other white behind :

—
oloivo^v I3acn\(vs ^acriXevcn veSiv' 6 KeXaivos, 6 t c^ottiv apyas,

(j)avevT€s XKtap [xeXdOpcov, x^po? ck SopiTraArou,

TTap.TTpi'nTOLs ev edpaLcnv,

jSocTKOiievoi, Xayivav (piKvp.ova (^^ipixari ykvvav,

(3ka(3evTa \ol(t6[cov bp6[x(tiv.

The victorious quadi-iga is an agonistic type of a class very popular
in Sicily. The occasion of its adoption at Agrigentum may have been the
success of the Agrigentine citizen Exainetos in the Olympian games,
B. c. 412, when, on his return to his native town, he was brought into the

city in a chariot escorted by 300 bigae drawn by white horses (Diod.
xiii. 82).
The names ^ITPATflN and ^lAANOt are too conspicuous to be the

signatures of artists
; they must therefore be regarded either as magis-

trates or tyrants.
Beonze. Before b. c. 406.

Inscr. AK PAr A N T I N N
, often abbreviated.

HemUitron. Eagle with spread wings
on fish, hare, or stag's
head.

Crab
;
mark of value \\\. Symbols :

Conch-shell, sepia, Triton with shell,

pistrix, sea-horse, crayfish, etc. The
whole in incuse circle

M Average wt. 290 grs.

ill
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Trias. Eagle tearing hare.

Hexas. Eagle carrying in claws

hare, pig, fish, or bird.

Uncia. Eagle with closed wings
on fish.

Crab. Symbol: Crayfish. Mark of

value • • • . JEi Average wt. 124 grs.
Crab. Symbols: Two fishes or one fish.

Mark of- value • •

M Average wt. 115 grs.
Crab. Symbol : Fish. Mark of value •

M Average wt. 58 grs.

The actual weights of these bronze coins, large and small, together

yield an average of 613 grs. for the litra. This perhaps shows that the

litra had already been reduced from 3375 grs., its original weight, to i of

that weight, or 675 grs., a reduction which is thought by Mommsen {lion.

Rom. i. p. II 2) to have taken place in the time of Dionysius, but which
the weights of the bronze coins of Camarina (113), and Himera (p. 128),
if they are of any value as evidence, prove to have occurred much earlier.

After the memorable destruction of Agrigentum by the Carthaginians
in B. c. 406, the surviving inhabitants appear to have returned to their

ruined homes
;
but until Timoleon's time the town can hardly be said to

have existed as an independent state. No new coins were issued, but the

bronze money akeady in circulation seems to have been frequently
countermarked in this period.

Timoleon, circ. 340 b. c, recolonized the city (Plut. Tim. '^^) with a body
of Vehans, and from this time it began to recover some small degree
of prosperity.

Circ. B.C. 340-287.

Crab.

Head of Zeus.

Free horse M ^ Drachm.
AKPArANTlNnN Eagle erect, with

spread wingsM wt. 18-7 grs.= i| Litra.

JR wt. 13-5 grs.= i Litra.

Bronze.

Hemililron. AKPAFA^ Head of

young River-god Akragas, horned.
Eagle with closed wings seated on

Ionic capital,

of value

In field. Crab. Mark

. M Av. wt. 268 grs.

This is the average weight of the four specimens in the British Museum,
according to which the Litra would weigh ^^6 grs., which is inter-

mediate between the first and the second reductions of the Litra.

There are also bronze coins of this period without marks of value, obv.

Head of Zeus, rev. Eagle devouring hare, or winged fulmen. Size,

•75-55-....
The coins attributed to this period are not numerous, owing to the fact

that during the greater part of the reign of Agathocles at Syracuse
(B.C. 317-289), Agrigentum was compelled to acknowledge the supremacy
of that city, which for a time usurped the right of coining money for all

those parts of the island subject to her dominion.
After the death of Agathocles, a tyrant named Phintias rose to the

supreme power at Agrigentum, and extended his dominions over a large

part of Sicily besides Agi-igentum.
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Phintias Tyrant. Girc. B. c. 287-279.

AKPATANTO^ Head of Apollo.
Id.

4>l Two eagles on hare

., Eagle looking back

^ -8

Coins struck by Phintias for all his dominions.

Head of river Akragas, horned, and

with flowing hair, crowned with

reeds [Imhoof, Mon. Gr., PL A. 1
6],

Head of Artemis.

Id. with ^HTEIPA.

BAtlAEOC cDlNTIA Wild hoar ^-8

)5

Id.

Id.

^•8
MS

The type of these coins illustrates in a remarkable manner a passage of

Diodorus [Reliq. xxii. 7), in which he tells how Phintias dhev ovap hr]kovv

TTjv Tov ^Lov KaTa(JTpo(pi]v, vv (xypiov KvvriyovvTos opixTJcrai Kar avTov ttjv

vv, KoL T7]V irXevpav avrov roT? obovcn TTard^aL kol hceXdcravTa ti]v TrXiiyqv

KTdvai. We seem here to have a clear instance of a coin-type having
been chosen with the avowed object of propitiating the goddess Artemis

.

whose anger the tyrant probably thought he had incurred.

Girc. B.C. 279-241.

Nearly all the remaining coins of Agrigentum may be classed to this

period, during which the city was for the most part an independent ally
of the Carthaginians against the Romans and Hieron II.

On the conclusion of the fu'st Punic War (b. c. 241) Agrigentum passed
under Roman dominion.

AKPATANTlNnN Eagle with spread

wings, various letters in the field

M 58 and 26 grs.

Two Eagles on hare . . . . iE -85

AlOt inTHPO^ Eagle on fulmen .

J5.85
AKPATANTlNnN Tripod . ^-85

„ Naked warrior

thrusting with spear . . . -^ -95

Cicero [Verr. iv. 43) mentions a statue of Apollo by Myron which stood
in the temple of Asklepios at Agrigentum. The curious coin-type above

described, where a serpent is seen crawling up the face of Apollo, taken in

conjunction with the words of Cicero, seems to indicate a connection
between the cultus of Apollo and Asklepios at Agrigentum.

Head of Zeus.

Head of Apollo, a serpent sometimes

crawling up in front.

AKPATANTI NnN Young head of

Zeus Soter diademed.
Head of Apollo.
Id.

Girc. B.C. 241-210, and later.

Head of Persephone. Behind, BHC I OC
in front, ACKAAniOC.

Head of Zeus.

Head of Asklepios.

Female head.

AKPArANTlNnN Asklepios standing.

^.85
„ Eagle on fulmen.

M .9

„ Serpent-staff . .

,y Tripod . . ^ -7

if
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The two last described coins sometimes occur with the name of the
Roman Quaestor Manius Acilius on the reverse instead of
AKPATANTlNnN.
For the Imperial coins of Agrigentum struck under Augustus, see

B. M. Cat., Sicily, p. 22.

Agyrium was a large town in the interior of Sicily, standing on a steep
hill, almost midway between Enna and Centuripae. At this town
Herakles, during his wanderings in Sicily, had been received with divine

honours, and down to a late period Herakles, his kinsman lolaos, and

Geryon, continued to be revered there. Its coins fall into three periods.

Circ. B.C. 420-345.

Easfle with closed wings.

Youug male head

ATYPINAI "WTieel M -g

PAAATKAIO^ Forepart of man-
headed bull ^ -7

ArYPlNAION
(lolaos ?).

These two coins belong to the time when the city was governed by
a tyrant named Agyris, a contemporary and ally of Dionysius (Diod. xiv.

95 7^j 95)- Palankaios is perhaps the name of a river.

Circ. B.C. 345-300.

About the middle of the fourth century Agyrium was governed by
another tyrant, by name Apolloniades. This despot was deposed by
Timoleon, b. c. 339. The coins which I would give to the years im-

mediately preceding the liberation by Timoleon are the following :
—

Head of Herakles.

Man-headed bull, and star.

Head of young Herakles or lolaos

wearing taenia and lion's skin.

Head of Apollo, behind, bow.

Forepart of man-headed bull . M 1-2

Td ^1-2
ATYPlNAinN Leopard or lioness

devouring a hare . . . . ^ i-i

ATYPlNAinN Houndonscent ^ -7

The following, from their types, appear to be subsequent to B. C. 339 :

FulmcnlEYS EAEYOEPIO^ Head of Zeus

Eleutherios laur.

Head of Pallas in crested helmet.

ATYPlNAinN Fulmen, in field r.,

eagle tE i-

ATYPlNAmN Club and bow(?) (re-

struck on previous coins). . JE I•

Head of young River-god horned. ATYPlNAinN Free horse . ^ i-

After B. c. 300 we hear of Agyrium as subject to Phintias of Agri-

gentum. Subsequently the territory of the city was largely increased by
Hieron of Syracuse, and even under Roman rule it remained a place of

some importance. It is to this late period that the following coins

belong :
—

After B.C. 241.

Eni CnnATPOY HeadofZeus.

Head of bearded Herakles.

ATYPlNAinN lolaos in hunter's

dress, holds horn and jDedum, at his

feet, dog. Above, Nike . . M g

ATYPlNAinN lolaos burning the

necks of the Hydra with a hot iron .

iE.75
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Alaesa was built on a hill about eight stadia from the sea (Diod. xiv.

1 6), on the north side of Sicily, in the year B.C. 403, by a colony of

Sikels under a chief named Archonides, after whom the city was some-
times called Alaesa Archonidea (cf. the inscriptions on the late coins).

Its earliest coins date from the period of Timoleon's war with the

Carthaginians (b. c. 340), when many Sikel and Sicanian towns joined the

alliance against the Carthaginians (Diod. xvi. 73). From the inscription
AAAI^INnN ^YMMAXIKON Alaesa would seem to have been the head

quarters of the Sicilian allies of Timoleon, but, as the word AAAI^I NflN
is sometimes wanting, there is no absolute proof that all the coins of the

allies were struck there.

Circ. B.C. 340.

lEY^ EAEYOEPIO? Head of Zeus
Eleiitherios.

CIKEAIA Head of nymph Sikelia.

APXATETAS Head of Apollo.

Head of Sikelia, in myrtle-wreath.
K A I N N Fi'ee hoi-se prancing.

AAAISlNnN ^YMMAXIKON Torch

between two ears of corn . . M i-2

^YMMAXIKON Id. . . . M i-

„ . . . ^ 1-2

,,
Fulmen and grapes.

^85
AAA]IClNnN Lyre. . . . M -g

Griffin running, 1 7^-85

The heads of Zeus Eleutherios, of Apollo as original leader of the

colonists, and of Sikelia herself, are all most appropriate on coins of an
alliance formed under the auspices of Timoleon, as are also the torch and
ears of corn, the symbols of Demeter and Persephone, under whose

special protection Timoleon set out (Plut. Tim. c. 8
;
Diod. xvi. 66).

The remaining coins of Alaesa belong to the following century, when
it began, simultaneously with many other Sicilian towns, to coin money
again after its submission to Komo during the First Punic War.

After circ. B.C. 241.

Head of Zeus.

Head of Apollo.

J> 5)

5>

Head of young Dionysos.

Head of Artemis.

AAAICAt APX.
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Circ. B. c. 400.

Head of Pallas iu round crested

helmet.

AAONTINON Sepia, ^•7i

Circ. B.C. 241-210, or earlier.

Head of bearded Herakles.

Head of Patron in Phrygian helmet.

Head of bearded Herakles.

Head of young Dionysos.

Head of Hermes.

AAONTlNnN Eagle on part of car-

case -^ I-

AAONTlNnN Man-headed bull (Eiver-

go'd), spouting water from his mouth,
M -85

AAONTlNnN Club and bow-case

M -7

„ in two lines, within

wreath -^ -5

AAONTlNnN Caduceus . .^-5
Amestratus [Mistretta) on the northern coast, about ten miles west of

Calacte, a town mentioned only by Cicero and Stephanus.

Circ. B.C. 241-210, or earlier.

Head of young Dionysos.

Head of Artemis.

AMH^TPATlNflN Armed horseman

galloping', above AEY . . . jEi -65

AMHCTPATlNnN Apollo standing
with lyre .^ -8

Assorus (Assaro), an inland Sikel town, midway between Enna and

Agyrium.
After B.C. 210.

ASSORV Head of Apollo.

Female head wearing stephane.

CRYSAS River-god Chrysas, naked,

standing, holding amphora and cor-

nucopiae JE -85

ASSORV Yoke of oxen . . .^-75

The figure on the first of these coins is probably a copy of that
' simulacrum praeclare factum ex marmore

'

which Cicero
(
Verr. iv. 44)

describes as having stood on the road from Enna to Assorus, perhaps on
the bank of the river Chiysas.

Caena. Concerning the coins reading K A I N N
,
sometimes ascribed to

this town, see Alaesa and p. 102.

Calacte, on the northern coast, midway between Tyndaris and Cepha-
loedium, was a Peloponnesian colony founded in b. c. 446 by the Sikel

chief Ducetius on his return from his exile at Corinth. Its coins are aU
of a late period.

Circ. B.C. 241-210.

Head of Pallas in crested Athenian KAAAKTlNflN Owl on amphora ^ -8

helmet.

Head of Dionysos.
Head of Apollo.
Head of Hermes.

The first of the above coins is clearly copied from the late Athenian
coins.

Grapes . . . JE -65

Lyre . . . JE -6

Caduceus . M.5
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Camarina was a colony of Syracuse, founded circ. B. C 599, between
the mouths of the Oanis and the Hipparis, on the south coast of Sicily.

In consequence of a revolt against Syracuse it was destroyed by that city
in B. c. 552. In B. c. 495 it was rebuilt and recolonized by Hippocrates,

tyrant of Gela, but again destroyed about b. c. 485 by Gelon, tyrant of

Syracuse. To this period of ten years the following archaic silver litrae

seem to belong.

Circ. B.C. 495-485.

KAMARINAION) Pallas standing.
KAMARINAIA V [Gardner, Types
KAMARINAION j 6^r. C, PI. IL3, 4.]

Nike flying ; beneath, a swan : the

whole in olive-wreath . vR 13 grs.

The city was once more rebuilt as a colony of Gela in B.C. 461, and
from this time until the removal of its citizens to Syracuse in b. c. 405
it enjoyed great prosperity. Pindar's fourth Olympian ode records the

victory of Psaumis the Camarinaean in the chariot race B. c. 456 or 452,
an agonistic victory which Mr. Poole {Coins of Camarina, p. 2) believes

to be commemorated on the tetradi-achms of Camarina, struck during
the latter half of the fifth century.

Circ. B.C. 461-405.

Corinthian helmet on round shield.

KAMARINAION Head of bearded
Herakles in lion's skin

[Gardner, Types Gr. C, PI. VI. 12].

KAMARI Dwarf fan-palm with fruit,

between two greaves
JR Didrachm, 130 grs.

Quadriga driven by Pallas, above, Nike

crowning her
;
in exergue sometimes

a swan flying . . M Tetradrachm.

On the later specimens the head of Herakles is not bearded, and an
artist's name EZAKECTIAAN is sometimes written on the exergual lino

(Fig. 69).

FiG. 69.

To the close of this period belong the following beautiful didrachms :
—

Fig. 70.
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Horned head of youthful River-god

Hipparis, sometimes facing, and
surrounded by an undulating border

of waves with fish in the field
;

sometimes in profile with legend
inn API C. Artists' names EYAI

[i/eroy]
and EZAKE[oTtSns-].

Head of Nymph Camaiina facing, with

hair flying loose.

KAM API N A Head of Camarina, hair

in sphendone.

KAMAPlNAorKAMAPlNAION The

Nymph Camarina with inflated veil,

riding on a swan which swims
over the waves of the Camarinaean
Lake amid which one or more fishes

(Fig. 70) . . . . M Didrachm.

KAM API Nike flying, holding cadu-

ceus JR Drachm.

Flying Nike carrying shield ....
M. Drachm.

The smaller silver coins are litrae weighing 13 grs. maximum.

Head of Pallas.

Head of Nymph Camarina.
Id.

Nike with streaming fillet.

Id.

Swan swimming over waves.

Concerning these coins Poole remarks
(/. c.) that nothing can be more

striking than the agreement of the coin-t}^es with the words of Pindar,
' with both, the Nymph Kamarina hokls the foremost but not the highest

place in the local worship, with both, Pallas is the tutelary divinity,
with both, the reverence for the river Hipparis is associated with that for

the sacred lake.'

The bronze coins of Camarina yield a litra of 221 grs. Cf. remarks on
the bronze money of Himera, p. 128.

Trias. Gorgon-head.

J5

Uncia.

Head of Pallas.

Gorgon-head.
Head of Pallas.

Circ. B.C. 415(1)-405.

KAMA Owl and lizai'd

„ Id.

» Id.

„ Id.

jE 65 grs.
iE 54 grs.
iE 1 4 grs.
JE 20 grs.

Circ. B. c. 345.

In the time of Timoleon Camarina recovered to some extent from the

calamities inflicted upon her by the Carthaginians (Diod. xvi. 82). It is

to this period that both style and types of the following coin seem
to point :

—
KAMAPlNAinN Head of Pallas in

round Athenian helmet.

Free horse prancing JE 6

After this time no coins of Camarina are known.

Catana, which stood at the foot of Mount Aetna, was a Chalcidian

colony from Naxus.
Its inhabitants were expelled by Hieron of Syi'acuse B.C. 476, to make

way for a colony of Syracusans. These were, however, driven out
B.C. 461, and the old inhabitants restored. The name of the town was

changed to Aetna by Hieron when he founded his new colony there, but
it was again called Catana after B.C. 461.

I
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Before circ. b. c. 476.

y"^J^~ '

Fig. 71.

Man-headed bull with one knee bent
;

beneath, fish, pistrix, or fioral orna-

ment
; above, sometimes, branch,

water-fowl, or kneeling Silenos. The
whole within a border of dots.

Bull standing, crowned by flying Nike
with fillet.

KATANEor KATANAION Catana as

Nike 1 mining, holding fillet or

wreath or both
;
the whole in incuse

circle (Fig. 71) . ill Tetradrachm.

KATANAION Similar

yU Tetradraclnn.

In style these tetradrachms are decidedly in advance of the con-

temporary coins of most other Sicilian cities. With regard to the mean-

ing of the types, it is perhaps preferable to look upon the bull as the

river-god Amenanus (who on later coins is represented in human form)
rather than, with Eckhel, as the tauriform Dionysos. The city in the

guise of Victory on the reverse may be supposed to bo about to sacrifice

to the divinity of the stream.

Head of bald Silenos with pointed KATANE Fulmen with two curled

ears. wings . . M. Litra, 13 grs.^max.

The form of the fulmen on these coins is unusual.

Coinage of Catana nnder the name of Aetna.

B.C. 476-461.

Fig.

A I IN A 1 N Head of bald and bearded
Silenos to the right, with pointed
ear, and eye in profile, lower eyelids

slightly indicated; he wears a
wreath of ivy ; beneath, scarabaeus.
The whole within a border of dots

(Fig. 72).

Zeus Aetnaeos seated, right, on a richly
ornamented throne covered with a

lion's skin. He is clad in a ludnov
which hangs over his left shoulder
and arm, and he holds in his ex-

tended left hand a winged fulmen
similar in form to those on the other

Catanaean coins. His right shoulder

is bare and his right arm, slightly

raised, rests on a knotted vine-staff

bent into a crook at the top. In the

field in front of the figure is an eagle
with closed wings perched on the top
of a pine-tree . M Tetradr., 266 grs.

i
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This unique coin, now in the Cabinet of the Baron de Hirsch, is in

many ways highly instructive as showing the point of development
which art had attained in Sicily between B.C. 476 and 461. The scarabaei

of Aetna were remarkable for their enormous size(cf. Schol. Ar. Pac, 73),

hence the scarab as a symbol on the obverse.

As Mount Aetna was also famous for its prolific vines (cf. Sfrab., p. 269),
Zeus Altvolos, under whose special protection the city of Aetna was

placed, is appropriately shown as resting on a vine-staff. The pine-tree
is also a local symbol no less characteristic than the vine-staff, for the

slopes of Mount Aetna were at one time richly clad with pine and fir

trees, ttiv Altvtjv opos yiy.ov kut €K€Ivovs tovs xpovovs tto\vt€\ovs eAar/^y

re /cat TT^vKrjs, Diod. xiv. 42. Cf. Pindar, Pj/f^., i. 5^. For a full account

of this coin, see Num. CAron., 1883, p. 171.

AITNAI Winged fulmen, as on tetra-

diaclim, the whole in incuse circle .

aii Litra or Ohol.

Similar head of Silenos, sometimes

with ivy-wreath, as on the tetra-

drachm, sometimes laureate, and
sometimes bare.

The Aetnaeans, expelled B.C. 461, retired to a neighbouring stronghold
called Inessa, to which they transferred the name of Aetna, For the

coins struck at this new Aetna, see p. 104.

Coinage of Cafana after the restoration.

B.C. 461-415.

This period was one of great prosperity throughout Sicily. Every-
where art, as exemplified on the coinage, now makes rapid progress,

shaking off* one by one the fetters of conventionalism and striving to

attain a fuller freedom. It has been well called the period of transition.

Liscr. KATANAION or KATANAIO^, never KATANAIflN.

Head of Apollo laur., hair usually

gathered up behind and tucked
vinder the string of his Avreath.

Quadriga of walking horses, on the

later specimens a flying Nike .

M, Tetradrachm.

[B. M. Guide, PI. XVI. 20.]

Young male head with short hair

laureate, but not resembling Apollo.

Perhaps he is the river-god Ame-
nanus, although without the horn.

Cir

Id. (Fig. 73).

M, Tetradrachm.

irc. B. c. 415-403.

Catana was for a time the head quarters of the Athenians during their

expedition against Syracuse. The following coins date from this time

I 2
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until the capture of the city by Dionysius in B. c. 403, when, according
to his frequent practice, he sold tlie population into slavery and gave up
the city to his Campanian mercenaries.

Head of Pallas
;
on her helmet a sea-

horse.

Two olive-leaves with berries
;
between

them KA K iS grs,

[B. M. Guide, PI. XVI. 19.]

This little gold coin might with equal probability be attributed to

Camarina.
The tetradrachms of this period always have the inscr. KATANAinN.

The heads ofAmenanus
(?)

in profile resemble those of the previous period,
but belong to a more advanced stage of art (Imhoof, Moji. Gr., PL A. 17).

The horses of the chariot on the reverse are in rapid action. On one

beautiful specimen, signed on the reverse by the Syracusan engraver
Euainetos, the chariot is seen wheeling round the goal. Aquatic
symbols, such as a crab or a crayfish, are often added on one or other side

of the coin. Some pieces are signed by an artist named PPOKAH^, who
worked also for the Naxian mint (Weil, WinchelmaHns-Vrogramm, 1884,
PI. II. 1 2). The following are the most important silver coins of this time :

—
Head of Apollo laur, facing, between

a bow and a lyre. Beneath,

APOAAnN;
xoipinN.

artist's name,

KATANAinN Fast quadriga; in the

background an Ionic column (the

meta). In ex. crayfish
M, Tetradrachm.

Fig. 74.

Of this coin a variety, signed by the engraver Herakleidas, shows a
laureate head facing with loose hair (Fig. 74). On some specimens the
Nike holding wreath and caduceus is descending through the air in an

upright posture towards the charioteer.

Some of the heads on the Catanaean tetradrachms are bound with
a plain taenia in place of the laurel-wreath

;
all such (and apparently

some also which are laureate) are heads of the river Amenanus, although
he is without the characteristic horn of the river-god. On the following
small denominations Amenanus is represented as a horned youth :

—
Young head of Amenanus horned, with

lank loose hair, three-quarter face.

Around two river-fishes.

AMENANO^ Similar head in pro-
file, horned, and bound with taenia.

Beneath artist's signature, EYAI,
around, crayfish and two river-

fishes.

AMENANO^ Full-face head of

Amenanus horned, with wavy flow-

Artist's signature, XOI.mg hair.

Fast quadriga M. Drachm.

Similar M, Drachm.

Quadriga driven by Pallas. Beneath,

Maeander-pattern. Artist's name
HPAKAEIAA^ . . .^Drachm'
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Head of bald and bearded Silenos

facing.
Id.

Head of bald Silenos in profile, some-

times with ivy-wreath.
Head of nymph wearing sphendone.

Head of Amenanns wearing taenia .

M, Drachm
Head of Apollo laur., right . .

M. Half-drachm
Fulmen with two wings. In field two

disks . JR, Litra and smaller coins

Rushing bull . . . iR Obol or Litra.

There are not many bronze coins of Catana which can be attributed to

the best period of art. The following may, however, be mentioned :
—•

KATANAinN Head of Persephone,
as on Dekadrachms of Sja'acuse,
around dolphins.

KATANAinN Head of Persephone
with long hair.

AMENANO^ Young horned head of

river-god.

Man-headed bull walking

Fulmen as above

Fulmen with spread mngs

^•95

^•55

Of the subsequent history of Catana we possess very slight infor-

mation. We know that the city continued to exist, but it does not seem
to have struck any coins whatever for more than a century. During the

First Punic War it submitted to Rome, and under the Roman rule it

attained great prosperity.
The bronze coins of Catana, which belong chiefly to the end of the

third and to the second century, are very numerous.

Head of Pallas.

Reclining river-god.
Head of Silenos.

Heads of Serapis and Isis.

Fulmen and thyrsos . . . . M -65
Helmets of the Dioskuri . . . iE -75

Grapes '^ -5

Two ears of corn ^ -5

With marks of value.

Lilra. Head of Poseidon.

Dekonh'on. Heads of Serapis and Isis.

Pentonkion. Head of Apollo.

Hexas. Id.

Head of young Dionysos.

One of the Catanaean brothers carry-

ing his father.

Dolphin. Mk. of value XII ^ .55

Apollo standing „ „ X M -8

Isis standing,
holds bird „ „ P iE -8

Id. „ „ II ^-5
The Catanaean brothers carrying their

parents yE -8

The other brother carrying his mother.

^.7-5

These types allude to a popular tale that once during a fearful

eruption of Aetna in the fifth century, when a stream of lava was

descending upon Catana, and when every man was eagerly bent upon
saving his valuables, the brothers Amphinomos and Anapias bore off on
their shoulders their aged parents, but the lava overtook them heavily
laden as they were, and their doom seemed inevitable, when the fiery
stream miraculously parted and let them pass scatheless. Ever after

the Catanaean brethren were held up as types of filial piety, and received

divine honours (Holm, Gesch. Sic, i. p. 25).
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Head of young Dionysos.

Head of Hermes.

Head of Zeus Ammon.

Head of Serapis.

Janiform head of Seraj)is wearing
modius.

Dionysos in car drawn by panthers .

M -9

Nike with wreath and palm .MS
Aequitas with scales and cornucopiae .

M -9

Isis standing with sceptre and sistrum,

beside her Harpokrates . . ^ i-

Demeter standing with torch and ears

of corn ^ -95

The coins with marks of value in Roman numerals are clearly con-

temporary with those of Rhegium with similar marks (p. 96). There is

no evidence that the money of Catana was continued after the end
of the second or the beginning of the first century b. c.

Centuripae was a city of the Sikels of some importance as a strong

place. No coins are known of it before the middle of the fourth

century, when, in common with many other Sicilian towns, it was
liberated from tyrannical rule by Timoleon (b.c. 339). It then restruck

the large bronze coins of Syracuse [obv. Head of Pallas, rev. Star-fish

between dolphins) with its own types :
—

Circ. B.C. 339.

Head of Persephone as on Syracusan KENTOPI PI NHN Leopard . M 12
medallions.

Between this time and that of the First Punic War, when it submitted
to Rome, no coins are known.
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Enna, in the centre of Sicily, stood on a fertile plateau, about three
miles in extent, on the lofty summit of a mountain defended on all sides

by steep cliffs. It was held to be one of the most sacred places in Sicily,

being the chief seat of the cultus of Demeter, and the scene of the rape
of Persephone. Its earliest coins are Ufrne of the period of early transi-

tional art.

r<.
'ire. B. c. 450.

Quadriga driven by Demeter. HENNAION Demeter with lighted
torch sacrificing at altar ....

M, Obol or Litra.

The bronze coins of Enna are of two distinct periods.

Circ. B. r. 340.

Head of Persephone.

A A M ATHP Head of Demeter wear-

ing corn-wreath.

Id.

ENNAI (in ex.) Goat standing in front

of torch between two ears of corn

M 1. 15
ENNAinN Head of sacrificial ox

with filleted horns . . . M i-

EN Two corn-grains . . . M -6

ENNAIfiN Demeter standing hold-

ing torch, and figure of Nike.

ENNAinN Triptolemos standing
naked, holding sceptre.
ENNAinN Head of Hermes.

Under the Romans after B. c. 258.

Grapes in wreath

Plough drawn by serpents .

Figure seated (1) before tree

. M .9

. M -9

. M -7

These statues of Demeter and Triptolemos, the former holding in her

hand a Victory, are mentioned by Cicero
( Verr., iv. 49).

The coins of Enna as a Roman Municipium, reading MVN. HENNAE,
are the latest which wo possess of the town. They bear the names
of M. CESTIVS and L. MVNACIVS II VIR[I, and among the remarkable

reverse-types are Hades in quadriga carrying off Persephone and Triptolemos

standing holding ears of corn.

Eutella, originally a Sicanian town, stood on a lofty summit in the

interior of the island on the river Hypsas. Its earliest coins are of

silver :
—

Female figure sacrificing.

Head of young Herakles in lion's skin.

Circ. B.C. 480-450.

EN IE A (uetrog.)

(river Hypsas)

ENT(retrog.) J.

ilan-headed bull

. . . M Litra.

M, Hemilitron.

In B. c. 404 the Campanian mercenaries who had been in the service of

the Carthaginians seized upon Entella, which they held for many years.
The following coins were struck under their occupation, but not until the

time of Timoleon. (Head, Syracuse, p. 36 note.) For other coins struck

by the Campanians in Sicily, see Aetna and Nacona.
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Circ. B. c. 340.

Head of Demeter in ; KAMPANnN Pegasos . . . ^ -8ENTEAAAC
corn-wreath.

ENTEAA . . Head of bearded Ares
in close fitting helmet, laur.

ENTEAA . . Close fitting helmet.

On some of the specimens struck in the name of the Campanians that

of Entella is wanting.

Pegasos or free horse.

^ -85

Id JE -8^

Period of Roman Dominion.

Head of Helios

ATPATINOY
magistrate's name eNTCAAlNuuN Female figure with

2)atera and cornucopiae

This magistrate's name also occurs on coins of Lilybaeum.

AZ -7

Eryx stood on the summit of a lofty isolated mountain at the north-

west extremity of Sicily. Here was the far famed Temple of Aphrodite
Erycina of Phoenician origin. In the archaic period Eryx would seem
from its coin-types to have been for a time dependent upon Agrigentum,
probably, like Himera, in the time of Theron.

Before circ. b. c. 480.

on Crab M, Drachms and Obols.ERVKINON (retrog.) Eagle
capital of column.

In the Transitional period the town appears to have been in close re-

lations with the neighbouring city of Segesta, for the reverse-type the dog is

common to the coins of both towns. Cf. also the unexplained termination
II B which occurs on coins of this city as well as at Segesta (see Segesta).

Circ. B.C. 480-415.

Head of Aphrodite facing.
Head of Aphrodite r., in sphendone.

ERVKINON (retrog.) Dog . A\ Oh6\.

IRVKAII[B Dog and three stalks of

corn Ai Didr.

EPYKINON or ERVKAIIB Female

figure sacrificing.

Circ. B.C. 415-400.

Quadriga, horses in rapid action.

Dog M Obol.

Aphrodite seated, holding dove.

Aphrodite seated, crowned by flying
Eros.

Aphrodite seated, drawing towards her
a naked youth (wingless Eros).

Head of Aphrodite r., in sphendone.

EPYKINON Aphrodite seated, holding
dove

;
before her a winged youth,

Eros [Gardner, Types Gr.C, PI. VI. 3]
M, Tetradrachm.

M. Litra or Obol.

Id.^

EPYKINON Dog

Dog on prostrate hare

M, Litra or Obol.

Dog . ^ 1 Lit. or 1 Ob.

Circ. B. c. 400-300.

During the greater part of the fourth century Eryx was in the hands
of the Carthaginians, and it is to this period that the coins with the
Punic inscr. "jlj^ belong.
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Head of Aphrodite 1.

Head of Pallas.

Punic inscr. Bull standing
Pegasos

M Obol.

M Didr.

The last type is due to the influence of the Corinthian coinage in
Timoleon's time.

There are also bronze coins which belong to the middle of the fourth

century.

EPYKlNnN Head of Zeus Eleuthe-

rios.

Trias. Bearded head.

Hexas. Id.

Aphrodite seated . . . . ^1-25
(Restruck on large M of Syracuse.)

Doer ... M 1-05
Id tE .8

This bearded head may be intended for that of the eponymous hero

Eryx.

After circ. B.C. 241.

Head of Aphrodite. ePYK I NnN Herakles standingM .85

In Roman times the sanctuary of Aphrodite Erycina was held in

great honour, a body of troops being appointed to watch over it, and
the principal cities of Sicily being ordered to contribute towards the
cost of its maintenance in due splendour.

Galaria {GarjlianoT). An ancient Sikel town about six miles to the
north of Agyrium, founded, according to Stephanus, by Morges, a Sikel
chief.

Before circ. B. c. 480.

SIOTER (retrog.) Zeus seated holding

eagle.

CAAA Dionysos standing, holding
kantharos and vine-branch ....

M Obol or Litra.

[Gardner, Types Gr. C, PI. IT. i, 2.]

Dionysos standing, holds kantharos
i

CAAARI-NON Vine-branch with
and thyrsos. grapes . . . . -di Obol.

Gela. After Syracuse and Agrigentum, Gela was the wealthiest city
in Sicily in early times. In the reigns of Hippocrates, B.C. 498-491,
and Gelon, B.C. 491-485, it extended its dominion over a large part of

the island. Gelon even made himself master of Syracuse, and trans-

ported thither a great portion of the population of Gela, after which its

prosperity began to wane.
The city stood at the mouth of the river Gelas,

'

immanisque Gela
fluvii cognomine dicta' [Aen. iii. 702), and the figure of this river in the
form of a rushing man-headed bull forms the type of nearly all its coins.

Before circ. b. c. 466.
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Quadriga, horses walking, -with Nike

floating above. On some specimens
the meta or goal, in the form of an

Ionic column, is seen behind the

horses.

Naked, horseman armed, with helmet,

wielding spear, horse prancing.

CEAA^ Fore-part of bearded man-
headed bull (Fig. 75) . M Tetradr.

CEAA^ Bull represented entire,

prancing r M Tetradr.

[Num. Chron., 1883, PI. IX.
3.]

The type of the first of these tetradraehms is agonistic, and alludes

perhaps to some Olympic or other victory of an ancestor of Gelon's.

The horseman is perhaps a local hero.

Similar horseman.

Horse with bridle
; above, a victor's

wreath.

Fore-jiart of Gelas.

CEAAS! Fore-jiart of man-headed
bull M Didr.

Similar JR Litra.

Wheel M Obol.

On some of the litrae the name is written CEAA, but this is an

abbreviation, as it is probable that the name of the river was Gelas, not

Gela, cf. the Akragas, the Hypsas, the Himeras, etc., etc.

After the expulsion from Syracuse of the dynasty of Gelon in B.C. 466,
the inhabitants of Gela, who had been forcibly removed to Syracuse,
returned to their native town, and from this time until its destruction

by the Carthaginians in B.C. 405 it enjoyed great prosperity.

Circ. B.C. 466-415.

Quadriga of walking horses, above

Nike or a wreath
;

in ex. often a

floral scroll, sometimes, a stork

flying.

[B. M. Guide, PL XVI. 22.]

TEAOION (retrog.) Similar,

CEAAC and later PEA AC Fore-part
of man-headed bull : beneath, some-

times an aquatic bird . JiX Tetradr.

SOCIPOAIC (retrog.) Female figure

placing a wreath on the head of the

bull Gelas M Tetradr.

[Num. Chron., 1883, PI. IX.
4.]

The goddess here called Sosipolis is the guardian divinity or Tyche of

the city. She is represented as crowning the river-god in return for the

blessings conferred by him upon the Geloan territory.

CEAAC Fore-part of man -headed bull

M, Litra or Obol.

Horseman armed with shield and spear.

Circ. B.C. 415-405.

TEAAC Fore-part of bull, Gelas; I Armed horseman r., horse walking . .

above, corn-grain. |

K wt. 27 grs.

[B. M. Guide, PI. XVI. 23.]

Similar. CnCIPOAIC Head of goddess, hair

in sphendone ... A wt. 18 grs.

The period immediately succeeding the defeat of the Athenians is
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that to which all these small Sicilian gold coins of Syracuse, Gela, and
Catana, weighing 27, 18, and 9 grs., undoubtedly belong.

Fig. 76.

TEAniON Winged Nike driving

quadiiga of walking horses, iu field

above, a wreath (Fig. 76).

Head of young river-god Gelas, horned
and hound with taenia. Around,
three river-fishes . . M. Tetradr.

The presence of the H on this and the preceding coin shows that they
belong to the last decade before the destruction of the city.

Armed horseman spearing prostrate rEAA[C Similar head of Gelas : the

foe. whole within a wreath
M, Didrachm.

Armed horseman striking downwards
j

FEAA^ Fore-part of man-headed bull

with spear. M Hemidrachm.

[Imhoof, Mon. Gr., PI. B.
2.]

rEAniON Winged or wingless Nike TEAAC (retrog.) Fore-part of man-

driving tj^uadi'iga of galloping horses;

above, an eagle flying with a serj^ent
in his claws. In ex., often, ear of

corn.

headed bull, Gelas. In field, often, a

corn-grain . . . . M Tetradr.

Tetradrachms such as the above, with the horses in high action,
resemble those struck at Syracuse after the final defeat of the Athenians,

signed by the artists Kimon, Euainetos, etc.

Head of young Herakles in lion's skin
;

symbol, astragalos.

Head of young river-god with loose

hair. Behind, corn-grain.

TEAA^ Head of young Gelas horned

and bound with taenia.

Head of young Gelas with floating

hair, sj'mbol, corn-grain.
Head of bearded Herakles.

rEAflinN Head of Demeter facing,
crowned with corn.

PEAninN Bearded human head of

river Gelas crowned M'itli corn

M Obol or Litra.

TEAA? River Gelas as a bull walk-

ing with head lowered

Trias, • • • -'E -65
Bull with lowered head

Trias, • • • ^ -75
TEAA^ Bull Gelas as on Trias

Uncia(?) ^ -45
FEAninN Bearded human head of

river Gelas crowned with corn

tE -65-45
Similar head of Gelas ^ -55

The corn-wreath and corn-grain which so often appear in conjunction
with the head of the river-god sufficiently indicate that to his beneficent
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influence the Geloans attributed the extraordinary fertility of their

plains. Even now the upper course of the Terranova is rich in woods,

vineyards, and corn-fields.

Circ. B.C. 340.

After an interval of more than half a century, during which the

prosperity of Gela was at a very low ebb, for it never recovered from
the ruin inflicted by the Carthaginians, it was recolonized B. C. 338, and
from this date until the time of Agathocles the town appears to have to

some extent regained its ancient prosperity, but it never again struck

large silver coins.

TEAAC Head of bearded Gelas

horned.

Free horse

JSi Trihemiobol, wt. i6'2 grs.

[Gardner, Types Gr. C, PI. VI. 38.]

EYNOMIA Head of Demeter, hair

in sphendone.

rEAfllflN Bull on ear of corn

M Diobol
(V).

The epithet EYNOMIA, here applied to the goddess Demeter, may be

compared with that of YPIEIA on a coin of Metapontum (see above,

p. 64).

Warrior holding a ram, which he is I Free horse M 1-05
about to sacrifice.

|

Subsequently Phintias of Agrigentum, B. c. 287-279, removed the

inhabitants of Gela to a new city called after himself, at the mouth of

the river Himeras, midway between Gela and Agrigentum. Gela never-

theless continued to exist, and struck bronze coins after the time of the

Roman conquest.
After circ. B.C. 241.

FEAninN Warrior slaughtering ram

^.85
Head ofyoung river-god Gelas crowned

with reeds.

Head of Demeter crowned with corn. Ear of corn . . .^^ -75

Heraclea Minoa. This city, which stood at the mouth of the river

Halycus, between Agrigentum and Selinus, was founded, according to

tradition, by the Cretan Minos. Subsequently it was colonized by a

body of Spartans (b. c. 510), who bestowed upon it the name of Heraclea.

Later on it fell into the hands of the Carthaginians and became indeed

one of their principal naval stations. At the close of the First Punic
War it passed under the dominion of the Romans. The Phoenician

name Pry>D W1, Resh Melkarth or Promontory of Herakles, is the

equivalent of the Greek Heraclea, to which also the original Cretan
name may have corresponded, Minos, Herakles, and Melkart, being but
three different forms of one and the same divinity.

The coinage of Heraclea belongs almost entirely to the time during
which the Carthaginians were most powerful in Sicily.

Circ. B.C. 409-241.

Head of Persephone crowned with
corn-leaves and surrounded by dol-

])hins. (Copied from coins of Syra-

cvise.)

Bearded male head laureate.

Punic inscr. as above. Victorious quad-

riga as on coins of Syracuse

M Tetradr.

Similar M. Tetradr.
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On some specimens this inscription is Pnpbu '^^1. The work is at
first very good but rapidly degenerates.

Circ. B.C. 340.

There was a short interval, probably in Timoleon's time, during which
Heraclea was recovered by the Greeks. It would appear from the

following coins that it received at this time a fresh body of colonists

from the town of Cephaloedium (Holm. Gesch. Sic, ii. 478). The legend
of thesecoinsis HPAKAEinTAN EK KEtDAAOl AIOY.

Head of young Herakles. Butting bull M -55

[Millingen, Anc. Coins, PL II. 11.]

Herbessus. There were two towns of this name in Sicily, one in the

Agrigentine territory, the other a Sikel town of more importance, a
little to the west of Syracuse. It is to this last that the coins are

usually attributed (Imhoof, 3Iou. Gr., p. 20).

Circ. B.C. 340.

EPBH^^I NnN Head of Sikelia. The head and neck of a bearded andro-

cephalous bull JE 1-2

Id. Eagle with closed wings looking back
at serpent JE 1-2

These coins belong to the age of Timoleon and are restruck over coins
of Syracuse with the head of Zeus Eleutherios.

Himera, on the north coast of Sicily, was an ancient Chalcidic colony
from Zancle, founded in the middle of the seventh century b. c. Of its

early history hardly anything is known. Its first coins, like those of
Zancle and Naxus, follow the Aeginetic standard (see p. 100).

Before circ. b. c. 482.

Cock (Fig. 77).

Cock.

Fig. 77.

Flat incuse square containing eight

triangular compartments, of which
four are in relief

vR Drachm, wt. 90 grs.

M. Obol, wt. 15 grs.
Hen in incuse square . . M, Drachm.

These coins occasionally bear the inscr. HI ME, and sometimes the

letters U, TV, or \\^[^, which remain unexplained. The cock, as an
emblem of Asklepios, refers to the healing properties of the thermal

springs near Himera. (Of. the coins of Selinus, on which the cock as an
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adjunct symbol has the same signification.) This bird, as the herald of

the dawn of day, is thought by Eckhel to contain also an allusion to the

name of the town, i\x4pa, an old form of rj^ipa (Plato, Cratyl., 74;
Plutarch, De Pj/fJi. Orac, xii.), but this is a very doubtful derivation.

Another unexplained word, I ATOM, is also found on early Himeraean
coins. This has been supposed to be a Greek rendering of an old

Phoenician name of Himera, ^i''^^ or S"*-

HIMERA Cock.

Circ. B.C. 482-472.

In B.C. 482 Theron of Agrigentum made himself master of Himera,
and in the next year, with the help of Gelon, gained a great victory over
the Carthaginians, who had blockaded him in the town. Theron and
his son Thrasydaeus for some years after this exercised undisputed sway
over Himera, and reinforced its population with a Doric colony. At the

same time the old Chalcidic (Aeginetic) coinage was abolished, and

money of Attic weight introduced, on which the crab was adopted for the
reverse type as a badge of Agrigentine dominion.

Crab M Didr. 135 grs.
M, Dr. 65 grs.

HIMERAION Astragalos . . . .

M Dr. 65 grs.
• • J& Hexas 1.2 grs.

The astragalos as a religious symbol may refer to the practice of

consulting oracles by the throwing of aaTpayakoi (Schol. ad Find, Tyth.,
iv. 337)-

Circ. B.C. 472-415.

Theron died in b. c. 472, and soon afterwards his son Thrasydaeus was
expelled. From this time until b. c. 408, the date of the destruction of
the town by the Carthaginians, Himera appears to have enjoyed a time
of uninterrupted prosperity.

Cock.

Astragalos.

Fig. 78.

IMEPAION Quadriga of walking
horses (Fig. 78).

IMERA (retrog.) Nymph Himera
standing facing, wearing chiton and
ample peplos.

[Imhoof, Mon. Gr., PL B. 3.]

Nymph Himera sacrificing at an altar,
behind her is a small Silenos washing
himself in a stream of water which
falls upon him from a fountain in

the form of a^lion's head ....
M Tetrad r.

PEAO't' Pelops driving chariot, horses

walking ; in ex. palm-branch with
bunch of dates . . . M Tetradr.
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The worship of Kronos at Himera is proved by a coin of the next

period; that of Pelops, whom Pindar calls Kpovios (01., iii. 41), falls

perhaps into the same cycle. The presence of Pelops "on a Himeraean
coin might also be explained as referring to the Olympic victory gained
by Ergoteles of Himera in B.C. 472 (Pind. 01., xii.), for Pelops was

especially revered as the restorer of the Olympic festival.

I ATOM Nymph Himera sacrificing, inNaked horseman ridingMEPAION
sideways on galloping horse field caduceus and corn-grainM Didr.

[Gardner, Types Gr. C, PI. II. 38.]

HI MEPAION Naked youth riding
on a goat and holding a shell, bucci-

num, which he blows.

Monster with bearded human head,

goat's horn, lion's paw, and curled

wing.
Bearded helmeted head.

Bearded head.

NIK A Nike flying, holding aplustreM iDr.

H I M E P A 1 N Naked youth on goat .

M Litra.

H I M E P A 1 N Two greaves M Obol.

HI ME Helmet . . . . M Obol.

Circ. B.C. 415-408.

Quadriga, horses in high action
; above,

Nike holding a tablet on which was
once the artist's name.

Nymph Himera sacrificing at altar
;

behind her, Silenos washing at foun-

tain M Tetradr.

[Gardner, Types Gr. C, PI. VI. 2.]

KPONO^ Bearded head of Kronos IMEPAinN Fubnen between two
bound with taenia.

, corn-grains yR Litra.

[Imhoof, Mon. Gr., PI. B. 4.]

IMEPAinN Head ofyoung Herakles Pallas standing facing, with shield and
in lion's skin. spear . . . . M, Obol or Litra.

Kronos was revered as an ancient king of Sicily at various places in

the island, of which one was probably at or near Himera (Diod. iii. 61).

Bronze. Circ. b. c. 472-415.

The bronze coins of Himera fall into two distinct series :
—

(a) Heavy class with marks of value.

Hemilitron. Gorgon head.
*, \ \

^ 4°^ g'^s.

Pentonkion. Id. \» \
M 274 grs.

Tetras. Id. \\\ HI ME PA (retrog.) .E 330 grs.

Trias. Id.
^'^

JR 253 grs.

*

(/3) Liyht class ivith marks of value.

Hermes (?) riding on goat. KIMAPA or IMEPA Nike flying

carrying aplustre.

M -8 Hemilitron with
* * *

,
/E -6 Trias with • • •

, and M -K Hexas with • •
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Circ. B.C. 415-408.

I M E Head of nym^jh Himera with

hair in sphendone ••••••
Head of nymph facing.

in wreath JE •6?,

I ME Crayfish ^•5
Of the above series of bronze coins the first, judging from the tetras,

yields a litra of 990 grs., while the second only yields one of less than

200 grs. At Agrigentum during the same period the litra appears to

fall only from 750 to 613 grs., and there even in the latter half of the

fourth century it stands as high as ^'^6 grs.

In the face of such contradictory evidence it is hazardous to draw

any conclusions from the weights of the bronze coins as to the various

reductions of the litra in Sicily. Cf. also the bronze coins of Panormus.

Thermae Himerenses. In B. c. 408 the old town of Himera was

utterly destroyed by the Carthaginians and the inhabitants partly put
to the sword and partly driven into exile. The remnant of the popula-
tion was, however, permitted to settle within the confines of the Hime-
raean territory, at the hot springs not far from the old city (Cic. Veri-., ii.

35). Here a new city grew up which was called Thermae or Thermae
Himeraeae. These thermal fountains were traditionally said to have
been opened by the nymphs at Himera and Segesta to refresh the

wearied limbs of Herakles on his journey round Sicily (Diod. iv. 23).
Hence the type of Herakles in repose.

Circ. B.C. 405-350
(?).

G E PM I T A N Female head in sphen-
done, around, dolphins.

OEPMITAN Head of Hera in pro-
file wearing stephaiios adorned with

fore-parts of griffins.

Victorious quadriga, horses In high
action M, Tetradr.

Herakles naked, seated on rocks over

which is spread his lion's skin

M Didr.

Head of Hera.

[B. M. Guide, PI. XXV. 26.]

OEPMITAN Head of Herakles .

M -6

Id M .75Head of Artemis
; behind, crescent.

After these coins there is a long interval, for Thermae does not appear
to have struck money again until after its capture by the Romans in the
course of the First Punic War,

Under Roman Dominion.

Head of bearded Herakles.

Id.

Veiled female head.

Head of City veiled and turreted.

After circ. b. c. 241.

OEPMITAN Three nymphs standing,
the middle one veiled.

M i-i

„ Veiled statue of City

holding cornucopiae
and patera . ^ -8

„ She-goat recumbent

OEPMITAN IMEPAinN Statue ol"

Stesichorus leaning on stafi" and read-

ing book ^ i-o
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Cicero (Ferr. ii. 35) mentions among the bronze statues which Scipio
restored to Thermae after the destruction of Carthage that of the City of

Himera,
' in muliebrem figuram habitumque formata ;' that of the poet

Stesichorus,
' erat enim Stesichori poetae statua senilis incurva, cum libro,

summo ut putant artificio facta
; qui fuit Himerae sed et est et fuit tota

Graecia summo propter ingenium honore et nomine,' etc.
;
and that of a

she-goat,
' etiam quod paene praeterii capella quaedam est scite

facta et venuste.'

It is interesting to find all these three statues copied on the latest

coins of Thermae.

Hipana. Polybius (i. 24) mentions a town of this name not far from
Panormus. The followino; archaic coin was struck there :

—
o

Circ. B.C. 480.

I PAN ATAN Eagle on capital of Dolphin and scallop-shell . iH Litra.

column,

A coin of Motya (q. v.) has very nearly the same types.

Hybla Magna. The largest of the three cities in Sicily which bore

the name of Hybla (Leake, Ahim. Hell., p. 60) stood on the southern slope
of Mt. Aetna, not far from the river Symaethus. No coins are known
to have been struck there until the period of the Roman dominion (see
also Megara Hyblaea).

After circ. B.C. 210.

Veiled female head wearing modius;
behind, a bee.

YBAA? MEFAAA^ Dionysos in long
robes holding kantharos and sceptre.

A she-panther jumps up to him .

JE -8

The head on this coin is that of the goddess Hyblaea (Pans. v. 23).

laeta (lalo). A Sikel fortress and town on a precipitous mountain,
about fifteen miles south-west of Panormus. Its coins belong to the

period of the Roman dominion.

After circ. B. c. 241.

Triskelis, in centre of which Gorgon-
eion

.
JE -85

lAITlNnN Standing figure leaning
on spear surmounted by
Phrygian helmet

^.85
„ Warrior standing

lAITlNnN in wreath ...MS

I A I T I NnN Head of bearded Hera
kles.

Bust of Artemis.

Head in helmet with crest, like a

mural ci'own.

Warrior standing.

Leontiui [Lentini) was an inland town about twenty miles north-west
of Syracuse. It was a Chalcidic colony from Naxus, founded before the

close of the eighth century B. c. Unlike the other Chalcidic colonies,

Naxus, Zancle, and Himera, it does not appear to have struck money on
K
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the Aeginetic standard its fii-st issues consisting of tetradrachms of Attic

weight, none of which can well be earlier than the beginning of the

fifth century.

Give. B.C. 500-466.

Inscr. UEONTINON, AEON, or AE (often retrograde).

Victorious quadriga.

Id. In ex. lion running.

Id. (Fig. 79.)

Naked horseman.

Lion's head, usually facing.

Lion's head to right.

Id.

Id.

Fig. 79.

Lion's head with open jaws, around

four corn-grains . . ^l Tetradr,

[B. M. Guide, PI. IX. 28.]

Female head with hair turned up and

wearing wreath . . . M, Tetradr.

Archaic head of Apollo laur., heneath,

running lion, and around three laurel

leaves JR Tetradr.

Lion's head and 'four corn-grainsM Didr. and Dr.

Corn-gi'ain . . M, Diob. and Obol.

Corn-grain
* * *

JR Hemilitron.

*
•

*
M, Pentonkion.

M, Hexas.

After passing successively under the dominion of Gelon and Hieron,
Leontini regained its independence in B. c. 466, and, like the rest of the
Sicilian cities, enjoyed an interval of repose and prosperity until B.C. 427,
when it became engaged in a struggle with Syracuse which ended, circ.

B. c. 423, in its reduction into a state of dependency on that city. The
coins which belong to this period are the following :

—
Circ. B.C. 466-422.

Inscr. UEONTINON, UEON, or AEON.

Fig. 80.
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Head of Apollo, laur., style progressing
from archaic to early fine.

Similar.

Lion's head as above.

Head of Apollo.

Lion's head with open jaws; around, four

corn-grains, or three onlj-, the fourth

being replaced by a lyre, tripod,

laurel-leafj river-fish, etc. (Fig. 80) .

M Tetradr. and Dr.

Corn-grain JR Litra.

Naked river-god, Lissus (?), holding
branch and sacrificing at altar, be-

hind, corn-grain . . . JR Litra.

Tripod between two corn-grains; be-

tween legs of tripod a lyre. Mark
of value ••• . . . Trias, .^ -55

From the above described coin-types it is abundantly evident that

Apollo was worshipped at Leontini as a sun-god and that his emblem
was the lion. It is also quite clear that the aspect under which this

lion-god was worshipped was that of a beneficent ripener of the crops.
The Leontine plain was renowned for its extraordinary fertility (Cic.

Ferr., iii. 18), and, after Apollo, Demeter was the divinity chiefly wor-

shipped there.

Circ. B.C. 340.

When Timoleon made himself master of Leontini there was a small

issue of Corinthian staters similar to those struck at Syracuse at the

same time.

Inscr. AEONTINON
Head of Pallas in Corinthian helmet.

Pegasos M Didr.

Not until Leontini by the fall of Syracuse fell into the hands of the
Romans did it begin again to strike money.

After circ.
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After B.C. 241.

Inscr. AIAYBAITAN or AIAYBAITAIC.

Head of Apollo.
Veiled female head in mural crown

within triangular enclosure.

Tripod (^ -55) or lyre {M -g).

Serpent coiled round tripod.

ATPATINOY nVOinN. . .

Mag.

This head has been thought to represent the Cumaean Sibyl whose
tomb Solinus states was one of the ornaments of the city. The magis-
trate Atratinus, whose name also occurs on coins of Entella, was

probably the one of the two quaestors of Sicily whose residence was at

Lilybaeum. The Atratini belonged to the Sempronia gens : with the

above inscr. cf. Cohen, lied. Cons. Sempronia 2. Lilybaeum continued

to strike money as late as the age of Augustus.

Longane. Diodorus (xxiv. 6) mentions a fortress, Longon, in the

territory of Catana. A river Longanus is also mentioned by Polybins

(i. 9) as being in the Mylaean plain (Holm. GescA. Sic, i. 345).

Circ. B.C. 466-415.

AOrrANAION (retrogr.) Head of Head of young river-god with short

Herakles. horns M, Litra.

Megara, a colony from Megara in Greece, was situated on the coast a

few miles north of Syracuse. At an early period the inhabitants re-

moved to the neighbouring Sikelian town of Hybla, which thenceforth

obtained the name of Megara Hyblaea.

Bust of Pallas.

After circ. B. c. 210.

I ME Bee. Trias M -65

The bee here, as well as on the coins of Hybla Magna, refers to the

famous Hyblaean honey (Virg. Eel., i. ^^).

Menaenum or Menae was an inland town founded by the Sikel chief

Ducetius B. c. 459, about eighteen miles west of Leontini. After its

conquest by Dionysius it appears to have been always subject to

Syracuse until the Koman conquest, when, like most other Sicilian towns,
it obtained the right of coining in bronze.

Period of Roman Dominion.

Head of Serapis, E or FT

Head of Apollo TT

Id.

Id.

Head of Demeter veiled.

Head of bearded Herakles.

Head of Hermea.

MENAINnN
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Zancle, Messana, Mamertiui. Zancle, on the straits of Messina, was
one of the earliest Chalcidic settlements in Sicily, founded according to

Thucydides (vi.4) from Cumae, and subsequently recolonized from Euboea.

Strabo, however, asserts (vi. p. 268) that it was a colony of Naxus. The
name is of Sikel origin and signifies a Sickle {hayKkov) ;

it was evidently

given to the locality on account of the configuration of the coast, the port

being there enclosed by a sickle-shaped bar of sand (Thucyd. vi. 4).

Like the other Chalcidian colonies, Rhegium, Naxus, and Himera,
Zancle began to coin at an early period on the Aeginetic standard.

Before B.C. 493.

Fig. 81.

DANK UE, DANK etc. Dolphin within

a sickle (the port of Zancle) .

[B. M. Guide, PI. IX. 29.]

Scallop-shell within an incuse pattern
of peculiar form (Fig. 81) .

M Drachm, 90 grs., Obol, 14 grs.,

\ Obol, 2 grs.

Circ. B.C. 493-480.

In B.C. 493 the town of Zancle was treacherously seized by a body of
Samians and Milesians from Asia Minor at the instigation of Anaxilas
of Rhegium (p. 92). The following remarkable tetradrachm of Attic

weight would -appear to belong to the time of the Samian occupation.
The very advanced style of the figure of the standing Poseidon (or Zeus)
on the obverse is quite conclusive against its attribution to a period before
B. c. 490, while, on the other hand, the name of Zancle probably precludes
its being of a later date than the death of Anaxilas in b. c. 476.

Fig. 82.

Naked Poseidon (or Zeus) with 1.

arm extended and r. arm raised and

grasping trident (or fulmen) ;
across

his shoulders hangs a chlamys.
Before him is a lofty altar adorned

• with honey-suckle pattern.

l^Num. Chron., 1883, PI. IX. 2.]

DANKUAION Dolphin 1., beneath,

scallop-shell (Fig. 82)
iR Attic tetradrachm 263-5
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after the death of Dionysius of Syracuse, when we find the town in a
condition to render assistance to Dion against the younger Dionysius.
About B. c, 282 the city was seized and all its inhabitants put to the

sword by a body of Campanian or Oscan mercenaries, who styled them-
selves Mamertini. The following bronze coins range in style from the

age of Timoleon to that of Agathocles.

rOCEIAAN Head of Poseidon lau- M E ^ S AN IHN Trident between dol-

reate.

PEAHPI A^ Head of nymph Pelorias

with flowing hair bound with corn.

Id.

MEC^ANinN Head ofyoung Hera-
kles iu Hon's skin.

phins . . M i-o

„ Naked warrior, Phe-

raemon, in fighting
attitude . ^ -95

„ Nike in biga M -85
Lion advancing with fore-leg raised,

above, club tE -85

Circ. B.C. 282-200.

The Mamertini derived their name from Mamers, an Oscan form of

Mars. Soon after their seizure of Messana they extended their dominion
over the greater part of north-eastern Sicily, and were, in a short time,

strong enough to maintain their independence, both against Pyrrhus and
Hieron II of Syracuse. They allied themselves closely with their Cam-
panian kinsmen who seized Rhegium in B.C. 271, and they were also

fortunate in obtaining the friendly aid of the Romans, with whom they
continued to enjoy, down to a late period, the privileges of an allied

city.
The coinage of the Mamertini is wholly of bronze. The following are

among the most frequent types :
—

Circ. B. c.

AA PAN Y Head of Adranos bearded,
in Corinthian helmet.

A P E ^ Head of young Ares laureate,
with short hair.

Head of young Herakles in lion's skin.

AlO? or AIO^ MES Head of

young Zeus laureate, hair long.
APEOC Head of young Ares.

Head of Apollo laur.

A I OS Head of Zeus.

Female head.

Head of Apollo.
Head of Artemis.

With marks of value.

Ilexas. fiiPEOt. Head of young Ares
'

282-210.
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Pentonkion. Head of Zeus.

„ Head of Ares.

„ Head of Apollo.

Reduced weight.

MAMEPTlNnN Warrior fighting .

or n
„ Dioskuros beside

horse P
„ Warrior standing

or seated P

Hemilitron. Fore-part of bull •MAMEPTlNnN

))
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after the death of Dionysius of Syracuse, when we find the town in a
condition to render assistance to Dion against the younger Dionysius.
About B. c. 282 the city was seized and all its inhabitants put to the

sword by a body of Campanian or Oscan mercenaries, who styled them-
selves Mamertini. The following bronze coins range in style from the

age of Timoleon to that of Agathocles.

r ? E I A AN Head of Poseidon lau-

reate.

PEAnPI At Head of nymph Pelorias

with flowing liair bound with corn.

Id.

MEttANinN Head ofyoung Hera-

kles in lion's skin.

MEttANinN

Lion advancing

Trident between dol-

phins . . ^ i-o

Naked warrior, Phe-

raemon, in fighting
attitude . M -g^

Nike in biga Jl] -85
with fore-leg raised,

above, club iE -85

Circ. B.C. 282-200.

The Mamertini derived their name from Mamers, an Oscan form of

Mars. Soon after their seizure of Messana they extended their dominion
over the greater part of north-eastern Sicily, and were, in a short time,

strong enough to maintain their independence, both against Pyrrhus and
Hieron II of Syracuse. They allied themselves closely with their Cam-
panian kinsmen who seized Rhegium in B.C. 271, and they were also

fortunate in obtaining the friendly aid of the Romans, with whom they
continued to enjoy, down to a late period, the privileges of an allied

city.

The coinage of the Mamertini is wholly of bronze. The following are

among the most frequent types :
—

AA PAN Y Head of Adranos bearded,
in Corinthian helmet.

A P E 1 Head of young Ares laureate,
with short hair.

Head of young Herakles in lion's skin.

AlOt or AlOS MEC Head of

young Zeus laureate, hair long.
APEOt Head of young Ares.

Head of Apollo laur.

A I OS Head of Zeus.

Female head.

Head of Apollo.
Head of Artemis.

Circ. B.C. 282-210.

MAMEPTlNnN

5?

Dog. . M -75

Eagle, wings open
on fulmen .

M i-o

M -85M -8
5)

Butting bull

iE i-o

Fighting warrior .

M .85
Hermes standing
with ram M -75

M AM E Warrior naked, standing .

^ -55

Omphalos . . . -^ -5

• • • -^ -455>

With marks of value. After circ. B.C. 210.

Hexas. N?EOt Head of young Ares
*

! MAMEPTlNnN Pallas armed .

M -9
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Pentonkion. Head of Zeus.

„ Head of Ares.

„ Head of Apollo.

Eeduced weight.

MAMEPTlNnN Warrior fighting .

or r
„ Dioskuros beside

horse P
„ "Warrior standing

or seated P

Hemilitron. Fore-part of bull
' MAMEPTlNnN Nike flying, hold

iug aplustre.

Head of Apollo

Trias.

Uncia
(1). '0)

Nike with wreath
and palm,

III

These coins belong to the same monetar}^ system as that which pre-
vailed at Rhegium. Their weights show a steady reduction in the

weight of the copper litra.

The occurrence of the head of the god Adranos on Messanian coins

shows that the worship of this divinity was not confined to the imme-
diate neighbourhood of his great temple on Mt. Aetna (cf. Plut., Tim. 12,

^Ahpavov deov rtpicojueVou Sta^epoWcos iv oKr) StKcAta), in the sacred enclosure
of which more than a thousand splendid dogs were kept, which, according
to Aelian (Hist. Afi., xi. 20), appear to have been the Mt. St. Bernard

dogs of antiquity, friendly guides to strangers who had lost their path.
Adranos was an armed god, and partook of the nature both of Ares and
of Hephaestos. His cultus was probably introduced into Sicily by the

Phoenicians, and he seems to be identical in origin with Adar or Moloch,
to whom the dog was also sacred (Movers, i. 340, 405).

Morgantina was a Sikel town of some importance, which lay in the

fertile plain watered by the upper courses of the river Symaethus and its

tributaries. Although Morgantina is often mentioned by ancient writers

we have no connected account of its history. Its coins may be classified

by style in the following periods :
—

Before circ. b. c. 480.

Bearded head bound with taenia. MORGANTINA (retrogi-.) Ear of corn.

M Litra.

Circ. B.C. 420-400.

MOPTANTlNnN Head of Artemis.

Head of Pallas,

facing.

Head of Hermes,

facing.

Naked horseman with spear JR Litra.

MOPTA . . . Nike seated on rocks,

holding wreath, beneath, corn-grain .

M Litra.

Similar type M Litra.

Bronze. Circ. b. c. 340.

MOPrANTiNfkN Head of Pallas in

richly adorned helmet, behind, owl.

Lion devouring stag's head, serpent
coiled beneath him . . . JE 1-05
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Head of Sikelia bound with myrtle

AAKO^ Head of Apollo laureate.

MOPrANTlNnN Eagle on serpent.

Tripod

M -8

M .6

Motya (i.e. spinning factory
—Schroeder, Fhoen. Sinache, p. 279) was a

Phoenician emporium on a small islet which lay off the west coast of

Sicily, about ten miles north of the Lilybaean promontory. The island

was united to the mainland by an artificial mole. Possessing a good
harbour, Motya rose to be the chief naval station of the Carthaginians,
and so remained until in B. c. 397 it was attacked by Dionysius, who

put all the inhabitants to the sword.

The coins of Motya, like those of the other Carthaginian settlements

in Sicily, are iinitated from the money of the Greeks, chiefly from the

coins of the nearest important town, Segesta, but also from those of

Agrigentum. The adoption of Agrigentine types at Motya may, how-

ever, be connected with the victory of Agrigentum over Motya mentioned

by Pausanias (v. 25, 2). Sometimes they bear the Punic inscr. i^illD^il,

sometimes the Greek MOTYA I ON.

Coins with Punic inscr. Circ. b. c. 480-420.

Eagle with closed wings.
Female head.

Id.

Id.

Crab M Tetradr.

Dog gnawing stag's head Al Didr.

Dog standing . . . . JR Didr.

Half man-headed bull M \ Obol.

Circ. B.C.

Head of nymph facing, around, dol-

phins.
Id.

Gorgon-head.

420-397.

Crab . M Didr. and Obol.

Palm-tree . . . M Obol.

Id ^Obol.

Trias. Gorgon-head • • •

Uncia
(?). Fore-part of horse.

Palm-tree ^ -8

Id . iE -4

Coins with Greek inscr. Archaic and Transitional.

Eagle on capital, serpent in beak.

Head of nymph, hair tied with cord

passing four times round it.

Head of nymph.

Dolphin and scallop . . . M, Obol.

Naked youth riding sideways on gallop-

ing horse ...... M, Didr.

Dog standing JR Didr.

Mytistratus was a strongly fortified place in the interior of the island,
between the modern Ilussumell and S. Caferina (Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 24).
Its coins are of bronze and belong to about the time of Timoleon.

Circ. B. c. 340.

Head of Hephaestos in conical cap.

Id.

MYTI Id.

VM in wreath
• • •

• • • Hemilitron, ^ i • 1 5

TVM Three rays or spokes of a wheel.

M -8

Free horse . M -6

The largest of these coins is usually restruck on large bronze of

Syracuse.

i
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Nacoua. The site of this town is unknown,
and belong to a good period of art.

Its coins are of bronze,

Before circ. b. c. 400.

NAKON[AION Head of njTnph, hair

gathered up behind and bound with

cord wound three times round it.

Id.

Young head with short hair, wearing
wreath.

Silenos riding on ass, holds kantharos

and thyrsos, • • • . Trias, iE -65

Goat, grapes, and ivy- leaf

N—A Kantharos • • •

Uncia, JE -5

Trias, JE -6

In the first half of the fourth century Nacona was held by Campanian
mercenaries who had come over to Sicily in B.C. 412, just too late to

help the Athenians against Syracuse. These soldiers of fortune, after

serving the Carthaginians for a time, subsequently settled at various

inland cities, among which, as we learn from the coins, were Nacona,
Entella, and Aetna :

—
KAMPANnN Head of Persephone

with wreath of corn.

Id.

Head of young Herakles in lion's skin.

NAK[nNH]C Pegasos, beneath, hel-

met .^ -75
NAKnNAinN Free horse, beneath,

helmet M 'j

N A Head of trident between dolphins.
JE i-o

Naxus was the most ancient Greek settlement in Sicily : it was a colony
from Chalcis and derived its name we may suppose from a preponderat-

ing contingent from the island of Naxos. Of the early history of this place
little is known, but between B.C. 498 and 476 it passed successively
under the dominion of Hippocrates of Gela and of Gelon and Hieron of

Syracuse. In B.C. 461 it seems to have recovered its autonomy, which
it retained until its destruction in B. C. 403 by Dionysius.

Before circ. B.C. 480. Aegineiic Standard.

Tig. 85.

Head of Dionysos with pointed beard
and ivy-wreath.

N AX I ON Bunch of grapes (Fig. 85).
M. Drachm, wt. 90 grs.M Obol, wt. 15 grs.

Some specimens of these early drachms of Aeginetic weight are
of extremely archaic style and seem to belong to a period not later

than the middle of the sixth century.
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Circ. B.C. 461-415. Attic standard.

Fig, 86.

Head of Dionysos, of early style, with

long beard and hair in bunch be-

hind bound with ivy-wreath (Fig.

86).

Id.

Id.

N AX I ON Bearded Silenos of strong

ai-chaic style, naked, with pointed
ear and long tail, seated on the

ground facing with head in profile ;

he holds a wine-cup with one hand

and leans on the other. M Tetradr.

„ Id. . . . M Drachm.

„ Bunch of grapes . . .

M Litr. or Obol.

Circ. B.C. 415-403.

Fig. 87.

Head of Dionysos bearded, bound with

broad band adorned with ivy-wreath

(Fig. 87).

NAilflN Head of Apollo, laur.
;

behind, laurel-leaf.

NAZID.N Head of young Dionysos

ivy-crowned.

N AZ 1 N Similar Silenos, but of softer

and more refined style, seated on the

ground, from which a vine springs ;

he holds thyrsos and kantharos .

M Tetradr.

Similar; to r. a term; sometimes with

artist's signature, PPOKAH^M Didr.

Naked Silenos seated, holding wine-skin,

kantharos, and branch of ivy ;
in front

a vine grows . . . . Al Tetradr.

In the Berlin Museum there is a coin which in style and type
resembles the coin with PPOKAH^, but instead of NAZinN it reads

NEOPOAI. It is supposed by Holm. (Gesck. Sic, ii. 433) that these pieces
were issued by the Naxians, after the destruction of their old town, at

Mylae, where they found a new home (Diod. xiv. 87).

A^^lNO^ Young horned head of

river-god Assinus.

Similar Silenos M \ Di-achm.
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Bunch of grapes

Similar

M Litr. or Obol.

M Litr. or Obol.

N AZ I nN Young head of river-god
Assinus crowned with vine-leaves.

NAZI Head of bearded Dionysos
crowned with ivy.

The river here called Assinus seems to be identical with the Asines

of Pliny (iii. 88) and the Acesines of Thucydides (iv. 25), the modem
Cantara.

Neapolis. See Naxos.

Fanormus {Pa!er}?io) was the most important of all the Phoenician

towns in Sicily. Its Greek name, however, is sufficient to show that here,

as everywhere else in Sicily, the Greek language was predominant at

least in early times. Before the great repulse of the Carthaginians at

Himera, in B.C. 480, no coins whatever were struck at Panormus. No
Phoenician people had in those early days adopted the use of money.
It was doubtless due to the victory of Gelon at Himera that the Greeks

were able to extend their language and civilization even to the Phoe-
nician settlements in the western portion of the island. Hence in the

Transitional period the coins of Panormus bear for the most part Greek

inscriptions.

Circ. B.C. 480-409.

PANOPMITIKON (retrogr.) Head
of Apollo, hair rolled.

PANOPMITIKON Head of Nymph.
Head of Nymph.
rANOPMO[C Head of young river-

god.

Slow quadriga, horses crowned by Nike.

M Tetradr.

Dog M Didr.

PANOPMOC Dog . .^Didr.
Forepart of man-headed bull . . . .

M Litr.

A few, however, have the Punic inscr.
'^^''!J (-/~), of which many ex-

planations have been offered, none of them thoroughly satisfactory.

Head of Nymph, hair turned up be-

hind under diadem. Inscr. pi* and
IIB.

Dog, in field above, head of Nymph
Ai Didrachm.

The word IIB occurs frequently on coins both of Segesta and Eryx.
Its juxtaposition on this coin with the equally unexplained Phoenician

ziz, looks as if it were a Greek transcript of the same word. The Due de

Luynes has suggested that it is the Phoenician name for the island

of Sicily [Biillefino Arch. Xaj). N. S. i. p. 171). See also Schroder [Phoen.

Spr., p. 278) and Friedliinder {Ntim. ZeiL, 1870, p. 26). It may, however,
be simply the Phoenician name for Panormus (Imhoof, 3Ion. Gr., p. 26).

Poseidon seated on rock with trident

and dolphin.

PV Similar.

Head of Nymph ; around, dolphins.

pi* Naked youth riding on man-headed
bull M Litr. or Obol.

PANOPMO^ Similar, ifl Litr. or Ob.

Poseidon, as above . M Litr. or Ob.

The signal successes of the Carthaginian arms in Sicily between B.C.

409 and 405, and the consequent influx of the precious metals from the

devastated Greek towns into Panormus, led to the coinage by the latter

of money on a far more liberal scale than before. The Greek language
now entirely disappears, but it is curious to note how from an entire
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lack of artistic originality the Phoenicians in Sicily were driven to copy
the types of the money of their enemies.

Head, usually of Persephone, copied
from coins of Syracuse of the best

period of art. Around, dolphins.
Head of Nymph with hair in sphen-

done.

Young male head, and dolphins.

Dolphin and scallop ;
mark of value.

Head of Nymph ; hair in sphendone.

After circ. B.C. 409.

Y'')i
Victorious quadriga

„ Dog standing

M Tetradr,

M Didr.

,, Free horse . . . . JR Didr.

,, Eagle devouring hare . JB, Litr.(])

„ Half man-headed bull . . . .

•

.

M Litr. or Obol.

Head of young river-god. „ Similar, or whole bull. Id.

The inscr. on the last described coins sometimes runs y!? T'VIU?

(money) of the citizens of Panormus
(?).

Bronze with marks of value.

The following bronze coins may be assigned to the latter part of the
fifth century:—
Hemilitron. p^f Cock.

Trias. „ Id.

Hexas. „ Id.

• • •

• • • ^•95

M-6

The weight of the litra, of which these coins are fractions, can hardly
be ascertained. The hemilitron yields a litra of 380 grs., while the trias

points to one of 604 grs.

Bronze without marks of value.

Circ. B.C. 400-254.

pX Boar running.
Head of Hera wearing Stephanos.
Head of Apollo laureate.

Man-headed bull

pV Id. above, sun

„ Pegasos . .

M.65
JE.8S
JE .7

Gold. Time of Pyrrhus.

The following little gold coins with the Greek letters PA in mono-
gram, if they be of Panormus, would seem to have been struck during the
temporary occupation of Panormus by the Greeks under Pyrrhus in
B. c. 276.

Head of Pallas in Corinthian helmet.
Head of Apollo.

PA (in mon.) Owl .

!j Lyre .

K 8-3 grs.
K 5-4 grs.

In
B._

c. 254 Panormus was captured by the Romans, under whose rule
it retained its municipal freedom, and remained for many years one
of the principal cities of the island.
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Bronze, with Greek inscr. TTANOPMITAN,

After B.C. 254.

Bust of Pallas.

Id.

Id.

Head of Zeus.

Ram standing over Janus' head.

Female head.

Hermes seated on rock.

Head of Persephone.
Heads of the Dioskuri.

Earn.

Head of Demeter veiled.

Head of Aphrodite in stephane.
Head of Zeus.

Head of Persephone . . . . M 1-05
Female figure standing with patera and

cornucopiae iE i-o

Triskelis with Medusa head in centre.

JE .95

Eagle on fulmen JE

Eagle mth spread wings . . JE
Altar JE

Flaming altar JE

Poppy-head and ears of corn . JE

Inscr. as above, in wreath . . JE
Id JE
Prow

'

. . JE

Dove JE
Warrior standing, holds patera JE

95
85
7

7

65

7

7

5

45
6

Later than the above is a series of coins with, on the reverse, the

Graeeo-Latin inscription TTOR (for P0RTVS1) in monogram. Odv. Heads
of Janus, Zeus, or Demeter. Still later is another series, obv. Head of

Zeus, rev. Military figui'e or front of Temple, accompanied by the
abbreviated names of Koman magistrates.

In the time of Augustus, Panormus received a Roman colony (Strab.
vi. 272). Its bronze coins continued to be issued for some time longer,

bearing the names of various resident magistrates, e. g. Man[ius] Acilius

Q[uaestor] ;
Axius Naso

; Q. Baebius ;
Cato

; Crassipes ;
Cn. Dom. Procos

;

Q. Fab.; L. Gn.
;
Laetor. II VI R ;

P. Terentius, etc. These coins follow

the Roman system, the As being distinguished by the head of Janus,
the Semis by that of Zeus, and the Qnadrans by that of Herakles. On
some specimens the inscription is written PANHORMITANORVM. The
heads of Augustus and Livia also occur.

Paropus {Collesano), (Polyb. i. 24) probably stood between Cephaloe-
dium and Himera. It coined in bronze during the period of Roman
dominion after the end of the First Punic War.

Head of Apollo laur,

After circ. B.C. 241.

PARnniNfiN Hunter standing, rest-

ing on spear ; beyond him a running
dog ^ -8

Fetra {Petralia), an inland town near the sources of the southern

Himeras. It was subject to Carthage until the end of the First Punic

War, after which it struck bronze money.

After B.C. 241.

Head of bearded Hei-akles. n€TP6lNnN Female figure standing
beside column ^ '75

Piacus, mentioned by Steph. Byz. as tto'Ais 2iKeAtas. The site is quite
unknown.
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Circ. B.C. 415-400.

PI AKIN [ON Head of young river-

god horned, and laureate. Between
the letters are the marks of value

Dog seizing a fawn by the throat

M -7 Hemilitron, wt. 70 grs.

(Imhoof-Blumer, Mon. Gr., p. 26.)

In style the head on this coin bears a striking resemblance to the

laureate head on the tetradraehms of Catana (B. M. Cat. Sic, p. 45, no. 25).
Piacus may have been situated somewhere in the vicinity of that town.
The river symbolized by the dog seizing a fawn may be one of the

torrents which descend at times from Aetna, perhaps the Acis.

Segesta, west of Panormus, was a non-Hellenic town in the district of

Sicily inhabited by the Elymi. It stood on the summit of an isolated

hill, skirted by a deep ravine, through which flows a torrent which

empties itself into the river Crimisus. According to a local tradition

the city owed its foundation to Egestos, the son of a Trojan maiden

Segesta by the river-god Crimisus, who met her in the form of a dog
(Serv. ad Aen., i. 550, v. 30).
From the earliest times the Segestans were engaged in continual

hostilities with the Selinuntines, doubtless concerning the boundaries of
their respective territories. These disputes gave occasion for the
Athenian intervention in Sicilian affairs, and subsequently to the great
invasion of the Carthaginians, upon whom Segesta became dependent
B.C. 409. The silver money of Segesta, notwithstanding the fact that
it was not a Greek city, affords but slight indications of barbarism,
unless indeed the words II B and II A are to be taken as such. It

ranges from the archaic period down to the time of the Carthaginian
invasion in B.C. 410, when it suddenly ceases. The Segestan coin-

types were copied both at Motya on the west and at Panormus on the
east of Segesta

Circ. B.C. 500-180.

Fig. 88.

Liscr. ^ATE^TAIIB, ^ETE^TAIIBEMI, etc., usually retrograde.
The word EMI may signify that the coins (didrachms) on which it

occurs are ' halves
'

of the tetradrachm, the principal silver coin in most of
the other Sicilian cities. But see Von Sallet's remarks (Z. f. K, i.

p. 278 sqq.), where he expresses his opinion that EMI here stands for

eiixC,'! am Segesta.' If, as some suppose, the Phoenician word X>)i=
the Gk. opixos or Panormus, then, when compounded with DETECT A, the

word II B (supposing it to be a Greek form of yii) may mean the 'port of

Segesta,' to rStv Atyeorecoi' e^iropLov (Strab. vi. 266, 272).
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T^pes :—
Head of Nymph Segesta of archaic

style with hair turned up behind

under her diadem (Fig. 88).
Head of Nymph facii)g.

Dog (river Crimisus), often accompanied
by symbols: Murex-shell or corn-grain.M Didr. and Litra.

Dog. Symbol : Wheel . JR Trihemiobol.

Circ. B.C. 480-415.

^ArECTAIIB or CETE^TAIIB
Head of Segesta, her hair variously

arranged, in sphendone or other-

wise.

Dog, river Crimisus
;

the head of

Segesta in field above . . M Didr.

Circ. B.C. 415-409.

Fig. 89.

^ETE^TAIIA Head of Segesta;
hair in sphendone, adorned with
stars. Symbol: Ear of corn (Fig. 89).

ETE^TAinN Youthful hunter naked,

accompanied by two dogs, his conical

cap falls back upon his shoulders
;

he holds two javelins and stands

with one foot resting on a rock.

Before him is a terminal figure .

M Tetradr.

Similar JR Tetradr.DETECT All B Victorious quadriga
driven by female figure holding
ears of corn, above, flying Nike.

Head of Segesta, hair in knot behind,
and bound by cord passing four

times round it. The whole in ivy
wreath.

ETE^TAION [or Clf4] Head of

Segesta, hair bound with cord passed
thrice round it, or enclosed in sphen-
done, or rolled up behind.

Head of Segesta, three-quarter face,

between two laurel boughs.

Forepart of dog.

Dog's head.

The young hunter on the beautiful tetradrachms of Segesta is

probably the river Crimisus, who, according to Aelian
(
Far. Hist., ii. ^'^),

was worshipped at Segesta in human form: Atyeoratoi 8e tov YlopiraKa koX

rov KpLixLcrdv koL tov TeA/xio-o-or iv avhpS>v dbet rt/>iwo-i. The Dog, his special

attribute, serves here to distinguish the figure. On the didrachms the

same river is symbolized by the Dog.
L

EfESTAION Dog standing; in front

a murex-shell JB, Didr.

^EfE^TAIlB Dog standing, some-

times beside stalk of corn, or devour-

ing head of stagM Didr.

JR \ Dr. and ^ Litra.

ETE^TAION Dog standing. Symbols :

Murex, gorgoneion . . . JR Litra.

^ErE around a large H . JR \ Litra.

• • M, Hexas.
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Beonze. Before b. c. 409.

Tetras. Head of Segesta.
Hexas. Id.

„ HEIA^ (retrogr.) Head of

Selesta.

Dog
Id.

Dog

• • • zE -8

• • (beneath, sometimes a weasel?)
M -8-65
^-65

From the weights of these coins we can form no idea of the real

weight of the copper litra, as the tetras of which the weight is 132 grs.

yields a litra of 396 grs., while the hexas (wt. 86 grs.) yields one of

516 grs. Cf. B. M. Cat. Sic, p. 136.

After B.C. 241.

For more than a century and a half Segesta was a mere dependency of

Panormus, and struck no money whatever, unless indeed we suppose
that the didrachms with Segestan types and the Punic legend ziz, here

described under Panormus, were struck at Segesta.

When, however, after the end of the First Punic War, Segesta had

passed under the dominion of the Romans, it obtained once more the

right of coinage, though only in bronze. The Segestans now made the

most of then- traditional Trojan descent, claiming relationship with the

Romans on this ground,
'

Segesta est oppidum pervetus in Sicilia quod
ab Aenea fugiente e Troia atque in haec loca veniente conditum esse

demonstrant. Itaque Segestani non solum perpetua societate atque
amicitia, verum etiam cognatione se cum populo Romano conjunctos esse

arbitrantur
'

(Cic. Verr., iv. ^;^).

Head of Segesta veiled and turreted.

Id.

Id.

ETE^TAinN Similar.

^EfECTAinN Aeneas carrying An-
chises . . .MS

„ Warrior standing .

^.85
„ Warrior beside horse.

^.75
Id ^ -7

Under Augustus we find Segesta still in the enjoyment of the right of

coinage (B. M. Cat. Sic, p. 137); but it is probable that there was a
considerable interval between the cessation of the autonomous and the

commencement of the Imperial series.

Selinus (SeAti^o'ets, ^eXtvovs), the most western of all the Greek cities

of Sicily, stood near the mouth of the river Selinus and a few miles west
of that of the Hypsas. It derived its name from the river, which in its

turn was called after the wild celery, ai\ivov (apium graveolens), which
gi-ew plentifully on its banks. As an emblem of the worship of the
river, the Selinuntines adopted from the fii'st the leaf of this plant as the

badge of their town, aviifiokov ?) irapdarjixov r?/? TTo'Aeo)? (Plut. Pj/tk Orac,
xii.), placing it upon their coins, and dedicating, on one occasion, a
representation of it in gold in the temple of Apollo at Delphi
(Plut. /. c).
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Before circ. B.C. 466.

Fig. 90.

Selinon leaf (Fig. 90). Incuse square triangularly divided into

eight or more parts . . . M, Didr.

Selinon leaf. Selinon leaf in incuse square, letters

SEA!, sometimes in the corners .

M Didr.

Obols or Litrae and smaller coins also occur.

Circ. B.C. 466-415.

In the great Carthaginian invasion of Sicily in B.C. 480, Selinus

appears to have sided with the invaders (Diod. xi. 21). During the

period of general prosperity which followed the expulsion of the tyrants,
B. c. 466, Sehnus rose to considerable power and wealth, xpw'^to- t exovcrt
TO. jxkv Ihia, TO. 8e koI iv rots tepot? Icrrt X^Xlvowtlols (Thuc. vi. 2o). It must
have been quite early in this period of peace that Selinus was attacked

by a devastating pestilence or malaria, caused by the stagnant waters in

the neighbouring marsh lands (Diog. Laert. viii. 2, 70). On that occasion
the citizens had recourse to the arts of Empedocles, then at the height of his

fame, which was noised abroad through all Sicily. The philosopher put
a stop to the plague, it would seem, by connecting the channels of two

neighbouring streams, koI KaTajxi^avra yXvKavat tol pevixara (Diog. Laert.

1. c). In gratitude for this deliverance the Selinuntines conferred upon
Empedocles divine honours, and their coin-types strll bear witness to the

depth and lasting character of the impression which the purification
of the district made upon men's minds. The coins of this period are as

follows :
—

Fig. 91.

SEAINONTION' Apollo and Artemis

standing side by side in slow quad-
riga, the former discharging arrows
from his bow (Fig. 91).

C EA I N S The river-god Selinus naked,

with short horns, holding patera and

lustral branch, sacrificing at an altar

of Asklepios, in front of which is a

cock. Behind him on a pedestal is

the figure of a bull, and in the field

above a selinon leaf . . M Tetradr.

L 2
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Apollo is here regarded as the healing god, aXe^UaKos, who, with his

radiant arrows, slays the pestilence as he slew the Python. Artemis
stands behind him in her capacity of dX^iOvia or a-ocohiva, for the plague
had fallen heavily on the women too, &ctt€ koL ras ywoLKas bvaroKelv (Diog.
Laert. 1. c). On the reverse the river-god himself makes formal libation

to the god of health in gratitude for the cleansing of his waters, while

the image of the Bull symbolizes the sacrifice which was offered on the

occasion.

^EAINONTION Herakles contending
with a wild bull which he seizes by
the horn, and is about to slay with
his club

[Gardner, ^Ti/pes, PL II. i6, 17].

HYvl^AC PdverHypsas saci'ificiugbefore

altar, around which a serpent twines.

He holds branch and patera. Behind

him a marsh bird (stork) is seen

departing. In field, selinon leaf .

M Didr.

Here instead of Apollo it is the sun-god Herakles, who is shown strug-

gling with the destructive powers of moisture symbolized by the Bull,

while on the reverse the Hypsas takes the place of the Selinus. The
marsh bird is seen retreating, for she can no longer find a congenial home
on the banks of the Hypsas now that Empedocles has drained the lands.

EYPYMEAOSA (retrogr.) Head of

Nymph Eurymedusa wearing sphen-
done. Behind her, a stork.

CEAINOS! (retrogr.) Head of young
river-god Selinus with bull's ear and
horn. Behind, selinon leaf

JR Drachm.

Eurymedusa appears to have been a fountain-nymph, for one of the

daughters of Achelous was so called (Preller, Gr. Myth., 2nd ed. ii. 392,
note 2).

Nymph or goddess seated on a rock 1 CEAINOE^ Mandieaded bull; above,

receiving to her bosom an enormous sometimes, selinon leaf

serpent, which stands coiled and iR Litra or Obol.
erect before her, I

The obverse of this coin represents perhaps the goddess Persephone
visited by Zeus in the form of a serpent (Eckhel, ii. p. 240). The Bull
on the reverse is supposed by Eckhel to be the tauriform Dionysos, the

offspring of the union of Persephone with the divine serpent ;
but it

seems to be more in keeping with the other Selinuntine coin-types to

suppose that the river Selinus is here symbolized.

Circ. B.C. 415-409.

CEAINONTION Nike driving quad-
riga, horses iii high action. In

exergue, ear of corn, and in field

above, a wreath.

^EAINONTION Eiver-god sacrificing,
as on the earlier tetradrachms

M Tetradr.

The didrachms of this period resemble in type those of the Transitional

period.

Head of Herakles bearded or beardless CEAINONTION Victorious quadriga,m profile or three-quarter face. horses in high action : above, selinon

leaf M\ Drachm.
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Bkonze.

Trias. Head of young river-god. |

Selinon leaf •*. . iE -75. wt. 138 grs.

The weight of the Litra according to this coin would be 552 grs.

Selinus was destroyed by the Carthaginians B.C. 409, and although the

Selinuntines are from time to time mentioned in later ages, the city was
never again in a position to strike its own coins.

Silerae. The site of this town is quite uncertain, nor is it even
mentioned by any ancient author. Its rare bronze coins belong to the

time of Timoleon.

Circ. B.C. 340.

SIAEPAinN Fore-part of man-
I
?IA Naked warrior charging . . .

headed bull.
j

J^ i-i and -75

Solus was a Phoenician town of no great importance some twelve
miles east of Panormus. Although it was always a dependency of

Carthage, some of its coins bear Greek inscriptions and betray the all-

pervading influence of Greek religious ideas. The earliest Soluntine coin

at present known is a didrachm copied slavishly from one of the coins of

Selinus described above.

Before circ. B.C. 409.

Herakles contending with bull. ^OAONTINON River-god sacrificing.

Symbols : Seliuou leaf and stork .

M Didi-.

NnD3 Tunny-fish . . . . M Obol.

Bow and case . . . JR Obol.

Cock.

Hermes seated, in front caduceus.

The word Kfra (Kaphara, village) is supposed to be the Phoenician

name of Solus.

Circ. B.C. 405-350.

Head of Herakles in lion's skin.

Id.

tOAONTlNON Similar.

Head of Pallas facing.

N1S3 Hippocamp M
•'j

No inscr. Tunny-fish . . . . JE -^

N"iSD Crayfish
* * '

Hemilitron .

JE -8, wt. 116 grs.

,, Id. • . . Trias JE
•>],

wt. 69 grs.

„ Naked archer kneeling . JE -55

Circ. B.C. 340.

Head of Persephone in corn-wreath.

N-3 Head of Pallas in close helmet.

N1D3 Man-headed bull JE 1—8
Prancinff horse and caduceus . JE -8

After the fall of Panormus, Solus passed under the dominion of the

Romans. We then hear of it as a municipal town under the name of

Soluntium.
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After B.C. 241.

COAONTlNuuN Head of Poseidon .

^•85
Wreath . . M -g

Naked warrior .

M
„ Sepia . . . Jt,

Tunny-fish M
Id JE

COAONTINnN
•1

•5

•5

55

Prancing horse -^ -5

Head of Pallas.

Id.

Head of Poseidon.

Id.

COAONTlNuuN Dolphin.
Male head with earring and pointed

beard.

Id.

Stiela or Styella, described by Steph. Byz. (s.
v. 2TveXXa) as a fortress

of the Sicilian Megara. Leake (N'?m. Hell., p. 70) places it near the

mouth of the river Alabon, which flows into the Megarian gulf.

Circ. B.C. 415-405.

Young male head laureate, in front, CTIA Forepart of man-headed hull

bi-anch of selinon
(?).

JR Drachm and | Drachm.

The head on these coins, although not horned, is probably intended for

a river-god. In expression it is quite unlike a head of Apollo, and may
be compared with certain similar heads on coins of Catana.

Forepart of man-headed bull. CTIEAANAIO Young male figure

sacrificing at altar JR

(Millingen, Considerations, p. 143.)

Syracuse. The earliest coins of Syracuse belong to the time of the

oligarchy of the Geomori or Gamori, who, as their name implies, were
the legitimate descendants of the first colonists among whom the lands
had been allotted. We cannot assign these coins to an earlier date than the
latter part of the sixth century, before which time Syracuse (like Athens
before Solon's time) must have used the money of some other state.

Before circ. b. c. 500.

Fig. 92.

Incuse square divided into four parts.

In the centre the head of a nj^mph or

goddess of archaic style. M. Tetradr.

Similar M Didr.

^VRApO^ION or 5VRA Slow quad-
riga (Fig. 92).

Horseman I'iding one and leading
a second horse.

These are probably the earliest examples of coin-types referring to

agonistic contests. That they do not, however, allude to any particular
victory in the games is evident from the way in which the types are
from the first made subservient to the denominations of the coin; thus
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the quadriga is made use of to indicate a Tefradrachm, while two horses

stand for a Bidrachm, and a man riding a single horse is the distinctive

type of the Drachm.

The head in the centre of the reverse may be assumed to be that

of the presiding goddess of the island of Ortygia, Artemis, who is

identified with the water nymph Arethusa, although on these early

specimens the head is not accompanied by the dolphins which on later

coins symbolize the salt waves of the harbour surrounding the island ol

Ortygia in which the fountain of Arethus'S, gushed forth.

Circ. B.C. 500-478.

To this period, which terminates with the death of Gelon, may be

attributed the following:—

i -.

:^A

Fig. 93.

CYRApOtlON' 1 Female head sur-

^YRAKO^ION
\
rounded by dolphms.

Id.

CYRA Female head.

Female head.

Id. (no dolphins).

Quadriga with Nike above (Fig. 93) .

M Tetradr.

Man riding one and leading a second

horse

[Gardner, T^jpes, PI. II. 7, 1 1] M Didr.

Horseman ^ Drachm.

Sepia iilLitra.

^YRA Wheel . . . . M Obol.

In the year B.C. 480 Gelon gained his famous victory over the

Carthaginians at Himera, and, by the intervention of his wife Demarete,
concluded a peace with his vanquished foes, the conditions of which
were so much more favourable than they had been led to expect, that in

gratitude they presented Demarete with a hundred talents of gold, from
the proceeds of which were struck, circ. B. c. 479, the celebrated Syracusan
medallions, or properly speaking Pentekontalitra (or Dekadrachms), sur-

named Bemareteia (Diod. xi. 26).

Fig. 94.

^YRAKOCION Head of Nike crowned Slow quadriga, the horses crowned by
with olive, around, dolphins (Fig. 94). flying Nike. In ex. a lion. M Dekadr.
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In the issue of these magnificent coins immediately after a great

victory, which for the Sicilian Greeks was an event fully as momentous
as the contemporary victories over the Persians at Salamis and Plataea

were for the people of Greece proper, it might well be thought that they
would have been made in some way commemorative of the occasion, and
it has consequently been suggested that the Lion on the reverse may be

a symbol of Libya, as it certainly is on some Carthaginian coins. But it

may be contended that, if any allusion to the vanquished Carthaginians
had been meant, it would surely have been contained in the principal

type and not in a mere adjunct symbol. The head of Nike and the

victorious quadriga both refer to agonistic victories and not to victories

in war. The Lion may consequently be taken in connection with the main

type as symbolizing the god in whose honour the games were held, who
may therefore in this instance have been Apollo. (Cf. the contemporary
coins of Leontini where the Lion is the constant symbol of that God.)

Besides the dekadrachm there is a tetradrachm and an obol of this

coinage. (Head, Coinage of Si/racnse, PI. I. ii, I2.)

Circ. B.C. 480-415.

Fio. 95.

The earlier coins of this period, which have been elsewhere attributed

by me [ojh cit. p. i o) to the reign of Hieron, are distinguished by the sea-

monster or instnx, which replaces the lion in the exergue of the reverse.

If the lion symbolized games held in honour of Apollo, the pistrix in a
similar way may have indicated Poseidon as the divinity in whose name
the contests took place. The tetradrachms with the pistrix are of a
somewhat hard style, which is characteristic of the early transitional

period. The hair of the goddess on the obverse is variously arranged on
different specimens, but is usually bound with a plain cord or fillet.

Fig. 96.

During the Democracy which succeeded the expulsion of the Gelonian

dynasty in B.C. 466, the tetradrachms of Syracuse exhibit a greater
freedom of style and variety of treatment than had been previously usual

(Figs. 95-97)- The head of the goddess assumes larger proportions, and
the surrounding dolphins are less formally arranged and less conspicuous.
The hair of the female head is sometimes confined in a sphendone, some-
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times in a bag or saccos, and sometimes gathered up and bound by a cord

passing four times round it. (Cf. B. M. Guide, PL XVII. ^^, 36.)

Fig. 97.

It is in this period that the coinage of bronze commences at Syracuse.
CYPA Head of nymph.

|

.•, Sepia Trias M -6—^

Circ. B.C. 415-405.

It is probable that, after the destruction of the Athenian armaments
B.C. 412, great reforms were effected in the coinage of Syracuse. One of
these appears to have been the institution for the first time of a coinage
in ffold.

Head of Herakles in lion's skin

[B. M. Guide, PI. XVII. 39.]
CYPA Head of Pallas.

CYP A Quadripartite incuse square with
female head in centre . K wt. 1 8 grs.

Aegis on which Gorgon head ....
K wt. 1 1 grs.

?YPA Quadratum incusum Avith wheel
in centre A wt. 9 grs.

1 or the value in silver of these gold coins, see my Coinage of Syracuse, ^.\'j.

Head of Pallas.

Fig. 98.

Another innovation which must also have been introduced about this

time was that the die-engraver was permitted to place his name on the
coins (Fig. 98 and B. M. Guide, PL XVII. 40, with artist's name EYM HN Y).
This shows that the beauty of the State currency was now regarded as a
matter of public interest. The list of Syracusan die-engravers is given
p. 100. The tetradrachms now become highly ornate in style and great
variety is apparent in the arrangement of the hair of the goddess on the

obverse, while on the reverse the horses of the chariot now no longer
walk, but are in high action, galloping or prancing.
About this time the letter n begins to be seen on coins of Syracuse and

other Sicilian towns. We can fix no exact date when it came into
universal use, but for convenience sake we may be allowed to attribute
all coins with SYPAKOCION to the period before the accession of Diony-
sius, B.C. 405. Those with ^YPAKOCinN would be for the most part
subsequent to that date.

A new type for the drachm was introduced about this time :
—
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CYRAKOtlON Head of goddess with

dolphins.

AEYKA^PIC Hero naked, armed with

helmet, shield, and sword, charging
to r M, Drachm.

Leucaspis was a native Sicilian hero, who, according to Diod. (iv. 23),

was one of the leaders of the Sicanians slain by Herakles on his passage
from Syracuse across the centre of the island. A later variety of this

drachm recurs in the next period.

Circ. B.C. 405-345.

To the time of Dionysius and his successors must be classed the finest

of all the Syracusan coins both in gold and silver.

CYPAKOCION Head of goddess.
SYPAKOCinN Young male head

(river Anaj)us *?).

Fig. 99.

Herakles and lion (Fig. 99). N. 90 grs.
SYPAKOCinN Free horse. ^ 45 grs.

[Imhoof, Mon. Gr., PI. B. 13.]

If the proportionate value of gold to silver was at this time as i : 15 as

has been supposed (Head, Coinage of Sp-acvse, p. 79), these coins must
have passed as pieces of 100 and 50 litrae respectively.

tfe'

Fig. 100.

Head of Persephone crowned with
corn-leaves and surrounded hy
dolphins. Beneath, in faint cha-

racters

name).

EYAINETOY (engraver's

^YPAKOCinN Victorious quadriga
in exergue, AOAA, helmet, thorax,

greaves, and shield (Fig. 100) .

yRDekadr. 667-5 grs.

#

\

Fig. ioi.
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Female head witli hair in net
; around,

dolphins, signed K I MflN
Similar (Fig. loi) M Dekadr.

Of these two magnificent dekadrachms the one which is signed by
Euainetos is the chef cVmivre of the art of coin-engraving, and as such it

seems to have been generally recognized in antiquity, for it served as

a model not only for the coins of many other Sicilian towns (e. g. Panor-

mus, Centuripae, etc.), but for some coins in Greece proper, such as those

of the Opuntian Locrians [B. M. Guide, PI. XXII. 24].

Among the many beautiful Syracusan tetradrachms of this age the

following by Kimon and Eukleides are the most striking :
—

Fig. 102.

APEGO^A Head of Aretliusa facing,

her hair floating in loose locks,

among which dolphins are swim-

ming. On the band across her

forehead the artist's name K I MHN.

CYPAKOCinN Quadriga; above,Nike:
in exergue, ear of corn (Fig. 102) . .

M Tetradr.

Fig. 103.

Persephone with torch, driving vic-

torious quadriga : in exergue, ear of

corn (Fig. 103) . . M, Tetradr.

CYPAKO^inN Head of Athena

facing, in richly adorned helmet

with crest and feathers. On it the

artist's name EYK AEI AA, around,

dolphins.

There are many other fine tetradrachms of this time, both with and
without the names of artists (Head, Coinage of Syracuse, PI. V.), also the

followino- drachms :
—

Head of Athena facing, as on coin by
Eukleides

[Gardner, Types, PI. VI. 40, 35.]

^YPAKO^inN Leucaspis with helmet,

spear, and shield, in fighting attitude

before an altar. In front, a dead ram.

M, Drachm.

The half drachms repeat for the most part the types of the tetra-

drachm. On the smaller coins the sepia still distinguishes the litra, and
the wheel the obol.
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Head of nympb.
Id.

Id.

?YPAKO^I[nN Id.

Bbonze Coinage.

Stai- in quadripartite inc. sq. . M -6^
SYPA Wheel and two dolphins. M -65

„ Sepia M -6

Trident ^ -45

Circ. B.C. 34.5-317.

In B. c. 345 Timoleon of Corinth, under the special protection of the

great goddesses of Sicily, Demeter and Persephone, left his native land

to fulfil his divine mission of liberating Sicily from her tyrants (Plut.,
Tim. 8

;
Diod. xvi. 66), The democratical form of government was now

re-established at Syracuse. At the same time an entirely new currency
was issued, wherein electrum supplanted the pure gold previously in

circulation. By this change the State effected a saving of some 20 per
cent. (Head, op. cit., p. 26). The Corinthian silver stater, equivalent in

value to an Attic didrachm, was also substituted for the tetradrachm as

the principal silver coin.

Electrum Coinage.

Fig. 104.

CYPAKO^inN Head of Apollo.

Head of Apollo. [B. M. Guide, PI.

XXVI. 34]
lEY^ EAEYOEPIOC HeadofZeus.

[B. M. Guide, PL XXVI. 35.]

Head of Apollo.

Head of Arethusa. Sepia .

Silver Coinage.

CniElPA Head ofArtemis (Fig. 104).
EL. 1 1 2-5 grs.= ioo litr.

CYPAKO^inN Tripod
EL. 56-2 grs.= 5o litr.

,, Pegasos • • • .

EL. 33-7 grs.= 30 litr.

Lyre
EL. 28-12 grs.= 25 litr.

EL. 11-25 grs.= io litr.

Fig. 105

lEYC EAEYOEPIOC HeadofZeus

SYPAKOCinN Head of Pallas in

Corinthian helmet without crest.

SYPAKO^inN Pegasos. [Imhoof,
Mon. Gr., PI. B. i6]

JR Stater 132 grs.= io litr.

Pegasos (Fig. 105)M Stater 135 grs.= io litr.
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Head of Arethusa with dolphins.
Head of Kyane ; symbol, lion's head

(mouth of fountain).
Head of Arethusa.

Head of Kyane (symbol, lion's head).
Id. Id.

Head of Pallas facing.

Janiform female head laureate.

Pegasos

Pegasos

Half Pegasos
Id

Sepia .

Horseman
Free horse

M 40-5 grs.
= 3 litr.

M 40-5 grs.= 3 litr.

M. 20-25 grs.= i| litr.

M, 2025 grs.= i| litr.

^13-5 grs.= i litr.

^ 33-75 gi's-
= 2| litr.

^27 grs.= 2 litr.

The prevalence of the Pegasos as a Syracusan type is of course owing
to the influence of the money of Corinth. The head of Zeus Eleutherios

and the free horse speak for themselves as symbols of freedom and

democracy.
Another important reform which seems to have been introduced by

Timoleon was the issue of bronze coins of substantial weight and having
an intrinsic value in themselves, although still perhaps representing a

value somewhat greater than their weight. These heavy bronze coins

were probably struck to meet a demand for money in the Sikel districts

of Sicily which, by Timoleon's means, were brought into direct and

frequent intercourse with Syracuse.

Beonze Coinage.

Inscr. CYPA or CYPAKO^inN.

Head of Pallas in Corinthian helmet.

Id.

Head of bearded hero, Archias, in

Corinthian helmet.

Head of Persephone.
Head of Aphrodite.
Head of Anapus facing.
Female head.

lEY^ EAEYOEPIO^ Head of Zeus.

Id. [Imhoof, Mon. Gr., PI. B. 17.]
Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.
[Imhoof, op. cit., Pi. B. 18.]

[Imhoof, ojj. cit., PI. B. 19 and 20.]

Head of Kyane (?) facing.
Head of Apollo.

[lEYC EA]AANlO[t] Head of Zeus.

[Imhoof, op. cit., PI. B. 21.]
Head of Apollo. [Imhoof, o]). cit.,

PL 22.]

Star-fish between two dolphins JE I'l^
Sea-horse ....... yE -8

Pegasos and dolj)hin . . . JE 1-05

Pegasos JE -85
Half Pegasos JE -6

Half Pegasos JE, -65

Dolphin and scallop . . . JE 'j

Free horse JE I'O

Half Pegasos ^ -95
Fulmen M •95—65
Sepia ^ -65
Swastica JE -g

Shell
; around, three dolphins, or sepia.

JE 7
Id ^ -55

Pegasos M -^

Dog barking JE
'"j

Dog lying, head reverted JE 6

The head of Archias as Oekist of Syracuse is most appropriate at the
time of Timoleon's recolonization. With regard to the river Anapus and
the fountain Kyane, see Aelian (Far. Hist., xxxiii.).

The largest of these Syracusan bronze coins were extensively used in

Sicily, chiefly by the Sikel towns, as blanks or flans on which to strike

their own types.
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Reign of Agathocles, B.C. 317-289.

The coins struck while Agathocles was ruler of Syracuse do not all

bear his name. They fall into three periods, as follows :
—

I. B.C. 317-310. Gold. Attic drachms, tetrobols, and diobols.

Silver. Tetradrachms, staters (Corinthian), and drachms.

Bronze.

All reading ^YPAKOCinN and without the name of Agathocles.

n. B.C. 310-307. Gold. Stater reading ATAOOKAEO^.
Silver. Tetradr. „ CYPAKO^inN -ATAOOKAEIO^.

„ KOPA?—ATAOOKAEIO?.
„ KOPAC—ATAGOKAEO^.

Bronze coins CYPAKOSinN.

III. B.C. 307-289. Gold. Staters (wt. 90 grs.) reading—
AfAOOKAEOC BA2IAE0S.

Bronze coins with same inscr.

Silver. Corinthian staters of reduced weight.

Period I. Circ. B.C. 317-310.

Gold and Silver. Attic Weight.

Fig. 106.

Head of young Ares (V) laureate.

[B. M. Guide, PL XXXV. 27.]

Head of Persephone.
Head of Persephone (Fig. 106).

SYPAKO^inN HeadofyoungAres(?)
laur. [Imhoof, Mon. Gr., PL B. 23.]

Head of Pallas in crested Corinthian
helmet.

SYPAKOSIfiN Biga. Symbol: Tri-

skelis . . . .

K Drachm and Tetrobol.

Bull. . ^TDioboL
„ Quadriga. Symbol :

Triskelis

M Tetradr.
Triskehs JR Drachm.

^YPAKO^IHN
Triskelis . .

Pegasos. Symbol :

M Corinthian Stater.

Bronze

SYPAKOtinN Head of Persephone.

Young male head laur.

Bull hutting.
various .

Triskelis . .

Symbols and letters

. . . . M .9-7.... ^-75
The Triskelis or Triquetra does not occur on any Sicilian coins before

the time of Agathocles, who appears to have adopted it in virtue of his
claim ot sovereignty over all Sicily.

i\
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The type of the gold coins above described seems to have been
borrowed from that of the gold staters of Philip of Macedon.

Period II. Circ. b. c. 310-307.

Gold and Sllveb, Attic Weight.

Young head wearing elephant's skin. AFAOOKAEO^ Winged Pallas armed,

standing ;
at her feet, owl K Stater.

This coin was probably struck soon after the victory of Agathocles
over the Carthaginians in Africa (Diod. xxii. ii), B.C. 310, before which
he let fly a number of owls, the favourite birds of Athena, which, perch-

ing upon the shields and helmets of the soldiers, revived therr fainting

spirits. The absence of the royal title proves that it was struck before

B.C. 307.

Fig. 107.

^YPAKOCinN Head of Persephone
with flowing hair.

KOPA^ Similar (Fig. 107).

ATAGOKAEIOS Nike erecting tro-

phy. Symbol: Triskelis M Tetradr.

ATAGOKAEIO^ or ATAOOKAEO^
Similar Al Tetradr.

Little by little Agathocles seems to have taken into his own hands
the right of coinage, for the inscription ^YPAKO^inN is first dropped on
the gold, next on the silver, and finally, as will be seen, upon the bronze.

The adjective AFAOOKAEIO^ agrees perhaps with NIKH understood in

the type.

Bkonze.

^YPAKO^inN Young male head

diademed.

^niElPA Head of Artemis.

^YPAKO^inN Head of Pallas in

crested Corinthian helmet.

Head of Pallas as ahove.

Id.

Lion. Symbol : club ^•85

CYPAKOtinN Fulmen . . ^-85
Pegasos ^ -85

SYPAKO^inN Horseman .d^: -8-65
Fulmen . . iE -55

Period III. B.C. 307-289.

In B.C. 307 Agathocles assumed the title jSaaiXevs, following in this the

example set by Antigonus, who had adopted the title,
'

king,' in the same

year.

AfAOOKAEO^ BA^IAEOC Fulmen.Head of Pallas iu crested Corinthian

helmet.

[B. M. Guide, PI. XXXV. 30.]

N 90 grs.
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Similar (helmet without crest). Pegasos. Symbol : Triskelis or star .

M 1 08 grs.

[B. M. Gmde, Pi. XXXV. 31.]

CHTEIPA Head of Artemis. ATAOOKAEOS BASIAEOS Fulmen.

^•85
The gold staters of this time follow the old Syracnsan gold standard

which prevailed in the reign of Dionysius (p. 154). But as gold in the

time of Agathocles was only worth about twelve times as much as silver,

whereas in that of Dionysius it had stood at 15^15 the stater of 90 grs.

would be equivalent only to 80 silver litrae instead of 100, as of old. In

consequence perhaps of the altered relations of gold and silver, the

weight of the Corinthian stater, as issued at Syracuse, was propor-

tionately reduced from 10 to 8 litrae.

Democracy, B.C. 289-287.

On the death of Agathocles republican institutions were restored for

the space of about two years, during which the worship of Zeus Eleu-

therios becomes again apparent on the coinage.

CHT E I P A Head of Artemis.

AlOC EAEYOEPIOY Head of Zeus.

A 10^ EAEYOEPIOY Fulmen
SYPAKOCinN Fulmen . .

M -8

M -8

Hicetas, b. c. 287-278.

Next follows the tyranny of Hicetas, whose name appears as chief

magistrate on the gold money only. The silver and bronze, which as I

have elsewhere shown [Coinage of Syracuse^ p. 54) can only belong to the

time of Hicetas, are without his name.

Fig. 108.

^SYPAKO^inN Head of Persephone.

[B. M. Guide, PI. XXXV. 32.]
Head of Persephone with long hair.

Symbols: Bee, bucranium, etc. (Fig.

108).

Em IK ETA Biga. Symbols: Moon,
star, [sun], etc. . . N. 67-5 grs.

SYPAKO^inN Quadriga. Symbol :

Star, etc yR 202-5 grs.

Of the above coins the gold drachm was worth 60, and the silver coin

15 litrae. The tetradrachm was never struck at Syracuse after the reign
of Agathocles.

^YPAKOCinN Head of Persephone
with long hair.

AIO^ EAAANIOY Young laureate
head of Zeus Hellenios.

Biga. Symbol: Star

^YPAKOCinN

[Gardner, Types Gr. C, PL XI. 25.]

jE -9-8

Eagle on fulmen
M -8

I
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This last type was adopted by the Mamertines after their seizure of

Messana, b. c. 282
;
the head on the obverse of the Maraertine coin is,

however, there called Ares.

Time of Pyrrhus in Sicily, B.C. 278-276.

The following Syracusan coins probably belong to the time of Pyrrhus's

expedition into Sicily (Head, Coinage of St/racuse, p. 58):
—

lYPAKOCinN Nikeinbiga. . .

K 67-5 grs.

Torch in oak-wreath . . tE i-o

Pallas in fighting attitude M -q-'S

Head of Persephone, hair long.

^YPAKO^inN Similar.

„ Head of young
Herakles.

This Pallas Promachos is the Macedonian Athena Alkis, a type which
first occurs on coins struck by Ptolemy Soter in Egypt for Alexander
the son of Roxana, next on silver coins of Pyrrhus struck during his

Italian and Sicilian campaigns, and on these bronze Syracusan coins, and

again on the coins of Antigonus Gonatas, B.C. 277-239, and on those of

Philip V, B.C. 220-179.

Hieron II, B.C. 275-216.

After the departure of Pyrrhus, one of his young officers named
Hieron was elected general of the army. He soon rose to great power
in the Councils of the Republic, and after his victory over the Mamer-
tines, B.C. 270, received the title jSao-tAev?.

lEPnNO? BifffSea SL 67.5 grs.Head of Persephone (various symbols).

[B. M. Guide, PI. XLVI. 30.]

The silver coins which belong to the reign of Hieron may be divided
into five classes as follows :

—

Class A. With inscr. lEPaNOC.

Head of Pallas.

[B. M. Guide, PI. XLVI. 32.]

Pegasos M 90 grs.

Class B. With inscr. BACIAEO? lEPHNO^ and portrait of Hieron.

^U^^^^''^^^^,

Head of Hieron diademed.

Fig. 109.

Quadriga (Fig. 109)M 432 grs.= 32 litr.

M
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Class C. With inscr. CYPAKOCIOI TEAnNOC and portrait of Gelon.

Head of Gelon diademed.

Id.

Head of Hieron or Gelon.

Id.

Biga . . . . ^ io8 grs.= 8 liti

Eagle on fulmen ^ 54 grs.= 4 litr

^YPAKOCIOI XII

M 13-5 grs.= r litr

CYPAKO^IOI TEAnNO^ XII .

^ i3-5gi'i?—ilitr,

Class D. With inscr. BACIAI^^A? (MAICTIAOC and jwrtrait of PhiJistis.

Fio. no.

Head of Philistis veiled.

Id.

Id.

Quadi'iga . Ai 243 grf!.
= 20 litr. (1).

Id. (Fig. no) M 216 gi-s.— 16 litr.

Biga . . . yli 67-5 grs.= 5 litr.

The head of Queen Philistis, the wife of Hieron, on these coins should
be compared with that of Arsinoe on the contemporary Egyptian
coinage. Whether the Gelon of the coins is the son of Hieron, who died

before his father, or whether it is intended to be a portrait of the

original tyrant of that name, regarded in the light of the deified founder
of the royal house, is doubtful. The use of Roman numerals at Syracuse
before the capture of the city by the Romans is proved by the litrae

reading ^YPAKOCIOI TEAnNO? XII. Cf. bronze coins of Rhegium and
the Mamertini of the same date, also with Roman numerals. The silver

litra marked X 1 1 must have been valued at 1 2 copper litrae, or litrae of

account (Head, oj). cif., p. 74).

Class E. Gold and Silver, with inner. ^ 1 K E A I HT A N .

Head of Demeter veiled.

Id. [B. M. Guide, PI. XLVI. 34.]

Biga .... A/" 67-5 grs.
= 6o lit)-.

Quadriga M, 108, 54 and 27 grs.= 8, 4,

and 2 Litrae.

On all the coins of this class there is a monogram composed of the
letters I and S, which may stand for lEPHNO^—^YPAKOCIUN.

_

On the conclusion of the First Punic War, b. c. 241, when Sicily was
divided between the Romans and Hieron, the coins with this inscription
were probably struck for circulation throughout the dominions of the
latter.

Head of Hieron.

Id.

Bronze coins, reading I E P flN ^ .

Biffa . . . , M
Armed horseman Mi-
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Head of Poseidon.

Head of Persephone.
Head of nymph.
Head of Persephone.
Head of Apollo.

Trident ^ -85

Pegasos M -^

Id M -6

IE Bull; above, club . . . M •7-'65
Free horse M -65

Hieronymus, b. c. 216-215.

Fig. III.

Hieron was succeeded by his grandson Hieronymus in b. c. 216, The

following are the coins which were struck during his short reign:
—

BACIAEOC lEPnNYMOY FulmenHead of Persephone.

Head of Hieronymus (Fig. in).

Similar.

^33-75 gis.= 30 litr.

„ Fulmen iR 324 grs.

135 grs. & 67-5 grs.
= 24, 10 & 5 litr.

Similar ^ -85

Democracy, b.c. 215-212.

Fig. 112.

After the assassination of Hieronymus, a Republic was once more

proclaimed. Syracuse did not, however, return to the Roman alliance,

which had been assiduously cultivated by Hieron and which his grandson
had most unwisely broken off. The great Greek city of the West fell

before the Roman arms in B.C. 212, and two years afterwards the whole
island was a province of the Roman Republic. The following are the

coins which belong to this latest period of Syracusan autonomy :
—

CYPAKOCinN Chariot of six horses

K 67-5 grs.= 6o litrae.

CYPAKO^inN Artemis huntress with

dog .... AT 45 grs.= 40 litr.

SYPAKO^inN Id.Ali62grs.= i2litr.

„ Fulmen ^108 grs.= 8 litr.

,, Quadriga Ax 2-16 grs.= i6litr.

„ Id. . M

Female head 1. wearing Stephanos
adorned with floral ornaments.

Head of Pallas.

[B. M. Gukle, PI. XLVII. 36.]
Id.

Id.

Head of Zeus (Fig. 112).
Head of Persephone

\^M.GnicU, PI. XLVII. 39.]

M

108 grs.= 8 litr,
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^YPAKOCinN BigaJR8igrs.= 6litr

,,
Nike carrying trophy

^54 grs.r=4 litr,

,, Zeus resting on spear .

^135 grs.= io litr.

„ Nike
(?) with scroll and palm^ 33-75 grs-= 2| litr.

CYPAKOeiOl Owl
M 16-87 gis.= i^ litr.

CYPAKOCIOI :• XIII ....
M. 13-5 grs.= I litr.

CYPAKOCIOI XllyR7.4grs.= 41itr.(?)

Head of bearded Herakles ....
[^.^i.Quide, PI. XLVII. 38.]

Head of Apollo.

Head of Persephone.

Head of Ai:)ollo.

Head of Artemis.

Head of Pallas,

Head of Herakles

\lm\iooi, AIon. Gv., p. 33.]

The figure of Zeus resting on a spear has been shown by G. Abeken

{A?inali dell' Inst, 1839, p. 62) to represent the statue of Zeus Strategos or

Jupiter Imperator mentioned by Cicero [Verr., iv. 58). That of Artemis
is probably also the copy of some famous statue.

The Roman numerals ;. XIII are to be understood as 13^ copper litrae.

This indicates a further depreciation in the nominal value of the unit of

account (Mommsen, i. p. 116; Head, I. c. But see also Imhoof, Mon. Gr.,

p. ^^). The bronze issues between the death of Hieronymus and the

capture of the city were the following :
—
CYPAKO^inN Trident between dol-

phins M -8—55
„ The Dioskuri M -85

Tripod . . iE .9

Head of Poseidon.

Head of Apollo.
Id.

Syracuse under Roman Dominion, e.g. 210-('?).

Syracuse, in common with most other Sicilian towns, was allowed by
the Romans to strike bronze money for a long time after her capture.
Many of the following coin-types are very late, especially those which
are derived from the worship of Isis.

Head of Zeus.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Head of Artemis.

Head of Pallas.

Head of Serapis.

Head of Isis.

^YPAKO^inN
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Head of Persephone.
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Head of Apollo.

Id. Si/mbols : bee, cicada, club, etc.

Head of Pallas.

Head of Apollo. Symbol : Star .

[B. M. Guide, PI. XLVII. 40.]
Bull's head facing.

Circ. B.C. 275-210.

TAYPOMENITAN Tripod . . . .

-^33-75 grs- = 30 Hti'.

„ Id. Various mono-
jrrams . . . AT i6-8 grs.= 15 litr.

TAYPOMENITAN Pegasos . . .

JR go grs.

„ Tripod ....
^54 grs.

= 4 litr.

TAYPOM Grapes. iB 1 3-5 grs.= I litr.

TAYPOMENITAN Bull

The weights here given are the normal weights (Head, op. cit., pp. 79-80).
The precise date of the issue of these gold and silver coins cannot be

fixed with certainty, but we may place them preferably in the interval

between the death of Hieron II, B.C. 216, and the constitution of the

Roman province of Sicily, B.C. 210:—
Head of bearded Herakles wearing

taenia.

Head of Apollo, behind, monogr.
TAYPOMENITAN Head of young

Dionysos.
Head of Pallas.

Head of Apollo.
Head of Dionysos.
Head of Pallas.

Head of young Dionysos.

APOAAnNOS
Tripod
Id. .

M 1—8

M -8

M .8

TAYPOMENITAN Pegasos.
Bull . .

M -9-7M .8-6
Bull . . M-6
Owl . . M .75

,, Dionysos stand-

ing, holds thyrsos, at his feet, i:)anther.M -9

Although Tauromenium retained a nominal independence under the

Romans, and in the reign of Augustus received a Roman colony, it does
not appear to have coined money after B.C. 21 o.

Tyndaris, on the north coast of Sicily, near Mylae, and about thirty-
six miles west of Messana, was founded by Dionj-sius the Elder B.C. 395, and

peopled with Messenian exiles from Naupactus and Peloponnesus expelled
from Greece by the Spartans at the close of the Peloponnesian war. The
Messenians called their new city Tyndaris, after the Dioskuri sons of Tynda-
reus, whom they claimed as natives of Messenia, tov^ Aioa-Kovpovs ixak\6v
TL avTols Koi ov AaKehatixovLOLs TTpocn]KeLV voiiiCovm (Paus. iii. 26, 3). The
worship of Helen as Tyndaris falls also into the same mythological cycle.
The coins of Tyndaris are of three periods :

—
€irc. B.C. 395-345.

TYNAAPI? Head of Helen wearing Free horse; above, two stars

stephane.
TYN AAPI? Head of Helen wearing

stephane. Behind, star.

One of the Dioskuri

^11 grs.

^.85

Circ. B. c. 344.

TYNAAPIAO^ Head of Apollo.

TYNAAPITAN Head of Persephone
in corn-wreath.

TYNAAPITAN Head of Apollo.
Id.

ATAOYPNO^ "Warrior standing with

shield and lance . . . . ^ -75
^HTHPES The Dioskuri on horseback.

^.85
Horse's head ^E -65
Cock. Symbols: Star and locust. JE -65
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The coin reading ^flTHPE^ appears to belong to the time of Timo-
leon's expedition, when we hear of Tyndaris as espousing the cause of

freedom. At a later period the town was in the hands of the Cartha-

ginians, and to this time, perhaps, belong the coins which in their

reverse-types seem to be copied from the well-known Carthaginian
tetradrachms with the horse's head. Tyndaris does not appear to have
struck money again until after the fall of Panormus.

Circ. B.C. 254-210.

Female head veiled.

Id.

Head of Zeus.

Id.

Head of Poseidon.

Head of Pallas.

Id.

Female head veiled.

TYN A A P I T A N The Dioskuri on horse-

back ZE .8

TYNAAPITAN Zeus standing, holds

fulmen and sceptre . . . . ^ -8

TYNAAPITAN The Dioskuri stand-

ing ^ -8

TYNAAPITAN Eagle on fuhnen . .

M -7

Trident . . ^ -65

„ Caduceus between

olive and corn ^ -7

.TYNAAPITAN Hermes standing . .

M -7

„ Caps of the Dioskuri.

^•65

The statue of Hermes on the reverse of one of these coins is doubtless

the one mentioned by Cicero {Verr., iv. 39) as, simulacrum Mercurii

pulcherrimum. It had been carried off by the Carthaginians and was
restored to the people of Tyndaris by Scipio.

For other varieties, see F. von Duhn [Zeit. f. Num., iii. p. 27), and
Imhoof {Moji. Gr., p. '^^).

Uncertain town.

Circ. B.C. 300(?).

Head of young river-god, horned, and
crowned with reeds

[Imhoof, Mon. Gr., PL B. 24, 25.]

©HP A I nN (I) Pan playing syrinx
before a large oblong chest (?) sur-

mounted by the busts of three

nymphs MS

ISLANDS OP SICILY.

Lipara, the largest of the AeoHan islands, does not appear to have
coined money before the middle of the fourth century B. c.

Circ. B. c. 350-300.

Young male head.

Hephaestos seated, with hammer and
kantharos.

Id.

Dolphin above waves. Litra(?) ^1-2
AIPAPAION Doli^hiu

Litra(?) iE i— 75

\\\ Hemilitron ^ -85-65

Also Trias, Hexas, and Uncia, all with marks of value.
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Give. B.C. 300.

Head of young Ares, laureate.
|

MPAPAinN Trident . . . M %

The date of this last coin may easily be fixed by style, the head of

Ares bearing a very close resemblance to that on the coins of Agathocles
and the Mamertini. Shortly after b. c. 300 Lipara fell into the hands
of the Carthaginians, who held it down to B.C. 251, when it was taken by
the Romans. It is to this period of the Roman dominion that the follow-

ing series of struck aes grave belongs :
—

Give. B.C. 251-217.

Head of Hephaestos, wearing conical

j)ilos.

A I n A P A 1 N Stern of galley
• • •

• • •

M 1.5

Of this coinage there are also Quadrantes, Sextantes, and Unciae, all

with marks of value and of weights which point to an As of from 1600-
3000 grs. This is clearly identical with the Roman As of the Triental

Reduction. The recurrence of the form AIPAPAION in place ofAIPAPAinN
is unusual, and has induced some numismatists to attribute these heavy
pieces to the fifth century. The advanced style of art exhibited by the

bead of Hephaestos is, however, quite conclusive as an argument for

placing them after the Roman conquest.

Give. B.C. 217-89.

After the Uncial Reduction, B.C. 217, the issue of heavy coins ceases,
and they are succeeded by smaller coins of rude work without marks
of value, and reading AIPAPAIHN. The types of most frequent occur-
rence are the following :

—
Small bronze coins.

Head of Poseidon.

Head of Hephaestos.

Head of HeiDhaestos.

Young Hephaestos standing.

Hephaestos in fighting attitude.

After circ. b. c. 89.

r. MAPKIOC AEY[<c/o4
r. ACnNEYC.
AYO ANAP[EC] Forceps.

Here we have the names of two municipal Duumviri, Gains Marcius
Luci Filius and Gains Asoneus. This is probably one of the last coins
struck in the island.

Sardinia. Of this island there are no Greek coins.

p. 270, and B. M. Cat. Sic, p. 265.

See Eckhel, vol.



MACEDON, THRACE,

AND THE EUROPEAN COASTS OF THE EUXINE.

^

As the origin of coinage in Thrace and Macedon has ah-eady been
discussed in the Introduction it is unnecessary to recur to it here.
At the risk of laying myself open to the charge of a want of uniformity

in the arrangement of this work, I have thought it advisable to deviate
in the following pages, which treat of the coins of Macedon, Thrace, and
the north-western and northern coasts of the Euxine, from the simple
alphabetical method with the view of obtaining a more scientific classifi-

cation. A reference to the Index at the end of the volume will enable
the student to find the coins of the various towns and kings without

difficulty.

Geographically, and chronologically, the money of these northern

regions falls into seventeen groups, which I have distinguished by the
letters A-H (Macedon and Paeonia), and I-R (Thrace and the northern
coasts of the Black Sea).

I. MACEDON.
The Pangaean district with its port Neapolis. Silver staters, thirds,

sixths, and twelfths, of the BabyIonic standard (i6o grs.) until
circ. B. c. 411, when Neapolis, like Thasos, adopts the Phoenician
standard.

Oirescii

Zaeelii

. . . naei

Neapolis
Eion
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C. The Phoenician standard in the Bisaltian district, probably derived

from Abdera.

Orrescii
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F. Coinage of the Kings of Macedon.

G. Coinage of the Kings of Paeonia.

H. Macedon under the Romans.

Matedonia, in fjenen
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L. The Islands of the Thraeian Sea.

Thasos
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Q. Inland Towns of Thrace.

Bizya
Deultum

Hadrianopolis

Nicopolis ad Nestum
PautaKa

Philippopolis

Plotinopolis
Serdica

Topirus
Trajanopolis

R. Kings of the Scythians.

2E, of Imperial times.

Bibliography op Macedon, Thrace, etc.

In addition to the numerous special monographs on the coins of

various Macedonian and Thracian cities and kings which are to be found
in the volumes of the Numismatic Chronicle, the Revue tmmismatique, the

Zeitscliriftfilr Nmnismatik, and other periodicals, the following are some of

the more important works to which the student of the money of northern
Greece may be referred:—

B. V. Head and P. Gardner, British Museum Catalogue of Greek Coins, Thrace,

1877 (woodcuts).
B. V. Head, British Museum Catalogue 0/ Greek Coins, Macedon, 1879 (wood-

cuts and map).

Cousinery (E. M.), Voyage dans la Macedoine. Paris, 183 1. 2 vols.

Leake (W. M.), Northern Greece, vol. iii. London, 1835.
Desdevizes du Desert (Th.), Geogi'aphie ancienne de la Macedoine. Paris, 1862.

Duchesne et Bayet, Archives des Missions scientijlques et litteraires. Ser. iii.

Tom. iii.

Heuzey (L.), Mission archeologique de Macedoine. Paris, 1864-76.
Brandis (J.), Miinz- Mass- und Gewichtswesen. Anhang, pp. 5i7~543 and

575-584. BerHn, 1866.

Bompois (F.), Exavien chronologiqtte des Monnaies frap2)ees par la Communaute
des Macedoniens. Paris, 1876.
Von Gutschmid (A.), Die MaJcedonische Anagraphe.
Miiller (L.), Numismatique d'Alexandre le Grand. Copenhagen, 1855.
Midler (L.), Die MiLnzen des tJirakischen Konigs Lysimachus. Copenhagen, 1 858.
Imhoof-Blumer (F.), Monnaies grecques, pp. 38-131. Paris and Leipzig, 1883.
Imhoof-Blumer (F.), Fortrdtkopfe auf antiken Miinzen, pp. 13—20. Leij)zig,

1885.
Koehne (B.), Description du Musee Kotclioubey, 2 vols. St. Petersburg, 1857.

Adhering to the above classification, we now proceed to describe the

coins of the several Macedonian and Thracian localities in detail.
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A. The Pangaean District.

This mountainous region was inhabited by rude tribes whose chief

occupation consisted in working the silver and gold mines with which
the hills abounded. It is natural that among a population whose
one staple of trade was gold and silver a currency should have been

adopted at a much earlier period than was the case among agricultural
or pastoral peoples.
The earliest Thraco-Macedonian gold and silver coins date from the

earlier half of the sixth century B.C. In style and types they bear a

striking resemblance to the coins of the island of Thasos.

In weight the largest denominations are octadrachms of the Phoenician

standard, which was perhaps derived from the important city of Abdera.

The staters however follow, for the most part, the BabyIonic standard of

the coins of Thasos, respecting the origin of which see the Introduction.

The only known gold coin is uninscribcd, but may be conjecturally
attributed to the Orrescii. It is of the Phocaic standard.

Orrescii. Leake {Northern Greece, iii. p. 213) is of opinion that these

people were identical with the Satrae and closely connected with the

Bessi, or priests of the oracular temple of the Thracian Bacchus on
Mt. Pangaeum, where the coins were probably struck.

Gold or Electrum. Sixth Century b. c.

Fig. 113.

A Centaur bearing a woman in liis I Deej) incuse square quartered . . .

arms (Fig. 113).
I K or EL. 252 grs.

Silver. Before b. c. 480.

Inscr. ORRE^KION. ORRHSKION, HRHCKION, HRH^KinN, etc.

Fig. 114.
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Naked man with two spears conduct-

ing two oxen.

Man holding prancing horse by bridle.

[B. M. Cat. Mac, p. 146.]
Centaur bearing off nymph.
(See also Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 85.)

Incuse square quartered (Fig. 114).
M. Octadr. (Phoenician) 440 grs.

Id. (sometimes diagonally divided) .

M, Stater (Babylonic) 150 grs.
Id M 157-8 grs.

naei. As the inscription on this coin is incomplete it is only to

be attributed by reason of its type and fabric, which are identical with

coins of the Orrescii.

Before circ. B. c. 480.

. . . NAin Centaur with nymph. I Incuse square quartered . M Stater,

[B. M. Cat. Mac, p. 148.] I

Zaeelii. Known only from the following coin.

Before circ b. c, 480.

lAIEAEnN
Fig. 115.

Centaur with nymph. Incuse square quartered (Fig. 115) • .

M Stater,

Neapolis, the modern Karala, lay on the coast at the foot of Mt.

Pangaeum, opposite Thasos. Commercially it must have been a town
of some importance, owing to its position at the only point where the

great military high road through Thrace touched the sea. It was

probably originally a Thasian settlement, subsequently tributary to

Athens and partially occupied by Athenians, who derived much profit
from the neighbouring Pangaean mines. Its silver coinage begins before

B.C. 500 and continues in an unbroken series down to the time of Philip,

exhibiting in fabric and weight much similarity to the money of Thasos,

The Gorgon-head as a coin-type is perhaps of Euboean oi'igin,

Circ B.C. 500-411.

Gorgon-head (Fig. ii6).

Fig. 116.

Incuse square . M Stater 150 grs.M Third 55 grs.

Circ B.C. 411-350.

About B.C. 4ri the Phoenician standard superseded the Babylonic at

Thasos. The same change is noticeable at Neapolis.
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Gorgon-head.

[B. M. Guide, PI. XXI. 12.]

NEOP Head of Aphrodite (?) bound

with wreath or plain cord ....
M, Drachm (Phoenician) 58 grs.M \ Dr. 29 grs.M Size -45

With regard to the head on the reverse of these coins, see Imhoof,

Mon. Gr., p. 84.

E'ion, at the mouth of the Strymon, appears in early times to have

been a prosperous port, but it was afterwards eclipsed, B.C. 437, by its

near neighbour, Amphipolis. The attribution to this town of the coins

with a duck or goose for type is due to their having been frequently

found in this locality. Whether this bird is here an emblem of Apollo,

like the swan, is very doubtful. Aquatic birds in large numbers are

said still to haunt the shores and marsh-lands of lake Cercinitis and the

mouth of the Strymon. The letters O, A, A, H, and N, which occur on

these Httle coins, may indicate a Federal currency, of which Eion was

only one of the mints.

Circ. B. c.

Goose with head turned back; in field,

lizard.

Id. without lizard.

One or two geese, usually accompanied

by lizard, often with letters in field.

(B. M. Cat. Mac, p. 72 sqq.)

500-437.

Incuse square El. Hecte 40 grs.

El. ^ Hecte 20 grs.

^69 grs.

JR 20-13 grs.
^10 grs.

JR 6 grs.

B. Coinage on the Babylonic standard in the Emathian

DISTRICT.

Lete. This town stood at the issue of a glen leading through the

Dysoron ridge of mountains which overlooked the plain of Therma,
at a distance of from two to four hours journey northwards from that

place. {Arc/lives des Missions scientijiqiies et liUeraires, Ser. iii. Tom. iii.

pp. 276 sqq.) The rich coinage of a city so little known historically
as Lete may be accounted for by the fact that it occupied a site com-

manding the route between the Pangaean district and the silver mines

[Herod., v. 17) on the one side, and the fertile plain of lower Macedonia
on the other (see map in B. M. Cat., Macedon).
The coinage of Lete closely resembles in style, fabric, and weight the

money of the Orrescii and the other Pangaean tribes, and illustrates in a
remarkable manner the cultus of the rude inhabitants of the mountain-

ranges to the north of the Chalcidic peninsula. The coin-types all refer

to the orgiastic rites practised in the worship of the mountain Bacchus
which originated in the country of the Satrae or Satyrs [Herod., vii.

III).
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Before b. c. 500. Lumjpy fabric.

Fig. 117.

Naked ithj^hallic Silenos with horses'

feet, ears, and tail, seizing by the

wrist a woman clothed in a sleeve-

less talaric chiton with diploi's.

Pellets in field.

Satyr squatting or kneeling, veretrum

tenens. (B. M. Cat., Mac, p. 80.)

Incuse square divided into four tri-

angular parts (Fig. 117) . . . .

M Stater, i54grs. ; \ Stater, 77 grs.

Incuse square . ifl 19 grs. (=1^ obol).

Circ. B.C. 500-480. Flatter fabric,

Inscr. AETAION (retrograde), rarely legible.

Types as above. On this later series the incuse square is usually
divided into four quadrilateral parts.
When Alexander I possessed himself of this region he appears to have

monopolized the right of striking money, for none of the coins of Lete can
be attributed to a later period than B. 0. 480.

Concerning the type, see Imhoof, Mo7i. Gr., p. 81.

Aegae (later Edessa) was the original capital of the kingdom of

Macedon, and the burial-place of its kings.
The early silver coins attributed to.- it' recall, in their type of the

kneeling he-goat, the story told of Karanos its founder, a brother of

Pheidon, king of Argos, who was directed by an oracle ' to seek an

empire by the guidance of goats.' Cf. a similar legend concerning
Perdiccas I [Herod., viii. 137).
The standard of the early coins of Aegae is the Babylonic, which must

have penetrated into the highlands of Macedon by way of the Lydias
valley through Lete and Ichnae (see map in B. M. Cat., Mac).

He-goat kneeling, looking
above, various letters.

Quadripartite incuse square (Fig. 1 1 8).

JR Staters, 150 grs.

JR Small coins, 1 6 grs.

See also Imperial coins with inscr. EAE^C A InN (p. 212).

Ichnae, in lower Macedonia, lay between the Axius and the Lydias,
not far from Pella. Herodotus (vii. 123) mentions it as one of the

N
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towns in which the army of Xerxes halted before advancing southwards

into Greece. _ ,^-^ ^ ^
•

i t.t.

The silver coins of Ichnae follow the Pangaean (Babylonic and Phoe-

nician) standards. The obverse types are likewise derived from the

coins of the Orrescii. These two facts show where the earliest silver

coinage of Macedon took its rise.

Circ. B.C. 480.

Fig. 119.

I]S'NAI[0N Naked mau walking
between two oxen, one of which he

holds by the collar.

l+NAinN or l+NAON (retrogr.)

Warrior restraining a prancing
horse.

Wheel in incuse square (Fig. 119) .

M. Octadr. (Phoenician), 430 grs.

{Num. Chron., 1885, p. 3.)

Wheel (Imhoof, Mon. Gr., PI. C. 18, and

B. M. Cat., Mac, p. 76) ....
M Stater (Babylonic), 142 grs.

Tynteni. Site unknown.

Circ. B.C. 480.

TVNTENON Man holding prancing
horse. {Zeit.f. Num., iii. PL II. i.)

Wheel with axle crossed by two trans-

verse bars, in incuse square . .

M Stater, wt. 144 grs.

Another specimen is known without the inscription but with the

symbol ••*•. These coins may be compared with that of Ichnae, in the

vicinity of which they may have been struck (see Imhoof, 31o7i. Gr.,

p. 78)-

I

C. Coins of Thraco-Macedonian Tribes in the Bisaltian district

ON THE Phoenician standard.

BISALTAE. This tribe occupied the tract of land west of the

Strymon, including the metalliferous mountains which separate the

valley of the Strymon from Mygdonia. The coins of this people follow

the Phoenician standard. When inscribed, they furnish us with several

epigraphical peculiarities, such as C and < for B, h and L for A, etc.

When uninscribed, they cannot be distinguished from coins of Alexander I

of Macedon, who, after the retreat of the Persians, acquired the whole of

the Bisaltian territory as far as the Strymon, together with its rich

mines, and adopted at the same time the Bisaltian coinage, placing upon
it his own name :

—
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Circ. B.C. 500-480.

Fig. 120.

Inscr. CI5ATIK05, CI^AMIKHN, <KEL, BICAATIKON, etc.

Naked warrior, armed with two spears
and wearing kausia, standing beside

horse.

Horseman with two spears, chlamys,
and kausia.

Mosses. King of the Bisaltae.

from his coins.

Warrior beside horse, as above . . .

(B, M. Cat., Mac, p. 143.)

Demetrius. Circ. b. c. 450.

Male head bound with taenia, in incuse

square.

Bastareus. Circ. B. c. 350.

Crested hehnet.

Quadripartite incuse square (Fig. 120).
M, Octadrachm, 448 grs.

JR, Drachm, 79—60 grs.

Id. ... -51 Tetradrachm, 224 grs.M Tetrobol, 37 grs.

Circ. B.C. 500-480. Known only

MOS^En or MnCSEO in square .

JR Drachms and Tetrobols.

AHMHTPIO Horse walking . . .

(Hunter, PI. XXV. 7.) M 67-2

BAITAPEOC Butting bull . . . .

M, Tetradr. 196 grs.

Muret. [Bull. Corr. Hell., v. 330.) Six. [An7i. de Num., 1883, p. 12.)

ORRESCII. See above, p. 174.

EDONI. This Thracian tribe occupied in historical times the parts
about the lower Strymon, east of Lake Cercinitis. Their chief centre

was the town of Myrcinus.

Getas, king of the Edoni, circ. b. c. 500.

Fig. 121.

Naked man guiding two oxen .

(B. M. Gat., Mac, p. 144.)

Similar (Fig. 121).

TETABACIAEnSHAnN AN Written

round an incuse square, in centre of

which a raised quadripartite square.M Octadrachm, 427-8 grs.

TETAC HAONEON BA^IAEY^
Similar . . M Octadr. 417-8 grs.

N a
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These two coins were found together in the Tigris, whither we vasij

presume they were conveyed by the Persians to whom the Bisaltae had
been tributary. A third specimen in the cabinet of Baron L. de Hirsch
has on the reverse, in the incuse square, a wheel of four spokes.
Wt. 448 grs.

ODO]y[ANTl(?). Herodotus (v. 16) states that the Odomanti were

among the tribes who worked the mines of the Pangaean district when
Xerxes marched through it. There are no coins which bear the name of

this people, but we may attribute to them conjecturally a number
of Thraco-Macedonian coins, which resemble in fabric those of the

neighbouring tribes while differing from them in type. Some of them
are inscribed with the names of chiefs or kings

—AERRONIKO^ and

AOKILMOC.

Derronicus.

Before circ. b. c. 480.

Fig. 122.

AEPPO (retrogr.) Man holding cadu-

ceus, guiding yoke of oxen.

AERRONIKO^ Yokeofoxen . . .

{Eev. Arch. 1866, PI. I. 5.)
Bearded man driving chariot drawn

by oxen. Symbol: hehnet.

Uncertain inscr. Similar.

Quadiijaaitite incuse square ....
{Bev. Arch. 1866, PI. I. 6).
JR Dekadrachm, 625 grs.

Id. . . . JR Dekadrachm, 536 grs.

Triskelis or Triquetra of legs with

wings at the ankles (Fig. 122)
Ai Dekadrachm, 624-3 ^^^

Pegasos in square

(B. M. Cat., Mac, p. 151)
JR Dekadrachm (?), 495 grs

Docimus. Circ. B. c. 450.

AOKI
(retrogr.) Bull kneeling on one

knee and looking back.
No inscr. Similar type.

Helmet in incuse square {oj). cit., p. 151).
JR Tetrobol. 39—36 grs.

Wheel, with axle-beam crossed by two
transverse bars . . . JR Drachm.

Of such coins, for the most part uninscribed, many varieties exist,
tor which the student may be referred to B. M. Cat., Mac, pp. xxiii and
150, and Imhoof-Blumer, Mon. Gr., p. 98 sq.

Tlierma(?), later Thessalonica. The central position of this town (themodern Salomca), at the head of the Thermaic gulf, threw it of necessity
into communication both by sea and land with various cities and tribes
using money struck on various standards, Babylonic, Euboic, and Phoe-

\[
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nician. No early coins are, however, known which can be with certainty-
attributed to it, although it is possible that many uninscribed Mace-
donian coins, which have been found at Salonica, may have been struck
there. For some of these, see B. M. Cat., Mac, pp. xxv. and 135. The

only coins which can be said to be probably of Therma are those with a

Pegasos on the obverse, a type which seems especially applicable to

Therma, supposing it to have been a colony of Corinth.

Circ. B.C. 480.

Pegasos standing, or galloping with

hound beneath him.

Flat incuse square, usually quartered .

[B. U. Guide, PI. IV. 12, 13.]
M. Tetradrachm, 213 grs.

See also Imhoof-Blumer [3Ion. Gr., p. 105), who, while accepting the

coins with the Pegasos as probably of Therma, gives reasons for rejecting

the hypothesis that many other coins marked with the symbol :;; or O,
and bearing the types of various Macedonian towns, were also struck at

Therma.
See also Tkessalonica, p. 312.

D. Chalcidice.

The Greek towns which studded the coasts of Chalcidice, with its

three huge tongues of land extending far into the sea, were for the most

part sprung from the two enterprising Euboean cities, Chalcis and
Eretria. From Euboea these colonies derived the Euboic silver standard,
which took firm root in these northern regions, and continued in general
use until the latter part of the fifth century, when, as will presently be

seen, it was in nearly all of them superseded by the Phoenician or Mace-
donian standard.

Commencing with the eastern shores of the promontory, and taking
the towns in order from east to west, the first town we come to of which
coins are known is—

Orthagoreia. Eckhel
(ii. 73), on the authority of a fragment of the

Geographi Minores, identifies Orthagoreia with Stageira, on the Strymonic
gulf (but see Pliny, iv, 11, 18), In style and weight its coins form an

exception to those of the other Chalcidic cities, and correspond with
those of the kings of Macedon from Archelaus to PerdiccasIII (b.

c. 413-
359) as well as with the contemporary coins of Abdera and Maroneia.

Circ. B.C. 400-350.

Head of Artemis in profile ....
(B. M. Cat., Mac, p. 88).

Id. Three-quarter face. {Ih., p. 88).
Head of Apollo. {lb., p. 89).

OPOArOPEnN Macedonian helmet

adverse, surmounted by star . .

M Persic Stater, 168 grs.
Id M Triobol, 42 grs.

Id. M Size -5

Apollonia. South of Lake Bolbe, on the via Egnatia.

Circ. B.C. 400-350
(?).

Young head crowned with ivy. |

APOAAnNOC Amphora . . ^E i.
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Arnae is said by Thucydides (iv. 103) to have been about a day's
march south of Aulon and Bromiscus. The only extant coins of this

place are of the time of the Chalcidian Confederacy.

Girc. B. c. 392-379, or later.

APN Lyre . JR Obol. 9 grs.Head of Apollo laur.

[B. M. Cat., Mac, p. 62.]

Acanthus was an ancient colony from Andros, situated on the isthmus
which connects the peninsula of Acte with the mainland of Chalcidice.

It began to coin silver in large quantities about B.C. 500 or earlier.

Until the time of the expedition of Brasidas, B.C. 424, the Euboic
standard was used, after that date the Phoenician.

Coins of Euhoic ueight. Circ. B.C. 500-424.

Fig. 123.

Lion on the back of a bull, fastening

upon him with teeth and claws (Fig.

123).

Quadripartite incuse square. Later

specimens inscribed AK AN 01 ON
M Tetradr. 270 grs.

Herodotus (vii. 1 25 sq.) relates that while Xerxes was marching from
Acanthus to Therma, his camels were set upon by lions, and he proceeds
to state that all these northern regions, west of the river Nestus,
abounded with lions and wild bulls with gigantic horns. This assertion,
the accuracy of which has been called in question, receives striking
confirmation from the type of the money of Acanthus.

Quadripartite incuse square.

[B. M. Cat., Mac, p. 32] iRJTeirobols

Fore-part of lion or, more rarely, of

bull.

Head of Pallas.

Lion's head and neck.

Id.

Id.

Ibid.

Ibid.

33

34]

M Diobols.

Al Obols.

Coins of Phoenician weight. Circ B.C. 424-400, or later.

The change of standard which took place when Acanthus joined the

Spartan alliance (b.c. 424) is accompanied by a marked change in the

style, which is now far softer and less energetic.

I

I

Fig. 124.
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Lion seizing bull, often with magis-
trate's name, AAEII^. AAE3EI02,
EYK, ONOMA^TO, PO,etc.

Forepart of bull turning round.

Various symbols and letters.

Head of Pallas, helmet wreathed with

olive.

A K AN 1 N around the border of an
incuse square, within which a quadri-

partite linear square

(Fig. 124.) M Tetradr. 224 grs.

Quadripartite incuse square. [B. M.

Cat.^ Mac, p. 35.] ^ Tetrob. 37 grs.

M, Triob. 28 grs.

A K AN in the four quarters of a squareM \\ Ob. 14 grs.

Circ. B.C. 392-379, or later.

Head of Apollo.

[B. M. Cat. Mac, p. 36.]

AK AN 01 ON Lyre in incuse square .

M Obol. 9 grs.

These obols are clearly contemporary with the money of the Chalcidian

League struck at Olynthus, and we may infer from them that Acanthus

maintained its independence as against the Confederacy.

Beonze.

The bronze coins of Acanthus are all subsequent to B.C. 400.

Head of Pallas.

Id.

AKAN ^Vheel vE -65

,, Quadripartite linear square .

M -45

Urauopolis on the peninsula of Acte, near the canal of Xerxes,'was
founded by Alexarchus, brother of Cassander, who is said by Athenaeus

(iii. 20) to have invented a new dialect for the use of the citizens. The
silver coins of this city are the only ones in Macedon which adhere ,to the

Phoenician standard in post-Alexandrine times. On the types, which

are suggested by the name of the town, see Num. Chron., 1 880, p. 58.

Circ B.C. 300.

Sun, moon, and stars.

[Zeit.f. Num., v. PI. I. 2.]

Radiate globe (the sun).

[B. M. Cat., Mac, p. 133.]
The sun as a star of eight rays.

Id.

Star and crescent (sun and moon).

OYPANlAnN Aphrodite Urania seat

ed on globe
M, Tetradr. 209 grs
. M Didr. 107 grs

POAEnC . . .

M Drachm, 56 grs

„ Id. . .' M Size -65

„ Id. . . M Size -5

Id

OYPANIAHN

Terone or Toroue, on the Sithonian peninsula, was one of the most

flourishing of the Chalcidian colonies. During the expedition of Xerxes
it was one of the towns which furnished ships and men to the Persian

armament. The tetradrachms are probably all anterior to B.C. 480. Of
the period of the Athenian supremacy tetrobols only are known.

In B.C. 424 Terone opened its gates to Brasidas, but was shortly
afterwards recovered for Athens by Cleon.

Here, as elsewhere in Chalcidice, the Euboic standard appears to have

been replaced, circ. B.C. 424, by the Phoenician, but there are no coins of

Terone after circ. B.C. 420.
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Euhoic weight. Circ. B.C. 500-480.

Fig. 125.

TE, HE (?),
or no inscription; Amphora, I Quadripartite shallow incuse square.

on which one or more bunches of (Fig. 125) . M, Tetradr. 270 grs.

grapes.
j

Oenochoe. i Id JR Tetrobol.

i

Circ. B. c. 480-424.

TE Oenochoe.

Oenochoe.

Id . M Tetrobol.

Fore-part of goat in incuse square .

M \ Obol.

[Imhoof., Mon. Gr., PI. C. 25.]

Phoenician iveight. Circ. B.C. 424-420.

TE Goat m incuse squai'e or

TEPnNAON, around a quadri-

partite square . . ^l Tetrobol.

Goat's head in incuse square JR Obol.

Quadripartite incuse square M, \ Obol.

Naked Satyr looking down into an

oenochoe.

[Imhoof, Mon. Gr.,y\. C. 23.]
TE Oenochoe.

Stork plunging his bill into an oeno-

choe. [Imhoof, Mon. Gr., PI. C. 24.]

Sermyle near the head of the Toronaic gulf. The only known coins

of this city are two archaic tetradrachms of the Eubo'ic standard.

Circ. B.C. 500.

Fig. 126.

^EPMVAIKON Naked horseman
with spear, galloping. The specimen
at Berlin has a dog beneath the

horse.

Quadripartite incuse square. (Fig. 126.

The inscription is legible on the

original). . . . JR Tetradrachm.

Olynthus, at the head of the Toronaic gulf, was a colony of Chalcis,

subsequently, in the time of the Persian wars, occupied by Bottiaeans,
but restored, B.C. 479, by Artabazus to the Chalcidians. The earliest

known coin of this town is a Euboic tetradrachm of globular fabric.
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Before circ, B.C. 500.

Quadi'iga of walking horses driven by Incuse square irregularly divided

bearded chai'ioteer. JR Tetradr.

[^um. Chron., N. S., XVIII. p. 85.]

Circ. B.C. 479-392.

Fig. 127.

Quadriga, of coarser work than the

preceding ; above, a large disk.

Horse prancing or standing beside

column (meta).

[B.M. Cat., Mac, ip. 87.]

Forepart of prancing horse.

Eagle flying in the midst of an incuse

square (Fig. 127) . . JR Tetradr.

OAYN Eagle flying with serpent in

claws and beak . JR Tetrobol.

Similar M Diobol.

Except in Sicily agonistic types, such as the quadriga, etc., are very

rarely met with. The eagle and serpent, though, as on the money of Elis,

it may symbolize the Olympian Zeus, and thus refer to victories at the

Olympian games, may also be considered as affording an instance of

a colony adopting the type of the money of its mother-city (Chalcis in

Euboea, q.v.).

Circ. B.C. 392-379, and later.

Into this period falls the beautiful federal currency of the Chalcidian

League, constituted B.C. 392, of which the head quarters was Olynthus.
The mass of this coinage was issued between the formation of the League
and the capture of Olynthus by the Lacedaemonians in B.C. 379. There
is every reason to suppose, however, that the coinage was continued

until Philip made himself master of Chalcidice, B. c. 358. The heads of

Apollo on these coins are remarkable for the strength and beauty of their

style.

Head of Apollo laureate. XAAKIAEHN Lyre. Sometimes with

[B. M. Guide, PI. XXI.
9.] magistrates' names,

EPI EYAHPIAA,
EPI OAYMriXO[YN Staters.

Fig. 128.
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Head of Apollo, laureate (Fig. 128).

OAYNO[I Head of Apollo, laureate.

[B. M. Cat., Mac, p. 87.]
Head of Apollo, laureate.

Id.

Id.

XAAKIAEflN Lyre. Magistrates:
EPI—APICTHNOS, APXIAAMO,
A^KAHPIOAnPO and KPA,
EYAHPIAA, AEAAEOC, POAY-
EENOY, ^TPATHNO^, etc . .

JR Tetradr. 224 grs.
M, Tetrobols 37 grs.

XAAKIAEnN Lyre in incuse square .

M Tetrob.

XAAKIA Tripod . . . . M Obol.

XAAKIAEnN Lyre . . . M -6

„ Tripod . . . Ji] -45

A tetradrachm at Berlin and another at Paris have in small characters

JET above the lyre, possibly the beginning of an artist's name.

Aphytis, on the eastern shore of the peninsula of Pallene, was
celebrated for its temple of Zeus Ammon (Plut. Li/s., xx.

;
Xen. Lacon.,

xviii, 'A(})VTaiOL be nixSicnv "AixfMcova ovbev rjo-aov i] ol 'AfXfxc^vioL At^voiv).
While tributary to Athens, before B.C. 424, it struck no coins [Corj).

Inscr.

Att., vol. i. p. 329).

Circ. B.C. 424-358.

Head of Zeus Ammon with ram's horns

facing.

Id. in profile.

Id.

A0YTAinN Kantharos . . ^ -65

[B. M. Cat. Mac., p. 61.]
AOY Two eagles face to face M -65
AOY One eagle ^ '55

The kantharos refers to the worship of Dionysos at Aphytis, where,

according to Xenophon, there was a temple of that god.

After B.C. 168.

Head of Zeus Ammon.

[See also Imlioof, Mon. Gr., p. 64.]

A0YTAI Eagle, or two eagles face to

face ^ •8- — -6

Scione, on the south coast of Pallene, was probably of Euboean origin,

notwithstanding the fact that the inhabitants ascribed the foundation of

their city to some one of the Achaean heroes returning from Troy. In
B. c. 424 it revolted from Athens, and two years afterwards was captured
and its inhabitants put to the sword.

C'lrc. B.C. 480-421.

Young head, of early transitional style,
bound with taenia.

CKION (?) (retrogr.) Forepart of lion

looking back.

CK 1 (retrogr.) Helmet in incuse square
M. Euboic tetrobol.

Quadripartite shallow incuse square
M, Euboic tetrobol.

[B. M. Cat., Mac, p. 102.]

After v,.^. 421 (?)

Young male head bound with taenia.

Head of Aphrodite.
Id.

tKin Helmet (/6^c^., p. 103) . M -8

^KinNAinN Two doves . . iE -7

CKinNAinN or ^Kl Onedove^ -6

Mende was an ancient colony of Eretria, situate on the south-west
side of Cape Poseidion in Pallene. The types of its coins allude to the
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worship of Dionysos and his companion Silenos. The wine of Mende
was famous and is frequently mentioned by ancient writers. It may be

doubted whether any coins were struck at Mende after its first capture

by Philip, B.C. 358. Here, as at Acanthus, etc., the Eubo'ic standard

gives place to the Phoenician about B.C. 424.

Circ. B.C. 500-450.

MIN, MINAAON, MINAAION, or

no inscription. Ass standing before

vine, on his back a crow pecking at

his tail. Symbol, sometimes, crescent

moon.

Ass.

Head of Ass,

Four or more incuse triangles, in centre

sometimes O. [B. M. Guide, PI. IV.

8, etc.
;
Zeit. f. Num. X, Taf. iii. 3.]

M, Euboic tetradrachm.

Id. . . . M Tetradr. and Tetrobol.

Id M Hemiobol.

Circ. B.C. 450-424.

Fig. 129.

Silenos reclining on back of ass. He
holds a kantharos. In front a crow

seated on a tree, and beneath ass, a

dog.
Silenos standing beside ass and hold-

ing it by the ears.

Fore-part of ass.

MEN A Al ON Vine in incuse square

(Fig. 129) . . . M, Tetradrachm.

,,
Crow in incuse square.M Tetrobol.

[Imhoof, Mon. Gr., PI. C. 19, 20.]
Kantharos M, Obol.

Circ. B.C. 424-358.

MENAAIflN Ass standing, on his

back a crow pecking at his tail, in-

cuse circle

M Tetradr. (Phoenician), 190 grs.

MENAAinN Ami^hora between two

branches of ivy . M Didr., 104 grs.

MENAAIH or MENAAinN Am-

phora in sunk square . M, Tetrobol.

M E N A A One or two Amphorae .

M .65
—

-4

For other varieties, see Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 83.

Capsa or Scapsa, north of Mende and near Assera, see Imhoof, 3Io?i.

Gr., p. 69.

Before circ. B.C. 480.

Head of young Dionysos crowned with

ivy.

[Imhoof, i/ow. Gr.,F\. C. 21.]

Id.

[Imhoof, oj). cit., p. 83, No. 89.]
Silenos reclining on ass.

Head of young Dionysos.

Mule
; above, vase {hjlix). K A in two of four incuse triangles . .

M Tetrob., 45 grs.
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This coin is attributed by von Sallet {Zeit. f. Num., 1885, p. 358) to

Mende, which he thinks may have once been called Canastraeum after

the promontory near which it stood.

Potidaea, a colony of Corinth on the Thermaic gulf, began to coin

money early in the fifth century. Its name is clearly derived from

Poseidon (cf. Poseidonia). The type of the tetradrachm was doubtless

suggested by the sacred image of Poseidon, which Herodotus (viii. 139)

mentions as standing in front of the city, Iv rw Trpoaoreiw. Millingen

{SylL, p. 48) thinks that the female head on the tetrobol may represent

Pallene, from whom the peninsula received its name. With the celebrated

blockade of Potidaea by the Athenians, B.C. 432-429, the coinage comes

to an end.

Circ. B.C. 500-429.

Fig. 130.

r Poseidon Hippies on liorseback.

He holds trident ;
under horse, star.

rO or n Id.

r Naked horseman on forepart of

prancing horse.

Head of Pallas in Corinthian helmet.

Incuse square, diagonally divided

(Fig. 130) . . A\ Euboic tetradr.

Female head in spiked headdress, in

incuse square . . . M, Tetrobol.

Similar M. Diobol,

POT Pegasos M .7

Cassandrea, Eurydicea. This town was founded by Cassander on the

site of Potidaea. It appears to have been called for a time Eurydicea
(Polyaenus, vi. 7), in honour either of Eurydice, daughter of Lysimachus
(B.C. 298-294), or of Eurydice, sister of Cassander, who reigned for a
time in Macedon, B. c. 280.

Circ. B.C. 298-280.

Veiled head of queen
|

EYPIAIKEHN Tripod . ... ^ -65

(B. M. Cat., Mac, p. 75). j

No other coins are known until the time of Augustus, when it received
a Roman colony, and struck bronze coins with Latin legends between
the reigns of Claudius and Philippus.

Inscr. COLONIA IVLIA AVG. CASSANDREN SIS, variously abbreviated.
With few exceptions the reverse type is a head of Zeus Ammon.

Bottice. The Bottiaeans originally occupied the coast of the Thermaic
Gulf, but they were expelled at an early date and settled near Olynthus
in the district called after them Bottice. Their chief city was Spartolus
(B. M. Cat., Mac, p. xl.).
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Circ. B.C. 424-392.

Head of Demeter crowned with corn.

[Imhoof, Choix, PI. I, i6].

BOTTIAinN Forepart of bull in

incuse square
M. Phoenician Tetrob. 36 grs.

Time of the Chalcidian League, B.C. 392-379, or later.

Head of Apollo laureate.

Head of Artemis.

Female head.

BOTTIAinN Lyre . . . . ^ 55
Id M .45
Bull butting . vE .7J)

(See also Bottiaei Emathiae, p. 211.)

Dicaea, on the Thermaic gulf, was a colony of Eretria, from which its

coin-type is borrowed. On the distinction between the coins of this

town and those of Dicaea in Thrace, see J. P. Six [Xicm. Chron,, N. S.,

vol. XV. p. 97). In the Athenian Tribute Lists [Corp. Inscr. AH., vol. i.

p. 230) it is called AtVaia 'E/3er/3t[wi'], and the inhabitants AixatoTroAirat

'Eperptwi' aTTotKot.

Circ. B.C. 500-450.

Cow scratching herself, sometimes in-

scribed AIKA
[B. M. Cat, Mac, p. 70].

Cock [Imhoof, Moyi. Gr., PI. C. 14].

AIKAI Cock

[Imhoof, Mon. Or., PI. C. 15].

Bull, or forepart of bull

[^Ibicl.,
Nop. 16, 17].

Four or more triangular incuse depres-
sions . . M, Euboic tetrobol, 44 grs.

Sepia in incuse square. ^Tetrobol, 4 1 grs.

Scallop shell in incuse squareM Dl bol.

Id M Diobol and Obol.

Circ. B. c: 400.

Female head.
|

AIKAIOPOA Bull standing

For other varieties, see Imhoof, op. cit., p. 7 1 sq.

iE.65

Aeneia, on the Thermaic gulf, was said to have been founded by
Aeneas (Otto Abel, Makedonien vor Konig Pkilipp, p. '^'j,

and Friedlander,
Monatshericht cl. K. Akad. d. Wissensch., 1878).

Before b. c. 500.

A I N E A^ Aeneas carrying Anchises,

preceded by his wife Kreusa carry-

ing Ascanios.

Quadripartite incuse square . . . .

{Zeit.f. Num., vii. 221).
JR Euboic tetradr.

Concerning this remarkable coin, which affords the oldest representa-
tion of a Trojan myth which has come down to us, see Friedlander [l. c).

The smaller silver coins are of two periods.

B.C. 500-424.

Head of bearded Aeneas, helmeted,
of archaic style.

Quadripartite incuse square . . . .

M Euboic tetrobol, 39 grs.,

and Diobol, 21 grs.
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B.C. 424-350

Head of Aeneas of more recent style.

Head of Pallas in Athenian helmet

bound with olive

[Imhoof, AIo7i. Gr., PI. C. 1
2].

Head of Ascanios in Phrj^gian cap

[Imhoof, CAow, PI. I. 15].

AINEAC Quadripartite incuse square.
M, Phoenician tetrobol, 35 grs.

,,
Bull looking back, in inc.

square. M, Phoenician tetrob. 36 grs.

AINEIATHN Bull M -6

E. Macedonian cities in the Strymonian and Bottiaean

DISTRICTS.

Amphipolis, on the Strymon, although founded B.C. 437 by the

Athenians, does not seem to have struck money before its capture by
Brasidas B.C. 424, from which time until it was taken by Philip in

B. c. 358 it remained practically free. The coins of Amphipolis as works
of art perhaps excel those of any other city of northern Greece. The

Race-torch, the usual reverse-type, is symbolical of the worship of

Artemis Tauropolos or Brauronia, who was especially revered at Amphi-
polis, and in whose honour Torch-races, Lampadephoria, were held

(Leake, Num. Hell., p. 11). The weight-standard is the Phoenician.

Circ. B.C. 424-358.

Fig. 131.

Head of Apollo, three-quarter face
;

various symbols in field : Bee, tripod,
Boeotian shield, plant or ear of corn,

crab, dog, etc.

Similar.

Young head, r., wearing taenia.

Head of Apollo, or young head, bound
with taenia.

AM<l)inOAITEnN (rarely AM*!-
POAITXlN) written on a raised

frame in an incuse square. In the

midst, a race-torch and various

symbols or letters (Fig. 131) . .

M. Tetradr. 224 grs., Drachm,
and Triob

AM<|)I Race-torch in wreath . .

M, Tetradr. and Tetrob

„ Dolphin in incuse square .

M Obol

„ Race-torch in linear square.

[B. M. Cat., Mac, p. 45] . M -7—45

Circ. B.C. 358-168.

During this period Amphipolis was one of the principal places of

mintage of the kings of Macedon.
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Circ. B.C. 168-146.

As the capital of the First Region the coins reading MAKEAONnN
TTPnTH^ were struck at Amphipolis, as were also many of the bronze

coins described below (p. 209),

Circ. B.C. 146.—Time of Augustus.

Few indications of date are afforded by the bronze coins reading
AM<t>inOAITnN or AM<J)inOAEITnN. Many of the types are, however,
identical with the bronze coins reading MAKEAONnN, though clearly
later. The following types are of frequent occurrence :

—
Head of Herakles.

Head of hero Perseus (or Roma ?).

Head of Poseidon.

Head of Strymon crowned with reeds.

Head of Artemis Tauropolos.
Id.

Head of young Dionysos.
Head of Medusa.
Head of Poseidon.

Head of Apollo (?).

Head of Artemis.

Bust of Artemis.

Centaur [B. M. Cat., Mac, p. 46] . .

Wreath ^^ -75
Club in oak wreath . . . . -^ -8

Dolphin in wreath M -6

Bull butting ^ -75
Two goats on their hind legs . M -^^

Goat ^ -75
Pallas Nikephoros -^ '75
Horse ^ -8

Ear of corn ^ -65
Id.. . . ^-75
Artemis Tauropolos with inflated veil,

ridiner on bull jE i-i

Semuncial reductimi after b. c. 88

Head of Janus. Mark of value I

Head of Poseidon

Two Centaurs back to back ....
As. Ml-, wt. 290 grs.

S Prow . . Semis. -^ -9, wt. 89 grs.

Most of the remaining types, even when without the name of the

Emperor, belong to Imperial times (see B. M. Cat., 3Iac., p. 50 sq.),

Augustus to Salonina.

Tragilus, at the south eastern end of the Pangaean range, and about
ten miles west of Philippi, is the town where the coins reading TPAI
and TPAI Al ON were issued.

Circ. B.C. 450-400.

Ear of corn. [B. M. Cat., Mac, p. 130].

Bunch of grapes.
Head of Hermes in petasos.

TRAI or TPAI in the four quarters of

an incuse square . . . yR 5-6 gi's.

Id ^3 grs.
TPAI between the four spokes of a wheel.

M .6-35

Circ B.C. 400-350.

Head of Hermes in petasos. |

TPAI Al ON Rose tE -65

With regard to this type Heuzey {Missmi archeologiqne de Macedoine^
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p. 158) has pointed out that the roses of Mt. Pangaeum, called kKarovTa-

(f)v\\a, were famous in antiquity.

Philippi. As early as the sixth century B. c. the Thasians possessed a

mining settlement on the mainland of Thrace, called Daton, a district

which extended inland as far as the springs called Crenides. Subse-

quently the Pangaean tribes expelled the Thasians, but in B.C. 361 the

Athenian orator Callistratus refounded the colony of Daton at Crenides

with the assistance of a number of Thasians.

Gold and bronze coins were now issued at the revived colony with the

inscription OA^ION HPEIPO, obv. Head of Herakles, rev. Tripod. In
B. c. 358 Philip made himself master of the district with its rich mines,
renamed the town after himself, Philippi, and allowed it the privilege of

striking money identical in type with the Thasian coins above described,
but with the legend (t>l Al PPnN, N Staters 133 grs. [B. M. Gtdde, PI. XXI.

13], ^ Phoenician drachms and hemidrachms, and M Size •'J—6^.
Before the end of Philip's reign Philippi was deprived of the right of

striking money in its own name, but it remained a royal mint under

Philip and his successors, its mark, the Tripod, being of common occur-

rence on the coins of the kings of Macedon.
From the Roman conquest to the time of Augustus no coins appear to

have been struck there
;
but after the battle of Philippi the right of

coinage was conferred upon the veterans of the Praetorian cohort whom
Augustus settled at Philippi. The legends of the coins of this series are

in Latin, COHOR . PRAE . PHIL
.; COL . AVG . IVL . V . PHILIPP., etc.

' Colonia Augusta Julia Victrix Philippensium.' For the types see

B. M. Cat., Mac, pp. xlvi. and 98.

Methone, in Pieria. The few coins known of this town are all

anterior to its siege by Philip, b. c. 354.

Circ. B.C. 400-354.

Female head.
|

MEOH Lion breaking spear . iE -65

See also another coin with inscr. MEOO in Cat. Margaritis, p. 9

(Paris 1874.)

Pydna was originally a Greek city established on the Macedonian
coast, on the western side of the Thermaic gulf. It subsequently fell

into the hands of the kings of Macedon. Amyntas III found himself

compelled to hand over the maritime district of Macedon to the Olyn-
thians, and it is to this interval that the bronze coins of Pydna, identical
in type with those of Amyntas, belong.

B.C. 389-379.

Head of young Herakles 1 PYANAinN Eagle devouring serpent.
[B. M. Cat., Mac, p. loi].

I M -65

Another interval of autonomy occurred during the reign of Per-
diccas III. Pydna at this time again struck bronze coins, the reverse

type of which, the Owl, betrays Athenian influence. Pydna is indeed
said to have been subject to Athens B. c. 364-358, but we may infer that
it enjoyed free institutions under Athenian control, for it is said that it

was by no means eager to be handed over again to the kings of Macedon
(Theopomp., Fragm. 189).
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B.C. 364-358.

Female head with hair in sphendone . I PYANlAinN Owl in olive wreath.

[B. M. Cat, Mac, p. loi.] i

M -65

F. Kings of Macedox.

Alexander I, B. c. 498-454. With the possible exception of certain

coins struck at Aegae, the old capital of Macedon, with the letters AA,

AAE, etc., there are no coins of Alexander I of an earlier date than
B. c. 480, about which time, by his conquest of the Bisaltae, Alexander

made himself master of those prolific mines which are said to have

yielded him as much as a talent of silver daily.
This fresh influx of money, and the opening up of a new commercial

route from Macedon to the Greek towns of the Thracian coast, by way
of the valley of the Strymon, doubtless occasioned the change in

standard from Babylonic to Phoenician, which now took place in the

Macedonian currency. Alexander adopted the Bisaltian coinage, merely

substituting his own name for that of the Bisaltae.

Fig. 132.

Naked warrior armed with two spears
and wearing kausia, standing be-

side horse. [B. M. Cat., Mac, p. 157.]
Free horse {Ibid.)

Id. {Ibid.)

Young head in kausia {Ibid., p. 158).

The uninscribed

AAEiANAPO in square (Fig. 132) .

JIti Phoenician 8 Drachm (448 grs.).^ „ 8 Obol (66 grs.).

Incuse square quartered . JR Teti'obol.

Id M Diobol.

Id M Obol.

specimens may equally well have been issued by
the Bisaltae.

Ferdiccas II. B.C. 454-413. There are various, mostly uninscribed,
Macedonian coins of Phoenician weight, which belong in style to the

reiffn of Perdiccas.

Horseman with two spears ....
[B. M. Cat., Mac, p. 158.]

Id. [Imhoof, Mon. Gr., PI. D. 5.J

Free horse. [B. M. Cat., Mac, p. 159.]
Id. {Ibid., p. 160).

Forepart of horse {Ibid.)
Horseman with two spears ....

{Ibid., p 161.)
Horse prancing {Ibid., p. 162).

Horse fastened to ring {Ibid.)

Head of bearded Herakles

{Ibid., p. 163.)

Goat's head or forepart of goat, in

incuse square . . . . .M Tetradr.

Head in helmet in inc. sq. JR Tetradr.

Helmet in incuse square . M Tetrobol.

Caduceus in incuse square JR Tetrobol.

Helmet in incuse square . JR Diobol.

Forepart of lion in inc. sq. JR Tetrobol.

PEPAIK Helmet in incuse square . .

JR Tetrobol.

n]EP Forepart of lion in incuse square
JR Diobol.

PEP Club and bow in incuse square .

JR Diobol.

O
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• Archelaus I, B.C. 413-399. From the beginning of the fifth century
we have seen that the Phoenician stater (wt. 230-220 grs.) had been in

use for the royal coinage of Maceclon, but with the accession of Archelaus
this stater was exchanged for one of 170 grs., which, from its weight
(equivalent to two Persian sigli), has been designated as the Persic stater.

The money of the two important cities of Abdera and Maroneia also

underwent a like transformation at the same time. The causes of this

change of standard remain unexplained.

Fig. 133.

Horseman prancing, wearing kaiisia

and chlamys, armed with two spears.

Young male head, wearing taenia.

[B.M. Cat. Mac, -^^ 164.]
Horse, (Ibid.)

Id. {Ibid., p. 165).

Head of bearded Herakles. (Ibid.)

Id. {Ibid.)

Id. {Ibid., p. 166.)

Id. {Ibid.)

Lion's head facins:.

[Imhoof, Choix, PI. I.
i.]

Aeropus (
= Archelaus II), B.C. 396-392

APXEAAO Fore-part of goat in in-

cuse square (Fig. 133)
JH Stater, 170 grs.

APXEAAO Horse with loose rein . .

Al Stater.

,, Helmet in incuse square . .

M Diobol, 28 grs.
APXEA Eagle in incuse square .

M Diobol.

APX Fore-part of wolf; above, club .

A\ Obol, 14 grs.

,, Wolf's head and club ....
Al \ Obol, 7 grs.

AP Lion's head and club

Ax \ Obol, 4-7 grs.

APXEAAO Club, quiver, and bow .

M Size -7

APXE Fore-part of boar . . M -^

Young male head in kausia.

Id. [B.M. Cat., Mac, p. 167.]

Amyntas IlC?), B.C. 392-390.

Young male head, bound with taenia.

[B.M. Cat., Mac, p. 168.]
Head of Pan with short horns.

Young male head, bare {Ibid., p. 169).

Pausanias, B.C. 390-389.

AEPOPO Horse walking . . M -^

„ Fore-part of Lion . ^ -5

AMYNTA Horse with loose rein .

Ai Stater, 160 grs.

Fore-part of wolf . JE -4

Helmet . . . . ^ -5

r- (

Fig. 134.
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Young male head bound with taenia.

Id. [B. M. Cat., Mac, p. 170.]

Amyutas III.

First Reign, B.C. 389-383

PAYIANIA Horse standing (Fig. 134)^ Stater.

„ Forepart of lion . M -6^

Head of bearded Herakles (Fig. 135).
Head of young Herakles.

Head of bearded Herakles ....
[B. M. Cat., Mac, p. 172.]

Fig. 135.

AMYNTA Horse standing M Stater.

,, Eagle looking back .

M Diobol.

., Forepart of boar
; above,

club -^ -55

Second Reign, B.C. 381-369.

Horseman prancing, striking with

javelin. [B. M. Cat., Mac, p. 173.]
Head of young Herakles.

{Ihid., p. 174.)
Id. \lhid.)
Id.

Young male head.

AMYNTA Lion breaking javelin .

M Stater.

,, Eagle devouring serpentM -6

„ Bow and club crossed JE -4

Club jE .4

,, Forepart of wolf . ./E -5

Alexander II, B.C. 369-368. No coins can be certainly attributed to

this king.

Ferdiccas III, B.C. 365 or 364-359.

Fig. 136.

Head of young Herakles (Fig. 136).
Id. [B. M. Cat., Mac.,i^. 175.]
Id. {Ibid., p. 176.)

PEPAIKKA Horse trotting M Stater.

,, Lion breaking spear JE -S

„ Eagle looking back JE -6

Philip II, B.C. 359-336. The Persian gold Daric had been hitherto

the one gold coin cii'culating no less in European Greece than in the

dominions of the Great King. Philip, having obtained possession of the

gold mines at Philippi, found himself in a position to supersede the

Persian coin with his own gold staters, which he sent forth in vast

numbers from many mints in various parts of his kingdom, reorganising
at the same time the Macedonian currency on an entirely new

o 2
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system, which was afterwards brought to perfection by Alexander the

Great.

It would appear that the principle of h'lmetallism lay at the root of

Philip's monetary reforms, for, wliile issuing his gold money on the

Daric standard, he adopted for his silver the Phoenician weight (or i^

stater-standard), 15 staters or 30 drachms corresponding in value, at the

then market price of gold (i : 12^), to one gold stater. This standard
was probably selected with the object of keeping up the price of gold as

compared with that of silver, the round numbers thus obtained facili-

tating such a result. But the immense influx of gold from the newly
opened mines soon proved the futility of the plan. Gold began to fall

in value, and Alexander on his accession found himself compelled to

return to a monometallic currency, issuing both his gold and his silver

according to one and the same standard, gold being again simply
regarded as bullion, and no attempt being made to fix definitely the
number of silver drachms for which a gold stater should be legally

exchangeable (Droysen, GescIiicMe des Hellenismns, i. 155).

GOLT).

•N

Mr^

Fig. 137.

Head of Apollo, laureate, with short
hair (Fig. 137).

Head of young Herakles in lion's skin.

Id.

Id.

<t)IAirnOY Biga .A Stater, 133 grs,

„ Forepart of lion . . .

SL \ Stater.

„ Club and bow A ^ Stater.

„ Various types, Fulnien—
Trident— Club—Kan-
tharos—Goat's leg . .

A i Stater.

Fulmen . A Jj Stater.

The head on many of Philip's gold staters resembles Ares rather than
Apollo. See Gardner {Nnni. Chron., 1880, p. 52).

Head of Apollo as on stater,

Silver.

Fig. 138.
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Head of Zeus, laureate (Fig. 138).

Id.

Head of young Herakles in lion's skin.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Head of Apollo, laureate, or bound
with plain taenia.

Head of Artemis, facing.
Head of Apollo with plain taenia.

Id.

Id.

Head of young Herakles.

<t)IAinnOY Naked boy-rider bearing

palm or crowning his horse, KeX.r;s .

M Tetradr., 224 grs.

<t) I A I P P Y Bearded Macedonian horse-

man wearing kausia and chlamys,

right hand raised . . M, Tetradr.

<J) I AIPPOY Youth on horse . . . .

M Didr., 112 grs.

„ Id. . .E, 8 Obols, 66 grs.

„ Id. . M Drachm, 56 grs.

„ Macedonian horseman . .

M, Drachm.

„ Naked horseman prancing .

M Tetrob., 37 grs.

„ Youth on horse M Tetrobol.

Id. . M Triobol., 28 grs.

„ Half-horseM Diobol.,i 8 grs.

„ Horse's head . M Diobol.

Club . . . M Obol(?).

Bkonze.

Head of Apollo with plain taenia.

Head of young Herakles in lion's skin.

(MAIPPOY Naked horseman yE -7-6
Club . . . ^-55-45

The reverse-types of Philip's coins are all agonistic, and refer either to

the games celebrated by Philip at Dium in honour of the Olympian Zeus

(Miiller, Afon. cVAlex., pp. 1 1 and 344), or, preferably, to the great Olympian
games where Philip's chariots were victorious. We have, indeed, the

direct assertion of Plutarch {Alex., c. 4) in favour of the latter hypothesis,
To.'i iv OADjUTTta riKas ruiv apixdroov ey^apaTTcov rots voixia^aaLv. Philip was
also successful at Olympia with the race-horse (tTTTro) k€Xi]tl ; Plut., Alex.

3),
a victory of which he perpetuated the memory on his tetradrachms.

The horseman with kausia and chlamys is less certainly agonistic, and

may represent the king himself as a typical Macedonian iTTirevs.

Philip's coins were struck at many mints in various parts of his

empire. For the various mint -marks which they bear, see Miiller's llou.

d'Alex. le Grand, whose local attributions are, however, to be accepted
with great caution. They continued to circulate in Europe long after

his death, and the Gauls, when they invaded and pillaged Greece, took
vast numbers of them back into their own land, where they long
continued to serve as models for the native currency of Gaul and
Britain.

Alexander the Great, B.C. 336-323. The coinage of Alexander is

a branch of Numismatics too extensive and complicated for discussion in

detail in the present work. His first coinage is of Macedonian fabric and

style, and must be assigned to the early years of his reign, before his

expedition against Asia. The tetradrachm (227 grs.) follows the standard
of Philip's coins, while for the smaller denominations the Euboic-Attic

standard was introduced, which some years later came into general use

for the coinage both of his European and Asiatic dominions.
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Circ. B.C. 336-334.

Head of Zeus as on tetradr. of PhilijD.

[Imhoof, Mon. Gr., PI. D. 8.]

Head of young Herakles in lion's skin.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Head of Apollo, liaii* long.

AAEIANAPOY Eagle on fulmen, his

head turned back
M Tetradr., 227 grs.

AAEiANAPOY Id '.' .

M Drachm (Attic.)

„ Eagle on fulmen . .

M I Drachm.

,,
Two eagles face to

face, on fulmen . . . ^ Diobol.

AAEiANAPOY Fulmen . M Obol.

,, Eagle on fulmen, head

turned back tE -65

AAEiANAPOY Fulmen . . vE .55

After circ. b. c. 334.

It was probably not until his invasion of Asia that Alexander insti-

tuted his vast international currency, of which the following are the

principal types :
—

Gold.

Fig. 139.

Head of Pallas in crested Corinthian

helmet, adorned with serpent, griffin,

or sphinx (Fig. 139).

Id. [B. M. Guide, PI.

Id.

Id.

Head of Pallas.

Id.

4.]

AAEiANAPOY (rarely with BACI-

AEn^) Winged Nike holding trophy-

stand, various mint-marks and mono-

grams . . . R Distater, 266 grs.
Id AT Stater, 133 grs.
Id K \ Stater, 66 grs.
Id R \ Stater, 33 grs.

Club and bow . K \ Stater, 33 grs.
Fulmen ... . K ^ Stater, 1 6 grs.

The usual denomination is the stater
;
the rest are only exceptionally

met with. The cultus of Pallas Athene and of her attendant Nike was
introduced by Alexander, before whose time there is no trace of it on
Macedonian coins.

SiLVEE.

Head of young Herakles in lion's skin.

[B. M. Guide, PI. XXX. 5, 6, 7.]

Id.

AAEiANAPOY (sometimes with BA-

ClAEnC) Zeus seated on throne,

holding eagle and resting on sceptre
M, Tetradi'achm.

JR Drachm.

Dekadrachms also exist, but are of great rarity ; Didrachms, Triobols,
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and Obols occur somewhat more frequently. All coins of these unusual
denominations appear to be of Syrian origin.

Bkonze.

Head of young Herakles iu lion's skin. AAEIAN APOY Ckib, and bow in case

M Various sizes.

Young male head, wearing taenia. „ Free horse . M -6

Other varieties less frequent than the above are the following, for the

most part oipost Alexandiine style :
—

Head of Herakles.

Head of Pallas.

Young head wearing taenia.

Head of Herakles.

Head of Apollo.

Head of Herakles.

Id.

Head of Pallas.

Head of Poseidon.

Macedonian shield.

AAEIANAPOY Biga . . . .E -8

Nike . . . tE -7

[BACIAEn^] Horse-

man . M •7—6
Horseman . ^ -7

Id. . . . ^ .7

B A Bow, clulj and quiver . . tE -7

,, Horseman M
•'j

Prow M -7—5
Prow M 6

Helmet M -6

•1

ji

The difficulties with which we are confronted in attempting a

systematic classification of the enormous series of coins which bear the

name of Alexander are of two kinds:—(i) we have to decide as to

whether a particular coin belongs to the reign of Alexander himself, or,

if not, to what subsequent period it should be assigned, for in some parts
of the ancient world silver coins continued to be struck in the name and w

with the types of Alexander for some centuries after his death,
(ii)

We
have to determine the geographical attribution.

The tetradrachms have been arranged by M. Miiller in seven classes, I

which he distinguishes in the main by the following characteristics :
—

I. Thick fabric, severe style. Zeus seated in stiff attitude, his rigid leg
visible in front 0/ his left. [B. M. Guide, PI. XXX.

5.]
II. Similar, but with some slight variations. [B. M. Guide, PI. XXVII. 2,

4, 5-]

III. Similar, but of more elegant style. [B. M. Guide, PI. XXX. 6.]
IV. Fabric less lumpy ; style fine

;
work usually (but not always) careful.

Right leg of Zeus drawn hack behind left. [B. M. Guide, PI. XXVII.
6, 7, 8; Ph XXX. 10, 11; PI. XXXI. 12-14.]

V. Similar. Fabric flatter, and Jian more spread. Style free, and usually

superficial. [B. M. Guide, PI. XXXVI. 1-4.]
VI. Thin outspread fabric. VTork usually sketchy, but not rude or barbarous.

[B. M. Guide, PI. XLVIII. 1-3.]
VII. Thin outspread fabric. Work rude, and frequently barbarous.

[B. M. Guide, PI. Llil. 1,2; PI. LXIV. 2.]

These classes belong in part to Europe, and in part to Asia, and may
be arranged somewhat as follows :

—
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Europe.
Class I. Kingdom of Macedon, etc

1* i-iX. ,, jj

B.C. 334-300, and later.

Asia.

Class II. Cilicia, Syria, Phoenicia.

,,
111. ,, jj ?>

B.C. 300-280.

Class IV. Macedon, etc., Peloponnesus I
Class IV. Cilicia, Syria, Phoenicia,

and Islands.
' and Egypt.

B.C. 250-200.

Fig. 140.

Class V. Thrace. Class V. Greek cities of western Asia

Minor (Fig. 140).
Phoenician cities (circ. 244-183).

After B.C. 200.

Classes VI, VII. Thrace, down almost I Class VI. Free cities of western Asia

to Imperial times.
|

Minor (b. c. 190-133).

The attributions to individual cities depend upon the correspondence
of the adjunct symbols with known coin-types of the cities in question.
On the coins of the later classes these symbols in the field of the reverse

are undoubtedly mint marks, but there is not sufficient evidence to show
that this was always the case on the coins of Classes I-IV, and in many
cases we have no safer guide to the local attribution than a knowledge
of the countries from which certain sorts of tetradrachms usually come
to us.

No gold or bronze coins with Alexander's name were probably issued

after circ, B.C. 280.

Fig. 141.

Philip III (Aridaeus), B, 0. 323-316, The coins of this king are
identical in type with those of Alexander of Classes III and IV. Inscr.,

cDIAIPPOY or BACIAEH^ tDIAIPPOY, They were issued both in his

European dominions and in Cilicia, Syria, Phoenicia, and Egypt.
[B. M. Guide, PI. XXVII, 9, 10; PI. XXX. 8, 9.] (Fig. 141, K Stater,)

Alexander IV, son of Roxana, b, c, 323-311. See below under Ptolemy
Soter.
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Cassander, B. c. 316-297. This king did not place his name upon the

gold or silver money, which continued to be issued in the name of

Alexander (Class IV).

Circ. B.C. 316-306. Inscr., KA^tANAPOY.

Head of Herakles, I Seated Hon .... 7G.65

Circ. B.C. 306-297. Inscr., BASIAEa^ KACSANAPOY.

Head of Apollo.
Head of Herakles.

Id.

Helmet.

Tripod ^ -7

Boy on horse M -8—7
Lion walking ^E -6

Spear-head ^ '7

To the reign of Cassander belong also the bronze coins struck in the

name of his general, Eupolemus, B. c. 314-313.

Three Macedonian shields.
|

EYPOAEMOY Sword with beU. /E -7

Philip IV, B.C. 297-296, son of Cassander.

Alexander V, B. c. 295, son of Cassander.

To these reigns no coins can be confidently assigned, though some of

the coins of late style, bearing the types of Philip II and Alexander the

Great, may belong to this period.

Antigonus, B.C. 306-301. This king, the father of Demetrius Polior-

cetes, was acknowledged 'King of Asia,' in B.C. 311. In B.C. 306 he

assumed the title BacrtAe?;?. In all his Asiatic mints it is probable that

he continued the issue of gold and silver with Alexander's types and
name unchanged (Class IV).

There are, however, gold staters of the Alexandrine type (except that

Nike holds in her right hand an acrostolium), reading ANTIfONOY
BA^IAEfi^, and tetradrachms, the latter struck in Peloponnesus,

probably in the year b. v. 303, by Demetrius in the name of his father

Antigonus,

Fig. 142.

Head of Herakles (Fig. 142). BAIIAEH^ ANTirONOY Zeus

aetophoros tR Tetradr.

These coins are mentioned in the Inventory of the Asklepieion at

Athens as reVpaxfxa avTiyoveia (see J. P. Six in the Annuaire de Numis-

matigue, 1882, p. 27). No bronze money can bo certainl}^ attributed to

this king.
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Demetrius Poliorcetes, B.C. 306-283.

Gold.

Head of Pallas.

Head of Demetrius with bull's horn .

[B. M. Guide, PL XXXI. 15.]

Nike blowing trumpet, and holding

trophy- stand, standing on prow.

BA^IAEnC AHMHTPIOY Nike . .

K Stater.

BA^IAEH^ AHMHTPIOY Armed
horseman with spear . . K Stater.

BA^IAEaS AHMHTPIOY Pallas

Promachos with shield and spear . .

K Stater.

Silver.

Fig. 143.

Nike, as above (Fig. 143).

Head of Demetrius horned.

BASIAEH^ AHMHTPIOY Poseidon

wielding trident

M Tetrad., Dr., and \ Dr.

BACIAEH^ AHMHTPIOY Poseidon,

as above M Drachm.

Fig. 144.

Head of Demetrius horned (Fig. 144).

Id.

BA^IAEn^ AHMHTPIOY Poseidon

resting foot on rock, and leaning on

trident M Tetradr.

BACIAEnC AHMHTPIOY Poseidon

seated on rock, holds aplustre and

trident M, Tetradr.

The types of these coins refer to the naval victory gained by the fleet

of Antigonus, commanded by Demetrius, over that of Ptolemy off the

island of Cyprus in b. c. 306. The same victory is commemorated by a

monument discovered some years ago in the island of Samothrace, now
in the Louvre, consisting of a colossal Victory standing on a prow, as on
the coins. See Conze, etc. [Samothrake, Bd. ii. p. 47 seqq.).
With very few exceptions the bronze coins of Demetrius Poliorcetes

have a prow on the reverse, and the letters BA (for BA^IAEHC). The
obverse type is usually a head of Pallas or of Zeus.

Pyrrhus was king of all Macedon, B. c. 287-6, and ofwest Macedon until

B.C. 284, and again B.C. 274-272. If he issued silver coins in Macedon

they were probably, like those of Cassander, impressed with the name of
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Alexander (Class IV). His Macedonian bronze coins are of the following

type:—
^

Macedonian shield, with monogram of i BA^I Helmet and mon. PYP, all in

Pyrrhus in centre (PYP). I oak wreath ^ -5

Interval, B.C. 286-277. During this period, while the government of

Macedon passed rapidly from Pyrrhus to Lysimachus, Seleucus, Ptolemy
Keraunos, Antipater, Sosthenes, etc., few coins were struck in Macedon.

Lysimachus, it is true, appears to have struck tetradrachms at some
of the Macedonian mints in his own name, but of the rest no coins are

known. There is, however, one series of Alexandrine tetradrachms of

Class IV (Miiller, Nos. 225-236, and B. M. Guide, PI. XXX. 11) with a

Macedonian helmet in the field on the reverse, which I would attribute

to this date, together with a corresponding set of bronze coins :
—

Macedonian shield
;
in centre, various BA Macedonian helmet . . . JE -5

symbols.
Head of young Herakles. BA^IAEn^ Bow in case, and club.

Symbol: Race-torch . . iE -75

It is not always possible to dis-

tinguish from one another the

coins of these two kings.
Dr. Imhoof-Blumer is in favour of attributing all the silver money to

Gonatas.

Antigonus Gonatas, B. C. 277-239
Antigonus Doson, B. C. 229-220

Fig. 145.

Head of Poseidon, with flowing locks

hound with marine plant (Fig. 145).

Similar head of earlier stvle.

BASIAEHt
on prow,

ANTirONOY inscribed

ui)on which Apollo is

seated naked, holding bow
M Tetradr.

BA^IAEHC ANTirONOY Athena
Alkis of archaistic style, hurling

fulmen, and holding shield

iR Drachm.

Fig. 146.

Macedonian shield, in centre of which,
head of Pan horned, with pedum at

shoulder.

BA^IAEnC ANTirONOY Similar

type (Fig. 146) . . . yR Tetradr.
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The types of the first of the above tetradrachms refer clearly to a

naval victory. Dr. Imhoof [Mon. Gr., p. 128) thinks that the victory
recorded is that of Gonatas over the Egyptian fleet off the island of Cos,

B. c. 265. On the mainland, opposite Cos, was the Hieron of Apollo

Triopios, where games were celebrated in honour of Apollo and Poseidon,
the two divinities represented on the coins,

' C'etait la sans doute, que le

vainqueur a consacrd sa triere
;
et c'est la aussi, suivant une inscription

trouvee pres de I'hieron, qu'existait plus tard un autre sanctuaire, tres

riche et tres vendrd des Cnidiens, celui du heros A?di(jone Jils de Vtlpigone

(Demetrius).' This sanctuary doubtless owed its origin to some exploit,
such as the victory off Cos, by means of which Antigonus had rendered

himself the benefactor of the town of Cnidus and its temple of Apollo.
But if, on the other hand, as the late style of the head of Poseidon on

the majority of these coins might lead us to infer, they belong to the

later Antigonus, the reverse type is still capable of explanation as con-

taining an allusion to the fortunate nav^al expedition which Antigonus
Doson undertook in B. c 228 against Caria. I was at one time inclined

to adopt the last mentioned attribution (B, M. Guide, p. "j^ sq.), but I

admit that Dr. Imhoof 's arguments have somewhat shaken my conviction.

Tlie bronze coin of the two Antigoni most frequently met with are of

the following types :
—

Head of Pallas.

Head of Poseidou as on silver.

Head of young Herakles.

BA and ANTI (iu monogram) Satyr

erecting a trophy • . . iE -75— 65
Prow .' M -6

I

BA and ANTI (in mon.) Naked rider

crowning his hort^e . . M -65

Macedonian shield, on which ANTI
|

BA^I Macedonian helmet . M -1

(in mon.).

Demetrius II, B. c. 239-229. No gold or silver coins.

Bronze Coins.

Macedonian shield, in centre of which

monogram composed of the letters

AHMHTPI.
Id., but in centre, star.

Head of young Herakles.

Philip V, B.C. 220-179.

BACI Macedonian helmet ....
M '65 and -35

BA^IAEH^ AHMHTPIOY Id. .E 65
BA AH Iiider crowning horse. M -65

SlLVEE.

Fig. 147.

Head of king diademed (Fig. 147). BA^IAEnC <t)IAinnOY Athena Alkis

armed with shield, hurling fulmen .

M Tetradr.
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Fig. 148.

Macedonian shield, with head of the

hero Perseus in the centre, Avearing

winged cap of Phrygian form, end-

ing at top in eagle's head.

BA^IAEn? <t)IAinnOY Club in oak
wreath (Fig. 148) . . M Tetradr.

Head of king diademed.

Id.

Id.

BACIAEn? ct)IAinrOY Id. .RDidr,
Id. M Dr.

Beonze.

Id. M i Dr.

55

)5

BA 01 Rider crowning hoi'se .

^•75
„ „ Athena Alkis . . JE -80—65
„ „ Prow ^ -55
BA^IAEn? (MAinnOY Fulmen in

oak-wreath ^10 i-o

BA <t) Eagle on lulmen in oak wreath.

BACIAEnC (DIAIPPOY Harpa in

u;ik-wreath JE -g
BA (J) Prow ^ -45

Two goats at rest . ^ -75
Id ^ .5

Rider crowning horse

BA 01 Prow ^ -75

BA Eagle on plough or fulmen .

M -75-7
BACIAEn? 0IAinrOY Horse . .

JE -7

,r ,, Harpa in

oak-wreath JE -6

BA Harpa and club . . JE -4

BA 01 Club JE-e^

BA Helmet . . . . JE -^

BACIAEn^ 0IAinnOY Helmet sur-

mounted by star . . . Ji^l -6

T. Quinctius Flamininus, B.C. 196-190. Of this illustrious Roman
general a gold stater of Attic weight is known. It is of great rarity,

only three specimens having up to the present time been discovered.

Dr. Friedlander (Zeif.f. Num., xii. p. 3) is of opinion that it was struck

Head of Zeus in oak wreath.

Head of Poseidon.

Id.

Head of Helios, radiate.

Head of Artemis.

Head of bearded Heraldes.

Id.

Head of young Herakles.

Head of Pan.

Head of young Herakles.

Do., laur., lion's skin round neck but

not over his head.

Head of hero Perseus.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Macedonian shield with wheel-orna-

ment in centre.

Id.

Similar ;
Head of Pei'seus in centre.
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in Macedon after the battle of Cynoscephalae, but there is nothing to

prove that it was not issued during the sojourn of Flamininus in Pelopon-
nesus, perhaps on the occasion of the great Convention at Corinth, when
the Romans proclaimed the freedom and independence of Greece. As,

however, the reverse-type is that of the gold staters of Alexander the

Great I prefer to describe it in this place.

Head of Flamininus to r., slightly
bearded [Zeit.f. Num^-sii. PLVII. 2].

T. 9VINCTI Nike standing, holding
wreath and palm ... A Stater.

Perseus. B.C. 178-168.

Silver.

Fig. 149.

"ti
1 !'

' ^"tk ''.v\ro^"'\t%

Head of king

(Fig. 149.)
Id.

Id.

Perseus, diademed. BA^IAEH? nEP^EnC Eagle on ful-

men, all in oak-wreath JR Tetradr.

BACIAEHC HEP^EnC Harpa in oak-

wreath . M, Didr.

,,
Club in oak-wreath .

M Didr.

Bronze.

Head of hero Perseus.

Head of young Herakles.

Macedonian shield, wheel-ornament in

centre.

BA HE (or HEP) Eagle on plough or

fulmen M -95—7
Rider crowning horse

Harpa

M .75-7M .65-5

Adaeus. A Dynast perhaps in Macedonia not mentioned in history.
His coins appear to have been struck at the town of Scotussa (Plin. IV.

17, s. 18) on the road between Heraclea Sintica and Philippi. [Imhoof,
Mon. Gr.^ p. j 14.)

Head of Apollo.
Head of Herakles.

Head of Pallas.

Head of boar.

C^Vc. B.C. 200, or later.

AAAIOY Tripod
Club . .

Owl . .

,, Spear-head

M .85-65
. M .65
. M .7

. M .6
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G. Kings of Paeonia.

The death of Perdiceas III, King of Macedon (b. c. 359), was followed

by a period of confusion during which the Paeonians rose and shook off

the yoke of the royal house of Macedon.
The independent kings of Paeonia between this date and B.C. 286 are

as follows :
—

lycceius. Giro. B.C. 359-340. Silver coins of debased Macedonian

weight. Tetradrachms 214-188 grs.

'
.^^-"?^<»'^-s.-_

Fig. i:;o.

Head of Apollo.
AYKPEIO or AYKKEIOY Herakles

and lion. (Fig. 150.) . M Tetradr.

Head of Zeus. rColl. de Hirsch.l AYK K E 1 Y Same type . M Tetradr.

Head of Apollo.
AYKKEIOY Lion . . . . ^ Dr.

A fragment of an inscription found some years ago at Athens (Hicks,

MannafGr. Inset., p. 187) mentions a treaty of alliance between the

Athenians, on the one part, and Cetriporis of Thrace, Lyppems ot

Paeonia, and Grabus of Illyria. There can be no doubt about the

identity of the Lyppeius of the inscription with the Lycpems or Lycceius

of the coins.

Patraus. Circ. B.C. 340-315.

p^
Fig. 151.

Male head with short haii-, usually
laureate.

Male head, wearing taenia.

Male head, laureate.

riATPAOY Horseman spearing pros-

trate foe. (Fig. 151.) . M Tetradr.

riATPAOY Forepart of boar . M Dr.

. . M Tetrob.Eagle
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Audoleon. Ciic. B.C. 315-386,

Fig. 152.

AYAfiAEONTO? g-Free horse. (Fi

152.) M Tetradr.

Id. . . . M Dr.

Id. . . M Didr.

ForejDart of horse .

• M Tetrob.

Id. . M Tetrob.

Head of Pallas, facing.

Id.

Head of Pallas in profile.

Head of Pallas, facing.

Head of young Dionysos,

After circ. B.C. 306 Audoleon followed the example of the Diadochi,
and adopted the title Ban-iX^vs. He then struck Attic tetradrachms,
similar in type to the money of Alexander the Great, but with the

inscription AYAHAEONTOC BACIAEjQ?. Audoleon's coins were fre-

quently imitated by the Gauls.

Dropion, after circ. B.C. %'](). See J. P. Six (^Annuaire de Ntcmismatique,

1883. p. 5).

riAlONnN Fulmen, beneath which

A> ^ -85

Head of Zeus.

In 1877 an inscription was discovered at Olympia, on the base of a

statue, stating that it was set up by the community of the Paeonians
in honour of their king and founder, Dropion, who probably recon-

stituted the country after the invasion of the Gauls. His monogram AP
also occurs on tetradrachms of Lysimachus (Miiller, No. 489).

Nicarchus. An unknown dynast, probably contemporary with
Patraus.

Head of Apollo, r. laureate . . . .^NlKAPXOY Tripod

[Bull. Corr. Hell., VI. 211.] |

M Tetradr. 204 grs.

H. Macedon undee the Romans.

After the defeat of Perseus, the last king of Macedon, by the Romans
at the battle of Pydna (b. c. 168) Macedonia was divided into four

Regiones, and in B.C. 158 the right of coining silver money was conceded
to it b}^ the Senate (Mommsen, Mon. Bom. III., p. 281). These four Con-
federations were dissolved in B.C. 146, when the country was constituted
a Roman Province.

B.C. 158-146.

Head of Zeus, wearing oak wreath.

[Imhoof, Mon. Gr., PI. D. 11.]

MAKEAONnN nPHTH^ Artemis

Tauropolos with two torches, riding
on bull . . . M Attic Tetradr.
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i/-^

V > -'^

Fig. 153.

Macedonian shield, in centre of which,
bust of Artemis.

Id.

MAKEAONnN HPnTH^ Chib in

oak-wreath. (Fig. 153.) M Tetradr.

MAKEAONnN AEYTEPA^ Simikr
M Tetradr.

The smaller silver coins of this time read only MAKEorMAKEAONnN.

Macedonian shield on which club, or I Helmet or Prow . . . JR Tetrobol.

wheel-ornament.

Head of Bacchante. Prow M Tetrobol.

Bronze.

Head of Zeus.

Head of Pallas.

MAKEAONnN TETAPTH^ Club in

oak-wreath ^ -85

MAKEAONnN TETAPTH^ The
Dioskuri ^ -8

The remaining bronze coins are of Macedon in r/enere, without the

number of the Region.

Head of young Dionysos.
Head of Apollo.
Macedonian shield.

Head of young river-god (Strymou).
Bust of Pan.

Head of young Herakles.

Head of Zeus, wearing oak-wreath.

Head of Poseidon.

Head of Silenos, facing.
Head of Apollo.
Head of Zeus.

MAKEAONnN Goat . . ^E- 1-05

Tripod M -8

Macedonian helmet . . . . JE -65

MAKEAONnN Trident . . ^ -8

BOT (Bottiaea) in mon. Two goats .

JE .8

MAKEAONnN BOT. Horseman .

M -9

Fulmen JE -85
Club in oaJi-wreath .

^ .85

„ in ivy-wreath JE -95

„ Lyre and bow M -85

HAP in mon. Eagle on fulmen .

JE .85-65

For numerous varieties of the above, see Brit. Mus. Cat., Macedon.,

pp. 11-16.
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Macedonia a Roman Province. After B.C. 146.

Fio. 154.

Bust of Artemis, on Macedonian shield.

(Fig. 1 54-)

MAKEAONnN Club in oak-wreath,

with acorns. . In field, usually LEG,
and a hand holding an olive-branch .

M Tetradr.

The letters LEG on these coins show that they were struck by the

Roman Legatus or Protiuaestor.

Fig. 155.

MAKEAONnN Head of Alexander

the Great, with flowing hair and

Amnion's horn.

Quaestorial insignia (club, virga via-

toris 1) Money chest (fiscus), and chair

(subsellium), the whole in wreath.

Roman magistrate : CAE PR(aetor) ;

AESILLAC Q_(uaestor) or SVVRA
LEG(atus) PRO Q.(uaestore) . .

JR Tetradrachms.

Cae .... was probably the predecessor of Sentius Saturninus as

Praetor of Macedon
;

Aesillas was perhaps the Quaestor of Cae . . . .
,

and Sura the Legatus pro Quaestore of Saturninus, B.C. 88 (Lenormant,
31o7i. dans VAnt., ii. p. 144).
The bronze coins, for the most part, bear the inscriptions MAKEAONflN

and TAMIOY TAIOY nOHAIAlOY, or TAMIOY AEYKIOY (DOAKlNNlOY,
showing tjiem to have been issued by the Quaestors, G. Publilius and
L. Fulcinius. They are of the following types :

—
Head of Poseidon.

Head of the hero Perseus (or Roma).
Head of young Dionysos.

Head of Pallas, as on late coins of

Athens.

Club in wreath . . ... ^ -85

Inscription only .^ i-o

Goat standing M •%

Bull feeding, with mon. BOX (struck
in Bottiaea) ^ -8
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Imjyerial Times.

AAEI ANAPOY Head of Alexander. KOINON MAKEAONnN NEH-
[KOPnN,etc. Types various M i-o

This series is attributed by Eckhel (ii. p. 1 1 1
)
to the time of Caracalla,

but the majority of the specimens are probably later. See also Imperial
series [Mmmet; B. M. 6'«/., Mac, p. 27 ; Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 61

; etc.).

To Imperial times must also be assigned small gold and silver pieces

bearing the name and head of Alexander the Great, and on the reverse

a lion, as well as the large medallions of the Tresor de Tarse {Bev. Num.,
1 868, PI, X-XIII.) and a curious little gold coin, having on the obverse

a head of Olympias, the mother of Alexander, and on the reverse

OAYMniAAOS and a serpent {Ze'it.f. Num., iii. ^6).

Amphaxitis. After B.C. 168.

Macedonian shield.

Head of Herakles in lion's skin.

MAKEAONnN AMcDAIinN Club
in oak wreath . . . M, Tetradr.

AMcDAIinN Id. ... 1-0-85

These coins were probably struck at Thessalonica as the capital of the

district called Amphaxitis, for no city called Amphaxus is known.

Ampkipolis. B.C. 168-146. See above, p. 191.

Beroea in Emathia, the city to which Paul and Silas withdrew from
Thessalonica (Acts xvii. 11). Autonomous ^ coins of the time of the

Emperors Gordianus III, or PhiHppus I, of the same class as, and con-

temporary with, those of Macedonia in genere. Mionnet
(i. p. 469)

publishes a specimen, reading KOINON MAKEAONnN B. NEn
(ko/jo):;)

BEPOIEnN, and bearing the date eOC (
=^ 275) of the Actian era = a.d.

245-

Bottiaei Emathiae. A portion of the Bottiaeans were restored by
Philip V to their native land, where they struck coins, probably at Pella,
with the sanction of the Romans.

After B.C. 168.

Macedonian shield.

Head of Pallas.

BOTTEAinN Prow
M Attic triobols.

Bull feeding . ^ -85

The bull feeding is a well-known type on coins of Pella (p. 212). For
other bronze coins, reading TAIOY TAMIOY and BOT (in mon.), see
above (p. 210).

Cotusa. See Scotussa, p. 212.

Dium in Pieria was situated near the southern frontier of the Mace-
donian kingdom. Of this town no undoubtedly authentic coins exist

(but cf. Millingen, Si/Uoge, p. 44, PI. IV, 20) of the times before the

Empire, when, having received a Roman colony, it struck coins with
Latin inscriptions (see B. M. Caf., Mac, p. Ivii.) : COLONIA IVLIA
DIENSIS, or COL. IVL. AVG. DIENSIS, D. D. See also Imhoof, i/o«. (??•.,

P- 74. •

p 2



HPAKAEUUTUUN Macedonian shield.

Free horse, walking, r.
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Edessa, the later name of Aegae. Imperial coins from Augustus to

Gallienus. /;^s«-., EAE^^AinN and EAESCEnN. 2///;^^*, Roma Nike-

phoros seated and crowned by female figure (Edessa) ; beside them a

goat, in allusion to the name of Aegae and the myth of Karanos.

Heracleia Sintica. Autonomous bronze of Imperial times.

EPI ETPVMONI Club . . M -6

[Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 77.]

HPAKAEUUTugN in laurel wreath.

{Ihid., p. 78) M -45

Fella, between the rivers Axius and Lydias, was promoted by Philip
to be the seat of government instead of the old capital Aegae or Edessa.

From this time it was probably one of the chief royal mints of the kings
of Macedon, but it struck no autonomous coins until after the Roman
conquest in B.C. 168. At Pella, as the chief town of the district called

Bottiaea and of the Third Region of Macedonia, were doubtless struck

the silver and bronze coins with the inscr. BOTTEATIiN or simply BOT
in monogram. Next in order follow the coins reading riEAAH^ or

riEAAAinN. The principal types are Aihena Alkis in fighting attitude

(B. M. Cat., Mac, p. 90) probal)ly copied from a statue of that goddess in

her temple at Bella (Livy xlii. 51). T//e Head of Pan on the obverse of

these coins points to a special worship of this deity, which is further

illustrated by the sealed Ean on many Imperial coins of the town. The

feediity Ox alludes to the old name of Bella V>ovv6\i.o^ (Eckhel, ii. 74). As
a Roman colony under the Empire the coins of Bella bear the Latin
inscr. COL. IVL. AVG. PELLA. See also Z.f. K, I. p. 169, and Imhoof,
Ilofi. Gr.,-p. 86.

Fhila, a strong place near the mouth of the Beneius. For a bronze
coin of the Roman period, 06v. Nike, Rev. <t)IAA Club, see Imhoof, 3Ion.

Gr., p. 90.

Scotussa or Cotusa, on the right bank of the Strymon, not far from
Heraclea iSintica. To this town Dr. Imhoof-Blumer [Mou. Or., p. 114)
would attribute the coins struck by the dynast named Adaeus, after circ.

B.C. 200 (see above, p. 206), and the following bronze coin which resembles
the money of Adaeus :

—
After B.C. 168.

Head of bearded Herakles.
|

KOTOYCAinN Club . . . ^ -8

It is, however, quite possible that this coin may belong to the
Thessalian Scotussa.

Stobi was situate at the confluence of the rivers Axius and Erigon.
No coins are known to have been struck there before it became a Roman
Municipium.

Inscr., MVNICIPIVM STOBENSIVM. The most frequent type is

Victory with wreath and palm, but the most interesting shows the City
standing between the two river-gods Axius and Erigon (B. M. Cat., Mae.,
p. 106, 18

; Imhoof, Man. Gr., p. 91).

Thessalonica (the ancient Therma) was so named by Cassander
(B.C. 315) in honour of his wife. No autonomous coins were struck

I
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there until the fall of the Macedonia,!! !!ionarchy in B.C. i68. Thessa-

lonica was then !nade by the Romans the capital of the second Region,
and the silver coins reading MAKEAONnN AEYTEPA^ {see p. 209)
were issued fro!n its mint.

In the Roi!!an period, both before and during the Empire, the bronze

coins of Thessalonica are plentiful Inscr.. G€CCAAONIKH, OeCCAAO-
NlKenN, KABeiPOC, etc. Titles:— ^^n.Y.Q?Q(:, and on late coins

MHTPOnOAIC] and KOAri[NlA]. Perhaps the most remarkable type is

that which shows a figure of one of the Kabeiri, in whose honour games
were celebrated at Thessaloiiica, called Ka/3eipta, Ka/3etpta YlvOia, and

Kaj3eipia cirtviKia (Eckhel, ii. 78). On some of these coins the Kabeiros is

carried by either Apollo or Nike (cf. the distinctive epithets applied
to the games). Games called 'OkvfXTrta, Tlvdia, and "AKTia Uvdia also occur.

Other coins of Thessalonica have heads of Libertas, €A€YOCPIA, and of

ArnNOOeCI A, the personification of the Presidency of the Games.

II. THRACE.

I. The Greek Towns of Southern Thrace.

Aenus was an important city which stood at the !nouth of the Hebrus,
and thus com!nanded the navigation of that river, which brought it into

commercial relations with all the eastern regioi!s of Thrace. It did not

begin to coin money at so early a date as Abdera, the higher limit of its

currency being the middle of the fifth century.

Circ. B.C. 450-400.

Fig. ISO.

Head of Hermes in profile, wearing

close-fitting petasos.

Id. (Fig. 156).

Similar
;
A I N I on petasos.

A I N Bull on ear of corn.

Incuse square, within which AINION
(retrogr.) around a Caduceus .

M Tetradr. and small M.
Incuse square A I N I

' Goat standing.

Si/rnbols various — astragalos ;
cre-

scent and ivy-leaf; term of Hermes
on throne

; bipennis ;
caduceus ;

animal's head
; fly ; amphora ;

crab
;

ivy-leaf; mask of Silenos, etc.

JR, Tetradr. and small .51.

Incuse square, within which linear

square, containing goat. Magistrate,
AN T I AA A1 . Symbol : naked figure

of Pan M Tetradr.

Incuse square of ' mill-sail
'

patternM Trihemiobol.
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The weight-standard of the coins of Aenus appears to be a light form
of the Euboic-Attic. The tetradrachms of the first period range from

258 to 236 grs. The coin reading
' Antiadas

'

is attributed by von Sallet

[Zeit.f. Num., v. 187) to the period 411-409 B.C.,- during which an aristo-

cratic form of government was set up under the auspices of the Four
Hundred at Athens in some of the tributary Thracian, etc. cities.

Circ. B.C. 400-350.

In this period the weight of the tetradrachm falls to 240-232 grs.
It thus corresponds with the standard introduced about the same time
at Rhodes, and has hence been called the Rhodian standard.

Gold.

Head of Hermes in profile . . . .lAINION Terminal figure of Hermes

[B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 77.]. standing on throne . . K 32-6 grs.

Silver.

Fig. 157.

Head of Hermes facing, in close-fitting

petasos (Fig. 157)-

Head of Hermes facuig, in wide petasos.

[B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 80.]

A I N 1 N Goat. Symbols : dolphin ;

amphora ;
monota ; rhyton ;

star
;

caduceus and petasos ;
race-torch

;

trophy ;
vine

; eagle ; lyre ; serpent ;

tripod ; fly ;
helmet

;
wreath ;

laurel-

branch
; astragalos, etc

M Tetradr.
; 4 Obols

;
and 2 Obols.

AINION Terminal figure of Hermes
on throne to left. Symbols : kan-

tharos
; goat's head

; .
corn-ear ;

star.

JR Drachms.

Bronze.

Head -of Hermes, in close or wide

petasos. [B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 80].

Id., in wide petasos [^Ibid., p. 81].

Al, AiNl or AINION Caduceus.

Symbols : astragalos ;
ear of corn

;

grapes ;
ram's head, etc.

Goat. Symbols: caduceus; pentagram;
torch, etc JE -7—6

Circ. B.C. 300--200.

Head of Hermes in wide petasos . . AINION Hermes seated on throne,

[B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 8r.] holds purse and caduceus . . JE -65
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Period of Roman Dominion, after circ. B.C. 190.

Head of Poseidon ;

[B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 8i.]

AiNinN Hermes standing between

goats, or beside altar, holds purse
and caduceus ^ -8

Of the history of Aenus We know but little. During the Sicilian

expedition (b.c. 415) it was "one of the subject allies of Athens. After

B. c. 350 it formed part of the Macedonian empire, and ceased to coin

in its own name, at least in silver, but coins were struck there in the

name of Lysimachus, though, perhaps, not until after the death of

that monarch.
After its liberation by the Romans, cirb. B.C. 190, it coined bronze for

a considerable time.

Some of the full-face heads of Hermes on the coins of this town are

very fine as works of art. With regard to the curious tenninal figure of

Hernies standing on a throne, Leake has justly remarked that it exactly
resembles the description which Pausanias has given of the statues of

Apollo standing on thrones at Amyclae and Thornax in Laconia (Paus.

Lac, X. 12). There was doubtless a similar cultus-statue at Aenus.

Maroneia was an ancient city situate on the coast about midway
between the mouths of the Hebrus and the Nestus. It was named after

Maron, son of Euanthes, a priest of Apollo, who in the Odyssey gives

Odysseus the wine with which he afterwards intoxicates Polyphemos.
Maron is also called a son of Dionysos. The coins of Maroneia prove that

Apollo and Dionysos were both objects of especial worship there. The
earliest coins of Maroneia are obols, which seem to belong to the ancient

Thraco-Macedonian or Babylonic standard.

Forepart of prancing horse . . . .

[B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 123.]

Before circ. b. c. 500.

Incuse squai'e of ' mill-sail
'

pattern
M, Obols, 14-5 grs.

Circ. B.C. 500-450.

Phoenician standard. Drachms 57 grs. Inscr., MAP, MAPH, MAPHN,
MAPnNO^, or MAPnNlTHS.

Forepart of prancing horse ....
[B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 123 sq.]

Incuse square containing a sun-flower

or a ram's head, or simply quartered.
Sometimes with magistrates' names,

AOH, or POA (POM?) . . . .

M Drachms, and \ Drachms.

Circ. B.C. 450-400.

-
'V, ^-Vi

Fig. 158.
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Phoenician wt., Tetradrachms 220 grs.; Didr, 112 grs. ;
Drachms 5ogr8.

Inscr. MAPnN, MAPnNlTnN, MAPnNITEnN, or MAPHNEITEnN.
Horse prancing (rarely standing). ;

Incuse square, within which vine with

Symbols : kantharos
;
star

;
wheel

;
: bunches of grapes in linear square :

wreath
; lyre ;

helmeted head •

around, magistrate's name, often pre-
helmet (Fig. 158). ceded by EPI . . . . ^l Tetradr.

Magistrates: BPABEHl, AEONYC, MHTPOAOTO?, MHTPOcDnN,
nO^IAHIO, PYOOAnPO, etc. On some specimens the inscription
MAPnNlTEnN stands on the reverse in place of the magistrate's name.

Forepart of prancing horse ....
[B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 125 ;

and Z.f. N., iii. 274.]
Id. [Ibid.]

Id. [Ibid.]

Incuse square quartered ; around,
MAPnNlTnN, or magistrate's
name EP APXEMBPOTO. Ji Didr.

Incuse square, in which, vine; around,
M APnNlTnN,ormagistrate'sname
POCEIAIPPO^ . . . ^Didr.

Incuse square, in which, grapes. Al Dr.

The following exceptional coin of light Attic wt. must also be placed

shortly before B.C. 400:—
Head of young Dionysos. IMAPHNITEHN EPI MHTPO-

(Zeit.f. Num., iii. PI. VI. 18.)
[

cl)ANE01 Vine growing over a

Silenos mask, facing
iK Tetradr. 255 grs.

Circ: B.C. 400-350.

About the end of the fifth century the Phoenician standard was
replaced by the Persic, of which the staters weigh about 175 grs. The
standard of the gold coin is uncertain.

Fig. 159-

Prancing horse.

Prancing horse. Inscr.

MAPn (Fig. 159).

MAPHNlTEnN Vine . ^ 485 grs.
sometimes Vine in square. Symbols on some

specimens,
—caduceus

; cray-fish ;
bee

;

ear of corn
; dog.

Magistrates' names on reverse, preceded by EPI:—APEAAEn, EYZIOE-
MIOS, EYPOAIOt, IHNnNOC, HPH^ArOPEn, HPAKAEIAOY. IKE^IO,
KAAAIKPATEO^, MHTPOAHPO. MHTPHNOC. NEOMHNIO; PATPOK-
AEOC POAYAPHTOY. POAYN I KOY,PO^EIAEIOY, XOPHrO, etc. ^Staters.

There are also Triobols or ^ Staters (wt. 44 grs.), and Trihemiobols

(wt. 22 grs.).

Forepart of horse.
|

Vine in incuse square.

Inscr., MA, usually on the reverse, and magistrates' names generally
abbreviated;—AOHN En, API^TOAEH, IHNnNOS, HPAKAEI AEH, MHT-
POAnPO, NOYMHNIO, etc.
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Bkonze.

Horse prancing.
Head of young Dionysos ivy-crowned.

MAPnNlTnN in square . .^-6
Grapes EPI PYOONIKO

M .7

On the coins of Maroneia the horse is an emblem of the sun-god Apollo,
as is also the sun-flower. The vine as a symbol of Dionysos refers

to the famous wine of Maroneia, which was said to be capable of mixture
with twenty times its quantity of water.

The autonomous coinage of Maroneia ceased when it fell under the

dominion of Philip of Macedon, but the town appears to have remained a

place of mintage under Philip, Alexander, Philip Aridaeus, Lysimachus,
etc. Not until the second century b. c, when the Romans were supreme
in Greece, did Maroneia regain its autonomy (Polyb. xxx. 3). The exact
date of the commencement of the new series of tetradrachms is doubtful,
but it is presumable that neither Maroneia nor Thasos began to coin

again until after the closing of the Macedonian mints in b. c. 146.
Both in style and fabric these large flat tetradrachms belong to the

last stage of the decline of art on coins. They may be compared with
the contemporary dated tetradi-achms of Alexandria Troas.

\

Fig. 160.

Head of young Dionysos (Fig. 160). AIONYIOY ^HTHPOC MAPHNl-
TliN Dionysos standing, holding-

grapes and two stalks of the narthex.

In field, monograms of magistrates.
JR Attic tetradrachms,

light wt. 255-230 grs.

Bkonze.

Head of young Dionysos.
Head of Apollo.

Head of bearded Herakles.

Similar JE 1-0—75
MAPnNlTnN AsklejDios standing .

^ -9

„ Horse galloping. J^ -8

See also Imperial coins in B. M. Caf., T/irace, Mionnet, etc., etc.

Phytaeum(?). This town is only known from a single coin. It was

probably in the neighbourhood of Maroneia.

Circ. B.C. 450-400.

Bearded male head (Ares 1)
in close

fitting crested helmet.

<t)YTAION Incuse square, vine

(Baron de Hirsch, Ann. de Num., 1884,
PL 1. 9) . . . M 29-5 grs.
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Dicaea was an ancient seaport not far from Abdera with which it

appears to have been in close commercial relations, vide JShim. Chron.,

N. S.. XV. 99.

before circ. b. c. 500.

Head of bearded Herakles in lion's

skin of very archaic style.

Incuse square diagonally quartered
JR Stater, 148-2 grs.M Diobol, 27-6 grs.

These coins follow the ancient Thraco-Macedonian or Babylonic
standard.

Circ. B.C. 500-480.

Similar [B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 1I5.] AIK Bull's head 1., in incuse square .

Ai Stater, wt. 11 1.6 grs.

Dicaea appears to have changed its weight standard and adopted that

of Abdera when the latter city began to strike money.

Circ. B.C. 480-450.

Female head, hair rolled.

Head of Herakles.

AIKAIA Bull's head, r., the whole in

incuse square . . . ^41 Dr., 55 grs.

AIKAIA Bull's head facing . . . .

Al I Dr., 24 grs.

This town is mentioned in the Athenian Tribute hi&ts (Corp. Liscr. Aff.,

Ed. Kirchhoff, vol. i, p. 1 1 1
)
as a member of the Athenian Confederation

between B.C. 454 and 428. It is there called AUaia -nap "AlSb-qpa, to

distinguish it from the other Dicaea, the- colony of Eretria in Chalcidice

(p. 189).

Abdera, on the southern coast of Thrace, not far from the mouth of

the river Nestus, was originally a Clazomenian colony founded in the

seventh century B. c. This hrst venture did not prove a success, but in

B. c. 544 the site was reoccupied by the larger portion of the population
of Teos, who preferred to leave their native land rather than submit to

the Persian conqueror (Herod, i. 168). Abdera now rose to be a place of

considerable importance and wealth, on which account it was selected

by Xerxes as one of his resting places in his progress along the northern
shores of the Aegean. This is the period to which its earliest coins belong.
The silver money of Abdera may be divided into the following

classes :
—

Circ. B.C. 500-450.

Phoenician standard, wt. of Tetradrachm 230 grs.

Fig. 161.
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Griffin seated, with one paw raised. Shallow incuse square divided into four

quarters.

No name of town. Magistrates, ^1 (1), HPX, EP, A, on Octadrachms
;

—
ARTE, ACPA, AAM, HPAK, MEIAI, PPn, ^MOP, 0ITTAAO, ^YM, EHI
I A, on Tetradrachms (Fig. i6i);—ANT, HPO, AEO, HTH, on Drachms.
The griffin as a coin-type at Abdera is clearly copied from that on

the coins of the mother-city Teos. It is symbolical of the cultus either

of Apollo or Dionysos. The magistrates whose names occur from the

very earliest times on the coins of this town are the chief dignitaries of

the state, and not mere monetary magistrates. The accessory symbols in

the field may be the signets of mint-masters or inferior officials. Among
those which we meet with on the coins of the earliest period are the

following:
—locust; calf's head; dancing satyr; kylix ;

small human
head.

The adoption of the Phoenician standard in these northern parts is

perhaps owing to the existence in early times on the site of Abdera of a

Phoenician trading station or factory, for if the Teian colonists in.

B. c. 544 had not found the Phoenician standard already established

there, and used for silver in bullion form, it is to be presumed that they
would have issued their coins uniform in weight as well as in type with
those of Teos, which is not the case.

Girc. B.C. 450-430.

Phoenician standard, iveiyht of Tetrddrachm 236-230 grs.

Griffin with curled wine, seated on

fish. Magistrate, KAAAIAAMA^.

Similar griffin, sometimes with pointed

wings, on one variety walking.

Symbols : cock
;
kantharos

;
scara-

baeus with ball [Ateuchns Sacer);

amphora ; pomegranate ; star, etc.

Inscr. on some specimens ABAHPI-
TEnN.

ABAHPITEnN in shallow incuse

square. In centre, a smaller square

quartered [B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 67].
In place of ethnic, Magistrates' names,
EP HPOAOTO. EPI CMOPAO-
TOPMO KAA, EPI cDITTAAO,
EPI NYM0OAnPO, EP EPMO-
KPATIAEn, EPI NE^TIOS, EPI
MANAPnNAKTOC

[Imhoof, il/oH. Gr., PI. C. i].

Weight of Tetradrachms reduced to circ. 224 grs.

Griffin with pointed wings, usually

rearing, but sometimes seated.

Symbols (less frequent) : crayfish ;

ivy-leaf, etc.

Shallow incuse square with magis-
ti'ate's name around, and in the

centre a type which changes with the

magistrate [B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 68j.

EPIVarieties: EPI AHMOKPITO Lyre; EPI MOAPAAOC Young male

head; MEAANIPPOC Head of Pallas ; NIKOSITPATO^ Warrior charging ;

POAYAPHTO^ Grapes; ANAEIAIKOl Hermes standing; EPI AAEZI-
MAXO Kantharos; AOHNAIOC Bearded Dionysos standing, holding
kantharos and long branch [Imhoof, Mon. Gr., PI. C. 2] ; ANAEIPOAI^
Bearded Dionysos; Id. Female head (Aphrodite ?) ;

APTEMIiN Diota,-

etc.
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Circ. B.C. 430-408.

Aegijietic standard [B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 69]. Staters or Didrachms

198-190 grs. ; Drachms, 97 grs.; Triobols, 48 grs. ; Trihemiobols, 24 grs.

Inscr. on obverse, ABAHPI or ABAHPITEHN Griffin with wings pointed,
or rounded and smooth, without indication of feathers. Reverse-types ;

Didrachms, EPI (tlAAAO^ Herakles seated; EPI IHNnNO^ Hermes

standing, wt. 160 grs.; EXEKPATHC Head of Aphrodite; PPnTH?
Prancing horseman; HrH^ATOPHC Young male head; EPI MYPCO
Discobolos; PAPMENnN Bucranium

;
PYOnN Tripod; EYAmN Prize

amphora; KAEANTIAH^ Rushing bull; EPI MOAPATOPEn Dancing
girl. Drachm, EP OPXAMO Lion. Triobols, EXEKPATHC No type:
KAEANTIAH2 Bull's head; ANAZIAIKOC Goat's head; EP HPOOANEO^
Hermes head; MOAPATOPHC Head of Bacchante; NYM^ATOPH^
Dolphin; PPHTHC Head of Apollo (?) ;

EPI PPnTEH Three ears of corn;
EPI (tJlAAlO Hermes standing; AOHNHC Stag. Trihemioliols, PPniH^
Bull's, head ;

KAEAN Ram's head, etc.

Circ. B.C. 408-350.

In B. c. 408 Abdera, then in a flourishing condition, was brought by
the Athenian general Thrasybulus under the dominion of Athens. The

following coins appear to be subsequent to that date :
—

Weight of Stater reduced to 175 grs {Persic wt.V).

ABAHPI Griffin with pointed wings,
usually' i"ecumbent.

Id. [Gardner, Tgpes, PL III. 31].

EPI KAAAIANAKTO^ Incuse square
within which Apollo with patera and

branch, standing beside stag.

POAYKPATH^ Artemis with bow

standing beside stag.

Fig. 162.

Similar griffin, EPI PAYCANlH
Id. EPI IKE^IOY
Griffin with pointed wings.

A BAH P I T EnN Head ofApollo laureate.
Id. (Fig. 162) . . . M Staters.

Id. [B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 72] . .

iH Triobols, wt. 44 grs.

Magistrates on Triobols, EPI OANEH; EPI APXEAAOY; EPI PAY^ANin,
EPI XAPMO.
Griffin on club. ABAHPITEnN Id. ......

JB. Diobols. wt. 25 grs.

Magistrates on Diobols, HPA, MHNO, etc. [B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 73.]

Weight of Stater reduced to circ. 158 grs.

ABAHPITEnN Griffin recumbent,
with pointed wings.

No iucuse. Head of Apollo laureate .

[B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 73.]
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Magistrates' names on reverse, preceded by EPI—
, AIONYCAAO?,

EYPH^IPPOY, IPPnNAKTO^: Si/mbol, cockle-shell. PYOOAnPOY :

x%/w^^7< kantharos. AHMHTPIOY, AIOcl>ANTOY. OMHPOY .^Staters.
EPI—ANAZIPOAIO,AIONYCAAOC.EKATnNYMOY,OMHPOY.POAY-

(t)ANTOY, IPPnNAKTO^, EYPH^IPPOY, AIPI AAEn^,etc., and PPHTH^
in nominative case without EPI A\ Triobols, 40 grs.

Although it is convenient to distinguish the weights of the coins of

Abdera as Phoenician, Aeginetic, and Persic, it seems nevertheless very
probable that the changes in weight were gradual rather than sudden.

Bronze.

Circ. B.C. 400-350.

Griffiu rearing.
Griffin recumbent; magistrates, ^\,

EPMO, EYAN, MENAN, El, etc.

Griffin seated.

Id.

ABAHPITEnN Griffin rearing.

Head of Hermes.

ABAHPITEnN Head of Apollo. ^E -6

,. Id. in linear square .

M -6

EPI AIONYIAAOS; EPI PAPM....,
etc., in quadripartite square . A^ -4

EPI OE^ . . . Eagle on serpent. M -4

Head of Apollo in Hnear square, EPI

EPMO^TPATOY; EPI lEPO-

<DnNTO^(?) -^ -75
EPI AIONY^A Griffin seated. JE -65

The above list of magistrates, extending over more than a century,
is of course by no means complete, but the number of names recorded is

sufficient to warrant us in supposing that they were the annual Eponymi
of the city. The almost constant presence of the preposition EPI, and
the prominent place occupied by the name are arguments in favour of

this hypothesis, as is also the fact that down to the end of the fifth

century the reverse
'

type seems to be subordinate to the magistrate's
name, not only changing with it, but in some cases evidently suggested
by it; e.g. NIKOCTPATOC, a warrior; PYOnN, a tripod; EYATHN, a

prize amphora; MOAPAFOPHC, a dancing girl; and perhaps others.

Several of the magistrates may also be identical with famous citizens

of Abdera, mentioned in history. Cf. von Sallet [Zeit.f. Num., viii. 106),
who points out that a Nymphodorus, circ. B. c. 430, held the supreme
power at Abdera (Thuc, ii. 29). Democritus the philosopher was also

an Abderite. He flourished circ. B.C. 440-357, and it is very possible
that he may have occupied at one time the chief magistracy of his native

town, as may also his brother Herodotus, for both these names occur on
coins struck before B. c. 430.
Some of the coin-types of Abdera, notably the Herakles at rest, the

dancing girl, the Discobolos, the Apollo, and the Artemis standing beside

a stag, are among the most artistically instructive coin-types which
have come down to us from any ancient city.
No autonomous coins were struck at Abdera after its absorption into

the empire of Philip of Macedon.

Imperial coins are known, but the types offer no points of interest.

See B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 76.

Trie[rtis'?]. This town is known only from the following coins which*

have always been found On the northern coast of the Aegean. It was
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probably situate between Chalcidice and Maroneia (Imhoof, Num. Chron.^

i873,p. 18).

Circ. B.C. 450-40©.

Fore-part of horse,

Head of Apollo.

TPIH in four quarters of incuse square.
JR 6-3 grs.

„ in the four corners of a square,
within which, laurel-branch, ifl 7 grs.

Csrpsela was a Thracian town on the Hebrus..

Circ. B. c. 400-350. .
.

Headof Hermes in close-fitting petasos. KY'i'E Two-handled vase
(Ki'\//-fX7y)

.

A vessel of this shape is seen also on coins of Cotys I, king of the

Thracian Odrysae, b. c. 382-359. See Imhoof, Moti. Gr., p. 52, and infra
sub § P.

K. The Thracian Chersonesus.

The smaller silver coins of Chersonesus are very abundant, and were

probably issued at a town called anciently Cherronesus. Whether this

place was identical with the later Callipolis or with Cardia is uncertain.

The weight standard in use appears to have been the Aeginetic. There

are, however, archaic tetradrachms of Attic weight.

Attic weight. Circ. B. c. 500-480.

Incuse square, in which archaic head of

Pallas wearing close-fitting helmet

with large crest . . . iH 253 grs.

Lion with fore-paw raised and head

reverted

(Baron de Hirsch, Ann. de Num., 1884,
PI. I. I.)

Aeginetic weight.

Forepart of lion looking back . . . Quadripartite incuse square ....
[B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 182.] JR 46 and 23 grs.

Circ. B.C. 480-350.

Forepart of lion with head reverted . 1 Incuse square divided into four quarters;

[B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 183 sqq.] in the two deeper ones a symbol and
a letter . . M \ Dr., wt. 40 grs.

Bronze. Inscr. XEP, XEPPO, etc., on one or other side.

Lion's head, or female head facing . . Corn-grain . JE -45

{Ibid., ^.iS6.)

Aegospotami. Although there is no mention of a town of this name
in B. c. 405, when the Athenians were defeated by Lysander at the ' Goat
River,' yet there are small silver coins with the //earl of a goat, and with
an incuse reverse of Chersonesian pattern (wt. 14 grs.) which are certainly
earlier than that time. There are also bronze coins anterior in style to

the age of Alexander, which prove that a city Aegospotami existed in
the middle of the fourth century.
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Bfifore circ. b. c. 350.

Head of Demeter wearing wreathed I Al rOCPO or Al fOPO Goat standing.
and ornamented Stephanos.

•

| [B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 187] . M -85

This head is identified as that of Demeter by comparison with a coin

of the neighbouring city of Sestus, on which the entire figure of the

goddess is seen wearing the same head-^ires^ and holding ears of corn.

Agathopolis. This town is only mentioned by the Byzantine historian

Pachymeres (vi. 4). H. P. Borrell {N%m. Chron., vi. 2) suggests that it

may have been named after Agathocles, son of Lysimachus, and that it

is his portrait which the coins bear, but his arguments are not con-

vincing.

Circ. B. c. 300, or later.

Young male head bound with taenia. ATA within a laurel wreath JR Size -7

Young male head bound with taenia . A fAGO Owl(sometimes double bodied),

[B. M. Ca^., :r/irace, p. 188.]
'

beneath, spear-head . . . iE -7

Similar head.
|

A-P Caduceus . . . . . . ^ .45

Alopecounesus, on the northern shore of the Chersonese, owed its

origin and name, according to Steph. Byz., to tbe fact that the first

settlers had been commanded by an oracle to found a city on the spot
where they should first see the cubs of a fox.

Circ. B.C. 400-300.

Head of Dionysos.

Head of Maenad.
Head of Pallas.

AAn or AAnPEKON Kantharos.

Symbols : Fox and bunch of grapes,
a-nd sometimes corn-grain ....

[B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 188.] M -75-55
Id.

Id.

Cardia, a colony of Miletus, was one of the chief cities of the

Chersonese. It was destroyed by Lysimachus in b. c. 309. Its coinage
in bronze falls chiefly into the latter half of the fourth century, but if, as

some suppose, the silver coins of Chersonesus above described were
struck at Cardia, the city must have begun to coin at least a century
earlier.

Circ. B.C. 400-309.

Head of Demeter or Persephone wear-

ing corn-wreath

[B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 189.]

Lion or lion's head.

KAPAIA, KAPAIANOt, or KAP-
AlANnN Lion devouring prey.

Symbols : Corn-grain, star, etc. .

J5.75
Corn-grain in linear square . , ^ .45

The lion here, as at Miletus, the mother city of Cardia, is- a solar

emblem.

Coela or Coelus, a port in the vicinity of Sestus. To this town MUller
ascribes vaiious coins of Philip II, Alexander, PhiHp Aridaeus, and

Lysimachus, with the comucopiae as a symbol, on the ground that this

is the usual symbol on the money of Coela as a Roman Municipium.
The attribution, however, cannot be accepted as sufficiently established.
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The Imperial coins of Coela read Al. MVN. COILA, AEL. MVNICIP.
COEL, etc. The most frequent reverse types are a Prow surmounted by
a cornucopiae ;

or the Genius of the city holding statuette of Tyche and

cornucopiae ;
or the common Colonial type, Silenos with wine-skin over

his shoulder (B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 191 sqq.).

Crithote was probably situated near the modern Gallipoli.

Girc. B.C. 350.

Head of Demeter.

[B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 194.]
Head of Pallas.

KPIOOY^inN Grain of corn in corn-

wreath .- ^ -85
KPI Corn-grain . . . . . ^ -8

Elaens, the southernmost town of the Chersonese, celebrated for its

temple and tomb of the hero Protesilaos, who is represented on Imperial
coins of Commodus struck at Elaeus.

Circ. B.C. 350-280.

Prow.
Head of Pallas.

Bust of Artemis.

EAAI in wroath . . . . M -7—4
EAAIOY^inN Owl. . . ^ -45

„ Bee . . . tE -65

See also other varieties and Imperial of Commodus in Imhoof, 3Io7i.

Gr., p. 45 sq.

Lysimachia. This important city was built by Lysimachus in B.C.

309, near the site of Cardia, which he had destroyed. From its position
near the narrowest part of the isthmus it became the key of the

Chersonese, and commanded also the passage of the Hellespont. Lysi-
machus made it his residence and his principal European mint. After
his death the town fell under the rule at first of the Seleucidae and then
of the Ptolemies, but it probably retained its right of coining in bronze.

Bronze. Circ. B.C. 280-220.

The most frequent obverse-iy^Qs are—heads of Lysimachus, of young
Herakles, of Demeter veiled, of the City turreted, of Pallas, of a Lion, or
of Hermes. Those of the reverse are—a lion running, or seated in upright
attitude, or the fore-part of a lion

;
Artemis standing, holding torches

;

Nike holding wreath and palm ;
wreath of corn

;
ear of corn, etc. Inscr.,

AYCIMAXEnN (B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 195 sq.).

Madytus, nearly opposite Abydus, was a town of some importance in
the fourth century, to the middle of which its coins belong.

Circ. B.C. 350.

Bushing bull
; above, fish.

[B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 197.]

MAAY Dog seated. Symbols; ear of

corn or star
; magistrate's name .

^-' -75-45

Circ. B.C. 197-27.

Female head, 1. M AAY Lyre ;
in field, grapes . .

{Zdt.f. Num., xiii. PI. IV. 2.) M -6

The rushing bull and fish may symbolize the stream of the Helles-

pont, the dog is the Kynossema or tomb of Hecuba, which was i-n the

territory of Madytus, kvvos raXaivrjs arjixa, vavTiKois TU\j.ap (Eur. Hec, 1273).
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Sestus, renowned in myth for the romantic tale of Hero and Leander,
and in history for the crossing of the Persian hosts over the bridge
which Xerxes caused to be constructed across the Hellespont, was always
a place of considerable importance, but it did not begin to coin money
until shortly before the time of Alexander. After a long interval,

during which some regal coins were struck there in the name of

Alexander, Lysimachus, etc., it began once more to issue autonomous
bronze coins in the second century b. c. Cf. an inscription from Sestus

[Hermes, vii. 135), where it is recorded that a certain Menas was appointed
to superintend the coinage of the town.

Circ. B.C. 350.

Obverse types:
—Female head with hair in sphendone. Head of

Demeter bound with corn. Term of Hermes. Head of Hermes, etc.

Reverse types :—Demeter wearing Stephanos, seated on cippus and holding
ears of corn, in front a phallic term. Hermes standing. Amphora with

long neck. Term. Caduceus, etc. I?iscr.,€ A, l&ier t.H. [B.M. Cat., T/zrace,

p. 198.]

Second Century B.C.

Obverse types :—Head of Apollo. Female head in sphendone or sakkos.

Reverse types:
—Seated Demeter. Symbols: Term. Headdress of Isis.

Grapes, etc. Inscr., t.Wt.l\. The chief divinities of Sestus were Demeter

and Hermes.

Imperial Coinage.

Caligula to Philip Jun. The most interesting type of this series is

the representation of the exploit of Leander. [B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 200.]

L. The Islands of the Thracian Sea.

Imbros. This island struck no coins which can be positively asserted

to be earlier than the time of Alexander. Its money is of bronze, and

falls into two clearly marked periods.

After circ. B.C. 300.

Female head : sometimes of Demeter.

Head of Pallas.

IMBPOY Naked itbyphallic figure of

Hermes Irabramos, sacrificingM .5-4
IMBPOY Owl .... iE 45-35

About the time of the siege of Athens by Sulla in B.C. 87-86, it would
seem that the Athenian kleruchs settled in Imbros issued bronze coins

reading AeENAinN.

Head of Pallas.

[Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 49.]

Hermes Imbramos, standing before a

thymiaterion M .6^

Q
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I'mjperial Times.

Head of Pallas. IMBPinN Types various :
— Owl—

Apollo Musegetes
— Female figure

holding cornucopiae . . M -9—85

The figure of the ithyphallic Hermes on the coins of this island is that

of a Pelasgic divinity of reproduction (Herod, ii. 51). With the Carian

epithet "I/x^pa/ixos (Steph. Byz. s. v. "I/x/3pos) cf. the Gk. "Ijuepos (Preller,

Gr. Myth., i. p. 297).

Lemnos. Hephaestia. Bronze coins of two periods.

Circ. B.C. 350-280.

Head of Pallas in Corinthian helmet :

the whole sometimes in oak-wreath.

[B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 213.]
Id.

HcDAI^TI, H0AI or H<t>A Ram iE -65

Owl M .5

GiTC. B.C. 280-197.

Head of king (?)
diademed.

Head of Zeus.

Head of Apollo.

H<t>AI, H<t>A or H4) Ram or torch M -^

,, Two torches M -7

,, Cornucopiae, etc. .

vE .7-5

The caps of the Kabeiri appear sometimes as symbols beside the torch.

Period of Roman Dominion.

Bust of Hephaestos. |

H<t)AICTienN Torch . . . vE -75

Lemnos was also, probably, the name of a town at which coins were
struck:—obv. Bearded head

;
rev. AHM Helmeted head ^75.

Myrina. Bronze, circ. B. c. 300.

Head of Pallas, often facing. I MYPI Owl, facing or r. . . M -55

[B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 214.] |

Samothrace. The seat of the famous mysteries of the Kabeiri. The
coins of this island are all subsequent to the time of Alexander.

Circ. B.C. 300.

Head of Pallas.

[B. M. Guide, PI. XLI.
4.]

Id.

^AMO Kybele seated on throne, be-

neath which, Lion. Magistrate's
name . JR Attic Didr., also -^ -75

CAMO Fore-part of ram or ram's

head. Symbol : caduceus . M -5—45

The ram is a symbol of the cult of the Pelasgic Hermes {see Imbros).

Period of Roman Dominion.

Bust of Pallas.
|

CAMOePAKHN Kybele seated ^ .75
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On an Imperial coin of Hadrian (Mion. ii) the remarkable inscr.

CAMIUUN eN OPAKH occurs. Cf. the line in Virgil {Ae?i. vii. 208),
'

Threiciamque Samum quae nunc Samothracia fertur.'

Thasos. The rich gold mines of this island had at a very early date

attracted the Phoenicians to its shores. Later on it was colonized by
lonians from Paros. There was also a Thracian tribe called Saians
settled in the island. The Thasian possessions in the mining districts

on the mainland were a source of enormous wealth, yielding, shortly
before the Persian invasion, as much as from 200 to 300 talents annually
(Herod, vi. 46). It was apparently from the mainland that the Thasians
derived the Babylonic standard of weight, as well as the types of its

earliest money. The Silenos carrying off a struggling nymph is one of

a class of types intimately connected with the orgiastic worship of the

Thracian Bacchus whose oracle stood on the summit of Mt. Pangaeum.

Circ. B.C. 550-465.

Fig. 163.

Naked ithyphallic Silenos, kneeling
on one knee and carrying in his

arms a nymph.
Two Dolphins.

Dolphin.

Quadripartite incuse square. (Fig. 163.)M Stater, 160-140 grs.M Drachm, 70 grs (max.).
Id. . . . JR Obol, 10 grs. (max.).
Id . . M ^ Obol, 5 grs. (max.).

Circ. B.C. 465-411.

Fig. 164.

In this period of Athenian supremacy in Thasos the same types of the

stater and drachm are in the main adhered to, but there is a steady
decrease in the weight, which, on the later specimens, corresponds with
the Attic or even falls below it. In style many of these later Thasian
staters are admirable as works of art, and quite worthy of the age of

Pheidias. (Fig. 164.)

Circ. B.C. 411-350.

In B.C. 411 Thasos revolted from Athens and received a Lacedae-

Q 2
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monian garrison, but was afterwards again dependent upon Athens. As

at Acanthus and other towns on the mainland, an abrupt change of

standard from Attic to Phoenician took place at Thasos, in the last

quarter of the fifth century. This in the case of the Thasian money is

also accompanied by a change in the types. Gold coins in small

quantities were also issued at this time.

Head of Dionysos, bearded or young, ©A^ION Herakles kneeling, shooting

ivy-crowned.
' with bow . . . it 60 & 43 grs.

Fig. 165.

Id. (bearded,) (Fig. 165,)

Young male head crowned with reeds.

(River god.)
Janiform head of bald Silenos.

Silenos kneeling, holding kantharos.

Head of Silenos.

Head of Nymph.

OASION Id. Various symbols in field

M Tetrad., 236 grs.M Didr., 109 grs.^ Dr., 59 grs.

„ Id. . M \ Dr., 29 grs.

[Imhoof, Mon. Gr., PI. C. 4.]

OA^I Two amphorae placed in oppo-
site directions . . . . JR \ Dr.

OACmN Amphora M \ Dr., 14 grs.

0ACI Two dolphins M | Dr., 7 grs.

OA Dolphin . . M ^^ Dr., 4I grs.

Bronze.

Head of bearded Herakles. OA^ION Club, bow, and Bacchic

symbol vE -4

In this period there was also a separate issue of gold and bronze

coins intended to circulate in the Thasian territory on the mainland.
These coins read OA^ION HPEIPO ;

obv. Head of Herakles ;
rev. Tripod

or Club and Bow (see p. 192).
Of the time of Philip, Alexander, and Lysimachus there are no Thasian

coins, but after B.C. 380 the mint of Thasos was again active for a few

years.

After circ. b.c. 280.

Head ofbearded Dionysos, ivy-crowned,
of late style.

Head of bearded Herakles.

Head of young Herakles.

Head of Demeter veiled.

OA^iaN Club in wreath . . . .

M Attic \ Dr.

„ Club, bow, symbol, and mon.
M -7

OASION Id ^ -85

„ Heads of the Kabeiri in

vine-wreath M
•<)

After circ. B.C. 146.

After the battle of Cynoscephalae, Thasos, which had formed part of
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the dominions of Philip V, regained its freedom, B.C. 196, but it is not

probable that the series of large flat tetradrachms of base style com-
menced before the closing of the Macedonian mints in B.C. 146, by order
of the Roman Senate. These latest coins of Thasos were issued in

enormous quantities, and with those of Maroneia represent the staple of

the silver currency of Northern Greece in the 2nd and ist centuries, B.C.

Fig. 166.

Head of young Dionysos, of base style,

wearing band across forehead, and

ivy-wreath,

HPAKAEOY^ tnTHPO^ GA^inN
Herakles naked, standing with club

and lion's skin. (Fig. 166.) . . .

JH Attic tetradr., 260 grs.

These coins were largely imitated by the barbarous Thracian tribes of

the mainland. The bronze coins of this late period are of various types,

among which the following may be specified :
—

Bust of Artemis.

Amphora.

Imperial. Hadrian, Caracalla and Geta

advancing with club and lion's skin.

Herakles advancing, di'awing bow .

M -75

Cornucopiae ^ '5

rev, OACIUUN Herakles

M. The European Coast of the Propontis.

Bisanthe was a Samian colony on the northern coast of the Propontis,
a few miles west of Perinthus.

After circ. B.C. 280.

Head of Pallas.

Head of Apollo.

Bl Owl
BICANOHNnN Tripod

M -6

^ -55

Byzantium was a Megarian colony with an Argive element, to the
influence of which latter the worship of Hera and the introduction of the

myth of lo are perhaps to be ascribed. We gather from a passage in

Aristophanes that at the end of the fifth century the Byzantines were

using an iron currency (Arist. N/ib., 249 et Schol.
; Pollux, ix. 78 ; Hesych.

s. V. 2)i8apeo9). None of this money has been preserved.
The silver coins of this wealthy port are extremely common, and may

be divided into three series. They are all probably later than the iron

money above alluded to.

Circ. B.C. 400-350.

T'Y Bull standing on dolphin.

[B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 93.]

Incuse square, quartered, of ' mill sail
'

pattern . . . . M Dr., 84 grs.
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These coins correspond in weight with the Persian Siglos, which was
current in Asia Minor down to the age of Alexander. Like the sigii, the

Byzantine coins are very frequently found covered with little counter-

marks.

Circ. B.C. 350-280.

Fig. 167.

About the middle of the fourth century the weight standard of the

Byzantine silver coinage changes from the Persic to the Phoenician.

The types remain the same, but the frequent addition of S3'mbols and

monograms in the field indicates the period of Philip and Alexander
as that to which these coins of Phoenician weight should be ascribed.

[Tetradrachm, 230 grs. (Fig. 167.) Drachm, ^'j grs. ; Tetrobol, 38 grs.]

Bkonze.

Bull on dolphin.
Bull's head.

TY Trident . . .

,, Three dolphins .

M .65^ -55

The form of the letter B (T") is peculiar to the money of Byzantium.
The bull and dolphin symbolize the worship respectively of Hera and
Poseidon.

Circ. B.C. 280-277.

At this time Byzantium suffered severely from the incursions of the

Gauls, whom it was compelled to buy off by the payment of an
enormous yearly tribute (Polyb., iv. 46). The state was completely
drained of money, and in their straits the Byzantines appear to have
been driven to make use of foreign coins, countermarking them with
the letter FK [B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. no.]

Circ. B.C. 277-270.

To these few years belong in all likelihood the following rare silver

coins, of which the obverse type is identical with that which occurs on
the money of Chalcedon, on the opposite shore of the Propontis, with
which city Byzantium seems to have been for a time united in a

monetary alliance.

Fk;. 16S.
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Head of veiled Demeter, wearing corn-

wreath. (Fig. 1 68.)

Head of Poseidon.

Head of Apollo.

Head of Apollo.

Head of veiled Demeter.

Poseidon naked to waist, seated on rock,

holding trident and aplustre. In

field,T' and mon. Magistrates: EPI

ANTIPAT, EPI EKATOAn, EPI

MENICKOY, EPI OAYMPIOAn-
POY, EPI CcDOAPIA, etc., etc. . .

M Tetradr., 215 grs., and Octobols

80 grs.

Prow on which BY
;

behind, serpent.

Magistrate: EPI AIONYCIOY . .

M Attic 8 ob., 88 grs.

T" Tripod. EPI AAMnNAKTO^,
EPI MENICKOY, etc. . .^95

BYIANT) T.
.

1 j^ ^
KAAXA I

^^"^l^^^- • • ^-9
BYIAN i Poseidon seated on rock .

KAAXA f ^ 10

After circ. B.C. 270.

The above coinage was of short duration. Chalcedon was absorbed

into the kingdom of Nicomedes I of Bithynia, and Byzantium, now
surrounded on all sides by states in which the Attic standard prevailed,

was compelled to conform to the new monetary convention, for such it

may be called, by which many of the chief Thracian towns agreed to

adopt the types of the coins of Alexander or Lysimachus, on account of

the commercial prestige which attached to these regal coinages. The

Byzantine issues are distinguished by the letters BY and a Trident.

[B. M. Guide, PL LIII. 3, 4 and LXIV. 3, 4.] Many of these quasi-regal
tetradrachms and gold staters are of very barbarous work, and may be

Thracian copies. The bronze money of this time is rude.

Head of Poseidon.
j

Trident and magistrate's name M -85

Head of Demeter. Cornucopiae M 10

With various other smaller denominations, on one of which the word
A PAXMA occurs.

Period of Roman Dominion.

How long the coins of regal type lasted is doubtful. The next series

of Byzantine coins is of bronze, and belongs in style to the first century

B.C., and to Imperial times. The independence of Byzantium was long

recognised by Kome. Among the coins most frequently met with are

the following:
—

Head of Artemis with quiver at

shoulder.

Head of young Dionysos.
Youthful horned head (river Lycus ?).

Head of Hermes.

Monogram in wreath.

pointed at both ends M -55

The crescent on the first of these coins is supposed to allude to a

miraculous light which had once appeared in the heavens during a night

BYZANTinN
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attack of the Macedonians upon the town, revealing to the besieged their

approaching foes. Hesychius relates that in memory of this portent
a statue was erected to Hekate (Smith, Diet. Geog.). The crescent as

a Byzantine symbol was inherited by the Turks after their capture of

Constantinople. The tall baskets, usually called fish-baskets, have been

thought to refer to the famous Byzantine fisheries, the profits arising
from which obtained the name of ' Golden Horn '

for the harbour of

Byzantium, but as they are frequently accompanied by symbols referring
to the worship of Demeter, it is not proljable that they are fish-baskets at all.

In Imperial times, M. Antonius to Gallienus, Byzantium struck money
both with and without the Emperor's head. Among the latter the

following is worthy of note :
—

BVIA^ Helmeted head of Byzas,
bearded. (The reputed oekist.)

Prow or entire galley, with magistrates'
names identical with those which
occur also on other coins with the

Emperors' heads . . . . ^ -95

Magistrates without title or with that of APX(a>r), or less frequently

HP(ejueVos) electus(?), \^?OlAHK{ixo>v), or BAC(tAei;s) ;
see ZeiLf. K, ix.

i45and Eckhel, ii. 31.
The name of a divinity sometimes occupies the place of that of a

magistrate, e.g. EPI AHMHTPOC TO B. This curious custom has been

explained by supposing that from time to time the chief magistracy of

the city fell to the turn of the corporations of the Priesthoods of the

various divinities, and that the High Priest (or Priestess, as the case

might be.) for the time being, instead of placing his own name, as such,
on the coin issued during his tenure of ofiice, substituted for it that of

the god whom he (or she) represented. {Zeit.f.N., ix. 147). Games:
ANinNeiNlA CeBACTAandAA€IANAPeiA. Alliance coins with Nicaea.

Perinthus, an ancient Ionian colony from Samos, was situated between
Bisanthe and Selymbria. Its earliest coins are of the Alexandrine and

Lysimachian classes (Muller, Num. d'Alex.). There are also autonomous
bronze coins of the same period.

Circ. B.C. 300.

Head of Pallas. TEPlNOinN The foreparts of two

[B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 147.] horses, joined back to back . M '8

At Perinthus, Herakles was revered as oekist or founder, and on coins
of the time of the Empire his head is surrounded by the inscription
IX^NnN TON KTICTHN in allusion to the Ionian origin of the colony.
The various labours of Herakles are, as might be expected, commonly
represented on the large bronze coins of Perinthus in Imperial times.

Among other remarkable types is that of Dionysos standing over the

sleeping Ariadne {Num. Zeit., 1884 ;
PI. IV. 5). The Imperial coins often

bear the names of the Roman Legatus and Propraetor, e. g. k-nl MaiKiov
NfTTwro? TTpe(T(3evTov I^e/BaaTov Kal avTiaTpaTr)yov. (Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 43.)
The title Praeses, Hr€(/xwr), also occurs. Games:— AKTI A HYOI A, 0IAA-
AeA(t)eiA, CeYHPEIA nPHTA, HPAKAeiA HYGIA, and CHIAHMIA B
CeYHPOY.

Selymbria or Salybria was an ancient city situate about twenty-two
miles east of Perinthus. It struck silver money at first on the Persic
and later on the Attic standard.
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Circ. B.C. 500-450.

iA Cock. [B.M. (7a«., r/imce,p. 170.]

Cock.

Head of bearded Heiakles in lion's

skin.

Quadripartite incuse square ....
M 76-4 grs.

^AAY Ear of corn . . JR 67 grs.

Incuse square, within which cock in

dotted square . -51 57 and 30 grs.

This town is several times mentioned in the Athenian Tribute Lists.

There are no Selymbrian coins after the middle of the fifth century.

Odrysus, according to Lampridius, was identical with the later

Hadrianopolis.

After circ. B.C. 280.

Head of Herakles. OApocunN, OAPO^n^, oapo-
H^, etc. Bull standing on club .

M .7

See also Thracian kings of the Odrysae (p. 239 sqq.).

N. The North-Western Coast of the Euxine and
THE Danubian Provinces.

Olbia, near the mouths of the rivers Hypanis and Borysthenes, was
a Milesian colony which rose to great prosperity in consequence of its

trade, on the one hand, with the Scythian tribes of the interior, and on
the other with all the coasts of the Euxine. It struck money in all three

metals after the middle of the fourth century B. c. The principal types are,

on the gold and silver, a Head of Bemeter. Reverse., OABIO, a, sea eagle

jiying with a Jis/i iti its claios. The bronze coins have usually a Head of the

River-god Borysthenes, hearded and horned ; and on the reverse, a Bow in its

case and a battle-axe. For numerous other varieties the student must be

referred to Koehne [3Inse'e Kotschouhey, tom. i. pp. 41 sqq.). There are

also large cast bronze pieces of Olbia (aes grave) with a Head of Pallas,

facing, or a Gorgoneion, on the obverse
;
and either a Wheel or a Sea eagle

with afsh on the reverse
;
likewise some curious bronze pieces, made in

the shape of fish, and marked with the letters OY or APIXO, which have
been ingeniously explained by Von Sallet [Zeit. f Niun., x. p. 145 )

as

standing respectively for Ovvvos, 'tunny-fish;' and appiyos or apiyo^,

'a basket.' The coins marked OY being the legal price of a tunny-fish,
and those marked APIXO for a basket full.

The weight standard in use at this town for silver, in the fourth and
third centuries b. c, appears to have been the Aeginetic ;

and in the

neighbourhood of Olbia is said to have been found the following

Aeginetic stater of archaic style :
—

Wheel, around which are four dolphins,

in an iucufe square . M, i2>i grs.

EM I M A K Herakles kneeling, string-

ing his bow.

lZ.fN.,\n.; Taf. ii. 4.]

The inscription appears to be the name of a Dynast in the genitive, and
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as the coin has nothing in common with the money of Olbia, it is not

likely that it was struck there.

Concerning the title Archon, on coins of Olbia of the first century b.c,
see Lenormant, 3Ion. dans TAnt., i. 52 and iii. 64.

For Imperial coins, reading OABIOflOAITujN, etc., see the Mas.

Koischonhey.

Tyra was a Milesian colony on the river Tyras [Dniester), about twenty
miles from its mouth. It struck silver on the Aeginetic standard, and
bronze in the latter part of the fourth century.

Circ. B. c. 350-280.

Head of Demeter veiled, facing.

Head of Hermes.

TYPANON Rushing bull (the river

Tyras) . . . . iR wt. 86 grs.

TYPA Caduceus . . M size -4

Coins were also struck at Tyra in the name of Lysimachus, and there

are Imperial coins from Vespasian to Julia Mamaea. Inscr., TYP ANnN
{Bert. Btdtt., vi. 27.}

Dacia. Imperial. Inscr., AAKIA, PROVINCIA DACIA, etc., with dates

AN . I
- AN . X, ranging from a.d. 247-256. See Eckhel, ii. 5.

Viminacium, Moesiae Superioris. Colonial coins from Gordian III to

Gallienus. Inscr., P. M. S. COL. VIM (Provincia Moesiae Superioris
Colonia Viminaciensis), with dates AN. I. - AN.XVI., ranging from A.D.

240-255.

Callatia, Moesiae Inferioris, was a colony of Heracleia Pontica, about

twenty-five miles south of Tomi. Autonomous silver of Aeginetic

weight.

(Jire. B.C. 300, and later.

Head of Herakles in lion's skin. K AAA ATI Bow in case, club, and ear

[B. M. Cat., Thrace, etc., p. 21.] j

ol corn . . M, 77, 44, and 30 grs.

Also gold staters and tetradrachms, copied from the money of

Alexander and Lysimachus, which circulated for more than a century
and a half in these regions.
Autonomous bronze coins are likewise known with the heads of

Herakles, Pallas, (reverse-types as above) and of young Dionysos, rev.

Ivy-wreath. Herakles was revered at Callatia as Ktistes or Founder,
and on coins of the Imperial period {laser., KAAAATIANHN) various
labours of Herakles are represented.

Dionysopolis. Imperial coins from Commodus to Gordian III. Inscr.,

AlONYCOnOAeiTHN. Tyjjc's
—Demeter, Serapis, Dionysos, Herakles,

Hygieia, Serpent, etc.

Istrus, a colony of Miletus, south of the Ister, appears from its

plentiful silver coinage to have been, in the third century B.C., a place of
some commercial importance. The weight standard of the silver money
is the same as at Sinope, heavy Aeginetic.

P
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Circ. B.C. 300.

ICTPIH Sea-eagle on dolphin
M, Drachm, loo gis.

Two heads united, in opposite direc-

tions, upAV'ards and downwards.

[B. M. Cat., Thrace, etc., p. 25.]

This strange type probably refers to the cult of the Dioskuri, which
was very prevalent on the coasts of the Euxine.

The eagle seizing its prey in the waters has been explained as

symbolical of the maritime prowess of the town.

On autonomous bronze coins of Istrus a full face head of the river

Ister appears in human form, bearded and horned, size •^^. Like

Callatia, Istrus at a later date copied the coins of Lysimachus,
Imperial coins. Hadrian to Gordianus III. /wscr., ICTPIHNnN. T^jj^s

—
Kybele, the god Men on horseback, river-god Ister, etc., etc.

Marcianopolis. Imperial from Sabina to Philip Jun., wdth the name of

the Roman Praeses, rj-yefxcov, of the province preceded by YflO or by title

HrOYM[eNOY]. lu-scr., M APKI ANOnOAeiTnN. ^^^-^ very numerous,
but for the most part possessing no great interest.

Nicopolis ad Istrum. Imperial from Trajan to Gordian III. Inscr.,

NlKOnOAeiTHN nPOC ICTPON or ICTPn and name of the yjyeixcov

preceded by YflO ]mt wathout title. Tj/jjes, numerous, among which is

Mount Haemus, AIMOC, represented as a hunter seated on a rock, on
which is a tree, and at its base a bear. River Ister recumbent, grasping
a tree (B, M. Cat., Thrace, etc., pp. 48 sq.).

Tomi, a Milesian settlement between Istrus and Callatia, is memorable
as the place of the exile of Ovid. No early coins of this town are known.
From the time of Lysimachus down to the first century b. c, gold and
silver coins in the name of Lysimachus were struck there, also bronze.
Ohr. Head of Poseidon

;
rev. Eagle in oak wreath.

In Imperial times, in addition to the coins with the head of the

Emperor, Tomi struck bronze coins, ohv. Head of Apollo ; rev.

TOMITuuN The Dioskuri: ohv. Head of Demeter
; rev. Torches:

ohv. TOMOY HPUUOC or TOMOC KTICTHC Head of Tomos, the mythical
founder

;
rev. Lion

;
Head of Herakles

; Grapes ; etc
On the Imperial coins from Aurelius to Philip Jun. the inscription is

MHTPOn .nONTOY.TOMEHC, sometimes wdth titles NEnK[OPOY] or

NAY[APXI AOC]. In the field is a numeral B, f, or A, i.e. 2, 3, or 4
units (asses?), according to the size of the coin. Such marks of value
are frequent on coins of other cities on the w^est coast of the Euxine.
See Gardner, 'Num. Chron., N. S., 1876, p. 307. The types of the Imperial
coins are numerous and interesting (B. M. Cat., Thrace, etc., pp. 55 sqq.).

Odessus. A colony of Miletus at the mouth of the river Panysus.
Its earliest coins are gold staters and tetradrachms of Alexandrine or

Lysimachian types, many of them Avith abbreviated magistrates' names,

among which the Thracian name KYPSiA . . . . occurs. This unique name
is also found upon an autonomous tetradrachm of Odessus of the second

century r,. c.
(ct*.

the analogous coins of Maroneia and Thasos).
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After circ, B. c. 200

m> >*!

Fig. 169.

Bearded head bound with taenia, hair

falling in lank locks (Fig. 169).

OEOY METAAOY OAH[?ITnN]
Bearded figure drajjed, standing, hold-

ing patera and cornucopiae ; beneath,
KYPCA .ETetradr.

The head on this coin is probably that of the divinity represented on

the reverse. On bronze coins the same god is seen in a recumbent atti-

tude like a river-god.

Youthful head, or head of Apollo. OAH^ITflN Bearded male divinity

I'eclining, holding cornucopiae and

patera. In field, reversed amphora ;

in front, sometimes, thyrsos . ^ -7

Also Imperial from Trajan to Salonina. Inscr. OAHCCEITHN. Types
—

The Zeus or Serapis of Odessus wearing modius and holding patera,

Hades, Demeter, and Persephone, etc. Games, AA€ZANAPeiA and
HAIA.

Anchialus, between Mesembria and Apollonia, struck money only in

Imperial times, Domitian to Gordian III.

ANXIAAOC Young head of tradi- I ANXIAAEnN Asklepios standing .

tional founder Anchialos^ M -6

Bust of Serapis. lATXIAAEnN Isis Pharia . M -^

On fipme Imperial coins mention is made of games, C€BHPI A NYM0I A,

and CeOYHPIA' NCMAIA (Mion. /S., ii. p. 223). Usual inscr. OVAfFIANnN
AfXIAAenN. Magistrate, occasionally with title Hre[MnN| (Praeses).

Types
—Demeter, Triptolemos, Coiled serpent, City gate. Agonistic table, etc.

Apollonia on the Euxine was another Milesian colony. It possessed a
famous temple of Apollo, who was here worshipped under the symbol of

the Lion, as at Miletus. The Lion's head facing represents the disk
of the Sun.

Circ. B.C. 430-400.

Lion's scalp facing.

[Cat. Lemme, 1872, PI. I. 7.]

Lion's scalp facing.

[B. M. Cat., Thrace, 87.]
Id.

Quadripartite incuse square, in each

quarter a small raised tablet on which
A—P and two stars . iR 73 grs.

APOA in the four quarters of a shallow

incuse square . . M. \ Dr., 24 grs.
Incuse square containing swastica orna-

ment . . . . M\ Obol, 4 grs.

' This coin is attributed by Mionnet {StlppL, vii. 188) to Anchiale in Cilicia.
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These coins seem to belong to the Persic standard. See also Imperial
coins, Inscr. AROAAnNIHTenN CN HO NTH, etc. (Eckhel, ii. 25}.

Mesembria. There were two places of this name in Thrace, one, an

important colony of Megara on the Euxine, the other, mentioned only by
Herodotus (vii. 108), who calls it a continental stronghold of the Samo-
thracians. It is to the former that the coins with the name of Mesem^
bria seem to belong.

B.C. 450-350.

Crested helmet facing.

Id.

Incuse sc^uare . . . M Obol, 8 grs.M ETA in the four quarters of a radiate

wheel . . . M Diobol, 19.4 grs.,

\ Obol, 4-8 grs., and M, size '65-5

The silver coins may be of Attic weight. The types clearly refer to
solar worship. The helmet is a symbol of the sun-god Ares

;
the radiate

wheel is also the viidday sun (cf . the meaning of
\i^<jr]\i.fipia). See Gardner

in Num. Chron., N. S., 1880, p. 59. The peculiar form of the letter S (T)
occurs on the coins of no other city. It is probably the ancient sibilant

san, and not sig^na (I. Taylor, Alphabet^ ii. 95).

Third and second centuries b. c.

Alexandrine tetradrachms of large flat fabric (MuUer, 487-489) and
bronze coins.

Head of City veiled and turreted.

Diademed female head.

[B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 132.]

MECA Ear of corn in wreath JE -6

METAMBPIANnN Pallas in fight-

ing attitude M -S

The later coins read METAMBPIANnN. There are also Imperial
coins from Hadrian to Philip Junior. Tyj^es

—
Apollo Musegetes, Serapis,

Kybele, Pallas, Hygieia, etc.

O. The Taukic Chersonesus.

Cercine, on the western coast of the Tauric Chersonesus (Friedlander,
Annali dell Inst., 1844, p. 233), struck bronze coins probably during the
third century b. c.

Circ, B. c, 300, or later.

K E P K I Scythian seated on rock, hold-

ing bipennis.
KEP Head of Artemis 1., with quiver

at shoulder.

Horse trotting 1. Magistrate's name .

M .75

Stag advancing 1. Magistrate's name
in field M 6

Cherronesus (near the modern Sebastopol) was a colony of Heracleia
Pontica. The earliest coins are of bronze of the fourth or third century
B. c. The types usually refer to the worship of Artemis Tauropolos,
whose symbol as a moon-goddess is the bull. She often appears, how-

ever, on the coins as Artemis Agrotera or Elaphebolos.
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XEP Naked warrior kneeling ^-85Galloping quadriga.

[Num. Zeit., 1884, PI. IV. i.]

Artemis with bow, kneeling.
Artemis seated beside stag, feeling the

point of her arrow.
|

At a somewhat later period silver coins were struck at this town
which appear to belong in style to the earlier part of the third century.

Griffin running .

Bull upon a club M .9

Circ. B.C. 300-200.

Head of young Herakles in lion's skin.

[B. M. Cat., Thrace, etc., p. i.]

XEP Artemis with bow and arrow,
seated. Magistrate's name

M. Didr., 142 grs.

„ Bushing bull JR Dr., 72 grs.

Stag . . . tB Dr.

Magisti'ate's name. Bushing bull, torch,

and quiver . . ^ -8

Id. [Ibid.']

Head of Artemis in turreted crown.

XEP Artemis spearing stag.

[B. M. Cat., Thrace, etc., p. 3.]

Subsequently Cherronesus sought the protection of Mithradates against
the incursions of the Taurians and Sarmatians, and it formed part of the

kingdom of Bosporus until it was liberated by the Romans (Plin.j iv. 26),
after which it struck coins reading XePCONHCOY eA€YeePAC.

Imqyerial Times.

XeP Bust of Apollo with lyre. eA€Y6CPAC Artemis huntress, be-

side her a stag recumbent . ^ -9

See also Koehne in the Menioires cle la Soc. (TArch, de St. Petersburg,

1848; Musee Kotscliouhey , 1856; and von Sallet, Z.f. N., i. p. 17 sqq., where
numerous other varieties will be found.

Nymphaeum (?).
A Milesian colony in the Tauric Chersonese.

Circ. B. c. 400.

Head of nymph ;
hair in sphendone.

N Y Branch in incuse square. JR 4 grs.
M (ColldeHirech.)

Panticapaeum {Kertch) was a Milesian colony founded in the sixth

century on the west side of the Cimmerian Bosporus. The issue at

Panticapaeum of gold staters in the fourth century indicates a flourishing
condition of commerce.

Circ. B. c, 350.

Fig. 170.
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Head of Pan facing or in profile, some-

times with ivy-wreath (Fig. 170).

PAN Lion-headed Gryphon horned
and winged, with spear in his mouth,
standing on a stalk of harley . . .

N. Stater, wt. 140 grs.

These gold staters are fine works of art without any trace of barbarism.
The worship of the god Pan at this town may have been connected with
the supposed derivation of the name. The winged and horned lion is a

variety of the griffin, the fabled guardian of the gold-producing regions
of the north (Herod,, iii. 116), the Ural or Altai mountains, whence the
Greeks of Panticapaeum obtained gold in great quantities, as has been

proved in our own time by the enormous masses of treasure unearthed
in the tumuli near Kertch. It was perhaps owing to the cheapness of

gold at Panticapaeum that the stater attains there the excessive weight
of 140 grs.

Bpfure circ. B. c. 400-300.

The silver coins, mostly of the fourth century, usually bear on the
obverse a head of Pan, and on the reverse a BulVs head, a Lion with a

spear in his mouth, or a Lions head. Among the earhest may be men-
tioned the following didrachm and obol in the cabinet of the Baron de

Hirsch, which are probably to be attributed to the latter part of the fifth

century.

Lion's scalp facing. Incuse square, in the four quarters of

which n— A — N and a star .

iH 126 grs.
Id. PANTI Ram's head in incuse square .

^10 grs.

The Bull's head points to the cultus of Artemis Tauropolos. The Lion

breaking a spear is perhaps only a variant of the winged monster on the

gold coins. The bronze coins are numerous and for the most part
resemble the silver in their types.

Circ. B.C. 300-200, and later.

In the third and second centuries the silver coins have usually a head of

ijoung Dioiiysos or ofApollo on the obverse, and the inscr. PANTIKAPAITnN ,

with various types of no special interest, on the reverse. On the largest
of the bronze coins of this time the head of the Moon-god, Men, occurs,

with, on the reverse, Dionysos standing with panther beside him. Among
other types may be mentioned the Drinking Pegasos, and the Cornncopiae
with the caps of the Dioskmi.

P. Thracian Kings and Dynasts.

Kings of the Odrysae, etc. Between the Persian and Peloponnesian
wars these kings had gradually extended their sway over the greater

part of Thrace.

Sparadocus, brother of Sitalces, circ. B. c. 430 [Bull, de Corr. Hell., iii.

p. 409).
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Horseman with two spears. SPAPAAOKO Incuse square, within

which eagle devouring serpent . .

M Attic Tetradr.

Incuse square. Flying eagle with ser-

pent . . . . JB, Drachm.
Id M Diob.

^PAPAAOKO (retrogr.) Horse walk-

ing.
?PA Forepart of horse.

From the reverse types of these coins we may infer that they were

struck at Olynthus.

Seuthes I, son of Sparadocus and successor of Sitalces (Thuc, ii.

95-101 ; iv. lOl).

Fig. 171.

Armed horseman (Fig. 1 7 r). eEYOA APPYPION or ?EYOA
KOMMA No types. M Attic Didr.

These coins are remarkable for their reverse inscriptions, which show
most clearly that we may usually understand a word signifying 'coin'

in general, without any exact definition of the denomination, in all cases

where the name of a king or an ethnic adjective in the genitive case

stands alone. Analogous examples are KOTYOC XAPAKTHP (p. 243)
and rOPTYNOC TO PAIMA (see Gortyna). On the other hand, the

legend <t)ANO^ EMI ^HMA (see Halicarnassus), 'I am the sign of

Phanes,' refers to the type, a stag, as the sign or signet of Phanes.

Metocus, circ. B.C. 400, called Medocus by Xenophon (Anab., VII. ii. 32 ;

iii. 16
;

vii. 3, II. Hell., IV. viii. 26). See Zeit. f. Nt/m., v. 95.

MHTOKO Head of bearded Diony-
'

Bipennis. Symbol, gra-pes . . . .

SOS. M Attic Didr.

The double axe is a symbol of Dionysos as well as of the great
Thracian goddess Kotys or Kotytto, a divinity closely allied to the

Phrygian Magna Mater (Preller, Gr. Myth., i. 549).

Amadocus I, circ. B. c. 400. The money of this king was struck at

Maroneia and bears the name of the municipal magistrate, whence we
gather that Amadocus was virtually supreme in this Greek city for a
short time.

AMAAOKO Bipennis. Incuse square. EPI AHM[OKPI]TO
Vine in linear square . . jE -9

Teres II, circ. B. c. 400. The coins of Teres resemble those of Ama-
docus, and must also have been struck at Maroneia. Inscr. THPEH and
EPI KACirNAKIO^, M .9 {Zeit. f. Num., v. 97).

Eminacus
(?), before B. c. 400. Silver stater found near Olbia, described

above, p. 2'^'^.
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Saratocus, circ. B. C. 400. This dynast is only known from his silver

coins (wt. circ. 17 grs.), reading CAPATOKO, CAP, or CA. Some of them
with types of Thasos, obv. Kneeling Satyr, rev. Amphora, were certainly
struck in that island [Ze'it.f. Num., i. p. 163). Others, with a youthful
head on the obverse, and a bunch of grapes on the reverse, may have
been struck by the same prince on the mainland of Thrace.

Bergaeus. Dynast in Thrace or Thasos, circ. b. c. 400-350. Known
only from his coins.

Silenos kneeling, carrying nymph.

Head of Silenos.

[Zeit. f. Num., i. p. 164.]

B E P r A 1 Y written round incuse squareM 50 grs.
BEPr Fish . . . '. . iE -4

Cetriporis, B. c. -^^S. This Thracian dynast is mentioned as an ally of

the Athenians against Philip in an inscription found some years ago in

the Acropolis at Athens [Num. Chron., N. S., xv. p. 21).

Head of bearded Dionysos. KETPIPOPIOC Kantharos. . . .

Cotys I, B. c. 382-359. Dynast in Cypsela.

Bearded head.

[B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 202.]

Horseman. \Ihid., p. 2.03.]

KOTYOC, KOTY, or KOTO Vase of

the same sljape as that on the coins

of Cyi^sela -^13 gi's.

Similar . ; ^ -8

Cersobleptes, B.C. 357-341,

Fenaale head wearing sphendone. |

KEP Vase as on preceding . ^ -45

Cersobleptes was the son and successor of Cotys I, and, like his father,

appears to have struck his coins at the town of Cypsela. Imhoof-
Blumer [Mon. Gr., p. ^'7^) suggests that certain similar coins, reading <t)lA

in place of KEP, were struck at the same town by Philip IP, when in

B. c. 343 he expelled Cersobleptes from the banks of the Hebrus.

Scostoces, circ. B. c. 350. Known only from his coins (Imhoof, Mon.

Gr., p. 53)-

Head of Apollo (?),
laur.

|

CKOCTOK Galloinng horseman ^-8

Eubr. . . .(?), before B.C. 32o(?). Bronze coins reading EYBP. Imhoof

(Mo/i. Gr., p. 461) would attribute these coins to an unknown dynast in

Thrace. The usual reverse-type, a two-handled vase (Kv\fr^Kii), points to

the town of Cypsela.

Seuthes III, B.C. 324. Bronze coins of careless style, attributed with
almost equal probability to Seuthes IV by Leake, N. H., p. 20.

Head of Zeus. .
I
CEYOOY Horseman . . . ^E -8

^ Dr. Imhoof, on the evidence of a coin which he has recently acquired with the letters 01 AH
in monogram, is now inclined to attribute these coins to a dynast by name Philetas, who probably
ruled at Cypsela {Portrdtkopfe, p. 1 6).

R
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Lysimachus, King of Thrace, etc., B.C. 323-281,

The money of this king is more plentiful than that of any other of the

successors of Alexander. His reign may be divided into three periods :

I. B.C. 323-311, from the death of Alexander to that of the young
Alexander (the son of Roxana). In this period Lysimachus, as Regent
in Thrace, struck money in the name of Alexander the Great and of

Philip Aridaeus with Alexandrine types. II. B.C. 311-306, from the

death of the son of Roxana to the date of the adoption by Lysimachus
of the title Bao-tAev?. The coins of this period still bear the name of

Alexander, though the letters AY are frequently added. III. B.C. 306-281,
coins inscribed BA^IAEjQ^ AY^IMAXOY, at first with types of Alex-

ander, and later with Lysimachus' own types, as follows :
—

Fig. 172.

Head of the deified Alexander with
horn of Ammon (Fig. 172).

Head of young Ares in close-fitting
helmet.

Helmeted head.

Head of young Herakles.

Pallas Nikephoros seated

K, M Attic wt.

[B. M. Guide, PI. XXVIII. 18, 19;
XXXI. 19, 20.]

Lion. Half lion, or lion's head .

M Various sizes.

Trophy . . . . M
Corn-wreath . . M

The money of Lysimachus was issued from numerous mints, in Thrace
B.C. 311-281, in Macedon B.C. 286-281, and in Asia Minor B.C. 302-281.
After the death of Lysimachus his coins were imitated indiscriminately
with those of Alexander, by numerous autonomous cities by no means
exclusively in Thrace (see Muller, Miinzen des Konigs Li/simachos, and
B. M. Gnide, PL XLI. i

;
LIIL 3, 4 ; LXIV. 3, 4).

Scostoces, circ. b. c. 300, appears to have been a Thracian dynast.
His name occurs on barbarous imitations of gold and silver coins of

Lysimachus (Imhoof, Alon. Gr., p. j^^). He is probably to be distinguished
from his namesake mentioned above (p. 241).

Orsoaltius, circ. B. c. 300. Known only from his tetradrachms, copied
from those of Alexander, but reading BASI AEHC OPCOAATIOY (E. Muret,
Dull. Corr, hell., v. 331).

Cersibaulus, circ. B.C. 300. Known only from his tetradrachms of
Alexandrine types, belonging in style to the first half of the third

century. Inscr., BA^IAEHC KEPSIBAYAOY.
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Cavarus, circ. B.C. 219-200. The last Gaulish king in Thrace (Polyb,,
iv. 46, 52).

Head of Apollo.

[B. M. Cat., Thrace, p. 207.]
Head of bearded Herakles.

BA^IAEnC KAYAPOY
ing

BAeiA KAYA

Nike stalld-

iE -8

Cornucopiae . M -6

Mostis, circ. B. c. 2co, or later. Tetraclrachms in imitation of the latest

Lysimachian issues, but with portrait of Mostis on the obverse. Inscr.,

BACIAEnC MOSTIAO^, and dates ETOY^ IT [13], KB [22], or AH [38],
and sometimes magistrate's name EPI CAAAAOY. Also Bronze. Obv.

Head of Apollo, liev. Horse. M -75.

Demetrius, first century B. c. Silver money of barbarous style.

Eude head of Dionysos r., as on late

coins of Thasos.

[Northwick, Sale Cat., 558.]

Cotys, first century B.C.

Kude head of Dionysos r., copied from

coins of Thasos.

AHMHT Horseman at full speed

brandishing javelin ;
in field, crosses.

M Tetr. 254 grs.

KOTYOC XAPAKTH[P] Herakles

standing . . . Ai Tetr. 252 grs.

[Zeit. f. Num., iii. 242.]

Whether the king who struck this coin was the Cotys who died circ.

B.C. 16 {Z. f. N., I.e.) or an earlier dynast of the same name (Lenor-
mant, Mo7i. dans VAnt., ii. 195) we will not venture to decide. The
curious legend KOTYOC XAPAKTHP, 'the striking of Cotys,' finds its

counterpart on the early coins reading fOPTYNO? TO PAIMA (see
under Gortyna in Crete) and ^EYOA KOMMA (p. 240).

Dixatelmeus, first century B. C.
(?),

Head of Apollo. BA^IAEn^ AlZATEAMEn^ Am-
phora tE -65

From the date of the constitution of the Roman Province of Macedonia,
B.C. 146, down to the age of Augustus, we possess very scanty notices of

Thracian affairs, and the only coins to which we can point as belonging
to this period are base copies of the money of Lysimachus and Alexander,
and rare tetradrachms imitated from the late coins of Thasos, reading
HPAKAEOY^ ^nTHPO^ OPAKHN {Zeit. f. Num., iii. 241). On what
occasion the Thracians were sufficiently united in one homogeneous
community to make use of a common currency we have no means of

ascertaining.
The subsequent coins struck by kings of Thrace in Roman times are

as follows. As they can hardly be called Greek coins it will be sufficient

to describe them very briefly.

Cotys III, B. C. 57-48.

Head of Cotys r., diademed.

SadaJes, circ. — to B. c. 42.

Head of Sadales r., diademed.

KOTYOC or BA^IAEH? KOTYOC
Eagle on fulmen

BA^IAEnC CAAAAOY
fulmen

.E

Eagle on

M .6

R 2
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Cosou, circ. b. c. 42.

K OCnN The Consul Brutus between

two lictors. Mon. BR.

Eagle holding wreath
A^ Stater, 130 grs.

(Mommsen, Hist. Mon. Rom., ili. 283.)

Rhoemetalces I, B.C. ii-A. D. 12.

BAtlAEn^ POIMHTAAKOY Head i KAICAPO^ tEBACTOY Head of

of king r., diademed,
|

Augustus . . . . . . ^ -y-'P

Other coins of this king bear the heads, jugate, of Rhoemetalces and
his Queen on the obverse, and of Augustus or Augustus and Livia on

the reverse.

Cotys IV and Rhaescuporis, A.D. 12-19. M with KO (in monogram).
Head of king, R Head of Augustus, and M with BACIAEYC KOTYC
Head of king, R BA^IAEH^ PAI^KOYPQPEnC or PAItKOYPOPI AOC
Nike with wreath and palm.

Rhoemetalces III with Caligula, A.D. 37-46. M with BACIAEYC
POIMHTAAKA^ Bust of king R Head of Caligula.

Q. Inland Cities of Thrace.

Bizya, near the sources of the Agrianes, about 80 miles north-west
of Byzantium. Autonomous coins of Imperial times. Inscr., BIZY,

BIZYHNnN, etc. Ti/jjes
—Head of Zeus, rev. Nike. Head of Poseidon,

rev. Zeus sacrificing. Head of young Dionysos, rev. Silenos with

kantharos and askos. Also Imperial from Hadrian to Philippus II.

Tiipes, Hera seated with Peacock on her knees, River-god, Asklepios,

Hygieia, Telesphoros, Apollo, Serapis, Isis, Harpocrates, etc. Magis-
trates—Presbeutes, Antistrategos, and Hegemon.

Deultum. A colony established by Vespasian. Imperial coins with
Latin inscr. C. F. P. D. etc. (Colonia Flavia Pacensis Deultum). (Sestini,
Class. Gen., p. 28. See also Eckhel, ii. p. 32.)

Hadrianopolis, on the Hebrus, founded by Hadrian. Autonomous
coins of Imperial times. Inscr.. AAPI ANOflOAITnN

;
and Imperial from

Hadrian to Tranquillina, with or without name of the Hegemon or

Roman Praeses. Ti/pes chiefly referring to the labours of Herakles. On
some specimens is the river-god TONZOC, an aflluent of the Hebrus.

Nicopolis ad Nestum, about twenty miles north of Abdera. Imperial
only, of Crispina, Severus, Domna, Caracalla, and Geta. Full hiscr.,

OYAniAC NlKOnOACnC nPOC MECin. %;6^6^—Dionysos, Nemesis,
Men on horseback, etc.

Fautalia, south of Mt. Haemus, on the upper Strymon. Imperial
coins from Hadrian to Elagabalus. In,^cr., flAYTAAiriTriN or OYAfllAC
riAYTAAIAC, usually with name of the Hegemon. l^^pes various and
of considerable interest, e. g. River Strymon surrounded by four children,

BOTPYC, CTAXYCXPYCOC, and APfYPOC, emblematical of the fertility
of the soil and metallic wealth of the district. On a coin of Caracalla
the name CTPYMHN accompanies the type of the recumbent river-god.
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Fhilippopolis. Autonomous and Imperial from Domitian to Salonina.

Liscj:, oiAinnonoAeiTHN, or MHTPonoA€nc 0iAinnonoAenc, with
or without NCHKOPOY. Various names of magistrates, sometimes with
titles Presbeutes and Hegemon. T//pes numerous, among which, repre-
sentation of Mt. Rhodopo, POAOriH, seated on rock; and the River
Hebrus recumbent, with name €BPOC beneath ;

also agonistic types, e.g.
Prize urns, etc., with legend KOINON ePAKHN, AA€ZANAP€IA riYGIA,
AAezANApiA cN oiAinnonoAei, KeNAPeiceiA nveiA cn <DiAinno-
noAi NenKOPn, etc.

•

Flotinopolis, on the right bank of the Hebrus, took its name from

Plotina, the wife of Trajan. Bronze of Imperial times, Ant. Pius to

Caracalla. Ltscr., nAnTElNOnOAEITIiN, rarely with name of the

Hegemon. Among the more noteworthy types is that of the river-god
Hebrus standing in a stooping attitude with one foot upon an over-
turned vase (Nam. ZeiL, 1884, PI. IV. 6).

Serdica. Although this town was situated to the north of Mt.

Haemus, and might therefore be supposed to belong rather to Moesia
than to Thrace, it has been included in the latter province by all numis-
matic writers, because some of its coins bear the names of the Hegemones
of the latter province. Imperial coins from Aurelius to Gallienus.

Inscr., CePAnN or OYAHIAC CEPAIKHC.

Topirus was probably situated about twenty miles from Neapolis, near
the river Nest us or Mestus. It struck Imperial coins from Antoninus
Pius to Geta. Inscr., TOneiPeiTHN or YAH I AC TOneiPOY, often with

magistrates' names preceded by efll. Usual t^pe, Herakles seated on
rock.

Trajanopolis, on the via E^natia, about twelve miles north of the
Hebrus. Imperial coins from Trajan onwards. Imcr., TPAI ANOnOA€l-
TnN or AYrOYCTHC TPAI ANHC, with or without magistrates' names,
with the title of Hegemon. T^pes

—Zeus enthroned, Pallas carrying in

her hand a helmet, River-god Hebrus recumbent, Kybele enthroned,

Dionysos, ApoUo, Asklepios and Hygieia, with many others,

R. Kings of the Scythians.

In addition to the various Thracian kings and dynasts described under

§ P, there are a few other coins of barbarous kings which, from their

pirovenance, appear to be Scythian rather than Thracian. See Koehne,
Berliner Blatter, ii. p. 139. All or nearly all probably belong to the
first century b. c.

Fharzoius. King of the region about Olbia.

Head of Hermes or of king, in front, BAtlAEn? 0APZOIOY Eagle and
caduceus. OA {Num. Zeit., viii. 238) K Stater

Scilurus. This king also struck money in Olbia.

Head of Hermes. BA^IAE CKIAOYPOY Caduceus and

{Zeit.f. Num.,\x. 1$^.) OABIO M -6

Saumacus. M. BACI tAYM. {Zeit. f. Nnm., y'va. 2^g.)

Canites. M. BACIAEH^ KANITOY, etc. {Zeit. f. Num., \^. i^^-)

Sarias. M. BA^IAEHt SAPIA, etc. {Jmhooi Bortrdtkdpfe,^^. %o.)
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The fertile plain of Thessaly, shut in on all sides by lofty mountain

ranges, and watered by the river Peneius and its tributary streams, was
believed to have once formed a vast lake, until, by the agency of the

earth-shaking Poseidon, the rocks which confined the waters were rent

asunder at the pass of Tempe, and an outlet thus made for the Peneius

into the sea (Herod., vii. 129). Hence Poseidon was very generally
revered in Thessaly as the creator of the national soil, as well as

of the celebrated Thessalian horses which grazed in the rich alluvial

plains with which the land abounded (Horn., //., ii. 763).
At Poseidon ravpeos (Preller, Gr. Myth., i. 446), games were held in his

honour, in which the youth of Thessaly exhibited their skill in seizing
wild bulls by the horns '

praeterea Thessalos equites, qui feros tauros

per spatia Circi agunt insiliuntque defessos et ad terram cornibus de-

trahunt' (Suet., v. Claud., c. 21). These peculiarly national religious
festivals were called ravpeia (Preller, I.e., note 1) and ravpoKaOdxlna, and
their prevalence throughout the land is amply proved by the coins, on
which we see a Thessalian youth pulling down a raging bull, while on
the reverse is usually the horse of Poseidon (accompanied sometimes by
the trident), now quietly grazing, now bounding rapidly along with rein

flying loose, or issuing from a rock and so symbolizing the springs of

clear water called forth by the stroke of the trident of Poseidon, the

cleaver of rocks (Trerpaio?, Preller, I, c, p. 447).
The Thessalians do not appear to have felt the want of a coinage of

their own before the beginning of the fifth century B.C. It was then

that Larissa and Pherae first found it necessary to issue money, probably
on the occasion of the celebration of the ravpeia of Poseidon,

The weight-standard of the coins of Thessaly, from the earliest times

down to the second century B. c, was the Aeginetic. This fact indicates

that whatever commercial dealings may have taken place between

Thessaly and the outside world beyond its mountain barriers, must
have been in the direction of Phocis and Boeotia, where the Aeginetic
standard prevailed, and not with Macedqn in the north, or with the

cities of Euboea, or with Athens.

Historically, the Thessalian coinage falls into three well-defined

periods :
—

(i) B. c. 480, or earlier, to B. c. 344, from the Persian wars to the time
of the subjection of the country by Philip of Macedon, when the autono-
mous issues of the Thessalian cities come to an abrupt termination, and
are supplanted by the regal money of Macedon. The coins of this

period may be subdivided by style into two classes, (a) B. c. 480-400,
with the reverse type in an incuse square, and

(/3)
B. C. 400-344, without

the incuse square.

(ii) B. c. 302-286. New issue of silver coins in Thessaly, probably on
the occasion of the expedition into Thessaly of Demetrius Poliorcetes,
who then bestowed liberty upon several Thessalian cities. These silver

issues lasted no long time, but it is probable that bronze money con-

tinued to be struck in Thessaly throughout the century of Macedonian
rule.
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(iii) B. c. 196-146. This period is marked by Federal coinages in the

names of the Thessalians, the Magnetes, the Perrhaebians, the Aenianians,
and the Oetaeans, which came into existence after the proclamation of

the freedom of Greece by Flamininus, and lasted until Thessaly was

incorporated with the Roman province of Macedonia, B.C. 146,

Geographically, Thessaly is divided into the following districts,

Perrhaebia, Histiaeotis, Thessaliotis, Pelasgiotis, Magnesia, Phthiotis,

Aeniania, and Oetaea.
The latest work on the coins of Thessaly is the British Museum

Catalogue of Greek Coin^, Thesmly to Aetolia, by Professor P. Gardner, 1883,

Autotype Plates.

, Cheonologtcal
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Achaei of Phthiotis. The inhabitants of this district of Thessaly
were called Phthiotan Achaeans down to a late period, to distinguish
them from the Achaeans of Peloponnesus. They issued a federal coinage
about the time of the Lamian war.

Circ. B.C. 302-286.

Head of NyiTi23h.

(B. M. Gat., Thes., PI. X. 17.)

AXAinN Pallas charging. Fine style
of art JH Drachm and \ Dr.

Aenianes. The earliest coins of this people belong in style to the

later period of fine art.

Girc. B.C. 302-286.

Head of Zeus. 1 A I N I A N flN Warrior hurling javeliji

(Gardner, Tyjpes Gr. G., PI. XII. 17.)

'

and holding. his petasos before him
I like a shield . .

• M ^ Dr. 42 grs.

Gii-c. B.C. 168-146.

The second series of Aenianian coins probably began after the disso-

lution of the Aetolian League, to which the Aenianes had been subject.
These late coins were perhaps intended to pass as Attic didrachms, the
obverse type being copied from the coins of Athens.

^&-
Ir^J-^

Fig. 173.

Head of Athena
;
her helmet adorned

with four horses (Fig. 173).

Head of Athena in Corinthian helmet.

Head of Zeus.

AiNlANnisI Slinger adjusting liis

sling: beside him, two javelins
Al 118 grs.

,, Slinger . . tR 36 grs.

(B. M. Guide, PI. LIV. 14.)

,, Warrior hurling javelin .

JR, 36 grs.

(B. M. GaL, Tim., PI. II. 4.)

The Aenianian bronze coins resemble in their types the silver of the
late class. The slinger represented on the coins of this people is pro-
bably their mythical king, Phemius, concerning whom see Plutarch

(Qffaesf. Gr., xiii.), who relates that the stone with which he slew his

adversary was revered as sacred by the Aenianes. See also Hypata.

Atrax (Pelasgiotis), on the northern bank of the Peneius, about ten
miles west of Larissa.

Girc. B.C. 400-344.

Head of Nymph.
(B. M. Gat., Thes., PI. II. 7.)

AT P Ar 1 N Free horse walking

I

f

M i Dr.
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Cite. B.C. 300-200.

On the bronze coins of the third century the only interesting types
refer to the worship of Asklepios. These are a cupping-glass, criKva, and
a pair of pliers. M -^S- Inscr., ATPAnnN and ATPA.

Cieriuiu (Thessaliotis), anciently called Arne, after a nymph of that

name, a daughter of Aeolos the son of Hippotes (Paus., ix. 40, 3), who
by Poseidon became the mother of Boeotos.

Circ. B.C. 400-344.

Head of Zeus.

(Bompois, Cierinm, PI. I. i.)

Id., or Head of Arne.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. II. 9, 10.)

Horse,

Head of Poseidon
; behind, trident.

K I ERIE... Youthful Asklepios or

Ajjollo naked, seated before a tree

round which a serpent twines .

JR Didr.

KlEPIEinN Nymph Arne kneehng
on one knee and playing with astra-

gali ..... ./R, Trihemiobol.

K I E P I E I flN Naked hero (Ajax ?) fight-

ing, armed with helmet, shield, and
sword JR Obol.

K I Head of Arne M h Obol.

The bronze coins of Cierium date from about the middle of the fourth

century and later. luscr., K I EPIEHN or KlEPIEinN.

Arne playing with astragali . JE -55Head of Poseidon.

(Bompois, Cierium, PI. I. 5.)

Id. {Ibid., I. 8.)

Head of Apollo.

(B. M. Cat, Thes., PI. XXXT. 2.)

Horse galloping; beneath, Arne JE -7

Zeus hurling fulmen
;

in field, Arne

^•85

The figure of Arne on all these coins may have been suggested by a

statue of that nymph. If the seated divinity on the reverse of the first

of the above-described coins be indeed Asklepios, as is probable from
the prevalence of Asklepian worship in Thessaly (cf. coins of Tricca

and Atrax), it is perhaps the earliest representation of that god occur-

ring on coins. See Bompois (Didrac/ime de Cierium, Paris, 1876).

Crauuon (Pelasgiotis), the residence of the powerful family of the

Scopadae, was situated near the source of the river Onchestus, which
took its name from Onchestos the son of Poseidon. The coins of

Crannon show that Poseidon received especial honours there, not of

course as a sea-god, but as .the father of springs and rivers. The horse

and the bull, accompanied by the trident, are both emblematical of

Poseidonian worship. The curious type of some of the bronze coins, a

hydria on wheels accompanied by two crows, is explained by Antigonus

Carystius [Ilisf. Jlfira/j., 15), who says that 'the napda7]ixov or device of

the city was two crows seated on a chariot, and that when there occurred

a great drought it was customary, a^Uiv, to agitate or drive about the

chariot whilst petitioning Zeus for rain' (Leake, Nmii. Bell., 43).
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B.C. 480-400.

Naked Thessalian subduing bull
;

in

field, bird flying.

KRAoi'KRANO Incuse square. Horse

of Poseidon, striking the ground with

foi'e-foot. Symbol : Trident . .

M, Drachm.

On the smaller divisions, portions of the above types are represented

(B. M. Cat., Thes., i6).

Bronze. After B.C. 400.

Inscr., KPA, KPANNO, KPANNnNinN and KPANNOYNinN.

Head of Poseidon, laureate.

Head of Thessalian in kausia.

Thessalian horseman.

Id.

Head of Zeus.

Thessalian horseman . . . . .^ -8

Id. . ^-75
Rushing bull. Symbol : Trident M
Hydria on car with two crows M
Id M

55
65
6

[Cf. B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. II. 11-15.]

Demetrias (Magnesia), on the Pagasaean Gulf, was founded by Deme-
trius Poliorcetes, B, c. 290, and became the favourite residence of the

Macedonian kings. See also Magueies.

Circ. B. c. 290.

Bust of Artemis. AHMHTPIEHN Prow. ^ 40 grs.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. III. i.)

Elateia (Pelasgiotis), on the right bank of the Peneius, in the gorge
which leads to Tempe.

Circ. B.C. 480-400.

Free horse.

(Prokesch., Ined., 1854, PI. I. 25.)

EAATEON (x'etrogr.) Incuse square,
within which, head of nymph . .

M, Drachm.

Eurea (Pelasgiotis ?).

Female head faciner.

{Zeit. f. Num.,.\. 173, note 3.)

Eurymenae (Magnesia).

Circ. B.C. 300-146.

EYPEAinN Grapes M -8

Circ. B.C. 300-146.

Head of young Dionysos.
{Rev. Num., 1843, PI- X.

i.)

EYPYMENAinN Vine-tree. Symbols:
krater and dolphin . . . . ^ -8

Gomphi=rPhilippopolis (Histiaeotis), at the foot of Mt. Pindus, on the
road which led through the pass into Athamania. On the mountain
above the town stood a temple of Zeus Akraios, whose statue is seen on
the coins. Philip II changed the name of this town to Philippopolis,
but it subsequently resumed its ancient appellation.
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Head of goddess facing, wearing Ste-

phanos. (B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. III. 2.)

Circ. B.C. 302-286.

cl)IAinnonOAITnN Zeus Akraios
seated on rock (Mt. Pindus) and rest-

ing on sceptre. In field, fulmen

M. Drachm.

Similar, or head of nymph with float

ing hair.

Id.

Head of Apollo.

Circ. B.C. 300-200.

rOMct)EnN Zeus enthroned

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. III. 4.).^: .8-7
rOM<DITOYN Id ^ -8

Id ^ .8

The letter V on the above described coins has sometimes the
form A.

Gonnus (Pelasgiotis), on the river Peneius, near the pass of Tempe.

Circ. B.C. 300-146.

Head of Zeus.

Female head.

Gyrton (Pelasgiotis), about five miles north of Larissa.

rONNEHN Ram {Z.f. N., xiii. 10) .

M -8

rONNE Lion standing . . . M
*]

Circ. B.C. 400-344.

Head of nymph facing.

Young male head beside horse's head.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. XXXI. 3.)

rYPTHNinN Horse feeding . . .

Ai \ Drachm.
rYPTnNinN Head of nymph . .

M -65

Circ. B.C. 300-200.

rvPTnNinN Female head .

Bridled horse

. M -7

. M -8

Head of Apollo, hair short, laur.

Head of Zeus.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. III. 5, 6.)

Halus (Phthiotis), on the northern shore of the Pagasaean gulf, at the

extremity of Mt. Othrys, said to have been founded by Athamas, one of

the sons of Aeolos. Zeus was here worshipped as the dark god of storm
and winter under the epithet of Xaipvamos (the Devourer). To this

divinity Athamas was ordered by an oracle to sacrifice his children

Phrixos and Helle. The myth of their rescue by means of the ram with
fleece of gold, sent by their divine mother, Nephele, forms the subject of

the coin-types of Halus.
No silver coins are known. The bronze money is of two periods,

B, c. 400-344 and B. c. 300-200. Some of these last bear the monogram
AX of the Phthiotan Achaeans.

Head of Zeus Laphystios, laureate, or

wearing taenia.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. XXXI. i.)

AAEflN Phrixos naked, or more rarely
Helle draped, holding on to the ram.

M .7-55

Heracleia Trachinia (Oetaea). This important Spartan stronghold
commanded the only road into Thessaly from the south. It was named
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Heracleia in consequence of the cult of Herakles, indigenous in Trachis

and Oetaea from the earliest times (Preller, Gr. Mj/t/i., ii. 247). Its coins

belong to the earlier half of the fourth century.

Circ. B.C. 400-344.

Lion's head.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. III. 7-9.)

Lion's head.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. III. 10, 11.)

See also Oetaei.

HPAK or HPA Club. Symbols: ivy-

leaves, crayfish, etc

M Ohols, \ Obols, and
i- Obols.

Id., or chih in wreath . . M •'j—6

Homolium (Magnesia), at the foot of Mt. Homole, near the vale of

Tempe.

Circ. B.C. 300-200.

Head of the hero Philoktetes (])
in OMOAIEnN Serjoent coiled. ^-8-7

conical hat (j)ileus). i

The serpent may hei'e symbolize the worship of Asklepios, or it may
be connected with the myth of Philoktetes.

Hypata (Aeniania). The capital of the Aenianes.

Circ. B.C. 400-344.

Head of Zeus
; behind, fulmen.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. III. 11
a.)

YPATAinN Pallas Nikephoros stand-

ing with spear and shield. . ^ -55

Lamia (Phthiotis), near the head of the Maliac gulf, and^the chief

town of the people called the Malians. The coins usually read AAM I EjQN,
more rarely MAAIEHN.

Circ. B.C. 400-344.

Head of young Dionysos, ivy-crowned. AAMIEflN Amphora

Id.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. III. 13 ; VII. 5.)

Head of nymph (Lamia, daughter of

Poseidon
1),

hair rolled.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. HI. 15.)

Id. (B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. IV. 3.)

Head of Pallas.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. VII. 6.)

M I Dr. and Obol.

MAAIEnN Id. . Ai i Dr.

A AM I EnN Wounded Philoktetes

naked, seated on the ground support-

ing himself with one hand and raising
the other to the top of his hat (pileus);

beneath, bird M -6

A AM I EnN Philoktetes (or Herakles
?)

on one knee shooting with bow and
arrow at birds /E -6

M AAIEHN Similar, but Philoktetes in

standing posture . . . . iE -55
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Giro. B.C. 302-286.

Fig. 174.

Female head, diademed, wearing ear-

ring (Fig. 174).

AAMIEnN Philoktetes or Herakles

naked, seated on rock, holds bow in

case Ai Dr., 86 grs.

Professor Gardner (iV/^w. C/ro»., 1878, 266) believes the head on this coin

to be a portrait of Lamia, the famous Hetaira who captivated and lived

with Demetrius Poliorcetes. In her honour both Athens and Thebes

erected temples, and the people of the town of Lamia, to flatter Demetrius,

may have placed her head on their coins. Dr. Friedlaender, however,
considers the head in question to be that of K^oWo {Zeif.f. ]S[itm.,\\\. 352),
and cites a coin of Amphipolis on which a head undoubtedly of Apollo
wears earrings.

Larissa (Pelasgiotis), on the right bank of the Peneius, was the most

important town in Thessaly, and the residence of the Aleuadae, the

noblest of all the aristocratic families of the land.

The mythical ancestor of the race, Aleuas, was a descendant of

Herakles through one of his sons, Thessalos.

The rich series of the coins of Larissa begins at an earlier date than

that of any other Thessalian town. The sandal of Jason on the oldest

coins refers to the story of the loss of one of that hero's sandals in cross-

ing the river Anaurus. The coins of the best period are of exquisite

beauty. The head of the nymph is clearly that of the fountain Larissa,

and may be compared with the beautiful full-face head of Arethusa on

contemporary tetradrachms of Syracuse. The coin with the head of

Aleuas, with the word EAAA[^] on the reverse, may belong to the time

of the occupation of Larissa by Alexander of Pherae, on one of whose
coins the same word occurs {Zeit. f. Num., v. PL 11. 2, 3). The magis-
trate's name, ?l MOC, is that of an Aleuad chief who appears to have been

appointed tetrarch of one of the four divisions of Thessaly by Philip of

Macedon, B.C. '^^'^ (B. M. Cat., T//es.,^. xxv). On Philip's second invasion

of Thessaly, b. c. 344, he put down the tetrarch s whom he had formerly
set up, and Thessaly was brought into direct subjection to Macedon.

From this time there is a break in the issue of silver money throughout

Thessaly. All coins struck in the country now bore the name and types
first of Philip and then of Alexander ;

and there is nothing to show that

Larissa recovered her autonomy until the liberation of Greece by Flami-

ninus in B.C. 197, when it became the place of mintage of the Federal

coinage of Thessaly.

Before circ. B.C. 480.

Inscr., AARI^AION, AARI5AE0N, etc.

Horse biting his fore-leg.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PL IV. 4-)

Sandal of Jason in incuse square . .

M Drachm.
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Head of nymph, or bull's head, or head

of Jason (?) in petasos.

Sandal or horse's head, in incuse squareM Obols.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PL IV. 7.)

Circ. B.C. 480-430.

lnscr.,\K\<\, AARI5A, AAPICAI, AAPI2AI0N, etc.; Drachms, 1 Drachms,
Trihemiobols or \ Drachms, and Obols.

V-

FiG. 175.

Thessalian youth restraining bull, or

forepart of bull.

Horseman or horse.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. IV. 10, 11.)

Free horse, or forepart of horse in

incuse square (Fig. 175).

Nymph Larlssa, seated on chair or sup-
porting on her knee a hydria which
she has filled at a fountain, or seated

on hydria and playing with ball, etc.,

in incuse square.

Circ. B.C. 430-400.

Inscr., AAPKAIA, A API ^ A, etc.; Drachms, Trihemiobols, and Obols.

Thessalian youth restraining bull.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. IV. 1 2, 13 ;

PI. V. 1,2,4.)
Horseman.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. V. 5.)

Horse.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. IV. 1 5 ; PI. V. 6-8.)

Id. (B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. V. 9.)

Horse's hoof on shield.

Incuse square. Free horse of Poseidon.

M Dr.

Incuse square. Nymph Larissa on chair,

holding a mirror before her face . .

M Trihemiob.
Incuse square. Nymph in various atti-

tudes, playing ball or fastening lier

sandal, etc M, Obol.

Incuse square. Asklepios feeding serpent.M Obol.

Incuse square, Larissa running and

playing ball M Obol.

Circ. B.C. 400-344.

Inscr., AAPI^AIA, AAPICAinN, etc.; Didrachms, Drachms, \ Drachms, and
Trihemiobols.

Fig. 176.
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Head of fountain nymph, Larissa, at

first in profile, and later facing
with flowing locks (Fig. 176).

AAEYA Head of Aleuas in richly
ornamented conical helmet.

Running bull.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. V. 13.)

Horse galloping, trotting, grazing, or

held by man; or mare walking be-

side her foal. Sometimes with name

^IMO^, the Tetrarch of Larissa,
B.C. 352-344.

Eagle on fulmen
;
in field, EAAA.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. V. 12.) M Dr.

Thessalian horseman galloping . M, Dr.

Beonze. b. c. 400-344

Inscr., AAPICA or AAPI^AI^N.

Head of Lai'issa in profile.

Id.

Head of Larissa facing.

Id.

(B. M. Ca<., nes., PI. VL 11,12.)

Head of Asklepios and serpent. J^ -6

Feeding horse

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. VI. 13). M -65

Id., or horseman -^ -75

Trotting horse ^ -85

Circ. B.C. 300-200, or later.

Head of Apollo, laureate. AAPICAinN Artemis huntress. ^-85

After B.C. 146, or ImperioX Times.

GE^^AAflN Herakles naked, seated

on rock.

A API C A Larissa standing draped, one

hand raised to her forehead . M -6

Larissa Cremaste (Phthiotis) stood on the slope of a steep hill (hence
the surname KpefxacrTi]) about twenty miles west of the Malian gulf. It

was believed to have anciently formed part of the dominions of Achilles,

whose head appears upon some of its coins. When Demetrius Poliorcetes,
in B.C. 302, invaded Thessaly he took Pherae and Larissa Cremaste and

proclaimed them free, and it is to this period that its earliest coins

belong.

Circ. B.C. 302-286.

Head of Achilles.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. VIL i.)

Head of nymph.

Id.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. VI. 15.)

A API Thetis riding on hijjpocamp

bearing shield of Achilles inscribed

with AX, the monogram of the

Achaeans of Phthiotis . . . .-$] -75
A API Perseus holding harpa and

Gorgon's head Ai "]

A API Harpa in wreath . . . ^ -55

Circ. B.C. 197-146.

Head of Zeus. AAPI^AinN Pallas in fighting atti-

tude
;
in field, mon. AX JE -8

Magnetes. This people after the liberation of Thessaly, b. c. 197,
struck federal coins for the whole of the Magnesian peninsula at Deme-
trias, where their assemblies were held, and where the Magnetarchs
resided (Livy, xxv. 31). The head of Zeus is clearly contemporary with
that on the Federal coins of the Thessali.
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B.C. 197-146.

Head of Zens crowned with oak.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PL VII. 2, 3.)

Bust of Artemis.

MArNHTjQN Artemis with bow,
seated on prow . . . M, Attic Dr.

MArNHTnN Prow . iH 1 Dr.

Beonze.

Head of Zeus.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. VII. 4.)

Head of Artemis.

Head of Poseidon.

Head of Apollo.

Head of Asklepios.

MArNHTjQN Centaur holding branch.

M .9-8
Prow . . . M -6

Id. ... ^ .8

., Artemis with torch .

M -6

„ Asklepios seated with

serpent-staff; at his feet, dog. M -9

Roman Times.

MArNHTUUN APruj Ship Argo. |

Centaur playing lyre JSa "9

As lolcus was one of the towns included in the territory of Demetrias,
the Argo is here an appropriate type.
The Centaur is Cheiron, who dwelt in the neighbouring Mt. Pelion, to

whom sacrifices were offered by the Magnetes until a late date (Plut.

Si/mpos., iii. i
).

Meliboea (Magnesia), on the sea-coast a few miles north of Mt. Pelion,

mentioned by Homer as subject to Philoktetes (//.,
ii. 717).

B.C. 400-344.

Head of nymph facing or in profile.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. XXXI. 4.)

MEAI or MEAIBOE One or two
bunches of grapes . . . . JEi -^

Melitaea (Phthiotis) near the river Enipeus.

Circ. B.C. 350.

Head of young Dionysos(?).
Head of Zens.

M E Lion's head . .
•

. Ai Obol.

MEAI or MEAITAIEHN Bee . . .

M Diob., and M -7

The Bee, ix^Xlttu, contains an allusion to the name of the town (see

Prokesch, Lied., 1 854, PI. I. 30-35).

Methydrium (Thessaliotis), near Scotussa (Imhoof, Zeit.f. Nnm., i. g'^).

Circ. B.C. 480-400.

Forepart of springing horse. Incuse square. MEOY Corn-grain with

its husk M, Drachm.

Metropolis (Histiaeotis), in the plain at the foot of one of the eastern

off-shoots of the Pindus range, near the borders of Histiaeotis and Thes-
saliotis. Aphrodite was here worshipped under the name Kaa-TVLrJTLs, and
swine were sacrificed to her (Strab., ix. p. 437 f).
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B.C. 400-344.

Head of Aphrodite facing; to 1., bird('?);
to r., Nike crowns her.

Id.

(B. M. Ca«., Thes., PI. VII. 8.)
Bearded head facing.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. VII. 7.)

MHTPOnO[AITnN Dionysos stand-

ing M, Diob.

MHTPOPOAITnN Apollo Kitha-

roedos M, Trihemiobol.

MHTPO Aphrodite Kastnietis seated

on rock under tree, holding thyrsos.M Obol.

Circ. B.C. 300-200.

Head of Apollo.

Id.

(B. M. Cat, Thes., PI. XXXI. 6.)

MHTPOPOAITnN Forepart of bull .

^.75
„ Aphrodite Kast-

nietis standing, holding dove, with

Eros beside her ^ '75

Mopsium (Pelasgiotis) between Larissa and Tempe. The town was
named after the Lapith Mopsos, the companion of the Argonauts.

B.C. 400-344.

Bearded heroic head (Mopsos?), facing.

(Monatsber. d. Berl. Akad. d. Wiss.,

1878, PI. I. 6.)

MOtEinN The Lapith Mopsos con-

tending with Centaur . . . .^ -8

Oetaei. There is said to have been a city called Oeta near the

mountain of the same name, the scene of the death of Herakles. The
coins of the Oetaei resemble those of Heracleia Trachinia.

B.C. 400-344.

Head of lion, spear in mouth.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. VII. 9.)

Id.

(B. M. Cat, Thes., PI. VII. 10.)

Id.

(B. M. Cat, Thes., V\. Nil. 11.)

OITAHN (retrogr.) Herakles standing,

holding club M \ Dr.

01 T A Bow, and quiver . . ifl Obol.

OITAnN Spear and knife M.6

B.C. 196-146.

On the liberation of Thessaly the coinage recommenced with the old

types, but of inferior style (B. M. Cat., Thes., PL VII. 12, 13).

Bronze coins of the type of the Aetolian federal money, the spear-head
and jaw-bone of the Kalydonian boar, are also known [B. M. Cat., Thes.,

PI. VII. 14].

Orthe (Perrhaebia), (Pliny, iv. 9, sect. 16).

Bronze, b.c. 300-200.

Head of Pallas. I OPOIEinM Forepart of horse spring-

{Rev. Num., 1843, PI. X. 4.) I ing from rock ^ -7

S
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Feirasia (Thessaliotis), otherwise called Asteriura, near the junction of

the Apidanus and the Euipeus.

B.C. 400-344.

nEIPACIE[nN] Horseman . . . .

M, Triliemiobol.

Head of Pallas, facing.

{Annali dell' Inst., 1866, Monum.,
PI. XXXII. 5.)

Felinna (Histiaeotis), east of Tricca, near the northern bank of the

Peneius.

B.C. 400-344.

Horseman galloping or spearing pros-
trate foe.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. VIII. 1-4.)

PEAINNAI, PEAINNA, etc. Warrior
with spear and shield in attitude of

combat
iR Dr.,

1 Dr., and smaller coins, also M.

Circ. B.C. 300-200.

Veiled female head. PEAINNAInN Armed horseman. M 8

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. VIII. 5, 6.)

Ferrhaebi. These people were descendants of the original occupants
of Thessaly, and in historical times inhabited the region between Mt.

Olympus and the river Peneius. Their chief town was probably the

Homeric Oloosson near Tempe.

Circ. B.C. 480-400.

Inscr., PE or PEPA on reverse; Silver. Drachms, .j Drachms, Trihemiobols,
and Obols.

Thessalian restraining bull or forepart
of bull.

Horseman.

Horse galloping.

Forepart of bull.

(B. M. Cat., TJies., PI. VIII. 7-1 1.)

Galloping horse or forepart of horse in

incuse square . . JR Dr. and ^ Dr.

Pallas
(?)

or Thetis seated, holdinghelmet
in incuse square . , . . JR Obol.

Pallas running with spear and shield in

incuse square A\ Obol,

Horse's head in incuse square. M Obol.

B.C. 196-146.

Head of Zeus.

Id.

Head of Hera veiled, facing.

PEPPAIBnN Hera seated . M 5^ grs.

Id JE.S
Zeus hurling fulmen

JE -8

5J

3>

Feumata (Phthiotis). See V.K.oh\er, Zeit./. Nmn., 1884, -p.
no. Bronze

coins, probably contemporary with the Federal coinage of the Phthiotan
Achaeans.

Circ. B.C. 302-286.

Head of nymph bound with oak-

wreath.

{Zeit.f. Num., 1884, p. iii.)

PEYMATinN written round the large

monogram of the Achaeans, AX ;
in

field, Phrygian cap . . , . vE -5
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Fhacium (Pelasgiotis), near the banks of the Peneius, between Atrax
and Pharcadon.

Circ. B.C. 300-200.

<J)AKIACTnN Horseman . JE .8Head of nymph crowned with corn.

(E. M. Cat., Thes., PI. XXXI. 7.)

Fhalanua (Perrhaebia), a few miles north-west of Larissa, on the left

bank of the Peneius.

Oirc. BLC. 400-344.

Young male head with short Iiair.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. Till. 12-14.)

0AAANNAinN Bridled horse . . .

M Dr.,
1

Dr., and Trihemiobol.

Circ. B.C. aOO-200'.

Young male head.

(B. M. Cat., Tlies., PI. VIII. 15, 16.)
Helmeted head.

OPI^ Head of Zeus
(?),

r.

(Leake, Num. Hell., p. 88.)
Female head facing.

(Hunter, PI. XLIII. 6.)

OAAANNAinK Head of N"ymph, hair

in net M -2,

4>AAAlsJNAinN Horse. . . ^ -5

0AAAN Nymj)h seated, with left hand
extended towards a stork . . jSI -55

0AAAN Wolf running . . . iE .75

Phaloria (Histiaeotis), in the west of Thessaly. The only known coin
is the following:

—
Circ. B.C. a02-286.

Head of Apollo lanr.

(Brit. Mus.)

c^AAHPI ASTflNf Apollo naked, seated

on rock, holding in r. arrow, and in

}. a long branch of bay . . -^ •$>$

Fkarcadon (Histiaeotis), on the left bank of the Peneius, between
Pelinna and Atrax. The silver coins of this town all belong to the fifth

century.
B.C. 480-400.

Youth restraining forepart of hull.

(B.M. (?««., Thes., PI. IX. I.)

Free horse walking (PI. IX. 2).

Bull's head.

Id.

<t)APKAAO Forepart of horse in incuse

square JR ^ Dr.

<t>APKAAONlON Pallas standing . .

M Obol.

<1>AR Horse's head. Symbol : trident .

M Obol.

<DA Ram iR i Obol.

Horse feeding.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PL IX. 5.)

Circ. B.C. 400-344.

<t)APKAAONinisl Crescent and star .

M-65

Fharsalus (Thessaliotis), on the left bank of the Enipeus, about

twenty-five miles south of Larissa, one of the most important cities of

Thessaly, and famous as the scene of the great victory of Caesar over

Pompey. Pharsalus began to strike money before the Persian wars, and
continued to do so, perhaps without intermission, down to the time of

Philip of Macedon.
s 2
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B.C. 480-344.

The usual inscription is OAR or <t)AR^.

Fig.

Head of Pallas in close-fitting crested

helmet (Fig. 177).

Horse's head, or horseman brandishing

weapon . M Dr., \ Dr., etc. andM -7

During the period of finest art the silver coins frequently bear

abbreviated names of magistrates, TH, IP, TEAE0ANTO, etc.

Circ. B.C. 300-200.

Head of Pallas facing. c|)APCAAinN Horseman striking at

(B. M. Cat., Thes., p. 45.) | enemy with weapon

With other varieties.

^:.85

Fherae (Pelasgiotis). Next to Larissa, Pherae was the foremost town
in Thessaly, and one of the most ancient. It was situated a little to the

west of Mt. Pelion. From a rocky height on the northern side of the city

gushed forth the famous fountain Hypereia, which is represented on the

coins as a stream of water flowing from the mouth of a lion's head, and

perhaps also, under the form of the horse of Poseidon, issuing from the

face of a rock, or bounding along with loose rein
;
but as such horse-

types are frequent throughout Thessaly it is safer to regard them at

Pherae also as referring directly to the worship of Poseidon, who, by
striking the rock with his trident, created the first horse.

Primus ab aequorea percussis cuspide saxis

Thessalicus sonipes, bellis feralibus omen
Exsiluit. (Lucan, Phars., vi. 397.)

Pherae began to coin money quite as early as, if not earlier than, the

Persian wars. Among the chief varieties are the following :
—

Circ. B.C. 480-400.

Thessalian restraining bull or forepart
of bull.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. X. i, 2.)

Forepart of horse, sometimes issuing
from rocks.

©ERA I Horse with loose rein, a lion's

head fountain pouring a jet of water
across his back, all in incuse square.

MT>Y.
0E Grain of corn with husk in incuse

square (B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. X. 4-7).M Dr. and \ Dr.

The half drachms often read TA or GA in addition to ct)E.

perhaps the abbreviated names of tyrants or magistrates.

These are

Horse's head bridled. <t>E Corn-grain, or club, incuse square .

M Obols.
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<t>EPAION Lion's head fountain
; below,

fish ^ -65

Head of Hekate or Artemis Pheraea to

r., in myrtle wreath
;
in front, torch.

(B. M. Gat, Thes., PI. X. 9.)

Lion's head. <I)EPAION Hekate with torches riding

[Ibid., PL X. 10.) 1
on horse ^ -55

No coins are known with the name of the famous Jason of Pherae,

but of the tyrant Alexander, who obtained the supreme power soon after

his death, we possess valuable numismatic monuments.

Alexander of Pherae. b. c. 369-357.

Fig. 178.

Head of Hekate, or Artemis Pheraea,

facing, wearing myrtle wreath : in

field, her hand holding torch.

Head of Artemis Pheraea in profile;

also her hand holding torch.

Female head in myrtle wreath. Inscr.,

EAAAC
(1),

or magistrate, EN-
NOIOC.

Wheel.

AAEZANAPOY or AAEZANAPEI-
OS Armed horseman prancing;

beneath, and on horse's flank, a

bipennis (Fig. 178) . ^ Didrachm.

AAEZANAPOY Lion's head; beneath,

sometimes, bipennis . . . M, Dr.

(B. M. Guide, PI. XXII. 22.)

AAEZANAPOY or AAEZANAPEIA
(sc. 8paxM)
(B. M. Gat., Thes., PI. X. 13.).

M Dr.

AAE Bipennis vR Obol.

Bbonze.

Young male head.

Forepart of rushing bull.

AAEZANAPOY Leg and foot of horse.

,, Forepart of horse . .

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PL X. 14.) M -5

The cultus of Artemis Pheraea as a moon-goddess was identified with

that of Hekate and of Persephone (Brimo), (Preller, Gr. Myth., i. 246).

The Bipennis as an adjunct on the reverse refers to the special worship

paid by Alexander of Pherae to the Dionysos of Pagasae, who was

surnamed IleAeKvs, from the sacrificial axe used in sacrificing to him.

Cf. Simonides (as cited by Athenaeus, 10, 84), who calls the axe AtcowVoto

avaKTo^ ^ov^Qvov ecpdirovra. See the Schol. in Hom. //., xxiv. 428,

©eo'TTOjui'Tro'? (j)ri<riv 'Ak4$ai'bpov ^epalov Alovvo-ov tov h Ylayacrah, oy eKaAeiro

rieAeKUS evcrelSelv bco^cpopcos.

Teisijihonus. B.C. 357-352 (?).

This tyrant was one of the brothers of Thebe, the wife of Alexander,

who usurped the tyranny after Alexander's assassination.

Forepart of butting bull. TE I ^ I (t)ON OY Forepart of horse. M .5

{Rev. Num., 1853, PL XIV. 10.)
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B.C. 302-286.

Pherae, like Lamia and other Thessalian towns, appears to have

possessed the right of coinage for a few years in the time of Demetrius
Poliorcetes.

Head of Hekate to 1.
; behind, torch.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PL X. 15.)

<1>EPAI0YN Nymph Hypereia stand-

ing, placing her hand on Hon's-head

fountain M, h Dr.

Circ. B.C. 300-200, or later.

Head of Hekate facing ;
hand with

torch beside her.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PL X. 16.)

Fhthiotis. See Achaei of Phthiotis (p. 248).

Proerna (Thessaliotis).

Circ. B.C. 300-200
(?).

ct>EPAinN Hekate holding torch,

riding on galloping horse . . M -S^

Female head facing.

(Coll., Imhoof-Blumer.)

PPnEPNlflN Demeter standing, hold-

ing ears of cornC?) and torch
(?).
M -8

Scotussa (Pelasgiotis), between Pherae and Pharsalus. The coins of

this towm are of three periods.

B.C. 480-400.

Forepart of horse.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PL XL i.)

?K0 Grain of corn with husk .

A\ Dr. and I Dr.

B.C. 400-367.

Head of Herakles bearded. I ^KO Forepart of horse feeding

(B. M. Gat., Thes., PL XL 2.)

Head of young Herakles.
,, Id

M \ Dr.

^•55

In B, c. 367 Scotussa was treacherously seized upon by Alexander of

Pherae, and ceased for some time to strike coins.

B. c. 300-200, or later.

Female head facing.

Head of bearded Herakles.

Head of AresC?) in close-fitting helmet
with feather.

tKO[TOYCCAinN] Poseidon seated

on rock with trident and dolphinM \ Dr.

CKOTOY[C]^AinN Club . . . .

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PL XXXL
8.)

^.85
SKOTOY^CAinN Horse prancing.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PL XXXL 9.)

iE.75
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Thebae (Phthiotis). There are no early coins of this town, all those

that are known certainly belong to the time of Demetrius.

Cire. B.C. 302-286.

Head of Demeter.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. XI. 3.)

OHBA InN and (on ^) AX mon. of the

Achaeans of Phthiotis. Protesilaos

leaping ashore from prow of galley .

M \ Dr., and M -55

Protesilaos was a native of this part of Thessaly, and at the neighbour-

ing Phylace there was a temple sacred to him, mentioned by Pindar

(Id/ivi., i. 84).

ripcoreo-iAa, to t^ov 8' avhpoov 'A)(atwy

iv ^vXaKO, TiH^vos (TVixISaWofJLaL.

For other varieties, see Zeit.f. K, i. p. 175.

Tricca (Histiaeotis) was named after the fountain-nymph Trikka, a

daughter of the river Peneius, on the left bank of which the city stood.

The town is mentioned by Homer as subject to Podaleirios and Machaon,
sons of Asklepios, who led the Triccaeans in the Trojan war. At Tricca

was the most ancient and illustrious of all the temples of Asklepios in

Greece, and to this sacred place the sick had recourse from all parts

(Strab., viii. 374; ix. 437).

B.C. 480-400.

Thessalian restraining hull or forepart
of bull.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. XL 7, 12.)
Horseman.

Horse.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. XL 8, 10, 11.)

Horse.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. XL 9.)

TPIKKA, TPIKKAION, later TPIK-
KAinN Incuse square, forepart of

horse M I Br.

TPIKKA Nymph Trikka seated, hold-

ing patera and mirror

JR Trihemiobol.

TPIKKAION Nymph playing ball, or

leaning on column and extending
hand towards swan, or opening cista,

or sacrificing at altar . . JR Obols.

TPIKKAION Pallas running .

M Obol.

B.C. 400-344.

Head of Nymph Trikka.

Id.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. XL 13.)

TPIKKA Warrior Podaleirios or Ma-
chaon advancing . . . . JE -6^

TPlKKAinN Asklepios seated, feeding

serpent with bird . . . . ^ -8

Thessali. In B.C. 196 the Thessali, the Perrhaebi, and the Magnetes,
were proclaimed free by Flamininus, whereupon the Thessali instituted a

federal currency, probably striking their coins at Larissa.

The Magnetes at the same time began to issue silver and bronze at

their capital Demetrias
;
but the Perrhaebi at Oloosson struck only in

bronze. All these coinages came to an end in b. c. 146, when Thessaly
was incorporated in the Roman province of Macedon.
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B.C. 196-146.

Fig. 179.

Head of Zeus crowned with oak.

Behind, sometimes, the name of the

Strategos of the League in the

genitive case. Among the names
of Strategi whose dates are known
are Androsthenes, b. c. 18 7, and

Nicocrates, B.C. 182.

Head of Apollo with name of the

Strategos.

Head of Apollo with name or mono-

gram of the Strategos.

Head of Athena Itonia.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. I. 4, 6.)

Head of Zeus in oak-wreath.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. I. 5.)

OEZZAAHN The Thessalian Athena
Itonia (Paus., x. i. 10) in fighting
attitude, usually accompanied by the

names of two magistrates, of which
one is often in the genitive. What
offices these magistrates filled is un-
certain (Fig. 179)
M, Double Victoriatus= i^ Denarii,

wt. 100-86 grs.
OEZZAAnN Demeter with torch in

each hand
vR Victoriatus= f denai'ius, 47-41 grs.
GEZZAAnN Athena Itonia and

magistrate's name . . JR Attic Dr.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. I.
3.)

OEZZAAnN Horse . M Attic Dr.

,, Athena

magistrate's name
Itonia and
M Attic 1 Dr.

The bronze coins usually resemble the Drachms, having on the obverse
a head of Apollo or Pallas, and on the reverse Pallas fighting (R. Weil,
Zeit.f. N.,\. 177 sqq.).

Imj^erial Times.

Caesar, after the battle of Pharsalia, conferred liberty once more on
the Thessalians, and henceforth the Imperial coins from Augustus to

Hadrian bear the name of the Strategos, and in the reign of Augustus
usually the inscr. ZEBAZTHnN eEIZAAHN. From M. Aurelius to
Gallienus the coins read KOINON OECCAAHN, the name of the Strategos
being omitted (B. M. Cat., Thes., pp. 6-9). Among the types may be
mentioned—Head of Achilles, with inscr. AXIAAEYC, Apollo Kitharoedos,
Athena Itonia, Nike, Asklepios, etc.

ISLANDS ADJACENT TO THESSALY.
Icus.

Head of Poseidon, laur.

Halonesus.

Head of Zeus.

iKinN Trident and dolphins . M -6^

(Imhoof, 31on. Gi\, p. 134.)

AAONHt . . . Eam M .8
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Feparethus. This island produced excellent wine, and Pliny (iv. 12,

s. 33) says that it was once called Eiioinos. It struck bronze coins with
inscr. PEP A, and later neflAPHGlLUN, from about the middle of the

fourth century to the time of Augustus, and Imperial of Augustus and
Commodus. The types mostly refer to the worship of Dionysos
(B. M. Cat., Thes., PL XL 14-16).

Sciathus. Bronze coins from circ. b. c. 350 onwards.

Head of Hermes, or Gorgon head, CKIAOI Cadviceus . . . M -b^--^

facing. (B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. XI. 17-19.)

ILLYRIA.

[British Museum Catalogue of Greek coins, Thessaly
—Aetolia, pp.xxxvii-xliii., and -^5-87 with

autotype plates, by Professor P. Gardner, 1883.

A. J. Evans, On some recent discoveries of Illyrian coins, in the Numismatic Chronicle, 1S80,

p. 269.]

Amantia. Autonomous bronze coins of the period of the Epirote

Republic, b. c. 230-168, with Epirote types. Heads of Zeus Bodonaeos or

of Ze^ls and B'lone. Rev., Fulmen or serjjent. Bust of Artemis. Rev. Torch.

Inscr., AM ANinN. (Imhoof, 3Ion. Gr., p. 137, and B. M. Cat., PL XXXI.
10, II.)

ApoUonia. Colony of Corcyra. Silver coins of five periods :
—

(i)
First half of thefourth century B. C. with Corcyrean types, Coio and

Calf. Rev. AP, Conventional pattern usually called Gardens of Alkinoos,
which we shall in future describe as a square containing a stellate

pattern, or as a Stellate square. Staters of circ. 160 grs. (B. M. Cat.,

PL XII. I, 2).
M Lyi-e, R APOAAHNO^ Obelisk of Apollo.

(ii) B.C. 350-300. Staters ofCorinthian types and weight,XQ2^i\\YigKVQK,%iQ,.

(iii)
B.C. 229-100. New series of silver coins of the period during

which Apollonia and Dyrrhachium were under the protection of Rome.
These coins are of the weight of the Roman Victoriatus, circ. 52 grs. Obv.,
Coiv and Calf. Rev., Stellate square (B. M. Cat., PL XII. 3), and of the

half "Victoriatus, cu'C. 26 grs. Rev., Fire of the Nymphaeum. They bear

magistrates' names on both sides, that on the obverse, in the nominative

case, is the moneyer's name, that on the reverse, in the genitive, stands

for an eponymous annual magistrate. There are also bronze coins of

three or more sizes. Inscr., APOAAHN I ATAN (B. M. Cat., PL XII. 8-12).

Head of Artemis.

Head of Dionysos.
Head of Apollo.

Tripod M 1-05

Cornucopiae ^ -9

Obehsk ^E -65

(iv) From circ. B.C. 100 to Augustus. About b. c. 100 the Victoriatus

was abolished at Rome, being assimilated to the Quinarius. From this

time forwards the silver coins of Apollonia were issued on the standard of

the Roman Denarius.

Head of Apollo.

(B. M. Cat., PI. XII. 13.)
Head of Pallas.

(fhid.,V\. XIL 15.)

Three nymphs dancing round the fire of

the Nympliaeum . . . iR 62 grs.

Obelisk iR 29 grs.
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(v) Imperial. Augustus to Elagabalus. Inscr., AflOAAnNI ATAN,
NePuuNi AnOAAuuNi KTICTH, NEPUUNI AHMOCIUU HATPuuNl €AAA-
AOC, etc. T/jpes:

—
Dancing nymphs; Obelisk of Apollo; Hades seated

with a standing female figure before him carrying an infant in her arms ;

Apollo ;
Poseidon

; Asklepios ;
River god, etc.

The Nymphaeum near Apollonia was sacred to Pan and the nymphs.
It is described by Strabo (p. 316), Ylirpa 8' eort nvp avabibovcra, v'u avTJj be

Kprjvai peovai x^i-o.pov kol aa(})dkTov. For the meaning of the obelisk, see

Jmbracia, p. 270.

Byllis, on the north bank of the Aous, about twenty miles above

Apollonia. Small bronze coins of the period of the Epirote Republic,
B.C. 23C-168. Inscr., BYAAIONnN or BYAAIC. Types:—Head of Zeus

;

R Serpent twined round cornucopiae. Youthful helmeted head
;
R Eagle

B. M. Cat., T//es., etc., p. 64).

Daorsi. An Illyrian tribe which had been subject to king Genthius,
on whose defeat by the Romans it obtained its freedom. Bronze coins of

the second century B.C. (Eckhel, B. N. V., ii. p. 155}.

Head of Hermes to r. 1 AAOPCHN Galley 1. (Z. /".A^., xiii. p. 9)

I

/E .5

Dyrrhachii. Epidamnus, the capital of the Dyrrhachians, was a

colony of Corcyra of considerable importance. The money of this city
down to about B.C. 100, when it comes to an end, falls into the same

periods as that of Apollonia. Its coins bear the name of the people and
not of their chief town.

(i)
B. c. 400-300. Silver staters of the Corci/rean standard, ca. 170 grs.

Cow suckling calf. AYP Double stellate square. M, Staters.

(B. M. Cat., PI. XIII. 10.)

(ii) Circ. B. C. 350-250. Staters of Cormthian types and tveight.

(iii) B.C. 229-100. Neio series of Bjjrrliachian coins.

Cow sucklinef calf.&

Forepart of cow.

AYP Double stellate square ....
(B. M. Guide, PI. LXV. 12.)

iH 53 grs.

„ Id. (B. M. Cat., P]. XIV. 3.) .

^26 grs.

These coins are of the weight of the Roman Victoriatus and \ Vic-

toriatus, and bear the names of two magistrates, that of the eponymous
annual magistrate in the genitive on the reverse, and that of the moneyer

in the nominative on the obverse. The adjunct symbol on the obverse

changes with the name on the reverse, and therefore belongs properly to

it. The bronze coins, also with magistrates' names, bear types relating
to the worship of the Dodonaean Zeus, Herakles, Helios, etc.

Oricus. A seaport in the neighbourhood of Apollonia, not far from
the mouth of the Aous.

Cvrc. B.C. 230-168.

nPlKinN Obelisk of Apollo . M (y^

„ Fulmen . . . . ^ -5

Head of Apollo.

(B. M. Cat., PI. XXXI. 13.)
Head of Pallas.
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Bhizon. Bronze coins afte^' clrc. B.C. i68. Inscr., PIIO and PIZONI-

TAN(?) {mim. Chron., 1880, p. 292).

Scodra. The earliest coins of this town may be referred to the reign
of Philip V of Macedon, who was supreme in lUyria between B.C. 211
and 197.

Macedonian shield. M -6
I

SKOAPlNnN Helmet . .

After B.C. 168.

Head of Zeus.
|

CKOAPEINHN War galley . .E -65

See A. J. Evans in Num. CJiron., 1880, p. 288.

KINGS OF ILLYRIA.

Mouunius, circ. B. c. 300 or 280, king of the Dardanian Illyrians. He
occupied Dyrrhachium and struck money there of the Dyrrhachian
type.

Fig. I So.

Cow suckling calf (Fig. 180). BA^IAEn^ MONOYNIOY Double
stellate square . M, Staters, 1 60 grs.

On the coins of this king the ^ is sometimes written C, a form which
is rarely met with at so early a date (Droysen, iii. i. 184).

Genthius, circ. B.C. 197-168, probably succeeded to the Illyrian throne
on the expulsion of Philip V of Macedon from his Illyrian possessions,

by the stipulations of the Peace of Tempe, B.C. 197. Genthius was
afterwards induced by Perseus to attack the Romans, but was defeated

beneath the walls of Scodra and taken prisoner by L. Anicius.

BAtlAEnt TENOIOY Helmet. M -6Macedonian shield.

Head of Genthius in kausia.

ley

Illyrian gal-
. . . ^ -7

Ballaeus, known only from coins. The date of his reign is probably
B.C. 167-135 {Num. Chron., 1880, p. 300).

Head of king, bare.

(B. M. C«<., PL XIV. 14.)

BACIAEnC BAAAAIOY Artemis with

torch and two spears, runningM 54 grs., and M 'j--6

These coins are usually found at Risano, and were probably struck at

Rhizon. Somewhat similar bronze coins are often found in the island

of Pharos, but these are without the title BaaiXevs.
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ISLANDS OF ILLYRIA.

In the early part of the fourth century Dionysius of Syracuse began to

turn his attention to the western coasts of Illyria and the islands in the

Adriatic sea. He assisted the Parians in colonising the two islands of

Issa and Pharos, B.C. 385 (Holm, Gesch. Sic, ii, 134). About the same
time the island of Corcyi^a Nigra, so called from its dark pine forests,

appears to have received a Greek colony. A town named Heracleia,

perhaps situate in the island of Pharos, in which the coins which bear its

name are found, belongs also to this category [Num. Jouni., i. 164). The
coins of the whole of this group belong to the fourth and second
centuries b. c. There are apparently none of the third.

Corcyra Nigra.

Rude head of Apollo.

Heracleia.
Fourth century b. c.

Head of Herakles in lion's skin.
(
HPAKA, HPAKorHPA Bow and club.

(B. M. Cat., Thes., PI. XIV. 8.) 1 M .95

Issa.
Fourth century b. c.

I^^A Head of Artemis
(?). |

Star with eight rays

Fourth century B. c.

KOPKYPAinN Ear of corn . . . .

{Num. ZeiL, 1884, PI. IV. 20). M -8

M -9

Second century b. c.

Head of Pallas.

Head of Pallas.

Head of Zeus
(?).

I %. Amphora.
.Jugate heads.

Youthful head.

\t Goat M -95—75
IC Stag with head turned back

5—1 Id M
Vine-branch with grapes . ^^

I S Grapes tE

I
—S Kaiitliaros . . . . iE

6

75

75

7

85

To this island may also be ascribed certain bronze coins of good style

(fourth century b. c.) bearing the inscription IONIO[^], concerning which
see Num. Zeit., 1884, p. 258. On the obverses of these pieces are male

heads, youthful or bearded, or a female head wearing a stephane, and on
the reverse is a dolphin over a line of waves.

Pharos.

Head of Zeus.

Id.

Head of Persephone.

Fourth century b. c.

Goat standing Ai 41 grs.
<l>APinN Id. Symbol: sometimes,

serpent M -95
<t)A Goat iE .8

Second century b. c.

Head of young Dionysos ivy-crowned.
Youns: head laureate.

— A Grapes M -6

Kantharos ^ -8
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ILLYRIO-EPIROTE SILVER COINAGE.

Damastiuiu. The silver mines of this town are mentioned by Strabo,
vii. p. 326. Its coins belong to the fourth century b. c, and may be

compared for style with the money of the kings of Paeonia.

Head of Apollo ]<iur. AAMA^TI NHN Tripod, often with

(B. M. Crt^., PI. XV. 10-13; name of dynast or magistrate,
PI. XVI. I, 2.) HPAKAEIAO, KAKIO, KH, KHctl,

APPIA, etc

Ai Staters, Paeonian standard,
circ. 206-190 grs.

For other varieties, see Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 135, and Num. Zeit., 1884,

p. 260, where a silver coin weighing 50 grs. is described having on the
obverse a female head, and on the reverse the proper name AAPAAO in

a double linear square.

Felagia. Silver coins of the same types as those of Damastium, but
of ruder style. Inscr., nEAAriTHN or HEAAriTA^ (B. M. Cat.,Y\. XVI.
9-1 1).

Samoa. Probably identical with '2apvov's (Steph. Byz. s.v.). Coins
similar to the above. Inscr., ^APNOATHN.

Tenestini. Similar vR coins. Inscr., TENECTiNHN.
These unknown tribes or towns were probably only small mining

communities in the vicinity of Damastium, Imhoof iMo7i. Gr., p. 1 36, and

Z.f. K, i. 99).

EPIRUS.

{^British Mtiseum Catnlogite of GreeJc coins, Thessaly
—AetoUa, pp. xliii-xlvi. and 88-114, with

Autotype Plates, by Professor Gardner, 1883.]

The earliest coins of Epirus consist (i) of silver coins struck before

B.C. 342, of Corinthian type and standard, at the town of Ambracia,

Inscr., AMPPAKinTAN, etc., and APE! (in monogram) for APEIPnTAN,
and of bronze coins of Cassope, Elea, and the Molossi, anterior to the

regal period, (ii)
The second period of the coinage of this district

includes that of the kings, Alexander the son of Neoptolemus, b. c. 342-
326, and Pyrrhus, 295-272. (iii)

B. c. 238-168. Bronze coins reading
APEIPflTAN exist, which are certainly earlier than the abolition of the

monarchy, but the regular series of the Epirote Federal money did not

begin till the Republic was fully constituted on the death of Ptolemy,
the last of the royal race of the Aeacidae.
The autonomous coinage appears to have gone on in some of the towns

of Epirus side by side with the Federal money. After B.C. 168, when
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Epirus was devastated by the Romans and its inhabitants sold into

slavery, all coinage ceased.

The prevailing types on the coins of Epirus are the heads of Zeus
Dodonaeos and of Dione his spouse. The former is distinguished by his

wreath of oak-leaves from the sacred oracular oak of Dodona. The latter

wears a veil and a laureate Stephanos (see B. M. Cat., PL XVII).

Chronological Table of the Coinage of Epikus.

Ambracia
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Athamanes. On the fall of the kingdom of Epirus this tribe rose to

be independent and struck bronze coins.

Circ. B.C. 220-190.

Head of Dione veiled.

(B. M. Cat., PI. XVIII. 5.)

Head of Apollo.

AOAMANnN Pallas standing, hold-

ing owl and spear . . . . M -6^
kQktAK^D.b\ Bull's head . M -^

Buthrotum. Colonial and Imperial, Augustus—Tiberius, with Latin

inscriptions, C. I. BVT. or C. A. BVT. (Colonia Julia or Augusta Buthro-

tum) and names of Duumviri, with titles, II VI R EX D. D., IIVIR.

9[uinquennalis], etc. For a complete list, see Imhoof [Moji. Gr., p. 138.)

Silver and bronze, with inscr. KA^^nflAinN on olverse orCassope.
reverse.

Before B.C. 342.

Head of Aphrodite.
Id. (B. M. Cat, PI. XVIII.

7.)

Coiled serj)ent
Dove flying in wreath

M -8

M .8

B.C. 238-168.

Head of Aphrodite wearing Stephanos.

Head of Zeus Dodonaeos and magis-
trate's name.

Head of Aphrodite.
Head of Dionysos.

Bull's head facing.

Cista mystica with serpent twined
round it ^81 grs.

Eagle on fulmen in oak-wreath .

(B. M. Guide, PI. LV. 18)M 72-66 grs.
Dove ^ -75

Amphora (B. M. Cat., PI. XXXII. 6.)M -7

Serpent (B. M. Cat., PI. XXXII. 5.)

^•55
This town also struck bronze coins in Roman times with the inscr.

KAZZnriAinN MOAOZZHN (B. M. Cat., T/ies., etc., p. 99).

Elea in Thesprotia. The bronze coinage of this town belongs to the

fourth century. The types, as Leake remarks (N/nii. Hell., p. 48), relating
to the infernal regions identify the district with that Eleatis through
which flowed the rivers Acheron and Cocytus.

EAEAI Kerberos

(B. M. Cat., PI. XVIII. II.) . tE -8

EAEAI Trident {lb., PI. XVIII. 10) .

On a specimen at Berlin Dr. Friedlander reads [EjAEATAN [Z.f. N.,
vi. 15).

Molossi.
Silver and Bronze coins before b. c. 342.

M— Fulmen . . . . ^ 15 grs.

MOAOdnN Eagle on fulmen . ^-8

Head of Demeter facing.

Pegasos.

Dog lying.
Head of Pallas.

MOAOC^nN round rim of circular

shield. (B. M. Cat., PI. XVIII. 14.)
Head of Zeus.

Fulmen in wreath -^ -75

Fulmen between M and cornucopiae, all

in oak-wreath .^ -i
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Nicopolis. This town was founded by Augustus after the battle of

Actiuui. Imperial coins from Augustus to Gallienus.

Types (B. M. Cat., PL XIX.) usually referring to the quinquennial
Actian games held at NicopoHs in honour of the Aetian Apollo, and in

memory of the battle of Actium. Inscr., NiKOnOAIC lEPA, ICPAC NIKO-
noAenc, ayfoyctoc kticthc, cebactoy kticma, NeiKonoAcnc
lePAC NAYAPXIAOC, NeiKOnOA€nC KPAC ACYAOY(?), H HPOC AKT,
etc., TPAIANOC CvjuTHP nOAGUuC Rev. AflOAAUuN AEYKATHC, Imhoof

{3Ion. Gr.,-p. 141), also <t)INAIOC accompanying the type of Asklepios

standing. Games, AKTIA.

Fandosia, on the river Acheron.

Bronze, b. c. 238-168.

Head of Dodonaean Zeus and magis-
trate's name.

HAN Fulmen in oak-wreath .

(B. M. Cat., PI. XXXII. 9) ^.•75

Phoenice was, according to Polybius (ii. 5, 8), the most important city
in Epirus after the fall of the Molossian kingdom. It was probably
therefore the capital of the Epirotic Republic, and the place of mintage
of the Federal currency (p. 274). In the same period it struck also

municipal coins of bronze.

B.C. 238-168.

Head of Zeus
(?).

Head of Artemis.

<J)OlNlKAIEnN Fulmen in wreath .

M .7

,5 Spearhead ....
(B. M. Cat, PI. XXXII, 10, II.)

JE, .7

Also Imperial of Claudius, Nero, and Trajan.

KINGS OF EPIRUS.

Alexander, son of Neoptolemus, B. C 342-326. The gold coins of this

king were almost certainly struck in southern Italy whither Alexander
went in B.C. ;^^z to aid the Greek cities against the Lucanians and
Bruttians. In style the silver staters closely resemble the gold, but
their weight (165 grs.), that of the coins of Corcyra, is in favour of their

Epirote origin. The bronze money is undoubtedly Epirote.

Head ofZeus Dodonaeos, wearing oak-

wreath.

(Fig. 182).

Fig. 182.

aaez:anapoy toy neohto-
AEMOY Fulmen. N Stater 133 grs.

iR Stater 165 grs.
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Head of Helios. (B. M. Cat., PI. XX.
2.)

Id.

Eagle, wings closed.

AAEZ Fulmen. . . . K ^^ Stater.

Id ^Diobol.
AAEZA. TOY NE Fulmen . M -65

Pyrrhus, B.C. 295-272. Pyrrhus, like Alexander, struck coins in

various parts of his dominions, chiefly in Italy and Sicily, but also in

Macedon and Epirus. All the gold coins and the silver pieces of 90 grs.
are of Syracusan fabric, as are also the finest of his bronze coins. His
tetradrachms and didrachms of Attic weight appear to have been issued

at Locri in Bruttium
;

his Macedonian bronze coins are distinguished

by the Macedonian shield on the obverse
;
while his Epirote money bears

the head of Zeus, and is of ruder fabric.

Inscr. BA^IAEn^ PYPPOY, usually at full lengih except on the

Macedonian coins and on some of the Epirote bronze pieces, where the

name appears in monogram.

Head of Pallas (Fig. 183).

Head of Artemis.

Fig. 183.

Nike with wreath and trophy . .

R Stater.

Id. (B. M. Guide, PI. XLVI. 25, 26.)
K i Stater.

Fig. 184.

Head of Dodonaean Zeus in oak wreath. Dione with sceptre, enthroned (Fig. 184).M Tetradr.

'^^ -s-i,

Fig. 185

Head of Achilles, helmeted (Fig. 185) Thetis veiled, riding on Hippocamp,
and holding shield of Achilles . .

M Didr.

T
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Fig. t86.

Head of Persephone with flowing hair

and corn-wreath (Fig. i86).
(t)OI AS Head of Phthia veiled.

Head of Persephone as on tR.

Head of Pallas.

(B. M. Cat., PL XX. 15.)

Macedonian shield, on it PYP in

monogram.

Head of Dodonaean Zeus.

Pallas with spear and shield, in fighting
attitude ^90 grs.

Fulmen. (Gardner, Types, PL XL 27.)
JE II

Demeter enthroned.

(B. M. Cat., PL XX. 14.) . . M -95
Ear of corn in oak-wreath . . ^ -75

AS I Macedonian helmet in oak-

wreath (B. M. Cat., PL XX. 16.) .

M .65
Fulmen in oak-wreath . . JE •95—75

The veiled head with the inscr. <t)OIAS is usually supposed to be a

portrait of Phthia, the mother of Pyrrhus. Some have, however, seen in

it an ideal personification of the district Phthia in Thessaly, whence

Pyrrhus traced the origin of his race.

To this king Dr. Imhoof (3Ion. Gr., p. 459) is inclined to attribute a

very beautiful Attic drachm in the Santangelo Museum at Naples. Obv.

Head of Herakles in hon's skin. Rev. BASIAEHS Dionysos in car drawn

by panthers.

EPIROTE REPUBLIC.

Before B.C. 2.38.

APEIPnTAN Bull butting.
;

Fulmen in laurel-wreath .

AP (in mon.) Head of Dodonaean Zeus.
' Fulmen in oak-wreath . .

M -7

M 1-7
(B. M. Cat.,V\. XYII. I, 2.)

B.C. 238-168.

m-

Fig. 187.

Heads jugate of Zeus Dodonaeos and I APEIPHTAN Rushing bull (Fig. 187).
Dione. M Didr., 154-140 grs.
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Head of Zeus Dodonaeos.

{K^. Guide, Pl.LV. i6, 17.)
Heads of Zeus and Dione.

(B. M. Cat., PI. XVII. 8.)
Head of Zeus Dodonaeos.

(B. M. Cat, PI. XVII. 9.)

APEIPriTAN Eagle in oak-wreath .

M Dr., 78-70 grs.

,, Fulmen in oak-wreath.
iR

(
= Victoriate) 52-48 grs.

Id.^

M,{=-^ Victoriate) 24-23 grs.

APEIPnTAN

The types of the bronze coins for the most part resemble the silver.

They present, however, some varieties.

Tripod in laurel-wreath

M -7

Club in oak-wreath

iR.5
Spear-head . . M -g

Head of Dione.

Head of Herakles.

Head of Artemis.

(B. M. GcU., PI. XVII. 12, 14, 15.)

After B.C. 168.

Although the Epirote coinage, as such, ceased when the country was

ruthlessly devastated by the Romans in B.C. 168, nevertheless there are

exceptional pieces which appear to have been issued at Dodona in the

name of a priest of the temple of Zeus Naios. These are of late style,
and are certainly subsequent to the fall of the Republic. They bear the

inscr. lEPEY^ MENEAHMO? APTEAAHC.

Head of Zeus Dodonaeos. Bust of Artemis M i-

CORCYRA.
[British Museum CaiaJogue of Greek coins, Thesmly—^e/ofta, pp." xlvii-1. and 11 5-167, with

Autotype Plates
; by Professor P. Gardner, 1 883.]

The long series of the coins of this wealthy and enterprising maritime
State begins about b. c. 585, when, on the death of Periander of Corinth,

Corcyra became independent of its mother-city. The standard of the

Corcyrean money is a light form of the Aeginetic, the stater weighing at

first 180-170 grs., and the drachm 90-85 grs. These weights gradually
fall until about b. c. 300, when the stater weighed no more than 160 grs.,
and the drachm about 80 grs.
The invariable type of the staters of Corcyra throughout the whole of

the above period is—

A cow suckling a calf (Fig. 188).

Fig. 188.

Two star-like patterns of elongated

form, each enclosed on the earlier

specimens in a separate oblong incuse

and on the later in a linear square .

M Stater.

T 2
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In the archaic period the coins are anepigraphic, but from about
B.C. 450 they are generally inscribed KOP.
The origin of these types is very obscure. The cow and calf is a well-

known oriental symbol connected with the worship of the Asiatic

Nature goddess, who was usually identified by the Greeks either with
Hera or Artemis (E. Curtius, Arch. Zeit,, 1H55, p. 3). With some such

meaning the cow and calf is frequent on the money of Garystus in

Euboea, but whether the Gorcyraeans derived it from Euboea or received

it from Asia Minor is uncertain.

The reverse-type has been usually regarded since Eckhel's time as a

conventional representation of the famous Gardens of Alkinoos, the

Gorcyraeans priding themselves upon their descent from the Phaeacians,
and identifying their island with the Homeric Scheria (Thuc, i. 25).

This explanation is, however, now generally abandoned as fanciful,
and Professor Gardner's theory [Rvm. C/iron., 1881, p. 1) that the type is

of solar origin, and connected with the worship of Zeus Aristos, Aristaeos,
or Apollo Nomios, is more acceptable.
The most frequent type of the drachm of Gorcyra before b. c. 300, is—

Forepart of a co^A^ Star, in incuse square

(B. M.Ca<.,Pl. XXI.3-5.)
M, 86 grs., Drachm.

The half drachms and quarter drachms bear, in combination with the

Star, sometimes a Head ofHera, and sometimes an Amp/iora or a KanfJiaros

on the obverse. The obols have on the obverse a Bunch of grapes, on
the reverse, a Rams head or incuse Sivastika.

The types of the bronze coins are, with few exceptions, Dionysiac.
For varieties, see B. M. Cat., Thes., s. v. Gorcyra, PL XXH.

Circ. B.C. 338-300.

After the occupation of Gorinth by Philip, B. c. 338, Gorcyra, like

many other Gorinthian colonies, began to strike staters similar to those
of Gorinth, but with the epigraph KOP (often in monogram) or K.

Circ. B.C. 300-229.

About B. c. 300 it would appear that an assimilation took place between
the Aeginetic and the Gorinthian standards at Gorcyra. The staters of

160 grs. ceased to be issued, while the former drachms of 80 grs. now
became didrachms, the drachm being made identical in weight with the

Gorinthian drachm of 40 grs. (see B. M. Cat., PL XXH. 17, 18
;
XXIII.

I, 2).

KOPKYPAI Forepart of a cow.

Cow and calf.

Amphora.
Head of young Dionysos.

Double stellate patternM 80 grs., Didr.

KOP Single do. . . iR, 40 grs., Dr.

KOPKYPAI Star. .^40grs., Dr.

>| Thyrsos and grapes -^13 grs., Diob.

As in the previous period the types of the bronze coins are most fre-

quently Dionysiac. There is, however, an interesting series—
Forepart of galley. KO Kantliaros . . . . . . ^ -7
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The peculiarity of these coins is that the name of the galley is inscribed

upon it, e.g. AAKA, EAEYOEPI A, EYKAEI A, EYNOMIA, OHPA, KOPKYPA,
KnMOt,KYnPI^,AAONlKA,NEOTH^,NlKA,nAAAAS,npnTA,?nTEIPA,
<|)AMA, 0n^<t)OPO^, etc. Professor Gardner has suggested [Journ. Hell.

Stud., ii. 96) that the galley figured on these coins may be an agonistic

type, having reference to galley races held in Corcyrean waters on the

occasion of festivals of Poseidon, of Dionysos, or of the Actian Apollo.

Circ. B. c. 229-48.

In B, c. 239 Corcyra surrendered to the Romans, under whose

protection it was allowed to retain its autonomy. The silver coins of

this period are of the following t^^pes. They all bear the monogram of

Corcyra (R).

Head of young Dionysos bound with Pegasos ^80 grs., Didr.

(B. M.(;mcZe,PLLV. 19.)

Id. in wreath . ^ 48 grs. (Victoriate).

(B. M. Cat., PL XXIV. 4-)

ivy.

Head of Dione veiled

Pegasos ^38 grs., Dr.

Id. (B. M. Cat., PL XXIV. 6-10.)
^28 grs. (i Victoriate).

Id. „ ,; M 28 grs.

Id. „ „ ^ 28 grs.

Head of Aphrodite.
Id.

Head of Apollo.
Head of Dionysos.

The bronze coins have heads of Dionysos, Dione, and Poseidon. Rev.

Kantharos or Amphora, Bull's head. Prow, Trident, Aplustre, Ear of corn.

These are followed by another series of bronze coins bearing the names
of the Prytaneis of the city of Corcyra, as is clearly proved by the

occurrence of no fewer than half of the number of known names with

the title Prytanis in Corcyrean inscriptions of the same age as the coins

(Boeckh, C. 1. G., 1870).

Head of Herakles.
|

KOPKYPAinN Prow and name of

I Prytanis JE -S

Names of Prytaneis, APKTE AC, AAMOCTPATOC, HPHAHC, MENAN-
APOC, NiKANnP, CTPATHN, CnCirENHC, CnCTPATOC, OAAAKPOC,
<t)IAnN, (MAHNIAAS, <t>\^aT^t, etc. (B. M. Cat., PL XXIV. 18).

B.C. 48-A. D. 138. J. Caesar to Hadrian.

Throughout this period the city of Corcyra continued to strike autono-
mous bronze coins on which the deities ZEYC KACIOC and ATPEYC, with
their names in full, and Ares, are frequently represented. The first is

usually in the attitude of Zeus seated on a throne. Agreus is a standing
bearded figure, clad in a long chiton, and holding a cornucopiae (B. M. Cat.,

PL XXV. 7). The worship of this pastoral god was related to that of

Aristaeos.

A. D. 138-222. Antoninus to Caracalla.

.
The Imperial coins of this period have the Emperor's head. The

reverse types are Zeus Kasios, Agreus, Ares, Galley under sail, Pegasos,
Dionysos on panther, etc. (B. M. Cat., PL XXVI.).
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ACARNANIA.

[British Museum Catalogue of Greek coins, Thessahj
—Aetotia, pp. li-liv. and 168-193, witli

Autotype Plates, by Professor P. Gardner.

Inihoof-Blumer, Die Miinzen Aharnaniens in the Numismatische Zeitschrift, x. pp. 1-180,

Vienna, 1878.]

Acarnania, the country between the AcheloUs on the east, and the sea

on the west, derived its coin standard from the two flourishing com-
mercial colonies of Corinth, Anactorium, and Leucas. Before the close of

the fifth century the towns of Acarnania formed themselves into a Con-

federacy, of which Stratus on the AcheloUs was the chief city.
At all the Acarnanian coast-towns staters of the Corinthian type, obv.,

Head of Pallas, rer., Pegasos, now began to be issued, mainly for com-
merce with Italy and Sicily, where they are still chiefly found. The
cities of the interior. Stratus, Oeniadae, etc., took little or no part in this

Corinthian coinage, but struck small silver coins with their own types.
About B. c. 300 Stratus fell into the hands of the Aetolians, and Leucas
took its place as the chief city of the Acarnanian League. Thyrrheium
likewise rose to importance after this date.

At what precise period the Pegasos staters ceased to be issued cannot
be determined, but it is certain that in the latter part of the third

century (circ. 220) they had already been superseded by a regularly

organized Federal currency, the coins having on the obverse the head of

the national river-god Achelolis, and on the reverse a seated figure of the

Actian Apollo. It is to be inferred that Leucas was the place of mintage
of these Federal coins down to B.C. 167, when it was separated from
Acarnania by the Romans, and began to strike silver in its own name.

After this date Thyrrheium continued for some time the series of coins

of the Federal type, but with the legend OYPPEHN in place of

AKAPNANX^N, until soon afterwards all coinage ceased in the land.

Chkonological Table of the Coinage of Acaenania.

Alvzia
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Alyzia. Corinthian staters, B.C. 350-250. Inscr., AAY or AAYIAIHN,
and contemporary bronze coins with types relating to the cult of

Herakles, to whom there was a temple in the neighbourhood (Imhoof,
Akarnania, p. 46).

Anactorium. Corinthian staters down to B. C. 350 with the digamma
(F). After 350 with ANA (often in monogram), ANAKTOPinN, etc.,

and smaller denominations often with inscr. AKTIO, AKTIOY, referring
to the worship of Apollo Actios in the territory of Anactorium, and
AKTIAC accompanying the head of the goddess of the Actian games
(Imhoof, /. c, p. 63).

B.C. 250-167.

Head of Zeu8.

Head of Apollo.

Young male hea,d with short hair.

Head of Pallas.

AN (mon.) in laurel-wreath. Jti 35 gTS.

ANAKTOPIEnN Lyre . . .^-75
(B. M. Cat., PI. XXVII. 10, II.)

Argos Amphilochicum. Corinthian staters (350-250), inscr., A, AP,

APTEinN, etc., or AM<t)l, AM<J>IAOXnN, etc, and bronze coins of two

types :—

APTEinN Dog ^ -75

„ Owl facing . . . ^ -55

(B.lsl.Cat., tl. XXVII. 14, 15.)

Astacus. Corinthian staters (350-250), inscr., AC, and symbol, cray-
fish {aiTaKos), (Imhoof, I.e., p. loi, and B. M. Cat., Thes., p. 173.)

Coronta. Corinthian staters (350-250). Inscr. K and so-called Mace-

donian shield.

Heracleia. See Heracleia in Bithynia.

Leucas. This city begaii aS early as the fifth century to strike

Corinthian staters, and continued to do so down to about b. c. 250 with

inscr. A, AE, AEY, AEYKAAIflN, etc., as the chief city of the Acarnanian

Confederacy.
After the fall of Stratus it appears also to have been the place of

mintage of a series of Corinthian staters distinguished by the letters AK

(in mon.). The bronze coins of Leucas (350-250) are of the following

types:
—

A Head of Pallas. Chimaeia. (R M. Cut., PI. XXVIII. i.)

^.75

(Usually restruck on M of Philip of Macedon.)

AK Head of man-headed bull (Ache-

loiis).

Id. or Head of Aphrodite.

Belleroplion on Pegasos,

Pegasos.
A Head of Pegasos.
Head of Apollo.

A Pegasos.

AE Chimaera tE -8

„ Trident. (B. M. Cat., PL XXVIIL4.)
7E-7

AEY Chimaera. (76., PI. XXVIII. 6.)M -7

AEYKAAinN Trident . . . M -^

Dolphin and trident . . . . M -^

AEY Prow. (B. M.Cat., PL XXVIII. 11.)

M-^
Id. . .

^ -6
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From about b. c. 250 to 167 Leucas was probably the chief mint of the
Federal coinage of the Acarnanian League. See Federal coinage (p. 282).

After B. c. 167.

In B. c. 167 Leucas was separated by the Romans from the Acarnanian

Confederacy, but it continued to be a place of importance, and, like

Corcyra, appears to have retained its autonomy under Roman protection.
To this period may be ascribed the long series of silver coins with

magistrates' names (Prytaneis ?), of which more than forty are known.

Fig. 189.

Statue of goddess, 'Acppodirr] Alveids,

with attributes—Crescent, aplustre,

owl, stag, and sceptre surmounted

by dove : the whole in a wreath.

Head of young Herakles.

AEYKAAinN Prow and name of

magistrate (Fig. 189). ^11 Attic Didr.

AEYKAAinN Club in wreath, and

magistrate's name
M 77, 67, and 59 grs.

(B. M. Cat., PL XXVIIL 17.)

The figure on these Leucadian coins has been identified by E. Curtius

(Hermes, x. 243) as a statue of Aphrodite Aineias, whose sanctuary stood

on a small island at the northern end of the canal which separated
Leucas from the mainland. The bronze coins of this last period of

Leucadian autonomy bear the same magistrates' names as the silver

(Imhoof, I. c, p. 135).

Medeon-

Beonze. Circ. B.C. 350-300.

ME Head of Apollo, hair short.

Head of Apollo, hair long.
Head of Pallas.

A or M in laurel-wreath . . ^ -7

M-E Tripod M,•^
„ Id. or owl . . . . JE 'j—6

(B. M. Cat., PI. XXIX. 9, 10.)

Metropolis.
/. c, p. 143).

Corinthian staters (350-250) with MH in mon. (Imhoof,

Oeniadae. For the silver coins with the digamma (F) and T (Tptw-

j3okov'i) usually attributed to Oeniadae, see Stratus. The Aetolians

seized Oeniadae in the time of Alexander. As the bronze coins of this

town are not of early style, they can hardly have been struck before

B.C. 219, when Philip V took it from the Aetolians, nor can they well be

subsequent to B.C. 211, when the Romans gave it back to that people.
I

li
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Head of Zeus.

(B. M. Cat., PI. XXIX. 14.)

Circ. B.C. 219-211.

1 N I A A A N Head of man-headed bull,

Acheloiis, and AKAP. in monogram.M -9

Palaerus. Silver (350-250), Imhoof, l. c, p. 153.

Female head, and mon. PAAAIP.
j Pegasos M, 2^ grs.

Phytia. Corinthian drachms (wt. 40 grs.), b. c. 350-250, and bronze
coins resembling those of Medeon.

Head of Apollo, hair long. (D—Y Tripod ^ .7

Stratus, down to the early part of the third century, was the chief

town of the Acarnanian Confederacy. It then passed into the hands of

the Aetolians, and Leucas became the capital of the country. The coins

of Stratus fall into the following classes :
—

Circ. B.C. 450-400.

Bearded head of Acheloiis, facing.

(B. M. Cat., PL XXIX. 15.)

Id.

t.—T— f?
—A (retrogr.) Incuse square

in which head of Kallirrhoe, facing .

M 36 grs.
C—T— R—A (retrogr.) Young head in

profile ^15 grs.

The nymph Kallirrhoe was a daughter of the river-god Acheloiis,
and mother of Akarnan the eponymous ancestor of the Acarnanians

(Paus., viii, 34. 9). About B. c. 400 these autonomous coins were replaced

by a Federal coinage of the same types as the above, but with A—K on
the reverse or the name of a strategos(?) ATHMnN. The following coins,

some usually attributed to Oeniadae, may be preferably given to

Stratus.

Circ. B.C. 400-300.

Head of Acheloiis in profile.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Head of bearded Herakles.

(B. M. Cat., PI. XXIX. 11-13.)

F in incuse square, around KAA-
AIPOA M 34 grs.

C.T2

o"'">t

tTo

between oak-boughs KAAM 16 grs
in concave field .

in concave field .

in concave field .

between two bunches

incuse square

M 18 grs.

^17 grs.M 18 grs.

of grapes,
iR 14 grs.

The digamma on the first of the above described coins is probably the

initial letter of the word FaKapvav^s. The ^large T stands probably for

Tpm^oXov. The signification of the small letters between which it is

placed is doubtful. On the third coin it would seem as if the T formed
an integral part of the inscr. ^TP: whereas KO and TO may be ab-

breviated names of magistrates. On the last coin the three letters

T— P— I might stand for TptcalSoXov.
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The following bronze coin of Stratus belongs also to the fourth

century :
—

Head of Kallirrhoe (?). CTPATinN Head of Acheloiis . M .7

(B. M. Cat.,V\. XXIX. 16.)

Thyrrheiuin was in late times a place of some importance, and after the

separation of Leucas from Acarnania in B.C. 167, it became the chief

place of mintage for silver in Acarnania. It struck Corinthian staters

(B.C. 350-229?) with inscr. O, OY, OYP, OYPP, and perhaps also certain

pieces weighing about 106 grs., with Corinthian types and the Acheloiis

head as an adjunct symbol behind the head of Pallas. To this period
likewise belong the bronze coins :

—
Head of Pallas in Attic hehnet. OYPPEnN or GYP Owl M .8-6

Cf. similar coins with Attic types of Argos and Medeon.

After circ. B.C. 167,

When Leucas was separated from Acarnania, Thyrrheium appears to

have adopted the types of the Federal coinage which ceased to be issued

at that time.

Haad of beardless Acheloiis and

magistrate's name.

(B. M. Cat., PI. XXX. I.)

GYPPE Head of Pallas.

GYPPEinN Apollo Actios seated,

naked, holding bow
M 165-132 grs., and 73 grs.

Magistrate's name in wreath . . . .

M 45 grs.

Among the. names of magistrates we meet with one ZENOMENH^,
who may be an ancestor of the Xenomenes of Thyrrheium, who enter-

tained Cicero when he passed through the town in b. c. 51 and ^o.

FEDERAL COINAGE OF ACARNANIA.

B. c. 400-350 {Mint, Stratus).

Head of Acheloiis, facing.

Id.

A— K Head of Kallii'rhoe, facing

(B. M. Cat.,V\. XXVII. i.)

^20 grs.

Id. ATHMnN (Strategos?)' . .

M 30 grs.

B. c. 350-300 {Mint, Stratus ?).

Series of silver drachms marked F (initial of PaKapvaves) and Triobols

marked T described above; see Stratus.

B. c. 300-250 {Mint, Leucas).

Series of Corinthian staters with AK in mon. and bronze coins.

AK Head of Acheloiis. I Chimaera JE -8
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B.C. 250-229 {Mi7it, Thyrrheium?).

Series of reduced Corinthian staters with head of Acheloiis as a

symbol, wt. io6 grs.

B.C. 250(?)-167 {Mint, Leucas).

Inscr. AKAPNANnN, and name of Strategos on obverse or reverse.

Pig. 190.

Head of beardless Acheloiis (Fig. 190). Apollo Aktios seated with bow
N. 66 grs., vR 156 grs., and 78 grs

Id.
'

Id.

(B. M. Cat, PI. XXVII. 4)

Id.

Head of Apollo.

(B. M. Guide, PI. LV. 20.)

Artemis running with torch

M 65 grs

Apollo Kitharoedos standing
J^ 100 grs., and 45 grs

Zeus hurling fulmen . . . ifl 49 grs
Artemis with bow, quiver, and torch,

running ^113 grs.

Head of Zeus.

Head of young Herakles.

Head of Pallas.

AK or A Head of bearded Acheloiis .

^.95
Similar ^ .85
Similar. (B. M. Cat., PI. XXVII. 6-8.)

^•95

AETOLIA.

\_£ritish Museum Catalogue of Greek coins, Thessaly
—Aetolia, pp. Iv-lviii. and 194-200,

with Autotype Plates, by Profes.sor P. Gardner, 1883.]

The Aetolians, notwithstanding their ancient heroic fame, were in

historical times the most turbulent and uncivilized people of Hellas.

Before the age of Alexander there is no trace of native Aetolian money,
nor was it until after the consolidation of the Aetolian League brought
about by the invasions of Aetolia by the Macedonians (b. c, 314-31 i), and

by the Gauls (b. c. 279), that the Federal coinage began.
This is proved by the reverse type of the tetradrachm, which contains

a distinct allusion to the repulse both of Macedonians and Gauls by the

Aetolians.
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Circ. B.C. 279-168.

Head of Pallas in Corinthian helmet.

(B. M. Guide, PI. XLIL 14.)

Head of young Herakles in lion's skin.

AITriAnN Aetolia wearing kausia,
short chiton, chlamys, and endro-

mides, with sword and spear, seated

on pile of shields, her left breast

bare, and holding Nike . K Stater.

AITHAnN Id

(B. M. Guide, PL XLIL 15.) i^ | Stater

Fig. 191.

Head of young Herakles in lion's skin.

Bust of Ai'temis laur., with bow and

quiver at her shoulder.

Young male head (Aetolos) wearing
wreath intertwined with diadem.

(B. M. Guide, PI. XLIL 17.)

Head of Artemis laureate, with bow
and quiver at her shoulder.

Head of Pallas in Corinthian helmet.

Head of Aetolia wearing kausia.

Head of Aetolos, hair short, wearing
kausia.

Head of Aetolia.

Id.

Head of Aetolos
(?),

laureate.

Id.

Id. (B. U.Cat.,Fl XXX. 12.)

Head of Pallas.

(B. M. C«<., Pl.XXX. 13.)

AITHAnN Id. without Nike (Fig. 191).M Attic tetradr.

„ Id. . . JR Attic tetradr.

„ Naked warrior (Aetolos)
with kausia hanging at his back and
sword under his arm, standing rest-

ing on spear with one foot on rock .

iR 158 grs.

AITHAnN Aetolia seated on shields .

(B. M. Guide, PL XLIL 18.) M 82 grs.

AITflAnN Boar and spear-head .

(Imhoof, 3Ion. Gr., PL D. 18.) M 87 grs.

AITHAnN Calydonian boar; in ex-

ergue, spear-head

(B. M. Cat., PL XXX. 8.) JR41 grs.

AITHAnN Id Al 38 grs.

AITHAnN Id JE.'j

,, Spear-head . . ^ •7— 6

,, Trophy
(B. M. Ca^., PL XXX. II.) ^ -7

AITnAHN Club . . . . M45
„ Spear-head and jaw-bone

of Calydonian boar . . . ^ •

7

AITfiAriN Herakles standing . . .

JE .7

The seated figure of Aetolia^ on some of the above coins is certainly a

copy of the statue of that heroine dedicated by the Aetolians at Delphi,

yvvaiKos ayak]xa oiTrXto-jji^vris, i] AlTcokia bijOev (Paus.,x. 1 8. 7), in memory of

their victory over the Gauls. Beneath her feet on the tetradrachms is a
Gaulish trumpet (carnj/x) ending in the head of a wolf or dragon, and
some of the shields on which she is seated are of the Gaulish and others

of the Macedonian pattern.

^

Concerning the old attribution of this figure to Atalanta and of that of Aetolos to Meleager,
see Imhoof (Mon. Gr., p. 145).

I
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None of tho Aetolian towns issued autonomous coins. The few bronze

pieces with Aetolian types were probably struck by cities in alliance

with the Aetolians outside the boundaries of Aetolia proper, or not
actual members of the Confederacy, such as Oeta in Thessaly, Amphissa,
and Oeantheia in Locri Ozolae, Thronium in Locri Epicnemidii, and

Apollonia near Naupactus.

LOCRIS.

LOCRI OPUNTII (EPICNEMIDII).

\_British Museum Catalogue of Ch-eek coins, Central Greece, by B. V. Head, 1884, pp. xiii-

xxiii. and 1-13, with Autotype Plates.]

The eastern Locrians, sometimes called 'Hotot, sometimes Opuntii,
after their chief town Opus, and sometimes Hypocnemidii (later Epic-
nemidii) from their geographical position at the foot of Mt. Cnerais,
struck no coins which can be attributed to an earlier date than about
B.C. 400, nor was it until after the Peace of Antalcidas, which enacted
that all towns in European Greece koI fxiKpas koL [xeydXas avTovojxov^ dvat

(Xen., IleH., v.) that the capital Opus began to place her own name on
the money.
The weight standard of the Locrian money is the Aeginetic, and the

following are the chief types :
—

Fig. 192.

Head of Persephone crowned with

corn, apparently copied from the

famous Syracusan dekadrachm by
Euainetos (b. c. 405-367), (Fig. 192;
cf. Fig. 100.)

OrON Amphora.
(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. I. 2.)

Head of Pallas.

OPONTinM The Locrian Ajax, the

son of Oileus, naked, but armed with

helmet, sword, and shield, advancing
to the fight, accompanied on one

variety by his name AIA^
JR Staters and 5 Drachms.

Star (rjaos dcTTrip, the badge of the

eastern Locrians. Cf Strab., p. 416).M Obols.

OnONTinN Grapes . . . . M -^

After the battle of Chaeroneia, B.C. 338, it is probable that Opus, like

Thebes, fell under the displeasure of Philip, and that as, in Boeotia,
the right of coining silver was transferred from Thebes to the Boeotians,
so also in Locris it was transferred from Opus to the Locrians.

The coins of the Locrians which"" appear to be subsequent to the

battle of Chaeroneia resemble for the most part in then* types those

abeady described, although they are distinctly later in style, but instead

of OnONTinN they bear the epigraphs AOKPHN Yf*OK (in mon.),

AOKP, AO, or AOKP EPIKN A (B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. IL).
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Under Macedonian rule from circ. b. c. 300 there is no reason to suppose
that any coins were struck in Locris, but when Flamininus

(b.
c. 197)

restored freedom to all the cities of Greece, Opus began once more to

strike bronze coins with the old types, but reading OPOYNTinN in place
of OnONTinN. This coinage came to an end in B.C. 146 (B. ^l.Cat.,

Cent. Gr., PI. II. 9).

Under the empire Opus again enjoyed the right of coinage, but for

a short period only, during the reigns of Galba and Otho. On some of

these coins of Imperial time are the heads of Hades and Persephone, and
on the reverses a warrior (perhaps Opous) standing. For other varieties

ofLocrian coins, seeB. M. Cat., Central Greece and Imhoof, J/o??. Gr., p. 148.

Scarpheia was an ancient Locrian city mentioned by Homer (//.,
ii. 532).

Bronze. Before B.C. 338.

Female head. , SKAPctEnN The Locrian Ajax in

fighting attitude . . . . ^ -65

B.C. 196-146.

Head of Pallas. 1 ^KAP<t)EnN Hermes standing . ^] -8

(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. II. 13.) |

Thronium. (Leake, Northern Greece, ii. 177.)

Fifth century, silver.

Bearded head of Centaur or Silenos.
j

©RON I Greave(K«'>7/LitV) in incuse square.

(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. II. 14.) |
M Obol.

On this coin the reverse type contains an allusion to the Cnemis range
of mountains, from which the people of Eastern Locris derived their

surname. This is one of the earliest coins struck in Locris.

In the time of the Aetolian League, B.C. 279-168, Thronium struck

bronze coins of the Aetolian type.

Head of Apollo. OPON I EHN Spear-head and jaw-bone

{Ji.M. Cat., Cent. Gr.,?\.ll.ir,.)\ of boar
'

.
. M >]

LOCRI OZQLAE.

Amphissa after having been destroyed by Philip of Macedon, B.C. 338,
was afterwards restored and became a populous place.

Second century, B. c.

Head of Apollo laur. i AM<t>I^^EfiN Spear-head and jaw-
bone of the Calydonian boar . ^ -7

Oeantheia. The only known coin of this city shows by its types that

it belongs to the time of the Aetolian League.

Second century, b. c.

Head of Apollo laur. OIANOEHN Spear-head . .^-7
(Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 147.) \
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PHOCIS.

[BntisK Museum Catalogue of Greek coins, Central Greece, by B. V. Head, 1884, pp. xxiii-

xxxvi. and 14-31, with Autotype Plates.]

The coinage of Phocis begins at a very early period, probably about

the middle of the sixth century. Like the archaic money of Arcadia it is

distinctly federal in chai'acter.

The twenty-two confederate Phocian towns held their periodical

(Tvvibpiov in a building called Phokikon, near Daulis (Pans., x. 5. i), and

here, perhaps, rather than at any one of the Phocian towns, the federal

mint may have been established. Money would be issued at this mint

only on the occasions of the meetings of the awthpiov, when it may be

inferred that a concourse of people from all parts of the Phocian territory
was gathered together, and that a fair or market was held for the

exchange and purchase of commodities, as at Delphi during the Pythian
festivals.

The weight-standard of the Phocian money is the Aeginetic, of which

Triobols (48 grs.), Trihemiobols (24 grs.), Obols (16 grs.), and Hemiobols

(8 grs.), occur.

The inscription on the archaic coins is — or OOKI.

Circ. B.C. 550-371.

Bull's head, facing.

{^.U. Guide, PI. V. 19.)

Id.

(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. III. 3-8.)
Id. or in profile.

Bull's head in profile.

Rough incuse squareM Triobol, Trihemiobol, and Hemiobol

Female head in incuse squareM Triobols

Forepart of boar in incuse square .

M Obols

Helmet in incuse square ....
M, Hemiobols

The bull's head, sometimes bound with a sacrificial fillet, is perhaps

symbolical of some special sacrifice in honour of the national eponymous
hero, Phokos, to whom there was a temple called the Heroon of the hero

Archagetas, where sacrifices were offered daily throughout the year, and,

presumably at certain stated times, a great sacrifice on behalf of the

whole people, when a prize bull may have been the victim (cf. Boeckh,
C. 1. G., 1688, where, in an Amphictyonic inscription, one particular bull

sacrificed to the hero Neoptolemos is called 6 j3ovs tov ijpooos). The head

of the goddess on the reverse is probably intended for Artemis, to whom
the boar also alludes (Tep-nofxevr) Kairpota-i, II., vi. 104).

Circ. B.C. 371-357.

In this period of Theban supremacy in central Greece bronze coins

make their first appearance.

Head of Pallas, facing.
1

<i) or <t)Ci. in olive-wreath . . . M -6

(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PL III. 17.) \
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Circ. B.C. 357-346.

This is the period of the third sacred war, during which the Phocians
under their successive Strategi, Philomelus {357~354)^ Onyraarchus (354-
352), Phayllus (352-351), and Phalaecus (351-346), held possession of the

oracle of Delphi, and turned its sacred treasures into coin.

Bull's head, facing.
' <t>n Head of the Delphian Apollo . .

(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. III. 18 20.) ! M Triob.

<t)nKEnN Three bull's heads.

{Ibid.,P\.lU. 21.)

Bull's head, facing.

Id. {Ibid., Fl.IU. 24.)

Id.

T in laurel-wreath . M Trichalkon -85

0n in laurel-wreath . . . . JE -6^
ONYMAPXOY in wreath . . M -6

<t)AAAlKOY in wreath . . . M -6

Of this period more coins would doubtless have been preserved had
not the Locrians at the end of the war collected all the Phocian money and
melted it down to make a silver amphora for dedication to Apollo at

Delphi (Plut., De Fyth. Orac, xvi.). The complete devastation of this

land by Philip in 346 (Demosth., Fals. Leg., p. 361) put an end to all

coinage in Phocis.

B.C. 339-146.

In B. c. 339 Athens and Thebes combined to reconstitute Phocis and to

rebuild some of the ruined towns. The few remaining bronze coins are

of careless execution :
—

Bull's head, facing. |

<t)nKEnN Head of Apollo . tE .8-65

On some specimens over the bull's head are the letters EA and AN
which may stand for the towns of Elateia and Anticyra.

Auticyra. On the Corinthian gulf, north-west of Medeon. Bronze
of a late period.

Head of Poseidon with trident at his
1
ANTIKYPEnN Artemis huntress .

shoulder. {Zeit.f. Num.,y\.. i^.) j

M -g

Delphi. The Delphians claimed to be regarded as independent of the

Phocian confederacy, a claim which, after the Peace of Nicias (b. c. 421),
was generally recognized (Thuc, iv. 11^). There are, however, Delphian
coins which are certainly earlier than B.C. 421, among which are the

following :
—

Before b. c. 421.

Fig. 193.

Four deep incuse squares, in each of

which a dolphin (Fig. 193)
^t 279 grs.

(Rev. Num., 1869, p. 150, and Zeit.f. N., xiii. PI. HI. i.)

DAh<DlKOV\ in archaic characters

Two ram's heads and two dolphins.
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This remarkable coin is either an unusually heavy Attic tetradrachm

or less probably a tridrachm of Aeginetic weight, a denomination which

occurs, as far as I am aware, at no other town. Whether the following
stater is of Delphi is very doubtful.

Kam's head, r., beneath, dolphin. |

Incuse square quartered. M 186-5 grs.

(Ashljurnham Collection.)

All the other Delphian coins are small. (Trihemiobols, 34 grs.^ Trite-

moria, 12 grs., and Tetartemoria, 4 grs.)

Ram's head and dolphin.

(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. IV. 1-3, iG.)

Tripod or ram's head.

{Ibid., PI. IV. 4-)

One or two goats' heads in incuse

square, in profile or facing, usually

accompanied hy dolphins . M, 22 grs.

Circle, with a point in the centre, the

Delphic omphalos {o^Kpakos y^y)

iEiSgrs.
Circ. B.C. 421-357.

Head of negro. {lUd., PI. IV. 5-8).

Ram's head and dolphin.

[Ibid., PhlV. 11,12.)

A-Q Incuse square ; goat's head, facing,

or ram's head and dolphin. ^11 grs.

AAA or AEA Goat's head facing be-

tween dolphins . . . . -^ 23 grs.

The ram's head (Kapi;os) is a symbol of Apollo as the god of flocks and

herds, Kapvdos. The goats' heads recall the story told by Diodorus

(xvi. 26), that some goats feeding on the brink of the chasm in the rock

over which in after-times the oracular tripod was placed, became intoxi-

cated by the fumes which issued from the opening, and by their strange
antics fii-st made known the existence of the oracle to the herdsmen

01! xapiv ai^l [laXiaTa xp-qa-rripia^ovTaL jJ.^XP'' '"•'^ ^^^ ^^ AeA.^ot.

The dolphins refer to the cultus of Apollo Delphinios, who assumed
the form of a dolphin (Homeric Hymn to Apollo, 1. 390). Cfv Steph. Byz.,
s.v. /l(k<j)oi:

—
eKXrjdrjaavhi AeA^oi, on 'Atto'AAo)!; crvv^TTKevcre beXcf^lvi eiKaa^ti?.

The negro's head has been supposed to represent the mythical founder

of Delphi, by name Delphos, the son of Poseidon by the nymph Melaine.

(Panofka, Delphos und Melaine, p. 7.) Others have taken it for Aesop,

who, according to one tradition, was a black, and who met his death at

Delphi (cf. Leake, Nu7n. Hell., s. v.).

Between b. c. 357 and 346 the Phocians held Delphi and struck money
there in their own name (see p. 288).

Circ. B. c. 346.

Fig. 194.

Head of Demeter of Anthela veiled

(Fig. 194).

AM<t)lKTIONnN Apollo m long

chiton, with lyre and laurel-branch,

seated on Delphian omphalos, over

which hang fillets

JR Stater r87-3 grs.

U
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Head of Demeter of Anthela veiled.

(Imlioof, Alon. Gr., p. 149.)

Id.

{Rev. Num., i860, PI. XII. 8.)

AM<|)lKTIONnN Apollo in long

chiton, with lyre and laurel-branch,
seated on Delphian omphalos, over

which hang fillets

M. Drachm 84 grs.
AM<l)lKTJONnN Omphalos, round

which is coiled a serpent ....
JH Diob. 30-8 grs.

These remarkable coins seem to liave been struck on the occasion of

the reassembling of the Amphictyonic Council at the close of the Phocian
war (b. c. 346). At all the meetings of the Amphictyonic Council

TrvXaCa, markets or fairs, were held, called irvkaTibes ayopai, for which such
coins may have been struck, but the great Pythian festival of B. c. 346 is

by far the most probable date of the above coins.

From this time until the reign of Hadrian there appears to have been
no mint at Delphi. That Emperor's strenuous endeavours to reanimate
the ancient religion of the Greeks, together with the influence of Pluta.rch

who was a member of the Amphictyonic Council, and held the office of

Priest of the Pythian Apollo at Chaeroneia, the duties of which must
have brought him into frequent relations with the neighbouring oracle

of Delphi, doubtless added much to the importance of Delphi about this

time.

The right of coinage was now restored to the city, and numerous

pieces were struck in honour of Hadrian and the Antonines, among
which two may be here selected as worthy of especial mention. Of these
one bears the unusual inscription ANTI NOON HPHA nPOflOAOl AM(|)IK-
TYON€C. i^t^^;. Tripod over omphalos and legend, lePCYC APICTOTIMOC
ANeeHKeN {Zdt.f. N., xiii. PI. IV. 3). The other, without the Emperor's
name, may be thus described :

—
Apollo Kitliaroedos. flVGIA The three mountain-peaks of

(Milliugen, i?ecMet7, T. II. II.) Mt, Parnassus -^ i-o

For other Imperial coins of Delphi, see Imhoof-Blumer, Ze/L f. N., i.

115, especially with regard to the famous Delphian El. Cf. Plutarch,

TTepl Tov El, Tov iv AeX0oT?. This mystic word is represented on a coin

by a large E placed within a temple.

Elateia. Among the noteworthy objects in this town Pausanias

(x. 34. 7) mentions an archaic bronze statue of Athena and a temple of
Athena Kranaea. The statue on the following coin is perhaps the one
referred to.

B.C. 196-146.

Bearded head.
|

EAATEHN Athena ia fighting atti-

(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. IV. 26.) tude. Symbol: bull's head facing. .

I ^ -75

Lilaea. Silver and bronze with Phocian types : Bull's head and
female head of archaic style. Inscr. A I (Imhoof, Moti. Gr.,]). 150).

Neon. Silver of archaic style.

© Bull's head facing.

(Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 150.)

N E Forepart of boar in incuse square .

M Trihemiobol.
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BOEOTIA.

[Imhoof-Blumer, Zur Miinzkunde Boeotiens in the Num. Zeit., iii. 1871 and ix. 1877.
B. V. Head, JSistori/ of the Coinage of Boeotia, London, 1881, with Autotype Plates.

British Museum Catalogue of Greek coins. Central Greece, by B. V. Head, 1884, pp. xxxvi-
xlv. and 32-93 with Autotype Plates.]

In Boeotia, as in Phocis, the commencement of the coinage may be

placed in the earlier half of the sixth century B.C. The most striking
characteristic of the money of Boeotia is that it is in great part a Federal

currency. The various Boeotian cities appear to have been from the

first united in an Amphictyonic confederation, as members of which they
adopted a common coin-type, which serves to distinguish the Boeotian

currency from that of all other Greek states. This type is the so-called

Boeotian hnckhr, a round or oval shield with semicircular openings at

either side. That this shield is a sacred religious emblem there can be
little doubt, but to what divinity it properly belongs we have no positive
information. It is presumable, however, that it is the shield of Athena
Itonia whose temple, near Coroneia, was the meeting-place of the Boeotian

League (Paus., ix. 34, e? tov kowov crvviaa-iv kvravda 01 Botcorot crvXXoyov).
That golden shields were preserved at Coroneia we gather from another

passage of Pausanias
(i. 25. 7), where he relates that the Coroneians put

Lachares to death (b.c. 299) because he had taken away the golden
shields from the acropolis of their city, and stripped the image of Athena
of her ornaments.
The weight standard of the Boeotian money is the Aeginetic down to

the time of the restoration of Thebes by Cassander, B.C. 315, after which
there are tetradrachms of Attic weight, and thirds of the tetradrachm,

weighing about 80 grs. as in Aetolia.

Chronological Table of the Coinage of Boeotia.

Acraephium
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Acraephium, on the eastern shore of lake Oopais, is said by Pausanias

(ix. 27. 5) to have belonged in early times to Thebes. It must, however,
have enjoyed intervals of autonomy, both before and after the Persian

wars.

B.C. 550-480.

Boeotian shield.

(Zet7./. .v., ix. Pl.I. 35.)
Id. (B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. VII. 2.)

Half shield.

A in centre of mill-sail incuse

JR Stater.

A in incuse square . . . JR Obol.

Id M ^ Obol.

Circ. -B. C. 456-446.

Boeotian shield.

(On i obols, a half shield.)

(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. VII. 3.)

A-K Kantharos in incuse square
JR Staters, Obols, and ^ Obols.

Chaeroneia, once included in the territory of Orchomenus, appears to

have obtained autonomy at the Peace of Antalcidas.

Boeotian shield.

Circ. B.C. 387-374.

XAI or XAIPnNE Club
JR ^ Dr. and Ji^ -7

Copae, on the edge of the lake Copais, not far from the Katabothra
into which the Cephissus flows on emerging from the lake.

Circ. B.C. 387-374.

Boeotian shield. KHPAIflN Forepart of rushing bull .

(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. VII. 4.)
! JR Obol.

Id. K-n Bull's head, facing . . iE -45

The bull may here symbolize the river Cephisus.

Coroneia.

Circ. B.C. 550-480.

Boeotian shield.
(J)

in incuse square
JR Drachm, Obol, etc.

Circ, B. c. 456-446 and 387-374.

Boeotian shield.

(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. VII. 6.)

KORO, K-0 Gorgon-head or head of

Athena Itonia JR ^ Dr., Obols, etc.

The gorgon-head on the coins of Coroneia symbolizes the worship of
Athena Itonia, whose temple stood in the vicinity of Coroneia, and was the

meeting-place of the Council of the Boeotian League (Paus., ix. 34. i).
Cf. the story of lodama, priestess of that goddess, to whom, when one

night she entered the sacred Temenos, the goddess appeared with the

gorgoneion on her chiton, and straightway lodama was transformed into

stone. The custom of daily kindling lire upon the altar of lodama was
still kept up when Pausanias visited Coroneia (Paus., I.e.).

1
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Haliartus was destroyed by the Persians in B. c. 480. There are silver

coins previous to that date, from the stater downwards, distinguished by
the aspirate ( B ),

the initial letter of Haliartus, placed either in the side-

openings of the shield, or in the centre of the incuse on the reverse [Num.
Zeit. 71, PI. IX. 1-2). The town was subsequently restored, and issued

staters, etc. in the fifth century.

Boeotian shield.

(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. VIT. 15.)

A 1^1 (retrogr.) or A Amphora or Kan-
tharos M Stater.

B.C. 387-374.

AI^IAl^TIO^ Poseidon Oncliestios na-

ked, striking with trident JiX Stater.

Boeotian shield on which trident.

(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. VII. 16.)

This interesting coin refers to the celebrated temple and grove of

Poseidon at Onchestus in the territory of Haliartus
[11.

ii. 506), which
was the meeting-place of an Amphictyonic Council of the Boeotians,

'Oyx^rjcrros 8' eo-rty oirov to
^

A\x(^iKTvoviKbv (rvrr/yero kv
TJj 'A/Vtapri'a * * * *

excoj; no(T€ibu)vo^ Upov (Strab., ix. 2. ;^^}. The statue of Poseidon was still

standing there in the time of Pausanias (ix. 26. 5).

Boeotian shield.

(B.M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. VII. 17.)

Lebadeia-

B.C. 338-315.

API in plain field

Boeotian shield.

B.C. 387-374.

I
AEBA Fulmen

M .95

M Diobol.

Boeotian shield.

B.C. 338-315.

I
AEB in plain field M .8

B.C. 146-27(1).

Head of Pallas.

(B.M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PL VII. 18.)

AE in olive-wreath

Mycalessus-
B.C. 387-374.

JE 6

Boeotian shield.

(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. VIII. i.)

Id.

M-Y Fulmen . . . . . M Obol.

M Grapes or Kantharos M | Obol, etc.

Orchomenus or Erchomenus- In very early times the Minyan Orcho-
menus had been a member of the naval confederation of Calauria on the

Saronic gulf, and the first city of Boeotia. This fact points to the

existence of commercial relations between Orchomenus and Aegina, and

perhaps accounts for the introduction into Boeotia of a system of coinage
modelled upon that of Aegina. The early silver coins of Orchomenus
differ from those of the other Boeotian towns in that they are without
the buckler characteristic of the Boeotian Federal money. This type
was not adopted at Orchomenus until the 4th century B. c.
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Circ. B.C. 600-387.

E or ER Sprouting grain of corn, or,

on the 4 obols, a half corn-grain.

Incuse square, of the Aeginetan pattern
tR Obols, etc.

(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. VIII. 2 sqq.)

B.C. 387-384.

Boeotian shield.

(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. VIII. 8.)

E-P Three corn-grains; one corn-

grain ;
or half corn-grain.

{Ibid., PI. VIII. 13.)

Boeotian shield.

{Ibid., PI. VIII. 16,)

EPXO Galloping horse; amphora; or

corn-wreath. Magistrate's name

EYAOPO, etc. on staters ....
JR Staters, ^ Drachms, etc.

Horse
;
wheel

;
corn-wreath

;
or ear of

corn . . iR f Obols, | Obols, etc.

E-P-X-0 between rays of a star . .

M .65

Boeotian shield.

{Ibid., Fl YIll. 17.)

Bust of Hera, veiled.

{Ibid., PI. VIII. 18.)

B.C. 338-315.

OPX in plain field JE .85

B.C. 146-27.

EPXO Tripod ^ .5

Pharae, about four miles north-west of Tanagra, appears, from the

number of its coins which are still extant, to have ranked among the

most prosperous members of the Boeotian Confederacy during the

flourishing period before the Persian invasion.

Circ. B. c. 550-480.

Boeotian shield, in one of the side-

oj)enings of which, the letter (D .

{Ibid., PI. IX.
I.)

in centre of incuse or in centre of

star, contained in incuse square .

M Staters, Drachm, etc.

B.C. 387-374.

Boeotian shield. {Ibid., PI. IX. 2.) |

<i>-A Amj)hora M Obol.

Flataea. The only known silver coins of Plataea belong to the period
between the Peace of Antalcidas, b. c. 387, when the city was restored by
the Spartans, and its second destruction by Thebes in B.C. 372.

Boeotian shield.

(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. IX. 3, 4.)

PAA Head of Hera in profile or facing,

wearing StephanosM i
Dr., Diobol, etc.

The head of Hera on these coins may be that of the statue by
Praxiteles in the Heraeum there (Pans., ix. 3. 7).

Circ. B.C. 338-315.

Boeotian shield. {Ibid., PI. IX. 5.) |

PAA in plain field . JE .85
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Tanagra and Federal Coinage. This city, which stood on the left

bank of the Asopus not far from the borders of Attica, was in importance
second only to Thebes among all the members of the Boeotian League.

Circ. B.C. 550-480.

Boeotian shield with T-T or T—A in

the side-openings.

(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. IX. 6-8.)

Incuse square, in the divisions of which
sometimes T-T

M Dr.,
i

Dr., Obols, etc.

Circ. B.C. 480-456.

Id. {Ihid.,_'2\. IX. 9-17.) TA or B-O-l, B-0 between the spokes
of a wheel, or B in incuse square

iH Staters, \ Dr., Ohols, etc.

From the inscr. BO I on these coins we may infer that after the

humiliation of Thebes (circ. 479), Tanagra aspired for a time to the

leadership of the Boeotian Confederacy.

Circ. B. c. 387-374.

Boeotian shield.

(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. X. 1-4.)

Id.

Id. {Ibid., PL X. 8.)

TANA, TAN, or TA Incuse square in

which fore-part of springing horse .

M, Stater and ^ Drachm.
T-A Horse's head in incuse squareM Obol.

T-A Stern of galley . . M Obol.

Of the horse, as a Tanagraean coin-type, various interpretations have
been suggested. It may, as in Thessaly, be an emblem of Poseidon

Onchestios, the god of the Boeotian Amphictyony, or it may have a more
restricted and local signification, and symbolize the river Asopus which
is seen from Tanagra forcing its way through a rocky ravine from the

Parasopia into the Tanagraean plain, or again it may be the horse of the

sun-god Apollo, whose temple at Delium stood in the territory of

Tanagra. In this case it would express the same idea as the wheel.

Circ. B.C. 338-315.

Boeotian shield. {Ibid., PI. X. 10.) |

TAN in plain field .... .E -85

Impericd.

From Augustus to Commodus coins were struck at Tanagra, both with
and without the Emperors' heads {Num. Zeit., ix. p. 30 sqq.). Inscr.

TANArPAIUUN. Types ACnnOC Head of the River: nOIMANAPOC
Bust of Poemander the mythical founder: Hermes Kriophoros and
Hermes Promachos, probably from the statues of that god (Paus., ix, 22):

copy of statue of Dionysos, by Calamis, with vanquished Triton beneath
his feet (Paus., ix. 30. 4).

Thebes and Federal Coinage. The earliest coins of Thebes, circ. b. c.

600-550, are anepigraphic.

Boeotian shield. Incuse square, divided into eight tri-

(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. V. 1-5.) angular i^arts . M Drachms, etc.
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Circ. B.C. 550-480.

Fig. 195.

Boeotian shield. (Fig. 195.) ® or ©EBA in incuse square of 'mill-

sail
'

pattern . . . M, Staters, etc.

Circ. B.C. 480-446.

Boeotian shield.

(B. M. Cat, Cent. Gr., PI. XL 13-17-)

Amphora in incuse square with or with-
out © or ©—E

iR Staters, \ Dr., Obols, etc.

Circ. B.C. 446-426.

Fig. 196.

After the battle of Coroneia (b.c. 447) Thebes began to consolidate her

authority throughout Boeotia and monopolized the right of coining

money. To this period belongs the series of Theban staters bearing
various types mainly representations of Herakles, walking with club and

hoiv (B. M. Guide, Vl. XIII. 16) ; hieeling, stringi^ig his hoiv (Fig. 196); carrying

off the Delphic tripod (B. M. Guide, PI. XIII. 18) ;
or as an infant strangling

serpents {B.K. Cat., Cent, (zr., PI. XII. 7). The usual inscription is©EBAIO^.
These coins possess great artistic merit, and recall in many respects
the style of the metopes of the Parthenon. The following beautiful coin

appears to be of the same time :
—

Boeotian shield. OEBA Incuse square, within which,
seated female figure holding helmet.

M, Stater.
(B.M. Cwit^e, Pl.XlII. 15.)

The figure on the reverse has been thought to represent Harmonia,
daughter of Ares and Aphrodite, and wife of the Theban Cadmus. But
it may be merely a personification of the eponymous nymph of the city
of Thebes.

Circ. B.C. 426-387.

Fig. 197. Fig. 198.
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The archaic form of the letter O (©) is no longer used in this period.
It should also be noted that on some of the hemidrachms the ethnic is

written OEBH[0N] instead of 0EBAION, the letter H having been used
in the Boeotian dialect to represent the diphthong Al, shortly before the
introduction of the other letters of the Ionian alphabet. The principal
reverse types on the silver coins are heads of bearded Herakles, or of bearded

Bionysos crowned with ivy (Fig. 197); Amj)/wra (Fig. 198); Kantharos; or

Infant Herakles strangling servients (Fig. 199).

Fig. 199.

Here also belong the rare gold coins of Thebes.

Head of bearded Dionj^sos. I O-E Infant Herakles strangling ser-

(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. XIV. 1,2.) I pents . . K 46-3 gi's., and 15-8 grs.

Circ. B.C. 387-379.

At the Peace of Antalcidas Thebes lost her ascendency over the

other Boeotian cities, which now all began again to coin in their own
names. In 382 the Cadmeia was seized by the Spartans, and Thebes

did not recover her freedom until 379. It is doubtful whether any coins

were struck at Thebes in this period.

Circ. B.C. 379-338.

After the recovery of the Cadmeia by Pelopidas and his associates,

and under the able leadership of Epaminondas, Thebes obtained an in-

fluence throughout Hellas, second to that of no other Greek state. A
new Federal Boeotian currency was put into circulation about this time

(B.C. 378) which from the number of known varieties cannot have lasted

less than 40 years. This coinage soon superseded the separate issues

of the other Boeotian cities, which were perhaps induced to accept it

more willingly than they might otherwise have been inclined to do

because the name of Thebes was considerately omitted.

Fig. 200.

Boeotian shield (Fig. 200). Amphora and magistrate's name in

abbreviated form M Staters.

Silver staters of this type are known with the names of about forty

magistrates who were probably Boeotarchs, but not necessarily the

eponymous archons of the League. Several of the names, as might be

expected, are those of persons mentioned in history, such as Charon, one
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of the Liberators (379-8); Epaminondas (variously spelt EPPA, EPAM,
EPAMI), who was Boeotarch in 371, 370, 369, 0,6"], ^6^, and 362; AAMO,
OEOP, and HI^ME, may also stand for Damoeleidas, Theopompus, and

Ismenias, all friends of Pelopidas (Plutarch, Pehp., c. 7, 8
;
Died. xv. 78).

Small silver and bronze coins also occur with some of the same

magistrates' names :
—

Boeotian shield.

(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. XV. 10.)

Head of young HerakJes.

(7S«V/., PI. XV. 1 1- 1 7.)

Head of young Herakles with names

EP, OE, 1^, etc. . . . ^Obols.
Club, often with arrow, bow, thyrsos,

grapes or caduceus, and magistrates'
names -^ -5

Cire. B.C. 338-315.

After the disastrous battle of Chaeroneia a Macedonian garrison was

placed in the Cadmeia, and three years afterwards Thebes was destroyed

by Alexander. The Federal mint must have been at this time transferred

to some other Boeotian city, perhaps Orchomenus. The coins now bear

no magistrates' names :
—

Boeotian shield.

(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. V. 14.)
Id. {IUd.,V\.N.i6.)

Id. (mv/., PI. V.I 7.)

BO-In Amphora and changing symbol.
M, Stater.

BO-I Kantharos. Symbol : crescent.

Ml Dr.

BOininN Trident. . . vE • 6

Circ. B.C. 315-288.

Thebes was rebuilt by Cassander after having lain in ruins for twenty
years. Both he and his successor Demetrius appear to have struck

money at Thebes with the types and name of Alexander the Great,

distinguished by the presence of the Boeotian shield as an adjunct

symbol on the reverse (Miiller, Nos. 751-756). There are also small

bronze coins, which seem to belong to this time.

Head of young Herakles.

Boeotian shield.

(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. XVI. i, 2.)

Circ. B.C. 288-244.

In B, c. 288, Demetrius, who had now fallen from the height of his

power, presented Thebes with her freedom, hoping perhaps thereby to

attach Boeotia to his cause. From this time until b. c. 244 Boeotia was

independent of Macedon. The coins which on grounds of style may be

assigned to this half century bear the inscription BOiniHN, but were
without doubt struck at Thebes.

GHBAinN Thyrsos and club

Trident . . .

M -4

M.4

L

Fig. 201.
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Head of Zeus laureate (Fig. 201).

Head of Pallas.

(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. VI. 2.)

Head of young Herakles.

{Ibid., PI. VI. 3, 4.)

Head of young Dionysos.

(/6tVZ., PI. VI. 5.)

B 1nTnN Poseidon holding dolphin
and trident, seated on throne . .

M, Attic tetradr.

BOininN Trophy . . . . iE -85

,, Winged Pallas wielding
fulmen . . . . ^E -7

,, Apollo seated, tripod be-

hind him M -^

CtVc. B.C. 244-197.

In B. c. 244 Boeotia was once more compelled to place herself under
the protection of Macedon as a defence against the marauding Aetolians.

During the reigns of Antigonus Gonatas, Demetrius II, and Antigonus
Doson, B.C. 344-231, it is probable that only Macedonian coins were
current in Boeotia, but with the accession of Philip V a larger measure
of autonomy was allowed to the Boeotians. The Boeotian bronze coins

struck after this date are as a rule restruck on money of Antigonus
Doson. The silver coins, which closely resemble the bronze, are

drachms (?) weighing about 80 grs. of the standard in use in Aetolia.

Head of Persephone facing.

(B.M.(?mc/e, PI. XLII. 19.)

Id. (B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. VI. 8.)

BOinTnN Poseidon standing resting
on trident, and holding dolphin .

M 80 grs.
BOinTnN Poseidon standing, resting

one foot on rock M
•'j

Circ. B.C. 197-146.

In this period Boeotia, like the rest of Greece, was permitted by the
Romans to retain its autonomy, but financial disorganization prevailed
throughout the land to such an extent that the state actually issued

bronze money in the place of silver, identical with the silver both in

size and types, and apparently legally equivalent to it (B. V. Head,
Coinage of Boeotia, p. 91).

Head of Poseidon laureate.

(B.M.(?mVZe,Pl.LV. 22.)

BOinTnN Nike standing holding
trident and wreath, various mono-

grams . . . . tR 80 grs., M -7

Circ. B.C. 146-27.

It is probable that in this period small bronze coins were -struck at

Thebes and some other Boeotian towns.

Boeotian shield.

(B. V. Head, Coinage of Boeotia, p. 94.)

GHB A InN Nike standing, resting on

trident -^ '5

Imijerial Times.

Under the Emperors Galba, and perhaps Trajan, Thebes issued bronze
coins bearing magistrates' names preceded by Efll and their titles,

Archiereus, or Polemarch (Head, Coinage of Boeotia, p. 95).

Thespiae. Of this town there are no archaic coins. Its earliest issues

fall into the period between b. c, 387 and 376-4, when, after the Peace of

Antalcidas, Thespiae had become one of the strongholds of the Spartans
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in Boeotia. The Thespian coins are epigraphically very instructive, as

they indicate the precise epoch of the introduction of ? in place of the

older $ into Boeotia. Mythologically also the coins of Thespiae are of

value, as they prove that in addition to Eros, who was the god especially
revered at that city, Aphrodite Melainis (Paus., ix, 27) was there wor-

shipped as a Moon-goddess. The crescent, the constant mint-mark of

Thespian money, is the symbol of this goddess.

Boeotian shield.

(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. V. 11.)

Id. {Ibid., PI. XVI. 5, 6.)

Id. (or \ shield on \ obol).

{Ibid., PI. XVI. 7.)

Circ. B.C. 387-374.

Amphora. Symbol : crescent. M \ Dr.

OE^PI Two crescents . . tR Obol.

OE$ or GE? Crescent

M Obol, i
Obol,

i Obol.

Boeotian shield.

Id.

(Ibid., PI. XVI. 8.)

(76t(^.,Pl.XVI. 10.)

GESPIKON Head of Aphrodite Me-

lainis; in frontandbeneath,a crescent.

M Stater and ^ Drachm.
G Head of Aphrodite . . ^ M Obol.

From B.C. 374-338 Thespiae was subject to Thebes and struck no

coins, but after the battle of Chaeroneia it obtained the right of coining in

bronze.

B.C. 338-315.

Boeotian shield. {Ibid., PI. XVI. 11.) |

GE? in plain field . JE .85

From the date of the restoration of Thebes (b. c. 315) there is another

interval in the coinage of Thespiae, and it does not begin again until

after B. c. 146, when the Romans appear to have restored to many Greek
cities the right of coining bronze (cf. Paus., vii. 16. 7).

B.C. 146-27.

Female head, wearing Stephanos and
veil.

Head of Pallas.

GESni EHN Lyre in wreath JE -6-45
{Ibid., PI. XVI. 12, 13.)

GEiniEnN Artemis huntress JE -^

Imperial coins are known of the Emperor Domitian only. The usual

type is Apollo Kitharoedos. {Rid., PI. XVI. 14, 16.)
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EUBOEA.

[British Museum Catalogue of Greek coins, Central Greece—by B. V. Head, London 1884,

pp. xlv-lxix. and 94-137.
Prof. E. Curtius, Hermes, vol. x., 1876, p. 215 sqq.
Imhoof-Blumer, Monotshericht d. k. Acad. d. Wissensch., Berlin 188 1.

Dondortf, De rehus Chalcidensium, Halle 1855.

Heinze, De rebus Ereiriensiam, Gottingen 1869.]

That an island of the extent and importance of Euboea should have
had no native currency during the period of her greatest colonizing and
commercial activity is a proposition hardly to be entertained. Chalcis

and Eretria, from the dawn of history down to the close of the sixth

century, were the two most enterprising cities in European Greece, as is

shown by the large number of Chalcidian and Eretrian colonies on the

coasts of Thrace, of Southern Italy, and of Sicily.

Euboea, also, in very early times had already given her name to one
of the most widely used standards for weighing the precious metals

;
a

remarkable fact, and one which is alone sufficient to warrant us in

supposing that Euboea would be one of the starting-points of the art of

coining on the western side of the Aegean sea. The earliest currency
of the Euboean towns has however been only identified within the last

few years. Some numismatists still hesitate to accept as Euboean the

early uninscribed coins attributed by Imhoof-Blumer, E. Curtius, and in

the present work to that island. The archaic coins in question are of

various types, but all of EuboVc (Attic) weight, and characterized by an
incuse square on the reverse, diagonally divided. These coins were

formerly assigned to Athens on the ground that they have been usually
discovered in Attica, but as many of them are distinctly later in style
than the earliest Athenian tetradrachms, it may be confidently asserted

that Athens could not have issued from her single mint so many various

series of coins simultaneously with her own well-known ' Owls.' The
circumstance that they are now usually found in Attica' is easily

explained by the close relations which always existed between Attica

and Euboea, and by the identity of standard (staters 135 grs. and tetra-

drachms 270 grs.) which enabled them to circulate side by side with the

money of Athens. In Euboea, as elsewhere in Greece, the invasion of

Xerxes (b. c. 480) forms the lower limit of the early archaic coinage.
The war over, the cities of Euboea were enrolled among the allies of

Athens, and such of them as retained the right of coinage adopted a new
and improved method of striking money, and for the most part new

types. The various Euboean cities to which these and later coins may
be attributed are the following :

—

^
Quite recently, however, there has been a find of these coins in the island of Euboea itself.

U. Koehler, 3Iiinzfunde avf Euboea in the Mitth. d. Arch. Inst. Athen. ix, p. 354.
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Cheokological Table of the Coins of Euboea.

Uncertain
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The Imperial coins have usually a head of Poseidon on the reverse.

The Cow and Calf and the Bull are probably symbolical of the

worship of Hera, who possessed a primitive temple on Mount Oche, at the

foot of which Carystus stands (Steph. Byz. s.v. Kapuoros ; Walpole,
Travels, p. 235).
The Cock (Kijpv^, Kapv^, Aristoph., Eccl. 30) contains an allusion to the

name of the town Kapvaros, cf. Kapvcrooi (Anthol., p. 5. 3), to crow. As
the Herald of the Dawn the Cock may also be a solar emblem (cf. Coins
of Himera in Sicily, p. 126).

The gold coins of Carystus were called drachms
; see the Inventory of

Demares, one of the *Iepo7rotot of the Temple of Apollo at Delos, who,
among other gold and silver coins dedicated to the god, registers i Cart/s-
tian gold drachm.

Chalcis. This important Ionic town, the mother-city of so many
colonies in Italy, Sicily, and the peninsula of Chalcidice, carried on an
extensive commerce in early times with all parts of the Hellenic world.

Its relations with the lonians of Asia Minor were probably instrumental
in introducing into Europe the standard for weighing gold and silver,

after.wards known as the Euboi'c. The earliest Chalcidian coins appear
to have been of electrum (wts. 45 and 22-5 grs.). In silver, Didrachms,
Drachms, Trihemiobols, and Obols also occur.

Circ. B.C. 700-480.

Eagle devouring hare.

(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PL XX. i.)

Eagle flying. {Ibid., PI. XX. 2.)

Wheel of four spokes.

{Ibid., PL XX. 3.)

Irregular incuse square EL 444 grs.

Id.

Id.

EL 2 2-1 grs.
EL 21-8 grs.

Fig. 202.

Wheel of four spokes. (Fig. 202.)

Id. (B. M. Cat, Cent. Gr., PL XX. 5.)

Id.

Id.

Incuse square diagonally divided . .

M Didr.

Id MDy.
Id Al Trihemiobol.

Id M Obol.

Circ. B.C. 480-445.

^ (archaic X) on so-called Boeotian

shield.

Elying eagle, holding serpent.

Id. or without serpent.

(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PL XX. 8.)

Eagle flying.

Wheel in incuse square . M Tetradr.

(Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 221.)

Wheel in incuse triangle . M Didr.

{Zeit.f. Num., iii. p. 217.)

i'AU Id. in incuse square or triangle .

M Tetrob.

., Id M Obol.
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From the time of the reconquest of Euboea by Pericles in b. c. 445, the

coinage of Chalcis ceases until after circ. b. c. 369 (B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr.,

Introd, p. Iviii.), when the series of drachms and bronze coins begins,
which extends down to the age of Alexander.

Cii-e. B.C. 369-336.

Female head with earring.

(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr.. PI. XX. 9.)

Id. {Ihid.,V\.XK. 12.)

Id. facing, wearing diadem surmounted

by five disks, connected by a fillet.

{Ibid., PI. XX. 15.)
Female head in profile, covered with

head-dress of pearls.

{Ihid., PI. XX. i^)

XAA Flying eagle, holding serpentM 58 grs.

,, Id. devouring hare . vR 27 grs.

„ Id. devouring serpent . ^ -55

Id. M .65

The female head on these coins is probably the celestial Hera, a lunar

goddess worshipped on Mount Dirphys, overlooking the Chalcidian plain.
The disks which encircle the head may symbolize the Planets (cf. Over-

beck, Ktmst-mi/tJiolofjie, iii.
; Gemmentafel, i. 8). The Eagle devouring

a Serpent seems to be an emblem of the Olympian Zeus, as on the coins

of Elis, for at Chalcis one of the chief shrines was that of Zeus Olympios
(cf. Hicksj Gr. Inscr., p. 34).

Circ. B.C. 336-197.

Throughout the Macedonian period Chalcis was one of the chief strong-
holds of the kings of Macedon, and was hence called one of the three

fetters of Greece. Tetradrachms of Alexander's types were struck there
;

symbol. Head of Hera encircled by disks as above.

Circ. B.C. 197-146.

In B.C. 197 Chalcis received her freedom at the hands of Flamininus,
as did also the other Euboean towns Carystus, Eretria, and Histiaea.

Fig. 203.

i

Head of Hera veiled, and wearing

stephane. (Fig. 203.)

XAAKlAEnN Hera with sceptre in

quadriga. Magistrate's name,ZEN 0-
KPATH2 . . vR Attic tetradr.

I
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Female head, with two long locks at

back of neck.

Id. (B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. XXI. 3.)

XAAKI Quadriga. {Ibid, Vl XXI. 4.)

Head of Hera crowned with pearls, or

facing on the capital of a column.

Fig. 204.

XAAKI Eagle and serpent.
trate^s name, MEN EAH .

204.) ....... JR
XAAKI Id M
Magistrate's name in wreath

XAAKlAEnM Eagle and serpent JE

{Ibid., PL XXI. 5.)

Magis-
• (Fig.

84 grs.

Diobol.

M .9

7

Im2)erial Times.

On the Imperial coins a head of Hera, crowned with a headdress com-

posed of three tiers of pearls, and fixed on the top of a column is the

most frequent type ;
hut on a coin of Sept. Severus a complete statue of

the celestial Hera is seen, accompanied by her name HP A. (B. M. Cat.,

Cent. Gr., PI. XXI. 12.) She is seated on a conical stone, and wears
a long chiton and peplos, and a lofty headdress

;
she holds a patera and

a sceptre. The sacred conical stone also occurs by itself as a reverse type.
The magistrates' names on Imperial coins are L. Livius, Rufimis, Tib.

Claudius, Eiithycle'ules, Mescinius, Cleonicus, etc. (Imhoof, Hon. Gr., p. 223.)

G3nne, a town of great antiquity on the eastern coast of Euboea, had
fallen into a dependent condition, probably before the close of the sixth

century B.C. The coins which may be (though only conjecturaUy)
ascribed to it are didrachms and drachms, in style and fabric correspond-

ing with the other Euboean series with the Wheel, the Gorgoneion, etc.

Incuse square, diagonally divided . .

M Didr.

Id M Didr. and Dr.
Id M Didr. and Dr.

Horse in plain circle. (Beule, Mon.

d'Athenes, p. 19.)

Forepart of horse in plain circle.

Hindpart of horse in plain circle.

(B. M. Cat., Ceiit. Gr., PI. XXIV. 20.)

The horse, as in Thessaly and Boeotia, may be symbolical of the cultus

of Poseidon.

Eretria. This city was second only to Chalcis in importance and may
lay claim with reasonable show of probability to the following series of

coins :
—

Circ. B.C. 600-480.
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Bull's head, facing.

{Rev. Num., 1864, PI. VII. 10.)

Gorgon-head. (Fig. 205.)

Id.

Id.

(B. M. Cat, Cent. Gr., PI. XXII. 7, 8.)

Id. (B. M. Guide, PI. V. 24.)

/.^^t%

Incuse square EL Diobol.

Incuse square, diagonally divided .

M Didr
Id M, Obol

Id., within which, lion's head, facingM Tetradr

Id M Didr

Fig. 206,

Gorgon-head. (Fig. 206.) Incuse square, within which Bull's head,

facing M Tetradr.

Bull's head, facing. Id., diagonally divided . . M Didr.

(B. M. (?MicZe, PI. V. 23.)

The Gorgoneion and Bull's head may be symbols of the worship of

Artemis Amarynthia {the Refulgent), a Moon-goddess whose sanctuary
near Eretria remained, down to a late date, a kind of Amphictyonic
centre for all central and southern Euboea.

Circ. B. c. 480-445.

The new issue of Eretrian coins, after the Persian wars, is marked by
a change of fabric. From this time the pieces are thinner, flatter, and
more spread, and are distinguished by the letters ^ or ^1?. (B. M. Cat.,
Cent. Gr., PI. XXIII. 1-6.)

Fig. 207.

Cow scratching herself, on her back a

swallow.

Id., no swallow.

Id.

Head of bull or cow, facing.

Sepia in incuse square . ^R Tetradr.

(Fig. 207.)
Id M Didr.

Id M T>Y.

Id M Diob. and Obol.

As on the coins of the earliest period, the cow or bull may be

emblematical of moon-worship. The sepia {r^vOis) points to the cultus

of Poseidon. This creature appears to have been the well-known and

recognised device or ' arms
'

of the town of Eretria, just as the owl was of

Athens ; for Themistocles, on one occasion, mockingly compared the
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Eretrians to cuttle-fish : tovs 8e 'EpeTpteli €Tn(rK(aiTT(ov ekeyev uxriTep revOtbas

p.a\aipav p.\v exeiv Kapbtav be
p.!] eyjeiv (Plut., Apophth. Reg. et hnjp. {Themist.),

xiv.
;
also Vita Themist., xi.).

With the revolt and reeonquest of Euboea by Athens in B.C. 445, the

right of coinage appears to have been withdrawn from all the cities of

the island, but when Euboea regained its autonomy in B.C. 411 it would
seem that Eretria became the place of mintage of a series of Federal
coins then issued with the epigraph EYBOI, EYB, EY, etc., though with
Eretrian types. (B. M. Cat., Ce^it. Gr., PI. XVII. i sqq.).

Circ. B.C. 411-336.

Ox recumbent.

Head of nymph Euboea.

Id.

Id.

Bull's head, facing.
Bull standing.
Head of nymph.

Head of nymj)h Euboea, in incuse squareM 184 grs.^
Head and neck of bull M. Dr. 66 grs.

Id M \\)r.
Vine-branch with grapes . M, Diobol.

Sepia -^ -55
Bunch of grapes JE, -6

Bull's head with grapes . . iE -5

In the Macedonian period there are no Eretrian coins, but after the

liberation of Greece by Flamininus, they again became plentiful. Those
of silver were struck in the name of Eretria, but the bronze coins usually,
but not always, with the inscr., EYBOI EHN.

Circ. B.C. 197-146.

Bust of Artemis, with bow and quiver
at her shoulder.

ERETPIEnM Ox standing. Magis-
trate's name. The whole in laurel

wreath M, Tetradr.

Head of Artemis. (Fig. 208.)

Head of nymph.
(B. M. Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. XXIII. 11.)

Id. {Ibid.,V\. XXIII. 12.)

Veiled female head.

{Ihid.,V\.XKlll. 13.)

Fig. 208.

EPETPIEHN Ox recumbent. Magis-
trate's name . . . . M. Octobols.

EPETPIEnN Vine-branch. Magis-
trate's name . . . . M, Tetrob.

EPETPIEnN Head and neck of bull.

Magistrate's name . . -51 Triob.

EPETPIEnN Ox recumbent. Magis-
trate's name -^ -65

* This is the only known Euboean coin which follows the Aeginetic standard. All the other

silver coins are of the Euboic (Attic) weight, at first full, and from B.C. 411 gradually declining.

It has been suggested by Prof. Gardner that this stater may be in reality Cretan, and that the

legend may be EYR for Europa, and not EYB.

X 2
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Bull standing or recumbent, and star.

(B. M. Cat, Gent. Gr., PI. XVII. 15, 16.)
Veiled female head.

{Ibid.,V\. XVII. 17.)

Id., facing. {Ibid., PL XVII. 18.)
Head of Hermes.

{Ibid., PI. XVII. 19.)

EYBO I EnN Vine-branch and star

M .65

„ Bull butting . M •(>

>5 Prow . .

Ear of corn

M -6

M .45

Imperial Times.

Among the Imperial coins of Eretria the only one which calls for

remark is a coin of Commodus [Num. Chron., O. S. vi. p. 145), on the

reverse of which is EPETPinN and a head presenting three faces, that

in the middle a female front face, the others, right and left, male bearded

profiles. This coin is suggestive of the moon in its three phases, and

points to the continuance of the cultus of the heavenly bodies at Eretria

down to a very late date.

Histiaea. The first coins which can be with certainty attributed to

Histiaea belong to the half-century before Alexander. It is interesting
to note that the vines which had obtained for the town, as early as

Homer's days, the epithet T:o\v(TTd(f)vXos occupy an important place on the
coins. (E. Weil, Z.f. K, i. 183.)

Circ. B.C. 369-336.

Head of Maenad, wearing vine-wreath. ISTI Bull, and vine with grapes

(B. M. Cat., Gent. Gr., PI. XXIV. i.) JR Dr.

Id. {Ibid., PI. XXIV. 3-5.) : „ Bull or bull's head . . iE .5

Circ. B.C. 313-265.

The next issue of Histiaean coins probably took place after the
Euboean towns declared themselves independent in b. c. 313, but it does
not seem to have been of long duration.

Head of Maenad with vine-wreath, her

hair in sphendone.

{Zeit.f. Num., i. p. 186.)

Id. (B.M. Cat., Gent. Gr., PI. XXIV. 6.)
Id. {Ibid., PL XXIV. 8.)
Head of Dionysos, facing.

ISTIAIEnN Nymph Histiaea with her

name I^TIAIA, seated on stern of

galley and holding a trophy-stand .

M Octobol.

Id., without name of nymph M, Tetrob.

I^TI Bull's head . . . . M -6

„ Vine-branch . . . . M -r^^

Circ. B.C. 197-146, and later
{!).

The silver coins of this time are remarkably abundant, and consist of
tetrobols similar in type: to those of the previous century, but very
carelessly executed and varying in weight from 39 to 28 grs. ;

the head of
the Maenad is almost identical with the contemporaneous tetrobols of

Macedonia^ struck between b. c. 158 and 146 (p. 209). In the Inventory of

Demares, compiled B.C. 185-180 {Bull. Corr. Hell., 1882, p. '^^), these
coins are called 'lartat/ca and apyvpiov 'loriaiKoV. For varieties see B. M.
Cat., Cent. Gr., PI. XXIV. The bronze coins of this period are the

following:
—

f
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Head of Maenad.
Similar.

Female head
(1).

IZTI Bull's head . . . . ^ .55
IZTIAIEnN Grapes . . . iE -65

„ Tripod . . . -^ -45

Uncertain, probably of Euboea. Before B. c. 480.

Incuse square, diagonally divided . .

M Didr.

Id M Didr. and ^ Dr.

Id M Didr.

Amphora in plain circle.

(B. M. Guide, PI. V. 22.)
Triskelis in plain circle. (Beule, p. 19.)

Astragalos in plain circle. (Ibid.)

These coins belong to the same class as those with the Wheel, attributed

to Chalcis, the Gorgoneion, to Eretria, and the Horse, to Cyme, etc.

That with the triskelis for type may however be Lycian.

ATTICA.
Beuld, E., Monnaies (TAthenes, Paris, 185S.

Ratbgeber, G., Silberne Miinzen der Athenaier, Weissens^e, 1858.
Grotefend, C. L., Chronologische Anordnung d. Athenische Silbermiinzen, Hanover, 1872.

Droysen, J. G., Zum Milnzwesen Athens (K. Preuss. Akad. d. Wissensch., Berlin), 1882.

Athens. Theseus, according to Athenian tradition, was the first who
caused coins to be struck in Attica, and Plutarch {T//es. 25) asserts that

these coins were impressed with the figure of an ox, e/co\//-e 8e xat i^o'/xto-jLia

^ovv iyxapaias. See also Pollux (ix. 60) and Schol. in Arist., Av. 1106,

rj yAai;^ iirl xapdyjxaTos ^v Terpahpayjiov, w? (J'tA.oxopos' ckXtjOt] 8e to voiiia-^ia

TO Terpdhpaxixov Tore
[17] y\av^. i]v yap y\av^ iTTicrriixov koI Trpocrunrov

'A6rivds, tG>v TTpoTepoyv bibpdxixoiv ovTOiv (TrCcrrjixov 6e fiovv i\6vT(tiv ^.

This statement of Philochorus, an Athenian antiquary of the third

century B.C., seems to have been accepted without sufdcient enquiry,
both by Plutarch and Pollux.

Philochorus himself, as Leake has suggested, may not improbably have
been misled by an erroneous interpretation of the well-known proverb
l3ovs cTTt y\(o(rcrr} Q^jBrj k€v (Aesch., Agam. o^^; Theogn. 813), a saying which

may well have been more ancient than the use of coined money, and may
date from the age when cattle was the ordinary medium of exchange, as

was the case in Attica down to a comparatively recent period, for Solon
was the first to commute into money values the fines of oxen and sheep
fixed by the laws of Draco. (Lenormant, Mo7i. dans VAnt., i. 77.)

Nevertheless there can be no doubt that money was current in Attica
before Solon's time, although there is nothing to show that this money
was Attic money. On the contrary there is every reason to suppose that
it was Aeginetic, for it is implied by Androtion (Plut., Sol. 15) that Solon
caused drachms to be coined of lighter weight than those previously
current, so that 100 new drachms were equivalent in value to seventy-
three old ones. Now this is precisely the proportion between the
Attic di'achms of 67-5 grs. and average Aeginetic staters of rather over

90 grs. (73 : 100 : : 67-5 : 92-4), the Attic mina being to the Aeginetic as

100 : 137. See also Boeckh., C. I. G., 123. § 4, where, in a decree dating
from the second century B.C., the Athenian commercial mina is fixed at

* Some Numismatists are of opinion that the coins referred to by Philochorus are the
didrachms with a bull's head upon them, attributed in this work to Euboea. That these and
the rest of the early Euboean coins circulated in Attica side by side with the Solonian ' owls

'

is

highly probable, but that they were the coins of Solon's time, and that the owl coinage was first

introduced by Hippias I cannot bring myself to believe.
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138 drachms, ayiroi 8e koI rj \xva 77 kjXTXopiKT] ^T€(pavr](f)6pov bpaxfJ-as kKarbv

TpioLKOVTa KoX OKro) Ttpos TO. (TTaOp-ia TO, €v rw apyvpoKOTreiui.
The ^T€(f)avri(f)6pov bpaxfJi-aC here mentioned are ordinary drachms of the

Attic standard, so called because the mint was attached to a shrine of

Theseus, the traditional inventor of coinage, who was represented holding
a wreath in his hand, and was popularly known as the Hero Stephane-
phoros. Here the official standards of weight were kept. From this

inscription we also gather that the Aeginetic standard continued to be

used at Athens in ordinary commercial transactions, although it had been
abandoned for the coinage.
The new standard introduced by Solon in place of the Aeginetic has

been convincingly proved by Mommsen [3Ion. Botn. Ed. Blacas, i. p, 29

sqq. ; 73 sq.) to have been the EuboVc, and henceforth Euboean coins

would circulate freely in Attica, side by side with the new Attic money.
It has been ah-eady remarked under Chalcis (p. 303) and Eretria that

the use of gold or electrum was not unknown in Euboea, and there is

reason to suppose that Athens also, in the early part of the sixth century,

may have struck small electrum coins, one of which is figured in Beul^,

p. 64, No. I
;
see also Koehler, Milnzfunde anf Euboea in the Mitth. d. Arch.

Inst., ix, 359.

Owl to left.
I

Incuse square, irregularly divided .

I El. 21 grs.

The monetary scale used for Athenian silver coins comprised the

following denominations :
—

Dekadrachmon
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Head of Athena of rude archaic style
with large prominent eye, wearing
round earring and close-fitting
crested helmet, plain but for a sim-

ple volute ornament behind. The
hair is usually combed over the fore-

head, each separate lock ending in a

twisted curl : fabric globular.
Id.

Janiform heads of archaic style wear-

ing earrings, hair bound with taenia.

Head of Athena of archaic style, in

close-fitting helmet.

AOE or A©E Incuse square, within

which, owl r., head facing, and wings
closed. Behind, olive-spray. (Fig.

209.) M Tetradr.

AOE Incuse square, within which
female head r., of archaic style.

Hair clubbed at back of neck and
bound with taenia . . M Triobol.

AOE Head of Athena in close-fitting
crested helmet . . M, Trihemiob.

AOE Incuse square, in which owl and

olive-spray M. Obol.

The coins of this first class do not seem to have been struck in large
numbers much before the time of Peisistratus. Among the most archaic

specimens, however, there are doubtless some which are as early as the

time of Solon. Throughout this period (b.c. 590-525) it would appear
that the two forms O and © were both in use, though the former is by
far the commoner even on the most archaic specimens (cf. Droysen,
Zum Miinzxoesen Athens, p. 9, 1882).

Circ. B.C. 525-430.

In Aristot., Oecon., ii. 5, it is stated that Hippias called in the money
then current in Athens, and reissued it with a new type, to h\ vofxtcr^a to

6v
^

AOiqvaioi'i ahoKiixov iiroLrjcrev' Ta^as 8e tl^i]v exeAeuo'e irpos avTov ava-

KOfJLi^etv' crvv^kOovTcav 8e eirl rc3 Koyj/at erepov yjapaicTripa e^eSoo/ce to avTo

apyvptov. This statement is by some thought to refer to the first issue of

Athenian coins with the head of Pallas and the owl. For my own part,

however, I see no difficulty in supposing that the money called in was
the extremely archaic coinage above described, which by its rudeness

might naturally offend the artistic taste of the Peisistratidae. The hcpos

XapuKTT^p introduced by Hippias may therefore have been the following:
—

Fig. 210.
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Head of Athena of refined archaic

style, her helmet adorned in front

with three olive-leaves erect, and
at the hack with a floral scroll, the

hair neatly arranged in wavy bands

across the temples.

AOE Incuse square, within which owl

facing, with spread wings. To 1.,

olive-spray. (Fig. 210.) . .

M, Dekadrachm.

id. (Fig. 211.)

Fig. 211.

AOE Incuse square, within which owl

r., head facing, wings closed, behind

crescent-moon and olive-spray .

M Tetradrachm.

I

Id. (Fig. 212.)

Id. (Fig. 213.)

Fig. 212.

I AOE Id. M Didrachm.

Fig. 213.

I AOE Id., but no crescBnt M Drachm.

Id. (Fig. 214.)

Id.

Fig. 214.

AOE Incuse circle, owl facing, wings
closed, between olive-branches . .

M Triobol.

AOE Incuse circle, owl facing, wings

open, above, olive-spray ....
M Trihemiob.
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Id.

Id.

Id.

AOE Incuse circle, two owls r. and 1.,

between them, olive-spray ....M Trihemiob.

AOE Incuse square, owl r., behind,
olive-leaf and berry

AOE Id M
M Obol.

Hemiobol.

On the coins of this period the eye of the goddess is always shown in

the archaic style, as if seen from the front. On the earlier specimens the

work is delicate and in the purest archaic taste. Towards the close of

the period it becomes coarser, and it is evident that the archaism is of

the conventional kind which archaeologists distinguish by the term
' archaistic'

Circ. B.C. 430-350.

Gold.

Fig. 215.

Head of Athena of fully developed

style, but rough and cai*eless execu-

tion, the eye in profile. The deco-

rations of the helmet as on coins of

previous period.
Id.

Id.

Id.

Id. {Bvll. Corr. Hell, vi. 210.)

Id.

AOE Owl r., wings closed behind,
crescent and olive-spray. In front,
kalathos. On some specimens traces

of incuse square. (Fig. 215.) . .

S. {xpvaovs (rraTrjp) 133 grs,
AOE Owl on olive-branch ....

M {xp^'^°^ ^P^Xf^^l) 66 grs.
AOE Owl facing, wings open, beneath,

kalathos M (xpufoO rpia^oXov) 33 grs.
AOE Owl and kalathos

N
{?KTT]) 2 2 grs.

AOE Two owls with olive-branch be-

tween them . . N {fKTrj) 22 grs.
AOE Owl on olive-branch ....

AT (fifiUKTov) 1 1 grs.

Silver.

Head of Athena exactly resembling
that on the gold coins.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

AOE Owl of rough careless work,
behind, olive-spray and crescent . .

JR Tetradrachm.
AOE Id M Drachm.
AOE Owl facing, wings closed, between

olive-branches . . . JR Triobol.

AOE Owl with two bodies and one

head, in field, olive-spray JR Diobol.

AOE Incuse square, within which four

crescents, back to back . JR Obol.
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Head ofAthena exactly resembling that

on the gold coins.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

AOE Three crescents, horns inwards .

iR Tritemorion.

AGE Incuse square, owl within three

crescents . . . JR Tritemorion.

AOE Incuse square, kalathos

M, Trihemitartemorion.

AOE Incuse square, crescent . .

M. Tetartemorion.

AOE Owl between olive-branches .

JR Hemitartemorion.

Some of the smaller divisions may belong to the previous period.
The tetradrachms of this time are very carelessly executed, and still

more carelessly struck, the impression of the die being frequently half

off the coin. All this is to be accounted for by the exigencies of a time

of war. The annual expenditure in armaments of every description, both

during the Peloponnesian war and later, necessitated a coinage on a vast

scale, and it is only natural that the coins should bear the marks of

wholesale manufacture.

It is not quite certain at what precise time, within the above limits,

the gold money of Athens was issued. Aristophanes [Ran. 720 et Schol.)^

apparently alluding to an issue of gold money at Athens, contrasts it

with the good silver coin of former times, and calls it
' wretched copper,'

and the Scholiast to this passage asserts, on the authority of Hellanicus

and Philochorus, that the gold was issued in B.C. 407, and that it was
much alloyed. Aristophanes' words are, however, anything but clear,

and it is quite possible that he may have been alluding to the new
bronze coins first issued the year before the Frogs was acted, the

expression to Kaivov xp^ctlov might just as easily be applied ironically to

bronze as x^^^^i^^o^ to gold.
In any case the base gold coins, if any such were indeed issued, must

have been soon called in again, for none of them are now extant.

The Attic gold coins are of excellent quality, and probably somewhat
later than most of the silver money of the period now under consideration.

The year B.C. 394, when Athens, under the administration of Conon, had
recovered much of her former prosperity, seems on the whole the most

likely date of their issue.

Beonze.

Head of Athena as on the silver and

gold money.

AOE Owl with two bodies and one

head, in field, olive-spray. Symbol:
on some specimens, kalathos . ^ -5

I

TloWaKii y fjfiTv tSo^tv jj vo^is TrenovOtvai

ravrbv 'is t( rwu TroKuuiv rovs KaXovs t« KOL'yaOoxis,

is T€ rapxaiov vofiiafia, koX to Kaivbv xRvcrtov.
Oi5t6 ydp rovToicnv ovaiv ov K(KiPS7]\fv/j.fvois,
d\Ka KaWioTois drravTwv, ws SoKti, vofiiajxaTwv,
KoX fiovots 6p9aJs KoneJai, ical iKKcoHajvia^xfvois,

iv re Tois "EWijcri xai rots 0apl3apoi(Ti -navraxov,

XpufifS' ov5(v, dWcL rovTois tois nov-qpois x<''^'"'ois,

X6(S Tf Koi irpivr/v kotthcti tw KaKiarq) Kofifiart.

A :

il
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These bronze coins are identical in type with the diobols, and un-

doubtedly of the same period. The Scholiast (in Arist., Ban., 1. c.) says
that bronze coins were struck at Athens under the archonship of Callias

(b. c. 406), and it is not improbable that they may have been originally
issued as money of necessity, legally equivalent to the silver diobols.

In this case they would serve to explain another passage in Aristophanes
[EccL, 816 sqq.) where he alludes to a recent proclamation by which the
use of bronze coins was made illegal, and a silver currency reverted to.

This demonetization of bronze probably took place about B. c. 394 [Bev.
Num., 1 851, p. 107), for the Ekkiesiaznsae was exhibited in B.C. 392.

Circ. B.C. 350-322.

In this period there appears to have been a great falling off in the
amount of money coined at Athens. Such a diminution is only natural
at a time when Athens had ceased to be the leading state in Greece.
The Macedonian tetradrachms of Philip and Alexander were gradually
superseding those of Athens as the international currency of the ancient
world. The few examples which have been handed down to us from
this time are distinguished by the constant presence of an adjunct
symbol in the field of the reverse. In this peculiarity they conform to

the universal custom of the age.

Head of Athena of later style than
those previously described. Helmet
decorated with upright olive-leaves

and floral scroll.

Head of Athena wearing long earring,
helmet decorated in front with

olive-leaves, and at the hack with

AOE Owl, as before.

Symbols: Bull's head in profile.

Bull's head filleted, facing.
Fulmen and crescent.

M. Tetradrachms.
AOE Owl, as before (or on rudder).

Symbols : Y.

Trident.

Stei'n of galley.
Head of Medusa.

M, Drachms.
AOE Owl with open wings towards r.

Symbol: Amphora. M Pentobol.

AOE Two owls face to face ....
M Tetrob.

AOE Owl facing, wings closed, between
olive-branches . . . . M, Triob.

The bronze money now begins for the first time to be issued in larger
quantities. The following types are all apparently earlier than the

conquest of Athens by the Macedonians after the Lamian war.

Head of Athena in crested Corinthian

helmet.

Head of Athena in Attic helmet with-

out olive-leaves.

Head of Athena in Attic helmet with-

out olive-leaves.

Id.

Id. (head 1.)

Id.

AOE Two owls face to face, in olive-

wreath. Symbols: kalathos, ple-

mochoe, grain of corn . . . ^-55
AOE Owl ^-45
AOE Owl facing between olive-

branches M -35
AOH Owl in olive-wreath . . M -6
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The coins last described with AOH in place of AOE are the only ones

on which the H occurs until the time of the Empire.

Head of Athena in Corinthian helmet.

Id.

Head of Athena in Attic helmet, with

three olive-leaves in front.

Head of Athena in Corinthian helmet.

Triptolemos in car, drawn by winged

serpents.
Two pigs.

A-O Owl in corn-wreath . . M -^

AOE Owl. Symbol: wreath or cornu-

copiae -^ -5

AOE Owl towards r., wings open, in

front, plemochoe or amphora. -^ -75
AOE Id M.6
AOE Pig standing on torch, symbol in

ex. plemochoe -^ '55
AOE Torch in wreath . . . ^ -55

These two last types refer to the celebration of the Eleusinian

mysteries, on the occasion of which a solemn procession travelled from
Athens to Eleusis, along the sacred way. Cf. also Imhoof, 3Ion. Gr.,

p. 151 sqq.

B.C. 322-220.

After the Lamian war and the submission of Athens to Antipater the

coins of Athens of the Old Style ceased to be issued, and there can be no
doubt that Athens was at that time deprived of the right of coining

money in her own name. This privilege she did not recover until the

latter part of the third century (circ. B.C. 220), as will become apparent
by a minute consideration of the coins of the New Style.

Athenian coins of the New Style circ. B.C. 220-86.

Head of Athena Parthenos, r., wearing
earring, necklace, and helmet with

triple crest adorned in front with
the foreparts of four or more horses

abreast, on the side with a running

griffin or Pegasos, and on the hack
with a scroll resembling an aplustre :

border of dots.

AOE (or AGE) [except in Class I]
Owl r., head facing, wings closed,

standing on amphora lying on its

side ;
the whole in olive-wreath :

in the field at first two monograms
and later two or three magistrates'

names, and a symbol. On the am-

phora there is usually a letter
(
A-M

),

and as a rule there are two or more
letters beneath the amphora . . .

M, Tetradr., Drachms, and Triobols.

This coinage falls into 106 series easily distinguished by the names

(or monograms) of the two magistrates which occupy the upper part of

the field on either side of the owl on the reverse.

The 106 series may be classified as follows:—
( Class I.

B.C. 220-196. { Class II

I Class III.

. Q. /Class IV.
B.C. 190-186. <

B.C. 186-146. Class V.

. Q, /Class VI.
B.C. 146.86.

{class VII.

Without AOE, two monograms. "Work good.
2 series.

AOE AEMO^, no names. Work good.
I series.

AOE, two monograms. Work good. 17 series.

AOE, two names abbreviated. Work good.

9 series.

AOE, three names. Work good. 27 series.

AOE, three names. Work rough. 19 series.

AOE, two names. Work rough. 31 series.
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The head of Athena on the coins of the new style is almost certainly
copied from that of the colossal chryselephantine statue by Pheidias in

the Parthenon. Pausanias describing this figure (i. 24. 5) says that on
each side of the helmet was a griffin, and in the midst a sphinx. The
griffin, sometimes replaced by a Pegasos, appears on the coins, but not
the sphinx. In its place are the foreparts of four or more horses which
Pausanias has omitted to mention, but which the die-engraver would

hardly have placed there had they not been conspicuous in that position
on his model. Here, as on most other copies of statues or heads of

statues on coins, the artist has been content to reproduce the general
aspect of the original and to retain only so much of the detail as he
could conveniently accommodate to the limited space at his disposal.

In fabric these late Athenian tetradi-achms betray their date by their

large size and flat out-spread style, which only came into vogue towards
the end of the third century, as well as by their reduced weight, which
seldom exceeds 360 grs. The two magistrates' names which stand first on
the coins are annual magistrates, and to one of them belongs the accessory

symbol in the field. The third name in Classes V and VI changes as

many as twelve times in the course of the year during which the two
others remained in office, and, as a rule, the letter on the amphora
changes with every change of the third magistrate's name. It is there-

fore to be inferred that the third magistrate was elected in rotation from
each of the twelve tribes, and that the letters on the amphora A, B, r,A,
E, Z, H, O, I, K, A, M, indicate the twelve periods of about a month each

during which the twelve tribes prytanized in succession. The letters

beneath the amphora are supposed to stand for the initials of the names
of the officinae or workshops in the mint from which the coins were
issued.

With regard to the chronological arrangement of the 106 series, it

should be observed that there are only four of which the dates can be

accurately fixed
;
these are—

(i) ANTIOXOS—KAPAIXOZ (Class V). Symbol, Elephant, to the

year B.C. 176, when Antiochus, afterwards Antiochus IV of Syria, was
in Athens, for to him the Syrian symbol, the elephant, clearly refers

(B. M. Guide, PI. LV. 23).

(2) BAIIAE[YZ] MIOPAAATHS—APIZTinN (Class VII). Symbol,
Star and crescents, to B. c. 88 (B. M. Guide, PI. LXV. 14).

(3) APIITinN—<l>IAnN (Class VI). Symbol, Pegasos drinking, to

B.C. 87.

(4) AHEAAIKriN—rOPn AZ (Class VI). Symbol, Griffin, to B.C. 86

(B. M. Guide, PI. LXV. 15).

The second of these series can only have been issued when Athens

joined the cause of Mithradates against Home, b. c. 88. Aristion, the

partizan of Mithradates (Pans., i. 20. 5), made himself tyrant of Athens
in B, c. 87, and Apellicon, the peripatetic philosopher, was his friend

and accomplice.
We thus get two fixed points, B.C. 176 and B. c. 88-86, round which to

group by analogy of style the 106 series which have come down to us,

and of these 106 series there are none that can be positively asserted to
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be later than the capture of Athens by Sulla in b. c, 86, while, on the

other hand, there are from thirty to forty series, Classes I, II (?), Ill, IV, and

part of V, which are evidently earlier than b. c. 176. This brings us up
to about B.C. 316, or let us say 220, as the starting-point of the coins of

the new style. The remaining series, sixty to seventy in number, of

Classes V, VI, and VII, would fall into the ninety years between B.C. 176
and 86. The total number of 106 series would therefore cover a period
of about 134 years (from circ. B. c. 220 to 86), leaving a margin of about

twenty-eight series which future discoveries may possibly bring to light.
As a probable chronological arrangement of the Athenian coins of the

new style, I would therefore propose the following. In each period the

series are arranged alphabetically, as it is manifestly quite impossible to

attempt an exact attribution within the limits of each period.

Period I. b. c. 220-196 (24 years, 20 series), Classes I-IIT.

Already as early as B.C. 228 Athens had entered into very friendly
relations with Eome, and about this time, or shortly afterwards, ^foedus

aequum between the two cities was concluded (cf. Tacit., Ann., ii. ^-^^

Hertzberg, Gesch. Or., i. p. 45, note ^'^),
in consequence of which it may

well have been that Athens resumed her ancient right of striking silver

money, a right which throughout the period of Macedonian dominion she

had been precluded from exercising.

Class I, without AOE.

(i) In field, two monograms. (2) In field, two trophies. (This series,

which is of rude work, may however be of later date
;
see Von Sallet's

remarks, Zeit.f. Num., xii. p. 381, where he gives plausible reasons for

attributing it to the year b. c. 86.)

Class II, AOE AEMO^ (3) in field symbol, Harmodius naked, wielding
sword and holding sheath. {Zeit.f. Num., xiii, PI. III. 4.)

The three known specimens of this series were discovered in 1883 at

Carystus in Euboea. U. Kohler {Zeit.f. Num., xii. p. 103) is of opinion
that this coin belongs to the latest period of Athenian autonomy, circ.

B.C. 86; but as both style and fabric seem to me to bear a closer

resemblance to the series with monograms than to the smaller and

rougher pieces of the age of Mithradates, I have preferred to include it

among the earlier issues of the new Athenian currency, although I do
not deny that the execution of the head of Athena is more careless than
that of the other series of this period.

Fig, 216.
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Class III, AOE. In field, two monograms, and following symbols.

(4) Trophy. (5) Columnar Hermes. (6) Plemochoe. (7) Rudder.

(8) Thyrsos. (9) Club. (10) Cornucopiae. (11) Ear of corn (Fig. 316).

(13) Pilei of the Dioskuri. (13) Two serpents. (14) Nike. (15) Eagle.

(16) Cicada. (17) Aplustre. (18) No symbol, one of the monograms
sometimes resolved into the letters <t)ANI[AZ. (19) flOAY—Tl, and

monogram, Palm. (20) An—AYZI, and monogram, Forepart of horse.

Amphora-letters from A to M occur on series i, 5, 8, 11, 13, 15, 16, 17,

19 (on this series to 1. of owl), and 30, and mint-letters on 8, 11, 15, 17,

19, and 30.

There can be little doubt that the above twenty series (with the

possible exception of series 3 and 3) with monograms, and of large out-

spread dimensions, and (for the time) good style, precede those which
follow on which the magistrates' names are written at greater length. It

is noticeable that on series 13, 16, 17, and 19, the amphora numerals run up
to M (13), whence we may infer that those series are subsequent to the

creation of the tribe called Attalis, in honour of Attains of Pergamus,
which is supposed by Grotefend to have raised the number of Athenian
tribes to twelve (circ. B. c. 300) from eleven, at which it had stood since

B. c. 365. Grotefend's arrangement {Chron. Anorcl. d. Athen. Silbermmizen)

cannot, however, be used in support of this theory.

Period II. B.C. 196-186 (10 years, 9 series).

Class IV, AOE. Two names abbreviated.

The following nine series, on which the monograms are resolved into

two much abbreviated names, form the link between the coins of

Classes I and III, with monograms, and those with three magistrates'
names (Class V). In fabric and style they resemble the coins of

Class III.

(i) AAEI HAIO
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Period III. B.C. 186-146 (40 years, 27 series).

Class V, AOE, Three names; work good.

/
J

Fig. 217.

Introduction about this time of the custom of placing the name of

a third magistrate on the coins. Style good. Fabric somewhat less

spread than in the previous Classes.

(i) AMMnNiOZ—KAAAIAZ. Symbol: Two torches.

This Ammonius is probably identical with the AM Mil- of Class IV.

(2) ANTIOXOZ—KAPAIXOZ Elephant (Fig. 217).

The Antiochus of this series has been identified with Antiochus, after-

wards the IVth of Syria (Theos, Epiphanes), who was residing at Athens
for some time previous to his accession to the throne in b. c. i t^.

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(")
(12)

(13)

APIZTO(t>—HPA
A<t)POAIZI—AnOAHZIZ
A(DPOAIZI—MOTE
AXAIOZ—HAI
AAMHN—ZnZIKPATHZ
AiorE—nozEi
AIONYZI—AIONYZI
AIOTIMOZ—MAfAZ
AHPOOE—AIO<D
EHirENHZ—ZnZANAPOZ
EYBOYAIAHZ—APAOOKAHZ

Club, bow, and quiver.
Nike stephanephoros.
Double cornucopiae.

Cornucopiae and ear of corn.

Quiver and bow.

Dionysos (Melponienos V).

Helios in quadriga.
No symbol.

Forepart of lion.

Eagle on fulmen.

Artemis Brauronia with stag beside

her (Pans., i. 23. 7).

Woman standing with cornucopiae.
The three Charites.

(B. M. Guide, PL XLII. 22.)

This Eurycleides seems to be the son of Micion mentioned in an

inscription {Pliilistor, iv. p. 343) among other contributors to some public
fund at Athens, circ. B.C. 190, Mlkimv KTj^to-tevs A koX virep rod vov

Evpu/cAetSou Kol Tov vibov Miklcovos. It appears that the families of Eury-
cleides and Micion were closely related, and that in both the two names
recur in each successive generation (Grotefend, Athenische Silhermilnzen,

p. 15, note, where other references will be found). The symbol on this

coin has been identified with the group of the three Charites by the

philosopher Socrates. Pans., i. 22. 8
;
ix.

0^^. 7 : Beule, p. 298.

(14) EYMHAOZ—KAAAIOnN
(15) EYPYKAEIAHZ—APIAPAOHZ

(16) iniAOZ—EYANAPOZ
(17) OEMIZTO—OEOnOMHOZ
(18) GEO*PA—ZnTA

Bee.

Ti'ophy on galley (cf. Paus., i. 36. i).

"Winged fulmen.
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There is no reason why the Theophrastus of this series should not be

the same man as the colleague of Micion of Class IV. series 9.

(19) KAPAIX—EPrOKAE Prow. Cf. Caraichus in ser. 2 of this Class.

(20) AYZAN—rAAYKOZ Cicada. Cf. Glaucus in Class IV. ser. 4.

(21) MENEA—ETTirENO Asklepios (cf. Pans., i. 21. 4).

The second name is here in the genitive case (ETTrENO[YE]). The only
other instance of a g;enitive is in the series TIMAPXOY—NlKAFO.

(22)
I

MHTPOAnPOZ—MIATIAAHZ Grapes.
MHTPOAnPOS—AHMOZOEN Grapes.

In this year Miltiades, the second magistrate, was replaced after the

second prytany by Demosthenes. The two series must therefore be

counted as one.

(23) MIKinN —EYPYKAEI Dioskuri standing (Paus., i. 18. i
;
B. M. Guide,

PI. XLII. 21).

To accept with Grotefend these two magistrates as the Eurycleides
and Micion who were Trpoorarai of the Athenians, circ. B. c, 217, and who
were poisoned by Philip V. of Macedon (Paus., ii. 9), involves one of two

equally unacceptable hypotheses. Either we must raise the date of the

commencement of the coins of the new style to about b. c. 350', in which
case the 106 series would have to be spread over a period of at least

264 years (b, c. 350-86), such a scanty occurrence of Athenian coins

being extremely improbable (cf., for instance, the number of dated annual

issues of the town of Aradus\ where during ninety-five years we know
of seventy-five dated coins which gives us exactly the same proportion
as at Athens, supposing the new style to have begun in 220 and ceased

in 86), or we must adopt Grotefend's hypothesis, that the series with

monograms came last instead of first, which is still more difficult for

anyone familiar with the steady degradation of style about this period
to accept. In this case it is evident that the not unnatural desire to

identify the Eurycleides and Micion of the coins with the two men known

historically has led Grotefend astray.
The two magistrates are certainly descendants of the -npoG-Tarai, and

are probably identical with the colleagues of Theophrastus (Class IV.

series 9) and Ariarathes (Class V. series 15).

(24) nOAEMnN—AAKETHZ Tripod.

(25) nOAYXAPM—NiKOr Winrred caduceus.

(26) ZnKPATHZ—AlONYZOAn Apollo Delios.

The figure of Apollo here represented with the Charites in one hand
and a bow in the other, and with a small animal on either side, is the

archaic statue of the Delian Apollo by Tectaeus and Angelion (Paus., ix.

.35- 3)' (Overbeck, Gr. Plaslik, i. p. 78.) This coin may date from B.C. 167,
when Delos was presented to Athens by the Romans.

(27) TIMAPXOY—NiKArO Anchor and star.

The first name is here in the genitive case, see series 21 of this

Class.

1 B. "V. Head, Coins of Ephesus, p. 80.

y
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Period IV. Circ. b. c. 146-86 (60 years, 50 series).

Classes YI. and VII. {Work rude. Third magistrates name omitted in

Class VII.)

The coinage of this period bears every indication of hasty production
on a wholesale scale. In b. c, i 67 the island of Delos had been con-

stituted a free port and placed under the administration of the Athenians,
and after the fall of Rhodes and the destruction of Corinth in b. c. 146,
the Athenian commerce through Delos, both with the east and the west,
attained an importance unequalled by that of any other city of Greece,
and of course necessitated a large increase in the amount of silver

annually coined at Athens. This state of things lasted until B. c. 88

when Delos was devastated by Menophanes, one of the admirals of

Mithradates (Paus., iii. 23). Two years later Athens was herself besieged
and captured by Sulla, and the issue of silver money from the Athenian
mint apparently prohibited altogether.

Although the coins of Class VI. with three magistrates' names, and
those of Class VII. with two only, are undoubtedly contemporary (the
omission of the third name being merely due to want of space or negli-

gence), it is nevertheless convenient to class them separately.

Class VI. with three magistrates' names.

Fig, 218.

(i) AM0IKPATHS—EniZTPATOZ Ears of corn.

Fabric very rude. Third name often illegible or even omitted

altogether.

(2) ANAPEAZ—XAPINAYTHZ Seated and standing figures.

(3) AnEAAIKnN—rOPriAZ Griffin (Fig. 218).

This magistrate is Apellicon of Teos, the accomplice of Aristion, and a

strong partizan of Mithradates. The date of this series seems to be
B.C. 86.

(4) APIZTinN—<|)IAnN Pegasos drinking.

Aristion, who was entirely devoted to the cause of Mithradates, was
master of Athens in b. c. 87. The drinking Pegasos was doubtless
selected as being one of the most frequent coin-types of Mithradates.

Eros crowning himself
(cf. Paus., i.

20. 20).
Head-dress of Isis.

(5) APOnOZ—MNAZArO

(6) AHMEAZ—EPMOKAHZ
(7) AHMHTPIOZ—ATAGinnOZ Pilei of the Dioskuri.

(8) AnZIOEOZ—XAPIAZ
(9) EYMAPEIAHZ-KAEOMEN

Tyche (?) seated.

Triptolemos.
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(lo) HPAKAHZ—EYKAHS Nike or winged Tyche with cornu-

copiae dropping voting pebble into

amphora.

(ii) GEOAOTOZ—KAEO<J>ANHZ No symbol.

As one of the third magistrates on this series the Roman name
nOrTAIOZ occurs.

(12) IKESIOZ—ASKAHniAAHZ Wreath.

(13) KOINTOZ—KAEAZ Nike crowning seated figure (Roma?)
(B. M. Guide, PI. LV. 24).

(14) KOINTOZ—XAPIAZ Two ears of corn.

Publius, Quintus, and Lucius, are the only three Roman names which

occur on these late Athenian coins. The Quintus of series 13 and 14

may be Q. Caecilius Metellus (b. c. 146).

(15) NIKHTHZ—AIONYSIOZ Head of Medusa (Paus., i. 21. 3).

(16) NIKOTENHZ—KAAAIMAXOZ Statue of the hero Stephanephoros

(Theseus).

Concerning this symbol, see Beule, p. 349.

(17) TIMOZTPATOZ—TTOZHZ Dionysos Melpomenos (?) (cf. Paus.,

i. 2, 5) holding mask.

(18) cl)ANOKAHZ—AnOAAHNlOZ Artemis holding torch.

(19) XAPINAYTHZ—APIZTEAZ Demeter holding torches (v. CI. YI.

ser. 2),

Class VII. with two magistrates only.

Fig. 219.

(20) AAKETHZ—EYArPnN Helmet.

(21) AMOIAZ—OlNO<J)IAOZ Demeter with reversed torches.

(22) AflEAAIKnN—APIZTOTEAHZ Demeter standing with ears of corn.

This Apellicon is probably the same as the Apellicon of ser. 3. CI. VI.

(23) AnOAHZIZ—AYZANAPOZ Artemis huntress {dyporepa, Paus., i.

19. 6).

(24) APXITIMOZ—AHMHTPI Aphrodite holding dove.

(25) APXITIMOZ—HAM MENHZ Thyrsos (?).

(26) AHMEAZ— KAAAIKPATIAHZ Isis standing.

Cf. CI. VI. ser. 6, where Demeas has also a symbol referring to the

worship of Isis.

(27) AIOKAHZ MEAI—MHAEIOZ Athena Parthenos (Paus., i. 24. 7).

With regard to the word [MEAI I am inclined to accept Grotefend's

suggestion that it may stand for MeAtrevs, indicating the Deme to which

Diodes belonged.
Y a
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(28) AIOKAHZ TO AEY—MHAEIOZ Hygieia (Paus., i. 23. 4).

(29) AIOKAHZ TO TPI—AIOAUUPOZ Diouysos of Alcamenes (Paus., i.

20. 3).

Although many names occur more than once on the coins of the new
style, Diodes is the only one who, by the addition of to bevrepov and to

TpiTov, is careful to chronicle the fact. Respecting the Dionysos of Alca-

menes, see Overbeck, Plastic, i. 242.

(30) AIOKAHZ—AEUUNIAHZ Asklepios standing.

As on this series to TtTapTov does not occur, it is in all probability
another Diodes.

(31) AIONYZIOZ—MNAZArOPAZ Dionysos standing {Num. Chron.,

1881, PI. IV. 4).

(32) AIO0ANTOZ—AIZXINHZ Sphinx.

(33) EnirENHZ—ZENnN Apollo Lykios (Lucian, Ana-
charsis, 7).

(34) EYMHAOZ—OEOZENIAHZ Theseus or Ares naked, resting on

spear (Paus., i. 8. 4).

(35) HPAKAEnN—HPAKAEIAHZ Eagle's head.

(36) KAAAIMAXOZ—ETTIKPATHZ Triptolemos, above him sun and
crescent moon (cf. Paus., i. 14. i).

(37) KAEO<J)ANHZ—EniOETHZ Stone of Pessinus.

(38) AEYKIOZ—ANTIKPATHZ Artemis Propylaea (1) (cf Paus., i.

38. 6) and Demeter with torches.

(39) AYZANAPOZ—0IN0<J)IA0Z Poppy-head and corn,

(40) MENEAHMOZ-TIMOKPATHZ Demeter seated.

(41) MENTaP—MOZXiaN HarmodiuB and Aristogeiton (Paus.,
i. 8. 5).

This series offers a copy of the famous group of the two tyrannicides
by Critius and Nesiotes. Overbeck, Flastik, i. 116.

(42) BAZIAE MIGPAAATHZ—APIZTinN Sun and crescent (Fig. 219).

This series may be dated exactly to B. c. 88 (Paus., i. 20. 5), and it

immediately precedes those with APIZTiaN—<t)IAnN and AFFEA-
AlKnN—rOPflAZ. A gold stater of this series is also known, the only
one which exists of the new style.

(43) MNAZEAZ—NEZTnP
(44) NEZTnP—MNAZEAZ
(45) EENOKAHZ—APMOZENOZ
(46) ZENOKAHZ—APMOZENOZ
(47) ZENOKAHZ—APMOZENOZ
(48) ZnTAAHZ—OEMIZTOKAHZ
(49) <l>IAOKPATHZ-HPnAHZ
(50) <t)IAOKPATHZ—KAAAKDUN

Plemochoe.

Stag.
Trident and dolphin.

Serpent.
Seated figure facing.
Branch {elpea-iavrj).

Dionysos standing.
Nike.

Bronze coins contemjwrary with the silver of the new style,

B.C. 220-86.

The following are the principal types of the bronze coins which

certainly belong to this period. It is noticeable that many of the types
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of the bronze coins are identical with the adjunct symbols on the

silver.

Head of Athena in ornate helmet,
with horses in front.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Head of Athena in Corinthian helmet.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Gorgon-head.

Head of Zeus.

Head of Artemis.

Head of young Dionysos.

Cicada.

Id.

Head of Apollo.
Id.

Head of Zeus.

Id.

Head of young Dionysos.
Head of Demeter.
Head of Nike.

Head of Demeter.
Plemochoe.

Dolphin and trident.

Head of Zeus.

Head of Artemis.

AO E Two owls face to face on fulmen :

all in olive-wreath. Cf similar type
in a previous period, B. c. 350-322 .

M -55

Owl on amphora, all in olive-wreath ;

on either side monograms as on M.
of CI. i. ser. i, p. 318 . . . M -75

AOE Owl on amphora in wreath, in

field symbols corresponding with

those on the silver coins. M -85, -65

AOE Owl on prow . . . . ^ -7

„ Athena advancing with spear,

owl or sei'pent beside her . ^ -7

AOE Nike ^ -7

„ Apollo Delios (cf CI. V. ser. 26).M .7

„ Tripod, poppy-head, and fulmen.

M .7

„ Sphinx M ']

AOE Zeus hurling fulmen, at his feet,

eagle ;
in field, symbols as on con-

temporary silver coins . M -85, M -7

AOE Zeus Polieus
(?). Symbol: prow.M -7

„ Demeter standing with two
toixhes ^ "7

„ Artemis running with torch . .

M -6

AOE Athena advancing with spear and

aegis -^ '75

AOE Athena hurhng fulmen; in field,

symbols M -65

AOE Athena Archegetis holding owl

and patera (Schol. in A.t.,Av. 515) .

M .85

AOE Athena advancing with spear and

aegis .^ '7

AOE Owl on fulmen . . . . ^ -5

„ Oenochoe and palm . . J^ -45

„ Owl and lyre . . . . M -6^

„ Lyre . ^ -55

„ Amphora in wreath . . ^ -75

„ Head of bearded Dionysos M -7

„ Kantharos J& -6

„ Cicada ^ -6

„ Bow and quiver . . . -^ -5

,, Plemochoe JE -g

„ Kalathos in corn-wreath JE -5

„ Plemochoe in corn-wreath

„ Plemochoe -^ '5

„ Plemochoe JEi -35
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Head of Demeter with corn-wi'eatli.

Head of Demeter veiled.

Head of Demeter.
Head of Demeter veiled.

Triptolemos in serpent-car.

Head of Demeter.

AOE Owl with palm-branch in wreath.

,, Triptolemos in serpent-car
M -7

Pig ^ -8 and -4

Poppy and ears of corn . ^ -55
Torch and ear of corn crossed .

One or two ears of corn . vE -45

Imjperial Times.

From the capture of Athens by Sulla in B. c. 86 until the time of the

Empire there is no proof that any coins, even of bronze, were struck at

Athens. At vsrhat time the latter recommenced is uncertain, but it seems

probable that about the time of Hadrian the rare privilege of striking
autonomous bronze money was accorded to Athens. How long the city
remained in the possession of this right is also uncertain. The following
are the chief types of the Imperial period.

Bust or head of Athena in crested

Corinthian helmet, with the addi-

tion sometimes of shield or aegis.
Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id. (Paus., i. 24),

Id.

Id.

Id. (Beule, p. 292).
Id.

Id.

Head of Athena in Attic helmet with
olive leaves in front.

Bust or head of Athena in crested

Corinthian helmet as above.

AGHN AlnN Athena Parthenos hold-

ing Nike and resting on shield and

spear -^ -85
AGHNAinN Athena Archegetis with

owl ^ -85
AGHNAinN Athena Hygieia feeding

serpent tE -85
AGHN A InN Athena armed, in various

attitudes J^ -85
AGHNAiriN Athena beside ohve tree

on which her owl is perched, serpent
sometimes present . . . -^ -85

AGHNAinN Athena seated before

olive tree, feeding serpent coiled round
it tE -85

AGHNAinN Athena Hippia in gal-

loping biga M -85
AGHNAinN Athena and Poseidon

with olive tree, owl, and serpent be-

tween them ^ I-

AGHNAinN Athena and the satyr

Marsyas ^ -85
AGHNAinN Olive tree between owl
and oenochoe, or with owl perched
upon it ^ -85

AGHNAinN Sacred table, on which

owl, wreath, and bust of Athena . .

M -9

AGH. Altar beside olive tree . M -6^

„ Oenochoe and owl . . JE -8

Owl JE -6-4
„ Owl on olive-spray . . JE -6

AGHNAinN Demeter

by serpents . . ..

in car drawn
JE .8-65
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Bust or head of Athena in crested

Corinthian helmet as above.

Id.

Id.

Id. (helmet Attic.)

Id. (Cor. helmet.)

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Head of Theseus, club at shoulder^

Head of Hermes.
Bust or head of Athena as above.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

A9H. Triptolemos in serpent-car .

M -6

„ Coiled serpent ... M -5

AeHNAinN Apollo Patroos(?) naked,

standing holding bow . . tE -85
AeHN A InN Apollo Lykios with lyre

and one hand placed on his head ^ -8

AeHNAinN Apollo Pythios draped,

standing holding patera and lyreM -8

AGHNAinN Tripod with serpent
coiled round it -^ '5

AGHNAinN Zeus Polieus standing
before altar JSi -g

AGHNAinN Zeus Olympios seated .

M -9

„ DionysosofAlcamenes('?)
enthroned, holding kantharos and

thyrsos .^ -9

AGHNAinN Theseus raising the rock,

copied from statue (Paus., i. 27, 8) .

M .9

AGHNAinN Theseus driving Mara-
thonian bull (Paus., I.e.). . M -9

AGHNAinN Theseus contending with

the Minotaur, also suggested by group
on the acropolis (Paus., i. 24, i) . .

M -9

AGHNAinN Theseus wielding club .

AGH. Various types. Oenochoe, pig,
two torches, bunch of grapes, bucra-

nium, club, etc ^ -45
AGH. Caduceus . . . . . ^ -45
AGHNAinN Bucranium bound with

olive-wreath .^ -85
AGH. Themistocles, carrying trophy

and wreath, standing on the Sala-

minian galley (Paus., i. 36, i). .^ -9

AGH. Prow iE -5

„ Monument of Miltiades at Mara-

thon, i. e. Miltiades bringing a captive
Persian before a trophy (Paus., i. 32.

4,5) ^-85
AGHNAinN Asklepios standing with

serpent staff JSj -g

AGHNAinN Eirene standing carry-

ing infant Plutos, group by Cephiso-
dotus (Paus., i. 8) . . . . M -g

AGHNAinN View of the Acropolis

showing the Propylaea, the Parthe-

non, and the colossal statue of Athena

Promachos, together with the flight of

steps leading to the top, and the grotto
of Pan on the side of the rock iE -85
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Bust or head of Athena as above. A6HN AIHN Front view of the theatre

of Diouysos, above it caverns in the

rock, and, higher up, the wall of the

Acropolis surmounted by the Propy-
laea and Parthenon . . . ^ -85

Denominations 0/ Attic bronze coins.

With regard to the denominations of the Athenian bronze coins we
have little definite information. Pollux, ix. 6^, says that the obol con-

tained 8 x^aXKol, and it is probable that the xaXKov^ consisted of 4

KokXv^oi (Hultsch, p. 228, note 2).
We also hear of a division of the

XaXKovs into 7 Aeirra, but as there is considerable diversity both in the

weight and size of bronze coins of one and the same type, it is quite

impossible to identify the various denominations. It is to be inferred,

however, that the larger coins are multiples of the xa^^oCs, e. g. bixaXKa,

T€TpaxaXKa, etc., and the smaller, multiples of the koWv^os, e.g. biKoXkvjBa,

TptKokkvlSa (Pollux, ix. 6^).

Eleusis was the only Attic deme which (perhaps on account of its

sacred character) was allowed by Athens to coin money. This privilege
it possessed, however, only during a limited period, apparently from
about B.C. 350 to 322. Cf. contemporary bronze coins of Athens:—
Triptolemos seated in winged car

drawn by serpents, the lower part
of his body draped, the upper part
bare (Paus., i. 38, 6).

EAEYCI Pig standing on pine-torch,
on the earlier specimens encircled

with a wreath of corn. The more
recent coins have an adjunct symbol
in the exergue or field . J^ -7—6

EAEYS Plemochoe on pedestal iE -5Head of Demeter or Persephone

{Num. Chron., 1881, PI. IV. 5.)

Triptolemos was the great hero of the Eleusinian mysteries ;
his

temple at Eleusis is mentioned by Pausanias
(i. 38). He is here repre-

sented passing over the lands in his dragon-chariot making man
acquainted with the blessings of agriculture. On some few specimens
the goddess Demeter takes his place, but on the majority the figure is

undoubtedly male.

Oropus stood on the northern coast of Attica, exactly opposite Eretria
in Euboea. The port of Oropus was the sacred harbour of Delphinium
(Strab., ix. 403).

Circ. B.C. 197-146.

Female head, hair rolled. XlPnTTinN Dolphin coiled round a

trident ^ -75
Bearded head (Amphiaraos?) laureate. flPnniXlN Serpent coiled round a

staff ^ -8

With the reverse type of the first of these coins, cf. the name of the

harbour^ Delphinium. That of the second refers to the worship of

Amphiaraos, who at Oropus possessed a famous oracle and a statue

mentioned by Pausanias (i. 34). On an Imperial coin of Gallienus

Amphiaraos is seen seated with a serpent beside him (cf. Paus., i. 34, 2).
The cultus of this seer bore a close resemblance to that of Asklepios
(Newton, Travels in the Levant, i. 30).

Salamis. From the first half of the sixth century Salamis formed

part of the dominions of Athens until B.C. 318, when it fell into the
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hands of the Macedonians. It was again recovered by Athens, B.C. 232.
It appears to have possessed the right of coining in bronze between circ.

B.C. 350 and 318.

Female head wearing stephane (Sala-
mis

1).

3tAAA Shield with side-openings, as

on coins of Boeotia. On it or beside

it, sword in sheath with strap . .

JE -65 and -45
Other varieties have a Triskelis, a

gorgon-head, or an eagle, on the

shield.

The shield and sword are those of Ajax, to whom there was a temple
in the island (Pans., i. 35, 3). According to Athenian tradition Philaeus

the son of Eurysakes had given up Salamis to Athens. As Eurysakes was
named after the ' broad shield

'

of his father Ajax, that shield is doubly

appropriate as a Salaminian coin-type.
See also Imperial (Wellenheim, 39*55) of Caracalla R Demeter standing

with torch and ears of corn.

MEGARIS.
Aegosthena at the head of the Corinthian gulf, and at the foot of

Mt. Cithaeron, possessed a temple of the prophet Melampus (Paus., i.

44, 5), who first established the worship of Dionysos in Greece. Imperial
coins only. Sept. Severus and Geta, Inscr. AirOCOENl[nN Infant

(Melampus ?)
suckled by a goat. Round building, from which springs a

tree entwined by a serpent.

Megara, The prosperity of Megara before its surrender to Philip of

Macedon, B.C. 338, is attested by Isocrates. It is to this time that its

earliest coins belong :
—

Head of Apollo.
Id.

Id.

Id.

MET- APE Lyre . . . -^122 grs.

M-E-F-A and H between five cres-

cents ^50 grs.

M-E-F between three crescents . .

iR 23 grs.

Lyre Mi8'2 grs.

It is uncertain to what standard the above coins belong. From the

battle of Chaeroneia until the time of Demetrius Poliorcetes, who con-

ferred freedom on Megara in B.C. 307, it would appear that no money
was struck there.
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Shortly after this the town fell again into the power of the Mace-
donian kings, in whose hands it remained until B.C. 243, when Aratus
united it to the Achaean League. Some of the above described bronze
coins may be as late as B. c. 243, but the silver pieces are undoubtedly
earlier.

The Megarean coin-types refer to the worship of Apollo, who was said

to have assisted Alkathoos to build the walls of the town. In honour of

this god the lesser Pythian games were held at Megara. The obelisk is

probably the stone at Megara which was called Apollo Kapi^o's (Paus.,
i. 44, 2) : cf. the similar obelisk at Ambracia, called Apollo Ayvuvs

(p. 270).
For coins struck at Megara between B.C. 243 and 146, see Achaean

League.

After B.C. 146.

METAPEnN Bearded head of the

philosopher Eucleides of Megara,
veiled and wearing earring.

Artemis (Soteira(?) Paus., i. 40, 2) run-

ning with torch in each hand, prob-

ably a copy of the statue made by
Strongylion for the Megarians ^ i -o

This remarkable type refers to the story that Eucleides attended the

lectures of Socrates in the disguise of a woman, the Athenians having
passed a decree that no citizens of Megara should be admitted within

their walls (Aulus Gellius, Noct. Alt., vi. 10).

Imjperial Times.

On the Imperial coins, Antoninus Pius—Geta, the following types may
be mentioned :

—
Zeus Olympics (?) seated (Paus., i. 40, 4). Zeus advancing.
Demeter standing holding two torches before a third tall torch fixed

in the ground (Paus., i. 40, 6).

Asklepios and Hygieia (Paus., i. 40, 6).

Tyche sacrificing at altar (Paus., i. 43, 6, statue by Praxiteles). Artemis

running with two torches.

Artemis Agrotera holding bow and drawing arrow from quiver at her
shoulder (Paus., i. 41, 3).

Pythian Apollo with lyre, beside altar (Paus., i. 42. 2, 5).

Apollo, Artemis, and Leto (Paus., i. 44, 2).

Statue of Pallas, probably that of gold and ivory on the Acropolis
mentioned by Pausanias

(i. 42, 4).

Dionysos standing (Paus., i. 43, 5). Herakles at rest. Term in temple.

Fagae, the port or harbour of Megara on the Corinthian gulf. After

B.C. 243 it became a member ofthe Achaean League, and independent of Me-

gara (see Achaean League, p. 351). Imperial coins are also known, Aurelius—
Sept. Severus, Inscr. ftATA InN Types—Temple containing statue of

Artemis running with torches. (Paus., i. 44, 4) Kybele seated, at her feet

lion. Dionysos seated. Isis in temple. Bust of Tyche. Horseman. Gate
with three entrances, on which three figures, etc. Herakles on basis in

building.
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AEGINA.
The island of Aegina was the first State in European Greece to adopt

the use of money. Ancient tradition, which ascribed to Pheidon, king
of Argos, the credit of having been the first to strike coins in this island,

is fully borne out by the archaic appearance of the oldest staters of the

Tortoise type. Unfortunately there is much doubt about the date of

Pheidon. Weissenborn, Hermann, and Curtius bring him down to the

first half of the seventh century, while Clinton, on the other hand, places
him a century earlier. As for the earliest Aeginetic coins there can be

little doubt that they belong to the first half of the seventh century, and

in so far as they may be taken as evidence, they bear out the opinion of

Weissenborn and Curtius, The principal ancient writers who mention

Pheidon as having struck coins in Aegina, or the Aeginetans as having
been the first to strike money, are—Ephorus in Strabo, viii. p. 358 ;

Aelian, Far. Hist., 12. 3o ;
and the Parian Chronicle, Boeckh, C. I. G.

2374, V. 45 (4>ei8a)i;
6 ""Apyetos eS^jueucre to. fj.€Tpa kol avea-K^vacn, Kai

v6ixL(rixa apyvpovv kv AlyLvrf (TTOLrjcrev). Cf. also Ef?/m. Magn. s. v. o^eXCa--

Kos— ,
TTavTOiv b^ TTpwTos ^dhu>v 'Apyctos v6p.L(rp.a €KO\f/€V €V Alyivrj. Why

Aegina rather than Argos was chosen by Pheidon as his place of mintage
is not difiicult to understand, when we remember that from very early
times down to its conquest by Athens in b. c. 456 Aegina was one of the

greatest commercial states of Greece, while Argos was to some extent

removed from the main current of the stream of trade which flowed

through the Saronic gulf to and from the isthmus of Corinth.

Whether the Aeginetic standard was derived from the Phoenician, as

the weights of some of the heaviest Aeginetic coins have led me else-

where (Ancient Systems ofJFeiglit, Journal of the Institute of Bankers, 1B79)
to suggest, or from Egypt, with which country the Aeginetans were in

close relations (Herod., ii. 178), is and will probably remain doubtful;

but the fact that the tortoise, a creature sacred to Aphrodite (the
Phoenician Astarte, the protector of trade as well as the goddess of

the sea), was chosen as the coin-type, lends much probability to the

theory first advanced by E. Curtius {Num. Chron., 1870), that Pheidon's

mint was connected with the Temple of Aphrodite, which overlooked the

great harbour of Aegina.
The coinage of Aegina, like that of Athens, exhibits great uniformity

of type, a uniformity which characterizes it as an international, and no

mere local, currency. Throughout Peloponnesus the coinage of Aegina
was, down to the time of the Peloponnesian war, the only universally

recognized medium of exchange. This is implied by several passages in

ancient authors, e.g. Pollux, ix. 74, /cat /x^y to W.iko-novvy]<j'i(iiv vop-iaixa

Xekatifrjv Tives rj^iovv KaXelv (1. KaXua-dai) airo rov Tvirdp-aTos ; Hesychius,

\€Xu)vr] voixia-jxa YleXoTTOvvi^cnaKov.

By the Athenians the Aeginetic drachm was called, in contradistinc-

tion to their own drachm, 17 Traxeia bpaxM (Poll., ix. 76). Hesychius also

says, Aeirras kol Traxetas ZdX^VKOS Iv v6p.ois ras hpax[ias, XeTrras p-^v ras

€^a)/3oXous, TTayjiias he ray nXiov kyovcras : and T:a\iir\ hpa\p.ri to hihpayjiov

'Amatol.
From the weights of some exceptionally heavy specimens we gather

that the Aeginetic stater originally weighed over 200 grs., and in the

Bibliotheque nationale, Paris, is an unique electrum stater, ohv. Tortoise,
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rev. Inc. square, divided into two parts, weight 207 grs. The date of this

remarkable coin can hardly be much later than about B.C. 700. It

belongs to the class of early electrum money struck on the Phoenician

standard somewhat reduced. Here therefore perhaps is a clue to the

source whence the merchants of Aegina may have derived their standard

of weight. Putting aside this coin, and some few silver staters of more
than 200 grs., as exceptional, we may take the following scale as repre-

senting the actual maximum weights of the coins of Aegina :
—

Stater,
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Circ. B.C. 480-456.

In this period a marked advance is visible in the skill with which the

shell of the tortoise is delineated.

Tortoise, of which the structure of

the shell is shown, as in nature,

divided into numerous compart-
ments or plates.

Incuse square divided hy hands, as on
the coins of the preceding period . .

M. Staters and divisions.

Circ. B.C. 456-431 and 431-404.

In B. c. 456 Aegina was made tributary to Athens. There are a few

coins, chiefly small, having the letters A-l on either side of the Tortoise

on the obverse, and various letters in the divisions of the incuse square
on the reverse, which may belong to this period. In b. c. 43 1 the

Aeginetans were expelled en masse by the Athenians, and the island

was occupied by Athenian kleruchs. In B.C. 404, after the great defeat

of the Athenians, Lysander restored the remnant of the Aeginetan popu-
lation to their old homes.

After B.C. 404.

The restored Aeginetans seem to have begun at once to strike money.
The old types are adhered to, but the fabric is more spread, and there are

letters on one or both sides.

Fig. 221.

Tortoise, as in last period. On either

side, often, A-l.

Two dolphins, between them A.

Airi, Air, or Ml and dolphin in

divisions of incuse square (Fig. 221) .

M, Staters and divisions.

Incuse square divided in the conven-

tional Aeginetan manner, sometimes
with letters A-P, A-l, N-0, etc., in

two of the compartments . -^ '55

Bronze coins were first issued at Athens in B.C. 406. Those of Aegina
are of about the same time.

Third and Second Centuries, B. C.

Shortly after Alexander's time tetradrachms appear to have been
struck in Aegina, with the tortoise and dolphin as symbols (Miiller,

899). For the rest, Aegina in this period struck bronze money of

various types :
—

AiriNA Prow of galley.
A~l Bucranium.
Head of Zeus.

Ram's head M •'^

Al Dolphin M 6^
Al-Fl-Nl Archaic Apollo walking

with bow and branch (cf. Pausanias,
ii. 30, i) M -65
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Imperial Times.

Severus and family. Inscr. AirElNHTXlN. Types: Hekate. (Pans.,
ii. 30, 2.) Columnar Hermes. Hermes carrying a ram on his shoulders.

The port of Aegina, expressed by a semicircular enclosure, in which is a

galley, and above it a statue of Aphrodite in a temple (Sestini, Mits.

Fontana^ p. 49, 4) : see Pausanias (ii. 29, 6). Aphrodite draped, holding
branch and apple. Demeter. Pallas. Nike. Poseidon. Aphaia (Brito-

martis) standing by Zeus [Mus. Fontana, PI. II.
7), see Pausanias

(ii. 30, 3).

Zeus holding eagle and fulmen (Paus., I. c).

CORINTHIA.
[E, Curtius, Hermes, x. 215 sqq.]

Corinth. This ancient and illustrious city on the isthmus between

Peloponnesus and the mainland of Hellas occupied the meeting point of

the great routes of commerce between the East and the West.

Like Chalcis in Euboea, Corinth derived her standard for weighing
the precious metals from Asia Minor, the unit of weight being the light

BabyIonic stater of 130 grs.

The system of division by 3 and 6 which prevails in the Corinthian

coinage sufficiently attests its Asiatic origin.
The style and peculiar fabric of the earliest Corinthian silver coins

distinguish them from those of all the other states of European Greece.

At what precise time this wealthy commercial city began to send forth

her well known Pegasos staters it is not easy to determine, but we shall

not be far from the truth in placing the commencement of the Corinthian

coinage in the age of Periander, b. c. 625-585.
As Aegina in those days commanded the commerce of the eastern side

of the isthmus, so Corinth, by means of her port, Lachaeum, on the gulf
which bore her name, monopolised that of the westeirn seas, and im-

parted the use of the Corinthian standard of weight to her Colonies,

Ambracia, Anactorium, Leucas, etc., on the shores of Epirus and

Acarnania, and to the Achaean cities of Magna Graecia on the other

side of the Ionian sea.

The extension of the Corinthian standard and system of division by 3
and 6 to the Achaean quasi-federal currency of S. Italy, can be most

satisfactorily proved, not only by the weights themselves of the coins of

Croton, Sybaris, Metapontum, etc., but by their flat fabric, incuse reverse

type, and by the fact that they are frequently re-struck on Corinthian

coins of the most archaic class.

The types of the Corinthian coins refer to the myth of Bellerophon
and Pegasos, and to the worship of Athena yaKiviTi<i., for she it was who
assisted Bellerophon to subdue the wondrous winged horse. Pegasos on
his part was regarded as the author of fountains of fresh water, which
with a stroke of his hoof he caused to gush forth from the rocks

;
cf. the

fountain of the Muses, Hippokrene, which Pegasos produced in this way,
hence Pegasos is also the horse of the Muses.

On the Acrocorinthus he was said to have alighted, and to have drunk
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from the fountain of Peirene, where Bellerophon sought in vain to take

and tame him, until at last, while the hero lay asleep beside the altar of

Athena, the goddess came to him in a vision and gave him a golden
bridle, which on awakening he found beside him, and with this he easily-

subdued the winged steed. Another version of the tale makes Athena
herself tame Pegasos, and it is she who hands him over to Bellerophon.

The worship of Athena at Corinth, it may be here remarked, was also

connected with the cultus of Poseidon and with the sea (cf. Preller, Gr.

Myth., i. 172).
The great goddess of Corinth was, however. Aphrodite, and it is her

head which on the drachms takes the place of that of Athena.

The Pegasos-staters of Corinth, familiarly called ttwAoi (Poll., ix. 6. 76),

were the chief medium of exchange along all the coasts of the Corinthian

Gulf, and even beyond the seas in Italy and Sicily, where the largest
hoards of them have been brought to light.

In its divisional system the Corinthian coinage possessed a practical

advantage over both the Attic and the Aeginetic, which enabled it to

pass current in the territories of both its rivals. Thus the Corinthian

stater of about 130 grs. would pass as a didi'achm side by side with the

tetradrachms of Athens, while the Corinthian drachm [\ stater) of about

44 grs. was practically equivalent to an Aeginetic hemidrachm.
The region in which the Corinthian money circulated was therefore at

no time confined to the narrow isthmus and limited territory of the town
of Corinth.

The following are, as nearly as may be, the periods into which the

coins of Corinth seem to fall.

O Pegasos with curled wing.

(B. M. Guide, PI. VI. 30.)

Time of Periander, b. c. 625-585.

Incuse square divided into eight tri-

angular compartments, of which four

are in relief . . . . M, Stater.

Circ. B.C. 585-500.

Fig. 222.

9 Pegasos with curled wing (Fig.

222).

9 Half Pegasos.

9 Pegasos.
Head of Pegasos.

Incuse pattern in the form of the

swastika

M Stater and Drachm.

Id M ^ Drachm.

Id. . M Obol.

Id M I Obol.
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The fabric of these coins is flatter than that of any other money of

early times, except the coinage of the Achaean cities of southern Italy
derived from it.

Circ. B.C. 500-430.

Archaic Style.

9 Pegasos with curled wing.

Id.

9 Half Pegasos with curled wing.

9 Head of bridled Pegasos.

9 Pegasos with curled wings; symbol,
trident.

9 Head of Pegasos.

Incuse square, within which head of

Athena Chalinitis helmeted. Pure
archaic style . M Stater and Drachm.

Incuse square. Head of Aphrodite (?) of

archaic style : hair turned up be-

hind iR Drachm.
Id. or head of Athena
Incuse square, containing large AM Diobol.

Incuse square, within which Gorgon
head and T-P-l-H . ^ Trihemiobol.

Incuse square containing large H . .

M, Hemiobol.

JR \ Drachm.

In this period the flat fabric is abandoned, and the coins become
smaller in dimension and more compact.

9 Pegasos with curled wing.

(B. M. Guide, PI. XIII. 25.)

Id.

Transitional Style.

Incuse square. Head of Athena of trans-

itional style (eye in profile), some-

times with symbol, trident, or shell

behind M Stater.

Incuse square. Head of Aphrodite (?)

hair rolled M, Drachm.

Circ. B.C. 430—400.

Transitional Style.

9 Pegasos with curled wing.

9 Bellerophon, naked and bare-headed,

riding on Pegasos \

9 Pegasos with curled wing.

9 Pegasos with curled wing, symbol
vine-branch.

Incuse square. Head ofAthena of trans-

itional style (eye in profile), some-
times with symbol (usually a trident)
behind M Stater.

Incuse square, in which Chimaera to r.

M, Trihemidrachm.

Incuse square, within which head of

Aphrodite 1., hair rolled. JR Drachm.
Incuse square. Pegasos prancing, adv.,

inscr, A-l-0 . . . . M Diobol.

There are also trihemiobols, as in the previous period, but they are of

later style, for the Pegasos on the obverse has pointed wings, and the

tongue of the gorgon-head is not protruded.

^ The trihemiobols on which Bellerophon wears a pefcasos and chlamys belong to a later period,

circ. B. c. 338. They usually have the letters A I in the field.
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Circ. B.C. 400-338.

Fine Style.

Fig. 223.

9 Pegasos, usually flying, with pointed

wing, but occasionally standing ov

walking, with curled wing, or at-

tached by a cord to a ring fixed in

the wall above him
;

on some few

specimens he is represented as

drinking.

9 Pegasos with pointed wings.

9 Half Pegasos with curled wing.

9 Pegasos with curled wing.

Head of Athena, of fine style, in Co-
rinthian helmet with large neck-

plate. In the field a magistrate's

symbol, which was changed probably
annually ;

sometimes also there are

one or more dolphins in the field,

which cannot be regarded as magis-
trates' symbols . . . M, Statei-.

Head of Aphrodite variously repre-

sented, often with adjunct symbol
JR Drachm.

Head of Aphrodite, her hair variously
dressed . . . . JR \ Drachm.

Pegasos with curled wings, prancing or

trotting, sometimes with dolphin or

inscr. AlO . . . . M Diobol.

Cross of Swastika form - iR Obol.

Trident M Obol.

9 Pegasos with curled or with pointed

wings.

9 Id.

Some of the smaller denominations mentioned above might, with
almost equal probability, be attributed to the period before B.C. 400,
about which time the smallest divisions seem to have been in great part

superseded by the newly introduced bronze money.

Fourth and Third Centuries to circ. B. c. 243.

Next in order, though in part contemporary with the series above

described, there follows a large class of staters, drachms, etc., with

magistrate's letters or monograms in the field of the reverse, in addition

to the adjunct symbol. These series, like the others, always have the

letter 9 on the obverse.

Although it is very difficult to speak with assurance as to the chrono-

logical sequence of these lettered coins, the following dates may be

perhaps accepted as approximately correct. The list includes only such

specimens as I have myself seen.

H Symbols : Sliell (on obv. Pegasos of archaic

style, with curled wing).
AA „ Trident.

3 or E
,, Fore-part of bull

;
torch ;

rose ;

bow
; poppy-head ;

star. (Pega-
sos on obv., often walking.)

Before b. c. 400

Circ. B.C. 400-350
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Circ. B.C. 400-350 EP AS'yrtiJo^s: Nike holding thymiaterion.

„ EY ., Naked figure holding fillet
; tripod.

(Pegasos on obv., sometimes walk-

ing.)

,, 9Y3 ,.,
Rose and dolphin.

,, EYO 5, Douhle-bodied owl
;
chimaera ; ap-

lustre.

,,
£YTY „ No symbol. (Pegasos on obv. with

curled wing, attached to ring by
cord.)

,, I A ,, Dolphins around.

>| or KA „ Trident.

„ ^ or C ., Dolphin.
Circ. B.C. 350-338 A .„ Shield, on which trident; bee;

oak-wreath ; astragalus ; harpa ;

sword
;
helmet with broad flap ;

stork.

.„ -AA •„ Wheel
; globular object ;

bearded

mask
;
three crescents

;
cuirass

;

trophy.

„ AY ;, Figure holding torch and cornu-

copiae.

,, A .., Dionysos .standing ;
krater

; ivy-
wreath

;
oak-wreath

;
head of

Helios; wolf; cuirass.

„ N or N I „ Corn-wreath
;

three crescents in

circle; kantharos; AresC?); P^^ow;
oenochoe

;
cock's head

;
bucra-

nium; term; Macedonian helmet.

Circ. B.C. 338 .P .„ Thyrsos; dove in wreath.

,,
I „ Nike with fillet; cock on club; star;

bow in case
;
owl.

,,
K A (in men.) ,, Crested Macedonian helmet.

Circ. B.C. 338-300 A? „ Boar; ivy-leaf; plough; aegis;
Pallas Promachos

;
chimaera

;

helmet
; cornucopiae ; eagle.

(Helmet of Pallas, on this series

always laureate.)

,,
A I

., Cow and calf
;
wreath

;
Zeus seated;

Pallas standing ; Artemis, hun-

tress
;
Artemis with torch

;
term

with cornucopiae ; amphora, the

last on trihemidrachms of the

Bellerophon type,
Circ. B.C. 300-243 B „ Grapes.

,, A
,, Trophy stand.

„ Var. Mons. „ Term
; eagle, etc.

Bronze Coins.

Circ. B. c. 400-338.

9 Pegasos with pointed wing. Trident with various symbols and letters

in the field M
-k,
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Circ. B.C. 338-243.

wearing crested KOPlNOinN Trident, often with

letter in the field , . . . ^ -75
K Pegasos witli pointed wing . ^-55
KOP or

(J),
and vairous letters. Bellero-

phon mounted on Pegasos and strik-

ing downwards with his spear M -8

P and various letters. Forej^art of

Pegasos flying r ^ -55

Head of Athena,
Corinthian helmet.

Head of Athena as above.

Head of Poseidon with hair falling in

heavy locks, and bound with wreath

of maiine plant, as on the coins of

Antigonus Gonatas, or Dosou.

Head of bearded Herakles, wearing
wreath.

Corinth, although occupied by a Macedonian garrison from B.C. 338-243,
when it was delivered by Aratus, does not seem to have been deprived,
like Athens, of the right of coinage, for its Pegasos staters continued to

be struck, though much less plentifully than of old, until it became a

member of the Achaean League. But in B.C. 223 Corinth was surrendered

by the League to Antigonus Doson, and between this time and 1 96, when
it was again set free by the Romans and reunited to the League, it does

not appear to have been allowed to strike money, unless indeed the

bronze coins with the heads of Poseidon and Herakles described above

are to be assigned to this period.

Corinth -a Roman Colon]).

From its destruction by Mummius in B.C. 146, Corinth remained a

heap of ruins for the space of one hundred years. In B.C. 46 Caesar

sent a colony there, and the city became once more a flourishing place,

as, from the natural advantages of its position, it could hardly fail to do.

From henceforth it struck bronze coins with Latin legends, COL. COR.,
or simply COR., CORlNT., etc., which, down to the reign of Galba, usually
bear the names of Duumviri in the ablative case.

From the reign of Domitian to that of Gordian III the legends are

COL. IVL. FLAV. AVG. COR.. COL. IVL. COR., or C. L. \. COR (Colonia
Laus lulia Corinthus), and the magistrates" names are discontinued.

Among the types deserving of special mention are the following :
—

Bellerophon holding or subduing Pegasos. Bellerophon standing beside

Pegasos while he drinks from a stream at the foot of the Acrocorinthus.

Bellerophon mounted on Pegasos contending with the Chimaera. Pegasos

leaping from the point of the rock of the Acrocorinthus. Other frequent

types refer to the myth of Melikertes or Palaemon, in whose honour the

games called Isthmia were celebrated at the Isthmus. Such are the boy
Melikertes lying on the back of a dolphin under a pine-tree (Paus.,ii. 1,3);
the body of Melikertes lying on a dolphin, which is placed on an altar

beneath a tree with Isthmos as a naked youth holding a rudder, or

Poseidon with his trident standing by ;
Palaemon standing or riding on

the back of the dolphin ;
circular temple of Palaemon, sometimes with

sacrificial bull in front ; Ino holding her child Melikertes in her arms,
before her, sometimes, Isthmos seated on a rock, with a dolphin repre-

senting the sea
; Ino throwing herself from the rock Moluris with

Melikertes in her arms, in front dolphin or sea-god stretching out his

arms to receive the child. The following types are also worthy of note :
—

z 2
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Isthmos personified as a naked youth, either seated or standing, and

holding one or two rudders, in aUusion to the two ports of Corinth, inscr.

in one instance ISTHMVS. The two ports Lechaeum and Cenchreae as

nymphs holding rudders, legend sometimes LECH, CENCH, or as re-

cumbent male figures with the Acrocorinthus between them. The port
of Cenchreae with statue of Poseidon in the centre, on either side

of the harbour are the temple of Aphrodite and the sanctuaries of

Asklepios and Isis, while below are three galleys (Pans., ii. 2, 3).

Statues of Poseidon in various attitudes. Temple of Poseidon with

Tritons on the roof (Pans., ii. i, 7). Poseidon in chariot drawn by hippo-

camps. Isis Pharia. Artemis huntress. Artemis Ephesia. Among the

numerous copies of statues on the coins of Corinth one of the most

interesting is that of the Aphrodite of the Acrocorinthus, standing naked
to waist, and holding the shield of Ares, on the polished surface of which
she is gazing at her reflection as in a mirror. This type illustrates the

epithet wTrAto-^eVr; applied by Pausanias
(ii. 5) 1) to the statue. The Acro-

corinthus with temple of Aphrodite on the top, and buildings and a tree

at the foot. Head of Aphrodite or of the famous Hetaira Lais, rev.

Tomb of Lais, consisting of the capital of a column surmounted by a

lioness standing over a prostrate ram, as described by Pausanias
(ii. 2, 4),

TCLCpos Aatbos, cri 8?; X^aiva eTTLOrjixd kcrri Kpiov i\ovcra kv roTs Trporepois TTOcriv.

Statue of Athena Chalinitis holding bridle, spear, and shield (Paus., ii.

4, i). The sacred Fountain Peirene personified as a nymph seated on a

rock and holding a vase, or seated at the foot of the Acrocorinthus, on
the summit of which is the temple of Aphrodite, while in front is Pegasos

drinking the water of the spring. Agonistic types, wrestlers, runners,
etc. Stadium with meta in the centre between two horsemen racing at

full speed. ISTHMIA in a wreath, etc. Dionysos standing or seated.

Hermes with ram, standing or seated, or carrying infant Dionysos.

Tyche standing or seated. Zeus standing. Pallas standing. Herakles

standing. Helios in quadriga. Kybele seated. Asklepios and Hygieia.
Kronos with sickle. Hephaestos with tongs. Ares. Triptolemos in

serpent-cai". The Propylaea surmounted by quadrigas. The Genius of

the Colony holding cornucopiae and patera, inscr. GEN. COL. COR.
The Temple of the Julia Gens, inscribed on the front CAESAR,
AVGVSTVS, or GENT. IVLL
For numerous other types, which we have not space to mention, see

Imhoof and Gardner, Ntimismalic CommeHiary on Pausanias, in the Jonrn.

Hell Stud, 1885.

COLONIES OF CORINTH.

Under this general heading it is convenient to classify all those

copies of the Corinthian Pegasos staters which are without the letter

9- They were issued by various towns in Acarnania, Corcyra, Epirus,

Illyria, Sicily, and Bruttium.
The following list of the cities which, for commercial reasons, adopted

the well-known Corinthian types, is taken from Dr. Imhoof-Blumer's

Coinage of Acarnania, p. 5. For the periods of the issue, see under the

separate headings.
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(a) In Acarnania :
—

Alyzia, with A, A, AAY, AAYIAIflN.
Auactorium, F, A^, A/, A, AN. ANA, ANAKT, ANAKTOPinN,

ANAKTOPIEHN.
Argos-Amphilochicum, A. AP, APTEI, APTEIflN, APTEHN and

APnnN. Also with AM, AM<t), AMcDI, AM<J)IA, AMtDIAO,
AM0IAOXnN.

Astacus, with A^.

Coronta, with K,

Leucas, A, A, AE, AEY, AEYKAAI and AEYKAAIUN.
Metropolis, M and M.

Palaerus(]) FTAAAIP in Mon. (Divisions only.)

Phytia, 4>. (Divisions only.)

Thyrrheium, O, OY, GYP, OYPP.
Acarnanian Federal with fii^, struck in Leucas..

(b) In Corcyra ;—K, cK, eg, and KOP.

(c) hi Ejnrus:
—

Ambracia, A, A, AM, AMP, AMPPA. AMPPAKI, AMPPA-
KIOTAN, AMPPAKinTAN, and AMBPAKIHTAN.

Epirote federal, IaE (AHEI) and A (probably for Ambracia).

{d) In Illyria :
—

Apollonia, APOA.
Epidaranus— Dyrrhachium,with ^ or A, AY P, AYP A, AYPPAXI NHN.

(e) In Sicily :—
Eryx with ^IX.

Leontini, AEONTlNON.
Syracuse, ^YPAKOCION and CYPAKOCinN.

(/) In Bruttium :
—

Locri Epizephyrii, /^, AO, AOK, AOKPnN.
Mesma, M and NE.

Rhegium, H.

Terina,"E.

Of the above cities which adopted the Corinthian stater, Anactorium,

Leucas, and Ambracia appear to be the only ones which did so before the

close of the fifth century, for of these towns alone, in addition to Corinth,
are staters extant of the transitional and early fine style.

Epidamnus, Argos-Amphilochicum, and Alyzia, followed their example
at a somewhat later period, but it was not until after the middle of the

fourth century that the Corinthian stater came into general use in the

western parts of Greece, in Bruttium, and in Sicily. From this time

until the middle of the third century the Pegasos staters continued to be

issued in large quantities, chiefly, it is to be inferred, for the purposes of

trade with Italy and Sicily, where the largest finds of this class of coin

have been brought to light.
The Pegasos coinage, common though it undoubtedly was to many

cities, is not to be confounded with a federal coinage properly so-called,

such as that of the Achaean League, as there is no reason to suppose that

it was adopted in pursuance of reciprocal treaties between Corinth on
the one part, and the towns participating in the coinage on the other.

The various cities would seem rather to have selected the Corinthian
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types independently of one another, and for their own individual con-

venience and profit, much in the same way as many Asiatic cities, long
after the death of Alexander, copied the Macedonian tetradrachm, which
his conquests had raised to the rank of an international coin, familiar in

all the markets of the Greek East.

In the outset no doubt the Corinthian coinage may have been imposed
either by choice or necessity upon Anactorium and Leucas by the mother

city, Corinth
;
but from these mints the system appears to have spread

naturally enough throughout the Achelous-district among towns which,
as members of the Acarnanian League, were quite beyond the influence

of the '

city of the two seas.'

Thus, as Dr. Imhoof-Blumer (Acarnania, p. 12) has pointed out, the

Pegasos staters within the limits of Acarnania became a quasi-federal
Acarnanian coinage, while outside those limits they would circulate freely
side by side with the staters of Corinth herself, Ainbracia, Syracuse, etc.,

as a generally recognised international currency.

PELOPONNESUS.

The history of the coinage of the Peloponnesus, regarded as a whole,

may be summed up in a few words. From the age of Pheidon of Argos
down to the Persian wars the only coins generally current in Pelopon-
nesus were on the north coast the Corinthian Pegasos staters, elsewhere
the staters of Aegina. In the interior the Arcadian triobols served the

purpose of small change. The Aeginetic standard continued to be

everywhere prevalent in Peloponnesus.
The splendid and varied series of Elis does not begin before the close

of the period of archaic art (circ. b. c. 480). Between the Persian and

Peloponnesian wars we note an increase in the number of Arcadian

mints, Cleitor, Heraea, Mantineia, Pallantium, Paroreia, and Psophis, all

issuing small silver coins in addition to the money of the Arcadian

League. In the next period, B.C. 430-370, the Arcadian Federal money
is entirely superseded by the local issues of the various Arcadian cities.

The place occupied of old by the Aeginetic stater is now filled by the

beautiful staters of Elis, Sicyon, and Argos.
With the restoration of Messene and the renewal, under Theban

auspices, of the Arcadian Confederation, B.C. 370, Messene and Megalo-
polis were added to the now considerable number of Peloponnesian mints.

After B.C. 322, when Peloponnesus had for the most part fallen under
Macedonian dominion, the greater number of the Peloponnesian towns
ceased to strike silver in their own names, and between B.C. 280 and
146 the Federal coinage of the Achaean League became little by little

the chief currency in Peloponnesus, the types and style of which, the
few mints which held aloof from the League tended more and more to

imitate.

With the constitution of the Roman Province in B.C. 146, all silver

money (except perhaps at Patrae) was put an end to. Bronze coins

continued, however, to be issued at many towns. As a rule the Imperial
coinage is confined to the time of Sept. Severus and his family.
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The following table includes the coins not only of Peloponnesus, but

of Attica, Aegina, and Corinth :—
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The bronze coins of the fourth century for the most part resemble the

silver, but on some specimens the bull on the obverse is replaced by a

head of Pallas or of Zeus (?).
See also Achaean League.

Imperial of Severus, Caracalla, and Geta. Types : Artemis huntress,

Asklepios, Tyche sacrificing.

SICYONIA.

[Annali di Corrisjwndenza archeologica, 1830, p. 336.]

Sicyon, during the period of its greatest prosperity, consisted of an

acropolis about two miles from the Corinthian Gulf, a lower town at its

foot, and a port-town. The large number of its coins still extant

sufficiently attests the ancient wealth and commercial importance of

the city. It does not appear to have struck coins before the middle of

the fifth century, nor indeed does its money become plentiful much
before b. c. 400.

Before B. c. 400.

Dove with open wings, in act of alight-

ing.

Chimaera, beneath M[= Z].

Chimaera.

Forepart of chimaera.

Dove with closed wings.
Id.

Dove's head.

Large M=Z in incuse square, within

the letter sometimes a floral ornament
M, Drachm.

Doveflyinginincuse square, incomers W
[
= Z] and A (for ^.paxiir}) M, Drachm.

Dove flying in incuse square, in corners

Z and T (Tpta.^oXoz/) . M Triob.

Id. Z and ('o^dXos) . . M Obol.

M = Z in incuse square . Ai \ Obol.

Dove flying in incuse squai'e, in corners

Z and H
('H/xto/3dXioi/) . JR \ Obol.

Id iRi-Obol.

Witliout Incuse Square.

t.E Chimaera.

Apollo, kneeling
bow and arrows.

on one knee, with
Flying dove .

^E in laurel-wreath
M Triob.

M i OboL

Circ. B.C. 400-322.

CE (rarely^ I) Chimaera, above, some-

times, wreath
; beneath, sometimes

kneeling Apollo with bow. Head of

river-god Asopus (?), etc.

SE or i.\ Dove alighting.

Fig. 224.

Dove flying in laurel-wreath, often with

letters in field, A, E, I, N, AO, AP,

PA, ^IBYPTI0[^, etc., or symbols,

bow, ivy-leaf, etc. (Fig. 224) .

JR Stater and Drachm,

Id, . . ^ . . . . M Drachm.
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CE or CI Chimaera.

C or CI Dove aHffhtin<Tf.

B or C Lion walking.
Head of Apollo.
Id.

Apollo kneeling with bow and arrows.

Apollo with lyre, seated on i'ock>

Head of Apollo.

Dove flying. Letters in field .

M Triobol.

M Diobol.

Id M Obol.

Id M\ Obol.

Id M Obol.

Lyre in wreath . . . M, Obol.

Lyre Al ^ Obol.

ZE in wreath . . . . M, ^ Obol.

ZE in monogram . . . M. ^ Obol.

Beoxze.

Naked Apollo holding up a long fillet,

which falls behind his back ; in

field, dove.

Dove flying.

Id.

Head of Apollo.
Dove flying.

Zl Dove feeding.

Zl in wreath M -65

Tripod in wreath . . . . . tE -65
Z in wreath M -55
Z in wreath M

-^j

Magistrates' names, EY, AH, OEY, KAE,
ME, TE, within a wreath . tE -65

Zl Tripod in wreath . . . ^ -7

Some of the names on these bronze coins have been identified by
R. Weil [Zeif. f. iV., vii. 376) with historical personages, among whom
Euphron may be mentioned, who made himself tyrant of Sicyon shortly
after B.C. 368,

Circ. B.C. 322-25 L

After the close of the Lamian war, B.C. 322, Sicyon passed for a time
into the hands of the Macedonians, under whose rule tetradrachms were
struck there, with the name and types of Alexander the Great (b. c.

316-308), (Miiller, Mon. iVAlex., Nos. 864-898). A large number of these

tetradrachms was discovered near Patrae in 1850 (C. T. Newton, Num.
Chron., 1853, p. 29). Some of the accessory symbols on these coins, such
as Apollo holding a fillet behind his back, and the Chimaera, are

undoubtedly Sicyonian. The whole class is distinguished by its

peculiar fabric. The majority of the specimens have the throne of

Zeus surmounted by two small figures of Nike.

Contemporary with these tetradrachms are the following series of

Aeginetic triobols (or Attic tetrobols) and bronze:—
Flying dove. Large Z surrounded by magistrate's

name, all in shallow incuse square .

M Triobol.

Among the names the following occur:— AINEIAZ, AAEZinisI,
AMEINIAZ, ANAPnNlAAZ, OPAZYKAHZ, KAEANAPOZ, AYAIAAAZ,
ZENOTIMOZ, OAYMniAAAZ, nOAYKPATHZ, HPOMAXIAAZ, ZnZI-
KPATHZ.

Flying dove and one of the above
names.

Dove feeding, ANAPOTIMOZ.
Head of Apollo.

Zl in wreath JE '65

Z I Tripod in wreath . . . tE •

7
Zl Dove flying, carrying fillet, and

magistrate's name . . . . _^ -7

For coins of Sicyon as member of the Achaean League, see p. 351.
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Concerning the coins of Sicyon, Col. Leake remarks {Nwn. Hell., p. 95)
that 'the change from ^EKYHN or CEIKYHN to ?IK YHN occurred about

the time of Alexander the Great. The bird is probably the wood -pigeon,

great numbers of which still inhabit the cliffs that surround the ancient

site. They were perhaps sacred to Aphrodite, whose temple was one of the

principal edifices of Sicyon, and in which there was a seated statue of the

goddess by Canachus (Pans., ii. 10).'

The M = Z, which so frequently occurs as a coin type, was the device of

the city, and was placed by the Sicyonians on their shields (Xen., Hell.,

iv. 4).

Imperial coins exist from Domitian to Geta. Inscr., CIKYnNljQN.

Types, various
;
the most remarkable is a representation of a tomb (cf.

Paus., ii. 7, 2). The coin shows a small distyle temple on a rock, flanked

by two tall terminal figures, and by two cypress trees. Another coin has

for type a Maenad in attitude of frenzy, holding a sword and a bunch of

grapes, perhaps one of the Maenads in the temple of Dionysos at Sicyon
mentioned by Pausanias

(ii. 7, 5). Another very frequent type is a

naked Apollo with hands raised, holding a long fillet. There also occur

on Imperial coins of Sicyon figures of Aphrodite and Eros, of Dionysos,
of Pan, of Artemis Pheraea (Paus., ii. 10, 7), of Demeter, of Tyche 'A/cpata

(Paus., ii. 7, 5), etc.

ACHAIA.

Aegae was in early times (after Helice) the chief seat of the worship
of Poseidon in Achaia.

The town gradually fell into decay, until, before the time of Alexander

the Great, the remnant of its inhabitants migrated to the neighbouring

Aegeira. Its coins are triobols of the Aeginetic standard.

B.C. 480-430.

D ^^ A Forepart of goat.

D I A Forepart of goat.

{Zeit.f. Num., v. 1.6, 7, 8.)

Incuse square quartered . M, Triob.

^A0IAMA Archaic head of bearded

Dionysos ivy-crowned in incuse squai'eM Triob.

Circ. B.C. 430-365.

AlC Forepart of goat AICAION Similar head of fine style .

M Triob.

Head of young Dionysos crowned with AICAION Goat standing . ^R Obol.

ivy.

See Zeit.f. Num., v. p. 5, and Imhoof, Mo7i. Gr., p. 157.

Aegeira. To this town, which stood between Aegae and Pellene, the

inhabitants of the former place removed when it fell into decay.

Circ. B. c. 350.

Head of Pallas in close fitting crested AIT Forepart of goat in wreath. M-^$
helmet.

For Federal coins, see Achaean League, p. 351.

After B.C. 146.

Al ripATAN Veiled female head. I Goat standing in wreath . M -6$
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Imperial, Severus, Domna, and Plautilla.

AiriPATnN.
Inscr., AireiPATHN, rarely

Aegium, the chief political and religious centre of Achaia, and the

meeting-place of the delegates of the various cities which composed the

League. Of this town, with the exception of the federal money (p. 351),
bronze coins only are known.

HMI0B€AIN Head of Zeus.

AinenN HeadofZeus.

Circ. B.C. 146-43.

AinenN Kiver god (Selinus)
JR -8

HMIOBCAIN Zeus hurling fulmen

(iDiob. Zeus Soter, cf. Paus., vii. 23, 7).

^.85
Other varieties with magistrates' names, OEOZIOS KAHTAIOZ.

Al n enN Head of Zeus. HM I OBEAI N Nympli Phthia with in-

flated veil following a dove, which
looks back at her . . . . M .85

- The type of this coin alludes to a local myth, which told how Zeus in

the form of a dove seduced the nymph Phthia (Athenaeus, ix. p. 395 ;

Aelian, Var. Hist., i. 15). HMIOBCAIN is supposed to be a variant of
HMIOBOAION.

AinenN HeadofZeus. HMIOBeAiN Infant Zeus suckled by
goat between two trees. The goat
looks back at an eagle . . . M

•>]

This type is explained by Strabo, viii. p. 387, laTopova-i 8' kvravOa koX

Tov Aia vtt' alybs rpacfyrivai. Kaddirep (fyrjcrl kol "Aparos.

AinenN Head of young Dionysos
crowned with ivy.

AinenN Bust of Artemis.

OEOZIOZKAHTAIOS Eagle. ^.7

OEOZIOS KAHTAIOZ Female figure,

Eileithyia(?), standing holding knife
(?)

^•7
Cf. Pausanias, vii. 23, 5, where, however, Eileithyia is said to have held

a torch.

Imperial coins from Hadrian to Geta. Types : Ant. Pius, Artemis

holding two torches (Paus., vii. 24, i). Others reading ZeYC MePAC
are associated with a figure of Zeus, hurling fulmen and holding eagle.

Bura, destroyed by an earthquake B.C. 373, but subsequently rebuilt,

joined the Achaean League b. c. 275, but none of its federal coins
have as yet been found. Imperial, of Severus and his family. Inscr.,
BOYPAeujN. Types: Herakles wielding club, perhaps a copy of the
statue of Herakles Buraecus in the oracular cavern, sacred to Herakles,
between Bura and the Corinthian Gulf. - Another coin has Eileithjda

facing, holding a torch (cf. Paus., vii. 23. 3, 5).

Ceryueia. Federal coins only (see p. 351).

Dyme, the most western city of Achaia, bordering upon Elis, struck
small silver and bronze coins circ. B. c. 350 (Zeii. f. Num., vii. 366).
Inscr. AY or AYMA.
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Female head. Amphora M. Obol.

Id. Broad fish M -6^
Head of Pallas. AY in wreath M -d^
Female head, veiled. Id ^'65
For other varieties, and for coins struck at Dyme as a Roman colony,

reading C. I. D. or C. I. A. DVM. (Colonia Julia Augusta, Dumaeorum),
J. Caesar to Tiberius, sometimes with names of the Duumviri quin-

quennales followed by the formula EX. D. D. (ex deereto deeurionum),
see Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 162 sqq.

See also Federal Coins, p. 351.

Helice. The most ancient of all the cities of Achaia was totally

destroj-ed in the earthquake of B.C. 373, when its territory was in-

corporated with that of Aegium.

Giro. B.C. 400-373.

EAIK (retrog.) Head of Poseidon dia- Trident between dolphins in wreath,

demed within a circle of waves. {^-f- ^•j vii. PI. VIII. 6) . ^ -7

At this city was a famous temple of Poseidon, called Helikonios, to whose

anger the destruction ofthe town was attributed [Num. Ckron., 1 861, p. 216).

Fatrae, previously known under the name of Aroe, was a port on the

Corinthian Gulf between Aegium and Dyme. As a member of the

Achaean League from B.C. 280 it issued silver coins (p. 351), but

apparently none of bronze.

Circ. B.C. 146-43.

After the dissolution of the League it appears to have been allowed to

retain the exceptional privilege of striking money both in silver and bronze.

Head of Aphrodite (?).

Head of Zeus.

APICTAPXOC AAMUUNOC Diony-
sos holding thyrsos.

AAMACI AC and HATP (in mon.) all

ill wreath -^36 grs.

ATYC AICXPIUUNOC and same mon.
in wreath -^36 grs.

TTATPCUUN Sepulchral monument of

the oekist Patreus, all in wreath of

ivy ^ -7

This monument, according to Pans., vii. 20, stood in the agora of

Patrae. Among other types are the following, bearing the names of

various magistrates in full :
—

Pallas, with shield and spear, advancing

(of. Pans., vii. 20) .... ^ -8

Poseidon wielding trident (cf. Paus., vii.

21) ^-75

Head of bearded Herakles.

Head of Pallas.

Owl, magistrate, AAMACI AC. Trident, between TT-A . . . ^ -55

It was at Patrae that M. Antonius passed the winter before the battle

of Actium, B.C. 32-31, and it must have been on this occasion that coins

were struck at Patrae with the portrait of Cleopatra, rev. Head-di-ess of

Isis. After the battle of Actium, Augustus established a colony at

Patrae, which continued to strike money until the time of Gordianus,
Inscr. C. A. A. P. (Colonia Augusta Aroe Patrensis). Among the remark-
able types are copies of the statues of Artemis Laphria, with her dog beside

her, by Menaeehmus and Soidas in the temple of that goddess at Patrae.
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This statue was transported to Patrae by Augustus from Aetolia.

Pausanias (vii. i8, 6) thus describes it, crxijixa rod ayakfxaTO's drjpevovcra

eaTLv' eX€(f)avTos be Kal )(^pvcrov TreTTOtr/rat.

In honour of this goddess a splendid festival was celebrated at Patrae,

in which Pausanias tells us that the priestess of the goddess, a maiden
drawn in a biga of stags, closed the festal procession. This type occurs

on coins of M. Aurelius. Another statue mentioned by Pausanias (vii.

20, 5), which is copied on coins of Commodus, is that of Asklepios.
Other types show Hermes seated on a rock, with a ram before him,

perhaps copied from a statue at Corinth (Pans., ii. 3, 4). The following

topographical type is also worthy of remark:—Plan of the town and
harbour of Patrae ; above, three temples ; below, a statue on a pedestal.
This type is varied on coins of Gordian, where we see a colossal statue

in the centre of the harbour, galleys within the port, and several small

buildings over it.

Pellene, the most eastern town in Achaia, struck silver and bronze
coins in the latter half of the fourth centuiy.

Head of Apollo.

Lyre.
Head of Apollo.

Circ. B.C. 370-322.

PEA in laurel-wreath . . M Triob.

P-E Tripod .5^] -5

'PE {in mon.) Eam's head in wreath

Apollo Theoxenios was the god chiefly worshipped at Pellene, eo-ri Kal

'ATToAAwyos &€o^€VLov YI^WrjvevcTLV Upov' TO 6e ayaXp-a x^^i^^^ TreTrotrjrai

(Pans., vii. 27).

Pellene became a member of the Achaean League about B.C. 270
(see p. 351).
On the Imperial coins, Severus and family, inscr. TTEAAHNenN, are

figures of Dionysos Lampter (Paus., /. c), standing naked with kantharos
and thyrsos, and of Artemis with torch and bow (Paus., /. c.)

: tiXtjctiov he

Tov
^

AiTokkctivos paos iartv 'Apre/xt8os, To^evovar]^ 8e
?/ 0e6s Trape^erat o-^T/jua.

ACHAEAN LEAGUE.

[Leicester AVarren, Greek Federal Coinage, London, 1863 ; Lambros, P., Zeitschrift

fur Numismatik, 1875, p. 160; "Weil, R., Zeit. f. Num., 1882, p. 199.]

The earliest federal money of this famous League appears to date from
the time before the Macedonian Conquest.

Before circ. B.C. 330.

Head of Zeus Homagyrios. AX (in mon.) . . M Hemidrachm.
Head of Pallas. Id M -^

It was not, however, until the reorganization of the League in b.o. 280,
when Patrae and Dyme succeeded in throwing off the yoke of the Mace-
donians, that the plentiful coinage, which for about 130 years formed the

staple of the currency of Peloponnesus, regularly commenced. Gradually,
as town after town was brought within the political union, the circle of
federal mints went on widening, each town on its admission to the

League agreeing to adopt a uniform coinage, not only in silver, but also
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in bronze ;
for identity of laws, weights, measures, and coinage was, as

Polybins, ii. 37, informs us, imposed by the central authorities upon all

the members of the Confederation: wcrre /X7j ixovov (jviJ.ixaxiKi]v koX (piXiKi]v

KOLVcoviav y^yovivai TTpayixaTMV Trept avrovs, akXa /cat v6\xois XRW^^i- '^'^'-s avTols

KOl (TTaOlXols Kol [lirpOLS KOL VOlxi(TlXa(XL, K.T.X.

The types of the federal silver coin were as follows :
—

Fig. 225.

Head of Zeus Homagyrios (Fig, 225). The Achaean monogram, around which
various letters, monograms, local sym-
bols, names of magistrates or of cities,

usually abbreviated, all within wreath

of bay /H, 40-34 grs.

It is upon these symbols, etc., that the classification to particular
cities is based with more or less probability.
The bronze coinage is much more historically important than the

silver, since it offers the name of each city in full, preceded by the name
of the Achaeans collectively, e.g. AXAIHN KOPlNOinN, etc. Types as

follows :
— *

Full length figure of Zeus Homagyrios
j

Demeter Panachaia (?) seated, holding

holding Nike and leaning on sceptre. |

wreath and resting on sceptre . iE -7

On one side is the name of the city, on the other a local magistrate's
name, nearly always at full length,

Zeus Homagyrios, the assembler of men, and Demeter Panachaia, were
the protecting divinities of the League, wdiose temples stood side by side

at Aegium, where the central assembly held its meetings, i(f)€^i]s be rw

'Oliayvp'n^ Att Ylavayaias ecrrt A?;jur;rpo? (Paus,, vii. 24, 2),

The towns which took part in this federal currency are about forty-
three in number. The probable date of admission to the League is

added wherever I have been able to ascertain it.

In Achaia, B.C.

Aegeira, 274(1) M Symh. Half-goat .

Aegium, 275 , JH Symb. freq. Fulmen

Ceryneia, 273 iH „ Trident

Dyrae, 280 . M „ Fish ,

Patrae, 2S0 . M „ Dolphin.
Pellene, 274(1) M Symb, Li/re or vaf<e

M AXAinN AITEIPAinN.
JE AXAinN AITEnN.
JE AXAinN KAPYNEHN.
JE AXAinN AYMAinN.

JE AXAinN HEAAANEnN.

Sicyon, 251 . JR Symh. Dove, tripod . , . ^ AXAinN ZlKVnNinN,
Phlius, 228 JE AXAinN OAEIAZinN.
Corinth, 243 . Al „ or Peyasos . . ^ AXAinN KOPlNOinN.
Megara, 243 . A{ „ Li/re JE AXAinN METAPEnN.
Pagae, 208 JE AXAinN nATAinN.
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In Argolis, B.C.

Argos, 228 . 1^ ^^^^;^
Wolfs-head,

harpa,]^
^^ AXAinN APrEinN.

Cleonae, 229 '. '.
M AXAinN KAEnNAinN.

Epidaurus, 243 M Sjmh. Serpent, cu2)j)ing-vessel M AXAIflN ETTIAAYPEnN.
Hermione, 229 ^ AXAinN EPMIONEilN.

I71 Arcadia, b. c.

Alea,bef. 235 ^ AXAIflN AAEATAN.
Alipheira, 194 ^ AXAIjQN AAI^EIPEHN.
Asea, 194 JE AXAinN ASEATAN (or nN).
Callista, i94(]) ^ AXAinN KAAAIITATAN.
Caphyae, 227 . M Symh. Head of Pallas . .E AXAinN KA(t>YEnN.
Cleitor. . . . Ai Letters KAH .... iE AXAinN KAEITOPinN.
Dipaea, 194 , '. M AXAinN AlHAIEnN.
Elisphasii, 194 M AXAinN EAIZ<I>AZinN.

Gortys, 194 JE AXAinN KOPTYNinN.
Heraea,bef. 234 ^ AXAinN HPAIEnN
Lusi JE AXAinN AOYZIATAN.
Mantiiieia, bef. 222 M Symb. Trident.

Mantineia, called)^ Letters AN .... ^ AXAinN ANTITONEnN.
Antigoneia, 222

j

Megalopolis, 234 {^ ^}^tn'^"''!''\^'''^'''^' .}
^ AXAinN MErAAOnOAIinN.

Methydrium '.'.'.'.'.. M AXAinN MEOYAPIEnN.
Pallantium, 194 M Hyrah. U\A, Trident . ^ AXAinN HAAAANTEnN.
Pheneus, 234 . M „ Caduceus . . . M AXAinN c^ENEnN.
T.,. ,. o fiE AXAinN 0irAAEnN or
Phigaha, 208

I (DIAAEnN.

Stymphalus,bef.2 34 M AXAinN STYMcDAAinN.
Tegea, 222 . . M Letters TE . . . . M AXAinN TETEATAN.
Teuthis M AXAinN TEYOIAAN.
Theisoa, 194 . ^ AXAinN OIZOAinN(orEnN).
Thelpusa, bef. 234 M AXAinN GEAnOYZinN.

la Elis, B.C.

Elis, 191 . M lieiters FA, Eagle, dove,ftdmen M AXAinN AAEinN.
Hypana JE AXAinN YFTANnN.

In Messenia, b. c.

Asine JE AXAinN AZiNAinN.
Corone,i84 JE AXAinN KOPnNAinN.
Messene, 191. . ^, Letters MEZ or ME . vE AXAinN MEZZANinN.

In Laconia, B.C.

Lacedaemon, 192 M ^iymh. Pilei of DiosJcuri.

ACHAIA (Roman Province).

The only Imperial coins of the Roman Province of Achaia which call

for special notice are the following, which belong rather to the class of

dedicatory medallions than to the ordinary currency, although it is
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probable that they also circulated as money. It was no unusual thing
for wealthy individuals to undertake, on behalf of their native cities, the

entire expenses of religious festivals, games, dedications of temples, or

other solemnities, in return for municipal honours of various kinds. The
sums paid into the local exchequer by such public benefactors, when
issued in the form of coin, usually bore the name of the donor in the

nominative case, together with his honorary title and the verb avid-qKe,

followed by the name of the city or province in the dative or genitive.
Such dedicatory pieces are not uncommon in Asia Minor, but in

Europe they are very rarely met with.

The following examples were struck at Corinth by Hostilius Marcellus,

the priest of the worship of the deified Antinous, and by him dedicated

to the Achaeans and Corinthians :
—

OCTIAIOC MAPKeAAOC lePEYC TOY ANTINOOY Bust of

Antinous.

Eev., TOIC AXAIOIC ANeOHK€N Antinous leaning on terminal figure,

or as Bellerophon taming Pegasos (Mion., ii. i6o. 97, 98).

Another, but with KOPlNOinN ANeOHKEN.
Eev. Type, Helios in biga (Mion., ii. 180, 239).

ELIS.

Circ. B.C. 480-421.

Figs. 226, 227.

The beautiful silver coins of Elis, of the Aeginetic standard, form a

series, which, for the variety of treatment, and the high artistic ability
which it evinces, is excelled by no other class of, coins in European Greece.

There are no coins of Elis which can be said to belong to the period of

archaic art before the Persian wars
;
but from about b. c. 480 until Elis

became dependent upon Macedon after the Lamian war, B.C. 322, the
silver staters of Elis form an almost unbroken series, which Professor

Gardner, in his able essay on the coins of Elis {Nmih. C//ron., 1879,

p. 221 sqq.), has arranged in fifteen periods, corresponding with the

political history of the city. In the present work a more general
classification is all that need be attempted.
The whole land of Elis was sacred to the Olympian Zeus, and the

symbols of this god, t/te Thunder-holt., and the 'Eagle with a seiyeut, a hare,
or other animal in his claws, the well-known omen of victory sent by
Zeus, Ato? ripas alytoxoLo (II., xii. 31 1), form the constant types of the
coins of Elis from about B.C. 480-421 (Figs. 226-229). Other varieties
exhibit Nih in various attitudes, running to crown a victor in the games,
or seated on a cippus, or standing with the sacred fillet in her hand

;
or

again, the Oh/w.pian Zeus himself, enthroned, with his eagle flying beside

him, or wielding the thunder-bolt.

A a
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Figs. 228, 229.

The following coin is remarkable, as bearing the engraver's name
EY0 . . .

,
not improbably the same EYO . . . who was shortly after-

wards employed as a coin engraver at Syracuse (p. 100) :
—

Eagle devouring hare. Incuse square, within which FA, Nike

with spread wings running 1., hold-

ing wreath in outstretched hand
;

in

front EYO .... M Stater.

The inscriptions on the coins of the above period are FA or FAAEION,
and in one instance OAYMPIKON without the name of the Eleians at

all, denoting probably that the coin was issued on the occasion of one

of the Olympic festivals, at which, as at Delphi diiring the Pythian
festivals, fairs or markets were held, such as would naturally call forth

an unusually large issue of Eleian coins, for the convenience of visitors

from all parts of the Greek world.

Circ. B.C. 421-365.

The introduction of the head of Hera as an Eleian coin-type is sup-

posed by Professor Gardner
(o/j. c'lf.)

to have been introduced both at

Elis and Argos about the time of the alliance contracted, circ. b. c. 420,
between Elis, Argos, and Mantineia. But, although it is quite con-

ceivable that in the worship of Hera the Argives and Eleians may have
found a bond of union, which they expressed upon their respective

coinages, I cannot admit that the head of Hera, either at Elis or at

Argos, makes its appearance on the coins before the end of the fifth

century.
The chief Eleian coin-types of this period are the following :

—

Figs. 230, 231.

Head of Zeus laureate, features large,
hair short behind, style severe.

Head of Hera wearing lofty Stephanos
adorned with conventional flowers,
the letters HPA sometimes above or
on the Stephanos.

F-A Fulmen in" wreath of wild olive

(Fig. 230) AX Stater.

Id. (Fig. 231)M Stater, Drachm, * Dr. & Obol.
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Fig. 232.

Eagle's head of noble style, beneath

it, a leaf, on which sometimes en-

graver's initials AA (or A A).

FA Fulmen in wreath of wild olive

(Fig. 232)M Stater, Drachm, Triobol,& Obol.

On the drachm the Eagle's head is accompanied by a lizard.

Another type (Fig. 233), which is supposed to have been sug-

gested by the trophy erected by the Eleians in commemoration of a

victory which they gained over Agis king of Sparta (Pans., vi. 2, 4),

shows Nike with spread wings and holding a palm in her hand, seated on a

basis of Uoo steps.

Fig. 233.

This type is one of the most striking compositions in Greek numis-
matic art. The monument, which it probably represents more or less

faithfully, was the work of the Sculptor Daedalus of Sicyon, and was
set up about B.C. 400 in the altis at Olympia. Professor Gardner has
even ventured to suggest that Daedalus may actually have been

employed to engrave coins for the Eleians about this time, and that

the letters A A which he reads on some specimens (Fig. 232) may stand
for his name, but Dr. Imhoof-Blumer (Mon. Gr., p. 168) disputes the

reading A A and prefers to read A A.

Circ. B.C. 365-322.

Fig. 234.

This period embraces the age of the Theban supremacy in Pelopon-
nesus, of the war between Elis and the Arcadians, and of the Spartan
and Macedonian alliances.

A a 2
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The Eleian coins now offer a Iiead of Zeus of softer and more ornate

style than the large and severe conception of the same divinity previ-

ously met with (Fig. 234). A head of the ni/m^jh Olpnpia, sometimes

accompanied by her name OAYMPIA, now also makes its appearance
on the money of Elis, and may be intended as an assertion of the claim
of the Eleians to the exclusive administration of the Olympic games ;

a

right which the Pisatans, backed by the Arcadians, successfully disputed
on the occasion of the 104th Olympiad (b.c. 364), (See Pisa, p. 357.)
To this period probably belong also the- series of coins with the head of

Hera, rev., Ear/h within a ivreatJi. of olive {Num. Chron., 1879, PI. XIV.),
these heads being unquestionably later in style than the bolder Hera-head
of the preceding period (Fig. 231). The inscription on the money of

this time is FA or FAAEinN.

Circ. B.C. 322-312.

During this period of Macedonian supremacy, if any coins were struck
at Elis, they will probably be found among the tetradrachms issued by
Alexander's generals in Peloponnesus in the name and with the types of

Alexander the Great (cf. Muller, Mon. d'Alex., Nos. 894 and 895).

Circ. B.C. 312-271.

Fig. 235.

During the precarious autonomy which followed the expulsion of

Telesphorus, a general of Antigonus, who had made himself supreme
in Elis, the series of Eleian coins begins again. The types of most

frequent occurrence are Heads of Zeus and of Hera, of late, and often of

careless style. That of Zeus has flowing hair, and closely resembles the

contemporary Zeus-head on the coins of Boeotia, struck after Demetrius
had presented Thebes with her freedom, B.C. 288 (cf. Figs. 235 and 201).
Some of the later specimens of these coins bear the letters A P or API,

showing them to have been struck under the rule of Aristotimus, who
made himself despot of Elis B.C. 272-271 (Justin, xxvi. i).

Circ. B.C. 271-191.

Fig. 236.
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Throughout this long period, the Head of Zeus and the Eagle, frequently-

contending with a serpent, are the types of most common occurrence.

In style they exhibit a steady degradation, and as a rule they bear in

the field the initials of the names of successive tyrants, none of whom
have however been identified (Fig. 236).

Circ. B.C. 191-146.

In B.C. 191 Elis was compelled by the Achaeans, much against her

will, to join their League. (For coins, see p. 352.)

Circ. B.C. 146-43.

With the Roman conquest the series of the silver coins of Elis

comes to an end, but the town still continued to issue bronze money
of base style.

Head of Zeus. 1 FAAEinN in wreath . . . ^ -8

Head of Apollo.
|

FA Zeus striding to right, wielding
fulmen and holding eagle . -^ -6

Imperial Times.

Hadrian to Caracalla. Inscr., HAEIHN or HAEIUUN. The following

types deserve especial mention. Hadrian, rev.. Figure of Zeus Olympios
seated on throne, holding Nike, and resting on sceptre. Hadrian,

rev.. Head of Zeus Olympios (Gardner, Types of Gk. Coins, PI. XV. 18 and

19). There can be no doubt that these two remarkable coins are copies
of the head, and of the entire statue of the world-renowned chrysele-

phantine Zeus of Pheidias at Olympia, and moreover that they are the

most faithful copies of this masterpiece which have been handed down to

us (cf. Gardner, Coins of Elis, p. 47 sq.). Hadrian, rev.. River-god Alpheius

reclining, holding in his right hand a wreath and in his left a reed, at

his feet an urn with a palm. It was on the banks of this river that the

Olympian games were solemnized, to which the palm in a prize urn
here alludes.

Fisa. The ancient city of Pisa, a little to the east of Olympia, had
been destroyed by the Eleians in B.C. 572, but the descendants of its

former inhabitants continued to be distinguished as Pisatans, and in

B. c. 364 the Arcadians determined to restore to them their ancient right
of presiding over the Olympic games. This attempt proved successful

on the occasion of the 104th Olympiad. The Pisatans then seized the

temple treasures, and converted them into coin for the payment of

troops. A few specimens of this money, which is of gold, have been

preserved.

PICA Three half thunderbolts . . .

K Trihemiobol, 24 grs.

Thunderbolt ... it Obol.

Head of Zeus. {Num. Chron., 1879,
PI. XIV. 7.)

Id. {Ibid., PI. XIV. 8.)

After this bold attempt on the part of the Pisatans, the Eleians
recovered the presidency of the games, and forthwith ordered the

104th celebration to be omitted, as having been illegal, from the
official list of Olympiads.
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Nam ismatische

ISLANDS OFF ELIS.

[De Bosset, Sar les Med. chs ties de Cephallenia et d"Ithaca, London, 1845.

Zeitimg, 1837. Gardner, Num. CJiron., 1885, p. 81.]

Cephallenia, the largest of the Ionian islands, derived its name from

the hero Kephalos. In historical times this island was a tetrapolis, the

land being divided between the four towns. Same, Proni, Pale, and

Cranii, each of which seems to have been independent of its neighbours.
The money standard of the Cephallenian towns was the same as that

which prevailed in Corcyra, viz. a light form of the Aeginetic. (Stater,

172 grs. [Drachm, 86 grs.] ; Tetrobol, 58 grs. ; Triobol, 44 grs. ; Diobol,

29grs. ; Trihemiobol, 22 grs. ; Obol, 14 grs.)

Cranii, B. C 500-430 or later. The archaic silver money of this town,

Inscr., KR, KRA, KRAN, etc., shows on the obverse a ram's head (Stater);
ram (Triob.); forepart of ram, R. TRI (Trihemiob.) ;

head of ram (Obol).
The usual reverse type is a bow. The following types also occur:—
Female bust of archaic style.

Female head of ai'chaic style.

Eam's head in incuse square iR Tetrobol.

Id. ..... . yli Trihemiobol.

Ram's head.

Gorgon-head.
Ram's head.

After circ. B.C. 400.

KPA Animal's hoof M Obol.

TIT A\ Tritetartemorion.

H M Hemiobol.

On the bronze coins of the fourth century the usual types are :
—Ram,

rev., boio
;
BnlVs head, rev., K

; Ham, rev., H
; Kephalos standing resting on

spear, rev., KTPA, ranis head or hoof\ Head of Pallas, rev., K or H
;
Head of

Pallas, rev., Kephalos kneeling with bow in hand
; Helmet, rev., K

;
etc.

It will be seen that the types for the most part refer to the myth of

Kephalos, and to the cultus of Hermes, his reputed father, to whom the

ram was sacred.

Imperial
—Domna, Philip I., and Otacilia. See Num.Zeitung, 1837, 113.

Cire. B.C. 480-400.

Incuse square, in which pine-cone and
leaves M. Triobol.

Circ. B.C. 400-350.

KE0AAO? Kephalos naked, seated on

rock holding spear& Tetrobol & Diobol.

. . M. Tetrobol & Diobol.

P Ram.

PA Head of Kephalos, bare.

SimilarPA Female head crowned with corn

leaves (Demeter ?).
'

The same types occur on the bronze coins, but of these the most

frequent reverse type is a corn-grain within the letter P, or the letters

For some other coins, possibly of Pale, see underPA in monogram.
Paros.

Froni :

Circ. B.C. 400-300.

PPHNNnN Club . . . ^ Triob.

PP Fir-cone ^ -65

On the summit of Mt. Aenus, in the southern part of the island, was
the temple of Zeus Atrj/o-tos. This mountain is still covered with forests

Head of Kephalos (?),

Head of Zeus Aenesios.
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of fir-trees, which the fir-cone shows must also haye been the case in

ancient times.

Same
Circ. B.C. 400-300.

Head of Kephalos {V) with short hair,

laureate.

Head of Pallas facing.

Id.

CAM A InN Dog. M Tetrob. and Diob.

Ram.
Id.

M Tetrob.

M -75—6

The clog on the silver coins of Same is the hound Laelaps presented to

Kephalos by Prokris.

Ithaca. This island, which derives its chief interest from the poems of

Homer, issued autonomous bronze coins, which appear to belong chiefly

to the fourth and third centuries. Inscr., lOA, lOAKXlN.

Head of Odysseus in conical pilos.

.Head of Athena.

Id.

Id.

Head of Odysseus.

Fulmen in olive-wreath . . M -6

Head of Odysseus . . . M •85—6

Odysseus (?) naked, standing resting on

spear M -65

Cock ^ -75
Id ^'-65

Pausanias (vi. 26) says that the cock was sacred to Athena, who

appears on coins of Ithaca as the tutelary goddess of Odysseus (Pans.,
viii. 44).

Zacynthns, an important island about ten miles south of Cephallenia,
and the same distance west of the coast of Elis, contained but one city,

which bore the same name as the island. The chief deity of Zacynthus
was Apollo, to whom there was a temple in the lower town. Pliny

(xxxv. 15) mentions Mt. Elatus as a remarkable feature in the island,
' Mons Elatus ibi nobilis.' On this mountain fragments of an inscription
have been found which show that a temple of Artemis once stood there

(Bursian, Geog., ii. 379). The silver money of Zacynthus falls into the

following chronological periods :
—

IA Amphora. {N. C, 1885, PI. III. 2.)

Crescent. {Ibid., PI. III. 3.)

Before b. c. 431.

Tripod in incuse squareM Tetrobol, Diobol, and Obol.

Id M Diobol.

Circ. B.C. 431-394.

Head of Apollo laureate of early style.

{N. C, 1885, PI. III. 8.)
Id. {Ibid., V\. 111. 12.)
Id. {Ibid., PI. III. 13.)

Head of Apollo laureate of early style.

{Ibid., V\. 111. 14.)

Head of Apollo laureate of fine style.

{Ibid., PL III. 18.)

lA TripodM Stater, Tetrobol, Diobol, | Obol.

„ Two laurel leaves . . M, \ Obol.

„ Laui-el leaf in incuse square . . .

M \ Obol.

lAKYNGOt Apollo naked, seated on

rock, playing lyre . . iR Stater.

M Tetrobol.

lAKYNOO^ Youthful Asklepios seated

1. on rock, placing his hand on the

head of a coiled serpent . M Stater.
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Fig. 237.

Head of Apollo laureate of fine style

(Fig. 237).

lAKYNOinN Infant Herakles strang-

ling serpents . . . . M, Stater,

The last mentioned coin was probably issued in B. c. 394, when, after

the battle of Cnidus, the type of the infant Herakles strangling the

serpents became very popular in Greece
;

cf. contemporary coins of

Cnidus, lasus, Ephesus, Samos, Rhodes, Thebes, and Locri Epizephyrii.

Circ. B.C. 394-357.

Head of Apollo laureate of fine style.

{N. C, 1885, PI. III. 20.)

Id. {Ibid., PI. IV. I.)

Id.

Id.

Lyre.

lAKYN Tripod and magistrate's name
M, Stater.

I-A Tripod in laurel-wreath ....
M Tetrobol.

lAKY Tripod and symbol M Diobol.

I A K Altar M\ Obol.

I-A Tripod ^ -75

Circ. B. c. 357.

Head of Apollo laureate.

{N. C, 1885, PI. IV. 7.)

Head of Apollo laureate.

{Ibid., PI. IV. 8.)
Head of Apollo laureate.

{Ibid., PI. IV. 9.)

I-A Tripod, around which the name
A I n N ^ . . . . M Stater.

Large I within which IA and Al .

^E -55
I-A Tripod in wreath, A I . ^ -55

These coins bear the name of Dion of Syracuse, who, while preparing
his expedition against Dionysius the Younger, made Zacynthus his head-

quarters, and before embarking offered solemn sacrifice with great

magnificence to Apollo {Pint., Dion., xxii).

Circ. B.C, 357-146.

The silver and bronze coins of this period are of no special interest.

All the chief varieties are engraved in Professor Gardner's paper on the

coinage of this island {Ntwi. Cliron., 1885, p. 81).
The standard of the Zacynthian silver coins is the same as that of

Corcyra and Cephallenia (Aeginetic reduced). The stater never exceeds
180 grs.
The Inq^erial coins of Zacynthus, M. Antony to Caracalla, are of

various types, Zeus standing, Pan carrying infant Dionysos, Dionysos
standing. River-god, Asklepios standing, etc.
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MESSENZA.

Messene. From the close of the. second Messenian war, B.C. 668, for

the space of 300 years Messenia was subject to Sparta and incorporated
in Laconia. It was not until after the battle of Leuctra that the exiled

descendants of the Messenians were restored to their country, under the

auspices of Epaminondas, and the city of Messene founded B.C. 369 on

the western slope of Mt. Ithome, where stood a temple of Zeus Ithomatas,
whose figure appears on the coinage, and in whose honour an annual

festival ('I^wjuata) was held (Paus., iv.
'^'J,).

The coins of Messene fall

into the following periods :
—

B.C. 369-330.

Fig. 238.

Head of Demeter crowned with corn
;

of the finest style of art (Fig. 238).

MEeSANinN Zeus Ithomatas Bind-

ing to right, wielding fulmen and

holding eagle M, Aeginetic Stater.

The temple of Demeter on Mt. Ithome is mentioned by Pausanias (iv. 31)
as a place of peculiar sanctity, Ai][j.riTpos Upbv Mea-crr^viois iarlv ayiov. The

figure of Zeus on the reverse was probably suggested by the statue

executed by Ageladas for the Messenians while they were settled at

Naupactus, to 8e aya\\xa tov Alos 'AyeXaba fiev ((ttlv €pyov, €TT0L7]di] be e£

apxrjs Tols olKrjo-acrLV kv NauTra/crw ^le(TarjVL(tiv (Paus., iv.
'^'^).

On the restora-

tion of the Messenians to their native land the statue appears to have
been transported to Messene. It was not, however, placed in the temple
of Zeus on Mt. Ithome, but kept in the Priest's house in the lower city.

After circ. B.C. 330.

The Messenians about the time of Alexander adopted the Attic standard
in place of the Aeginetic previously in use. Tetradrachms were now
issued with the old types modified :

—

!**^
, /

Fig. 239.
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Head of Demeter of poor style

(Fig. 239).

MESZANinN Zeus Ithomatas as

before, but of more slim proportions ;

behind, sometimes I OriM. In front,

tripod and magistrate's name . . .

JiX Attic Tetradr.

After circ. b.o. 280.

The next series of Messenian silver money resembles in style the

contemporary coinage of the Achaean League.

Head of Zeus. MEZ Tripod, sometimes with magis-
trate's name. All in wreath . .

iH Attic Tetrobol= Aeginetic Triobol.

There are bronze coins of all the above periods, of which the types for

the most part resemble the silver.

For Federal coins of the Achaean League, see p. 353.

MeCCHNlUUN Female bust veiled

and turreted.

Imperial Times. Severus to Caracalla.

Asklepios standing ^•75

The obverse of this coin represents Messene, the daughter of Triopas,
of whom there was a temple at Messene and a statue of gold and Parian

marble (Pans., iv. 31).

Asine. A town of Messenia built by the Dryopes when they were

expelled from Asine in Argolis, at a very early date.

For Federal bronze coins, see Achaean League, p. 352.

Imperial
— Severus to Geta. Inscr., AClNAinN. Tt/pes

—
Apollo

Pythaeus leaning on pillar (Pans., ii. 36, 5), Asklepios, Hermes.

Coloue. Imperial of Severus, Domna, and Geta. Liscr., KOAHNienN
and K0AujN€ITUuN. Ti/pes

—
Asklepios, Poseidon, Aphrodite facing,

resting on sceptre and holding apple.
The autonomous coins formerly attributed to this city belong to

Colone in the Troad.

Corone derived its name from Coroneia in Boeotia, whence it was
founded. In the Acropolis was a bronze statue of Athena holding a
crow in her hand. It is the head of this goddess which appears on the

coins.

Before circ. B.C. 184.

K P Grapes in ivy-wreath JR Tetrobol.

KOPnNAinN Grapes . M -8

For Federal coins after B.C. 184, see Achaean League, p. '^^i.

Head of Athena.

Id.

Cyparissia, the port of Messene. Imperial—Severus to Geta. Inscr.^

KYnAPICCienN. T^pes
—

Asklepios, Dionysos, Pallas, etc.
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Mothoue
Autonomous Bronze. Circ. B.C. 146-27.

Hephaestos running with torch. MO in plain field

(Imhoof, Mon. Gr., PI. E. 2) M 7

This coin type would lead us to suppose that Lampadephoria were
celebrated at Mothone in honour of Hephaestos. Imhoof

(0/;. cit.'), p. 171.
See also Rev. Num. 1864, p. 187.

Imperial
—Severus to Geta. Inscr., MOOnNAIflN. T^pes

—
Asklepios,

Poseidon, Pallas, Isis, etc., and the Port of Mothone in the form of an

amphitheatre with a galley about to enter it.

Pylus. Bronze of late autonomous times. In»cr., nYAIfiN.

Head of Hera
(X). \ Trident, in field, grapes . M -7

Imp)enal
—Severus to Geta. Tijpes

—
Asklepios, Dionysos, Pallas, and

Ram on a basis.

Thuria. Bronze of late autonomous times.

Head of Demeter
Head of Zeus.

Head of Pallas.

0OY Zeus Ithomatas . . . ^ -9

OOY Pallas standing , . . ^E -85
OOY In wreath ^ .5

Imperial
—Severus to Geta. Inscr.

^ GOYPI ATHN. Types
—Zeus, Pallas,

Asklepios, etc., all with letters AA in the field, indicating that Thuria,

although geographically situated in Messenia, belonged at this time

politically to Laconia (cf. Paus., iv. 31, i).

LACONIA.

Asopus. Bronze of late autonomous times.

Head of Dionysos. |

AZnTTinN Poseidon . . . ^-85

Imperial
—Severus to Geta. /«*(?/., ACvjun€ITuuN. :Z}'^(?5

—
Artemis,

Poseidon, Dionysos, Nemesis, etc.

Boeae. Imperial
—Domna to Geta. /y^cy., BOI ATXlN. Types

—Poseidon,

Asklepios, Artemis, Isis, Eros, etc.

Gjrbliium, the port of Sparta. Imperial
—Severus to Geta. Inscr.,

rY9EATnN. Types
—

Apollo, Herakles, Dionysos, Zeus, Asklepios,
Hermes, the Dioskuri, etc.

Lacedaemon. Of the traditional iron money of Sparta no specimens
have come down to us, nor indeed is there any money of any metal
known to have been struck at Sparta until the third century b. c, the
earliest coin being a tetradrachm copied from those of Alexander the
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Great, but reading BAZI AEOZ APEOZ [Zeif.f. Num., ii. PI. IX. i). Areus,

king of Sparta, who struck this coin, reigned B.C. 310-266. The next

silver coins are usually thought to have been struck after the battle of

Sellasia, B.C. 221. They bear the diademed portrait of a king, believed

by M. Bompois to be Antigonus Doson, but it may be questioned whether

the style and fabric of the coin are not too early for Antigonus Doson.

Professor Gardner suggests that it may be a coin of Areus.

Fig. 240.

Head of king diademed (Fig. 240). A A Archaic agalma of the Apollo of

Amyclae helmeted, holding spear and

bow, and adorned on the side with a

cock standing on an aplustre. Beside

the statue a goat. In field wreath .

M, Tetradrachm.

The reverse type corresponds with the description given by Pausanias

(iii. 19) of the Apollo of Amyclae, but he makes no mention of the goat,

e'xfi 8f ^"^^^
'"f? K(.(\)akr\ Kpdvos, koyxrjv be ev rats X^P^'' '^"^ to^ov.

The following coin was formerly attributed to Lacedaemon, but it is

now usually, and doubtless correctly, attributed to Allaria in Crete.

Head of Athena

(Fig. 244, p. 386 infra.).

A-A Herakles seated on rocks, resting
on his club . JR Tetradr. 235 grs.

To the latter part of the third century also belongs a series of Tetrobols.

Bearded head of Herakles diademate,

laureate, or crowned with ivy.

A A Amj)hora between the pilei of the

Dioskuri. Serpent sometimes twisted

round amphora . . . JR Tetrob.

When, in B.C. 192, Sparta joined the Achaean League after the defeat
of the tyrant Nabis, these types were exchanged for those of the League
(see p. 352).
The autonomous bronze money of Lacedaemon is plentiful. The series

commences in the third century b. c, and extends into Roman times.
The principal obverse types are Heads of Apollo, of the Dioskuri, of

Pallas, of Herakles, of Lykurgos, etc., while those of the reverse are

Club, Owl, Eagle, Two amphorae. Head of Artemis, the Dioskuri, Pan
seated on rock, Artemis huntress, Artemis with torch, Club and caduceus
united, etc.

The following coin must also be ascribed to Lacedaemon :
—

pnM A Head of Roma bare. KOI M AAKe
[8mfxoplcop] Tl KYOA-

PICCI A Artemis Kyparissia standing
JE -8
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(See Zeit. f. Num., vii. p. 17.) The magistrate Tl may be Timaristus

the Ephor whose name occurs in full on other coins.

Among other magistrates' names is also that of EYPYKAHZ, who was

governor of Laconia under Augustus (Strab., p. 366) and of Atratinus

(Imhoof, Mo7i. Gr., p. 172).
The following may be also mentioned :

—
CTTAPTH Diademed bust of Sparta,

daughter of Eurotas and wife of

Lacedaemon, fourth king of Laconia.

Head of Zeus
(1).

AA eni €YPYKAeOC The Dioskuri

galloping ^ i-o

AA eni AAKuuNOC
Dioskuri

Heads of the

. . ^ -8

C. Julius Lacon succeeded his father Eurycles in the government of

Lacedaemon. His name also occurs on a coin of Claudius.

AYKOYPrOC Head of Lycurgus. AA GOOPUUN TIMAPICTOC Club
and caduceus combined . . ^9

This coin is remarkable for the mention of the Ephors, which does not

occur, so far as I am aware, on any other numismatic monument. For
the history of the family of C. Julius Eurycles, see R. Weil {MiUheihmgen
(les Archdologischen Instituts in Athen, Band vi.).

Dr. Imhoof [Moti. Gr., p. 171) also cites Lacedaemonian bronze coins,
with the following remarkable inscriptions:

—
TEPONinN Head of Apollo.
NOMOOYAAKeC Bust of Pallas.

A-A Artemis huntress . . . JE -S

A-A The Dioskuri, Mag. APICTAN-
APOC ^ .8

Imperial
—
Augustus to Salonina. Inscr., \/K, AAK€AAIMONinN. Frin-

cipal Types
—The Dioskuri, Apollo Amyklaeos, Apollo in the attitude of

Apollo Lykios with his hand upon his head, Aphrodite Morpho veiled,
seated on square cippus, and apparently with bonds about her feet as

described by Pausanias (iii. 15), Asklepios, Hygieia, Hermes Agoraios
carrying infant Dionysos (Paus., iii. 11, 14), etc., sometimes with marks
of value AC [o-aptaj A, 5", H (=4, 6, 8) in field (Imhoof, op. cit., p. 173).

Las. This ancient Homeric city was situated a few miles south of

Gythium, near the western coast of the Laconic Gulf.

Imperial
—Severus to Geta. Itiscr., AAHN. I'j/j^es

—
Pallas, Artemis,

Herakles, Asklepios, Hygieia, etc.

ISLANDS OFF LACONIA.

Cranae. The small island near Gythium to which Paris carried off

Helen from Sparta.
Imperial—Maximinus, Philip I., and Otacilia. Inscr., KPANAinN.

Ti/pe
—Head of Athena with A OH.

Cythera. This island had in early times received from the Phoe-
nicians the worship of Aphrodite, and throughout historical times it
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continued to be a special seat of that cultus. Its coins are all of bronze,
and for the most part belong apparently to the second century B.C.

hiscr., KY, KYO, KYOHPinN, etc.

Head of Aphrodite^ sometimes crowned

by flying Eros {Zeit. f. Num., xiii.

PI. IV. 6).

Dove standing or flying , M -6

A n G O L I S.

Argos. In the earliest historical times Argos was the centre of an

amphictyony comprising the towns of Cleonae, Phlius, Sicyon, Epidaurus,
Troezen, Hermione, and Aegina, and it was in Aegina that Pheidon, king
of Argos, set up the first Peloponnesian mint (see p. 331). Whether

Argos herself issued coin in these early days is doubtful, but it is by no
means improbable that the following coins were struck there in the

course of the sixth century B.C., unless indeed we prefer to assign them
to Delos.

Two dolphins in opposite directions.

{Num. Chron., 1884^ PI. XII. 12.)

Incuse square divided as on the earliest

coins of Aegina
JR Aeginetic Stater and Drachm.

A few years before the Persian wars Argos met with a crushing
defeat at the hands of the Spartans, which crippled her power and put
an end to her prosperity for the space of an entire generation. It was
not until about B.C. 468 that, by the destruction of several neighbouring
cities, including Mycenae, and the removal of their population to Argos,
that she regained her ancient importance.

Circ. B.C. 468-400.

The coins which I would attribute to this period are the following :

Wolf.

Half-Wolf.

Wolfs head.

B.

Large A, above which, two deep square
indentations : all in incuse square .

M Dr.

Id .51 1 Dr.

Id M Obol.

Id M ^ Obol.

The wolf is the well known symbol of Apollo Lykios, whose worship
at Argos dates from very remote times. The idea embodied in the wolf
is that of Winter slain by the God of Light and Warmth. Hence
Sophocles {Electr. 6) calls the agora of Argos roC Xvkoktovov Qeov ayopa
AvKetos, for here stood the temple of the god (Paus., ii. 19). The object
3 on the Hemiobol can hardly in this instance stand for the letter H, as
a mark of value for i)iihoj36\loi>, for it frequently recurs on bronze coins
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of Argos, where such an interpretation is highly improbable (see Imhoof-

Bluraer, Num. Zeif., 1877). It is perhaps a Temple-kej.

Circ. B.C. 400-322.

The coins of Argos in this period are among the most beautiful in

Greece, as might be expected from the high standing of Argos as a school

of art.

Fig. 241.

Head of Hera wearing steplianos on

which floral ornament (Fig. 241).

Id. (Gardner, Ty2)es, PL VIII., 35,40).

Id.

Id.

ARAEION,ARrEinN andAPrEinN
Two doljDhins in opposite directions

;

between them wolf, helmet, grapes,

ivy-branch, crab, quiver, tripod, bu-

cranium, swan, human head, lyre, or

pomegranate, etc. . . . M Stater.

APTEinN Diomedes, naked but for

chlamys, grasj^ing sword, stepping
stealthily along and carrying the

palladium on his extended hand, be-

low sometimes a swan . M, Drachm.
A P Archaic Athena wielding spear and
armed with shield M, Trihemiobol.

TTT Sacred key of the temple of Hera
JR Tritetartemorion.

Concerning the beautiful head of Hera on these coins, see the remarks
of Professor Gardner {Ti/pes of Greek Coins, p. 138). The statue of the

Argive Hera by Polycleitus wore a Stephanos adorned with figures of

the Horae and Charites (Pans., ii. 17, 4). As such complicated ornaments
could not well be reproduced on a small scale, a coin engraver might
naturally substitute a more simple form of decoration. As the Argive
hero Diomedes was believed to have brought to Argos the Palladium
which he carried off from Troy, the exploit is appropriately represented
on Argive coins. The swan seems to indicate that the hero was assisted

by Apollo, whose symbol it is. The dolphins are also Apolline symbols.
With regard to the Temple-key, see ZeifschrifffUr JSfvwifimafik

(iii. 113-
122).

Circ. B.C. 322-229.

During the century which followed the Lamian war it is probable that
if large coins were struck at Argos they were tetradi-achms of the

Alexandrine types, resembling those of Sicyon of the same time. The
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smaller coins consisted of Attic tetrobols (or Aeginetic triobols) as

follows :
—

Large A in incuse square with adjunctFore-part of wolf.

symbol and letters or magistrates'
names at full lengthM Attic Tetrob.

Wolfs head. Id M Aeginetic | Ob.

It is to this period that the autonomous bronze money of Argos for the

most part belongs, though some of it may be earlier.

Head of Apollo. Wolf M -6^

Head of Hera Argeia.
Head of wolf.

Id., or head of Hera.

Head of Apollo.

•Fore-part of wolf.

Athena in fighting attitude . JEi -65
A (various symbols) . . . . .^ -45

Quiver, {symbols) B, wolfs head, hel-

met, trident, prow, etc. . . ^ -65

Tripod (symbol) B .... ^ -65

HPAKAE I TOY Fore-part of bull . .

^•65

This last type refers to the battle of the wolf and the bull, which took

place while Danaos and Gelanor were contending for the sovereignty of

Argolis. The omen was interpreted as deciding the contest in favour

of Danaos, who, in consequence, erected a temple in honour of Apollo

Lykios.

Circ. B.C. 229-146.

For coins of this period, see Achaean League, p. 352.

Im2)erial Times.

Trajan to Salonina. Liscr., APPeinN or N€Mei A, N€MeiA HPAIA, or

HPAIA, without the ethnic, in allusion to the Nemean and Heraean

games. The types are numerous and of considerable interest. The

following are some of the more important :
—Herakles strangling the

Nemean lion. Opheltes, Hypsipyle, and the serpent. Herakles resting
at the foot of Mount Apesas. The three Charites. Hera seated with
Hebe before her and a peacock between them. Perseus with Gorgon's
head, sometimes resting his shield upon a cippus. Apollo variously

represented. Zeus seated or standing. Tyche standing. Hermes

standing. Kleobis and Biton drawing their mother in a chariot (Pans.,
ii. 20, 3). Asklepios. Leto with small figure, Chloris, beside her (Pans.,
ii. 21, 9). Demeter standing. Eileithuia holding in each hand a torch,
one raised and one lowered. Hekate triformis. Palladium, sometimes
in temple on Acropolis. Diomedes carrying off the Palladium. Dionysos.
Danae receiving the golden shower. Ares. Aphrodite (?) standing.
Poseidon pursuing Amymone. Leto

(*?) carrying the infant Meliboea (?).

Nemesis. Isis, etc. Nearly all these types are figured in Imhoof and
Gardner's Nnmismaiic Commentary on Pausanias, from which the above list

is taken.

Cleonae, a small town on the road from Corinth to Argos, about

twenty miles north of the latter. The Nemean games were celebrated
in its territory. At Cleonae was a temple of Herakles on the spot
where he slew Eurytos (Diod., iv.

'^'^).
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Fifth Century B.C.

Head of bearded Herakles in lion's Large K behind which two square in-

skin. dentations, all in incuse square .

M Obol.

The coins reading KAH, formerly attributed to Cleonae, have been
restored by Prokesch-Osten [Arch. Zeit., 1849, and Ined., 1854) to Cleitor

in Arcadia (p. 374).
For Federal money of the Achaean League, see p. 352.

Imperial
—Commodus to Geta. Inscr., K AEflN A I UN . A coin of Severus

has for type Asklepios seated, as on silver coins of Epidaurus of the-

fourth century b. c. Among other Imperial types may be mentioned an
archaic statue of Athena, perhaps copied from the one mentioned by
Pausanias

(ii. 15, 1), by Dipoenus and Scyllis ;
Isis Pharia, Tyche, etc.

Epidaurus. This city was in historical times chiefly celebrated for

its great sanctuary of Asklepios, to whose cultus its coins bear ample
testimony.

Circ. B.C. 350-330.

Head of Asklepios laureate.

Head of Apollo.

EP in wreath
E in wreath .

P . . . .

M, Aeginetic \ Dr.

M Obol.

M \ Obol.

Circ. B.C. 330-280 or later.

Head of Apollo.

(Gardner, Tijpes, PI. XIL 21).

EP Asklepios seated on throne holding

sceptre, his other hand extended over

the head of a serpent. Beside him a

dog lying . , . J^ Attic Drachm.

This remarkable coin, which probably belongs to the age of Alexander,
since it follows the Attic standard^, is of considerable archaeological
interest, corresponding as it does most minutely with the description

given by Pausanias
(ii. 27) of the chryselephantine statue of Asklepios

at Epidaurus, the work of Thrasymedes of Paros, a pupil of Pheidias.

The dog beside the god is the animal which watched over him when as

an infant he was exposed on Mount Tittheion and suckled by a goat.

Bronze after b. c. 350.

Head of Asklepios laureate.

Head of Asklepios.

Id.

Id.

Id.

E P Epione wife of Asklepios carrying

patera, symbol sometimes cupping
vessel (TiKva (cf. Paus., ii. 27, 5; ii.

_29, i) ^ -65

EP She-goat recumbent . M -65

EP Coiled serpent . . . . ^ -5

E P Thymiaterion between two cupping
vessels -^ "5

E in wreath -^ -45

* The specimen at Munich weighs as much as 71 grs. It is therefore possible that these coins

are Aeginetic drachms of light weight.

Bb
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In B. C. 243 Epidaurus became a member of the Achaean League (see

p. 352).

Imperial—knt. Pius to Sev. Alexander. Inscr., I€PAC eniAAYPOY,
ACKAHmeiA, etc., in reference to the Asklepian games celebrated at

Epidaurus every five years. Tf/j^es
—Shepherd finding Asklepios suckled

by goat. Asklepios seated with dog and serpent. Asklepios standing.

Hygieia standing in round temple. Poseidon standing, etc.

Hermione. An ancient Dryopian city on the south coast of Argolis,

distinguished for its sanctuary of Demeter Chthonia, in whose honour

an annual festival called XOovia was celebrated.

Circ. B.C. 350-322.

Head of Demeter crowned with corn.

Id.

EP in corn-wreath . .

E—P Torch in corn-wreath

M Triob.

M Obol.

The bronze coins for the most part resemble the silver, but the

following variety may be noted :
—

Head of Demeter facing. | EP in wreath -^ "65

For Federal money of the Achaean League, see p. 352.

Imperial
—Severus to Geta. Inscr., €PMIUUN€uuN. Ti/pes

—Hermes,
Poseidon (Pans., ii.

'^^, 1), Zeus, Kybele, a victimarius leading a cow to

the sacrifice (Paus., ii. '^$, 6), Tyche standing (Pans., ii. '^^, 3), Aphrodite
with Eros (Paus., ii. 34, 11), Dionysos, etc.

Methana. An obscure town a few miles north of Troezen. Pausanias

(ii. 34) mentions hot springs which burst forth near this city in the time
of Antigonus Gonatas. The whole region still bears evidences of violent

volcanic action. Hence the worship of Hephaestos and his head on the

coins.

Circ. B.C. 350-322.

Head of Hephaestos in conical pilos. |

MEO in corn-wreath ^•65

Imperial
— Severus to Geta. Inscr., MCGANAIUUN. Tj/pes

— Zeus,

Poseidon, Pallas, Artemis huntress. Aphrodite standing facing, naked to

waist, and holding her hair with both hands as if after the bath.

Mideia, near Tiryns. Small bronze coins of the end of the fourth

century {Arch. Zeit., 1843, 150, and Rev. Arch., 1845, I. 108).

Head of Hera Argeia. M I Bird on branch ^•45

Tiryns. Although this ancient city was destroyed by the Argives
about the same time as Mycenae (b.c. 468), and notwithstanding the fact

that it is said never to have been again inhabited, the following bronze
coins clearly prove the contrary, for they belong undoubtedly to the
fourth century B.C. Inscr., TIPY, TIPYN (sometimes R) and TIPYNOinN.

Female head {Rev. Num., 1864, PI.

VIL, and 1865, p. 153).

Palm-tree tE -4
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Troezen occupied a fertile maritime plain in the south-east corner of

Argolis. Poseidon and Athena are said to have contended for the land

of the Troezenians, and these two divinities jointly received worship in

the city. Hence, as Pausanias remarks (ii. 30), the Trident and the

head of Athena were placed upon the coinage koX hi] koX v6iii(T\xa avToh to

apyaiov eTTiVrj/ia t^a rpiatvav Kol 'Adrjvas TrpoacoTTov. Troezen was from of

old intimately connected with Athens, which accounts for the fact that

it is the only Peloponnesian city which made use of the Attic standard

of weight.

Circ. B. c. 430-400, or earlier.

Head of Artemis facing.

Id.

Id.

Head of Apollo (Thearios 1).

Id.

Id.

Head of Athena.
Head of Poseidon.

Head of Apollo (Thearios 1).

TRO Trident in incuse squai*e . . .

JR 61 grs.

„ Id ^10 grs.

„ Id M 46 grs.

Circ. B.C. 400-322.

TPO Trident . . Al Attic Drachm.

„ Id. JR Attic Triobol and Obol.

,. Double Trident . M Attic Diob.

TPO Trident ^ -65

„ Id ^-65
„ Id iE.55

For other varieties, see Imhoof, 3Ioii. Gr., p. 181.

The oracular temple of Apollo Thearios stood in the agora of Troezen

(Pans., ii. 31, 5).

Imperial
—Commodus to Philip Jun. laser., TPOIZHNlUUN. Tt/pes

—
Temple of Athena Sthenias on the acropolis (Paus., ii. 32, 5). Archaic
statue of Athena Sthenias. Artemis with dog hunting stag, probably
Artemis Lykia, whose temple stood near the theatre and was said to

have been founded by Hippoyltos (Paus., ii. 31, 4). Artemis Lykia C?)

holding the head of a wolf (?). Apollo with arrow, leaning on tripod. The
Dioskuri standing (Paus., ii. 31, 6). Zeus standing. Hippolytos as

hunter with dog beside him and leaning on trunk of tree (Paus., ii. 32, i).

Hippolytos with horse and dog. Hippolytos armed before Phaedra.

Aphrodite Nymphia (?) standing (Paus., ii. 32, 7). Asklepios standing.
Fountain in the form of a pillar with a lion seated on it and a basin in

front into which water flows (cf. Paus., ii. 32, 4). Theseus lifting the
rock or slaying the Minotaur (Paus., ii. 32, 7). Tyche standing before

altar, etc.

Nearly all these Imperial types are fully discussed and figured in

Imhoof and Gardner's Numismatic Commentary on Pausanias, p. 47. The
coin with the type of Artemis Lykia holding a wolf's head is given on
the authority of Sestini [Num. Vet., p. 215), but it is highly probable that
he was mistaken with regard to the object held by Artemis.

B b 2
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AUCADIA.

[A. V. Sallet, Ztitschrift fiir Numismatic, ii. 139. J. Friedlaender, Ibid., ii. 246. Imhoof-

Blumer, Ibid,, iii. 289. R. Weil, Ibid., ix. 18.]

Concerning the political condition of Arcadia, from the time of the

dissolution of the ancient monarchy in the early part of the seventh

century b. c. down to the age of Epaminondas, our historical data would
lead us to infer that the country was split up into a number of inde-

pendent cantons without any political bond of union.

Such an assumption is not, however, borne out by the evidence of the

early Arcadian coinage.
The extensive series of the archaic federal money of Arcadia, Inscr.,

AR, ARK A, ARKAAI9ON, ARKAAIKON, etc., ranging from about the

middle of the sixth to the latter part of the fifth century B. c, proves
most satisfactorily that the Arcadians, in spite of their continual dis-

sensions, maintained from first to last something more than a mere
tradition of political unity, for a federal coinage imphes other federal

institutions of which history has left us no records.

Circ. B.C. 550-420.

Zeus (Lykaeos t) entlironed (or rarely,

standing) resting on sceptre. Above
his out-stretched r. hand his eagle
takes flight. (Gardner, Types,
PI. III. 15, 16, 43, 50.)

Head of Artemis or Despoina (1),
var-

iously represented, in profile or three-

quarter-face. Style archaic to trans-

itional. All in incuse squareM Triobols and Obols.

The place of mintage of this series of coins is generally thought to

have been the ancient sanctuary of Zeus Lykaeos on Mount Lycaeum
in the territory of Lycosura. Here at stated intervals festivals called

Lykaea were solemnized, and the money struck on such occasions would
bear the name of the whole body of the assembled Arcadians. Cf. the

analogous early federal coinage of the Phocians (p. 287), The goddess
called Despoina was a daughter of Poseidon and Demeter. Pausanias,
in his description of her sanctuary near Lycosura (viii. 37), refrains from

disclosing her true name to the uninitiated.

The above attribution of the Arcadian federal money to the common
sanctuary of the Arcadians is, however, not accepted by Dr. Imhoof-

Blumer, who has advanced some weighty arguments in favour of his

opinion that the whole class of coins with the legend ^ApKabcKov was
issued in the fifth century at the town of Heraea (3Io?i. Gr., p. 196).

Concurrently with this federal money many of the Arcadian towns
issued coins with their own local types for circulation within their

respective territories.

From about b. c. 420-370 no coins were struck in the name of the
Arcadians as a community, but after the victory of Epaminondas at

Leuctra B.C. 371, the party in Arcadia opposed to Sparta re-established
the Pan-Arcadian Confederation. The new centre and capital of the
revived League was Megalopolis, which was founded, under the immediate

auspices of Epaminondas, on the river Helisson, near the frontiers of

Laconia.
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The money of the Arcadian koivov derived its types from the cultus of

Zeus Lykaeos, and of Pan, whose sanctuary was also situated on Mount

Lycaeum.

Circ. B. c. 370-300.

-'*-^>*25?e;^

Fig. 242.

Head of Zeus Lykaeos (Fig. 242).

Head of young Pan with short horns

(^./.iV^.,ix. Pl.II. 5).

Id. {Ibid., PI. II. 6).

Head of Zeus Lykaeos {Ibid., PI. II. 1 3).

Pan seated on rock, his pedum in his r.

hand which rests on the rock, at his

feet the syrinx, and in the field APK
(in mon.). On the rock the artist's

name OAYM or XAPI . M Stater.

Arcadian mon. APK, beneath, syrinx .

M Obol.

Id. with magistrate's PO and GE . .

Id. Syrinx and fulmen . . . M
'"j

The two names on these bronze coins are perhaps Possikrates and

Theoxenus, two of the ten Oekists of Megalopolis (Paus., viii. 27, 2).

Head of Zeus Lykaeos.

(^./. iV^., ix. PI. II. II, 12).

Pan seated on rock, in field Arcadian

mon. APK M Triob.

The later specimens have an eagle in the field as well as the monogram.
Although Megalopolis claimed the right of coining money for the

whole of Arcadia, it was only for a very short time that this claim was

generally admitted by the other Arcadian towns, as is abundantly

proved by the local staters of Pheneus, Stymphalus, etc., which began
to be issued after the fatal battle of Mantineia (b. c. 362). The series of

the federal triobols continued, however, to be issued at Megalopolis down
to about B.C. 300, when the Arcadian monogram disappears and is

replaced by the letters MET (see Megalopolis).

Imperial Coinage.

In the reign of Hadrian the cultus of Antinoiis was established on
a grand scale at Mantineia, which was the mother city of Bithynium,
the birth-place of Antinoiis. It was probably at one of the great festivals

in honour of this new god that a certain Veturius dedicated the fol-

lowing medal '

to the Arcadians.'

BeiOYPIOC Bust of Antinous.

(Mion. II. 245.)

TOICAPKACI Horse stepping to rightM 1.35
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Alea, a small place between Orchomenus and Stymphalus, where was
a temple of Artemis Ephesia (Paus., viii. 23, i).

Circ. B.C. 430-370

Head of Artemis.

Head of Pallas.

See also under Achaean League (p. 352).

Alipheira. See Achaean League (p. 352).

Antigoneia. See Mantineia (p. 376).

Asea. See Achaean League (p. '^$2).

Callista. See Achaean League (p. 352).

Caphya. Autonomous bronze coins of late times.

AA Bow. (Imhoof, C/toia;, Pl.in.82.)M Obol.

AAEA in wreath . . . . M -6

Young male head. KA<J)Y Artemis with two torches . .

Artemis KvaKaXrjo-ia (Paus., viii. 23, 3). See also Achaean League
(P- 352)-.

Imperial
—Severus to Geta. Inscr., KAOYIATHN. Tj/pes

—Poseidon

(Paus., /. c), Tyche, Artemis, etc.

Cleitor, between Pheneus and Psophis [Zeit.f. Num., ii. 168, iii. 280,
ix. 19).

Circ. B.C. 450, and later.

KAETO Naked horseman. Incuse square of mill- sail pattern . .

M Triobol.

Fore-part of bridled horse.

Horse's head.

Free horse.

Id. M Triobol.

^ in incuse square . . M Hemiobol.
E in incuse square . . M Hemiobol.

Circ. B. c. 400-322, and earlier.

Head of Pallas.

Id.

Head of Helios facing.

Id.

Id. in profile.

KAH Horse tR Obol.

KAH Id M.6
KAH Butting bull; above, sometimes a

small centaur . . . . M, Triob.

KAH (in mon.) .... ^ .5

KAH in laurel-wreath . . M '^

These coins were formerly attributed, but wrongly, to Cleonae. Imhoof,
Mo7i. Gr., p. 189.

See also Achaean League (p. 352).

Imperial, Domna.. Liscr., KAe\JOP Iflt^. :Z^^6, Asklepios.

Dipaea. See Achaean League (p. 352).

Elisphasii. See Achaean League (p. 352).

Gortys. See Achaean League (p. 352).
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Heraea, on the lower Alpheius, was the most important town in

western Arcadia. Down to the fourth century B. o. the Heraeans appear
to have dwelt in villages, Kara Koofxd^ (Hicks, Manual of Gk. Inscr., p. 7),

but the early Heraean coins prove that these villages formed a single

community. Cf. also the Treaty between the Heraeans and Eleians

(Hicks, /. c).

Circ. B.C. 550-500.

Head of Hera, veiled, of rude archaic

style.

^RA, ^R, ^, etc. (often retrogr.) some-

times between two zigzag lines in

incuse square M, Triobols and Obols.

Between the beginning and the latter part of the fifth century no coins

appear to have been struck in the name of the Heraeans, but, as Imhoof-
Blumer has shown, it is by no means improbable that the rich series of

triobols reading 'Ap/caStKoV was issued at Heraea throughout this period,
so that in point of fact the Heraean mint may have continued active

from the earliest times down to the age of Epaminondas.

Circ. B.C. 420-370.

Eagle with serpent in his claws, type
borrowed from coins of Elis.

Head of Pallas in Corinthian helmet.

Head of Artemis (?) in front, bow.

Male figure apparently horned stand-

ing at rest on spear with foot on
rock.

Head of Artemis, or of Pallas.

Head of Pallas.

EPAI Young hunter (Heraeos the

oekist) seated, resting on spear and

holding bow . . . . M Obol.

EPA (retrogr.) Three large Es in incuse

square . . . . M, Trihemiobol,

HPA (retrogr.) Large E in incuse squareM Obol.

H—P Female head, hair rolled . . .

M Obol.

H Across the bar of which, a bow . .

M Obol.

H In plain field, symbol sometimes, bow
M -7-6

Circ. B.C. 322-280, and later.

Head of Pallas as on staters of

Alexander
{^Zeit. f. Num., vii. PI.

vni. 7).

Head of Artemis.

Head of Pallas.

H Across the bar of which a bow, inscr.

HPAEnN and OE or GEO . . .

M Triob.

Id. HPA and OE . . . M Obol.

H Artemis on one knee holding bow .

M .7

For many other varieties, see Imhoof, 3Ion. Gr., p. 189 sqq.
See also Achaean League (p. 352).

Imperial—Severus and Caracalla. Inscr., HPAI€nN. Types
—Archaic

upright statue of Helios naked, facing. River-god Alpheius with an ox
in front and fishes beneath, etc.

Lusi. See Achaean League (p. '^$2).
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Mantineia. The silver coinage of Mantineia, the most ancient and

powerful town in eastern Arcadia, begins shortly after b. c. 500, and falls

into two classes.

Bear. (Fox, Gr. C, I. PI. IX,

Id.

Id.

Id.

Head of bear.

Acorn.

MAN Three acorns.

Acorn.

Circ. B.C. 500-400.

102.) MA In incuse square . . IR Triob.

„ Dolphin in incuse square vR Triob.

,,
Three acorns in incuse triangle .

M Triob.

,, Trident in incuse squareM Triob.

,,
Acorn A\ Obol.

MAN Large M . . . . iR Obol.

Three Xs . M. Tritetartemorion.

MAN Large E ... -51 Hemiobol.

The bear refers to the myth of Kallisto, the mother of Arkas, who
was transformed into a bear by Hera. The acorns remind us of the oak

forest, Pelagos, which encompassed the temple of Poseidon Hippios, near

Mantineia (Paus., viii. 9, i). The Arcadians are called by Herodotus

(i. 66) ^a\avr]cf)dyoL avbpes, because they lived upon the edible acorn of the

beech oak (Zeif.f. Nnm., 1873, p. 125).

Circ. B.C. 400-385.

Altar surmounted by two busts of the

Dioskuri wearing conical hats and

holding spears over their shoulders .

JR Drachm.

MANTI Head of AjDollo (?) ^ Dr.

Female head with flowing hairM Triob

M M Obol.

MANTI Bearded figure wearing con-

ical pileus and tunic gathered up at

waist, standing with bent knees

holding fish spear, point down-

wai'ds, in his hand, and another

over his shoulder.

Bearded helmeted head of Ai"es
(1).

MANTI Head of Athena.

Id. (Fox, Gr. C, i. 104.)

The first of these t}^es refers to the worship of Poseidon and to that of

the Dioskuri, whose sanctuary at Mantineia is mentioned by Pausanias

(viii. 9, 2).

In B. c. 385 Mantineia was razed to the ground by the Spartans and
its inhabitants dispersed among the surrounding villages. After the

city was rebuilt B. c. 370, it does not appear to have struck any silver

coins, but bronze pieces are known which are certainly subsequent to

B. c. 370.

After B.C. 370.

Head of Pallas. (See also Imhoof, MAN Fisherman as above, or Trident

Mon. Gr., p. 198 sqq.) JE -65

In B.C. 222 Mantineia was captured by Antigonus Doson, and its

name changed to Antigoneia, under which designation it struck federal

coins as a member of the Achaean League (see p. 352).
Imperial—Severus to Caracalla. Itiscr., MANTI NEHN.
Pausanias informs us that in the reign of Hadrian the old name of the

city was restored to it.

Megalopolis, founded in B.C. 370, under the auspices of Epaminondas,
struck federal money in the name of the entire body of the Arcadians
down to about b. c. 300 (see p. 373). The subsequent issues are as follows.
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CtVc. B.C. 300-251, and 244-234.

Head of Zeus Lykaeos.

Id.

Id.

MET Pan seated on rocks. Beside

him eagle. Magistrates' monogramsM Triob.

MET Id. in oak-wreath . ^-8
„ Eagle or fulmen in oak-wreath .

iE.7

The above coins belong apparently to the age of the tyi'anny of

Aristodemus at Megalopolis. After his assassination B.C. 251, by De-

mophanes and Ecdemus, the disciples of the philosopher Arcesilaus,

the federal constitution was for a time restored, and bronze coins issued

at Megalopolis with the Arcadian monogram.

Head of Zeus Lykaeos.
Head of Athena.

APK Syrinx in oak-wreath

„ in oUve-wreath . .

M -8

M .7

But in B. c. 244 Megalopolis again fell into the hands of a tyrant by
name Lydiadas, and the issue of coins reading M E f as above was resumed.

For coins of Megalopolis as a member of the Achaean League, b. c.

234-146, see p. 352.

Imperial
—Severus to Elagabalus. Inscr., MCrAAOnOACITnN.

Methydrium, a town in central Arcadia founded from Orchomenus.
Its inhabitants were transplanted to Megalopolis in B.C. 370, but sub-

sequently the place became once more independent, when it struck

bronze coins. Inscr., MEOYAPIEHN. T^pe
— Kallisto pierced by the

arrow of Artemis, her child Arkas on the ground beside her (Imhoof,
Mon. Gr., p. 200). See also Achaean League (p. 352).

Orchomenus. The ancient capital of a royal dynasty which in early
times ruled over the greater part of Arcadia. The town stood aloof

from the confederacy of the Arcadians on the foundation of Megalopolis
B.C. 370. Xen., //(?//., vi. 5, 11. Its coins belong to the period imme-

diately following that event.

EPXOMENinN Kallisto falling back

pierced in the breast by arrow of

Artemis. On the ground beside her

the infant Arkas stretching out his

arms towards his mother . -^ -75
E P Artemis standing shooting with

bow M -6^
E P Armed figure standing at rest with

spear held obliquely . . . vE -7

The story of the death of Kallisto as represented on these coins differs

from the common version of the tale, according to which Kallisto was
first transformed by Hera into a she-bear and then slain by Artemis

(Dion. Halic, Ant. Rom., i. 49).

Artemis clad in short chiton with

petasos slung behind her back,

shooting arrow from bow. Behind
her a dog seated. [Cf. Imhoof,
M(m. Gr., PI. E. 10.]

Head of bearded or beardless hero

helmeted.

Female head, hair in sphendone.
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Imperial
—Severus to Caracalla. Inscr., OPXOM€NinN. T7/2)es

—As-

klepios, Apollo, Herakles, etc.

Fallautium. An ancient town in the district of Maenalia founded by
Pallas, son of Lykaon.

Circ. B.C. 450-400.

Young male head {Z.f. N. ii., 169). |
PAA (retrogr.) Large E M Hemiobol.

See also Achaean League (p. '^S'^)-

Faroreia (?).
A small place in the district of Eutresia.

Circ. B. C. 450-400.

Bearded male head.

Male figure standing at rest with one

foot on rock.

PAP (retrogr.) Large P . M Obol.

„ Id M Obol.

These coins may belong to the Parrhasians rather than to Paroreia

(Imhoof, Mo?i. Gr., p. 305).

Fheneus, in the north-east of Arcadia, would appear, from the number
of its coins still extant, to have been a place of considerable importance
in the fourth century B.C. Pausanias (viii. 14, 10) tells us that Hermes
was the god especially worshipped there. At Pheneus there was also

a temple of Demeter Eleusinia (Pans., viii. 15, i).
The heads of both these

divinities and the ram, the emblem of Hermes, occur on the coins.

Circ. B.C. 400-362.

Head of Demeter crowned with corn-

leaves and wearing earring with five

pendants.

Id.

Head of Hermes with petasos slung at

back of neck.

Id.

<|)ENEnN Hermes with chlamys round
his shoulders and petasos hanging
behind neck, seated on rocks

M. Drachm.
ct)ENlKON Bull . . . iRTriob.

Bull feeding M Triob.

<i)E Ram, beneath A P

After circ. b. c. 362.

M Obol.

Head of Demeter crowned with corn-

leaves and wearing earring with
five pendants {Z.f. N., ix. PI. II. 8).

Head of Demeter as above.

Head of Hermes as above.

Head of Artemis Eurippe (cf. Pans.

viii. 14, 4).

Id.

Half ram.

<t)ENEnN Hermes naked, running to

left, and carrying on his arm the

infant Arkas, in his r. caduceus.

Behind the child, sometimes, APK A^M Stater.

<t> E Caduceus JE
•>]

„ Earn iE -5

<t)ENEnN Horse feeding . . JE -65

{Z./.N.,ix. PLIL 10).
<t> E Caduceus in wreath . . ^ -5

<D E Id.
-

. iE -5

For other varieties, see Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 205.
The reverse-type of the stater refers to the myth of the rescue of
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the child of Kallisto by Hermes, who took him to the nymph Maia on
Mount Cyllene to be brought up (Apollod., iii. 8, 2). The style of this

coin shows that the artist was strongly influenced by the school of

Praxiteles.

The feeding horse on the bronze coins may be an emblem of Poseidon

Hippios, whose statue at Pheneus was said to have been dedicated by
Odysseus, a-noXicrOai yap lttttovs rw 'OSucrcreT, Koi avrbv yi]v ti]v *EAA.a8a Kara

C^-qTricriv iinovTa t(ov Ittttcov, IbpvcracrOaL fxkv Upbv evravOa 'AprejuiSo?, koI

EvpiTr-nav 6vop.a(Tai ti]v 6e6v, €v6a rrjs (^eveaTLKiji x^P^^ ^^P^ '"^^ t-n-novs'

avaOetvat 8e kol tov Ylo(r€tb(avos to ayaAjua rod 'Ittttlov. Pausanias (viii.

14, 6) further relates that when Odysseus had found his mares he allowed

them to pasture in the land of the Pheneatae.

For federal money, see Achaean League (p. 352).

Imjjerial
—Domna to Geta. /«*(?/-., OGNeATHN.

Fhigaleia or Fhialia. See Achaean League (p. 352).

Imperial
—Severus to Geta. Inscr., <t)IAA€nN. Tj/2:)e

—Severus and
Plautilla. River Neda, naked figure, sometimes seated on rock holding
sceptre (reed?) and emptying vase.

Psophis, on the right bank of the river Erymanthus, a tributary of

the Alpheius, was the scene of the contest of Herakles with the Ery-
manthian boar.

Of this city there are archaic silver coins of the fifth century.

Stag, fore-part of stag or stag's head.

Jlead of Pallas.

X, XO, )kO,or XOOI (archaic forms of

'fn, i'nct)!) Fish in incuse square .

M, Tetrob. (62 grs.) Triheiniob.

Obol. and \ Obol.

tO(t)IAIOM Club. M, Hemiobol.

(See Imhoof, Zeit.f. Num., i. p. 117, 123.) The stag is symbolical of the

worship of Artemis at Psophis, to which Imperial coins of the town also

bear testimony. Fish too were sacred to Artemis (E. Gerhard, Griech.

Myth., §§ 2)?)S^ 34°) 341)' but the type of a fish may also be referred to

Aphrodite or the river-god Erymanthus, who had temples at Psophis
(Paus., viii. 24).

Head of Pallas.

Young male head.

Bust of Herakles.

Fourth Century, B. c.

Stag ^ -65
yn<DI Fish tE -55

. ^-65Boar running

Imperial
—Severus to Geta. /;i.wr., 't'n^lAinN or ^n<t>eiAI nN. On

a coin of Geta (Mion., Suppl., 107) the reverse-type is Aegipan (?) holding
a human head.

Stymphalus. The ancient city of Stymphalus was situated in the
immediate vicinity of a lake, a river, and a mountain all bearing the
same name, and a few miles south-east of Pheneus. It derived its name
from Stymphalos, a grandson of Arkas. It is chiefly celebrated as the
scene of the destruction by Herakles of the Stymphalian birds, which
are described by Pausanias (viii. 22) as being as large as cranes and in
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form resembling the ibis, but with stronger beaks and not crooked like

those of the ibis. They were said to have fed upon human flesh. In

Stymphalus there was an ancient temple of Artemis Stymphalia, under
the roof of which the Stymphalian birds were represented. At the back
of this temple stood stone statues of virgins with the legs of birds (Paus.,
viii. aa, 7).

Circ. B.C. 400-362.

Head of young Heraklesin lion's skin.

Id.

Id.

^TYMOAAION Head and neck of

Stymphalian bird springing from the

calyx of a flower . . . tR Triob.

^TYM<t)AAI0h4 Id.no flower T—Y .

M Obol.

^T Id. . . . ^-55

Circ. B. c. 362.

''

-^y^hcs i

''-C^.

/ ^V^A

Fig. 243.

Head of Artemis Stymphalia laureate

and wearing earring with five pen-
dants (Fig. 243).

Similar head.

See also Achaean League (p. '^S'^)'

^TYMOAAinN Herakles with lion's

skin wrapped round left arm, strid-

ing to left and striking with uplifted
club. Beneath, ZO . . M, Stater.

?TYM<t)A Bow and quiver . ^-7

Tegea occupied the large valley in the south-east corner of Arcadia.

The local mythology of the town is abundantly illustrated on its coins.

Circ. B.C. 400-370.

T Gorgon-head with snake on either

side.

Laureate female head 1., hair clubbed.

Helmet.

Owl.

Three large E s back to back . . . .

M Trihemiobol.

T M Obol.

T M Obol.

E M Hemiobol.

Head of Athena Alea.

Head of Athena Alea.

Id.

Id. {Zeit.f. Num., ix. PI. II. 9.)

After circ. B.C. 370.

TEFEATAN "Warrior, Kepheus, charg-

ing, armed with helmet, shield, and

sword, on the ground between his

legs, a spear and letter K JR Triobol.

TE—FE Owl on olive-branch . .

M Triobol.

Id . tE .65
TEFEA Kepheus charging as above,

between legs APK . . . . JE -7
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Same head facing.

Id. to r. in Corinthian helmet.

AGANA^ AAEA^ Head of Athena.

Head of Demeter with torch at her

shoulder.

Head of Athena.

See also Achaean League (p. 352).

TETEATAN Infant Telephos suckled'

by hind M
-"j

TETEA Similar iE -7

Owl . ^ -8

TETEA Athena presenting the hair of

Medusa to her young priestess Ster-

ope, who receives it in an amphora.

TEFE Cock M.6

Head of Demeter
shoulder.

with

After circ. B.C. 146.

torch at

AAEOZ Head of Aleos bearded and
diademed.

TETEATAN Athena presenting hair

of Medusa to Sterope as above, but

the coin is of later fabric. In field

magistrates' monograms . . -^ '75
TEPEATAN Athena and Kepheus

both armed, between them Sterope

receiving the hair of Medusa in an

amphora JE -9

Imperial
—Severus, Domna, Caracalla, and Geta. Inscr.^ TCTCATAN.

The myths referred to on the above interesting coins are the following.
Aleos, one of the grandsons of Arkas, was the founder of the city of

Tegea, and of the famous temple of Athena Alea, a full description of

which is given by Pausanias (viii. 45). His daughter Auge became the
mother by Herakles of Telephos, who by command of Aleos was exposed
on Mount Parthenium. Here he was suckled by a hind. The re'/xeros of

Telephos was still shown on the mountain in the time of Pausanias.
The son of Aleos was Kepheus, who on the silver coins is represented

precisely as is Ajax, the son of Oileus, on the coins of Opus (p. 285). The
incident recorded on the bronze coins is related by Pausanias (viii. 47),

Teyearais 8e eori koX akko Upbv ^AOrjvas IToA.tart8os' kKacrTov 6e aira^ Irous

Lcpevs es avTo ea^ttn. to tov EpvjxaTos lepov dvoixa^ovcrt, k^yovres ws Krjcpel t(^

Akeov y€VOLTo bcopea irapa Adrjvas avakoiTov ks tov iravTa \p6vov (Tvat Teyeav'
Kat, avT(a (f)acnv (s (f)vkaKi]v Tijs TToXecos aTTOTep-ovcrav ti]v 6edv bovvai Tpi\Siv
T&v Mehova-rjs. Apollodorus (ii. 7) tells the story in greater detail, and

says that Sterope, the daughter of Kepheus, received the hair in a brazen

hydria.

Teuthis. See Achaean League (p. 352).

Theisoa. See Achaean League (p. 352).

Thelpusa took its name from the nymph Thelpusa, daughter of the
river Ladon, an affluent of the Alpheius in western Arcadia. Demeter
was worshipped at. Thelpusa under the name of Erinys (Paus., viii. 25),
and on the banks of the Ladon arose the myth of the pursuit of Demeter
by Poseidon, when, to escape him, she assumed the form of a mare. But
the god was not to be so deceived, and transformed himself into a horse.
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The offspring of this union was the wondrous horse Aiion, in the

Arcadian dialect 'Ep ICO i'. (See Zeit.f. Num., i.i^. 12^.)

Circ. B.C. 400-370, and later

Head of Demeter Erinys.

GEA Id.

O Prancing horse (Arion) above EP I flN
M Obol.

EPinN Prancmg horse (Arion) M .7

See also Achaean League (p. 352).

After circ, B.C. 146.

Head of Helios radiate, right. |

OEA in laurel-wreath . . . M
-"j

Imperial
—Severus to Geta. 7;w(?r., GeATTOYCIXlN. Ti/j^e

—Young Pan

resting on pedum and placing his hand on the top of a reed. This type
has been explained by Imhoof-Blumer {Zeit.f. Num., i. 134). It represents
Pan in the act of seizing the nymph Syrinx, who in the same instant

was transformed into a reed, 'O Ylav ovv ebmKev avrrjv bpofxov ipoiTiKov, rrjv

8' vKt] Tts bexerai harrela (f)€vyov(rav, 'O 8e Ylav Kara irobas €l(rdop(av, wpeye

Trjv x^^P'^ ^^ ^^' "^'"'/^- Kat 6 pi€v (o€To T€6r]paKevaL koL ^\e(r6ai. tS>v Tpt\(ov,

Kakdixuiv b€ K6fir]v eTx^v r) x^p. (Achilles Tatius, viii. 6.)

CRETE.

[Hoeck, Kreta, Gottingen, 1828. R. Pashley, Travels in Crete, London, 1837. Wroth, W.,
Cretan Coins. Num. Chron. 1884, i. Wroth, W., British Museum Catalogue of Greek Coins,

Crete, 1886.]

Mythology. The island of Crete was one of the chief seats of the

worship of Zeus, who was believed to have been born of Rhea, the

daughter of Mother Earth, on Mount Ida or Mount Dicte. He is hence
called Kpr]Tayivr]s '18aTos or AiKratos on coins and inscriptions.

Hesiod (484) says that the infant god was concealed Aiyatw Iv Spei, in

the mountain that took its name from the Cretan wild goat, which

appears so frequently on the coins of the island as a religious emblem.
There the babe was nourished on the milk of the divine goat Amaltheia,
and on the honey of the bees of the Idaean caves. The bee as well as

the goat is therefore symbolical in Crete of Zeus-worship.
The Cretan Zeus took various forms. First he appears at Phaestus as

a youth under the name of Velchanos, with a cock, the bird of dawn,
upon his knees, clearly indicating him as the god of day. Elsewhere he
is seen in the ordinary Hellenic form with eagle and sceptre or fulmen.

Hera, as the consort of Zeus, was worshipped chiefly at Cnossus, where
a festival called the lepo? yap.os was celebrated.
The worship of Europa in Crete was of Phoenician origin, for in

Phoenicia Astarte was also conceived of as riding on a bull. Europa,
like the other Cretan goddess Diktynna, was originally a Moon-goddess,
cf. her epithet 'EAAcorts. At Gortyna she takes the place of Hera as the
wife of Zeus, who is there the god of the starry sky, 'Ao-repto?. He it was
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who carried off Europa from the shores of Phoenicia, and swam with her

across the sea in the form of a splendid white bull, and finally, again

changing his shape, obtained her love beneath the shade of the ancient

Gortynian Plane-tree which never shed its leaves.

From the union of Zeus with Europa sprang Minos, the mighty
monarch and lawgiver of Crete. Minos and his queen Pasiphae (shining
on all) are again solar and lunar in their natures, and mere variations of

the same old myth. The fearful Minotaur too, offspring of Pasiphae and
the Cretan Bull

(i.
e. of the Moon by the Sun), must also be explained in

a similar manner. His home is the labyrinth of the starry night-sky,
in the midst of which, on Cnossian coins, a star or the crescent moon
are explicatory symbols. In either hand he holds a globe, which some-
times also on vase representations is adorned with a star.

Yet another aspect of the cultus of Minos is that of a hunter in the

guise of Apollo, the noon-day sun, shooting his swift arrows of light or

chasing the nymph Diktynna along the mountains
;

cf. the coin of

Eleutherna with a hunter on one side and a huntress on the other in

eager chase amid the pine-clad summits of Ida {Num. Chron., 1884, p. 28).
Here Minos, as on many other Cretan coins, slides off into the Dorian

Apollo, as elsewhere he becomes indistinguishable from Zeus.
. Little by

little the Greek conceptions of the gods tend to supersede the native

Cretan forms, and Apollo is seen no longer holding the characteristic

globe of the sun, but seated with his lyi-e in pure Hellenic guise.

Diktynna, the Moon-goddess, the protectress of hunters and fishers

[hiKTvov, a fishing or hunting net), was also assimilated to the Hellenic

Artemis, although her Cretan names Diktynna and Britomartis (sweet
maid) continued to be applied to her down to the latest times.

Coinage. No region of the Greek world affords a more suggestive
series of silver coins than this rich and beautiful island of Crete.

' Creta Jovis magni medio jacet insula ponto ;

Mons Idaeus ubi, et gentis cunabula nostrae.

Centum urbes habitant magnas, uberrima regna.'

(ViRG., Aen., iii. 104.)

Although there are no Cretan coins which can be safely ascribed to an
earlier date than the first half of the fifth century, yet the number of

mints and the magnitude of the issues during the entire course of the
fourth century is astonishing and unexampled in any other region of

Greece. Unfortunately we know so little of the internal history of the
island that we are at a loss to assign the coins to precise chronological
periods. Except in a few cases style is our only guide. But it seems

tolerably certain that about the end of the fourth or the beginning of the
third century the plentiful silver coinage above alluded to comes very
generally to an end, and there are comparatively few Cretan coins which
can be positively assigned to the third century.
Down to this time the weight-standard employed throughout the

island had been the Aeginetic, or more properly a debased form of the

Aeginetic approaching in weight to the Persic standard which prevailed
along the south coasts of Asia Minor and in Cyprus. After the age of

Alexander, whose coinage has left but slight traces in Crete (although
the absence of Cretan coins in the third century suggests the inference
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that the currency of the island was at this time Alexandrine), the Attic

standard creeps in and replaces the older Aeginetic. In the second

century a general revival of the coinage takes place ^, at first on the

pattern of the new Athenian tetradrachms, which afterwards give place
to local Cretan types. This coinage continues sporadically until the con-

quest of Crete by Q. Caecilius Metellus in B.C. 67, when autonomous
issues for the most part appear to have been put an end to, until, in the 1

time of the Empire (Augustus to Trajan), a new Romano-Cretan silver

coinage makes its appearance.
The inscriptions on these late coins are sometimes in Greek and some-

times in Latin. The name of the Roman governor and that of the place
of mintage are often added

;
see under Cydonia, Eleutherna, Gortyna,

Hierapytna, Itanus, and Polyrhenium. Among these latest coin-types
the following may be mentioned.

A cistophorus probably struck at Gortyna between B.C. 66 and the

battle of Actium B.C. 31. Rev. type
—Zeus Kretagenes hurling fulmen,

between the usual serpents. Liscr., KYAAZ KPHTAPXAS KPHTAIEnN.
See Imhooi {Mon. Gr., p. 210).
AIKTYNNA KPHTHN. Diktynna seated on rock holding javelin and

infant Zeus on her arm and guarded on either side by the Curetes. The
bronze coins usually bear the inscr., KOINON KPHTHN, or simply
K. K. Selected types—Titm. ZEYC KPHTArENHC. Zeus standing naked

hurling fulmen and surrounded by seven stars ^ i«2. Trajan. Eui'opa
on bull ;

Goddess Rhea (?) holding infant Zeus between cornucopiae and

eagle ;
infant Zeus seated on globe, seven stars above his head ;

Zeus
enthroned ;

recumbent River-god ; Dionysos standing holding kantharos
and thyrsos, at his feet panther ; Asklepios and Hygieia ;

Artemis

Diktynna as huntress, inscr. sometimes AIKTYNNA ZEBAZTH. Hadrian.

Gortys, the eponym of Gortyna, inscr. rOPTYC. Smaller iE, K. K.

Altar; Tripod; Stag, inscr. AIKTYNNA. Some of the silver coins of

the Emperor Claudius, attributed conjecturally to Crete from their

resemblance in style to others on which the name occurs, have a mark
of value on the obverse, the drachm (circ. 84 grs.) reads AC. IT. KA

(Assaria Italica 34?), and the ^-drachm AC. IT. IB (Assaria Italica 12 ?).

If this explanation is correct, these coins must have been tariffed above
their value, for had they been intrinsically worth 24 and 1 2 asses they
should have weighed at least 90 and 45 grs. They are interesting as

showing how persistent was the custom in the island of making use

of the old Aeginetic weights. There are also silver pieces of Caius
and Claudius reading PAIOZ or KAAYAIOZ KAIZAP ZEB[AZTOZ]
rEPM[ANlKOZ] APXLIEPEYZ] MEr[IZTOZJ AHM[APXlKHZj EZOY-

[ZIAZ] YnA[TOZ] (i.e. PONT. MAX. TR. POT. COS.), with, on the reverse,
a seated figure of the Emperor in a curule chair, perhaps in the character of

Zeus Kretagenes, surrounded by seven stars, or enthroned on a triumphal
car di-awn by four elephants with seven stars around. The weights are

42 grs. [\ Dr.), 120 grs. (i| Dr.), and 160 grs. (Didr.).

The interesting series of decrees relating to the rights of asylum of the temple of Dionysos
at Teos in Ionia on the one part, and twenty Cretan cities on the other, drawn up in the firsy

half of the second century b. C, will be found collected in Le Bas-Waddington, Inscr. Or., iii.

p. 28 sq. Taken in conjunction with the coins they afford conclusive proof of the autonomy of

the towns of Crete during this period.
"
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Chronological Table of the Coinage of Crete.
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CITIES OF C RETE.

Alassa, Thalassa, or Lasaea, a town near the southernmost promontory
of Crete, mentioned in Acts xxvii. 8. The Vulgate reads Thalassa. It is

perhaps identical with the Lasus of Pliny (iv. 1
2). Imperial bronze coins ;

/7i5cr., BAAACHUUN (?). 3Iagistrates,^m ATAOUUNOC, €01 NeOKYAOY
0A

PC?). I^/;6',s, Hexastyle temple, and Zeus enthroned, holding sceptre
and ears of corn. This attribution is not quite satisfactory. {Num. Chron.,

1884, p. S^')

Allaria. Site uncertain, known only from coins and inscriptions.
This coin was formerly attributed to Lacedaemon, q. v.

Circ. B.C. 200.

Fig. 244.

Head of Pallas in crested Corinthian

helmet (Fig. 244).
Id. (B. M. Cat., Crete, PI. II. 2.)

A A Herakles seated on rock resting
on club . M, Attic tetradr., 235 grs.

AAAAPIjQTAN (sometimes retrogr.).
Hei'akles standing resting on club .

^ Aeginetic Dr., 73 grs.

ApoUouia. The uninscribed coins formerly attributed to a town called

Apollonia on the north coast of Crete, seem to belong to the town
of Naxus (p. 400).

Aptera. The 'wingless town' between Cydonia and Polyrhenium,
is said by Steph. Byz. to have derived its name from the myth of the

contest between the Muses and Sirens, in which the latter lost their

wings and cast themselves into the sea.

Circ. B.C. 350-300.

APTEPAinN or APTAPAinN Fe-
male head wearing stephane and

earring ;
on some specimens, artist's

name rYGOAn[POY.

Female head.

Id.

PTOAIOIKOS or PTOAIOITO^ Arm-
ed warrior standing before a sacred

tree, to the branches of which he

raises his hand in adoration. {Num.
Chron., 1884, PI. I. 4) . M Slater.

APTAPA Bow . . . . ^ i Dr.

Id JE -5
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The head on the above coins is probably that of the Artemis of Aptera
(Le Bas-Waddington, iii. p. 37, No. J^). The hero called YlTokioiKo<s is

perhaps the oekist (TroAeco? oIklo-tt^s) Apteras or Pteras (Pans., x. 5). The
artist's name, Pythodorus, occurs also on contemporary coins of Poly-
rhenium.

Circ. B.C. 300-250.

Alexandrine coins. Symbol, armed man. (Miiller, 3Ion. d'Alex., Nos.

904-907.)

Circ. B.C. 200-67.

Head of Artemis of Aptera.

Id.

Head of Zeus.

(B. M. Cat., Crete, Fill, ti.)

APTAPAinN W arrior advancing .

M 1 Dr.

Apollo seated, lyre be-

hind him . M \ Dr.

Hermes standing with

caduceus M iDr.

The bronze coins have on the obv. Head of Artemis, and on the rev.

Warrior, Race-torch, Bee, Lyre, or Flying Dove.

Arcadia. An inland town midway between Rhaucus, Gortyna, Cnossus,
and Lyttus.

Circ. B.C. 300.

Head of Zeus Ammon,
(B. M. Cat., Crete, PI. III. 7, 8.)

APKAAflN Pallas standing, resting on

spear and shield . . JR Drachm.

Arsinoe (?). This town is entirely unknown, and perhaps owes its

existence to a misreading of Stephanus, s. v. 'Apo-iro'rj.

The following coins may not be Cretan at all.

Circ. B.C. 300-250.

Female head (Artemis 1)

{Num. Chron., 1884, PI. I. g.)

Helmeted head. (lb., PI. I. 9.)

AP^—SI Naked warrior standing, rest-

ing on shield and spear, up which a

serpent twines . . . . ISi '75—6
APSI Two dolphins. . . M -^

Axus. This town, called "Oa^oj by Herod, (iv. 154), Fav^os, Corp. Inscr.

Gr., 3050, and Fd^os or "A^os on coins, lay slightly to the north of

Mount Ida on the river Oaxus. (Virg., Eel., i. 66.) On the coinage, see

Kenner, Num. Zeit., viii. 15.

Circ. B.C. 300 and 200-67(1).

Head of Apollo.

Head of Zeus.

(B. M. Cat., Cre<e, PI. III. 12.)
Head of Apollo.
Head of Zeus.

Id.

AjlIHN Tripod; in field, fulmen .

M Stater.

F—A Tripod, fulmen, and KPA.
M 30 grs.

FAZIflN Tripod . . . ^10 grs.

CAZinN Tripod . . . ^ -75

AZ Winged fulmen . . -^-75

c c 2
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Imperial. Tiberius.

Tl. KAI. ZEBAZTOZ. E.

Head of Tiberius.

KO. AY.

{Rev. Num., 1885, PI. VIII. 3.)

ZYNKAHTn KPHTEZ. AZI. Head
of the Senate veiled . ^119 grs.

300-67.

BIANI RoseO) iE .55
81 ill dotted circle .... ^ -55

The letters E. KO. AY. stand for EHI KOPNHAIOY AYHOY. Cornelius

Lupus was Proconsul of Crete under Augustus and Tiberius (cf. Cy-
donia, p. 393).

Bianus or Biennus, on the south coast, midway between Hierapytna
and Lebena. (Bursian, Geog.^ ii. 579), the scene of the contest of Otos

and Ephialtes with Ares.

Circ. B. c.

Female head r.

Id.

(P. Lambros, Z.f. Num., vii. 357.)

Ceraea. (Polyb., iv. ^^ ; Eckhel, JJ. N. V., ii. 306.) This town is

placed by some near Polyrhenium, by others near Bianus.

Circ. B. c. 300.

Head of Artemis radiate, quiver at
j

KEPAITAN Arrow and spear-head
shoulder.

| ^
M Drachm.

Circ. B.C. 200.

Head of Artemis or Head of Apollo, j

K or K— € Spear and arrow-head JE -4

Chersonesus, on the north coast of the island, is said to have been the

port of Lyttus. Its coins prove that from about the middle of the

fourth century it was in the enjoyment of complete independence. In
its vicinity was a temple of Britomartis, whose head appears on the

coins (Strab., p. 479).

Circ. B.C. 350-300.

Head of Britomartis laureate, hair

gathered up and tied in a bunch

behind, the ends flying loose. (Num.
Chron., 1884, PI. III. 12.)

Head of Britomai-tis (rude work).

(B. M. Cat., Crete, PI. IV. 2, 3.)

XEPCONA^ION Apollo naked, seated

on omphalos, covered with net {dypyj-

v6u) and holding lyre on his knee

M Stater.

XEP^ONA^inN, XEP^O,etc.,Hera-
kles with lion's skin wrapped round

1. arm, striding 1., and striking with

I uplifted club . . . . M Stater.

This last type is slavishly copied from the coins of Stymphalus (p. 380).

Circ B.C. 300-220.

XEP ProwHead of Pallas.

XEP in monogram

^-7-45
Eagle ^ -65

Cnossus, the centre of Cretan Zeus-worship, the reputed royal seat of

Minos, and famous also for the mythical labyrinth constructed by Daedalos
for the abode of the Minotaur, was in historical times the most powerful
city in Crete. The town stood in a plain between the rivers Triton and
Caeratus, near the centre of the northern coast of Crete.
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Circ. B.C. 480-400.

The Minotaur in human form, with

bull's head, running or kneeling on

one knee and holding a large globe in

each hand. (B. M. Guide, Pl.VI. 32.)

Id.

Id. {Num. Chron., 1884, PI. I. 11.)

Labyrinth in the form of the swastika

(solar symbol), a star or sun in the

centre, and four deep square depres-
sions at the corners . . JR Stater.

Labyrinth of square form in incuse

square M Stater.

Head of Theseus in centre of labyrinth,
all in incuse square . . JR Stater.

Circ. B. c. 400-350.

MiNnC King Minos seated on throne KNfl^lON Head of Demeter, crowned
and resting on sceptre. with corn-leaves enclosed in labyrin-

thine frame M Stater.

Cf. J. Fried]aender, Zeii.f. Num.^ vi. p. 232.

Head of Demeter crowned with corn-

leaves.

(B. M. Cat., Crete, PI. IV. 10-13.)
Id. (76., PI. V. I.)

Labyrinth formed like the swastika,
or else square . . . . M Stater.

KNO^ION Bull's head (Minotaur) in

the midst of labyrinth . M, Stater.

Some of these coins bear magistrates' names— BIP, BPinN, etc., bronze
coins also occur with a head of rude work on either side.

Circ. B.C. 350-300.

Fig. 245.

Head of Hera, wearing Stephanos
adorned with flowers (Fig. 245).

Head of Apollo (1) laureate.

{Num. Chron., 1884, PI. I. 16.)

Id.

Head of Pallas.

K Nn? InN Square labyrinth, on either

side A — P, spear head, and fulmen .

M, Stater and Drachm.
KNntinN Young male figure (The-

seus 1)
naked to the waist, seated on

square labyrinth resting on sceptre
and holding Nike . . M Drachm.

KNnCinN Square labyrinth . . .

M \ Dr.

Id. . . . iR i Dr.

Star or Sun.
I Square labyrinth M -^

Circ. B.C. 300-200.

After the close of the fourth century there is a break in the series of
Cnossian coins, during which perhaps money of Alexander's types circu-
lated in the island. About B. c. 220 the Cnossians allied themselves with
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the Gortynians with the object of obtaining the mastery of the whole

island, in which however they were for some time unsuccessful (Polyb.,
iv.

^'^). The following coins, with combined Gortynian and Cnossian

types, record this alliance :
—

Europa, with inflated veil, riding on

bull
; beneath, dolphins.

KNn^inN Square labyrinth ; above,
Star or Sun M

•>]

{Num. Chron., 1884, PI. I. 13.)

Circ. B. c. 200.

About B. c. 200 the Athenian Cephisodorus concluded a treaty of

alliance between Athens on the one part and Attalus I, king of

Pergamus, Ptolemy V, the Aetolians, the Ehodians and the Cretans, on
the other (Pans., i. 36). against Philip V of Macedon. It is noteworthy
that apparently about this very time the towns of Cnossus, Cydonia,
Gortyna, Hierapytna, Polyrhenium, and Priansus, all adopt the types of

the Athenian tetradrachms of the ' new style.' Those of Cnossus may be
thus described.

i

Fig. 246.

Head of Athena as on coins of Athens.

(Fig. 246.)

K NnZ InN Owl on amphora, on which

A. In field, square labyrinth, all in

olive-wreath . . M. Attic tetradr.

Circ. B.C. 116-67.

The next and latest class of Cnossian tetradrachms (Attic wt.) cannot
be ascribed to an earlier date than about B.C. 116, for several of the
extant specimens are found to be superstruck on coins of Antiochus IX,
Philopator, B.C. 116-96 {Zeit. f. Num., v. p. 148), nor can the series
extend beyond B. c. 67, when Crete was conquered by the Romans.

Fig. 247.
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Head of Zeus r., diademed
;

in field,

sometimes N I K A.

KNnZinN Square labyrinth. (Fig.

247.) . . . . M Spread tetradr.

^yC'KJJX

Fig. 248.

K NnS InN Labyrinth of circular form .

(Fig. 248.) . . M Spread tetradr.

Head of Apollo, with flowing hair;

laureate, across field, TTOAXOZ

(magistrate's name, or possibly epi-

thet of Apollo =noXtoi}xoy).

It is to this last period of Cretan autonomy that all the large bronze

coins of Cnossus, inscr. KNnZinN, belong.

LabyrinthHead of Zeus.

Id. in front, fulmen. Eagle, wings open

M -85- .55M 1-05

Magistrates' names, KYAAZ, MNHZIOEOS, APISTinN, OAPSYAIKAZ,
etc.

Head of Artemis, quiver at shoulder.

Id.

Quiver Avith strap ; magistrates,

[T]AYPIAAA[Z], OAPSYAIKAZ,
etc iE .85

Caduceus winged 2Ei -6

Cnossus a Roman Colony.

Of Cnossus as a Roman Colony (Strab., x. 477) coins are known of
M. Antonius and Augustus with names of Duumviri. Liscr., C. I. N. C
EX. D. D.=Colonia Julia Nobilis Cnossus (Imhoof, 3Ion. Gr., p. 213).
There are also imperial coins of Augustus and Tiberius with the legend
rNnzinN or rNnzzinN.

Cydonia, an important town on the northern coast of Crete, near the
western end of the island, owed its foundation to Kydon, the son of

Akakallis, daughter of Minos (Paus., viii.
^'^).

Circ. B.C. 350-300.

Dionysiac female head, crowned with

vine-leavesand grapes ; behind, artist's

signature, NEYANTO^ EPOEI, or

mon. (Z./. A^., ii. PI. I. 8.)

KYAnN Kydon as a naked archer

stringing his bow
; before him, some-

times a dog . M, Stater and Drachm.

Fig. 249.
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Dionysiac ivy-crowned head.

Head of Athena Kydonia,

(Pans., vi. 21. 6.)

Ivy-crowned head.

Female head.

KYAHN Infant suckled by bitch. (Fig.

249.) ....... ^ Stater.

KYAflN Similar, above Star or Sun .

M, Drachm.

(B.M. Cat., (7rcfe, PI. VII. 7.)

K or Bucranium, three crescents .

M Trihemiob.

KYAa Amphora . . M Obol.

Young male head (Kydon). KYAA Bitch seated M-S

Miletos, the brother of Kydon, the founder of the city of that name in

Ionia, was said to have been suckled in Crete by a wolf. Of his brother

Kydon no such story is told ; but, unless we accept the coin-type as

referring to Miletos, we must infer that a similar myth was related of

Kydon also. The animal, however, on the coins seems to be clearly a

bitch and not a wolf.

Circ. B.C. 300-200.

At Cydonia, as at Cnossus, there appears to be a break of about a

century, during which no coins (except perhaps of Alexander's types)
were issued.

Circ. B.C. 200-67.

About B.C. 200 Cydonia struck tetradrachms of the Athenian type

(see Cnossus, p. 390). Inscr., KYAONIATAN ; Symbols in field, Kydon
suckled by bitch (or wolf?) or Zeus hurling fulmen

;
on the obverse is

the magistrate's name, AIOHN {Num. Chron., 1884, PL II, 2. 4). The

following tetradrachms belong to the last period of autonomy before the

Roman Conquest.

Head of Artemis Diktynna, with bow
and quiver at shoulder

; across field,

magistrate's name TTA^IfiN.

(B. M. Cat., Crete, PI. VII. 16.)

KYAHNIATAN Artemis Diktynna
standing, holding long toi'ch. Dog
seated beside her, all in olive-wreath.

M Spread Tetradr.

Cydonia was the centre from which the worship of Diktynna, known
in some parts of Crete as Britomartis, 'sweet maid' (Solinus, Poli/h., c. 1

1),

spread throughout the island (see p. 383). Her temple stood on Mount
Tityrus near Cydonia (Strab., p. 479).
The types of the remaining bronze coins of the last century and a

half of Cretan independence refer for the most part to the lunar worship
of Diktynna.

Owl.

Head of Diktynna, or Apollo.
Head of Dionysos, ivy-crowned.
Female head in stephane.

KYAfi, KY,etc. Crescent moon and star

M.6
Id ^-85
Id ^.65

„ Grapes .... /E -5
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Imjyerial Times.

Augustus to Domna. hiscr., KYAflNl ATAN. Ti/pes, Kydon suckled by
bitch. Under the Proconsul Cornelius Lupus, and under Laches in the

reign of Tiberius, silver coins were issued; obv. TIBEPIH KAIZAPI
SEBASrn Eni KOP AVnn and Eni AAXHTI

;
rev. ZYNKAHTH KPHTEZ

KY or KYAflNEATHN. Ti/j^e, a veiled and bearded bust of the Senate,
Crete being a Senatorial Province. There are also silver coins reading
Y,{oivov) KPHinN E(77t) KOP. A. See also Imhoof, Mo7i. Gr., p. 215.
Note the very unusual use of eirt followed by a dative case.

Eleutherna, an important town on the northern slopes of Mount Ida.

The place was also called ApoUonia, and the coins show that Apollo was
the great god of the city.

Circ. B.C. 480-400.

Apollo or Minos as hunter, carrying

globe or stone and bow
;
on either

side a fir tree, beside him a dog.

EAEY®EP (retrogr.) Artemis Dik-

tynna as huntress, shooting with bow,
beside her a small animal : all in

beaded square . . . . JR Stater.

The apparent archaism of this coin may be partly due to its rude
execution. It is figured in Num„ Ckron., 1884, PL II. 5.

Circ. B.C. 400-300.

Head of Apollo, laureate.

{Num. Chrmi., 1884, PI. XL 6.)

Head of Zeus (style of the end of the

century).
3-A Bunch of grapes.

EAEY,EAEYGEPNAION,etc. Apollo
or Minos standing, holding globe and
bow . . . M> Stater, Dr. and Obol.

EAEY Id M Stater.

(B. M. Cat., Crete, PI. VIII. 7.)

Similar type ^ -7

{N.C., 1884, PI. IL I.)

Circ. B.C. 300-200.

Head of Apollo.

(B. M. Cat., Crete, PI. VIII. 13.)

EAEYOEPNAinN Apollo seated on

netted omphalos, beside which is his

lyre. He holds globe, beside him a bow.
M .7

There are no silver coins of this century.

Imjyerial.

Tiberius. M Drachm struck under the Proconsul Cornelius Lupus.
ZEBAZTOZ E(7rt)K0P. A. Rev., GEOZ ZEBAZTOZInscr., Tl

EAEYO
KAIZ.

El3rrus. The most important town of south-western Crete.

Circ. B.C. 400-300.

EAYPION Head of Cretan wild

goat ; beneath, spear-head.
Bee.

Bee JR Drachm.

(B. M. Cat., Crete, PI. VIII. 15.)

EAYPION Goat standing before tree,

and raising his fore-foot against it .

M. Drachm.
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Head of Poseidon.

Circ. B.C. 200-67.

I
EAYPinN Trident . M Attic Tetradi-,

Gortyna or Gortys occupied a central position near the river Lethaeus.

It rivalled Cnossus in wealth and importance.

Circ, B.C. 480-400.

Eiiropa, riding on bull.

(Fox, PI. X. 109.)

HVTSOA Bull recumbent.

Id.

A^^AD OT MOUVTSOA {VopTwoi
TO TTolfxa)

on the four sides of a square,
within which, lion's head facing, all

in incuse square . . JR Stater.

Id. {N'. C, 1884, PI. II. 7) M Drachm.
Lion's head, facing, incuse square

JR ^ Dr.

Others of similar types without inscription.
The inscription on the remarkable stater above described is of the

highest epigraphic and numismatic interest. Lenormant supposes
TToifxa to be derived from ttuUlv, to strike, as Ko^xfxa from kottt^iv. Cf.

SEYGA KOMMA on a coin of Seuthes, king of the Thracian Odrysae
(p. 240). The signification of both these words appears to be '

something

struck,' and so ' a coin! The reading (raLfxa for arjixa is inadmissible, as

the sigma is nowhere rounded in archaic times.

Circ. B.C. 400-300.

Fig. 250.

rOPTYNlON (retrogr.) Bull in various

attitudes, often skilfully foreshort-

ened . . . JR Stater and Drachm.

(Fig. 250, and Gardner, Types, PI. IX.

18-20, 24).

Europa, in sorrowful attitude, seated

amid the branches of an ancient

tree on the trunk of which on one

specimen 80SVM3T (^Ti'trvpot 1).

On one of the branches sometimes an

eagle, on other coins a large eagle's

head, in front of the trunk.

Europa sometimes holds a sceptre surmounted by a bird and wears

upon her head a polos, showing that she was regarded at Gortyna in the

light of a powerful goddess and as the consort of Zeus.

Eviropa seated in tree, in commercio
cum aquila expansis alis. On some

specimens, bull's head beneath.

Female head, crowned with corn leaves.

Bull iR Stater.

(B. M. Cat., Crete, PI. X. 8.)

rOPTYNinN Bull's head and neck, or

bull irritated by fly . . . M Dr.
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The above types are illustrated by a passage in Pliny (xii. 1.5):
' Est

Gortynae in insula Creta juxta fontem platanus una insignis utriusque

linguae monimentis, numquam folia dimittens, statimque ei Graeciae fabu-

lositas superfuit Jovem sub ea cum Europa concubuisse.' Von Sallet

{Z. f. N., vi. 264) has suggested that the inscription on the tree may refer

to Mount Tityrus in the north of Crete, but such an explanation seems

improbable, Poole prefers to regard it as one of the names carved on the

bark of the old tree apparently alluded to by Pliny (/. c).
It would seem, according to the Gortynian version of the myth, that

Zeus, after carrying off Europa, in the form of a Bull, approached her

again in the shape of an Eagle. In honour of Europa a festival called

Hellotia was celebrated at Gortyna, in which the lunar origin of her

worship is conspicuous. As works of art some of the above described

staters, with the goddess seated in the tree, deserve the highest praise,
the majority of the extant specimens are however extraordinarily careless

in design and execution.

To this period may be also ascribed the following stater, usually
attributed to Euboea (Imhoof, 31on. Gr., p. 223).

Bull lying 1., with head turned back. 1 EVR(1) Head of Europa, hair rolled, the

j

whole in incuse square JR 18^ grs.

The inscription on this coin has hitherto been read EVB, and the coin

consequently assigned to Euboea. The emendation here suggested is

due to Prof. Gardner
;
but as I have not had an opportunity of examining

the legend on the original, I cannot unhesitatingly accept the new
reading.

Broxze. B.C. 400-300.

Europa seated on trunk of tree, eagle
beside her.

(B. M. Cat., Crete, PI. XI. 5.)

rOPTY Europa, with inflated veil,

riding on bull, the whole in wreath .

.E.65

Silver. Circ. b. c. 300-200
(1).

Head of Zeus r., laureate. rOPTYN InN Europa on bull, as above

JR Drachm.

Circ. B. c. 200.

Tetradrachms of Athenian types. Inscr.

Butting bull (B. M. Guide, PI. LVI. 32).

rOPTYNinN. Symbol^

Circ. B.C. 200-67.

Fig. 251.
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rOPTYNinN Bull standing . . .

K Stater (?) 133 grs.

„ Pallas standing hold-

ing Nike, resting on shield, beside

her, serpent. Mag. OIBOZ, all in

olive-wreath . . . . M. Tetradr.

rOPTYNinN Naked hunter with bow
and arrows in hand, seated on rocks,

quiver at his shoulder
;

in field, B.

Magistrate's name OIBOS .

JR Attic Drachm.
rOPTYNinN Naked male figure

(Gortys 1) striding r. holding spear,
shield before him . JR Attic Drachm.

r— Eagle with spread wings de-

vouring serpent ;
all in border of

rays. . . . M. Attic \ Drachm.

The gold stater described above may be only a cast in gold from a

silver coin. It is catalogued by Mionnet (II. 278), and there is a

sulphur cast of it in the British Museum.
Bronze. Heads of Zeus, Artemis Britomartis, and Hermes, called Hedas

at Gortyna {Elym. Mag., 315, 28). Bev., Pallas standing holding serpent ;

Naked warrior with shield before him
;
Bull

; Europa on bull
;
Bull and

caduceuS; etc.

Circ. B. c. 66.

Head of Zeus, laureate.

(Mionnet, II. 278.)

Id., diademed. (Fig. 251.)

Id. (Cf. N.C., 1884, PL II. 9)

Id. (B. M. Cat., Crete, PI. XI. 9.)

Head of Medusa facing.

(76., PI. XL 10.)

wearingPHMAZ Head of Roma

winged helmet, adorned on side with

elephant's head ;
in front mon. K A

{Z.f.N.,^. 119.)

rOPTYN Ephesian Artemis, as on gold
staters of Ephesus ;

in field, Bee and

elephant's head, all in wreath
M Attic Tetradr.

The Elephant's head is the family emblem of the Caecilii Metelli.

There can be no doubt therefore that these tetradrachms were struck at

Gortyna after the conquest of Crete by Q. Caecilius Metellus, B. c. 67,
and while he was organizing the government of the island, which was
constituted a Boman Province in B.C. 66. Livy [Epit., 100):

'

Q. Me-
tellus perdomitis Cretensibus liberae in id tempus insulae leges dedit.'

It is not clear why the Ephesian Artemis appears on the reverse.

(Friedlaender, Ze'it.f. Nmn., x. 119.)
Between B.C. 66 and 31 Cistophori appear to have been struck at

Gortyna by KYAAZ (Cicero, P////., v. 5, and viii. 9) who was KPHTAPXAS
or President of the kolvov tu>v Kpr^raUoDv (see Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 210),

Imperial. Tiberius. M struck under the Proconsul Cornelius Lupus.
TIBEPin KAIZAPI ZEBAZTH rOPTYNinrN; m-., KAIZAPI ZEBAZrn
KPHTEZ. E(7ri)K0P. AY.

Caligula and Germanicus, under Augurinus ETTI AYTOYPEINn rOPT.
Here again we have e-n-i with a dative

; see p. 393. The name Augurinus
occurs also on coins of Hierapytna and Polyrhenium.

Claudius M. Rev., Augustus seated, or in quadriga of elephants
surrounded by seven stars (Mion., vi. 676, 433 and 434), and ^ with

Augustus seated holding aplustre and sceptre {Zeit.f. Num., xiii. PI. IV.

7). Trajan M. Rev., rOPTYC, naked warrior.
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Hierap3rkna, about five miles west of Cape Erytliraeum, was, after its

annexation of Praesus (Strab., x. p. 479), in the second century b. c. one
of the largest cities of Crete,

Circ. B.C. 400-350.

IP—AP—V between the limbs of a

triskelis, the whole in wreath.
Fore-part of a boar r. in wreath {Zeit. f.

Num., xiii. PL IV. 8.)

JE Stater 174-5 grs.

Before circ. b. c. 300.

ilG. 2^2.

I EPA Palm-tree with eagle at its foot.

(Fig. 252.) . . . ; . M Stater.

Head of Zeus laureate, closely resem-

bling in style the coins of the

Aenianians (b. o. 302-286), p. 248.

Circ. B.C. 200.

Tetradrachm of Athenian types. Inscr., lEPAflY. Sp/ibol, Eagle.

Magistrates, IHNO<t>l or KYPANNIZ. Cf. remarks under Cnossus (p. 390).

Circ. B. c

Female head turreted.

(B. M. Guide, PI. LVI. 33.)

Id.

Id.
(B. M. Cat., Crete, PI. XII. 2.)

200-67.

lEPATTYTNinN Palm-tree and eagle.

Magistrate's name, inuora.orgen. case,

and mon. M Spread Tetradr. 232 grs.

lEPAnVTNinN Id. iRDidr. ii6grs.
Id. M Dr. 57 grs.

Among the names on these coins are—APIZTATOPAZ, AZBANTOZ,
IMEPAIOS, KAOYMENIAAZ, KYAANTOZ, MENEZOENHZ, ZAMA-
rOPAZ, and OAYOZ.

Imperial. M Divus Augustus, OEOZ ZEBAZTOZ KPHTHN Eni

KOPNHA AY Rev. TAN KPHTATENHZ lEPA. Head of Zeus. Caligula,
M. Eni <DAAOYIOYandEni AYrOYPlNOY. %;e*. Eagle and Palm-tree.

TAN is apparently a Cretan form of ZAN=Z7/y (Eckhel, D. N. V., ii.

P- 301)- )

Hyrtaciua, a little to the west of Elyrus, seems to have been in close

political and religious connection with it, for the coinage of the two
cities is identical in type.

Circ. B.C. 350-300.

YPTAKlNinN (sometimes retrogr.)
Head of Cretan wild goat ; behind,

spear-head.

Be( Symbol : sometimes in field .

JR Drachm.

(B. M. Cat., Crete, PI. XII. 5.)

Itanns, at the eastern extremity of Crete, was an ancient Phoenician

station, probably a factory for the purple trade (Herod., iv. 151). It
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afterwards rose to be a city of some standing. In the vicinity was a

sanctuary of Athena Sahnonia, a sea-goddess (cf. ciAs). From the coins

it is also evident that a marine god, allied perhaps to the Phoenician

Dagon, was worshipped at Itanus,

Zeus, called AiktoIos, was also revered on the neighbouring Mount Dicte

on the confines of the territories of Itanus and Praesus (Strab., x. 478,
and Inscr., Pashley, i. 290).

Circ. B.C. 480-430.

Sea-god (Glaukos or Triton ?) upper
part human, and ending below in

fish's tail.

Conventional Star or Sun in incuse

square M. Stater.

{N.C., 1884, PI. II. 10, II.)

Circ. B. c. 430-400, of later.

Fig. 253.

Sea-god as above, striking downwards,

with trident. (Fig. 253.)

ITANION Id.

Same Fish-divinity.

ITA or I TAN I ON Two sea-monsters

face to face
; magistrate sometimes

EY<t>AMO (Mion. under Corcyra).
M, Stater, Drachm., and i Dr.

Same type M Stater.

Star M Obol.

Circ. B.C. 400-300.

Head of Athena Salmonia in ci'ested

Athenian helmet.

(B. M. Cat., Crete, PI. XIII. 6.)

Id.

ITANinN Eagle looking back; in

field usually, fish-god, all in incuse

square . iR Stater, Dr. and \ Dr.

Star M Obol.

Young head laureate. Star ^•5

Circ. B.C. 300-250.

Into this period fall the tetradrachms of the types of Alexander the
Great's coins with a triton as accessory symbol (Miiller, Mon. (V Aleos.,

Nos. 901-903).

Circ. B.C. 200-67.

Head of Athena, as on late coins of

Athens.
Sea-god or triton carrying trident and

blowing conch-shell . M, \ Drachm.

Imperial. Faustina Junior, iE. ^er. ITA[NlflN] The three charities.

4
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Lappa, an inland town in western Crete, has not left many numis-
matic monuments.

Circ. B.C. 400-300.

Female head r. Bull's head facing, one horn turned
downwards .

Circ. B.C. 200-67.

iHDr,

Head of Apollo (?).

(B. M. Cat., Crete, PI. XIII. ii.)
Head of Bull.

Id.

Head of Apollo (?).

Id.

AAPP Al Apollo standing, playing lyre.

Mag. SYAHKOZ M \ Dr.

M\ Dr.A

Tripod ... ... ^ -55
AAPPAinN Lyre ... ^ .8

AA Bull's head, tripod, or lyre M 6

Imperial. Augustus; Tiberius [Rev. N?mi., 1885, p. 160); Domitian.

^7?e, Archaic Pallas
; Domitia

;
and Commodus. Inscr., \AT\'nMD.t^.

Lasaea. See Alassa.

Latus, near the northern coast, looking east across the great gulf near
the eastern end of the island (Bursian, Geoff., ii. 573). Its harbour was
called Kamara (Aaricoy roiv tt/jos Ka/xapa ;

Le Bas-Waddington ;
Inscr. Gr.,

V. 74).
Second Cent, b. c.

Head of Artemis or Eleuthuia (Eilei-

thyia), who had a temple at Latus.

Corjy. Inscr. Gr., 3058.
Head of Artemis in stephane.

AATinN Hermes carrying caduceus

^ -55

(i\^C., 1884, PI. IL 13.)
A A Bust of Hermes . . M -^

Lissus, on the south coast, near the western end of the island.

Second Cent, b, c.

Female head (Diktynna V).

AlZI Pilei of the Dioskuri.

AlSlinN Doljihin . . . . M'^
AlZI Bow and quiver crossed M -6

Lyttus, one of the largest cities of Crete, stood at the foot of Mount

Aegaeum, about 100 stadia south-east of Cnossus. The silver coins of

Lyttus are plentiful ; but, like those of most other inland towns of

Crete, they are of rude fabric and style. It is therefore somewhat
difficult to classify them chronologically. They probably, however,

belong to the last half of the fifth and to the fourth century b. c.

Eagle flying.

{N.C., 1884, PI. III. I.)

Circ. B. c. 450-330, or later.

>*VTTSON later AVTTION Boar's

head in incuse squareM Stater, Dr., i
Dr., and M .55

Circ. B.C. 300-250.

Tetradrachms with types of Alexander (Miiiller, 900). Symbol, Boar's

head.

From B.C. 300 to 220, when the" city was destroyed by its powerful
neighbour Cnossus. the coins of Lyttus are rare.
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Boai"'s head.

(B. M. Cat., Crete, PI. XIV. 6.)

AYTT InN Eagle, with spread wings.
Head of Zeus.

Circ. B.C. 300-220.

AYTTinN Eagle standing, wings
open . . . . M Attic Drachm.

Boar's head , . M
•<]

AYTTinM Eagle, with open wings;
in field, boar's head . . . M

-"j

The Eagle refers to the cultus of Zeus AtKraio?, the Boar's head may
symbolize the worship of Artemis, rfpiroixevri Ka-npoiai (II., vi. 204).

Matalia (?) (Ptol., iii. 17, § 4), a Cretan town a few miles south of

Phaestus. Von Sallet (Zeif. f. Num., 1885, p. 359) suggests that certain

silver staters reading MHAAiriN orMHAAAflN, apparently of Cretan

style, may belong to this town,

Circ. B.C. 400-300.

Rude head of Zeus.
|

MHAAinN Bucranium . ^Stater

Naxus. This town is mentioned by Suidas and by the scholiast of

Pindar {Isthm., vi. 108); its coins are of rude work, and seem to belong
to the early part of the fourth century B. c.

NAKM^^ON, NAK^ION (sometimes

retrogr.) or no inscription. Tripod
of rude work

Head of Apollo, r., laur.

{Zeit.f. Num., 1885, p. 125.)

M, Stater, Drachm., and ^ Drachm.

Olus, on the north-east coast between Chersonesus and Minoa. It

was celebrated for a temple of Britomartis, which contained a wooden
statue of the goddess by Daedalos (Pans., ix. 40. 3).

Circ. B.C. 330-300.

Head of Britomartis, bound with fillet

and wreath of bay, at her shoulder

quiver. {N. C, 1884, PI. III. 2.)

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

OAONTinN Zeus aetophoros, en-

throned as on coins of Alexander, in

field monogram . . . Ai Stater.

OA (in mon.) in wreath . -51 34 grs.
Star Ai Obol.

OAONTI Similar ^ .5

OAON Dolphin in incuse square JE -4

Phaestus, one of the most ancient and illustrious of the Cretan towns,
stood on the river Lethaeus, west of Gortyna. The coinage begins in the

fifth century, and during the whole of the fourth it is plentiful ;
but it

ceases suddenly early in the third, about which time apparently the town
was destroyed by the Gortynians. The Eponym of Phaestus was a son
of Herakles, and the exploits of that divinity form the usual subjects of

its coin-types.

Circ. B.C. 450-400.

Europa riding on bull.

{Num. Chron., 1884, PI. III. 6.)

A^M30TIAO^TMM[3] (*ato-Wa,./

TO
TTal/jLu)

on the four sides of a square,
within which lion's head facing ;

all

in incuse square . . . JR Stater.

This coin (the ethnic excepted) resembles the earliest money of

Gortyna, and shows that in the fifth century the two towns were

intimately connected.
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8TM8AD (= ^aia-Ti . .
.) Europa

seated on rocks, raising her hand to

a bull, which advances towards her.

Hermes C?) seated on rocks holding ca-

duceus (?)
in 1., his r. slightly raised .

M Stater.

{N.C., 1884, PI. III. 9.)

Circ. B.C. 400-300.

Herakles, naked, with bow and club,

standing ;
his lion's skin hanging

behind him.

Id.

Herakles, naked, facing, with club,

bow, and lion's skin, between an
enormous serpent and a tree,

Herakles, wielding club, attacking
coiled serpent.

H )l I TM I A D Bull feeding, his fore-

legs tied with a rope or chain, the

whole sometimes in wreath .

M Stater.

Bull's head, filleted . . . M Stater.

Bull tethered, all in wreath M Stater.

Bull M Stater.

Fig. 254.

Herakles, contending with Hydra ;
the <t)AI ^Tl ON or (HN) Bull (Fig. 254).

latter is assisted by a crab. JR Stater.

When Herakles with the help of lolaos destroyed the Lernaean hydra,
a gigantic crab came to the assistance of the hydra and wounded Herakles
in the foot. (Apollod., ii. 5, 2.)
The tethered bull on the above coins is the famous Cretan bull,

bound by Herakles.

Fig. 255.

50H AX A3 3 Youthful god naked,
seated on stump of ancient tree, and

holding a cock on his 1. knee.

Herakles, naked, seated at rest on the

ground, his bow and quiver hanging
on a column, or sometimes on a tree

beside him. Behind him, on some

specimens, a large amphora.

<l)A I CT (retrogr . ) Bull

(Fig. 255) or rushing .

walkingM Stater.

0AI^ Similar .... .51 Stater.

(Gardner, Types, PI. IX. 8.)
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Fig. 256.

TAAnM Naked winged male figure,

Talos, striding along, and about to

hurl a stone.

Young male head, Phaestos or Hera-

kles. {N. a, 1884, PI. III. 7, 8.)

<DAI^TinM Rushing bull. (Fig. 256.)M Stater.

0AI^ (retrogr.) Bull's head facingM Drachm, ^ Drachm, and Obol.

Circ. B.C. 300-250.

Talos, rushing to right, hurling stones. 1 OAlCTIflN Dog on the scent . iE -7

{li.C., 1884, PI. III. II.) !

Zeus was worshipped at Phaestus in youthful form and under the

Semitic name of Velchanos, reA^ai^os 6 Zevs irapa Kprjo-Lv (Hesych. s. v.). The
coins show that the correct form of the name is not FeAxai'o? but feAxai'o?.
The cock, the bird of dawn, indicates that the worship of Velchanos par-
took of a solar character. Another Cretan conception originally solar was
Talos (cf. Hesych. TaAw? 6 ijXtos), the wondrous man of brass, the work of

Hephaestos, who guarded the island of Crete, running swiftly round it

thrice every day and hurling stones at all strange vessels which ap-

proached its shores
(cf. Apollonius, iv. 1638 ; Apollod., i. 9, 36). The

Cretan form of the name (if in the nominative) would appear from the

coins to have been Talon and not Talos.

The dog, which is the reverse type of the bronze coins, was, like Talos,
the work of Hephaestos and the guardian of the Cretan Zeus (De Witte,
Rev. Num., 1840, p. 188).
On a silver stater in the Greau Collection (No. 1567) the dog appears

between the legs of Talos.

Fhalasarna, at the north-west extremity of the island, possessed a

temple of Diktynna and a strong port (Bursian, Geog., ii. ^^'^. Its coin-

types refer to the worship of Diktynna and Poseidon.

Circ. B.C. 400-300.

Head of Diktynna, her hair bound
with cord passing twice round it.

Id. hair rolled.

Id.

OA Trident . . . . M. Stater.

(B. M. Cat., Crete, PI. XVI. 7.)

„ Id. {Ihid., XVI. 8). M Drachm.

„ Id ^i Drachm,

Id.

<D. (B. M. Cat., Crete, PI. XVI. 10.)

<I)A Helmet M -d

Dolphin ^ -45

Polyrhenium. The territory of this important town occupied the

greater part of the western end of the island. The temple of Diktynna
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is the only public building mentioned by Strabo. Towards the close of

the third century (before circ. B.C. 23o) we hear of Polyrhenium allying
itself with Lyttus against Cnossus, to which city it had previously been

subject.

Circ. B.C. 400-350.

Head and neck of bull.

Head of Demeter crowned with corn.

Head of Diktynna, hair rolled, signed
PYOO A[nPOY]. See also Aptera,

p. 386.

rOA Female head, hair in sphendone,
or rolled M, Drachm.
Head and neck of bull . M, Drachm.
Bull's head facing, horns filleted

{N.C., 1884, PI. I. 7.) M iDr.

Girc. B.C. 350-300.

Head of Zeus, laureate.

(Gardner, Tyi)es, PI. IX. 21.)

nOAYPHNfON Bull's head facing,
horns filleted.

Head of Pallas.

Bull's head facing.
Bound shield, on which hull's head.

So-called ' Boeotian
'

shield.

nOAYPHlsflOK Bull's head facing,
honis filleted. Magistrate, XAPIS-
OENH2, beneath, spear-headM Stater.

rOAYPHKl Spear-head ^Drachm.
(B. M. Cat., Crete, PI. XVI. 15.)

POAYPHNI Bull's head filleted ^-65
POAY Spear-head . . . M -6^
rOAYPH Spear-head. . . M -^

Goat's head r., and spear-
head ^•5

Circ. B.C. 200.

Tetradrachms of Athenian weight and types, (B. M. Cat., Crete, PI.

XVII. 2.) Inscr., POAYPHNinivl. Si/mhol
—Artemis shooting with bow

and arrow. See remarks under Cnossus (p. 390).

200-67.

POAYPHlsnnN
holding Nike.

Female figure seated,

In ex. fulmen .

-51 Attic tetradr.

POAYPHNinN Apollo(^)iiakecI,carry-

ing palm-branch. M, \ Attic Drachm.

Circ. B.C.

Young male head, probably a portrait
of Philip V of Macedon as Apollo,
with bow and quiver at shoulder.

(B. M. Guide, PL XXXII. 26.)
Bust of Diktynna facing, bow and

quiver at shoulder.

(B. M. Cat., Crete, PI. XVII. 3.)

The Polyrhenian types point to the worship of Artemis Diktynna,
Zeus, and Apollo (?).

The artist Pythodoros was employed also at the
mint of Aptera.

ImiKrial.

Silver of Divus Augustus with legend, GEO! SEBASTOZ EFFI

KOPNHAIOY AYnOY,R.TAN KPHTAPENHZ HOAYP, in combination with
the head of Zeus Kretagenes, Wt., 147 grs. Respecting TAN, see above
under Hierapytna (p. 397).

Praesus. The territory of this city occupied the greater part of the
eastern end of Crete bordering upon that of Itanus. Its coins point
chiefly to the worship of Zeus AiKrato?, whose temple stood on Mount

D d 2
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Dicte, east of the town. The god is represented enthroned and holding
an eagle on his hand. Other divinities also appear. The city was

destroyed by the Hierapytnians probably in the second century b. c.

Oirc. B,c. 400-300.

Head of Medusa, with snakes in her

hair. {N.C., 1884, PL III. 13.)

Herakles as op reverse of preceding.

(B. M. Cat., Crete, PL XVII. 6.)

Zeus Diktaeos enthroned, holding eagle
and sceptre.

{Ihid., PL XVII. 8, 9.)

Head of Apollo (?).

{Ibid., PL xyii. 10.)
Id.

Bull with head lowered, beneath, infant

Zeus
(?).

Head of Apollo (?).

Head of Demeter crowned with corn-

leaves, copied from Syracusan deka-

drachms.

Id. {Ibid., PL XVIII. 3.)

Naked Herakles kneeling and shooting
with bow, his lion's skin flying over

1. arm. All in linear square . . .

M Stater.

PP Al 5 Flying bird, in linear square .

M Stater.

PPAIMION (retrogr.) Bull, or fore-

part of Ci'etan goatM Stater and Drachm.

n P A 1 5 1 Fore-part of goat, and spear-
head M Stater.

Goat's head in wreath . . M, ^ Dr.

3 1 A PI Herakles kneeling and drawing

bow, in incuse square . M, Stater.

{Rev. Num., 1885, PL VIII. 8.)

PPAICinN Herakles naked, standing

wielding club and holding bowM Drachm.
PPAICI Rushing bull. Symbol, Rose

M, Stater and Drachm.

Bee M \ Drachm.

Head of Apollo. (/6ic?., PL XVIII. 5.) |

PPAICinN Fulmen M .7

Friansus. This inland city stood on the left bank of the largest of

the northern affluents of the river Catarrhaktes (Bursian, Geog., ii.'p. ^6'^)
near Mount Dicte. By Kiepert it is wrongly placed on the coast. In

Strabo, p. 478, for npaio-o) and YlpaiaioL read Y\piav(T<a and Ylpiavcnoi

(Leake, Num. Hell., p. 32).

Circ. B.C. 350-300.

Persephone (?)
enthroned beneath palm-

tree, caressing serpent which rises

to her hand.

(Gardner, Types, PL IX. 2, 5.)
Female head.

(B. M. Cat., Crete, PL XVIII. 8.)
Female head.

PPIANtlEjQN Poseidon standing with

himation around him, holding trident

and dolphin . . . . M Stater.

PPIAN^IEnN Palm-tree between dol-

phin and rudder . . . . M. Dr.

PPIAN^IEnN Trident . . ^ Dr.

Female head.

{Ibid., PL XVIII. 10.)

PPIANCIEnN Palm-tree, or Poseidon,
in attitude of attack with his trident

^.65
The goddess fondling the serpent may be Persephone approached by

Zeus in the likeness of a serpent, a subject also represented on a coin of
Selinus in Sicily (p. 148) : or possibly Hygieia, for there was a temple
of Asklepios at Leben near Priansus.
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Circ. B.C. 200.

Tetradrachms with Athenian types. Liscr.

PYPriAZ-KA (B. M. Guide, PL LVI; XXXIV).

PPIANZI. Magistrates,

Im2)erial.

Hadrian. Inscr., nPIANSIEjQN. Ti/j^es
—

Dolphin and Rudder.

Pyranthus, near Gortyna (Steph. Byz., s. v.) and Priansus, with which
latter its coin-types prove that it was closely connected;

After circ. B.C. 300.

Head of Zeus.

(B. M. Cat., Crete, PI. XVIII. 13.)

PYPAN (in mon;) and aplustre on either

side of palm-tree . . . . M -55

See also De Witte, Rev. Num., 1845, and Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 220.

Rhaucus was an inland town midway between Gortyna and Cnossus.

Although its coin-types refer to the worship of Poseidon it does not

appear to have possessed a port until it took possession of Tylissus,
which cannot have been before the early part of the fourth century (see

Tylissus). It is, however, by no means unusual to meet with the cultus

of Poseidon at inland towns (cf. the various T^hessalian towns, Mantineia,

etc.). In the year B.C. 166 Cnossus and Gortyna made a combined attack

upon Rhaucus and divided its territory between them (Polyb., xxxi. i).

Circ. B.C. 400-300.

Poseidon Hippios, naked, holding tri-

dent, and standing beside his horse.

Head of Poseidon.

Head of Poseidon, trident at shoulder.

Youthful head facing.
Female head.

PAYKIOM Trident (on earlier speci-

mens in incuse square) JR Stater.

(Gardner, Tyi^es, PI. IX. 3.)

PAYKinN Trident and two dolphins .

M. Drachm.
PAYKinN Two dolphins M | Drachm.
Trident in incuse square M, ^ Drachm.

PAYKION Trident. . iR Obol.

Head of Poseidon.

(B. M. Cat., Crete, PI. XIX. 7.)

PAYKinN Horse's head.

PAYK Two dolphins.
PAY Dolphin.

PAYKinN Trident between two dol-

phins ^ -8

Dolphin and trident . . . . -^ -65

Trident ;....... ^ -5

Id. ^ ^ -5

Bhithymna, on the northern coast west of Eleutherna.

Ctrc. B.C. 400-300.

Head of Apollo.

(B. M. Cat., Crete, XIX. 8.)
Head of Pallas (rude work).
Id.

Id.

PI Apollo, or Minos, as hunter, holding
bow and globe . . . M. Stater.

PI Trident . . . . M, Drachm.

„ Two dolphins . . . . M -55

IP Trident ^ -4
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Sybrita, an inland town on the western slopes of Mount Ida, south of

Eleutherna, seems to have been a city of some importance in the fourth

century B.C. The coins show that Dionysos and Hermes were chiefly

worshipped there.

Circ. B.C. 400-350,

Head of Dionysos, bearded and crowned Head of Hermes, wearing broad peta-
with ivy, in very high relief sos, in very high relief . M Stater.

This remarkable coin is in the Hunter Collection. Another specimen
in the cabinet of M. L. de Hirsch reads 2YBPITI0N on the reverse.

Circ. B.C. 350-300.

Dionysos, bearded, seated on chair,

holding thyrsos and kantharos.

(Gardner, Types, PL IX. 4, 14.)

Dionysos, carrying thyrsos, riding on

galloping panther.

(Gardner, Types, PI. IX. 4, 14.)

Head of j)anther.
Head of Hermes wearing petasos,

caduceus at his shoulder.

?Y B P I T 1 N Hermes, wearing chlamys,

standing with patera and caduceus,
his petasos hanging behind his neck .

M Stater.

^YBPITIflN Hermes, with chlamys
behind him, stooping forward and

placing his 1. foot on a rock, while he
ties his sandal; in front caduceus

A\ Stater.

Grapes M Obol.

^YBPITinN Jawbone of Boar, orWine-
skin (?) ^ .5

Tanus, mentioned only by Steph. Byz., appears from the following
coins to have been distinct from Itanus, with which it has been generally
identified (Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 220).

Circ. B.C. 400-300.

Head of young Dionysos. TAN Globule between three crescents

M Obol.

Young male head r. TAN[I]T Head of Hermes . M Obol.

Thalassa (see Alassa).

Tylissus, on the north coast of Crete between Rhaucus and the sea, is

usually thought to have been annexed by the latter city at an early date
;

but as the coins of Tylissus belong unquestionably to the fourth century,
the town must have retained its autonomy at any rate down to that time.

Circ. B.C. 400-300.

Head of Hera wearing Stephanos
adorned with floral devices.

{Num. Chron., 1884, PL II. 8.)

TYA I ^ 1 N (or flN )
sometimes retrogr.

Naked male figure standing holding
the head of a Cretan goat in his right

hand, and a bow in his left. In field,

a tree or spear-head . . M Stater.
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THE ISLANDS OF THE AEGAEAN SEA.

(CYCLADES AND SPORADES.)

[Borrell, H. P., in Num. Chron., v. 173 sqq. Brondsted, Reisen und Untersuchungen in

Griechenland, Paris, 1826 and 1830. British Museum, Catalogue, Greek Coins, Crete and the

Aegaean Islands, London, 1886, by W. W. Wroth.]

The coinage of the islands called the Cyclades and the Sporades consists

of several well-marked and easily distinguished classes. First, there

are the globular and massive staters of the archaic period, struck on the

Aeginetic standard in Ceos, Naxos, Paros, Siphnos, and Melos, at which
last the weight of the stater rises to 223 grs.
The coins of this period present an incuse square on the reverse,

usually, but not in all cases, divided, as on the earliest coins of Aegina,
into triangular compartments, some of which are deeply indented. It

is remarkable that all these earliest insular coinages belong to an age
before the commencement of a coinage in Crete. Aegina, and not Crete,
must therefore be regarded as the cradle of the archaic silver money of

all the central portion of the Aegean Sea with its numerous islands and
once teeming maritime population.
The majority of the coins of this early period come from two im-

portant hoards, one of which was discovered in the island of Thera in

the year 1821, and the other in the island of Melos. There can be little

doubt that these two finds represent in the main the principal currencies

of the island states during the seventh and sixth centuries b. c. Borrell

[Num. C/iron., vi. 134) has fortunately preserved a record of the contents

of the Thera find, which is of the highest numismatic interest
;
and

more recently Mr. W. Wroth [Num. Chron., 1884, p. 269) has given fuller

descriptions and photographs of all the specimens indicated in Mr. Borrell's

memorandum. Of the Melos find an exact account has not been kept.
The coins found at Thera were briefly as follows :

—

Aegina .

Argos (?) or Delos (?) 23

Ceos . .

Naxos

Paros

Siphnos

Uncertain

(Cyme in Aeolis 1)

Uncertain . . 48

Aeginetic Standard.

541 staters of the early Tortoise type.

{Num. Chron., 1884, PI. XII. 15.)

, Ohv. Two dolphins. Rev. Incuse square.

{O2). cit., PI. XII. 12.)

,
Obv. Amj)hora. Eev. Incuse square.

(Op. cit., PL XII. 14.)

,
Obv. Kantharos. Eev. Incuse square.

{O2). cit., PI. XII. 7.)

,
Obv. Goat above dolphin. Eev. Incuse square.

{Op. cit., PI. XII. 13.)

,
Obv. Flying eagle. Eev. Incuse square.

{Op. cit., PI. XII. 8.)

,
Obv. Half horse. Eev. Two incuse squares, large and

small, each containing a star. {O])- cit., PI. XII, i.)

,
Obv. Forepart of lion, head reverted, some inscribed

VAO or OVA= UIo . .
., Oly , Ogu . . .,

or possibly Gyth . . . (Gythium ?)

Eev. Rough incuse square, on one specimen con-

taining a star. (Op. cit., PI. XII. 3, 4, 5.)

14

2

3

41
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Phoenician Standard.

Uncertain . . i stater Obv. Head of Satyr, with pointed ear of extremely

(Naxos 1)
archaic style. Eev. Kough incuse square.

[JV. a, 1884, PI. XII. 17.) Wt. 211 grs. (corroded).

Uncertain . . i „ 06v. Boar's head. i?ey. Rough incuse square, 223 grs.

{Op. cit., PI. XII. 9.)

Uncertain . . 2 „ Obv. Large fish's head, with fish's tail ahove. Bev.

Rough incuse square, 227 grs. {Op. cit., PI. XII, 6.)

Euboic Standard,

Carystus Euboeae (?)
i Didrachm Obv. Cock. Rev. Incuse square^

Uncertain . . 82 Drachms Obv. Boar's head. Rev. Rough incuse square.

{Op. cit., PI. XII. 10, II.)
Total 760 coins.

The four staters of Phoenician weight (circ. 230 grs. max.) are of

extremely archaic work, examples possibly of the
original Aeginetic

stater

before its reduction or degradation to circ. 196 grs. They are considerably
heavier than any of the coins of Aegina itself, but they may serve to

indicate the source of the Aeginetic standard.

From the age of the Persian wars, down to the middle of the fourth

century, while the Aegaean islands were tributary to Athens, Siphnos
alone appears to have enjoyed the right of coinage, striking Aeginetic
staters and Attic drachms with types on both sides, that on the reverse

enclosed in a well-marked incuse square. The other islands do not again

begin to coin money much, if at all, before circ. B. c. 350, nor indeed can

we point to many silver coins which are anterior to the year b. c. 308,
when Ptolemy liberated Andros from the Macedonian garrison ; soon
after which the Cyclades passed under the mild rule of the Ptolemies,
who appear to have allowed them to retain a modified autonomy and
the right of coining their own money.

It now becomes somewhat difficult to distinguish what monetary
standards were employed in the various islands in the third century B. c.

The tetradrachm at Tenos attains 254 grs., at Paros 240 grs., and at

Syros 246 grs. The heaviest didrachms, those of Paros, reach 118 grs.,
and the drachms 58 grs.
At Melos, on the other hand, the heaviest tetradrachms do not exceed

227 grs., while at Andros, Delos, los, and Naxos, the didrachms weigh
about 110 grs. (max.), and the drachms ^^ grs. (max.). Some of the
islands would seem therefore to have made use of a light form of the
Attic standard, while others struck their money on the Rhodian stan-

dard, which in this period was identical with the Ptolemaic. The time
to which these issues belong coincides with that of the greatest Rhodian
influence and commerce in these waters. At Ceos, Paros, Syros, and
Tenos, the coins are certainly too heavy to be classed as Ptolemaic, and

clearly show that, although the islands, from the time of Ptolemy II.,

down to about b, c. 200, formed part of the dominions of the kings of

Egypt, the Ptolemaic rule can have been little more than nominal.
There are no silver coins of the Cyclades which can be safely assigned
to a later date than about b. c. 200. It is to be inferred therefore that
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the new Athenian silver money and the plentiful issues of the Cretan
towns superseded about this time all other local coinages in the Aegaean
sea.

Amorgos
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Arcesiue, in Amorgos :

After circ. B.C. 300.

Head of young Dionysos. |

APKE Kantharos and thyrsos . vE -75

SCinoa, in Amorgos :

After circ. B.C. 300.

Head of bearded Dionysos. |

MINH Kantharos . . . ^-65

/w_/9m«!(?, J. Paula and J. Maesa. /««cr., MINOHTHN, Cni. Tl. <t)AA.

€PriNOY. APX(orTos) Apollo Kitharoedos.

On the coins of Amorgos see P. Lambros, No/xtV/xara r^s vqcrov ^Afxopyov,

Athens, 1870, and Num. Zeit., ii. p. 349.

Anaphe, a small island east of Thera and south of Amorgos (Apollonius,

Argon., iv. 1709 sq[, ; Strab., x. 484). Special worship of Apollo as

AlyXrjTris and 'Ai^a^aio?.

After circ. B.C. 300.

Head of Apollo Aegletes, facing.

(B. M. Cat., PL XX. 8.)

A—N or ANA<t> Krater; above, bee .

M .6

Andros, the largest and most northerly of the Cyclades, The chief

god of the island was Dionysos, within whose sanctuary was a fountain

which ran wine every year during the feast of the ©eoSaiVta (Plin.,
ii. 103; xxxi. 2, 16; Paus., vi. 26: Aiyova-i he koI "Avhpioi Trapa eros

(T(f)i(nv e? Tov Aiovvcrov r-qv eopTi]v peiv olvov avrop-aTov €k tov iepov.) In
B. c. 308 Ptolemy freed Andros from its Macedonian garrison. This

seems to be the date at which its coinage begins :
—

After circ. b. c. 308. Ptolemaic or Rhodian Standard.

Head of young Dionysos, ivy-crowned.

(B. M. Gat., PI. XX. 10.)

AN APinN Artemis (?) standing, wear-

ing short chiton, leaving one breast

bare, resting on lance and sacrificing
M, IOO-6 grs.

Id. Behind <J>. (/6i(/., PI. XX. 9.) AN API Panther . . iR 52 grs.

The bronze coins have usually heads of Dionysos, young, or bearded,
on the obverse, and on the reverse filleted thyrsos, amphora, or kantharos,
and on the latest coins Apollo Kitharoedos.

Imperial, Hadrian to Geta. Inscr., ANAPlUUN, Isis facing. Cf. the

Hymn to Isis discovered by Ross in Andros {Class. Mns., p. 34 sq.).

Ceos. In addition to the coins of the four cities of Ceos, Carthaea,
lulls, Coresia, and Poeeessa, there are numerous bronze 'coins belonging
to the end of the fourth and to the third century B. c. struck in the name
of the island.

Head of Aristaeos, bearded. KEI, KEIflN, etc. Fore-part of dog
(B. M. Cat., PI. XXL 1-5.) \ (star Sirios) surrounded by rays^ -65
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In this island Aristaeos was worshipped as a pastoral divinity and

especially as a protector against the scorching heat of the sun during the

dog-days. Clem. Alex., Stromatt., vi. p. 630 : WoXiv la-TopovaLv "EWrjve^,
(KKetTTovTUiv TTore T(av irrjcrCoiv aviyioiv

^

Apiaraiov fv Kew dvcrat ^iKjxaiio Ad.
The head on the coins may, however, be taken for that of Zeus 'Ikixolos, the

sender of cool breezes and refreshing dew and rain, whose worship was
combined with that of Aristaeos. The bearded head may therefore be
called either Zeus or Aristaeos, but when, as on coins of Carthaea, a

youthful beardless head is represented, it is also probably intended for

Aristaeos, who, according to Pindar {FytJi., ix. 64), was regarded by some
as Zeus, by others as Apollo :

—
^eKTap (.V \€ik€(r(ri koI aix^poaiav arci^oKn, di](rovTaL

re vtv aOavarov

Z.T]va KoL ayvov 'AttoAAcoi^', avbpacn \app.a (pikois

ayxicTTOv, oTtaova pi,i]X(DV,

Aypea Koi No'/xioj/, rot? 8' ^ApLcrToiov KaXftv.

Carthaea, on the south-east coast of Ceos, would seem, from the

plentiful issue of silver coins there in early times, to have been once a

city of considerable commercial activity. Here, as elsewhere in the

Aegean islands, the standard employed in the sixth century is the

Aeginetic.

Circ. B. c. 600-480. Aeginetic Standard.

Amphora, beside which, sometimes, a

dolphin.

(B. M. Cat. PL XXI. 6.)

Bunch of grapes, dolphin often beside

it. (B.M. Cat., PI. XXI. 19.)

Incuse square, divided into eight trian-

gular parts, some deeply indented, or

of the later
'

mill-sail
'

pattern, with

the letters A)l or GSA)I in the

spaces . . JR. Stater and divisions.

Incuse square quadripartite or of ' mill-

sail' pattern M, Dr.,
i Dr., Obol. etc.

After circ. B.C. 300. Attic Standard reduced^.

Bearded Head of Aristaeos or Zeus

'l/c/xaiof, r.

(Leake, Num. Hell., Ins. Gr. p. 6.)

Beardless head of Apollo or Aristaeos,

laureate.

(B.M. Cat., PI. XXI. 22.)
Head of young Dionysos, r.

{Ibid., PL XXI. 23.)
Bearded head r. laureate.

[Ibid., PL XXI. 25.)

KAPOAI Dog (star Sirios), encircled

by rays; in field L, ANM 117-8 grs.

KAPGA Dog (star Sirios), encircled

by rays. Beneath, bee, symbol of

Aristaeos iE -8

KAPOA Grapes and star . . -^ -75

KAPOAI between rays of a star

^•55

* If the following remarkable coins, which are said to have been lately found in the island of

Ceos, are genuine, they would prove that the Attic standard offull weight was in use in Ceos in

the third century B.C. I confess, however, that I have very grave suspicions that all these coins

are very clever modern forgeries. The style of the work is far from satisfactory.

Carthaea :

Bearded head r.

ears.

with long hair concealing KAPOA Aristaeos bearded, wearing short

chiton, kneeling with one knee on back of

Bull, holding up its head with his left hand,
and raising his r. arm as if about to slaughter
it: in field p ^ 130-2 grs.
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Coresia, an independent city of Ceos, once of great commercial im-

portance, but in Strabo's time only the harbour of lulis.

Circ. B.C. 600-480. Aeginetic Standard.

Fig. 257.

(J)— (often oliliterdted), Bepia, beside

which, dolphin.

0—0 Dolphin.

(B. M. Cat., PI. XXII. 6.)

Incuse square, usually of '
mill-sail

'

pattern. (Fig. 257.)M Stater, Dr., ^ Dr., and Obol.

Incuse square, in which sometimes K .

M 5-4 and 4-3 grs.

BBfore circ. b. c. 300.

Sepia. (/6i(l;,
PI. XXII. 10.) |

K— Bunch of grapes . . ^.45

Circ. B.C. 300-200.

KOPH Grapes and bee . . . -^-75Youthful or bearded head (see Car-

thaea). (76iU, PI. XXII. 11.)

Id. Star iE .6

lulls stood on a height in the interior of the island of Ceos. In early
times it must have been less important than its neighbours on the coast,

for it does not appear to have struck silver in any quantities. At a

later period it rose to be the chief city of the island.

Before circ. B. c. 480. Aeginetic Standard.

!0V ('?)AI (retrogr.) one-handled vase.
[

Incuse square, diagonally divided into

four parts M Stater.

Before circ. B.C. 300.

Youthful or bearded head (see Car-
]

lOYAI Bee or dog-star . M -65- -4

thaea). (B. M. Cat., PI. XXII. 18.)

HeadofDionysos. (/6i(^.,Pl.XXII.i6.) | ,, Grapes . . . ^ -65- -4

Poeeessa, on the south-west side of Ceos.

Before circ. b. c. 300.

Head of Aristaeos
(?).

|
PO, POES, etc. Star or grapes . M -6

Female head r., her hair bound with cord I KAPOA Male figure, naked to waist, seated
twisted twice round it. 1. on chair without back and holding sceptre

I before him: in field £ . . .51 64-7 grs.

lulls :

Bearded head r. , laureate. 1 Y Bee ; in field 1., head of dog (star Sirios) ;

beneath, Kl : border of dots. M 131.3 grs.
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Cimolos, a small island contiguous to Melos, also called Echinusa from
the number of fossil specimens of the Echinus or sea-urchin found on its

shores.

Bee or star,

Head of Hermes,
Head of Pallas.

Before circ. b. c. 300.

K I Echinus (sea-urchin), or no type .

KiMn Dolphin yE .7

KIMHAI Trident .... ^ .7

Cythnos, between Ceos and Seriphos.

Before circ. B. c. 300.

Head of Apollo or of Pallas.

(B. M. Cat., PL XXII. 20-24.)

Dog. {lUd., PI. XXII. 25.)

KY, KYON, KYONinN Lyre, grapes,

rose, bee, or dog-star, etc. . ^ -65
KY Rose . ^ .45

Imperial, Augustus. Liscr., KYON lUUN .

Delos. During the early period of Delian independence, before the

Persian wars, if coins were struck at Delos none have been identified as

Delian. It may be questioned, however, whether the series of archaic

silver staters having for type two dolphins described above under Argos
(p. 366) should not rather be attributed to the island of Delos. From
B.C. 478 down to the close of the fourth century no Delian money is to

be looked for, as, throughout that time, it was almost always subject
to Athens. Shortly before B. c. 300 the island became independent
and remained autonomous until it was handed over to the Athenians by
the Romans in B.C. 166.

Circ. B.C. 300 or rather earlier—B.C. 166.

Rhodian or Ptolemaic Standard.

Lyre. (Borrell, N. C, v. 175.)

Head of Apollo, of good style.

Id.

Head of Apollo.

Id.

Head of Artemis.

(B. M. Cat., PI. XXIIL
i.)

{Ihid., PI, XXIIL 3.)

AHAI Between the bars of a wheel

JR Drachm
A—H LyreM Dr. 51 grs. andM ^ Dr. 25 grs
AHAinN Id. . . ^1 Dr. 12 grs
A—H Palm-tree M -6^

Lyre M -65- -45

Palm-tree, above, swan . M -45

The tree is of course the sacred palm npoiToyovos (f>oCvi^, cablvos ayaXfxa
Uas (Eur., Hec. 458 sq.), beneath which Leto gave birth to Apollo and
Artemis. The swan in the tree marks it out as especially sacred to

Apollo.

After circ. B.C. 166.

Head of Apollo, beneath TP I A.
|

AOE Owl on amphora . . . M -

Respecting this attribution see the MiUheihngen d. deuisck. arch. Inst.,

vi. 238. It appears that these coins are found in Delos. It is therefore

supposed that they were struck there under Athenian rule.
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Gyaros, a mere barren rock, and poorly inhabited even in ancient

times.

Circ. B.C. 300-200.

Turreted female head.

Head of Artemis.

(B. M. Cat., PI. XXIII. 7.)

Id.

Stag.

TYAPinM Perseuswith patera (?) and

harpa . . . M -65

„ Quiver with strap M -5

5)

Harpa of Perseus M -5

Ear of corn . . ^ -5

los, south of the Cyclades and north of Thera, derived its chief fame
from its ancient traditions respecting the birth of Homer of an letan

mother and of his burial in the island. Hence the poet's head upon its

coins.

Circ. B. c. 300-200. Ptolemaic or Rhodian Standard.

OMHPOY Head of Homer, diad.

(^./.iV^.,v. Pl.I. 3.)

Id.

Id.J)

Id.

(B. M. Cat., PI. XXIII. II.)

IHTnN In laurel-wreath JR 104 grs.

Id. . . . . M 54 grs.

,, Athena Polias, in front, palm-
tree ^ -85

(Ross, Inscr. Gr. ined., Fasc. II. n. 93.)
IHTnN Palm-tree . . . ^ -65- -4

The Palm-tree alludes to the more ancient name of the island, Phoenice

(Steph. Byz., s.v.).

Imperial
—
Trajan to Faustina Jun. and Lucilla. Inscr., I HTHN . Similar

types.

Melos. This important island, first colonized from Phoenicia, and at

a later period Hellenized by Dorians, is one of the seven or eight Aegaean
islands of which silver coins of the archaic period are still extant. Two
such are preserved in the Hunter Collection (T. 36, Nos. 26 and 27), and
a third is at Berhn. The weight-standard in this island is the Phoe-

nician, which must have survived in Melos from remote times.

Circ. B. c. 500. Phoenician Standard.

Fruit, yLTJkov (pomegranate T)

(Berlin, Miinz-Kab., PI. I. 3.)
No inscr. Id.

MA Id.

Incuse square, halved and adorned with

three rings . . yR Stater 213 grs.

M Incuse circle, quartered by broad

bands . . . . JR Stater 221 grs.
No letter. Id. . JR Stater 222 grs.

The type of these early Melian coins, /x^Aov Dorice iiaXov, may possibly
have a religious meaning, but it must be confessed that it seems to be a

good example of what the French call a '

ti/pe parlanV, or of what is

known in heraldry as a '

canting device.'

In B. c. 416 the city of Melos was taken by the Athenians and its male
inhabitants put to the sword. A remnant of the unfortunate population
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was restored by Lysander after the fall of Athens, and in flae following
century silver money was again struck in the island in small quantities.
The weight-standard in this period is the Rhodian in its earlier form.

Circ. B.C. 400-300. Rhodian Standard {full weight).

MAAI Kantharos . . ifl 123 grs.Fruit, iJLrjKov.

(B. M. Cat., PI. XXni. 16.)
Id. (76ec^., PI. XXIII. 17.

Id.

Id.

Naked archer . . . . vR 32 grs.
Id M-6
Helmet ^ .4

Circ. B. c. 300-200. Rhodian Standard {reduced weight).

Head of Athena in crested Corinthian

helmet.

Id.

Fruit, iirjKov.

MAAinN Apollo in long chiton, en-

throned, playing lyre. Magistrates,

NEANOHZ, ZnSAPXO(Z). . .

^ 227—220 grs.
MAAinN Fruit, /x^Xov. Magistrate,
AYZANIAZ . . . . ^57 grs.

MHAinN Pallas hurling fulraen.

Mag. OAYMHIXOZ . M loi grs.

The bronze coins of this period are of no great interest, the usual types
being the Melian fruit, Head of Pallas, Pallas fighting, Kantharos, Cor-

nucopiae, etc.

After circ. b. c. 200 and Imperial Times.

Among the later autonomous bronze coins the following only need be
noted :

—
BOYAH Youthful head of the local

Senate.

AHMOC Head of the Demos.
APAXMH Bust of Pallas.

MHAinN Id.

EHI. Tl. HANKAEOC TO T. Melian

fruit.

(B. M. Cat., PI. XXIV. 13.)
TYXH Tyche standing resting r. arm

on column, and holding a child in 1,

MHAinN Owl in wreath . JE .9

,, Similar . . . . JE -g

„ in wreath . . . ^ i-o

eni APXO. ct)A. enAcDPOAITOY in

wi-eath ^ I'O

MHAinN Archaic agalma of Pallas,

armed with helmet, spear (?)and shield
;

in field, mark of value III! . M -95
MHAinN In wreath . . . iE 10

The name Epaphroditus occurs in a Melian inscription (Boeckh, C. I. G.,

2427), and on coins of Commodus, to whose time the above described
coin therefore belongs.
The marks of value 8pax/x7/ and 1 1 1 1 (obols ?) refer not to silver but to

bronze (cf. the Ptolemaic bronze drachm).

Myconos, a bare and rocky little island adjacent on the east to Delos.

It was not altogether unfruitful, and its wine is praised by Pliny, xiv. 7,

75. Its coinage is chiefly of bronze.
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Circ. B.C. 350-150. Rhodian or Ptolemaic Standard.

Head of Zeus (1).

Head of bearded Dionysos, ivy-bound.

(B, M. Cat., PI. XXV. I.)

Head of young Dionysos, facing.

{Ihid., PI. XXV. 2-4.)
Id. {Ibid., PI. XXV. 5.)

MYKO Grapes . . . . M Size -3

,, Grapes, and gi'ain of corn .

M .65-4
„ Grapes, corn-grain, and thyrsosM .65

MYKONIUUN Stalk of barley, with
two ears ...... M -65

Imperial, Augustus, hiscr., MYKONlLUN. Dionysos standing.

Naxos. One of the largest, richest, and most fertile of all the Cyclades
The god chiefly worshipped in this island was Dionysos. From the

middle of the sixth century, especially under the tyrant Lygdamis, a

contemporary of Pisistratus, down to the devastation of the island by
the Persians in B.C. 490, Naxos was in the enjoyment of its greatest

prosperity, and most of the neighbouring islands were dependent upon it.

It is to this period that its massive archaic silver money belongs.

Naxos (?) before b. c. 600. Phoenician Standard.

Head of Satyr, with pointed horse's ear,
of extremely archaic style.

Rough incuse square
^211 grs. (corroded.)

Found at Thera {N. C, i884,Pl.XII. 17.)

Circ. B. c> 600-490. Aeginetic Standard.

Fig. 258.

Kantharos,bound with ivy-wreath, and
with a bunch of grapes hanging
from each handle

;
above an ivy leaf.

Id.

Rough incuse square, quartered . . .

(Fig. 258.) M Stater.

Id yRDiobol.(?)

From B. 0. 490, at first under the Persians and then under the Athenians,
who settled five hundred Kleruchs in the island, Naxos struck no coins.
The second series of Naxian coins begins after the fall of Athens b. c. 404.

Circ. B. c. 400-350. Rhodian Standard {full weight).

Head of bearded Dionysos, of fine style,
crowned with ivy.

(B. M. Cat., PI. XXV. 10.)
Id. {Ibid., V\.X^Y. 11.)

NAziinN Kantharos, above, ivy-leaf .

M Dr. 57 grs.

NA Kantharos -^ '45
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Circ. B. c. 350—Roman times, Rhodian standard, reduced.

Head of bearded Dionysos, crowned
with ivy.

{Zeit.f. Num., I. 135, 136.)

Id.

Head of young Dionysos.

(B. M. Cat., PI. XXV. 12, 13.)
Id.

NA.Z.I Tall Kantharos and thyrsos.

Magistrates, AEjQKP, yR 103 grs.;

KPHOE,^ii2grs.; KAAAlN(Mus.
Nap.) ZKHOHZ(I) . . ^E 43 grs.

NAj:.! Kantharos
; above, grapes iE -65

,, Tall kantharos and thyrsos .

„ Grapes M -65

At Naxos the Priest of Dionysos was the eponymous magistrate, and
it is probably his name wHich appears on the coinage.

. Imperial.
—

Sept. Severus, Domna, and Geta. NAZIflN. The Three

Charites, etc.

Paros, a large and important island west of Naxos, famous for its

fine marble quarries, which were the chief source of its wealth, offers a

long series of silver and bronze coins of various periods.

Circ. B. c. 600-480. Aec/inetic .standard.

Fig. 259.

Goat kneeling on one knee, with head

reverted
; beneath, dolphin.

Incuse square, divided into six triangular

parts, some deeply indented. (Fig. 259.)M Stater.

Paros was subject to Athens down to the end of the fifth century, and
in B.C. 378 she joined the second Athenian alliance

; but, apparently in

B.C. 357, again separated herself from the Confederation in conjunction
with the Chians, with whom then and afterwards the Parians were in

close relations (Bursian, Geoff., II. 486).

Circ. B. c. 357-300. Rhodian standard {ftdl weight).

Goat.

PAP Goat. (B. M. Cat., PI. XXVI. 3.)

PA Ear of Corn.

Goat. {Ihid., PI. XXVI. 4.)

P A Ear of corn . . . JR, 29 grs.

Corn-wreath iR 29 grs.
Rudderbetweendolphin and spear-head \

^40 grs.

P A Ear of corn . . . ^ -45

Circ. B.C. 200. Attic standard, reduced.

The next series of Parian coins belongs, to all appearance, to quite the

end of the third century b. c. {Zeit. f. Num., vii. 1 8).

* This coin should be transferred to Pale in Cephallenia (p. 358).

E e
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Head of young Dionysos, ivy-crowned.

(B. M. Guide, PI. LVI. 35.)

PAPinN Demeter seated on corn-

measure, holding corn and sceptre.

Magistrates, APISTOAHM[OZ],
SIAHNOS . ^ Tetradr. 240 grs.

Fig. 260.

Head of Artemis (?),
her hair bound

thrice round with a ribbon.

(Fig. 260.)

Veiled head of Demeter, crowned with

corn. (B. M. Guide, PI. LVI. 36.)
Same head, without veil.

Id. (B. M. Cat., PI. XXVI. 8.)

PARI Goat. Magistrates, ANAZIK . .
.,

AKOY, APIZTH, KTHSI, HEISHN,
nPAZOZ, 0IAAN

M Didr. 1 18 grs. and ^ -75
PARI In ivy-wreath . . . iR Didr.

,
Id M Didr.

,
Id. Magistrates, EY—KTH, E—

AKOY, ANTIA, OOYRI, XAIRI
M Dr. 58 grs.

The temple of Demeter at Paros is mentioned in a Treaty of Isopoliteia
between Paros and Allaria in Crete (Boeckh, C. I. G., No. 2557).

Imperial.
—M. Aurelius and Faustina. Bust of Pallas

;
Three Charites.

Fholegandros, between Melos and Sicinos, said to have been founded

by Pholegandros, a son of Minos.

Circ. B.C. 300-200.

Young male head (Pholegandros V)

(B.M. Cat., PI. XXVII. I.)

<J)OAE, <t>OAir, OOAITA Eushing
bull M-'j

Seriphos, between Cythnos and Siphnos, the home of Perseus and his

mother Danae. Its coin-types all refer to the legend of that hero (cf.

Paus., ii. 18}.

Circ. B.C. 300-200.

Head of Perseus in winged helmet. CER, tEPI Gorgon-head ; Harpa ;
or

(B. M. Cat., PI. XXVII. 2.) Perseus holding harpa . ^ -65- .5

After circ. B. C. 200.

Head of Perseus.

Gorgon head
; beneath, harpa.

(B. M. Cat., PI. XXVII. 7.)

CePei<t)IUUN Harpa . . ^E .55

„ Perseus naked, holding

harpa iE -6

Sicinos, between Pholegandros and los. Bronze coins of the third

century or later. Inscr., 21 or 21 Kl. %3a—Bee ;
rev. Grapes M. -6^.
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Head of Apollo, rev. Bee, Ram, or Grapes, M •6^. Head of Hermes, rev.

Lyre iE -6. Head of Dionysos, rev. Grapes M -6.

Siphuos, south-east of Seriphos, famous in ancient times for its gold
and silver mines, a tenth of the produce of which the Siphnians dedicated

in their own treasury at Delphi. (Paus., x. ii, 2.)

The following are archaic coins of the period during which the mines
continued to be a source of immense wealth to the island.

Circ. B. c. 600-500. Aeginetic standard.

Eagle flying. (Fig. 261.)

Fig. 261.

Incuse square, divided into eight trian-

gular compartments, of which some
are deeply indented

M Stater and \ Drachm.

Circ. B. c. 500-400. Aeginetic and Attic standards.

Head of Apollo of archaic style, hair

rolled, and bound with plain cord.

(B. M. Cat.,Pl.XXVn. II.)

Id. (/&R, PI. XXVII. 12.)

Id. (76iU,Pl.XXVII. 13.)

<t>l^ Eagle flying; in field, leaf; all in

incuse square . M Aeginetic Stater.

<t)|^ Id.

» Id.

M Attic Drachm.
M 8 grs.

The gods chiefly worshipped at Siphnos were Zeus 'E7ri/3?j/xios, Apollo
"Evaypos, and Artemis ^EK(3aTripia (Hesych. s. v.).

The next series of Siphnian coins belongs to the middle of the fourth

century.

Circ. B. c. 350-330 (1).

Female head (Artemis 1), hair rol led

(B. M. Cat., PI. XXVII. 14.)

Id., hair flowing.

1. 1 <1> Flying eagle, with serpent in beak

JE .65
t\<t> Id iE.45

Imperial
—

Sept. Severus and Gordian. Liscr., C I <t)N I UUN . Pallas standing.

Syros. This island was situate nearly in the centre of the circle

formed by the Cyclades. Of its history we know very little. Its

coinage begins about B.C. 300. (See Num. Cliron.^ v. 179.)

Head of Hermes in petasos.

{Num. Zeit., 1876, PI. I. 3.)
Head of Pan, bearded with goat's

horns. (B. M. Cat., PI. XXVII. 17.)

Circ. B.C. 300-200.'

SYP Goat standing, r. ^129 grs.

ZYPI, SYPinN Goat and ear of corn

iE.65

E e 2
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Circ. B.C. 200. Attic standard, reduced weight.

Head of Demeter, of late style, crowned
with corn.

(Mion., Su2)pl., IV. PI. XII. 2.)

Similar head, rude style.

Hats of the Kabeiri (or Dioskuri), each

surmounted by star.

Head of Hermes.
Bee.

Head of Apollo.

OEHN KABEIPnN ZYPinN The
two Kabeiri, standing, naked, facing,
each resting on spear, and surmounted

by star
;

all in olive-wreath . . .

JR Tetradr. 246 grs.
ZYP Two Kabeiri naked, facing Jj] -7

SYR I Panther running . ^ -45

ZYP I Caduceus ^ -55
SY Hat of one of the Kabeiri, sur-

mounted by star . . . . ^ -45
SYR I Goat lying, r ^ .4

Imperial, Domitian to Verus. Inscr., CYRI KABIPnN, €ICIC CYRinN,
eRMHC CYRinN. T^jjes

—Heads of the Kabeiri with an ear of corn

between them, and a Bee and a Star beneath. Bust or full-length figure
of Isis. Hermes holding caduceus and purse.
The above coins furnish us with the only evidence we possess con-

cerning the worship of the Kabeiri at Syros. {Num. C/iron., v. 180 sq.)

Tenos, separated from the southern point of Andros by & channel one
mile in breadth, was famous chiefly for its magnificent temple of Poseidon,
much frequented by the people of the surrounding islands (Strab., x.

747)-

Circ. B. c. 300-200. Attic standard.

Fig. 262.

Head of Zeus Ammon, bearded and
laureate. (Fig. 262.)

Same head, beardless.

T—H Poseidon enthroned, holding dol-

phin and sceptre M Tetradr. 254 grs.

THNinN Id. . . .
• ^Tetradr.

Rhodian standard.

Id. (B. M. Guide, PI. XXXII. 28.)

Same head, bearded.

Id.

Same head, beardless.

(B.M. Cat., PL XXVIII. 16.)

THNinN Poseidon standing, holding

dolphin and sceptre, grapes in field .

yR 109 grs.

T—H Grapes .... vH 53 grs.

Palm-tree . . . M 2g grs.

THNI Grapes ^35 grs.

On the bronze coins, which range in date from about b. c. 300 to the

middle of the second century, the following are the most frequent types :
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Head of Zeus Ammon, hearded or young. Head of Roseidon, latireate. Bionysos,

standing with thyrsos before altar. Rev., TH . THNIUN. Gra])es. Roseidon

standing tvith trident, around ivhich a dolpliiii twines, or holding dolphin and

trident. Rose in the field. Trident and dolphins, Rose in the field. (See B. M.

Cat., Pis. XXVIII., XXIX.)
The Rose, as an accessory symbol, may indicate an alliance with Rhodes,

which at this time exercised a predominant influence in the Aegean Sea.

From Boeckh, C. I. G., 2334, it appears that the Tenian silver money
did not usually exchange at par with the Rhodian, although it was struck

on the same standard, the ordinary rate of exchange being 105 Tenian

drachms against 100 Rhodian. This agio was due, it can hardly be

doubted, to the prestige which attached to Rhodes as a great commercial
state. In actual weight the Tenian drachms are fully equivalent, if not

superior, to the contemporary Rhodian issues. See Mommsen, Mon.

Rom., i. p. 51.

/»?/)mfl/, Tiberius to Maximus. Liscr.,THt^\D.f^. Types: Poseidon and

Dionysos in Temple, etc.

Thera, the modern Santorin, west of Anaphe and south of los, is an
island formed by a submarine volcano, the edge of the crater of which
rises above the sea-level. It is said to have been first inhabited by
Phoenicians, and to have been afterwards colonized from Sparta. It was
the metropolis of Cyrene in Africa.

Circ. B.C. 350-200.

Head of Apollo facing, or in profile.

(B.M. Cat., PI. XXIX. 13-16.)
Id.

Head of Apollo.
Head of Zeus.

Head of Hermes.
Veiled female head.

Female head.

OH Rushing bull, or fore-part of bull

M .65

„ Three dolphins . . . JE -6

„ Lyre ^ -55

„ Fulmen ^ -6

„ Caduceus -^ '5

,,
In wreath -^ -5

OHP Rushing hull .... ^ .5

Imperial, M. Aurelius to Commodus. Tnscr.., GHPAinN or OHPCnN.
Types : Apollo seated on Swan ; Apollo Kitharoedos

;
Naked archaic

statue of Apollo radiate facing ;
Simulacrum or Term facing (B. M. Cat.,

PI. XXIX. 17, 18).
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BOSPORUS.

The autonomous coinage of Gorgippia and Phanagoria, the chief cities (on the Asiatic side) of

the district known as the Cimmerian Bosporus, bear a close resemblance, both in style and fabric,

to the more recent issues of Panticapaeum on the European side of the Straits. The geographical

arrangement adopted in the present work, and by all numismatists, unfortunately necessitates the

separation of the coins of the Asiatic from those of the European portion of the Bosporus. (See
Tauric Chersonesus, p. 237.)

Agrippia Caesareia. Known only from inscriptions and coins (Ste-

phani, Ant. du Bosp. Cinmi., Inscr., 28, and Compfe rendu de la Commission

Imp. Arch., i860, pp. 104-106.) Friedlander (iV^?<w. Zeit., ii. 280) thinks
that Agrippias and Caesareiawere names temporarily borne by Phanagoria.

Time of Augustus.

Veiled head of Livia
(1).

Id.

ArpinnEHN
KAISAPEnN

Prow .

Sceptre

^.85
.E.85

Gorgippia. Probably situate near the entrance of the Cimmerian

Bosporus, in the district called Sindica (Strab., p. 49.5).

Head of Apollo.

Id. (Num. Zeit., ii. PI. XI. i.)

Id.

Head of Apollo.
Id.

After B.C. 63.

rOPrinriEnN Galloping stag and

thyrsos ^62 grs.

rOPri Bow in case and club ^ 34 grs.

„ Fore-part ofrushing bull iRDr.(l)
rOPrinnEHN Prow . . . ^ -8

„ Tripod and thyrsos ,

M -8

Phanagoria. The chief city of Asiatic Bosporus, situate nearly
opposite Panticapaeum, the European capital. See above, under Agrippia
Caesareia.

First century, B. c.

*ANA, <t)ANArOPITnN, etc. Bull.

iR 69 grs.

„ Thyrsos . . . M Size -65

,, Rose .... -51 24 grs.

Also bronze
;

ohv. Head of Apollo, Head of Artemis, Head of Pan, etc. ;

rev. Thyrsos, Tripod and Thyrsos, Prow, Bow and Arrow, etc.

Head of one of the Dioskuri.

Head of Apollo.
Head of Artemis

(1).
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Sinde. The Sindi were a Scythian people who dwelt to the east of

the Palus Maeotis. The town of Sinde was situate about fifty miles

south of the Cimmerian Bosporus. {Berl. Bldft., i. i, and ii. 260, Rev. Num.,

i860, 273.)
Fourth, century, B. c.

Griffin, and corn grain.

Head of Herakles.

Uncertain.

Head of young Dionysos, crowned with

ivy.

SlNAHN Horse's head, in incuse

square iR 27 grs.

Similar M ig grs.

Bow-case and quiver . . . . M i-o

COLCHIS.

The earliest coins of this region are small pieces of base silver weighing
about '^6 grs. Their attribution to Colchis rests upon the fact that they
are frequently found in the modern province of Mingrelia on the eastern

coast of the Black Sea.

Circ. B. c. 400, or later.

Head of archaistic {Egyptian ?) style. |

Bull's head, r ^ 3^ grs.

Dioscurias, near the northern boundary of Colchis, was a Greek

trading station, of which the Dioskuri were the traditional founders.

Afier circ. B.C. 100.

Pilei of the Dioskuri.
]

AIOZKOYPI AAOZ Thyrsos . M -6

Dynast of Colchis.

Aristarchus. Circ. B. c. 63-47 (?). Inscr., APIITAPXO(Y) TOY EHI

KOAXIAO(Z), obv. Head of Helios (?); rev. Female figure seated facing,

M 70 grs. (Appian, Mifhrid., 114, and Num. Chron., 1877, i.)

PONTUS.

Amasia, the birth-place of the great Mithradates and of Strabo, was a

strongly fortified town on the river Iris. It struck autonomous bronze

money between B. c.
6'>^,

the date of the dismemberment of the kingdom
of Mithradates, and the time of Domitian, when the Imperial coinage

begins.
The inscr. on the autonomous money is AMAZEIAS. Types: Head of

Zeus, rev. Eagle ; Head of Ares, rev. Sword
; Young male head winged,

rev. Cornucopiae between the pilei of the Dioskuri
;
Radiate head, rev.

Lion.

Imperial—Domitian to Severus Alexander. Inscr., AMACIAC, AMA-
CeiiN, etc., usually with addition of various surnames, honorific titles,
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dates, etc., e.g. AAP (Hadriana), C€V (Severiana), ANT (Antoniniana),
AAeZ (Alexandriana), MHTPOnOAenC nONTOY, nPHTHC TOY HON,
TOY, NenKOPnN, mostly abbreviated. On a coin of Sept. Severus

occurs the legend EPMHC KTICAC THN TTOAIN, showing that Hermes
was revered as oekist.

The Imperial coins are dated according to the Amasian era (b. c. 7),

when Augustus united into a single province Bithynia, Paphlagonia, and

part of Pontus. This era was used also at Germanicopolis and Neo-

claudiopolis in Paphlagonia.

Among the more noteworthy Imperial types are the following :
—

(i) A large altar, often burning, with a tree beside it, and surmounted

by an eagle, a temple, or the quadriga of Helios. This has been ex-

plained by Gavedoni [B^dl. Corr.Arch.^ 1840, p. 70) as the great sacrificial

altar which it was customary in Pontus to erect to Zeus Stratios (cf.

Appian, BUthrid., p. 215, ed. Steph.)

(2) One or two river gods, the Iria and the Scylax.

(3) Serapis enthroned with Kerberos at his feet.

(4) A fortified city on a rocky height enclosing two temples, one at

the foot, the other on the summit of the rock.

Alliance coins.—Amasia and Nicomedia.

Aiuisus or Saiuisus [Zeit. f Num., ii. 30), next after Sinope the most

flourishing Greek port on the south coast of the Euxine, a few miles west
of the mouth of the river Lycastus, was recolonized from Athens, probably
early in the fourth century, and its name changed to Peiraeeus. Its

earliest coins date from this time, and follow the Persic standard.

Stater 164 grs., Drachm 88 grs., Tetrobol 59 grs., Triobol 44 grs.,
Diobol 39 grs.

Circ. B.C. 400-300.

ms or niN (in Aramaic characters),
Ibex to I.

{Taylor Combe, PI. XIII. 14.)

Owl, with spread wings, in incuse square
iR 164 grs.

The Aramaic legend probably contains the initial letters of the name
of some satrap or dynast {Num. Chron., 1885, p. 31).

Female head, wearing Stephanos, orna-

mented with turrets.

Female head, in turreted crown.

PEIPA, PEIPAE.or PEIPAinN Owl,
with spread wings, standing on a

shield. Across field, magistrate's
name . . . M, Dr. and Tetrobol.

Owl on shield, magistrate's name
M Diobol.

Circ. B. c. 300 to Roman times.

Under the kings of Pontus the old name of the city was restored, but
it ceased to strike silver money. The bronze coins of this time refer for

the most part to the worship of Perseus, which was introduced by the

kings of Pontus. The greater part of this money belongs to the age of

Mithradates VI., B.C. 121-63, who frequently made Amisus his place of

residence.
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Head of Perseus, wearing Persian head

dress.

Circ. B.C. 300-200.

AMIZOY Sword in case M I.

Head of Perseus, wearing helmet, end-

ing above in bird's head.

Aegis, with Medusa head in centre.

Head of Amazon (Lykasto 1),
in wolfs

skin.

Helmeted head (Ares 1).

Head of young Dionysos.

Head of Athena, as on late tetra-

drachms of Athens.

Young winged head.

Head of Zeus.

Circ. B.C. 200-63, or later.

AMIZOY Pegasos drinking M -9

(or ZAMISOHZ) Nike

carrying palm -^ -85
Id ^-85

,, Sword in case
;
in field,

sometimes sun and moon . ^ -85
AMIZOY Id. or thyrsos; or thyrsos

and cista . . M -^

,,
Perseus standing, holding

harpa and head of Medusa, whose

naked body lies at his feet . M 1-2

AMIZOY Cornucopiae between pilei

of the Dioskuri . M
-"j

„ Eagle on fulmen . iE -8

After B.C. 63.

Under the Romans the Proquaestors C. Papirius Carbo and C. Caeci-

lius Cornutus, B. c. ^6, place their names upon the coins, which bear in

addition the word PjQMH, with the type of Roma seated on shields.

After the defeat of Pharnaces, the son of Mithradates, at the battle of

Zela, B.C. 47, Caesar gave Amisus its freedom. The word eA€Y9ePAC
is now frequently added to the name of the city.

Imperial
— Tiberius to Saloninus. Inscr., AM I COY or AM I COY

CACYeePAC, with or without date, reckoning from the era of Amisus,
B. c, ^^, when the city was liberated from a tyrant by Augustus.

Silver coins were struck at Amisus between the reigns of Hadrian and
Antoninus. Wt. 144, 96, and 48 grs. (cf. Imperial M of Crete.) T^jjes :

various and ordinary. Alliance Coins.—Amisus and Amastris ;
Amisus

and Miletus.

Cabeira. In the valley of the Lycus was the chief seat of the worship
of the god Men Pharnakes. Autonomous bronze coins of the Mithradatic

period. Jw^cr., KABHPnN. Types: Head of Athena, rev. Perseus stand-

ing over dead body of Medusa
; Aegis, rev. Nike

;
Head of Ares, rev.

Eagle ; Id., rev. Sword.

Cerasus, on the coast west of Trapezus. Imperial coins only. Hadrian
to Severus Alexander. Inscr., KePACOYNTinN, usually with date

reckoning from A. d. 60^, when Pontus Polemoniacus was constituted a

Roman Province. Types: Herakles standing; Paniskos standing with
torch and pedum.

Chabacta. A maritime town situate between the mouths of the

Halys and the Iris. Autonomous bronze of the Mithradatic period.
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Inscr., X ABAKTHN. Ti/pes : Aegis, rev. Nike
;
Head of Ares, rev. Sword ;

Head of Perseus, rev. Pegasos.

Comana, on the Iris, called Pontica to distinguish it from the Cappa-
docian Comana, was famed for its cultus of the goddess Enyo (Millingen,
Anc. Gr. C, 6^), the high priest of whose temple ranked next in dignity
to the king of Pontus. Under the Romans the place bore the name of

Hierocaesareia.

Autonomous bronze of the regal period. Inscr., K0tA^f^D.f4. Types:
Head of Perseus, rev. Star ;

Head of Athena, rev. Perseus standing over

body of Medusa
; Aegis, rev. Nike

;
Bust of Enyo radiate, rev. Club

;

Imperial—^ev\a>, Severus, Gallienus. Inscr., ICPOKAICAP. KOMANCnN.
Types : Nike in temple ;

Goddess Enyo, etc. The era of Comana dates

from A. D. 40.

Gaziura, on the Iris, between Comana and Amasia, one of the resi-

dences of the kings of Pontus, but deserted in the time of Strabo (xii. 13.)

For the silver coins of the dynast Ariarathes, with the Aramaic niscr.,

|''n^y2 and ntji'y^ {Num. Chron., 1884, PL V. 12), struck between about

B.C. 350 and 322, see Kings of Cappadocia.

Autonomous bronze of the Mithradatic period. Inscr., PAZIOYPriN.

Types : Head of Zeus, rev. Eagle on fulmen
;
Head of Ares, rev. Sword.

Laodiceia. (Waddington, 3Iel. de Num., ii. 131), probably the modern

Ladik, about twenty miles north of Amasia, known only from its coins.

Autonomous bronze of the Mithradatic period. Inscr., AAOAIKEHN.
Types : Aegis, rev. Nike

;
Head of Ares, rev. Sword, etc.

Neocaesareia, on the Lycus, sixty-three miles east of Amasia, is identified

by some authorities with Cabeira. Imperial
—Tiberius to Gallienus. Inscr.,

NeOKAICAPIAC, NeOKAICAPenN, or AAPIANnN NeOK€CAP€nN.
The town also bore the title of MHTPOFIOAIC HON TOY, and Games
were held there called KOlNA HON TOY, variously abbreviated on the

coins as K. HO., KOIN. HO., KOIN. CN HO., AKTIA, etc. Other legends,
AlC Nen[KOPnN], etc.

The era of Neocaesareia dates from A. D. 63.

Types : Personifications of five cities standing with Neocaesareia in

their midst, the river-god Lycus swimming at her feet : Tetrastyle

temple ; Agonistic Table and Urn, etc.

Feiraeeus. See Amisus.

Pharnacia, some 300 stadia west of Cerasus, with which place it has
been often confounded, and of which it now bears the name.

Autonomous bronze of the Mithradatic period. Inscr., 0APNAKEnN
or ct)APNAKEI AZ. Head of Zeus, rev. Gibbous Bull

;
Head of Zeus, rev.

Eagle on fulmen.

Pimolisa, on the Halys, the capital of the district Pimolisene. Auto-
nomous bronze of the Mithradatic period. Inscr.

, HI fAr}.A\I.D.H. Types:
Head of Ares, rev. Sword

;
Head of Zeus, rev. Eagle.
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Sarbanissa, in the district Polemoniacus, founded probably from

Sinope, Regal Bronze of Polemon II., a. D. S7~^3- I^i^^cr., BAZIAEHZ
nOAEMnNOS, Head of Polemon; rev. ZAPBANIZSEnN TUN ZlNH,
Tyche. The era dates from the battle of Zela, b. c. 47.

Sebastopolis, on the Iris, south-east of Amasia. Imperial
—Severus

and family, with dates 205 and 208 of the Amasian era=A. D. 198 and
201. The coins usually attributed to this city belong to Sebastopolis in

Caria. Those, on the other hand, which really belong to the Pontic city,
have generally been confused with the coins of Heracleia in Bithynia.
Inscr., CGBACTn(]) HPAKACI. HO, CeSACT. HPAKA€n., CCBACTOnO.

[HPAK]A€OnO. n., HPAKACnT. THC CEBACT. etc.; from which it would

appear that the city was called Sebastopolis Heracleiopolis Ponti or

Heracleia Sebaste. The types all refer to the worship of Herakles. {Rev,

Beige, ser. 3, vol. iv. 11. Fox, ii. PI. I. 6. Mion., ii. 441, 168
;
and Supj)l.,

V. 60, 305 and 6s, S3?,')

Taulara. {Zeit. f. Num., \\. 115.) Autonomous bronze of the Mithra-

datic age. Inscr., TAYAAPHN. Types: Head of Ares, rev. Sword.

Trapezus (Trebizond), on the south coast of the Euxine, near the

frontier of Colchis. Silver. Persic standard.

Male head, with close beard.

{Num. Chron., 1871, PI. VI. 3, 4.)

Circ. B.C. 350 (^).

TPA Table, on which bunch of grapea

M Dr. 88 grs., Diob. 22 grs.

Imperial
—

Trajan to Philippus Jun. /«^«-., TPAFlCZOYNTinN. Era
dates from A. D. 6^. Types relating to the worship of Men, Serapis, and

Tyche.

Zela, some forty miles south of Amasia
;
one of the chief seats of the

cultus of the goddess Anai'tis, the high priest of whose temple was the

ruler of Zela and its territory.

Imperial of Severus and his family. Inscr., ZHAITHN TOY flONTOY.
Era commencing A. D. 63. Types : Temple of Anaitis

;
male figure seated,

holding ears of corn and hasta {Num. Chron., v. 184).

KINGS OF PONTUS, AND OF PONTUS WITH BOSPORUS.

[Koehne, Mus. Kotschouhey, II. St. Petersburg, 1857. ^o^^ Sallet, l^um. der Kdnige des

Bosporus und Pontus. Berlin, 1866. Oreschnikow, Zur Miinzkunde des cimmerischen

Bosporus. Moscow, 1883.]

Mithradates IV., B. c. circ. 250-190, king of Pontus.

Fig. 263.
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Head of King. (Fig. 263.) BAZIAEnZ MIOPAAATOY Zeus

aetophoros enthroned. In field, sun

and crescent moon. M, Attic tetradr.

Pharnaces I., B.C. circ. 190-157, king of Pontus, grandfather of

Mithradates the Great.

Fig. 264.

Head of king. (Fig. 264.) BASIAEnS (DAPNAKOY Male pan-
theistic divinity, holding cornucopiae,

caduceus, and vine-branch, from which
a doe feeds. In field, sun and moon.

M> Attic tetradr. and Drachm.

Mithvadates V., B.C. 1 57-1 21 (Philopator, Euergetes), king of Pontus.

Head of king.

{Z. /. N., IV. p. 232.)

BAZIAEnZ MiePAAATOY OIAO-
nATOPOS KAI 0IAAAEA<t)OY
Perseus the ancestor of the Persian

kings, holding Medusa - head and

harpa ; above, the Achaemenidan

symbol, the crescent and sun . .

M Attic tetradr.

Although this king is called only Euergetes by the writers, it seems
nevertheless certain that the above-described coin belongs to him.

Mithradates VI., the Great (Eupator, Dionysos), B.C. 121-63, king of

Pontus and Bosporus.

Fig. 265'.

i\
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Head of king. BAZIAEnZ MiePAAATOY EYHA-
TOPOZ Stag drinking; in front,

sun and crescent moon. The whole
in ivy-wreath . . . N Stater.

(Fig. 265.) . . . . M Tetradr.

The gold staters of Mithradates bear the mint-mark of the city of

Pergamum, which, with all Asia Minor as far as the Maeander, fell into

the hands of the king of Pontus in B. c. 88, The ivy-wreath, adopted
from the cistophori, may also allude to the title of the ' new Dionysos,'

by which the cities of Asia hailed Mithradates as their deliverer from
the tyranny of Roman rule.

Head of king. Same inscr. Pegasos drinking; all in

ivy-wreath . . . . M Tetradr.

Some of the coins of this king are without his name, and read
BAZIAEnZ EVnATOPOZ.

Fhamaccs II., king of Bosporus, and later of Pontus and Colchis,
B.C. 63-47, was a son of Mithradates. He was killed at the battle of
Zela.

Head of king.

.(Munich Cabinet).

BAZIAEnZ BAZIAE^N METAAOY
OAPNAKOY Apollo, seated before

tripod, holding branch and resting
arm on lyre N Stater.

Asander, brother-in-law and successor of Pharnaces 11., circ. B. c.

47-16. A, M, and M. APXONTOZ AZANAPOY BOZHOPOY struck

during his regency, and BAZIAEHZ AZANAPOY after his accession.

T^jies : Head of Asander
;

rev. Nike on Prow.

Hygiaeuon. First century B.C. This ruler is only known from a

single iR coin, reading APXONTOZ YflAlNONTOZ. (M.uvei, Full. Corr.

Hell., vi. 211.)

Dynamis. Wife
(i.) of Asander and (ii.) of Polemon I. N. BAZI-

AIZZHZ AYNAMEnZ. {Annali di Corr., 1841, p. 330.)

Polemon I., B. c. 39-8, ruler of Cilicia, Pontus, Bosporus, and
Armenia Minor {Ferl. Fldtt., ii. ^6^). M and M. BAZIAEHZ TTOAE-
MHNOZ EYZEBOYZ. With M. Antonius and Augustus.

Pythodoris, B. c. 8—A. D. 31, widow of Polemon I. and queen of Pontus.

M. /M*cr., BAZIAIZZA nYOOAHPIZ. With Augustus and Tiberius.

Tryphaena, A. D. 21-37, daughter of Polemon I. and Pythodoris, and
mother of Polemon H. ^, with her son. BAZIAIZZA TPYOAINA or

BAZIAIZZHZ TPY<DAINHZ, BAZIAEIIZ nOAEMjQNOZ.
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Folemou II., king of Pontus, A. D. 37-63. M and M, with Caligula,
Claudius, Agrippina, and Nero. BACIACuuC TTOAeMuuNOC.

In the year a. d. 6-^ Pontus was constituted a Roman province.

KINGS OF THE CIMMERIAN BOSPORUS.

Aces. Second century B. c. Gold stater resembling those of the

Lysimachus type struck at Byzantium with the trident in the exergue.
Inscr., BAZIAEnZ AKOY. Chabouillet {Statere cVor du roi Aces, Paris,

1866) attributes the coin to a Thracian or Scythian dynast, but Imhoof
has assigned it to the Bosporus.

Faerisades. Time of Mithradates. Gold staters resembling that of

Aces, but generally of ruder work. Inscr., BAZIAEf^Z TTAIPIZAAOY.
Imhoof [Portrdtkopfe, PL IV. 22).

lencon. Second century B.C.
{V).

Bronze BAZIAEnZ AEYKflNOZ

{Z.f. N., iv. 229, 230).

Spartocus. Second century b. c. (?).
Silver BAZIAEHZ ZTTAPTOKOY

(Z.f. N, iv. 231).

The remaining coins of the Kings of Bosporus, with the head of the

king on one side and that of the Roman Emperor on the other, with
dates according to the Pontic era, b. c. 297, ranging from the time of

Augustus to that of Constantine, will be found fully described by De
Koehne in the Mtis. Kotschonhey, vol. ii.

It will be sufficient to append a list of the names and dates of the

kings, which I take from Imhoof [Portrdtkopfe, p. '^6).

Uncertain. A. d. 8-u. K and M, with monogr'ams.

Ehescuporis I C?). a. D. 11-39. ^, ^'
Mithradates III. A. n. 42-49. M.

Gepaepyris, alone or with Mithradates III. M.

Cotys I. A. D. 49-69, 80. K, M.
Ehescuporis II. A. d. 69, 80-87, <)2. N, M.
Sauromates II. A. d. 92, 93-124. K, M.
Cotys II. A. D. 124-132. K, M.
Rhoemetalces. A. d. 132-154, 5. S, M.
Eupator. a. d. 154, 5-171, 74. SL, ^^
Sauromates III. A. d. 172, 74-211. El., M.
Ehescuporis III. A. d. 211-229. E., iE.

Cotys III. A. D. 229-235. El. M, M.
Sauromates IV. A. d. 229-233. M,, M.
Ehescuporis IV. A. d. 234, 235. M, M.
Ininthemeus. A. D. 235-239. JSi, M.
Ehescuporis V. A. d. 2 39-268 (1). El., Pot, ^.
Sauromates V. A. d. circ. 276. Pot.

Ehescuporis VII. a. d. 304-342 M.
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FoKEiGN Dynasty.

Pharsanzes. A. d. 254 and 255. iE.

Synges. a.d. 258-276. M.
Teiranes. A. D. 276-279. M.
Thothorses. a.d. 279-308. M.
Rhadamsades. a.d. 309-323. ^j ^.

All the above coins bear Greek inscriptions, usually in the genitive, as

BACIAeuuC PHCKOYnOPIAOC, but occasionally in the nominative, as

BACIAeYC CAYPOMATHC.

Chkonological Table of the Coinage of Bospokus, Colchis, and Pontus.

Bosporus.
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tions, and belong to the age of Alexander the Great, before whose time,

except at Sinope, no coins were struck in Paphlagonia. The towns of

Paphlagonia of which coins are known are the following :
—

Abouiteichos, later lonopolis, on the Euxine, about midway between

the Halys and the Parthenius. The coins of this city illustrate the story
of the false prophet Alexander the Paphlagonian, related by Lucian

{Alex., 6). This impostor exercised for many years an extraordinary
influence on the people, and the new god Glykon, an oracular serpent
with a human head, introduced by him, is the usual reverse type of the

coins. Autonomous M. ABflNOY TEIXOY. Imperial— Antoninus,

Aurelius, and Faustina Junior, ABHNOTEIXEITnN, usually with the

addition of TAYKHN. At the request of the Prophet the name of the

town appears to have been changed to lonopolis. Imperial
—M of Verus,

Lucilla, and Geta. Inscr., inNOnOAeunN.

Aegialus (?),
betweenAmastris and Aboniteichos. Imperial'^

—M Domna
and Caracalla. ///*<?;•., E PI AAEHN. Magistrate Archon, Prytanis. €111

APX. nPYTANei. eniKPATOY. B.
(i^. /. A"., iv. 369). %?g5—Hera

Parthenia, Apollo Didymeus.

Amastris, twelve miles east of the mouth of the Parthenius, founded

by Amastris, niece of Darius Codomannus, wife, first of Dionysius, tyrant
of Heracleia in Bithynia, second, of Lysimachus.

After circ. B.C. 302.

Fig. 266.

Head of Mithras in Persian headdress, AMAZTPIEnN or AMAZTPIOS
laureate. BAZIAIZZHZ Seated female figure

(Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 227, and B. M. (Anaitis 1), wearing modius, and hold-

Guide, PI. XXIX. 23.) ing Nike, or Eros and sceptre. >S'2/m&oZ.-

Rose. (Fig. 266.)
JB, Persic Stater 145 grs.

The head on the obverse of these coins is thought by M, Six to

represent the Amazon Amastris, or the queen herself in the character of
the Amazon. The seated figure on the reverse of the coins, which read
AMAZTPIOS BASIAISZHZ, he describes as Amastris, and that on the

specimens reading AMAZTPIEnN as a personification of the city (see
Num. Chron., 1885, p. 64).

^
According to M. Waddington's canon, that all Imperial coins bearing the names of local

magistrates belong to the Roman Province of Asia, within which he would consequently include
the islands of Cos, Naxos, Amorgos, and Lesbos {Pastes des Provinces Asiatiques, pp. 24, 28),
this coin should be attributed to Aegiale in Amorgos. Friedlaender s attribution to Aegialus in

Paphlagonia rests chiefly on grounds of style, and I am inclined to think it must be abandoned.
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Time of Mithradates.

Bronze with Pontic types :
—Head of Athena, rev. Perseus

;
Head of

Zeus, rev. Eagle ; Aegis, rev. Nike.

Roman period.

Imperial—Domitian to Maximinus. Inscr., AMAZTPEHZ or AMA-
CTPIANnN. Types:—ZVid CTPATHrOC, Head of Zeus

; OMHPOC, Head
of Homer

; MEAHC, River Meles, recumbent, holding lyre ; TTAPOeNIOC,
River Parthenius

;
Zeus Strategos and Hera, standing within circle of the

Zodiac
;
Eros standing ;

Poseidon
;
Herakles seated

;
Nemesis

;
Head of

Ms
; Ares; Agaue with the head of Pentheus {Z.f. N.^ vi. 17), etc. Title

on some coins, MHTPOnOAeiinN.
Alliance coins with Amisus and Sebaste.

Cromua, an ancient city, incorporated circ. b. c. 300 with Sesamus and

Cytorus, the three together forming Amastris. [Num. Chron.^ ii. 166
;
v. 188.)

Cire. B.C. 330-300, and later.

Bearded head, laureate, (Zeus X).

Head of Cromna, as on silver.

KPnM N A Head of Amazon, founder

of Cromna, wearing turreted Ste-

phanos, resembling the head on coins

of Amisus JR Persic tetrob. 55 grs.

KPriM Amphora and grapes ; on
latest specimens the amphora stands

on a dolphin ^ -6

Gaugra, an old fortress, which in B. c. 7 was incorporated with Ger-

manicopolis. There is an Imperial coin of Caracalla with a representa-
tion of this fortress, and the inscr. rANTPHN and APX[OYCHC] TTA-

<t>[AArON I AC] (?).
The names of Gangra and Germanicopolis must there-

fore have both been used at the same time (see Kenner, Stift St. Florian,

P- 157).

Germanicopolis (Gangra). Imperial
—Hadrian to Caracalla. Inscr., r€P-

MAN€IKOnOAenC,etc. Honorific titles €CTI A OenN and APX. HAcD.

T^jies numerous and mostly common, except the following, ZANOOC,
River Xanthus recumbent, holding Palladium. Era commences B. c, 7,

when Paphlagonia and Pontus were joined to Bithynia by Augustus.
(Sestini, Hedervar., ii. 32.)

lonopolis. See Aboniteichos.

Neoclaudiopolis. Imperial
—Antoninus to Caracalla. Inscr., N60KAAY-

AlOnOAeiTHN. 7^/;e* referring to the worship of Asklepios, etc. Two
eras in use, the Caesarian dating from b. c. 48, and the Amasian from
B.C. 7.

Fompeiopolis, founded by Pompey on the site of his victory over
Mithradates. Imperial oi k.vs^Ywx.'s, and Faustina. Inscr., TTOMTTHIOTTO-
AIC, usually with title MHT. TTAOA. The coins of the Cilician town of

the same name read nOMfTHIOnOAeiTnN.
F f
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Sebaste. Site unknown, but possibly identical with the modern
Siwas on the Halys. Imperial of Trajan, M. Aurelius, and Caracalla.

Inscr., CeBACTH MHTPO. HAO.

Sesamns. This city was incorporated, circ B. c. 300, with Amastris.

Like Cromna, it struck silver and bronze coins shortly before that event.

CH^AM Head of Demeter iK 55 grs.

^HCA Female head in sphendone tE -65

„ Kantharos over dolphin ^ -5

Head of Zeus.

(Imhoof, Mm. Gr., PI. E. 17,)

Head of Zeus.

Head of Apollo. (Imhoof, I. c, p. 229.)

Sinope, the wealthiest emporium on the south coast of the Euxine, was
an ancient Milesian colony. Its dominion in the fifth century embraced
a large portion of the northern part of Asia Minor, and its fleet was

supreme on the sea. Its earliest coins are silver staters, ranging in weight
from 100 to 80 grs. (possibly Phoenician reduced). The following classi-

fication of the coins is taken in the main from M. Six's article N. C,
1885, pp. 15-50.

Giro. B.C. 480-430
(?),

or later.

Eagle's head, often of very rude work,
beneath it a dolphin.

{Num. Chron., 1885, PI. II. 1-4.)

Quadripartite incuse square, the alter-

nate quarters deeply sunk ; some-

times containing pellets or letter .

M 100-80 grs.

Circ. B.C. 415-364.

Head of Sinope, the daughter of Aso-

pus, wearing sphendone.

(B. M. Guide, PI. X. 20.)

SiNn Sea-eagle on a dolphin, on the

earliest specimens, in an incuse square.

Magistrates' names frequent . . .

M 93-80 grs.

Circ. B.C. 364-333.

The coins of this period are similar to the preceding, but the name of

the city is now replaced by that of a Persian Satrap, written at first in

Greek and afterwards in Aramaic characters. Among the names which
occur are those of Datames, AATAMA, AATAM, etc., who was slain

about B. C. ^62, of Abdemon
(?), ijonny (1), and of Ariarathes, mviN, who

retired from Cappadocia before Alexander, on the advance of the latter

in B. c. 333.

Circ. B.C. 333-306.

Head of Sinope, wearing sphendone;
in frontj usually, aplustre.

Id.

Head of Sinope, facing.

Head of Sinope, turreted.

^iNn, Sea-eagle on dolphin. Magis-
trates' names Dr. 95-78 grs.

SiNn Eagle, conventionally repre-

sented, facing, with spread wings.

Magistrates' letters ^ Dr. ^45 grs.

ClNn Id. . . . ^ Dr. ^ 22 grs.

Circ. B.C. 306-290.

I
ZlNin Prow, in front, aplustre iR 39 grs.
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Attic Standard. Circ.^.c. 290-250 (?).

About the beginning of the third century coins of Attic weight were
struck at Sinope, of which the following are some of the varieties.

Turreted head of Sinope.

(^./. iV^., ix. p. 139.)

Turreted head of Sinope.

{Num. Chron., 1885, PI. II. 17.)

Ai'chaic statue of Apollo standing before

tripod, holding branch and lekythos .

M Tetradr. (1)

2 1 Nn Poseidon, seated, holding dolphin
and trident . . JR Didr. 126 grs.

There are also didrachmS of this type weighing no more than 97 grs.
This looks like a return to the old Sinopian standard.

Turreted head of Sinope.

Head of Hermes, wearing petasos.
Head of Apollo, 1., laur.

ZiNn Eagle, conventionally repre-

sented, facing, with spread wings.
Various symbols and letters

JSi Tetrob. and Triob.

Id M Diob. 17 grs.

ZiNn Tripod. . . . iR 13 grs.

Circ. B.C. 189-183.

Head of Sinope, r., turreted.

{Num. Chron., 1885, PL II. 18.)

SlNnniEnN Apollo naked, seated on

omphalos, holding lyre and plectrum
M. Spread tetradrachm.

The type of this tetradrachm is copied, with some modifications, from
the tetradrachms of Antiochus III. of Syria.

After B.C. 183.

In the year b.'c. 183, Sinope, which had been already besieged by
Mithradates IV., king of Pontus, was taken by his son Pharnaces I., who
made it the capital of his dominions. From this time only bronze coins

were struck at Sinope, the types of which, like those of the other Pontic

cities, relate to the worship of Perseus.

Under the Romans.

In B. c. 70 Sinope was taken by Lucullus, and some of its coins, from
Severus to Galhenus, are dated from this era. It was colonized by Caesar,
and from this time the inscriptions of its coins are usually in Latin,
C. I.F. S. C. I. F. A V. S. or C. R. I. F. S. C(olonia) R(omana) l(ulia) F(elix)

Au(gusta) S(inope). From Augustus to Macrinus the coins are dated
with the prefix ANNO from an era commencing b, c. 45, some of those,
from Augustus to Claudius, having in addition EX. DD. (Ex decreto

decurionum.) Ti/pes
—The Dioskuri, Serapis, Tunny fish, etc.

Timolaeum. Autonomous bronze. Age of Mithradates.

Head of Pallas. TIMOA Eagle flying above fulmen

between stars J^ '95

F f 2
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King of Paphlagonia.

Pylaemenes. This name appears to have been the hereditary appella-
tion of the Kings of Paphlagonia. The coins reading BAZI AEjQZ flYAAI-

MENOY EYEPrETOY belong apparently to the son of Nicomedes 11. of

Bithynia, or to one of his sons.

Head of Herakles, bai'e.

Bull's head, facing.

Nike, with wreath and palm

Winged caduceus

M -8

Chronological Table of the Coinage of Paphlagonia.

Aboniteichos
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Apameia, originally Myrleia, was renamed by Prusias I., king of

Bithynia (b. c. 228-180), after his wife, Apama.
Autonomous bronze (i) with inscr. MYPAEA or MYPAEANHN, of

various types : Head of Helios, rev. Horseman ;
Head of Pallas, j-ev.

Lyre, etc.
; circ. b. c. 200 and later.

"(ii)
With AHAMEnN TnN MYPAEANnN or ADAMEnN only. Head

of Apollo, rev. Lyre; names of Roman governors, Efll rAIOYnAniPlOY
KAPBnNOZ, Efll TAIOY OYIBIOY HANZA, and dates according to the

Pontic era (297 b. c), corresponding with the years B. C. 66-60.

(iii) Colonial, with inscr., COL. IVL. CONCORD. AVC. APAM, etc., or

C. I. C. A. D. D. (decreto Decurionum). Imperial
—

Caligula to Gallienus.

Types numerous :_ among them may be mentioned APOLLlNl CLARI.
and DIANA LVCIF., Apollo Clarius, Diana Lucifera, etc. {Num. Chron.^
V. 188

;
viii. 40 ; Z.f. iV., vii. 21.)

Astacns. This city, which stood at the head of a gulf of the same

name, was from early times, down to its destruction by Lysimachus, a

place of considerable maritime importance. Its coinage, however, is

limited in extent, and belongs altogether to the fifth century b. c. About
B.C. 439 the Athenians founded a colony at Astacus. The type of its

coins, the doraKo's, Crayfish or Lobster, contains a play upon the name of

the town^ and refers at the same time to the great numbers of these

creatures which were found in the shallow waters of the gulf. (J. Six,
De Gorgone, p. 40.)

Circ. B.C. 500-439. Persic Standard.

Lobster or crayfish.

(Millingen, Recueil, PI. III. 15.)

Incuse square,
archaic style.

Circ. B.C. 439.

A^ Lobster or crayfish.

Lobster, holding shell in claws.

Incuse square.
tional style

Id

AC Female head of

Symbol : Swastika .

iR 77 grs.

Female head of transi-

.... ^ 77 grs.

. . . . M 23 grs.

When, in B. c. 264, Nicomedia was founded by Nicomedes I., he settled

there the inhabitants of the old city of Astacus.

Bithynium or Claudiopolis struck no money before Roman times.

AutonomousM under C. Papirius Carbo, Bl 9YN I EfiN, Head of Dionysos,
rev. Em TAIOY HAniPlOY KAPBnNOS, PHMH. Roma seated. Date

AKZ, 224 of the Pontic era=B. c. 74.

Imperial
— Claudius to Gallienus. Inscr., KAAYAIOTTOAEITHN,

AAPIANnN KAAYAIOnOAeiinN, etc. This town was the birth-place
of Antinoiis, and medallions were struck there in his honour, reading
ANTINOON GEON H nATPIZ, rev. AAPIANnN BIOYNIEHN. From
the time of Antoninus to that of Gallienus the usual inscription is

AAPIANnN BIGYNienN. %j^^ various. Among the more interesting
are :
—

Aphrodite seated on a seahorse ; Antinous-Hermes, holding pedum
and with a bull beside him, a tall plant in front, and a star over his head :

Aphrodite and Eros
; Hj^gieia ;

Hermes
; Tyche ;

etc.
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Caesareia-Germanica, a port in Bithynia, site unknown, founded or
renamed by Germanicus. Imperial-

—Germanicus to Valerian, of which
the following are the most remarkable:—Germanicus, FEPMANIKOZ
KAIZAP KTIZTHZ, rev. KAIZAPEIA TEPMAN I KH, City wall with gate-

way ; {Ann. cle Num.] 1883, p. 106); Titus, rev. KAIZA, City wall with

gateway, around, EDI M. ZAAOYIAHNOY AZHPTiNA AN OY., wrongly
attributed by Borrell to Clitae {Num. Chron., v. 193) ;

with regard to

Asprenas, the cognomen of M. Salvidienus, see Annali, 1861, 140; Sept.
Severus, rev. KAICAP€IAC rCPMANlKHC, Distyle temple seen in front

from above, beside it, a circular port within which is a galley ; beneath, a
recumbent bull. Other tyj)es

—
Serpent coiled

; Asklepios ;
Artemis

;

Zeus
; Serapis ; Aphrodite ; Apollo ; galley under sail, etc. The coins of

this town have been hitherto confounded with those of Caesareia-
Germanicia in Commagene, which read KAICAPEouN fCPMANlKGuuN
KOM., but never KAICAPEIAC rePMANlKHC.

Calchedon, a Megarian colony on the Asiatic side of the Bosporus
opposite Byzantium, was always intimately connected with that city.
The coins of the two places (the earliest of Calchedon excepted) differ

only in one respect, viz. that the Bull on the money of Byzantium stands

upon a dolphin, while at Calchedon he stands upon an ear of corn.

The silver coinage of Calchedon begins in the latter part of the fifth

century, b. c.

Attic Standard,

Bearded male head, hair short.

Young male head, laureate.

K AAX in the four quarters of a radiate

wheel M, Drachm.
Id. or K—A-A and ivy leaf in the

four quarters of awheel 2^ \ Drachm.

These coins may be compared with the contemporaneous silver coin-

age of Mesembria (another Megarian colony) on the west coast of the

Euxine, p. 337.

Persic Standard. Circ. b. c. 400-350.

K AAX Bull on ear of corn. Incuse square, quartered ;

'
mill-sail

'

pattern . . . . M, Dr. 80 grs.

Phoenician Standard. Circ. B. c. 350-280.

Similar types, usually with adjunct symbols, letters, etc. Tetradr.

330 grs. Drachm ^^ grs. Tetrobol 38 grs. Diobol 16 grs.

Phoenician and Attic Denominations. Circ. B.C. 280-270 (?).

Head of Demeter, veiled, as on con-

temporary coins of Byzantium.
(B. M. Guide, PI. XXXVI. 6.)

Id.

Head of Alexander, with Ammon's
hom, as on coins of Lysiraachus.

{Num. Chron., v. 190.)

KAAX Apollo naked, seated on om-

phalos . . . M Tetradr. 215 grs.

Id. . . .M Attic octohol (?) 82 grs.

KAAXAAONinN Pallas Nikephoros
seated M Attic tetradr. and drachm.

Heads of Apollo and Artemis, jugate. KAAXAAONlflN Lyre . . Mil
Head of Apollo. „ Tripod . M -2,
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Calchedon was absorbed, circ. b. c. 270, into the kingdom of Nico-

medes I. of Bithynia. At a later period tetradrachms of the Lysima-
chian type were issued there (Miiller, Lydm., 376-380). The remaining
coins are all of Imperial times, Plotina to Tranquillina. The following
are the most noteworthy types: ANTlNOOC HPflC, Bust of Antinoiis, rey.

K AAX AAO N 1 1 C I finnM, Antinoiis riding on a flying griffin {M medallion).
The word avedrjKe is to be understood before the dative in this inscription.
The type of this coin seems to have been suggested by another

Calchedonian type very frequent on Imperial coins, that of Apollo riding
on a flying swan.

Cius, at the head of the gulf of the Propontis, which took its name
from the city, was, according to Mela, the most convenient emporium for

Phrygia. It was said to have been founded by Kios or by Hylas, Argonauts
and companions of Herakles. On some of the coins Herakles is himself

called KTICTHC.
There are no early coins of this town, its first issues dating from the

age of Alexander the Great. All the gold staters known come from the

Sidon hoard, which appears to have been buried either about B. c. 308,
Rev. Num., 1865, 8, or about b. c. 288, if the dates upon the gold coins of

Ace in the same hoard are to be reckoned from the Seleucid era.

Circ. B.C. 330-300.

Fig. 267.

Head of Apollo. (Fig. 267.)

Id. Beneath, KIA.

Prow and magistrate's name ATAZI-
KAHZ, ArNnNi AH2, lEPOKAHZ,
nPOZENOE, etc. . . A Stater.

Id. Magistrates AOHNOAHPOZ,
BAKXEYZ,AAZKYAEnN,AHMH-
TPIOZ, EYMENHZ, HrEZTPA-
TOZ, KAPINOZ, KTHZnN, Ml-
AHTOZ, NIKAZ, NIKITOZ, HO-
ZEiAHNioz, noziz, nPOZE-
NOZ, ZnZANAPOZ, ZnZITE-
NHZ, TEIZANAPOZ, etc. . . .

JR Persic drachm 81 grs.
JR \ Drachm 40 grs.

Ai 5 Drachm 20 grs.

Young male head, in Persian headdress,
as on coins of Amastris.

Id.

KlANnN Club and bow incased -75

KIA Kantharos, grapes, and ear of

corn ^ -65
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After circ. B.C. 200.

Under the rule of the earlier kings of Bithynia the silver coinage

ceases, but when Philip V. of Macedon took the town and presented it to

Prusias I., it received from him the name of Prusias ad Mare, and struck

bronze coins, reading nPOY^IEHN THN HPOZ OAAAZZHI. Ti/pes

various. At a still later period, about the time of Mithradates, coins

were struck there in the names of two Queens : Musa, daughter of

Orsobaris, BAZIAIZZHZ MOYZHZ OPZOBAPIOZ and Oradaltis, daughter
of an equally unknown king, Lycomedes, nPAAAATIAOZ BAZIAEHZ
AYKOMHAOY OYfATPOZ ;

rt??;. HPOYZIEnN HPOZ GAAAZZHI.

Under Roman ride.

Under the Romans Cius recovered its original name, and Imperial
coins are known from Claudius to Gallienus, among which the following

may be mentioned: AN TINon I HPHI, m'. KIANIOIC ANeOHKCN M
medallion: HPAKAeOYC KTICTOY KIANnN. On a coin of Severus is

the remarkable i«.?cr., C€YHPOY BACIA€YONTOC KOCMOC CYTYXei
MAKAPIOI KIANOI. Other types

—Youth Hylas, holding bucket from
which water flows (cf. Strab., 564). Youth Kios, seated on rock adjusting
his sandal.

Claudiopolis. See Bithynium.

Creteia-Flaviopolis. Inscr., KPHTIEHN d^AAOYIOnOAITHN or

KPHTeiA (DAAOYIOnOAIC, or <J)AABIOnOAlC. /w^^mfl/—Antoninus to

Gallienus. Types various. Among them the most important is the River-

god BIAAEOC, clearly identical with the river BIAAAIOC, which occurs

on the coins of Tium. {Berl. Bldtt., v. 1 6.) Of this town there is a dedi-

catory coin reading APXIEPCYC ANeOHK€ (Mion., Sup., v. 32).

Dia, on the Euxine, west of Heracleia Pontica, in Bithynia.
Autonomous bronze of the first century b. c.

Head of Zeus.
|

AIAZ Eagle on fulmen . . . vE -8

Imperial— Augustus only. Inscr., AlANflN. Magistrate's name in

wreath (Brit. Mus.).

Gordium. See luliopolis.

Hadriaui and Hadriauothera. See under Mysia.

Hadrianopolis (?). Imperial
—Hadrian, Antinoiis, and Sev. Alex., etc.

Inscr., AAPIANOnOAGITHN. Magistrates' names sometimes with title

Strategos.
Across the field of the coins sometimes—CCB.
This is not altogether a satisfactory attribution, as it transgresses the

rule laid down by M. Waddington, with regard to the non-occurrence of
local magistrates' names outside the limits of the Roman Province of
Asia. (See p. 432, note.)

Heracleia Pontica. This city, at one time the capital of eastern

Bithynia, attained to its greatest prosperity in the latter part of the
fourth century, under its tyrants Clearchus (b. c. 364-353), Timotheus,
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and Dionysius. It is possible that in early times Heracleia may have
been one of the mints which issued heetae of electrum, for the head
of Herakles on some of these closely resembles that which occurs on the

earliest silver money of the town. The standard in use at Heracleia is

the same as that of Sinope, and is identical with the Aeginetic in weight,

though perhaps not of the same origin. For lists of the coins, see Six, in

Num. Chron., 1885, p. 51 ; Bompois, liev. Arch., N. S. xxxvii. p. 116; and

Imhoof, Z.f. i\\, vii. 21.

Circ. B.C. 415-394.

Head of bearded Herakles in liou's

skin.

HPAKAEIA in flat incuse square, con-

taining a small quadripartite square,
within which sometimes A AS or

AAM, magistrate's name ....
M Triobol 44 grs., Diobol 28 grs.,

Obol 14 grs., and \ Obol 6 grs.

Circ. B.C. 394-353.

Head of bearded Herakles in lion's

skin
; beneath, club.

Id.

Id.

HPAK Head of city
-
nymph, iu

turreted Stephanos.

HPAKAEIA Butting bull; in field, some-
times symbols or letters ....

Ji Dr. 76 grs.
HPAKAEIA Club . ^ li Ob. 18 grs.
HPAK Forepart of rushing bull

M li Ob. 18 grs.
K (for Clearchus 1) Bow in case, and

club . . . . M Diob. and Obol.

Time of the tyrant Satyrus. b. c. 353-347.

Head of young Herakles, 1., in lion's

skin
;
club sometimes beneath.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id., facing.

HPAKAEIA Head of city -oiymph, of

finest style, in turreted StephanosM Stater 181 grs.

(B. M. Guide, PI. XVIII. 22.)
HPAKAEIA Id. ^ Drachm 84 grs,

Id. ... ^ Tetrob.

HPAK Id ^Diob.
Head of city M Obol.

There is also a diobol attributed to Satyrus, similar to that of

Clearchus, but with H in place of K on the reverse. (Zeit. f. Num., vii.

PI. I. 12.)

V y '

Timotheus and Dionysius. b. c. 347-338.

Head of young Dionysos, ivy-crowned,
with thyrsos at shoulder.

Id.

TIMOGEOY AIONYZIOY Herakles

erecting trophy . M Stater 150 grs.
TIMOOEOY AIONYZIOY Id. .

M Triob. 38 grs.
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Dionysius alone. B.C. 338-306.

Fig. 268.

Coins similar to the above, but without the name of Timotheus.

Staters, Drachms, and Triobols. (Fig. 368.)

Clearclms II. and Oxathres. b. c. 306-302.

Dionysius was succeeded in the tyranny by his two sons Clearchus and

Oxathres, who reigned under the guardianship of their mother Amastris.

To their time may perhaps be attributed the following.

Head of young Dionysos, as above.

{A^um. Chron., 1885, p. 59.)

HPAKAEHTAN Herakles standing

facing, leaning on club, and crowned

by Nike . . . M Stater 149 grs.

Time of Lysimachns. B.C. 302-281.

Head of young Herakles in lion's skin.

Id. (B. M. Guide, PI. XXIX. 26.)

HPAKAEHTAN Dionysos seated, hold-

ing kantharos and thyrsos ....M Stater 152 grs.
HPAKAEHTAN Dionysos seated, hold-

ing kantharos and thyrsos, bound with

ivy . . M. Attic tetradr. 254 grs.

These two coins are conjecturally attributed by Imhoof [Akarnania,

p. 103) to the town of Heracleia in Acarnania, as are also the bronze

coins with the running Lion on the reverse, and some silver pieces of

Corcyra, bearing the monogram bP. See B. M. Cat., Thessaly to Aetolia,

Head of young Herakles, facing.

{Zeit.f. Num., vii. PI. I. 13.)

Nike, naked to waist, kneeling on a

club, and tracing the last letter of the

wordHPAKAEIA
JR Phoenician didr. 104 grs.

From this time until the Roman conquest no silver coins are known.
The autonomous bronze coins with HPAKAEnTAN,o5t?. Head of young

Herakles, rev. Running Lion, Club and Bow in case, Table with Hera-
kleian symbols, Herakles and Lion, belong for the most part to the time
of Lysimachus and later.

Imperial times—Nero to Saloninus. Medallions, inscr., TON KTICTAN,
Bust of Herakles, rev. HPAKAeniAN CN TTONin or MATPOC ATTOI-
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KnN TTOAEnN, Herakles leading chained Kerberos; Zeus enthroned
between two recumbent figures ;

statue of Herakles enthroned in a

theatre, etc. Large, middle and small M insc?:, HPAKACriTAN or HPA-
KAHAC eN TTONTn, etc. T^pes various, and usually referring to the

labours of Herakles. Magistrates' names, with title of Proconsul added.

Concerning the title NenKOPOC on coins, possibly of this town, see

Eckhel, ii. 430.

Itiliopolis, the ancient Gordium, an inland city, properly speaking, in

Galatia, but usually included by geographical writers in Bithynia.
M Obol inscr., rOPAIANnN (Borrell. JV^im. C/irofi., viii. 27).M Imperial times— Caracalla and Geta, lOYAIOnOAeiTHN. Types

various. Head of Men
;
Head of Serapis, etc.

Nicaea was built by Antigonus, circ. B.C. 31 6, on the site of the ancient

Ancore, at the eastern end of Lake Ascania
;

it was renamed Nicaea by
Lysimachus, after which it soon rose to be one of the chief cities of the

kingdom of Bithynia. There are no coins before the period of the

Eoman dominion.
Autonomous bronze of the Proconsuls C. Papirius Carbo, dated BKZ and

AKZ of the era of Bosporus and Pontus= B.c 76 and 74, and C. Vibius

Pansa QAZ= b.c. 63, the latter with the head of Julius Caesar.

Imperial
—
Augustus to Quietus. Inscr., NiKAIEnN or NiKAEIS, etc.

Honorific titles—nPHT 01 HONT. KAI BIO.; nPHTOI THZ EHAPXEIAZ;
APIZTOI METIZTOI, EYCeeeiC eYreN€IC, etc. Magistrate—AN©Y-

FTATOZ TTATPnN. HemarhaUe types or inscrip)tions
— ZEYZ MHAIOZ

AIOZ ATOPAIOY; AIOZ AITAIOY; OMHPOC;nYOArOPHC ; innAPXOC
AIONYCON KTICTHN; OHCGA

;
AAEZANAPON

;
ACKAHHin CHTHPI

YreiA KAI ACKAHnin; GeA YreiA; G€n TeAec<t)OPn; oca ahmht
APAOH TYXH

;
Rivers CAfAPIC and TEYAOZ, (Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 240)

innON BPOTOnOAA NiKAienN, Divinity riding on a horse whose

right foreleg is formed like a human arm, which grasps the serpent-staff",
and whose left foreleg ends in a human foot, the tail of the monster is a

serpent; this curious type has never been explained; KOMOAOY BACI-
AeYONTOC KOCMOC CYTYXei; PHMAinN NIKHN NiKAieiC, etc.

The following are among the games mentioned on Nicaean coins :
—

ACKAHneiA, AIONYCIA HYGIA, ICGM[IA] HYGIA, {% ICOnYGIA) APH-
NeC lePOl, AYrOY[CTeiAJ, CeOYHPeiA <t>IAAAeA(D€IA, K0M0A6IA,
K€NAPeceiA, etc.

Alliance coins between Nicaea and Byzantium, Cyzicus, and Hadriani.

Nicomedia, on the northern side of the gulf of Astacus near its head,
received its name from its founder Nicomedes I. of Bithynia. It was the
chief city of the Bithynian kingdom and the residence of the king.

Under^the Romans autonomous bronze coins were struck at Nicomedia
in the names of the Proconsuls, C. Vibius Pansa and Thorius Flaccus,
with Pontic dates AKZ, BAZ and EAZ= b.c. 74, 66, and 6'^.

Imperial— Augustus to Gallienus. Inscr., NlKOMHACflN AlC or

TPIC NenKOPaN
; NiKOMHAeiAC, etc.; usually with name of the

Proconsul, often with addition of title, TTATPflN, as at Nicaea.
Bemarkat)le types and inscriptions— tA\M?OT\0\\C K Al TTPnTH BCIGY-

NIAC KAI nONTOY; np^TH BIG. KAI H. PnMHN MHTPOHOAIN;
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GeOC OAYMniOC ; CTOAOC, a naked male figure with a prow at his

feet and holding a rudder. Games—£^WfAWl?^\K, AKTIA nYOIA,ANTn-
NINIANA, CeBHP€IA M€rAAA, etc.

Alliance coins with Amasia Ponti, Laodiceia Phryg., Pergamum Mys.,
and Smyrna Ion.

Olbia. This name appears to have once been borne by the town of

Astacus, but the coins reading OABIOnOAITEnN, o3f. Head of Zeus,
rev. Sceptre (first cent. B.C.), belong to some other city of the same name.

Frusias ad mare. See Cius.

Frusa ad Olympum, on the northern slope of Mount Olympus. Auto-
nomous of Roman times and Imperial

—Nero to Gallienus. Inser.,

nPOYCAenN, nPOYCAenN n. OAY/wnn or nPOYCAeiC. Remarkable

types
—Zeus seated, TlPOYCAenN AlAOAYMniON; Andromeda chained

to rock ; Ajax falling on his sword
;

The god Men seated sideways
on feeding horse

; Aphrodite between two sea-horses
; Asklepios ; Hy-

gieia ; Telesphoros ;
Kiver god ; etc., etc.

Coins sometimes dated according to the Pontic era, B.C. 297.

Frusias ad Hypium, on the Euxine, at the mouth of the river Hypius.
Autonomous of Roman times and Imperial

—
Vespasian to Gallienus.

Inscr., nPOYCienN nPOC Ynin,nPOYCieiC, etc. %^^5—YniOC, River

Hypius recumbent ;
Herakles contending with the Hydra, etc. Title

sometimes MHTP(o7roA.ts).

Timaea(?). Autonomous bronze of Imperial times, Ohv. Altar between
two vases ;

rev. TIMAICnN, forepart of ass (cf. Mion., Sup., v. p. 256).

Tium stood on a promontory on the coast of the Euxine, at the mouth
of the river Billaeus, between Amastris and Heracleia. Autonomous of

Imperial times and Imperial
—

Vespasian to Gallienus. Inscr., TIANflN.
Hemarkahle types or inscrijjtions

— Z^yC CYPTAZTHZ; ANTlNOni HPni
HANOI

; TeiOC, Bust of the Oekist
; BIAAAIOC-CAPAH, River-gods

Billaeus and Sardo with Dionysos between them
; ACKAHniOCorTON

CniHPA, Asklepian types; AIONYCOC KTICTHC, Dionysos; NeM€CIC
{Zeit.f. Num., i. 137), Aphrodite and Eros

; Poseidon, etc.

KINGS OF BITHYNIA.

The kings of Bithynia of whom coins are known are the following
—

Nicomedes I. B. C. 278-250. M Tetradr. (Eckhel, ii. p. 439 ;
cf.

Imhoof, MoH. Gr., p. 146) BAZIAEHZ NIKOMHAOY, Bithynia seated,

holding two spears and parazonium, before her a shield, behind her a

tree; in field, Nike (Vienna Cabinet). M Drachm (Brit. Mus., Num. Chron.,

vi. p. 126).
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Ziaelas, son of Nicomedes, B.C. 250-228. M BAZIAEHZ II AHA A,
rev. Trophy [Zeit.f. Num., iii. 220).

Frusias I., son of Ziaelas, B.C. 228-180. Silver and bronze coins.

Head of king, diademed.

(B. M. Guide, PI. XVI. 7.)

BAZIAEHS nPOYZlOY Zeus stand-

ing, resting on sceptre, and holding
wreath. In field, fulmen . M, Tetradr.

Prusias II. B.C. 180-149. Tetradrachms, distinguishable from those of

Prusias I. by the king's portrait, the diadem being winged on the coins of

Prusias II. The reverse type is the same, but an eagle stands on the

fulmen in the field. There are also bronze coins.

Head of Prusias II. BASIAEnZ nPOYZlOY Herakles

standing M -^

The following types cannot be attributed with certainty, but may be

preferably assigned to the second Prusias.

Head of Pallas. {Z.f. N., i, 138.)

Head of Apollo, laureate.

Head of young Dionysos.

Head of Apollo.

Head of Hermes.

Id.

BAZIAEnZ nPOYZlOY Nike hold-i

ingaplustre and trophy-standM 1-051

BASIAEnZ nPOYIIOYWingedPallas
{Num. Zeit., iii. PI. V. 4.) M i-o5'

BAZIAEnZ nPOYZlOY Centaur

Cheiron playing lyre . . . tE -85
BAZIAEnS nPOYZlOY Lyre, or

quiver and bow JEi
•'j

BAZIAEnZ nPOYZlOY Hermes

standing ^1-5
., „ Caduceus .

^•55

Nicomedes II. (Epiphanes). B.C. 149-91. Gold staters and silver

tetradrachms dated according to the Pontic era, commencing B. c. 297,
introduced into Bithynia by Nicomedes II. soon after his accession.

Head of King diademed. BAZIAEnZ Eni<t)ANOYZ NlKO-
MHAOY Zeus standing as before .

vR Tetradr.

Also bronze coins (Imhoof, Clioix., PI. III. 97).

gm--

Fig. 269.
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Nicomedes III. (Philopator). B.C. 91-74. Tetradrachms similar to

those of Nicomedes II., but easily distinguishable by their dates and ruder

execution (Fig. 269). Inscr., BASIAEHS Eni<DANOYZ NIKOMHAOY.
The head on these coins is probably that of Nicomedes II.

Chronological Table of the Colntage of Bithynia.

Koiv6v of Bithynia
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Bronze. Fourth century, B.C.

HeadofZeus.(Irahoof,j^/(m.6^r.,p.2 46.) I
AAPA Forepart of Hippocamp ^-65

Cf. also coins of this type with the legends lOAAEHN or lOAAA,
OPONTA, and OHBA, Imhoof, I.e.

After B.C. 300.

Head of Apollo. Cornucopiae between pilei of Dioskuri .

M
Silver. Second century, b. c.

Head of Zeus. AAPAMYTHNflN Eagle on fulmen .

M Dr. 45 grs.

Imperial
—Hadrian to Gallienus. Magistrates, Strategos and Gramma-

teus. T^jaes various, among which may be mentioned OHBH AAPAMY-
THNnN, Head of the city Thebe Hypoplacia, which belonged to Adramy-
tetm; also dedicatory medallion of Antinous, ANTlNOOC lAKXOC.
ereCIOC ANeOH[Ke] AAPAMYTHNUN (Eckhel, vi. 530). AUiancecoins

with Ephesus, Laodiceia ad Lycum, Mytilene, and Pergamum.

Antandms, on the north coast of the Adramytian gulf, at the foot of

Mount Aspaneus, an oiFset of Mount Ida.

Circ. B.C. 350-300.

Female head, bound with crossed cord.

Forepart of lion.
,

Head of Apollo.

Incuse square. ANTAN Goat before

pine tree . iR 57, 41, and 18 grs.

Lion's head ^29 grs.

ANTAN Lion's head . iE size -75

Imperial — Titus to Elagabalus. Inscr., ANTANAPIHN. Types
—

Asklepios ; Apollo ; and Artemis of Astyra, a small place between Antan-
drus and Adramyteum, where was a celebrated temple ofArtemis (Strab.,

613). The figure on the coins resembles Artemis Ephesia. Inscr., APT€-
MIC ACTYPHN. or ACTYPHNH ANTANAPI {Z.f. N., vii. PI. L 14).

Apollonia ad Rhyndacum. This city stood on a small island or pro-

montory on the north side of the lake ApoUoniatis, through which the

Rhyndacus flows before emptying itself into the Propontis. The town is

rarely mentioned by ancient authors. J. Six {De Gorgone, 1885, p. 39)
has advanced some excellent reasons for attributing to this Apollonia
the following series of silver coins which, on account of the adjunct
symbol which they bear, had been assigned by Imhoof [Man. Gr., p. 232)
to the not far distant city of Astacus in Bithynia.

Circ. B.C. 450.

Anchor and lobster, or crayfish. Swastika, in incuse of the same form .

M 64-58 grs.
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Circ. B.C. 400-330.

Anchor and lobster, usually with letter

A.

AnOAA,QN[taroij/] Similar.

Gorgoneion, in concave field . . . .

^ 58-50 grs.

Id. (Imhoof.j Mon. Gr., p. 234.) . .

iR no grs. (?).

Fig. 270.

Head of Apollo, hair rolled. (Fig. 270.)

Gorgoneion.

Head of Apollo, facing.

Head of Apollo, r., laureate.

Head of Apollo, r., laux'eate.

(Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 236.)

A Anchor and lobster. Various magis-
trates' names . . JR 260-225 grs.

A Anchor and lobster. Magistrates'
names JR 44 grs,

A Id. . ^20 grs.
A Id M ig grs.
A Anchor and lobster, and legend
XAAK \\\ =)(a\Kov o/3oXoi Tpe'is

JE Size, -5 Wt. 30 grs.

Circ. B.C. 330-283, or later

Apollo, seated on omphalos.

Apollo, standing facing, holding long
branch.

A Anchor and lobster. Magistrates'
names JE Size -65

A Anchor . . . . . M Size -55

Imperial, with or without names of Emperors—Domitian to Gallienus.

/«*cr., ATTOAAnNlATnN ITPOC PYN A AKn, often abbreviated. Magis-
trate, Strategos. Princijoal types

—
Apollo standing before tree round

which the dying Python is coiled; River-god Rhyndacus, with inscr.,

PYNAAKOC ;
Statue of Apollo with arm extended over column.

Assus. On the north coast of the Adramytian gulf. Autonomous
silver and bronze.

Circ. B.C. 400-300, and later.

Head of Pallas, helmet adorned with

flying griffin.

(Formerly in the Whittall collection,

cast in B. M.)

Female head.

Head of Pallas, in laureate helmet.

Head of Pallas.

A^^IO[N Incuse square. Archaic

simulacrum of standing divinity to r.,

with fore-arms extended and fillets

hanging from her hands

M Tetradr. Wt. (])

Bull's head, facing . . . 2II 78 grs.
ACTION Bull's head, facing^ 45 grs.
AC^I Griffin . . M Size -85-45
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Also tetradrachms of Alexander's types (Muller, Nos. 928-31. 81/mhol^

Griffin).

Imperial
—
Augustus to Severus Alexander. Inscr., AZZIXIN. Sometimes

with names of Strategi. 7^j9e5—Zeus, Asklepios, Altar of Asklepios, etc.

Alliance coin with Plonia.

Atarneus, on the Mysian coast, nearly opposite Mytilene. Autonomous
bronze coins of the second century B. c. and later.

ATAP Forepart of horse; above,
coiled serpent . \ . . . JEa -6^

Head of Apollo. {Num. Chron., iii. 97.)

Also tetradrachms of Alexander's types (Miiller, No. 932)

Boman times—Proconsul Cn. Asinius, b. c. 79-76. (Waddington, i'W^?*,

p. 45-)

Forepart of horse; above, coiled serpent. ASINIOY ANQYnATOY PHMAinN
Caduceus .... . . . ^ -6

Attaea placed by Strabo (607) between Heracleia and Atarneus.

Autonomous of Imperial times and Imperial
—
Augustus to Geta. Inscr.,

ATTAITHN or ATTA€ITnN. Ti/pes—\^?Q(: AHMOC; l€PA CYNKAH-
TOC

;
TYXH TTOACnC ; River-god; Eagle holding wreath; Asklepios;

Aphrodite. Magistrates, Anthypatos, P. Metilius Secundus and C. Antius

Quadratus, temp. Trajan. Local Magistrates, Archon, Strategos. Alli-

ance coins with Ephesus, temp. Caracalla.

Cistheue. North of Atarneus. Autonomous bronze, second century
B.C. Inscr., KIZ, KIZOH or KIZOA. Veiled head of Demeter, rev.

Horseman. (Num. Chron., vi. 149-)

Cyzicus. The coinage of this city, which occupied a peninsula on the

southern shore of the Propontis, begins early in the fifth century, if not

before, and consists principally of staters and hectae composed of electrum
or pale gold. These coins of Cyzicus, together with the Persian darics,

constituted the staple of the gold currency of the whole ancient world
until such time as they were both superseded by the gold staters of Philip
and Alexander the Great.

The Cyzicene mint appears to have possessed something like a mono-

poly of coining these staters, which were doubtless a source of no small

profit to the city. They are frequently mentioned in Attic inscriptions
between b. c. 445 and 404, as well as by writei-s, as o-rarT/pes Ku^iKryz/oi,

Xpuo"o{S orarTjpes Ku^ikjji^oi, xpycriov KvCiKrjvov aTarijpes, etc. (Head, Num.
Chron., 1876, pp. 277 sqq.). From Xenophon, Anah., v. 6. 23 ;

vii. 3. 10,
we learn that a Cyzicene a month was promised to the soldiers as an
advance upon their ordinary pay, which seems to have been a daric a
month

(cf. Anah.^ i. 3. 21).

G g
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The value of the Cyzieene electrum stater in silver money cannot be

exactly determined ;
the probability is that it varied from time to time, and

that it was differently estimated in different localities. All that we can
be sure of is that it was of greater value than the gold daric of 130 grs.
The weight of the Cyzieene stater is 252-347 grs., and that of the

corresponding hecte 41 grs., but it was largely alloyed with silver, while

the daric, on the other hand, was of pure gold.
As Kii'chhoff (Coi7J. hiscr. Attic, -p. 160) has pointed out, a didrachm of

pure gold weighing 130 grs. was valued at Athens in B. c. 434, at 28

silver drachms. Now this happens to be the exact value which Demos-
thenes just a century later {c. Phomi., 34, 23) assigns to the Cyzieene
staters, which continued to circulate for some long time after the Cyzieene
mint had ceased to issue them. It may be assumed therefore that so

long as Cyzicus retained her quasi-monopoly of coining xp'^^^v^ the value

of the Cyzieene was considerably higher, and that it afterwards fell, in

the age of Philip of Macedon, to the level of the gold stater of Philip,
The iiria-qixov, or badge, of the city of Cyzicus was the tunny-fish,

TTr^kaixvs, shoals of which were continually passing through the Propontis
on their way from the Euxine to the Aegean sea (see Marquardt, Cyzicus,

p. ^^). This fish appears invariably on the electrum coinage of the

town as an adjunct or lesser type in addition to the principal device,
which latter, contrary to the usual practice, is at Cyzicus merely an

exaggerated magisterial symbol, usurping the place of the main type,
while the tunny, the real ^TTta-qiJiov, is relegated to a subordinate position.

M. J. P. Six {Num. Chron., 1877, p. 171) has advanced the theory that

the type of the Cyzieene stater was changed annually on the accession to

office of each new annual eponymous magistrate. But of the 150 or

more known varieties of these staters by far the larger number belong
to a very limited space of time, viz. to the latter part of the fifth century,
the specimens of archaic style being extremely scarce. It is hardly
likely therefore that the changing type can be the signet of the epony-
mous magistrate of the city as suck, and it is more than probable that of

the council or board of magistrates (Prytaneis ?) several, or perhaps all,

were authorized to place their signets on the coinage, or to make choice

of a monetary type, either in rotation or simultaneously, at different

officinae of the mint. In this case the number of types would furnish no
exact indication of the space of time during which the Cyzicenes con-

tinued to be issued.

We are therefore driven to fall back upon style (which is, after all, the

safest of guides), and basing our judgment upon it, we may confidently
affirm that the Cyzieene staters fall into the period between B.C. 500 and
the age of Philip of Macedon. Further, we may accept the statement of

Demosthenes above referred to as good authority for the opinion that

they continued to circulate on the markets for many years after their

regulat issue had ceased at Cyzicus.

Among the types of these staters and hectae the following may be
mentioned. The pelamys occurs on all of them, sometimes in combina-
tion with the type, but more often as a sort of basis on which the head
or figure rests. The reverse is uniformly an incuse square divided into

four quarters.
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Electrum Coinage.'

Early style. Circ. B.C. 500-480.

Heads.

Fig. 271.

Archaic heads of Pallas facing or in profile (Fig. 271). Archaic head of

Perseus in winged helmet. Young male head on a circular disk. Bearded
head of Silenos facing. Bearded head in profile, etc.

Animal Forms.

Chimaera. Sphinx or Forepart of Sphinx, Forepart of Lion. Fore-

part of Griffin. Forepart of winged Boar. Harpy. Ass, etc.

Human Figures/

Winged Gorgon. Herakles kneeling, etc.

Transitional and Fine Style. Circ. b, c, 480-350.

Bearded Heads.

Zeus laureate. Zeus Ammon. Dionysos. Herakles. Poseidon or

Kabeiros in conical laureate pilos. Uncertain head, bald and laureate,

(Silenos?), PaUi

Young Male Heads.

Apollo. Dionysos. Hermes. Atys(?) in Phrygian cap. Aktaeon(l)
with stag's horn. Uncertain.

Female Heads.

Fro. 272.

Pallas in profile or facing. Demeter in profile or facing (Fig. 472).

Uncertain, wearing stephane (Heral). Uncertain, with hair in saccos,

copied from coin of Syracuse (Fig. 96, p. 15 2).

Gg2
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Animal Forms.

Fig. 273.

Sphinx. Skylla. Chimaera. Griffin. Pegasos. Centaur. Flying

Eagle on circulai' disk. Kerberos or Orthros. Lion (Fig, 2']2,)-
Bull.

Horse. Ram. Boar. Wolf. And Foreparts of Winged lion; of Lion

devouring prey ;
of Cock ;

of Bull, as on coins of Gela (cf. Fig. 75,

p. 131), etc. Also Lion's scalp, as on coins of Samos. Bull's head.

Goat's head, etc.

Male Figiires.

Fig. 274. Fig. 275. Fig. 276.

Male naked figures in various attitudes, holding the pelamys by the

tail. Zeus kneeling, holding eagle. Apollo kneeling, or seated on om-

phalos and holding lyre. Perseus kneeling. Silenos pouring wine into

kantharos (Fig. 274). Silenos kneeling, holding pelamys . (Fig. 275).
Poseidon kneeling, holding dolphin. Poseidon riding on hippocamp.
Herakles kneeling. Dionysos seated. Dionysos riding on panther. Satyr
seated. Kekrops holding tree. Triton. Dolphin-rider, as on coins of

Tarentum, but holding pelamys. Youth on horseback. Triptolemos
riding on winged serpents. Naked figures, armed with helmet, shield,

sword, or bow and arrow, in various attitudes. Harmodios and Aristo-

geiton charging. Orestes naked kneeling, clasping omphalos and holding
sword. Phobos, a winged human figure with the head of a lion, kneeling,
and holding pelamys (Fig. 276). Infants Herakles and Iphikles strangling

serpents. Herakles and lion. Helios holding two horses.

Female Figures.

Fig. 277.

Liberty seated on cippus, inscribed EAEYOEPIA. Demeter kneeling,

holding two torches. Aphrodite standing beside Eros. Thetis (?) riding
on dolphin and carrying shield and wreath. Kybele seated on lion.
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Nike kneeling, holding aplustre. Aphrodite riding on a swan,

rising from the soil and holding infant Erichthonios (Fig. 277).

Gaia

Various.

Prow of galley, ending in the forepart of a winged wolf. Lyre.

Delphian omphalos, on which two eagles rest. Helmet. Head of large
fish. Crab holding head of fish, etc.^

Silver Coinage.

The silver money of Cyzicus, which is contemporary with the electrum,

consists for the most part of small denominations.

Circ. B.C. 430-412.

Head of Atys in Phrygian cap ;
be-

neath, tunny.

Forepart of boar ; behind, tunny.

K Lion's head, in incuse square . .

iR32grs.
Lion's head, in incuse square ;

sometimes

with K ...... iR 18 grs.

Prow between dolphins ; beneath,pelamys.
All in incuse circle M, Stater 212 grs.

Circ. B.C. 412-330.

The larger silver coins are chiefly later in date than the electrum

staters, which they appear to have gradually superseded.

<J>AP[N]ABA Bearded head of Pharna-

bazus in Persian tiara.

(De Luynes, Satr., PI. I. 5.)

The following gold daric was probably also struck at Cyzicus in the

time of Pharnabazus, who succeeded to the Satrapy of the Hellespont
about B.C. 413.

King of Persia kneeling, holding bow 1 Prow of galley . . . . 5? 132 grs.

and spear. I (B.Y. Head,X3/c?^aa?^(ZPers^a,Pl.III.28.)

Silver of the Rhodian Standard. Circ. B.C. 400-330.

SnTEl PA Head of Persephone, veiled

and crowned with corn.

(B. M. Guide, PI. XVIII. 8.)

Circ. B.C.

ZnTE I PA Similar head of later style ;

beneath, sometimes, pelamys.

(B. M. Guide, PI. XXIX. 27.)

Attic Standard.

Female head, bound with oak-wreath,

royalwearing earringand
diadem

Id. or head of Apollo (?).

and

KYII or KYIlKHNnN Lion's head;

beneath, pelamys and varying symbol.
JR Ehodian stater, 235 grs.

M. ^ Stater, wt. 73 grs.M \ Stater, wt. 47 grs.

330-280.

KYII or K Apollo, seated on netted

omphalos, and resting on lyre.

Symbols or monograms in field

M, Stater, 227 grs.

Md>6 grs.

After B.C. 280.

KYIlKHNnN Long torch, in oak-

wreath . . . . M. Attic tetradr.

(B. M. Guide, PI. XLVIII. 6.)

KYII Fulmen in oak-wreath . . .

JSi Attic didr.

^ For illustrations of most of the above described coins, see Num. Chron. ,
1 8 76, PI. VIII ; 1877,

PI. VI. B. M. Guide, Fl. I. 12; X. 6-15; XVIII. 4-8. Sestini, Stateri AnticU. Revue
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The head on the tetradrachm is perhaps a portrait of Apollonis, a

Cyzicene lady married to Attahis I. king of Pergamura. After her death

her sons, Eumenes II. and Attains II., erected a splendid temple at

Cyzicus in her honour.
The tetradrachms of Lysimachus (Muller, 381-386) and of Alexander

the Great (Miiller, 910, 911), symbol, long torch, belong to this period if

they are rightly attributed to Cyzicus (B. M. Guide, PL XXXVI. i).

Bkonze Coinage.

As. the silver money of Cyzicus is, as a rule, later than the electrum,
so the bronze coinage is for the most part later than the silver. Among
the types which are certainly previous to the Imperial period are the

following :
—

Head of Persephone.
Id. (later style).
Bull's head.

Head of Apollo.

KYII Tripod on pelamys ^ -75- -45
KYI I In oak-wreath . ^ -75

„ Id ^-5
KYIlKHNnN Tripod on torch ^ i-i

Of Imperial times', Augustus to Claudius Gothicus, a large number of

types have been handed down to us, both with and without the Emperors'
heads. Inscr., KYIIKHNXlN NEnKOPHN (B. All or T), also KOPH,
KOPH ZnieiPA (Fig. 278), KIYIKOC, ANinNeiNl A, and OAYMHIA
(games), ANTINOOC HPHC, Z€YC CHTHP, AlCHnOC (River Aesepus),
TON KTICTHN (Herakles as Founder), etc., etc.

Frequent types
—Two long torches, with serpents coiled round them

;

Galley ;
Recumbent youthful figure, in star-spangled garment, near a tree,

in front is an armed man, and behind a man playing the lyre ; Demeter,
in serpent-car or in biga of galloping horses, carrying two long torches

;

City of Cyzicus, seated on a rock, with swimming figure at her feet ;

Group of men, apparently erecting two baskets mounted on poles and

containing palms ;
Woman milking goat ; Asklepios ; Aphrodite dpeia

naked, with shield and sword of Ares beside her
;

etc.

Magistrates, Anthypatos (Fuscus, A, D. 98-102). Local Magistrates,

Str'ategos, Archon, Asiarch.

Fig. 278.

Ntimismatique, 1856 and 1864, etc., and for references to the various cabinets in which they are

preserved, see Brandis, pp. 403 sqq. My list of types would have been far less complete than it

is, had it not been for the privilege I have had of frequently discussing the subject with Canon

Greenwell, who is preparing an exhaustive treatise on the electrum of Cyzicus.
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Alliance coins with Ephesus (figures of e<t)€COC and KYZtKOC or

Ephesian Artemis and Demeter of Cyzicus), Nicaea, Smyrna (Fig. 278)

(Demeter in car drawn by two Centaurs), etc.

Gargara, on the northern shore of the gulf of Adramyteum.

Circ. B.C. 400-350.

Young male head, laureate, or bare.

Similar head.

Head of Apollo, laureate.

rAPr Bull grazing, in incuse square .

(Gen. Fox, Gr. C., 11. 5, 29.) M 47 grs.

FAP Free horse, in incuse square . .

iR 22 grs.

PAP Free horse . . . M -7- '3

Imperial times, with or without Emperors' heads—Augustus to Sept.
Severus. Inscr., PAPrAPenN. Magistrate, Strategos. T^jjes

—Bull

butting ; Asklepios ; Telesphoros ; Kybele ;
Demeter and Tyche standing.

(Mion., Sup., V. 358. Fox, II. 31.)

Germe. There were two cities called Germe in Mysia, one on the

Rhyndacus, the other on the Caicus. It is to the former, called by
Ptolemy Hiera Germe, that the following coins are attributed.

Imperial times, with" or without names of Emperors
—

Trajan to Gallienus.

Inscr., rePMHNnN, 16PA rCPMHNnN, etc. Principal types
— Apollo

playing lyre, and Marsyas bound to a tree or standing before Apollo
with a flute in each hand, while the river Marsyas reclines at his feet.

Herakles and Lion, Asklepios, Pallas, Telesphoros, etc. {Num. Chron.y

vi' 154.)

Magistrates, Archon and Strategos.

Hadriani, on the left bank of the Rhyndacus (Waddington, Rev. Num.,

1852, p. 90), on a spur of Mount Olympus.
Autonomous of Imperial times and Imperial

—Hadrian to Gallienus.

7^?*rr., AAPIANEHN or AAPIANnN OPOC QAYM. Magistrates, without
or with titles, APX[nN], or ZTP[ATHrOS]. Types various—River Rhyn-
dacus recumbent, Hermes standing before him, etc.

Hadrianothera (Waddington, Rev. Num., 1852, p. 90), founded by
Hadrian in commemoration of a successful hunting excursion. Imperial
—Hadrian to Philip. Inscr., AAPI ANOGHPITnM. Magistrates (titled)

CTP[ATHrOC] or APX[nN]. Medallion of Antinous, with legend
AfAeOC HPnC ANTINOOC. Types various. [Num. Chron., y\. 11s)

loUa, a town probably in the immediate vicinity of Adramyteum
(Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 245). Bronze coins of the fourth century b. c.

Inscr., lOAAA or lOAAEHI^I. Typtes
—Head of Pallas or of Zeus, rev.

Forepart of Hippocamp or winged horse. The silver and bronze coins of
the Satrap Orontas {Rev. Num., 1863, PI. XI. 4), identical with the above

except in their legend PONT A, are by some numismatists thought to
have been struck at lolla, and by others at Lampsacus. For the silver

coins of Orontas, with a kneeling hoplite on the obv. and the forepart of
a winged boar on the rev., see under Tarsus and Clazomenae.
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Lampsacus. The coinage of this celebrated city on the Hellespont
consists of the following classes :

—
Electrum and Silver. Sixth century, b. c.

Forepart of winged horse
; above, floral

ornament.

Incuse square quartered
El. Stater, 216 grs.

{Num. Chron., 1875, PI. VII. 8.)

(
M Didr. 105 grs.

Id Id. I M Tetrob. 36 grs.

(M Triob. 2 1 grs.

About the close of the sixth century the Phoenician standard is aban-

doned for the Persic, and silver coins of the weight of the Persian siglos
and its divisions are met with. The weight of the electrum stater

appears about the same time to have been raised.

Electrum. Circ. B.C. 500.

Forepart of winged horse
; above, Quadripartite incuse square ....

amphora. [
El. Stater, 232 grs.

Silver of Persic weight. Circ. B. c. 500-480.

Janiform female head of archaic style. I Head of Pallas, t)f archaic style, in in-

(B. M. Guide., PI. II. 18.) cuse square
' JR 80 grs. and subdivisions.

Circ. B.C. 450-412.

About the middle of the fifth century there appears to have been
another issue of electrum staters.

Forepart of winged horse, in vine- Quadripartite incuse square ....
wreath; beneath, Z El. 237 grs.

(B. M. (?MzWe,Pl. X. 23.)

These appear to be the coins mentioned in Attic inscriptions (circ. b. c.

434), as xpvo"ou o-rar^pes Aafj.\}/aKr]voC (Num. Chron., 1876, p. 290). The

types of the silver coins remain unchanged, but their style indicates a
later date.

Circ. B.C. 412-350.

Fig. 279. Fig. 280. Fig. 281. Fig. 282.

In this period the use of an electrum currency seems to have been

finally abandoned at Lampsacus, and its place supplied by staters of

pure gold struck on the standard of the gold darics. Among them are

some of the most beautiful examples of Greek art on coins. The reverse
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type is uniformly the forepart of a winged horse in an incuse square

(Fig. 285 a). The following types of the obverse are known :
—

Head of Poseidon, with flowing hair, in conical laureate pilos. (Fig. 280.)

Fig. 283. Fig. 284. Fig. 285. Fig. 285 a.

Bearded head of Persian Satrap, Pharnahazus
(?), wearing Persian tiara.

(Hunter, PI. XXXI. 22.)
Nike, sacrificing ram, as on gold stater of Abydus. (Dr. "Weber.) (Fig. 284.)
Nike kneeling, a hammer in one hand and a nail in the other, with which she

is attaching a helmet to a trophy. (Brit. Mus.) (Fig. 285.)
Helle, riding through the air on the ram with the golden fleece.

(Prokesch., Ined., 1854, 282.)
Infant Herakles strangling serpents. (Sestini, Slat. Ant., VI. 10.)

Demeter, rising from the ground, holding ears of com. (Fig. 283.)
Head of Ariadne or Maenad. (B. M. Guide, PI. XVIII. 15.)
Head of Hera. (De Luynes Collection.)
Head of Zeus. (Fig. 279.)
Head of youthful Dionysos, or of Bacchante, with goat's ear, ivj'-crowned.

(Fig. 282.)
Young heroic head. (Mion., PI. LXXV. 3.)

Female figure on dolphin, with shield on 1. arm, and holding shell.

(Mion., II. 559.)
Head of Demeter, veiled. (Sestini, Stat. Ant., PI. VI. 7.)
Head of Zeus Ammon, facing. (Millingen, Anc. Gk. Coins, PI. V. 8.)
Head of Nike. (De Luynes Collection.)
Head of Helios to left, on circular disk, surrounded by rays.

(Waddington Coll.) (Fig. 281.)

The silver money contemporary with the above consists chiefly of

pieces of Persic weight (76, 59, 38, and 19 gi's.).

Janiform female head.

Heads of Pallas, Zeus, or Apollo.

Winged horse.

AA, AAM or AAMt Head of Pallas.

„ Forepart of winged horse.

„ Infant Herakles strangling ser-

pents.

Of the bronze coins there are many varieties, but, with few exceptions,
they all bear the forepart of the winged horse either on the reverse or
obverse.

Circ. B.C. 330-190.

Tetradrachms and drachms of Alexander the Great's types, but of later

style, have been attributed by Miiller (Nos. 912-17) to Lampsacus. The
symbol is the winged horse.
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After circ. B. c. 190.

After the battle of Magnesia, Lampsacus was one of the towns upon
which the Romans conferred autonomy. The following Attic tetra-

drachms and bronze coins are subsequent to that event :
—

Head of Priapos, ivy-crowned.

(B. M. Guide, PI. XLIX. 8.)

Id.

AAMtAKHNnN Apollo Kitharoedos,
and magistrates' names with patro-

nymic . . . . JR Attic tetradr.

AAAAtAKHNnN Forepart of winged
horse yE -85

Lampsacus was one of the chief seats of the worship of Priapos. (Virg.,

Georg., iv. 11
1.)

Imperial
—
Augustus to Gallienus. Magistrate, Strategos. Types, as a

rule referring to the cultus of Priapos, whose statue is represented leaning
on a thyrsos and offering a libation before a flaming altar. Also Phrixos
and Helle. {Z.f. N., vii. PI. I, 15.) On a coin of Caracalla Lampsacus
has the title Metropolis. Alliance coins with Phocaea. (Fox, PI. 11. 34.)

Miletopolis, a town said to have been of Athenian origin, situated at

the confluence of the rivers Macestus and Rhyndacus, in the northern

part of Mysia. Autonomous bronze of late times, and Imperial from

Vespasian to Philip Junior. Inscr., MIAHTOTTOAIinN or MeiAHTO-
nOAeiTnN,sometimes with addition of eN nO[NTn]. Types

—Bust of

Pallas, rev. Owl or double-bodied Owl
;
Pallas seated

;
Hermes seated on

rocks
;
Caduceus

;
Artemis huntress

;
etc. Magistrates' names, sometimes

with title Strategos. {^Nmn. Chron., vi. 157.)

Farium, on the Propontis between Lampsacus and Priapus, may have
coined uninscribed silver pieces during the Archaic period, and later.

Circ. B. c. 500-400.

Gorgoneion. Incuse square, containing a cruciform

pattern . . M, 60, 50, and 36 grs.

These early coins are attributed by M. J. Six {Be Gorgone, p. 6) to

Selge in Pisidia, and it must be confessed that the attribution to Parium
is not by any means certain.

Circ. B.C. 350-300, or later.

Gorgoneion, entwined with serpents. PA PI Bull looking back. Symbols:
various ...... tR 38 grs.

The next class of Parian silver money is of a late date, and probably
belongs to the beginning of the second century. Two types of the tetra-

drachm are known.

Veiled head of Demeter.

(Bompois, Sale Cat., PI. V. 1399.)

AnOAAHNOS AKTAIOY HAPI-
ANnN Apollo Aktaeos standing
between a flaming altar and the

omphalos. In exergue, magistrate
nOAYKAHS . . ^ Attic tetradr.
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The Apollo of the Parians was called Aktaeos, probably because his

temple stood upon a headland, aKT-q, in the vicinity of the town. (Strab.,

588.)

Gorgoneion, entwined with serpents.

(Hunter, PI. XLI. 16.)

riAPIANXlN Nike holdinor wreath and

palm iR Tetradr. 209 grs.

Still later Parium struck cistophori of the usual type, but distinguished

by the letters flA in monogram. The autonomous bronze coins, reading
n, riAPI, or riAPIANnN, are of various types:

—
Gorgoneion, rev. Owl or

Eagle ;
Head of Apollo, rev. Butting bull

; Young head crowned with

corn, rev. large square altar mounted on steps and garlanded. This type
represents the great altar of Parium, the work of Hermocreon, mentioned

by Strabo (588) as very remarkable on account of its size and beauty.
In the time of Augustus Parium received a Roman colony, and colonial

coins were struck there with Latin legends, C. G. P. I., C.G.I. P., COL. GEM.
IVL. HAD. PA., Colonia Gemella

(?),
Julia Pariana. The namoHadriana

was afterwards added (Imhoof, M071. Gr., p. 254).
Remarkable types

—DEO CVPIDlNl, Eros standing, a copy of the
famous statue of Eros at Parium by Praxiteles, which is said by Pliny to

have equalled his Aphrodite of Onidus
; HAMMON, in allusion to the

worship of Zeus Ammon, and DEO AESC. SVB. or SVBYEN., Deo Aes-

culapio Subventori or Subvenienti.

Fergamum. According to one tradition Pergamum was colonized

from Epidaurus under the leadership of the god Asklepios. In the time
of Xenophon Pergamum was a mere fortress, and it was not until a
hundred years later that the place rose to any importance. Nevertheless
there are small coins which certainly belong to the early part of the
fourth century.

Head of Apollo, laureate. PEPTA Bearded head in Persian tiara,
in incuse square . . , .^24 grs.

Circ. B.C. 300-283.

Lysimachus chose Pergamum, on account of its strength, as the place
wherein to deposit his treasure, which amounted to 9000 talents or

;^2,7oo,ooo, and he appointed Philetaerus of Tium as his treasurer. It

is to this period that I would attribute the following gold coins and
diobols of Attic weight, as well as certain small bronze coins.

Gold.

Palladium
;
in field, helmet . . . .

K Stater, 131 grs.
Palladium . . . K Tetrob. 44 grs.

Head of young Herakles in lion's skin.

{Rev. Num., 1865, 13.)
Head of Pallas.

(B. M. Guide, PI. XLIX. 9.)

As the first of these coins comes from the Sidon Find, which consisted

mostly of coins of the closing years of the fourth century, it is probable
that they belong to about the end of the fourth or the beginning of
the third century ; but see below, p. 463.
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SiLVEK.

Head of Herakles in lion's skin.

Id.

Head of Pallas.

Id.

Id.

OEPrA or riEPrAMH Palladium .

-51 2 2 grs.
DEP Head of Pallas . . . ^.35
riEPTA Two bulls' heads facing each

other M -6^
Bull's head .... ^ -65

,, Two stars . . . . iE -4

Tetradrachms in the name of Lysimachus appear also to have been

struck at Pergamum (Mliller, Nos. 405-7), as well as tetradrachms with
Alexander's types, and the inscription ZEAEYKOY BAZIAEHS or

AAEEANAPOY. Ixohooi {D>/nasUe von Pergamon^ PI. III. 19-22).

Kings of Pergamum. Fhiletaerus, B. C. 284-263, Treasurer of Lysi-

machus, made himself independent in b. c. 283. His tetradrachms bear

the portrait of Seleucus Nicator, who appears to have been recognised by
Philetaerus as his suzerain.

Head of Seleucus r,, wearing plain
diadem.

(B. M. Guide, PI. XXXVII. 8.)

(t)IAETAIPOY Pallas enthroned, with

shield before her . M, Attic tetradr.

Eumenes I., B. c. 363-241, nephew of Philetaerus.

Attalus I., B.C. 241-197, another nephew of Philetaerus.

Eumenes II., B. c. 197-159, eldest son of Attalus I.

Attalus II. (Philadelphus), younger brother of Eumenes II., B. c. 159-

138.
Attalus III. (Philometor), son of Eumenes II., B.C. 138-133, when he

bequeathed the kingdom of Pergamum to the Roman people. It is not

probable that he struck any tetradrachms. The silver coins of the

above kings can only be arranged by style, as they bear, with a single

exception, only the name and portrait of Philetaerus, the founder of the

dynasty.

Fig. 286.

Head of Philetaerus r., wearing plain

diadem, laurel wreath, or wreath

and diadem entwined. (Fig. 286.)

O i AETA I P Y Pallas enthroned, on the

earlier series holding a shield before

her (attributed to Eumenes I.); on
the later with shield behind her

(Attalus I., etc.), and crowning the

name of Philetaerus . M. Tetradr.
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They fall into numerous classes, among which the following are those

more frequently met with ^
:
—

(a) Shield in front ;
in field, 1. ivy-leaf ;

r. bow, on throne A

(/3) Shield behind.

(r)

(0

)> )>

55

55

55 and A
;

r. bow

grapes
and A

Eumenes I.

Attains I,

and
Eumenes II.

1. bee, various monograms ;
r. bow^

„ palm 55

,, cornucopiae
,, star

,,
club

„ owl

„ thyi-sos

,, trophy-stand
,, torch

5)

>5

5)

55

5)

55

»5

!>

5>

55

55

55

55

5> /

Eumenes II.

„ VAttalusII(?).

It was during the reign of Eumenes II. that the kingdom of Pergamum
attained its highest point of power and splendour, and this king alone, of

all his race, has left us tetradrachm,s bearing his own name and portrait.

Head of Eumenes diademed.

(B. M. Guide, PI. XLVIII. 7.)

BAZIAEHZ EYMENOY The Dios-

kuri or Kabeiri standing facing, the

whole in oak-wreath

M, Tetradr. 235 grs.

The reverse type of this coin is almost identical with that of a coin of

the island of Syros, inscribed OEnN KABEIPHN SYPinN, and it is not

improbable that it was struck in that island (see supra, p. 420).
The bronze coins of the Pergamene kings, like the silver, bear only

the inscription <l)IAETAIPOY. On the obverses are heads of Pallas,

Asklepios, Apollo, and Demeter. Among the reverse types are Asklepios
seated feeding serpent ;

coiled serpent ; thyrsos ; ivy-leaf ;
bow

;
one or

two stars
; serpent and temple-key ; tripod ;

bee
; etc.

THE CISTOPHORI.

Under the kings of the Pergamene dynasty the so-called Cistophori
made their first appearance as the chief medium of circulation for

Western Asia Minor. The Cistophorus was so named from its type, the

Sacred Bacchic Chest or Cista. According to Dr. Imhoof {Lie Miinzen
tier Bynastie vo7i Pergamon, p. '^^'^

this coinage originated in Ephesus
shortly before B. c. 200, and its use rapidly extended throughout the
dominions of Attains I. of Pergamum. Henceforth the Cistophorus
became a sort of Pan-Asiatic coin, its general acceptance being secured

by the uniformity of its types, the local mint-letters and magistrates'
symbols being merely subordinate adjuncts. The institution of this

* Since the above was written Dr. Imhoof has published a monograph, Die, Miinzen der Dynastic
von Pergamon, in which he has given minute descriptions of all the known varieties. His attribu-

tions, which agree in the main with those here given, will be generally accepted by numismatists.
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quasi-federal coinage in Asia Minor may have been suggested by the

popularity of the Federal money of the Achaean League in Peloponnesus,
as well as by the eager adoption by so many Asiatic cities of Alexandrine
tetradrachms. The manifold advantages of a uniform currency were

evidently beginning to be understood and widely appreciated in the

ancient world about this time, and the cistophorus, whether intention-

ally coined for the purpose or not, met the popular demand, and was
issued in vast quantities from numerous Asiatic mints (cf. Livy, xxxvii.

4^j 58, 59, and xxxix. 7).

The types of the cistophori may be thus described.

.^^SW^&^'i.

Fig. 287.

Cista mystica, with half-open lid, from

which a serpent issues
;
the whole

in wreath of ivy. (Fig. 287.)
Club and lion's skin of Herakles, the

whole in wreath of ivy, vine, or laurel.

(Num. Chron., i88o, PI. VIII. 12.)

Two coiled serpents, with heads erect ;

between them a bow-case ....
M Tetradr. 195 grs.

Bunch of grapes placed on a vine-leaf .

M Didr. 92 grs.M Drachm. 46 grs.

Cistophori are known to have been issued at about eleven mints in

Asia Minor, viz. Parium, Adramyteum, and Pergamum in Mysia ; Smyrna
and Ephesus in Ionia ; Thyatira, Sardes, and Tralles in Lydia ; Apameia
and Laodiceia in Phrygia ; Nysa in Caria

; (see Pinder, Uber die Cisto-

phoreti, 1856); and in Crete (Imhoof, Mott. Gr., p. 210, i).

The cistophori of Pergamum may be divided into three principal
classes. With very few exceptions all the specimens bear the letters

riEP in monogram.
Class I. B.C. 197-133.

In the field of the reverse, to the right of the serpents, a changing symbol
placed sideways, torch, caducous, thyrsos, grapes, kantharos, ivy-leaf,
owl, eagle, star, club, ear of corn, cornucopiae, palm, Nike, gorgoneion,
fulmen, club and lion's skin, club and caduceus joined, etc. -

Class It, B.C. 133-67.

In field, as a constant symbol the snake-entwined Asklepian staff, often
with the addition of the letters flPY in monogram, standing for IljOi^rai'ts,

together with abbreviated magistrates' names.

Class III. B.C. 57-54.

Series of Troconsular cistophori, bearing the names of the Proconsuls C.

Fabius, B.C. 57-56, with local magistrates' names MHNO<t>IAO^ and
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AHMe AC; C. Claudius Pulcher, B.C. 55-54 (?), with local magistrates'
names BluuN, MHNOAuuPOC, MHNOcDANTOC.

Class IV. B.C. 49-48.

Cistophorus struck by Q. Caecilius Metellus Pius Scipio ; Legionary
Eagle in place of Bow-case, between serpents on reverse (B. M. Guide,
PI. LX. 5).

Pergamum under Roman rule. After B.C. 133.

Returning to the autonomous series of Pergamum as the capital of the

Roman Province of Asia, after B.C. 133, our attention is at once drawn
to the two remarkable gold coins, described above p. 459, which, although
uninscribed, are certainly correctly attributed to Pergamum. It is just

possible, though hardly probable, that these two coins may belong to the

short interval during which Mithradates was master of the Roman
Province of Asia, B.C. 88-85. In this case they would be contemporary
with the gold staters of Mithradates which bear the Pergamene mint-mark

riEP, and with the Ephesian gold coins showing Artemis Ephesia on the

reverse (Head, Coinage of Ephesiis, p. 69), one of which, weighing 84-3 grs.,

is likewise uninscribed. The coinage of gold money being everywhere
at this time held to be a symbol and prerogative of supreme power would

certainly never have been permitted under Roman rule. If therefore the

gold coins of Pergamum were not struck in the time of Mithradates, they
must belong to a much earlier period, probably to circ. b. c. 300, to which
I have preferred to attribute them.
The chief types of the bronze money of Pergamum, from B.C. 133 to

the time of the Empire, are the following :
—

riEPrAMHNnN AsWepios standingM 10
„ Nike standing .

M .7

„ Eagle on fulmen .

^.85
ASKAHniOY 5:nTHP0S Serpent

staff M-g
AZKAHHIOY SHTHPOS Serpent

coiled round netted omphalos JE -75
AZKAHniOY ZniHPOZ Tripod .

M -7

ASKAHniOY KAI YPIEIAZ TripodM .6

AOHNAZ APEIAE Owl . . M -6

AOHNAS HlKH<t)OPOY Owl on ful-

men or palm M -6

AOHNAZNlKH(t>OPOYTrophy^.85
No inscr. Serpent coiled I'ound crooked

staff M'6

Bust of Pallas.

Head of Pallas.

Head of Zeus.

Id.

Head of Asklepios.

Head of Apollo.

Head of Hygieia.

Head of Pallas.

J) )>

Head of Asklepios.

Concerning these types, see W. Wroth, Num. Chron., 1882, pp. 20 sq.

/jw/jma^— Augustus to Saloninus. Magistrates—ANOYFFATOZ, (viz.
M. Plautius Silvanus, A. d. 4-5 ; Q. Poppaeus Secundus, A. D. 1 9 ;

P. Petronius,
A.D. 39-35; and C. Antius Quadratus, circ A.D. 106). Local Magistrates,
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without title or with those of—CTPATHfOC, TPAMM AT€YC, ACI APXHC,
rVMNACIAPXHC, OEOAOTOC, inniKOC, and nPYTANiC, the latter, a

Lady, by name Nymphidia Berenice. (Imhoof, Mo7i. Gr., p. 257.) Hono-

rary/ municijml iifles--y\n?aTH THC ACI AC, MHTPOnOAIC, NEHKOPOC,
CCBACTOC, etc. Gawes—0\YlAU\A TTYOIA. Divinities—ZC<Q, ZCYC
<1)IAI0C, GCA PHMH, KOPnNiC, mother of Asklepios, etc., and the Rivers

KAIKOC, CCACINOC and KHTCIOC.

Alliance coins with the following cities : Adramyteum, Cilbiani,

Colophon, Cyme, Ephesus, Ephesus and Mytilene, Ephesus and Sardes,

Ephesus and Smyrna, Smyrna, Smyrna and Tralles, Tralles, Laodiceia

ad Lycum, Mytilene, Nicomedia, Sardes, Hierapolis, etc.

Among the more remarkable types of the coins of the Imperial age,
with or without the head of the Emperor, are the following : nCPTAMOC
KTICTHC, Head of Pergamos the Founder; Asklepios and kindred sub-

jects, such as Telesphoros, the god of Convalescence, represented as a
small figure wrapped in a cloak and hood

; Hygieia ; Koronis standing,
veiled

;
statue of Asklepios standing on a column between two recumbent

river gods, the Seleinus and the Ceteius.

The large bronze coins of Pergamum form a series of considerable

archaeological interest, both on account of the numerous types they offer,

as well as for the various titles which the magistrates bear. The epony-
mous magistrate of the city of Pergamum was, as M. Lenormant has

pointed out, the Strategos or Praetor, and it is probable that all the

various titles recorded on the money, e. g. Gymnasiarch, Theologus,

Hippicus, etc., were borne by Praetors, the word CTPATHfOC being
understood as a matter of course, and consequently often omitted.

Perperene, south-east of Adramyteum. {Num. Chron., vi. 187.) Small
autonomous bronze of late times and Imperial

—
Caligula to Philippus Jun.

/;wcr., TTCPnCPHNnN or nePnCPHNinN. Magistrates, Strategos, Ago-
nothetes, and Hiereus hia ^iov tG>v I.e^aa-TStv. The prevailing types refer

to the worship of Dionysos, Demeter, and Asklepios. On coins of

Caligula and Nero the word HfCMONlA, accompanying a laureate

female head, represents the Hegemony of the Emperor {^.f. N., vi. 15).

Alliance coinage with Lebedus.

Fionia, near Mount Ida and the frontier of Troas. [Num. Chron., vi. 1 88.)

Bronze of Imperial times, Hadrian to Severus, etc., with or without

Emperor's name. Inscr., TllONUnN. Magistrate, Strategos. Ti/pes

chiefly referring to the worship of Herakles, Dionysos, Pallas, and

Asklepios, but of no special interest. Alliance coin with Assus.

Fitane, on the Elaean gulf near the mouth of the Euenus. Autono-
mous bronze of late date and Imperial—Caius and Lucius to Gordian.

Magistrate, Anthypatos (viz. P. Scipio, B.C. 16). Local Magistrate,

Strategos. Inscr., W, HI, HITAN, niTANEHN, niTANHnN, and
niTANAinN. {Z.f. N., i. 138 ; ix. 4.)

Head of Zeus Ammon in profile, or

facing, rarely with the name
AMMnN. .li,

Pentagon ;
on others, omphalos, with

serpent twined round it

M various sizes.
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. The figure of the Pentagon or Pentalpha possessed for the Pythagoreans
a mystic meaning, and is said by Lucian to have been called by them

Hygieia. On the coins of Pitane it is doubtless a symbol of the worship
of Asklepios.

The types of the Imperial coins call for no remark.

Placia, on the Propontis, between Cyzicus and the mouth of the

Rhyndacus. Autonomous small bronze only (iV.
C. vi. i88), circ. B.C.

300. hiscr., PAAKIA or PAA. T^pes
—Head of Kybele, sometimes

turreted, rev. Lion r., on ear of corn
;
Lion's head

;
or Bull walking.

Size .5

Concerning the worship of Kybele at Placia and Cyzicus, under the
name of ^ Mt/tt/p IlkaKiavri, see Mittheilungen d. deutsch. arch. List. vii. 151 •

Foemaninum, a dependency of Cyzicus. Autonomous of late date.

Type
—Head of Zeus, rev. Fulmen. Head of flOIMHC, the traditional

founder; rev. Hermes {Z.f.N., iii. 123). Imperial
—

Trajan to Philip Jun.
Inscr. nOIMANHNnN. Ti/pe, Asklepios.

Friapus, a colony of Cyzicus near Parium. Autonomous bronze of

the second century b. c. or later. Inscr., flPI AflHNlnN

Head of Apollo.
Head of Artemis in turreted Ste-

phanos.
Bearded head filleted r.

(Imhoof, Mon.Gr., p. 258.

Shrimp ^-75- -35

nPIARHNnN Stag recumbent . .

nPI A Amphora ^45

Roman Times.

Head of Demeter veiled. TTPIAriHNnN Stag and cista mysticaM .85

Also Irtiperial, of Gordian only. Type,
—

Priapos and Dionysos
standing.

Froconnesus. An island in the Propontis, between Priapus and

Cyzicus. Autonomous silver and bronze of the age of Alexander the

Great and Lysimachus [Num. Chron., vi. 189 ; Rev. Num., i860, 2']S)'

Circ. B.C. 330-283.

Head of Aphrodite, hair in saccos.

Magistrate, [AM AJZITENHZ.
Similar.

Head of Aphrodite in sphendone.

nPOKON Stag recumbent . iR 55 grs.

(B. M. Guide, PI. XXIX. 28.)

„ Forepart of stag and oeno-

choe . . . M 11 grs.

„ Oenochoe . . ^36 grs.

H h
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nPOKON Oenochoe . . M -7-35

Dove and oenochoe -^ -55

Head of Aphrodite. Magistrates'

names, ANAZITENHS and AIA-
roPAZ.

Head of Aphrodite.

The deer, irp6^, on the reverse of the drachm is a '

ti/pe parlant
'

(Eckhel,
ii. p. 477)-

Stratoniceia ad Caicum, a town in the Caicus valley, not far from

Germe.

Imjierial Times.

CTPATONeiKIA Bust of the City I CTPATONlKCnN. KAIKOC The

turreted. River Caicus recumbent . . M \'

I (Brit. Mus.)

The existence of a Stratoniceia in these parts is proved not only by the

coin reading KAIKOC, but by an inscription in a house at Kirk-aghatch

(Le Bas and Waddington, 1043), near the ancient Germe, commencing,
'H fiovXrj Kol 6 brjjxos

'

AbpiavoTToXeiT&v l^rpaToveiKiUiv. Stratoniceia ad

Caicum probably received the name of Hadrianopolis when Hadrian

passed through it in a. d. 123. All Imperial coins which read AAPI ANO-
nOAeiTHN CTPATONeiKenN must therefore be distinguished from the

coins of Stratoniceia in Caria, with which they have hitherto been con-

founded, and must be attributed to the northern Stratoniceia on the river

Caicus. Specimens are published in Mionnet of Caracalla, J. Mamaea,
Valerian, and Gallienus. Ti/pes

—Dionysos standing with Pan and
Maenad

;
Nike

; Tyche ;
and Asklepios. Magistrates without title, or

with those of Strategos and Archon (?).

Teuthrania. (Imhoof, Mon. Gr.^ p. 258.) Autonomous bronze coins

of the fourth century.

Head of Apollo. TEY Young head in Persian tiara

THebe, called Hypoplacia, from its situation at the foot of Mount Placius.

Atitonomous bronze. After circ. B. c. 400.

Head of Persephone.
Female head in sphendone.

OEBA Forepart of winged horse M -4

„ Three crescents . . . JE '4

(Millingen, Syll, 68.)

See also Imperial coins struck at Adramyteum with inscription
GHBH AAPAMYTHNHN, p. 447.

From the following table it will be seen that down to the end of the
fifth century b. c. the only places of mintage in the district known as

Mysia were the great seaports on the shores of the Propontis and the

Hellespont ; Cyzicus, Parium, and Lampsacus. All the other silver-

coining towns, except Pergamum and Apollonia ad Rhyndacum, were
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situated on the coasts of the Adramytean gulf and the Lesbian straits.

None of these struck money until the fourth century, nor even then in

any great abundance.

Chronological Table of thi; Coinage of Mysia.
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Dardanus, Cyme, Clazomenae, Chios, Samos, Miletus, Ephesus, and
Halicarnassus

(?)
in Asia

;
and Aegina on the European side of the sea.

Electeum. Circ. b. c. 600-500.

Eagle, with closed wings, looking back ;

in field, dolphin.
Similar eagle, standing on a hare.

Rough incuse square . . El. 217 grs.

{Num. Chron., 1875, PL VII. 7.)

Quadripartite incuse square El. 217 grs.

Silver. Circ. b, c. 500-400. Persic Standard.

ABYAHNOM Eagle with closed 1 Gorgoneion, in incuse square ....
wings. JR 80 grs. and smaller divisions.

Gold. After circ. B.C. 412. Euhoic Standard.

Xenophon [Hell., iv. 8. 37) states that Abydus possessed gold mines,
and it is to about Xenophon's time that we may ascribe the follow^ing
fine gold-staters, which may be compared for style with the contemporary
pure gold money of Lampsacus. In both towns the gold money super-
seded the more ancient electrum coins.

Nike sacrificing ram. Eagle, wings closed
;
in field, aplustre ;

(B. M. Guide, PI. XVIII. 14.) all in incuse square . . K 12^ grs.

Silver. Circ. b. c. 400-300. Phoenician Standard.

Head of Apollo, laureate. 1 A BY Eagle, wings closed
; magistrate's

(Cf. Hunter, PI. I. 10.) |
name . . ^R 227, 51, and 38 grs.

Dr. Imhoof Blumer has noted more than twenty different magistrates'
names on the coins of this series, which extends down to the middle of

the fourth century.

Bronze. Circ. b.c. 400-200, and later.

The bronze money of Abydus throughout the above period resembles,
for the most part, the silver above described.

Head of Apollo, laureate.
|

A BY Eagle . . . .^ various sizes.

Silver. After circ. b.c. \'d&. Attic Standard.

On the conclusion of the war with Philip V. of Macedon, the Romans
conferred freedom upon Abydus, and other Asiatic towns (Livy, xxxiii.

30). Then, or perhaps somewhat later, it began, like most of the other

seaports of Western Asia Minor, to strike large spread tetradrachms of
Attic weight.

Bust of Artemis, with bow and quiver
at her shoulder.

(Leake, ils. Gr., 1.)

ABYAHNnN Eagle, with spread

wings ; beneath, magistrate's name
in the genitive case ;

in field, changing
symbol : the whole in a wreath .

M, Attic tetradrachm.
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Dr. Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 261, notes twenty-eight different magistrates'
names on the coins of this class.

Imperial Times.

.4<^^-> .?,(.;< f^r'N,

'A

Augustus to Maximus. Magistrates
—Archon and Asiarch. The most

remarkable tt/pe represents Hero in a tower holding out a lamp over the

sea in which Leander is seen swimming ; above, flying Eros carrjdng
a torch. (Fig. 288.) Inscr. on some specimens ABYAHNHN HPIi

AeANAPOC.

Alexandria Troas, built by Antigonus and named by Lysimachus in

memory of Alexander the Great, in b. c. 300, was peopled with settlers

from Scepsis and other neighbouring towns which had fallen into decay.
The earliest coins are regal tetradrachms of Antiochus II., of Syria (b. c.

261-246) ; symhol, in exergue, a Feediyig horse (B. M. Cat., Seleuc, PI. V. 2).

It was not until a later period that Alexandria obtained its freedom and

began to strike tetradrachms, both with Alexander the Great's types

{symhol, Feeding horse) and in its own name. Of these a large number
have come down to us. They are of considerable interest, as they are all

dated presumably from the year B. c. 300. The earliest of the series

bears the date 137, and the latest 236. They therefore range from b. c.

164 to B. c. 6^.

Head of Apollo, laureate.

Fig. 289.

(Fig. 289.) AnOAAnNOZ IMIGEnS Apollo
Smintheus, with bow and arrow,

walking; beneath, AAEZANAPE-
jflN and a magistrate's name in the

genitive case

iR Attic tetradr and Dr.
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The Sminthion, or temple of Apollo Smintheus, stood on a rocky
height on the sea-shore at Chryse, south of the city. The statue of the

god was the work of Scopas, and Strabo (604) states that he was repre-
sented with a mouse at his feet. This symbol is omitted on the tetra-

drachms, but it is present on small bronze coins which resemble the

silver in their type. The larger bronze coins of prae-Roman times bear
the mscr. AAEZANAPEIlN, usually abbreviated, and the head of Apollo
in profile or facing, rev. Feeding horse or Lyre. The proximity of the

town to the river Scamander is mentioned on certain coins reading flPOS
SKAMANAPON. In the time of Augustus, Alexandria received a Eoman
colony, and thenceforth the coins bear a Latin inscription COL. TROAD,
COL. ALEX. TRO, COL. AVG. TRO, etc., and on coins of Caracalla the

titles Aurelia Antoniniana are added. From Domitian to Saloninus the

coins belong mostly to the class of Imperial Colonial. The fi/pes are

numerous, but the following may be selected as the most characteristic—
Horse feeding ; Eagle flying with bull's head in his claws, in allusion to a
tradition regarding the foundation of the town (Eckhel, ii. p. 482) ;

Statue or temple of Apollo Smintheus ; Silenos ; Wolf and Twins
;

Turreted female bust with vexillum at her shoulder ; Satyr dragging a
naked nymph before Pan, etc.

Birytus or Birytis, site unknown. Of this place the only coins are

electrum hectae of the Phocaean standard and bronze.

Circ. B.C. 400-300.

Head of one of the Dioskuri between

two'stars.

Id.
^

(Millingen, Syll, PI. II. 41.)
Bearded head in conical pilos.

(Millingen, Syll, PI. II. 42.)

Female head, r., in linear square . .

(Hunter, PI. LXVL 8.) . El. 39 grs.

BIPY Club in wreath . M .7 and -4

BIPY Three crescents in the form of a

triskelis -^ '3

Cebrenia. Strabo (p. 596) says that the territory of Cebrenia was sepa-
rated from that of Scepsis by the river Scamander. The people of both
these towns were removed by Antigonus to the new city founded by him,
which was afterwards called Alexandria Troas. The coinage of Cebrenia
consists of electrum hectae and small silver coins of the sixth and fifth

centuries B. c, and of bronze coins of the fourth. The episemon of the
town is a Ram's head, but on some specimens the type is doubled, and
between the two rams' heads is a branch. Imcr., usually KEBR or KEBP,
etc. The reverse type of the silver coins is an incuse square, either

quartered or containing a Gorgoneion, a Calf's head, or an Amphora. The
bronze coins of the fourth century bear as a rule a ram's head or two
rams' heads on the obverse, and a head of Apollo on the reverse. Inscr.,

KE, often in monogram.

Third century, b. c.

After the death of Lysimachus, B.C. 281, when Antiochus ruled Asia
Minor as far as the Hellespont, under his father Seleucus, Cebrenia seems
to have been renamed in his honour, and to have been called Antiochia,
under which name it struck bronze coins. {Zeit.f. Num., iii. 305.)

Head of Apollo. I ANTIOXEHN Ram's head . M -6
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Coloue, on the coast of Troas, opposite Tenedos, and 140 stadia from
Ilium (Strab., 589). {Num. Ckron., vi. 193.)

Circ. B.C. 400-300.

Head of Pallas. KOAnNAflN Between the rays of a

star M
-"J

These coins were formerly attributed erroneously to Colone in

Messenia.

Dardauns, on the Hellespont, about seventy stadia south of Abydus, was
one of the electrum mints as early perhaps as the seventh century B. c.

Julius Pollux (ix. 84) says that the type of the coins of Dardanus was a

cock-fight. The usual type however is a fighting-cock, although a cock-

fight both on electrum and silver coins also occurs.

Asiatic or Milesian electrum. Seventh century, b. c.

Two cocks fighting. Rough incuse square El. Trite, 73 grs.

{Num. Chron., 1 8 7 5, PI. VIII. 8.)

Phocaic Standard, electrum. Sixth and fifth centuries.

Two cocks fighting.

{Num. Chron., 1875, PI. X. 14.)

Quadripartite incuse square ....
El. hecte, 40-4 grs.

Asiatic or Milesian electrum.

Fig. 290.

Cock
; above, floral ornament. Quadripartite incuse square. (Fig. 290.)

El. Stater, 215 grs.

Persic Standard, silver. Fifth century, b. c.

AA P Cock in incuse square iR 7 2 •

7 grs.

AAP Two cocks fighting . M 16 grs.

Figure on horseback.

(B. M. Guide, PI. X. 25.)
Horseman. (Brandis, p. 428.)

The reverse of the silver drachm bears a monogram composed of the
letters IH, on which account it has been attributed to Zenis, Satrap of

Aeolis under Artaxerxes Mnemon.

Bronze. Fourth century, b. c.

Prancing horseman; beneath, some-
times <t)IAOKPA or a symbol.

AAPAAN, etc. Cock
;
in front, some-

times, Palladium . . . M -7—5
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Imperial
—

Augustus, and Trajan to Geta. Inscr.^ AAPAAMIflN.

Magistrate, sometimes with title Archon. Select types
—Ganymedes

carried off by the Eagle of Zeus (cf. Strab., 587). River god POAIOC

(Strab., 595, 603). Aeneas carrying Anchises and leading Ascanius.

Gentiuus. Autonomous bronze of the fourth century b. c.

Head of Apollo. I

PENT Bee in wreath

{J^um. Chron., vi. 196.)

iG.65

Gergis, or Gergithus (Arc/i. Zeit., 1S44, ^^7 ; 1845, 116), a town situate

in the northern part of the Troad, in the neighbourhood of which the

Gergithian Sibyl was said to have been born (Varro, iv. p. 216). Steph.

Byz, distinctly states that the types of the coins of Gergis were the Sibyl
and the Sphinx, T^pyiOia rj xPWl^^^^y^^ 2i/3vAAa, i] tls kol t€tvt:u)to kv roJ

voixLcrixaTi. rStv FepyOCoiiv, avT^ re koL f] crcpiy^.

Circ. B. C. 350-300.

Head of the Gergithian Sibyl, laureate,

ft

Id.
facing.

PEP Sphinx seated, r.

„ Id. .

M 6-2 grs.

M Size .3

After circ. b. c. 300.

Head of the Gergithian Sibyl, laureate,

facing, wearing necklace and ear-

rings.

PEP Sphinx seated, r.; in exergue, ear

of corn ....... vfC -6

Hamazitus, on the south coast of Troas, probably ceased to exist as an

independent town after the foundation of Alexandria Troas, whither its

inhabitants were removed.

Bronze. Fourth century, b. c.

Head of Apollo.

Id.

AMAEI Lyre M -6

(Num. Chron., vi. 197.)
Athena Uias . . . M -6

Ilium. The new town of Ilium was a place of no importance until the

time of Alexander the Great, who, after his victory at the Granicus,
declared it free and exempt from taxation (Strab., 593). Lysimachus
also, after the death of Alexander, took the city under his special

protection, built a temple for the goddess Athena Ilias, and surrounded
the town with a wall.

It does not however appear that coins were struck at Ilium before B. c.

189, when its freedom and autonomy were confirmed by the Romans.
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After circ. B.C. 189.

Head of Pallas.
|

AGHNAZ lAIAAOZ Athena Ilias,

walking, holding spear and spindle ;

various symbols, magistrates' names .

M, Attic tetradr. Dr. and \ Dr.

(B. M. ^m(/e, PI. XLIX. 12.)

The smaller silver and the contemporary bronze coins of similar types
are usually inscribed lAlorlAIEfiN.

In Imperial times, Julius Caesar to Gallienus, the types and inscriptions
are numerous and interesting, among them the following may be men-
tioned : AIA lAAION IAIEnN,Zeus Idaeos enthroned, holding a statuette

of Athena Ilias
; ANXeiCHC; AOPOAeiTH; CKTHP; CKTHP nATPO-

KAOC, Hektor standing over the dead body of Patroklos; FIPIAMOC;
AAPAANOC; EIAOC, son of Dardanos

; CKAMANAPOC, etc., all with

appropriate types; lAION PHMH, Ihum and Roma standing with hands

joined.
There are also representations of various sacrifices to Athena Ilias.

Lamponeia C?).
An Aeolian town in the Troad in the neighbourhood of

Assus (see Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 263).

Before B.C. 400.

Head of bearded Dionysos. AAM Bull's head facing . iR 59 gra.
Id. „ Id M 29 grs.

Circ. B.C. 400-350.

Head of bearded Dionysos. |

AAM Id.; above, kantharos . ^-5.

Larissa, on the coast between Alexandria and Hamaxitus. To this

town bronze coins of the third century b. c. have been attributed, reading
AAP (see Larissa Aeolidis).

Nea C?) on the SimoVs, near the promontory of Sigeium, Small bronze
coins of the third century b. c, usually with the head of Pallas on the
obverse and the letters NE on the reverse. The attribution is however
doubtful, see Neonteichos Aeolidis and JVum. C^ron., vii. 49.

Neandria, an Aeolic foundation, 130 stadia distant from Ilium, was

probably one of the towns whose inhabitants were transplanted to

Alexandria Troas.

Circ. B.C. 400-300.

Head of Apollo.

{Num. Chron., vi. 198.)
Id. (Fox, II. 48.)
Id.

Id.

Id.

Head of Pan, horned.

NEAN Horse feeding, incuse square .

iR 28 grs.

„ Ram, incuse square M. 7-5 grs.

„ Forepart of bull . M> Size -4

,, Horse feeding . . . M -^

„ Corn-grain and grapes JE -6

., Goat M'6
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Ophrynium, a small town between Dardanus and Rhoeteium, with a

grove sacred to Hektor.

Circ. B.C. 350-300.

Head of Hektor, in crested helmet,

facing. (Brandis, p. 446.)

Id. (Brandis, p. 556.)

0<t)PYNEnN Head of Apollo.

04)PYNEjQN Naked boy on horse,

copied from coins of Philip of Mace-
don . M, 44 and 21 grs,, and M -6

0<t>PY Infant Dionysos holding grapesM -7 and -5

Two cocks fighting . . . . M -^

(Mion., Su2)., 500.)

Rhoeteium (Waddington, Rev. Num., 1852, p. 96) stood at the entrance

of the Hellespont, north of Ilium.

Circ. B.C. 350-300.

Head of Apollo. PO—IT—El in the spaces between
three crescents, arranged in the form

of a triquetra . . . . iR 48 grs.

Scamandria, a small place on the Scamander (Imhoof, Zeit.f. Num., i.

141).

Circ. B.C. 350-300.

Head of Apollo (1).

Head of mountain nymph,
sometimes with I AH.

Ida,'

^KA Palm-tree. Symbol, Boar's head
M -8

„ Bunch of grapes . . . M -^

Scepsis, an inland city in the mountainous country to the north-east

of Mount Ida. In the neighbourhood were silver mines. The silver

coinage, commencing in the fifth century, does not extend beyond the

beginning of the fourth.

CKAtlON, later ^KHtlON and
SKHtinN Forepart of winged
horse.

Palm or fir-tree, with various symbols
in field

^ 99> 59. 49 and 33 grs. and M
(B.M. Guide,V\.X. 26.)

On the bronze coins the figure of the winged horse ends behind in a

drinking horn or rhyton (Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 264).
Imperial—Aurelius to Maximinus CKHyiflN or CKHyiflN AAPAA-

NnN. Select types, ZeVC eiAAIOC, Zeus Idaeos, standing; Dionysos,
naked, with kantharos and thyrsos ; Bust of Dionysos, surmounted by
kalathos, and holding kantharos and pomegranate ;

the Judgment of

Paris {Zeit.f. Num.,:g.. 155), with I AH CKHtlflN AAPAA, Pallas, Aphro-
dite, and Hera before a tree, above which, on Mount Ida, Paris is seated ;

beneath the tree is Eros offering the apple.
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Sigeium, at the entrance of the Hellespont, belonged in early times to

Athens. The Athenian types of its coins testify to the continuance of
the cultus of Athena at Sigeium down to the latter part of the fourth

century.

Circ. B. c. 350-300.

Head of Pallas, facing,

(Brandis, p. 411.)
Head of Pallas, facing.

Id. (Brandis, p. 557.)
Id.

Id.

Id.

Head of Hermes
; petasos behind neck .

El. hecte.

^ITE Owl; behind, crescent {Num.
Chron,, vi. 199.) iR Attic tetrob.

„ Id. M-1 and -5

„ Double-bodied owl and crescent

„ Cock M -^

„ Crescent JE '4.

Tetradrachms in the name of Alexander appear to have been struck
at Sigeium after his death. Sj/mbol, Crescent, and SI in monogram.

Thebe. See Thebe Hypoplacia Mysiae, (Millingen, S^IL, 68 ; Sestini,

Lett. di. cotit., ii. 69, ix. 114.)

Thymbra, near Ilium, so called by its founder Dardanos in honour of

his friend Thymbraeos, was famous for its temple of Apollo Thymbraeos.

Circ. B.C. 350-300.

Head of Zeus Amnion. OY between rays of a star . . iE -7

{Num. Chron., vi. 199.)

Zeleia, on the river Aesepus, about eighty stadia from its mouth.

Bkonze. Circ. B.C. 350-300.

Head of Artemis, wearing Stephanos. lEAE Stag -^ -5

{Zeit.f. N., vii. 223.)

See also an electrum stater described under Phocaea {infra).

ISLAND OFF TROAS.

Teuedos. The island of Tenedos appears to have been from very

early times a mint of considerable importance. The series of its silver

coinage begins probably before the Persian wars, and follows, apparently
at first, the ancient Babylonic standard, which tends to assimilate itself

here, as in Thasos and Lycia, to the Euboic.
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Circ. B. c. 500.

Janiform head of archaic style, male

and female. (DionysosDimorphus(l),
or perhaps rather Dionysos and

Ariadne.)
Id.

Id.

T—E—N— E (retrogr.) Double-axe,
in deep incuse square
M> Stater, 138 grs. and ^28 grs.

(B.M. G^mcie, Pl.ir. 19.)
T E \A E Bearded helmeted head, in incuse

square . . . JR Stater, 125 grs.

Rough incuse square, quartered .

JR 28-7 grs.

Circ. B.C. 400-350.

After an interval of perhaps half a century a new issue of silver money
took place at Tenedos, this time on the Phoenician standard.

Janiform head as above, but of fine

stvle.

'(B. M. Guide, PI. XVIII. 20, 21.)

TENEAION Double-axe, in incuse

squai'e or concave field
;

in field,

grapes and a vaiying symbol . . .

JR Stater, 217—200 grs.
JR Drachm, 55 grs.

Of this period there are also small bronze coins with TE on the reverse
;

ti/pe, Double-axe.

After circ. B. c, 200.

The third and last series of Tenedian money belongs to the second or
the first century B.C., and follows the Attic standard. In style these late

coins resemble the contemporary flat spread pieces of Maroneia and Thasos,
and of many towns of Asia Minor. Specimens are known which are

restruck on coins of Alexandria Troas, and of Thasos.

Fig. 291.

Janiform head, as above (base style.) TENEAION Double-axe; in field,

grapes and a varying symbol ;
all in

wreath. (Fig. 291.)M Attic tetradr. and Drachm.

With regard to the types of the coins of this island, Aristotle (ap.

Steph. Byz. s.v. Tenedos) refers them to a decree of a king of Tenedos

which enacted that all persons convicted of adultery should be beheaded.

He is, however, certainly wrong in this interpretation, for, as Leake justly
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remarks,
' such subjects were never presented on the money of the

Greeks. Their types, like their names of men and women, were almost

always euphemistic, relating generally to the local mythology and
fortunes of the place, with symbols referring to the principal productions
or to the protecting numina.' Cf. the myth of Tennes and the Tenedian
axes dedicated at Delphi (Paus., x, 14).

It may, therefore, be considered as beyond all doubt that the TeyeSios

TTcAcKU? was a religious emblem, like the double-axe held by Zeus La-

braundeus on the coins of Caria.

From the following table it will be seen that the coinage of the Troad
falls chiefly into the latter half of the fourth century, when many small

places attained to a short-lived importance owing to the special favours

conferred upon them by Alexander after his victory of the Granicus.

Cheonological Table of the Coinage of Tkoas.
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AEOLIS.

Federal Coinage (?).
Silver and bronze of the third century b. C.

Head of Pallas.

Head of Hera
(?).

AlOAE Fulmen and grapes ^41 grs.

,, Id. with grapes or caduceus .

^•65

Dr. Imhoof {Zeit. f. Num., iii. 312) supposes these coins to have been
struck at Methymna in Lesbos. Others attribute them to Aeolium in

the Thracian Chersonesus.

Aegae, between Temnus and Cyme. No early coins.

Circ. B.C. 300-200. Attic Standard.

Head of Pallas. I
AITAE Goat's head . ^32 grs.

After -B.Q. 190.

Head of Apollo ;
in field, bow and

quiver. (Brandis, p. 448.)

AirAIEflN Zeus naked, standing,

holding eagle, and resting on sceptre ;

all in oak-wreath M Spread tetradr.

Also bronze of various types.

Imperial
—Augustus to Trajan Decius [Zeit. f. Num., vi. 12). Inscr.,

AITAeuuN. Magistrate, Strategos. Among the ify^e* worth mentioning
are a female figure seated on a wolf (Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 270), and a

recumbent river-god, with the name TITNAIOC.

Antocane (see the Homeric Hymn to the Delian Apollo, v, '^^),

between Pitane and Atarneus (Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 271, and Zeit.f. Num.,
xi. p. 50).

After circ. b. c. 300 (]).

Head of Apollo.

(^./.iV^.,xi.Pl.I. 3.)

Head of Zeus, laureate, facing.

(^./. i\^.,xi.Pl. I. 4.)

Head of Zeus.

AYTOKANA Female head in stephane

^•3
AYTOKA Wreath M -$

AYTOK or AYTOKA Head of Pallas .

JS, -6 and -4

Boeone, probably near Larissa Phriconis (Imhoof, I.e. 272).

After circ. B. c. 300.

Female head, hair in sphendone. |

BOIflNlTIKON Bull standing iE -45

Came, probably situated in Aeolis. (See von Sallet, Zeit. f. Num.,
xiii. p. 70.) Imjoerial times—Hadrian, Commodus, and Severus, with or
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without emperor's head. Itiscr., KAMHNnN. Ti/pes
—Bearded head,

rev. Terminal figure of Asiatic goddess, resembling Artemis Ephesia.
Head of Hadrian, rev. KAMHMuuN €111 TPYOuuNOC, Hygieia standing
{Zeit.f. Num.^ 1. c).

Cyme, at the head of the gulf which bore its name, was founded,

according to tradition, by an Amazon named Kyme. This city appears
to have struck electrum on the Phoenician standard before the Persian
Wars.

Before cire. B.C. 500.

Forepart of prancing horse
; beneath,

flower (?). (IvanoflF, 153.)

Prancing horse
; beneath, flower

(?).

(B. M. Guide, PI. X. 3.)

Horse's head.

Eagle's head. (Brandis, p. 391.)

Three deep incuse depressions, that in

the centre oblong, the others square
El. Stater, 220 grs.

Quadripartite incuse square ....
El. Stat. 215 grs.

Incuse square . . EL 21 and 10 grs.
KV Incuse square . . El. 9-7 grs.

.51 21 grs.

It is probable also that the very archaic silver staters of Aeginetic
weight from the Thera Find

; tt/pe, Forepart of horse, described above

(p. 407), should be attributed to Cyme.
Between these early coins and the large flat tetradrachms of the

second century B.C., Cyme does not seem to have struck any money
whatever.

After circ. b. c. 190.

Tetradrachms in the name of Alexander. Symbol, a one-handled vase.

The magistrate's name, AIOTENHZ, on one of these coins, occurs also on
the contemporary tetradrachms of Cyme struck in her own name.

Head of Kyme, the traditional founder.

{B.M.Guide,P\.XLlX.i4.)

Eagle.

Horse. Symbol : one-

various magistrates'

KYMAinN
handled vase

names in nominative case
;
the whole

in a wreath . . . . M Tetradr.

KY Forepart of horse . . M \ Dr.

Also bronze, with similar t^jies
—Horse

; Eagle ;
One-handled vase

;

Head of Cyme ; Two figures in quadriga, rev. Artemis and armed figure, etc.

Imperial—Tiberius to Gallienus, with or without head of Emperor.
Magistrate, without title, or with those of Anthypatos, (viz. T. Clodius

Epirius Marcellus, a.d. 70-73), and Prytanis, Strategos, Archon, or Gram-
mateus. Remarkable types or inscriptions

—OMHPOC, Homer seated, rev.

KPHOHIC, the mother of Homer, holding sceptre; Kritheis was said

to have been a native of Cyme; CPMOC, River Hermus; ZANOOC,
River Xanthus (a local stream

?) ;
Artemis Ephesia ; Athlete, with prize

vase upon his head, entering the precincts of a temple; AlOAeuuN
KYMAIUUN, indicating the origin of Cyme, on a coin of Hadrian,
the reverse type of which shows the River Hermus recumbent; Isis

Pharia, with dedicatory inscr., lePnNYMOC ANCOHKe KYMAIOIC, on
a coin of Antoninus Pius. Also ICPA CYNKAHTOC or OeON CYN-
KAHTON. Honorific title K AlCAPCnN, on coins of Nero.
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Elaea. An ancient city founded, according to tradition, by Menes-
theus the Athenian. Strabo (615) places it twelve stadia from the river

Caicus, and 120 from Pergamum, of which it was the port. Its coins

are all of late style :
—

After circ. B.C. 300.

Head of Pallas in close helmet-

Head of Pallas in Corinthian helmet.

Prow.

Head of Demeter.

E—A—A— I Wreath. . M 49 grs.

^20 grs.
E—A Corn-grain in wreath.^ -75 and -4

EAAI in wreath . . . yE -75 and -4

EAAITUN Torch in wreath . M
•>]

Other f?/j)es of later date are—Pallas holding owl and sceptre ; Poppy
in wreath ;

Basket containing poppy and corn; Telesphoros, etc. M€-
NeCOeYC KTICTHC, head of Menestheus, rev. Asklepios.

Imperial
—Augustus to Hostilian, EAAITHN or EAAeunN. Magis-

trate, Strategos, and perhaps Archon, the former with title Ne[nKOPOC].
Memarkable types

— Rape of Persephone; Four fishermen opening the

chest in which Auge and her infant son Telephos had been shut up and
thrown into the sea, and which they had caught in their net

; one of

them is helping Auge out of the chest [Mittheilungen cl. deutschen arch. Inst.^

1885, p. 31).

Grynium or Gryueia, forty stadia from Myrina, and seventy from Elaea,
famous for its temple of Apollo of white marble (Strab., 622). See Num.

Chron., ix. 159, and 'Ecf)riiJiepls apyaioXoyiKr], Ser. ii. 1861, 313.

Bronze of the Third century, B.C.

Head of Apollo, facing. rVPNHnN {sic) Muscle-shell . . .

M -7 and -4

Larissa Phriconis (Strab., 621 ; Rev. Num., 1844, 28; and Arch. Zeit.,

1849, 28), seventy stadia from Cyme.

Bronze of the Third century, b. c

Male head with close beard.

Female head in sphendone.

AAPISAI Diota and corn-grain .

^.85
A A Diota between club and cadu-

ceus iE "7

These coins may belong to Larissa in the Troad.

Myrina, a seaport of some strength between Grynium and Cyme. Of
this town there are no early coins. Myrina was one of the cities upon
which the Romans conferred freedom after the defeat of Philip V., B. C.

197 (Livy, xxxiii. 30). It was probably then that it began to strike flat

Attic tetradrachras both in the name of Alexander (Muller, 933-42) and
with its own types.
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Fig. 292.

After circ. B.C. 197.

Head of Apollo, laureate.

Head of Pallas, r.

(Z./. iV^., iii. PI. VIII. 17, 18.)
Head of Apollo or of Pallas.

MYPINAinN Statue of Apollo Gry-
neus, standing with lustral branch
and patera ;

at his feet omphalos and

amphora. (Fig. 292.) M Tetradr.

M—Y Head of Artemis, facing . . .

M 2g grs.
MYPI Amphora M -6^

The latest bronze coins have a lyre on the reverse. The Apolline
types refer to the cultus of Apollo at the neighbouring Grynium in the

territory of Myrina.
hnperial—J)ormiia.n to Gordian. MYPINAinN or MYPClNAinN,

Magistrate
—

Strategos, on a coin of Imperial times, cited by Eckhel, ii.

496. Select types
—Front of temple of Apollo Gryneus (Strab., 622)

showing the statue of the god as on the tetradrachms
; Helmeted

horseman with hiscr., AAMN6YC, probably a local hero.

Neonteichos. {Num. CJiron., vii. 49.) The small bronze coins described
under Nea in the Troad (p. 473) may with equal probability be assigned
to this place, as may also the following coin :

—

Head of Pallas.

After circ. B.C. 300.

j

ME (in mon.) Owl

I (Brit. Mus.)

^.65

Temnus, on an eminence overlooking the valley of the Hermus and
the territories of Cyme, Phocaea, and Smyrna (Strab., 621 V Its earliest

coins are tetradrachms of the second century b. c, struck m the name of

Alexander, the symbol on which is a tall one-handled vase within a vine-

wreath (Miiller, 952-66). These are accompanied by small silver and
bronze with the name of the city.

After circ. b. c

Head of Apollo. [N. C, vii. 50.)

200.

Head of young Dionysos.
Head of bearded Dionysos ^.

TA One-handled vase, in vine-wreath .

M i Dr.

„ Grapes, in vine-wreath . -^ '75

„ Grapes M -45

* These smallest coins may be earlier than the period to which I have here assigned them.

I i
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Later autonomous bronze and Imperial
—
Augustus to Gallienus. Inscr.^

THMNEITHN, etc. T^/pes variotis: ACINIOC TAAAOC AfNOC, with
head probably intended for Augustus. G. Asinius Gallus was Pro-

consul in Asia B. c. 6
;
the coins, however, give him no title, but merely

the epithet ayvos, equivalent to the Latin integer. Another coin of

Augustus struck in the same year reads KAICAP C€BACTOC T7A0YCIAC
YnATHAC =vT:aT€ias (see Z.f. N., xii. 360), Among the more remarkable

types are ePA'VOC, the River Hermus
;
Pallas Nikephoros ; Two Nemeses

facing one another, each with hand raised to her breast; THMNOC,
Head of city.

Tisna
C?).

This place is not mentioned by any ancient writer, but the

reverse type of the coins, which exactly resembles that of certain coins of

Cyme, leaves no doubt that they were struck in the immediate neigh-
.bourhood of that city. Dr. Imhoof {Mon. Gr., p. 276) remarks that the

inscription TIZNAIOZ maybe an older form of T I TMAI OS, which occurs

as the name of a river on Imperial coins of Aegae (p. 478).

Circ. B.C. 300.

Head of young river-god.
Id.

TISNAION One-handled vase JE .65
TIZNAIOZ Sword in scabbard -/E -45

From the following table it will be seen that, with the exception of a
few early electrum coins, attributed doubtfully to Cyme (p. 479), there

were no coins whatever struck in any of the cities of Aeolis before the

age of Alexander the Great, and that all the large and flat Attic tetra-

drachms of Aegae, Cyme, Myrina, and Temnus, belong to a still later

period.

Chkonological Table or the Coinage oe Aeolis.

Aegae
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LESBOS.

This beautiful and fertile island, the chief seat of the Asiatic branch of

the Aeolian race, contained five or six cities, each with a territory of its

own. Of these, Mytilene and Methymna were far and away the most

flourishing and powerful, and to one or other of these two, the less im-

portant towns were usually, though not always, subject.

Among the earliest Lesbian coins may perhaps be reckoned certain

archaic electrum staters of a rude style of work :
—

Head of lion, with open jaws.

(B. M. Guide,m.l. lo.)

Kough incuse square El. 248 grs.

There are also smaller denominations of various types, among which
the human eye may be mentioned.

Later than the archaic electrum follow several series of base silver or

potin coins, dating, some from the beginning, others from the latter part
of the fifth century.

These coins follow two distinct standards, the Phoenician (Staters,

230-218 grs.) and the Persic (Staters, 169 grs.). They are almost always
anepigraphic, and their attribution to Lesbos rests upon the fact that they
are found in the island.

Although it is probable that this base-metal currency was issued at

several mints, the evidence afforded by the types is hardly strong

enough to warrant us in venturing upon exact attributions.

The coins of these series are globular in fabric and have a small rough
incuse square on the reverse. The principal obverse types are the

following :
—

Phoenician Standard.

Raised quadripartite square within a dotted circle .... Potin, 236 grg.

Lion's head, with open jaws (rude work) Pot. 234 grs.

Gorgon head (^ev. iVwrn., 1863, 328) Pot. 219 grs.

Lion's head, facing Pot. 33 grs.

Forepart of boar Pot. 104 grs.

Two boars' heads, face to face; above, sometimes, AES or AN
(in mon.) PoT. i8 grs.

Id. sometimes with letter M or human eye above Pot. 10 grs.

Single boar's head
; above, human eye Pot. i 3 grs.

Among many other small coins presumably Lesbian the following may
be mentioned :

—Young male head, rev. Incuse square ;
Female head, rev.

Lion's head in incuse square ; Negro's head, rev. Incuse square ;
Two

human eyes one above the other, rev. Incuse square ; Single human eye,
rev. Incuse square, etc.

I 1 2
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Persic Standard.

Two calves' heads, face to face, with an olive tree between them Pot. 170 grs.

(B. M. Guide, PL XI. 28.)

Calfs head Pot. 84 grs.

Id. [Rev. Lion's head, in incuse square) Pot. i i grs.

LESBIAN ELECTRUM HECTAE.

Fig. 293.

Class I. Circ. b.c. 450-400.

Contemporary with the later coins of the foregoing potin series (those,

for example, with the calves' heads), which seem to belong to the latter

part of the fifth century, are several series of electrum hectae with

various obverse types, but all with one distinctive peculiarity, viz. that

the reverse type is incuse instead of in relief. It is not unusual for specimens
of these hectae to be inscribed with the letters AE or M (Lesbos or

Mytilene V),
and many of the types are distinctly Lesbian.

M Forepart of bull, 1.

Head of ram, r.
; beneath, cock, 1.

Forepart of winged boar.

Gorgon-head.

Forepart of bridled hoi'se, r.

Forepart of winged lion, 1.

Head of lion with open jaws, star on
forehead.

ead of ram, r.
; beneath, cock, 1.

Head of Herakles, r., in lion's skin.

AE Head of lion, r., with open jaws.
Head of Pallas, r., of fine style.

Incuse head of lion, with open jaws
El. Hecte 39 grs.

Id. [Fig. 293; rev. indistinct^]. (Cf.

B. M. Guide, PI. XVIII. 10) El. Hecte.

Id El. Hecte.

Incuse head of Herakles, in lion's skin .

El. Hecte.

Id El. Hecte.

Incuse head of cock . . El. Hecte.

Id El. Hecte.

(B. M. (?m'(Ze, PI. XVIIL II.)

Incuse head of bull . . . El. Hecte.

Id El. Hecte.

Incuse head of calf . . . El. Hecte.

Incuse scalp of lion, facing El. Hecte.

It is probable that a large proportion of these remarkable little coins

were struck at Mytilene, and of this it would seem that we possess direct

documentary evidence in the interesting inscription discovered by Newton,
and first published by him in the Transactions of the Royal Society of

Literature (second ser. vol. viii. p. 549). Here we have a fragment of a

monetary convention between the towns of Phocaea on the one part, and

Mytilene on the other, for the issue of a common currency of electrum

hectae known among the Greeks as xp^<^^ov ^oiKdiKov. This treaty is attri-

buted on epigraphic grounds to about B. c. 430 ^.

^ The rev. of Fig. 293 is a lion's head, 1. with open jaws.
^ For an abstract of the terms of the treaty, see Lenormant {Sev. Num., 1868, p. 241).
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Class 11. Circ. b. c. 400-387.

Fig. 294. Fig. 295.

The second class of Lesbian electrum hectae shows the reverse ty^e in

relief enclosed either in an incuse or later in a linear square.

Among the large number of types of these hectae which have come
down to us, it is easy to point out many which are certainly Lesbian ;

but it is probable that there are many others, less distinctive in character,

which may also have been issued from the mint at Mytilene. The

following are those which I have least hesitation in ascribing to Lesbos :
—

Head of Pallas, in close-fitting crested

helmet.

Head of Apollo, as on silver of Myti-
lene.

Female head, nearly facing, hair bound
with taenia.

Id.

Head of bearded Dionysos.

Forepart of boar.

Young male head.

Head of Apollo.
Head of Sappho (?) in sphendone.
Head of Demeter veiled.

Two calves' heads, face to face
;
between

them sometimes AE . . El. Hecte.

Calf's head El. Hecte.

Bull's head
; above, sometimes M.

(Fig. 294.) .... El. Hecte.

Two boars' heads
;
between them A

El. Hecte.

Two calves' heads, face to face, between

them a flower.... El. Hecte.

Lion's head, with open jaws, in linear

square ...... El. Hecte.

Calfs head, in linear square El. Hecte.

Lyre, in linear square . . El. Hecte.

Lyre, in linear square . . El. Hecte.

Tripod, filleted, in linear square

(Fig. 295.) El. Hecte.

CITIES OF LESBOS.

Aegirus, a small place between Mytilene and Methymna (Strab., 617).

Bronze, circ. b. c. 300 (Imhoof, 3Ion. Gr., p. 'Z']6).

Head of Pallas. Airi Female head in sphendone M .4

Antissa, near the western extremity of the island, was destroyed by
the Romans b. c. 168.

Circ. B.c 300-168.

Female head.

Bull.

ANTIS Grotesque head of Dionysos
with tall tiara and long pointed beard

(Gardner, Tyj^es, PI. XV. 12) M -65

AN Apollo Kitharoedos . . M -6^
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Cithus (?) (Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 277). Archaic silver coins of the Attic

standard.

Circ. B.C. 500-480.

Young male head.

K IG I Two boars' heads, face to face.

Eresus, on the west coast of Lesbos. Bronze after circ. b. c. 300.

K I O Human eye, in incuse square . .

M 31-7 grs.

Quadripartite incuse square JB, 26 grs.

Head of Hermes.

Id. [N. C, vii. 52.)

EPEZI Ear of corn . iE -65 and -35

„ Head of Apollo (?)
. . ^E .55

In illustration of the fii-st of the above types, cf. Archestratus (ap. Athen.
iii. Ill), who says that the gods sent Hermes to Eresus for their corn.

Imperial times—Caligula to Philip, usually with Emperors' heads.

Magistrate's name with title, Strategos. Chief types: CATTOn CPeCI,
Head of Sappho, also Sappho seated with lyre (Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 278).

Methymna, next to Mytilene the most important city in Lesbos, was
situate on the northern shore of the island.

Euhoic-Attic weight. Circ, b. c. 500.

MA©VMNAIO? Boar.

(B.M. Guide, PI. XI. 27.)

MA0VMNAIOC Head of Pallas of

archaic style, her helmet adorned

with Pegasos; all in incuse squareM 124-6 grs.

Phoenician weight {1). Circ. B.C. 400-387.

Head of Pallas, of early fine style.

(B. M. Guide, PI. XVIII. 23.)

Id.

MAOYMNAION Lyre on raised

square, within incuse square .

JR gg grs.

MAO Kantharos in incuse square .

JR 49 grs.

Attic Standard {1). After B.C. 300

Head of Pallas, in Corinthian helmet.

Head of Herakles*

Head of Pallas, in Corinthian helmet

MA GY Lyre in linear square ; various

symbols in the field . . ^43 grs.

Arion, with lyre, riding on dolphin

(Strab. 618) . . . . JR 21 grs.

MA GY Kantharos; vai-ious symbols .

JE.65

After circ. b. c. 200.

Tetradrachms with name and types of Alexander. Symbol
—a small

figure of Arion riding on dolphin (Mllller, 981-2). Imperial limes—
Augustus to Severus Alexander, Magistrate Strategos. Inscr.,
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MHOYMNAinN. Ti/pes
—Arion on dolphin; Dionysos with panther,

or in biga drawn by panthers. [Num. Chron., vii. ^'^^

Mytilene, the chief city of Lesbos, was, as we have seen (p. 483), in

all probability the place of mintage, not only of some electrum coins,
which appear to belong to the sixth century B.C., but of one or more
series of potin coins, and of a very large number of hectae of electrum,
which may be attributed to the latter part of the fifth and to the earlier

part of the fourth centuries. These hectae, as has been already explained
(p. 484), fall into two great classes, the earlier of which bears an incuse

device on the reverse, the later and more numerous class, a reverse type
i7i relief within a linear square. The former class may well be the

coinage alluded to in the monetary convention between Phocaea and

Mytilene above referred to, which is supposed to date from about B.C.

430. The linear square as a mark of fabric is indicative of the Mytilenian
origin of the hectae of the more recent style, as it occurs also on the
inscribed silver coins of that city, and scarcely anywhere else on the

coast of Asia Minor.

SiLVEE.

Before circ. B.C. 400.

Female head facing, as on electrum

hecte. (Fig. 294.)

Young male head, bound with taenia.

MYTI Lion's head, in incuse square ;

ifl 13 grs.

,, CaK's head, in incuse square
-^10 grs.

Fourth century, b. c. Persic Standard.

Head of Apollo, laureate.

(Mion., Su2)2)l., vi. PI. III. i.)

Id.

Id.

MYTI Lyre, in linear square; various

symbols in the field . ; . . .

M Stater 176 grs,

MYTI Id. . . iRTriobol.(?) 44grs
„ Female head, hair rolled . .

JR Diob. 20 grs

For other varieties, see Brandis, p. 453, and Imhoof, 3Ion. Gr., p. 279.

The bronze coinage of Mytilene is very plentiful, and, with the ex-

ception of some very small pieces, belongs to a later period than the

silver money.
Circ. B.C. 300-200

(?).

Head of Apollo.
Female head, hair in sphendone.

MYTI Lyre
Id. .

JE -7

^•5

Regal coins, with Alexander's name and types. Symbol
—a Lyre,

(Muller, Nos. 967-80,) and autonomous bronze.

After circ. b. c. 200.

Head of Zeus Ammon. MYTI Bacchic term, standing on prow
JE .7

The remarkable cultus-image on the reverse of this and many other

coins of Mytilene of Imperial times has been identified by Mr. Newton
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as copied from a figure said to have been found by fishermen in the

harbour of Mytilene. (Gardner, T^pes, p. 79.)

Imperial times—Augustus to Gallienus. [Num.. Chron., vii. 53-)

Inscr., MYTIAHNAinN, nPIiTH AECBOY, etc. Magistrates, with title

Strategos. Bemarkable types or inscriptions: O€0C AMMHN ;
Z€YC

BOYAAIOC; O€0l AK PAI 01 (Zeus, Poseidon,and Hades); HAN KP ATI AHS
accompanying type of youthful Asklepios ;

<t)ITTAKOC [sic).
Head of

the Mytilenean philosopher Pittacus, rev. AAKAIOC, Head of Alcaeus ;

O€0<t>ANHC or oeO<t>ANHC OCOC, Bust of Theophanes of Mytilene, the

friend of Porapey, rev. APXCAAMIC OCA, Veiled head of Archedamis,

supposed to have been the wife of Theophanes ; ACCBflNAZ HPHC NCOC,
or A€CBnNAZ <J)IAOCO<DOC, rew. Seated Philosopher ;

CeZCTON HPHA,
rev. <DAA. NeiKOMAXIC,Heads of Sextus and Nicomachis; NAYCIKAAN
HPni AA, lOY. TTPOKAAN HPni AA, Heads of a certain Nausicaa and of

a Julia Procula
; ZA0<t)n, ZAOOYZ (Sestini, Mtis. Hederv. ii. 51) or

yAn<l>n, Head of Sappho or her figure seated with lyre (cf. Pollux,
ix, 84).

Concerning the above coins, Leake remarks [Num. Hell., s.v. Mytilene)
that Mytilene went beyond most of the other cities of Greece in record-

ing upon her coins the names of her illustrious citizens. With the

exception of Pittacus, Alcaeus, Sappho, and Theophanes, the names are

unknown to fame.

Among the Imperial coins struck at Mytilene may also be classed the

pieces of Aurelius and Commodus reading KOI.orKOlNON AECBinN,
on one of which is the cultus-statue of Dionysos on the Prow above
referred to.

Nape. Bronze coins, circ. B. C. 300. (Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 280.)

Head of Apollo. NjAPAinM Owl and Astragalos

Pjrrrha, situate on the coast of a deep bay on the west side of the
island. Small bronze coins of the fourth century b. c.

Female head, hair in sphendone.

(Borrell in Num. Chron., vii. 61.)

PYP or PYPP Goat, or goat before

altar JE -45

HECATONNESI, ISLANDS NEAR LESBOS.

Nesos, the largest of this group of islands between Lesbos and the
coast of Aeolis (Imhoof, 3fon. Gr., p. 280 and Zeif.f. Num., iii. 312 sqq.).
Silver coins, wt. 42 grs., and small bronze of the fourth, and larger bronze
of the third century or later. Inscr., NAZI, NA, N, and NACI. Types—
obv. Heads of Apollo or Artemis, rev. Panther ; Lyre and Palm

; Tripod ;

Dolphin ; Horseman, etc.

Fordosilene, later Poroselene, a small island between Lesbos and the

mainland, the second largest of the group called the Hecatonnesi,"EKaros yap
6 AiroWoyv irapa -naaav yap br] ttjv -napakiav TavTi]v 6 'ATro'AAcoy iKTCTijjLriTai

fxe'xpi Tei^edou, I,/xlv6€vs rj KtAAaios KaXovixevos rj Tpwevs ?/ tlvu aW-qv cttcovv-

ixiav ^x<^v. (Strab., 618.) Hence the Apollo type on the coins.
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Circ. B.C. 450.

Head of Apollo, bound with taenia. POPAO^IA Lyre in incuse square

(B. M. Guide, PI. X. 24.) M, Drachm 61 grs.

Head of Silenos.

Circ. B, c. 400, or later.

1
POP Dolphin iE .3

Later, vnth name Poroselene.

Inscr., nnPOCeAHNeiTnN. Types referring to Asklepian worship.

Imperial of Severus. {Rev. Num., 1852, 93.)

Cheonological Table of the Coinage or Lesbos.

Aegirus
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It will be observed that these coins follow various standards of weight,
Phoenician, Babylonic, and Euboic

;
but these indications are too un-

certain to be of much help to us in arriving at any definite classification.

The Ionian towns, though politically independent of one another, con-

stituted for religious purposes a koivov or League, the meetings of which
were held in the Panionion in the neighbourhood of Priene. Under the

Empire, games called Panionia Pythia were held at these meetings, and
coins were struck for the occasion by one or other of the cities parti-

cipating in the celebration. Among these special issues may be mentioned

Imperial medallions of Antoninus and M. Aurelius, with the inscription
KOINON ir nOA€nN,and bearing the name of CI. Fronto, Asiarch, and
Archiereus of the thirteen cities which formed the Ionian kolvov. These
coins are without the name of the place of mintage.
The inscription inNHN is not always to be understood as referring to

the locality of the city to which it is added. It indicates rather that the

people of certain towns, such as Perinthus in Thrace, Isinda in Pam-

phylia, and Synnada in Phrygia, claimed an Ionian origin, hence the

coin legends nePlNeinN inNriN, IClNAexiN einNnN, CYNNAAenN
AfipienN inN^N.

Arsinoe. See Ephesus.

Cadme. See Priene.

Clazomeuae stood partly on the mainland and partly on a small island

on the southern shore of the Gulf of Smyrna. The distinctive badge of

the city appears from the later inscribed coins to have been a winged
Boar ;

cf. Aelian [Hist. An., xii. 38), who relates, on the authority of

Artemon, that such a monster once infested the Clazomenian territory

(Leake, Num. Hell., p. 43). Hence numerous coins bearing this type,

though anepigraphic, are presumed to be of Clazomenian origin. Clazo-

menae seems to have been one of the cities which took part in the early
electrum currency of the sixth century B. c.

Electeum. Before circ. b. c. 500. Phoenician Standard.

Forepart of winged boar. Incuse square . . El. Stater 217 grs.

(Brandis, p. 392.)

Circ. B.C. 500-394.

Silver, (a) Attic Standard.

Lion devouring prey.

(B.M. Guide, PL XL 21.)

Forepart of winged boar.

Forepart of winged boar, in incuse

square JR Tetradr.

Gorgon-head in incuse square .

M \ Dr.

M Diob.

(i3)
Phoenician Standard.

Forepart of winged boar.

(B. M. Guide, PI. XI. 29.)

Incuse square, quartered. On some of

the \ drachms K in one quarter . .

M Didr. 106 grs.^ Dr. 53 grs.M I Dr.
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Gold. Circ. b. c. 387-300.

Head of Apollo, nearly facing, of

finest style.

(B. M. Guide, PI. XIX. 24.)

KAA or KAAIO Swan, with open
wings. Magistrate AEYKAIO? or

AOHNArOPAC. Symbol: Winged
boar i5f 87 grs.

These magnificent gold coins may have been struck between the Peace
of Antalcidas B.C. 387, and the fall of the Persian Empire. The coinage
of gold money prevailed at several Asiatic towns about this time, notably
at Lampsacus.

SiLVEK. Attic Standard.

Fig. 296.

Head of Apollo, as on gold coins
;
on

one specimen it is accompanied by
the artist's name OEOAOTO^
EPOEI. (Fig. 296, where, how-

ever, the signature is illegible.)

KAAIO Swan and magistrates' names
MAN APnNAZ, PYOEO^, HPAK-
AEIAH^, MHTPOAnPOS . . .

M Tetradr.

ANTIcl)ANH^, APOAAAC, EYOY-
^MAkt, IKE^IOY, AEOKAIO^
PAPMI?, PYGEO^ . M Drachms.

AIONYCA^, EAIKnNIO^, EOOY-
AAMO^, KAEAPI^TO^, MAN-
APnNAZ,MHTPOAnPO^,MNH-
CIOE0^,PYOE0^,<J)AN0P0Alt,
XIO^ M ^ Drachms.

Engravers^ names on Asiatic coins are of extremely rare occurrence
;

the only other specimen on which the word EPOEI occurs is a coin of

Cydonia in Crete, inscribed NEYANTOC EPOEI (p. 391). The swan is a

well-known symbol of Apollo. Wild swans are said to abound in the

Delta of the Hermus, and it has been suggested that the name Clazomenae

may be due to the plaintive notes of these birds.

In addition to the above-described autonomous coins of Clazomenae
there are silver pieces with the well-known Clazomenian winged boar,

which bear the name of Orontas, who was satrap of Mysia and Ionia in

the earlier half of the fourth century. These coins may, however, with

equal probability, be attributed to Tarsus on account of the obverse type
and the letter T.

Naked warrior, kneeling, defending
himself with shield and short spear ;

between his legs T.

OPONTA Forepart of winged boar.

Traces of incuse squareM Tetrob. 43 grs.

{Num. Zeit., iii. 423.)

For other coins of Orontas, see under lolla Mysiae, p. 455.
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The silver coinage of Clazomenae does not extend beyond the

close of the fourth century. There are, however, regal tetradrachms

with Alexander's types (Muller, 995-998), and gold staters with

Philip's types (MUller, 309), with the forepart of the winged boar as

an adjunct symbol, which, if correctly attributed, may belong to circ.

B.C. 190.
The autonomous bronze coinage of Clazomenae begins about b. c. 350,

and extends with intervals down to Imperial times. The coins are

usually inscribed KAAIO or KAAIOMENinN. Among the more fre-

quent types are the following :
—

Circ. B. c. 350-300.

Head of Apollo, r.
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Incuse square ifl 126 grs.Lyre of archaic style.

(B. M. Guide, PL II. 22.)

Fifth century, b. C.

During a great part of the fifth century the silver money of Colophon
follows the Persic standard, and consists of drachms of about 84 grs.

hiscr., KOAO<l)nNinN, often retrograde, or KOAO<l)nNION on one or

other side.

Head of Apollo Klarios. I Lyre, in incuse square . . iR 84 grs.

(B. M. Guide, PI. XI. 30.) |

Fourth century, b. c.

Early in the fourth century the Rhodian standard replaced the Persic.

Head of Persian king or satrap.

Fig. 297.

j

BACIA Lyre. (Fig. 297.) Wt. 236 grs.

This coin, with its striking ideal head of a noble Persian, is given only

conjecturally to Colophon, for it bears no name of a town. Cf. the

tetradrachms of Pharnabazus struck at Cyzicus (p. 453)-

Head of Apollo Klarios. KOAO<l>jQ Lyre and magistrate's name
M, Dr. 54 grs.

„ Tripod. Magistrate's name
M. \ Dr. 25 grs.

„ Lyre. Magistrate's name .

M, Diob. 18 grs.

The bronze coins which belong to the latter half of the fourth century
are the following, all with magistrates' names :

—

Id.

Id.

Head of Apollo.

Id.

Id.

Armed horseman, with spear couched .

M -8

Lyre ^ '8 and -45

Forepart of horse iE -65

The excellence of the Colophonian cavalry is said by Strabo (643) to

have been so marked that they were always victorious, hence, perhaps,
the horseman as a coin-type.
At Clarus, in the territory of Colophon, stood the famous temple and

oracle of Apollo (Pans., vii. 3. i), whose head is represented on the coin.

The old town of Colophon was destroyed by Lysimachus B.C. 299, but
the name seems to have been transferred to its port Notium, and it was
upon this town that the Romans conferred freedom in B.C. 189 (Livy,
xxxviii. 39,

'

Colophoniis qui in Notio habitant'). Shortly afterwards, or

perhaps on that occasion, the Colophonians struck tetradrachms with
Alexander's types ; Symbol, Lyre and KOAO. (Miiller, 1007-14.)
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The later bronze issues after circ

foregoing.

Horseman as above, but dog running
beneath horse.

Seated figure, with chin resting on

hand, and holding scroll ; possibly
Homer. Magistrate's name.

Head of Greek Artemis.

B. c. 300 are of ruder style than the

KOAO<J)nNinN Apollo Kitharoedos,

standing with lyre and patera in front

of tripod. Magistrates' names M -8

KOAO<t>nN InN Apollo Kitharoedos,
as above, but no tripod . . ^ -8

KOAO<t>nNinN The pilei of the
i Dioskuri, surmounted by stars M -6

Imperial
—Nero to Gallienus. Magistrates with title Strategos. Be-

markable types and i7iscripUons
— KAAPIOC, Apollo Klarios seated;

APTEMIC KAAPIA, Effigy of an Asiatic goddess resembling Artemis

Ephesia; TO KOINON inNnN, The thirteen cities of the Ionian League
standing in a semicircle and offering a bull as a sacrifice before the

temple of Apollo Klarios.

Alliance coins with Pergamum.

Ephesus occupied the rich alluvial plain of the lower Cayster, but it

owed its wealth and renown less to the produce of its soil than to the

illustrious sanctuary of the old Asiatic nature-goddess, whom the Ionian

Greeks (when under Androclus the son of Codrus they effected a settle-

ment in these parts) identified with the Greek Artemis. The Ephesian
goddess is represented as a female figure, the body a mere trunk, with
the feet placed close together. She is many-breasted, and from each of

her outstretched arms hangs a long fillet with tassels at the extremities.

On either side stands a stag raising its head to the goddess for food.

The usual symbols of her worship are the Bee and the Stag, and it is

noteworthy that the high-priest of the temple of the goddess was called

'E(7o-7]y,
' the king Bee,' while the virgin priestesses bore the name of

Melissae, or Bees.

The coinage of Ephesus falls into the following periods :
—

Electrum. Sixth century, b. c.

Bee. [B. V. Head, Uphesus, PI. I. i, 2.]

Forepart of stag.
Id. [B. V. Head, I. c, PI. I. 3, 4.]

Oblong incuse divided into two squares
El. Trite 71 grs.

Rough incuse square El. Hecte 36 grs.

Id El. Hemihecton 18 grs.

The silver coinage, from the sixth century b. c. down to the collapse of

the Athenian supremacy B.C. 415, is not plentiful.

SiLVBE. Phoenician Standard.

EtDEtlON or Ed) Bee.

(B.V.Head,/. c.,Pl.1. 11-14.)

Incuse square, quartered . . . . .

M Tetradr. 205 grs.M Drachm 54 grs.^ 1 Dr. 28 grs.

iR Diob. 16 grs.

Circ. B. c. 415-394.

In this period Ephesus, which had revolted from Athens after the

Sicilian disasters, and had become subject first to the Persians and then
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to the Spartans, struck silver on a somewhat heavier standard, iden-

tical with the Rhodian (Didr. 117 grs.). These coins bear a magistrate's
name either on the obverse beneath the bee or on the bar which divides

the incuse square (B. V. Head, Ephesus, PI. I. 15-ai).

Circ. B.C. 394-295.

In B. c. 394 the Athenian Conon expelled the Spartan oligarchies from
most of the Asiatic coast towns. Among others Ephesus and Samos are

mentioned as having then shaken off the Spartan yoke. We have,

accordingly, no difficulty in assigning, with M. Waddington [Melanges
de Num., pt. ii. pp. 7-19), to this period the federal coinage issued by the

cities of Rhodes, Cnidus, lasus, Samos, and Ephesus, each with its own
distinctive type on the reverse of the coin, while on the obverse is

the infant Herakles strangling two serpents, and the inscr. ^YN for

^YMMAXIKON.

^YN Infant Herakles, strangling two

serpents.

[B. V. Head, Ephesus, PI. II i
.]

E— Bee, beneath PE (magistrate's

name) ifl Ehodian tridrachm 177 grs.

In addition to this alliance coinage, Ephesus began, about the year
B. c. 394, the issue of a long series of tetradrachms of Rhodian weight
(236 grs.), which lasted for no less than a century.

Fig. 298.

E— <t> Bee. (Fig. 298.) Forepart of stag with head turned back;
behind it, a palm tree and, in front, a

magistrate's name in the nominative

case, of which about 128 are known
JR Tetradr. 236 grs.

Smaller denominations weighing 88 grs., with similar types and pieces
of 14 grs., also occur (B. V. Head, I.e., PI. II. 6-10). There are also bronze
coins, obv. Bee, rev. Stag kneeling (Head, I.e., PI. II. 1 1-13 ;

III. 12, 13), the

magistrates' names on some of which prove that they are contemporary
with the tetradi-achms.

Circ. B.C. 295-281.

In B. c. 295 Lysimachus succeeded in making himself master of

Ephesus, the name of which he shortly afterwards changed to Arsinoe in
honour of his wife. This period is marked by the issue of regal money
at Ephesus bearing the usual types of Lysimachus—Synibol, Bee, and
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inscr., E<^ or A P in monogram (Head, I. c, pp. 42 and 45). The series of

autonomous tetradrachms now comes to an end, but the pieces of 88 grs.
still continued to be struck, probably because they passed as thirds of

the Attic tetradrachms of Lysimachus.

Head of Greek Artemis.

[B.V.Head, Z.c.,Pl.III. 1,2.]
Head of Queen Arsinoe, veiled.

Id. [B. V. Head, I c, PI. III. 5-9.]

E<t)E Bow and quiver. Symbol: Bee.

Magistrate's name . . vR 88 grs.
APSI Id. . . M 88, 42, and 19 grs.

,, Stag kneeling . . . . JE
•'j

Circ. B.C. 280-258.

Ephesus during this interval was probably left by the Seleucidae in

the enjoyment of a limited autonomy. The coinage which may with
reasonable probability be assigned to this time consists of Attic octobols

and bronze.

Head of Greek Artemis.

[B. V. Head, Z. c, PI. III. 10,11.]
Female head, laur. Magistrate's name.

[B. V. Head, I c, PI. III. 14, 15.]
Female head, turreted.

[B.V. Head,Z.c., Pl.III.i6.]

E— <t> Forepart of stag and palm tree.

Magistrate's name . . ^R 75 grs.

Bee -^ -45

E— Bee ^ -45

Circ. B.C. 258-202.

During this period Ephesus formed part of the dominions of the

Ptolemies. The coinage consists, (a) of gold octadrachms of Berenice,
wife of Ptolemy Euergetes (wt. 248 grs.) (B. M. Guide, PI. XL. 31) ; (/3)

of

didrachms and drachms of the reduced Rhodian standard (102 and

50 grs.)—

Bust of Greek Artemis,

[B. V. Head, Ephesus, PI. IV. 1-4.]

E— Forepart of stag, without palm
tree. Magistrates' names, of which
about 44 are known . M 102 grs.M 50 grs.

and (y) of bronze coins of similar types, size '6 (B. V. Head, I. c, PI. IV. 5).

The adoption of the Rhodian standard in its later form at Ephesus in

this period is an indication that the city, which had for the space of about

fifty years issued only a local currency of limited extent, was now
re-established as the second great commercial city of Greece, Rhodes

being still the first.

Circ. B. c. 202-48.

In B.C. 202 the city ofAradus in Phoenicia began to strike Alexandrine
tetradrachms (MUUer, CI. v.), bearing dates in Greek characters. Similar

coins without dates struck at Ephesus probably began to be issued

about the same time. This coincidence seems to indicate that Ephesus
and Aradus, the two great commercial cities of the coasts of Asia Minor
and Phoenicia respectively, may have found it to their mutual advantage
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about this time to conclude a monetary treaty by which each city might
secure a free circulation for her coins on the markets of the other. At
both cities the Alexandrine tetradrachms of Class V. merge into those

of Class VI. (Miiller, Nos. 1018-24) about b. c. 198. The autonomous
di'achms of Attic weight issued at Ephesus during the whole of the

second century and the earlier part of the first are also identical in tjrpe
with the drachms of Aradus dated b. c. 170-147.

E— <t> Bee, border of dots.

(Head, Ephesus, PI. IV. 6-10.)

Stag standing before a palm tree
;

in

front, magistrates' names of which
as many as 92 are known ....

M, Attic drachms.

M .7

The Alexandrine tetradrachms of Class VI. were superseded by tetra-

drachms of Eumenes II. of Pergamum, in whose dominions Ephesus
was included after the Peace of b. c. 189. The specimens accredited to

the Ephesian mint are distinguished by the adjunct symbol of a Bee

(Head, Ejphesus, p. 60). At the same time, or perhaps earlier, the series

of Ephesian cistopJiori also begins. These are at fii'st undated, but from
the time of the constitution of the Roman Province of Asia (24th Sept.

134) they bear dates referring to that era, and are likewise distinguished

by the subordinate symbol of a long torch in the field to the right of the

serpents on the reverse. These cistophori continue in an almost unbroken
series down to B.C. 67, when, after a short interval, a change takes place,
the name of the Roman Proconsul being added from B. c. 58-48 (viz.

T. Ampius Balbus, B.C. 58-57; C. Fabius, B.C. ^']-S'^', C Claudius

Pulcher, b. c. 55-54 (?) ; L. Antonius (Proquaestor), B. c. 50-49 ;
and

C. Fannius (Praetor), b. c. 48). The long series of Ephesian cistophori
was hardly interrupted even during the revolt of the province of Asia

from Rome, B. c. 88-84, in the time of Mithradates
;
but this revolt is

undoubtedly commemorated in the numismatic history of Ephesus by
the altogether exceptional phenomenon of a small series of gold
staters by the emission of which Ephesus proclaimed to the world her

complete independence and autonomy, the coinage of gold money being
then everywhere regarded as a symbol and prerogative of supreme
power.

Ejphesian gold coinage. B. c. 87-84.

Bust of Greek Artemis.

(Head, Ephesus, PI. V. 2-6.)

Id.

E<t)EZinN Cultus-image of the Ephe-
sian Artemis, a fillet hanging from

each hand. Stag, bee, and other

symbols in field . R Stater 132 grs.

Id. no inscr ^84-3 grs.

Circ. B.C. 48-27.

In B.C. 48 Caesar visited Ephesus and reformed the constitution of the

Province of Asia. From this time onwards there is no autonomous

Ephesian silver money, and such bronze coins as are known are of rude
work and slight interest. (Head, EpJiesns, PI. V. 10-12.)

K k
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Imperial times—from the Triumvirate B.C. 43, to Gallienus. Inscr.,

e<t)eCinN, sometimes with titles nPninN or MONnN nPninN ACI AC,
ACYAOY APTeMIAOC, NenKOPflN (B. T. A. or AlC. TPIC. TCTPAKIC,
etc.). TPIC NenKOPnN KAI THC APTCMIAOC. Magistrates, Anthy-
patos (Proconsul of the Roman province of Asia), viz. M'. Acilius Aviola,
A.D. 65-66 ;

P. Calvisius Ruso, L. Caesennius Paetus, and . . . Rufus, under
Domitian

;
and Claudius Julianus, a.d. 145-146, Local Magistrates,

Grammateus, Archiereus, Hiereus, Episkopos {Z. f. N., vi. 15); never
Archon or Strategos, except on alliance coins. After the reign of

Nero local magistrates' names scarcely ever occur on the coins of

Ephesus. Remarkable inscriptions and types
— KAYCTPOC, KAAA€AC

and MAPNAC (rivers); nKCANOC; TieinN €<J)€CinN in connection

with the type of Zeus v^tlos enthroned on mountain, and pouring
rain upon the city of Ephesus ; below is the river-god Cayster (Greau,
Cat., PL VI. 4). The word FFeinN is by some thought to apply to

the mountain Prion or Pion (Pans., vii. 5. 10), but it may be only an

honorary title adopted in the reign of Antoninus Pius by the Ephesians.
This remarkable type refers to the destruction of the city by a violent

storm of rain which swelled the river Cayster (Steph. s.v. "E^erros), b.g.

^22. The following divinities, etc., occur on the coins — APT6MIC
e(t)eCIA; ZeYC OAYMHIOC; AOHNA AP€A; AnOAAHN eMBACIOC;
ANAPOKAOC, the Founder, usually slaying a wild boar, in reference to

the oracle which bade him found the city on the spot where he should
meet a boar : KOPHCOC, one of the legendary founders of the temple of

Artemis; HPAKA€ITOC, theEphesianPhilosopher. Games,Qic.—OK^ NKTWK
0IK0YM€NIKA, KOINON e0€CinN, nANinNlON

;
also I CPA AnHNH,

the sacred car used in processions.
In Imperial times silver coins were struck at Ephesus, both with Greek

and Latin inscriptions, viz. Imperial cistophori with DIANA EPHESIA;
denarii of Vespasian, Titus, and Domitian. and didrachms and drachms
of Nero (112 and ^6 grs.), with inscr., AIAPAXMON and APAXMH.

Alliance coins with the following cities, Adramyteum, Alexandria

Aegypti, Apameia Cibotus Phrygiae, Aphrodisias Cariae, Attaea Mysiae,
Cibyra Phrygiae, Cotiaeum Phrygiae, Cyzicus Mysiae, Hierapolis

Phrygiae, Laodiceia Phrygiae, Magnesia loniae, Mesembria Thraciae,

Metropolis loniae, Miletus loniae, Mytilene Lesbi and Pergamum Mysiae,
Nysa Cariae, Pergamum, Pergamum and Sardes, Pergamum and Smyrna,
Perinthus Thraciae, Philadelphia Lydiae, Sardes Lydiae, Smyrna loniae,
Tralles Lydiae.

Erythrae. This city stood on a peninsula opposite the island of Chios.

It took part in the early electrum currency of the sixth century B.C.

Floral star of eight points (full-blown

rose).
Id.

Wheel-like pattern, or full-blown rose.

Full-blown rose.

Swastika, within floral pattern.
Sun-flower or full-blown rose.

Cruciform incuse

Incuse square .

Incuse square .

Oblong incuse, halved

Incuse square .

Incuse square .

El. 109 grs.

El. 9-3 grs.

El. 40-5 grs.

El. 40 grs.

El. 46 grs.

El. 2-7 grs.

One of the above coins (wt., 40 grs.) was found on the site of the

ancient Erythrae {Num. Chron., vii. 64).
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Silver. Phoenician Standard. Before circ. b. c. 480.

Naked horseman, prancing.

(Mion., Si^x>:P^., vii. PI. VI. i.)

Quadripartite incuse square ^ 109 grs.

SiLVEE. Persic Standard. Circ. b. c. 450-400.

Naked man, holding a prancing horse

by the rein.

(B.M. Guide, PI. XI. 32.)

Pegasos.

Forepart of prancing horse.

E-P-Y-O in the four corners of a sunk

square, within which, a full-blown

rose . . . . iR Drachm. 72 grs.

Id. M, \ Dr. 22 grs.

Flower, with eight petals JR \ Obol.

Silver. Rhodian Standard. Circ. b. c. 330-300.

Head of Herakles in lion's skin.

(B. M. Guide, PI. XXIX. 30.)

EPY Club and bow in case; in field,

owl and magistrates' names . . .

M Tetradr. 231 grs.M Drachm. 56 grs.

Next in order of date follow certain tetradrachms of Lysimachus
(MUller, 409-19). Symbols, Club and Bow in case.

Gold and Silver. After circ. b. c. 200. Attic weight.

Head of Herakles in lion's skin.

{B.M. Guide, V\.^. 16.)

Id. (Brandis, p. 459.)

EPY Divinity, standing holding spear
and uncertain object, clad in short

chiton, and wearing modius
-^ 43-5 gp.

EPY Club and bow in case, and magis-
trate's name with patronymic ;

all in

vine-wreath . . , . M Drachms.

To this period may also be attributed tetradrachms of Class VI. of the

Alexandrine type. Symbols, Club and Bow in case (Miiller, 999-1004).
Herakles was worshipped at Erythi'ae under the name of Ipoktonos

(Strab., 613), the slayer of the Ips, an insect elsewhere very destructive

to the vine, but which did not exist in the territory of the Erythraeans.
The autonomous bronze coins of Erythrae are very numerous, and

yield a large number of magistrates' names. The usual types are a head
of Herakles, rev. Bow-case and Club. Among the more remarkable
varieties may be mentioned OCA CIBYAAA the Erythraean Sibyl

Herophile (Paus., x. 12, 7) seated on a rock
;
also AZOC, the river Axus,

not Aleos as Pliny has it (v. 29, and xxxi.
2).

hnjoerial
—
Augustus to Valerian. Liscr., CPYOPAinN. Magistrates'

names without title or with that of Strategos. Among the interesting

types is the Temple of Herakles, showing the ancient cultus-image of

the god, of Phoenician origin, holding club and lance, described by
Pausanias (vii. 5. 5). Alliance coins with Chios consisting of so-called

autonomous bronze coins of Imperial times and Imperial of Philip Senior.

K k 3
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Gambrium, in the lower valley of the Caicus, not far from Myrina.
Autonomous silver and bronze coins of the fourth and third centuries

B.C.

Head of Apollo.

Id.

Id.

rAM Forepart of butting bull . . .

J^ Phoenician \ Dr. 26 grs.

TAM Gibbous bull butting; above,
star M

•"]

„ Star or tripod . JE -6 and -4

Heracleia ad Latmum, at the foot of Mount Latmus, the scene of the

myth of Endymion. This city, although a place of no great standing,
was yet of sufficient importance to strike its own tetradrachms imme-

diately after the defeat of Antiochus by the Romans at the battle of

Magnesia, B.C. 190.

Head of Pallas, helmet adorned with

the foreparts of horses.

(B. M. Guide, 'PI L. I
>j.)

Head of Pallas in Corinthian helmet.

HPAKAEninN Club, in oak-wreath :

Symbol, Nike . . . JR 250 grs.

HPAKAEHTnN Club in laurel-wreath

Ai 38 grs.

To the same period belongs a series of Alexandrine tetradrachms

(Muller, CI. VI., 1058-1067), with the club as an adjunct symbol.
There are also autonomous bronze coins of the second century B.C.

and later.

The Imperial coins range from Augustus to Geta. The predominant
type is a standing figure of Herakles. On certain coins of Antoninus
Pius and M. Aurelius a Strategos of the name of Attains bears the title

APXIATPOC.

Iiarissa.

B.C.

Autonomous bronze coins of the third or second centuries

Head of Apollo.

(Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 289.)

A A Armed horseman M .7

Lebedus. Of this town there do not seem to be any coins of an
earlier date than the defeat of Antiochus by the Romans at the battle of

Magnesia, B.C. 190, after which it took part in the issue of the flat

tetradrachms of Attic weight which then came into use in so many
Asiatic cities.

Head of Pallas in close helmet.

(B.M.6'mcfe,PhL. 18.)

Head of Pallas in Corinthian helmet.

AEBEAinN Owl on club between two

cornuacopiae ;
all in laurel wreath.

Magistrate's name M, Attic tetradr.

Owl. Symbol : Prow M i Dr.

Also bronze
; f^pes

—Pallas head, Dionysos standing. Prow, Owl, Cista

Mystica, etc.

Imjjerial
—

Vespasian to Geta. Alliance coins with Perperene in Mysia.

Leuce or Lencae, on the Gulf of Smyrna, opposite Clazomenae, was
founded B.C. 352 by the Persian admiral Tachus (Diod., xv. 18 ; Imhoof,
Mon. Gr., 389), and it fell soon afterwards into the power of the Clazo-
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menians. There are small silver and bronze coins, circ. B.C. 350, reading
A or AEY. Ti/pes

—Head of ApoUo or Artemis, rev. Swan. (Imhoof, Lc.)
See also Num. Chron., vii. 66.

Magnesia ad Maeandrum, founded originally by Magnetes from

Thessaly, was from early times a city of considerable importance. When
Themistocles was exiled from Athens he retired to Magnesia, which was
then assigned to him by the King of Persia. To the period of his rule

the following highly interesting numismatic monument undoubtedly
belongs.

Circ. B.C. 464-449.

OEMI^TOKAEO^ Apollo, naked,

standing leaning on long staff, from
which a branch of laurel springs.

MA Bird with extended wings . .

M Attic didr. 132 grs.

(Waddington, Melanges, PI. I. 2.)

Two specimens only of this piece are known, of which one (that in the

British Museum) is plated ;
a suggestive fact, and one which has been

cited as confirming the reputation for trickery with which the name of

Themistocles is associated. For the space of about a century after this

no coins of Magnesia are known, but about the middle of the fourth

century the silver coinage becomes plentiful.

Thessalian (?) horseman.

(Brandis, p. 460.)

Head of Apollo.

Head of Pallas. (A'. C, vii. 67.)

Circ. B.C. 350-300.

MAr, MArN, or MArNHTHN
Gibbous bull butting ; around, a zig-

zag Maeander pattern. Magistrate s

name. M. Phoenician tetradr. 226 grs.,

didr. 1 10 grs., dr. 55 grs., ^ dr. 26 grsv,

also Persic dr. 87 grs.

MArN Forepart of rushing hull . .

vR 15 grsw

M A Trident in Maeander pattern . .

iJl I2 grsw

After circ. b. c. 300.

Regal tetradrachms of Lysimachus. Symbol
—Maeander pattern

(Miiller, Nos. 438, 439).

After circ. b. c. 190.

Tetradrachms of the Alexandrine type. Sjjmhoh
— Maeander pattern

and MA, Butting Bull, or Springing Horse (Miiller, 1068-79). Also flat

tetradrachms of Attic weight with autonomous types.

Fig. 299.
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Head of Artemis, with bow and quiver MArNHTflN Apollo, leaning on

at shoulder. (Fig. 299.) tripod, standing on Maeander pattern;
all in laurel wreath. Magistrate's
name with patronymicM Attic tetradr.

The autonomous bronze coinage extending from the middle of the

fourth century to Roman times shows the heads of Pallas or Apollo, and
on the reverse, the prancing Thessalian horseman, or the horseman, and
on the reverse the rushing bull in combination with the usual Maeander

pattern and magistrates' names.

Imperial—Augustus to Gallienus. Magistrates without titles or with

those of Strategos or Grammateus. Among many remarkable types or

inscriptions are the following: NenKOPnN THC APTEMITOC, warden
of the temple of Artemis Leukophryne ;

GBAOMH THC ACI AC, seventh

city of Asia; AYAAITHC written round a figure of Apollo Kitharoedos

(Kenner, Stift St. Florian, p. 122), rev. AEYKOct)PYC or AEYKO<t>PYNH,
cultus-statue of Artemis Leukophryne, resembling the Artemis of

Ephesus, but sometimes with two flying Victories placing a modius upon
her head

;
Leto carrying her two children, copied from statue by

Euphranor (Overbeck, Gr. Plastik, 3rd ed., vol. ii. p. 87) ; Hephaestos
forging a helmet, or statue of Hephaestos seated and borne on the

shoulders of four men
;
Two Korybantes dancing before infant Zeus

seated on cippus ;
Athena standing with Titan Atlas at her feet sup-

porting sphere (polus) on his head, (Panofka, Dissert. Num., 1832, PI.

XLIX. A. I) ; Man carrying an uprooted tree
;
Man driving a bull into

a cavern
;
The three Charites

;
Demeter in car drawn by serpents ;

AOPO MHACIA, Aphrodite Meleia holding sceptre and pomegranate,
behind her, Eros (Imhoof, Moti. Gr., p. 292) ; Dionysos resting on thyrsos,
a Maenad beating cymbals before him

; APfn, the Ship Argo ;
Three

nymphs, one standing and two recumbent, with water-urns. Liscr.^

KOAnOI (valleys).

Metropolis, between Ephesus and Smyrna. Bronze of Imperial times,

without or with heads of Emperors—Nero to Gallienus (Imhoof, Mon. Gr.,

292). l)if^cr., MHTPOnOACITUUN, MHTPOnOACITHN THN CN IflNIA,
or MHTPOnOACnC. %;(?^

—
River-god ACTPAIOC ; Agonistic urn

referring to Games called CCBACTA KAICAPHA ; Ares standing; Tyche
holding statue of Ares ; Zeus seated

; Kybele enthroned
;

Artemis

Ephesia with inscr., APTCMIC ; Magistrate, Strategos. It is often difii-

cult to distinguish the coins of this city from tbose of Metropolis in

Phrygia.

Miletus. This once great and flourishing commercial city was, there

can be little doubt, one of the earliest places of mintage of the ancient
world. We have the authority of Herodotus (i. 94) for attributing to

the Lydians the invention of the art of coining money, but the priority
which the Lydian capital enjoyed in the issue of stamped ingots can
have been but of short duration, for we have no hesitation in assigning
to the rich coast town of Miletus a whole series of primitive electrum

coins, bearing the characteristic Milesian type of a lion with his head
turned back, or of a lion's head with a star (the sun

i)
above his forehead.

The normal weight of the Milesian electrum staters appears to have been
about 220 grs.
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Electkum Coikage.

Circ. B. c. 700-494.

Fig. 300.

Two lions' heads to the front, in oppo-
site directions.

Forepart of lion, with star over fore-

head. (Fig. 300.)
Lion recumbent to r., his head re-

verted.

Similar, within oblong frame.

(Mion., Sumyl., ix. PI. X. i.)

Id.

{Num.Chron., 1875, PI. VIII. 4.)

Lion, lying 1., looking r.

(Brandis, p. 394.)

Lion's head, with open jaws ; above,
star.

{Num. Chron., 1875, PI. VIII. 9.)

Lion's head, with open jaws ; above,
star.

Three rough incuse depressions, that in

the centre oblong, the others square .

El. Stater 219-5 grs.
Similar . . . El. Stater 215-3 grs.

Similar, but the sinkings containing
ornaments . El. Stater 217-8 grs.

Three incuse depressions, as on coin

first described . El. Stater 218 grs.

Similar, but each sinking containing a

type ;
the uj)per square a stag's head

;

the central oblong a fox; the lower

square a device

Êl. Stater 214-8 grs.
El. \ Stater 107 grs.

Two incuse squares, each containing a
star (both ornamented)

El. Trite 71 grs.

Oblong incuse, divided into two parts .

El. Trite 73 grs.
El. Tetarte 49 grs.
El. Hecte 37 grs.

Incuse square El. Hemihecton 18-1 grs.

Of this time there are no silver coins which can be assigned to
Miletus with certainty. The earliest silver money belongs to the period
which followed the revolt of Miletus from the Athenians towards the
close of the Peloponnesian war.

Silver Coinage,

Circ. B.C. 478-390.

Lion.

Forepart of lion looking back.

Floral star, in incuse square .^33 grs.
Id .^19 grs.

Under the Carian dynasts Hecatomnus and Mausolus.

B.C. 385-350,

EKA Forepart of lion, looking back.

(Waddington, Melanges, PI. I. 6.)MA Id. (AVadd., Z. c, PI. L 5.)
Lion looking back.

Star in incuse circle. (Attic drachm.)
-51 66 grs.

Id. (Samian Standard) . M 201 grs.

Star and magistrate's name .^ -55
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In the Milesian territory, at a place called Didyma or Didymi, was the

world-renowned oracle of Apollo AtSn/xevs or AtSujuato?. The symbols of

this god were the Lion and the Sun, and it is reasonable to suppose that

the earliest coins of Miletus which bore these sacred symbols may have
been issued under the auspices of the Branchidae, as the Priests of the

Didymean Apollo were called. Vestiges of this prerogative of coining

money would even seem to have been retained by the Temple authorities

at Didyma down to a late time, for the following Temple-coins belong
to the second half of the fourth century b. c.

Head of Apollo Didymeus.
(Mion., Sujypl., vi. PI. V. i.)

Er AIAYMHN lEPH

looking back at star .

Lion, standing
. iR 27 grs.

From the very remarkable inscription on these coins which are of the

weight of the ordinary Phoenician half-drachm, it may be inferred that

the sacred standard in use at Didyma was half the weight of the

ordinary Milesian standard, for with the adjective lEPH we can hardly
supply any other word than bpaxM-

Circ. B. c. 350-190, and later.

The remaining silver coins of Miletus are somewhat difficult to classify

owing to their uniformity in type and style. Guided mainly by their

weights we may arrange them in four chronological periods as follows :
—

Head of Apollo, 1., laur.

(Brandis, p. 461.)

Ml (in mon.) Lion standing, looking
back at star or sun

; beneath, magis-
trate's name.

(i) B.C. 350-334. Phoenician Drachms, 55 gTS., and \ Dr. 27 grs.
B. c. 334-300. Probable interval in the coinage after Alexander's

conquest,

(ii) Circ. B.C. 300-250. Persic Staters 160 grs.. Drachms, 80 grs., and

^ Drachms, 39 grs.

(iii) Circ. B.C. 250-190. Rhodian Drachms, 100 grs.

(iv) After circ. B.C. 190. Attic Spread Tetradrachms of Alexander's types

(Miiller, Nos. 1033-1057). Also of the Milesian type (see below).

Gold and Silver Coinage.

After circ. b. c. 190.

The rare gold staters of Miletus, now in the British Museum, fall

apparently into the period of renewed freedom which followed the defeat
of Antiochus at Magnesia.

Head of Apollo, facing.

Head of Apollo, r.
; bow and quiver at

shoulder.

Head of Apollo, hair in formal curls.

Ml (in mon.) Lion standing, looking
back at star. Magistrate BinN

;
in

field, various monograms. A 1 29-8 grs.

Ml Id K 130-3 gis-

„ Id. Magistrate, EYMHXANOZ.
A 130 grs.
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It is to this period also that I would attribute a tetradrachm of

reduced Attic weight at present in the possession of M. Lambros, of Athens.

Head of Apollo, r., laureate. M I AHS InN Lion standing, looking
back. In exergue, magistrate's name,
MOAOZZOZ; in field, monogram .

M Spread tetradr. wt. 247 grs.

The latest Milesian silver coins of the Rhodian weight reduced to

seventy-five grs. belong also to this time.

Bronze Coinage.

The autonomous bronze money of Miletus, which ranges over the whole

period from about b. c. 350 to Roman times, resembles for the most part
the silver.

Period of Roman dominion.

The autonomous bronze of the Roman period is as follows:—

Naked statue of Apollo, holding in his

hands stag and bow.

Recumbent lion, looking back at star.

Magistrate's name . . . . ^E -8

The obverse type of this coin is a copy of the famous bronze cultus-

statue of the Didymean Apollo by Canachus (Overbeck, Gr. Plastik, third

edition, vol. i. p. 109).

hnjwnal—Augustus to Salonina. Magistrate's name sometimes with
title Archon, rarely with that of Strategos.

Bemarkable types or inscriptions
—AIAYMGYZ, Statue of Apollo by

Canachus; MEIAHTOS, armed figure of Miletos the Oekist
;
Statue of

Leto, by Euphranor, carrying her two children, as on coins of Magnesia,
etc.; Cultus- statue of Artemis in long chiton, veiled and holding bow
and patera, beside her.a stag.

(za;;^^5—AlAYMeiA and nANinNlA HYOIA.
Alliance coins with Amisus Ponti, Ephesus, Smyrna, and Cos.

Myus, the smallest town of the Ionic League, stood on the left bank
of the Maeander, near the northern shore of the Latmian Gulf, opposite
Miletus (^^iJ. Num., 1858, 166).

Autonomous bronze. Circ. B. c. 350.

Head of Apollo. AAYH Bird in circle formed by Mae-
ander pattern M

-"j

Naulochtts, between Myus and Priene.

Autonomous bronze. Circ. b. c. 350.

Helmeted head.

{Num. Chron., XI. 58.)

NAY Dolphin in circle, formed by
Maeander pattern .... ^ '4
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Neapolis, on the coast midway between Ephesus and Panionium.
Autonomous bronze of Imperial times and Imperial of Severus Alexander,

Maximinus, Gordian, and Treb. Gallus. Inscr., NeATTOAITHN with
addition sometimes of surname AYP (Aurelia). Types

—Head of Hera,
rev. Eagle ; Poseidon seated [Num. Chro7i., vii. 68) ; Dionysos standing, etc.

(Imhoof, Mo7i. Gr., p. 294).

Fhocaea. This ancient city was in early times one of the chief

centres of maritime enterprise in the Mediterranean sea (Herod, i. 163).
As such it was also one of the first to adopt the new invention of coining

money. The standard of the early Phocaean electrum coinage appears
to have been based upon the sixtieth part of the heavy Assyrian mina
in gold (15,600-^60=260 grs.). The issue of the Phocaic early electrum

staters and smaller divisions seems to coincide with the period during
which the Phocaeans are said to have been supreme upon the sea

[OakaTTOKpaTiiv), B.C. 602-560 [Num. Chron., 1 875, p. 282).

Electeum. Circ. b. c. 600 or earlier -560.

Seal [j^hocu) ; beneath, © (=<t>).

[Num. Chron., 1875, PI. X. 6.)

Head of seal, 1.

(i\^.C., 1875, Pl.X. 16.)

Id.

Griffin's head
; above, uncertain, in-

scription (?) apparently I$GM.
Head of griffin, r.

Two shallow incuse squares of different

sizes . . . El, Stater, 254 grs.

Incuse square . El. Twelfth, 20-3 grs.

Id. . . . El. Forty-eighth, 4-7 grs.

Small incuse square. El. Stater, 256 grs.

(Sestini, Stai. Ant.,ix. Fig. 5.)
Incuse square, quartered

El. Twenty-fourth, iO'2 grs.

There are other archaic staters of the Phocaic standard struck at other

mints, e.g. 3l9/tilene (?),
Head of Lion, 248 grs. (B. M. Gitide, PI. 1. 10). Ci/zicus,

Tunny-fish between two fillets, 252grs.(A'?/?«. C//rwi.,i875,Pl.X. 7). Zeleia[V)^

Chimaera, 2527 grs. [Num.. Chron., 1. c, PI. X. 9), and Thrace or Thasos
(?),

Centaur carrying off a woman
(7\'z«;i. Chron., I.e., PI. X. 11), 252 grs.

The silver money of Phocaea, which belongs to the age of its prosperity,
before the Persian Conquest, B. c. 545, resembles the electrum.

Silver, b. c. 545.

Seal. (B. M. Guide, PL II. 23.)
Head of griffin.

Id.

Id.

Incuse square . M Drachm. 58-5 grs.

Id ^ Diobol. 21-4 grs.
Id M Obol. 1 0-3 grs.

Id M\ Obol. 5 grs.

After circ. B.C. 544.

For some time after the Persian conquest and the emigration of the

greater part of the population to the West (Velia, Massilia, etc.) the

coinage of Phocaea seems to have ceased altogether.
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Electrum Hectae of Phocaea of the fifth and fourth centuries, b. c.

Fig. 301. Fig. 302. Fig. 303.

The abundant series of electrum or pale gold hectae of various types

(B. M. Guide, PL X. 16-19), ^^^ ^^^ distinguished by a small seal as an

adjunct symbol, range from the archaic to the finest style of art. The
earlier types are for the most part heads of animals or animal forms (Figs.

301-303), the later, heads of divinities or heroes. It is remarkable that not

a single specimen of the Phocaic stater of this age has yet been discovered,

although we know from Thucydides (iv. 52, hia-^Lkiovi araTrjpas 't>o}KaiTas),

writing of the events of B. c. 425, and from Demosthenes (xl. ^6, rpiaKo-

criovs (TTaTTJpas <t>coKaeis} that large numbers of Phocaean staters must have

circulated side by side with the hectae. Staters and hectae of Phocaea are

also mentioned in Attic inscriptions dating from b. c. 429 (C. I. Att., ed.

Kirchhoff,i. 199 and 207)<l'a)Kai8es iKxai yjpvcrlov and from B. C. 397 {C.I. G.,

150, § 19) 4>(OKatK0j (TTaTTJpe : 1 1 : e/crai (PcoKatbes • • • (§ 22) e/crrj <I'a)/cai?, etc.

It was moreover precisely in the latter part of the fifth century, that

the towns Phocaea and Mytilene concluded a monetary convention,

according to the stipulations of which it was decreed that the two cities

should strike coins of identical weight and fineness, each minting in turn

for the space of one year, it being decided by lot that Mytilene should

begin ^

There can be no doubt whatever that the gold coins, xpuo'toi^, mentioned
on the stone are the hectae of which such large quantities have come
down to us, and that both staters and hectae of Phocaea, and hectae of

Mytilene and other towns formed, with the Cyzicenes, the staple of the

gold or electrum currency of the Ionian coast-towns between b. c. 480
and 350. I am not aware that there are any silver coins which can be

satisfactorily attributed to Phocaea during the above period.

Bkonze. Circ. b. c. 350—Roman Times.

The bronze coins from B. c. 350 down to Roman times are not un-
common ;

the following are the usual types :
—

Head of nymph or goddess.
Head of Hermes.
Head of Pallas.

Griffin's head -^ '5

Forepart of griffin M
•"]

Griffin ^ .7

In the early part of the second century Alexandrine tetradrachms and
drachms bearing the badges of Phocaea, the seal or the griffin, or the
letters OH, were issued from the Phocaean mint (Miiller, Nos. 983-990).

Imperial
—
Augustus to Philip, without or with Emperor's head. Inscr.,

<l)n, <J)nKA€nN or 0nKAienN, with addition of magistrates' names,

' The text of this treaty is given in facsimile by Conze {Lesbos, Taf. vi. i.) See also Jtev.

•Num., 1868, 242. The inscription was discovered and first published by Newton {Trs. R. Soc.
Lit. viii. 549).
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without title or with that of Strategos. Among the fr/pes the more
remarkable are a dog attacking a dolphin ;

the Dioskuri or their pilei
above a prow ;

Isis Pharia, etc. River-god sometimes with names CM A PA ,

or TERM. (Kenner, Stift St. Florian, p. 128).
Alliance coins with Lampsacus.

Phygela or Pygela (Strab., 639), a small seaport between Ephesus and

Miletus, where was a temple of Artemis Munychia.

C{rc. B.C. 350-300 (?).

Head of Artemis Munychia, facing,

wearing Stephanos.

\Rev. Num., 1853, 246.)

<t>YrEAEnN Rushing bull; behind,

palm-tree. In exergue, 01 NOPI AHZ
Phoenician tetradr. 217 grs.

Also contemporary small bronze coins with analogous types {Num.
Ckron., vii. 69).

Friene, on the southern declivity of Mount Mycale. Its coinage
begins shortly after the time of Alexander the Great. The temple of

Athena Polias at Priene was dedicated by Alexander himself, b. c. 334,
and bore the inscription, (now preserved in the British Museum,) Bao-iAevs

'Aki^avbpos avi6r]K€ tov vabv 'Adrjvatr] YloKtabi..

Third century, B. c.

Head of Athena Polias, ]., in round
crested helmet.

Id.

Id., in profile, or facing.

Head of Athena, 1.

nPIH Trident and magistrate's name
;

all within a circle of Maeander

pattern . M. Persic drachm 76 grs.
M,

,, tetrobol 56 grs.
JR ,, triobol 36 grs.
JR ,, diohol 27 grs.

nPIH Hippocampi vR tetrobol 58 grs.
nPIH no type. Magistrate's name in

Maeander circle . . . ^ -65- -4

nPIHNEnN Tripod . . ^ .65

Second century, b. c, and later.

Tetradrachms of the Alexandrine type (Mliller, CI. VI, 1026-32).
Symbol

—Trident and TIP I or TIP I H. Also bronze.

Head of Athena. FFPIH or on some specimens KAAMH
;

Magistrate's name and various sym-
bols ^ -85

The name Cadme was sometimes applied to Priene in memory of a
Boeotian colony which once settled there (Strab., ^'^'^).

Imperial
—Tiberius to Valerian, with or without Emperor's head.

Magistrate sometimes with title Archon. Select types— ^\KZ, Bust of

Bias the sage, a native of Priene (Fox, PL IV. 81); Figure of Athena

standing with coiled serpent before her
; probably a copy of the statue in

the temple of Athena Polias.

^
Eratosthenes, cited by Strabo (384), says that the statue of Poseidon Helikonios, who was

especially revered by the Prienians, held in his hand a hippocamp {Num. Chron., vii. 69).
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Smyrna. From the time of the destruction of Smyrna by the Lydian
king Alyattes (circ. B.C. 627), down to that of its restoration by Anti-

gonus and Lysimachus, there was no mint at Smyrna. The earliest

Smyrnaean coins are tetradrachms of Lysimachus (Miiller, 408). Symbol—
Head of Kybele turreted. The remaining silver coins all belong to the

second century B.C., and consist (i)
of Alexandrine tetradrachms (Miiller,

CI. VI. 991-994); (ii) of Cistophori reading IMYP. Symbol, Head of

Kybele ;
and (iii) of autonomous tetradrachms and drachms of the flat

spread fabric.

Attic Standard. Circ.^.C. 190-133.

^^^-.a

Fig. 304.

Head of Kybele, wearing turreted

crown. (Fig. 304.)
Id.

Head of Apollo, laureate.

iMYPNAinN and large magistrate's

monogram in a wreath. iE tetradr.

IMYPNAinN Lion and magistrate's
name

; all in a wreath . M, tetradr.

IMYPNAinN Homer seated, holding
scroll. Magistrate's monogram .

M Dr. and M

The bronze coins of the second and first centuries B.C. are numerous.

Among them may be mentioned the following :
—

Circ. B.C. 88-84.

Head of Mithradates the Great, dia-

demed.

IMYPNAinN Nike, with wreath and

palm M '95

It may be either to this period or the previous one that the unique
gold stater in the Bibliotheque at Paris should be attributed.

Head of Kybele.

(Mion., iii. 190.)

IMYPNAinN nPYTANElZ Female

figure, veiled, and wearing polos,

leaning on column, and holding Nike

^130 grs.

This stater, as the inscription testifies, must have been issued under
the authority of the whole body of the Prytaneis. Cf. the gold staters of
Miletus and Ephesus.
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Imperial
—Augustus to Gallienus, with or without Emperor's head.

/«5cr., IMYP, IMYPNAinN, etc., often with honorary titles, NenKOPHN,
npninN aciac, npninN aciac r NenKOPnN inN ceBACinN
KAAAei KAI MCreoei, and in one instance AAPIANH. The third

Neocorate begins towards the end of the reign of Sept. Severus. Magis-
trates—Proconsul ANOYTTATOC (viz. P. Petronius, A.D. 29-35; C. Cal-

purnius Aviola, 38-39 ;
M. Suillius Nerullinus, 69-70 ;

Vettius Bolanus,

79(?); Ti. Catius C. Silius Italicus after a.d. 77; L. Mestrius Florus,

83-84; Sex. Julius Frontinus, after A.D. 83; Fuscus, between 98 and

102; L. Venuleius Apronianus, 138-139). Eques inTTIKOC, Quaestor
TAMIAC, Praetor CTPATHPOC, sometimes with addition of AIA BIOY;
also Asiarch, Stephanephoros, Sophistes, Archiereus, and Hiereia, a

Priestess, by name Myrtos, who was in office in the time of the Pro-
consul Frontinus, and who bore the title of QvyaTr]p tov h^ixov (Imhoof,
3Ion. Gr., T^. 2gy). Divi?iities— The Nemeses; Z€YC AKPAIOC ; G€A
PHMH

;
CMYPN A, a turreted bust with the Amazonian bipennis ;

TYXH
;

Herakles OnAO<t>YAAE, Eckhel, ii. 543 ;
Demeter Horia, with dedicatory

inscr., IMYPNAIOI THN nPIAN (Zeit. f. Num., iv. 315); CinYAHNH,
epithet of Kybele ; OMHPOC, Homer seated^ a copy perhaps of some
statue in the '0/x?jpetoy at Smyrna^.
Down to the end of the reign of Trajan, Smyrna is spelt with a I or

Z, afterwards with a C.

Hivers—EP lAOC and MCAHC, and Fountain KAA€nN.
Games—TlPajk KOINA THC ACIAC CN CMYPNH, and HANinNIA.
Otker remarkable inscriptions or types

—TTOAeMnN (or ICPHNYMOC)
ANeOHKE IMYPNAIOIC, on medallions of Antinous ; Tyche holding

patera and cornucopiae and crowned with polos ;
cf. the description of

the statue by Bupalus in Pans., iv, 30. 4 ;
The two Nemeses, each with

right hand raised to her breast, the one holding in her left a bridle, the

other a sceptre, and with a wheel at her feet
;
A single winged Nemesis

(cf. Paus., i. 33. 6) with her right hand raised to her breast and with

bridle in her left
;
The two Nemeses appearing in a vision to Alexander

asleep under a plane -tree, and exhorting him to found the city of Smyrna ;

(cf. Paus., vii. 5. 2, 3) ;
The Nemeses in a chariot drawn by Griffins ;

Smyrna was the chief seat of the worship of the Nemeses. The Griffin

as a frequent Smyrnaean type symbolises the cultus of those Goddesses

(Eckhel, ii. 552), and is often represented placing his paw upon a wheel.

The Lion, on the other hand, refers to the worship of Kybele, and places
his paw upon the tympanum, the wheel and the tympanum being equally
emblematical of these two cults.

Alliance coins with Athens, Caesareia Cappadociae, Chios, Clazomenae,

Cyzicus, Ephesus, Ephesus and Pergamum, Hierapolis Phryg., Lacedaemon,
Laodiceia Phryg., Magnesia ad Sipylum, Miletus, Mytilene, Nicomedia,

Pergamum and Tralles, Perinthus, Philadelphia, Sardes, Thyatira, Tralles.

Teos, a flourishing seaport some fifteen miles west of Lebedus. The

majority of the citizens left their homes in B.C. 544, unable to submit to

the Persian satraps, and migrated to Abdera in Thrace. The town was

not, however, entirely abandoned, as the continuance of its silver coinage

amply testifies.

' These coins were called 'Ofiripua (Strab., 646).
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It is usual to attribute to this city a very early Phocaic gold stater,

bearing for type a Griffin's head, and the curious inscr., I$OM, described
under Phocaea

;
but this attribution is far from being satisfactory. There

are also small archaic electrum coins weighing about 9 grs,, with a

griffin or a griffin's head upon them which may belong to Teos. The
silver coins are as follows :

—
Aeginetic Standard {f). Before circ. B.C. 544.

Griffin, seated.

(B. M. Guide, PI. II. 24.)

Id., with foreleg raised
;

in field,

symbol.
Id.

Quadripartite incuse square . . . .

Ai Aeginetic stater 184 grs.
Id. . . iR „ „ „ „

Id. JR drachm. 90 gra.

The Griffin on the money of Teos appears to be symbolical of the

worship of Dionysos, whose temple in that city was one of the finest

specimens of the Ionic style of architecture in Greece. The earliest coins

of Abdera bear a very close resemblance to those of Teos, its mother city,
and the adoption by the former of the Griffin as a coin-type is a strong
point in favour of the early date of the Teian silver coinage.

Circ. B. c. 544-400.

I HI, TH, THI, THION or no inscr.

Griffin, seated, with fore-paw raised.

Symbols, vaiious.

(B. M. Guide, PI. XI. 33.)
Id.

Id.

Quadripartite incuse square ; surface

often granulated. JR Aeginetic stater.

Id.

Id.

Al Aeginetic ^ <lr. 42 grs.

JR „ i^ ob. 22 grs.

It will be observed that all the early coins of Teos are apparently
adjusted to the Aeginetic standard. It was probably not until the close

of the fifth century that Teos brought her coinage into harmony with
those of Ephesus, Samos, Chios, and the rest of the Ionian states by the

adoption of the Phoenician weight.

Phoenician Standard. Circ. B.C. 400-300.

Griffin, seated, with fore-paw raised.

(Mion., Sup])l., vi. PI. VI, 2.)

Id. (Hunter, PI. LVII. 20.)

Head of Maenad, thyrsos at her

shoulder. (Fox, II. 83.)

THinN and magistrate's name on the

broad bands dividing the incuse

square . M. Phoenician dr. 55 grs.
THI Kanthai'os, and magistrate's name

iR I dr. 27 grs.
THinN Lyre . . JR \ dr. 25 grs.

After circ. B.C. 200.

From the end of the fourth century until the beginning of the second,
Teos appears to have struck no money in silver. It is to about B.C. 190
that the Alexandrine tetradrachms

'

(Miiller, 1005-6) with THI and a
Griffin, a Kantharos, or a draped statue of Dionysos, belong.
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To this age I would also ascribe the latest autonomous silver coins of

the town :
—

Griffin seated.

Flying griffin.

THI Kantharos and magistrate's name
APIZTHNAZ . . ^ 47 grs.

„ Id. various magistrates ....M 2S-5 gi's.

Bronze money of Teos.

The bronze coins of Teos, from circ. b. c. 350 to Roman times, are of no

special interest. The predominant types are :
—

Seated griffin.

Flying griffin.

THI nN Kantharos or ivy-wreath

Lyre .... ^ .7

Imperial times, bronze without or with Emperor's head—Augustus to

Salonina. Magistrate, Strategos. Inscr., TH I nN, sometimes with titles

NenKOPnN, THinN einNnN or einNnN only. The types refer to

the worship of Dionysos. The figure of Anacreon also occurs seated or

standing playing the lyre, hiscr., ANAKP€nN.
Alliance coins with Clazomenae and Colophon.

SATRAPAL COINAGE IN IONIA.

The Persian types of the following staters, etc., taken in connection
with the name PYOArOPHC in the Ionic dialect, indicate that they were
minted in some Greek city of the Ionic satrapy subject to Persia, but
under the immediate rule of a Greek tyrant or dynast. The date of

their issue would seem to have been shortlj^ after the Peace of Antalcidas
B.C. 387, when the king of Persia regained most of his long-lost influence

over the western coast of Asia Minor.

Rhodian Standard. Circ, b. c. 387.

PYOArOPH^ King of Persia, kneel-

ing, with bow and spear.
No inscr. Similar.

Id.

Granulated incuse square, with curious

irregular surface JB, Tetradr. 229 grs.

Similar . . . M. Tetradr. 238 grs.
Id ^-S-'SS

(B. V. Head, Lydia and Persia, PI. III. 18-22.)

There are also a few other satrapal coins which should be mentioned
in this place, although it cannot be proved that they were all struck in

Ionia.

Rhodian Standard. Fourth century, B. C.

Head of satrap in Persian tiara.

Similar head.

CPIOP Forepart of winged horse . .

{Num. Zeit., iii. p. 424.) JR 39 grs.
2PI ForejDart of horse . . . ^E -3

These coins were undoubtedly struck by one or other of the Persian

commanders named Spithridates. The first of these revolted from
Pharnabazus in B.C. 396 (Xen., Anai., vi. 3. 7, and Hell., iii. 4. 10) ;

and the
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second was Satrap of Ionia and Lydia under Darius Codomannus (AiTian,
Anab., i. 1 2. 8). See also the coins of Orontas mentioned under lolla,

Mysiae (p. 455).

ISLANDS OF IONIA.

Chios. This important island is separated from the mainland by a
strait about five miles in width at its narrowest part. The chief town
which gave its name to the whole island stood on the eastern coast

opposite Erythrae.
The early coinage of Chios, which may be safely attributed to the

sixth century B. c, consists of electrum staters of the Milesian standard

(217 grs.), and of silver didrachms of a weight peculiar to Chios, which
is probably the Phoenician somewhat raised, the didrachm weighing at

Chios from 123-120 grs., while elsewhere on the Ionian coast it rarely
exceeds 107 grs.

Circ. B. c. 600-490. Electeum. Milesian Standard.

Sphinx seated.

(B. M. Guide, PL I. 8.)

Quadripartite incuse square . . . .

El Stater 217 grs.

SliiVEE. Chian Standard.

Sphinx seated, in front, an amphora ;

above which, sometimes, a bunch of

grapes.

Quadripartite incuse square ....
JR Didr. 122 grs.M Tetrob.40 grs.

(Mion., PL XLIY. i. 2.)

It is evident that the Sphinx at Chios, like the Griffin at Teos, is

symbolical of the cultus of Dionysos.

Circ. B.C. 478-412.

The coinage of Chios while the island was a subject ally of Athens is

less abundant than before. The types remained unchanged, but the

weight of the electrum stater was assimilated to that of the more widely
current Cyzicene stater (Eer. Num., 1864, PI. I. 4). In silver, the tetra-

drachm (236 grs.) and drachm (^6 grs.) now make their first appearance
(B. M. Guide, PL XI. 34). In the time of the Peloponnesian war there

was a coin of Chios called a ' Fortieth
'

kajSovres Trapa tS>v Xicov rpels Tecrcra-

paKOdTas €Ka(7Tos Xi'a? (Thuc.,viii. loi). It is probable that the coins here
mentioned are the tetradrachms of 240 grs. max., forty of which would
be equivalent to an Aeginetic silver mina of 9600 grs. max., at that time

by far the most widely used standard among the Aegean islands (Brandis,
p. 122). The expression -nevTahpayp-io. as applied by Xenophon [lielJ., i.

6. 12) to Chian money does not appear to refer to coins, but is the

equivalent sum in Chian money to five Aeginetic drachms, 96x5=480
grs. or two Chian tetradrachms of 240 grs. max.

T. 1
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Circ. B.C. 412-350.

During the fourth century the money of Chios consists of tetradrachms

and drachms.

Sphinx, amphora, and grapes.

(B. M. Guide, PI. XIX. 31.)

Incuse square, divided by two broad

bands,on one ofwhich is a magistrate's
name . . , M Tetradr. 236 grs.

JR Drachm. 58 grs.

Circ. B.C. 190-84.

From the middle of the fourth century down to the beginning of the

second there is a break in the series of the money of Chios. It recom-

mences apparently about the year e.g. 190, when the Romans rewarded
the Chians by a grant of land for their fidelity to them during the war
with Antiochus. Following the fashion of the age, the Chians now began
to strike in large quantities tetradrachms of the Alexandrine type

(Miiller, Classes V-VI. Nos. 1 080-1 125). These coins all bear the Sphinx
of Chios as an adjunct symbol, and those of Class VI. a magistrate's
name in addition. How long this coinage may have continued it is hard
to say, but a comparison of the names of the magistrates on the Alexan-
drine tetradrachms with those of the still later series of Chian drachms,
which I would assign to the time of Sulla, leads me to infer that the

former had ceased before the latter began.

Circ. B. c. 8i-Im2)erial Times.

In B. c. 84 Chios was declared by Sulla a free ally of Rome, and as

such it seems to have retained its right of coinage down to the latest

times, for there are no Chian coins of the Imperial class.

Sphinx and grapes ;
on the latest issues

the name of Augustus occurs.

(Hunter, PI. XVII. 11, 12.)

Id. In Front, grapes, ear of corn, club,

star, or other symbol.

orXIOZ Amphora, in ivy-wreath,
circle of dots; in field, various

symbols and a magistrate's name
M, Attic drachms 60 grs.

XI OS Amphora; various symbols and

magistrates' names . . . M -7- -4

On the latest specimens which come down to Imperial times the

magistrate's name is accompanied by a patronymic, e. g. M. KAAY.
rOPriAS AHPOOEOY.

Imperial times— Bronze coins without the head of the Emperor, and

usually bearing designations of values in full, as TPIA ACCAPIA, AYH
ACCAPIA, ACCAPION, HMYCY ACCAPION, OBOAOC, TETPAXAAKON,
TPIXAAKON, AIXAAKON, etc. The obverse type is a Sphinx with fore-

foot raised above a prow or a bunch of grapes. Among the reverse types
are two standing figures (Apollo and Dionysos) ; Amphora ;

Kantharos ;

Naked male figure standing; Two thyrsi crossed. A magistrate's name
is frequently added, either without title or with that of Archon. The
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legend OMHPOC, combined with the type of Homer seated, may also

be noted.

Alliance coins with Erythrae and Smyrna struck at those cities.

Zcaria. A small island west of Samos. Bronze coins subsequent to

B. c. 300.

EKKAPEnN Female figure, leaning on

sceptre M -45

Head of Zeus.

Also /iwjoma/ of Commodus. //i*cr., IK API €nN. (See Mionnet.)

Oeuoe Icariae. Silver and bronze circ. B. c. 300. (See Prokesch, Tned.^

1854, 287, and PI. IV. 18, 19.)

Head of Artemis, facing.
Id. in profile.

Rushing bull.

Head of young Dionysos.

OINAI Rushing bull . . 4l 50 grs.

OiNAinN Id JE .65

„ Ram . . . M -^

„ Bunch of grapes JS^ •

7

Samos. The numismatic history of this island has been discussed in

detail by Professor Gardner, Samos and Samian Coins, Num. Chron., 1882.

The distinctive Samian coin-types, the skin or scalp of a Lion's face,

and the forepart of a bull, are of doubtful meaning. Before the Persian

Conquest, B. c. 494, the Samian coins which have come down to us are

chiefly of electrum adjusted to the Milesian standard. The reign of the

celebrated tyrant Polycrates, during which Samos was the first maritime

power in the Aegean sea (b.c. 532-522), is the period to which most of

these electrum coins undoubtedly belong, although, as I have elsewhere
shown {Ntim. Chron., 1875), it is quite possible that some specimens may
be assigned to a still earlier date.

Electrum. Circ. b. c. 700-494.

Forepart of bull, with head reverted.

(Gardner, PI. I. I.)
Lion's scalp facing.
Id. (Gardner, PI. I. 2.)

Id. {Num. Chron., 1875, PI. VIII. 15.)
Bull's head.

Quadripartite incuse square .

El Stater 217 grs.

Incuse square . El Trite 72 grs.

Id El Hecte 35-9 grs.

Id. . > . . . El ^ Hectei7-7grs.
Id El jL Hecte 3 grs.

There are also small silver archaic coins with a Lion's scalp or a Bull's

head, which may also be attributed to Samos.

Samos, a member of the Athenian Confederacy.

Silver, b.c. 494-439.

Lion's scalp facing,

(Gardner, PI. I. 13-16.)

? A or ^ A Ml N Forepart of bull and

changing symbol M. Tetradr. 202 grs>

L 1 2
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As in the case of the contemporary Athenian coins, the reverse type
is frequently not placed in an incuse square. The tetradrachms of this

period are globular and roughly executed.

Circ. B.C. 439-394.

In B.C. 439 Samos, hitherto an independent ally of Athens, was

brought by Pericles into complete subjection. The tetradrachms of this

period are occasionally of the Attic standard, but more frequently of

Samian weight (202 grs.). They all bear the Olive-branch, the emblem of

Athena, behind the Bull on the reverse (Gardner, PI. II. 1-6). They
are of finer execution than the more ancient specimens, and the reverse

type is enclosed in an incuse square. The latest specimens bear in the

field the consecutive letters B—Z, possibly dates ranging from B. c. 407-
394. Among the smaller coins the following may be noted :

—

Forepart of winged boar.

Forepart of bull.

Forepart of wiuged boar.

Lion's head.

Prow of Samian galley.

The above are figured in Gardner's Samos, PI. II. 9-31.

Lion's scalp, in incuse square .

MT)Y. 55 grs

Forepart of bull, in incuse square
vH Tetrob. 32 grs

Lion's head, in incuse square or circle.

often with inscr. 2 A
M Triobols, etc

Ram's head, in incuse square ...
M> Diobols, etc

Amphora, in incuse square JR Obols.

Circ. B.C. 394-365.

Soon after the victory of Conon at Cnidus, Samos joined the anti-

Laconian alliance, of which Rhodes, Cnidus, Ephesus, and lasus were
also members. The sole record of this symmachy is the federal coinage
issued on that occasion (Waddington, Mev. Num., 1863, p. 223) by the

members of the League.

Fig. 305.

^YN Infant Herakles strangling two
j

^A Lion's seal]?. (Fig. 305.) . . .

serpents. I ^ Rhodian tridrachm. 178 grs.

The word SYN[/xa)(tKo'i;] indicates the federal character of the cur-

rency.
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From this time forward the ancient Samian standard (tetradr. 202 grs.)
is replaced by the heavier E-hodian standard (tetradr. 240 grs.), a change
of weight which took place about the same time at Ephesus. A magis-
trates name in the nominative ease is also added on the reverse, some-
times together with the patronymic, as EPI KPATH^ AXEAHI 0. (Gardner,
PL III. 3.)

In this period also the bronze coinage begins :
—

Head of Hera, wearing stephane and I Lion's scalp ^ "So
necklace with pendants. I (Gardner, PI. III. 8-10.)

Circ. B.C. 365-322.

In B. c. 3(55 the greater part of the population of Samos was expelled

by the Athenians, and the island occupied by Athenian Kleruchi. From
this time until B.C. 322, when the Samians were reinstated by Perdiccas,
it is hardly probable that coins were struck in the island.

Circ. B.C. 322-205.

This was for the Samians a period of autonomy with occasional

intervals of dependence upon one or other of the Diadochi. The silver

coins of Samos now consist of reduced Rhodian didrachms, weighing
about 100 grs. The old types are retained, but a very considerable

falling off is noticeable in style, execution, and epigraphy (Gardner, PI.

III. 11). The series of magistrates' names is by no means so extensive

as on the contemporary didrachms of Ephesus.

Circ. B.C. 205-129.

In B.C. 205 Samos was captured by Philip V., but after the victory of

Flamininus over the Macedonian king it regained its liberty. It was

probably, however, not until after the battle of Magnesia, B. c. 1 90, that

Samos, like most of the other Ionian towns, began to issue tetradrachma

bearing the name and types of Alexander with the mint-mark of Samos^
the Prow of a Samian galley, in the field (Miiller, 1 1 26-7). The smaller

coinage consists of pieces of 70 and 46 grs. of the ordinary Samian type,
and of the following smaller coins :

—
Head of Hera, wearing stephane.

(Gardner, PI. IV. 5.)

ZAMinN Prow of Samian galley, on

which is a peacock, the symbol of

Hera '. . .^23 grs.

After B.C. 129.

From B.C. 129 down to Imperial times, Samos formed part of the
Roman Province of Asia, and does not appear to have coined money.

Imperial
—

Augustus to Gallienus, without or with head of Emperor
Inscr., CAMIjQN. Predomina7it types

—Hera Samia whose cultus-statue

by Smilis (Paus., vii. 4. 5) resembles that of the Ephesian Artemis, HPHC,
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the Peacock of Hera. Hera and Nemesis or Nemesis alone, veiled, with
her wheel beside her. Tyche of Samos. TTYGArOPHC, the Samian Sage
Pythagoras, seated or standing, touching with his wand a globe placed on
a column (cf. also coins of Nicaea). Androklos the colonizer of Ephesus
and Samos, spearing the wild boar. ANKAIOC,the Samian hero Ankaeos.

IMBPACOC, the River Imbrasus, on the banks of which Hera was fabled

to have been born. Prow of galley, Samaena. CAMIHN TTPninN
inNIAC, Serapis standing before Emperor on horseback. For other

types, see Gardner, op. cit., p. 86.

Alliance coins with Alexandria Aegypti and Halicarnassus.

Cheonological Table or the Coinage of Ionia.
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CARIA.

Aba(?). The Imperial coins of Aurelius and Sev. Alexander, said to read
ABenN. Ti/pes

—Hermes and Men, see Eckhel, ii. 571 and Pellerin

{Suppl. iii. PL VI. 8, 9) are probably misread. It is doubtful to what
city they should be attributed.

Alabanda, called also for a time Antiochia, in honour of Antiochus,
son of Seleucus, was an inland town of Caria, situate on the river

Marsyas.

Circ. B.C. 280-260.

Silver tetradrachms and drachms of reduced Attic weight, and bronze.

Inscr., AAABANAEnN, Head of Apollo, rev. Tripod, or ANTIOXEnN,
Head of Apollo, rev. Pegasos, with magistrates' names in the nominative

case, identical on both classes of coins.

Second century, B. c.

Tetradrachms of the Alexandrine type (Miiller, Class VI. Nos. 1144-

48). Symbol, Pegasos.

Imperial
—
Augustus to Otacilia, usually with portrait. Inscr., AAAB-

ANA€nN, Title, on one coin, AAKeAAIMONinN, also ATeA€IOC or

AT€A€IAC, immunitas a tributis. Olive-branch and other ordinary types,

e.g. lePA CYNKAHTOC, etc. Hero Alabandus holding the /a/)/^ ^/a^awffe^*

(Plin., xxxvi. 8) ;
beside him, horse. (Cf. Steph. Byz. 5.

v.). Apollo K ICC IOC

holding raven and bow, and with a ram at his feet {Z.f. N., viii. PI. II. 5).
ZCYC CniKOYPOC {sic), Bust of Zeus Epikurios. ARTE MIC, Bust of

Artemis. {Num. Zeit., 1884, p. 267.) Magistrates' names sometimes with
title Strategos.

Alinda, a strong inland town about six miles south-west of Alabanda.
Autonomous silver and bronze of the Third century, B. c.

Head of Bacchante crowned with ivy. [
AAlNAEflN Pegasos. . . ^ Dr.

The types of the bronze coins refer for the most part to the worship of

Herakles.

Imperial—Augustus to Elagabalus. Magistrate sometimes with title

APXnN. Tyj^es referring to Herakles, Apollo Kitharoedos, Serapis, and
Isis.

Amyzon, a small place on a height a few miles north-west of Alinda

rStrab., 658). Autonomous bronze of Roman times. Inscr., AMYIONCnN
(Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 304, and Num. Zeit., 1884, p. 268.)
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Antiochia ad Maeandrum, founded by Antiochus I., and named after

him.
Circ. B.C. 280-200, or later.

Head of Apollo.

Head of Men, in Phrygian cap, with

crescent behind shoulders.

ANTIOXEHN Gibbous bull, recum-

bent on Maeander pattern ;
all in

wreath. Magistrate's name M. Dr.

ANTIOXEHN Gibbous bull, r. Magis-
trate's name JSI -"j

Fig. 306.

Imperial, without or with portrait
—
Augustus to Salonina, ANTIOX-

enN TnN nPOC ini MAIANAPm, MAIANAPOC, River Maeander,
MOPCYNOC. River Morsynus. Personifications of AHMOC, BOYAH, l€PA

BOYAH, IEPA CYNKAHTOC, I€PA rePOYCIA. CYNAPXIA, etc. Dntks,
ZeYC KAneTnAI[OC]; ZeYC OAYMHIOC; CnZnN,male figure holding
branch ; Hephaestos forging a helmet

; Atys standing ; Dionysos stand-

ing ; Bridge over Maeander (Fig. 306). Magistrates sometimes with titles

APX[nN], rP[A/V\MATeYC], €nrMeAH[THCJ. Alliance coins with Lao-

diceia ad Lycum.

Aphrodisias, about twenty miles south-east of Antiochia ad Maeand-

rum, famous in Imperial times for its school of Philosophy and temple of

Aphrodite. (Waddington, As. Min., 43.)

Third or Second century, B.C.

Silver drachms and bronze struck in the joint names of Aphrodisias
and Plarasa (see Plarasa, p. 530).

Imperial, without or with portrait
—
Augustus to Salonina. Inscr.,

A<J)POA€ICI€nN. Magistrates, Archon, Hiereus, Archiereus, sometimes
with dedicatory formula ANeGHKCN ;

also untitled Magistrates, one of

whom, ApoUonius, calls himself YIOC A^POAICICnN ;
another coin

bears the remarkable inscription €771 AP[XONTnNj THN fTEPI MENE-
COEA ICOBOYNON; see Waddington {As. Min., p. 44), from which we

may gather that it was struck in the name of the Synarchy of which
Menestheus Isobunus was the Trpwro'Aoyo? apxoiv. Fuhlic games, ATTAAHA,
rOPAIANHA OYAAePIANA OIKOYMCNIKA, KAneTHAIA, HYOIA. etc.

Personifications of the People and Senate, I EPOC AHMOC, lePA BOYAH,
IEPA CYNKAHTOC, etc. 7?iyer ^0^5 MOPCYNOC and TIMCAHC. The

types as a rule refer to the presiding goddess of the city, Aphrodite, who
is variously represented either in the form of a colossal archaic cultus-
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image, with a small seated priestess behind it, and an altar in front, or in

Hellenic form often attended by Eros, and sometimes beside Ares. The
most interesting type on the coins of this city is the Tree into which

Myrrha was transformed, on either side of which are two men, one of

whom strikes at it with an axe. (Cf. the myth of the birth of Adonis,

Apollod., iii. 14. 3 ; Hyginus, Fab. 58 and 161
;
and the coins of Myra

Lyciae.) Alliance coins with Ephesus and Hierapolis Phrygiae.

ApoUonia Salbace. (Waddington, As. Min., p. 132.) 7w2;j^rm/, without
orwith portraits

—Augustus to Salonina. Inscr.,kT[OS.S.ClH\t< CAABAKH,
or AnOAAnNlATHN. Magistrate, CTPATHrOC. Ti/pes, CAABAKOC,
Bearded head of Mount Salbacus, Asklepios and Hygieia, Apollo Kitharoe-

dos. Daphne kneeling, clasping laurel tree and looking back at Apollo
who follows her {Z. f. N., vii. 318). Emperor on horseback hunting.
Isis standing, etc.

As there are several other cities in Asia Minor called Apollonia, it may
be useful in this place to recapitulate M. Waddington's remarks as to

the mode of distinguishing then- coins. (1) All coins which bear magis-
trates' names, and all coins reading simply ATTOAAnNlATHN belong to

Apollonia Salbace in Caria. (2) All coins with the legend ATTOAAnNI A-

TnN AYKinN OPAKnN KOAnNnN more or less abbreviated, and all

coins bearing the symbol of the windings of Maeander belong to Apol-
lonia Mordiaeum in Pisidia. (3) The coins of Apollonia ad Rhyndacum
in Mysia are distinguished by the mention of the site TTPOC PYNAAKIi,
etc., and are without magistrates' names K (4) No Imperial coins of

Apollonia in Lycia are at present known, but should any such be found

they would be easily recognised by their Lycian fabric, and would

probably be of the Emperor Gordian only (Waddington, As. JlJin.,1^. 145).

Astyra, a town on the peninsula of Mount Phoenix opposite Rhodes,
described by Steph. Byz. as ttoKls <iioiVLKr]s Kara 'Po'8oj'. (Leake, Num.

Hell., Asia, p. 26.)

Silver of the Babylonic Standard. Circ. B. c. 500-408.

ACTY One-bandied vase and lyre of

archaic form. Incuse square.
M, Stater 149-5 g^'s.

A One-liandled vase . . ^17 grs.

Amphora.
{Num. Chron., ix. 166.)

One-handled vase, irpoxovi.

Other varieties are described by Borrell. Num. Chron., ix. 166, and by
Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 320.

Fourth century, B. c.

A^TY Amphora with small monotaHead of Apollo, facing.
beside it . . . ^ -8- -5

Id ^-45Female head.

Attuda. See Phrygia.

Bargasa, at the head of the Ceramic Gulf, between Cnidus and Hali-

carnassus. Imperial, with or without Emperor's head—Commodus and
Salonina. Inscr., BAPTACHNnN or BAPTACCHNnN. Magistrates with-

out title. Types ordinary, such as I EPA BOYAH, etc., others chiefly refer-

ring to Asklepian worship.

^ The mention of a Strategos under Apollonia ad Rhyndacum, p. 448, is an erratum.
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Bargylia, on the southern shore of the gulf of lasus. Autonomous
silver and bronze coins of the second century b. c. or later.

After circ. B.C. 200. Attic Standard.

Veiled female head.

Diademed female head within laurel-

wreath.

Female head.

Id.

Veiled bust, facing.

Stag.

BAP Pegasos ; beneath, prow; all in

wreath M 42-5 grs
BAPrYAIHTHN Pegasos and star

iR 33 grs

„ Stag and star .

M 33 grs

„ Pegasos . ^ -75

„ Bellerophon on Pe-

gasos . iE '75

„ Veiled female statue

standing facing, with arms crossed on

breast M -^

The types of the Bargylian coins refer to the cultus of Artemis Kindyas
and Bellerophon. The statue of the Goddess stood in a temple open to

the sky, and it was said that neither rain nor snow ever fell upon it

(Polyb., xvi. 12, Strab., 658).

Imperial
—Titus to Geta. Magistrate, Strategos.

Callipolis. (Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 307 ; Steph. Byz. and Arrian, Anab.,

ii. 5. 7.) Autonomous bronze of the second and first centuries b. c.

Head of Apollo. KAAAinOAIiriN Quiver in shallow

incuse square JE -65

Caryanda, between lasus and Halicarnassus. Small bronze coins,

circ. B. c. 300 or earlier (Imhoof, Mofi. Gr., p. 307).

Female head wearing stephane. KAPY Forepart of bull JE .4

Caunus, a town of Lycian origin on the coast of Caria, opposite
Rhodes. Small autonomous silver of Attic weight and bronze of the

second or first century b. c. (Waddington, Melanges, i. p. 17.)

Head of Pallas.

Head of Apollo {1).

Butting bull, or forepart of bull.

K—AY Sword in sheath. Magistrate's
name . . . -^17-4 grs.

Id . JE.4
K—A Sphinx seated .... ^ -4

Dr. Imhoof-Blumer thinks that the last-mentioned coin may perhaps

belong to Caryanda {Num. Zeit., 1884, p. 270).

Ceramus, on the north coast of the Ceramic Gulf. Autonomous silver

and bronze, probably of the second or first century b. c.

Head of Zeus. KEPAMIHROAITHC Eagle, with head

turned back, in shallow incuse square

^^Dr.(?)

The bronze coins read KEP or KEPAMIEHN, KEPAMIHTnN, etc.

T^pes
—

Eagle, Caduceus in wreath, Torch, etc.
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Imperial
—Ant. Pius and Commodus, KGPAMIHTnN. Zeus Chrysaoreus

holding sceptre and patera ;
at his feet, Eagle. The temple of this god

was the national sanctuary of the Carians (cf. Strab., 650). For other

coins of the town with a figure of a Carian god (Zeus Osogos 1) holding a

double axe, see Zeit.f. Num., ii. 109 sq., and vii. 26.

Chersonesus was built on a small island adjoining Cnidus, and united

to the mainland by a mole (Pans., v. 24. 7 ; Strab., xiv. 2. 15). The two
cities appear to have been in early times independent of one another,
and to have been separately assessed in the Athenian Tribute -Lists

(Kohler, Del. Alt. Bund., p. IQ5 ; Six, Z.f. N., iii. ^^Js)-

Circ. B.C. 500-450.

Forepart of lion.

(B. M. Guide, VI II. 26.)

XEP (retrogr.) Forepart of bull, in

incuse square
JR Aeginetic stater 183-4 gi's.

XEP Id. ^ „ obol. 14 grs.Id.

The Lion and Bull are symbols of the Cnidian Aphrodite.

Cidramus. This town is classed by numismatic writers under Phrygia,
but it should properly be included in Caria. There are autonomous
coins ofImperial times and Imperial

—Nero to Julia Maesa. Inscr., K I AP A M-
HNnN. Types—TViC AYAIOC, Bust of Zeus Lydios. Aphrodite facing
with both arms extended

;
around her are three Erotes. Veiled goddess

standing, supporting a basket on her head. Zeus seated. Simulacrum
of Artemis

(?). (See Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 398.)

Cnidus, doubtless originally a Phoenician settlement, was afterwards
colonized by Dorians, and was a member of the Dorian Hexapolis (later

Pentapolis). The common sanctuary of this confederation was the temple
of the Triopian Apollo, a sun-god, whose symbol on the coins is the
Lion ^. From the Phoenicians the Cnidians had inherited the cultus of

Aphrodite, who was worshipped at Cnidus under the names Acopiny,

'A/cpaia, and Y.v-nkoLa (Paus., i. i. 3). The head of this goddess or her

symbols, the Bull or the Prow of a galley, are constantly met with on
the coins of Cnidus. {Zeit.f. Num., i. 142.)

Silver. Aeginetic Standard. Circ. b.c. 600-480.

Forepart of lion. I No inscr. or K N I A 1 N variously abbre-

(B. M. 6^m'c?e, PI. II. 27.) viated. Headof Aphrodite of archaic

style, in incuse square M. Dr. 95 grs.

Circ. B.C. 480-412.

Under the Athenian dominion the coinage of Cnidus appears to have
been far less plentiful than during the sixth century. The types and
weight remain unchanged, but the style betrays a later date.

There are certain archaic staters of the Babylonic standard, which may possibly be the
earliest coins of Cnidus, but I do not insist upon the attribution.
Lion's head and fore-paw, 1. Large incuse square, divided diagonally by a

broad band into two parts . . ^51 165 grs.
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Circ. B.C. 412-330.

After the"disastrous Sicilian expedition Cnidus revolted from Athens,
and about the same time adopted the Phoenician standard in place of

the Aeginetic. The tetradrachm, soon after its first issue, was raised

under the influence of the new Rhodian coinage from 230 to 236 grs.

Fig. 307.

Head of Aphrodite Euploia ; behind, Forepart of lion
; beneath, magistrate's

j)row. (Fig. 307.) name . . . JR Tetradr. 234 grs,
1 10 grs.

Head of Aphrodite.

M Didr.

M Dr. 55 grs.
K N I A I riN Prow; beneath, club. tE .55

In B.C. 394 Conon gained his great victory over the Spartans off

Cnidus, and it was about this time that an anti-Spartan alliance was
entered into by Cnidus, lasus, Rhodes, Samos, and Ephesus, of which the

Federal coinage is the solo record. (See supra, p. 495.)

^YN Infant Herakles strangling ser-

pents. {Bev. Num., 1863, PL X. 4.)

K N I A I nN Head of Aphrodite Euploia.

Symbol, Prow
;

all in shallow incuse

square . . . M, Rhodian Tridr.

Circ. B.C. 330-190.

In this period, if any silver coins were struck at Cnidus, they probably
bore the name of Alexander the Great. The following bronze coins may,
however, be attributed to about b. c. 300 :

—
Head of Apollo, laureate. KN I Prow and magistrate's name M -4

Circ. B.C. 190-133. '

Tetradrachms of the Alexandrine type and weight (Miiller, Nos.
1 151-2), and half-drachms of reduced Rhodian weight.

Head of Aphrodite, resembling in style
the head of the Greek Artemis, on

contemporary coins of Ephesus.
Head of Artemis, quiver at her

shoulder.

Similar.

Head of Helios facing, as on coins of

Rhodes.

K N I Forepart of lion, and magistrate's
name M. Dr. 49 grs.

KNiAinN Tripod and magistrate's
name -Al 38 grs.

KNI Bull's head and neck. Magis-
trate's name . . . ^16-7 gra.

KNI Forepart of lion; behind, rose

(Rhodian symbol). Magistrate's name
vR 78 grs.
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KNiAinN Forepart of lion .
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WT^^
Fig. 308.

Halicarnassus. To this city Professor Gardner proposes to attribute

the unique electrum stater with the inscr., OANO^ EMI ^QMA retrograde
above the back of a drinking Stag, rev. oblong incuse between two incuse

squares; weight, 216-3 grs. (Fig. 308). The inscr. is read by him, 'I

am the sign of Phanes.' Phanes was a Halicarnassian of no small

account at the court of Amasis, whose service he deserted for that of

Cambyses, whom he assisted in his invasion of Egypt b. c. ^2^. Prof.

Newton, on the other hand, attributed the coin to Ephesus, and would

explain the legend as ' I am the sign of the Bright one/ i. e. Artemis,
whose well known emblem is the Stag. Cf. the epithet (ftavalos as

applied to Apollo at Phanae in Chios. Were it not for the fact that the

coin was found at Halicarnassus, I should have no hesitation in adopting
Mr. Newton's attribution and in assigning it to the Ionian coast. It

appears to me to be distinctly earlier than the time of Phanes, but it may
have been struck bv an ancestor of Phanes at Halicarnassus. The silver

coinage of Halicarnassus begins about B. c. 400, and consists of drachms
and obols of the Phoenician Standard.

Head of Apollo, facing.

[Num. Chron., ix. 152.)

Forepart of winged horse.

Circ. B.C. 400-377

AAI Eagle with open wings, in incuse

square . . . ^ Dr. 50 grs.

Forepart of goat, or goat's head,
in incuse square or circle JR Obol.

From the time of Mausolus Halicarnassus was the residence of the

dynasts of Caria and their place of mintage. The city was destroyed by
Alexander the Great, and, though it was afterwards rebuilt, it never

again became a place of importance. Its latest silver coins date from
the period of the Rhodian dominion in Caria.

Attic Standard. B.C. 190-168.

Head of Helios, facing.

Head of Apollo.
Bust of Pallas.

AAIKAPNAZSEHN Bust of Pallas.

Magistrate's name . . . JR Dr.

AAlKAPNASIEnN Lyre ^iDr.
AAI K Owl ^Obol.

The bronze coinage belongs entirely to the post-Alexandrine age, and
is of no great interest. C/zief tijpes

—Heads of Zeus, Poseidon, Helios,

Pallas, Herakles, rev. Eagle, Trident, Tripod, Lyre, Club or Bow-case ;

also

Bearded head. AAIKAP Veiled goddess standing M -7
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Imperial
—Augustus to Gorclian. Liscr., AAlKAPNACC€riN. Magis-

trates, Archon and Strategos (?). Ti/pes
—HPOAOTOC, Bald and bearded

head of Herodotus. Draped male divinity bearded and radiate facing
between two trees, in the branches of each of which is a bird.

^^
/-' rill V

Fig. 309,

This interesting type is supposed to represent Zei^s 'Ao-Kpatos or Zeus
of the oak trees, who was worshipped at Halicarnassus (cf. Apollon.

Dyscol., Hist. Mirab., ed. Ideler, § 13; Overbeck, Kuntsmyth, II. 210). The
two birds are clearly oracular.

TeAMICeYC, a draped male figure holding a branch (Leake, Nuvi.

Hell. As. Gr., p. 64). Terminal armed goddess with spear and shield in

temple, etc.

Alliance coins with Cos and Samos.

Harpasa, on the Harpasus, a tributary of the Maeander.

Imperial times, without or with heads of Emperors—Trajan to Gordianus.

Inscr., APnACHNnN. Types—\^?\ CYNKAHTOC, Bust of the Senate;
River-god Harpasus [Num. C/iron., ix. 154) ;

Goddess resembling the Ar-
temis of Ephesus ; Zeus; Pallas fighting; Apollo Kitharoedos; Artemis
huntress; AHMOC APfTACHNnN, Head of Demos, etc. Coins of M.
Aurelius Caesar, reading eni KANAI AOY KGACOY, were probably struck

by Ti. Julius Candidus Celsus, supposed by M. Waddington to have been
Proconsul of Asia. Alliance coins with Neapolis of Caria(?), reading
APnACHNnN KAI N€AnOAITnN OMONOIA.

Heracleia Salbace. (Le Bas-Waddington, Inscr. iVAs. Min.., tom. iii.

pt. I. p. 402), on the river Timeles. Imperial times, without or with

Emperor's head — Augustus, Nero, Macrinus. Inscr., HPAKACfiTHN.
Types

—Amazon, with bipennis ;
Isis

; Serapis ; Nymph playing ball
;

TIMeAHC, River Timeles. Magistrates, Strategos, Hiereus, Archiatros.
The Hiereus who signs coins, by name Glykon, is a priest of Herakles,
and is also mentioned in an inscription (C. 7. G., 3953. c).

Hydrela. Site unknown. Imperial, without or with names of Emperors
—

! Hadrian to Geta. Inscr., YAPHA€ITnN. Types—K^o^q Kitharoedos,
Hermes, Dionysos. Magistrate without title, sometimes with dedicatory
formula ANCGHKE. (Eckhel, ii. 583 ; MiUingen, 8yll. ']^.)

Hyllarima. Site unknown. (Millingen, Syll. 73.) Imperial time.

eni TIMOQCOY APXONTOC Fe-
male head.

YAAAPIMCnN Pallas standing ^-7.
(Num Chron., ix. 154.)
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lasus (originally an Argive settlement) stood on a small island in the

Bargylian or lasian gulf. The silver coinage begins in 394 with alliance

money similar to that of Cnidus, Samos, Ephesus, and Rhodes. (Wad-
dington, Rev. Num., 1863, PI. X. 1-4; Imhoof, Mon. Gr., PL F. 6.)

Circ. B. c. 394.

I
—A Head of Apollo.

Same head. (Imhoof, PI. F. 7>)

Pe7'sic Standard (?).

SY[N] Infant Herakles, strangling
• serpents ^166 grs.
I ACE Lyre in incuse square ./Ray grs.

Circ. B. c. 300, or earlier.

Head of AjdoIIo.

{^Num. ChroH., ix. 156.)

Id.

Lyre.
Head of Apollo.

I A or I ASEflN Youth swimming heside

doljjliin, which he clasps with one

arm. Magistrates' names ....
^82 and 41 grs.

lA Id ^ .75

M W ^-55
lACEriN in ivy-wreath . . ^ -45

Imperial
—
Augustus to Gordian, without or with Emperor's name.

Inscr., lACenN or lACCCnN. T//pes—lE\C APeiOC, Zeus armed with

helmet, shield, and spear (?) (Overbeck, Kuntsmyih, PL III. i i,and p. 209).
lACOC KTICTHC, Bearded head of the Oekist. Artemis Ephesia. Youth

swimming beside dolphin. This coin-type is noticed by Pollux (ix. 84),
and the story of the love of a dolphin for a youth of lasus, which gave
rise to the type, is told at length by Aelian [De Nat. An., vi. 15 ;

of. also

Plin., H. N, ix. 8, 8).

Idyma. Site unknown. Autonomous silver drachms of the Rhodian
standard. Circ. b. c. 400 or earlier.

Head of the Rhodian Apollo, facing.

(Nutn. Chro7i., ix. 157.)

lAYMION Fig-leaf in incuse square .

M 58 grs.

Lepsimandus. [Num. Zelt., iii. 410.) Small silver coins similar to those

of Rhodes of the second century b. c.

Head of Helios, facing. A— S Rose. Magistrate'sname.^38grs.

{Num. Zeit., iii. PI. X. 27.)

The form of the H
( B )

on this coin must be regarded as an affectation

of archaism.

Mylasa was originally the residence of the dynasts of Caria until they
obtained possession of the Greek town of Halicarnassus. The beautiful

white marble of the neighbouring mountains furnished the material for

its temples of Zeus, who was here worshipped in a threefold form, as

Zeus Karios or Stratios, as 'Ocroyws or ZrjvoTTocreiboiv, and as Aajipavvbevs,

corresponding to some extent with the Greek Zeus, Poseidon, and Hades.

(Overbeck, K^mtsmyth, II. p. 368, and Zeit.f. Num., ii. 112.) On the coins

the double-axe, \dj3pvs, and spear, the horse, trident, or crab and the

modius. are the emblems of this triple Zeus-cultus.

f

h
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The money of Mylasa begins in the third century B. c. and consists of

autonomous bronze.

Horse, MYAA^EHN Trident, or trident and

labrys combined, or labrys alone .

^•7- -35

There are also tetradrachms of Alexander's types (Miiller, 1141-3).
Symbol

—
Labrys and Trident combined.

Imperial
—Augustus to Valerian. MYAACCnN, Terminal cultus-image

of Zeus Labraundeus, wearing modius, and holding labrys and spear,

standing in his temple. Zeus standing facing, radiate, holding eagle and
trident, which rests on a crab. Trident, labrys, and crab united.

Recumbent River-god. Magistrate, Grammateus, Epimeletes, or without
title

;
sometimes with dedicatory formula ANe0HK€N. Among the

titled magistrates of Mylasa, whose names occur on coins, we must
not omit to mention Hybreas the orator, concerning whom Strabo (659,

660) gives some interesting details.

Certain silver medallions of Hadrian, struck in Asia, bear on the reverse

a figure of the Carian Zeus, and have on this account been attributed to

Mylasa (Finder, PL VII. 2, 3, 7, 8).

Myndus, a Dorian city about ten miles north-west of Halicarnassus.

Autonomous silver money of the second century B.C. {Z.f. N., iii. 326.)

Head of Apollo, laureate.

{Zeit.f. Num., iii. PI. IX. i.)

Head of Zeus, laureate.

(Leake, As. Gr., 85.)
Head of young Dionysos.

{Num. Chron., ix. 158.)
Id.

MYNAinN Winged fulmen and

magistrates' monograms, all in olive-

wreath
Al Spread Attic tetradrachm.

MYNAinN Head-dress of Isis and

magistrate's name . . Al Drachm.
MYNAinN Winged fulmen . . .

M ^ Drachm 29 grs.

„ Bunch of grapes .

JR Trihemiobol 15-7 grs.

There are also bronze coins. T/ypes
—Head of Zeus or Apollo, Jiev.

Eagle on fulmen
;
fulmen

;
owl on olive-branch

;
altar

; tripod, etc.

Imperial
—Titus to Domna. Magistrates, Strategos or Archon. Tj/pes

—
Apollo Kitharoedos and Artemis Myndia, with altar between them, round
which a serpent is coiled.

Neapolis ad Cadmum, at the foot of Mount Cadmus, near Harpasa.
Probably some of the coins which are usually ascribed to Neapolis in

Ionia belong to this city, such as the Imperial of Gordian and Treb.
Gallus. Inscr., He ^n0^e\Tn.N. Types, V&WsiS

-, Tyche ; Apollo ;
etc. The

last mentioned coin bears the i)iscr. €77. F. M. AYP. KANAI AOY (^./. K,
X. 78). It is noteworthy that this name, Candidus, (without the title

Grammateus) occurs on coins of Harpasa, but of an earlier date (p. 527).
There are also alliance coins of Neapolis with Harpasa, Ij/pe Artemis

Ephesia and Pallas face to face, see p. 527 and Sestini, Descr. Nwn. Vet.,

P- 345-

]vr m
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Nysa. See Lydia.

Orthosia, near Alabanda, on the left bank of the Maeander. Autono-
mous bronze from the third century downwards. Inscr., OPOnZIEHN
or OPOnCienN

; CYNKAHTOC, etc. Tj/pes chiefly referring to the wor-

ship of Dionysos ;
the rape of Persephone ;

Zeus
; Nike ;

etc.

Imperial
—
Augustus to Maximus. Ti/pes

—Rape of Persephone; Zeus
Laodikeus ; the Dioskuri

;
etc.

Faleaopolis. See Pisidia.

Plarasa. This town appears to have been incorporated with Aphro-
disias.

Second century B. c.

Veiled female head.

Female head.

riAAPA A0PO Labrys.

HAAPASEnN KAI A<DPOAEI-
ZIEnN Eagle on fulmen. Magis-
trates' names .... ^ 56 grs.

HAAPA AOPOAI Eagle on fulmen .

Cuirass in incuse square . . ^ -55

There are also a few bronze coins struck in the name of Plarasa alone.

Inscr., riAAPAZIEfiN. Ti/j^es
—

Labrys, Staff of Asklepios, Bow-case and

Quiver, etc.

Sebastopolis. (Waddington, As. Mm., p. 54.) Imperial times, bronze,
without or with heads of Emperors—Vespasian to Domna. Inscr., C€BAC-
TOnOA€ITnN or CGBACTOnOAlC, lePA CYNKAHTOC, AHMOC, etc.

Ti/pes
—Artemis slaying stag ; Veiled goddess facing ; Tyche, etc.

See also Sebastopolis in Pontus, p. 427.

Stratoniceia, an inland town of some importance, about twenty miles
north of the Ceramic Gulf, so named from Stratonice, wife of Antiochus I.

Second or first century B. c.

Head of Hekate, laureate, surmounted

by crescent, with or without magis-
trate's name CK ATA IOC CUJCAN-
APOY.

Head of Zeus.

Id.

Head of Hekate, surmounted by cres-

cent.

CTPATONIKEUUN or CT and magis-
trate's name. Nike with wreath and

palm ; all in shallow incuse square .

M i Dr.

C—T and magistrate's name. Eagle
with spread wings . . M Diobol.

Id ^-55
CTPATONlKEnN Pegasos . tE -65

Imperial tivAes, without or with Emperor's head—Augustus to Salonina.
J^^cr., CTPATONlK€nN, ICPA CYNKAHTOC, O€0C CYNKAHTOC, OCA
PHMH, etc., sornetimes with unexplained title IN AC I (Eckhel, ii.' 590).
Types—\^\^ Sothis, or Hekate, with inflated veil, riding on radiate running
dog ;

Artemis slaying stag, or standing holding torch and patera, or with
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stags or dog beside her
;
Horseman with sceptre ; Nike

; Pegasos, Bel-

lerophon holding Pegasos by the bridle
;

etc. Zeus Chrj'saoreus and
Hekate were the divinities chiefly worshipped at this city, lyyv'i 8e r?js

TToAecos TO Tov Xpv<raopea)9 Aios [tepoy] kolvov airduTCtiv Kap&v, Strab., xiv.

660. The Pegasos, as a coin-type, is connected with the worship of the

former.

On a bronze coin of this town, struck in Roman times, is the unusual

inscr., tH(J)ICAM€NOY fDAAYBlOY AIOMHAOYG, signifying that the

coin was issued in pursuance of a decree proposed by one Flavins

Diomedes. The magistrates' titles on the coins of Stratoniceia are

Archon, Strategos, Prytanis, and Epimeletes.

For the coins reading AAPI ANOnOAeiTHN CTPATON£IK€nN, see

under Stratoniceia ad Caicum, in Mysia (p. 466).

Syangela (?),
near Halicarnassus. See p. 542.

Taba or Tabae, the modern Davas, on the Western side of Mount
Salbacus, and south of Aphrodisias, was inhabited by a mixed popula-
tion of Phrygians and Pisidians (Strabo, 629). It was probably not

thoroughly Hellenized until a comparatively late date, for its earliest coins

are of very late fabric, and cannot be assigned to an earlier period than
the latter part of the second century b. g. They consist of drachms and
hemidrachms of debased Rhodian or Attic weight, and of bronze coins of

Roman times.

Silver. Second andjirst centufles b. c-.

Head of bearded Herakles, bare.

Id., or Head of Zeus (?).

{Zeit.f. N., u 148.)

Id.

U.{Z.f.N.,i. 148.)

Head ofyoung Dionysos ivy-crowned, r.

Id.

Bust of Pallas, r.

{Num. Chron., ix. 10.)

Id. (Jhid., jx 161.)

Veiled female head, r.

{Z.f.N.,[. 147.)

TABHNnN and magistrate's name
with patronj'mic, Tyche standing,

holding patera and cornucopiae M, Dr.

APTEMnN HAniOY AP. TABH-
NnN Artemis standing, r., wearing
short chiton M. Dr.

,, Artemis Ephesia facing,

between crescent and star . M, Dr.

,;
Zeus holding eagle, and

hurling fulmen . M, Dr. and ^ Dr.

TABHNnN Poseidon standing r., rest-

ing on trident, with one foot on rock
;

behind him, dolpliin. Magistrate's
name with patronymic . . M. Dr.

YABMNnN Tyche standing as above.

M Dr.

„ and magistrate's name
with patronymic ;

Nike advancing 1.

^I^Dr.
TABHNnN Dionysos standing hold-

ing kantharos and thyrsos M, \ Dr.

TA Forepart of gibbous bull M Obob

M m 2
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The bronze coins of the autonomous class, before and during Imperial
times, bear the inscriptions TABHNnN, AHMOC TABHNnN, I EPOC
AHMOC, boyah, etc. Obverse types

—Heads of Zeus, Pallas, Dionysos,
Herakles, Veiled female head. Demos, Boule, etc. Beverse ti/pes

—Poseidon
;

Two thyrsi crossed
;
Gibbous bull

; Capricorn ; Pilei of the Dioskuri
;

Nemesis
; Tyche ; Aegipan ;

Naked Pantheistic divinity holding torch,

sceptre, and caduceus
;
Altar of the Dioskuri, surmounted by their pilei ;

Bow and quiver ; Panther, etc.

Imperial
— Augustus to Salonina. Inscr., TABHNnN. Magistrate's

name, without title, or with that of Archon, sometimes preceded by A I A,

instead of EfTI, and occasionally with patronymic. Types
—Zeus Nike-

phoros ;
Artemis huntress

;
Nike

;
Goddess facing, holding grapes and

ears of corn, and resting on sceptre ;
Two identical figures of Artemis

facing, side by side
; Dionysos standing, with panther ; Artemis and Men,

face to face
; Temple of Artemis

;
Pantheistic divinity radiate, holding

torch, sceptre, caduceus, and bow
; Tyche ; Aegipan ;

Altar of the

Dioskuri. Games~OK^ N\T\\K TTYOiA.

Telmessus (?).
There are said to have been two towns of this name,

one in Caria, and another, a more important city, in Lycia. The Carian

town, about sixty stadia from Halicarnassus, may have been the seat of

a famous oracle of Apollo (cf. Herod., 1.7^; Gic. T)e dlfin., i. 41 ; Leake,
Num. Tiell. As., p. 100), and to it Sestini (LefL di Cont., iii. 81, and ix.

PL IV, 5) has attributed the following coin. It is, however, extremely
doubtful, as Borrell has pointed out [Ntim. Chroti., x. 87), whether this

piece ought not to be assigned to Telmessus in Lycia. It belongs to the

third century b, c.

Head of Helios, radiate, facing, as on

coins of Rhodes. (Brit. Mus.)

TEAMH2[IEnNJ Apollo seated on

omphalos, holding arrow . . M -6

Termera, a small place on the promontory between Halicarnassus and

Myndus. Herodotus (v. 37) informs us that Termera was governed in

the reign of Darius Hystaspis, B. c. 521-485, by a tyrant named Tymnes.
It is not improbable that the following coin may have been struck by a

grandson of this Tymnes, who may have been ruling in Termera early in

the fifth century B.C.

Persic Standard. Circ. B. c. 480-450.

TVM N Herakles kneeling, wielding
club and holding bow.

TERMERIKON Lion's head, in incuse

square . . JR Drachm. 72-4 grs.

Under Mausolus Termera was destroyed, and its population removed
to Halicarnassus, the citadel alone being maintained as a prison.

Trapezopolis, betw^een the Carian Antioch and Laodiceia ad Lycum.
Autonomous bronze coins of Imperial times and Imperial—Augustus to

Domna. Inscr., TPAnCZOnOAeiTnN or TPAneZOnOACnC. Magis-
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trates' names, sometimes with title Archon, preceded by €711, or without

title preceded by AIA. %;^5—Heads of lEPA CYNKAHTOC, lePA

BOYAH, AHMOC, Demeter, Men, or Emperor. Reverses chiefly Men and

Kybele, but also Apollo, Artemis, Dionysos, Tyche, etc.

Tripolis. See Phrygia.

DYNASTS OF CARIA.

Hecatomnus, B.C. 391 ('?)-377 (in Mylasa). Tetradrachm of Rhodian

weight.

Zeus Stratios, or Labrauntleus, armed
with spear and bipennis {Ka^pvs),

walking to the right.

EKATOM Lion . . . ^R Tetradr.

{Rev. Num., 1856, PI. III. 3.)

Mausolus, B. c. 377-353 (in Halicarnassus). Tetradrachms and drachms
of Rhodian weight.

Fig. 310.

Head of Apollo, laureate, facing. MAY^^riAAO Zeus Stratios, as

above. (Fig. 310.)M Tetradr. 234 grs.

iR Dr. 57 grs.

Hidrieus, B. c. 351-344. Tetradrachms, didrachms, and drachms similar

to those of Mausolus, but with inscr., lAPIEfl^ (cf. Mion., SujipL, vi.

PL VII. 3), and Obols.

Head of Apollo. I API between the rays of a star .

M Obol 1 1-7 grs.

Pixodams, B. c. 341-335. Gold drachms, diobols, obols, and hemiobols.

Head of Apollo, laureate, in profile.

(B. M. Guide, PI. XIX. 34.)
Id. (Brandis, p. 476.)

PIZnAAPOorPIZnA Zeus Stratios,

as above K 64, 21-4 and io-8 grs.

n Labrys S 5-4 grs.

The silver money of this Dynast consists of Rhodian didrachms,
drachms, and obols similar to those of the preceding dynasts, but on
some specimens the later form of the genitive OY, in place of the earlier

0, occurs. (B. M. Guide, PI. XIX. ^S-)

I
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Othontopates, B. c. '^'^S~'^?>?>- O^ ^^^^ Dynast a tetradrachm of the

usual type is published by Mionnet {Sujh, vi. PI. VII. 5). Inscr., OOON-
TOPATO.

ISLANDS OFF CARIA.

Astypalaea. Gold staters and tetradrachms of Alexander the Great's

types (Miiller, CI. VI., Nos. 1170-72, sijmhoJ, harpa), of the second century
B. C. Autonomous bronze from the end of the fourth century downwards.

Inscr., A, A^, ACTY, A^TYriAAAiEnN, etc. T^/pes
—

usually referring to

the worship of Perseus, e.g. Head of Perseus, Harpa, Gorgon's head

{Num. Chron., ix. 163). Imperial, with portraits, but' without name, of

Livia and Tiberius. :?^7;^5— Head of Dionysos, or Nike.

Calymna. The coinage of this island consists of two distinct classes.

Before B. c. 500.

Rude archaic head of bearded warrior,

wearing crested helmet.

(B. M. Guide, PL III. 29.)

Archaic lyre, the bowl of which is a

tortoise-shell, all in incuse, adapted
to the form of the lyre

JR Persic stater 160 grs.

Circ. B.C. 350-335.

Young head in crested helmet, with
cheek pieces.

(Mion., SujjpL, vi. PI. YIII. i.)

KAAYMNION Lyre in dotted square
JR Rhodian didr. 100 grs.M
M

dr.

idr.
50 grs.

23 grs

Also small bronze coins of similar types. The head on the obverses, if

not that of Ares, is probably intended for one of the Ai-give heroes, who
were shipwrecked on this island after the Trojan war. In 1823 an
immense hoard of Calymnian didrachms was discovered in the island

mixed with coins of Rhodes, Cos, and the Carian dynasts, Mausolus,

Hidrieus, and Pixodarus. As the hoard contained no coins of Alexander
the Great, it is almost certain that it was deposited not later than b. c. ^'^^

{Num. Chron., ix. 166).

Foseidion Carpathi. Carpathos appears to have been an island of

some importance in early times. Its chief town, Poseidion, struck auto-

nomous silver staters on the Phoenician standard, resembling in fabric

those of the ancient Rhodian cities, Lindus, lalysus, and Camu-us. All

these places lost their autonomy when Rhodes was founded, circ. B.C. 408.
The money of Poseidion does not extend beyond the earlier part of the

fifth century.
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Circ. B. c. 550-450.

POt. Two dolphins in opposite direc-

tions, and a third small fish beneath

them
;

all in incuse square.

Incuse square, divided by a broad band
into two oblong partsM Stater 215 grs.M Third 70 grs.

{^.lsi.Guide,n. III. 32.)

The legend PO^ is sometimes wanting, as is also the small fish beneath
the dolphins. (Imhoof, Zeit.f. Num., i. 153.)

Cos. According to tradition the earliest Greek inhabitants of Cos came
from Epidaurus, bringing with them the worship of Asklepios, for which
the island was afterwards celebrated. Apollo and Herakles are also

appropriate types on the coins of Cos, which was a member of the Dorian

Pentapolis. The coinage of Cos falls into the following periods :
—

Crab.

Before circ. B. c. 480.

I Eough incuse square . . iR 25 grs.

Circ. B.C. 480-400.

Fig. 311,

KOC, Kn^, Km ON Naked athlete,

preparing to hurl the discus
; behind

him the prize tripod.

Incuse square, sometimes divided dia-

gonally; in centre, crab. (Fig. 311.)
JR Attic tetradrachm.

The obverse type of these coins appears to be agonistic, although it is

thought by some to represent Apollo beating a tympanum, and dancing
before his tripod.

Circ. B. c, 400-300.

Head of bearded Herakles, in lion's

skin.

Id. (Brandis, p. 478.)

Id.

KniON Crab, club, and magistrate's
name in dotted square ....

iR Ehodian tetradr.

(B. M. Guide, PI. XX. 36.)
Km ON Veiled female head; magis-

trate's name
M, Ehodian didr. and smallM

„ Crab, club, and magistrate's
name . . . M, Ehodian drachm.
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Circ. B.C. 300-200.

During the third century Cos, under the mild rule of the Ptolemies,

retained, like Ephesus, its right of coinage.

Head of young Herakles, in lion's skin.

(B. M. Guide, PI. XXIX. 32.)

Id, (Hunter, 5, 6.)

Id., facing.

Id., facing.

With several other varieties.

KniON Crab and bow in case; magis-
trate's name
M Ehodian tetradr. 230 grs.

Crab and club : magistrate's
M, Ehodian didraclim 102 grs.

Km ON Id. . iR Ehodian didrachm.

„ Club and bow in case ^ -7.

5J

name

Circ. B. c. 200-88.

In this period, as at Ephesus, etc., the Attic standard takes the place
of the Rhodian. Tetradrachms of Alexander's types occur with the

Crab as a symbol in the field. Also the following remarkable tetradrachm
now in the Hunter Museum at Glasgow :

—

Head of Aphrodite, in myrtle-wreath.

(Hunter, 112, i.)

KniON Asklepios standing, resting on

his staff. Magistrate, NIKOZTPA-
TOZ tE 256 grs.

The head on this coin is perhaps that of the famous statue of Aphrodite
which Praxiteles made for the Coans, a work which was ranked by the

artist on an equality with the Aphrodite of Cnidus (Pliny, H. N., xxxvi.

5. 4). The smaller coinage of the second century resembles in fabric the

contemporary Rhodian money, the reverse type being enclosed in a

shallow incuse square, which must not be mistaken for an indication

of antiquity.

Head of young Herakles.

Head of Asklepios, bearded and lau-

reate.

Id.

KniON Crab and club in shallow

incuse square. Magistrate's name .

M Tetrobol.

serpent andKn or KniON
magistrate's name

Coiled

in shallow incuse

square . . . . M \ Dr. 32 grs.

Kll Serpent-staff or coiled serpent.

Magistrate's name . . . . JSj -g

Circ. B. c. 88-50.

From the time of the Mithradatic war to the middle of the first century
the coinage of Cos resembles the contemporary Federal money of Lycia,

having on the ohverse the Head of Apollo, and on the reverse a Lyre.

Only small divisions are known in silver, the mass of the currency having
been of bronze.
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RoTnan times. Autonomous and Imperial bronze.

Nicias, Tyrant of Cos. Time of Augustus (Strab., 658).

N I K I AZ Portrait of Nicias. KHIHN Head of Asklepios and magis-
trate's name JE 1-2

Among the other Coan bronze coins of Imperial times—Augustus to

Philip Jun., are some which bear the names of divinities, e.g. ASKAHTTIOY
ZnTHPOZ, ACKAHni[OC], Ynei A, ZeYC, etc., orjortraits

of distinguished
citizens, such as ITTnOKPATHC, the Physician, ZENO^flN, another Coan

physician, who practised at Rome in the reign of Claudius. Among other

Iwj^erial types worth noting is that of a veiled figure resting on a sceptre,
and sacrificing before an altar. The figure is apparently female, and
Eckhel supposes it to represent the Priest of Herakles, who, according to

Plutarch [Quaest. Grace, 504), wore at Cos the dress of a woman.
Magistrates names without title, usually in nominative case.

Alliance coins with Halicarnassus and Miletus.

Megiste, an island subject to Rhodes, struck silver drachms on the

Rhodian standard, dating from about the middle of the fourth century e. c.

(MiUingen, Syll., p. 75, PI. II. 51).

Circ. B. c. 350.

Head of Helios in profile, on a radiate I M—E Rose with buds JR Dr. 46 grs.
solar disk.

|

With the obverse of this coin, cf. a gold stater of Lampsacus, see supra,

p. 456, fig. 281.

Nisyros. Of this island there are also silver coins of the fourth century,
the types of which betoken Rhodian influence.

Circ. B.C. 350.

Young male head within wreath.

(Millingen, 0. c, PI. II. 50.)

N— I Eose with buds M, Dr. 47 grs.

Third century b. c.

Female head, wearing stephane and

earring.

(Imhoof, Zeit.f. Num., i. 150.)

Id., or head of Poseidon.

MIZYPION Poseidon, with trident,

.seated on rock. Magistrate, IME-
PAIOZ ...... ^ 35 grs.

N I ZY Dolijhin and trident . M -4

The island of Nisyros was said to have been torn off from Cos by
Poseidon, who hurled it with his trident upon the giant Polybotes
(Apollod., i. 6. 2). There was a temple of Poseidon in the town of Nisyros
(Strab., X. 489).

Miiller attributes to Nisyros some Alexandrine tetradrachms of Class VI.

(Nos. 1 168, 9). Symbol
—Bucranium.
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Kliodes. The coinage of this wealthy island falls into two main
divisions:

(i)
that of the three ancient towns Camirus, lalysus, and

Lindus, down to B.C. 408, when they all three combined to found the

new capital Rhodus
; (ii) the long series of the currency of Rhodus from

B.C. 408 downwards.

Camirus Rhodi, on the western coast of the island, was the most

important of the three independent towns. The fact that its coins follow

the Aeginetic standard indicates that it traded chiefly with the West.

Circ. B. c. 500, or earlier—480.

Fig-leaf. (B. M. Guide, PI. III. 30.)

Id.

Id.

Two oblong incuse depressions, separated

by a broad band JR Stater 186 grs.

Incuse square . . ^Drachm 92 grs.
Id M Obol 9 grs.

Circ. B.C. 480-408.

Fig-leaf. (Leake, Ins., 5.)

Id. (Num. Chron., ix. 169.)

Rose. [Num. Chron., 1. c.)

Horse's head.

Fig-leaf.

KAMI—PEnN in incuse squai-e,
divided into two parts

JR Stater 175 grs.

K—A in incuse square, divided into

two parts . . . . JR i8'3 grs.

K A Griffin's head, in incuse square
-^14 grs.

KA—Ml Fig-leaf, in incuse square .

JR 12 grs.

K A in two quarters of a wheel . JE -4

lalysus Rhodi, about ten miles west of the later city of Rhodus, struck
silver money on the Phoenician standard, indicating that the commercial
relations of this town were rather with the mainland of Asia Minor than
with the islands of the Aegean.

Circ. B.C. 500-408.

Forepart of winged boar.

{B.M. Guide, VI. III. 31.)

I AAYC 1 N Id.
; beneath, helmet.

Forepart of winged boar.

Id.

Id.

Forepart of winged horse.

lAAY^ION or lEAYtlON Eagle's
head in incuse square, in one corner of

which a floral ornament ....
Ai Tetradr. 230 grs.

Id JR Tetradr. 223-4 grs.

{Num. Chron., 1873, PI- XI. 6.)

Id ^ i Dr. 3 1 grs.
Id JR Obol 16 grs.
Id ^1 Obol 7-8 grs.
A— I Rose in inc. sq. JR | Obol 6-5 grs.

Lindus Rhodi, on the east coast of the island, like lalysus on the north,
struck silver coin on the Phoenician standard.
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Circ. B.C. 500-408.

Lion's head, with open jaws.

(Mion., PI. XXXVI. 5.)

Twooblongincuse depressions, separated

by a broad band, on which sometimes

AINAI . . ^ Tetradr. 213 grs.
JR Obol 16 grs.

IMiodus. In or about the year b. c. 408 the three indepeDdent Rhodian
towns Camirus, lalysus, and Lindus, combined to found the new city of

Rhodus near the extreme northern point of the island. As the in-

habitants of all three towns traced their descent from Helios, to whom,
indeed, the whole island was sacred (Pindar, 01., vii. 54), the head of the

Sun-god and his emblem, the Rose, were naturally selected as the coin-

types of the new capital. The standard adopted for the new currency
appears to have been at first the Attic, of which we have rare tetra-

drachms weighing about 260 grs. This standard, however, very soon

gives place to the so-called Rhodian standard, the tetradrachms of which

range from 240-230 grs.

Attic weight.

Head of Helios, facing.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Circ. B.C. 408-400.

POAION Eose, on either side bunch
of grapes ;

all in incuse square
JR Tetradr. 259 grs.

Id tR 1 Dr.

P— Rose in incuse square JR ^ Dr.

,,
Head of nymph, Rhodes, in in-

cuse square M ^ Dr.

Gold of Euhoic and Silver of Rhodian weight.

Circ. B.C. 400-304.

Fig. 312.

Head of Helios, facing, of fine strong

style. (Fig. 312.)

Similar, of bold style, but of inferior

work to the K stater.

(B. M. Guide, PL XX. 38.)
Id. (Hunter, PI. XLV. 3.)

Id.

Id.

Head of Helios, facing.

Head of nymph Rhodos.

POAION Rose with bud to r, and

grapes to I.
;
in field E. All in in-

cuse square K Stater

,,
Rose and bud

;
in field,

changing symbol. All in incuse

square . . . . JR Tetradr.

Id M Didr.

„ Id ^Drachm.
PO Id M^ Dr.

P— Rose, above magistrate's name.

In field, changing symbol ....M Didr. Dr. and \ Dr.

P— Rose ^^ '45
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About B.C. 394,' after Conon's great victory at Cnidus, Rhodes took

part in the Federal coinage of the Anti-Spartan alliance, Cf. the similar

coins of Ephesus, Samos, Cnidus, and lasus.

^YN Infant Herakles strangling ser-

pents (Rev. iVwm./i863, PI. X. 3.)

PO Rose. Traces of incuse square.
iR 175 grs. Tridrachm,

Circ. B.C. 304-168.

The coinage of Rhodes seems to have been unaffected by the campaign
of Alexander the Great, and it was not until after the famous siege of

Rhodus by Demetrius Poliorcetes that any modification was introduced

in the types.
It can, however, hardly be questioned that the next series of Rhodian

money whch exhibits the head of Helios radiate on the obverse, falls into

the period of the greatest prosperity of Rhodes, B.C. 304-168. The radiate

head on the tetradrachms of this period may serve to give us some idea

of the style and general aspect of the features of the colossal statue of

Helios by Chares of Lindus, commonly called the Colossus of Rhodes.

This figure was set up in B.C. 283, beside the harbour of Rhodus, and not,

according to a fanciful modern notion, astride across its entrance.

(Overbeck, Plastik, 3rd ed., ii. 137 sq.)

\

Fig. 313.

Head of Helios, facing, of softer style
than on the coins of the fifth cen-

tury, and surrounded by rays.
Id.

Head of Helios, radiate in T)rofile.

Id.

Head of Helios, radiate, facing.
Id. in profile.

Head of Helios, facing, but without

Id.
rays.

POAION or P— Rose with bud;
magistrate's name and changing sym-
bol in field (Fig. 313) . M Tetradr.

Id M Didr.

POAION Id ^Didr.
P— Id. Magistrates' names and

changing symbols, as on the dia-

dracbms, but all in shallow incuse

square M, Dr.

P— Id ^ 1 Dr.

P— Two rose buds, between them

changing symbolM Trihemiob. 15 grs.
P— Id. but not in incuse square . .

^Dr.
P— Id ^ i Dr.

Of this last type there is a curious variety showing an Eagle in front
of the right cheek of the Sun-god. On the reverses of coins of this class
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are the abbreviated names, perhaps of Lycian towns, such as P—A, and
Z—A for Patara and Xanthus. If so, these little coins were struck on
the mainland while Lycia was subject to Rhodes, See, however, Imhoof,
3Ion. Gr., p. 314.

Bronze.

Head of Helios, radiate, in profile

(style of Lysippus).
Head of Zeus.

Id.

Veiled female head, in stephane.
Id.

Head of Helios, radiate, in profile.

P— Rose, between two changing
symbols ^ I'l

P— Rose and bud, in field, magis-
trate's letters ^ -8

P— Rose, behind which, radiate disk

of rising sun -^^ '65
P— Rose ^ -65
PO Prow ^65
P— Rose. Magistrate's name and

changing symbols. All in flat incuse

square ^ '5

At the conclusion of the peace B.C. 189, after the battle of Magnesia,
Rhodes obtained a large accession of territory on the mainland, including
Lycia, exclusive of Telmessus, and the greater part of Caria, south of the
Maeander. From this time the coinage is abundant, even in gold, until

B.C. 168, when the Romans put an end to the Rhodian power on the
mainland. To the tetradrachms and smaller silver coins of this period
above described may be added the following :

—

(a) Gold.

Head of Helios, radiate, facing.

{B.^. Guide, V\. L. 21.)

Head of Helios, radiate, in profile.

P— Rose, in shallow incuse square.

Magistrates' names ANTAIOZ or

TIMOKPATHZ . . . i5^ Stater.

P— Id. in circle of dots. Magis-
trates' names ANTAIOS, AIOTEN,
MEAAIT, TIMOKPA, etc. AT ^ Dr.

ip) Gold and Silver op Regal Types.

Gold staters of the types of Philip and Lysimachus. Symbol—Rose.

(Muller, Alex., PI. XXXVI. 208 ; Lysim., PI.
yill. 450, 451) with magis-

trate's name APIZTOBOYAOZ, a name which occurs also on Rhodian
tetradrachms of Alexander's types (Midler, Alex., Class VI., PL XVI. Nos.

1154-1167); Symbol
—Rose. The magistrates' names on these coins are

often identical with those on the tetradrachms of the usual Rhodian type
described above.

Circ. B.C. 168-88.

In B.C. 168 the Lycian League was reconstituted under Roman
auspices, and the Rhodian commerce irretrievably ruined. The coinage
of Rhodes from this time down to that of the Mithradatic wars consisted

in all probability of the later and more carelessly executed drachms of the

classes above described.
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Circ. B.C. 88-43.

It is to the period of the revolt of Asia from Roman oppression during
the Mithradatic war that I would ascribe the following late Rhodian
issues. The Attic standard had now become all but universal in Asia

Minor, and the Rhodian money forms no exception to the rule.

Head of Helios, facing, of late style.

(Cf. Hunter, PI. XLY. 6.)

Id.

Id.

P— Rose seen in front, magistrate's
name written around M, Attic Dr.

PO Rose seen in front, beneath, magis-
trate's name, the whole in wreath of

ivy(?) M r^
„ Rose seen in front, around, magis-
trate's name . . . . . ^ -75

Im2)erial Times.

Although doubtless the Rhodian silver coin continued current long
after it had ceased to be issued, there is every reason to suppose that

bronze gradually took its place as the chief medium of circulation, and that

from being mere token money bronze became real money possessed of a

certain intrinsic value. That some such alteration in the legal standard

occurred under the Roman rule is to be inferred not only from the large
size and heavy weight of the late Rhodian bronze coins, but from the fact

that they usually bear the indication of value AIAPAXMON.

Head of Helios, r., radiate, and often

bound with ivy, or head of young
Dionysos in ivy-wreath ;

around on

some specimens the lecfend

poAioi Ynep TnN ccBACinN.

POAinN or AIAPAXMON, or magis-
strate's name, often with title TA-
MIAZ. Types: Rose; Nike crown-

ing trophy ;
or Nike on a prow or

globe, carrying aplustre, or wreath
and palm -^ i'5

There are also coins with the Head of Helios and POAIflN EAEYO. on
the reverse, type Nike.

Imperial
—Nero to Commodus. Types

—Helios and female deity joining
hands. TTOCeiAnN AC AA€ IOC, Poseidon standing before altar holding

dolphin and trident, etc. Poseidon Asphaleios was the god who presided
over the safety of ships and ports. (Cf. Strab., 59.)

Syme (?),
an island between Rhodes and Cnidus. Waddington {Bev.

Num., 1853, p. 249) has attributed to this island an Attic drachm dating
apparently from about B.C. 400-350.

Head of bearded Dionysos.
Head of Pallas.

(Imhoof, Mon. Gr., PL F. 13.)

SY Kantharos .... tR 63 grs.

Y? Kantharos wreathed Avith ivy . .

^•7

Imhoof {3Ion. Gr., p. 323) suggests Syaugela near Halicarnassus as an

equally probable place of mintage.
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Telos, a small island between Rhodes and Nisyros.

Circ. B.C. 400-300.

Head of Zeus.

Head of Pallas.

(Imhoof, Zeit.f. Num., i. p. 151.)

THAI Crab vE -5

„ Id ^ -4

From the following table it will be seen that before the age of Alexander
the only places of mintage on the mainland of Caria were Astyra, Cher-
sonesus and Cnidus, Halicarnassus, lasus, Idyma, and Termera :

—

Chronological Table of the Coinage of Caria.
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Islands off Caria.
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Plain {Tyjms fasciatus). (Fig. 314.) Three incuse depressions, that in the

centre oblong, the others square .

El. Babylonic stater 1668 grs.

Id. but in central incuse a running fox,

in the ujjper square a stag's head,
and in the lower an ornament ^ .

El. Phoenician stater 219 grs.
Id. Oblong between two square depres-

sions . . El. ^ Stater 105-8 grs.

Two incuse squares of different sizes .

El. Sixth 37 grs.

Incuse square . El. Twelfth 18 grs.

Incuse square . El. J^ 9 grs.

In the fox, on the reverse of the stater of 219 grs., Lenormant recog-
nises a symbol of the Lydian Dionysos, whose name, Bassareus, he
connects with the word Bassara, a fox (Steph., Tliemur.^ s. v.).

Id. (Lenormant, Mon. royales de la

Lydie, p. i.)

Id. (B. V. Head, Coinage of Lydia
and Persia, PI. I. 2.)

Id. {Ibid., PI. I. 3.)

Id. {Ibid., PI. I. 4.)

Id. {Ibid., PI. I. 5.)

Time of Sadyattes and Alyattes. B.C. 637-568.

During this period it may be reasonably supposed that the influence of

the arts of Ionia began to be felt in the Lydian capital. Miletus and other

important Greek cities on the coast had not been long in adopting and

improving upon the Lydian invention of coining the precious metals, by
adorning the face of the ingot with a sacred emblem. It is impossible
to distinguish with absolute certainty the Lydian issues from those of the

Greek towns, but there is one type which seems to be especially charac-

teristic of Lydia, as it occurs in a modified form on the coinage attributed

to the Sardian mint, and to the reign of Croesus
;
this is the Lion and

the Bull, symbolical, perhaps, of the worship of the Sun and Moon.

Foreparts of lion and bull, turned 1 Three incuse depressions, that in the

away from one another, and joined centre oblong, the others square

by their necks.

(B. V. Head, I. c, PI. I. 6.)

El. Phoenician stater 215-4 grs.

The two following coins, already described under Miletus (p. 5^^),

might with equal probability, on account of the fox on the reverse, be

assigned to Sardes :
—

Lion, recumbent, with head turned

back and open jaws, the whole in

oblong frame. (Brit. Mus.)

Oblong incuse between two square ones.

In the central oblong, a running fox,

in one square a stag's head, and in

the other an ornament ^ ....
El. Stater 214-8 grs.

Id. Id El. \ Stater 107 grs.

There are also electrum coins of Euboic weight (269 and 133 grs.)
attributed by Miiller to Gyrene {q. v.), which mai/ however be of Ionian
or Lydian origin.

Time of Croesus {V). B.C. 568-554.

When Croesus ascended the throne of Lydia, one of his fii'st objects
seems to have been to propitiate the Hellenes, both in Europe and Asia,

by magnificent ofierings of equal value to the great sanctuaries of Apollo

N n
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at Delphi and Branchidae (Herod, i. 46, 50, 92). For the space of about
fourteen years Lydia, under his rule, occupied the position of a great

power in Asia, extending from the Halys to the shores of the Aegean.
It seems probable that the introduction of a double currency of pure
gold and silver money, in the place of the primitive electrum, may have
been due to the commercial genius of Croesus, as I have elsewhere
endeavoured to point out [Coinage of Lydia and Persia, p. 19).

In this monetary reform regard seems to have been had to the weights
of the two old electrum staters, each of which was now represented by
an equal value, though, of course, not by an equal weight, of pure gold.
Thus the old Phoenician electrum stater of 220 grs. was replaced by a

pure gold coin of 168 grs., equivalent, like its predecessor in electrum, to

io silver staters of 220 grs. (one-fifth of the Phoenician silver mina),
and the old Babylonic electrum stater of 168 grs. was replaced by a new
pure gold stater of 126 grs., equal in value, like it, to one-fifth of the

Babylonic silver mina or 10 silver staters of 168 grs., as now for the

first time coined. The attribution of the coins of this series to Croesus

originated with Cousinery, whose opinion was shared by Borrell, Leake,
Lenormant, Waddington [As. llin., p. 59), and Brandis. M. Six, however,
would assign them to the time of Cyrus and Cambyses.

im,-.

Fig.

Foreparts of a lion and hull, facing
one another.

Oblong inpuse, divided into two parts.

Babylonic Standard, Gold ....
(Sestini, Siat. Ant., Tab. IX. 14, 16)

Euboic Standard, Gold

N Stater . .
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phori, but, as we shall presently see, the coinage of Lydia consists in the

main of bronze of the Imperial period.
This vast preponderance of the Imperial coinage over the autonomous,

both in Lydia and Phrygia, has induced me to depart from the somewhat

antiquated geographical order hitherto universally adhered to by numis-
matists. Lydia and Phrygia seem to follow naturally next after Ionia

and Caria. To interpolate Lycia, Pamphylia, Pisidia, Cilicia, and Cyprus,
between Caria and Lydia, appears to me to be introducing, quite unne-

cessarily, an element of confusion into the homogeneous coinage of the

Roman Province of Asia, which should certainly be as far as possible

kept together.
As M. Waddington justly remarks [Fastes des Provinces asiafiqnes, p. 24),

it is by means of its coinage that we are enabled to identify the exact

boundaries of the province of Asia, for the Imperial coins struck in that

province are distinguished from those of all the other provinces of Asia

Minor by two well-marked peculiarities: (1) by the frequent occurrence

on them of local magistrates' names usually accompanied by their titles,

such as Strategos, Archon, Archiereus, etc.
;
and (2) by the common

substitution for the Emperor's head of a symbolic bust accompanied by
the legend KPA CYNKAHTOC^, by which is meant the Roman^Senate,

whereby the cities of the Province of Asia indicated their dependence
upon the Senate, Asia having been always a Senatorial Province. M.

Waddington was, I believe, the first to draw attention to the fact that

this custom was peculiar to the Province of Asia, for in the neighbouring
Bithynia, which was for a time also Senatorial, no trace of it exists.

This peculiarity also applies to the names of local titled magistrates, for,

although in Bithynia, Galatia, and Cappadocia we often meet with the

names of Proconsuls or of Imperial Legati, yet we never find those of

local municipal dignitaries, while in Lycia, Pamphylia, Pisidia, and
Cilicia not even these occur, for the Imperial coins of those districts

never bear magistrates' names.

These considerations, added to a well-marked similarity of fabric, form
in my judgment a good and sufficient reason for the modification of the

commonly-accepted order of arrangement which I have thought fit to

adopt in the present work.

Acharaca (?) (Strab., 579, 649, and 650), between Tralles and Nysa. To
this place Millingen (who calls it Characa, Sj/U., p. 79) would attribute

a coin of Drusus reading KAPAKI .... T^pe
—Caduceus. But the

attribution is by no means satisfactory, for Acharaca was not a distinct

TToAts, but merely a village in the territory of Nysa.

Acrasiis (Waddington, As. Min., 60), on the upper course of the Caicus.

Imperial, with or without heads of Emperors—Trajan to Gordian.
Inscr., AKPAOClTClH. Magistrates' names with title Strategos. Tf/pes

—
KAIKOC, River Caicus recumbent; The death of Dirke

; Apollo and

Marsyas, the former resting on column, the latter as a satyr standing

» The legends ICPA CYNKAHTOC, OeON CYNKAHTON, and the like, are so

frequent on the coins of the towns of the Roman Province of Asia, especially in Lydia and

Phrygia, that I have not always been careful to chronicle their occurrence.

N n 2
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before him
;
Artemis Ephesia in biga of stags ; Kybele in biga drawn'

by lions
; Dionysos ; Asklepios, Hygieia, and Telesphoros ;

Herakles and
Athena sacrificing ; Hermes; ICPA CYNKAHTOC, etc.

Aninetus. Site uncertain. Autonomous of Imperial times. Inscr.,

ANINHCIOIC, ANiNHCinN AHMOC, Head of Demos, rev. ANOGCTIOC
AMeOHKe, Free Horse

;
Artemis Ephesia; Kape of Persephone (Imhoof,

Mon. Gr., p. 470).

ApoUonis (Waddington, As. Min., 66), on the frontiers of Mysia, half

way between Pergamum and Sardes. Imperial times, with or without Em-

peror's head—Aurelius to Severus Alexander. Inscr., AflOAAnNl ACHN.
Magistrates

— Archon, Strategos. Ordinary types
—AHMOC, I EPA CYN-

KAHTOC, OeON CYNKAHTON, etc.; Kybele seated; Dionysos; Eiver-

god without name
;
Bust of Artemis ; Stag ;

Demeter in serpent-car, etc.

ApoUonos Hieron (Pliny, v. 29). Autonomous and Imperial bronze,
with or without Emperor's name—Tiberius, Nero, Caracalla, and Hostilian.

Inscr., AnOAAnNiePeiTfiN, Bust of Pallas
;
Zeus standing ;

etc. Apollo
in temple; l€PA CYNKAHTOC, etc.

Attalia. Imperial
—Trajan to Julia Mamaea, with or without por-

traits. Inscr., ATTAACATfiN. Magistrate, Strategos. Typjes
—Bust of

Artemis with surname BOPGITHNH, or simply KOPH ;
Artemis running

with two torches; Herakles and Lion; ICPA CYNKAHTOC; etc. The
coins of the other Attalia in Pamphylia read ATTAACflN.

Aureliopolis, between Tralles and Attalia. Imperial of Commodus
(dedicated by the Strategos Apollonides), Caracalla, and Gordian. Inscr.,

AYPHAIOnOACIinN. Magistrate
—

Strategos. Types
—

Apollo naked with
bow and arrow, in biga drawn by griffins. Artemis in biga of serpents
or stags. Dionysos in biga of Centaurs. AYPHAIO. TMH., seated female

figure turreted, holding cista mystica on her knee, and crowned by
Dionysos wearing the nebris, l€PA CYNKAHTOC, etc.

Bagis (Waddington, As. Min., 61), on the right bank of the Hermus.

Imperial times—Nero to Saloninus. Inscr., BAFHNnN or KAICAPCnN
BATHNflN. Magistrates with titles, Archon or Stephanephoros. Fri^i-

cipal types
—CPMOC, River-god Hermus; Dionysos standing; Emperor

on horseback, riding over prostrate foes, and assisted by Ares and Pallas
;

Zeus standing, holding eagle and sceptre ; Aphrodite naked standing,

holding apple and mirror, at her feet three winged Erotes. Also AHMOC
;

ICPOC AHMOC; ICPA BOYAH; CYNKAHTOC; etc.

Alliance coins with Temenothyrae.

Blatindus. See Phrygia (p. 559).

Boeonus. See Boeone Aeolidis (p. 478).

Briula, in the neighbourhood of Nysa. hnperial, bronze with or with-
out head of Emperor—Trajan to Aurelius. Inscr., BPIOYACITHN. Chief

types—Z^yC OAYMniOC, HAIOC, MHTHP 0€nN, in combination with

figures of Zeus, Helios, and Kybele. Also AHMOC BPIOYACITilN.

Caystriani, a tribe occupying the lower valley of the Cayster. Auto-
nomous of the first century B.C. Inscr., KAYZTPI ANflN. Types—Kea.^
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of Apollo or Dionysos, rev. Winged caduceus or lyre, hnjjenal of Anto-
ninus Pius [Mem. Num. Rom., 1847).

Cilbiani (Leake, Num. Hell. Snppl. Asia, p. 38-9). This people occupied
the upper valley of the Cayster. The coins bearing their name fall into

several classes, variously inscribed KIABIANHN TfiN KATH, KIABI ANnN
THN ANn, NeiKAenN inN eN kiabianh, neikachn kiabianhn,
KIABIANnN KCAirnN, nCPrAMHNnN KIABIANnN, and HEPr.
NIKACnN THN eN KIABI ANn, concerning all which see Eckhel, iii. 99,
and Kenner, Stlft Sf. Ylorlan, p. 161. Imperial

—
Augustus to Geta. Tifpes

—
Kiver Cayster ;

Artemis Ephesia ; Dionysos ; Aphrodite ; Asklepios ;

lePA CYNKAHTOC; OEAN PHMHN, with others of no special interest.

Magistrates
—Grammateus, Archon, Strategos.

Clannuda (Waddington, As. Min., 19, and Zeit. f. Num., xiii. p. 15).
This place was situated south of Bagis and west of Blaundus. There
are small autonomous bronze coins of E-oman times reading KAANNOYA-
AEnN, obv. Heads of Hermes, Apollo, or Zeus; rev. Butting bull;
veiled goddess (Hera "?) facing ; Eagle on fulmen.

Daldis. Site unknown, hnperial
—
Augustus to Gallienus. Inscr.,

AAAAIANnN, with or without names of Strategos or Archon. Chief

types
—

Apollo seated on rock playing lyre in temple. Artemis hunting
two stags. On a medallion of Gordian is a remarkable composition,

probably copied from some well known painting. It represents the

three Gorgon sisters sleeping under a tree, with the winged Hypnos
hovering above them, on the right Perseus approaches, and on the left

is a horse (Pegasos X) ;
in the background is a temple of Apollo [Zeit. f.

Num., V. 105). Simulacrum of Demeter (?) flanked by poppy and corn

Kybele seated
;
ICPA CYNKAHTOC; AHMOC, etc.

Dioshieron. Imperial times—Augustus to Gordian. Mar/istrate
—KOP-

BOYAnN or KOPBOYAHNOC, without title, Cn. Domitius Corbulo,
Roman Proconsul of Asia, A.D. 51 or 52 (Waddington, Fastes, p. 127),
also local magistrates with titles, Strategos or Archon. Inscr., AIOCICP-
ClinN. Chief types—Y.fK'iCl?OC River Cayster ; ZCYC, Heads of Zeus
and Nero, rev. HP A, Hera standing; Zeus

; Asklepios; AHMOC
;

etc.

Gordus Julia, situate, according to Ptolemy, between the river Hermus
and Mount Sipylus. Imperial times—Trajan to Gallienus, with or with-

out Emperor's name. Inscr., TOPAOC, ToYAIA TOPAOC, TOPAHNnN,
or lOYAienN rOPAHNnN. Magistrates

—
Strategos, Archon, Hippikos.

Types
—Artemis Ephesia ; Dionysos with kantharos

;
Men

; Telesphoros ;

River-god (Hermus ?) ; Zeus seated
; Rape of Persephone ;

Simulacrum
of Demeter C?) flanked by poppy and corn

;
Demeter in serpent-car ;

ArnNOOeCIA in wreath; l€PA CYNKAHTOC; O€0N CYNKAHTON
;

OCA pnMH; etc.

Alliance coins with Cadi Phrygiae.

Heracleia ad Sipylum. Imperial
— Hadrian to Maximinus. Inscr.,

HPAKACnN or HPAKACinN, with addition sometimes of NcnKOPnN.
Types—Hades seated

; Kronos winged, holding sickle
; Hygieia ;

etc. The
coins of Heracleia ad Latmum, loniae, and Heracleia Salbace, Cariae,
have the ethnic form HPAKACniaN.
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Hermocapelia, probably situate on the Hermus, whence its name

(Eckhel, iii. loi). Im^oerial
— Hadrian to Hostilian, Heads of Roma,

G€A PHMH; the Senate, l€PA CYNKAHTOC ;
or the Emperor. Inser.,

ePMOKAnHAITnN. The coins said to read ePMOYnOAEITHN are

believed by Sestini to be misread. Magistrates' names, sometimes with
title Strategos. T^pes

—Rape of Persephone ; Kybele, etc.

Hierocaesareia, on the river Glaucus, an affluent of the Maeander.

Imperial
—Nero to Sept. Severus, with or without Emperor's head. Inscr.,

l€POKAICAPeiAor lePOKAICAPenN. Ilaffistrate—AHOYUMD. OCPOKI,
Ti. Julius Ferox, Proconsul of Asia, a.d. i 16-117, and local magistrates
Archon, Strategos, and Stephanephoros. Tj/j^es chiefly referring to the

worship of Artemis Flepo-ta or UepcnKij (Tac. An., iii. 62 ; Pans., iii. 16. 6
;

V. 27. 3 ;
vii. 6. 4), whose native name was Anaitis. FFCPCIKH, Artemis

standing ;
Artemis slaying stag ; standing beside stag ;

or in biga of

stags; FAAYKOC, River-god Glaucus; Perseus standing; Lighted altar

(Pans., V. 27. 5), AHMOC, lePH CYNKAHTOC, etc.

Hypaepa, on the southern slope of Mount Tmolus (Strab., 627), near
the river Cayster. Imperial times—Augustus to Gallienus, usually with

Emperor's name. Inscr., YrTAinHNnN. Magistrates
—

Strategos, Gram-
mateus, Archon, Asiarch, or Stephanephoros. T//pes

— KAYCTPOC, River

Cayster ; Cultus-image of Artemis Persica, or Hera, standing facing, in

the attitude of the Ephesian goddess, but wearing a long cloak or veil
;

Apollo seated holding image of Hera
;
Head of Herakles

; Asklepios ;

Dionysos; ICPA CYNKAHTOC, etc.

Alliance coins with Sardes.

Hyrcauis, in the Hyrcanian plain through which the river Hyllus
flows into the Hermus. The place took its name from a colony of Hyr-
canians from the Caspian Sea, who were afterwards mingled with some
Macedonians. Imperial coins, with or without name of Emperor

—
Trajan

to Philip Jun. Inscr., YPKANIC, YPKANnN, or YPKANnN MAKG-
AONnN. Magistrates—kUQ\^WK^^^ BET[Tin] nPOK[AnJ and ANOY-
[TTATn] KYIHTn, the Proconsuls Vettius, Proculus, circ. a.d. 112, and
Avidius Quietus in Hadrian's time ; also local magistrates, Strategos and

Stephanephoros. Types—^2^-^^ of Persephone ;
Demeter in serpent-car ;

River-god FFIAACOC recumbent beneath a tree, and resting on shield.

Others refer to the cultus of Dionysos; Ai'temis ; Asklepios; ICPA

CYNKAHTOC, etc.

Maeonia (Waddington, As. 3Hn., 65), midway between Philadelphia
and the Hermus, in the volcanic district called KaraK^Kavix^ri. Imperial
titnes—l^iero to Etruscilla. Heads of Emperor, the Senate, ICPA CYN-
KAHTOC, AHMOC, Zeus Olympios, and bearded Herakles. Itiscr.,

MAIONnN, MAinNnN, MAIONIA, etc.; Z€YC OAYMHIOC. Magis-
trates—Strategos, Archon, Stephanephoros. "Types— Fsdlsis ; Aphrodite
standing ; Omphale standing, clad in lion's skin, and holding club of

Herakles
; Dionysos in biga of Centaurs

; Dionysos and Ariadne in

biga of panthers ; Infant Zeus seated on throne, attended by three

Corybantes.
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Magnesia ad Sipylum. Autonomous bronze coins of the second and
fii-st centuries B. c.

Head of city, turreted.

Head of bearded Herakles.

Head of Zeus.

MArNHTHN ZIHYAOY Zeus stand-

iug, holding eagle and sceptre M -S

,, ., Pallas stand-

ing, holding Nike . . . . JE -85

„ „ Omphalos with

serpent twined round it . . ^ -55

Imperial
—Augustus to Salonina. Liser., MATMHCIA, MArNHTIlN

CinYAOY, MArNHTnN TnN AnO CinYAOY, MArNHTCC Ano C, etc.

Magistrates
—Asiarch, Hiereus, Strategos, Hippikos. T^pes

— MAPKOZ
TYAAIOZ KIKEPnN, Bare head of the younger Cicero, Proconsul of Asia

shortly after his Consulship, b. c. 30. CPMOC, River Hermus. CIFFYAOC,
Bust of Mount Sipylus. HPAC. Z€YC eA€YO€PI0C. Kybele enthroned
or in biga of lions. eiPHNH CEBACTH (Pax Augusta), 0€AN PHMHN,
lePA CYNKAHTOC, G€ON CYNKAHTON, l€POC AHMOC, with many
others of no special interest. Games—OAYMTTIA, AAPIANA, AAe[ZAN-
AP€IA], ANTnNIINIANAI] and €NMONlAei A, the last peculiar to this

city. It is possible, however, that the word does not refer to games so

called, but to the place of their celebration, kv MoytSeta. Cf. kv Kohpiyals
on coins of Tarsus.

Alliance coins with Smyrna.

Mastaura, situate on a small tributary of the Maeander called the

Chrysorrhoas in a valley of Mount Messogis. Imperial times—Tiberius

to Valerian, with or without Emperors' heads. Inscr., MACTAYPA or

MACTAYPEITnN. Magistrates, sometimes with title eniM€AHTHC
FFANAOHNAinN. Tijjjes

—Amazon on horseback, with Carian double

axe over her shoulder ;
Leto carrying her two children

;
Artemis with

two torches in biga drawn by humped bulls
;
ICPA CYNKAHTOC, etc.

Mosteni, in the Hyrcanian Plain. Imperial, with heads of Zeus,

Demeter, or Emperor
— Claudius to Salonina. Inscr., MOCTHNnN,

MOCTHNnN AYA^N, or KAICAPCnN MOCTHNnN and MOCCHNHN,
Magistrates

—Archon and Strategos. The most remarkable type is an
Amazon on horseback, with a bipennis on her shoulder, and an altar and
a cypress tree in front. On a coin in the Munich Cabinet Hermes seizes

the horse by the bridle (Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 387). Other f_ypes are

Bipennis, Head of Demeter, Ear of corn, AHMOC, OCA PHMH, GC0N
CYNKAHTON, etc.

Nacrasa, in the north of Lydia, on the road from Thyatira to Pei'-

gamum. Imperial times—Heads of Senate, ICPA CYNKAHTOC and OCON
CYNKAHTON; Bearded Herakles; or Emperors Domitian to Geta.

Liscr., NAKPACeiTnN or NAKPACCnN. Magistrates sometimes with
title Strategos. Predominant types

—Artemis Ephesia ; Kybele enthroned ;

Serpent rising from altar, etc.

Nysa, on the southern slope of Mount Messogis, north of the Maeander,
was originally founded by a Spartan named Athymbros. The name of

the town was changed from Athymbra to Nysa in the reign of Antiochus I.

after Nysa, one of his wives. The only silver coins of Nysa are
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cistophori (tetradrachms and drachms) of the usual types, with the

letters NY or NYZA in the field, and bearing the dates IE and Kf (15
and 23) of the era of the Province of Asia reckoned from b. c. 133,
The autonomous bronze coins range from circ. B, c. 380 to Roman

times. Inscr., NYZAEHN. Ti/pes
—Heads of young Dionysos ;

Hades
and Kore jugate; and of Eirene, with legend EIPHNH, rev. Dionysos
standing ; Rape of Persephone ; Apollo standing, etc.

Imperial
—

Augustus to Gallienus. Inscr., NYCACflN. Magistrates
without titles or with those of rPA[MMATeYC] or lepeYC. Bivinities—
Zeus nAOYTOAOrHC (Eckhel, ii. 5H7), Apollo nATPnOC, KOPH,
AIONYCOC, KAMAPeiTHC, an epithet of the god Miy^^, clearly connected
with the Phoenician Qamar (Arabic j^), the Moon, who is represented
either standing holding patera and sceptre, or seated sideways on a
horse. AOYMBPOC, the Oekist, eiPHNH, CYNKAHTOC, KPA CYNKAH-
TOC, etc. A bull borne to the sacrifice on the shoulders of six naked

ephebi, an interesting type which is explained by a passage of Strabo

(xiv. I. 44), as a sacrifice celebrated annually in honour of Pluto at the

village of Acharaca near Nysa, where stood the Plutonium. Dionysos as

an infant seated in a cornucopiae. This god is said by Apollodorus (iii,

4. 3) to have been brought to Nysa by Hermes soon after his birth.

Games— Q^OVktA\k OIKOYMENIK A, or the Epithalamia of Hades and

Persephone.
Alliance coins with Ancyra and Ephesus.

Philadelphia, one of the most important cities of Lydia, was founded

by Attalus Philadelphos. It stood on the noi'th-west side of Mount
Tmolus, near the river Cogamus. Autonomous bronze of the second
and first centuries B.C. Inscr., <t>IAAAEA4)EnN, Bust of Artemis; rev.

Apollo seated or standing with lyre. Maf/istrate
—APXIEPEYZ. Imperial,

with head of AHMOC, ICPA CYNKAHTOC, or the Emperor—Augustus to

Valerian. Inscr., (MAAACAOCnN or 0AABI. (t)IAAA€AOenN, often

with addition of NenKOPnN, with or without names of Archon or

Strategos ;
and in one instance of Curators em MEAHO[ENTnN] on a

coinof Vespasian (Hermes, viii. 229.) T?/pes
—ZCYC KOPYdJAIOC; nHTH,

a Fountain nymph ;
Coiled serpent on the back of a horse

;
Herakles

and the Hydra ;
Amazon standing holding image of Artemis

;
Isis stand-

ing or seated with infant Harpokrates on her arm
;
Hermes carrying

infant Dionysos ;
Hermes dragging a Ram

; Aphrodite naked in temple,

arranging her hair and holding a mirror before her
; Agonistic table with

urns, etc.

Alliance coins with Ephesus, Smyrna, and Oresteium, the last town not

otherwise known. Itiscr., OPeCie\HClH <t>IAAAeA0., etc. OMONOIA.

Saettae. This city occupied the territory between the rivers Hermus
and Hyllus. Imperial coins, without or with heads of Emperors

—Hadrian
to Salonina. Inscr., CAITTHNnN. Magistrate, sometimes, Archon.

%;^*—lePA CYNKAHTOC, ICPA BOYAH, and AHMOC, CPMOC or YAAOC,
Rivers Hermus and Hyllus; ZCYC HATPIOC, Head of Zeus

;
AZIOT-

THN OC, a local name of the god Men, written round his head
;
Men standing

between the two rivers recumbent
; Apollo standing resting on column

or holding lyre ;
Isis

; Kybele enthroned ; Dionysos and panther ;

Herakles standing, etc.
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Sardes, the ancient capital of the kingdom of Lydia, was situated at

the foot of Mount Tmolus on the banks of the Pactolus, a small tributary
of the Hermus. The early electrum, gold, and silver coinage of the

Lydian kings ah'eady described (p. 545) was issued from this mint. Under
Persian rule it is possible that gold darics and silver sigli may have been
struck there, but of this we have no proof.

Second and First centuries B.C.

The earliest coins which can with certainty be assigned to Sardes are

cistophori of the second century B.C., with the letters SAP in the field of
the reverse. To this age we may also attribute the rare tetradrachm
described by Imhoof {Mo)i. Gr., PL G. 23).

Head of young Herakles in lion's skin. ZAPAIANnN Zeus Laodikeus stand-

ing M 236 grs.

The autonomous bronze coins are numerous, hiscr., ZAPAIANHN.
Among the predominant f^pes are heads of Apollo, Bearded Herakles,

Dionysos, and Artemis
;

rev. Club
;
Zeus Laodikeus standing ; Apollo

standing ;
Horned Lion with spear in mouth

;
Pallas standing, etc.

Imperial
—Augustus to Saloninus, without or with Emperor's head.

Inscr., CAPAIANnN. Magistrates, Anthypatos, TAin ASINNin TTOA-
Aini ANYOfTATn, C. Asinius Pollio, Proconsul A.D. 37-38 ; €171 MAP-
KEAAOY TO B., T. Clodius Eprius Marcellus, A.D. 70-73, and en I [HO]-
YBAI TOYAAOY ANOYnATOY, Publicius or PubliHus Tullus, between
A.D. 102 and 114; also local Magistrates, Grammateus, Archon, Stra-

tegos, Archiereus megas, and Asiarch. Municipal titles, Neokoros,
Metropolis, and nPflinN CAAAAOC. e'awf*—KOINON ACIAC, KOPAIA
AKTIA, (DIAAACAOeiA, CeBHPCIA, XPYCANOClNA, probably so called

after the colour of the flowers of which the Victor's wreath was com-

posed. Cliief f>/])es—Q^K PHMH, Roma seated. CAPAIC, Bust of City.
TMHAOC. Head of Mount Tmolus. ZGYC AYAIOC, Bust of Lydian
Zeus. ePMOC, Kiver Hermus. MHN ACKHNOC, Bust of Men (cf. Journ.

Hell. Si ltd., iv. 417, and concerning the various epithets of the god Men,
Le Bas-Waddington, Liscr. d'As. Min., No. 668). CAPAIC ACIAC AYAI AC
CAAAAOC MHTPOnOAIC, Veiled head of city turreted, rev. Rape of Perse-

phone. nA<t)IH CAPAI ANnN, Temple of the Paphian Aphrodite; Agonistic
table ; Triptolemos in serpent-car ;

Demeter with ears of corn standing
opposite Asiatic eflSgy of Persephone ;

Men standing ; Silenos standing
with infant Dionysos on his arm in the attitude of the Hermes of

Praxiteles; Omphale.
Alliance coins with Ephesus, Pergamum, Hierapolis Phrygiae, Hypaepa,

Side, and Smyrna.

Silandus. Imj}erial times— Domitian to Caracalla, with or without

Emperor's head. Inscr., ClAANACfiN. Magistrates
—Archon, Strategos,

Archiereus. Chief types— \^? K CYNKAHTOC
;
Men standing ; Efligy of

Demeter or Persephone ; Dionysos riding on panther ; Hephaestos
forging helmet attended by Pallas. CPMOC, River Hermus recumbent,
before him, on a coin of Commodus, is a mountain-nymph seen behind a

rock, she grasps the trunk of a tree and holds a pedum ;
Silenos stand-
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ing beside ass. The worship of Silenos at this city points, perhaps, to

the derivation of the name Silandus.

Tabala. Imperial times—Trajan to Gordian, usually with Emperors'
heads. Iiiscr., TABAA€nN. Magistrates

—
Strategos, Archon. Chief

types
—CYNKAHTOC; ePMOC, River Hermus; Artemis Ephesia ; Kybele

seated ;
Amazon on horseback.

Thyateira, on the river Lycus. The earliest coins of this city appear
to be cistophori of the usual types, but bearing in the field of the reverse

the letters GYA and BA EY, standing for BASIAEHZ EYMENOYZ
(Imhoof, Die Miinzen der Bynastie von Fergamon, PI. IV. 1-4}. There are

also bronze coins of the second century B. c.

Head of Apollo. OYATEIPHNHN Tripod in wreath .

^.85

Imperial, with or without Emperors' names—Augustus to Valerian Jun.

//i^c/'., OYAieiPHNnN or OYATCIPA. Magistrates—Anthypatos, AN OY.

<t)OYCKn, Fuscus, Proconsul of Asia between a. D. 98 and 102; ANOY.
nOCTO[YM€IN]n. Fabius Postuminus, before a.d. 112; eni ANOYTTA-
TOY AAPIANOY, Hadrianus before A.D. 114 (Waddington, i^a^/f^'^, pp. 169,

177) 179)- Local Magistrates. Strategos (sometimes with title N€nKOPOC)
and Hippikos. Caw*— AYrOYCiei A, AAPIANA, HYOIA OAYMn[l]A.
Chief types— Q>(Mi\?K; lePA CYNKAHTOC; River Lycus recumbent;
Selene holding two torches

;
Amazon ; Bipennis ; Apollo ;

Bust of

Serapis, rev. Serpent Agathodaemon ; Young male divinity naked,

holding bipennis and branch
; Hephaestos forging helmet, Pallas stand-

ing before him
; Demeter standing, holding long torch, poppy, and corn ;

BOPeiTHNH Head of Artemis (see Eckhel, iii. 121); Amphion and
Zethos binding Dirke to bull (the famous Farnese group), etc.

Alliance coins with Smyrna.

Thyessus. Imperial time
{^.),

without Emperor's head. Inscr., OYES-
ZEnN. Ty2oe

—
Spear-head (Eckhel, iii. 123).

Tmolus. This town stood on the mountain of the same name.

Imperial
—M. Aurehus Caesar, Sabina and Faustina, also without name

of Emperor, hiscr., TMHAeiTfiN. Types
—TMHAOC, Bearded bust of

Mount Tmolus
; Omphale with Club of Herakles ; Apollo ;

Eros ;
Ar-

temis, huntress
; Female simulacrum facing, wearing modius. Magistrate,

Strategos. Cf. Aureliopohs.

Tomara. Imperial times— Commodus, with or without head of

Emperor.
//wcA, TOMAPHNnN. 2>;)e5—l€PA CYNKAHTOC ; Rape of Persephone.

Head of Herakles, rev. Lion; River-god KICCOC.

Tralles, a flourishing city on the southern slope of Mount Messogis.
It was one of the chief mints of the cistophori in western Asia Minor.

The cistophori of Tralles, with their halves and quarters, range in date

from the earlier part of the second century down to B.C. 48. They are dis-

tinguished by the letters TPAA in the field of the reverse to the left of
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the serpents, and by a changing symbol on the right. Above the bow-
case are magistrates' names or monogi'ams, and on the later series the

names of the Roman Proconsuls of Asia in Latin characters, T. AM PI . T.

F.PROCOS.,T.AmpiusBalbus (B.C. 58-57); C.FABI. M.F.PROCOS.,
C. Fabius [Hadrianus] (b.c. 57-36) ; PVLCHER PROCOS., C. Claudius
Pulcher (b.c. 55-54); and C. FAN. PONT. PR[aetor], C.Fannius (b.c.

49-48). The bronze coins of Tralles before jloman times are sometimes
inscribed ZEAEYKEnN or ANT in place of TPAAAIANliN, proving that

the city bore for a time the names of Seleucia and Antiochia (Sestini,
Class, gen., ^. 1 14). Imjierial times— Augustus to Domitian, with inscr.,

KAICAPenN or TPAAAIANnN KAICAPenN (see Le Bas-Waddington,
Inscr. (VAs. Mm., 600 a), and from Nero to Saloninus. with TPAAAIANnN,
usually with addition of NenKOPnN or N€aKOPnN THN CEBACTHN,
sometimes without Emperor's head, and inscr., TPAAAIANnN nPHTHN
EAAAAOC. Magistrates—Grammateus, Strategos. Chief types

—
I EPOC

AHMOC and ICPA CYNKAHTOC ;
ZCYC AAPACIOC or AlOC AAPACIOY,

referring to the cultus of Zeus Larasios, the principal divinity of Tralles,

probably named after a neighbouring village called Larasa (Le Bas-Wad-

dington, o/^.c/7., No. 604). AnOAAnN HAIOC orHAIOC CeBACTOC,Bust of

Helios. FFYOI OC or AYAl OC, figures ofthe Pythian or of the Lydian Apollo ;

Dionysos and Ariadne, or Dionysos and Apollo playing lyre, seated side

by side in car drawn by a panther and a goat, on the goat's back a small

Eros is playing the double flute
;
Helios in quadriga ; Rape of Perse-

phone ; Hekate triformis. AlOC rONAI[OY], Infant Zeus sleeping on
Mount Ida, above, an eagle with wings outspread ;

Amaltheia seated,

suckling the infant Zeus, around three Corybantes dancing and beating
their shields. For numerous other types of less interest, e.g. TYXH, etc.,

see Mionnet. Games—W^Q\k, OAYMHI A,nYOI A OAYMHIA, OAYMniA
AYrOYCTeiA FTYOIA, usually with agonistic table for type.

Alliance coins with Pergamum, Ephesus, Laodiceia ad Lycum Phrygiae,

Smyrna, Side, and Synnada.

Cheonology or the Coinage of Lydia.

As the coinage of Lydia belongs almost wholly to Imperial times, it

will be sufficient to recapitulate the few cities which have left us numis-
matic monuments of an earlier date. These are the following :

—
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PHRYGIA.
The coins of this province deserve a more careful investigation than

they have hitherto received, for, although almost entirely of Imperial
times, they are more than usually interesting, both from the mythological
and the geographical standpoints. There are numerous names and

epithets of divinities which are met with only on the coins of Phrygia ;

others illustrate Greek myths of Phrygian origin. The frequent occur-

rence of the names of rivers is also of the highest importance for the

determination of the sites of towns.

Accilaenm. Imperial of GordiaJi. /«#<?/•,, AKK I AACnN- T//pes
—Men;

Tyche ;
Nike stephanephoros (Num. Ckron., viii. 14).

Acmonia (Waddington, As. Min., p. 5). Autonomous bronze of the

first century b. c.

Head of Pallas.

Head of Zeus.

AKMONEflN Eagle on fulmen, wings

spread, between two stars. Magis-
strate's name ^ -9

„ Asklepios standing.

Magistrate's name . . . . -^ -75

Imperial
—Tiberius to Salonina, with the head of the Emperor; 06 A

PHMH, lePOC AHMOC, l€PA BOYAH, etc. Imcr., AKMONenN, some-
times with NenKOPnN, rarely AKMONHN, or AKMONCIC. Magis-
trates—Archon, Neokoros, Grammateus, and Hiereia. The prevailing fi/pes

refer to the cultus of Hermes, who is represented standing, holding purse
and caduceus, with ram beside him

;
of Artemis as huntress, with stag,

and sometimes small figure of Nike, beside her
;
of Zeus seated, with owl

beside him. There is also a River-god, probably the Maeander; Kybele
seated

; Asklepios and Hygieia ;
Zeus seated, facing, with two giants

before him [Z. f. N., xiii. PI, IV. 13); Dionysos in biga of panthers,
or riding on panther, or standing naked holding kantharos

;
Amaltheia

suckling infant Zeus, around three Curetes
;
Artemis Ephesia ; Emperor

on horseback, galloping towards mountain Dindymus (?),
on which stand

two figures (Nemeses ?), while at its foot is a recumbent River-god, the

Maeander (Imhoof, Mo7i. Gr., 392).

Aezani
(Waddingion, As. 3Ii?i., 8), near the sources of the Rhyndacus, on

the borders of Bithynia. Imperial
—
Augustus to Gallienus. Inscr., AIZA-

N€ITnN. Magistrates, sometimes Strategos, Archon, Neokoros, and

Stephanephoros. Chief iypjes
— Zeus aetophoros ; Kybele; Hekate ;

Ar-
temis Ephesia ;

the Dioskuri
; and, under Hadrian, a River-god, probably

the Rhyndacus, holding an infant in his arms. Also GCA PHMH, G€OC
or lepA CYNKAHTOC, ICPOC AHMOC, lePA BOYAH, and the local Senate
AIZAN rePOYCIA (^./. A., xii. 340).

Alliance w/«5 with Cadi under Domitian, inscr., AHMOC AlZANCIinN,
AHMOC KAAOHNnN.

Alia. Imperial
—

Trajan to Gordian. Heads of Emperors or of AHMOC,
BOYAH, or CYNKAHTOC. 7«w., AAlHNnN. Magistrates, Asiarch and
Aitesamenos (AIJHCAMCNOY <l>POYri, Hermes, ix.493), sometimes with

dedicatory inscr., ANCOHKCN. Types
—Men (Askaenos) standing or on
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horseback ; Artemis, huntress ; Dionysos standing ; Apollo standing ;

Tetrastyle temple, etc. {Num. Chron., iii. 98, viii. 15).

Amorium. Autonomous bronze of the first century B. c, and Imperial
—

Augustus to Gallienus. Inscr., AMOPIANilN. Magistrate without title

or with that of Archon. T^pes referring to the cultus of Zeus, Apollo,
and of an Asiatic mother-goddess resembling Artemis Ephesia ; Demeter
in biga drawn by serpents ;

the Nemeses
;
Herakles and the Keryneian

stag. Also OEA PHMH, l€PA BOYAH, and lePA CYNKAHTOC. For a
short time in the reign of Augustus (circ. B.C. 14) Amorium appears
to have borne the name Vipsania, in honour of M. Vipsanius Agrippa.
Inscr., OYeitANIUuN or OYItAKfuuN. Head of Caius Caesar, rev.

Eagle (Leake, Num. Hell. Suppl. Asia, p. 108].

Aucyra, probably situate close to the source of the river Macestus.

Imperial
— Nero to Gallienus. /w^ca, ANKYPANnN, lOYAICnN ANKY-

PANnN, or ATKYPANnN. Magistrates, Anthypatos, OYOAAZENMA
ANOYTTATn, Volasenna Proconsul of Asia A.D. 62-63 (Waddington,
Fastes, p. 135). Local Magistrates, Archon, Aitesamenos, Ephoros,
Hiereus, Archiereus, Stephanephoros, Neokoros. Chief types

— OEA
PHMH, lePA CYNKAHTOC, OCON CYNKAHTON. Zeus standing, hold-

ing anchor and spear. The anchor [ayKvpa) on coins of this city is that

which King Midas found, and which in the time of Pausanias
(i, 4) was

still to be seen in the temple of Zeus (Waddington, As. Min., p. 10).

Kybele seated ;
Asiatic Artemis

;
Amazon on horseback

;
Hekate tri-

formis, etc.

Alliance coins with Nysa in Lydia. Inscr., ANKYPANnN NYCACflN.

Apameia, surnamed 7/ Ki/3a>ro?, or 'the Ark,' founded by Antiochus
and named after his mother Apameia, was situate in the vicinity
of Celaenae, on the torrent Marsyas, just below its source (Wad-
dington, As. Min., p. 11). The town rapidly rose to great commercial

importance, and became in the second century B.C. one of the prin-

cipal cistophoric mints. Li Strabo's time it had become the second

great emporium of the Roman province of Asia, Ephesus being the first.

The cistophori of Apameia are of the usual types, but distinguished by
the letters AfTA, a magistrate's name, and the double flute of Marsyas as
a symbol. The following names of Roman Proconsuls of Asia and of

Cilicia, when Phrygia happened to be attached to that Province, also

occur. C. Fabius (b.c. 57-56), P. Lentulus, Proconsul of Cilicia (b.c.

^^-53)^ Ap. Claud. Pulcher (b.c. 55-54), M. TuUius Cicero, Proconsul of
Cilicia (b.c. 51-50), and C. Fannius (b.c. 49-48). There are also auto-
nomous bronze coins from the second century b. c.

Head of Pallas. AflAMEXlN Eagle flying between the

pilei of the Dioskuri, surmounted by
stars ; beneath, Maeander pattern and

magistrate's name in genitive case,

with patronymic . JEa\-2 and -95
AHAMEnN Asiatic goddess (Hera ?),

veiled
; magistrate's name, with pa-

tronymic . JE -75

Imperial
— Augustus to Saloninus. Inscr., AFFAMenN, AFTAMeiC,

KOI HON <DPYriAC, or AHAMeiAC, sometimes with addition of nPOC
MAIANAPON. Magistrates, Anthypatos. EHI MAPIOY KOPAOY,

Head of Zeus.
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Marius Cordus, Proconsul of Asia a.d. 51 or 52; EFFI M. OYETTIOY
NirPOY, M. Vettius Niger, under Nero; EOI HAANKIOY OYAPOY, M.
Plancius Varus, a.d. 79 (Waddington, Fastes, pp. 132, 151). Local Magis-
trates, Agonothetes, Panegyriarch, Archiereus, Grammateus. Hemarkahle

mscrij'itions or iijpes
— ICPA BOYAH; MAPCYAC, Satyr Marsyas playing

double flute; KIBHTriN (or KIBTHTOI (?), AnAMEHN MAPCYAC, River

Marsyas recumbent in cavern beneath rocks and towers, he holds double
flute and cornucopiae (cf. Strab,,577, and Xen., Anab., i. 2, 8) ;

Pallas seated,

playing the double flute, her face reflected in the water of a fountain

[Nam,. Zeit., 1884, p. 289), at her feet, on a lofty rock, is the Satyr Marsyas
with extended arms. KCAAI NOC, Bust of Kelainos, probably the mythical
Oekist of the city, of which the old name was Celaenae. ZCYC
KCAeNCYC, Head of Zeus Kelaineus. AHAMCIA, Bust of City; o-ev,

CnieiPA, Hekatetriformis. M Al AN APOC, River Maeander, into which
the Marsyas flowed, in the suburbs of the city; Aphrodite naked facing.

''&

''^/Jf

Fig. 316.

A chest or ark (ki^wtos), inscribed NHC, floating on water; within it are

two figures, and standing beside it a male and female figure ;
on the top

of the chest, a raven, and above, a dove carrying an olive-branch. (Fig.

316.) This remarkable type,which occurs on coins of Severus, Macrinus,
and Philip Sen., evidently embodies the legend of the Noachian deluge,
which may have been grafted upon the story of the flood of Deukalion by
the Jewish or Christian element in the population of the city. (See
Madden, Num. Chron., 1866, p. 207 sqq.) Lion walking, above, cista

mystica, in front, thyrsos ; Goddess, resembling Artemis Ephesia, sur-

rounded by four River-gods, inscribed MAI, MAP, OP or OBP, Maeander,

Marsyas, Orgas, and Obrimas. (Fig. 317.)
Al/ia)tce coins with Ephesus.

Fig. 317.
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Appia (Waddington, As. 3Iin., 13). Imperial
—

Trajan to Otacilia, wit
or without portraits. Liscr., ATTTTI ANHN. Magistrates, Archon, Strategos,
Grammateus, and Neokoros. T^j)es

—Caduceus
; Dionysos standing ;

Zeus

standing, holding eagle and sceptre ; City seated between Tyche and

military figure, who crowns her
; River-god recumbent

; BOYAH, Veiled

head of the Council, etc. [Num. C/iron., viii. 16
; Fox, II. 142).

Attuda, at or near Ipsili Hissar, in the extreme south-west corner of

Phrygia Pacatiana {Joiirn. Hell. Stnd., iv. 404). In the territory of this

town was the temple of Mi^v Kapou mentioned by Strabo (p. 579). The
surname Karou is doubtless derived from the site of the temple on the

frontiers of Caria (Le Bas-Waddington, Inso'., vol. iii. Part i. p. 316).

Like Aphrodisias and Plarasa in Caria, Attuda issued silver drachms in

the second century b. c.

' Silver Drachms. Second century B.C.

Head of city, turreted. ATTOYAAEflN Apollo naked, lean-

[Ntim. Chron., viii. 17.) ing on column. . . . ifi 53 grs.

Imperial limes, with or without Emperor's head—Augustus to Salonina.

Inscr., ATTOYA€nN, often with magistrate's name, sometimes preceded
by AIA, instead of eTTI. Among the magistrates' titles that of lEPEIA
should be mentioned. It occurs also at Acmonia, Eucarpia, and Prym-
nessus in Phrygia, and at Smyrna in Ionia. Another remarkable

magistrate's title is YIOC TTOAGnC on coins of Trajan. Divinities, etc.

MHN KAPOY, the god Men Karou, who was worshipped both in Caria and
in Phrygia; Altar of the god Men, on which are two pine-cones, etc.;

Kybele standing between lions
; Asiatic Artemis (Ephesia ?) ;

Altar
beside a tree

;
Amazon on horseback

;
Leto carrying her two children ;

Apollo standing; AHMOC
; BOYAH, etc. Dedicatory formula AN€OHKeN

on some specimens.
• Alliance coins with Trapezopolis in Caria, and Eumenia in Phrygia.

Beudos vetus [Nnm. CJiron., viii. 18), about five miles from Synnada
on the road to Galatia (Livy, xxxviii. 1^). Imperial— Hadrian.

B€YAHNnN TTAAAinN, Apollo with lyre and branch; Men standing;
Demeter standing.

Blaundus (Waddington, As. 3Iin., 62) was probably situated at the

modern Suleimanli, close to the Lydian frontier, on an affluent of the

Maeander, which we learn from its coins was called the Hippurias.
Autonomous of the second and first centuries B. c. Inscr., M AAYN AEHN,
Heads of Zeus, Apollo, Artemis, etc., rev. Eagle and Caduceus; Hermes

standing ;
Bow and Quiver, etc. Imperial limes, with or without Emperor's

head—Nero to Valerian, ///.wr., BAAYNAenN or BAAYNAenN MAKC-
AONflN, indicating a claim to Macedonian origin. Magistrate, Proconsul
of Asia, Ti. Catius C. Silius Italicus, sliortly after a. D. 77, without title

Anthypatos, and local magistrates, without title, or with those of Archon
or Strategos. C/^/^/'^;;^'^—innOYP IOC, River-god ; Apollo Kitharoedos;
Herakles slaying the three-headed Geryon, who holds up a wheel in one
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hand, around him lie the oxen; Herakles attacking the lion; PHMH,
the goddess Roma standing bare-headed, resting on sceptre, with one

foot on rock
;
Amazon on horseback, with bipennis over shoulder

;

AHMOC; lePA CYNKAHTOC; GeON CYNKAHTON; etc. {Num. CJiron.,

vii. II
;

viii. 7 ;
Rev. Num., 1852; Imhoof, Mon. Gr., 384).

Bria, an old Phrygo-Thracian word, meaning
' town

'

(Journ. Hell. Stud.,

V. 406), was the name of a place in Phrygia Pacatiana, erroneously called

Briana by Hierocles. Imperial
—Severus and Domna. Inscr., BPIANHN.

Magistrate, Strategos. Tj/pes
—

Serapis ;
Isis [Num. Chron., vii. 1 8) ;

The
Dioskuri beside their horses

; Tyche (Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 394).

Bruzus {Bull. Corr. Hell., vi. 503). Imperial— Antoninus Pius to

Gordian, with or without portraits. Inscr., BPOYZOC or BPOYZHNHN.
Magistrate's name without title, rarely with dedicatory formula

AN€6HK[€N]. Tj/pes
—Zeus seated, at his feet, on coins of Maximinus,

are two giants hurling rocks {Mion. Suppl., vii. PL XTI. 2) ;
Poseidon

striking with trident
; Asklepios ; Hygieia ; Demeter in biga drawn by

serpents ; Wingless Nike on globe ; Tyche ;
Hermes

; Dionysos ; Eagle
{Num. Chron., viii. 40 ; Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 394).

Cadi {Num. Chron., viii. 19), on the Hermus, near its source, on the

frontiers of Phrygia and Mysia. Imperial
—Claudius to Gallienus, with

or without portraits. Inscr., KAAOHNnN. Magistrates
—Archon, Pane-

gyristes, Strategos, Stephanephoros. Games—AYrOYCT€IA. Ti/pes
—

l€PA CYNKAHTOC, AHMOC, ICPOC AHMOC, ICPA BOYAH. Zeus leaning
on sceptre, and holding a cadus or small barrel (Waddington, As. Min.,

15), or else a bird; CPMOC, Hermus recumbent; BACIAEYC MIAAC,
Head of King Midas

; Effigy of Asiatic goddess, with supports, etc. ;

Asklepios and Hygieia ;
Hermes

; Dionysos ; Herakles, etc.

Alliance coins with Aezani, and with Gordus Julia.

Ceretepa, called also Diocaesareia, was probably situated at the place
called Kayadibi, in southern Phrygia, on the banks of a small lake.

Imperial—Y\Q\hx\9. to Severus, with or without portraits. Inscr., KCPC-
TAnenN or AIOKAICAPCHN KCPCTAnenN. Magistrates—strategos
and Neokoros, sometimes preceded by FTAPA, instead of Cni. Tj/pies

—
AHMOC

; Kybele ; Tyche ;
Head of Herakles

;
Zeus standing ;

Head of

Serapis; Bow in case, club, and lion's skin. AYAINAHNOC, River-

god or Lake
(?).

Alliance coins with Hierapolis.

Cibyra. This city, which stood on a branch of the river Indus, on
the borders of Lycia, was the chief of a confederation of four towns

governed by a tyrant. The last of these tyrants, Moagetes, was put
down by Murena in b. c. 84, and Cibyra was then attached to Phrygia.
The coinage of Phrygia before B. c. 84 consisted of silver tetradrachms
and drachms of the cistophoric standard, and small bronze pieces.

Among the names of the dynasts of Cibyra which we meet with on the
coins are MOATE . . .

, lATOAS, OmAAIZ, OCIP
, etc.
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Helmeted male head.

(B. M. Guide, PI. LX. 6.)

Id.

Id.

K I BYPATHN Gallopinghorseman with
couched spear. Various symbols, and

Magistrates' names, among which, on
a drachm at Munich is MO ATE

M> Tetradr. 196 grs.
M> Drachm 49 grs.

„ Gibbous bull in incuse

square M -^

K— I Eagle with wings closed . M -^

For other varieties, see Imhooi {Mon, Gr., p. 396), and Zeit. f. Num.,

Imperial
—
Augustus to Gallienus. Head of Emperor, or of I EPA

CYNKAHTOC, BOYAH. AHMOC or KIBYPA. luscr., KIBYPATHN or

KAICAPenN KIBYPATHN. Magistrates—Strategos and Archiereus.

Era dating from A. d. 23, when Tiberius restored the city after an earth-

quake. Games—TTYOIA. Ti/pes
— A large wicker basket, the name of

which may have been identical with that of the town, cf. ki^vctls, Kv^ta-is,

KL(3l3a, etc. (Waddington, As. Min., 19.) It occurs frequently also as a

syiabol, in conjunction with other types, e.g. borne on the heads of

various divinities. Amazon sacrificing ; River-god ; Demeter in car drawn

by two Lions
;
Head of Helios.

Alliance coins with Ephesus and Hierapolis.

Cidyessus. Imperial
— Nero to Otacilia. Inscr., KIAYHCCCnN or

KIAYHCCeiC. Magistrates
—Archiereus, Archon, Logistes. 7^y;c.s—Zeus

seated, holding patera and sceptre ; Kybele ; Asklepios ; Hygieia ;

Telesphoros ;
with others of no special interest {Num. Chron., viii.

20, 21).

Colossae, on the Lycus. Imperial
—
Augustus to Gordian, with or

without portraits. Inscr., KOAOCCHNnN, rarely KOAOCCHNOIC ANeO-
HK€N. Magistrates

—Archon, Grammateus. Tjjpes, referring chiefly to

the worship of Helios and Artemis, who is represented as Artemis

Ephesia, Artemis huntress, or in a biga of stags. Also, Zeus Laodikeus,
Demeter, Serapis, Isis, Asklepios, and Hygieia, AHMOC, etc. {Num. Chron.,
viii. 22

;
Uev. Num., xvi. 168.)

Cotiaeum, the modern Koutaya (Waddington, As. Min., 21), on the

road from Dorylaeum to Philadelphia. Imperial
—Tiberius to Saloninus.

Inscr., KOTIAenNorKOTIACIC. Magistrate, Anthypatos, EHI MAPK[OY]
AETTIAOY, M. Aemilius Lepidus, Proconsul of Asia, A. D. 21-22; and

[CJKATIAA ANO Scapula (?) Procos., circ. A.D. 114-116. Local magis-
trates—Archon, Hippikos, Neokoros, Archiereus, YIOC TTOACnC (cf.

Attuda), and ArnNOOeTHC AIA BIOY. Ty2ies—ohv.?£im\; AHMOC;
BOYAH

;
CYNKAHTOC

;
or Emperor's head

;
rev. Helios in quadriga ;

Zeus
seated

; Kybele ; Herakles carrying infant Telephos, or in the garden of
the Hesperides ; Herakles and Amazon standing ; Asklepios, Hygieia,
and Telesphoros ; Asiatic goddess as Artemis Ephesia, etc. {Num. Cliron.,

viii. 23, and 2nd ser., i. 222.)
Alliance coins with Ephesus.

o o
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Diocaesareia. See Ceretapa.

Dioclea, the Docela of Ptolemy, now Doghla (Ramsay, Journ. Hell. Stud.,

iv. 423), was the most important of a number of villages in a district in-

habited by the Mozeani or Moxeani. It stood in a large and well-watered

valley on the road from Acmonia to Eucarpia. Imperial of Elagabaliis.

hiscr., AlOKAGANnN MOZ€ANnN, Apollo standing between tripod and

column, on which he places his lyre. (Cf. Hierocharax in the same

district.)

Dionysopolis occupied one of the richest districts on the Upper
Maeander (Ramsay, Journ. Hell. Stud., iv. 379). The town, according to

Steph. Byz., s.v., was founded by Attains and Eumenes on the spot
where they had found a ^oavov of Dionysos. There are autonomous
bronze coins of the second or first century b. c.

Head of young Dionysos. AIONYZO Dionysos standing, hold-

ing grapes and thyrsos, beside him a

panther J& -85

/wj5ma^—Augustus to Maesa. Inscr., AlOlslYCOTTOAeiTnN. Magis-
trufes—lePCYC AlONYCOYand Strategos, often with dedicatory formula,
ANeOHKeN. Types—ohv. Head of Zeus, with inscr., Z€YC nOTHOC,
epithet elsewhere unknown

;
of Serapis ;

of Dionysos ;
of Demos ; of

Hiera Boule, etc.; or Emperor: rev. Dionysos enthroned or standing;

Demeter(?) veiled, holding up in each hand a torch, beside her Telesphoros
{Journ. Hell. Stud., iv. 161); Asklepios and Telesphoros; Kybele ;

MEANAPOC, River Maeander recumbent. Inscriptions published by
Ramsay [I. c.) also make mention of the god called "HAtoj Aepixr]v6s,

'AiTokXcDv Aap{37]v6s or "HAtos 'AttoXXoov Avepiir]v6^, who is clearly the same
as the AAlPBHfslOC of the coins of Hierapolis, indicating a close religious
connection between the two cities.

Docimium, now Istcha Kara Hissar (Ramsay, Mittheil., vii. 133),

situated, according to Strabo (xii. 8), sixty stadia from Synnada, was
founded by a Macedonian named Docimus, probably the general who
surrendered Synnada to Lysimachus, b. c. 303. Imperial

—Claudius to

Tranquillina. Inscr., AOKIMGnN or AOKIMCnN MAKCAONnN.
Magistrate

—
Anthypatos, EFTI KOPBOYAnNOC ANOY., probably Cn.

Domitius Corbulo, Proconsul of Asia a.d. 51 or 52, who was put to

death by order of Nero at Cenchreae A. d. 67. Local magistrates,

Strategos and Archon. Types
—obv. Head of AOKIMOC, the founder;

also AHMOC, BOYAH, ICPA CYNKAHTOC, or the Emperor: rev. Pallas;

Apollo ; Dionysos ; Hades-Serapis, with Kerberos
; Asklepios ; Kybele ;

Veiled Goddess facing between two bulls
; River-god ;

Conical hill called

nCPCIC on a coin belonging to Mr. Lawson, containing perhaps an allu-

sion to the famous quarries of the marble known as Docimean or

Synnadian ; the goddess of the town standing beside the mountain

(^./. iV^^, vi. 18).

Dorylaeum, on the river Thymbrius, near its confluence with the San-

garius. Imperial—Augustus to Philip Junior. Inscr., AOPYAA€nN.
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Magistrate, Anthypatos, ITAAIKH ANOYTTATn, Ti. Catius C. Silius

Italicus, Proconsul of Asia shortly after a. d. 77. Local Magistrate,
Archon. Ti/pes

—olv. Head of Serapis or of Emperor ;
rev. River-god ;

Kybele ; Zeus
; Dionysos ;

Pallas
;
Artemis

; Hades-Serapis with Ker-
beros

;
Thanatos holding reversed torch.

Epictetns, a district of Phrygia, so called because it had been ' re-

covered' from the Bithynians, who had seized it after the death of

Alexander the Great. Autonomous bronze of the third or second century
B. c. (Imhoof, Moti. Gr., p. 398.)

EfllKTHTEnN Horse walking, some-

times on a caduceus
;
above pileus,

surmounted by star . . . ^ -8

„ Sword and sheath ^ -45

„ Eagle on fulmen M -6^

Helmeted bust.

Helmet with cheek-pieces.
Head of Zeus.

Eucarpia, probably situate near the sources of the Maeander. Imjierial

—Augustus to Volusian. Inscr., CYKAPnenN, GYKAPneiA, or eVKAP-
TTITIKOY. Magistrates

—Neokoros, Aitesamenos and \^?WK{Ze\t.f.Num.,
vii. 228.) Cf. Acmonia, Attuda, and Prymnessus, where a Priestess also

places her name upon the coins. Also the unusual inscriptions €111-

MEAHOeiCHC neAIAC C€KOYNAHC (Pedia Secunda, although a

woman, appears to have been the eponymous magistrate of Eucarpia) and
eniMeAHO€NT0C r. KA. <DAAKK0Y. Tyj)es

— ohv. Heads of Demos,
Boule, Eucarpia, Hermes, or Emperors : rev. Kybele with lion ;

Artemis

drawing an arrow from quiver, standing between stag and small veiled

female figure wearing modius (the Priestess of the city X).
See Millingen,

Syll., 79 ;
Bev. Num., 1851, 170 ; Hermes, ix. 492.

Eumeuia, now IksIieklU, was situated at the foot of a hill from which
a stream called the Cludrus flowed through the city in a winding course

towards the Maeander. The territory of the city was probably bounded

by the Glaucus, another tributary of the Maeander (Ramsay, Journ. Hell.

Shid., iv. 399). The town is said to have been named after Eumenes H.
of Pergamum. The coins prove that its inhabitants claimed an Achaean

origin.

Second or First century B.C.

Head of young Dionysos. EYMENEHN Tripod and bipennis,
with serpent twined round both;
in field, three stars. Magistrates'
names JE -85

EYMENEnN in oak-wreath . JE -6

„ Nike stephanephoros
-^•75

Head of Zeus.

Head of Pallas.

Imperial
—
Augustus to Gallienus. Inscr., eYM€NenN or GYMeNGnN

AXAinN. Magistrate
— Archiereus, or APXiepeYC ACIAC. Games

(under Gallienus), 01 AA ACADIA, Ty2ies
— obv. Heads of Eumenia;

002
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AHMOC; lePA CYNKAHTOC ;
or Emperor: r^-t?. rAAYKOC, River-god;

Apollo holding bipennis and bird
; Dionysos and Ariadne (?) or Apollo

playing lyre, in car drawn by goat and panther, on the goat's back sits

Eros, playing the double flute
;
Nike sacrificing bull

;
Amazon on horse-

back
; Tetrastyle temple, containing simulacrum of Asiatic Artemis

{Num. Chron., viii. 25).

Flaviopolis. See Temenothyrae (p. 5'^9)-

Fulvia, perhaps a temporary name of Eumenia, assumed in honour of

the wife of M. Antony {Num. Citron., 1873, p. 321 ;
Hev. Num., 1853, 248).

Portrait head of Fulvia as Nike. cDOYAOYIANnN ZMEPTOPirO[Z]
<l)IAnNlAOY Pallas with spear and

shield ....<... ^ -65

The magistrate's name, Smertorix, occurs also on contemporary coins,

with the legend EYMENEHN. It is remarkable that the portrait of

Fulvia on these coins bears a striking resemblance to that of Cleopatra.

Grimenothyrae, at or near the modern Oucliah. In the text of Ptolemy
the name appears as Trimenothyrae. It was also called for a time

Trajanopolis (Waddington, As. Miu., 77.) Concerning the true form of

the name, see Num. Chron., 1865, p. 172. Autonomous bronze oi Imperial
times and Imperial

—Hadrian and Sabina. Inscr., rPIM€N0OYP€nN.
Principal types

—The god Men standing ; Asklepios and Hygieia ; Pallas,
etc. Also Trajan to Gordian, with inscr., TPAI ANOnOA€ITnN, with or

without portraits. Magistrates
—Archon and Grammateus. Ti/pes

—
Kybele ;

Zeus Laodikeus
;
Amazon on horseback; Asklepios; AHMOC;

IGPA BOYAH
; Dionysos, etc.

Hadrianopolis, or Hadrianopolis Sebaste, in the extreme south-east

corner of Phrygia Paroreius, south of Philomelium, near Boglian Arslan.

Imperial
—Ant. Pius, Severus, Maximus, Gordian, and Balbinus. Inscr.,

AAPI A and AAPIANOTTO. Magistrate, Archon. T^///;^.?—Tyche (Imhoof,
Mon. Gr., p. 400) ;

Zeus enthroned, etc.
;
River KAPMGIOC

; (W. M. Ramsay,
Mittheilungen d. arch. Inst. Athen., 1883, p. 76) ; Hygieia, etc.

Hierapolis, a considerable town between the Lycus and the Maeander,
about five miles north of Laodiceia, famous for its warm springs and its

Plutonium, a cave in the mountain side, from which a poisonous vapour
was emitted. The tutelary divinity of the mountain near which the city
stood was Leto,

' the Mother.' Games were celebrated at Hierapolis in

her honour called AHTUUEI A, and in honour of Apollo called TTYOI A and
AKTIA nYOIA. There were also others called XPYCANTINA (cf.

XPYCANO€lNA, at Sardes, p. 553). Helios, called Lairbenos, was also

greatly revered at Hierapolis. (Cf. inscriptions of Dionysopolis, p. 562.)

Autonomous Bronze 'of the Second or First century B.C.

Head of Apollo. lEPAnOAEITHN Figure seated on

three shields M -^
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Impej'ial
—

Augustus to Valerian. Imcr., lePATTOACUnN, with or

without NenKOPnN, rarely l€POnOAeiTnN. Magistrates—the name
of the Proconsul 0ABIOZ MAZIMOZ, B.C. 5, occurs without his title;

also local magistrates' names, without titles, or with those of Archon and

Strategos, and, on a coin of Verus, that of Asiarch, viz. €niMeAHOeNT0C
KA. nnAAinNOC ACIAPXOY. Types

— ohv. Heads of rePOYCIA;
BOYAH; AHMOC; l€PA CYNKAHTOC; Helios AAIPBHNOC; Apollo
APXHreTHC ; Apollo Kitharoedos; Dionysos ; Asklepios ;

or the Emperor:
rev. XPYCOPOAC, River-god; ZEYC BOZIOC and Z€YC TPniOC;
MOS'OC and TOPPHCOC facing one another; the former holding bow and
branch, the latter (elsewhere unknown) wearing long cloak, leaning upon
lyre and holding statuette of goddess in his hand; Hades- Serapis with
Kerberos

;
Nemesis

;
Men standing ;

Selene in biga ; Rape of Persephone ;

Amazon on horseback; eYFIOCIA or EYBOCIA standing with rudder and

cornucopiae, in which is seated the infant Plutos, symbolical of the

fertility of the soil and of abundance (Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 402); Zeus
Laodikeus, with eagle and sceptre ;

Asiatic Artemis with her stags ;
and

many others.

Alliance coins with Aphrodisias, Ceretapa, Cibyra, Ephesus, Laodiceia,

Sardes, Smyrna, and Synnada.

Hierocharax, in the country of the Mozeani, is placed by Professor

Ramsay [Academy, 1884, p. 174) about seven miles from Dioclea.

Imperial. Inscr., lePOXAPAKeiTHN MOZ. This unique coin is in the
cabinet of M. Waddington.

Hieropolis, a small town about four miles from Bruzus, must not be
confounded with the more famous Hierapolis. {Bull. Corr. Hell., vi. 503).
Mr. Ramsay attributes to it a small bronze coin of late Imperial times,

procured by him on the site of the ancient town : ohv. lePOflOAIC, Bust
of city turreted

;
rev. l€POnOAeiTnN, Asklepios standing.

Hyrgalea, the Hyrgalian plain, is the eastern part of the modern
Tchal Ova {Jonrn. Hell. Stud., iv. 386). The villages in this plain were
united in a loose association called to kolvov tov 'Tpya\4(ov irebiov, but
there is no evidence of the existence of a city Hyrgalea.

Imperial—Domna to Severus Alexander. Inscr., YPFAAGnN OMONOI A,
or YPTAAenN alone. Magistrate, Archon. Types

—obv. Heads of AHMOC
;

l€PA BOYAH; Serapis; Emperor: rev. River-god, Maeander
;
Demeter

;

Hermes; Kybele seated
; Apollo and Artemis, etc. Some with dates 306,

320, and 365, from an unknown era.

Julia, in the Conventus of Cibyra (Pliny, v. 29 ; Hierocles, 670.)

Imperial
—Tiberius to Valerian. Inscr., lOYAienN. Magistrate, Archon,

Types
—Men on horseback, or in temple ; Kybele seated, etc. (JVtcm. C/iron.,

viii. 29).

Laodiceia ad Lycum, at the junction of the rivers Lycus and Maeander,
founded by Antiochus Theos, on the site of an older town called Diospolis
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or Rhoa.s, and named after his wife Laodice, gradually rose to be one of

the most important cities of Asia Minor. Its earliest coins are cistophori,

dating from the first half of the second century b. c, down to b. c. 50.

They are distinguished by the letters AAO in the field, and by a symbol,

usually a winged caduceus. They bear also local magistrates' names,
and in addition, after b. c. 58, those of Roman Proconsuls, both of Asia
and Cilicia, in Latin characters, T. Ampius, B.C. 58-57 ;

P. Lentulus

(Proconsul of Cilicia), B.C. 56-53 ;
C. Claudius Pulcher, B.C. 55-54 (?) ;

and M. Tullius Cicero, b. c. 51-50 (Proconsul of Cilicia). Bronze m.oney
before and during Imperial times — Augustus to Philip Jun. Inscr.,

AAOAIKenN or AAOAIKenN NenKOPnN. Magistrate, Anthypatos,
em MAPKCAAOY ANeV., T. Clodius Eprius Marcellus, Proconsul of

Asia, A.D. 70-73; em ANeY. nom. neAnNOC, C. Popilius Pedo, A.D.

160-161. Local Magistrates
—Grammateus, Strategos, Asiarch, Hiereus,

Nomothetes, Sophistes, and Cornicularius (?) (Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 405,

409), sometimes with dedicatory formula, ANeGHKeN. Principal legends
and types

—Heads of City AAOAIKeiA.of Demos, Boule, Synkletos, etc.

Also of ZeVC AAOAIKeYC, and of ZeVC ACeiC, whose symbol is a

goat. See Zeit. f. Num., ii. 107, and Waddington i^As. Min., 27), who
considers the epithet ACeiC to be of Syrian origin, and equivalent to

Zev? vxjna-Tos. Heads of Men; Aphrodite; Serapis; etc. Reverse types
—Zeus

Laodikeus, standing, holding eagle and resting on sceptre ; Cornucopiae,
on side of which infant Dionysos or Plutos

;
Rivers Caprus and Lycus

represented by the boar, K ATTPOC, and the wolf, AYKOC ; Kybele ;
Hades-

Serapis with Kerberos
; Hypnos winged, in sleeping attitude, with

reversed torch; Temple inscribed eniNeiKIOC (Lnhoof, Mon. Gr., 405);
Aphrodite holding dove

; Aphrodite naked, lifting in either hand a long
tress of her hair, standing between Eros and a Dolphin ;

Laodiceia

standing between Wolf and Boar (rivers Lycus and Caprus), she holds

statuette of Zeus
;

the Seasons personified as four children, inscr.,

eYTYXeiC KAIPOI
;
Laodiceia seated between two standing figures named

respectively (tPYflA and KAPI A ; Quadrangular temple-court filled with

figures, among whom the Emperor is distributing prizes (Berlin, K.

MUnz-Kah., p. 223) ;
Rhea or Amaltheia nursing infant Zeus, around are the

three Curetes beating their shields with their swords, at her feet are four

recumbent river-gods. A frequent inscription on coins of Laodiceia in

later Imperial times is AOPMATI CYNKAHTOY (Senatus consulto).
Games—Y.O\Hk ACIAC; OYOIA ; KOMOAeiA ;

and ACKAHHieiA.
Many of the coins of Laodiceia are of large size, and are commonly

called medallions. The Era (>/Laodiceia dates apparently from B.C. 177.
Alliance coins with Adramyteum, Antiochia Cariae, Ephesus, Hierapolis,

Nicomedia, Pergamum, Perinthus, Smyrna, Tralles, and Tripolis.

Iiysias, between Synnada and Prymnessus. Imperial
— Commodus

and Gordian. Inscr., AYCI AAenN. Heads of Boule, Demos, or Emperor;
rev. Dionysos, Hekate, Kybele, etc.

Metropolis. There were two cities of this name in Phrygia and one
in Ionia, and it is by no means easy to distinguish between their coins.

To the northern Metropolis, which is placed by Professor Ramsay about
six miles north of Ajium Kara Hissar, may belong some of the coins which
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read simply MHTPOnOA€ITnN, but whicli it is safer to class under the
Ionian city, unless it can be proved that they were found in Phrygia.
To the southern Metropolis, in the south-east of Phrygia, near a place now
called Tatarhj in the Tchal Ova, belong, in all probability, the coins

reading MHTPOnOA€ITnN OPY or <t)P"Yr; while to the Ionian Metro-

polis are to be ascribed all coins bearing the name of a Strategos, or

which make mention of Games. The ty^ies which I would attribute to

the Phrygian city are—the god Men standing ;
five stalks of corn in

basket or sheaf; Tyche seated with prow at her feet, whence a serpent
issues (Wadd., As. 3Iin., 28). Another coin of the southern Metropolis,

belonging to Mr. Lawson, bears the magistrate's title HP. A. Trpwros ap^cov

(Ramsay, MHtheil., vii. 144). The River-god Astraeos belongs, in my
opinion, to the Ionian city.

Midaeum, said to have been founded by King Midas, on the river

Tembris. Imjperial
—Nero to Philip. Inscr., MIAACnN. Magistrate,

under Philip Sen., nP[nTOC] APX[nN]. %^e*—TEMBPIC, River

Tembris; TON KTICTHN, Bearded head of Midas in Phrj^gian cap;
Hades-Serapis and Kerberos

;
Herakles carrying infant Telephos, etc.

(See Sestini, Lettere di Continuazione, ix. 77-81.)

Nacolea, on the river Tembris in Phrygia Epictetus. Imj)erial
—Titus

to Gordian, with or without Emperor's head. Inscr., NAKOACflN.
Magistrate, Proconsul of Asia, EHI AK[YAAYOjY {sic) OPOKAOY, T.

Aquillius Proculus, a.d. 103-104 (Waddington, Fasles, p. 171) ;
and local

Magistrates, Archon and Strategos. Types
—TTAPOCNlOC, a River-god,

possibly an affluent of the Tembris, not to be confounded with the river

of the same name on the coins of Amastris. APTCMIAOC, Artemis,
with others of no special interest (Sestini, Lett, di Cont., ix. 81-83).

Ococlia, only known from its coins. Imperial of Gordian. Inscr.,

OKOKAienN. Types
—Zeus seated; Zeus and Demeter standing with

altar between them
; Kybele ; Tyche ;

etc.

Otrus. Imperial
—Domna to Geta. J«5(?r., OTPOHNlnN. Magistrates,

Archon and Asiarch, with formula of dedication (ANCOHKCN). Types
—

Aeneas, carrying Anchises, and leading Ascanius, or stepping into galley ;

Artemis huntress
; Kybele seated

;
Zeus

; Asklepios ; Telesphoros, etc.

Feltae, probably situated between Lunda and Eumenia (Ramsay,
Jo2irn. Hell. Stud., iv. p. 398). Autonomous, apparently of the first

century B.C. The place was of Macedonian origin.

Bust of Pallas.

Head of Zeus Peltenos.

HEATHNnN Lion seated . M .7

„ Fulmen . . . ^ -65

Imperial
—Antoninus Pius to Volusian. Inscr., TTGATHNnN MAKG-

AONriN. Magistrates, Strategos, Grammateus. Types
— Heads of

Helios and Pallas
;

Herakles and Lion ;
Artemis huntress ;

Nemesis ;

Crescent and Star
; Aphrodite naked, holding a long tress of her hair in

each hand. (See also Berl. Blcitt., vi. 132.) Also Head of the Boule, with

legend BOYAHC or BOYAH n€ATHNnN.
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Fhilomelium, so called from the abundance of nightingales in its

territory, was situated in a plain not far from the borders of Lycaonia.

Imperial times—Heads of Demos ;
Nike

;
rev. Two cornucopiae ; Divinity

standing; etc. Magistrate, Strategos. Lnj^erial
— Augustus to Trajan

Decius. Inscr. ct)IAOMHA€nN (sometimes with S. P. Q_. R.). T?/]jes
—

TAAAOC, River Gallus, not to be confounded with the river of the same
name which flowed into the Sangarius. It is doubtful indeed whether
the correct reading is TAAAOC at all, for the specimen in the British

Museum appears to read fAAAOorfAAAO.

Frymnessus, a city in central Phrygia, near the modern Afium
KaraJdssar . Imperial—Augustus to Salonina. Inscr.

^ nPYMNHCC€nN
orTTPYMNHCCCIC. Magistrates

—Archon, Hippikos, Prytanis, Stephane-
phoros, and Hiereia or Priestess (cf. Acmonia, Attuda, and Eucarpia).

l)/j)€s
—Headof HieraSynkletos ;

Demos
;
orBoule

;
Ml AAC or BACIAEYC

MIAAC, Head of Midas, rev. a River-god. The prevailing type on the

coins of Prymnessus is a figure of Dikaiosune (Aequitas) standing or

seated in temple. Zeus was also worshipped at Prymnessus as the giver
of fruits and of the increase of the earth, under the name of Zeus KapTro-

h6Tii]<i (Ramsay, Mitt/ieilwigen, vii. 135).

Sala, in the south-western part of Phrygia, not far from Tripolis. It

is assigned in Byzantine lists to Lydia. Imperial
—Domitian to Heren-

nius Etruscus, /;^5c-A,CAAHNnN, CAAeiTnN,or AOMITI ANOTTOAeiinN,
orAOMITIANnNCAAHNnN. Magistrates—Archon, Strategos, Hippikos,
Archiereus, (APXI€PAT[eYnN]), and Hiereus. %;e*—Busts of Pallas,

Demos, Hiera Synkletos, or Emperor ;
also of Antinoiis with HPHC

ANTINOOC
; rev. Kybele seated; Zeus Laodikeus

; Hera; Aphrodite;
Apollo ; Hermes

; Dionysos ; Hygieia ; Telesphoros, etc.
;
and River-god,

perhaps the Lycus.
Alliance coin with uncertain city. See Waddington [As. Min., p. '^'^).

Sebaste, in Phrygia Pacatiana, about fifteen miles north of Eumenia.

Imperial
—
Augustus to Treb. Gallus. /wi'er., CEBACTHNnN. Magistrate,

sometimes, Archon. Types
—Heads of Men, Boule, Synkletos, Kybele, or

Emperor ; rev. Figures of Men
;
Zeus

; Eagle with Ganymedes ;
Perse-

phone ; Kybele ;
and River-god C€NAPOC. (Fox, II. 151.) ,

Alliance coins with Temenothyrae.

Sibidunda (site uncertain). Imperial
—M. Aurelius to Gordian. Inscr.,

CIBIAOYNAenN. Tyj^es
—Men, with one foot on bucranium, and holding

pine-cone ; the Dioskuri, with lunar goddess standing between them,
her head surmounted by crescent

; Dionysos ; Artemis, etc. {Num. Chron.,
viii. ^^).

Siblia, near the sources of the Maeander [Jonrn. Hell. Shid., iv. 403).
7»2;jma/—Augustus to Geta. Inscr., Cei BAI ANnN, Heads of Demos

;
the

city C6IBAIA turreted
;

or the Emperor: rev. Herakles standing, or

contending with lion; Hermes standing; Zeus aetophoros, etc. {Num.
Chron., viii. ^^) ; Bust of Men, etc. (Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 411).
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Stectorium, south-west of Apameia Cibotus. Imjmrial
—Faustina

Junior to Philip Jun. Inscr., CTeKTOPHNnN. Magistrates, Strategos
and Asiarch ('Acridpx.^s koX ttjs -narpibos). T^pes, ordinary ; Hiera Boule,

Demos, etc.
;
also Leto running, carrying infants Apollo and Artemis ;

Hero Mygdon C?), armed, with one foot on prow. (Cf. Pans., x. 37. i.)

Synaiis, in Phrygia Pacatiana, near the sources of the Macestus.

Imperial
—Nero to Faustina Jun. Heads of the Emperor, Demos, Boule,

Synkletos, Roma, etc. Lisa:, CYNAGITflN. Magistrates, Proconsul of

Asia, €ni MAPKCAAOY TO f., the third year of the Proconsulship of T.

Clodius Eprius Marcellus, A. D. 70-73. Local Magistrates, Archon and
Asiarch. T^pes

—
Apollo as a naked archer, drawing an arrow from his

quiver ;
Two Nemeses

;
Zeus standing ; Asklepios and Hygieia ;

Teles-

phoros ; Kybele.

Synnada, a wealthy commercial city in Phrygia Salutaris (Strab,, 577 ;

Pliny, V. 29).
Autonomous of the first century B.C., obv. Turreted head of City ;

rev. ZYNNAA., Zeus standing holding fulmen. Imperial
—
Augustus to

Salonina, with heads of Emperor ;
Demos ; Boule ; Hiera Synkletos ;

0€A PnMH, etc.; also of ZEYC nANAHMOC. Liscr., CYNNAACnN,
CYNNAAenN inNnN, or AnPienN. Magistrates

—
Prytanis, Logistes,

Archon, Agonothetes, and Archiereus. T^pes
— Amaltheia carrying

infant Zeus, with a goat at her feet
;
Zeus Pandemos seated

;
Athena ;

Persephone ;
Ai-temis Ephesia (1) ; Kybele ;

Men
; Nemesis, etc.

Games—^^?\^H^ nANAOHNAIA.

Alliance coins with Hierapolis.

Temenothyrae in Phrygia Pacatiana, also called Flaviopolis, Imperial—Sabina to Saloninus, with or without Emperor's name. Liscr.,

(DAABIOnOAIC or (DAABIOnOAeiTHN
;

rev THMENOOYPeYClN, or,

more rarely, THMCNOOYPCnN in the genitive. Magistrates
—Archiereus,

Archon, Asiarch. Chief types
—Demos; Hiera Synkletos ;

OCA PHMH
;

Hermes standing, holding purse and caduceus
;
Artemis standing beside

stag, or in biga of stags ;
Men standing holding pine-cone and sceptre,

or in biga drawn by bulls
;
Zeus Laodikeus standing with eagle and

spear ; Apollo between tree and tripod ; Hephaestos forging shield
;

Herakles in the garden of the Hesperides ;
Herakles burning the heads

of the Hydra, standing before statue of Pallas
;
Bust of traditional

Founder, THMeNOC KTICTHC, or OIKICTHC; Lion walking; Altar, on
which serpent {Num. C/iron., viii. 12

;
Rev. Num., 1852, 32).

Alliance coins with Bagis and Sebaste.

Theniisonium (Nu?ii. Chron., viii. 0^^, north of Cibyra on the road from
Laodiceia to Perga. Lmperial

—Domitian to Philip Jun. Lnscr., GCMI-
CnNenN. Types

—
River-god KAZANHC; Herakles standing between

Apollo and Hermes. Cf. Pausanias (x. 32), who relates that the Themi-
soneans set up statues of Herakles. Apollo, and Hermes in a cavern near
the town (Eckhel., iii. 175). AYK[IOCJ CnZnN, Bust of Apollo Lykios
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Tiberiopolis, a city probably situated quite in the north of Phrygia

(cf. the order of Hierocles). Imperial
—

Trajan to Gordian. Magistrates,
without title, or with that of Archon. Inscr., Tl Bep I OfTOA€ I THN . Tijpes—

usually referring to the worship of Artemis, who is often represented like

the Ephesian goddess ;
Zeus Laodikeus

; Apollo ; Asklepios ; Dionysos ;

Demos
;
Hiera Synkletos ;

Gerousia
; Boule, etc.

Trajanopolis. See Grimenothyrae (p. 5'^4)-

Tripolis, on the upper Maeander, is assigned in Byzantine Lists to

Lydia. In numismatic works it is usually placed under Caria. Imperial
times—Augustus to Gallienus, with or without portraits. Inscr., TPIFFO-

AeimN, names of divinities, ZEYC CePAniC, AHTn, and River

MAIANAPOC. Games— KWl^^\ K HYOIA. 2>/;fs
— AHMOC

; ICPA

CYNKAHTOC; ICPA BOYAH; Leto carrying her two children, or seated

holding sceptre [Num. Zeit., 1884, PI. V, 11); Artemis; Artemis and

Apollo ; Serapis ;
Maeander

;
Nemesis

; Telesphoros ;
Demeter seated

;

Herakles ; Dionysos ;
Zeus Laodikeus

;
Amazon on horseback

; Rape of

Persephone ; Tyche, etc. For others, see Eckhel, ii. 593 sqq.
Alliance coins with Laodiceia ad Lycura.

Vipsania. See Amoriuiu (p. 557).

Chronological Table of the Coinage of Phrygia.

The money of Phrygia, like that of Lydia, is almost entirely Imperial.
There are, however, a few towns of which the coinage begins in the

second century B. c. These are the following :
—
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LYCIA.

[Fellows, Coins of Ancient Lycia, London, 1855.]

The coinage of Lycia confirms in a most striking manner the testimony
of ancient writers, especially Strabo, with regard to the Federal consti-

tution of the country. Among no other ancient people do we find

Federal institutions so wisely framed and so firmly rooted as among the

Lycians. The ancient Lycian League succeeded in maintaining itself in

practical if not in nominal independence throughout the period of the

rule of the Achaemenidae in Asia Minor, and its abundant coinage
testifies to the great prosperity of the country in the fifth and fourth

centuries B.C. The distinctive symbol on the money of the various

cities which took part in this Federal coinage is the Triskelis or so called

Triquetra, which sometimes takes the form of a tetraskelis or of a

diskelis. Various hypotheses have been advanced as to the intention of

this strange symbol (Lenormant, Man. dans I'Ant., ii. 74). The most
reasonable is that which has been put forward by L. Mliller ^, that

it is a solar emblem symbolizing rotatory motion. In this case it

would refer to the worship of the national Lycian deity, Apollo AvKia,
the God of Light. The animal tj/pes

—Boars, Winged lions, Griflins, Bulls,

etc., must remain for the present unexplained (but see Preller, Gr. Myth., i.

195). The Lycian silver money falls into the following classes. The weight-
standard is the Babylonic, falling sometimes as low as the Euboic, the

staters weighing from 155 to 130 grs. Engravings of nearly all the

varieties here described will be found in Sir Charles Fellows' Coins of
Ancient Lycia, 1855. It is probable that M. Six's forthcoming article on
the coinage of Lycia in the Revne Nuniismatiqne for 1886 will throw much

light upon this branch of ancient numismatics.

Before circ. B.C. 480.

Forepart of boar or boar's head, some-

times inscribed with PY, SY)!,
K AB (]), Ot, or other letters. (Fel-

lows, PI. I. I. B. M. Guide, PI. III.

34.)

Incuse square, irregularly divided by
transverse lines. Within, sometimes,
letters —S, etc

JR Stater 145-130 grs.M Tetrob.2 42 grs.

JR Diob. 20 grs.

As none of the letters in this series exhibit the characteristic Lycian
forms it has been questioned whether this class is correctly attributed

to Lycia, but as the type and the weight are both Lycian, it would seem
that these pieces were struck in Lycia before the complete differentiation

of the Lycian alphabet.

' Det saakaldte HageTcors's Anvendelse off Betydning, Copenhagen, 1877.
"^

If the Lycian Staters were divided, like the Corinthian, into Thirds and Sixths, the designa-
tions ' Teirohol

'

and ' BioboV for the pieces weighing 48 and 24 grs. would be inadmissible. In
that case we should have to call them drachms and hemidrachms.
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Fig. 318.

Circ. B.C. 480-450.

Boar or half boar.

Bull kneeling and looking back.

Boar
;
double boar

;
or half boar.

(Fig. 318.)

Pegasos on circular solar disk.

Human eye (the Sun ?).

Cow suckling calf (cf. this subject as

a relief on the Harpy tomb, from

Xanthus).

Incuse square : Tortoise
;

Bull's head,

facing between +—+ ; Forepart of

lion, etc M Staters

Incuse square : Ram's head ....
JR Stater 141 grs.

Incuse square : Triskelis, sometimes
formed of three cocks' heads . . .

JR Staters 149 grs.
JR Tetrob. 46 grs.
JH Diob. 20 grs.

Incuse square : Triskelis

M. Stater 150 grs.
Incuse square : Triskelis

JR Tetrob. 41 grs.
Incuse square : Tetraskelis ....

Mj Stater 129-8 grs.

Circ. B.C. 450 or earlier-iOO.

In this period the Lycian silver coins bear almost always an inscription
in the Lycian character. The true interpretation of these inscriptions is

still a matter of much uncertainty. Until within the last few years
numismatists have been content to follow the classification proposed by
Fellows (oj). cit.),

who endeavours to identify them with the native names
of the various Lycian communities; but it has been lately shown by
M. Schmidt {Zeitsch. fur vergleich. Sprachforschmig, ed. Kuhn and Schmidt,
Bd. 25, p. 449), and by Savelsberg [Beitrage zur Entzifferung der Lijhischen

SjyracJidenkmdler, 1874-1878), that several of these legends contain the

names of native or foreign dynasts. It would be premature in the

present state of our knowledge to draw the inference that all the unex-

plained legends are also names of princes or rulers, and indeed it is more

probable that some are those of towns, while others again seem to contain

both the name of the town and that of the dynast. The following are

the more important varieties :
—

Forepart of grifBn; on breast,
triskelis.

Boar.

Bull butting. (Imhoof, Choix,
PI. V. 157.)

Winsred and horned lion.

Id.

Two cocks, face to face.

Forepart of bull.

MOTA'^E [Motloe]. .

Vj<^KOFWME [6kof6me]

TWNI^H^OP^ [T6nechore]
H^F-PEVh [Chareua] . .

Vt^l^P [Char.]

OI^AI^ [Oel#]

Inc. sq. Triskelis. ^iio-6grs.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Fade

M 148 grs.M 47 grs.

M 131 grs.

.31 148.7 grs.

M 36-3 grs.

Triskelis. M 134 grs.
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rPA Two dolphins.

F^+iTi^IW (retro-

grade) [Fahitezo] dolphin
and tunny fish.

Two dolphins.

Dolphin (Fellows, PI. I. 9.)

Dolphin.

Winged and homed lion.

Forepart of winged lion.

Lion ramping.
Lion's head, facing.
Griffin crouching.
Griffin prancing.

Sphinx.
Lion devouring bull.

Horse scratching himself.

Horse kneeling, looking back.

Horse standing.

Foreparts of bull and horse,

back to back.

Foreparts of two bulls, back

to back.

Foreparts of two lions, back
to back.

Boar.

Forepart of boar.

Sow.
Goat.

Stag.
Ibex. . ,

Bull butting.
Bull walking, above r Pi

[Ari].

Forepart of bull.

Man-headed bull, r.

Herakles wielding club.

Herakles carrying dead boar.

Head of Zeus Ammon.
Bearded helmeted head.

Griffin seated.

Boar or forepart of boar.

Winged lion on circular disk.

Forepart of bull on circular

disk.

Female head, 1.

Head of Silenos, facing.

Winged boar.

Head of Pallas, in Attic

helmet.

Id.

Id.

Forepart of boar.

Head of Pallas, in Attic

helmet.

Head of Pallas, in Attic
helmet.

Id.

Id.

Id.

PPA [Prl] Inc. sq. Triskelis. ^148-7 grs.

PhX [Path] „ Id. ^I54grs.

P ^^ X [Path] „ Id. ^100 grs.

^M/EB [:6cheb] .... „ Id. ^ 24.5 grs.

K P Incuse square, Triskelis with one hook ending in griffin's

head ^. tJI 147 grs.

KOPPAAE or KOP [Koprlle] Inc. sq. Triskelis. ^ Stater or

divisions.

>j )> Id. „

„ j> Id.

„ » W. „

)> « Id.
,,

j> » Id. „

„ >! Id. „

Id.

-Id.

id.

>j » 'd. „

» ;> ^^-
)}

)> » Id. „

» » Id.

» » '^d.
,,

» " Id.

Id-

Id.

Id. „
Id.

Id.

» „ Id. „
» „ Id.

„ „ Id.

» „ Id. „
» ,, Id. „

T'hXXEF'hEBE [Te^^efSebe] „ Tetraskelis. M Stater.

). » Id. „
}> )) ^*^-

J,

„ » Id.

>! » JCl- 3,

J> >) •'••J' J,

OFOY [Ofou] Incuse square. Female head . . .51 Divisions

I^PBEN^- [Arina] Incuse circle. Head of Apollo; symlol—
diskelis M Stater

^'PIN^ M/I^P^X'E [Arina CherSe] Pallas seated with

shield before her M Tetrob.

^PlNh +1" VJ/4^PWE [Arina he Cher6e] Head of Per-

sian (?) Satrap M Stater

PTT^- [Ptta] Incuse square, Tetraskelis . . . ^Stater

PTT^PM"^ [Pttaraza] Incuse square, in which Head of
Hermes M Stater

T'l^A^B '^+E+'^ [T^l^b fihehe] Incuse square. Head
of Herakles, bearded 2Si Stater

T^A^B '^PBBEN^ [T^lSb ^.rbbena] Incuse square.
Head of Herakles, bearded M, Stater

f^ PBBEN I^ [^rbbena] Herakles, with clubandbow M Stater

^POFN/TEI'^'^E [Arofuteiese] Lion ramping M Stater
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AA^N1^F4^A1^ [Dde-

nefele], Head of Pallas, as

above.

Same type.

Id.

Same type.

Head, in conical pilos.

Winged boar.

Herakles wielding club.

Female head,with hair turned

up behind.

Id.

Forepart of vdnged stag, on
circular disk.

Head of Satrap JR Stater

AA^N1^F'^A1^ [Ddenefele] Head of bearded Herakles .

M Stater

(^PTOXPf^Pl^ [Artca[m]para] Head of Satrap . M Stater

F'^Nl/9"9"4^P4^ [Fechssere] Incuse circle, Head of Hermes
M Stater

Incuse square, Triskelis . . . JR Stater

„ Id. ... ^ Stater

,, Id. ... ^ Stater

Ni^^PEV^ FI^-fiT [Chereua Fehit] Tetraskelis, with

owl in the centre ^48 grs.

VViX [Ppis] Tetraskelis ^ C23.5 grs.

M^ h T . . N h ? [Chat na] Diskelis . . ^ 48 grs.

Circ. B.C. 400-360.

The later style and fabric of the following coins induce me to class

them to a more recent period than any of those which I have described

above. They are characterized by their flatter and larger flans, and by
the gradual disappearance of the well-marked incuse square, which is

present on all the earlier Lycian series. I do not think, however, that

the series extends down to the aere of Alexander the Great, and it is

quite possible that the powerful dynasts of Halicarnassus may have
succeeded in imposing the Carian money upon their Lycian neighbours :

—

Lion, seated with forepaw raised.

Head of Pallas.

Lion's scalp.

Lion's scalp.

lWMO+ [Zomoho] TriskeHs.

Shell (murex or buccinum).

Lion's scalp.

Id.

Head of Pan.

Forepart of Pegasos . . . iR Stater

Two lions seated, face to face. iR 1 9 grs.

TAhFE [Tlafe] Female head, facing .

.^17 grs.

Triskelis, accompanied by various in-

scriptions :
—

MEXPf^PMI^ [Methrapata]yRStater
TPBBWNEME [Trbboueme] Ai Stater

F'^A [Fed] .51 Stater

!^ Pil or [^ POI [Ariz or Aroz] yR Stater

IWM [Zum] ^9 grs.

TPBByNEME [Trbboneme] Triskelis

iR 23.5 grs.

MEX [Meth] Young male bust, facing.

A\ 8 grs.

n^PEKAl^ [Perekle] TriskeHs with

dove seated on one of its

limbs . . A\ Stater

„ Similar. In field, head

of Hermes . . ^63 and 42 grs.

P 1^ PE K A 1^ [Perekle] Triskelis. M -55

Of the numerous inscrijitions on the Lycian coins, the following perhaps
stand for towns :

—Ariria for "Apva, according to Steph. Byz., an old name
of Xanthus

;
Charetia for Karya or Krya (Steph. Byz. ; Pliny, v. 28 ;

and Ptol., V. 3. 2 ; Pttarazo, for Patara
; Ppis, for Pisilis

;
and Tlafe for

Tlos. The following, on the other hand, appear to be names of dynasts :—
Cheroe, dynast of Arina (?) (M. Schmidt, oj). cit., 1881, p. 451) ; Trbhoueme,
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a name which occurs in inscriptions from Limyra ; MetJirapata (
= Mithra-

pates?) ; Arofute'iese {oH.''kpv^Tr]^-=^OxQvA,Q'&T)\ Artoa(m)para= 'ApT€iJLl3dpr]s(^)

(cf. Aesch., Pen., 29 ; Herod., i. 114-116, ix, 112), and Perek/e= 'Perikles,

who, according to Theopompos (ap. Phot., Eibl., 130, b. 13. Bergk), was a

king of Lycia.

Circ. B.C. 330-190.

On his march from Caria into Pisidia Alexander reduced Lycia
under his sway, and from this time down to the date of the defeat of

Antiochus by the Romans b. c. 190 the country was subject successively
to the Ptolemies and the Seleucidae. The only coins current in Lycia
during this period of nearly a century and a half were the regal tetra-

drachms of Alexander's types. (Miiller, 1 270-1 279.)

Circ. B.C. 188-168.

In B. c. 190 the Romans, having conquered Antiochus, presented Lycia
to the Rhodians, under whose dominion it remained for about twenty
years. The Rhodians appear to have allowed some of the more important
Lycian towns to strike small silver coins with modified Rhodian

types :—

Head of Helios, facing, with eagle in

front of his right cheek.

See above, p. 541.

Eose, with abbreviated names of Lycian
towns (1) in the field, e.g. P—A and
Z—A, possibly Patara and Xanthus

M 39 grs.

Circ. B.C. 167-A.D. 43.

In B.C. 168 the Romans restored to the Lycians their full freedom,
and the Lycian towns now formed themselves into an independent
League under Roman auspices (Livy, xliv. 15 ; Polyb., xxx. 5), which
lasted until the reign of Claudius, A. D. 43, who annexed the country to

the adjoining Praefecture of Pamphylia.
The coinage of this new Lycian League has much in common with the

contemporary coinage of the Achaean League in Peloponnesus. It

consists of silver hemidrachms of Rhodian weight, characterized by the

reappearance of a sharply defined incuse square on the reverse. See

Waddington, Bev. Num., 1853, P- ^^^ ^^^ Warren, Greek Eederal Coinage,

P-35-

Head of Apollo AuKtoy, laureate, with

bow and quiver at his shoulder, his

hair arranged in formal curls : on

either side usually A— Y.

Head of Artemis, with bow and quiver
at her shoulder.

Flat, sharply defined, incuse square,
within which a lyre and the initials

of the place of mintage, accompanied
sometimes by the ethnic of the League,
AYKinN. M, Hemidrachm 28 grs.

Similar, but quiver instead of lyreM \ Drachm 13 grs.

The Federal bronze money is more varied than the silver, the prevalent
t;i/2)es being on the obverse—H&SidiB of Apollo, Artemis, Hermes, etc., and
on the reverse, Lyre, Stag, Quiver, Caduceus, etc. On some of these coins

the letters A—Y or AYKIHN are wanting; but the types, common to

many towns, sufficiently indicate a Federal currency. The cities which
took part in the currency of the later League, either in silver or bronze,
are the following: Antiphellus, Aperlae, Apollonia, Araxa(?), Arycanda,
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Bubon, Cragus, Cyane, Cj'^dna, Gagae, Limyra, Masicytus, Myra, Olympus,
Patara, Phellus, Pinara, Podalia, Rhodiapolis, Tlos, Trebenna C?), Tymena,
and Xanthus. Stra?-)0 (xiv. p. 664) says that there were twenty-three
towns in the confederacy. It will be seen that we possess Federal coins

of exactly twenty-three towns, exclusive of Telmessus and Trabala, which

only struck Federal coins in alliance with Cragus.
On these coins M. Waddington remarks [Rev. Num., 1853) that '

unpre-

tending little monuments as they are, differing only in the initials proper
to each town, yet they are in most instances the only evidence of the par-

ticipation of the various towns in the Lycian League, and place us in the

gratifying position to reconstruct almost entirelythe far-famed confederacy.'
It was probably about the time of Augustus that smaller alliances of

separate pairs of towns within the larger league were brought about.

Of such alliances Cragus is usually one member. It is these unions that

are supposed to be alluded to in Lycian inscriptions by the expression
(Tvix-noXiTevoixevoi bijjJioL (Le 'Bas-Wsiddington, Inscr. de I'As. Min., 1290-92).
The last coinage of the League consists of Imperial denarii, with the por-
traits of Augustus and Claudius

; inscr., AY
; types, one or two lyres,

Demeter holding ears of corn, or the Emperor holding a lituus. The

coinage of denarii was even continued for a few years after the dissolu-

tion of the League by Claudius, under the Emperors Domitian, Nerva,
and Trajan. These issues bear Greek translations of the ordinary Latin

inscription 1^. POT. COS. II, III, etc., viz. AHM. EZ. YriAT. B. or T., etc
or VriATOY TPITOY. The Imperial coinage of Lycia belongs chiefly to

the reign of Gordian and Tranquillina.

Autonomous, Fedeeal, and Imperial Coinage of the Towns of Lycia.

In addition to the Federal coinage some of the Lycian towns struck

coins without the letters A—Y or AYKIUN. Of this class those which
bear Federal types are, properly speaking, coins of the League, the rest

are more strictly municipal issues :
—

Acalissus. Imperial of Gordian. Inscr., AKAAICC€uuN, Horseman

galloping [Rev. Num., 1853, 90) ;
Veiled goddess between Dioskuri.

Antiphellus, on the coast opposite Megiste. Federal M. AYKIflN—
AN, and Imperial of Gordian, ANTIctCAAeiinN, Tyche.

Aperlae. Federal M. AYKIHN—API, and Imperial of Gordian,

AnePAAeiTuuN, Altar.

Apollonia. Federal M. AYKIHN—AfiO. Th.Q Imj-jcrial coins xeSidmg
AnOAAHNlAinN AY [Nmn. Chron., 1861, 219) and AYKI^N belong to

Apollonia Pisidiae. See Waddington' s remarks, Asie Mineure, p. 141. In
this case the epithet AYKIflN merely indicates the origin of the Apollo-
niates. Cf. CYNNAACnN inNHN, p. 569.

Araxa(l). Federal M. AYKinN—APA (?). [Num. Chron., \^6\, %%o)

Arycanda. Federal M. AYKIHN—APY. hnperial
— Gordian and

Tranquillina APYKANAEuuN. Tyche, Herakles, Horseman, Naked
Warrior, Eagle carrying boar's head, etc. [Rev. Nim., 1853, 91).
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Balbura. Atdonomotis JE of Imjjerial times. Types
—

Eagle and fulmen,
etc., and Imjierial of Caligula, BAABOYP€UJN, Herakles leaning on club.

Bubon. This town was annexed to Lycia by Murena, B. c. 84. Federal

Ea. Liscr., BOY. {Num. Chron., x. 83).

Cadyanda. AutonomousM oi \d^iQ iivciQ^. l7iscr.,K^ AY. Type
—Hermes.

{Num. Chron.., x. 83.)

Calynda. Small autonomous M of the second or first century B.C.

Inscr., KAAY or KAAYN, Head of Artemis rev., Stag, Forepart of stag or

torch. {Num. Chron.., ix. 148 ; Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 307.)

Candyba. Imperial M—Gordian III. Inscr., KANAYBEuuN. Type
—

Tyche. (-^./ iV^^, v. PL I. 9.)

Choma. Autonomous M of late times. Inscr., X—fl, and Imperial of

Gordian, XUUMATGITUUN, Armed horseman.

Corydalla. Imperial
—Sev. Alex., Gordian, and Tranquillina, KOPY-

AAAA£uuN, Tyche, Pallas, Horseman.

Cragus. Federal M and M, AYKIjQN KPAT, AY—KP, etc. Also in

alliance with Myra, AY— KP— MY; with Telmessus, AY-TEA— KP;
with Tlos, TA— KP, AY—TAuu— KP, AY—KP—TA, etc.; with Trabala,
TPA—KP

;
or with Xanthus, KP—ZAN. Concerning these alliances of

pairs of towns, see above (p. 576).

Cyane. Federal M, AY—KYA, {Ntim. Chron.., x. 83,) and Imperial of

Gordian, KYANGITUUN, Horseman.

Cydna (?).
Federal M and ^, AYKIHN—KY. It is very probable that

these coins are of Cyane.

Gagae. Federal Ma, AYKIflN—TA. Imperial
—

Tranquillina, TATA-
TluN, Nemesis with whip, wheel, and griffin.

Limyra. Federal M and M, AYKinN—Al, etc., and Inqjerial of

Gordian and Tranquillina, AIMYPEUUN. Types
— Zeus Nikephoros ;

AIMYPOC, a River-god; AIMYPeuuN PHTMA or XPHCMOC, an Ox
drinking from a fountain, which issues from a rock, or Ox and Goat

drinking from one source. This oracular fountain is mentioned by Pliny,
H. N., xxxi. 18. (See Eckhel, iii. p. 4.)

Masicytus. FederalM and^, AYKIHN—MA or MAZ,etc.,and7w^^ma^
of Augustus, M and M, AYKIflN—MA. Tyjie—LyvQ, or two lyres.

Myra. Federal M and M, AYKinN—MY, AY—MYPA, etc., and

Imperial—Knt. Pius to Gordian, MYP€uuN, MYPGuuN MHTPOnOACUuC,
etc. The most remarkable type on the coins of this city is the figure of
a veiled Asiatic goddess, Artemis Myrea (?), whose efiigy is sometimes
seen amid the branches of a tree, on either side of which stands a man
with an axe, as if about to fell it, but apparently deterred therefrom by
two serpents emerging from the trunk and darting towards him (Fig.

319). For a similar type, see Aphrodisias Cariae (p. 531). The subject

p p
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i

Fig. 319.

appears to be connected in some way with the story of Myrrha, who was
transformed into a tree, from the trunk of which, when it was split by
her father with his sword, Adonis was born (Hyginus, Fah., 58, 164, 251,

371). Federal alliance coins between Myra and Cragus. Imperial
alliance coins with Patara and with Side, nATAPenN MYPenN OMO-
NOIA, MYPenN CIAHTHN OMONOIA, with types referring to the

cultus of the several towns.

Olympus. Federal M, OAYM, etc., or AYKinN—OA, and Imperial of

Gordian and Tranquillina, OAYMTTHNuuN, Hephaestos forging shield

of Achilles
;
Female figure holding wreath.

Patara. Federal M and M, AYKinN— flA. Imperial
—Gordian and

Tranquillina. Inscr., FFATAPeuuN. Ti/pes
—Tyche,and especially Apollo

Patareus, standing between the omphalos, on which is perched a crow,
and the tripod round which the serpent twines. The city of Patara was
celebrated for its temple and oracle of Apollo, who gave responses during
the six winter months of each year (Herod., i. 182).

Alliance coins with Myra (see above).

Phaselis, a prosperous maritime town of Lycia on the Pamphylian
gulf, was not a member of the earlier Lycian League, but formed a

separate and independent state. Hence its coinage bears no resemblance

to the other Lycian money, nor does it appear that the Lycian characters

were used there, for the coin-legends are always in Greek. The types
are appropriate to a maritime city of the importance of Phaselis, and
confirm the belief of the ancients that swift galleys called (paaiqkoi took

their name from this town.

Prow of galley, fashioned

forepart of a boar.

Circ. B.C. 500-400

like the

Id. (Hunter, PI. XLIII. 9, 10.)
O [=0] kneeling bearded figure, with

his arm round the body of a kneel-

ing man-headed bull.

Lyre, the sides of which are formed
like mice ^

; the whole in linear and
dotted square.

Irregular incuse square

(Hunter, PI. XLIII. 8.)M Persic Stater 168-2 grs.

<t>A^ Stern of galley. ^ Stater 1 7 1 grs.

Prow of galley in incuse square, beneath,

dolphin . . iR Stater 171-8 grs.

Id iR Stater 173-2 grs.

1 This coin was attributed by De Witte {Bev. Num. 1858, p. 28) to Hamaxitus in the

Troad, in my opinion on insufficient grounds. The mouse, like the locust and the lizard, is

a symbol of x\pollo as the averter of plagues of these creatures, 'AttoWcuv ^{JLivOivs, JJapvomos,
and 'SavpoKTovos (Paus., i. 24. 8).
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As the weight of the following coin is unusual in Lycia, it may be
doubted whether the attribution here suggested is the true one.

Triskelis. (Cabinet of Dr. Weber.) Incuse square divided by broad bands
into seven triangular compartments.

JR Phoenician stater no*6 grs.

Circ. B.C. 400-330.

Prow of gallev.

Prow of galley.

(Hunter,Pl.XLIII.ii.)

<J>A$H Stern of galley and magistrate's
name. iR Stater 153-7 grs.

„ Stern of galley . . . M -6^

Circ. B.C. 330-250.

Regal tetradrachms of Alexander's types, with letters in field <t>
—

A,
each surmounted by a star. (Muller, No. 1276.)

Circ. B.C. 250-190.

After Alexander's time Phaselis, with the rest of Lycia and Pamphylia,
became dependent upon Egypt, and it is to the reign of Ptolemy III. or

IV. that the following later Phaselian issues must be attributed.

Prow, surmounted by head of Helios,
or by jugate busts of Ptolemy IN.

and Arsinoe
(?).

(Imhoof, Choix, PI. IV. 153.)

<t)AZH Stern of galley and magistrate's
name, AAMAPATOZ, EYIOZ, Nl-

KANnp, TIMnN
JR Stater 152 grs.

After circ. b. c. 190.

Phaselis, Hke most other Asiatic towns, appears, after the defeat of

Antiochus by the Romans, to have begun a new coinage of silver staters

and drachms, retaining, however, the old standard of weight.

Head of Apollo, r., laureate.

Id.

Owl, or sometimes eagle on prow.

(Hunter, PI. XLIII. 12.)

Prow, crowned by Nike.

ct> Pallas wielding fulmen and aegis,

standing on prow. Magistrate,
TPEBHMIS . ^ Stater 156 grs.

Stern of galley. Magistrate, MNAZIM Stater 167 grs.

(t> Pallas, as on Stater. Magistrate,

OEOXPHZTOZ, APXinnbZ, or

KACUUNYMOC. M Dr. 87-83 grs.

4> Pallas, as above, with letters A, B, €,

etc. in field -^ '75

After B.C. 168.

Whether Phaselis was ever a member of the second Lycian League, or

whether it retained its ancient independence, can hardly be determined
from the coins, which, to all appearance, are autonomous

;
for although

the smaller denominations in silver bear federal types, the legend AY or

AYK I nN does not occur upon them. Thus the statement of Strabo (667)
that Phasehs took no part in the League is not contradicted by numis-
matic evidence.

P p 2
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Head of Apollo, 1., laureate.

(Waddington, Rev. Num., 1853.)

Id.

<t>A Pallas standing, holding Nike, and

resting on spear, magistrate, AP-
KE2IAA0Z

JR Attic tetradr. 252 grs.
0ASHAI LyrCjin shallow incuse squareM 39'6 grs.

Imperial— Gordian, <t>ACHAeiTuuN, Tyche, Pallas, Galley, Archaic

simulacrum of veiled goddess, Aphrodite (?), with two winged Erotes

flying in the air, and at her feet a small figure beside an altar.

Fhellus. Federal M, AYKinN— 4>E, and Imperial of Gordian. hiscr.^

A <t)eAAeiTUJN, Female figure holding flower. Waddington {As. Min.,

p. 133).

Pinara. Autonomous M of Federal types, Inscr., FT I
; and small M,

olv. Head of Apollo, rev. niNAPEnN, Bucranium. This town is expressly
mentioned by Strabo {'S6^) as one of the members of the League.

Fodalia. Federal M, AY—flOA and Imperial of Gordian and Tranquil-
lina, nOA AAluuTUUN, Apollo standing with his lyre resting on a column;
Warrior standing.

Rhodiapolis. Federal M and ^ and /iw/jma^ of Tranquillina, POAI A-

nOA€ITuuN, Nemesis with griffin and wheel.

Telmessus. Of the following coins the first was attributed by Sestini

to Telmessus in Caria (see above, p. 533). The second seems to be

undoubtedly Lycian in fabric.

Circ. B.C. 190-168

Head of Helios, radiate, facing.

Head of Hermes.

TEAMH[ZZEnN] Apollo, seated on

omphalos, holdingarrow and bow Mt -6

TEA Fly ^ .4

After B.C. 167.

Federal M and M in alliance with Cragus. Inscr., AY—TEA—KP,
AYKinN—KP—TEA, and TEA- KP.

Tlos. Federal M of the earlier and M and M of the later League.
hiscr., AYKinN—TA, AY—TA, or TA only, also in alliance with Cragus,
TA—KP, AY—TAUJ—KP, etc., and hnperial of Gordian, TAUueuuN,
Horseman, Warrior, Nike, Tyche.

Trabala. Federal M, but only in alliance with Cragus, TPA—KP,

Trebenna. Federal M, AYKinN— TP, and Imperial of Gordian and

Tranquillina, TPEBeNNATuuN, Zeus seated, Dionysos standing, Pallas.
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Tymena. Federal M, AY—TY (Imhoof, 3Ion. Gr., p. 329).

Xanthus. Federal M of the earlier League under its old name Arina

(see above, p. 573), and M and M of the later League, AY—ZA, AYKIHN
—ZA and ZANGIfiN. Also in alliance with Cragus, AY—KP—ZAN.

It is remarkable that so few numismatic monuments should have
been handed down to us of such an important Lycian city as Xanthus.

As the coinage of Lycia is almost entirely either Federal or Imperial,
it is unnecessary to append a chronological table of the issues of the

several cities. The money of Phaselis alone stands apart, and offers a
series almost uninterrupted from the sixth century B.C. down to Roman
times.

PAMPHYLIA.

In the following pages I include in the province of Pamphylia only
the strip of low-lying coast-land, some twenty to thirty miles in breadth,
between Mount Solyma, the Lycian boundary, on the west, and Cora-

cesium on the east. The mountainous country to the north of Mount
Taurus, much of which was included in Byzantine Pamphylia, I have

preferred to call Pisidia.

Aspendus, on the river Eurymedon, about eight miles from the sea,

was a populous and wealthy city. It began to coin silver on the Persic

standard early in the fifth century b. c.

Circ. B.C. 500-400.

Fig. 320.

Naked warrior, armed with round
shield and sword.

(Hunter, PI. VIL 15. 16. 18.)

Warrior, with shield and spear. (Fig.

320.)

Horseman armed with spear.

E, EC, ECT, or ECTFE Incuse square,
Triskelis of three human legs, in

field, usually a symbol
M, Staters 170 grs.

ECn Incuse square, Triskelis, with

lion running beside it

M Staters 170 grs.

E?T, etc. Running boar. ^RDr. 84 grs.
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Circ. B.C. 400-300, and later.

Two wrestlers engaged ;
on the later

specimens, magistrates' letters be-

tween them. (Brandis, p. 494.)

E^TFE Alive Incuse square, Slinger;
in field, Triskelis, also, rarely, letters

M, Staters 170 grs.

Aspendus was originally an Argive colony, and Brandis has hazarded
the conjecture that its coin-tj^e, the Slinger, was chosen from the

resemblance of the word a-cjxvbovriTris to the name of the town. The other

type, the two Wrestlers, refers, perhaps, to some ancient local myth, and
a curious variety of the stater with the words EAV^A MENETV^ (Mion.,
PI. XXXV. 169) beneath the type, gives us, perhaps, the traditional

names of the two wrestlers, MeVeros (
= the Steady) and ^E\v^as (

= the

Wriggler) (Bergk, Zeif.f.Num.^ xi. 337). KirchhofF's suggestion that the

inscription is equivalent to MeVeroj €(y)\v\f/a, an engraver's signature, is

contested by Bergk (/. c).

Concerning the Pamphylian legends on these and similar coins, see

Friedlander (Z. f. K, iv. 297), Imhoof {Z. f. N., v. 133), and Bergk (l. <?.).

The form E^TFEAIIV^ corresponds with the Greek AZnENAIOZ. It

would appear that the Greek element in the population of the town

gradually decreased down to the time of the Macedonian conquest. The

astonishing abundance of the silver money of Aspendus is a proof of the

commercial importance of the town.

The bronze coins of Aspendus appear to be as a rule later in date than
the silver. The predominant types are—

Afier circ. B.C. 300.

Head of Pallas.

Forepart of horse.

Id.

Slinger ;
in field, two letters . JE '65

Sling, between two letters . ^ •'J

AcneNAinN. id. . . . M-e^

It is not improbable that the silver coins of the above series continued
to be struck down to the defeat of Antiochus in B.C. 190, although the

mass of the specimens which have reached us belong to the fourth century.

After B.C. 190.

After the battle of Magnesia, Pamphylia was added to the dominions
of the kings of Pergamum, under whose mild rule Aspendus appears to

have been practically autonomous, for it was probably about the year
B.C. 189 that it began to issue a series of dated Alexandrine tetradrachms,

ranging from year A to K0
(

i to 29) and with the letters AZ before the
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seated Zeus on the reverse (Miiller, Nos. ii 96-1 221). Symbol, on some

specimens, a sling. These are the last silver coins known to have been
struck at Aspendus. Many of them bear countermarks of which the

Seleucid
(?)

anchor and the tripod are the most frequent.
On the death of Attains III., B.C. 133, Pamphylia devolved, according

to his bequest, with the rest of his kingdom, upon the Roman people.

The Imperial coinage of Aspendus ranges from Augustus to Saloninus.

Inscr., ACncNAinN. Types
—River Eurymedon ;

Herakles standing
before a figure (Eurystheus ?) seated on a rock, at the foot of which is the

dead body of a bull, behind the seated figure stands a naked man armed
with a spear, and in the background is a lion on rocks

; Wreath, to

which eight portrait-heads are attached, OCMIAOC TO. B or TO. E.

Concerning the games called 0eju,t8e?, celebrated in various Pamphylian
and Cilician cities, see H. de Longperier [Rev. Nmn., 1869, p. 31). The
word ^e'/xis here signifies a contest in which the prize consisted of a sum
of money, ^e'jua, and has nothing to do with Themis, the goddess of Law
and Order. Other remarkable types are Isis Pharia

;
Hekate

;
Nemesis

;

Two simulacra of a goddess resembling the Pergaean Artemis standing
side by side in a temple ;

a female figure apparently crowning a trophy.

Attalia, founded and named after himself by Attalus II., king of

Pergamum. Autonomous bronze from the second century to Imperial times,
and Imperial

—
Augustus to Salonina. Liscr. and Ti/pes

—ATTAA€nN, also

sometimes OIKOYMCNIKOC or lePOC OAYMniOC OIKOYMeNlKOC,
Agonistic table and urn, in allusion to the Oecumenical and Olympian
festivals

;
Head of Pallas

; Winged Nemesis holding wheel, with griffin
beside her

;
Poseidon

;
Artemis

; Nike, etc.

Alliance coins with Side. (See also Attalia in Lydia, p. 548.)

Cretopolis (?).
The autonomous coins attributed to this town by

Borrell are given by Waddington and Imhoof to Cremna Pisidiae (p. 590).
See also Creteia-Flaviopolis Bithyniae (p. 440).

Etenna. This town appears to have struck drachms of Attic weight in

the second half of the fifth century B.C.

Two athletes contendinsf.

{Zeit.f. Num., vi. 76.)

Sepia, in incuse square. M. Dr. 62 grs.

Bahylonic or Persic Standard. Circ. B.C. 300, or later.

Two wrestlers. {Z.f. N., vi. PL III.)

Beardless head, facing.

(Imhoof, Mon. Gr., PI. F. 18.)

wearing sliortETENMEHN Man
chiton, ai-med with harpa. Symbol

—
Triskelis. . . tR Stater 156 grs

Harpa, or crooked knife . M, 11 grs
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Imperial Times.

Autonomous bronze and Imperial
—Faustina the Younger to Salonina.

Inscr., €T€NNenN. Prevailing types
—A female figure carrying a ser-

pent ;
a harpa, or crooked knife

;
two combatants, each armed with a

harpa (Six, Zeit.f. Num., vi. p. 79 sq.).

Magydus, a coast town a few miles east of Attalia. Autonomous
bronze of Roman times and Imjjerial

—
Augustus to Gallienus. Tyj^es

—
Pallas standing, Tyche, River-god Catarrhactes, etc. In field sometimes

numerals ranging from 16 {i^) under Trajan to MA (41) under Gallienus,

referring, perhaps, to celebrations of festivals at various periods.

Olbia
(?).

To this town, on the borders of Lycia and Pamphylia, M. Six

{Zeit.f. Num., vi. 82) would attribute the following archaic silver staters,

dating from quite the early part of the fifth century B.C.

Winged Hermes on one knee, holding
caduceus.

Id.

1M3EI— MIC Incuse square, lion

standing with head reverted
; above,

caduceus ^180 grs.

la—A [0]? Similar . . ^ 178 grs.

As the first of the above inscriptions is unexplained, and the second
is doubtful, the attribution can only be provisionally accepted.

Perga, on the right bank of the river Oestrus, about eight miles from
the coast, was in late times the chief city of Pamphylia. It was the seat

of the worship of Artemis Pergaea, an Asiatic goddess, bearing a close

resemblance to the Artemis of Ephesus.

Bahylonic or Persic Standard. Circ. B.C. 500-400.

Sphinx seated, with forepaw raised. Crab, in dotted square, all in incuse

square tR 143 grs.

If the above described coin be correctly attributed, it is by far the

earliest coin of Perga. There are, in fact, no other coins of this city
until after B.C. 190, when, under the kings of Pergamum, it was allowed,
like most other towns, to issue tetradrachms and drachms in its own
name.

Attic Standard. After circ. B.C. 190.

'^'i

\i i It '^,

Fig. 321.
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Head of the Greek Artemis, laureate,

with quiver at her shoulder. (Fig.

321.)

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Asiatic effigy of Artemis, in temple.

Sphinx, seated.

APTEMIAOZ nEPTAIAZ Artemis

Pergaea standing, clad in short chiton,

holding wreath, and resting on

sceptre ;
at her feet, a doe, looking up

to her : in field symbols, sphinx, stag,
etc. iE Attic tetradr. 264-250 grs.

APTEMIAOI HEPrAIAZ Id. . .

JR Dr. 60 grs.

30 grs.

Artemis

standing ^ .7

HEPrAinN Sphinx seated. . M -6

APTEMIAOZ HEPrAIAS Quiver .

JE .7

WAN A H^ AZ nPEI I AZ Artemis stand-

ing JE
•'J

M 1 Dr.

The Pamphylian inscription on the last described coin is by some

thought to stand for the local name of the goddess 2,avd\l/a9 Ylpeuas

(= "Aprefxt? UepcTLa) (Bergk., Zeit. f. Num., xi. 334). Others with Prof. W,
M. Ramsay [Jonrn. Hell. Skid., i. 246) consider the initial V\ in Pamphylian
as akin to the digamma, and look upon the word WAN A 4^ A as equivalent
to the Greek Favaacra, and as an epithet rather than a name of Artemis

;

nPEIIAZ being the Pamphylian form of riEPFAIAZ. The inscription
would then be rendered '

Reginae Pergensis.'

Im/perial silver medallions of Nerva of the cistophoric class, with Latin
inscr. DIANA PERGENSIS, and of Trajan, with the figure of the Pergaean
Artemis, hnjierial, bronze—Augustus to Tacitus. Inscr., APT€MIAOC
nePrAI AC, nePr, nePrAinN, etc., sometimes with addition of ACYAOC,
ACYAOY, or ACYAIA; N€nKOPnN; MHTPOnOACnC THC nAM<l>Y-

AIAC; also l€POC
; HYGIA; AYrOYCTEIA; in reference to Games.

Pfedominant types
—Cultus-idol in the form of a richly adorned conical

stone in a temple ;
Greek Artemis hunting or holding torches

; Hephaestos
forging shield of Achilles ; River-god (Cestrus), and many others.

Alliance coins with Apollonia Mordiaeum (p. 589), with Side, and with

Delphi, nePTAinN AEAcDinN OMONOIA — HYOIA (Waddington, Hev.

Num., 1853, p. 32).

Ftolemais (?). Autonomous bronze circ. b. c. 300 or later.

Head of Apollo. {Z.f. Num.,\i. 2^g.) flTOAEMAIEnN Amphora and raven
or amphora alone . . . JE •8—3

This attribution is not altogether satisfactory, but I am still less

inclined to accept Von Sallet's conjecture that Ptolemais was a name
temporarily borne by Ceramus in Caria {Z.f. JV., vi. 265).

Side was a rich and flourishing seaport a few miles west of the mouth
of the river Melas. Its coin-type, playing upon the name of the town, is

the fruit of the pomegranate, called in Greek cribrj.
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Persic Stamlard. Circ. B.C. 500-400.

Incuse square, dolphin, beneath which,
human eye . . J!l Stater 170 grs.

Incuse square, two dolphins and leaf .

M Stater

Incuse square, male head, laureate

M Stater

Incuse square, head of Pallas. JR Stater

Pomegranate.

(Cf. Hunter, PI. XLTX. 6.)

Pomegranate. {Ibid., PI. XLIX. 5.)

Pomegranate. {Ibid., PI. XLIX. 4.)

Pomegranate resting on dolphin.

{Ibid., PI. XLIX. 3.)

Also smaller divisions with analogous types.

Although Side was a Greek colony from Cyme in Aeolis, the Asiatic

elements in the population gradually overwhelmed the Hellenic, and in

Alexander's time, according to Arrian
(i. 26), the Greek language was no

longer spoken at Side. This statement is fully borne out by the follow-

ing series of coins on which the Greek legend ^1 AHTIKON is replaced by
inscriptions in characters resembling the Aramaic, which have given rise

to various hypotheses. De Luynes {Num.des Satrapies, p. 22) would read

in them the names of the Persian Satraps, Dernes and Syennesis ;
but

M. Waddington, with greater caution, says,
' Je ne crois pas que personne

ait encore trouve le secret des ces singulieres legendes' {Rev. Num., 1861,

13) ;
cf. Arrian, I.e., r-qv fx^v 'EAAa8a yXMacrav e^eXaOovro, €vdvi 8e ^ap(iapov

<})(ji)vr}v 'Uarav, ovh\ t5)V Tipocryjuipbiv jBap^dpcov, akX.a Ibiav (r(f)Qv ovttco irpoa-dev

ovarav Ty]V (pcovqv.

Persic Standard. Circ. B. c. 400-300.

Pallas standing, resting on shield, and

holding Nike; symbol, pomegranate.

(Imhoof. Mon. Gr., PI. F. 17.)
Id.

Pallas standing, as above, but holding
owl. In field, sometimes Aramaic (?)

letters.

Herakles standing, holding club and

bow, before him, crux ansata.

CIAJHTIKON Apollo standing, rest-

ing on long branch of laurel, and

sacrificing at altar. iH Stater 149 grs.

Aramaic (1) inscr. Apollo, as above, but

raven at his feet. M Stater 167 grs.

Incuse square, Aramaic (?) inscr. Apollo

standing before altar, holding branch

and bow
;
at his feet, raven. JR Stater.

Uncert. inscr. Apollo sacrificing (De
Luynes, Satrap., PI. I. 10). M, Stater

The coins of this series are frequently countermarked with an Ox.
To about the time of Alexander the Great may be attributed the

Alexandrine gold stater described by Miiller, No. 1248, with the pome-
granate as an adjunct symboL

Attic Standard. Circ. B.C. 190-36.

After the defeat of Antiochus, Side, like Aspendus, retained practical

autonomy, and became one of the chief places of mintage on the south

coast of Asia Minor
; but, while Aspendus reverted to the types of the

Alexandrine tetradrachm. Side seems to have taken the Alexandrine gold
stater as the model of her new silver coins. The types of the tetradrachms
of Side are, however, rather suggested by than copied from the Alexan-
drine gold coin.
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Head of Pallas, in crested Corintliian Nike holding wreath
; symbol—pome-

helmet. (Pellerin, PI. LXXI. 20.) granate. In field, Magistrates' names,

AO, AP, A<t), AE, AEI, Al, AIOA,
ST, CT, KAEYX, XPY, etc. . . .

JR Attic tetradr. 264-240 grs.

M, „ dr. 60 grs.

Many of these tetradrachms are countermarked with a bow and bow-
case crossed, accompanied by the names, for the most part, of cistophoric

mints, AAPA, AHA, HA. HEPr, ZAP, ZTPA, TPA (Adramyteum, Apameia,
Parium (?), Pergamum, Sardes, Stratoniceia (? ),

and Tralles), etc., showing
that under the Roman rule they were tariffed as equivalent to the cis-

tophorus (Mommsen, Hist. Mon. Bom., i. 99). Other countermarks are

also found, among which the Anchor (perhaps a Seleucid symbol) is the

most frequent.
This coinage probably lasted down to the middle of the first century

B. c, and its astonishing abundance is perhaps due to the fact that Side

was the great mart in which the Cilician pirates were in the habit of

disposing of their booty.

Head of Pallas.

Id.

SI AHTnN Nike carrying wreath and

palm; symbol
—

Pomegranate. iE -7

SIAHTIiN Pomegranate . . JE -^

Circ. B. c. 36-25.

In B. c. 36 Pamphylia, with Galatia and some of the neighbouring
regions, was formed into a separate state under king Amyntas, who
continued the coinage of Attic tetradrachms at Side, adding the inscr. on
the reverse, BAZIAEHZ AMYNTOY. (See below under Galatia; Num.
Chro7i., viii. 69-96 ;

and B. M. Gii'ule, PL LX. 7.)

Imperial
—Augustus to Aurelian. Inscr., CIAHTHN or CIAHC N€nKO-

POY, occasionally with epithets AAMnPOTATHC,eNAOZOY,AnpeA (see

p. 59^); s-lso NAYAPXIC, combined with the type of a galley in a port;
nPHTA nAMcDYAHN; niCTHC (DIAHC CYMMAXOY PHMAinN MYC-
TIAOC CIAHC, etc. Games— \^?Q(:, HYOIOC, MYCTIKOC, OAYMHIA
OIKOYMCN., or OIKOYMCNIKOC. Among the more noteworthy types
are the Tyche of the city seated with the River-god Melas at her feet, or

with a prow of a galley on her arm, etc. Veiled female bust with inscr.

CI AH MYCTIC NenKOPOC, representing the town of Side as devoted to

or initiated in the sacred mysteries.

Alliance coins with Attalia, Delphi, Myra, and Perga. For other coins

of Side, see Imhooi {Zeit.f. Num., 329), and Friedlander {Zeit.f. Num., x. 3).

Sillyum, a few miles inland between Aspendus and Perga.

After circ. B.C. 300.

Bearded helmeted head. SEAY V\IYZNakedfigure,standing^-7
Head of Apollo. ,,

Zeus aetophoros seated

M -7

Id. „ Fulmen . . . . M S

Concerning the Pamphylian inscription on the above coins, see
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Friedlander, Zeit. f. Num.., iv. 298 ; Ramsay, Journ. Hell. Stud., i. p. 242,
and Bergk, Zeif.f. Num., xi. 334. According to Ramsay, the character
W had probably the sound of our W, and he would render the legend
Seluwios. Bergk, on the other hand, takes it as a sibilant, and supposes
the Pamphylian name of the town to have been ^iXva-ov, and the ethnic,

^eXva-ios. Somewhat later the Pamphylian legend is replaced by the

Greek forjn ClAAYenN.

After B.C. 190.

Alexandrine tetradrachms as at Aspendus, but with ZIA before the

seated Zeus (Miiller, 1222-1248).

Imperial
—Augustus to Salonina. hiscr., CIAAY€nN or CIAAYCHN CEB.

Select typen
—Men on horseback; Aphrodite standing half naked, arranging

her hair, at her feet dolphin, (Imhoof, Choix, PI, V, 163.) Tyche of

city seated on rock, with river Oestrus at her feet
; Dionysos standing,

etc. Legend, <D I AHC CYMMAXOY PHMAinN ClAAYenN.

Chronological Table of the Coinage of Pamphylia.

Aspendus
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Head of Zeus.

AAAAe AYTONO Female head, tur-

reted.

AAAAe Nike crowning trophy, M -85
Horse ^ -6

Imperial
—Antoninus Pius to Gallienus. Inscr., AAAAeHN. T;i/pes

—
Head of Serapis or Serapis enthroned

; Serpent coiled round Omphalos ;

the Dioskuri standing, etc. Mionnet {Supjd., vii. 87) describes a coin

bearing the name of a magistrate with title Archon. If this is really
a coin of Adada, the city perhaps lay just within the boundaries of the
Province of Asia (see p. 547).

Amblada. Late autonomous bronze, and Imperial— Commodus to

Philip Jun. Inscr., AMAAA€nN (Waddington, 3f(//««_$)'g*, p. 33), AMBAA-
AenN, and AMBAAACnN AAKEAAIMONinN. %j^« — Herakles,

Kybele, Nemesis.

Andeda [Num. Ckron., ii. i). Imjjerial
—M. Aurelius to Trajan Decius.

Inscr., AN AHA€nN. Ti/pes chiefly referring to the cultus of the Artemis
of Perga, sometimes with legend APTCMI A. nePPA.

AntiocMa {Yalowatch). Although this city was founded in the reign
of Antiochus III. no coins appear to have been struck there before the

time of Augustus, when it received a Roman colony.
Colonial bronze, Augustus to Claudius II. Gothicus, with Latin inscr.,

COL. CAES. ANTIOCH, etc. (Colonia Caesareia Antiochia), and in field

frequently S— R (Senatus Romanus). The types are numerous. Among
them are many which refer to the cultus of the Moon-god Mr)^ 'Ao-kjji'o's

(Strab., 557,577, where the codices give the erroneous readings 'Ao-Katos and

'ApKaios), who possessed a famous sanctuary in the territory of Antioch,
attached to which was a college of Priests and a large body of slaves.

The god is usually represented standing, wearing the Phrygian cap, and
with the crescent moon behind his shoulders. He holds in his right hand
a sceptre, and in his left a figure of Nike, and rests one foot upon a
bucranium or bull's head

;
beside him stands a cock. Other types repre-

sent a River-god, with the ijiscr. ANTH I OS.

ApoUonia-Mordiaenm, (the modern Olouhorlou), between Apameia
Cibotus and Antioch. The original name of the town, Mordiaeum, is

supposed to have been changed to ApoUonia by Alexander, who once

wintered there. Hence in Imperial times bronze coins were struck there with

the head of Alexander and with the inscription AAEZA., KTIC. ATTOA-

AnNlATnN, rev. innOOOPAC, Recumbent River-god, or AHOAAnNlA-
TnN KAI AYKinN OMONOIA, Two female figures face to face. On the

site of Apameia several inscriptions have been found in which the people
of ApoUonia style themselves 'ATroAAcoi'taraji' AuKt'coy QpaKcav KoXc^voov

(Wadd., As. 3Iin., p. 139), from which we gather that the ApoUoniates
were a colony of Lycians sprung originally from Thrace. This explains
the addition of AYKinN, or GPAKflN or AY. OP. KO., etc., on various

Imperial coins of the town, Ant. Pius to Gallienus. For t;ypes, see Wad-

dington, /. c, and his remarks on the method of distinguishing the coins

of the various cities called ApoUonia given above (p. 521).

Alliance coins with Perga.

Ariassus. Imperial bronze, without or with portraits of emperors—
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Trajan to Valerian, APIACC€nN. Ti/j^es
—

referring to the cultus of

Pallas, Dionysos, Hermes, Herakles, Asklepios, etc.

Baris, south-west of Cremna, antonomous of Imperial times ['Num.

CJiron., X. 93) and Imperial bronze, without or with the Emperors' names—
Hadrian to Treb. Gallus. Inscr., BAPHNflN. T^pes—Zaw^ Laodikeus
seated or standing ;

Hermes seated ; Dionysos standing ;
Artemis with

Stag ;
Naked running divinity with two heads and four arms holding

sword, torch, and bow.

Cerae, see Cremna.

Codrula (Wadd., Mel., i.
'^'^). Imperial

—M. Aurelius and Commodus.
Inscr.

^ KOAPOYA€nN, Tyche or Dionysos standing.

Colbasa, between Lysinia and Sagalassus. Impei-ial— Sev. Alex. Inscr.
^

KOABACCenN. Types
—Warrior standing. [Berl. Bldtt., ii. 184.)

Comama, a colony founded by Augustus. The site has been fixed by
Mr. Ramsay at about three or four miles to the east of Pogla. Imperial
colonial— Antoninus Pius to Caracalla. hiscr., COL. IVL. AVG. P(ia)

F(ida) COMAMENORVM, COL. AVG. COMAMA, etc. Types—R(iV2,{i)
veiled. Nemesis, Military standards.

Conane. hnperial
—Hadrian to Salonina. /i'^.sc/'., KONANCflN. Types

—
Men {Num. Chron., x. 94), Zeus, Herakles, etc. Mr. Ptamsay informs me
that there is also an alliance coin reading MlNACCCnN KAI KONANCIlN
OMONOIA.

Cremna stood on one of the highest summits of the Pisidian Taurus, a

few miles south of Sagalassus, whence its name (Wadd., As. Min., p. 99).
Autonomous silver of the second or first century b. c. of Attic weight.

Head of Tyche. KPHMNEHN KAI KEPAEITHN
Double cornucopiae. M. Dr. 58 grs.

The town of Cerae mentioned on these coins has not been identified.

There was, however, a place with a similar name in Crete. Cremna also

issued autonomous bronze money. Inscr., KPH, obv. Head of Zeus, Female

head, Bust of Hermes
;

7'ev. Fulmen, Forepart of Lion, Cornucopiae,
or Caduceus. Colonial bronze with Latin legends, Severus to Aurelian,
COL. CRE., COL. IVL. AVG. FE. CREMNA, etc. (Colonia Julia Augusta,
Felix Cremna.)
%je5—Serapis, also APOLLINI PROPVLAEO or PROP. COL. CR. with

figure of Apollo Propylaeus {Z. f. N., 1885, p. 363); DIANAE CREM.,
Artemis standing with Stag; MERC. COL. CR., Hermes seated; DONA-
TIO COL. CRE., Agonistic urn on table; VLTRI COL. CRE., Ultrix

(Nemesis), a griffin at her feet; SILVA. COL. CREM., Silvanus holding

pedum.

Isinda, a few miles south of Pogla and Andeda, near the Pamphylian
border. Autonomous ofRoman times and Imperial

—Antoninus to Salonina.

Liscr., IZINAEHN or ICINACnN € IHNHN, showing that the Isindians

claimed an Ionian descent. Types
—Head of Zeus

;
Warrior on horseback

contending with serpent ;
Herakles

;
Woman seated with an infant on
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her knees, in front a serpent rises (Waddington, As. Min., p, 87) ; River-

god recumbent, etc.

Lysiuia, a small place in the north of Pisidia, a few miles west of

Colbasa. ImiKrial of Caracalla. Inscr., AYCINICHN, Kybele standing
between lions: Apollo with lyre (Annali, 1833, 114. 128).

]J(Linasa(?). See Conane.

Olbasa (Waddington, As. 3Im., 103), about ten miles north-east of

Pogla, like Cremna, was a Roman colony. Colonial bronze of the Emperors
Ant. Pius to Volusian. Inscr., COL. IVL. AVG. OLB. OLBASEN, etc., or

COL. OLBASENORVM. Tyjies—Men on horseback; statue of goddess in

temple crowned by two winged flying genii ; Dionysos standing with

panther, etc.

Palaeopolis. Prof. Ramsay would place this town in the neighbour-
hood of Ariassus in Pisidia

; Longperier, on the other hand, was inclined

to think that it was a later name of Gagae in Lycia, Hev. Num., 1869,

p. 48. There are Imperial coins of Sept. Severus, Caracalla, and Elagabalus.
Itiscr., TTAAGOnOAeiTnN OCMIC. T^pe

—Three athletes grouped round
an amphora, into which one of them plunges his arm

; above, agonistic
'urn containing palms. This type, (Athletes drawing lots,) refers to the

ffa?nes called deixtbes, peculiar to this region of Mount Taurus (cf. As-

pendus, p. 583),

Fanemoteichos, south-east of Pogla, near the Pamphylian frontier.

Imperial
—Domna, Maximus, and Trajan Decius. Inscr., TTANeMOTCI-

XCITHN. Types
—Horseman, Tyche, Pallas standing.

Pappa-Tiberia, in northern Pisidia, south-east of Antioch and west
of the Sultan Dagh. Imperial of Ant. Pius. Inscr., TIBCPICUN TTAfF-

nHNuuN, Men holding sceptre and pine-cone with right foot resting on
the head of a bull.

Fednelissus, on or near the river Eurymedon, north of Aspendus and

Selge. Imperial
—Trajan to Maximus. Inscr., TTeANHAICCeflN or nCT-

NHAICCenN. Ti/2]es
—Zeus seated; Conical stone in temple (Artemis

Pergaea) ;
the Dioskuri

;
Nemesis {Num. Chron., x. 95).

Pogla, a few miles north-west of Panemoteichos and north-east of

Isinda. Imperial
—Hadrian to Trajan Decius. Inscr., W£lV K^£l\^. Tt/pes

—
Conical stone in temple, probably the most ancient effigy of the Artemis
of Perga ; Dionysos ; Goat, etc.

Prostauna [Num. Chron., x. 96), between Aspendus and Selge. Auto-
nomous of Imperial times, //i^cr., TTOAIC, Bust of city; rev. TTPOCTAN-
N€nN Goddess holding globe (?)

and sceptre. Imperial
— Severus and

Claudius Gothicus, FFPOCTANNenN, Men in temple accompanied by
two lions, in field sphinx and cock

;
Ares (1) helmeted, with spear, shield,

and club; River-god TIOYAOCC?); Mountain with name OYIAPOC, on
which grow three trees ;

Dioskuri standing with crescent between them.

Sagalassus {Ntm. Citron., x. 97), a strong fortress and town in

northern Pisidia, on the upper course of the river Cestrus. Autonomous
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silver of the time of Amyntas of Galatia (second half of the first cent.

B. c.) of Attic weight.

Head of Zeus.

Id.

ZATAAAZIEnN Nike. ^i23grs.
„ Cornucopiae. ^ 6 1 grs.

and bronze reading ZAP, CAT A, etc. Ti/2^es
—Nike

; two Goats on their

hind legs ; Bird, etc.

Imperial
—Augustus to Claudius Gothicus. Iiiscr., CAPAAACCEnN,

AHMOC or BOYAH CATAAACCenN, also KCCTPOC, River Oestrus, or

Man seizing a bull by the horns; AAEZANAPOC, Emperor on horse-

back before statue of Alexander; the pine-cone of the god Men sur-

mounted by star and crescent
;
Hermes seated on rock holding caduceus

and infant Dionysos. nPHTHC niCIAHN KAI ct)IAHC CYNMAXOY,
denoting friendship and alliance with Rome, T^pe

—
^joined hands

;
C AFA-

AACCOC AAKCAAIMnN, Warrior crowned by Tyche of Sagalassus, or

Dioskuri standing beside their horses. This inscription leads us to infer

that Sagalassus, hke Selge, claimed a Spartan origin. Other f?/pes
—Two

altars surmounted by stars with a column between them
;

Herakles

slaying the Hydra, etc.

Seleucia ad Taurum, surnamed ?; SiSrjpa, and called on its coins Olaudio-

seleucia, probably because it had received some privileges from the

Emperor Olaudius, was situated quite in the north of Pisidia. Auto-
nomous bronze of Roman times and Imperial

—Hadrian to Claudius Go-
thicus. Inscr., KAAYAIOC€A€YKeriN. Tyj)es

—
relating to the worship

of Men, Zeus, Dionysos, Demeter, and Herakles {Num. Chron.^ x. 99).

Selge, according to Strabo (p. 570), was a colony of Lacedaemon
situate on the southern slope of Mount Taurus. It was the largest and
richest city in all Pisidia. Its earliest silver coins date from the 4th

century B.C., and in type they resemble those of Aspendus with in-

scriptions in the Pamphylian dialect. It is probable that there was a

monetary convention between the two towns, which lay about thirty
miles apart, on the same river Eurymedon ;

and the conjecture has been
hazarded that the types of the two Athletes and the Slinger may be
connected with the names of the two cities Selge and Aspendus, that

of Selge with o-rAeyyt'? or o-rA.eyyioi', a strigil, symbolical of athletic

exercises, and actually represented as an adjunct symbol on a Selgian
stater [Zeit. f. Nttm., vi. PL III. 3), that of Aspendus with acjievbovr], a

sling,

Circ. B. c. 400-300 and later, Persic Standard.

Two wrestlers engaged.

(Imhoof, Z.f. N., V. 133 and Mon.
<^^v 339-)

Gorgon-head. {Z.f. N., v. PI. VI. 3.)

Lion's head, r.

Gorgon- head.

ZTAELIIYZ, EZTAELIIYZ, ZTAE-
riYZ, ZTAETEYZ, ZTAETIOZ,
ZTAEriON, etc. (the form L= r).
Incuse square, Slinger : various sym-
bols in field, of which the astragalos
is usually one . JR Stater 170 grs.

ZT or no inscr. Head of Pallas, r.

Symbol—Astragalos. . M 22 grs.

Astragalos in incuse square. ^10 grs.

Astralagos and lion's head . M 7 grs.
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Circ. B.C. 300-190, or later. Persic Standard falling to Attic wt.

Two wrestlers, engaged ;
K or various

letters between them.

Id.

(Hunter, PL XLVIII. 20.)
Head of bearded Herakles, wearing

wreath ; behind, club.

Head of bearded Herakles, facing, with

club at shoulder.

Head of Artemis, r., laureate, bow and

quiver at shoulder.

ZEATEnN Slinger; in field, triskelis,

and various symbols. M. 160-120 grs.

ZEAFEnN Herakles wielding club .

M, 160 grs.

,, Artemis with torches, run-

ning M, ^1 and 26 grs.

„ Club and tree planted in

avase(Awm.CArow.,x. 100). M. 31 grs.

No inscr. Forepart of stag, looking
back .^21 grs.

The bronze coins of the above periods are small and often uninscribed:—
Round shield, on which HO.
Round shield.

Head of Herakles, facing, club over

shoulder.

Head of Herakles, r.

C£ Bust of Artemis.

Head of Pallas, or triskelis . M -6

L E Spear-head -^ -55
ZE or ZEA Forepart of stag; head

reverted M -55
E E Fulmen -^ -45
CeA Two torches -^ -35

For other varieties see Imhoof. Man. Gr., p. 340 sq.

Imperial
—Hadrian to Salonina. Inscr., CCAfenN. The only remark-

able type on the Imperial coins of this city is an oblong basis with

steps leading up to it. On it are placed two small altars, and between
them two trees or shrubs planted each in a vase. Dr. Imhoof [Man. Gr.,

p. 344) conjectures, that the trees on these coins are the Styrax or Storax,
a shrub which Strabo (p. 570) describes as growing plentifully in the

territory of Selge. It is probable that divine honours were rendered

to these trees and that they were in some way connected with the cultus

of the Selgian Herakles whose wreath on the coins Dr. Imhoof thinks

is composed of Styrax leaves.

Alliance coins with Lacedaemon, C€ArenN AAKeAAIMONinN OMO-
NOIA.

Termessus. There were two towns of this name in Pisidia called

respectively /xiKpa and /xet'^coi;. It is to the latter, situate on Mount

Solymus, immediately below the summit, that the coins belong. (Leake,
Num. Hell. As., p. 133.)

Autonomous bronze of Roman times
;
usual types

—Head of Zeus or

Apollo, rev. Fulmen or free horse often with dates reckoned from b. c.

71, when, by the ' Lex Antonia de Termessibus,' the town was declared

free {Z.f. K, xii. 7).

Imperial
—
Augustus to Severus Alexander. Inscr., TCP, T€PMeCCeoM

€AeYOePriN or T€PMHCCeaN, also in addition THN MeiZONnN, AY-
TONOMHN or AYTONOMOY, or an fw5«?r., which has been read CAeYOePA
TCPMHCCe H TO K. AYTOYC EXOYC A, 'autonomous for the 20th year' (?)

{Num. Chron., xix. 3). It must be remarked, however, that the specimen

Q q
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in the British Museum seems to read clearly TO KAFTOYC CXOYCA
[y) To\ys;^ kijitov^ 'ixovaa,

'

guardian of the sacred groves
'

(?)),
a much more

probable reading, for the former is, to say the least, very questionable
Greek. Divinities, ZCYC COAYM€YC or AI[OC] COAYMen[C], Zeus

Solymeus with hand raised to his face and forefinger bent; COAYMOC,
son of Zeus and Chaldene : Helen between the Dioskuri (Imhoof, Mon.

Gr., p. 345) ; Nemesis, etc.

Timbrias stood on a river called Eurymedon. Imperial coins are

known—Hadrian to Geta. Inscr., TIMBPIAAenN. Ti/2:)es
—

Kybele,

Dionysos, Hermes, and River-god €YPYMe[AnN].

Tityassus. Site unknown. Autonomous bronze of Imperial times

and Imperial
—Hadrian to Geta. Inscr., TITYACCenisT, Ti/jies

—MHTPOC,
a tetrastyle temple, to left of which a serpent, rev. Tl TYACC I C, Forepart
of boar. The word MHTPOC may refer to the cultus of Kybele, who,
on a coin of Severus in the British Museum, is shown with one foot on
the back of a lion and holding in each hand a lion by the back of its

neck. The other types generally refer to the worship of Zeus.

Verbis or Verbe, slightly to the south of Pogla and Comana.

Imperial
—Faustina, Commodus, and Mamaea. Inscr.

^ OYCPBIANHN.
Typies

—Artemis, Pallas, and Tyche.
These coins were first correctly attributed by H. P. Borrell to Pisidia

{Sale Cat., 1863, p. 11).

Chronological Table of the Coins or Pisidia.
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ISAURIA.

See CiLiciA Tkacheia.

LYCAONIA.

The region known by the name of Lycaonia was bounded on the west

by Pisidia, on the north by Galatia, on the east by Cappadocia, and on
the south by the mountainous country of Isauria or Cilicia Tracheia.
The towns which M. Waddington [Rev. Num.^ ser. iii, vol. i. p. 34) classes

to Lycaonia are Barata, Derbe, Hyde, Iconium, Ilistra, Laodiceia Com-
busta, Laranda, Lystra, Parlais, and Savatra. To these we may also add
Dalisandus. The coins of this region are almost wholly of the Imperial
period.

Barata. Imperial—M. Aurelius to Otacilia {Num. Chron.^ xi, 58.) Inscr.,

BAPATeuuN KOI. AYKAONIAC or KOINON AYKAONIAC BAPATCUUN.
Types varied, the only one of interest being the Tyche of the city seated

on a rock with a river-god at her feet.

Dalisandus. Lnperial oiYavu^. 7«*cr., AAAICANACnN KOIN. AYKA.
Zeus seated [Ntm. Chron., 1883, p. 178). Herakles standing with apple
of the Hesperides in his hand {Num. Zeit., 1884, PL V. 17).

Derbe. Imperml— Faustina and Verus. Inscr., KAAY. AEPB. KOI.

AYKAONIAC. Like Laodiceia Combusta, Iconium, and Seleucia of

Pisidia, Derbe had probably received benefits from the Emperor Claudius

in whose honour it adopted the name Claudioderbe. The types of its

coins refer to the worship of Herakles.

Hyde, on the borders of Lycaonia and Galatia. Of this place M.

Waddington has a coin reading YAHC l€PAC KOINON AYKAONIAC.

Iconium. Autonomous bronze shortly anterior to the reign of

Augustus. /«5cr., eiKONienN. Types, chie^y referring to the worship
of Perseus, who, according to a local tradition, was said to have dedi-

cated his own statue, kavrov eiKoVa, at Iconium, whence its name.

Imperial—Clsiudms to Gallienus, with inscr. KAAYAeiKONlCLUN. By
Hadrian a Roman colony was planted at Iconium, and from his time

Q q 3
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until that of Gallienus the Greek language was no longer used on the

coins, the inscr.heing ICONIEN. COLO, or COL. AEL. HAD. ICONIENSL
S. R. (Colonia Aelia Hadriana Iconiensium, Senatus Romanus). Con-

cerning the letters S. R. see Eckhel, iv. 499.

Ilistra. Imperial
—M. Aurelius, Lucilla, and Philip Sen. [Zeit. f. Num.,

xii. 4). /^5(?r., lAICTPeuuN K0IN[0NJ AYKAONIAC. %?^5—Zeus and
Pallas.

Laodiceia, a few miles north-west of Iconium, named after Laodice,
mother of Seleucus I. and surnamed KaraKeKavixivrj or Combusta, probably
because it had once been destroyed by fire.

Imperial of Vespasian, Titus, and Domitian. Inscr., KAAYAIOAAOAI-
KCUUN. T^pes

—Nike, Kybele, etc. In the time of Maximinus, Laodiceia

received the title and rights of a Roman colony, and struck coins with
the legend COL. IVL. AVS[picata] CL [audio] LA[odicea]. T^pe

—
Tyche.

Laranda (Waddington, Mel., i. 35). Imperial
—M. Aurelius and Philip

Senior. luscr., AAPANA. MHT. KOIN. AYKAONIAC, and later, CCB.

AAPANAenN MHTPOnO. KOINON, proving that the town enjoyed
the title of Metropolis from the time of Aurelius, and that that of Sebaste

was added at a later date.

lystra. Colonial of Augustus. Inscr., COL. IVL. FEL. GEM. LYSTRA,
Priest conducting two oxen. This town is mentioned, for the first time,
in the Acts of the Apostles xiv, where it is said that the people hailed

Barnabas and Paul as the gods Zeus and Hermes in the Lycaonian
language (Imhoof, Hon. Gr., p. 347).

Parlais, like Lystra, is only known to have been a Roman colony from
its coins. Imperial—M. Aurelius to Domna. Inscr., IVL. AVG. COL.
PARLAIS. Types

—the god Men holding pine-cone and with a cock at

his feet ; Asklepios and Hygieia ; Tyche, etc.

Savatra. Imperial—Trajan to Philip Sen. Inscr., CAOYATPCHN, and

later, CAYAT[PenN], with addition from the time of Ant. Pius of KOI.

AYKAONIAC. Types
—Zeus, Pallas, Herakles and a local divinity, or the

genius of one of the Lycaonian lakes standing at rest on a long reed

holding two ears of corn, and with a fish resembling a seal at his feet.
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CILICIA.

"With CiLiciA Tracheia or Isauria.

The province of Cilicia is divided by nature into two parts, which
differ essentially from each other. Eastern Cilicia is a low lying fertile

plain through which the rivers Pyramus^ and Sarus make their way to

the sea.

The western half of the country, on the other hand, is a rugged, moun-
tainous land, whence it was called Tracheia, or the rough.' This part
of the province cannot well be separated from Isauria, though numis-
matists usually speak of the latter as an inland region, for Isauria

certainly extended as far as the sea.

I have thought it advisable, in the present work, to include in a

single alphabetical list all the cities of Cilicia Campestris and Cilicia

Tracheia or Isauria, in which district I have also included six towns,
which might, perhaps, with equal right have been assigned to Pamphylia
and Pisidia, for the exact line of demarcation between Isauria and those

provinces can hardly be determined. These towns are Coracesium,

Syedra, Colybrassus, Casa, Lyrbe, and Carallia. With the exception of

the last, they are all included by Ptolemy in the Roman province of

Pamphylia, though under the heading Cilicia Tracheia. Strabo (667),

however, makes Coracesium the boundary between the two provinces
(cf. Waddington, Rev. Num., 1883, p. 24 sqq.).
The coinage of Cilicia, down to about the middle of the fifth century,

consisted of archaic silver staters of Aeginetic weight (circ. 180 grs.),
struck at two cities only

—Mallus in the eastern, and Celenderis in the
western portion of Cihcia. It was not until somewhat later that Tarsus,

Soli, and Nagidus also began to strike silver money on the Persic
standard (circ. 170-160 grs.), and, later still, Issus. These six towns
were the only important Cilician mints before the age of Alexander.
Their money is partlj'^ municipal and partly satrapal, i. e. struck in the

names or with the types of the Persian satraps, who made the Cilician

ports the base of their operations against Cyprus and Egypt in the
earlier part of the fourth century b. c.

The coin-legends, as might be expected in a country with a mixed

population like Cilicia, are frequently bilingual, the Greek language
prevailing in the western, and the Aramaic in the eastern half of the

country. It is worthy of remark that a large number of the extant
silver staters are countermarked with the figure of a bull standing, with

the two Aramaic letters I«tv(i>] above its back. The occasion of this

countermarking is not known. With the expedition of Alexander, the

satrapal coinage comes to an end, and is superseded by the new royal

coinage of Alexander. This, followed by the money of the Seleucid

kings, formed the chief currency of Cilicia down to the time when
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Pompey reorganized the country as a Roman province B.C. 67. About
this time begins a plentiful issue of autonomous bronze coins at all the

principal towns, under Roman protection, many of which are dated

according to various local eras. Still more numerous are the Imperial
coins, for the most part of bronze, although silver occurs exceptionally at

certain towns, viz. Aegae, Mopsus, Seleucia, and Tarsus, concerning the

weights of which see Hultsch {Metrologie, p. 583).

Adana, on the river Sarus, about midway between Tarsus on the east

and Mopsuestia on the west.

Autonomous bronze of Imperial times and Imperial
— Commodus to

Gallienus. laser., AAANefiN, with the addition sometimes of AAPI-
ANnN, MAKPeiNlANnN, AAP. CeY. ANTnN€INOYnO.—AA€ZAN-
APOYn. MAZIMeiNIANnN or M AZIMEI ANnN,in honour of the Em-
perors Hadrian, Macrinus, Elagabalus, Sev. Alexander, Maximinus, and
Maximus. Era commences B.C. 19. Tt/pes

—
Tyche, with river Sarus at

her feet; Zeus; Hermes, etc. Games—\^?K OIKOYM€Nll<A and AIO-
NYCIA [Berl. Bldtt., v. 22). See also Antiochia ad Sarum. {liev. Num.,
1854, II, 12, 138, 139.)

Aegae, on the western coast of the Gulf of Issus. Autonomous bronze
of the first century B.C. Liscr., AITEAinN, often with addition of THZ
lEPAZ KAI AYTONOMOY KAI AZYAOY, Head of Tyche turreted; rev.

Bust of horse, etc. Imperial
—
Augustus to Gallienus. Inscr., Air€AinN,

AirenN, AirAinN, etc., with frequent addition of surnames in honour
of the Emperors (see Adana). Silver of Hadrian only. Era commences
B.C. 47. Principal inscriptions or types

—Oen CflTHPI K. Oen T€A€C<t)OPn
on a temple, within which are simulacra of Asklepios and Telesphoros ;

the port of Aegae, galley and lighthouse ;
Amaltheia carrying infant

Zeus and Cornucopiae ; Goat standing, etc. nYPAMOC, Bridge over
the river Pyramus, under the arches of which, the legend AHPCA, which

probably signifies either that the bridge was a gift of the Emperor, or

that some benefit or immunity had been conferred upon the city in recog-
nition of the part taken by it in the construction of the bridge. Pre-

cisely the same type occurs on coins of the neighbouring town Mopsus,
showing that more than one city had a share in the work (Sestini,

Lettere, v. 54). The word AflPCA is also met with on a coin of Side, in-

scribed upon an altar. On numerous coins of Aegae the title N AYAPXIC
proves the town to have been a naval station.

Alexandria ad Issuiu (Iskenderun). Autonomous bronze of Roman
types, sometimes dated according to the Pompjeian Cilician era B.C. 67.

Imperial—y.x2.]^\i to Caracalla. hiscr., AAeZANAP£nN KAT ICCON.

Typ)es, ordinary.

Anazarbus, on the Pyramus, about thirty miles above Mopsuestia, was
called Caesareia ad Anazarbum from the time of Augustus down to that
of Verus

; but from the reign of Commodus to that of Gallienus simply
Anazarbus. Imperial—Nero to Gallienus, with or without Emperor's
name. Z^^^c/-., KAICAP€uuN TuuN HPOC Tuu ANAZAPBuU; KAICAP.
Yn. ANAZAP.or ANAZAPBOY; ANAZAPBCnN; etc. Coins dated accord-

ing to two eras; the first commencing B.C. 19, the second A.D. 20.
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Additional honorary titles, AYTONOMOC, MHTPOnOAIC, €NAOZOC,
eAeVGCPA, and further abbreviated titles, A. M. K. r. B. or A. M. K. V. V.

standing for irpMrri jxeyLaTr] KaAAi'orr;, ypainxaTi jiovXijs or yepovcrias. Con-

cerning the word KOINOBOYAION, accompanying the type of a woman
seated dropping a pebble into an urn see Eckhel, iii. 73. Gavies—
AAPIANOC OIKOYM€NIKOC, lEPOC OAYMHIKOC, CeBACMIA, and
PYMNACI APXI A. 2'^i/pes numerous and varied, frequently copied from
those of the coins of Tarsus {Eev. Num., 1854, 9 sqq. 137 sq.).

Anchiale (?),
between Tarsus and Soli. To this place a coin is attri-

buted by Mionnet {SkjjjjI.,
vii. p. 188), of the Imperial period, obv.

ANXIAAOC, Head of Anchialos the Founder; rev. ANXIAAenN, Askle-

pios standing. It has already been described under Anchialus in Thrace

(p. 236).

Anemuriuiu, in Cilicia Tracheia, on the most southerly promontory of

Asia Minor. Autonomous bronze. Inscr., AN €MOYP I enN or AN€MOY-
PenN, sometimes with portrait of Antiochus IV. of Commagene, a.d.

38-72, to whom the coast of Cilicia had been given by Caligula.

Imperial
—Titus to Valerian. Types of no special interest, except one

relating to the worship of Perseus (Mionnet, ISiqipL, vii. No. 156).

Antiochia ad Cydnum was a name temporarily borne by Tarsus in

the reign of Antiochus IV. of Syria, B.C. 175-164 (Waddington, Voyage

ArcJieol., Explication des Inscriptions, tom. iii. p. 351). Coins were
struck there in this period reading ANTIOXEnN TnN HPOZ Tni
KYANni, with the type of Sandan or the Asiatic Herakles as a naked
bearded figure standing on the back of a horned and winged lion

(Imhoof, MoH. Gr., p. 366).

Autiochia ad Sarum, known only from coins with portrait of Antiochus
IV. B. c. 175-164. This was perhaps a name borne temporarily by Adana

{q.v.) Liscr., ANTIOXEnN THN HPOI jni ZAPHI. %ja—Zeus

seated, etc.

Antiochia ad Pyramum, a name borne temporarily by Megarsus
(Imhoof, Annuaire de Num., 1883).

Argos of Cilicia was a fortress of Mount Taurus supposed to have been
situated near the Cilician gates (Leake, Num. Hell., Sap. Asia, p. 24).

Imperial coins have been attributed to it—Valerian to Saloninus—with

Argive types, principally, it would seem, because they have letters in

the field. The attribution is unsatisfactory, for there can be httle doubt
that all these coins belong to the Peloponnesian Argos.

Augusta is supposed' to have been situated in the region between the

Sarus and the Pyramus, probably between Anazarbus and Hieropolis

Castabala, (Imhoof, Zeit. f. Num., 1883). hnperial
—
Augustus to Valerian.

Inscr., AYrOYCTANnN. Era commences a.d. 19 or 20 according to a

dated coin of Volusian (Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 351). Types
—Bust of

Dionysos, Capricorn, Artemis, Pallas, etc.
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Carallia, situated probably at the modern Bei Shelier, south of Lake

Coralis, on the borders of Isauria (cf. Waddington, Rev. Num., ser. iii.

vol. i. p. 31), and not, as it is usually placed on the maps, at the modern

Kereli, north of that Lake. Imperial—Aurelius to Salonina. Inscr.,

KAPAAAlJQTnN. Pallas and Artemis are the divinities most frequently

represented on the coins.

Casa, in the border-land between Isauria and Pisidia or Pamphylia,

probably near Carallia {Rev. Num., I. c). Imi^erial
—Verus to Valerian.

Inscr., KACATflN. T^2^es, ordinary.

Castabala. See Hieropolis.

Celenderis, according to tradition an Assyrian or Phoenician town,
was colonized at an early date by Greeks from Saraos. It stood on a

high rock nearly surrounded by the sea on the coast of Cilicia Tracheia.

It possessed a small port, which accounts for its plentiful silver coinage.

Before circ. B. c. 450. Aeginetic Standard.

Horseman with two javelins.

Goat kneeling on one knee.

Goat prancing.

{E. li. Guide, V\. 111. ^-,.)

Incuse square, quartered . ^ 1 80 grs.

(Brandis, 497.)

Eough incuse square . . ^93-6 grs.

Incuse square, quartered . M 93 grs.

Circ. B.C. 450-400. Persic Standard.

Naked horseman, with whip, riding

sideways, on prancing horse. In

field, sometimes A or P.

(Hunter, PL XVI. 13, 14; and

Brandis, p. 497.)

Goat kneeling on one knee, looking
back : in field, ivy-branch or other

symbol : all in incuse circle . . .

M 170-160 grs.

Circ. B.C. 400-350, or later.

^?^^^^

Fig. 322,

Naked horseman, as above.

Id.

Free horse.

K EAEN Goat kneeling, as above. (Fig.

322.) . ^170-160 grs.

» Id ^55 grs.

KE Id ^11 grs.
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After a break of nearly two centuries the coinage of Celenderis

begins again under the rule of the Seleucidae in the second cen-

tury B. c.

Head of Demetrius I. (b.c. 162-150.) |

KEAENAEPITnN Goat M6

A.D. 38-72.

After another long interval we meet with bronze coins of Celenderis

once more, in the time of Antiochus IV. of Commagene.

Head, with name and titles of Antio-

chus IV. of Commagene.

KEAENAEPITXIN Apollo standing.

There are also autonomous and Imperial bronze coins—Commodus to

Etruscilla. Inscr., K€AeNAePITnN. Types
—Poseidon, Tyche, Apollo, etc.

Cennatis. See Lalassis and Olba.

Cetis. See Coropissus and Olba.

Codrigae. See Tarsus.

Colybrassus, probably situated at Seidi Sheher, between lakes Coralis
and Trogitis, near the boundary of Pamphylia (cf. Waddington, Rev. Num.,
ser. iii. vol. i. p. 31), has left hnperial coins from Aurelius to Saloninus.

Inscr., KOAYBPACCGUUN. On varieties of Valerian and Saloninus the
word FYMNACIAPXIA occurs combined with the type of three agonistic
urns. This probably means that the coin was struck on the occasion
of the celebration of games presided over by an officer called a Gym-
nasiarch. Tt/pes

—
Hygieia, Zeus, Tyche, Hephaestos forging the shield of

Achilles, Hermes, etc.

Coracesium was a strong place on the coast of Cilicia Tracheia close

to the frontier of Pamphylia. From the time when it fell into the hands
of the usurper Tryphon, shortly after b.c. 150, it became the strong-
hold of the CiHcian pirates until its reduction by Pompey b.c. 67.
There are Imperial coins from Trajan to Salonina. Inscr., KOPAKH-
CimnN or KOPAKHCinN. Ti/pes of no special interest.

Coropissus, a small place unknown to the geographers, and probably
situated among the mountains which encompass the basin of the Caly-
cadnus, in the district called the Cetis, whence its title, KriTcav ixrjTpoTrokLs.

Imperial
—Hadrian to Valerian. Inscr., KOPOTTICCeuuN THC KHTUUN
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MHTPOnOAeuuC, or KHT. MHTPO. The only type worthy of note is

Perseus holding the harpa and the head of Medusa and giving his right
hand to Andromeda, who stands veiled before him (Waddington, Rev.

Num., ser. iii. vol. i. p. 32); between them lies the dead body of a sea

monster [kyitos), containing perhaps a play upon the name of the district

{Z. f. N., xiii. p. 15).

Corycus, on the coast of Cilicia Tracheia near the mouth of the Caly-
cadnus. In the neighbourhood was the famous Corycian cave, the

abode of the giant Typhos, t6v irore KlKlklov 6p€\}/€v iroXviowixov avrpov

(Pind. Pi/f//. i. 31, Strab., 417, 627, 671, and 683). Autonomous of Roman
times and Imperial

—Trajan to Gallienus. Inscr., K OPYK I HTIIN
,
often with

addition of AYTONOMOY ACYAOY or NAYAPXI AOC, also OeorAMI A(1)
and OeMI A., referring to the celebration of the games called ^e/xt8es (see

Aspendus, p. S^3)- The most remarkable type is a figure of Thalassa

with a crab-shell on her head, holding rudder and aplustre. The
characteristic type of the money of Corycus is, however, Hermes standing.

(See Eckhel, iii. ^'^, and Rev. Num., 1854, 13 and 139.)

Diocaesareia, probably situated between Claudiopolis and Seleucia ad

Calycadnum in the district of Cennatis. Autonomous of Imperial times

and ImperiaI—Trajan to Philip Jun . Inscr.,AIOKAICAPEnN,AAPIANnN
AlOKAIZAPEnN, or AAPI. AlOKAIZAPEnN MHTPOn. KENNATHN.
Types, as the name of the town implies, chiefly referring to the cultus

of Zeus, such as Temple, Fulmen, Fulmen on throne, Eagle on fulmen,
Zeus hurling fulmen at Giant, {Z.f. N., xiii. PI. IV. 9), above, the legend
OABOC \ which apparently does not refer to the ti/pe, but only signifies
wealth or prosperity. Other types are Tyche standing before the city,
who is seated with the river Calycadnus (?) swimming at her feet. Hera-
kles reclining on the back of a lion, etc. {Rev. Num., 1854, 15 and 139).

Epiphaneia, near the head of the Gulf of Issus. Autonomous of

Imperial times and Imperial
— Hadrian to Otacilia. Inscr., TPAIA-

NOTTO. EniclJANEnN, or €ni<l>ANenN. Types—Tyo^ii^ ; Serapis ; Apollo
standing beside rock on which his lyre rests

; Apollo seated, etc. Era
dates from A. D. 37.

Flaviopolis, on the spurs of Mount Taurus, above Anazarbus, received
its name from the Emperor Vespasian. Imperial coins are known from
Domitian to Valerian. Inscr., (tAAOYIOnOAeiTHN. Era dates from
A. D. 74. Types

—Busts of the Dioskuri face to face
;
Heads of Serapis

and Isis
; Tyche seated with river-god swimming at her feet, etc.

Germanicopolis. A town of this name is mentioned by Hierocles as

in Isauria
;

it is supposed that it was situated on the upper course of the

^ The attribution by Eckhel (iii. p. 54) of a coin of M. Aurelius reading Q A. AUUP£UUN.
BOC. to the city of Doron mentioned by Pliny (iV. H., v. 92) is due to a misreading of the coin

of Diocaesareia above referred to reading AIOKAICAPEUUN OABOC.
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Calycadnus. Imperial, of Hadrian only, {Archaeologia, xvii. 218). Inscr.,

AAPIANH rePMANlKOnO[AITnN]. %;^—Bust of Apollo. This coin

is now in the British Museum ; both in fabric, style, and legend it differs

from the coins of Germanicopolis in Paphlagonia ;
I have little hesitation

therefore in assigning it to the Cilician city. The coin given to this

town by Mionnet (iii. 579, 203) belongs, as Sestini pointed out {Lettere
(U Continuazione,y\\\. 94), to TrajanopoHs in Phrygia. (See Grimenothyrae
Phrygiae.)

Hieropolis-Castabala, on the middle or upper course of the river

Pyramus. Its earliest coins date from the time of the Seleucidae, and
down to the close of the second century B.C. bear the legends lEPOTTO-
AirnN and lEPonoAiinN inN npoc ini nvPAMni thz iepai kai
AZYAOY. Ti/pes

—Head of Apollo, rev.'Rovaa, seated on shields
;
Turreted

head of Tyche, rev. Eagle ;
Goddess enthroned with eagle beside her

;

Artemis slaying stag, etc.
;
also river Pyramus as a swimming figure with

an aquatic bird swimming beside him, or perched upon one of his arms
;

sometimes he carries a torch in one hand (cf. iivp, TTvp4)6pos, and Pyramos).
This city was famed for its sanctuary of Artemis Perasia (Strab., xii.

537), whose priestesses walked barefoot and unhurt over burning coals.

Imperial
—M. Aurelius to Valerian. All after Sept. Severus bear the

itiscr., lePOnOAeiinN KACIABAAenN. Ti/pes—Kiwer Pyramus, Helios,

Dionysos, Zeus, Tyche, etc. For further details see Imhooi, Zeit. f. Ntim.,
X. 1883 and 3Ion. Gr., p. 353.

Holmi, on the bay to the west of the promontory of Sarpedon. The
inhabitants of this town were transferred by Seleucus to his new city
of Seleucia on the Calycadnus. To Holmi, Leake has attributed a small

silver coin of the fourth century B.C. .

Head of Pallas, r., in beaded circle.
j

0AM Female head, r. , . ^9 grs.

lotape, a small town of Cilicia Tracheia in the district called Selinitis.

Imperial
—Hadrian to Valerian. Inscr., luuTATTeiTUJN. Ti/jies

—
Tyche,

Herakles and Thalassa
(?),

Demeter holding torch and branch.

Irenopolis is identified by Leake {Num. Hell., Suppl. Asia, p. 61) with

Zephyrium near the promontory of that name west of the mouth of the

Calycadnus. Autonomous bronze of Imperial times and Imperial
—

Domitian to Gallienus. Inscr., eiPHNOnOA€ITnN or IPHNOnOAITHN,
and on a coin of Treb. Gallus, Ze^YPininN IPHNOnOAEIinN. Era
commences A. D. 52. Types

—Head of Zeus, rev. swimming River-god ;

Herakles reclining ; Kybele enthroned ; Tyche of city with swimming
river-god at her feet

; Asklepios and Hygieia ; Isis, etc.

Isaura. An inland town some twenty miles south-east of Lake

Trogitis.

Imperial coins of Domna, Caracalla, and Geta. Inscr., MHTPOTTOACnC
ICAYPnN. Tyjjes varied, but of no special interest.
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Issus. This city struck silver staters on the Persic standard, with

bilingual inscriptions.

Persic Standard, circ. B.C. 400-380.

\t.t.\ Apollo standing, holding patera,
and resting on laurel tree. Above,
uncertain Aramaic legend.

(Imhoof, Mon. Gr., PI. F. 21.)

Herakles standing naked, holding 'club,

bow and lion's skin. M, Stater 1 66grs.

Time of Tirihazus, circ. b. c. 386-380.

ICCIKON Zeus aetophoros standing,

1., resting on sceptre. Traces of

Aramaic legend.

(Imhoof, Mon. Gr.., p. 354.)

"Wy^n (Tiribazus) in Aramaic letters.

Half-figure of the god Ormuzd rising
from a winged disk : he holds wreath

and flower. In field, magistrate's
name AMI M Stater

Similar staters were struck by Tiribazus, both at Tarsus and Soli, with
T or ^0 in the field of the obverse. Tiribazus was ruler of western
Armenia in Xenophon's time. Afterwards he commanded the Persian

forces in western Asia Minor, and from B.C. 386 he was in Cilicia, where
he organized and commanded, jointly with Orontes, the expedition

against Evagoras of Cyprus (Waddington, Mel. i. 61).

Circ. B.C. 370-350.

I
—^ Head of Athena, facing, in

triple-crested helmet.

Zeus enthroned. 1., holding sceptre ;
in

field, 1., grapes and ear of corn,

r., helmet and B
;
under throne ^ .

M. Stater 168-164 gi"s.

Compare similar staters struck at Mallus, Tarsus, and Soli.

Lacauatis, a district in the north-eastern part of Cilicia Campestris.
Bronze coins with the legend AAK AN ATHN were struck by Antiochus IV.,

king of Commagene, his queen lotape, and by their sons Epiphanes and
Callinicus. T^pes

—
Scorpion or two Horsemen

; rev. Capricorn.

Laerte, on the coast of Cilicia Tracheia, near Coracesium, and the Pam-
phylian boundary. Imperial

—
Trajan to Saloninus. Inscr., AAePTei THN.

Ti/j)es of no special interest.

Lalassis, a district of Cilicia Tracheia, on the southern slopes of Mount
Taurus. Autonomous bronze coins of Roman times. Inscr., AAAACCenN,
or AAAACC eNTIM[OC] (?). %j^5, ordinary. See also Olba, p. 609.
There are also regal coins of Polemo II., king of Bosporus, who received
a portion of Cilicia from the Emperor Claudius in exchange for his

kingdom of Bosporus, A. D. 41. These coins read ROAEMnNOS BASI-
AEnS, rey. [OABEjnN AAAASEnN KAI KENNATj^N. Still later, in the
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time of Domitian, the Lalassenses and Cennati appear to have received a

grant of autonomy, for a coin of Domitian exists reading KOINON AAA-
ASEHN KAI K[EN]NATX1N {Z. f. K, 1885, p. ^6^).

Lamus, a small place near the mouth of the river Lamus, which gave
its name to the territory Lamotis, between Seleucia and Soli, at the
eastern end of Cilicia Tracheia. Imperial of Sept. Severus and Cara-
calla {Nouvelles Annates, ii. 349). Inscr., [AAM]OY MHTPOn[OAevjuC]
AAMuuTIAOC. Types

—Zeus seated in temple; Eagle with spread wings
on altar.

Lyrbe. The site of this town has not yet been accurately determined.
It probably lay on the borders of Isauria and Pisidia, or Pamphylia, in

the neighbourhood of the Lakes Coralis and Trogitis, and not far from
the towns of Carallia, Casa, and Colybrassus. There are Imperial coins

of Lyrbe, Severus Alexander to Saloninus, with inscr., AYPBGITHN, and

types relating to the cultus of Serapis, Helios, Hermes, Ares, Asklepios
(Waddington, As. 3Iin., loi), and Pallas, who is represented holding a

palm and di'opping a lot into the balloting urn.

SOEallus was one of the most ancient cities of Cilicia. It stood on the
banks of the river Pyramus, south-west of Mopsuestia. Its foundation
is attributed by some ancient writers to an eponymous hero Mallos, and

by others to Amphilochos of Argos.
Of its history nothing whatever is known before the expedition of

Alexander, except that it was tributary to the kings of Persia
;
but it has

left us a rich series of silver coins dating from the end of the sixth

century down to the time of Alexander the Great. Dr. Imhoof (Atm. de

Num., 1883, p. 89) has classified the coins of Mallus in the following
order. All the principal varieties are engraved by him :

—

Aeginetic Standard, circ. b. c. 520-485.

Naked male winged figure, kneeling
on one knee.

{Ann. de Num., 1883, PI. V. i.)

Winged female figure, with arms ex-

tended in kneeling or running atti-

tude. (Imhoof, Mon. Gr., PI. G. i.)

Id. {Ibid., PI. G. 2.)

Incuse square M Stater 181 grs.

Incuse square, containing square stone

M Stater 178 grs.

Incuse square, containing conical stone

M Stater 183 gra.

B.C. 485-425.

Female winged figure, kneeling on
one knee, holding caduceus and
wreath.

Id. (Imhoof, Choix, Pl.V. 179.)

Incuse square, containing pyramidal
stone, between two bunches of grapes,
or sometimes with V—For V— I

—P^
in the field . . M, Stater 182 grs.

Incuse square, containing griffin . .

M. Triobol 42 grs.

* The letters ^,V ,
etc. on the silver staters of Mallus in connection with the pyramidal stone

are supposed to represent the Upd, aroix^la, sometimes inscribed on the sacred stones called

PanvXta. (Imhoof, Mallos, Megarsos, etc., p.f35)
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Persic Standard, B.C. 425-385.

Bearded or young male figure with

four wings, sometimes with Jani-

form head, kneeling on one knee,
and holding with his two hands a

disk, beneath, on one variety, the

forepart of a bull with human head.

MAP, MAPA, or MAPAO, Swan,
above, sometimes small bird or bee .

M, Stater 174 grs.

Fig. 323.

Youthful male figure winged, kneeling
on one knee, and holding disk with

both hands. Inscr., sometimes I7ID

in Aramaic letters.

Head of bearded Herakles, in lion's

skin.

Youthful Dionysos seated left, in a vine

with grapes ;
he seems to hold ears

of corn.

MAAP, MAP, or MAPAOTAN Swan,
in field crux ansata, bird, fly, grass-
he pper, altar, ear of corn, dolphin, and

other symbols. (Fig. 323.)
JR Stater 163-154 grs.

MA Swan ^14 grs.

MAP Male figure driving yoke of

humped oxen, left; above winged
symbol, in front, grain of corn.

M Stater 156.5 grs.

For varieties of all the above coins see Imhoof, (l. c), who remarks,

concerning the types, that the conical stone and the Swan are both

symbolical of the worship of Astarte. The strange winged figures repre-
sent various Phoenician divinities, male and female, but the only one

capable of identification is that of the god El or Kronos, with two faces

and four wings. The disks which they hold perhaps represent the

several planets over which the divinities presided (Movers, P/ioenizier, i.,

p. 161 sqq.). The transition from MAPAO and MAAPO to the softer

form MAAAXl exemplifies the frequent interchange of the liquids A
and P.

Circ. B.C. 385-333.

The types on the coins of this period indicate closer relations between
Mallus and Persia, and at the same time the increasing influence of Greek

religious ideas.

The king of Persia in running or

half-kneeling posture, as on the

royal daric coinage, with bow and

spear.
Id.

Id.

Head of Herakles, bearded, lion's skin

round neck.

Head of Aphrodite, in sphendone.

King kneeling, with bow and quiver .

M Stater 163 grs.

MAA Herakles strangling lion . . .

M Stater 161 grs.

Head of bearded satrap in Persian

tiara M 9 grs.

MAA Satrap's head, as above . . .

M Stater

MAA or MAAAUT Satrap's head .

M Stater 154 grs.
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Pallas seated, 1., resting on spear, her

shield beside her.

MA Head of bearded Herakles, lau-

reate.

Bearded head of Herakles or Dionysos,
bound with broad taenia.

Head of Pallas, helmeted, facing, in

field, grapes and M.

M AA Aphrodite beside column, placing
her hand on the shoulder of Hermes

M, Stater 164 grs.
Herakles strangling lion

M Stater 158 grs.
M AA Demeter holding long torch and

ears of com, clad in long chiton and

peplos, and advancing, r. Symbol—
corn-grain M, Stater

Zeus enthroned, 1., with sceptre, in field

grapes, ear of corn, and letter B :

under throne M
M Stater 168-164 grs.

Varieties, with letters ^, T, and I were probably struck at Soli, Tarsus,
and Issus. Specimens are also known with I

—^ on the obverse (see

Issus).

B.C. 332-306.

Coins of Alexander (Miiller, Nos. 1308-13 18).

B.C. 306-146.

In this period it is possible that regal coins of the Seleucidae may
have been struck at Mallus, but they cannot be identified.

B.C. 146-125.

Autonomous bronze, ohv. Head of Tyche, rev. MAAAflTHN, Athena

Megarsis standing facing; also tetradrachms and drachms of Deme-
trius II., with his portrait, and M or MAA., rev. BAZIAEHZ AHMHTPIOY
(DIAAAEAOOY NIKATOPOZ or GEOY N IK ATOPOZ, standing effigy of a
helmeted goddess (Athena Megarsis?). These are the last coins which
can be attributed to Mallus until after the deliverance of Cilicia'^from

the rule of Tigranes, and the suppression of the pirates by Pompey in

B.C. 68.

B.C. 67-30.

In B.C. 67 Cilicia was constituted a Roman province. Mallus then
struck bronze coins of the following types :

—
Head of Apollo (?), r.

Head of Zeus, r., laureate.

MAAAnrnN Pallas seated, l. ^-85
„ Tyche turreted and

veiled, seated on rock between two

rivers, swimming to left . ^E i-o

B.C. 30 to A. D. 217.

Imperial
—Augustus to Caracalla. Inscr., tAKKKCiTClH. Types

—
Tyche

between two River-gods ; Effigy of Athena Megarsis as above ; Apollo
standing, etc.
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A.D. 249-260.

In the time of Trajan Decius, Mallus received a Roman colony, and

thenceforward, until Valerian's time, the legends are in Latin, MALLO
COLONIAS.C.;also SACER SENATVS. %?e5—Emperor crowned

by colonist, before him stands Tyche holding statuette of Athena ; Tyche
seated between two river-gods ; Apollo Pythios or Amphilochos standing
beside tripod, round which a serpent coils, before him a boar. The oracle

of Amphilochos at Mallus was one of the most famous in Asia Minor

(Pans., i. 34. 3).

Megarsns. See Antiochia ad Pyramum. (The coin described by
Mionnet, 251, and SuppL, 288, and read by him METAPEnN TUN
nPOS ID. riYPAMn, is a wrongly read coin of Hieropolis ad Pyramum.)

Mopsus or Mopsuestia (Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 361, and Zeit. f. Num.,
X. 293), a city on the river Pyramus, about twelve miles from the

coast, is said to have owed its foundation to Mopsus, the son of Apollo.
No early coins are known. There are autonomous bronze coins of the

second century B.C. //iwn, MOtEATHN THZ lEPAZ KAI AYTONOMOY.
Types—Head of Zeus, rev. Lighted altar [Mo-^ov ka-Tia). Regal of Antiochus

IV. of Syria, B.C. 175-164, with inscr., SEAEYKEHN TXlN HPOZ fni
riYPAMni, Artemis hunting. The city of Mopsuestia was called Seleucia

for a short time in the second century B. c. (Waddington, Voyage archeol.

Exjplic. des Inscr., t. iii. 352.)

Imperial
—Augustus to Valerian [Bev. Num., 1854, 17, 139 sqq.V

dated according to an era commencing b. c. 68 {Zeit. f. Num., x. 294).

Among them are silver tetradrachms of Phoenician weight (210 grs.),

with heads of Hadrian, Sabina (as Artemis), and Ant. Pius, rev.

Eagle with spread wings with altar between his legs. Inscr., A API.
MOtEATUUN rrOAEuuC, AAPIANUUN MOtEATuuN, etc. Bronze

coins of various t5rpes. Among them may be mentioned that of a bridled

horse carrying a wreath, quiver, and ear of corn or palm {Rev. Num., 1854,
PI. II. 14) ; Bridge over the Pyramus, between the arches, AHPCA, in

exergue, TTYPAMOC (see Aegae, p. 598).
G^awe^—OIKOYMeNIKOC.

Nagidus, an important city on the coast of Cilicia Tracheia, between

Anemurium and Celenderis. Its coins are almost all of silver, and range
in date from before b. c. 400 down to the age of Alexander (Brandis,

p. 498).

Persic Standard, circ. B. c. 430-400.

Aphrodite seated,!., on throne, crowned

by Eros, whom she supports on her

extended r. arm.

NAriAIKON Dionysos of archaic

style, standing, holding thyrsos and

vine-branch with grapes : all in in-

cuse circle . . M Stater 158 grs.
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Circ. B.C. 400-380.

Head of bearded Dionysos, ivy-
crowued.

Aphrodite enthroned holding patera,
behind her is a tall Eros stretching

up to crown her.

NAriAEHN Head of Aphrodite, hair

in sphendone . M. Stater i6i grs.

NATIAEnN Dionysos half-draped,
stands resting on thyrsos, and hold-

ing vine-branch iR Stater i6o grs.

Circ. B.C. 380-333.

Fig. 324.

Aphrodite seated holding patera,
crowned by flying Eros

;
beneath

throne, rat or mouse.

Aphrodite seated between two sphinxes
and holding a flower in her r. hand.

(Imhoof, Hon. Gr., PI. G. 15.)

NAriAIKON Dionysos standing, as

above. In field, various abbreviated

magistrates' names. (Fig. 324.) .

M Stater 154 grs.

Pallas standing, facing, holding Nike,
who is about to crown her, and rest-

ing with 1. on shield. Beside her, a

tree . . . . JR Stater 153 grs.

There are also obols and bronze coins with heads of Aphrodite and

Dionysos. (Imhoof, 3Ion. Gr., p. ;^6^.)

Olba, in the interior of Cilicia Tracheia, at the foot of Mount Taurus, on
a branch of the Calycadnus, was said to have been founded by Ajax, the

son of Teucer, who established there a famous temple of Zeus, whose

high priest bore the title of dynast of Olba, and toparch of Cennatis and
Lalassis. Descendants of this priestly family maintained their inde-

pendence by the favour of the Romans for some time after the rest

of Cilicia had been organised as a Roman province (Strab., 672.) They
have left us the following numismatic records of their rule (Waddington,
Melanges, ii. pp. 121 sqq.):

—

Circ. B. c. 39-29 or later.

Polemon I. Inscr., M. ANTHNIOY HOAEMnNOS APXIEPEHS
AYNAZTOY OABEHN THE lEPAS KENNATHN KAI AAAASSEnN.
Types

—Head of Polemon, rev. Sacred throne
;
Fulmen. M Size -95.

Ajax. (TimeofAugustus and Tiberius, A. D. I i-i5(?).) Inscr., KAIZAPOS
SEBAZTOY, Head of Augustus; rev. APXIEPEHS AIANIOS TEYKPOY
TOHAPXOY KENNAinN KAI AAAAZSEHN, Fulmen. iE -95; Head of

Hermes, rev Triskelis. M -g.

R r
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Polemon II (a. d. 41) received from Claudius a portion of Cilicia in

exchange for his kingdom of Bosporus. His coins, which must not be

confounded with those of the earlier Polemon, bear the inscr. flOAEM-
nNOS BAZIAEnZ Club ;

f(?y. [OABE]riN AAAAZEnN KAI KENNATnN
Harpa. {Z.f. N., 1885, p. ^66.)

At Olba there were also struck autonomous coins ohv. Throne, rev. Ful-

men {Zeit.f. Num., 1885, 369), and Imperial
—Antoninus Pius to Caracalla.

Inscr., OABenN or AA[PIANnN] ANinNlNlANnN OAB€nN, some-
times with addition of MHT[POnOAenZ] KH[TIAOS], proving that the

Olbasa of Ptolemy (v. 8), the capital of the district of Cetis, was identical

with the Olba of Strabo. T^j^es
—Zeus, Serapis, Pilei of the Dioskuri.

Philadelphia, in the district of Cetis, on the river Calycadnus (PtoL,
V. 8, §5). Imperial

—
Trajan to Maximinus. Inscr., OlAAACA^enN

KHTI AOZ. Tijpes
—Zeus or Tyche (Waddington, Hev. Num., 1883, p. 35).

Fompeiopolis. See Soli.

Sebaste, founded by Archelaus, king of Cappadocia, to whom the

Romans had given Cilicia Tracheia. It stood on the mainland separated

by a narrow channel from the small island of Elaeusa (Leake, Num. Hell.,

As. Gr., p. 109). Bronze, with portraits of Antiochus IV of Commagene
and his wife lotape, and autonomous with inscr., ZEBAZTHNXlN.

Imperial
— Augustus to Valerian, inscribed C€BACTHC. Titles—

MHTPOn[OA€nC], eA€YOePAC, AYTONOMOY, ACYAOY, ICPAC, or

NAYAPXIAOC. No remarkable types.

Seleucia ad Calycadnum, founded by Seleucus I. Autonomous
bronze from the first century B.C. Inscr., ZEAEYKEHN TjQN FFPOZ THI
KAAYKAANni, Head of Pallas, rev. Nike, etc.; Head of Apollo, with
hair in formal curls as on the coins of Lycia, rev. Half horse. Imperial

—
Tiberius to Gallienus. Similar inscr., often with additional titles AC-

[YAOY] AYT[ONOMOY] or eAEYOePAC. Among the names of magis-
trates occurs that of Xenarchus (ZENAPXOY), the peripatetic philosopher
of the age of Augustus. Chief types

—Pallas either on foot or in quadriga

subduing giants {Zeit.f. Num., xiii. PI. IV. 10, 11); Nike; Busts face to

face, of Tyche and Apollo (1) ;
etc.

Seleucia ad Pyraiuum, a name borne for a short time by Mopsuestia
(p. 608).

Selinus, a coast-town of Cilicia Tracheia, a few miles south of lotape.

Imperial— Lucilla, Sept. Severus, Sev. Alex., and Philip I. Liscr.,

CeAlNOYCinN and TPAIANO. CCAINO. THC KPAC. %;e*—Artemis
huntress and Temple, on pediment of which OeOY TPA. in memory of

Trajan, who died at Selinus.

Soli, a Greek coast-town some twenty-five miles south-west of Tarsus.

Its silver money is frequently met with, and ranges in date from about

the fifth century b, c. down to the age of Alexander.
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Persic Standard. Circ. B.C. 450-385,

Kneeling archer in usual archer's

costume, holding out a bow in both

hands.

Head of Pallas ;
Griffin on helmet.

(Hunter, PI. LI. 27, 29.)

CO, COAEON, COAEHN Buncli of

grapes, in incuse square ....
M. Stater 169 grs.

COAI, COAIO, COAION, COAIKOM,
or COAEnN Grapes, in incuse

square . . . ^ Stater 163 grs.^

M, Obol. 10 grs.

For silver staters struck at Soli by the satrap Tiribazus (B.C. 386-380),
with his name in Aramaic letters on the reverse and SO on the obverse,
see p. 604.

Circ. B.C. 385-333.

Head of bearded Herakles, laureate,
with lion's skin tied round neck.

Head of Pallas helmeted, facing.

SOAE...,COAIKON Head of bearded

Satrap, in Persian tiara

JR Stater 156 grs.
Zeus enthroned 1., with sceptre ;

in

field, grapes, ear of corn and letter
o

B. Under throne C or C . . . .

.^Stater 168-164 grs.

The coins of the last mentioned class are attributed, on account of the

letters under the throne M, T, I, and S, to Mallus, Tarsus, Issus, and
Soli. They seem to fall into the period between B.C. 370 and 350.

Head of Pallas in crested Corinthian

helmet.

COAEnN Bunch of grapes ;
in field,

magistrate's name abbreviated and

symbols
—

Rose, owl, etc

M Stater 164 grs.

Circ. B.C. 300-71.

Under the Seleucidae the coinage of Soli was continued in bronze
down to the date of the destruction of the city by Tigranes of Armenia
in the third Mithradatic war.
The following are the principal varieties :

—
Aegis, with Medusa head.

Head of Artemis.

Head of Pallas.

Head of Pallas.

Head of Tyche.

ZOAEflN Turreted female figure on

horseback . . M i-o

„ Pallas wielding fulmen. M -9

„ Standing figure, holding

sceptre .... ^ -8

Owl ^-8
Pilei of the Dioskuri M -8

Not long after its destruction Soli was restored by Pompey under
the name of Solopolis. There are bronze coins, with the head of Pompey,

• If the Catalogue of the Behr collection is to be trusted there is also a double stater of

316 grs.

R r 3
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Inscr., COAOnOA€ITX^N. Soon afterwards the name was again changed
to Pompeiopolis. The era commences B.C. 6']. /?M(?r.,nOMnHIOnOAeiTnN,
Head of Pompey, o-ev. Pallas or Nike. Imj^erial

—Domitian to Treb.

Gallus, with or without Emperor's head. Inscr., TTOMnHIOTTOAeiTnN,
also in addition CeBACTflN OMONOIA (Concordia Augg. Aurelius and

Verus). TTHrH COYNIAC, Fountain Sunias recumbent, holding cornu-

copiae. Bust of the philosopher Chrysippus, with hand stroking his

beard, rev. Bust of the poet Aratus (?),
both natives of Soli. Other types

of no special interest.

Syedra, on the coast of Cilicia Tracheia, near the Pamphylian
boundary. Inijjerial

—Nero to Salonina. Inscr., CYCAPenN, sometimes
with addition of CCMNHC eNAOZOTePAC. (?a?«^*—GC Ml ACC (H. de

Longperier, Rev. Num., N. S., xiv. 6i), and TYMNACI APXI A. Types,
various.

Tarsus, on the river Cydnus, is first mentioned by Xenophon as a

great and wealthy city. It then contained the palace of Syennesis,

king of Cilicia. There can be no doubt that coins were struck at Tarsus

by the kings or satraps of Cilicia from the beginning of the fifth cen-

tury onwards, and M. Six [Num. Chron., 1884, p. 152) is probably right
in attributing to the Tarsian mint a series of coins which numismatists
have hitherto been content to leave unclassified.

The principal varieties are as follows :
—

Electeum. Sixth cent. b. c. Phoenician Standard.

Cow kneeling r., and looking back at Oblong incuse . . El. ov K 215 grs.
calf which she suckles.

If this stater, which is now in the Munich cabinet, is correctly attri-

buted by M. Six to Tarsus [Num. Chron., 1884, p. 152), we must infer

commercial relations between Tarsus and Lydia or the Ionian coast-

towns.

Silver. Circ. b. c. 500-450. Persic Standard.

Cow standing, looking back at calf

which she suckles.

[Num. Chron., 1884, PI. V. i.)

Herakles wielding club, and carrying
lion by the hind legM Stater 164 grs.

Baana or Banaias
(?), Mint, Tarsus C?).

Circ. B.C. 450-400.

Herakles with bow and quiver, carry-

ing lion by the tail.

(De Luynes, Satrap., PI. V. i.)

King of Persia contending with lion.

(B. V. Head, Lydia and Persia,
PL III. 12.)

NJyi (in monogram of Aramaic letters)

Cow suckling calf. M Stater 170 grs.

Wy3 Cow suckling calf . . . . •

M Stater 166 grs.
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Anon3rinous. Mint. Tarsus.

Girc.-B.c. 450-400.

King of Persia stabbing lion.

(B. V. Head, op. cit., PI. III. ii.)

King on horseback, beneath, crux an-

sata. {Rev. Num.,iS6o, PI. XVIII. 5.)

King on horseback, holding flower
;
in

front nn or "J^n.

(B. V. Head, op. cit., PI. III. 13.)

Id. {Symhol, Eagle's head.)

(De Luynes, Satr., PI. XII.)

Forepart of Pegasos, sometimes with

symhol, Eagle's head.

King on horseback prancing r., in

front, crux ansata.

(De Luynes, Satr., PI. VIII. i.)

Id.

Naked rider on prancing horse.

Greek hoplite kneeling with shield

and spear.

{Num. Chron., 1884, PI- V. 2.)

Lion devouring bull.

{Num. Chron., 1884, PI. V. 3.)

TEPSI and pn King walking, holds

sceptre and crux ansata ....
M Stater 168 grs.

nn Two soldiers, standing face to face

M Stater 164 grs.

Incuse square. Kneeling archer draw-

ing bow
; behind, crux ansata

M, Stater 168 grs.

Id. {Symbol, Eagle's head.) M, Stater

Id. AVith or without Eagle's head

(Imhoof,J/on.G'r.,Pl.G.6.) M 55 grs.

nn Greek hoplite kneeling, defending
himself with shield and spear .

JR Stater 163 grs.

Id.

nn Similar

Incuse square,

part of horse

M Trite 50 grs.

. M Stater 162 grs.

Naked rider on fore-

. . . . ^42 grs.

nn Ear of corn, in linear square . .

M, Stater 163 grs.

Fourth century B.C.

During the greater part of the fourth century the coins struck at

Tarsus bear the names of the satraps who from time to time ruled

Cilicia or organised from its ports the various naval expeditions against
the revolted provinces of the Persian Empire.

Tiribazns. Circ. B.C. 386. Silver staters as described under Issus

(p. 604), but distinguished by the letter T, the initial of the mint of

Tarsus. Inscr.
,
IDH/I in Aramaic letters.

The following coin of Tiriba'zus, with a Greek inscription, may also

have been struck at Tarsus, though its rude style of art seems to point
to some less important Cilician mint.

Head of bearded Herakles, with Hon's

skin round neck.

Orontas. Circ. B. C. 386.

Greek hoplite kneeling, defending
himself with shield and spear. Mint-
mark T.

TEIPIBAIOY Head of Satrap, as on

coins of Soli . M Stater 152 grs.

OPONTA Forepart of winged boar

(Brit. Mus.) .... ^ 43 grs.

These coins may, however, be also attributed to Clazomenae in Ionia

on account of the reverse type. (See p. 491.)
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Pharnabazus. Circ. b. c. 378-372. The coins struck in Cilicia in

the name of this satrap are attributed by M. Waddington [Mel., p. 6^)
to the time when he was preparing his expedition against Egypt.

Head of Arethusa with loose hair,

facing, copied from coins of Syra-
cuse.

Id. (Waddington, Mel, PI. V. 4.)

i^n 1D3-IQ Head of Ares
(?) helmeted.

{Num. Chron., 1884, PI. V. 7.)

']hn 1D31B Head of Ares (?) bearded, in

crested helmet. {JWtm. C/tron., 1884,
PL V. 6.) M Stater

KIAIKION n^n Headof Ares(]) . .

M Stater 163 grs.

tinbya Baaltars, or Zeus of Tarsus,
enthroned . . JR Stater 161 grs.

Tarcamus
(1). Circ. B.C. 380-360. The reading here given is that of

M. Six (Num. C/iron., 1884, p. 125). M. Waddington reads the name
Datames,

Head of Arethusa, as above.

(Num. Chron., 1884, PI. V. 8.)

pn7y3 Baal enthroned within circle

of turrets, he holds sceptre, grapes,
and corn : beside him, thymiaterion.

IDDin Head of Ares, as above . . .

M Stater 168 grs.

„ Satrap seated, holding arrow, in

field, bow, above, Ormuzd. {Num.
Chron., 1884, Pl.V. 9.)M Stater 163 grs.

Fig. 325.

nn^ya Similar. (Fig. 325.) "I03")n Two male figures, one naked and

one draped, standing face to face,

with thymiaterion between them . .

JB, Stater 169 grs.

Anonymous. Mint, Tarsus. Circ. B. c. 370-350.

Bust of Pallas, facing, in ti'iple-crested

helmet.

{Num. Chron., 1884, PI. VI. 4.)

Baaltars enthroned, in field, ear of corn,

grapes, ivy-leaf, etc.
;
beneath throne

T. (Mint-mark of Tarsus.) . . .

JR Stater 168 grs.

Compare other coins of this type struck at Issus, Mallus, and Soli.

Pallas seated, with spear and shield
;

behind her, a tree.

{Zeit.f. Num., vii. p. 13.)

Herakles kneeling on his club, strang-

ling lion.

(De Luynes, Satr., PI. XL)

TEP^IKON Nymph kneeling, playing
with astragali . M, Stater 156 grs.

T E Pe I K N Head of Aphrodite, wear-

ing Stephanos . JR Stater 163 grs.
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Mazaeus. Circ. B.C. 362-328. For the history of this satrap see

M. Six's article already referred to. He ruled Cilicia for more than

thu'ty years, and was also satrap, for about ten years, of northern Syria,
west of the Euphrates, the region called Eber-nahar (= Transpotamia),
in contradistinction to Mesopotamia. When Alexander advanced against

Babylon, Mazaeus opened the gates of the city to him, and he retained

the government of Babylon under Alexander until his death in B.C. 328.
The coinage of Mazaeus may, for convenience sake, be all described under

Tarsus, where, or at any rate in Cilicia, it would appear that the greater

part of it was issued. The coins fall into the following classes :
—

Cilician mintage.

Fig. 326.

nnpy3 Baaltars enthroned.

Similar.

(iV^Mm.CAro??., i884,Pl.V. 13,14.)
Similar.

{Ibid., PI. VI. 2.)

^ITO Lion devouring stag. (Fig. 326.)
M, Stater 169 grs.

„ Lion devouring bull

M, Stater 167 grs.

No inscr. Lion devouring bull
;
beneath

which are the turreted walls of a

city ;
in field, club. M Stater 172 grs.

The last mentioned coins bear the mint letters I, AA, ^, or T, under the

throne, standing for Issus, Mallus, Soli, and Tarsus.

nn^yi Baaltars enthroned. (Fig. 327.)

Fig. 327.

"l^n "I xnnjnny hv "^r nro=' Mazaeus,
who is over Eber-nahara and Cilicia.'

Lion devouring bull over city walls .

M Stater 171 grs.

The legend on these remarkable coins was first correctly interpreted

by M. Halevy [Melmiges (VEpigr. Semitiqiie, 1 874, pp. 64-71).
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nn?y3 Baaltars enthroned.

{Num. Chron., 1884, PI. VI. 5.)

ntD Lion walking, symbols sometimes

crescent and star , . yR 165 grs.

The coins of Mazaeus, struck at Tarsus, are followed by staters bearing
the name of Alexander in Aramaic letters.

Baaltars enthroned, behind, "\*13D3?N.

{Cat. Behr., PL II.
i.)

Head of goddess, behind tsnny.

(De Luynes, Satr., PI. XVI. i.)

The goddess Ateh, veiled, seated on

lion; behind, nny, above, D. M 1 23 grs.

Lion devouring bull, above IIJOD^K
M 12'j grs.

These, after a very short time, give place to the ordinary coinage of

Alexander (Mliller, No. 1279 ^^O- Their attribution to Tarsus is, how-

ever, far from certain.

Syrian mintage. Phoenician Standard.

Galley with rowers on waves, with

dates above, equivalent to years

19, 20, and 21 of Ochus (b. c. 341-
339), and years i and 2 of Arses

(B.C. 338-337).

{Num. Chron., 188 4, PI.VI. 11, 12.)

niO King in chariot, driven by
charioteer, behind, an attendant in

Asiatic dress

.^Phoenician octadr. 400 grs.

The types of these coins are those of the well-known large Phoenician

coins current in the maritime cities of the Phoenician coast, from the

beginning of the reign of Darius II., B.C. 424.

Imitations of Athenian tetradrachms, circ. B.C. 332-33 L

Head of Pallas, of careless style.

{Num. Chron., 1884, PI. VI. 10.)

"•1TD Athenian owl

JR Attic tetradr.

These copies of Attic tetradrachms were probably issued for the pay-
ment of the Greek and other mercenary troops raised by Mazaeus during
the final efforts of the Persians to resist the advance of Alexander.

Tetradrachms of Attic weight, but uith Tarsian types, probably struck at Babylon

between B.C. 331 and 328, vihile Mazaeus remained in power.

./K"-^^:

Fig. 338.
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pri?y3 Baaltars enthroned.

No inscr. Id.

{Num. Citron., PI. VI. 8.)

^TD Lion walking. (Fig. 328.) . . .

.51 Attic tetradr.

No inscr. Id

M, Attic tetradr. and divisions.

On the anonymous coins of this series the Aramaic inscriptions give

place to Greek letters, monograms, and symbols, and finally the anchor,
the well-known symbol of Seleucus, makes its appearance above the lion

on the reverse {Num. Chron., 1884, PL VI. 7). This is a most valuable

indication of date, and proves, if further proof were needed, that these

lion tetradrachms continued to be issued simultaneously with the tetra-

drachms of Alexander's types. For a list of all the known varieties see

Imhoof {Mon. Gr., p. 377). It is noticeable that in fabric the Lion tetra-

drachms resemble the gold double darics (both being extremely thick

with hammered edges). The majority of the extant specimens of both
these classes of coins have come from India, a jM-ovenance which fully
bears out the theory of their Babylonian mintage.
We must now return to Tarsus, and briefly examine the numismatic

history of the town from the time of Alexander onwards.

Under the Seleucid Kings Antiochus VII to Antiochus IX, Tarsus was
one of the royal mints, and issued tetradrachms (B. M. Cat., Seleuc,

jjassim.) There are also autonomous bronze coins, which extend down to

Roman and Imperial times. The inscriptions are TAPZEHN, TAPZEflN
MHTPOnOAEnZ, TAPIEnisI TnN nPOS Tni KYANni and ANTIOXEnN
TnN nPOZ ini KYANni, Tarsus having borne the name of Antiochla
ad Cj^dnum for a shoi-t time under Antiochus IV of Syria. The later

issues read TAPCOY MHTPOnOAenC,m-. KOI NON KIAIKIAC; AAPIAN-
D.H TAPCenN, AAPIANHC TAPCOY, AAPI ANH KOMOAIANH TAPCOC
MHTPOTTOAIC, etc. Magistrates' names, without title, often preceded by
€171. The chief types are the Tyche of Tarsus seated, with the river

Cydnus swimming at her feet
;
Zeus Tarsios, the Greek rendering of the

ancient Baaltars, enthroned
;
Head of Tyche turreted, and the figure of

a divinity supposed to represent Sandan or the Asiatic Herakles, standing
on the back of a horned lion, the whole sometimes within a monument
of pyramidal form. Among the Imperial coins—Augustus to Salonina—
the following types and inscriptions may be selected :

—

(7aw2^5—KOMOACIOC OIKOYMeNlKOC, O€0rAMI A — OAYMniA—
AHMHTPIA; alsoEN KOAPITAIC OPOIC KIAIKHN. CCYHPei A OAYMHIA
€ni Nei K I A. Concerning the village of Cotrigae, where these games were
held, see Eckhel.iii.79. KOPAIA, KOINOI KIAIKIAC, TAPCOY MHTPO-
nOACnC, KOINON TnN KIAIKnN, ICAYPIA KAPIA AYKAONIA, KOI-
NOC TuuN r CTTAPXeiUUN {Atm. tie Num., vii. 21), or TUUN TPIujN
CnAPXIUuN.

Honorary titles—rAW1^0W0K\a TnN KIAIKnN; NcnKOPOC ;
CACY-

G€PA; A. M. K. f. B.
{
=

TTpcoTri \x^yi(TTr\ KaWia-rrj ypdfxixaTi j3ovXri^.)

Surnames in honour of Emperors, KOMOAIANH, CCYHPIANH, ANin-
NeiNlANH, MAKPeiNIANH AACZANAPIH, etc.
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J9a7/g5—AIOCTAPCenN,TYXH TAPCOY, HAAAAC AOHNH, KYANOC,
the River Cydnus.

raWOT<5—KOINOBOYAION (Eckh., iii. 73); KOPOl CCBACTOI (Cara-
calla and Geta) ; CeiTOC,in combination with the type of a galley in full

sail (Eckh., iii. 73). OPTYfOOHPA (Quail-hunt), in combination with

type of seated Tyche, though without any relation to the type. AHPCA
CI TOY, Triptolemos in serpent car [Ann. cle Num., vii. 19). The types
of the Tarsian Imperial coins offer a rich variety of subjects. Those

relating to the cultus of Herakles are especially abundant. (See Zeit.f.

Niitn., iii. ^'^2> sqq-, and viii. 10.)

Titiopolis {Rev. Num.., 1838, p. 422, and 1883, p. 37), probably situated

in the valley of the Calycadnus. Imperial of Hadrian and Geta. Inscr.,

TITIOnOA€ITUuN. T^j^es
— Zeus seated; Dionysos standing, with

panther.

Zephyrium-Adriaua, a coast-town a little to the west of Anchiale.

Autonomous of E-oman times, and Imperial—'^a.Axiajn to Treb. Gallus.

Inscr., ZecDYPininN or AAPI ANOnOAeiTHN Ze<l>YPinTnN. T?/2)es,

ordinary. The epithet €YCeBnN is added to the ethnic on a coin of

Sabina of this town {Zeit.f. Num.., iii. 343). See also Irenopolis (p. 603).

ISLAND ADJACENT TO CILICIA.

Elaeusa, a small island separated by a narrow channel from the town
of Sebaste on the mainland. Autonomous of Imperial times, and Imperial
of Commodus. Inscr., eAAIOYCinN. Types

—Head of Zeus, rey. Nike
;

Head of Tyche, rev. Hermes.

KINGS.

Tarcondimotus I, a king of a part of Cilicia in the time of Pompey,
was killed at the battle of Actium b. c. 31.

Head of King. BAZIAEnS TAPKONAIMOTOY.
Beneath A.ANjnNlOY. Zeus

seated iE -9

Philopator, son of Tarcondimotus, succeeded his father.

Turreted female head, veiled. • BACIAenC <J)IAOnATOPOC Pallas

standing Mi
•<)

Concerning these petty kings see Eckhel, iii. 82 sq.
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Chkonological Table of the Coinage of Cilicia.
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CYPRUS.

In the time of the Assyrian kings there were in the island of Cyprus
ten small states, whose rulers are mentioned in several inscriptions.
Three centuries later Diodorus (xvi. 42) enumerates nine kingdoms in

the island, 'Ey yap ttJ vria-i^ Tavrri TroAeis -^crav d^to'Aoyot /xey ivvia, inrb be

ravTas virripxeL T^rayp-iva /xt/cpa TToktcrfxaTa, to, TipocrKvpovvra rats Ivvia TTokecnv.

eKaaTi] 8e tovtcov etx^ ^acnXia, rrfs piev TroAecos apx^ovra, rco 8e ^a(Ti\el Tcav

llepa-cav inroTeTaypievov. These nine cities were—(i) Salamis, (2) Citium

with Idalium and Tamasus, (3) Marium, (4) Amathus, (5) Curium, (6)

Paphus, (7) Soli, (8) Lapethus, and (9} Ceryneia. (See J. P. Six, Rev. Num.,

1883, p. 254.)

Notwithstanding the valuable researches of Mr. R. H. Lang [Num. Cliron.,

1 87 1
),
M. Six {pp. cit.)

and Dr.W.Deecke (H. Colhtz, Sammlung der gr. B'mlekt-

Inschr. I. Die gnecMsclikypnschen Inschriften in epichorischer Schrift, 1883) the

attribution of a large number of Cyprian coins still remains a matter of con-

siderable uncertainty. This is in great part owing to the extreme difficulty

of distinguishing one from another many of the characters of the Cypriote

syllabary on coins often ill preserved or carelessly struck, and in part
also to the fragmentary state of our knowledge of the history of the

island during the fifth and fourth centuries, the period to which the coins

belong. And yet when we remember how few years have passed since

the late Mr. George Smith, of the British Museum, discovered the key to

the interpretation of the mysterious Cypriote writing which had baffled

the ingenuity of students for more than twenty years, there is good
reason to congratulate ourselves on the advance which has been already
made. For a complete table of the Cypriote characters and theh' values

see Deecke [op. cit.).

The autonomous coinage of Cyprus begins in the latter part of the

sixth century, and lasts till the subjection of the island by Ptolemy
Soter, B.C. 312. It may be divided into the following principal classes:—

(a) the money of the kings of Salamis, Idalium, Curium, Paphus,
Marium, Soli, and perhaps of other towns bearing inscriptions in the

C//priote and later in the Greek character
; (/3) the money of the Phoenician

kings of Citium and perhaps of Lapethus, bearing P/ioenician inscriptions.
The weight-standard of all the silver money is at first the Aeginetic
somewhat reduced. The stater, weighing about 1 80 grs. maximum, is not,

however, divided into halves and quarters as in European Greece, but into

thirds, sixths, twelfths, twenty-fourths, and forty-eighths, the denomina-
tions weighing 60, 30, 15, 7-5, and 3-7 grs. respectively. In the first half of

the fourth century this system was modified (except at Paphus, where it

was maintained to the last) and brought into harmony with the Rhodian

standard, which began to prevail in south-westernAsiaMinor, after B.C. 400.
The later Cyprian coins consist of pieces of 114 grs., with their thirds
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fourths, sixths, and twelfths, weighing 38, 28, 19, and 9-5 grs. respectively.
In this period also gold staters and their divisions are of frequent occur-

rence in the island.

In fabric the earliest coins (those attributed to Euelthon of Salamis)
have a plain smooth reverse, which, about the time of the Persian

wars, gives place to a well marked incuse square containing a type.
After about b. c. 400 the incuse square gradually disappears, except on
the Phoenician coins of Citium, where it lingers on down to the age
of Alexander.
The following are the principal varieties of Cyprian money ; for

descriptions of the smaller divisions, the reader is referred to the article

by M. Six already cited.

Citium. Baalmelek, circ. b. c. 450-420.

Herakles advancing, wielding club and

holding bow.

Id., or Head of Herakles on the

smaller divisions.

po ?X37 Lion seated, in incuse square.

(B. M. Guide, PL XI. 42.)
iR Stater and divisions.

„ Lion seizing stag, in incuse

square . . M Stater and divisions.

Azhaal, circ. b. c. 420-400.

Id. (B. M. Guide, PI. XL 43.) |
bv2\]:b Id. M Stater and divisions.

Baalram, circ. B. c. 380.

Id. (^ev. iVwm., 1884, p. 290.) |
Di^yn!? Id iR Stater

Demonicus {?), between B, c. 400 and 368.

Pallas standing, facing.

(De Luynes, Satr., PI. XIV. 21.)

BA—AH Id.

[Rev. Num., 1883, p. 332.)
Herakles strangling lion

;

Ta . mo . ni(?) in Cypriote letters.

{Rev. Num., 1883, p. 334.)

I H m qM L7 41 {perhaps ^n!)[lDi]oin^D[fj= Ba(7-tX«ci)y AtihovIkov Ktrt.) Herakles

advancing with club and bow, in in-

cuse square . . . . Ai Stater

No inscr. Similar type . ^R 108 grs.

Pa . si in Cypriote letters. Pallas

seated on prow, holding aplustre. .

^98 grs.

Melekiathon, circ. B. c. 368-362.

Horseman riding sideways, beneath,

JH (O).
Herakles advancing.

(De Luynes, Satr., PI. XIII. 8 his)
Id. {Ibid., PI. XIII. 8.)

» Id. (Imhoof,J/o7i.(?r.,Pl.G. 20.)

Herakles advancing . . . M Stater

{Rev. iV'?m.,_i883, p. 335.)

|n^3??0 *]?D? Lion devouring stag
5? 64 grs. and smaller divisions.

Id. . . . . ^53 grs.

Head of Aphrodite, wearing lofty Ste-

phanos M Size '5
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Herakles advancing.

[Rev. Num., 1883, p. 338.)

Pumiathon, circ. B.C. 361-312.

IJT'JDS "yty? Lion devouring stag . . .

K 64 grs. and smaller divisions.

Dated with regnal years of king, rang-

ing from I to 50.

Curium, with name of king Sfasioecus, circ. B. C 420, father of Onasioecus,
and son of Timocharis (Deecke, p. 66).

Stasioecus, circ. b. c. 420.

Head of Apollo, around in Cypriote
letters vo . [i .]

ko . se Ku . ri .

e . U . se ^ [Bao-tAei/s Sracrt] /^otKor

Kvpifvs.

{Rev. Num., 1883, p. 348.)

Incuse square. Goddess riding on run-

ning bull, above and below Pa . si .-

le . o . se Ti . mo .ka.ri.vo.se
= BaatX<'<i)s TifiO)^dptfos . AX Stater

Onasioecus {?), circ. b. c. 400.

Head of Apollo, around, Pa . si . le . u . Incuse square. Goddess riding on run-

[se] [O . na
.]

si .vo . i .ko . se= Bao-t- ning bull, above and below Pa . si . le .

\tv[s'Ova\(Tifoi.KOS. [vO .Se.l Sa.ta.si.VO.i= BaaiX€[for]

(Rev. Num., 1883, p. 349.) 2rao-ifot[K&)] . . . . JR 52-2 grs.

Idalium (?).
To this town M. Six (Rev. Num., 1883, p. 315) has con-

jecturally attributed the series of the following type :
—

Circ. B.C. 500-400, or later.

Sphinx seated
;
various fragmentary

Cypriote inscr. in the field.

Id.

E . ta . 11 ]= 'H8aXt[ef«i/^ Id.

Incuse square, without type, or incuse

containing lotus flower . JR Stater

Id -^54 grs.

Id ^33 grs.

Iiapethus. To this town, under the rule of a certain Sidqimelek, circ.

B. c. 440-42O5 M. Six would attribute the following archaic silver staters:—

Sidqimelek, King of Lapethus.

Head of Pallas, of archaic style, in

crested Corinthian helmet, around

uncertain inscr. read by M. Six

(De Luynes, Satr., PI. XVI. 49.)

Incuse square, within which head of

Pallas, facing, wearing helmet adorned

with the ears and horns of a bull,

to which latter, crests are attached

(cf. Herod., vii. 76), on either side

n^D—pisb . . iR Stater 171 grs.

Praxijpqms, King of Lapethus.

Diodorus (xix. 79) says that Praxippus, the last king of Lapethus, was

dethroned by Ptolemy Soter B.C. 312.

HP Head of Aphrodite, crowned with

myrtle. (Six, oj). cit., p. 370.)

BA Large krater M Size -5
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Marium. Before circ. B.C. 400.

Wolf biting his foreleg, above, bipennis.

{Rev. Num., 1883, p. 342.)

Id.

70 (?) Incuse square. Aphrodite (?)

naked, clinging to a running ram
M, Stater 151 grs.

Id M 57-2 grs.

This is a very doubtful attribution, and M. Six has himself since sug-

gested Amathus as more probable.

Circ. B.C. 330-312.

Diodorus (xix. 62. 79) mentions a king of Marium, named Stasioecus,
who was dethroned by Ptolemy in B. c. 312. It is to his reign that the

following coins undoubtedly belong :
—

Pa in Cypriote character (=/3a) Head
of Zeus, laureate.

Pa. Sa (
= /3a 2a) Id.

Head of Zeus, laureate.

(Six, op. cit., p. 344.)
Sa . ta . si . o(?)i .ko (

= ^raaioiKos) Head
of Zeus, laureate.

Head of Aphrodite.

Stasioecus, King of Marium.

MA Head of Aphrodite, wearing ste-

phane AZ^ 30 grs.

(Six, oj). cit., Pl.VII. II.)
M A Id it 1 1 grs.

(De Luynes, PI. V. 9.)

Pa . si . [le] . u . [se]
= Bao-tXeuy. Head

of Aphrodite . . ifl 94 grs. worn.

M API EYZ Head of Aphrodite . . .

(Six, op. cit., Pl.VII. 12.)

iR 44 grs. and smaller divisions.

BA Pa.—MAPIE Fulmen ^ 38 grs.

(Six, Pl.^^:1. 13.)

Faphus. To this city the following coins have been ascribed with
some show of reason by M. Six

[oj). cit.)
:
—

virc.

Man-headed bull (River Bocarus
f),

with head turned back, above and
below inscr. read by M. Six, Po .

ka.ro. se.

Bull standing ; above, sometimes Pu .

or Pu.nu. {=nvv).

Id. Above bull, winged solar disk

{Rev. Num., 1883, p. 355.)

B.C. 480-400, and later.

Pa . si (=na(rt) Astragalos, in incuse

circle. . . . M, Stater 172 grs.

^53 grs.

{Rev. Num., 1883, p. 352.)
Incuse square, in which Eagle's head .

M Stater

{Rev. Num., 1883, p. 354.)
Incuse square, in one corner olive .spray.

Dove(?) orEagle standing. Inscr. some-

timesPa—Pu(= Ba—Uvv ?
)
Ji 2 7 grs.

JR 12-5 grs.

M, 6 grs.

Pasi and Punu may stand for Pasippus and Pnytus.

Bull standing, above, solar disk, in

front, crux ansata.

{Rev. Num., 1883, p. 356.)

Bull standing, above, solar disk, around
Mo . a . ge . ta.

Incuse square, in one corner often an ivy-

leaf, Dove ('?)'orEagle standing, in front

one-handled vase, around Pa . si Sa .

ta.Sa.tO.ro (
= Ba(rt. 2ra(7a(i')5pco) .

JR Staters and smaller divisions.

Incuse square, in which flying eagleM Stater

{Rev. Num., 1883, p. 357.)
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Fig. 329.

Bull standing, above, solar disk, be- Incuse square, in Avhich flying eagle.

neath, A.ri. (Fig. 329.) Ji Stater

Id. Inscr. Pa . si . po . se . Pa . si. Id J^ Stater

I {Rev. Num., 1883, p. 360.)

The above coins, distinguished by the flying eagle on the reverse, are
attributed by M. Six to kings named Stasandrus, Moagetas, Aristophantus,
and Pasippus.

Circ. B. c. 400-320.

Head of Aphrodite, wearing stepbanos. PA (J) I Dove r., above, astragalos . .

M Stater and divisions and M -8

[Rev. Num., 1883, p. 364.)

Nicocles, B.C. 320-310.

Head of Aphrodite facing wearing
Stephanos.

P—BA (na(/)ou Bao-tXe'cor) Head of

Apbrodite, 1. wearing Stephanos.

(Mion., Su;p., p. 310.)

Eagle standing left
;

in front grapes
N 22 grs.

{Rev. Num., 1883, PI. VII. 16.)
NIKOKAEOYZ PA<t)ION Apollo

seated on omphalos, holding arrow
and bow. ^ Double Stater 326 grs.

Ptolemy Soter, B.C. 310-305.

Head of Aphrodite, wearing stepbanos. PTOAEMAIOY Eagle on fulmen. ^E -8

{Rev. Num., 1883, p. 365.)

Salamis. The series of the coins of the Kings of Salamis is more

complete than that of any other Cyprian state. It falls into three

principal classes :
—

(a) Circ. B.C. 500-410.

Fig. 330.

Ram recumbent, or ram's head. (Fig.

330)

Plain, or incuse square, containing crux

ansata, or ram's head. JR Stater, etc.
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On specimens of this class the names, E . u . ve . le . to . ne (= EvFe\6(ov),
Pa .si E . u . ve . le . to . to . se

(
= Bao-t EvFek6o[v^Tos), Pa . si . le . vo . se

Ni . ko . ta . mo
(
= Bao-tAe'fo? NtKo8a/x(o), Pa . si . le . u . se La . ka . ri . ta

(
= Ba(Ti.\evs Aaxapt8a[s]), E . u . va . te . o . se (= EvFd^vldeos), and others

of doubtful import, have been read by Deecke and Six (Rev. Num., 1883,

266).

(/3) Circ. B.C. 410-368.

Euagoras I., B.C. 410-374.

Head of young Herakles, facing, wear-

ing lion's skin. Inscr.

E . U . va . ko. rO.(= Evfayopco).
Head of Herakles, in profile.

Id.

E . u . va . ko . ro. Id.

[Eev. Num., 1883, p. 281.)
E . u . va . Herakles seated on rock,

holds rhyton and club.

(liev. Num., 1883, p. 282.)

Goat recumbent. Inscr. Pa . si . le .

vo.se (
= Bao-tX€fos) . i¥ 31-5 grs.

(B.M. Guide, PI. XX. 41.)

Forepart of goat, beneath, club .

K 9-S grs.

Head of goat . . . . K 6-4 grs.

EY Pa . si . le . vo . se Goat recumbent.

M Stater

Pa . si . le . vo . se Goat recumbent,

(rarely in incuse square) . M. ^i grs.

Nicocles, circ. b. c. 374-368.

Pa . Ni . (=Ba Nt) Head of Pallas, in

Corinthian helmet . . i^ 43 grs.
K 10.5 grs.

Pa . Ni . in Cypriote and B—N in

Greek letters. Dolphin . . M -6

Head of Aphrodite, with flowing hair

and richly adorned stej)hanos.

(Gardner, Tyiyes Gr. G., PI. X. 48.)
Head of Aphrodite, hair in saccos.

[Rev. Num., 1883, PI. YI. 12.)

To this king, reigning jointly with his brother (?) named Damonicus,
M. Six [op. cii., p. 287) assigned, conjecturally, on the evidence of a very
indistinct inscription, the following stater, now in the British Museum.

Zeus seated, facing ; around, Pa . si .

le . vo . se Ni . ko . ke . le . vo .

se (?) (
= Bao-(Xefoj NiKOKKefos).

{Rev. Num., 1883, PL VI. 13.)

Aphrodite standing, facing, holding

branch, and sacrificing at thyraia-

terion, around, Pa . si . le . vo . se

Ta . mo . ni . Ka . si . ke (?) (=Ba-
(Tikefos ^ay.ovi\K(i)\ 'is.a(ny\yr)T<i>v\ (?) .

M Stater

It should be remarked, however, that M. Six has since suggested
Timocharis as a preferable reading for the reverse, viz. Pa. si .le.vo.se.

Ti . mo . ka . ri . vo . se (= Bao-tAe'fo? Tiixoyjipifos), and, after a careful

examination of the inscription, I am convinced that this is correct.

(y) Coins of Salamis with Greek legends.

Euagoras II., B.C. 368-351.

BA Lion with eagle on his back;
above, star.

EYA Head of Pallas in Corinthian

helmet.

Same type.

{Rev. Num., 1883, PI. VII. 5.)

EYA Head of Aphrodite, turreted . .

K Stater

(De Luynes, PI. XII. 6.)

BA Id ^114 grs.

(Cf Hunter, PI. XXIII. 18.)

EYA Lion walking; above, star. M -6

S s
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PnytagoraSyCirc. B.C. 351-332.

J^'iG. 331.

Pt^ Head of Aphrodite, turreted.

(Fig. 331.)
P\^ Head of Aphrodite, in myrtle

wreath.

BA Head of Aphrodite, in crenelated

diadem N Stater

BA Head of Artemis . . ^ 109 grs.

(Hunter, PI. XXXII. 20.)

There are also smaller silver coins weighing about 32 grs. with a
female head on both sides. {Bev, Num., 1883, p. 296.)

Nicocreon, circ. B.C. 331-312.

N I or NIK (in monogram). Head of

Aphrodite, turreted. (Six, Pl.VI. 18.)

N I K (in monogram). Head of Aphro-
dite, turreted.

BA Head of Aphrodite, turreted.

BA Head of Aphrodite, in crenelated

diadem K Stater

BA Head of Apollo, laureate. M, 98 grs.

(Cf. Hunter, PI. XXIII. 19.)

N I K Head of Apollo, laur. M, \ Drachm

Menelaus, B.C. 310-^307. Strategos under Ptolemy.

MEN Head of Aphrodite, turreted. Pa (
= Ba) Head of Aphrodite, in crene-

(De Luynes, PI. V. 7.) ,

lated diadem .... N 42 grs.

Soli (?).
Circ. B.C. 480-400.

Lion recumbent, head turned back.

Head of Aphrodite, of archaic style,

with large round earring.

Lion's head, with open jaws.

(De Luynes, Pl.VLi.)
Id. [Num. Chron., 1871, p. 12, No. 10.)

Id. {Num. Chron., I. c, No. 9.)

Id. {Num. Chron., I. c. No. 8.)

Plain {Brit. Mus.) .

Incuse square, within

Pallas ....
{Num. Chron., 1871

Pa. A
(
= Ba 'A) Incuse

which Gorgon head .

Pa . E
(
= Ba 'E) Incuse

which crux ansata

Pa . E (=Ba 'e) Incuse

which bull's head .

Pa . Pi (=Ba *t) Id. .

, . M Stater

which head of

. M Stater

,p. 15, No. 33.)

square, within

. M Stater

square, within

. M Stater

square, within

. M Stater

. M Stater

The above (inscribed) coins M. Six (p. 368) proposes to attribute to the

kings of Soli, Aristocyprus, Eunostus, and Philocyprus.
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Hermes walking, holding caduceus, in

front, Pa . Sa . la . (=Ba[o-«Xfiiy] 2a-

\a[,]%). (Six, p. 303.)
Lion to right. {Ibid., p. 305.)

Id., in ex. A (
= Ko or To).

(De Luynes, PI. VI. 20.)

Lion recumbent, beneath . . . .La(?) to.

(De Luynes, PI. II. 2
;

PI. XII. 2.)

Id. above, eagle flying.

Incuse square, within which head of

Amnion M Stater

Incuse square, within which crux
ansata JR Stater

Incuse square, within which butting
bull, beneath A (= Ko or To)M Stater

Incuse square, within which forepart
of lion JR Stater

Id M Stater

{Bev. Num., 1883, Ph VI. 21.)

B.C. 400-312.

B—S Head of Pallas, 1.

(Cf. De Luynes, PI. V. 8, and Rev.

Num., 1883, pp. 361 and 369.)
No inscr. Similar.

A P Bull walking, r., above, in Cy-
priote letters Pa . Sa . N. 63-4 grs.

Pa . Sa . Bull walking, r. iV 7 grs.

(De Luynes, Mon. Cyfr., PI. V. 8.)

Of these gold coins the first may perhaps be attributed to Stasicrates,
a king of Soli circ. B. c. 350 (?).

M. Six is, however, inclined to assign it

to Stasioecus, king of Marium, and he would read M]AP on the reverse
;

but although there is ample space in the field of the coin, there is not
the slightest trace of any letter before A P.

To the fourth century also belongs a series of coins weighing 104 grs.
and

'ifi grs., with Lion types similar to those described above, but of

later style, and bearing various inscriptions (Six, p. 309). The latest

coins of Soli belong apparently to King Eunostus II (ob. b. c. 310), who
married Eirene, daughter of Ptolemy Soter (Athenaeus, xiii. p. 576).

EY Head of Apollo.

(Mion., Rois grecs, PI. XXXII.
2.)

BA Head of Aphrodite K 41 grs.

Cyiyrus under the Ptolemies.

For the coins struck by Ptolemy Soter and his successors in the island

of Cyprus see R. S. Poole's Catalogue of the Coins of tJie Ptolemies Kings of

Egj/jjt. There is also in the British Museum a tetradrachm with Alexander
the Great's types with a flying dove as a symbol in the field and the

Cypriote letter E under the throne, which may be attributed to Paphus.

Imperial Times.

Augustus to Macrinus. The coinage of Cyprus, as a Roman province
after b. c. 31, consists of bronze coins, without the name of the island,
of Augustus and Drusus Junior, the former inscribed A PLAVTIVS
PROCOS. The coins of Claudius have a Latin inscr. on the obverse
and KOINON KYFTPIvjuN on the reverse. During the three last years
of Vespasian's reign, while Titus and Domitian were Caesars, silver

tetradrachms and didrachms of 196 and 98 grs. were issued in the island,
with the reverse inscription GTOYC N£OY l€POY, and the regnal year of

Vespasian. Under Trajan the inscription is usually AHMAPX. EZ.
YHATCTor Z (= TR. POT. COS. VI or VII) KOINON KYHPIIlN. Types—
Zeus Salaminios standing holding patera and sceptre, an eagle stands

s s 3
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upon his wrist. Temple of Aphrodite at Paphus, in the midst of which
is a conical stone, the symbol of the goddess (cf. Max. Tyr. 8, 8)
and in front a semicircular paved enclosure or basin, sometimes con-

taining a fish (Fig. 332). On either side of the temple is a portico

containing a thymiaterion, and with a dove on the roof. The central

portion of the building, pierced by three openings, is surmounted b}'^ a
star within a crescent.

'..'Tr^'

Fig. 332.

GALATIA.

[Birch, Numismatic Chronicle, ii. 169 and 223.]

The province of Galatia, south of Bithynia and Paphlagonia, west of

Pontus and north-east of Phrygia, was peopled by Gaulish tribes who
had passed into Asia about b. c. 278. It was not, however, until more
than a century after their migration into Asia that they settled quietly
down in the district which was named after them. Of these Gauls there

were three principal tribes (Strab. 187), the Tolistobogii, who occupied the

western portion of Galatia (chief town Pessinus), the Tectosages, who
were settled in the centre (chief town Ancyra), and the Trocmi, who
dwelt in the east, their capital being Tavium.

The earliest Galatian coins are those of the following kings :-

KINGS OF GALATIA.

Brogitarus acquired the title of king in B. c. 58, as well as that of

High Priest of Pessinus, by purchase from P. Clodius, Plebeian Tribune

(Mommsen, Hist. Mon. Horn., iii. 313).

Head of Zeus, r. in oak-wreath.

(Mion., SuppL, vii. PI. XIII. 3.)

BAIIAEnZ BPOriTAPOY <t)IAO-

PnMAlOY with date ? (= year 6

of his reign, b. c. 53) Eagle on fulmen

JR Tetradr. of cistophoric weight.
1 86-8 grs.

Deiotarus I. A Tetrarch of Galatia, who, for his services to the

Romans, was rewarded with the title of king b. c. 74.
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Deiotarus II, the son of the above, reigned jointly with his father for

some years before the death of the latter in b. c. 40 (Clinton, Fast. Hell.,

iii. 207). He was succeeded by Amyntas b. c.
'^6. The following coin

may belong either to the father or the son:—
Bust of Nike, to right.

{Zeit.f. Num., 1885, p. 371.)

BAZIAEnZ AHIOTAPOY Eagle with

spread wings, standing on sword in

sheath, between pilei of the Dioskuri.

M -9

Amyntas, B. c. 36-25, was made king of Galatia by M. Antony,
Pisidia and part of Pamphylia being at the same time incorporated with
Galatia (Dion. Cass., xlix. c. 32). The silver coins of this king were
struck at Side in Pamphylia. The small gold coins of Amyntas are

modern forgeries [Num. ZeiL, iii. 435).

Head of Pallas.

(B. M. Guide, PI. LX. 7.)

Head of bearded Herakles, with club

at shoulder.

Head of Artemis.

Bust of Hermes, with caduceus.

BAIIAEnS AMYNTOY Nike ad-

vancing r., carrying sceptre, bound
with diadem

Ai Attic tetradr. 247 grs.

BAIIAEnS AMYNTOY Lion walk-

ing ^ i-o

Stag JE .65

„ ,, Winged ca-

duceus JEl -6

Galatia a Bovyxn Province.

After the death of Amyntas, Galatia, together with Lycaonia, part of

Isauria, Pamphylia, and part of Phrygia, was constituted a Roman
province and placed under a Legatus with the title of Propraetor.

The Imperial coinage was issued from the following mints :
—

Ancyra, also called Sebaste Tectosagum, stood on a small tributary
of the Sangarius, near the frontiers of Paphlagonia. Its coinage falls

into the following classes. Imperial limes—Tiberius to Salonina. (a)

Inscr., KOINON TAAAinN or TAAATIAZ, with or without names of

Legati, M. Neratius Pansa and T. Pomponius Bassus. (/3) Inscr., ANKYPA,
ANKYPAC or AN KYP AN nN, also with honorary titles ANTHNCINI ANHC
ANKYPAC, MHTPOnOAIC THC TAAATIAC, NCnKOPOC, etc. Magis-
trales, Ylpe(T^evTi']<i, npeo-/3eiir7j9 avTOKparopo^, or npeo-^eurry? at'rtcrrparrjyo9.

Games—kVCll^^Q] ICOOYOIA, AKTIA HYOIA, ACKAHHEIA CnTHPCIA,
etc. (y) with i7iscr., CeBACTHNnN or KOINON TAAAinN, rev. C€BAC-
THNnN or CCBACTHNnN TAAA. (8) with itiscr., CeBACTHNnN TCK-
TocArnN.

t}<^<( V

i/i^ /#^. 'xm ^''^- \\/
'

i'L-i

Fig. 333-
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Types
—Temple of Augustus ; City seated holding anchor and sceptre ;

Zeus seated
; Asklepios standing ;

Men standing ;
Three athletes standing

around a vase (Fig. '>,'>,'^ ;
Three agonistic urns

; Dionysos in biga drawn

by elephants ; Aphrodite naked swimming, preceded by Eros [Zeit. f.

Num., viii. PI. I. 9) ; Aphrodite naked, arranging her hair (Imhoof, Mo7i.

Gr., 415) ; with numerous others of no special interest.

Eubrogis (?). (Longperier, Bev. Num., 1843, p. 253 ;
Bed. Bldtt., iv. 25.)

Turreted female head.
|

EYBP Two-handled vase . . -^ -65

As Imhoof has pointed out [Mon. Gr., p. 461) it is far more probable
that these coins belong to some Thracian dynast of the fourth century
B. c, or to some city on the southern coast of the Euxine, than to Galatia.

See above, p. 241.

Genua, near Pessinus, a Roman colony. Imperial
—Domitian to Etrus-

cilla. Full inscriptmi, COLON I A AVGVSTA FELIX GERMENORVM,
variously abbreviated. Games—ACTIA DVSARIA, in honour of the

Actian Apollo and the Ai-abian Dusares or Bacchus (cf. coins of Bostra

Arabiae).

Fessinus, on the Sangarius, at the foot of Mount Dindymus, was the

chief town of the Tolistobogii, and was famed for its temple of Kybele,
containing the sacred stone (Livy, xxix. 10, 11) or wooden image of

the goddess, which was removed to Rome during the second Punic war.

Autonomous, first century b. c.

Head of Kybele Dindymene, turreted.

Head of Atys (?).

MHTPOZ OEHN HEZZINEAZ
Lion seated M -95

Same inscr. Bull butting . . M -^

Im2)erial Times.

Head of Kybele, with legend, OCA neCClNOY[i'riW] Head of Atys ^.5
IAEA. {Num. Chron., 1876, p. 79.)

/w^;ma/—Augustus to Geta. Inscr., neCCINOYNTinN or ncCCI NOYN-
TinN ^^^(dToov) TOAICTO(^wyia)i;), etc., Num. Chron., ii. 230). Typ)es

—
Kybele seated

;
Hades with Kerberos

;
Pallas

;
Artemis ;

Herakles

{Num.Chron.,\\.iiQ)); Dionysos; Nemesis; Apollo; River-god Sangarius,
etc.

Tavium, near the Halys in eastern Galatia, the chief town of the

Trocmi and also called Sebaste Trocmorum. It was famous for its

temple containing a colossal bronze statue of Zeus.

. Autonomous, first century b. c.

Lion attacking bull. 1 TAYIHN Kantharos between pilei
of !

the Dioskuri ^ -8
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Imperial
—Tiberius to Elagabalus. Inscr., TAOYIANnN, TAOYIANnN

C€[BACTHNnN] TPO[KMnNj, or CEBACTHNnN TPOKMnN, without
name of Tavium. Era begins b. c. 25. T>j2Jes

—AAYC, River-god Halys ;

Apollo standing beside column with his lyre ;
Zeus enthroned, perhaps

the colossal statue above referred to
;
Pallas standing, etc.

CAPPADOCIA.

In early times it is probable that the Persian darics and slgli were the

only coins, if there were any, which circulated in the region called Cappa-
docia. But from about b. c. 380, when Datames made himself independent
of the Great King, and founded a dynasty in Cappadocia which ruled the

country down to B. c. 93, and again subsequently down to a. d. 17, we
possess a long series of numismatic monuments. The classification of

the regal series of Cappadocia is, however, involved in much obscurity.
See Borrell [Num. Chroti., 1862, i) and Friedlander (^(?2?!./.iV?^»«., iv. 10 and

269). The order here adopted is that of Imhoof [Portrdtkopfe, p. 38), but
it is probable that M. Th. Reinach's forthcoming paper on this subject, in

the Revue Numismatique, 1886, may involve some modifications in the

arrangement.

KINGS OF CAPPADOCIA.

First Dynasty.

Datames, circ. B. c. 380-362. Silver coins, with types of Sinope, some
with his name in Greek, others with his name in Aramaic characters.

(See above, p. 434.)

Ariaramnes or Ariamnes I, circ. B. C. 362-350. Son of Datames.

Bronze, conjecturally attributed to this king by rriedlander(^(?iY./. Num.,
iv. 268). In M. Six's opinion, however, this coin belongs to the reign of

Ariamnes II, circ. B.C. 250.

Head of Satrap. APIAPAMNOY Galloping horseman
JF. .75

Ariarathes I, circ. B. c. 350-322. Coins of three classes:—

(i) M. Similar to those of Datames with Sinopean types.

(ii) JR ohv. Baal enthroned. Aramaic inscr. 11f37y3, rev. Griffin seizing

Stag, inscr. n"iV"iX, wt. 82 grs., imitated from coins of Tarsus (see Six, Num.
Chron., 1884, PI. V. 12), and attributed by "Waddington {^Melanges, p. 86)
to Gaziura, the residence of the kings of Cappadocia.

(iii)
M ohv. Persian archer

;
rev. Goat, and name of Ariarathes in Aramaic

letters. Size -6.
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Ariarathes III, died circ. B. C 220. Attic tetradrachms (wt. 253 grs.)
of Syrian style ;

rev. BAZIAEnZ API APAOOY, Pallas Nikephoros seated.

(Mion., PL LXXVII. 5 ; Imhoof, Fortrdtkopfe, PI. V. 18.)

Nysa, widow of Ariarathes II, with her son, Ariarathes IV. M Drachm—BAZIAIZZHZ NYSHZ KAI BAIIAEnS APIAPAOOY Enict)ANOYZ
TOY YIOY. (Zeit.f. Num., iv. 270.)

Ariarathes IV, B.C. 220-163. M Drachms—BAIIAEflZ APIAPAOOY
EYZEBOYZ, Pallas Nikephoros standing.

Ariarathes V, B.C. 163-130. M Drachms—BAZIAEHZ APIAPAOOY
<l)IAOMHTOPOZ. (Imhoof, Pw;?mY%/e', p. 39.)

Orophernes, B.C. 158-157. ^R Tetradrachms—BAZIAEHZ OPOOEP-
NOY NiKHcDOPOY, Nike with wreath and palm (Fig. 334).

Fig. 334.

Ariarathes VI, B. c. 130-100. M Drachms—BAZIAEHZ APIAPAOOY
Em <l)ANOYZ, Pallas Nikephoros standing. {Ixnhooi^Portrdtkdpfe, Pl.V. 22.)

Ariarathes VII and VIII, sons of Ariarathes VI, expelled by Mithra-
dates. No coins.

Ariarathes IX, son of Mithradates the Great, B.C. 96-84 (?). ^llTetra-

drachms, with head of Mithradates, rev. BAZIAEHZ APIAPAOOY
EYZEBOYZ 01 AOfTATOPOZ, Pegasos drinking, as on coins of Mithradates.

Other tetradrachms with the same legend, or with BAZIAEflZ APIA-
PAOOY APIAPAOOY <DIAOnATOPOZ, have the portrait of the young
king himself, rev. Pallas Nikephoros standing. (Imhoof, Portrdtkopfe,
PI. V. 25, Rev. Nvm., 1883, PI. IV. 7.) There are also drachms, with similar

portraits, rev. BAZIAEHZ APIAPAOOY EYZEBOYZ. {Zeit. f. Num., \y.

10
; Imhoof, 3Io7i. Gr., p. 240, and Portrdtkopfe, p. 39.)

Second Dynasty.

Ariobarzanes I, B.C. 93-59. M Drachms— BAZIAEHZ APIOBAP-
ZANOY 0IAOPnMAIOY, Pallas Nikephoros standing.

Ariobarzanes II, B.C. 59-51. M Drachms—BAZIAEHZ APIOBAP-
ZANOY 0IAOnATOPOZ, Pallas Nikephoros standing.
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Ariobarzanes III, B.C. 51-42. M Drachms—BAZ I AEHS APIOBAP-
ZANOY EYZEBOYZ KAI OIAOPHM AIOY, Pallas standing. Si/mhol in

field, Crescent and star.

Ariarathes X, B.C. 42-36. M Drachms—BAZIAEHZ APIAPAOOY
or BAIIAEnZ APIAPAOOY EYZEBOYZ KAI <t)IAAAEA<t)OY. Similar.

Symbol in field, Trophy.

Archelaus, B.C. 36-A.D. 17. tR Drachms—BAZIAEHZ APXEAAOY
or BAZIAEnZ APXEAAOY cDIAOnATPI AOZ TOY KTIZTOY, o^y. Por-

trait, rev. Club, or ohv. Head of Herakles, rev. Mount Argaeus.

Cajij^adocia a Roman Province.

On the death of Archelaus in Rome, A. D. 1 7, Cappadocia was constituted

a Roman Province under the government of a Procurator.

Caesareia. The metropolis Mazaca, the name of which had been changed
to Eusebeia in honour of Ariarathes Eusebes, received from Tiberius the

new name of Caesareia. It stood at the foot of the lofty volcanic

mountain, Argaeus, from whose snow-capped summit, some 13,000 feet

above the sea level, Strabo says (p. 538) that both the Euxine and the

bay of Issus may be seen in clear weather. This mountain was revered
as a god by the people of Caesareia (Max. Tyr., Diss., viii.), and on the

coins a statue with radiate head, the personification of the mountain or

of Helios, stands on the rocky peak, on the side of which is a cavern from
which flames are seen to issue (cf. Strab., 538). On some specimens above
the mountain are one or more Stars, one or two Eagles, or a Wreath.
The earliest coins of Caesareia are of bronze

; they bear the inscr.,

EYZEBEIAZ or EYZEBEIAZ AZY[AOY]. T^^^^-^—Turreted female head
;

Head of Helios
;
Head of Herakles

;
or Head of Zeus, rev. Cornucopiae ;

Mount Argaeus ; Temple ;
Palm

; Pyramid ; Asiatic Artemis, etc.

These coins may be anterior to the time of Tiberius. Next in order

follow certain bronze coins, with the double name EYZEBEIAZ
KAIZAPEIAZ, or with KAIZAPEIAZ only. %je—Mount Argaeus sur-

mounted by an eagle.

The Imjyerial issues—Tiberius to Treb. Gallus—are very numerous, both
in silver and bronze. /«^«-., KAICAP€IAC, KAIC. nPOC APTAIH, KAI-

CAPenN TnN nPOC APrAin, KACAPCIAC MHIPOnOACnC, etc. From
Tiberius to L. V'erus the silver coins are without the name of the city,

but they usually bear the regnal year of the Emperor, and the number of

his Consulship and Tribunitia Potestas. ET(o?;?) A, B, r, etc. AHMAPX.
EZ. YTTAT ,etc. Magistrate, with title Legatus (TTPeCBeYTHC). Games—
KOINOC CeOYHPIOC (Dl AAAeA<DIOC, in honour of Severus, Caracalla, and
Geta. Among the remarkable inscriptions may be mentioned— M N [0 1 A]
CTPATIAC and nPONfOI A]CTP ATI AC = Concordia exercituum and
Providentia exercitus (Z. f. N., xii. 349) on coins of Nerva

;
also

eiC GANATOYC KYPIOY. referring to the death of Severus (Z. f. K,
xi. PL I. 5); CTOYC l€POY on coins of Vespasian, and KOMOAOY
BACIACYONTOC KOCMOC CYTYXCI, as on coins of Nicaea and Cius
in Bithynia, pp. 440, 443.
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The Imperial silver coins of Caesareia follow the Phoenician standard,
and may be compared with the contemporary coinage of Antioch. At
Antioch, however, the tetradrachm (circ. 220 grs.) is the prevalent

penomination, while at Caesareia drachms and didrachms {^^ and 112

grs.) are almost exclusively employed (Mommsen, Hist. Mon. Bom., iii. 315).

^•^jtTf'-j'-J?

Aa* a

Fig- 335-

By far the most frequent type, both on the silver and the bronze (Fig.

335), is the Mount Argaeus, as above described, or a representation of it,

placed on an altar. On one specimen, a large bronze coin of Sev.

Alexander, the mountain is flanked by two tall conical simulacra,
with radiate summits. For some other interesting varieties see Imhoof

{Mon. Gr., p. 416).
Alliance coins with Smyrna.

Comana, distinguished by the epithet Chryse from its colony of the

same name in Pontus, was, like it, famous for its temple of Enyo, Ma, or

Bellona. The coins attributed to this town by Mionnet, Suppl..^ vii. p. 710,

belong, according to Mr. Ramsay, to Comama in Pisidia.

Cybistra, between Caesareia and the Cilician gates (Cicero, ad Alt., v.

20). It/ipenaloiTrsb^a,n. 7?i«cr., KYBICTPEuuN. 2}/pes
—Harpa of Perseus ;

Upper half of figure swimming (?). (Fox, PL VIII. 155.)

Eusebeia. See Caesareia.

Tyaua, at the foot of Mount Taurus, on a small affluent of the river

Lamus, commanded the northern entrance of the pass into Cilicia, called

the Cilician gates. Its coinage falls into two classes :
—

(a) Imperial
—

Nero to Severus, with or without portraits. Inscr., TYANCnN or

TYANnN, occasionally with addition of TnN FFPOC TAYPn, l€PAC KAI
ACYAOY KAI AYTONOMOY variously abbreviated. Magistrate, Pres-

beutes.
(/3) Imperial colonial—Domna and Caracalla. Inscr., ANT KOAH-

NIAC TYANnN. Ti/2:)es
— Tyche seated, with River swimming at her

feet
;
Pallas seated

; Bull, etc. Games—AmN ANTHNINI ANOC.
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ARMENIA.

The kingdom of Armenia, extending from Cappadocia on the west to

the shores of the Caspian on the east, and from Colchis on the north to

Media and Mesopotamia in the south, has left very scanty numismatic
remains. Before the Macedonian conquest there are no coins whatever
which throw any light upon Armenian history, nor under the dominion
of the Seleucidae does it appear that any coins were struck in Armenia.
But after the defeat of Antiochus by the Komans at the battle of Magnesia
(b. c. 190) Zariadris and Artaxias, two Armenian nobles, revolted from

Syria, and divided the country into two parts, called respectively the

Lesser and the Greater Armenia. From this time down to that of

Augustus we possess a broken series of regal coins which have been

assigned on grounds more or less plausible to Armenian dynasts. The
evidence in favour of the attribution of some of these pieces to Armenia

is, however, far from convincing. The chief works on the subject are

Langlois, Numismatique de rArfnenie, 1859; Thomas, Nnm. C/iron., 1867,

1868, and 1871 ; Blau, Zeit.f. Num., vii. p. ^;^,
and Ntim. Zeit., ix. 90.

Circ. B. c. 200 (0 the age of Augustus.

KINGS OF WESTERN ARMENIA, SOPHENE(?).

Anisades, possibly a son of Zariadris (b. c. 190-165). M Head of

Anisades in leathern tiara
(?),

rev. AZAPI ANlZAAH, Goddess standing
between two Sphinxes {Z.f. N., iv. 266).

Ariaus. M reading AZ. APIAO; obv. similar head; rev. Horseman

galloping {Z.f. N., vii. PI. IV. 8).

nHorphilig. iE reading ZAP). MO PI, similar head
;

;Y^^. Goddess stand-

ing. Blau, Num. Zeit., ix. 149.

KINGS OF ARMENIA.

Xerxes, circ. B. c. i7o(?). BAZIAEHZ ZEPZOY; rei'. Nike. iE -55

(Langlois, PI. I. 6, 7).

Abdissares, circ. B.C. i5o('?). BAZIAEflZ ABAIZZAPOY ; rev.

Eagle or Horse's head. M -^^ (Langlois, PI. I. 8-10).

Tigranes I, B.C. 89-36. BAZIAEHZ TITPANOY or BAZIAEHZ
BAZIAEHN TirPANOY (Langlois, PL H.) See Kings of Syria, p. 649.
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Artavazdes I, son of Tigranes, b. c. 36-34.

Head of king, in Armenian tiara. {BAZIAEnZ BAZIAEilN APTAY-

(Langlois, PI. III. I.) ;
AZAOY King in quadriga . . .

Id. (Langlois, PI. III. 2.) i M 56 grs.

I
„ Nike M'7

Tigranes II, son of Artavazdes, circ. B. c. 20.

Head of king, in Armenian tiara.
i
BAZIAEHZ METAAOY TITPANOY

(Langlois, PI. III. 4.) <t)IAEAAHNOS Armenian, standing,
with spear and bow . . . M

'*i

Tigranes III, with his sister Erato, B. C. 1 2-6 and 3-1 .

ePATuu BACIAEUUC TITPANOY
AAeA0H Head of Erato . M -95

BACIA€YC BACIAEUUN TITPA-
NHC Head of Tigranes.

(Langlois, PI. IIL 5.)

BACIAeYC MCrAC Neoc TirPA-
I

„ Id ^.95
NHC Head of Tigranes. 1

Artavazdes II, son of Tigranes II. Time of Augustus.

BAZIAEHS MCrAAOY APTA-
VAZAOY Head of king, diademed.

{Num. Chron., 1872, 13.)

GEOY KAIZAPOS EYEPTETOY
Head of Augustus. . JB, 54-7 grs.

Artaxias, son of Polemon I, king of Pontus, a.d. 18-35. Roman
denarii of Germanicus, rev. GERMANICVS ARTAXIAS, Germanicus

crowning Artaxias. (Cohen, i. p. 225.)

UNCERTAIN KINGS OF THE REGIONS ABOUT ARMENIA.

Oisames. BAZIAEHZ niZAMOY, rev. Horseman galloping, armed
with lance. M -75. [Num. Zeit.,u. 340.)

Ariarathes. BAZI AEHZ API APAGOY, rev. Pallas standing ;
Bull

;
Bow

in case. JE -6^. (Zeit.f. Num., iv. 271.)

Mithridates. BAZIAEHZ MIOPIAATOY 01 AO rev. Club. M-y
Perhaps Cappadocian (cf. Zeit.f. Num., iv. 272, and vii. 37.)

Sames. BASIAEHZ ZAMOY GEOZEBOYZ KAI AIKAIOY; r^^;. Nike
or Thyrsos. M 75. (Langlois, PI. I. 3.)
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SYRIA, etc.

(a) The Seleucid Kings.

[Vaillant (J. F.). Hist. Regum Syriae, i']2,S. Froelich. Annales Regum et rerum Syriae
numjnis illustrati, 1750, Gough. Coins of the Seleucidae, with 24 plates, 1803. De Saulcy.
Mimoire sur les monnaies datees des Sdeucides, 1871. Catalogue of the Corns of the Seleucid

Kings of Syria in the British Museum, by P. Gardner, with 28 plates, 1878. Bunbury. Unpub-
lished Coins of the Kings of Syria in the Numisnnaiic Chronicle, 1883, p. 65.]

The long and interesting series of the coins of the Kings of Syria,

notwithstanding the searching criticism to which it has been subjected,
is still in part but imperfectly classified. This is owing to the extreme

difficulty of distinguishing the portraits of some of the earlier kings. It

is not until we arrive at the reign of Antiochus IV (Epiphanes), when
titles begin to be added to the kings' names, that we can attain to abso-
lute historical certainty.

Seleucus I (Nicator), B. c. 312-280, the founder of the dynasty called

after him, made use, in the interval between Alexander's death b. c. 323
and B. c. 312, of coins bearing the name and types of Alexander, but with
his own signet, the anchor, as an adjunct symbol in the field (Mliller,
Mon. d'Alex., Nos. 1355-59, and 1491-1514), concerning the origin of

which as the badge of his family see Justin xv. 4, After the victory of

Gaza, B. c, 312, Seleucus recovered possession of his old satrapy of

Babylon, from which he had been expelled by Antigonus, and from the

autumn of this year the era of the Seleucidae was reckoned. In B. c. 306,

following the example of Antigonus and Demetrius, Seleucus adopted
the title of king, and henceforth his coins are all inscribed BAZIAEflZ
ZEAEYKOY. Alexander

'

s types were now gradually abandoned in favour

of new devices, among which the following deserve mention. The Attic

weight of Alexander's coinage was maintained.

Head of Seleucus with bull's liorn.

(B. M. Cat., PL I. 6.)

Head of Zeus.

(B. M. Cat., PI. I. 7.)

BAZIAEnZ ZEAEYKOY Horse's

head with bull's horns

A Stater, M Tetradr.

BASIAEnZ ZEAEYKOY Pallas in

quadriga or biga, drawn by horned

elephants
M> Tetradr., M, Drachm, and divisions.
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Fig. 336.

Head of Seleucus, idealized, in helmet

of bull's skin, with ear and horn.

Head of horned horse.

Id.

Tripod.

(B.M. Cat., PI. II. I.)

(B. M. Cat., Pi. II. 2.)

BAZIAEjQZ ZEAEYKOY Nike crown-

ing trophy. (Fig. 336.) ....
M. Tetradr., Drachm, etc.

BAZIAEnZ ZEAEYKOY Elephant
A\ Tetradr.

,,
Anchor . . M. Drachm.
Id. . . M OboL

The bull's horn was adopted by Seleucus as an emblem of divine

strength. Cf. the story told by Appian {Sp-., 56) of his having on one

occasion, alone and unarmed, pulled down a furious bull which had

escaped from the altar while Alexander was sacrificing ;

'

propterea ejus
statuis adfingunt cornua.' The elephants doubtless refer to his Indian

campaigns against Sandracottus.

The bronze coins of Seleucus are numerous and varied, and are often

liable to be confused with those of his successors of the same name (but
see B. M. Cat,, p. xviii).

Antiochus I (Soter). (a) Jointly with his father Seleucus, b. c. 293-
281. Tetradrachms, etc., with types of Alexander (B. M. Cat., PI. III. 1),

or Head of Zeus ; rev. Pallas in car di-awn by elephants. Insci-., B AZI AEHZ
ZEAEYKOY ANTIOXOY {Num. Chron., 1879, ^1- I- 4)- i^) Alone, B.C.

281-261. Inscr., BAZIAEHZ ANTIOXOY .51 with types of Alexander,
and i^, M, and M of various types.

12
-T^^

Fig. 337-

Head of Antiochus.

{Niim. Chron., 1880, PI. X. 4.)

Id. (Fig. 337.)

Head of Seleucus I. horned.

BAZIAEnZ ANTIOXOY Head of

horned horse . SL and M Tetradr.

BAZIAEnZ ANTIOXOY Apollo

naked, seated on omphalos . . .

K and M Tetradr.

Ur{Num. Chron., 1883, PI. IV. i.)
.

M Tetradr.
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Towards the end of his reign Antiochus assumed the title Soter in

consequence of a victory over the Gauls (Appian, Sp\, 6^). After this

he struck coins with his portrait as an old man with sharply defined

features and deep-set eyes. Inscr., ZHTHPOZ ANTIOXOY, Apollo on

omphalos. M Tetracb. (B. M. Cat., PL III. 7).

Antiochus II (Theos), B. c. 261-246. Inscr., BAZIAEHZ ANTIOXOY.

Head of king, sometimes as Hermes,
with winged diadem.

Id. (B. M. Cat., PI. V. 5, 6.)

Apollo naked, seated on omphalos.

(B. M. Cat., PI. V. 2.) K,M Tetradr.

Herakles seated on rock . M, Tetradr.

All the tetradrachms bearing the type of Herakles seated are believed

by Dr. Imhoof {Mo7i. Gr., p. 426) to have been struck in Ionia and
Aeolis. It was in this king's reign that Parthia under Arsaces, and
Bactria under Diodotus^ revolted against the Seleucid rule. This Dio-

dotus, before his revolt, appears to have substituted his own portrait for

that of Antiochus on certain gold and silver coins which bear the usual

inscription BAZIAEHZ ANTIOXOY, rev. Zeus hurling fulmen ; a type
which he afterwards adopted for his independent Bactrian money (B. M.
Cat. PI. V.

7).

Seleucus II (Kallinikos, Pogon), B.C. 246-226. Inscr., BAZIAEIIZ
ZEAEYKOY. (a) Before his captivity in Parthia.

m
Fig. 338.

Youthful head of king.

Head of Pallas, in close helmet.

(/3)
After his captivity.

Head of king, bearded.

(B. M. Cat., PI. VI. 14.)

Id. {Ihid., Fig. 15.)

Apollo naked, standing beside tripod.

(Fig. 338.) MM
Id. (B. M. Cat., PI. VI. 6.) . . MM

Apollo naked, standing beside tripod M
Bow in case M

For other varieties see B. M. Cat., Selencidae. Polybins (ii. 71) says
that this Seleucus was surnamed Pogon from his custom of wearing a

beard, which, like Demetrius, the only other bearded king of Syria, he

probably adopted during his sojourn in Parthia.

Antiochus (Hierax), b. c. 246-227, revolted from his brother Seleucus II

and declared himself king of the province of Asia Minor. It is possible
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that some of the tetradrachms reading BAZIAEHZ ANTIOXOY, usually-

ascribed to Antiochus III, may have been struck by him. (Bunbury,
Num. Chron., 1883, p. 83.)

Seleucus III (Soter,Keraunos), B.C. 226-323/ BAZIAEHZ ZEAEYKOY.

Youthful head, with sHght whisker. Apollo seated on omphalos. (B. M. Cat,,

Sel, PI. VII. 6.)

M, Tetradr. and Drachm.

Bronze of various types (B. M. Cat.
;

of. Num. Chron., 1883, p. 85).

Antiochus, son of Seleucus III, b. c. 222. BAZIAEnZ ANTIOXOY.

Head of child Antiochus.

(B.M. Cat., PL VIII. I, 2.)

Apollo seated on omphalos . . . .

M, Tetradr. and Drachm.

Antiochus III (the Great), B.C. 222-187. BAZIAEnS ANTIOXOY.
Gold, octadrachms (Fig. 339) wt. 523 grs. and staters. Silver, tetra-

drachms and drachms.

Fig. 339.

Head of king, diademed. Apollo seated on omphalos. (B. M. Cat.,

PI. VIII. 7.)

A rare variety has an elephant on the reverse instead of Apollo (B. M,

Cat., PI. IX.
1).

The standard portrait of Antiochus III is furnished by
the dated bronze coins struck in Phoenicia. There is, however, great

variety in the portraits on the coins assigned to this king, and conse-

quently much uncertainty as to their correct attribution
; but, con-

sidering the wide extent of his dominions, and the length of his reign,
this is not to be wondered at. The bronze coins are numerous and
varied in type (B. M. Cat., PL IX). There are also certain coins which

appear to have been struck in honour of Antiochus III at Carystus in

Euboea and in Aetolia (B. M. Cat., PL XXVIII. 2-4).

Molon, B. c. 222-220, was a governor or satrap of Media, who revolted

from Antiochus and struck bronze coins
^ in his own name with the in-

scription BAZIAEnZ MOAHNOZ.

Head of Zeus. (B. M. Cat., PI. X. i.)

Head of Apollo. {Ihid., Fig. 2.)

Apollo Musegetes .... yE -85

Nike, crowning name of Molon iE -75

* For a coin attributed by De Saulcy to Alexander, the brother of Molon and governor of

Persia B.C. 221, see Milanges de Num., ii. 342.
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Achaeus, B.C. 223-215, ruler of a great part of Asia Minor on this

side of Mount Taurus. He was driven to revolt from Antiochus by false

accusations brought against him by Hermeias the king's minister. He
then struck bronze coins in his own name, but was captured by Anti-

ochus, who laid siege to him in the citadel of Sardes.

Head of Achaeus, r;, diademed. (Mu-
nich Cabinet.)

(Imhoof, PortrdtJcopfe, PI. III. 1 9.)

Head of Apollo. (B. M. Cat., PI. X. 3.)

Id. {Ibid., Fig. 4.)
Head of Achaeus.

BAZIAEnZ AXAIOY Pallas Proma-
clios

; symh I in field, horse's head
K Stater.

BAZIAEnS AXAIOY Eagle . iE .75

Tripod M -45

,, „ Apollo stand-

ing, holding arrow . . . . ^ -65

Seleucus IV (Philopator), B.C. 187-175. BASIAEHS ZEAEYKOY.
The portrait of this king, like that of his father, can be identified with

certainty by means of certain bronze coins struck in Phoenicia bearing
the dates 135 and 136 of the Seleucid era (Nutn. C/zroti., 1883, PL VI. 2).

His silver coins are of the usual type, Apollo seated on the omphalos.
Among his bronze coins the following are the most important :

—
Head of Seleucus IV, diademed.

(Leake, Num. Hell., p. 76.)

BAIIAEnZ ZEAEYKOY ^lAOHA-
TOPOI Lyre. Date TAP (136) =

B.C. 177 JE
•>]

There is also a series of bronze coins with serrated edges.

Head of Apollo of archaistic style.

(B. M. Cat., PI. X. 9.)

BAZIAEnZ SEAEYKOY Apollo

standing beside tripod, holding arrow
M -9

Antiochus IV (Epiphanes), B.C. 175-164. BAIIAEHZ ANTIOXOY,
BAZIAEnZ ANTIOXOY EniOANOYZ, BAZIAEHZ ANTIOXOY GEOY
EniOANOYZ, BAZIAEnZ ANTIOXOY OEOY EHKDANOYZ NIKHOOPOY.
The full titles on the greater number of this king's coins leave no room for

doubt as to the attribution of those without titles but bearing the same

portrait, which is sometimes diademed, occasionally surmounted by a

star, and sometimes laureate and bearded, in the character of Zeus. The
reverse types of his tetradrachms are :

—
(a) Apollo on omphalos. (B. M. Cat., PI. XL i.)

(/3) Zeus Nikephoros, enthroned. (B. M. Cat., PI. XL 7-9.)

The bronze money falls into several classes :
—

(a) Coins struck in Syria, often with the marks of value A, B, A (
=

i, 2, or 4XXX
chalkoi) behind the king's head. (B. M. Cat., PI. XII. i.)

(^) Coins struck in Egypt during the occupation of that country, and bearing
the usual Egyptian types, or the portrait of his sister Cleopatra, widow
of Ptolemy V. (B. M. Cat., PL XII. 1 1-13.)

T t
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(y) Bilingual coins struck in Phoenicia, with Phoenician inscription and
BAZIAEaZ ANTIOXOY; SI AnNinN, TYPinN, AA (Sidon, Tyre,
or Laodiceia in Coele-Syria). (B. M. Cat., PI. XII. 14-16.)

(8) Autonomous municipal bronze, with the portrait but not the name of

Antiochus IV, struck at Mopsus Ciliciae, Hieropolis in Cyrrhestica,
Antiochia ad Daphnen, Antiochia in Ptolemais, Antiochia ad Cal-

lirrhoen, Apameia in Syria, Laodiceia ad Mare, Seleucia in Syria, and

Nisibis. (B. M. Cat., PL XIII. 1-8.)

Antiochus V (Eupator), B.C. 164-162. BAZIAE^S ANTIOXOY
EYfTATOPOZ. Tetradrachms and drachms of two types (B. M. Cat,,

PL XIII. 11-14).

Head of young king, diademed.
Id.

Id.

Apollo on omphalos.
Zeus enthroned.

Eagle with closed wings. (Phoen. wt.)

The last mentioned coin type is due to Egyptian influence (De Saulcy,
Mon. des Seleucides, p. 27). See next page.

Demetrius I (Soter), B.C. 162-150. BAZIAEjQZ AHMHTPIOY or

BASIAEnZ AHMHTPIOY IflTHPOZ. Gold coin {Z. f. N., vi. 3), obv.

Tyche enthroned, rev. Double Cornucopiae.
Silver tetradrachms and drachms.

Head of king, diademed.

Id. (B. M. Cat., PL XIV. i, 2.)

Id. (B. M. Cat., PL XIV. 4.)

Apollo on omphalos. (B. M. Cat., PL
XIV. 3.)

Tyche enthroned, holding sceptre and

cornucopiae. In exergue, date. In

field, monograms of mints Apameia,
Antioch, Heracleia, and Gaza.

Cornucopiae JR Dr.

Bronze (i) Bilingual of Phoenicia, dated coins of Tyre, f^2^e
—Stern of

galley : and of Sidon, t^pe—RuM&r (B. M. Cat., PL XIV. 6, 7) ; (ii) of

Syria, ordinary types or heads of animals—Lion and Boar, Griffin and

Stag, Panther, Horse and Elephant (B. M. Cat., PL XIV. 12-15).

Demetrius and Laodice. Demetrius married his sister Laodice, the

widow of Perseus king of Macedon, and struck tetradrachms with their

heads jugate on the obverse. Reverse type
—Tyche enthroned (B. M. Cat.,

PL XV. 1-2).

Timarchus, B.C. 162, was a satrap of Babylon who revolted against
Demetrius, but was put down by him (App., Syr., 45, 47). He struck

gold staters, tetradrachms, drachms, and bronze with the inscr., BAZI AEHZ
METAAOY TIMAPXOY (B.M. Cat, p. 50).

Head of Timarchus, diademed.

{Z. f. ^\, iv. 6.)

Helmeted bust.

Head of Timarchus, diademed.

Id. (B. M. Cat., PL XV. 3.)

Nike in fast quadriga N Stater.

The Dioskuri charging . M Tetradr.

Artemis walking (B. M. Cat., PL
XXVIII. 6.) . . . . M Drachm.

Nike with wreath and palm . JE 1-^5
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Alexander I (Bala), B.C. 152-144. AAEZANAPOY BASIAEaZ, BA-
ZlAEnS AAEZANAPOY OEOnATOPOZ EYEPTETOY, or BAZIAEHZ
AAEZANAPOY EYfTATOPOS. The silver coins of this usurper are nu-

merous, and fall into the following classes. They usually bear dates and
mint-letters :

—
(a) Attic Standard.

Head of king, diademed.

(B. M. Cat., PI. XV. 6.)

Id. (B. M. Cat., PI. XV. 5.)

Id. (B. M. Cat., PI. XVI. 2.)

Id. (Imhoof, Mon. Gr., 433.)

Id., radiate. {Ihid., PL XVI. 3.)

Head of Alex, as Zeus, laureate.

(B. M. Cat., PL XVI. i.)

Zeus entln-oned, Mints—Sidon, Ptole-

mais, Heracleia, etc. . JB, Tetradr.

Pallas Nikephoros standing M, Tetradr.

Apollo seated on omphalos ^Drachm.
Divinity (Sandan) standing on back of

horned and winged lion M, Drachm.

Apollo standing . .

Fulmeu in flowei'-wreath

M, \ Drachm.
M Tetradr.

{0) Phoenician Standard.

P^i'->

fW^^\fe-
'i

<? "''J::' . ^ 'J-

/,
^,
'^=^.r^^

Fig. 340.

Head of king, diademed. (Fig. 340.) I Eagle with closed wings. Mints—Tyre,
I Berytus (?), and Sidon . M Tetradr.

The retention of the Eagle of the Ptolemies, as the type of the Se-

leucid silver of the Phoenician standard, is doubtless due to the fact that

the Phoenician cities had been for so many years accustomed to strike

money with Egyptian types. This is a good instance of the tendency of

coin-types to become permanent in the larger centres of commerce. The
bronze coinage of Alexander Bala is partly bilingual of Sidon

{f;ijpe,

galley) and partly Syrian {t^j^es various
;
B. M. Cat., PI. XVI). In addi-

tion to the varieties which bear his name, there are also dated autono-

mous bronze coins of Cyrrhus, Antioch, Apameia, Laodiceia ad Mare,

Seleucia, and Ascalon, with the head but not the name of Alexander
Bala on the obverse (B. M. Cat., p. ^6 ; Z.f. N., xiii. p. 140).

Alexander I and Cleopatra, daughter of Ptolemy Philometor.

Busts jugate of king and queen.

Id. (B. M. Cat., PL XVII. 6.)

Zeus Nikephoros enthroned. (Imhoof,
Mon. Gr., PL H. 13.) . M Tetradr.

Cornucopiae ^ -85.

Demetrius II (Nicator). First reign, B.C. 146-138. AHMHTPIOY
BAZIAEnZ, BAZIAEnZ AHMHTPIOY OEOY NIKATOPOZ, BAZIAEHZ
AHMHTPIOY OEOY 4)IAAAEA<t)0Y NIKATOPOZ. BAZIAEHZ AHMH-
TPIOY <t)IAAAEA<DOY NIKATOPOS, AHMHTPIOY NIKATOPOZ, AHMH-
TPIOY OEOY NIKATOPOZ. Coins mostly dated.

T t 2
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(a) Silver, Tetradrachms of the Phoenician standard; rev. Ptolemaic eagle.

Mints— Sidon, Tyre, and Berytus. (B. M. Cat., PL XVII. 7.)

ip) Silver. Tetradrachms and drachms of the Attic standard ; rev. Apollo on

omphalos; Zeus Nikephoros enthroned; Pallas Nikephoros standing;

Tyche enthroned
;

Archaic simulacrum of armed goddess, facing.

(B. M. Cat., PI. XVII. 8-1 1
;

PI. XVIII. i, 2) ; Anchor, etc.

(y) Bronze of Tyre, with bilingual inscriptions. (B. M. Cat., PL XVIII. 14.)

(8) Bronze of Syria. Types various—Head of Zeus or Apollo frequently in

place of portrait. (B. M. Cat., PL XVIII. 5-14.)

Demetrius being driven from his throne retired to Babylon, whence he

engaged in a war with the Parthians, by whom he was taken prisoner.

Antiochus VI (Dionysos), B.C. 145-142. BAZIAEni ANTIOXOY,
BAZIAEnS ANTIOXOY EnKDANOYZ AIONYZOY. This king, the son

of Alexander Bala, was put upon the throne when a child of seven years'
old by Tryphon, his father's minister.

(a) Silver. Tetradrachms and drachms of the Attic standard.

7

Head of young Antiochus radiate.

(B. M. Cat., PL XIX. i.)

Id. {Ibid., PL XIX. 3.)
Id. {Ibid., PL XIX. 7.)

Id.

Id.
{Ibid., PL XIX. 4.)

{Ibid., PL XIX. 5.)

-^</-r<:

Fig. 341.

The Dioskuri charging (Fig. 341)M Tetradr.

Apollo on omphalos . . M Dr.

Helmet adorned with ibex-

horn ^ Dr.

Apollo standing . . . M ^ Dr.

Panther with palm in mouth JR | Dr.

(/3) Bronze. Usually with Dionysiac types. (B. M, Cat., PL XIX. 8-10.)

The coins of this king usually bear the letters TPY or STA, Tryphon
and Staphylus ; the latter a name which Tryphon may have assumed in

his capacity of guardian to the young Dionysos (B.M. Cat., p. xxxiii).

Tryphon (Diodotus), B.C. 142-139, after having put to death his

youthful ward Antiochus, reigned three years. BASIAEHZ TPYOHNOS
AYTOKPATOPOZ.

(a) Silver of the Phoenician standard
;

rev. Ptolemaic eagle. Mint— Ascalon
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(B. M. Cat., PI. XXVIII. 9), Ptolemais. and Byblus (Melanges de Num.,
ii. 82).

(/3) Silver. Tetradrachms and drachms of the Attic standard; rev. Helmet
with ibex-horn. (B. M. Cat., PI. XX. i.)

(y) Bronze. Usual type
—Helmet with ibex-horn. (B. M. Cat., PI. XX. 3.)

Autiochus VII (Sidetes), B.C. 138-129, was the younger brother of

Demetrius II. He is chiefly famous for his siege and capture of

Jerusalem, B.C. 133. ANTIOXOY BAZIAEHZ or BAZIAEaZ ANTIOXOY
EYEPTETOY. Coins usually dated.

(a) Silver. Tetradrachms and didrachms of the Phoenician standard ;
rev.

Ptolemaic eagle. Mints— Sidon, Tyre, etc. (B. M. Cat., PL XX. 4.)

(p) Silver. Tetradrachms of the Attic standard ; rev. Pallas Nikephoros

standing. Tyre and various other mints. (B. M. Cat., PI. XX. 6.)

(y) Silver. Attic tetradrachms
;

rev. Altar, on which the deity Sandan stand-

ing on the back of a horned lion. (B. M. Cat., PI. XXVIII. 8.) Mint-
Tarsus.

(8) Silver. Attic drachms
; rev. Nike Stephanephoros. (B. M, Cat., PI. XX. 7.)

Deity Sandan standing on horned lion
; Tyche seated, etc.

(e) Bronze. Types numerous. (B. M, Cat., PI. XX.)

Demetrius II (Nicator), second reign, B.C. 130-125, after his return

from his captivity in Parthia. AHMHTPIOY BAIIAEnZ, BAZIAEnZ
AHMHTPIOY OEOY NIKATOPOZ, AHMHTPIOY NIKATOPOZ, AHMH-
TPIOY OEOY NIKATOPOZ. Dated coins.

(a) Silver. Tetradrachms and didrachms of the Phoenician standard
;

rev.

Ptolemaic eagle. Mints—Tyre and Sidon. (B. M. Cat., PI. XXI. i.)

(^) Silver. Attic standard.

Fig. 342.

Head of Demetrius, bearded. (Fig. 342.)

Id. (B. M. Cat., PI. XXI. 5,)

Id. (B, M. Cat., PL XXI, 6.)

Id. (B. M. Cat., PL XXI. 7.)

Zeus Nikephoros enthroned ....
M, Tetradr, and dr.

Archaic effigy of ai*med goddess, facing
^IDr,

Altar of Sandan, Mint—Tarsus , .

M Tetradr.

Sandan, standing on back of horned
lion. Mint—Tarsus . . . ^ Dr.
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(y) Bronze of various types, some struck at Sidon, with ZIAHNOZ OEAZ
and Phoenician inscr. (B. M. Cat., PI. XXI. lo.)

The coins of class (a), struck in Phoenicia, usually retain the beardless

portrait of Demetrius (but see Num. Chron., 1883, PL VI.
7), while those

struck in other parts of his kingdom represent hina with a beard after

the fashion which prevailed in Parthia.

Alexander II (Zebina), B.C. 138-123, was set up by Ptolemy Physcon
in opposition to Demetrius. He claimed to be the adopted son of

Alexander Bala. After a short reign he was in his turn defeated by
Antiochus, the son of Demetrius, /^^sc;*., BAZIAEHZ AAEZANAPOY.

(a) Silver of Phoenician weight; rev. Ptolemaic eagle. Mint— Ascalou,

(B.M. Cat., PI. XXII. I.)

(^) Silver. Tetradrachm and drachm of Attic weight ;
rev. Zeus Nikephoros

enthroned ; Pallas Nikephoros standing (Dr.) ; Cornucopiae (Dr.) ;

Nike (1 Dr.). (B. M. Cat., PI. XXII. 2 sqq.)

(y) Bronze. Numerous types. (B. M. Cat., PI. XXII.)

Seleucus V, B.C. 126-125, eldest son of Demetrius II, was king for a

few months only. He was put to death by his mother Cleopatra. No
coins can be safely attributed to his short reign.

Cleopatra, B. C. 1 25, daughter of Ptolemy VI (Philometor), by his wife

and sister Cleopatra. She married (i) Alexander Bala; (ii) Demetrius
Nicator ; (iii) Antiochus Sidetes, his brother.

Silver. Tetradrachm of Attic weight.

Fig. 343-

Head of Cleopatra. (Fig. 343.) IBAZIAISIHZ KAEOnATPAS
OEAZ EYETHPIAZ Two cornua-

copiae. Mint uncertain. Date—
inP (187 A, s.= B.c. 126-5).

Cleopatra and Antiochus VIII (Grypus), her son by Demetrius,
B.C. 125-121. Imcr., BASIAISZHS KAEOHATPAZ BAZIAEIiZ AN-
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TIOXOY, or BA2IAIZZHZ KAEOnATPAZ OEAS KAI BASIAEHS
ANTIOXOY.

(a) Silver. Tetradrachma of the Phoenician standard.

Heads jugate of Cleopatra and Anti-

ochus. (B. M. Cat., PI. XXIII. 2.)

Ptolemaic easfle. Mint uncertain.

(/3) Silver. Tetradrachms of the Attic standard.

Zeus Nikephoros enthroned. Mints—
Sidon, etc.

Heads jugate of Cleopatra and Anti-
dchus. (B. M. Cat., PI. XXIII. 3.)

(7) Bronze with both portraits, with that of Antiochus alone or without por-
traits. Eeverse types, vai-ious. (B. M. Cat., PI. XXIII. 4 sqq.)

Antiochus VIII (Grypus) alone, B.C. 121-96.
ZlAEnZ or BASIAEnZ ANTIOXOY EOlcDANOYZ.

ANTIOXOY BA-

(a) Silver. Tetradrachms of the Phoenician standard ; rev., Ptolemaic eagle.
Mint —Ascalon. (B. M. Cat., PI. XXIII. 8.)

(3) Silver. Tetradrachms of the Attic standard
;

rev. Zeus standing, facing,

holding star and sceptre, and with crescent above his head. (B. M. Cat.,

PI. XXIV. I.) Mints—Sidon, etc. Also Pallas Nikephoros standing;
Altar of Sandan. Mint—Tarsus. \ Dr. Rev. Nike.

(y) Silver. Tetradrachms of the Attic standard, with older portrait, and

extremely hooked nose (whence his nickname, Grypus) ;
rev. Zeus

Nikephoros enthroned (Fig. 344) (4 Dr.) ; Tripod (Dr.) ;
Nike (^ Dr.).

(8) Bronze, with or without portrait ;
rev. Eagle, Fulmen, or Apollo. (B. M.

Cat., PI. XXIV. 4-6.)

Fig. 344.

Antiochus IX (Cyzicenus), B.C. 116-95, son of Antiochus VII and

Cleopatra, divided the kingdom with his half brother Grypus, taking
as his share Coele-Syria and Phoenicia. Liscr., ANTIOXOY BASIAEHZ,
orBAZIAEnZ ANTIOXOY cDIAOnATOPOZ.

(a) Silver. Tetradrachms and didrachms of the Phoenician standard ;
rev.

Ptolemaic eagle. Mints—Sidon, Ascalon, etc. (B. M. Cat., PI.

XXIV. 7.)
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^ }^'^^

Fig. 345.

(/3)
Silver. Tetradrachms of the Attic standard

;
rev. Zeus Nikephoros

enthroned
;
Pallas Nikephoros standing (Fig. 345) ;

Altar of Sandan.

Mint—Tarsus. Tyche standing, holding rudder and cornucopiae (|^ Dr.).

(B. M. Cat, PI. XXIV. 9 ;
PI. XXV. i, etc.)

(7) Bronze, with or without porti'ait. Types various. (B. M. Cat., PI. XXV.)

Seleucus VI (Epiphanes Nicator), b. c. 96-95. On the death of

Grypus, in b. c. 96, Seleucus, his eldest son, succeeded him, and was master
for a few months of the whole empire. Inscr., BAZIAEHZ ZEAEYKOY
EnicDANOYZ NIKATOPOS.

(u) Silver. Tetradrachms of the Attic standard
;

rev. Zeus Nikephoros
enthroned

;
Pallas Nikephoros standing ; Two cornuacopiae (^ Dr.)

(B.M. Cat., PL XXV. 12, 13 ;
PI. XXVIII. 11.)

(p) Bronze. Rev. Apollo standing beside column
; Tripod. (B. M. Cat.,

PL XXV. 14, 15.)

Autiochus X (Eusebes Philopator), B. c. 94-83, son of Antiochus

Cyzicenus. 7^^^cr., BASIAEnZ ANIIOXOY EYZEBOYS <t)IAOnATOPOZ.

(a) Silver. Tetradrachms of the Attic standard; rev. Zeus Nikephoros
enthroned. (B.M. Cat., PL XXVI. i.) Tyche standing (Dr.).

(/3)
Bronze. Rev. Pilei of the Dioskuri. (B. M. Cat., PL XXVI. 2.)

Antiochus XI (Philadelphos), B.C. 92, third son of Grypus. Inscr.,

BAZIAEHS ANTIOXOY Eni<J)ANOYS ct)lAAAEA4)0Y. Bronze coins

only; rev.Hwo cornuacopiae; Tripod; Pallas Nikephoros. (B. M. Cat.,

PL XXVL 8.)
The silver coins attributed by Prof Gardner to this king (B. M. Cat.,

PI. XXVI. Q,-^) belong, in my opinion, to his father, Antiochus VIII

(Grypus) ;
see above under (y) of that king's money.

Autioclius XI, with his brother Fhilippus.

Heads jugate of the two brothers.

{Zeit.f. Num., vii. PL IV 2.)

BAZIAEHZ ANTIOXOY KAI BAII-
AEnZ 01 AinnOY Zeus Nikephoros
enthroned . . . . M Tetradr.
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Philippus (Philadelphos), B. c. 92-83, second son of Grypus, and
brother of Antiochus XL Inscr., BAZIAEHZ <l>IAinnOY EnicDANOYZ
<l>IAAAEA<t)OY. Silver. Tetradrachms of Attic weight, and of one type
only, Zeus Nikephoros enthroned. (B. M. Cat., PI. XXVI. 9.)

Demetrius III (Philopator), B. c 95-88, fourth son of Grypus.
/^*cr., BAZIAEnZ AHMHTPIOY GEOY 0IAOnATOPOZ ZHTHPOZ, or

BAZIAEnZ AHMHTPIOY (DIAOMHTOPOZ EYEPfETOY KAAAINIKOY.

(a) Silver. Tetradrachms of Attic weight ; rev. Zeus Nikephoros enthroned
;

Ai'chaic simulacrum of Asiatic goddess, facing, holding ears of corn.

(B. M. Cat., PI. XXVI. 10.)

(/3)
Bronze. Hermes standing; Nike; Tyche ; Fulmen. (B. M. Cat., PI.

XXVI. II, 12.)

Antiochus XII (Dionysos), B.C. 89-84 (?),
the youngest of the five

sons of Grypus. /w^cr., BAZIAEHZ ANTIOXOY EHIcDANOYZ AIONYZOY
cDIAOnATOPOZ KAAAINIKOY (AIONYZOY sometimes omitted).

(a) Silver. Tetradrachms of Attic weight; rev. Bearded divinity standing,

facing, on a base between two recumbent bulls. (Imhoof, Mon. Gr.,

PI. H. 15.)

(p) Bronze. T^/^^es—Apollo ; Tyche ;
Zeus ;

etc. (B. M. Cat., PL XXVII. 1-3.)

Tigranes, B.C. 83-69, king of Armenia, was invited to put an end

to the long-continued strife for the Syrian throne, and to make him-

self king. This he did, and reigned peaceably over Armenia, Meso-

potamia, Syria, part of Cappadocia, and Cilicia, until his defeat by
LucuUus.

Silver. Tetradrachms of the Attic standard. Mint—Antioch.

Fig. 346.

Head of Tigranes, wearing lofty Ar-

menian tiara. (Fig. 346.)

BAZIAEnZ TirPANOY Tyche of

Antioch seated, the river Orontes

swimming at her feet

M Tetradr. and M.

Drachms and Bronze coins, often with the Oriental title, BAZIAENZ
BAZIAEHN Til PANOY (B.M. Cat., PL XXVII. 8-1 1.)
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were allowed to retain a kind of semi-autonomy. Later still, complete
freedom and independence were accorded to a great number of them, as

is evident from the dated autonomous issues of Byblus, Marathus,

Aradus, Sidon, Tripolis, Tyre, Ace, Ascalon, Jerusalem, etc., some of them

continuing to strike their own silver money even in Imperial times.

Although nearly all the Syrian and Phoenician coins bear dates, the eras

from which they reckon are not always the same. The following list

comprises, so far as I have been able to collect them, all the eras used

on the coins of Syria and the adjacent countries:—

COMMAGENE.

Germanicia Caesareia . a.d. 38 (?)

Samosata a.d. 71

Chalcidice.

Chalcis ad Belum . a.d. 92

Cykehestica.

Cyrrhus B.C. 312

Hieropolis .... B.C. 312

Seleucis et Pieria.

Antioch B.C. 312
„ B.C. 64

B.C. 31

„ B.C. 49

Apameia B.C. 312
» B.C. 31

Arethusa B.C. 68
Balanea B.C. 312

„ B.C. 124
Emisa b.c. 312

Epiphaneia .... B.C. 312.... B.C. 64
Gabala b.c 47

„ B.C. 32
„ B.C. 18

Laodiceia . . . . b.c 48
Paltus B.C. 239

B.C. 97-81 (?)

RhoSUS B.C. 48

M B.c 31
Seleucia .... B.C. 312

„ .... B.C. 64

„ .... B.c 31

„ .... B.C. 108

Coele-Syria.

Capitolias .... a.d. 97
Damascus .... b.c 312
Laodiceia ad Libanum b.c 312
Leucas . . . . . b.c 37

„ A.D. 48

Tkachonitis.

Caesareia Paneas . . b.c. 3
Gaba b.c 61

Decapolis.

Abila B.C. 64
Antiocliia ad HijDpum. b.c 64
Canata ..... B.c 312

„ B.C. 64
Dium B.C. 64
Gadara b.c 64
Pella B.C. 64

Philadelphia .... B.C. 64

Phoenicia.

Aradus B.C. 259
Berytus B.C. 197
Botrys B.C. 50
Byblus . . B.C. 20 or b.c 6

Caesareia ad Libanum . B.C. 312
Carne b.c 259
Dora B.C. 64
Marathus B.C. 259
Orthosia B.C. 312
Sidon B.C. 312

„ B.C. Ill

Ti'ipolis B.C. 312
„ B.C. 64

Tyre B.C. 312
B.C. 275-4

„ ...... B.c 126

Galilaea.

Ace-Ptolemais . . . b.c 312
... B.C. 47

Tiberias a.d. 20

Samaria.

Neapolis a.d. 72

Nysa-Scythopolis . . B.C. 48(?)
Sebaste b.c 2 5 (?)

Judaea.

Anthedon-Agrippias . a.d. 71
Ascalon B.C. 312
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Judaea (continued)

Ascalon B.C. 104
B.C. 58O)

Eleutheropolis . . . A.D. 202-208
Gaza B.C. 61

A.D.I 29
Jerusalem . . . . B.C. 142

Nicopolis A.D. 71

Raphia B.C. 58

Arabia.

Adraa B.C. 83 (?)

Bostra A.D. 105-4
Petra A.D. 105-4
Rabbath Moba . . . a.d. 90 or

9i('?)

Mesopotamia.

Seleucia ad Tigrim . B.C. 312

I. COMMAGENE.

(a) Kings.

Commagene, the most northerly district of Syria, bordering upon
Cilicia, became a separate kingdom about the time of the break up of the

Empire of the Seleucidae.

Kings of Commagene.

Mithradates I, before circ. B.C. 96. Bronze BAZIAEHS MIGPAAATOY
KAAAINIKOY; rev. Pallas standing [Zeit.f. Num., iv. 271, and vii. 36).

Antiochus I, B. C. 69-34.
In B.C. 64, King Antioehus I of Commagene, grandson of Antiochus

VIII of Syria, made peace with''Pompey, and reigned till B.C. 34. He
struck bronze coins of the following types :

—
Head of king, wearing tiara resem-

bling that of Tigranes.

(Imhoof, Portrdtk'dpfe, PI. VI. 11.)

Of his successors, Mithradates II, B.C. 34-31, Antiochus II, B.C. 31-29,
Mithradates III, circ. B.C. 20, and Antiochus III, we have no coins.

Upon the death of the last, A.D. 17, Commagene became a Roman
province, and remained so until A.D. 38, when Antiochus IV was restored

to his kingdom by Caligula.

BAZIAEnZ ANTIOXOY Lion walk-

ing .^ .85

Antioclius IV (Megas, Epiphanes), a.d. 38-72. Inscr., BAZIAEYZ
MEr[AZ] ANTIOXOZ Eni[0ANHZ]; BAZIAEHZ METAAOY ANTI-
OXOY; BAZIAEHZ ANTIOXOY; or BAZIAEYZ ANTIOXOZ.

Head of king, diademed.

Id. (Imhoof, Ibid., PI. VI. 12.)
Id.

KOMMATHNnN Scorpion ^ i-i

„ Capricorn M -85

„ Double cornucopiae M '65

This king also struck money in Cilicia at Anemurium, Lacanatis, and
Sebaste.
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lotape, wife of Antiochus IV, also struck money in her own name.

BAZIAIZZA inTAnH <t>IAAAEA-
<1>0Z Head of Queen lotape.

(Imhoof, Portrdtkd2)fe, PL VI. 13.)

KOMMATHNnN Scorpion ^E i-i

Epiphaues and Callinicus, sons of Antiochus IV and lotape, also

struck bronze coins both in Lacanatis and Commagene. Tt/pe
—Two

horsemen riding side by side. Inscr., BAZIAEHZ YIOI, BACIACYC
MerAC enicDANHC, and BACIAeYC MCrAC KAAAINIKOC

;
rev. AAKA-

NATnN or KOMMATHNXiN, Capricorn, or on one variety an Armenian
tiara.

For a stemma of the kings of Commagene see Mommsen {Mitth.
(1. Beutschen Arch. Inst., i. 39).

(/3) Towns,

Commagene, in genere. Imperial times. Bronze, without inscription.

Types
—

Capricorn, rev. Scorpion; Armenian Tiara, ret'. Capricorn; also

the following :
—

n I ST 1 2 Two handa clasped with KOMMATHNnN Anchor . M -d

caduceus.

Antiochia ad Euphratem (Pliny, v. 24). Imperial of Verus. Rev.

ANTIOXEHN nPOC EY4)PATHN, Bust of Pallas (Mion., v. iii).

Antiochia ad Taurum. Imperial of Faustina Jun. Inscr., ANTIOXEHN
THC £. TAY (Sestini, Class. 6'ew., p. 134).

Doliche, chiefly known from its coins. Imperial oi M. Aurelius, Verus,
and Commodus. Inscr., AOAIXAIUUN,in wreath.

Germanicia Caesareia, near Mount Amanus, so named by Antiochus IV
of Commagene, in honour of Caligula. Imj^erial

—Hadi'ian to Caracalla.

7m*c/-., KAICAPe. rePMANIKeujN, KAICAP. rePMANIKenN KOM., City
seated, with Biver-god swimming at her feet. It is very doubtful

whether any coins of this city are dated, though two specimens have
been cited which, if correctly read, would point to an era commencing
A.D. 38 [Ann. de Num., 1882, p. no). The coins reading KAICAPEIAC
rePMANIKHC probably belong to Caesareia Germanica in Bithynia.
The site of this latter city may be approximately fixed as not far from
Prusa by the mention of Mount Olympus, OAYMTTOC, on a coin of Cara-
calla described by Imhoof {3Ion. Gr., p. 439), and attributed by him,

wrongly in my opinion, to the Commagenian town (see above, p. 438).

Samosata, the chief city of Commagene. Autonomous bronze. Inscr.,

EAMOCATfiN FTOAEnE, City seated on rocks; rev. Lion walking.
Imperial

—Hadrian to Trajan Decius. Inscr., CAMOCATCnivl, <t)AA.

CAMOCAienN MHTP. KOMMA. (Flavia Samosata Metropolis Comma-
genes), <J). CAM. I€P. ACYA. AYTONO. MHTPO. KOM. etc. The era
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begins A.D, 71, when the city received the title Flavia, in honour of

Vespasian. Usnal type
—

City seated on rock, with river Euphrates or a

Pegasos at her feet
;
Head of City turreted.

Zeugma, on the Euphrates, at a point where there was a bridge of

boats constructed by Seleucus I. Imperial
—Antoninus Pius to Philip

Junior. Inscr., ZEYPM ATEnN. Type—A temple on the top of a hill or

mountain [Num. Chron., xiv. 121).

il. CYRRHESTICA.

This district extended from the Euphrates near Mount Amanus, and
was bordered on the north by Commagene. It contained the following
towns :

—
"Bevoea, (Aleppo). Imperial, with or without heads of Emperors—Trajan

to Antoninus Pius. Inscr., BePOIAIUUN, in wreath.

Cyrrhus, the capital of the district. Regal bronze of Demetrius I and
Alexander I. of Syria. Inscr., KYPPHZTHN, Zeus standing. Dates

according to the Seleucid era. Imperial—Trsbjan to Philip Junior. Inscr.,

KYPPHCTUUN. l}/pe—A\OC K ATM BATOY or KATeBATOY, Zeus seated

on rocks holding fulmen, with Eagle at his feet, or his statue in temple.

Hieropolis, the ancient Bambyce, about fifty miles north-east of Beroea,
was the chief seat of the worship of the Syrian Aphrodite, Atergatis.
It is to this place that Waddington (Eev. Num., 1861, p. 9) and Six [Num.
Chron., 1878, p. 103) have attributed a series of Attic didrachms, struck

by Abd-Hadad, High Priest and Dynast of Bambyce, in the time of

Alexander the Great, whose name in Aramaic characters (")lJDD'?J<i) occurs

on several specimens, combined sometimes with that of the goddess

Atergatis, !ini^l/li^, abbreviated. The chief types are—Horseman, rev.

Lion; Baaltars enthroned, rev. Atergatis seated on lion {Rev. Num., 1861,

PI. II. 1-2); Head of goddess; King and Charioteer in chariot, inscr.

Iinil^ ;
Priest standing in temple, inscr. linil^ ;

or Lion devouring
bull. It is possible, however, that some of these coins may have been

struck at Tarsus.

At a later period we meet with bronze coins of Antiochus IV and
Alexander I of Syria. Inscr., lePOTTOAITnN, Zeus standing. Imperial

—
Trajan to Philip Junior. Inscr., lePOTTOAITHN, often with addition of

0€AC CYPIAC, combined with the figure of the goddess riding on a lion,

or enthroned between two lions and holding tympanum like the Phrygian
Kybele; also OCOI CYPIAC, in allusion to the worship of the Syrian
Zeus, whose symbol is the humped bull, and Atergatis, whose emblem is

the lion. Eckhel, iii. 261, mentions autonomous bronze coins of Imperial
times dated according to the Seleucid era.
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III. CHALCIDICE.

One of the divisions of Northern Syria, of which the chief town was
Chalcis ad Belum, situate about twelve English^ miles from Aleppo at

the modern Kinnisri7i. There has been much confusion between this

town and Chalcis sub Libano in Chalcidene. The coins of the northern

Chalcis consist apparently only of Imperial bronze—Trajan to Commodus.

They resemble in fabric the money of the neighbouring Beroea. Inscr.,

<t)A. XAAKIACnN, in wreath. Bemarkahle types
— WS\0(i^\?0^, HeUos

standing. Dates according to an era commencing A. D. 92, when the

surname Flavia was conferred upon the town in honour of Domitian.

IV. CHALCIDENE.

Chalcis sub Libano. This city, together with the neighbouring Heli-

opolis [Baalbec), the plain of Marsyas, and the mountain region of Ituraea,
constituted a Tetrarchy, the whole or portions of which were governed
from the time of Pompey down to the reign of Claudius by Tetrarchs

descended from a certain Mennaeus, who is mentioned both by Strabo

(753) and by Josephus [Bell. Jud., i. 13. i; Ant., xiv. 7. 4).

Ptolemy, son of Mennaeus, circ. B. c. 85-40.

Head of Zeus, laureate.

Id.

niOAEMAlOY TETPAPXOY Eagle
flying M •%

niOAEM. TETPAPXHC[ANTOC]
TOY KAI A[PXIEPEnC] TheDio-
skuri, standing side by side -^ -75

Archelaus (?),
known only from the following coin :

Head of Zeus, r. laureate. TETPAPX APXE The Dioskuri, as

above ^ -75

Lysanias I. There appear to have been two tetrarchs of this name,
Lysanias I, the son of Ptolemy Mennaei, mentioned above, who is said to

have succeeded his father, and who was put to death by Cleopatra,
B.C. '^6 (Joseph., B.J., i. 13, i

; Ant., xv. 41), and Lysanias II, mentioned

by St. Luke (iii. i) as tetrarch of Abilene (see Leucas or Abila in Coele-

Syria, p. 66^).

Head of Lysanias I, diademed. AYZANIOY TETPAPXOY KAI AP-
X I E P EnZ Pallas Nikephoros stand-

ing ^ -75

Chalcis sub Libano
(?).

First century B. c.

Head of Zeus, laureate. XAAKlAEflN Conical stone in templeM -7
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V. PALMYRENE.

Palmyra was a place of small importance until after the Roman

conquest of Syria, when it attained to considerable wealth. Its coins

are all of bronze, mostly small, and of various types, among which the

Lion and the Palm-tree and the City turreted are conspicuous. The

inscription, when legible, is fTAAMYPA. For detailed descriptions see

De Saulcy [Numismafique palmyrenienne in Pev. Arch., N. S., xxii. p. 291,
and Terre Sainte, PL XXIV. Nos. 5-10). For the coinage of the Palmyrene
dynasty of Odenathus, Zenobia, and their family, see Von Sallet, Die

Fiirsten von Palmyra, Berlin, 1866.

VI. SELEUCIS AND PIERIA,

The four sister cities of Antioch, Seleucia, Apameia, and Laodiceia, all

founded by Seleucus I, constituted at a later period a semi-autonomous

tetrapolis, which, for the space of about twenty years, from the reign of

Alexander Bala to that of Antiochus VII, struck Federal bronze coins

under the name of the Adelphi Demi.

Head of Zeus.

Head of Artemis.

Two Zeus-like heads jugate, r. (the
Demi of Antioch and Seleucia ?).

AAEA<J)nNAHMnN Fulmen. Dates,

according to the Seleucid era, 164,

165, 167, 184, and 185 = B.C. 149,

148, 146, 129, and 128. M -8

AAEA(l>nN AHMnN Tripod M -6

,, ,, Tyche standing,

crowning name of the Demi M -8

The several towns of the district called Seleucis and Pieria also issued

autonomous bronze coins from the same period (b. c. 149) down to Imperial
times, and Imperial money down to a late age.

Antiochia ad Orontem, on the right bank of the Orontes, about twenty
miles from its mouth, was the capital of the Seleucid Empire, and one of

the most splendid cities of the ancient world. In addition to the purely

regal coinage of the kings of Syria^ coins of the following classes were
struck at Antioch :

—

(i)
Bronze. Inscr., ANTIOXEnN, Head of Alexander Bala; rev. Zeus or

Tripod. Date 164 of the Seleucid era = B.C. 149.

(ii)
Autonomous bronze, both with and without dates according to the Seleucid

era, ranging from B.C. 92-40. Inscr., ANTIOXEHN, or ANTIOXEHN
THE MHtPOnOAEnZ, or THZ MHTPOnOAEHZ THZ lEPAS
KAI AZYAOY, or MHTPOnOAEnZ AYTONOMOY.

Head of Zeus.

Head of City, turreted.

Head of Artemis.

Zeus Nikephoros seated . . ^ i— 8

Tripod ^ -65

Apollo iE -55
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(iii) Autonomous bronze, with dates according to an Uncertain era, perhaps the-

Fompeian, B.C. 64, ranging from 2-89 (
= B.C. 63-A.D. 25?). Inscr.,

ANTIOXEnN AYTONOMOY, or MHTPOnOAEnZ KAI AYTO-
NOMOY, or MHTPOnOAEH^ THZ lEPAZ KAI AZYAOY, etc.

Types
—Head of Artemis, rev. Apollo ;

Head of City, rev. Tripod ;
Head

of Zeus, rev. Tripod ; Head of City, rev. Zeus Nikephoros, seated, etc.

(iv) Autonomous and Imperial of Augustus,^ tetradrachms and^E with dates

according to the Action era (b.c. 31), ranging from B.C. 4 to a.d. 16.

Inscr., AHJ\OXED.H, ANTIOXEHN MHTPOnOAEnZ, etc., often

with the names of Roman governors of Syria, preceded by ETTI. Chief

types
—The Tyche of Antioch, seated on rock, with river-god Orontes

swimming at her feet, copied from the famous statue by Eutychides of

Sicyon, a pupil of Lysippus (Fig. 347) ;
Eam and star in crescent

(Constellation Aries); Wreath, containing inscr., APXI6PATIK0N
ANTIOXeiC.

:a
'

\
Fig. 347.

(v) Autonomous and Imperial
—Tiberius to Otho, JR tetradrachms andM with

dates according to the Caesarian era (b.c. 49), ranging from a.d. 33—
177, usually preceded by €TOYC or €T. Inscr., ANTIOXEnN .or

ANTIOXEnN MHTPOTIOAEnZ, sometimes with names of the Roman
governors of Syria, preceded by €171. Chief types

—Head of Zeus,
rev. Altar; Head of City, rev. Eam, and Star in crescent; Female
head (or Apollo ?),

rev. Olive-branch ;
Female head, rev. Lyre ;

Head
of Zeus, rev. Female figure (Boule X) dropping a pebble into an urn

;

Head of emperor, rev. Eagle on fulmen
; Head of emperor, rev.

Wreath.

(vi) The largest class of the coins of Antioch are not, however, dated according
to any era, but consist of M, tetradrachms, bearing frequently the in-

scription ETOYC NCOYICPOY, etc., or AHMAPX.eZ.YHATOC TO B,

r, A, etc.
(
= Trib. pot. cos. II, III, IV, etc.), and of bronze reading

S. C. (Senatus Consulto). Usual types of M.— Eagle, with spread

wings ; Tyche of Antioch
;

etc.
;
and of the bronze, merely an olive-

wi'eath. Among the tetradrachms, those with the portraits of Antony
and Cleopatra are among the most interesting. (B. M. Guide,
PI. LXI. 14.)

(vii) Imperial colonial.— Elagabalus to Valerian. Inscr., ANTIOXEflN
MHTPO KOAnNlA. Types of no special interest.

The fact that from the reign of Augustus onwards both silver and
bronze money was issued from the mint of Antioch in greater abundance

u u
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than at any other town of the Empire except Kome, proves that the

monetary importance of the Syrian metropolis increased under the

Roman rule. The Antiochian tetradrachms of Imperial times weighed
from 236 to 220 grs., and the drachm, which is very rare, about 59 grs.

max., or about the same as the Roman denarius of Republican times.

The tetradrachm was nevertheless tariffed as only equivalent to 3 Roman
denarii (Mommsen, Hist. Mon. Rom., i. 49).

Antiocheni ad Daphuen.

Antiocheni ad Callirrhoen. See p. 689.

Antiocheni Mygdoniae. See p. 6H9.

Antiocheni Ftolemaidis. See p. 677.

Concerning the three classes of bronze coins inscribed ANTIOXEflN
TnN nPOZ AA<t)NHI, TnN Eni KAAAIPOHI, and TUN EN niOAE-
MAIAI, see De ^qmIcj, Num. C/iron., 1871, p. 69; Eckhel, Be numm'is

AntiocJienorvm extra AntiocJdam sic/natis [Boct. Num. Vet., iii. 305), and

Lenormant, Mo7i. dans VAnt., iii. 34. These coins bear for the most part
a head of AntiochusIV on the obverse, and Zeus standing on the reverse.

Those with the legend TTPOZ AA<J)NHI belong assuredly to Antioch on the

Orontes, here distinguished from other places of the same name by the

mention of its vicinity to the famous sanctuary of Apollo at Daphne,
about five miles distant from the city. Antiochia ad Callirrhoen is Edessa

in Mesopotamia. Antiochia in Ptolemais seems to be Ace, but why the

preposition Iv is used is not clear.

Apameia was originally founded by Antigonus, under the name of Pella,

on the river Orontes, which he called the Axius, after the river of that

name in Macedon. The town was renamed by Seleucus after his wife

Apame. It struck (i) bronze coins as a member of the tetrapolis of the

Adelphi Demi (see under Antioch, p. 6^6), commencing b. c. 149. (ii) RegalM with the head of Antiochus IV, Liscr., ATTAMEON THN TTPOZ Till

AZini, Zeus Nikephoros standing ;
or Head of Alexander Bala. Inscr.,

ATTAMEnN fZP (=B. c. 150), rev. Zeus standing holding helmet,

(iii) Autonomus M with dates according to the Seleucid era (b. C. 312)
and Actian era

(b. c. 31), ranging from B.C. 153 to A.D. 14. Inscr., AH-
AMEHN, usually with addition of THI lEPAZ KAI ASYAOY, or AY-
TONOMOY. %jf5—Head of Zeus, rev. Elephant ; Head of Pallas, rev.

Nike
;
Head of young Dionysos, rev. Thyrsos filleted, (iv) Imperial

of Augustus. Head of City, rev. Nike.

Arethusa, on the Orontes, between Emisa and Epiphaneia. Autono-
mous, and Imperial oi ^QWQxviB. Inscr., AP€O0YCATnN THC ICPAC KAI

AYTONOMOY, or APeOOYCATHN €7 TZC. or EnC (Eckhel, iii. 310).
Era commences b. c. 68.
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Balanea, on the coast between Paltus and Marathus. Local era com-
mences B. c. 1 24. Seleucid era also in use.

Female head.

Veiled head of City.

Head of M. Antony.

Head of Antoninus Pius.

BAAANEnN Zeus, seated. Date

i04= B.c. 209.

BAAANEninN CY[ptas]Nike. Date

io4=B.c. 209 M
BAAANEnN CY[ptasj Dionysos in

quadriga. Date 91 = 6.0. 34 . M
BAAANEnN CY[ptaf] War-god, bran-

dishing sword, and holding shield

and branch, as on coins of Ascalon
M 6

Emisa, on the Orontes, celebrated for its magnificent temple of

the Syro-Phoenician Sun-god, Elagabalus. To this town Lenormant

{Alphabet pheivcien, ii. 4) has attributed a coin copied from the

Imperial of Antioeh, rev. S. C. and Eagle. On the obverse is a head
of the Sun radiate, and a legend in the Estranghelo character read-

ing Dabel Mallca, showing that the Priest-kings of Emisa possessed in

the first and second centuries A. D. the right of coining money in

their own names. There are also Imperial
— Domitian to Sulpicius

Antoninus. Inscr., CMICHNnN. and from Caracalla's time €/v\ICnN

KOAnNlAC, or MHTPO KOA GMICnN, and under Sulpicius Anto-
ninus coins reading AHMAPX. CZOYCiAC CMICA. S. C. Dates accord-

ing to the Seleucid era. Types
—

Eagle on sacred conical stone, some-
times within a temple ;

Head of the Sun-god or lofty lighted altar

of the Sun, richly adorned with arches containing statues. Games—
HAIA nYOIA.

Epiphaneia, on the Orontes, the Hamath of the Old Testament, was
renamed by Antiochus Epiphanes.
Autonomous bronze with Seleucid dates corresponding to B.C. 161-134.

/i^^cr., Enict)ANEnN,orEnict)ANEnN THE lEPAS KAI AZYAOY. Types—
Head of City, rev. Zeus Nikephoros seated

;
Head of Pallas, rev. Apollo

standing. Imperial
—Tiberius to Gallienus. /?/^c;-., eni0AN€nN. Dates

according to the Pompeian era (b. c. 64). Types
—

Dionysos and panther ;

Pallas standing ;
Demeter standing, etc.

Gabala, a coast-town south of Laodiceia. Autonomous bronze. Inscr.,

TABAACnN, sometimes with name of the Koman governor of Syria,
em CIAANOY. Imperial

—
Augustus to Julia Soaemias. Dates according

to a local era commencing B. c. 47, with addition sometimes of another

date, reckoned either from B.C. 32 or B.C. 18. Types
—Female figure

seated holding poppy and corn, at her feet. Sphinx ;
Bust of Pallas before

a Sphinx-like simulacrum of some Phoenician divinity ;
Seated male

figure wielding bipennis and holding shield. Inscr. on some specimens
ANNA or TYXH, the former of uncertain siguification ; Sphinx and Owl
face to face, etc.

u u 2
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Iiaodiceia ad Mare, so called by Seleucus I in honour of his mother
Laodice. Eegal bronze with heads of Antiochus IV, Alexander Bala, and
Antiochus VIII. Lisa:, AAOAIKEHN THN HPOZ OAAASZHI, or

AAOAIKEHN THZ lEPAZ KAI AYTONOMOY. %;^*—Poseidon or Ar-
temis. See also the coins reading AAEAOnN AHMflN, described under

Antioch, p. 6^6.
At a later period Laodiceia struck autonomous silver tetradrachms

bearing dates reckoned from the Pharsalian era (b. c. 48), ranging from
B.C. 39 to 17.

Head of City, veiled and turreted. AAOAlKEnN, AAOAIKEHN THZ
lEPAZ KAI AYTONOMOY, or

lOYAIEnN THN KAI AAOAI-
KEHN Zeus Nikephoros, enthroned.

All in wreath . . M. 230-220 grs.

There are also bronze coins dated according: to the

from B. c. 47 to

AAOAlKEnN.
A. D. 83, sometimes with Inscr.,

same era, ranging
lOYAIEHN THN KAI

ImperialM Tetradrachms—Augustus to Hadrian, and M Augustus to

Caracalla, dated from b. c. 48. Monorife titles—MHTPOTTOAenC, NEH-
KOPnN np[nTnN]CYPiAC, ioya. aaoai. ceoYH. MHTPonoA.eac,
etc. Ti/pes—^u&i of City turreted ; Temple, etc.

Imperial colonial—Severus to Valerian, with Latin inscription. COL.
LAOD. METROPOLEOS, C. M. L., SEPT. COL. LAOD. METRO.,
COL. LAO. P. S. METROPOLEOS (

= Colonia Laodiceia Prima

Syriae, etc.), or blundered legends, LAODICEON, LADICEON, LAV-
DICEON, etc. Types

—various. Among the more remarkable is that

of an armed goddess (Artemis Brauronia, cf. Pans., iii. 16, 8) standing
between two stags ;

also Laodiceia seated with River-god at her feet and
attended by four female figures, dependent cities (?).

Alliance coins with Aradus.

Larissa, on the Orontes. Autonomous bronze coins only. Inscr., AA-
PIZAinN THZ lEPAZ. %;£-.<?—Head of Zeus, r^v. Throne

;
Head of City,

rev. Horse walking ;
Head of Apollo, rev. Artemis huntress.

Myriandrus, on the gulf of Issus. Imperial bronze of Ant. Pius

and M. Aurelius. Inscr., MYPI ANAPITHN. Ti/j^e—TychQ, etc. (Mion.,
V. 265).

Nicopolis, perhaps also on the gulf of Issus. Imperial bronze—Com-
modus to Philip Jun. Inscr., NeiKOnOAGITHN CEAEYKIAOC, or THC
CeAEYKIAOC THC lePAC. Types

—Weiled goddess in distyle temple;
Two figures advancing with Eros flying above, about to crown a River-

sod who swims in front.
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Faltus, a coast-town between Gabala and Balanea. Imperial bronze—
Commodus to Elagabalus. Inscr., FFAATHNnN. Dates according to two
eras, one calculated from b. c. 339, the other, according to Pellerin [Mel.,
ii. 'i^S)^ from some time between b. c. 97 and 8i. T^j^es

—The Dioskuri ;

Bust of goddess wearing modius, etc.

Raphanaea, some five and twenty miles south-west of Epiphaneia and
west of Arethusa. Imperial—Elagabalus and Severus Alexander. Inscr.,

PA0AN€nTnN, Pe4)ANenTnN, Pe^ANCAinN or Pe0AN€nN, Tyche
of City standing or seated crowning a bull

;
in field, right and left, an

eagle.

Bhosus, on the gulf of Issus. Autonomous bronze. Inscr., PnCEHN
or PnCenN THC I€PAC KAI ACYAOY, with addition sometimes of KAI
AYTONOMOY. Imperial—Claudius to Severus Alexander. Dates ac-

cording to the Caesarian era, B.C. 48, and the Actian era (b. c. 31).

Tt/2^es
—Head of Zeus

;
Head of Tyche ;

Oriental divinity facing standing
on base placed between two bulls : his head is horned and he holds a

fulmen and an ear of Corn (Imhoof, Mou. Gr., p. 440).

Seleucia, the port of Antioch situate at the foot of Mount Pieria.

Regal bronze, with heads of Antiochus IV, Alexander Bala, or Anti-
ochus Vn and VHI. Inscr., ZEAEYKEHN THN EM niEPIAI. See
also coins inscribed AAEA^HNl AHMHN (p. 656), some dated according
to the Seleucid era. Autonomous bronze, mostly of the first century
B.C. Inscr., SEAEYKEnN, ZEAEYKEHN TnN EM niEPIAI, ZEAEY-
KEHN niEPIAZ, or THZ lEPAZ KAI AYTONOMOY, or ASYAOY.
Ti/pe
—Head of Zeus, rev. Fulmen, sometimes lying on throne of Zeus.

Some of the later specimens are dated according to the Pompeian era

(b. c. 64) and the Actian era (b. c. 31).
There are also autonomous silver tetradrachms and drachms of the

following types, bearing dates ranging from 4 to 26, computed pro-

bably from the era of the autonomy of the town, B. c. 108 (=:B. c.

104-82):
—

Head of Tyche, turreted.

Id.

Head of Zeus.

(z./.A:,iii. 350.)

ZEAEYKEHM THE lEPAS KAI
AYTONOMOY Fulmen on throne

JR Tetradr. 230-215 grs.

SEAEYKEnN THZ AYTONOMOY
Nike, or Fulmen vfl Drachm, and^ Dr.

SEAEYKEHN THS AYTONOMOY
Fulmen M Diobol.

Imperial
—M Tetradrachms of Augustus and Tiberius only, and M to

Severus Alexander. Us/ial types
—Fulmen on throne; Conical stone in

temple, usually inscribed ZEYC KACIOC or ZCYC KCPAYNIOC. The
thunderbolt was worshipped at Seleucia as the emblem of Zeus, who
guided Seleucus in his choice of a site for the city.
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VII. COELE-SYRIA.

Coele-Syria, in its more restricted sense, comprised the small tract of

country between Mounts Lebanon and Antilibanus
;
but in a more general

way the name was applied to all the country east and south-east of the

latter range of mountains.

Capitolias, about sixteen miles east of Gadara. Imperial bronze—
M. Aurelius to Macrinus. Inscr., K AFFITuuMEUUN, often with abbrevi-

ated titles l€P. ACY. AY, etc. Local era reckoned from A. d. 97, Preva-

lent type
—Astarte in temple.

Damascus, the capital of Coele-Syria, not far from the base of the

Antilibanus, and copiously supplied with water from the streams which
took their rise in the mountain, had been from remote times a populous
and wealthy city. Under the Seleucid and Roman rule it was, however,
eclipsed by Antioch. Its earliest coins, if we except certain tetradrachms
of Alexander, probably struck there (Mliller, Nos. 1338-46), are autono-
mous bronze with Seleucid dates ranging from b. c. 138 to 135 and from
B. C. 69 to A. D. 65. Inscr., AAMACKHNnN. There are also some bronze
coins of Aretas III reading BAIIAEHZ APETOY OIAEAAHNOE. Type—
Nike, circ. b. c. 85-62, struck at Damascus, (see Arabia, p. 686). Im-

perial
—Augustus to Severus Alexander, dated. Inscr., AAMACKHNnN,

AAMACKOY MHTPOnOA€nC, AAMACKOY MHTPOn. KOAHNl,.
or AAMACKOY ICPAC KAI CNAOZOY. G'a»?e*—CEBACMI A OAYM-'
niA, or ADA l€PA CCBACMIA. /I'/r^;--^.?^/'.?— XPYCOPOA, probably
the Adana and the Pharpar of Scripture, and TTHrAI, their sources

(Fig. 348).

i-Vrf ^ (

^^ 'a-^

Fig. 348.

Also bronze with Latin or mixed Greek and Latin inscr.., Elaga-
balus to Gallienus. The most frequent types are a bust of Tyche
within a temple ; Tyche seated on rock with River-god at her feet ;

Ram, etc.

Demetrias, site unknown, but conjecturally attributed to Coele-

Syria. Autonomous bronze and Imperial—Augustus. Inscr.., AHMH-
TPienN THC lePAC. Types

—Tyche seated with River-god swimming
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at her feet
;
naked male figure holding spear ;

others of no special
interest. Era probably dates from B.C. 312. See also Demetrias in

Phoenicia.

Heliopolis [Baalbek). Imperial coiotiiai—Augnstns, and Nerva to Galli-

enus, COL. HEL.; COL. IVL. AVG. FEL. HEL.; also in addition I. O.

M. H. (lovi Optimo Maximo Heliopolitano). T//pe
—

Temple. Games—
CERT. SACR. CAP. OECV. ISELASTI HEL.=:Certamina Sacra

Capitolina Oecumenica Iselastica Heliopolitana, concerning which see

Eckhel, iv. 443. Prevailing types
—Tyche standing; Temple of Jupiter

Capitolinus.

Laodiceia ad Libanum, on the Orontes. Imperial
—Antoninus to Ca-

racalla. Inscr., AAOAIKCnN fTPOC AlBANn, etc. Prevailing type
—

MHN, the God Men holding a horse by the bridle ; also TYXH, Tyche of

the city seated between two river-gods. Era dates from b. c. 312, that

of the Seleucidae.

Leucas or Abila, was the chief town of the tetrarchy of Abilene, under
the government of Lysanias II (Luke, iii.

i). It stood on the banks of

the Chrysoroas, above Damascus. Autonomous bronze and Imperial—
Claudius to Gordian. laser., AEYKAAinN, AEYKAAinN inN KAI

KAAYAIAinN, or KAAYAienN THN KAI AGYKAAinN, etc. Dates

according to two eras, the first reckoned from B. c. 37, the second from
A.D. 48. Types—XPYCOPOAC, River-god swimming (De Saulcy, ]>lum,

de la Terre Sainte, p. 20).

VIII. TRACHONITIS.

In B.C. 36 Auranitis, Trachonitis, Batanea, and Paneas were in the

possession of Cleopatra, but after her death, b. c. 30, they were farmed
out to Zenodorus, possibly a son of the Tetrarch Lysanias I of Chalcis,
and half brother of Lysanias II of Abilene. In B. c. 24 all these districts

were taken away from Zenodorus except Paneas. Zenodorus died in

B.C. 20 or 19.

Zenodorus. Bronze probably struck between B. c. 30 and 27. Dated,

year 87 of an era commencing between B. c. 118 and no.

Head of Octavian. 1 ZHNOAHPOY TETPAPXOY KAI

(Madden, Coins of the Jews, p. 124.) j

APXIEPEHZ Portrait of Zenodorus.

Caesareia Faneas, founded by Philip the Tetrarch, stood on the

Upper Jordan, near the frontiers of Galilee. Its name Paneas, Pa-

neias, or Panias, was derived from a grotto of Pan at the foot of

Mount Paneium (Steph. Byz., s. v. Uavia). After A. D. S5 the town
was called Neronias, in honour of Nero. The coins consist of

Regal bronze of Agrippa I, Inscr., KAISIAPEIAZ AZYAOY ArPinnA
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BAZIAEYZ. Autonomous and Lnj^erial bronze— Aurelius to Aquillia
Severa. Inscr., KAIC. CCB. lep. KM ACY. YHO nANeiUU, KAICAPeiA
FFANIAC or FFANIAAOC, etc. The era dates from b. c. 3. T7/j)es

—
Zeus

;
Pan

; and, on coin of Diadumenian, the famous grotto of

Pan surrounded by a balustrade with the statue of the god in the
centre.

A regal coin of Agrippa II has the inscr., 6171 BACIAC. ArPITTTT.

N£PnNl€. For other varieties, see De Saulcy [Terre Sahite, p. 313).

Gaba, site uncertain, but probably in Trachonitis or Ituraea (De
Saulcy, Terre Sainte. p. 339)- Autonomous and Imperial

—Titus to Cara-

calla. Inscr., TABMNnN or KAAYAI <t>IAin TABHNnN. Era dates

from B. c. 61. The only noteworthy type is the god Men.

IX. DECAPOLIS.

Abila, about twelve miles east of Gadara, is to be distinguished from

the Abila Leucas of Lysanias on the Chrysoroas, about seventy miles

farther north. The inhabitants called themselves Seleucians (De Saulcy,
Terre Sainte, p. 308). Imperial

—Aurelius to Elagabalus. Inscr. CC. AB-

lAHNnN I. A. A. r. KOI.CY.( = CeAeYKenN abiahnhn icpac acyaoy
AYTONOMOY TMnPIMOY (?) KOIAHC CYPI AC),also CCAEY. ABIAAC, etc.

Era commences B.C. 64 (Pompeian). The types relate chiefly to the

cultus of Herakles.

Antiochia ad Hippum, opposite Tiberias, on the sea of Galilee, so

called from its proximity to Mount Hippus. Imperial— Nero to Cora-

modus. 7/«cr., rarely, inTTHNnN
; tyjie. Horse {Num. Zeit., 1884, p. 293);

but more frequently, ANTIOXEfiN THN HPOC inTTuu, with addition

sometimes of THC lEP. K. ACYAOY. Dates according to the Pompeian
era, B. c. 64. T//pes

—
Tyche of the City holding a horse in allusion to

Mount Hippus, or Tyche seated on mountain.

Canata {El~Kerak), about twenty miles north-west of Bostra. Im-

perial— Claudius, Domitian, Elagabalus (?). Inscr., KANATHNjQN or

KANATA. Era, Pompeian B.C. 64, (De Saulcy, T. S., p. 400). The
Seleucid era, B.C. 312, appears to have been also used (Eckhel,
iii- 347).

Cauatha (Kuuaivdt), about twenty miles north-east of Bostra. Impe-
rial—Antoninus and Commodiis. Inscr., KANAOHNflN. Tj/pe

—Bust of

Pallas. Era uncertain (De Saulcy, T. S., p. 400).

Dium, near Gadara, named after Dium in Macedonia. Imperial
—

Caracalla and Geta, Liscr., AEIHNnN. Era, Pompeian (b. C, 64).
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T;t/pes
—Naked female figure with a River-god at her feet

; Divinity
wearing modius standing between two recumbent bulls, holding Nike
and Sceptre surmounted by Eagle.

Gadara, the capital of Peraea, on the Hieromax, near the southern
end of the sea of Tiberias. Autonomous and Imperial— Augustus to

Gordian. Inscr.,TKLk?k, TAAAPeiC, TAA APCHN, with addition some-
times of I. A. A. r. K. CY., as on coins of Abila, also nOMTTHITCnN
TAAAPenM, in honour of Pompey who restored it (Josephus, xiv, 8).
Dates according to the Pompeian era (b. c. 64). Types

—Head of Herakles
;

Divinity standing between two lions or hurling a spear (?) ;
Zeus in

temple, etc. Games— NAYMA[XIA].

Gerasa, about thirty-two miles south-east of Gadara. Imperial
—Ha-

drian to Sev. Alexander. Inscr., APT€MIC TYXH TCPACuuN or AP-
TCMIC rePACvjuN. Types relating to the cultus of Artemis.

Hippus. See Antiochia ad Hippum.

Fella, about twenty miles south of the sea of Tiberias, like the

neighbouring Dium, was a Macedonian foundation. Imperial
—Com-

modus and Elagabalus. Inscr., TTCAAAIUUN. Dates according to the

Pompeian era (b. c. 64). Types
— Pallas; Divinity with patera and

sceptre ;
Statue of temple.

Philadelphia {Rabhatli-Ammon), so called in honour of Ptolemy Phila-

delphus, was situate near the source of the Jabbok, a tributary of the

Jordan. Autonomons and Imperial
—Claudius to Sev. Alexander. Inscr.,

<|)IAAAeA<t>enN or <l)IA. KOI. CYP., etc. Era, Pompeian (b. c. 64).

Typjes
—Tyche of city, TYXH ; others relating to the cultus of Herakles,

with legend HPAKAEION, and with addition of letters of doubtful mean-

ing, P. M. A. or AFFAAA
;

also a small shrine on a car drawn by four

horses.

X. PHOENICIA.

For some general introductory remarks on the coinage of Phoenicia,
see above, p. 650.

Aradus was built on an island about twenty stadia from the mainland

off the northern coast of Phoenicia. Its coinage begins about the same
time as that of Tyre and Sidon in the latter half of the fifth century

B.C., but unlike those cities Aradus made use of the Persic standard

for its silver staters, probably on account of its proximity to and

commerce with the island of Cyprus, where that standard was then

alone in use.
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The early coinage of Aradus has been arranged by M. Six [Num.
Chron., 1877) in the following classes •—

Before b. c. 400 to 370.

Head of Melkarth, laureate, of archaic

style.

{Rev. Num., 1855, ?!• HI- 4-)

No inscr. or ND, standing for Melek

Arad, Galley on waves

M Stater 165 grs., M Divisions,

53, II, and I grs.

Girc. B.C. 370-350.

Id. (Fig. 349.)

t-i<^

Fig. 349.

N?0 and Phoenician numerals 10-17
(regnal years), or letters. Galley on
waves M Stater

Circ. B. c. 350-330.

ND Phoenician fish-god, Dagon holding

dolphin in each hand.

^<tD Upper half of Dagon.
Dagon.

Galley with seahorse beneath M 53 grs.

-^27 grs.
Prow with dolphin beneath ^11 grs.
ND Galley on waves . . . ^ -55

Circ. B.C. 330-260.

On the Macedonian conquest Aradus abandoned its ancient standard
of weight for the Attic, and struck gold staters, silver tetradrachms, and
bronze of the Alexandrine types (Miiller, CI., ii., iii. and iv., Nos. 1360-

79) distinguished by the monogram AP (B. M. Guide, PI. XXVII. 3, 4).

In this period the monogram of Aradus is also met with on some of the

tetradrachms of Antiochus I.

Circ. B.C. 259-183.

The era of Aradus commences in B. c. 359, according to which all the

subsequent coins of the city are dated. These fall into the following
classes :

—
(i)

Tetradrachms of Alexander's types (Miiller, CI. V.), distinguished by the

emblem of a Palm-tree and the monogram A P. (a) With Phoenician

dates corresponding to B.C. 244-214 and (p) with Greek dates, B.C. 202-

183.
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The contemporary smaller coinage consists of half drachms and bronze with
Phoenician dates.

Head of Tyche.
Head of Melkarth or Zeus.

Head of Tyche.
Id.

Prow ^ 1 Dr.
Pallas in attitude of combat on prow of

galley . .

_

^ i Dr.
Id. or Prow without Pallas . ^E -65
Melkarth (?) seated on prow, crowning

figure of fighting Pallas . ^ -8

Ci)T. B.C. 170-147.

(ii)
Attic drachms with Ephesian types, adopted, there can be little doubt, in

consequence of a monetary alliance contracted about this time between
these two flourishing seaports.

Bee and Greek dates (=b.c. 170-147).

Head of Zeus.

APAAinN Stag and palm-tree . . .

M Attic dr.

Prow of war-galley and Phoenician
dates ^ -6

Circ. B.C. 136-46.

Some time in the reign of Alexander Bala (b. c. 152-144) Aradus,
which had been long at feud with its neighbour Marathus, succeeded
in destroying that town, and probably obtained thenceforth a consider-

able accession of wealth and power, for we find it, shortly after that

event, in a position to send into the market vast quantities of dated'

tetradrachms, the series of which extends from B. c. 136 down to B. c.

46. The weight of these tetradrachms is peculiar, being intermediate
between the Attic and* Tyrian standards.

Veiled and turreted head of the Tyche
of Aradus. (Fig. 350.)

Head of Zeus.

Head of Tyche.
Head of Medusa, facing.
Head of Tyche.

Jugate male and female heads.

Veiled head of Astarte, wearing
stephane.

Fig. 350.

APAAinN Nike standing, holding
aplustre and palm. In field, Greek

date, and Phoenician and Greek
letters . . . M Tetradr. 230 grs.

Prow with Pallas as figure-head, Phoe-
nician date . . M Tetrob. 36 grs.

Prow ifl ^ Dr. 27 grs.

Aplustre . . . . M Diob. 18 grs.
Poseidon (?) seated on prow . . JE -85
Prow ^ .65

Running bull JE -85
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Imperial
—Tiberius to Gordian. Inscr., K?k£^\CiH. Usual t^pes

—Head
of Astarte wearing stephane and veil, before which is the head of the

Emperor smaller in size than that of the goddess, rev. Running bull ;

Tyche seated on rudder
;
Vase between two sphinxes ; Cypress-tree

between lion and bull, each accompanied by legionary standard.

Berytus {Bei/rout), a coast-town between Byblus and Sidon. Auto-
nomous bronze of Im^jerial times with Greek inscription, BHPYTinN,
BHPY, etc.; Heads of Poseidon or of City turreted, rev. Poseidon drawn

by sea-horses, etc. Colonial—Augustus to Salonina, COL. BER., COL.
IVL. BER., COL. IVL. AVG. FEL. BER., COL. IVL. ANT. AVG. FEL.
BER., etc. Types

—Ordinary colonial, or relating to the cultus of

Poseidon, Astarte, and Dionysos, whose statues are represented in

their respective temples ;
Poseidon dragging to himself the un-

willing nymph Beroe (Eckhel, ii. "^S^). The era of Berytus dates from
B.C. 197.

Botrys, between Byblus and Tripolis. Imperial
—Aurelius to Julia

Soaemias. Inscr., BOTPYHNnN. Era begins B.C. 50. Type
—Astarte

in temple.

Byblus, a coast-town at the foot of Mount Lebanon, between Botrys
and Berytus, famous as the scene of the myth of Adonis, who was here

worshipped under the name of Thammuz, Isis also was fabled to have
come to Byblus, where she sought and found the chest containing the

corpse of Osiris slain by Typhon. The earliest coins of Byblus are

autonomous silver pieces of the kings of Byblus, Elpaal, Ainel or

Enylus, the contemporary of Alexander the Great, b. c. 2,33 (Arrian,
ii. 20. i); Azbaal, and Adramelek, B.C. 315 (I) (Six, Ntim. Chron., 1877,

p. 182). There are two other kings, Adommelek, (circ. b. c. 300?) and
Jehawmelek (circ. b. c. 280 ?),

but if they struck coins none have yet
been identified.

Phoenician Standard, circ. B.C. 400-315 (?).

Galley manned by three armed men,
with horse's head as figure-head :

beneath, hippocamp.
"Id., but galley with lion's head (?).

Id.

. (De Luynes, Satr., PI. XV. 45.)

Vulture standing on an incuse ram
M Tetradr. 218 grs.. Dr. 54 grs.

(De Luynes, Satrap., PI. XVI. 46, 47.)

Lion devouring a bull, of which the

head is in relief and the body incuse.

Inscr. in Phoenician letters 7yD7N

^23 ^^ID (
= Elpaal Melek Gebal) . .

M 223, 56, 13 and 6 grs.

Lion devouring bull. Inscr. in Phoeni-

cian letters bli ^^0 ba^'^V (= Ainel

Melek Gebal); bm I^D ^y3Ty (
=

Azbaal Melek Gebal); or "lijomK

i^nj ^^0(=Adramelek Melek Gebal)
Al 213 grs. and 13 grs.
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Second and first centuries B. c.

The next coins of Byblus are bronze of the time of Antiochus IV and
V, rev. Phoenician god Kronos represented as a standing figure with
six wings and a horned head-dress (cf. Rev. Num., 1856, p. 394, and
Imhoof, Moil. Gr., p. 442).

There are also autonomous bronze coins, obv. Head of Tyche, rev.

Kronos ;
Isis Pharia

; Harpocrates ;
etc. (Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p, 442). Im-

j)erialhronze
—
Augustus to Valerian. Inscr., BYBAinN, BYBAOY l€PAC,

etc. Usual types
—
Temple of Astart6, in which her statue standing with

one foot on Prow
;
Isis Pharia, etc. Era commences either in B. c. 20 or

B. c. 6 (Eckhel, iii. 360).

Caesareia ad Libanxini, at the north-west foot of Mount Lebanon.

Tmperial
—Antoninus Pius to Aurelius. Inscr., KAICAPEIAC AIBANOY

orKAICAPenN THN EN TH Al BAN n, with Seleucid dates. Colonial—

Elagabalus to Severus Alexander, COL. CAESAREA LIB., etc. Type
—

Half-length simulacrum of Astarte in temple. Dates according to the
Seleucid era.

Carne or Carnos. To this place, the port of Aradus (Strabo, 753),
coins have been attributed with Phoenician dates reckoned from the

era of Aradus, B.C. 259, ranging from B.C. 225-1 to. Inscr., X^\>. Types
—

—Head of Zeus, rev. Cornucopiae ;
Head of Tyche ; Prow, etc. Imperial

of Valerian. Inscr., CORNV PHENICES {Num. Chron., N. S., xii. 67
and 221).

Demetrias
(?).

Autonomous bronze, obv. Turreted female head, rev.

AH, Nike with palm. Date L B of uncertain era {Num. Chron., 1862,

p. 106). Imperial Tiberius to M. Aurelius, Inscr. AHMHTP I €nN {Rev.

Beige, ser. iii. vol. iv. 22.) Types
—

Tyche; Figure holding ears of corn,

etc. It is quite possible that these coins may belong to Demetrias in

Coele-Syria.

Dora, a coast-town in the south of Phoenicia. Regal bronze of Try-

phon, B.C. 142-139, rev. AHP. 16. KAI A. Autonomous and Imperial—
Vespasian to Aquillia Severa, with Greek dates computed from the

Pompeian era, B. c. 64. Inscr., AnPITuuN AUUPKUUN, AUUPHNlTuuN

(sic),
AUUP. leP. ACYA. AYTON. N AYAPX[i8os]. %)f5—Head of Zeus or

Tyche, rev. Astarte standing holding vexillum.

Gebal. See Byblus,

Marathus. This important city was the most northern coast town of

Phoenicia. It was continually at feud with its near neighbour Aradus,
which appears to have succeeded in destroying it between B.C. 149 and

1 45, in the reign of Alexander Bala.
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Its earliest coins are tetradrachms of the Alexandrine type (Mliller, T396 ;

Symbol, Palm-tree), dated in the 30th year of the era of Aradus (b. c. 259)
= B. c. 229. Shortly after this the series of the Marathenian coins begins,
and extends down to circ. b, c. 150. The silver coins have Greek

legends and the bronze Phoenician, all being dated in the usual Phoeni-

cian manner, e.g. Ill II— NNNNnti' (
= Shenath, 95).

Fig. 351.

Attic Standard.

Head of the city, turreted. (Fig. 351.) MAPAGHNnN Male figure, hold-

ing aplustre and palm, seated on

shields. In front, Phoenician date

33 (=B.C. 226)
iR Attic tetradr. 258 grs.

M A P AOHNnN Male figure standing
beside column, holding aplustre.
Phoenician date 34 (

= b.c. 225) . .

vR 36 grs.

nno Id. (B.C. 198) .... ^ -85

,, Prow (B.C. 189) .... ^ -55

,, Male figure standing beside column.

Phoenician date
(
= B.C. 188) iE -8

„ Id. (B.C. 156) M-d

Head of Queen Berenice II
(]),

veiled.

Id.

Id.

Head of Ptolemy V, as Hermes.

Head of Tyche.

Orthosia, between Aradus and Tripolis. Autonomous bronze. Inscr.,

OPOnZIEnN, and Imperial
—Tiberius to Severus Alexander, with or

without dates of the Seleucid era (b. c. 312). Types
— Zeus; Nike;

Prow
;
Simulacrum drawn by two griffins, etc.

Sidon. To this great maritime city, the ancient metropolis of Phoe-

nicia, M. Six {Num. Ckron., 1877, p. 195) attributed a whole series of

large silver octradrachms and smaller divisions of the Phoenician stan-

dard. In date these coins seem to range from the latter half of the fifth

century (with intervals) down to the age, of Alexander the Great. The
attribution to Sidon is, however, only conjectural, and M. Six [Num. Citron.,

1884, p. 149) has himself suggested that the actual place of mintage may
have been farther north at Tripolis (chiefly on the ground that the forms
of the letters are Aramaic rather than Phoenician) though probably the

money was struck in the Sidonian quarter of that city (Diod., xvi. 41).
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The foUowins: are the classes into which the series falls

Class I. Tem2). Darius II
[1),

B.C. 424-405.

Fig. 352.

Galley in full sail. (Fig. 352.)

Id. (B. V. Head, Coins of Lydia and

Persia, PI. 11. 2.)

Id.

Id.

{Ibid., Fig. 3.)

Incuse square. King of Persia orof Sidon

in chariot, driven' by his charioteer.

In field, Fore-part of goat, incuse

JR 422-8 grs.

King standing, drawing bow, with

incuse bearded heads of goat before

and behind . . . . JR 104-9 S^^-

Id ^ I i-o grs.

King kneeling, di'awing bow JR i3-ogrs.

Class II. Temp. Artaxerxes Hi}), B.C. 405-359.

Fi«- 353-

Galley before the fortified wall of a ' Incuse circle. King in chariot, driven

city. In exergue two lions. ^Fig. at full speed by his charioteer : he-

ld.
353-)

{Ibid., Fig. 7.)

neath, a goat, incuse . -^425 grs.
Incuse square. King contending with

lion, which he is about to slay with
a short sword . . . . ^ 107 grs.

Class III. TemjJ. Artaxerxes II
((),

b.c. 405-359.

Galley with rowers, at sea : above,
Phoenician letter 3.

(B.V. Head, I.e., PI. II. 15.)

Id.

Id.
{Ibid., Fig. 16.)

{IUd.,Yig.i'j.)

King driven slowly by charioteer : be-

hind him walks an attendant in

Egyptian costume, holding a bent

sceptre ^432 grs.

Similar, but no attendant ^97-3 grs.

King contending with lion ^13 grs.
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Class IV. With dates first to thirteenth year of Artaxerxes III
{1) {Ochus)=B.c.

359-338.

Fig. 354.

Galley with rowers, at sea : abovje,

Phoenician dates ranging from i to

13 (Fig. 354).

Id. (B. V. Head, Lyd. and Pers.,

PI. III. 2.)

Id. {Ihid., Fig. 3.)

Id. {Ihid., Fig. 4.)

Id. {Ihid., Fig. 8.)

King driven slowly by charioteer, be-

hind him walks an attendant in

Asiatic costume, carrying sceptre and
flask. In field, letters 3y, yn or yy

^398 grs.

Similar, but no attendant M. 94-8 gi's.

Id .51 49 grs.

King contending with lion JR 10-4 grs.

King in half-kneeling posture, as on

the darics .^ -6

Class V. With the name of the Satrap Alazaeus, b. c. 350 (?)-333.

Imitations of the above-described octadrachms of Class IV struck

apparently in the district north of Phoenicia, and distinguished by the

name of the Satrap Mazaeus, HTD, in the Aramaic character on the re-

verse, and the dates 10 or 11 (?) of Ochus, B. c. 350 or 349 (?) ; 19, 20 and
21 of Ochus, B.C. 341-339; and i and 2 either of Arses, B.C. 338-7, or

of Darius III, B, c. S^^S^S (B. V. Head, Coins of Lydia and Persia^
PI. III. 5). See also J. P. Six {Num,. Chron., 1884, p. 144 sqq.).

Circ. B.C. 312-113. .

In this period the coins struck at Sidon are all regal.

(i) A Staters of Alexander's types. \

(ii) ^ Tetradrachms. (Miiller, .iZeo?,, Class III.) > B.C. 312-266 (?).

(iii) M Tetradrachms. (Miiller, Alex., Class IV.) j

(iv) M> Tetradrachms of Ptolemy II (dated), B.C. 261-247.

(v) A Octadrachms of Arsinoe Philadelphi (dated), B.C. 249, 248, 243.

(vi) iR Tetradrachms of Ptolemy III (dated), B.C. 245-242.

(vii) M. Tetradrachms of Alexander's types (Miiller, Class V.) circ, B.C. 242-

222(?).

(viii) M> Tetradrachms of Ptolemy IV (undated), circ. B.C. 222-205.

(ix) M Antiochus IV and Demetrius I, B.C. (undated), 175-150.

(x) M, Tetradrachms of Seleucid kings, Alexander I to Antiochus IX, B.C.

i5i-"3-
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Circ. B.C. 111-A.D. 117.

Silver. Phoenician Standard.

In B, c. III the autonomous era of Sidon commences, and a long series

of dated silver and bronze coins of which the following are the chief

varieties :
—

Fig. 355-

Head of city turreted and veiled.

(Fig. 355-)

ZlAHNinN, with addition on later

specimens of THZ lEPAZ KAI
AZYAOY Eagle on rudder . . .

M. Tetradr. 220 grs.
M, Didr. 100 grs.

The bronze coins read ZlAnNinN, ZIAHNOZ GEAZ (the goddess
Sidon), SIAfiNOZ OEAZ lEPAZ KAI AZYAOY, etc., or else they
have the name of Sidon in the Phoenician character. Ti/pes

—Head
of Tyche ;

Heads of Zeus and Tyche jugate ; Dionysos, etc., rev. Astarte

standing on prow ; Galley ;
Rudder

; Aplustre ; Europa with inflated

veil riding on bull (cf. Lucian, De I)ea Sj/r., 6, Kal to voixtcrixa, rw

2t8coytot \peovTaL, T'i]v EvpcaTTrjv icjie^oixevrjv e'xet rw ravpc^ tw Att); Cista

mystica ; Temple ;
Car with four small wheels containing an image

of Astarte, etc.

Imperial
—Augustus to Hadrian. Inscr.

lEPAZ, ZlAnNOZ NAYAPXIAOZ, etc.

enthroned
;
Sacred car of Astarte, etc.

ZIAHNOZ OEAZ, ZlAnNOZ
lypes

—
Europa on bull

;
Zeus

Imperial colonial—Elagabalus to Severus Alexander. Inscr., COL. AVR.
PIA METROP. SIDON, etc., also in addition, AETERNVM BENEFICIVM
or CERT. SAC. PER. OECVME. ISELA. (

= ' Certamina sacra periodica
oecumenica Iselastica

'). T^pes
—

Agonistic Table
;
Sacred car of Astarte

;

Corn measure ;
Astarte in temple ;

Roman legionary standards
; Ship

Argo with legend APTONAYT, etc.

Tripolis, a joint settlement, whence its name, from Sidon, Tyre, and

Aradus, established before the time of Alexander the Great. It was
situated on the coast between Aradus and Byblus. M. Six {Num. Chro7i.,

1884) suggests that the Sidonians may have struck at Tripolis the series

of large octadrachms described under Sidon. The earliest coins which
bear the name of Tripolis are autonomous bronze of the second and

X X
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first centuries B.C. Inscr., TPITTOAITnN. Dates reckoned from the

Seleucid and Pompeian eras, B.C. 312 and B.C. 64. Us7ial tjjpes
—Heads

of the Dioskuri, rev. Nike standing on Prow. Tripolis was also for a

short time one of the mints of Ptolemy V (b.c. 204-198, B. M. Cat.,

P/o/., p. 72), and apparently of Antiochus IV of Syria, B.C. 165. Its

chief coins are, however, autonomous tetradrachms of the second and first

centuries B.C.

Silver. Plioenician Standard.

Busts of the Dioskuri surmounted by
stars.

TPinOAITHN THS lEPAZ KAI
AYTONOMOY City standing rest-

ing on short sceptre, and holding

cornucopiae. The whole in wreath

^213 grs.

Imperial
—
Augustusto Severus Alexander. Inscr., TPITTOAITnN ;

TPI-
nOAIT. NAYAP.or NAYAPX. NEHK. %;6^5—Busts or figures of the Dios-

kuri; Astarte standing with one foot on prow ; HAIOC C6AHNH, Sun and

Moon; AIOZ AnOY, Two temples [Rev. Num., 1861, PL V. 10). The

Imperial money is all dated according to the Seleucid era, and ranges
from B.C. 32 to A. D. 221.

Tyrus, a colony of Sidon, which rivalled the mother city in wealth
and splendour. It appears to have begun to coin silver tetradrachms
and small coins in the latter half of the fifth century b. c.

Phoenician Standard, circ. B. c. 450-332 or later.

Dolphin swimming above waves
;
be-

neath, murex.

(Brandis, p. 513.)

Melkarth holding bow and riding over
the waves upon a sea-horse; be-

neath waves, a dolphin.

Dolphin and murex, or seahorse and

dolphin.

Incuse square, within which Owl ac-

companied by cx'ook and flail, Egyp-
tian symbols of royaltyM Tetradr. 220 grs.

Fig. 356.

Owl with crook and flail
; Phoenician

letters sometimes in the field. (Fig.

356.) . . . M Tetradr. 210 grs.
Owl with crook iand flail . . M Obol.
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Attic Standard, circ. B.C. 312-275 a^id later.

The last-mentioned series was probably continued for a time after the

capture of Tyre by Alexander, the weight of these latest specimens being
reduced to that of the Attic didrachm. They bear Phoenician dates

reckoned from the Seleucid era, B.C. 312, viz. years 2, 3, 23, 24, 26, 28,

29' 3O' 32, 33^ 34, 35 and ^7. In year 38 (b. c. 275-4) the era of Tyre
commences, but the Attic didrachms of the Melkarth and Owl type do
not immediately cease, for specimens occur with the dates 2 and 3 of

what seems to be the Tyrian era, preceded by the initial letter of the

name of Tyre (ii). (See Six, JVim-. Chron., 1886.)

Circ. B.C. 274-126.

The first era of Tyre began in b. c. 275-4, and from this time until

B. c. 1 26 the following regal coins were issued from the Tyrian mint :
—

(i)
B.C. 266-247. Coins of Ptolemy II, with the years of his reign (20-39).

(ii) B.C. 247-228. Coins of Ptolemy III, with years of his reign (2, 3, 4, 5,

8, 20).

(iii)
B.C. 228-205. Coins of Ptolemy III and IV, with dates 48, 50 and 56

of the era of Tyre,

(iv) B.C. 205-159. Coins of the Ptolemaic types, without monogram of Tyre,
but with dates according to the Tyrian era, ranging
from 71-90, and from 100-117. (See Six, Num.
CJiron., 1886.)

(v) B.C. 159-126. Bronze coins with Seleucid dates of Demetrius I and silver

of Alexander Bala, Demetrius II, Antiochus VII, and

Demetrius II x'estored.

In addition to these consecutive series of dated coins there are also

tetradrachms and bronze of Alexander's types (Miiller, CI. V. No.

1423), probably struck about B.C. 238, and here and there a coin with the

Tyrian monogram under Antiochus III and IV.

Phoenician Standard, circ. B.C. 126-a.d. 57.

The second era of the autonomy of Tyre began b. c. 126, and from

this time down to the reign of Vespasian we possess a plentiful series of

Tyrian tetradrachms and didrachms and a single specimen of the gold
dekadrachm now in the Berlin Museum.
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Head of the city turreted and veiled.

{Zeit.f.N.,\i.i.)
Head of Herakles, laureate. (Fig.

357-)

TYPOY lEPAZ KAI ASYAOY Double

cornucopiae. Year 23 K Dekadr.
TYPOY lEPAZ KAI AZYAOY Eagle

on rudder. In field, dates and

symbol, a club iR 220 grs.

t no grs.A^

In part contemporary with this series of silver are dated autonomous
bronze coins extending down to the reign of Sept. Severus. Types

—
Astarte standing in galley ;

Club ending in monogfam composed of the

letters TY ; Palm-tree, etc. Liscr., TYP in monogram, often with addi-

tion of l€P. ACY. MHTPOTTOAeuuC. Imperial colonml—Sept. Severus to

Gallienus, with legend COL. SEP. TYRVS METROP ;
SEP. TYRO. ME-

TROP. COL. PENIC [sic); COL. TYRO. METRO; or TYRIORVM, etc.

Among the types are some of more than ordinary interest, such as

AlAuu, figure of Dido superintending the building of Carthage; AM-
BPOCie neTPC, the Ambrosial rocks (Eckhel, iii. 389); uuKEAN.; Okea-
nos recumbent with crab-shell head-dress ; eYPuuHH, Europa gathering
flowers while the Bull approaches her out of the sea (Kenner, 8t[ft. Si.

Florian, 175); KAAfMOC], Kadmos presenting the Greeks with the

alphabet (?) ;
Kadmos hurling stone at serpent; GHB€ (?), Kadmos founding

Thebes
;
Herakles ; Astarte

; Temple, etc.

The murex shell is an almost constant symbol in the field.

Gaines—\iQ\HOH (DOINIKHC, AKTIA KAICAPIA, AKT[IA] KOM-
[OAeiA].?, HPAKAIA OAYMHIA, ACKAHOeiA, etc.

.

Uncebtain Sateaps of Syria ob Phoenicia.

It is probably to some district either of Syria or northern Phoenicia
that a series of uncertain Satrapal coins should be attributed which may
be thus described :

—

Circ. B.C. 350-330.

The King of Persia as an archer,

kneeling r. and drawing bow. Va-
rious symbols in the field and
sometimes Aramaic letters. (B. V.

Head, Z^/iZia and Persia, PL III. 14.)
Similar. {Ibid., Fig. 16).

Horseman wearing the low tiara of the

Satraps, galloping r. armed with

spear . . . . M Stater 232 grs.

Similar -^ '5

XI. GALILAEA.

Ace-Ptolemais. Although this city is included in Galilee by Eckhel,
it was strictly speaking a Phoenician port, and never belonged to the
Jewish kings. It received the name of Ptolemais from Ptolemy Phila-

delphus, but down to b. c. %66 the name Ace alone occurs on the coins.
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Its earliest coins are gold staters and silver tetradrachms of Alexander's

types (Miiller, Nos. 1426-63), with the name of the town l^V in Phoeni-
cian characters in the field, and dates reckoned from the Seleucid era,
B. c. 312, ranging from year 5 (

= 308) to year 46 (
= 267). Next follow

coins of Ptolemy II, at first without dates, but with the mint-mark of

Ptolemais in the field, and from b. c. 261 to 248 dated, and with the
title ZjQTHPOZ in place of BAZIAEHZ. A few coins with the mono-

gram of Ptolemais also occur under Ptolemy IV. The coins of the

Seleucids, struck at PtolemaVs, are of Antiochus IV, reading ANTI-
OXEnN TnN EN niOAEMAIAI, of Antiochus V, Demetrius I, and
Alexander Bala (b. c. 175-144), and of Cleopatra and Antiochus VIII

(B.C. 125-123).
After an interval of somewhat less than a century the autonomous

bronze coinage begins, dating from the Caesarian era, reckoned from
B.C. 47. Inscr., AKH. lEP. KAI AZ. %?g—Palm-tree ;

or niOAEMAI-
EnN lEPAZ KAI AZYAOY, variously abbreviated. The prevailing

type is obv. Head of Zeus, rev. Tyche standing on rudder, on the tiller of

which she rests her hand, in which she holds an aplustre.

Imperial—Claudius to Salonina, usually Colonial with Latin inscrip-
tion, COL. PTOL.; COL. CLAVD. PTOL.; COL. CLAVD. NERONIA
PTOLEMAIS, etc. Tyi^es

—
Tyche seated on rock with river Belus at her

feet ;
with others of no special interest. A coin of Claudius bears the

remarkable inscr., [ FFTOJACMAIAI TEPMANI {Berl.

Bldlt., V. 25).

Diocaesareia-Sepphoris, about five miles north of Nazareth. Iniperial of

Trajan, with the remarkable inscr., TPAIANOC AYTOKPAinP EAHKEN,
rev. ZEFFOnPHNnN, Palm-tree; and of Antoninus Pius to Elagabalus,
Inscr., AI0KAICAP6IAC. Ti/pes

—
Temples of Zeus

;
Pallas and other divi-

nities. On some specimens is the following enigmatical inscription,
AIOK. leP. ACYA. AYT. H. <1>. C. ICP. B. C. K. A. P., which has been con-

jecturally restored by De ^oMlcy {Terre Sainte, p. 329), AIO[KAICAPei AC
ieP[AC] ACYA[OY] AYT[ONOMOY] n[OA€nC] (t)[IAHC] C[YMMAXOY"
ieP[AC] B[OYAHC] C[YrKAHTOY] K[AI] A[HMOVj P[nMAinN]. A coin

of M. Aurelius (Caesar), engraved in the Zeit. f. Num., 1885, PI. IV. 9,

reads AlOKAICAPCnN OABOC; on the reverse is Zeus contending with

a giant. This coin belongs, however, to Diocaesareia in Cilicia.

Tiberias, founded by Herod Antipas, on the shores of the Lake of

Gennesareth. Bronze of Herod Antipas. /^w^r., HPHAOY TETPAPXOY,
etc., rev. TIBCPIAC, with dates of his reign corresponding to A. d. 29-34;
also of Herod Agrippa I under Claudius. Inscr., EFTI BAZIAE. ATPin.

TIBCPIEnN. Imperial— Q\QMidS.\\s> to Hadrian. Inscr., TIBCPICnN or

KAAYAIO TIBCPienN. Era begins A.D. 20 (De Saulcy, Terre Sainte,

V- 334)-
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XII. SAMARIA.

Caesareia, a splendid city and seaport founded by Herod the Great,
The town was called Kaiaapeia, and its port '^^^aarbs \nxriv. Regal
bronze of Agrippa I (Madden, Cohis of the Jens, 133), and autonomous
bronze. I^ype

— Anchor. Imperial
— Augustus to Nero, with inscr.,

KAIZAPenN or KAISAPIA H nPOI ZEBAZTH AIMENI. Imjjerial
colonial—Vespasian to Gallienus. Inscr., COLONIA PRIMA FLAVIA
AVGVSTA FELIX CAESARENSIS, or CAESAREA METROPOLIS PRO-
VING I AE SYRIAE PALAESTINAE, variously abbreviated. Tj/pesnwaxQxovi^,
but of no special interest. Among them, the Head of Serapis ; Dionysos
riding on lion

;
Astarte in temple, etc. (De Saulcy, Tetre Sainte, p. 1 1 2 sq.)

Diospolis-Lydda, near Joppa. Imperial
—Severus to Caracalla. Inscr.,

A. Cerr. C€0Y. AlOCnOAIC (Lucia Septimia Severiana). Types
—Heads

of Serapis and Demeter
;
Astarte in temple, etc.

Joppa, the port of Jerusalem, the scene of the myth of Andromeda.
It was one of the mints of the tetradrachms of Alexander's types (Miiller,
Class IV., Nos. 1468-1469), and Ptolemies II and HI also struck money
there, distinguished by the letters I OFT; symbol, sometimes, harpa of

Perseus. Its later coins are autonomous bronze reading lOfFH, Poseidon
seated on rock. Imperial of Elagabalus. Inscr., ct)AA. lOTTnHC (De
Saulcy, Terre Sainfe, p. 177).

Neapolis, situate nearly in the centre of Samaria between two hills,

Ebal and Gerizim. Imperial
— Titus to Maximinus. Inscr., (t)AAOYI.

NEAnOA. lAMAPE or (DA. N€AC nOAenC CYPIAC nAAAICTINHC
Era dates from a.d. 72. Imperial colonial—Philip I to Volusian. Inscr.

COL. NEAPOLI.; COL. IVL. NEAPOL.; or COL. SERGIA. NEAPOL.; COL
NEAPOLI NEOCORO, etc., and on the late issues (J>A. NCACnOAenC
cm CHM Y N €UU K OPO Y. There are two principal types

—
(a) a representa-

tion of Mount Gerizim with two summits, on one of which is the temple
of Zeus approached by a flight of steps (cf. Damascius, ap. Phot. Bibl.,

1055), and. on the other a small edifice or altar of somewhat uncertain

form
; (/3)

Simulacrum of a goddess resembling the Ephesian Artemis

standing between two humped bulls
;
she usually holds in one hand a

whip, and in the other ears of corn. Among the other types are Serapis,

Asklepios, Apollo, etc

Nysa Scythopolis, on the northern frontier of Samaria, close to the

Jordan. Imperial
—Nero to Gordian. hiscr., NYCAICUUN, NYCAIGUUN

TUUN KAI CKYGOnOAGITUuN, or NYC. CKYGOnOACITuuN l€PAC.

Era uncertain (perhaps B.C. 48). Type
—Nysa nursing infant Dionysos

with others of less interest.

Sebaste, the ancient Samaria, fortified, by Herod, and renamed by him
Sebaste. (Trji^ Sa/xapetay eirevorjcrev eTTLTeixio-fxa, KaXeaas }xkv avTi]v le^arrrrjv,

Joseph., Ant. -hid., xv. 8, 5.) Imperial times—Nero to Severus Alexander.
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Inscr., CeBACTHNnN, CeBACTHNuuN CYPIAC, etc., and colonial after

Sept. Severus. Inscr., COL. L. SEP. SEBASTE, Colonia Lucia Septimia
Sebaste. Era dates probably from b. c. 25. Ti/j)es

—Rape of Persephone,
etc. (De Saulcy, Terre Sainte, p. 275.)

XIII. JUDAEA.

Aelia Capitolina, the ancient Jerusalem, rebuilt by Hadrian, A. D. 136,
after the suppression of the second revolt of the Jews under Simon
Barcochab. The new temple of Jupiter Capitolinus occupied the site of

that of Jehovah. Imperial colonial—Hadrian to Valerian. Inscr., COL.
AEL. CAP., with addition, after the reign of Commodus, of the title

COMM[odiana]. The most interesting types are Astarte, or perhaps the

Tyche of the city, standing in her temple, and Zeus enthroned in temple
(Madden, Coins of the Jeics, p. 247). For coins struck at Jerusalem before

its destruction see p. 681.

Anthedon or Agrippias, a coast-town, the name of which was changed
by Augustus to Agrippias, but the old name Anthedon was subsequently
restored. The coins with the head of Livia, rev. Prow, formerly attributed

to this place under the name of Agrippia, are now assigned to Agrippia
Caesareia in Bosporus or to Phanagoria (see p. 422). Imiierial

—
Elagabalus

to Severus Alexander. Inscr., ANOHAONOC. Era begins A. D. 71.

Ti/j^es
—Astarte in temple; Winged Genius wearing short chiton, raising

one hand, and holding a wheel over an altar with the other.

Ascalou. This ancient seaport would appear to have been one of the

places of mintage of gold staters and tetradrachms of Alexander the

Great (Miiller, CI. HI. and IV., Nos. 1472-1484). Subsequently it struck

Seleucid regal coins from Antiochus V to Antiochus IX, circ. B.C. 164-

104, when the era of its autonomy commences. Next in order of date

Fig. 358.

follow some tetradrachms bearing the portraits of Ptolemy Auletes, dated

B. c. 64, Cleopatra b. c. 50 (Fig. 358), and Ptolemy Dionysos b. c. 49 ;

rev. AZKAAnNITHN lEPAZ AZYAOY, Eagle on fulmen (B. M. Gnide,

PI. LXII. 18, 19), and small autonomous silver coins with head of Astarte

and on the reverse a dove. Imperial
—Augustus to Severus Alexander,

with or without the head of the Emperor, consisting in the main of

bronze, but silver pieces are known of Claudius and Messalina. Ti/pe
—
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Zeus Nikephoros enthroned. The usual types of the bronze coins are—
Head of Tyche, rev. Galley ;

the goddess Derceto, or perhaps the Tyche
of the city, standing holding aplustre and trident, with a dove beside

her; Warlike divinity standing facing, brandishing sword above his

headj and holding round shield or branch in his left
; Divinity of

Egyptian aspect, and with head-dress of Osiris, standing on the backs
of three lions, and carrying flail [Num. Zeit., 1884, p. 293). For other

types and varieties see De Saulcy, Terre Sainte, p. 178 sqq. The Im-

perial coins of Ascalon are dated from the era of its autonomy, B.C.

104. A coin of Augustus has also a second date which is reckoned
from B, c. 58.

AzotusC?), (Ashdod). To this city G. Hoffmann [Zeit. f. Num., ix, 96)
would attribute two bronze coins, which he thinks were struck in the

name of a ruler called Hirom, but see above (p. (>^S)^ where they are

with greater probability assigned to Anisades of Armenia.
The Imperial coins erroneously attributed to Azotus have been restored

by De Saulcy [Terre Sainte, p. 283) to Laodiceia.

Eleutheropolis, about twenty miles south-west of Jerusalem. Imperial—Severus to Elagabalus. Inscr., A. CEfT. C€OYH. eAEYOe (Lucia Sep-
timia Severiana Eleutheropolis). Era begins between a. d. 203 and 208.

T^pe
—

Divinity resembling the Ephesian Artemis (cf. Coins of Neapolis

Samariae).

Gaza, an ancient city about twenty miles south of Ascalon, which
Herodotus (iii. 5) mentions as scarcely inferior in size to Sardes, the

capital of Lydia. Its coinage in the fifth and fourth centuries b. c. has

been identified by M. Six [Num. C/iron., 1877, p. 221), and consists of

drachms and smaller coins of Attic weight and of various types, of which
the following are the most usual :

—
Silver. Attic Standard.

Janiform diademed male and female

heads, or head of Pallas as on coins

of Athens, sonietimes closely imi-

tated from Athenian coins, even

with letters AOE.

riTy in Phoenician characters, Owl in

incuse squai'e, sometimes before the

fortified wall of a city . . M Dr.

After its capture by Alexander regal coins were struck there with the

monogram PA, both under Ptolemy II and III, and under Demetrius I

of Syria.
The autonomous bronze money of Gaza dates from an era commencing

B.C. 61. Inscr., FA, TAZA, AHMOY TAZAinN, AHMOY TUUN CN
PAZH, TAZAITriN, TAZeATHN, etc., with addition sometimes of honorific

titles, l€P. ACY. Imperial
—Augustus to Gordian, dated after Hadrian's

time, according to a new era commencing in A. D. 129. Inscr., f A Z A ! 11N
,

rAZA,etc., usually with the addition of the Phoenician letter D, perhaps the

initial of the divinity MAPNA, whose name, as well as those of MEINUU
and €IUJ, is met with on coins of this city. The temple of Marna at Gaza
called the Marneion was identified with that of the Cretan Zeus, (De

Saulcy, Terre Sainte, 210) and Meino and Eio are clearly Minos and lo.
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There is reason to suppose that these divinities were originally introduced
into Crete and Greece from Phoenicia. Among the types of the coins

of Gaza we may mention a temple containing statues of Artemis and

Apollo ;
Turreted bust of Tyche, or her entire figure, standing, with a

bull at her feet
; Tyche and lo joining hands, etc. (see also NH?n. C/iron.,

1862, 120).

Nicopolis-Emmaus, at the entrance of the plain some miles north-

west of Jerusalem, received the name of Nicopolis a,d. 70 or 71, from
which its era dates, after the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus.

Imperial of Elagabalus. Liscr., NeiKOTTOAIC.

Raphia, on the sea-coast between Gaza and Rhinocolura, an ancient

city restored by Gabinius b. c. 58, the year from which its era dates.

Imperial
—M. Aurelius and Commodus to Philip Junior. Inscr., PA(t>IA.

Ti/pes—AxiQ\n\s standing ;
Female figure seated between two small

figures, on the head of one of whom she places her hand.

KINGS, PRINCES, AND ROMAN PROCURATORS OF

JUDAEA.

The history of the coins of the Jews has been of late years so

thoroughly investigated by Madden {Coins of the Jews, 1881), and Merz-

bacher {Zeit.f. Num., 1878), not to mention older works, such as those of

De Saulcy and Cavedoni, that the barest outline will suffice in the

present work.

(a) Asmonaean Family.

Simon Maccabaeus, B. c. 143-135. The earliest native Jewish money
consists of the silver shekels and half shekels of Simon Maccabaeus,
struck on the Phoenician standard, and weighing respectively 220 and

1 1 o grs.

Fig. 359.

h^'\^'' h\>'^ {Shekel Israel), a cup or

chalice, above whicli N, D, 3, T or n

(numerals i to 5), referring to the

oflficial years of Simon's rule cor-

responding to B.C. 141-137. On
the coins of years 2—5 the numeral

is preceded by ^ (for Shenath, year).

n'Cnp DPC'IT' {Jerushalem Kedoshah), or

n^i^npn D"'^::'^^ {Jerushalaim ha-kedo-

shah), 'Jerusalem the Holy,' Brunch

with three buds (Aaron's rod
?).

(Fig- 359-) •

JS, Shekel 220 grs.
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The half shekels are similar, but read "pptl^H "^in, Chatzi ha-sJiekel (half

shekel).
The epithet

'

Holy
'

on these coins may be compared with the ordinary
Greek coin-legend I EPAZ KAI AZYAOY on the contemporary money of

many Syrian cities.

There are also bronze coins of the fourth year of Simon, bearing the

legends ^^n ^'2r\'A nyi! {Shenath arha
Cliafzi), ^'2r\ ^y^t^ J^^^ {Slienath arba

Behia), or V'^^^ I^W [Slienath arha) ;
rev. X\>^ rb^^b {L'ujuUath Zion).

' In

the fourth year, one half or one quarter
—The Redemption of Zion'

(Madden, p. 71).

John Hyrcanus I, B. c. 135-106, Small bronze coins only, usually with

hiscr., ryWTVn ")2m biyr] \r\'2r\ \1Ty\TV {Jekochanan JIahkolien Haggadol
Vecheber Ilajelivflhn), Johananthe High Priest, and the Senate of the Jews,
rev. Double cornucopiae and poppy-head. (For varieties see Madden,

p. 76.)

Judas Aristobulus, B. C. 106-105. Small bronze, with inscr.,

nmn^n "12m b'b:^ IHD m^T^\ Jehudah Kohen Galul (for GadolVj Veckeber

Hajehndim, Judas the High Priest and the Senate of the Jews, rev.

Double cornucopiae and poppy (Madden, p. 82).

Alexander Jannaeus, B.C. 105-78. Small bronze of three classes

(a and
/3) Regal, with Hebrew and Greek inscr., I'^'^H ^nJlH'' {Jehona-

than Hammeiek), 'The King Jehonathan,' rev. BAZlAEnZ AAEZAN APOY.
Ti/pes

—Flower and Anchor, or Star and Anchor, (y) Pontifical coins

resembling those of his predecessor, but reading b'iyr\ pDH ]njin''

DnrTTT ")2m, Jo?iathan or Jehonathan Halckohen Haggadol Techeber ITaJe-
hiulim.

Alexandra, B. c. 78-69, widow of Alexander Jannaeus, Small bronze
with Star and anchor. Imcr., BASIAIZ. AAEZANA.

John Hyrcanus II, B. c. 69, 63-57 and 47-40. Small bronze, with
Star and anchor, and bilingual inscr. (Madden, p. 93). Also bronze, obv.

Flower, rev. Palm {lb., p, 96). Inscr., 1TVT\ ^'^TT^ ^i:in |njn pmn^
(Jehochanan Hakkohen Haggadol Hacheber HaJehud[i?uJ).

Alexander II
(?),

B. c. 65-49. To this prince M. Reichardt would attri-

bute small bronze coins of the Star and anchor type, reading BAZIAEHZ
AAEEANAPOY and . . , .

(?) : t:r;7-|i:i':'^> (Alexadras GadoH), (Uadden,
P- 97.)

Antigonus (Mattathias), B, c, 40-37. Bronze
;

obv. Flower, rev. Palm.

Inscr., inTl "^nnn Vxin ]n:in rrnnD {Mattathlah Hakkohen Haggadol
Ilacheher Hajehadim'), 2iXxd bilingual coins with BAZIAEHZ ANTirONOY,
and similar Hebrew legend equivalent to 'Mattathias the High Priest
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and the Senate of the Jews.' T^pes
—Wreath and double or single

cornucopiae.

[0) Idumaean Princes.

Herod the Great, B.C. 37-4. Bronze. Inscr., BAZIAEHZ HPnAOY.
Ti/pes

—Helmet, rev. Tripod or shield
; Caduceus, rev. Pomegranate ;

Aplustre, rev. Palm
; Tripod, rev. Wreath

;
Anchor, rev. Two cornuacopiae,

etc. (Madden, p. 105 sqq.)

Herod Archelaus, B. c. 4-A. D. 6. Bronze, //ascv., HPUUAOY eeNAPXOY,
often abbreviated. Ti/pes

—Anchor, rev. Wreath
; Prow, rev. Wreath

;

Double cornucopiae, rev. Galley; Grapes, rev. Helmet, etc. (Madden,
p. 114 sqq.)

Herod Antipas, B.C. 4-A.D. 40. Bronze. Inscr., HPLUAOY TeTPAPXOY,
Palm-branch, rev. TIBEPIAC, Wreath; or HPHAHC TeTPAPXHC, Palm-

branch, with name of Emperor Caius (Caligula) on reverse in a wreath.

These coins were struck at the city of Tiberias, built by Antipas, and
named after the Emperor Tiberius (Madden, p. 121).

Herod Philip II, B.C. 4-A. D. 33. Imperial
—M Augustus and Tiberius,

rev. tDIAinnOY TeTPAPXOY. %;e—Temple (Madden, p. 125).

Herod Agrippa I, A. D. 37-44. Bronze, without or with heads of

Emperors, Caius and Claudius. Inscr., BACIAGUJC ATPiriA {sic),

Umbrella, yw. Ears of corn; BACIA6YC MCrAC ATPinnAC <t)l AOKAICAP,
Head of Agrippa, r^y. KAICAPIA H HPOC [CeBACTH] AIM€Nl, Tyche
standing, struck at Caesareia.

On some specimens the alliance of Agrippa with Claudius, when all

Herod's kingdom was given to him, seems to be commemorated by the

following inscription, which is, however, only partly legible
—AHM . .

PHMAinN K. CYM. XI. AY. BAEI. ATPinA . . . KAHTON—and of

which no entirely satisfactory reading has been yet suggested (see

Madden, p. 137).

Agrippa I and II. Bronze; obv. Head of Agrippa l,rev. [BAZIjAEYC
ATP ATPinnA YIOY BAZIAEnil, Agi^ippa H on horseback.

Herod, brother of Agrippa I, was king of Chalcis A. D. 41-48. M
Inscr., BAZIA. HPHAHC <t)IAOKAAYAIOC (Imhoof, PortrdtBpfe, PI. VI.

20), rev. Name of Claudius.

Agrippa II, A. D. 48-100. Small bronze coin struck at Agrippias.

iymT., [BAZIAEnr] ATPinOA ArPinn[EnN], Head of Agrippa H L. E.

(year 5), m'. |BAZ ATPininA (t)l AOK AIIA[POZ] (?),
Two cornuacopiae

crossed [Z. f. N., xiii. PL IV. 17). Also bronze, without or with heads of
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Emperors, Nero, Vespasian, Titus, and Domitian. Inscr., BACIACnC
ArPITTTTOY^ etc., and various types, among which is Tyche holding cornu-

copiae and ears of corn
;
Nike holding wreath and palm, or inscribing

shield, etc.

Aristobulus, son of Herod king of Chalcis and great-grandson of

Herod the Great, was king of Chalcis and parts of Armenia, A.D. 70-93 (1).M BAZIAEnS APIZTOBOYAOY, with the name of Vespasian on reverse

[Rev. Num.^ 1883, p. 145).

Aristobulus and Salome, A.D.7o-92(?). M BACIAEni: APICTOBOYAOY.
rev. BACI AlCCHi: CAAHMHC, with portraits. Imhooi {Portrdtkdj)fe, PI. VI.

31 and 33).

(y) Roman Procurators of Judaea, A. D. 6-66.

On the occasion of the banishment of Herod Archelaus, A.D. 6, Judaea
was added to the province of Syria, and the government administered by
a Procurator subordinate to the Praefect of Syria. Of these Procurators

(a, d. 6-66) there is a numerous class of small bronze coins resembling
in style and fabric the contemporary small money of the Idumaean

Princes, and dated according to the regnal years of the emperors.

Augustus (years 33, '^^, '^6, 39, 40, 41, under the Procurators Coponius,
Ambivius, and Rufus) ;

Tiberius (i (?), 3-5, 11, 16-18, Procurators

Valerius Gratus and Pontius Pilate, year 1 8 is that of the Crucifixion) ;

Claudius (13, 14, Procurator Felix) ;
and Nero (year 5, Procurator Felix).

These coins bear, as a rule, the representation of a plant, the name
of the reigning emperor, and the year of his reign in Greek characters

(Madden, Coins of the Jews, pp. 173 sqq.).

(S) Coins of the First Revolt of the Jews, a. d. 66-70.

Silver and bronze bearing the names of Eleazar, Simon, and Eleazar

and Simon together, viz. |mDn "^T^T'M, Eleazar Hakkohen ; \\ytyD, Simeon ;

b^'VD^ \^''V1 X\V'OV, Simeon Nasi Israel
;
and ]7r\2T\ "^^^hi^ W"^"^, Simeon,

Eleazar, Hakkohen. Ti/pes
—Vase or Palm-tree, rev. Grapes or vine-

leaf; and Palm, rev. Lyre; and large silver shekels of the Phoenician

standard with the name Jerusalem, rev.
' First year of the Pedemption of

Israel,' btTW rh't^:h nnt^ nJtt'; obv. Temple, rev. Ethrog and Lulab.

Also large bronze of Simon Nasi, rev. Vase
;
and bronze of the second

and third years of the revolt. Tyjoe
—Vase, rev. Vine-leaf.

(c) Coins struck hi Palestine commemorating the Capture of Jerusalem, a.d. 70.

After the successful termination of the Jewish war Vespasian and Titus

caused coins to be struck in Judaea with the legend lOYAAIAZ
EAAUUKYIAS, and in Rome with the Latin legend IVDAEA CARTA,
IVDAEA DEVICTA, etc. Full descriptions are given in Madden (p.

207 sqq.).
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{Cl Coins of the Second Revolt of the Jews under Simon Barcochah, A. D. 132-135.

Fig. 360.

Silver of the Phoenician standard and bronze bearing in the old

Hebrew character the name of Simon on the obverse |'l^?Dt£^, and

Libvw rcnrh, Lachemth Jerushalem (the Deliverance of Jerusalem), or,

bi^lti^^ min'?, Lachemth Israel (the Deliverance of Israel) on the reverse.

Ti/pes
—Vase, Lyre, Grapes, Vine-leaf, Palm-tree, Palm-branch, Two

Trumpets, Temple (Fig. 360), Ethrog and Lulab, etc.

The series of the coins of Jerusalem closes with those of the Roman
colony, Aelia Capitolina described above (p. 679).

ARABIA.
*

The coinage of Arabia begins with the issues of the Nabathaean kings.

These, about the time of Hadrian, are superseded by the Imperial coins

of the principal towns of Arabia Petraea. The coinage of Arabia Felix

forms a separate and distinct class.

I. KINGS OF NABATHAEA.

Very little is known concerning the kings of this district of Arabia ;

but see Bev. Num., 1858, p. 292; 1868, p. 153; Num. Zeit., iii. 445;
Anmiaire cle Nmn,., 1873, i

;
and i88t, p. 462. The following list of the

kings of whom coins are known is from De Sauley {Ann. de Nntn., 1881,

p. 31 sq.), whose paper contains a remmS of the present state of our

knowledge of the coinage of this region.

Malchus I, circ. B.C. 145. M Didr. of the Ptolemaic standard, wt.

ioO'5 grs. Head of King with hair in ringlets, rev. Ptolemaic Eagle and
Nabathaean inscr., Malkii king, king of Nahatu.

John Hyrcanus, circ. B.C. 134, Prince of the Jews, appears to have

struck a few bronze coins in the cities which he had taken from the

Nabathaeans [Ann. de Ntim., 1873, 30).
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Obodas I, circ. B. c 97-85. M Didr. of the Ptolemaic standard,
wt. 104 grs. Head of King with hair in ringlets, rev. Ptolemaic

Eagle and Nabathaean inscr., Ohodath king, king of' Nabaiu {Num. Zeit.,

i873> !)•

'

-

Aretas III {PliiUtellen), circ. B.C. 85-62. M (in Damascus) with
Greek inscr., BASIAEHZ APETOY <J>IAEAAHNOZ. Head of King, rev.

Nike. City seated on rock with River-god at her feet, etc., and M wt.

74-63 grs., with Nabathaean inscr., Ilareiath melek Nabatii. Heads of

King Aretas and Queen (De Saulcy, op. cit., p. 13).

Obodas II, circ. B. c. 3o(?)-7. M wt. 70 grs., with Nabathaean inscr.,

Ohodath melek Nabaiu, and busts of King and Queen, also M (De Saulcy,

oj). cit., p. 19).

Aretas IV (Philodemos), circ. B. c. 7-A. D. 39. M with Nabathaean

inscr., and M and M, with heads of Philodemos and Hulda, his first wife,
or Seqailat his second

;
also M of Philodemos with his children Mal-

chus III and Seqilath.

Malchus III, circ. A. D. 67. M and M, with Nabathaean inscr., with
his head on the obverse, and that of his sister Seqilath on the reverse.

Zabel. Date uncertain. M and M
; Heads of Zabel and Queen Seqi-

lath, rev. Double cornucopiae, and M of Zabel and Gemilath, with Naba-
thaean inscriptions.

II. CITIES OF ARABIA PETRAEA.

Adraa, about thirty miles north-west of Bostra. Imperial
—M. Aure-

lius to Gallienus. Liscr., AAPAHNhH or AAPAHNnN TYXH. Types—
Astarte in temple ; Agonistic table with urn, referring to games called

AOYCAPIA, in honour of Dusaris the Arabian Bacchus
; Herakles seated

on rock, etc. According to De Saulcy (r. S., p. 374) the era of Adraa
dated from b. c. 83.

Bostra, the capital of Roman Arabia, was situate in a fertile oasis

about seventy miles south of Damascus. Imperial
—Hadrian to Elaga-

balus. Inscr., APABIA on coin of Hadrian, and subsequently TYXH
NEAC TPAIANHC BOCTPAC, or BOCTPUUN, BOCTPHNuuN, etc. Era
commences A. D. 105-4 (Waddington, Melanges, 1867, p. 158, and Uev.

Arch., 1865, i. 263). Colonial—Sev. Alexander to Treb. Gallus. Inscr.,

COLONIA BOSTRA, COL. METROPOLIS BOSTRA or BOSTRENORVM.
Types

—Tyche of the city ; Agonistic table referring to games, AOYCAPIA,
AKTIA AOYCAPIA or ACTIA DVSARIA. Types—Gsimoi or Arab on
Camel

; Temples of various divinities, etc.
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Eboda (Ptol. v. 17, 4), south of Gaza and south-west of the Dead Sea,
now called AJxleh. Imjpenal of Nero. Inscr., EBuuAHZ. Tf/pe

—Nike

Apteros (Imhoof, Mon. Gr., p. 450).

Esbus, (Heshbon), some twenty miles north-east of the Dead Sea.

/w2/;ma/ of Elagabalus only. Inscr. eCBOYC or AYP. eCBOYC. Types—
Astarte

;
Men (De Saulcy, T. 8., p. 393).

Moca. The coins attributed to this city are wrongly read (Muret,
Melanges de Niimisynaticiue, ii. 7).

Petra, the metropolis of the Nabathaeans, adopted the surname Adri-
ana in consequence of favours conferred upon it by Hadrian. Imperial—
Hadrian to Elagabalus. Inscr.,W^'^Vk MHTPOnOAIC, AAPIANH TieTPA

MHTPOnOAIC, etc. Types
—

Tyche of city seated on rock
; Figure sacri-

ficing, etc. Era commences A. D. 105-4.

Philippopolis, founded by the Emperor Philip, a native of Bostra,
from which place it was distant about twelve miles. It was constituted

by him a Roman colony. Imperial colonial of Philip, Otacilia, and Philip
Jun., and posthumous coins of Marinus, Philip's father, reading 0£ri
MAPINn. 7«.%v., cDlAinnonOAITnN KOAriNIAC. S. C. Types—^qwlZ,
seated or standing, etc.

Rabbath-Moba (De Saulcy, T. S., p. 354). hnperial
—Antoninus Pius to

Gordian. Inscr., PABBAOMUUBA, PABBAOMUUBHNuuN, etc., usually
of very barbarous work and blundered. Era dates from A. d. 90 or 91.

Types
—Ares, Astarte, Poseidon, etc. That of Ares confirms the state-

ments of Stephanus and Eusebius that the later name of this city was

Areopolis.

III. ARABIA FELIX.

The coins of South Arabia (Yemen) have only been identified within

the last few years. See Mordtmann, Nnm. Zelf., xii. 28
;
B. V. Head,

Hum. Chron., 1878, 273, and 1880, 303; Schlumberger, Tresor de San^d,

1880; Prideaux, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, 1881, p. 95; and Erman, Zelt. f.

Num., ix. 296.

The Sabaei and Homeritae (Himyarites) were from very early times

down to the sixth century A. D. a powerful and prosperous people,

governed by their own kings, and dwelling in the most fertile district of

Arabia, which faces the Indian Ocean, and extends as far as the Persian

Gulf. The highest point of their wealth and power was attained by the

Himyarite dynasty, which ruled the land between the fourth century
B. c. and circ. a. d. i 20. Their earliest coins belong to the fourth and
third centuries b. c, and consist of imitations of the older Athenian silver

money, which probably found its way across the desert by the caravan
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route from the prosperous seaport of Gaza, where, as we have already
seen, the money of Athens was also imitated. Most of these coins which
come to us from Southern Arabia bear, in addition to the Athenian

types, Himyarite letters or inscriptions. In the second century b. c. the

Athenian types appear to have been temporarily superseded by those of

Alexander the Great, then predominant in all the markets of the ancient

world, a tetradrachm having been recently discovered by me, which

bears, in the Himyarite character, the name of a king called Abyatha
{mm. Chron., 1880, PL XV. 3).

In the second half of the first century B. c. the Athenian tetradrachms

of the new style, with the Owl seated on an Amphora, served as models

for the coinage of the Sabaean kings, as is proved by the important Find

of San a (B. V. Head. Nicm. Chron., N.S. xviii. 273). Of this later gold
and silver currency there are several series, the earlier bearing on the

obverse the head of a native king whose hair is arranged in ringlets after

the Nabathaean fashion (cf. the coins of King Malchus), while the later

have a head of Augustus, and are doubtless copied from Koman coins,

which must have become known in Southern Arabia at the time of the

expedition of Aelius Gallus into that country in b. c. 24. The inscrip-
tions on these coins consist of monograms in the Himyaritic character,

and of a second legend in an unknown character. After the Christian

era the Himyarite coinage loses much of its importance, and the execution

becomes more and more barbarous.

Although the Southern Arabians seem to have been content to copy
the well known money of the Greeks, it is remarkable that they did not

adopt the Attic standard of weight. The Himyarite drachm, like the old

Persian siglos, weighed 84 grs.

MESOPOTAMIA.

Anthemtisia, between the Euphrates and Edessa. Imperial
—Domi-

tian, Caracalla and Maximinus. /;/^fr., ANOeMOYCIjQN or ANOGMOY-
CIA. Type

—Head of City turreted (Sestini, Lettere di Cont'mnazione^

i. 63).

Carrhae, south-east of Edessa, celebrated for its cultus of the Moon,
both in male and female form. Autonomous and Impierial bronze—
M. Aurelius to Tranquillina. /w^cr., AYP. KAPPHNnN OlAOPHMAinN
KOAHNIA, variously arranged or abbreviated, also OeinN AYPHA.

KAPPHNnN; KOA. MHTPOnOAIC KAPPHNaN ; KAPPA KOA. MHT.
MeCCOn., and rarely COL. CAR.; COL. AVR. METROPOL. ANTONI-
NIANA CA.

;
COL. MET. ANTONlNlANA AVR. ALEX. etc. Types—

Crescent and Star; Tyche seated with River-god swimming at her

feet, or Bust of Tyche surmounted by crescent, before which is the

figure of a divinity standing on a column. The city was colonized by
M. Aurelius.

Udessa, in Osrhoene, the chief city in Mesopotamia, was situate near

the source of a mountain stream which flows from Mount Masius south-
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wards towards the Euphrates. It was built probably by Seleucus, and
named after the ancient Macedonian town Edes^a or Aeefae.

In the time of Antiochus IV it appears to have temporarily assumed
the name of Antiochia ad Callirrhoen, and coins with his portrait struck
there read ANTIOXEHN TON EHI KAAAIPOHI. After the break up of

the Seleucid Empire Edessa was ruled by its own princes, who bore the

names of Val, Mannus, and Abgarus. The eai-liest of these coins, those

attributed by Lenormant [Alphabet Plien'icien, ii. 6) to Mannus YII and

VIII, contemporaries of Trajan and Hadrian, and to King Val, A. D. 138-
139, bear inscriptions in the Estranghelo character. From the time of

Hadrian downwards the head of the Roman emperor appears on one side

of the coin, and that of the reigning Abgarus or Mannus, wearing a lofty

tiara, on the other, with the legend ABTAPOC or MANNOC BACIAeYC,
and with the addition sometimes ofOIAOPHMAIOC.
Under Aurelius and his family denarii were issued probably at Edessa,

but without the name of the city. These read YTTCP N I KHC PHM AinN
,

Ynep NiKHc TnN ceBAC[TnN], vnep nikhc thn KVPinN, etc.

There are also Imperial colonial from Caracalla to Trajan Decius. Inscr.,

CAeCCA; KOA. eA€CCA; KOA. MHT. Me[CCOn] CAeCCA; MHT. KOA.

eA€CCHNnN, etc
,
often with addition of honorary titles, such as MAP.

AYP. ANT. for Marcia Aurelia Antoniniana; A. 0. M. for Aurelia Opel-
liana Macriniana ;

MAK. AYP. for Marciniana Aurelia, etc. The usual

types are the Tyche of the City seated with a River-god swimming at

her feet
;
and the Bust of Tyche, before which is the figure of a divinity

on a column.

Nicephorium, on the Euphrates, about sixty miles south of Carrhae.

/w/jma/ of Gordian and Gallienus. Inscr., NlKH<t)OPinN. Types—Tiqm^

Nikephoros enthroned
;
Concordia.

Nisibis, the chief town of the district called Mygdonia. Under Anti-

ochus IV it received the name of Antioch, and struck coins with his

portrait, reading ANTIOXEHN inN EN MYfAONIAI (B. M. Cat.,

Selene, p. 42). Imperial
—

Elagabalus to Trajan Decius. Inscr., KOA.

NeciBi., cen. koah. nccibi mht., ioy cen. koah. nccibi, etc.

The titles Septimia and Julia are respectively in honour of Sept. Severus,

probably the founder of the colony, and of Philip senior. The title

Metropolis seems to have been conferred upon the colony by Severus

Alexander. Types
—Head of Tyche surmounted by constellation Aries,

or Tyche seated surmounted by Aries, with River-god swimming at her

feet. On the coins of Philip this statue is rudely represented facing in

a temple.

Bhesaena, a considerable town between Edessa and Nisibis. Imperial
—

Caracalla to Etruscus. Iitscr., PHCAINHCIUUN or Cen. KOA. PHCAINH-
ClUUN. ^^y;^'*— Constellation Sagittarius ; Eagle sometimes in Temple,
or as an adjunct combined with various types ;

Colonist ploughing ;

Figure sacrificing, etc. In the exergue is frequently a River-god

swimming.

Seleucia ad Tigrim, founded by Seleucus I at the point where the

royal canal connected the Euphrates with the Tigris. Subsequently the

town rose to great commercial importance, even rivalling Alexandria

Y y
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and Antioch. Under the rule of the Parthians, b. c. 250-A. d. 226, it

seems to have been the chief place of mintage of that Empire, This ex-

plains the almost entire absence of autonomous money. Of the few

specimens which exists one bears the date 270 of the Seleucid era (=b. c,

42), and reads ZEAEYKEHN THN nPOZ TITPEI. %;^—Head of

Tyche, rev. Tyche seated with River-god at her feet.

Siugara, on the river Mygdonius, south-east of Nisibis. Imperial
—Sev.

Alexander to Philip. Inscr., AYP. Cen. KOA. CINTAPA (Aurelia Septimia
Colonia Singara) ;

MHT. KO. AY. C. CC. CINTAPA (Metropolis Colonia

Aurelia Septimia Severiana Singara) ;
or under Philip, lOY. CefT. KOAHN.

CiNrAPA (Julia Septimia Colonia Singara). Tj/j^es^Hedi^ of Tyche sur-

mounted by constellation Sagittarius, or Tyche seated with River-god
swimming at her feet.

Zautha or Zaitha, on the Euphrates, a few miles below Carchemish.

Imjierial
—

Trajan and Severus. In-u-r., KOAUUNIAC ZAYOHC or ZAY-
GHATujN. T^2^e

—
Dionysos seated.

BABYLONIA.

For the coinage of Mazaeus of Babylon under Alexander the Great
see under Tarsus (p. 615), and for that of the revolting Satraps Molon,
B.C. 222-220, and Timarchus, B.C. 162, see the series of the Kings
of Syria, (pp. 640, 642),

ASSYRIA.

Atusa, on the river Caprus, an affluent of the Tigris, which it joins
about 100 miles south of Niniva. Small autonomous bronze coins of the
Parthian period.

Head of Tyche.

(Millingen, Sylloge, 82, PI. II. 64.)

Head of Tyche.

(Gardner, Parthian Coins, PI. VII. 22.)

ATOYSIEHN T. nPOZ T. KAHPON
Palm and arrow . . . . -^ -^S

AT (in mon.) flOAIZ The city seated

on a rock from which issues a swim-

ming River-god, the Caprus, with

long goat's horns . . . . -^ -5

Demetrias ad Tigrim, near Arbela. Autonomous bronze.

Head of Tyche.

(Mdlingen, Sylloge, 84, PI. IV. 65.)

AHMHTPIEnN TflN OPOS THI
TirPEI Tripod M-6

Niniva Claiidiopolis. The Roman colony of Niniva, on the Tigris,
was situated about fifty miles east of Singara. Its coins are of the Colo-
nial "class, with Latin legends

—
Trajan to Gordian. Inscr., COLONIA

IVL. AVG. FEL.MINIVA CLAVDIOPOLIS, variouslyabbreviated. Ti/pes—
Divinity in Temple ;

Colonist driving oxen
; Dionysos in biga drawn by

panthers, etc. {Num. Chron., xix. i, and Ze'it.f. N7im., vi. 12 and xi. 52).
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PARTHIA,

Between the time of Alexander the Great and the revolt of Arsaces
from Antiochus II, circ. b. c. 250, Parthia, though subject to the Seleu-

cidae, appears to have been governed by two different semi-independent
Satraps bearing the name of Andragoras. The first was made Satrap of

the country by Alexander (Justin, xii. 4), the second was slain by
Arsaces, circ. B. c. 250. To one or other of these rulers must be attri-

buted the gold staters and the silver tetradrachms reading ANAPAfOPOY,
recently published by Prof. Gardner [Num. Chron., 1879, i and 1881, 8).

Fig. 361.

Attic Standard.

Head of Zeus. (Fig. 361.)

Head of City wearing turreted crown.

{Num. Chron., 1881, PI. II. i.)

ANAPAfOPOY Satrap in quadriga

accompanied by Nike, who drives the

horses A 131-9 grs.

ANAPAfOPOY Pallas standing, hold-

ing owl and resting 1. hand on shield

adorned with Gorgon's head. Her

spear leans against her left side .

M, Attic tetradr. 255-8 grs.

PARTHIAN KINGS,

Although the coins of the Arsacidae can hardly be said to belong to

the Greek series, they cannot be altogether passed over in a work which

professes to deal with all branches of Greek numismatics, as both in their

types,'their weight (Attic debased), and in their use of the Greek language
they betray their Hellenic origin.

The latest and most trustworthy work on the coins of the Arsacidae is

Gardner's Fartliian Coinage^ London, 1877, from which the following

system of classification is taken :
—

'All the drachms,' says Professor Gardner (p. 18), 'issued by the

Arsacidae, from first to last, as well as the earlier tetradrachms, bear a

uniform type
—Arsaces the Great, founder of the empire, seated to right,

holding in his hand a strung bow. After the reign of Mithradates I the

object on which he is seated is a throne with a back, such as Zeus occu-

pies on the coins of Alexander the Great, but on the earlier drachms it is

clearly the omphalos of Apollo, that conical stone at Delphi which was

supposed by the Greeks to be the centre of the world. The introduction

of this stone indicates at once whence the Parthians borrowed their type.

Yy 2
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It is clearly taken from the coins of the Seleucid kings of Syria, on which

ApolJo usually appears seated on the omphalos, and holding out a strung
bow, just as Arsaces himself does. The tetradrachms show more variety,
or at least begin to do so, at the beginning of the Christian era, while

the copper coins present to us a multitude of types.'

Among the other reverse types the following are of frequent occurrence :

—Tyche standing with cornucopiae in her hand and offering a wreath to

the seated monarch
;
Nike stephanephoros ;

A horse or horse's head, etc.

The chief points of interest offered by the coins of the Arsacidae are,

first, the portraits which they bear, and secondly the dates. The era

used by the Parthians in dating their money is that of the Seleucidae,

commencing B.C. 312, and many of the tetradrachms bear not only the

year of their issue but the month
The names of the Parthian months were as follows :

—Dius (October),
and the rest in the following order, Apellaeus, Audynaeus, Peritius,

Dystrus, Xanthicus, Artemisius, Daesius, Panemus, Loius, Gorpiaeus,

Hyperberaetaeus, together with an intercalary month inserted occa-

sionally, called Embolimus.
The earlier Parthian monarchs made use only of the dynastic name of

Arsaces, the epithets and titles by which the later coins are distinguished
are very numerous, and the royal style increases in length and grandilo-

quence as time goes on. The most interesting title is that of 01 AEAAHN,
adopted, as Professor Gardner has pointed out, for the purpose of con-

ciliating the good opinion of the great Greek cities scattered through the

Parthian empire.
The following is a list of the Parthian kings, with the titles which

they adopt on their coins. For engravings of the types the student is

referred to Professor Gardner's work already cited.

Arsaces I.

B.C. 249-247.
IapZAKOY ..1 BAIIAEni APIAKOY.
/

Tiridates I.

B.C. 247-2 14.
BAZIAEnZ METAAOY APZAKOY.

Artabanus I.

B.C. 214-196.
iBAIIAEnZ METAAOY APIAKOY.
J

Phraapates or

Priapatius.
B.C. 196-181.

.^BAZIAEfil METAAOY APIAKOY.

) „ .. ., <t)IAAAEA*OY.

5?

(DIAEAAHNOI.

Fig. 362.
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Phraates I.

B.C. 181-174. i
BAIIAEnZ APZAKOY.
BAIIAEnZ METAAOY APZAKOY.

OEOnATOPOZ.

Mithradates I.

B.C. 174-136.

3J

>5

Phraates II.

B.C. 136-127.

Artabanus II.

B.C. 127-124.

Himeius.
Coin dated B.C.

124.

Mithradates II.

B.C. 124-76 (1).

Sinatroces.

Circ. B.C. 76-69

/BAZIAEnZ MEfAAOY APZAKOY.
EnictANOYZ.
(DIAEAAHNOZ

(Fig. 362.)

BAZIAEnZ BAZIAEnN METAAOY APZAKOY EHI-

0ANOYZ.
BAZIAEnZ BAZIAEnN APZAKOY EYEPTETOY

AIKAIOY KAI (DIAEAAHNOZ.

BAZIAEnZ METAAOY APZAKOY OEOOATOPOZ
EYEPTETOY.

BAZIAEnZ METAAOY APZAKOY GEOHATOPOZ
EYEPTETOY EHItDANOYZ 0IAEAAHNOZ.

BAZIAEnZ MEfAAOY APZAKOY GEOnATOPOZ
NIKATOPOZ.

J-

}

Phi-aates III.

Circ. B. c. 69-
60

(1).

Mithradates III.

B.C. 60-56 (1).

BAZIAEnZ METAAOY APZAKOY NIKHOOPOY.

BAZIAEnZ MErAAOY APZAKOY EYEPTETOY EOI-

(DANOYZ (DIAEAAHNOZ.
BAZIAEnZ METAAOY APZAKOY EYEPfETOY EHI-

(DANOYZ KAI (DIAEAAHNOZ.
BAZIAEnZ METAAOY APZAKOY 0EOY EYEPTE-

TOY Eni(DANOYZ (DIAEAAHNOZ.

BAZIAEnZ METAAOY APZAKOY AYTOKPATOPOZ
(DIAOnATOPOZ Eni(DANOYZ (DIAEAAHNOZ.

BAZIAEnZ METAAOY APZAKOY GEOHATOPOZ
EYEPTETOY EOKDANOYZ (DIAEAAHNOZ.

BAZIAEnZ METAAOY APZAKOY OEOHATOPOZ
EYEPTETOY EHKDANOYZ KAI (DIAEAAHNOZ.

BAZIAEnZ METAAOY APZAKOY OIAOHATOPOZ
EYEPTETOY EHI^ANOYZ (DIAEAAHNOZ.

BAZIAEnZ MErAAOY APZAKOY EHKDANOYZ
AIKAIOY OEOY EYHATOPOZ (DIAEAAHNOZ.

BAZIAEnZ MErAAOY APZAKOY EHKDANOYZ
AIKAIOY GEOY EYRATOPOZ KAI (DIAEAAH-

NOZ.
BAZIAEnZ BAZIAEnN METAAOY APZAKOY AI-

KAIOY EHKDANOYZ GEOY EYOATOPOZ
(DIAEAAHNOZ.

BAZIAEYONTOZ BAZIAEnN APZAKOY EYHATO-
. POZ AIKAIOY EHKDANOYZ KAI 0IAEA-
^ AHNOZ.
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Orodes I.

B.C. 56-37-

Orofles I and
Pacoi'us.

Pacorus I.

B.C. 51-38(1).

Phraates IV.

B.C. 37-B.c.

/ BAZIAEni BAZIAEnN METAAOY APZAKOY KAI

KTIZTOY.
BAZIAEnS BAZIAEHN APZAKOY cDIAOnATOPOZ

AIKAIOY EnicDANOYZ KAI cDIAEAAHNOZ.
BAZIAEHZ BAZIAEnN APZAKOY EYEPTETOY

AIKAIOY EniOANOYZ OJAEAAHNOZ.
BAZIAEnZ BAZIAEHN APZAKOY AIKAIOY.

OIAEAAHNOZ.
OPnAOY.

BAZIAEnZ BAZIAEnN APZAKOY 0IAEAAHNOZ
KAI APZAKOY OAKOPOY.

BAZIAEnZ BAZIAEnN APZAKOY EYEPTETOY
AIKAIOY EHKDANOYZ <t)l AEAAHNOZ.

BAZIAEnZ BAZIAEnN APZAKOY EYEPTETOY
AIKAIOY EniOANOYZ (J)l AEAAHNOZ.

BAZIAEnZ BAZIAEnN APZAKOY EYEPTETOY AY-

TOKPATn(sic) Eni(t)ANOYZ Ol AEAAHNOZ.

^-. "'^'^'^

Tiridates II.

Circ. B.C. 33.

Phraataces.

B.C. 3-A.D. 4.

Phraataces and

Musa, his mother.

Orodes II.

A.D. 4-8.

Vonones I.

A.D. 8-1 1.

Artabanus III. X

A.D. 10-40. f

Coins dated a.d. l

10, 1 1 & 22-26. /

Fig. 363.

BAZIAEnZ BAZIAEnN APZAKOY EYEPTETOY AI-

KAIOY EnicDANOYZ ct)|AEAAHNOZ.

BAZIAEnZ BAZIAEnN APZAKOY EYEPTETOY AI-

KAIOY EHKDANOYZ <DIAEAAHNOZ.

Rev. OEAZ OYPANIAZ MOYZHZ BAZIAIZZHZ.

BAZIAEnZ BAZIAEnN APZAKOY EYEPTETOY AI-

KAIOY EnicDANOYZ (DIAEAAHNOZ.

Obv. BAZIAEYZ BAZIAEnN ONnNHZ.
Rev. BAZIAEnZ BAZIAEnN APZAKOY EYEPTETOY

AIKAIOY EnicDANOYZ <t)IAEAAHNOZ, or BA-

ZIAEYZ ONnNHZ NEIKHZAZ APTABANON.

BAZIAEnZ BAZIAEnN EYEPfETOY APZAKOY.
AIKAIOY Eni<t)ANOYZ.
APZAKOY EYEPTETOY AI-

KAIOY EnicDANOYZ 0IAEAAHNOZ.
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( Inscr. as last. Some of the bronze coins of this king have

< the word BOYAH upon them, showing that they

( were issued by some Greek city, perhaps Seleucia.

Vardanes I.

A.D. 41-44.

Goterzes.

Coins dated a.d. -i

40 and 44-50.

/BAZIAEnZ BAZIAEHN APZAKOY Eni0ANOYZ
AIKAIOY EYEPFETOY miAPZOY.

BAZIAEnZ BAZIAEHN APZAKOY EYEPTETOY AI-

KAIOY Eni0ANOYZ 0IAEAAHNOZ.
rnTEPZHZ BAZIAEYZ BAZIAEHN YOZ KEKAA-

OYMENOZ APTABANOY.

Vonones II.

A.D. 50.

Vologeses I.

Coins dated A.D.

50-53-

Vardanes II.

Coins dated a.d.

55-57.

Vologeses II.

Coins dated a.d.

62-67,

No coins.

BAZIAEHZ BAZIAEHN APZAKOY EYEPTETOY AI-

KAIOY EHKDANOYZ OIAEAAHNOZ.

Same inscription.

Same inscription.

^"rnsdatedA.D.l^A^''^^^^ BAZIAEHN APZAKOY HAKOPOY Al-

2-95. j
KAIOY EnitDANOYZ (DIAEAAHNOZ. .

77-83 & 92-

Artabanus IV.

Coin dated a.d.

80.

BAZIAEnZ BAZIAEHN APZAKOY APTABANOY
AIKAIOY EniOANOYZ cDlAEAAHNOZ.

Chosroes.
j

Coins dated a.d. \ No inscr. except the dates.

106-127, j

Vologeses III. \

Coins dated a.d. / BAZ I AEnZ BAZIAEHN APZAKOY OAAfAZOY Al-

77-78 and 119- ( KAIOY EHIcDANOYZ <t>IAEAAHNOZ.
138. ;

Sanabares of India \

striking with / Rev. BACIAEYC METAZ CANABA (Gardner, PI. IV. 29)

Parthian types,
j

or BACIAE CANABAPHC.
Circ: A.D. 80. J

Mithradates IV.
Coin dated a.d. VPehlvi inscr.= J/airac?a< Malka.
112. I
VrSnTL+PrI A T^ I Same inscr. as Vologeses lit. Others with Pehlvi legend=Coins dated a.d. > „ , . . i i,r m • i,r n

„ _ f Volqasi Arsdk Malkin Malka.
147-190. J

-^
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Vologeses V.
"j

Coins dated A.D. vPehlvi inscr.= VoJgasi Malka, and convipt Greek legend.

190-208. j

Vologeses VI.
"j

Coins dated A.D. V Pehlvi insci-.= Volgad Malka, and corrupt Greek legend.

208-227. )

Artabanus V. )

Pehlvi in&ci:= Hartabi Malka, and corrupt Greek legend.

^^*
i Pehlvi imci:= Artabazu Malka, and corrupt Greek legend.

.D. 227. j

Artavasdes

Circ. A

PERSIS.

The province of Persis, with its ancient and famous capital Persepolis,

seems to have enjoyed a partial independence from the time of the first

break up of the 8yro-Greek kingdom in the reign of Antiochus II, and

to its rulers may be assigned a series of Attic tetradrachms, and even

a few gold staters, the latter bearing on the obverse the head of a king in

Persian tiara, and on the reverse the king in a quadriga and his name

Phahaspes C?) Pad-i-pada (Lord of lords) in the Aramaic character {N?im.

CkroH., 1879, PL I.
2). Others, with a similar legend, resemble in type

the gold staters of Alexander the Great (Nniil C//ron., 1. c. fig. 3).

Fig. 364.

The tetradrachms show a king's head on the obverse, and on the
reverse a Fire-altar, beside which is the figure of a king in the act of

worship (Fig, 364), or else a king enthroned, with a standard before him
{Num. Chron., 1866, p. 237 sq.), and a long inscription in the Pehlvi

character, which has never been satisfactorily explained. This series of

coins is usually called sub-Parthian, and there has been much difference

of opinion as to the region to which they belong, Blau assigning them to

Susiana or Elymais (Num. Zeit., 1877), Mordtmann
{lb., 1878) to Persis,

and Thomas {Num. Chron., 1867) to Armenia. The last hypothesis is,

however, hardly admissible, as the coins come almost always from the

neighbourhood of the Persian gulf.
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SASSANIDAE.

About A.D. 226 the Persian princes revolted against their Parthian

masters, and the long series of gold and silver coins begins, which
extends down to the Arab conquest. The coins of the Sassanian

monarchs are thin, flat, and neatly executed ;
on the obverse is the head

of the king, and on the reverse, from first to last, the saci'ed Persian Fire

Altar. As, however, both types and inscriptions are purely Oriental

they need not further detain us in the present work.

The Sassanian dynasty lasted for four centuries and a quarter, down to

A. D. 6^2, and comprised thirty reigns.
For references see Friedlander, Uepertorram, p. 354.

CHARACENE, ETC.

Characene was a district of Susiana, extending along the banks of the

Tigris. Its chief city was Charax Spasinu, near the head of the Persian

gulf. Characene, from about the time of Antiochus IV of Syria, and of

Mithradates I of Parthia (circ. B.C. 160), may have formed a kingdom
independent of the rule of the Arsacidae.

At the head of the undoubted series of Characenian regal issues we may
provisionally place the coins of one or more kings bearing the name
of Kamnaskires :

—
Attic Standard.

Head of king.

{Zeit.f. Num., viii. 208.)

Head of king and queen. Symbol :

Seleucid anchor.

(Gardner, Parth. Coins, PI. VII.

25, 26.)

BAZIAEnZ KAMNISKIPOY Nl-
KHct)OPOY Apollo seated on om-

phalos JR Tetradr.

BASIAEnZ KAMNAZKIPOY KAI
BASIAIZZHZ ANZAZHZ Zeus

Nikephoros seated. Date—231 =
B.C. 82 . . JR Tetradr. 242 grs.

There are also tetradrachms of Hyspaosines, B.C. 124 {Zeit.f. N., iv. 6),

Apodacus, B.C. 109, and Tiraeus, B.C. 50. Inscr., BAZIAEHZ TIPAIOY
ZniHPOZ KAI EYEPrETOY, %je—Herakles seated on rock. These
are followed by a plentiful series of base metal and copper coins of

various kings named Attambelus, Abinerglus, and Theonneses, ranging in

date down to about A.D. 120, or later. The types resemble those of

Tiraeus described above. On the later specimens the legends are no

longer Greek (Waddington, 31el., ii. 77, Numismatique et Chronolog'ie des

Rois de Characene; A. von Sallet, Zeit.f. Num., ii\. 249, and viii. 212).
Whether the bronze coin reading BAZIAEHZ XAPAZflOY, ot)v. Heads of

the Dioskuri, rev. Eagle on fulmen {Rev. Num., 1883, p. 146) belongs to

Characene or to some other region on the confines of the Seleucid empire
is doubtful.
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PERSIA.

It is generally supposed that the Persians, like the Medes and Baby-
lonians, were unacquainted with the use of coined money, or at any rate

that they possessed no coinage of their own before the age of Darius, the

son of Hystaspes. M. G. Bertin, in the Proceeditigs of the Society of
Biblical Archaeolor/1/ (1883-4, p. 87), has, however, read the word Dariku
on a Babylonian contract tablet, dated in the twelfth year of Nabonidas,
five years before the conquest of Babylon by Cyrus; but there is no
evidence that the word there signifies a piece of coined money, though it

seems to stand for a measure of some sort. The existence of a measure or

weight called Dariku among the ancient Babylonians tells, however, against
the accepted derivation of the Greek word AapetKo's from the name Darius,
for Dariku has no etymological affinity with the old Persian form of the

name Darius, Baryavush ^. Whether the Persians coined darics before

Darius must, therefore, remain for the present a disputed point, but that

Darius coined gold money of the finest quality we are told by Herodotus

(iv. 166), Aapeios [xkv yap \pvcriov KaOapiararov airexj/ria-as es to bwarutTaTOV

vofxiorpia kKo^aro. Vast numbers of these royal gold coins were circu-

lating in the Persian dominions in Asia Minor as early as the time of the

expedition of Xerxes, for Hei'odotus (vii. 28) asserts that the Lydian
Pythius had in his own possession as many as 3,993,000 of them, a sum
which Xerxes increased to 4,000,000. Darics are also mentioned by
Thucydides (viii. 38); Xenophon [Anah., i. i. 9; i. 3. 21

;
i. 7. 18; v. 6.

t8; vii. 6. i; Ci/rop.,w. 2. 7); Demosthenes (xxiv. 129); Aristophanes

{Eccl., 602); Arrian [Anah., iv. 18. 7) ; Diodorus (xvii. 66) ;
and by many

others. Unfortunately the great uniformity of style and the absence of

any inscription on the darics preclude the possibility of classifying them

according to the reigns in which they must have been issued, viz.

Cyrus (?) B.C. 558-529; Cambyses (?) B.C. 529-521; Darius I, B.C. 521
-486 ; Xerxes, B. c. 486-465 ;

Artaxerxes I (Longimanus), B. c. 465-425 ;

Darius II (Nothus), b. c. 425-405 ;
Artaxerxes II (Mnemon), b. c. 405-359 ;

Artaxerxes III (Ochus), B. c. 359-338 ; Arses, B. c. '^'^^-'^'^6 ;
and Darius

III (Codomannus), B. c.
'^'^^-'^'^i- The varieties of the gold daric may be

thus described :
—

1 M. Oppert and M. Revillout {Ann. de Num., 1884, ^^9) ^^^ ^^so of opinion that the word

hapuKos is unconnected with Aapefos. According to these authorities it comes from the Assyrian
r\yo y^^^ {darag mana),

'

degree (i. e. ^) of the mina,' an expression from wiiich the Greek word

bpaxfJ-ri may also have been derived. But see Hultsch (Metrologie, p. 131), who inclines to the

accepted derivation of SpaxA"? from dpaacojicu (cf. Spdy/xa and Spa^, a handful) assigned to it by
Plutarch {Lys., 17) and Pollux (ix. 77).
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King of Persia bearded, crowned Irregular oblong incuse. (Fig. 365.)
and clad in long robe, kneeling r. ii[ i 30 grs

on one knee; at his back, quiver;
in his r. long spear, and in his out-

stretched 1. a bow.

Of this type there are two rare varieties. On otie of them the king
holds in his right hand a short arrow in place of the long spear ;

and on
the other, instead of the bearded king, is a youthful Persian archer

kneeling, clad in a long close-fitting spotted robe, with sleeves to the

elbow, and trousers to the knee, of the same flecked material. He holds

a long spear and bow. In the incuse, on the reverse, is a small naked
seated figure, and beside it an incuse head of Pan

(?)
with stag's horns

(Head, Li/d. and Pets., PL I. 17).
The weight of the Persian daric is the sixtieth part of the light

Babylonian or Assyrian mina of 7800 grs. The royal Persian silver

coin is in every respect similar to the daric, and was even sometimes
called by the same name (Plut., Clm., x. 11, (pLaXas bvo, rrjv fxev apyvpeCcov

(IxTTkr^a-diJievov AapeiKcav, t7]v 8e xP'^^^^i but the ordinary appellation appears
to have been a-iyXos MrjStKo?, or simply aiyKos.

Xenophon [Auah., i. 5. 6) gives the current value of the siglos in Attic

money at 7I obols. This gives us a weight of 84-37 English grains,
which is the full average weight of the sigli that have come down to us.

The normal weight may, however, be fixed at 86-45 gi's., and it may be

correctly designated as a drachm or half stater equivalent to the one
hundreth part of the Persic silver mina of 8645 grs.

With regard to the respective values of the daric and the siglos we
gather from another passage of Xenophon [Anab., i. 7. 18) that 3000 gold
darics were considered by Cyrus to be equivalent to 10 talents, or, in

other words, to 60,000 silver sigli, hence i daric was worth 20 sigli.

The relative value of gold to silver in Asia must therefore have been,
as in earlier times, 13.3: i

,
hence

I Persic talent.

I Persic mina.

I o Staters of 1 7 2 •

9 grs.
20 Sigli of 86-45 gJ's.

1 5 Phoenician di-

drachms of 1 1 5 grs.

30 Phoeniciandrachms
of 57 grs.

300 N. Darics of 130 grs. x 13-3 = 518700 grs. JR =
5 S Darics of 130 grs. x 13-3 = 8645 grs. M =

I K Daric of 130 grs. X 13-3 = 1729 grs. .51=

There are several varieties of the siglos, on one of which the king holds

a dagger instead of a spear ;
on another he is drawing his bow

;
and on a

third he is represented as a half-length figure holding a bow in one hand,
and two arrows in the other (B. V. Head, Lydia and Persia, PI. I. 25-29).

In addition to the royal coinage in gold and silver as above described,
the Persian satraps and subordinate kings were allowed to issue silver

money in various parts of Asia Minor, according to their several necessi-

ties. These will be found duly described under the districts to which

they belong, e.g. Cilicia, Phoenicia, etc. The capital punishment inflicted

by Darius upon Aryandes, the Satrap of Egypt, must not be taken as

evidence that the great king reserved for himself the sole prerogative of

striking silver as well as gold, for Aryandes was punished with death
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not for coining silver, but for coining it of finer quality than the money
of the king himself, and even this offence was not considered sufficient

to warrant his execution, for Darius brought another and far more
serious charge against him, viz. that he was planning a rebellion (Herod.,
iv. 166). The silver money struck by Aiyandes was still circulating in

the time ofHerodotus {I.e.), kol vvv icrTt apyvpiov KaOapcaraTov rb ^ApvavbiKov,
but no specimens are now known, or, at any rate, none have been
identified.

After the Macedonian Conquest.

Double Darics. On the break up of the Persian empire after the battle

of Arbela, B.C. 331, when Alexander found himself master of all Asia, it

is probable that he permitted for a time the circulation of the Persian

gold darics before introducing his own money, and that he even went so

far as to cause to be struck a new denomination, the double-daric or

gold tetradi'achm. Of this, until lately, rare coin numerous specimens
have recently been discovered, and it is worthy of remark that nearly all

the specimens in the British Museum have come to us from the Panjab.
The following are the varieties with which I am acquainted :

—

Fig. 366.

King kneeling, as on the darics, hold-

ing spear and bow.

I. Behind, club.

2.
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I mina, a valuation which, if the double daric could be called a stater

(for which, however, there is no authority), would be approximately
correct, for the weight of the coin is 262-7 grs., equivalent, at the rate of

I2§ : I, to 328375 grs. of silver, which is ver}^ nearly half an Attic mina
of 6750 grs.
The silver coins which seem to correspond to the double darics both in

fabric and mint-letters are the Lion tetradrachms of Tarsian tj^e and
Attic weight first struck by the Satrap Mazaeus, probably while he was

governor of Babylon, between b. c, 331 and 328 (p. 616), and continued

anonymously with Greek letters, monograms, or symbols in the field, of

which the wreath, M, A Y, >^and Rf occur also on the double darics. The
Indian provenance of both these classes of coins is not inconsistent with
their supposed Babylonian origin, which is rendered still more probable

by the fact that Seleucus, presumably when he recovered his old satrapy
of Babylon in b. c. 312, continued the issue of the Lion tetradrachms with
the addition of his signet, the Anchor, and at the same time replaced the

double darics by the following anonymous gold distaters :
—

Head of Alexander in elephant's skin. Nike standing, as on Alexander's gold

{^Rev. Num., 1883, PI. IV.
i.)

staters. In field a head of the horned

horse, and A I . . . K 256 grs.

Of this type bronze coins are also known reading AAEZANAPOY,
which, like the rest, always come from the far East.

BACTRIA AND INDIA.

Among the successors of Alexander in the far East, the Graeco-Indian

kings, who ruled over the countries between the Oxus and the Ganges,
have left us a most remarkable and interesting series of coins, which

supplies us with all that we are ever likely to know of the history of

those regions, from the time when Alexander with his conquering hosts

first introduced into Bactria and India the language, religion, and civili-

zation of the Greeks, down to the irruption of the Scythian barbarians,
and the final extinction of all traces of Greek influence in India, in the

second century of our era.

In the present work I shall not attempt to trace the history of the

Graeco-Indian coinages beyond the reign of Hermaeus (circ. B. c. 50), the

last of the long series of kings bearing pure Greek names. Of these

kings, beginning with Diodotus (circ. B. c. 250) and ending with Her-

maeus, there are about thirty, and it would appear that some of them
were contemporary with one another, ruling over different districts

between the upper waters of the Oxus in the North, the Jumna in the

East, and the mouths of the Indus in the South. For about a century
(b. c. 250-150) the tetradrachms follow the Attic standard, and are purely
Hellenic in character, the portraits of the kings are strikingly realistic,

and the figures of the various Greek divinities which form the reverse

types betray the skilful hand of the Greek artist, but in the reign of

Heliocles, the son of Eucratides the Great, a change takes place. The
Attic standard gives way to a native Indian standard, which may be
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identical with the old Persic standard somewhat reduced. The stater

from this time onwards weighs no more than about 152 grs., and the

quarter-stater (or drachm (1)) about 38 grs. At the same time a Prakrit
translation of the Greek inscription on the obverse is placed upon the

reverse, and new and strange divinities begin to make their appearance
from time to time as reverse types. From this time, too,,we lose touch

of the slender thread of historical data, which down to this point helps
us to fix the order of the succession of the kings with approximate cer-

tainty. From Heliocles to Hermaeus the order is altogether hypothet-
ical. The classification which I have adopted in the following pages is

that in which from analogy of types, style, and epigraphy, the coins have
been arranged in the British Museum Cabinets by Professor Gardner.

The student who would pursue the subject farther may be referred to

Gen. Cunningham's articles in the Numismatic Chronicle on the Coins

of Alexander's successors in the East, to von Sallet's NachfoJger Alexan-

ders d. Gr. in Bactrien und Indien in the Zeit.f. Num., and especially to the

Catalogue of the Coins of the Greek and Scythic Icings of Bactria and India, in

the British Museum, by Prof P. Gardner, 1886.

Alexander the Great, B. c 327-323. Square bronze coins [Zeit.f. Num.,
vi. PI. IV. i), ohv., Head of Herakles, rev., Club and Bow.

Sophytes, after B. c. 306, vassal under Alexander and Seleucus in the

Indus region. M Attic drachms. Inscr., Zn<t)YTOY, rev. Cock(B. M.

(?;«V/^, PI. XXVIII. 17).

Antiochus II, of Syria, before B.C. 250. M Tetradr. and drachm,
BAZIAEnSANTIOXOY. Zeus hurling fulmen, at his feet Eagle.

Diodotus appears to have revolted from Antiochus, or to have been

acknowledged as king by him about b. c. 250.

Fig. 367.

Inscr., BASIAEnZ AIOAOTOY. K and M Zeus hurling fulmen, at his

feet Eagle (Fig. 367); M Artemis running with torch, dog beside her

(B. M. Cat., PL I. 9).

Euthydemus I, contemporary with Antiochus III of Syria (b. c. 222-

187). A and M BAZIAEHS EYOYAHMOY, Herakles naked seated
on rocks ; Heads of bearded Herakles and of Zeus, rev. Prancing horse

(B. M. Cat., PI. II.
7).

Demetrius, son of Euthydemus I, extended his dominions into India.

^Tetradr., dr., and obol,BASIAEnZ AHMHTPIOY, Head of King dia-

demed, rev. Pallas standing, and more frequently King's head in Ele-

phant's skin, rev. Herakles standing crowning himself (Fig. 368).
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Fig. 368.

M Head of Herakles, rev. Radiate Artemis standing ; Shield, rev. Tri-

dent; Elephant's head, rev. Caduceus
;
also square M BAZlAEflZ ANl-

KHTOY AHMHTPIOY, rev. Fulmen, and Indo-Bactrian inscr. (B. M. Cat.,

PL 11. 9-12 ;
III. I, 2 ;

XXX. I, 3).

Euthydemus II, son of Demetrius. M Tetradr. and dr., BASIAEnS
EYOYAHMOY, Boyish head of King, rev. Herakles facing (Fig. 369) ;

Fig. 369.

bronze and nickel. Head of Apollo, rev. Tripod ;
Bearded head of Hera-

kles, rev. Horse (B. M. Cat., PI. HI. 3-7).

Pantaleon, contemporary with or successor of Euthydemus II. M
Tetradr., BAZIAEHS riANTAAEONTOZ, Zeus enthroned holding statu-

ette of Hekate (B. M. Cat., PI. XXX. 4) ;
M square, Greek and Indian

Pali inscr., Dancing figure, rev. Lion [op. cit., PI. III. 9) ;
Nickel and M

round. Head of Dionysos, rev. Panther.

Agathocles, contemporary with or successor of Pantaleon. M Tetradr.

in commemoration of his predecessors, (i) of A/exander the Great, AAEZ-

FiG. 370.
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ANAPOY TOY (t)IAinnOY. Head of Alexander in lion's skin, rev. BAZIA-
EYONTOZ ATAOOKAEOYZ AIKAIOY, Zeus aetophoros enthroned {Nim.
Chron., 1880, PI. X. i) ; (ii) of Anfwchns II{% ANTIOXOY NIKATOPOZ,
rev. same inscr. as last, Zeus 1. wielding fulmen (B. M. Cat., PI. XXX, 5) ;

(iii) of Diodofiis, AIOAOTOY ZHTHPOZ, rev. as last (Fig. 370); (iv) of

Enthydemns., EYOYAHMOY OEOY, rev. same ivscr. as last, Herakles seated

on rock (B. M. Gat., PL IV. 3). Also M. Tetradr., dr., and \ dr., with

name of Agathocles only, BAZIAEHZ ATAOOKAEOYZ, Zeus standing

holding Hekate {op. cit., PI. IV. 4). Nickel and M (round). Bust of Dio-

nysos, rev. Panther. Square M, with bilingual (Greek and Indian Pali)

i?iscrr., Dancing figure, rev. Lion, etc. (op. cif., PI. IV. 9) ;
M Arian Pali

inscr., Buddhist tope, rev. Sacred tree {op. cit., PI. IV. 10).

Antimachus, contemporary with Agathocles. M Tetradr. in comme-
moration of his ancestor Diodotus, AIOAOTOY ZHTHPOZ, rev. BAZIA-
EYONTOZ ANTIMAXOY OEOY, Zeus 1. wielding fulmen (B. M. Gat.,

PI. XXX. 6). Also Al Tetradr., dr., \ dr., and obol.. Head of Anti-

machus in broad Macedonian

Fig. 371.

kausia, rev. BAZIAEnZ OEOY ANTI-
MMAXOY. Poseidon standing holding trident and palm (Fig. 371)

Elephant, m'. Nike on Prow (B. M. Cat., PI. XXX. 7).

Eucratides, king of Bactria and India, circ. B. c. 200-150. K Medal-
lion of 20 staters' weight, the largest ancient gold coin in existence, now
in the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris, ohv. Bust of king with helmet
adorned with bull's horn and ear, rev. BAZIAEHZ METAAOY EYKPA-
TIAOY, The Dioskuri on horseback {Rev. Num., 1867, p. 382, Also SL

staters with the same types. M Tetradr. and dr. Inscr., BAZIAEflZ
EYKPATIAOY, sometimes with addition of METAAOY, Bust diademed

Fig. 372.

or helmeted. rev. The Dioskuri on horseback (Fig. 372), or Apoll
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standing. M Obols, Pilei of the Dioskuri. Of the coins of this king
there are numerous barbarous imitations. There is also a \ dr. with a

bilingual (Greek and Arian) inscription, /y/?e—Dioskuri standing (B. M.

Cat., PI. XXX. 9) ;
M Circular with Greek, and square with bilingual

inscr., ohv. Head of king or head of Apollo, rev. Horse
;
Horseman

;
The

Dioskuri; The Pilei of the Dioskuri; Nike; Zeus seated (B. M. Cat.,
PI. VI. 1-8

;
XXX. 10-13).

Eucratides with Heliocles and Laodice.

BAZIAEYS METAZ EYKPAT-
lAHZ Helmeted bust of Eucratides.

(B.M. Cat., PI. VI. 9, 10.)

HAIOKAEOYS KAI AAOAIKHZ
Busts of Heliocles bare and Laodice

diademed . . M. Tetradr. and dr.

In all probability the word uto'? is to be understood as the connecting
link between the obverse and reverse legends of these coins, and that con-

sequently Heliocles and Laodice were the father and mother of Eucra-

tides. Von Sallet, however, conjectures, that Eucratides caused these

pieces to be struck on the occasion of a marriage of a son of his, by
name Heliocles, with a princess named Laodice, who may have been a

grand-daughter of Antiochus III of Syria.

Flato, contemporary with Eucratides. Unique dated tetradrachm in

the British Museum. Bust of King with helmet resembling that of

Eucratides, rev. BAZIAEHZ EnidJANOYZ ilAATnNOZ, Helios in quad-

riga facing. Date, [PJMI, 147 of the Seleucid era= B. c. 166 (B. M. Cat.,

PI. VL II).

Heliocles, circ. B. c. 150-1 35, son and successor of Eucratides, probably
the last Greek king who reigned over the country to the north of the

Indian Caucasus.

Fig- 373-

Bust of Heliocles, diademed.

(Fig. 273, and B. M. Cat., PI. XXXI. i
.)

BAZIAEHE HAIOKAEOYZ Al-
KAIOY Zeus standing, holding ful-

men and sceptre, or seated, holding
Nike and sceptre . . M, Tetradr.

M'Dv.

The bronze coins are usually barbarous. Bev. types
—Zeus standing ;

Horse. In this king's reign, or in that of a second Heliocles, the Attic

standard was superseded by a native silver standard, of which the stater

weighs 150 grs. and the \ stater 38 grs.

z z
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BAZIAEnZ AIKAIOY HAIOK-
[

Arian inscr., Zeus standing, as above.

AEOYS Bust of Heliocles. i (B. M. Cat., PI. VII. 5, 6.) . . . .

I ^146 and 34 grs.

The bronze coins are square with bilingual legends, rev. Elephant or

Indian Bull (B. M. Cat., PL VII. 7, 8).

Antialcidas, circ. B. c. 150. M Attic tetradr. and Indian quarter

staters, the latter bilingual.

Bust of king, diademed.

(B. M. Cat., PI. VII. 9.)

BAIIAEnZ NIKH(D0P0Y ANTI-
AAKIAOY Zeus Nikephoros en-

throned, with forejjart of elephant

raising his trunk to Nike M, Tetradr.

Id. king sometimes helmeted or wear- Id. but elephant in various positions .

ing kausia, M, Indian \ stater.

Round and square bilingual M ;
Bust of Zeus, rev. Pilei of the Dios-

kuri
; or Bust of King, rev. Elephant (B. M. Cat., PL VIII. 1-4).

Antialcidas and Lysias. Bilingual square M, ohv. BAZIAEHE ANl-
KHTOY AYZIOY, Bust of bearded Herakles, rev. Arian inscr. containing
name of Antialcidas. Tyjpe

—Pilei of the Dioskuri '(Bodleian Library).

Theophilus. Bilingual M ^staters of Indian wt., BAZIAEfiZ AI-

KAIOY BEO0IAOY, Bust diademed, rev. Herakles crowning himself.

Mi square
—Bust of Herakles, rev. Cornucopiae (B. M. Cat., PL XXXI.

3,4)-

Iiysias, circ. B.C. 150. Indian standard, \ stater, BAZIAEHZ
ANIKHTOY AY2I0Y, Bust diademed or in Elephant's skin, rev. Arian

inscr., Herakles crowning himself.

Round and square M, Bust of bearded Herakles, rev. Elephant (B. M.
Cat., PL VIII. 5-9).

Diomedes. Bilingual M quarter staters, BAZIAEHZ ZHTHPOZ AIO-
MHAOY, rev. The Dioskuri standing or riding. M The Dioskuri standing,
rev. Humped bull (B. M. Cat., PL VHI. 10-14).

Archebius. Bilingual M staters and \ staters, Indian wt.. Bust of

kingdiademed or helmeted, rey.B All AEnI AIKAIOY NiKHcDOPOY APXE-
BIOY, Zeus facing holding sceptre and wielding fulmen. M (round),
Nike, rev. Owl

; (square). Elephant, rev. Owl
;
and Bust of Zeus, rev.

Pilei of the Dioskuri (B. M. Cat., PL IX. 1-7 and XXXI. 5).

ApoUodotus. There may have been two kings of this name. The
coins are always bilingual and follow the Indian standard. M \ staters,
round or square, BAZIAEnZ ADOAAOAOTOY ZHTHPOZ, Elephant, rey.

Humped bull
;
and square M Apollo standing, rev. Tripod (B. M. Cat.,

PL IX. 8-13), Later style (perhaps ApoUodotus II), M staters, AHOAAO-
AOTOY BAZIAEnZ METAAOY ZHTHPOZ KAI (DIAOHATOPOZ, rev.

Pallas fighting (Fig. 374). i staters similar, but without the word
METAAOY, others with BAZIAEHZ ZHTHPOZ AHOAAOAOTOY. M
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'

Fig. 374.

round and square, Apollo standing or seated, rev. Tripod; BAZIAEHZ
ZHTHPOZ KAI <DIAOnATOPOZ AnOAAOAOTOY, similar (B. M. Cat,
PL X. 1-9).

Strato I, a contemporary of Heliocles. Bilingual M staters and l
staters of Indian wt., and JE BAZIAEHZ EnitDANOYZ (or AIKAIOY)
ZHTHPOZ ZTPATnNOZ, Bust helmeted or diademed, rev. Pallas fighting

(B. M. Cat., PL X. 10-13 ;
XI. I

;
XXXI. 6). Square JE Bust of Herakles,

rev. Nike
; Apollo standing, rev. Tripod. Round M Bust of Apollo, rev.

Quiver (B. M. Cat., PL XI. 2-5).

Agathocleia, wife (?) of Strato I. Square bilingual M BAZIAIZZHZ
GEOTPOnOY ATAGOKAEIAZ, Helmeted bust, rev. Herakles seated on
rocks (B. M. Cat., PL XL 6).

Strato II, son of Strato I. Bilingual M i staters of Indian weight,
BACIA€nC CnTHPOC CTPAinNOC YIOY CTPATHNOC, Diademed bust,
rei7. Fighting Pallas

; others read BAZIAEHZ ZD.THPOZ ZTPATHNOZ
(B. M. Cat., PL XXXL 7).

Menander, mentioned by Strabo (xi. 11. 1) as having extended his

sway as far east as the Isamus (a branch of the Ganges, perhaps beyond
the Jumna). Bilingual M staters and j staters of Indian weight,
BAZIAEnZ ZniHPOZ MENANAPOY. Usna I fj/pes—Bust di&demed or

helmeted, rev. Pallas fighting; obv. Head of Pallas, rev. Owl. Square M,
obv. Bust of king, rev. Pallas fighting ;

ohv. Bust of Pallas, rev. Prancing
horse, Nike, Shield, Owl

;
ohv. Bull's head, rev. Tripod ;

ohv. Elephant's
head, rev. Club

;
ohv. Wheel, rev. Palm

;
ohv. Young male head, Humped

camel, Elephant, Boar's head, rev. Dolphin, Bull's head, Elephant goad,
Palm branch. Also square ^E, with B AZIAEHZ AIKAIOY MENANAPOY,
ohv. Pallas standing, rev. Lion (B. M. Cat., PL XI. 7-13 ;

XII. 1-7 ;

XXXI. 8-12).

Epander. Bilingual M \ staters of Indian weight, BAZIAEfiZ NlKH-
<t)OPOY EHANAPOY, Diademed bust, rev. Fighting Pallas. Square M,
Nike Steplianephoros, rev. Humped bull (B. M. Cat., PL XXXI. 13 and
XII. 8).

Dionysius. Bilingual M \ staters of Indian weight, BAZIAEfiZ
ZnTHPOZ AIONYZIOY, Bust of king diademed, rev. Fighting Pallas.

Square M, Apollo standing, rev. Tripod ; Royal diadem (B. M. Cat.,

PL XII. 9; XXXI. 14).

z z 2
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Zoilus. Bilingual ^ i staters of Indian weight, BAZ IAEnZ AIKAIOY
(or ZHTHPOZ) ZniAOY, Bust of king diademed, rev. Herakles standing
or Pallas fighting.
Round and square M, ohv. Apollo standing, rev. Tripod ;

ohv. Head of

Herakles, rev. Bow and bow-case within ivy-wreath (B. M. Cat., PI. XII.

10-13; XXXII. I, 2).

Apollophanes. Bilingual M \ staters of Indian weight, BAZIAEHZ
ZHTHPOZ AnOAAO<DANOY {sic\ Bust helmeted

(?),
rev. Pallas fighting

(B. M. Cat., PL XIII.
i).

Artemidorus. Bilingual M staters and \ staters of Indian weight,
BAZIAEnZ ANIKHTOY APTEMI AHPOY, Bust diademed or helmeted,
rev. Artemis shooting with bow [f^jje parlan£) ;

Nike stephanephoros
(B. M. Cat., PL XXXII.

'>,-s\

Square M, Artemis standin'g facing drawing arrow from quiver, rev.

Humped bull (B. M. Cat., PL XIII. 2).

Antimachus II (Nikephoros). Bilingual M \ staters of Indian weight,
BAZlAEnZ NiKHcDOPOY ANTIMAXOY, Nike stephanephoros, rev. King
on horseback.

Square M, ohv. Aegis, rev. Wreath and Palm (B. M. Cat., PL
XIII. 3, 4).

Fhiloxenus. Bilingual M staters and square \ staters of Indian

weight, BAZIAEnZ ANIKHTOY (DIAOZENOY, Bust diademed or hel-

•meted, rev. King on horseback. Square M, ohv. Tyche or City, standing
with cornucopiae, rev. Humped bull

;
ohv. Helios standing, rev. Nike

stephanephoros (B. M. Cat., PL XIII. 5-10).

Nicias. Bilingual M \ staters of Indian weight, BAZIAEflZ ZHTH-
POZ NIKIOY, Bust diademed, rev. Figure standing holding palm (B. M.
Cat., PL XXXII. 6).

Square ^E, ohv. Bust diademed, rev. King on horseback or Anchor with

dolphin twined round it (B. M. Cat., PL XIII. 11, 12).

Hippostratus. Bilingual M staters and \ staters of Indan weight,
BAZIAEnZ ZnTHPDZ innDZTPATDY, Bust diademed, rev. Tyche or

City standing. Others often with additional title, METAADY, rev. King
on horseback (B. M. Cat., PL XIV. 1-5).

Square M, ohv. Triton holding dolphin and rudder, rev. Turreted female

figure holding palm ;
ohv. Apollo standing, rev. Tripod ;

obv. Figure en-
throned facing, rev. Horse (B. M. Cat. PL XIV. 6-8).

Amyntas. Bilingual M staters and \ staters of Indian weight, BAZI-
AEnZ NIKATOPOZ AMYNTOY, Bust helmeted, diademed, wearing
kausia, or bare, rev. Pallas fighting or Zeus Nikephoros enthroned facing

(B. M. Cat., PL XIV. 9, 10).

Square M Bust of bearded deity radiate, wearing Phrygian cap or

tiara, rev. Pallas standing (B. M. Cat. PL XIV. 11).
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Telephus. Bilingual M \ staters of Indian weight, BAZIAEfiZ EYEP-
TETOY THAE<t)OY, Giant Skythes(?) serpent-footed, holding hammer in

each hand, rev. Helios radiate and male figure wearing wreath or horned,

standing facing (B. M. Cat., PL XXXII. 7).

Hermaeiis. Bilingual M staters and \ staters of Indian weight, BAZ-
lAEnZ ZnTHPOZ EPMAIOY, Bust diademed or helmeted, or King on

horseback, rev. Zeus enthroned facing (Fig. 375). Square and round

Fig. 375.

M resembling M, or obv. Head of bearded deity radiate or wearing
Phrygian cap or tiara, rev. Horse or Zeus enthroned (B. M. Cat., PL

The coins of this king are imitated by the non-Greek king Kadphises,
with the blundered legend ZTHPDZ ZY EPMAIDY for ZHTHPOZ EP-
MAIOY. Some of these imitations have Nike on the reverse (B. M. Cat.,
PL XV. 8

;
XXXIL 8).

Hermaeus and Calliope. Bilingual M \ staters of Indian weight,
BAZIAEnZ ZriTHPOZ EPMAIOY KAI KAAAIOHHZ, Busts of King
and Queen diademed, rev. King on horseback (B. M. Cat., PL XV.
9, 10).

•

Epigraphy. The Indian inscriptions on the reverses of the above-de-

scribed coins are of two kinds, (a) Indian Pali, which occurs only on the

coins of Pantaleon and Agathocles, and (/3)
Arian Pali on those of all the

other monarchs. The legend almost always begins with the word

'Y^^'^Kj, 3Ia/iarajasa-=^lKl.\\E0.1.. This is followed by one or more

high-sounding epithets, such as T 'l'!l'\, tradatasa = ZriTHPOZ ; TT'H'l:'
dhramikasa = AIKAIOY; T'l^AIJ, jai/ad/iarasa = NlKHct)OPOY;
"f ^^'+1/77, apadihdtasa = ANIKHTOY; T*!'^*-', mahatasa = META-

AOY; TY"*^^' prai'ichhasa = Eni<t)ANOYZ; T^^^*iA, palanahra-

wrt^a^EYEPTETOY; y^^^'^^^.rajad'irajasa = BAZIAEHZ BAZIAEHN.
Other words are also occasional!}^ met with which cannot be rendered

by Greek equivalents. Last of all follows the king's name, transliterated

as nearly as possible from the Greek, though sometimes hardly recog-

nisable in its Indian form, e.ff. T^*^^C7/, Evukratidasa=EyY.?M\-

AOY; y^i,Sfmiasa='E.l?MSlHQ'Z; T-\£^, i/^««^/^•«^«= MENAN-
APOY; TAw^-O, IIeramaj/a.sa= EPtAMOY, etc. For a complete list of

these Prakrit legends, with their Greek and English renderings, the

student is referred to Prof. Gardner's Catalogue, already so frequently
cited.
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The series of kings bearing Greek names comes to an end with Her-

maeus, who probably reigned in the course of the last half century before

the Christian era. The Greek character continued, however, to be used
on the coins of the conquering Scythian kings, Kadphises I (with types
of Hermaeus), Kadaphes, Kadphises II, Kanerkes (a. d. 87-106 ^),

Hooerkes (circ. a. d. 111-129), and Bazodeo, or Vasu Deva (a. D. 132-

176), for more than a century after the Christian era. Among these the

series with the names (in Greek letters) and the figures of a large number
of divinities borrowed from various mythologies are of considerable

interest.

Among these the following may be here mentioned:—HAIOC, CAA-
HNH, NANAIA, NANA and NANA PAO, HPAKIAO, RAO PHOPO, PIOM,
CAPATTO, UUPON, which may be perhaps identified with Helios, Selene,
Artemis (?), Herakles, Ares

(?), Roma (?), Serapis, and Uranos (?).

Many other names of divinities occur which appear to be of Persian
and Indian origin. Of these the following may be noted, AOPO, APAEI-

XPO, APOOACnO, MANAOBArO, MAO, MEIPO. OANlNAA, OAAO,
OPAArNO,0APPO (Persian), and APAOXPO, MAACHNO, OKPO, CKAN-
AO KOMAPO, BIZArO, BOAAO, BOYAAO and OAYO BOY CAKAMA
(Indian), concerning all which, students who are inclined to pursue the

subject further will find full information in the British Museum Cata-

logue, Introduction, p. Ixii. sqq.

Meanwhile, in the neighbouring non-Greek kingdom, in the region of

the Panjab, and east of the Indus, the coinage commencing with Ranja-
bala and Maues, probably soon after B. c. 100, runs parallel with that of

the Greek kings from the time of Menander to that of Hermaeus, and is

continued considerably later. The principal kings of this Saka dynasty
are Maues (circ. b. c. 100), Azes, Azilises, Vonones, Spalirises, Spalahores,

Spalyris, etc. Another contemporary dynasty (b.c. 50-A.D. 50) furnishes

the names of Gondophares, Abdagases, Orthagnes, Arsaces, Pacores, Zei-

onises, etc., and Sanabares. Their silver and copper money bears a close

resemblance, both in inscription, types, and standard of weight, to that of

the later Greek kings, while at the same time it exhibits certain affini-

ties to the coinage of the Arsacidae. Cf. the formula BAZIAEflZ BAS-
lAEHN, the names Arsaces and Pacores, and above all the Parthian coin-

types of Sanabares (see p. 695), leading us to infer that one of these

dynasties was an offshoot from the Parthian.

^ The Saka era, starting from a.d. 78, probably commences from the date of the establishment
of the Saka empire in India by Kanerkes.
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EGYPT.

It is a remarkable fact that throughout the period of the Persian rule no
coins whatever appear to have been struck in Egypt. It is true that

Aryandes, the Satrap of .Egypt under Darius, the son of Hystaspes, is

said by Herodotus (iv. 166) to have issued silver coins which rivalled in

purity those of the king of Persia, but none of these coins have been
handed down to us, or, at any rate, numismatists have failed to identify
them. The coinage of Egypt may therefore be said to begin in the time
of Alexander, who undoubtedly established mints in Egypt. His

Egyptian coins are gold staters and silver tetradrachms, which are only
to be distinguished from those struck in other parts of his empire by the

occurrence upon them of Egyptian symbols or monograms, found also on
the subsequent coins of Ptolemy I. The long series of the coins of the

Ptolemies is generally acknowledged to be the most difficult to classify in

the whole range of Greek numismatics, so much so indeed that Mr. E. H.

Bunbury, in Smith's Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography, remarks
that ' most of them can only be assigned to the several monarchs by
conjecture, very few of them bearing any title but those of TTTOAEM AIOY
BAZI AEnZ, hence they are of little or no historical value.'

Much, however, has been done since this was written towards clearing

up the difficulties which beset the numismatist in his endeavours to

arrive at an exact classification of the coinage of the Ptolemaic kings of

Egypt, notably by ]\Ii\ R. S. Poole and M. F. Feuardent, who have devoted
much minute study to the Ptolemaic series, and have embodied the

results at which they have arrived in two works, to which we must refer

those who have time or inclination to pursue the subject further. These
are B. M. Cat., The Ptolemies Kings of Egypt, 1883, by R. S. Poole, and

Ntim'ismatique
—

J^gypte anciemie, V'j^artie. Mommies des rois, by F. Feuardent.
M. J. P. Six's articles in the Numismatic Chronicle, 1877 and 1886, must
also be consulted.

Ptolemy I (Soter), governor for Philip Aridaeus and young Alex-
ander IV, B.C. 323-311 ; Independent, B.C. 311-305; King, B.C. 305-
284. At first Ptolemy strikes coins in the name either of Phihp III or

of Alexander, with the usual types of Alexander the Great. These,

perhaps on the death of Philip, B.C. 316, were replaced by tetradrachms

(still of Attic weight), with the usual reverse, Zeus enthroned, but with a
head of Alexander on the obverse, covered with an Elephant's skin.

I
\.r4?

Fig. 376.
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(Fig. 376.) Shortly after this innovation the reverse type was also

changed, Zeus being superseded by an archaistic figure of the Macedonian

Athena Alkls liurlhuj a thmiderboU, and armed with a shield
;
the badge of

Ptolemy, an eagle standing on a fulmen, being added in the field as

a permanent symbol. Next follows a change of standard, the Attic

giving place to the Rhodian (Tetradr. 240 grs.). (Fig. 377.) All these

Fig. 377.

changes in the coinage took place before Ptolemy assumed the title of

king, the inscriptions on all the varieties being AAEZANAPOY, with a

single exception of Attic weight, which reads AAEZANAPEION flTOAE-

MAIOY {Ze'it. f. Num., xiii. PL III. 5), which may be translated
' Coin of

Alexander struck by Ptolemy.'
When Ptolemy became king, in B. c. 305, a final reform in the currency

was effected, the Phoenician standard (Tetradr. 224 grs.) being now

adopted in place of the Ehodian, and the following types being
chosen :

—

Fig. 378.

Head of Ptolemy diademed, with aegis
about his neck.

niOAEMAlOY BAZIAEnS Eagle
on fulmen. (Fig. 378.) ^224 grs.

These types, the head of Soter and the Eagle, were generally
adhered to by the Lagidae down to the age of the Roman occupation of

Egypt, and the tetradrachms of the successive reigns can only be attri-

buted by a careful study of the dates, which are usually reckoned from
the year of accession of the various kings. The coins thus fall into

numerous consecutive series, some of which may be positively assigned,
while others are of doubtful date. Ptolemy I struck money, not only in

Egypt, but in Cyprus and Cyrenaica, and coins of all three metals are

known. The gold money of the Cyrenaica has on the reverse flTOAE-
MAIOY BAZIAEnZ, and a quadriga drawn by Elephants and driven by
Alexander in the guise of the son of Ammon (B. M. Cat., PI. II. 10). The
usual ti/pes of the Ptolemaic bronze coins which correspond in size with
the tetradrachms are—
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Head of Zeus, laureate. HTOAEMAIOY BAZIAEflZ Eagle

(B. M. Cat., PI. III. 3.) with wings open, standing on fulmen

M 1-05

On the smaller bronze coins is the head of Alexander wearing the

elephant's skin, or a head of the youthful Zeus Ammon (B. M. Cat.,
PI. III. 7).

Ptolemy II (Philadelphus), B. C. 285-247. The earlier coinage of

this king resembles that of Ptolemy I, but octadrachms in silver also

occur. In the twenty-fifth year of his reign, B.C. 261-260, the worship
of the first Ptolemy under the title of Soter was instituted, and the

alternative coin legend, flTOAEMAlOY S^HTHPOZ, was henceforth

usually employed on coins minted in Phoenicia, not only by Phila-

delphus, but also by his successors. To the reign of Philadelphus must
likewise be assigned the first issue of two series of coins of a medallic

character. The first of these shows on the reverse the deified heads of

Ptolemy I and his Queen Berenice.

Fig. 379.

AAEA(t)nN Heads of Philadelphus
and Queen Arsinoe II.

OEnN Heads of Soter and Bere-
nice I. (Fig. 379.)K Octadr. and tetradr. andM hemidr.

APZINOHZ (DIAAAEAcDOY Double

cornucojnae ... A Octadr. and

tetradr., and M, Decadr.

The second series may be thus described :-

Head of Arsinoe U, wife of Phila-

delphus.

(B. M. Cat., PI. VIII.)

In the reign of Philadelphus there begins also, both in Egypt and in

Phoenicia, a series of very large and heavy bronze coins, of which the

highest denominations are about equal in weight to an Egyptian pound
(uten, wt. 1400 grs.). These are continued by subsequent kings down to

Ptolemy VIII 1:-

Head of Zeus Ammon. imOAEMAlOY BAZIAEHZ Two

(B. M. Cat., PI. V. 7 ;
VI. 4.) eagles on fulmen, or Eagle with open

wings on fulmen . . . . ^ i-8

Wt. circ. 1400 grs.

^ M. Revillout's recent researches among the Demotic Papyri have led to the discovery that

down to the reign of Pliilopator bronze was only monej' of account in Egypt, that Philopator
v*fas the first king who permitted bronze to be used in large payments at the rate of 1 20 : i as

compared with silver, and that finally Epiphanes substituted a bronze standard for the old silver

standard, retaining, however, the same proportion between the two metals, and striking coins of

the same weight in both, 'monnaies isonomes.' Thus i silver coin would be equivalent to 120
bronze pieces of the s.ame weight.
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Some of the smaller bronze coins struck in the Cyrenaica have a head
either of Ptolemy Soter or of Magas, king or governor of Cyrene on the

obverse, and, on the reverse, a head of Libya with her hair arranged

according to the African fashion in formal curls (B. M. Cat,, PL VI. 8),

the inscription on the coins of Magas being BAZIAEHZ MAPA.
The silver coins of Ptolemy II, struck at the Phoenician cities Sidon,

Tyre, Ptolemais, Joppa, and Gaza (b.c. 266-247), regularly bear the regnal

years of the king, b. c. 20-39, in the field of the reverse.

Ptolemy III (Euergetes), B. c. 247-222. The types of the coins of this

king resemble for the most part those of his predecessor. He struck

money in Cyprus, Phoenicia, Egypt, and Cyrenafca. Some of his coins

bear his own portrait, of which the . following gold pieces of Egyptian
fabric are the most important :

—

Fig. 380.

Eadiate bust of Euergetes wearing

aegis, and with trident-sceptre over

his shoulder.

niOAEMAlOY BAZIAEnZ Radiate

coniucopiae. (Fig. 380.) ....
K Octadr. 430 grs.

K Tetradr. 215 grs.

The Phoenician silver coins struck in the reign of Euergetes at Tyre
bear the dates r, A, E, H, and K, the years of his reign down to B.C. 228,
from which time onwards they are dated according to the T3^rian era, B. C
275-274, viz. MH, 48= B. c. 228, and N, 50= b. c. 226.

Berenice II, daughter of Magas of Cyrene, Queen regnant of Cyre-
naica, and Queen Consort of Egypt. K, M, andM of various denomina-
tions. Types

— llQ2idi of Berenice, usually veiled, rev. BEPENIKHZ

Fig. 381.

BASIAISSIHS ; Cornucopiae (Fig. 381) ; Club; Oar-blade, etc. Mints—
Ephesus {symbol, Bee) ; Cyrene, Euesperides, etc. (B. M. Cat., PI.

XIII).
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Ptolemy IV (Philopator), b. c. 223-204. Coins of the ordinary-
Ptolemaic types and legends, struck in Cyprus, Egypt, and Phoenicia.

Others, with his own head diademed, sometimes with the legend flTOAE-
MAIOY ct>IAOnATOPOS, K (Fig. 382) and M. This king was also the

Fig. 382.

originator of a series of silver coins of Cyprian fabric and Dionysiac
types, which was continued by Ptolemies VI, VIII, and IX :

—
Bust of king as Dionysos, wearing

diadem entwined with ivy-wreath,
and with the thyrsos at his shoulder.

niOAEMAlOY BAZIAEHZ Eagle
on fulmen, wings open. (B. M. Cat.,

PI. X-IV. 6.) . . M Didr. and dr.

Arsinoe III, wife and sister of Philopator.

Fig. 383.

Bust of Arsinoe, wearing stephane. APIINOHS (DIAOnATOPOZ Cornu-

copiae surmounted by star. (Fig. 383.)
K Octadrachm.

Also small M, with similar types, but with her husband's name,
niOAEMAlOY BAZIAEni (B.M. Cat., PL XV. 7).

PtolemyV (Epiphanes), B. c. 204-181. This king's reign is memorable
for the disastrous loss of Phoenicia, b. c. 198, in consequence of which his

issues after that date were limited^ to Egypt, Cyrenaica, and Cyprus, in

*
Although Epiphanes lost Phoenicia in B. c. 198, there can be little doubt that the Ptolemaic

currency was continued in Phoenicia, the coins being dated according to the Tyrian era B.C. 275-4.
A long series of such coins exists, bearing the dates 71-90 of the era of Tyre, with the legend
niOAEMAlOY ZnTHPOZ, and 99?-ii7 with the legend niOAEMAlOY BAZI-
AEflZ. In this last year, 117 of Tyre corresponding with*i54 of the Seleucid era, the Ptole-

maic coinage in Phoenicia is superseded by that of Syrian kings, as the bronze coinage of

Demetrius I struck at Tyre begins with the date AN P, 1 54. (See J. P. Six, Num. Chron., 1 886.)
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which island there now begins a series of dated tetradrachms marked
with the symbol L, standing for Year (see p. 718). These are continued

with little interruption down to the time of Ptolemy Lathyrus. They
are of the usual type, but bear the mint-marks of Paphus, Salamis,
and Citium, PA, ZA, and Kl or K. Specimens are also known with

Epiphanes' own portrait on the obverse (B. M. Cat., PL XVI. i), a variety
which also occurs occasionally both in Phoenicia and Egypt. The
most remarkable coins of Epiphanes are, however, the splendid gold
octadrachms also bearing his own portrait, and a silver tetradrachm

with the title iincfyav^s.

Bust of Epiphanes radiate, with s^jear

at his shoulder.

(B. M. Cat., PL XVII.
i.)

niOAEMAlOY BASIAEnZ Radiate

cornucopiae between stars ....
SI Octadr.

y

Fig. 384.

'm}^
:W. ..h\\\'-\

Bust of Epiphanes diademed.

Bust of Epiphanes diademed.

{Ihicl, PI. XXXII. 7.)

niOAEMAlOY BAZIAEnS Eagle
on fulmeii. (Fig. 384.) K Octadr.

niOAEMAlOY EniOANOYE Wing-
ed fulmen between two stars . . .

M Tetradr.

Ptolemy VI (Philometor), B.C. iSi-146. The coinage of this king is

very much involved with that of his brother, Ptolemy VIII (Euergetes),
surnamed Physcon, whose reign was in part contemporary (B.C. 170-

The reign ofPhilometor is divided by Mr. Poole into the following periods:

(i) Regency of his mother Cleopatra, B.C. 181-174. .^, with her head.

Inscr., BAZIAIZIHZ KAEOHATPAZ, rev. HTOAEMAIOY BAZIAEHZ,
and M Tetradr., with jugate busts of Zeus Serapis and Cleopatra as Isis.

(ii) Regency of Eulaeus and Lenaeus, e.g. 174-171. M and M. T//pes,

ordinary, (iii) Usurpation of Antiochus IV of Syria {M of Egyptian
types, with name of Antiochus), and succession of Ptolemy VIII during
his brother's imprisonment, (iv) Joint reign of Ptolemies VI and
VIII (B.C. 168-164); M only, (v) Sole reign of Ptolemy VI (b. c.

164-146), dated M of Cyprus, (vi) Joint reign of Ptolemy VI and
his son Ptolemy VII (Eupator), B.C. 146. M dated L. A9. KAI. A.=

year 36 of Philometor and i of Eupator (B. M. Cat., PI. XXXII. 9).

Ptolemy Philometor also struck silver coins in Phoenicia B.C. 148-146,
with his portrait and inscr., HTOAEMAIOY BAZIAEHZ <i)IAOMHTOPOZ
OEOY (B. M. Cat., PI. XXXII. 8).
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Ptolemy VIII (Euergetes), surnamed Physcon, b. c. 170-117. Besides

the coins which this king struck in Cyprus, Egypt, and Cyrenaica,

jointly with his brother Philometor, he also issued money as king in

Cyrenaica (b. c, 164-146), and after his brother's death as sole king of

Egypt down to B. c. 127, and from b. c. 127 to 117. M and M, the latter

often with the heads of his successive wives, Cleopatra II, his brother's

widow, and her daughter Cleopatra III, covered with elephant's skin,

/w^cr., BAZIAIZZHZ KAEOTTATPAZ. Some of his large -^ coins bear the

inscr., BAZIAEHZ HTOAEMAIOY EYEPTETOY.

Ptolemy IX (Neos) (Philopator II), was co-regent with his father,

B. c. 1 21-1 1 7. M of the usual types.

Ptolemy X (Soter II), surnamed Lathyrus, b. c. 11 7-8 1 .

Ptolemy XI (Alexander I), and

Ptolemy (Apion), king of Cyrene.

These three, sons of Physcon, struck money in various parts of the

empire of the ordinary types, sometimes in conjunction with their mother,

Cleopatra III (B. M. Cat., PL XXVI. 7).

Ptolemy XII (Alexander 11) reigned only 19 days, B.C. 81.

Ptolemy XIII (Neos Dionysos), surnamed Auletes, B.C. 81-58 and

55-52. The coinage of this king is not difficult of attribution. It is

characterized by the base quality of the metal, and it falls into two dated

ir

Fig. 385.

series with a break of four years between them, corresponding with the

period of his exile, b. c. 58-55. Fig. 385 belongs to the second series,

the date KI corresponding with b. c. 55-54.

Ptolemy, king of Cyprus, B. c. 81-58, younger brother of Auletes. To
this king M. Feuardent has attributed a series of dated coins of Cyprian
fabric, running parallel with the Egyptian coins of his brother down to

B.C. 58.

Cleopatra VII (Philopator), B. c. 52-30. Of this illustrious princess
there are Egyptian silver drachms and Cyprian and Egyptian bronze

coins with her portrait and the reverse inscr., BAZIAIZZHZ KAEOTTA-
TPAZ (B. M. Cat., PI. XXX. 7). Sometimes she is in the character of

Aphrodite bearing the infant Ptolemy XVI (Caesar) as Eros in her arms

(B. M. Cat., PI. XXX. 6).
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Ptolemy XV and Arsinoe IV.
(?),

b. c. 47. M of Cyprus (B. M. Cat.,

PI. XXX. 4).

Ptolemy XVI (Caesar), B.C. 45-30, son of Cleopatra and Julius

Caesar. To this king a single bronze coin has been ascribed reading
nrOAEMAlOY <J)IAOMHT (B. M. Cat., PL XXX. 9), and here the long
and for the most part uninteresting series of the coins of the Ptolemies

closes.

GREEK CITIES OF EGYPT.

Naucratis. The recent excavations conducted under the auspices of

the Egypt Exploration Fund, by Mr. Flinders Petrie, have not only led

to the final identification of the site of this famous Greek emporium, but

have resulted in the discovery of the only known coin bearing its name.

It dates probably from the time when Ptolemy Soter was ruling Egypt in

the name of Alexander TV, between the death of Alexander the Great,
B.C. 323, and the assumption by Ptolemy of the title of '

king,' b. c. 305.

Female head r., with short flying hair;

beneath, AAE.
Head of Aphi-odite r., wearing earring
and necklace

; beneath, NAY. M •(>

{Num. Chron., 1886, PL I. 9.)

Alexandria. The money of this illustrious city, after its submission

to the Romans, consists of a very long and highly interesting series of

dated coins ranging from the time of Augustus down to that of Domitius

Domitianus, A. D. 296, including certain rare coins of Aurelian with Va-
ballathus the son of Zenobia, of Vaballathus alone under the name of

Athenodorus, and of Zenobia herself, a. d. 270-271.

During the reign of Augustus bronze money only was struck at

Alexandria, but from the time of Tiberius to that of M. Aurelius tetra-

drachms of base silver were issued in large quantities side by side with
the bronze money. These tetradrachms were tariffed by the Romans as

only equivalent to the denarius. From the reign of Commodus down-
wards the alloy of which the tetradrachms were composed is of very base

quality, called potin by numismatists.

The Alexandrian coins have on the obverse the head of the Emperor,
and on the reverse his regnal year, preceded by the symbol L, an

Egyptian sign which in papyrus inscriptions stands before numerals^,

thus, LA, LB, Lr, e^c, or L AEYTEPOY, LTPITOY, etc. Occasionally,
however, the L is r^laced by the word ETOYZ, and LI, very rarely,

bynEPIOAOZ AEKATH, etc., or AEKAETHPIZ K YP I OY, on the occasion,

probably, pf the Vota decennalla.

The types of the Alexandrian coins ofFei* a vast number of sub-

jects borrowed from the Groek, Graeco-Egyptian, Egyptian, and Roman
mythologies. In the present work space permits us only to mention the

more important types and inscriptions.

I

* It was formerly thought that L on Alexandrian coins stood for the rare word Au/ca^Sds, mean-

ing year, but there is no doubt that this is a mistaken explanation. See Berl. Bliitt., iv. 145.
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(a) Greek Types.

Kronos holding sickle.

Zeus. Bust or full length figure enthroned or recumbent on the back of a flying

eagle, with inscription (on coins of Nero), AIOZ OAYMTTIOY, ZEYZ
NEMEIOZ or ZEYZ KAniTHAIOZ.

Zeus Ammon. Bust, or figure in biga drawn by rams.

Hera. Veiled bust or figure, /yiscr. on coins of Nero, HP A ARTE I A.

Poseidon. Bust or figure drawn in biga by sea-horses, or standing, holding

dolj)liin. 7wscr. on coins of Nero, nOZEl AnN IZOMIOZ.

ApoUo. Bust. Inscr., AnOAAHN AKTIOZ or TIYOIOZ on coins of Nero.

Apollo Didymeus holding stag in his hand and bow, sometimes between
two Nemeses. Apollo and Artemis. Apollo and Marsyas, etc.

Artemis as huntress, alone or with Apollo.

Athena, standing holding Nike, owl, or ears of corn
; sometimes before an

altar, /wscr. sometimes AOHNA or AOHNA ZEBAZT[OY]. Athena
and Ares, etc.

Ares. Usually advancing or standing with Athena.

Demeter, alone or standing between the Dioskuri. Inscr. on coins of Nero,
AHMHTEP (sic).

Persephone carried off by Hades.

Helios and Selene. Heads, separate or combined. Helios on horseback,

/wscr.j sometimes HAIOZ ZAPAfTIZ. See Serapis.

Kybele enthroned between lions.

Dionysos in car drawn by panthers.

Triptolemos in car drawn by serpents.

Asklepios and Hygieia with their usual attributes.

Hermes with caduceus.

Dioskuri on horseback or standing.

Eos. Inscr., Hfl (L. Verus), holding prancing horse by the reins.

Nike, frequently and variously represented, /nscr., rarely, NEIKH ZEBA-
ZT[OY].

Tyche with cornucopiae and rudder, standing, seated, or recumbent on couch.

Inscr. rarely, TYXH ZEBAZT[OYJ.
Herakles on bronze of Antoninus Pius. Various exploits

—Nemean lion
;

Lernean hydra ; Keryneian stag ; Erymanthian boar
;
Stables of Augeas ;

Stymphalian birds
;
Cretan bull

;
Mares of the Thracian Diomedes

;
Oxen

of Geryon ;
Gardens of the Hesperides ;

Kerberos
;
Antaeos

; Herakles

playing lyre before Centaur Pholos or Cheirou
;
The slaying of the Amazon

Hippolyte, the monster Echidna, etc.

Perseus and Andromeda.

Orpheus playing lyre, surrounded by animals.

Paris, Judgment of.

Okeanos rej)resented as a river-god. Inscr., HKEANOZ.
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(/3) Egy2)t{an and Graeco-Egyptian Types.

Zeus-Serapis. Bust wearing modius. /wscr. sometimes, ZEYZ ZAPATTIZ.

Hades-Serapis enthroned with Kerberos beside him.

Helios-Serapis wearing modius, and I'adiate. Inscr. sometimes, HAIOZ
ZAPAniZ.

Serapis. Pantheistic, combining attributes of Serapis, Zeus Ammon, Poseidon,

Helios, and Asklepios.

Serapis and Isis, busts or figures of.

Isis. Bust wearing usual head-dress. Figure sometimes in temple or suckling
infant Horus.

Isis Pharia holding inflated sail before the Pharos lighthouse.

Isis Sothis riding on dog.

Harpokrates, infant or youth, standing or seated on flower, with his finger
raised to his mouth. Inscr. on a coin of M. Aurelius, APFFuuKPATHZ
(Zoega, p. 216).

Hermes-Anubis (?) standing holding palm and caduceus, jackal at his feet
;

or bust of,
—

wearing modius, with caduceus at his shoulder and palm in

front. This type is tliought by some to be meant for Antinous, and by
others for Bonus Eveutus.

Apis, the bull.

Nilus. Bust crowned with reeds. Inscr. NIAOS (on M of Titus), or figure
with cornucopiae and reed, recumbent or seated, accompanied by crocodile

or hippopotamus, or associated with nymph Euthenia (Abundantia).

Fig. 386.

Alexandria, Head of, covered with elephant's skin (Fig. 386), or figure of,

sometimes saluting emperor. Inscr. sometimes, AA€ZANAP€A.

'Canopic' vases with heads of Isis, Serapis, etc., sometimes enshrined in temple
or in a vessel mounted on wheels.

Serpent coiled and erect, /wscr., sometimes, N€0 ArAO0AAIM[nN].
Uraeus, coiled serpent with large body.

Animals and Birds. Elephant, crocodile, hippopotamus, rhinoceros, ibis, eagle,
hawk of Horus, griffin with wheel (symbol of Nemesis), sphinx often with
three heads.
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Various objects. The light-house Pharos; Imperial galley, Inscr. ZEBA-
STO<|)OPOZ; Temples; Altars; Buildings, one inscribed BAAINHOY;
and other sacred objects ;

e. g. Modius in car drawn by serpents, or on

pillar guarded by winged dragon.

(y) Astronomical Tyjyes.

Phoenix, with Inscr. AlUJN, referring to the commencement of the Sothiac

cycle, A.D. 139. Year 2 of Antoninus Pius.

Zodiac, the twelve signs of the,
—in circle.

Jupiter in Aries. Head of Zeus over a Eam.

Venus in Taurus. Head of Aphrodite over a Bull.

(?) in Gemini (1). Turreted head over Apollo and Herakles.

Moon in Cancer. Head of Selene over a Crab.

Sol in Leo. Head of Helios over a Lion.

Mercury in Virgo. Head of Mercury over goddess holding torch and ears of corn.

Venus in Libra. Head of Aphrodite over Scales.

Mars in Scorpio. Head of Ares over Scorpion.

Jupiter in Sagittarius. Head of Zeus over Centaur with bow and
arrow.

Saturn in Capricorn. Head of Kronos over a Goat.

Saturn in Aquarius. Head of Kronos over flying figure holding a vase

reversed.

Jupiter in Pisces. Head of Zeus over two Fishes.

The Zodiacal types were all struck in the eighth year of Antoninus Pius.

(S) Graeco-Raman Types.

AYTOKPAT[nP]. Various types.

PriMH. Variously represented.

Egypt or Africa recumbent, holding ears of corn and resting on sphinx.

AHMOZ PHMAinN. Populus Romanus.

A PM EN I A . Trophy between captives.

Wolf and twins.

TTATHP HATPIAOZ. Two hands joined.

ANTINOOY HPnOZ. Bust of Antinous with Egyptian head-dress.

TIBEPIZ—OMONOI A. Rivers Tiber and Nile with hands joined.

(f) Personifications of abstract concej)tions.

A<t>IEPnZIZ. Consecratio.

AIKAIOZYNH. Aequitas holding scales.

AYN AMIZ. Dominion holding helmet and shield.

EIPHNH. Pax holding caduceus and patera or ears of corn.

EAEYOEPEIA. Libertas holding wreath and resting on column.

EAFTIZ. Spes holding flower and raising her dress.

EYrAMIA. Bonae Nuptiae.

3 A
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EYOHNI A. Abundantia holding cornucopiae and ears of corn, usually associ-

ated with Nike.

[EYZEBEIA]. Pietas seated, holding patera and sceptre.

[EYTYXEI A]. Felicitas holding caduceus and ears of corn.

KPATHZIZ. Potestas or Virtus holding Nike and spear. (Eckhel, iv. p. 55.)

MONHTA. Moneta holding balance and scejDtre.

MONO I A. Concordia standing holding patera and cornucopiae, or seated

holding olive-branch or patera, or simply two hands joined.

TTPONOIA. Providentia standing with r. hand raised and holding sceptre or

holding Ibis and sceptre.

2HMAZIA. Sign of victory. Female figure on galloping horse brandishing
sword.

The Nomes of Egypt. See De Rouge [Ber. Nnm., 1874, p. i, and
Ann. de Num., 1882, p. 145), also Feuardent {tlgypie ancienne, ii.).

The
series of bronze coins which bear .on their reverses the names of the

various nomes or territorial divisions of ancient Egypt, together with

representations of the Egyptian gods (or their symbols) worshipped in

each locality, appear to have been all struck at Alexandria within a

period of fifty-four years ;
not consecutively, however, even within the

limits of the period in question. The years in which these issues took

place were the eleventh of Domitian, the twelfth to the sixteenth of

Trajan, the eleventh of Hadrian, and the eighth of Antoninus Pius, The
coins are of considerable rarity and interest for the light they shed

upon the various local cults of Egypt under the Roman Empire.
The following is a list of the Nomes of which coins are known, arranged

in geographical order, proceeding along the banks of the Nile from south
to north. The predominant coin-types are added in each case after the

name of the Nome,

Ujyper E(jy2)t.

OMBITHC, Armed divinity Haroeris or Horus the Eldei*. Crocodile.

ATTOAAUUNOnOAITHC. Har-Hut, the Horus of Hut or Apollinopolis Magna,
standing holding sceptre and hawk.

AATOnOA[ITHC]. Num Pia holding spear and fish (latus). (Cf. Strabo, xvii.)

Fish by itself.

ePMUUNO[ITHC]. The god Mentu (Mco^^) holding sceptre and butting bull.

Butting bull by itself.

AIOnOA€l[THC] Me[rAC] (Thebes). Amen-ra holding sceptre and ram.

KOnT[ITHC]. Horus-Khem (ithyphallic Pan) as a veiled figure, holding

antelope and harpa. Antelope by itself.

T€NTYP[ITHC]. Goddess Hathor standing holding the Hawk of Horus and

sceptre. Hawk by itself.

AlOTTOAeiTHC M[IKPOC]. Solar god on horseback holding coiled serpent,
or feeding serpent coiled round a tree, a symbol of the goddess

Nephthys.

OINl[THC]. Onuris or Anher holding figure of Elpis (Spes), or Elpis by
herself.
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TTANO[rTOAITHC]. Figure holding ichneumon and statuette of Horus-Khem

(ithyphallic Pan). Ichneumon by itself.

ANTAIOTTOAITHC. Isis(?) holding sceptre and Nike. Isis(?) holding croco-

dile. Crocodile by itself.

Y'+'HAI[THC]. Isis or Hathor holding sceptre or sistrum, and ram.

AYKO[rrOAITHC]. Half-draped divinity standing holding jackal of Anubis.

A(t)POAI[TOnOAITHC]. Temple of Hathor
(]).

Hathor holding flower and

figure of Elpis (?). Elpis (V) by herself.

KYNOn[OAITHC]. Anubis half-draped holding jackal. Jackal seated.

€PMOnOAITH[C]. Hermes (Thoth) in temple holding caduceus and purse
or caduceus and cynocephalic ape. Bearded head and ibis. Cynocej)halus
seated.

OZYPYNXeiTHC NOMOC. Goddess Tefnet as Pallas holding Nike and

bipennis. Nike. Bipennis.

HPAKA€OnOAITHC. Herakles in temple ; Harpokrates-Herakles holding
club surmounted by hawk; Herakles holding club and griffin. Griffin

alone.

APCINOITHC. God Sebek-ra holding bust of Arsinoe. Bust of Arsinoe.

Crocodile.

Lov)er Egypt.

/V\eM(t>l[THC] or NOMOC MEM<t)eiTHC. Isis holding serpent ;
beside her,

the bull Apis. Head of Isis. Bull Apis.

HAIOnOAeiT[HC]. Sun-god Ha holding the bull Muevis iu his hand.

<t)APBAI [TITHC]. Figure holding sceptre and bull.

APABIA. Female figure, Supt-Sekhet, standing.

ETTTAKUJM. Horus Supt-akhom holding spear and hawk. Hawk by itself.

This legend is perhaps not the name of a Nome but the Greek form of

Supt-akhom, the chief divinity of the Arabian nome.

fTHAOY. Head of Isis (?) ; Pomegranate. The coins with this legend belong
to Pelusium, an important city at the eastern angle of the Delta, which

does not appear however to have been the chief town of any Nome.

CeOP0€ITHC or CCOPUUITHC NOMOC. Hawk-headed Horus holding

sceptre or sceptre and hawk. Hawk by itself.

TANITHC. Types resembling those of the neighbouring Sethroite nome.

NECYT[HC]. Apparently the Greek form of the Nome Neut. Female figure

holding ibis and ram.

M€NA[HCIOC]. God Mendes holding sceptre and goat or ram. Bearded

head of Mendes. Goat. Earn.

AeONT[OnOAITHC]. Horus holding sceptre and lion. Lion by itself.

BOYBAC[TITHC]. Goddess Beset holding cat. Cat by itself.

AOPI BITHC. Hathor holding hawk of Horus and sceptre. Hawk of Horus.

nPOCUJ[niTHC]. Bust or figure of Harpokrates with finger raised to his

mouth. Harpokrates-Herakles with club surmounted by hawk.

3 A 2
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<l)OEM<t)0EY NOMOZ. Hathor holding lotus-flower, from which issues

infant Harpokrates. Harpokrates-Herakles on lotus-flower.

ZOIT[HC]. Divinity holding quadruped ;
at his feet Cynocephalus. Divinity

holding staff and uncertain object, between two rams
(?) on bases. Female

figure holding ram and club. Eam by itself.

BOYCI[PITHC]. Osiris holding goat and serpent. Goat by itself.

CeB€[NNYTHC] or NOMOC CeBENNYTHC (Superior). Horus holding
sword and spear. Goat.

CeB€[NNYTHC] K[ATUU TOnuuN] (Inferior). Divinity holding grapes
and spear. Bunch of grapes.

AIOn[OAITHC] K[ATUU TOTTUUN]. Amen-ra holding spear and ram.

Itam liy itself.

ONOY<t)l[THC]. Isis (?) holding crocodile. Crocodile, symbol of Sebek-ra.

0O£N€OY[THC]. Horus naked holding hawk and ram. Two hawks face to

fiice. Harpokrates (infant Horus) issuing from lotus-flower.

CA€ITHC. Athena holding owl and shield. Cow, symbol of goddess Neith.

NAYKPAT[ITHC]. Serpent-headed divinity holding hawk and sceptre.
Female figure holding seriDent. Serpent coiled and crowned with the

Pskhent.

K ABACI [THC]. Horus half-draped holding spear and hawk. Hawk of

Horus.

METH[AITHC]. Isis holding sistrum and hawk. Hawk by itself.

AHTOn[OAITHC]. Horus standing holding ichneumon, the symbol of the ^

goddess Beset (Leto). Ichneumon by itself.
]

TYN AlK[OnOAITHC]. Isis holding ram, symbol of Amen. Eam by itself.
\

M€N£AA£ITHC. Nilus standing holding reed and infant Horus-Har- v

pokrates, the lower part of whose body ends in a crocodile's tail. Infant

Horus-Harpokrates with crocodile's tail before an altar.

AAeZ[ANAPeuuN] X[UJPAC NOMOC]. Military figure, Horus (?), hold-

ing hippopotamus. Hippopotamus by itself.

MAPe[UUTOY NOMOC] or MAPe[UUTHC]. Chnuphis (?) holding ram
and fish

(?) or ram and sceptre. Ram by itself.

AIBYH[C NOMOC]. Chnuphis(?) with ram's head (?) holding uncertain

object and ram. Ram by itself.

ETHIOPIA.

Axum. On the coinage of the Axumite dynasty see Prideaux [Num.
C/iron., 1884, p. 305), and E. Drouin [Rev. Arc//., 1882, p. 206).
The scanty numismatic relics of eastern Ethiopia (the modern Abyssi-

nia) consist of small gold pieces weighing about 24 grs. and small bronze
coins. They bear inscriptions at first in Greek, or rather Graeco-Coptic,
and later in the Ethiopic character. The Greek inscriptions were exe-
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cuted by engravers more or less ignorant of the Greek language, and are

frequently misspelt and blundered. The gold coins exhibit on the

obverse the bust of a king crowned and encircled by two ears of barley,
and on the reverse another bust, diademed, also encircled by two ears of

barley. Types, style, fabric, and the presence of the cross at the com-
mencement of the inscription, show that the coins of Axum are subse-

quent to the Christian era, but so little is known of the history of the

country that it is impossible to arrange the coins in strict chronological
order. We do know, however, that in A. D. 356 the Emperor Constan-
tius II addressed a letter, which is still extant, to a king named Aizana
or Ezana, whose coins we also possess, and this gives us approximately
the epoch to which the whole series seems to belong. The use of the

Greek language in Ethiopia is doubtless due to commercial relations be-

tween Ethiopia and Egypt.
Among the more legible coins bearing Greek inscriptions the fol-

lowing may be mentioned :
—

Aphilas.

Ochsas.

Bachasa.

Aizana
or

Ezana.

Aieb.

Ulzebas.

K. Act)|AAC BACIA€YC, rev. AZUUMITUUN BICIAIMHAH,
a word of unknown signification.

K. ^QX(:^<: BACIA€YC, rev. OeOY eVXAPICTIA. {Num.
Chron., 1884, PL X. i.)

K. >J< BAC >I«CIH >I« BAX >I< AC A, rev. >I< IAN >I» AAd) !< euuN
!< BIC. {Num Chron., 1884, PI. X. 3.)

A. !« CNI ^ BAX ^ ACA !« BAC, rev. >i* HEZANA BACI-
ACYC. {Num. Chron., 1884, PI. X. 10.)

R. *^*i<>^ AIHB BACIACY, rev. Blundered legend. {Num.
Chron., 1884, PI. X. 12.)

M !< OVAZHBAC BACIACYC, rev. TOYTO APCCH TH XUJPA.

{Num. Chron., 1884, PI. X. 18.)

CYRENAICA.

[See Miiller, Monnaies de Vancienne Afrique, K. S. Poole, Cat. of the Coins of the Ftolemies,

passim, and Bompois, Midailles grecques autonomesfrappees dans la Cyrinaique.l

Cyrene was founded by Dorians from the island of Thera, under the

leadership of one Battus, the ancestor of the dynasty called after him the

Battiadae, who ruled the country of the Cyrenai'ca from B. c.
6'7^

i to about
B.C. 450. Situate in a land of unexampled fertility, on the northern

slope of the high table-land of Libya, where it breaks into spacious
terraces descending step by step to the sea, and sheltered by the high
land in the rear from the parching winds of the desert, Cyrene rapidly
rose to wealth and splendour, the enterprising Hellenes becoming the
intermediaries between the native Libyan population of the interior and
the outer world.
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Of all the varied products of this beautiful country the far-famed Sil-

phium plant (now extinct) was the most important, and was highly
prized throughout the whole ancient world, both for its medicinal virtues

and for the perfumes extracted from its flowers.

The Silphium as a Cyrenean coin-type, like the Bee on the coins of

Ceos, was symbolical of the worship of Aristaeos, the protector of the

corn-field and the vine and of all growing crops and bees and flocks and

shepherds, and the averter of the scorching blasts of the Sahara. This

beneficent god was the son of Apollo and of the nymph Kyrene, and his

cultus in the Cyrenaica appears to have been closely allied to that of the

Libyan Ammon, who was also a pastoral god.
The bearded head with the ram's horn on the coins of Gyrene is that

of Zeus Ammon, while the youthful head, also with the ram's horn, is

probably intended for Ai'istaeos. The female head, of rarer occurrence, is

the nymph Kyrene.

Circ. B.C, 631-530.

The earliest money of Cyrene consists of extremely archaic electrum
and silver coins of the Euboic standard. This seems to point to com-
mercial relations between Euboea and the Libyan coast at a time when
the Euboean cities, Chalcis and Eretria, exercised a predominant influ-

ence in the eastern basin of the Mediterranean Sea.

The very rare electrum coins which Miiller
[oj). cit.)

has attributed to

Cyrene may be thus described :
—

Double floral pattern.

Id. (Miiller, Suppl, PI. I. i.)

Triple flower. (Whittall, 1575.)

Two oblong incuse depressions ,

El. 269 grs.

One square and one oblong incuse .

El. 133-1 grs.
Incuse square. . . . El. 27-5 grs.

M. Babelon {Rev. Num., 1885, p. 390 sq.) disputes the attribution of
these electrum coins to Cyrene, and would assign them to Asia Minor.
He also publishes a coin of pure gold, which seems to be undoubtedly of

Cyrenean origin. It is of the Phoenician standard.

Four silphium flowers in the angles of Rough incuse square . . A" no grs.
a cruciform pattern. | {Rev. Nitm., 1885, PI. XV. i.)

The prevailing types of the earliest silver coins are—
(i) The fruit or seed-vessel of the silphium, resembling a heart in shape,

repeated on the larger denominations twice or four times.

(ii) The sprouting bud or slioot of the silphium often repeated, and arranged
in a conventional floral pattern. (Bompois, op. cit., PI. I. i.)

(iii) The leaf of the silphium.

(iv) The entire plant of the silphium, represented with a thick tall stem,

having at the top a round clustered head or blossom.

To these types are sometimes added accessories in the field, such as a

lion, a lion's head, or a boar (Rev. Num., 1885, PI. XV. 2), etc. The re-
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verses are in this period always incuse without any ornament. The

square is sometimes divided diagonally, as on the primitive coins of

Euboea, sometimes it is quartered and sometimes divided by a broad
band into two oblong parts.

C^Vc. B.C. 530-480.

Soon after his accession in B.C. 530, Arcesilaus III, having been ex-

pelled from his kingdom, took refuge in Samos, then ruled by Polycrates,
whence he shortly afterwards returned to Cyrene with a contingent of

Samian and Ionian auxiliaries, and by their aid regained possession of

his ancestral throne. The types of the following coin, indicating an
alliance about this time between Cyrene, Samos, and lalysus in Rhodes,

designate it as having been struck by Arcesilaus III for the payment of

his Samian and Rhodian allies.

Euboic Standard.

Fig. 387.

Silphlum plant ;
in field, fruit of the

silphium and lion's head. {Ti/jye of
Samos or Lindus.)

Incuse square, within which eagle's head
with serpent in his beak. {Type of
lalysus.) (Fig. 387.) . M Tetradr.

The other coins which may be assigned to this period are—
Silphium plant.

Id.

Id. (Muller, No. 23.)

Nymph Kyrene seated 1. with silphium

plant before her and silphium seed

behind her. {Num. Chron., 1886,
PI. I. 6.)

Same type, r.

{Rev. Num., 1885, PI. XV. 5.)
Four silphium sprouts in floral pattern,

with bearded head above.

(Bompois, Cyr., i. 6.)

K Gazelle, silphium plant, and fruit,

all in incuse square JSi Tetradrachm.

Silphium fruit between two dolphins,
all in incuse square JR Tetradrachm

(Muller, i. p. 11, No. 23.)
Incuse square. Herakles and nymph

standing on either side of the tree of

the garden of the Hesperides . . .

M, Tetradrachm.

Forepai-t of Pegasos 1. in dotted square.M Tetradr.

Head of Zeus Ammon r. in incuse.

square JR Tetradr.

Incuse square, containing floral star

JR Didrachm.
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Similar, but with horse's head in place
of bearded head.

Archaic bearded head with four or two

fruits of the silphium in the field.

Silphium plant.

(Baron de Hirsch.)
Lion's head facing and silphium fruit.

Fruit of silphium.

Id.

Three sprouts of silphium and forepart
of horse arranged in circle. (Miiller,

Fig. 19.)

Silphium j)lant.

Incuse square, containing floral star.

(Bompois, Cyr., PI. 1. 7 .)
M Didrachm.

Incuse square, containing floral star in

incuse circle or squareM Didr. and dr.

Incuse square, containing dolphin and

hoof of fawn . . . . M, Drachm.
Incuse square, containing griffin's head

r M, Drachm.
Incuse square

bearded head or female head
JR \ Drachm.

Incuse square, containing winged female

figure -^2 Drachm.
Incuse square, containing floral star.

M Diobol.

Incuse square, containing dolphin (?) or

star of four rays . . . M, Obol.

containing archaic

In this period coins of Phoenician weight (drachms of 52 and half

drachms of 26 grs.) were introduced at Cyrene, and issued side by side

with the coins of the Euboic standard.

Phoenician Standard.

Two silphium fruits placed in oppo-
site directions.

Id.

Silphium plant.

Bee (symbol of Aristaeos).

Silphium plant.

Incuse square, containing silphium
fruit M, Dr. 52 grs.

Incuse square, containing lion's head,

facing M Dr. 49 grs.

Incuse square, containing floral star.

M Dr. 52 grs.

Id iRiDr. 26-3 grs.

Incuse square, containing silphium
fruit . . . . M \ Dr. 2 5- 4 grs.

Circ. B, c. 480-431.

Euboic and Phoenician Standards.

Fig. 388.
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Silphium.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Head of nymph Kyrene, three-quarter
face.

Incuse circle. KYPA Head of Zeus
Ammon of early transitional style, in

dotted circle. (Fig. 388.) . ^. .

JR Euboic tetradr. 265 grs
Incuse square. K—Y—P— A, Id. .

JR Phoenician dr. 52 grs
Id. ... ^ „

1 dr. 25 grs
Incuse square. K—Y—P—A, Archaic

head of nymph Kyrene with hair

turned up under her diadem .

^52 grs.

Three silphium plants i-adiating from

one centre

JR Euboic trihemiobol 14-5 grs.

Circ. B.C. 431-321.

In B.C. 431 the rule of the Battiadae was replaced by a republican form
of government, under which Cyrene attained the highest point of her

prosperity, as is sufficiently evident from the plentiful issue of fine gold

pieces, as well as of silver tetradrachms in large numbers. The Euboic
standard was now almost entirely abandoned in the case of the silver

money for coins of the Phoenician weight of the Samian variety. Tetradr.

a 1 0-200 grs.
The gold coins, from the stater down to the half drachm, follow the

Euboic or Attic weight, but the smallest denomination is a piece of 13-5

grs., equivalent to one-tenth of the stater, a fraction which is foreign to

the Attic system.

Fig. 389.

KYPANAION Victorious quadriga
driven by Nike, Kyrene, or male

charioteer, surmounted sometimes

by star.

K—Y—P—A—N Horseman.
Head of Athena.

Beardless male head with ram's horn,
Aristaeos {1) or bearded head of

Zeus Ammon.

Zeus Ammon standing or -enthroned,

variously represented holding Nike
and sceptre, sacrificing before thymia-
terion (Fig. 389) or with ram, eagle,

owl, or silphium beside him
;

magistrate's name . . N Staters.

Silphium i^^ Dr.

Three silphium plants radiating from
one centre SI ^ Dr.

Female head (Kyrene) ; Head of Libya
with formal curls

;
or Ram's head .

N Jq stater 13-5 grs.

The magistrates' names, which occur either in full or in abbreviated
form in the nominative or genitive case, are APICTIO^, APICTATOPA,
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AAMnNAKTO?, OEY(t)IAEYC, lASHN, lASONO?, lA^IONlO?,
KYAIO^, KYO., POAIANOEY?, XAIPEOnN., XAIPIO^.
The silver coinage of Cyrene in this period consists in the main of

tetradrachms of 210-200 grs.

Head of Zeus Ammon, 1. or r., and

magistrate's name.

K—Y—P—A, etc., or no inscr. Sil-

phium. (Miiller, i. p. 45, No. 140.)M Tetradr.

r-^--- N

Fig. 390.

Head of Zeus Ammon facing, all in

laurel wreath.

KYPANA Head of Zeus Ammon
facing,

{Z.f. Num., vii. PI. I. 17.)

K—Y—P—A—N—A Silphium (Fig.

390.) M Tetradr.

Silpliium, beside which, a gazelle on its

hind legs, nibbling the topmost leaf.

Magistrate, API^TOMHAEO^ . .

M Tetradr.

The smaller denominations are drachms, I drachms, trihemiobols, and
obols of the same standard. T//pe.9

—Head of Zeus Ammon, or youthful
head with Eam's horn, rev. Silphium, or, on the trihemiobol, a triple

silphium.
The magistrates' names on the silver coins are APISiTIO^, APICTO-

MHAEO^, GEY(DI[AEYC], KYAIO?, AIBYtTPATO[CJ, and NIKIO^,
variously abbreviated. The following didrachms of Attic weight must
also be classed to the latter part of this period.

GEY<t)IAEYC Head of young Dio-

nysos ; behind, thyrsos.

[POAIAJNGEY^ Young head with
ram's horn.

rOAIANOEY^ Id.

KYPA Silphium . . . ^130 grs.

(Miiller, No. 176.)

„ Id yil 132 grs.

(Muller, No. 142.)
Hermes standing; behind, AAMH-
KYPA? iR Attic didr.

The bronze coins of the same time exhibit, among others, the following
types. Inscr., KYPA (or none at all) :

—
Head of Zeus Ammon.
Head of nymph Kyrene,
Head of Artemis, inscr. AAMH-
KYPANA.

Young head with ram's horn.

Gazelle.

Head of Libya with formal curls.

Silphium ^ -85

Triple silphium M -85
Nike -^ -75

Single or triple silphium . . JE '6

Silphium -^ -75
Gazelle tE '55—35

Head of Zeus Ammon.
Horseman or free horse.

Wheel
Wheel

M .9-8M .8-5
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Circ. B.C. 321-308.

In this period, while the Cyrenaica was subject to Ptolemy Soter,
autonomous gold, silver, and bronze money was issued at Cyrene. The

gold coins are of the Attic weight, but the silver, like the money of

Ptolemy before he assumed the royal title (b. c. 305), follows the Rhodian
standard (Didr. 1 20 grs.)

Gold.

Head of Pallas, as on staters of

Alexander.

(B. M. Cat., Ptol, PI. XXXII. i.)

Head of Pallas.

Id.

Horseman
; behind, star.

(B. M. Guide, PI. XXXV. 39.)

Head of Zeus Ammon.
Id.

KYPANAIOI PTOAEMAin. Nike

standing, as on staters of Alexander.

A 133 grs.

[PTOJAEMAIOY Nike. Magistrate,
EY(t>PIO? ^"67 grs.

[PTOjAEMAlOY Nike. Symbol,
"Wheel A 65 grs.

KYPA Silphium . . . . A 43.8 grs.

Fulmen between two stars A 11-2 grs.

Head of nj^mph Kyrene .An grs.

Silver.

Fig. 391.

Young head with ram's horn. (Fig.

39 1-)

Head of Apollo, laureate.

(B. M. Guide, Fl. XXXV. 41.)

KYPA Silphium. Various sjTnbols and

monograms in field

M Rhodian didr. 120 grs.

KYPA Similar ... iR 105 grs.

Head of Zeus Ammon.

Head of Apollo.
Id.

Bronze.

KYPA Palm-tree. Various symbols and

letters M -6^

KYPA Lyre ^ 65

,, Prancing horse. Various sym-
bols ^ -65

Circ. B.C. 308-247.

In B. c. 308 Magas, the son-in-law of Ptolemy Soter, was made governor
of the Cyrenaica, and struck gold money there in the name of Ptolemy, with

the inscr., PTOAEMAIOY BAZIAEH^ (B. M. Cat., Ptol. Introd.). About

B.C. 280 Magas himself assumed the title of king, and struck bronze coins
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with his own portrait on the obverse, and the head of Libya on the reverse.

Inscr.,^K't\/\ED.'t MATA. The subsequent coins struck by his daughter
Berenice in the Cyrenaica have been ah'eady mentioned in the series of

the coins of the Ptolemies (p. 714).

Circ. B. c. 247-222.

In B.C. 247 Ptolemy III (Euergetes) succeeded to the throne of Egypt,
and by his marriage with Berenice, the daughter of Magas, who was

queen in her own right of Cyrenaica, united the diadems of Egypt and
that country.
The evidence of the coins goes to prove that throughout the reign of

Euergetes the Cyrenaeans enjoyed an interval of autonomy, which was
not withdrawn until after his death. It was during this period that

they sent to Megalopolis in Arcadia to obtain the aid of the philosophers

Demophanes and Ecdemus, who had assisted Aratus in the liberation of

Sicyon from her tyrants.
These statesmen were entrusted with the government of the Cyrenaica,

which they appear to have reconstituted on the lines of the Achaean

League. So much, at least, we may infer from the language of Polybius
(x. 25) and Plutarch (Philop., i. i), and from the Federal coins in silver and
bronze, bearing the ifiscr.^ K 1 N N

,
which are probably to be attributed

to this time.

Head of Zeus Amnion.

From the accession of Ptolemy IV (Philopator) down to the death of

Ptolemy Apion, B. c. 96, the coinage of Cyrenaica is regal of the Ptolemaic
type. It is discussed fully in the B. M. Cat. of the coins of the
Ptolemies.

Cyrenaica under the Romans, after b. c. 96.

Ptolemy Apion, on his death (b.c. 96), left Cyrenaica by his will to the
Romans, who at first granted the various cities their freedom

;
but tho

disorders which arose compelled them soon afterwards to reduce that

iFig. 392.
^

\
KOINON Silphium. (Fig. 392.) f

iR Didr. iiSgrs.M .9-7.

Circ. B. c. 222-96.
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country to the condition of a Koman province (b, c. 74). Henceforth
bronze coins only were issued in Cyrenaica, and these bore the names of

the E,oman governors under Augustus, L. LolUus, A. Pupius Rufus, L.

Fabricius Patellius, Scato, Palicanus, and Capito, with various titles

in Greek or Latin characters, such as TAMI ACANTICTPA[THrOC],
PROCOS, or Q_[VAESTOR].
Among the types may be mentioned the heads of Ammon, Apollo,

Artemis^ or the Emperor, a curule chair, camel, stag, ram, caduceus,
wreath, serpent, etc.

There are also later Imperial coins of Titus, Trajan, Faustina Senior,
M. Aurelius, and Severus Alexander, attributed conjecturally to Cyre-
naica (Miiller, i. p. 171), but these may have been struck at Alexandria.

Barce was founded from Cyrene about the middle of the sixth century.
Its coinage down to the age of the Ptolemies falls into the same periods
as that of Cyrene. In the archaic period it is generally impossible to

distinguish the issues of Barce from those of Cyrene, as they are, as a

rule, uninscribed. In the fifth century (b. c. 480-43 1
)
while Barce, Hke

Cyrene, was governed by kings, its coinage consists of Euboic tetra-

drachms (270 grs.), and of Phoenician drachms and \ drachms (52 and
16 grs.) Inscr., BAP, BAPKA, BAPKAION; ohv. Silphium or Silphium
fruits, rev. Head of Zeus Ammon, or Head of ram in incuse square. In the

Republican period, B.C. 432-321, Barce, like Cyrene, abandoned the

Euboic tetradrachm for the Phoenician of about 200 grs.

Silphium.

Gold. Circ. b.c. 431-321.

I
Head of Zeus Ammon N. 26-4 grs.

This gold coin is attributed to Barce simply on account of the style of

the head of Ammon, which closely resembles that of some of the inscribed

tetradrachms of the town.

SiLVEK. Inscr. BAPKA I or BAPKAION on one or other side.

Head of Zeus Ammon in profile.

Head of Zeus Ammon facinfj.

Young head with ram's horn.

(Fox, Gr. C, Pt.n. PI. VIII. 167.)
Id.

Id.

Silphium, sometimes accompanied by
two jerboas (Miiller, 318) or by a

gazelle recumbent (M., 322), or an
owl (M., 324) JB, Tetradr. 200 grs.

Single or triple silphium, the latter

accompanied by accessory symbols,

chameleon, owl, and jerboa, in field .

M, Tetradr. 198-3 grs.

Silphium iH 1 60 grs.

Id M, 49-5 grs.
Id M, 24.4 grs.

Magistrates' names on the coins of Barce, AKE^IOC (Doric genitive of

'AKeo-t'as), (DAIN, KAINIH, KYtEAH Tn (DIAHN (=KYtEAOY TOY
<DIAnN[OZ]).
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Bronze.

The bronze coins resemble those of Cyrene ;
ohv. Horseman, rev. Wheel ;

symbol, silphium (Miiller, i. p. 82).

Under the rule of the Ptolemies Barce was eclipsed by its port, which
received the name of Ptolemais.

Euesperides, said to have been founded from Cyrene circ. b. c. 460, was
the farthest to the west of the five cities of Cyrenaica. It stood at the

mouth of a river called Lathon or Lethon.

Circ. B.C. 460-431. Phoenician Standard.

EC Silphium. EY Dolphiu in incuse square .

M, 48'6 grs.

The inscription on this coin begins on the reverse and is continued on the

obverse.

Silphium.

Silphium.

EY (1) Incuse square, within which dol-

phin and crab's claw M, \ Drachm.
EYEC Incuse square, within which

head of Zeus Ammon in circle of dots

M. Dr. 52 grs.

JR \ Dr. 27 grs.

Circ. B.C. 431-321. Phoenician Standard.

The only tetradrachm of Euesperides as yet known is in the library
at Turin.

Head of Zeus Ammon r. surrounded

by a triple circle.

EYECPEPITAN Silphium ^ 193 grs.

To the end of the Republican period, shortly before the conquest of
the country by Ptolemy Soter, may be ascribed the following Attic
didrachm in the De Luynes Collection. The bronze coins, with the
head of the same River-god seem to be somewhat earlier.

f

Attic Standard.

ECPEP I . . . Young horned head of

river Lathon.

AHOnN or AHTIlN Head of river-

god.
Head of Zeus Ammon.

TIMArnPA (sic) Deer before sil-

phium . . . . M Didr. 130 grs.
EY Silphium M -^

EY Trident ^E -8

Under the Ptolemies the name of Euesperides was changed to
Berenice.

Teuchira, between Ptolemais and Euesperides, received under the
Ptolemies the name of Arsinoe.
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Circ. B.C. 480-431.

3 T Silphium. Head of Zeus Amnion in incuse circle

(Bompois, op. cit., PI. I. lo.) M. Dr. 52 grs.

LIBYA.

Macae (?). The Macae were a Libyan tribe inhabiting the coast between

Cyrenaica and Syrtica. It is, however, very doubtful whether the

following coins are correctly attributed to them by Miiller
(i. 132):

—

After circ. B. c. 200.

Head of young Herakles.

Id.

AlBYflN Lion walking; in field M
or O in the Phoenician character .

iH 117 grs.
Lion above club . . . -^31 grs.

There are also bronze coins with the same head of Herakles, or else a head
of Zeus or Pallas on the obv., and either a Lion or a Bull on the rev.,

also reading AlBYflN. Many of these appear to be restruck on coins of

Carthage.

SYRTICA.

Syrtica, also called Tripolitana, and now Tripoli, from the three chief

cities, Leptis Magna, Oea, and Sabrata, was the line of coast extending
from Cyrenaica on the east to Byzacene on the west.

Gergis, near the frontiers of Byzacene. Imperial bronze of Augustus
only, with Latin legend, rev. PERM. L. VOLVSI. PROCOS. GERG Head
of Pallas, struck by L. Volusius Saturninus, Proconsul of Africa b.c. 6-

A. D. 2 (Miiller, ii. p. '>,^.

Leptis Magna, a colony of Sidon, and one of the three chief cities of

Syrtica, was an emporium of considerable importance (Miiller, ii. p. 3).

It struck autonomous silver and bronze of the first century b. c, with

the Punic legend pH)'? (Lephki= Leptis), and fypes relating to the wor-

ship of Herakles and Dionysos. Also Imperial of Augustus, Tiberius,

and Livia.

Macaraea and Bilan (?).
Bronze of Augustus (Miiller, ii. p. 26).

Inscr., "tp;i7D and |'?U, rev. Head of Apollo. This is a doubtful attribution.

Oea, about midway between Leptis Magna and Sabrata. Autonomous

bronze and Imperial of Tiberius, with Punic inscr., r\T'\ (Miiller,
ii. p. 15).
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The predominant types are the heads and the attributes of Apollo and

Pallas :
—

Tripod, Lyre, Bow and Quiver, Shields and Spears, etc., and bust

of Livia as Juno or Ceres, with Peacock and ear of corn in field.

For coins of Oea, with Zitha and Zuchis, and with Macaraea and

Bilan (?),
see Muller, ii. p. 20 sq.

Sabrata, the farthest to the west of the three chief cities of Syrtica.

Autonomous bronze and Imperial of Augustus, with Punic inscr., \}^pr\yi

(Miiller, ii. 26), and types referring to the worship of Phoenician gods

corresponding with Herakles, Dionysos, and Hermes; rev. Tetrastyle

temple, Capricorn, etc.

BYZACENE.

This region was the southern portion of the Roman province of Africa,

and bordered on the north upon Zeugitana. Coins exist of the following
towns :

—

Achulla, a colony founded from the island of Melita. Bronze coins,

with heads of Octavian, Divus Julius (Caesar), or the Roman Pro-

consuls, P. Quinctilius Varus and L. Volusius Saturninus. Latin inscr.,

ACHVLLA, etc. (Miiller, ii., p. 43).

Alipota. Bronze of late time. Head of Astarte, reverse Punic legend

^<n^'7J^ and Caduceus (Muller, ii. p. 42).

Hadrumetum, a Phoenician settlement near the southern boundary of

Zeugitana. Under the Romans a libera civitas, and from Trajan's time a

colony, and the capital of Byzacene.
Bronze of the time of Augustus. Inscr., HADR, HADRVM, etc., some-

times with heads and names of the Roman Proconsuls, etc., or of Poseidon,

Helios, Astarte, and Serapis(?) (Muller, ii. p. 51).

Leptis Minor, between Achulla and Hadrumetum, was declared free

by the Romans after the destruction of Carthage, but it does not appear
to have struck coins before Imperial times. There are bronze coins with
heads of Divus Julius, Augustus, Tiberius, and Agrippina Germanici.

Itiscr., AEFFTIC, Bust of Hermes or turreted head (Miiller, ii. p. 49).

Thaena, a town of Phoenician origin, struck bronze coins shortly
before and during the reign of Augustus, with Punic inscr., DT'i^n. Types

—
Heads of Serapis or Astarte

; Tetrastyle temple, etc. (Miiller, ii.

p. 40).

Thapsus, memorable for Caesar's victory over Pompey, b. c. 46.

Imperial of Tiberius. Reverse, THAPSVM, and head or seated figure of

Livia, with legend IVN[ONl] AVG[VSTAE] (Muller, ii. p. 47).
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Thysdrus, between Hadrumetum and Thaena. Bronze of the age of

Augustus, with Punic inscr., "I'^^'BiOti^
(
=

Sthpsr). Types—Kead of Astarte
diademed and veiled, rev. Lyre ; Head of Poseidon, rev. Capricorn
(Muller, ii. p. 58).

ZEUGITANA.

Carthago (Miiller, ii. p, 66 sqq.). It is noteworthy that this wealthy
commercial state, with its population of some 700,000 inhabitants,
made no use whatever of coined money until the great invasion
of Sicily, B. c. 410, brought her armies for the second time into con-

tact with the Greeks of Sicily. Then and not till then does it appear
that the necessity arose for striking coins, and it may be assumed that

the payment of the troops employed in the devastation of the flourishing
Hellenic settlements in that island was the immediate occasion of the

coinage. That the use of coined money and the art of coining was
borrowed by the Carthaginians from their Greek enemies is obvious
from the adoption of the Sicilian type of the head of Persephone, and
from the unmistakably Greek style of the earliest Carthaginian coins.

The Punic inscription is the only indication that these series of coins

are not purely Greek, and there is every reason to think that they were
struck in Sicily and not in Africa, and that Greek artists were employed
to engrave the coin-dies. In several instances the names of Carthaginian
towns in Sicily occur upon the coins, such as Dlp'^rjD ti^l, Resh Melkarth=
Heracleia Minoa, ^^VLD^^= Motya, y^ii = Panormus

(1), l^^i= Eryx, ^<n^D

Kfra (Kaphara, Village)= Solus. These have been already described

under the cities whose names they bear (pp. 121, 124, 138, 141, and 149).
There are, however, several other series bearing the inscriptions

Diyin/Tlp, Kart Chadasat
(
=New city of Carthage) ; JlJnQ, Machanat

(= the Camp); D^nr^ ay, ri2n:2n ay, or n2r\r2 ay^, Am Machanat, Am
he Machanat, or Sham Machanat (People of the Camp) ; DUiTTD, Mech-
asbim (the Quaestors), etc., which cannot be distinctly classed to any
particular locality in Sicily. Such coins may therefore be appropriately
described as Siculo-Punic, that is to say, as coins struck in Sicily for

the payment of the Carthaginian armies. The following are the prin-

cipal varieties :
—

Siculo-Punic Coins. Circ. B.C. 410-310.

Gold. Phoenician Standard.

Head of Persephone of fine early style.

(B.M. G^z«cZe, PI. XXVI. 37.)
Id.

Date-palm tree [cpoivi^).

Head of Persephone.

Prancing horse
;

above S (symbol of

Baal) K 118 grs.
Id A" 23-8 grs.

Horse's head . .... A 15-3 grs.

Date-palm tree . . . . A 36 grs.

SiLVEK. Attic Standard.

nC'in n^p Forepart of horse, some- D^riD Date-palm tree . M Attic tetradr,

times crowned by Nike.

3 B
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Fig. 393.

r\tnr\ nip Free horse, crowned by Nike.

„ Horse's head.

,, or no inscr. Head of Perse-

phone, with or without dolphins
around.

Date-pahn tree (Fig. 393.) A\ Tetradr.

Top of date-palm tree . M, Obol.

Free horse before palm tree A\ Tetradr.

(B. M. Guide, PL XXVI. 39 and

PI. XXXV. 37, 38.)

Fig. 394.

Deified head of Dido, wearing tiara of 1 n^no DyC Lion and palm tree. (Fig.
Oriental form.

1 394.) Ai Tetradr.

Fig. 395.

Head of Persephone surrounded by
dolphins.

Head of the Tyrian Herakles, Mel-

karth, in lion's skin.

njno Dy or D Horse's head and palm
tree. (Fig. 395.) . . M Tetradr.

riJn?D n Qj? \ Horse's head and palm
tree . . Ai Tetradr.

(B. M. Guide, PI. XXXV.
36.)

The resemblance of the head of Herakles on the coins of this series to
that on the earliest tetradrachms of Alexander the Great is a valuable
indication of date.

or
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The Siculo-Punic bronze coins of this period are not numerous.

Date-palm tree.

Id.

Head of Persephone.

Pegasos M -65
Horse's head M -^

Horse's head M -^

During the reign of Agathocles of Syracuse it would seem that the

issue of Carthaginian money in Sicily came to an end.

Coins struck at. Carthage, circ. B. c. 340-242.

The money struck at Carthage itself consists wholly of gold, electrum,
and bronze, down to the time of the acquisition of the rich silver mines
of Spain, and the foundation of Carthago Nova in that country by Has-

drubal, the son-in-law of Hamilcar Barca, B. c. 242, when large silver coins,

both Carthaginian and Hispano-Carthaginian, appear to have been first

issued.

The gold and electrum money here referred to, which falls into the

interval between the age of Timoleon and the end of the first Punic war,
is as follows :—

Fig. 396.

Head of Persephone, wearing neck-

lace with pendants.
Id.

Id.

Head of Persephone.
Id.

Horse standing. (Fig. 396) S. i\^ grs.

Horse and palm tree. . . iif 73 grs.
Horse standing. . . . El. 118 grs.

(B. M. Guide, PI. XLVII. 41.)
Horse and palm tree . . El. 58 grs.
Horse standing, looking back El. 27 grs.

These coins follow the Phoenician standard (drachm 59 grs.; i\ dr.

88 grs. ;
didrachm 1 18 grs. ;

2^ dr. 147 grs.). The bronze coins resemble

the electrum drachms in size and types.

Circ. B.C. 241-218.

The interval between the first and second Punic wars is characterized

by the great influx of gold and silver from the newly-acquired Spanish
mines, and by the issue of large gold and silver coins.

3 B 2
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Gold.

Head of Persephone.

(Miiller, ii, fig. 76.)
Id. [Ibid., fig. 66.)

Id. (B. M. Guide, PL LIX. 33.)

Id. (B. M. Guide, PI. LIX. 34.)
Id.

nV">S3 Prancing horse and palm tree .

K 350 grs.

Horse standing, looking back ....
.¥ 193 grs.

Horse standing ; above, radiate disk

flanked by two uraei . i^ 175 grs.

Horse standing . . . . K iid> grs.

Horse and palm tree . . ii? 36 grs.

SiLVEE.

Head of Persephone.

Fig. 397.

Prancing horse. (Fig. 397-) . . • •

(Dodekadrachm) M 704 grs.

Fig. 398.

Id. (Fig. 398.)

Id. (Mailer, ii. fig. 99.)

Id. (76 icZ., fig. 129.)
Id. (B. M. Guide, PI. LIX. 36.)
Id. (B. M. Guide, PI. XLVIL 43 ;

LIX. 37.)

nnN*3 Pegasos s . .

(Dekadrachm) vR 574 grs.

Horse standing ; above, radiate disk,

flanked by two uraei

M 364 grs. (6 Dr.)
Horse's head . . ^341 grs.

Horse
; above, star iR 228 grs. (4 Dr.)

Horse and palm tree
;
Horse looking

back
;
Horse standing or trotting

iR various smaller denominations.
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The standard of the above-described coins is the Phoenician, the
denominations being 12, 10, 6, 4, 3, 2f, 2, i J, i^, and i drachm, together
with certain smaller divisions. The metal is not always of the purest

quality. The inscription nii"l^<l is supposed to stand for Byrsa, the
citadel of Carthage. Some of the bronze coins, which for the most part
resemble the silver in type and style, are of very large size, exceeding in

weight the heaviest bronze coins of the Ptolemies and equivalent to
about two of the contemporary Eoman asses of the so-called Sextantal

reduction. (See p. 16 note.)

Circ. B.C. 218-146.

From the beginning of the second Punic war the Carthaginian money
becomes rapidly debased, both in quality of metal and in style of art.

The loss of Carthago Nova (b. c. 210), with its prolific mines, probably
accounts for the poverty of the metal henceforth employed. The types
are mere varieties of those of the previous period (B. M. Guide, PI. LIX.

3^. 39)-

Electrum and Potix.

Head of Persephone of flat poor style. Horse El. 46 grs.
Id.

I

Id. K 2g grs.
Id. Horse and palm tree . PoT. i7ogi's.
Id.

I
Horse and star . . . Pot. 44 grs.

With these last electrum coins of Carthage we may compare the con-

temporary electrum coins of Capua struck during the revolt of that city
from Rome in the Hannibalic war (b. c. 216-211). See p. 28.

The similarity of the Capuan coins to those of Carthage, both in weight
(46 grs.), style, and the base quality of the alloy of which the}' are com-

posed, renders it highly probable that Capua, while the army of Hannibal
was wintering there, B.C. 216-215 (Livy, xxiii. 18; Strabo, v. 4. 13),
assimilated her coinage to that which was current among the Carthagi-
nian troops.

The greater part of the money of Carthage in this period consists,

however, not of electrum or potin, but of bronze coins of very bad style
and execution.

Carthaginian Coinage of Spain. In addition to the coins struck at

Carthage itself there are a number of others which, from their resemblance
in style to the undoubted Carthaginian issues, and from the fact of their

frequent occurrence in Spanish Finds, have been assigned by M. Zobel to

the Carthaginian possessions in Spain (see p. 4). Others in gold,

silver, and bronze are conjecturally attributed by Miiller
(ii. 147) to Sar-

dinia, after it ceased to form part of the Carthaginian dominions.

Head of Persephone.

Young male head diademed.

Bull standing ; above, star ; beneath,

crescent enclosing disk K 46-5 grs.

Bull standing ; symbol, ear of corn . .

^113 grs.
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Young male head diademed.

Head of Persephone.

Id.

Head of Pallas in crested helmet.

Head of Apollo laureate.

Head of young Ares
(?).

Bull standing; .<!?ym6oZ, uraeus M 54grs.
Three ears of corn, surmounted by

crescent containing disk . M 1-05

Bull standing ; above, star . -^ -^S

Horse standing (probably Spanish) . .

M 105
Horse and radiate disk, flanked by two

uraei M 1-05
Palm tree (probably Spanish) M -8

Carthage under the Romans.

Carthage was rebuilt by Julius Caesar, b. c. 44, and in b. c. 29 it was

recolonized by Augustus. As a Roman colony it struck bronze coins

down to the reign of Tiberius. Inscr., KAR VENERIS, Temple of Venus.

Abbreviated names of the SVF[ETES] or Duumviri, also C. I. C. D. D.

P. P. = Colonia Julia Carthago, decreto decurionum, pater patriae (?), etc.,

(Miiller, ii. p. 149).

Clypea, founded by Agathocles, B.C. 310, under the name of Aspis
from the resemblance of the promontory on which it stood to a shield.

In Pliny's time it was a free town,
' liberum Clypea in promontorio Mer-

curii' (Plin., ZT. N., v. 3). Under Augustus and Tiberius bronze coins

were struck at Clypea by the permission of the Proconsul, PERMISSV
PROCOS. Inscr., C. I. P. (Clypea Julia Pia, pulchra or paccnsis (?).)

T^2^es
—Heads of Augustus, Tiberius or Urusus Junior, rev. Hermes seated

on rock ; Bust of Hermes
;
Demeter or Livia veiled, seated, holding ears

of corn and sceptre.

Hippo, surnamed Diarrhytus, from its position at the narrow outlet

of Lake Hipponitis, was an ancient Sidonian colony dependent upon
Carthage.
Under the Romans it was a free town, and as such struck bronze coins

in the reign of Tiberius, and again in that of Clodius Albinus. Inscr.,

HIPPONE LIBERA.

Head of goddess Astarte veiled and

wearing stephane.
Head of Tiberius.

Phoenician goddess facing, holding
caduceus and ears of corn . -^ -85

I VL. AVG Julia (Livia) seated iE 1-3

Utica, a Tyrian colony of great antiquity, received its freedom at the

hands of the Romans after the fall of Carthage. The coins of Utica

belong to the reign of Tiberius. Inscr., M. M., or M. MVN. I VL. VTIC.
D. D. P. P., 'Municipium' or 'Municipes Municipii Julii Uticensis decreto de-

curionum pater patriae C?)' abbreviated, usually with addition of the
names of the Roman Proconsuls, etc. Concerning the various interpre-
tations of the legends M. MVN. and D. D. P. P see Miiller, ii. 164 sqq.
T^pes

—Veiled female bust (Livia 1) or Head of Tiberius, rev. Livia en-
throned and holding patera. The title Municipium was given to

Utica when Augustus conferred the right of Roman citizenship upon
its inhabitants.
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ISLANDS BETWEEN AFRICA AND SICILY.

Cossura, midway between Sicily and Africa, was inhabited by a people
of Phoenician race. The island was taken from the Carthaginians by the
Romans in the first Punic war, but was recovered by them soon after.

Its coins are all of bronze and fall into two classes.

Second century B. c.

Female head with Egj^ptiau head- DiTX (= insula filiorum sc. Sadyci)
dress.

Id. crowned by Nike.

within a wreath of laurel

Id.

M .8

M -8

First century b. c.

Similar head, with or without Nike.
j

CO SSVR A within a wreath of laurel .

M 1-0-8

Gaulos, a small island separated from Melita by a narrow strait. It

contains the remains of a Phoenician temple, and its coin-types refer to

the worship of Phoenician divinities.

Second and First centuries B.C.

Veiled female head.

Id,

Id.

Beartled head
;
in front, caduceus.

Female head with crescent.

pS Three divinities of Egyptian appear-

ance, the central one resembling
Osiris .^i-i
Eam's head M -6

pN— pS* Tripod M -6

pN Sacrificial cap (galerus) in a wreath
M -8

rAYAIinN Warrior; in field, star .

^•7

Melita, now Malta. Bronze of the second or first century b. c.

Head of Apollo.
Veiled female head.

Id.

Head of Demeter.

MEAITAinN Headoflsis.

M EA I T A In N . Veiled female head.

(Eckhel, i. 268.)

MEAITAinN Lyre . . . . M -6

Id M'6
Tripod . . . ^ .8

„ Horse . . , ^ .8

Four-winged Egyptian figure in crouch-

ing attitude, holding flail and sceptreM 105
Curule chair with name of Roman Pro-

praetor iE -8

11
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744 NU3ni)IA.

I

NUMIDIA.

KINGS.

The series of silver coins which Muller (iii. p. 13 sqq.) has attributed

to the kings of Numidia, Masinissa, b. c. 202-148 ;
obv. Young male head,

rev. Horse and Palm-tree (B. M. Guide, PI. LIX. 30) ; Micipsa and his

brothers, B.C. 148-1 18
;

ohv. Head of Herakles, rev. Elephant ;
and to Ju-

gurtha, B.C. 1 1 8-1 06
;

obv. Head of Herakles, rev. Elephant (B. M. Guide,

PI. LIX. 31), have all been restored by Scnor Zobel to Spain (see p. 3).

The series ascribed by Muller to Hiempsal II (b. c. 106-60), to whom
a portion of Numidia was assigned after the fall of Jugurtha, ohv. Male
head bound with corn, rev. Prancing horse and Punic letter (B. M. Guide,

PI. LXX. 37) must be considered as of doubtful attribution. The only coins

which on the grounds of style I should be inclined to accept as correctly
attributed by Muller to Numidian kings before Juba I, are those de-

scribed on pp. 17 and 18, Nos. 19-35, and on p. 32, Nos. 37-42, of

his work.

Male head laureate, with pointed
beard.

Similar head, diademed.

Horse standiiifij witli caduceus, or gal-

loping. Various symbols and Punic

letters in the field . . JK 1-25—7
Horse with star or jialm and Punic

letters M -g

Juba I, B. c. 60-46. The coinage of this king consists of denarii and

quinarii of the Roman standard and of bronze coins (Muller, iii. p. 42).

Fig. 399.

REX IVBA Bust of Juba bearded, with
hair elaborately arranged in formal

curls, and with sceptre at his

shoulder.

REX IVBA Bust of victory.
Bust of Juba.

Head of Africa in elephant's skin.

n37DOn "yiV (
= Jubae regnum or Juba

rex.) in Neo-Punic characters. Tyjie,

Temple. (Fig. 399.) . M, 66-45 g'^-

Same inscr., galloping horse M 30 grs.

Galloping horse . . . . ^28 grs.
Lion ^51 13 grs.

The bronze coins bear the same Neo-Punic inscription, but are without
the Latin one ; ohv. Head of Amnion or of Africa in Elephant's skin, rev.

Elephant, Temple, or Lion.
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The coins are chiefly remarkable for the characteristic portrait of the

king, whom Cicero {iJe Lege agra., ii. 22) calls 'adolescens bene capillatus.'
Cf. also Suetonius

(•/. Caesar, c. 71), who relates how Caesar on one
occasion pulled Juba by the beard.

TOWNS.

After the victory of Caesar at Thapsus, b. c. 46, and the death of Juba,
Numidia was divided between Rome and her African allies. It is prob-
able that some of the towns continued to strike bronze money down to

the time of Augustus.

Bulla Regia (Miiller, iii. 57). Bronze, ohv. Eagle, rev. Crescent con-

taining disk. Liscr., b)^12-

Cirta, the capital of Numidia, and the chief royal residence. Bronze

with Punic legends, |D1D mp'^Dia or nn'?^ (Miiller, iii. p. 60).

Horse ^ i-oTurreted female head.

Id. Two upright ears of corn . . ^ -7

Gazauphala, some fifty miles east of Cirta. Miiller
(iii. 6^) attributes

to this town bronze coins resembling those of Cirta, but reading Hy.

Hippo Regius and Tipasa. Hippo Regius was a maritime city near
the mouth of the river Ubus. Tipasa was about forty miles south of

Hippo, and connected with it by a road. The two places appear to have

struck money in common. Liscr., p3l< and tn^^SZO = Thpatn. T^/jes
—

Head of Baal laur. and surmounted by Star, behind, Sceptre, rev. Head
of Astarte veiled and surmounted by disk in crescent

;
Head of Melkarth

surmounted by star and with club behind, rev. Head of Chusor-Phtah,

Hephaestos, surmounted by star and with axe behind.
;
Youthful head,

rev. Panther leaping to right.

Macomada, an inland town of Phoenician origin. Bronze of late auto-

nomous times. Liscr., ii!2pi2 (
= Mkma). Tj//jes

—Head of Chusor-Phtah,
the Phoenician Hephaestos, in close-fitting cap with two floating ribands
at the top, rev. Hog ;

Horse galloping, rev. Disk in crescent.

Salviana, an inland town of Numidia, south-west of Cirta. Bronze of

autonomous times. Lnscr., \:t>V)^ (
= Aslbn). Tj/pe

— Veiled bust of

Phoenician goddess with caduceus, rev. Horse, above, crescent and disk

(Muller, iii. p. 68).

Sarai, in the south-west of Numidia. Bronze of autonomous times.

Lnscr. ,yi)>r\'D (
=

Sra'a). Type
—Head of Astarte

(?) crowned with myrtle,
rev. Cornucopiae in myrtle-wreath.

Suthul, between Cirta and Hippo Regius. Bronze of late autonomous
time. Lnscr., no {

=
'^i). Types

—Head of Serapis wearing modius, or of

Hermes in petasos. rev. Wreath (Muller, iii. 59).
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Tabraca and Tuniza, two maritime towns to the east of Hippo Regius.

Late autonomous bronze in alliance. Inscr., W^-yin (= Tbrcan), and

X:i':iir\ (
= Tnnzn).^ Ti/j)e

—Veiled head of Astarte, rev. Beardless head with

ringlets behind, 2, symbol of Baal.

Tagura, an inland town. Late autonomous bronze. Inscr., p:in

(=Tgrn). Ti/j)es
—Bearded head, rev. Prancing horse, above, star (Mliller,

iv. 67.)

Tipasa. See Hippo Regius.

TuccaC?). Late autonomous bronze. Inscr., 'yD'i^. Heads of the Dioskuri

or Kabiri laur., each surmounted by star, rev. Horses of the Dioskuri.

These coins have also been attributed to Utica (Mtiller, ii. 164).

MAURETANIA.
KINGS.

The bronze coins and the silver tetradrachms of the Phoenician stan-

dard attributed by Mliller (iv. 69), the former to Syphax, circ. b. c.

213-202, and the latter to his son Vermina, circ. b.c. 200, I'i/2:)es
—Head

of king diademed, rev. Galloping horse, on the bronze with and on the

silver without a rider, and apparently reading r\j)t2it27\ pH)D and UQ"n

PCh'ty2'r\, are believed by Sefior Zobel to be ofHispano-Carthaginian origin

(see p. 4)-

To the Carthaginian empire in Spain he has also attributed the fol-

lowing tetradrachms and didrachms of good silver and Phoenician

weight, dating to all appearance from the end of the third century b. c.

Head of king, of good style, diademed.

(Miiller, iv. 71.)

Prow of war galley roofed in and with

oval sliield affixed to upper part ;

beneath, dolphin JR 229 and 113 grs.

The beginning of the series of the regal coins of Mauretania must
therefore be brought down to the time of Bogud II, king of western

Mauretania from about b. c. 50-38.

Griffin devouring stag.

(B. M. Guide, PI. LXX. 40.)

Bearded head.

REX BOCVT Griffin standing, above

which, the mihir . . . .

M, Denarius 64 grs.

„ Prow . . . ^ -95

Bocchus III, king of eastern Mauretania, circ. B.C. 50-38, and
of eastern and western Mauretania b. c. 38-33. Bronze. Inscr.,

fD'pl or ti^pE), rev. ^^TV (
= Sigan), indicating that they were struck

at the town of Siga. Also JlD'PDQn t^'pi and i:^^;^' = '

Kingdom of

Bocchus' or 'Bocchus the king,' struck at Semes. T^pes—^lalQ head
with pointed beard, rev. Bacchus holding a small bull by one horn

;
Star

and grapes (Miiller, iii. 98).

Interregnum, B. c. 33-25. Bronze. Bust of Africa in Elephant's
skin, rev. Head of Janus or of Augustus. See Miiller's remarks (iv. p. J-^)
on the Punic legend, which appears to contain the name of Bocchus.

I

I
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Juba II, B. c. 25-A.D. 33. This king was the son of Juba I, who lost his

kingdom at the battle of Thapsus. He was made king of Mauretania

by Augustus, and married Cleopatra Selene, daughter of M. Antonius
and the famous Cleopatra. The silver coins of this king, denarii of light

weight, are very plentiful. They read REX IVBAorREX IVBA REGIS
IVBAI F, and in the latter part of his reign the regnal year is added on
the reverse (e. g. R. XXXI, etc). They bear as a rule the head of Juba on
the obverse and various types on the reverse : Head of Africa

;
Ele-

phant ;
Lion

; Club, and other symbols of Herakles
; Cornucopiae ;

Star
and Crescent

; Altar, on which Uraeus
; Capricorn ; Temple of Augustus ;

Nike, etc.
;
and sometimes a wreath, within which is the name of the

capital of Mauretania, Caesarea, the ancient lol. The bronze coins are
less numerous. On some of these the inscription is in Greek BACIA€UU
I OBA (Mliller, p. 107).
The city of Carthago Nova conferred upon Juba the honorary title of

Duumvir quinquennalis. Cf. Miiller, iii. iii.

Juba II and Cleopatra, or Cleopatra alone. Denarii and bronze with

portraits of Juba and of Cleopatra. Tnscr., REX IVBA on the obverse,
and BACIAICCA KAeorTATPA on the re^rr*e(Fig. 400), or with REX IVBA,

Fig. 400.

i-ev. BACIAICCA KACOTTATPA, and types referring to the worship of Isis

and other Egyptian divinities. Others bear the head and name, always
in Greek, of Cleopatra alone,

Ptolemy, A. D. 23-40, the son of Juba and Cleopatra, was co-regent
with his father before the death of the latter, as is evident from denarii

bearing the joint names and portraits REX IVBA, rev. REX PTOAEMAEVS
The denarii of this king are all of very light weight and inferior in

execution to those of his father. Inscr., REX PTOLEMAEVS, and date

R(egis) A(nno) I, II, etc. Tj/pes mostly conventional and of no special
interest.

The bronze coins read REX PTOLEMAEVS REGIS IVBAE F. or REG.

REGE PTOLEMAEO.
The inscr. REX PTOL in the centre of certain bronze coins of Car-

thao-o Nova proves that that city paid the king of Mauretania the com-

pliment of electing him as one of the municipal Duumviri quinquennales.
Ptolemaeus was invited to Rome by Caligula A. D. 40, and there assassi-

nated, after which Mauretania was constituted a Roman province.

TOWNS.
Babba, a Roman colony founded by Augustus, under the title Colonia

Campestris Julia Babba, abbreviated on coins C. C. I. B. Other inscrip-
tions are D. D. PVBL. (Decreto Decurionum publico), and EX CONSENSV
P(ecurionum). Bronze of Claudius, Nero, and Galba.
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Camarata, a maritime town not far from Siga. Bronze of barbarous

work. Inscr., ^<DD, olv. Rude head, rev. Grapes and ear of corn (Mliller, ;

iii. 143)- I

lol, a town of Phoenician origin, was the residence of Juba II, by whom
its name was changed to Caesarea. The inscr. CAESAREA occurs on de-

)

narii and bronze of Juba II, and on autonomous bronze of about the
'

same time (Mliller, iii. p. 138). 1

Lix, the most important town on the western or Atlantic coast of Mau-

retania. The coins are of the late autonomous period, with the Neo-Punic

inscr. Vi^'lb and ^^b b^'^O (
= Lks and Mbal Lks, the people of Lix), also

LIXS and LIX. Ti/pes
—Head of divinity, Kabiros

(?)
in conical hat with

cord hanging from the top, rev. Two bunches of grapes ;
Two fishes

;

Altar, etc. (Muller, iii. 155). \

Rusadir (Muller, iv. 78). Late autonomous bronze. Inscr., Ti'iW^,

Bearded head, rev. Bee.

Sala, on the Atlantic coast, bordering upon the desert. Late autono-

mous bronze coins with Neo-Punic inscr. rbyv (Sal(ft)t, Bearded head, \

rev. Grapes ;
Ear of corn, and disk within crescent (Muller, iii. 163). f

Semes. Site unknown. Bronze with name of Bocchus III and autono-

mous, probably of the time of Juba II. Inscr., U^i2V Dp^3 (Makom Sms,

City of the Sun), usually with bearded head of the Sun-god facing, rev.

Star
; Grapes and corn.

Siga, on the Mediterranean coast, near the mouth of a little river of

the same name, between Caesarea and Tingis. Regal bronze of Boc-

chus III. Inscr., ^p2 and ]yT'^ (Bocchus and Sigan), (Muller, iii. 97).

Tamusida or Tamusia, on the Atlantic coast, about thirty miles north
of Sala, probably identical with the Thymiateria of Scylax. Late auto-

nomous bronze with Neo-Punic inscr. nyiDJl (Tmdat ?),
Head of bearded

divinity, rev. Two ears of corn (Mullei-, iii. 162).

Timici, an inland town in the western part of Mauretania Caesari-

ensis. Late autonomous bronze. Iiscr. ''^DJl (Tmci), Bearded head, rev.

Grapes between two laurel branches (Miiller, iii. 143).

Tingis, now Tangiers, on the straits of Gibraltar, the chief town of

Mauretania Tingitana. Late autonomous bronze with Neo-Punic legends,
^J32^n nV;?n or J<:iTn by^r^, etc. (city or citizens of Tingis), (Muller, iii.'

144), Bearded head of Baal without neck, or of Demeter, etc., rev. Upright
ears or ear of corn. Also Imperial

—
Augustus and Agrippa, with Neo-

Punic and Latin legend, IVL TIN, rev. Bearded head of Baal facing.

Zilis, about twenty miles south of Tingis. Late autonomous bronze,
with Neo-Punic inscr., nh^"^. Head of Hermes with caduceus, rev. Two
upright ears of corn (Miiller, iii. p. 153).

I

f

\

I

I
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INDEX I.

GEOGRAPHICAL.

Aba(?) Cariae, 519.
Abacaenum Siciliae, 103.
Abbaeti Mysiae, 446.
Abdera Thraciae, 218.

Abila Coelesyriae, 663.
Abila Decapoleos, 664.
Aboniteichos Paphlagoniae, 432.

Abydus Troadis, 467.
Acalissus Lyciae, 576.
Acanthus Macedoniae, 182.

ACARNANIA, 278, 282, 341.
Accilaeum Phrygiae, 556.
Ace Galilaeae, 676.
AcHAEA Peloponnesi, 347, 350,

352-
Achaei Phthiotidis Thes., 248.

Acharaca(?) Lydiae, 547.
Achulla Byzacenes, 736.
Acrae Siciliae, 103.

Acraephium Boeotiae, 292.
Acrasus Lydiae, 547.
Adada Pisidiae, 588.
Adana Ciliciae, 598.
Adraa Arabiae, 686.

Adramyteum Mysiae, 446.
Adranuin Siciliae, 103.
Adriana Ciliciae v. Zephyrium,

618.

Aegae Macedoniae, 1 77.

Aegae Achaeae, 347.

Aegae Aeolidis, 478.

Aegae Ciliciae, 598.

Aegiale Amorgi, 409.

Aegialus(?) Paphlagoniae, 432.

Aegina, 331.

Aegira Achaeae, 347, 351.

Aegirus Lesbi, 485.

Aegium Achaeae, 348, 351.

Aegospotami Chersonesi Thra-

ciae, 222.

Aegosthena Megaridis, 329.
Aelia Capitolina Judaeae, 679.
Aeneia Macedoniae, 189.
Aenianes Thessaliae, 248. -

Aenus Thraciae, 212.

Aeolis, 478.
Aesernia Samnii, 24.
Aetna Siciliae, 103.
Aetna (Catana) Siciliae, 114.
Aetolta, 283.
Aezani Phrygiae, 556.

Agathopolis Chersonesi Thra-

ciae, 223.

Agrigentum Siciliae, 104.

Agrippia Caesareia Bospori, 422.

Agrippias Judaeae v. Anthedon,

Agyrium Siciliae, 109.
Alabanda Cariae, 519.
Alaesa Siciliae, no.
Alassa Cretae, 386.
Alba Fucentis Latii, 22, 23.

Alea Arcadiae, 352, 374.
Alexandria Troas, 469.
Alexandria ad Issum Ciliciae,

598.
Alexandria Aegypti, 718.
Alexandria NomusAegypti, 724.
Alia Phrygiae, 556.
Alinda Cariae, 519.

Alipheira Arcadiae, 352.

Alipota Byzacenes, 736.
Allaria Cretae, 386.
AUiba Campaniae, 26.

Alopeconnesus Chersonesi Thra-

ciae, 223.
Aluntium Siciliae, no.

Alyzia Acarnaniae, 2 79, 34 1 .

Amantia Illyriae, 265.
Amasia Ponti, 423.
Amastris Paphlagoniae, 432.
Amathus(?) Cypri, 623.
Amblada Pisidiae, 589.
Ambracia Epiri, 270, 341.
Amestratus Siciliae, in.
Amisus Ponti, 424.

Amorgos, 409.
Amorium Phrygiae, 557.

Amphaxitis Macedoniae, 211.

Amphictyonic Council, 289.

Amphipolis Macedoniae, 190.

Amphissa Locridis, 2 86.

Amyzon Cariae, 519.
Anactorium Acarnaniae, 279,

341-

Anaphe, 410.
Anazarbus Ciliciae, 598.
Anchiale (?) Ciliciae, 599.
Anchialus Thraciae, 236.
Ancona Piceni, 19.

Ancyra Galatiae, 629.

Ancyra Phrygiae, 557.
Andeda Pisidiae, 589.
Andros, 410.
Anemurium Ciliciae, 599.

Aninetus Lydiae, 548.

Antaeopolites Nomus Aegypti,
723-

Antandrus Mysiae, 447.
Anthedon Judaeae, 679.
Anthemusia Mesopotamiae, 688.

Anticyra Phocidis, 288.

Antigoneia Arcadiae, 352.
Antiochia Cariae v. Alabanda,

519-
Antiochia adMaeandrum Cariae,

520.
Antiochia Pisidiae, 589.
Antiochia ad Cydnum Ciliciae,

599-
Antiochia ad Pyramum Ciliciae,

599-
Antiochia ad Sarum Ciliciae, 599.
Antiochia ad Taurum Comma-

genes, 653.
Antiochia ad Euphratera Com-

magenes, 653.
i Antiochia ad Orontem Syriae,

656.
Antiochia ad Callirrhoen, 658.
Antiochia ad Daphnen, 658.
Antiochia Ptolemaidis, 658.
Antiochia ad Hippum Decapo-

leos, 664.

Antiphellus Lyciae, 576,
Antissa Lesbi, 485.

Apameia Bithyniae, 437.

Apameia Phrygiae, 557.

Apameia Syriae, 658.

Aperlae Lyciae, 576.

Aphrodisias Cariae, 520.

Aphroditopolites NomusAegypti,

723-.
Aphytis Macedoniae, 186.

Apollonia Macedoniae, 181.

Apollonia Thraciae, 236.

Apollonia Illyriae, 265, 341.

Apollonia ad Rhyndacum My-
siae, 447.

Apollonia Salbace Cariae, 521.

Apollonia Lyciae, 576.

Apollonia Mordiaeum Pisidiae,

589.
_

Apollonis Lydiae, 548.

Apollonopolites Nomus Aegypti,
722.

ApoUonos Hieron Lydiae, 548.

Appia Phrygiae, 559.

Aptera Cretae, 386,
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Apulia, 36.

Aquilonia Samnii, 24.

Aquinum Latii, 23.

Arabia, 685.

Arabia Nomus Aegypti, 723.

Aradus Phoenices, 665.

Araxa(?)-Lyciae, 576.

Aecadia, 372.

Arcadia Cretae, 387.

Arcesine Amorgi, 410.

ArdeaC^) Latii, 21.

Arethusa Syriae, 658.

Abgolis, 366.

Argos Amphilochicuni
Acarna-

niae, 279, 341- ,,

Argos Argolidis, 352, 300-

Argos Ciliciae, 599.

Ariassus Pisidiae, 589.

Ariminum XJmbriae, 17.

Armenia, 635.

Arna(1)Lyciae, 574-

Arnae Macedoniae, 182.

Arpi Apuliae, 37.

Arsinoe v. Epbesus.
Arsinoe (1) Cretae, 387.

Arsinoites Nomus Aegypt

723- . .

Arycanda Lyciae, 570.

Ascalon Judaeae, 679.

Asculum Apuliae, 38.

Asculum(l) Piceni, 19.

Asea Arcadiae, 352.

Asia(1)Lucaniae, 75.

Asine Messeniae, 352, 362.

Asopus Laconiae, 363.

Aspendus Pamphyliae, 5S1.

Assorus Siciliae, 1 1 1 •

Assus Mysiae, 448.

Assyria, 690.
Astacus Acarnaniae, 279, 341

Astacus Bithyniae, 437.

Astypalaea, 534.

Astyra Cariae, 521.

Atarneus Mysiae, 449.

Atella Campaniae, 26.

Athamanes Epiri, 271

Athenae Diades (?)

302.
Athens, 309.
Athribites Nomus

723-
Atrax Thessaliae, 248.

Attaea Mysiae, 449.

Attalia Lydiae, 548.

Attalia Pampbyliae, 583.

Attica, 309.

Attuda Phrygiae, 559.

Atusa Assyriae, 690.

Augusta Ciliciae, 599.

Aureliopolis Lydiae, 548.

Aurunca Campaniae, 26.

Autocane Aeolidis, 478.

Axum EtMopiae, 724.

Axus Cretae, 387 : v

Naxus Cretae in the

genda.
Azetium Apuliae, 38.

AzotuB(?) Judaeae, 680.

Euboeae,

Aegypti,

B.

Babba Mauretaniae, 747.

Babylonia, 690.

Bactria, 701.

Bagis Lydiae, 548.

Balanea Syriae, 659.

Balbura Lyciae, 577.

Baletium Calabriae, 42.

Bambyce v. Hierapolis Cyrrhes-

ticae, 654.
Barata Lycaoniae, 595.

Barce Cyrenaicae, 733.

Bargasa Cariae, 521.

Bargylia Cariae, 521.

Baris Pisidiae, 590.

Barium Apuliae, 38.

Beneventum Samnii, 24.

Beroea Macedoniae, 211.

Beroea Cyrrhesticae, 654.

Berytus Phoenices, 668.

Beudos vetus Phrygiae, 559.

Bianus or Biennus Cretae, 388.

Bilan (?) Syrticae, 735.

Birytus Troadis, 4.70.

Bisaltae Macedoniae, 178.

Bisanthe Thraciae, 229.

BiTHYNiA, 436.

Bithynium Bithyniae, 437.

Bizya Thraciae, 244.

Blaundus Phrygiae, 559.

Boeae Laconiae, 363.

Boeone Aeolidis, 478.

BoEOTiA, 291.

Bosporus, 422.
Bostra Arabiae, 686.

Botrys Phoenices, 668.

Botliaei Macedoniae, 209 sqq.

Bottice Macedoniae, 188.

Bria Phrygiae, 560.

Britannia, 9.

Briula Lydiae, 548.

Brundusum Calabriae, 43.

Bruttium, 75.

Bruzus Phrygiae, 560.

Bubastites Nomus Aegypti, 723

Bubon Lyciae, 577.

Bulla Kegia Numidiae, 745.

Bura Achaeae, 348.

Busirites Nomus Aegypti, 724.

Buthrotum Epiri, 271.

Butuntum Apuliae, 38.

Byblus Phoenices, 668.

Byllis lUyriae, 266,

Byzackne, 736.

Byzantium Thraciae, 229.

C.

also

Corri-

Cabasites Nomus Aegypti, 724.

Cabeira Ponti, 425.
Cabellio Galliae, 9.

Cadi Phrygiae, 560.
Cadme v. Priene.

Cadyanda Lyciae, 577.

Caelia Apuliae, 38.

Caesareia-Germanica Bithyniae,

438-
1 Caesareia Cappadociae, 633.

Caesareia Paneas Trachonitidis,

663.
Caesareia ad Libanum Phoe-

nices, 669.
Caesareia Samariae, 678.

Caesareia Mauretaniae, v. lol,

748.
Caiatia Campaniae, 27.

Calabria, 42.

Calacte Siciliae, 11 1.

Caiatia Campaniae, 27.

Calchedon Bithyniae, 438.

Cales Campaniae, 27.

Callatia Moesiae Inferioris, 234.

Callipolis Cariae, 522.

Callista Arcadiae, 352.

Calymna, 534.

Calynda Lyciae, 577.

Camarata Mauretaniae, 748.

Camarina Siciliae, 112.

Camars Etruriae, 13 sq.

Came Aeolidis, 478.

Camirus Rhodi, 538.

Campania, 25.

Camulodunum Britanniae, 10.

Canata Decapoleos, 664.

Canatha Decapoleos, 664.

Candyba Lyciae, 577.

Canusium Apuliae, 39.

Caphya Arcadiae, 352, 374.

Capitolias Coelesyriae, 662.

Cappadocia, 631.

Capsa Macedoniae, 187.

Capua Campaniae, 27.

Carallia Ciliciae, 600.

Cardia Chersonesi Thraciae, 223.

CaRIA, 519 sqq.

Carne or Carnos Phoenices, 669.

Carpathus insula, 534.

Carrhae Mesopotamiae, 688.

Carthaea Cei, 411.

Carthago Zeugitaniae, 737.

Carthago Nova Hispaniae, 3,

741.

Carya (?) Lyciae, 574.

Caryanda Cariae, 522.

Carystus Euboeae, 303.

Casa Ciliciae, 600.

Cassandrea Macedoniae, 188.

Cassope Epiri, 271.

Castabala Ciliciae v. Hieropolis,

603.
Catana Siciliae, 1 1 3.

Caulonia Bruttii, 78.

Caunus Cariae, 522.

Caystriani Lydiae, 548.

Cebrenia Troadis, 470.

Celenderis Ciliciae, 600.

Cennatis v. Lalassis and Olba,

604, 609.

Centuripae Siciliae, 11 8.

Ceos, 410.

Cephallenia, 358.

Cephaloedium Siciliae, 118.

Ceraetae Cretae, 388.

Ceramus Cariae, 522.

Cerasus Ponti, 425.
Cercine Chersonesi Tauricae, 237.

I

I
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Ceretapa Phrygiae, 560.

Ceryneia Achaeae, 351,
Cetis V. Coropissus, Olba, and

Philadelphia, 601, 610.

Chabacta Ponti, 425.
Chaeroneia Boeotiae, 292.

Chalcidene, 655.
Chalcidice Macedoniae, 181, 185.

Chalcidice, 655.
Chalcis Euboeae, 303.
Chalcis ad Belum, 655.
Chalcis sub Libano, 655.

Chakacene, 697.
Cherronesus Chers. Taur., 237.
Cheksonesus Thracia, 222.

Cheksonesus Taurica, 237,
Chersonesus Cretae, 388.
Chersonesus Cariae, 523.

Chios, 513.
_

Choma Lyciae, 577.

Cibyra Phrygiae, 560.
Cidramus Cariae, 523.

Cidyessus Phrygiae, 561,
Cierium Thessaliae, 249.
Cilbiani Lydiae, 549.
Cilicia, 597.

Cimolus, 413.
Cirta Numidiae, 745.
Cisthene Mysiae, 449.
Cithus (1) Lesbi, 486.
Citium Cypri, 621.

Cius Bithyniae, 439.
Clannuda Lydiae, 549.

Claudiopolis v. Bithynium, 437.
Clazomenae loniae, 490.
Cleitor Arcadiae, 352, 374.
Cleonae Argolidis, 352, 368.

Clypea Zeugitaniae, 742.
Cnidus Cariae, 523.
Cnossus Cretae, 388.

Codrigae v. Tarsus.

Codrula Pisidiae, 590.
Coela Chers. Thrac, 223.

COELESTRIA, 662.

Colbasa Pisidiae, 590.

Colchis, 423.
Colone Messeniae, 362.
Colone Troadis, 471.

Colophon loniae, 492,
Colossae Phrygiae, 561.

Colybrassus Cilieiae, 601.

Comama Pisidiae, 590.
Comana Ponti, 426.
COMMAGENE, 652 Sq.

Compulteria Campaniae, 30.
Conane Pisidiae, 590.
Consentia Bruttii, 79.

Copae Boeotiae, 292.

Copia Lucaniae, 73-

Coptites Nomus Aegypti, 722.
Cora (?) Latii, 23.
Coracesium Cilieiae, 601.

Corcyra, 275, 341.

Corcyra Nigra, 268.

Coresia Cei, 412.

CoRiNTHiA, 334.

Corinthus, 334, 351.
Corinthi Coloniae, 340.

Corone Messeniae, 352, 362.
Coroneia Boeotiae, 292.
Coronta Acarnaniae, 279, 341.

Coropissus Cilieiae, 601.

Corycus Cilieiae, 602.

Corydalla Lyciae, 577.
Cos, 535.
Cosa (Campsa?) Samnii, 25.

Cossura, 743.
Cotiaeum Phrygiae, 561.
Cotusa V. Scotussa Macedoniae.

Cragus Lyciae, 577.
Cranae insula Laconiae, 365.
Cranii Cephalleniae, 358.
Crannon Thessaliae, 249.
Cremna Pisidiae, 590.
Creta, 382.
Creteia Bithyniae, 440.

Cretopolis (?) Pamphyliae, 583.
Crithote Chers. Thrac, 224.
Cromna Paphlagoniae, 433.
Croton Bruttii, 79.
Cubulteria v. Compulteria,
Cumae Campaniae, 30.
Curium Cypri, 622.

Cyane Lyciae, 577.

Cybistra Cappadociae, 634.

Cydna(?) Lyciae, 577.

Cydonia Cretae, 391.

Cyme Euboeae, 305.

Cyme Aeolidis, 479.

Cynopolites Nomus Aegypti,
723-

Cyparissia Messeniae, 362.

Cyprus, 620.

Cypsela Thraciae, 222.

Cyrenaica, 725.

Cyrene Cyrenaicae, 725.

Cyrrhestica, 654.

Cyrrhus Cyrrhesticae, 654.

Cythera Insula Laconiae, 365.

Cythnos, 413.

Cyum Cariae, 525.

Cyzicus Mysiae, 449.

Dacia, 234.
Daldis Lydiae, 549.
Dalisandus Lycaoniae, 595.
Damascus Coelesyriae, 662.

Damastium Illyriae, 269.
Daorsi Illyriae, 266.

Dardanus Troadis, 471.

Decapolis, 664.

Delos, 413.

Delphi Phocidis, 288.

Demetrias Thessaliae, 250.
Demetrias Coelesyriae, 662.

Demetrias (?) Phoenices, 669,
Demetrias ad Tigrim Assyriae,

690.
Derbe Lycaoniae, 595.
Deultum Thraciae, 244.
Dia Bithyniae, 440.
Dicaea Macedoniae, 189.
Dicaea Thraciae, 218.

Diocaesareia Phrygiae v. Cere-

tapa, 560.
Diocaesareia Cilieiae, 602.

Diocaesareia - Sepphoris Gali-

laeae, 677.
Dioclea Phrygiae, 562.

Dionysopolis Moesiae Inferioris,

234-

Dionysopolis Phrygiae, 562.

Diopolites Magnus, Nomus
Aegypti, 722.

Diopolites Parvus, Nomus
Aegypti, 722.

Diopolites Inferior, Nomus
Aegypti, 724.

_

Dioscurias Colchidis, 423.
Dioshieron Lydiae, 549.

Diospolis-Lydda Samariae, 678.

Dipaea Arcadiae, 352.
Dium Macedoniae, 211.

Dium Decapoleos, 664.
Docimium Phrygiae, 562.
Doliche Commagenes, 653.
Dora Phoenices, 669.
Doron Cilieiae, 602 note.

Dorylaeum Phrygiae, 562.

Dyme Achaeae, 348, 351.

Dyrrhachii Illyriae, 266.

E.

Eboda Arabiae, 687.
Ebusus Insula Hispaniae, 3.

Edessa Macedoniae, 212.

Edessa Mesopotamiae, 688.

Edoni Macedoniae, 179.

Egypt, 711.
Eion Macedoniae, 176.
Elaea Aeolidis, 480.
Elaeus Chersonesi Thraciae, 224.
Elaeusa Insula Cilieiae, 618.

Elateia Thessaliae, 250.
Elateia Phocidis, 290.
Elea Epiri, 271.
Eleusis Atticae, 328.
Eleutherna Cretae, 393.

Eleutheropolis Judaeae, 680.

Elis, 352, 353.

Elisphasii Arcadiae, 352.

Elyrus Cretae, 393.
Emisa Syriae, 659.
Emmaus Judaeae v. Nicopolis,

681.

Emporiae Hispaniae, i.

Enna Siciliae, 119.
Entella Siciliae, 119.

Epictetus Phrygiae, 563.

Epidamnus Illyriae, 266, 341.

Epidaurus Argolidis, 352, 369,

Epiphaneia Cilieiae, 602.

Epiphaneia Syriae, 659.
Epirus, 269, 274, 341.

Ephesus loniae, 494.
Eresus Lesbi, 486.
Eretria Euboeae, 305.
Eriza Cariae, 525.

3c
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Erythrae loniae, 498.

Eryx Siciliae, 120, 341.
Esbus Arabiae, 687.
Etenna Pamphyliae, 583.

Ethiopia, 724.

Etburia, 10.

Euboea, 301.

Eucarpia Phrygiae, 563.

Euesperides Cj^-enaicae, 734.

Euippe Cariae, 525.
Eumenia Phrygiae, 563.
Euralium Cariae, 525.
Eurea Thessaliae, 250.
Euromus Cariae, 525.

Eurydicea Macedoniae, 188.

Eurymenae Thessaliae, 250.

Eusebeia Cappadociae v. Cae-

sareia, 633.

P.

Firmum Piceni, 20.

Flaviopolis v. Creteia Bithyniae,

440.

Flaviopolis Phrygiae v. Teme-

nothyrae, 569.

Flaviopolis Ciliciae, 602.

Formiae Latii, 21.

Fregellae Latii, 21.

Frentani, 25.
Fulvia Phrygiae, 564.
Fundi Latii, 21.

G.

Gaba Trachonitidos, 664.
Gabala Syriae, 659.
Gadara Decapoleos, 665.
Gades Hiepaniae, 2.

Gagae Lyciae, 577.
Galaria Siciliae, 121.

Galatia, 628.

Galilaea, 576.
Gallia, 7.

Gambrium loniae, 500.

Gangra Paphlagoniae, 433.

Gargara Mysiae, 455.
Gaulos, 743.
Gaza Judaeae, 680.

Gazauphala Numidiae, 745.
Gaziura Ponti, 426.
Gebal v. Byblus Phoenices, 668.

Gela Siciliae, 12 1.

Gentinus Troadis, 472.
Gerasa Decapoleos, 665.

Gergis Troadis, 472.

Gergis Syrticae, 735.
Germanicia Caesareia Comma-

genes,_653. _

Germanicopolis Paphlagoniae,
433-

Germanicopolis Ciliciae, 602.

Germe Mysiae, 455.
Germe Galatiae, 630.

Gomphi Thessaliae, 250.
Gonnus Thessaliae, 251.
Gordium Bithyniae v. Juliopolis,

441.

Gordus Julia Lydiae, 549.

Gorgippia Bospori, 422.

Gortyna Cretae, 394.

Gortys Arcadiae, 352.
Graxa Calabriae, 43.

Grimenothyrae Phrygiae, 564.
Grumum Apuliae, 39.

Grynium Aeolidis, 480,

Gyaros, 414.

Gynaecopolites Nomus Aegypti,

724.

Gyrton Thessaliae, 251.

Gythium Laconiae, 363.

H.

Hadriani Mysiae, 455.

Hadrianopolis Thraciae, 244.

Hadrianopolis (?) Bithyniae, 440.

Hadrianopolis Phrygiae, 564.
Hadrianothera Mysiae, 455.
Hadrumetum Byzacenes, 736.
Haliartus Boeotiae, 293.
Halicarnassus Cariae, 526.
Halonesus Insula Thessaliae,

264.
Halus Thessaliae, 251.
Hamaxitus Troadis, 472.

Harpasa Cariae, 527.
Hatria Piceni, 20.

Helice Achaeae, 349.

Heliopolis Coelesyriae, 663.

Heliopolites Nomus Aegypti,
723-

Hephaestia Lemni, 226.

Heptacom Nomus Aegypti, 723.
Heraea Arcadiae, 352, 375.
Heracleia Lucaniae, 57.
Heracleia Minoa Siciliae, 124.
Heracleia Sintica Macedoniae,

212.

Heracleia Trachinia Thessaliae,

251-
Heracleia Insula Illyriae, 268.

Heracleia Bithyniae, 441.
Heracleia loniae, 500.
Heracleia Salbace Cariae, 527.
Heracleia ad Sipylum Lydiae,

549-

Heracleopolites Nomus Aegypti,
723-

Herbessus Siciliae, 125.
Herdonia (?) Apuliae, 39.
Hermione Argolidis, 352, 370.

Hermocapelia Lydiae, 550.
Hermonthites Nomus Aegypti,

722.

Hermopolites Nomus Aegypti,

;23-
Hierapolis Phrygiae, 564.

Hierapytna Cretae, 396.
Hierocaesa.reia Lydiae, 550.
Hierocharax Phrygiae, 565.

Hieropolis Phrygiae, 565.

Hieropolis Castabala Ciliciae,

603.

Hieropolis Cyrrhesticae, 654.
Himera Siciliae, 125.

Hipana Siciliae, 129.

Hippo Diarrhytus Zeugitaniae,

742-

Hippo Regius Numidiae, 745.

Hipponium Bruttii, 85.

Hippus V. Antiochia ad Hippum,
664.

Hispania, 5 sqq.
Histiaea Euboeae, 308.
Holmi Ciliciae, 603.

Homeritae, 687.
Homolium Thessaliae, 252.

Hybla Magna Siciliae, 129.

Hyde Lycaoniae, 595.

Hydrela Cariae, 527.

Hyllarima Cariae, 527.

Hypaepa Lydiae, 550.

Hypana Elidis, 352.

Hypata Thessaliae, 252.

Hyporon Bruttii, 89.

Hypselites Nomus Aegypti, 723.

Hyrcanis Lydiae, 550.

Hyrgalea Phrygiae, 565.

Hyria Calabriae, 43.

Hyria Campaniae, 32,

Hyrium Apuliae, 39.

Hyrtacina Cretae, 397.

laeta Siciliae, 129.

lalysus Rhodi, 538.
lasus Cariae, 528.

Icaria, 515.
Ichnae Macedoniae, 177.
Iconium Lycaoniae, 595.
Icus Insula Thessaliae, 264.
Idalium Cypri, 622.

Idyma Cariae, 528.

Iguvium Umbriae, 1 8.

Ilistra Lycaoniae, 596.
Ilium Troadis, 472.

Illtria, 265.

Imbros, 225.
India, 701.
lol Mauretaniae, 748.
lolla Mysiae, 455.
Ionia, 489, 512.
Ionia, Islands of, 513.

lonopolis V. Aboniteichos, 432.

Joppa Samariae, 678.
los, 414.

lotape Ciliciae, 603.

Ipsus Phrygiae, 565.

Irenopolis Ciliciae, 603.
Isaura Ciliciae, 603.
ISAURIA, 597.
Isinda Pisidiae, 590.
Issa Insula Illyriae, 268.

Issus Ciliciae, 604.
Istrus Moesiae Inferioris, 234.
Italia, 10 sqq.
Itanus Cretae, 397.
Ithaca, 359.

Judaea, 679.
Julia Phrygiae, 565.

Juliopolis Bithyniae, 443.
lulis Cei, 412.

4
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Lacanatis Ciliciae, 604.
Lacedaemon Laconiae, 352, 363.
Laconia, 363.
Laerte Ciliciae, 604.
Lalassis Ciliciae, 604, 609.
Lamia Thessaliae, 252.

Lamponeia Troadis, 473.

Lampsacus Mysiae, 456.
Lamus Ciliciae, 605.
Laodiceia Ponti, 426.
Laodiceia ad Lycum Phrygiae,

566.
Laodiceia Lycaoniae, 596.
Laodiceia ad Mare Syriae, 660.

Laodiceia ad Libanum Coele-

syriae, 663.

Lapethus Cypri, 622.

Lappa Cretae, 399.
Laranda Lycaoniae, 596.
Larinum Frentanorum, 25.
Larissa Thessaliae, 253.
Larissa Creinaste Thessaliae,

255-
Larissa Troadis, 473.
Larissa Phriconis Aeolidis, 480.
Larissa loniae, 500.
Larissa Syriae, 660.

Las Laconiae, 365.
Lasaea v. Alassa Cretae, 386.
Latium, 20.

Latopolites Nomus Aegypti, 722.
Latus Cretae, 399.
LaGs Lucaniae, 60.

Lebadeia Boeotiae, 293.
Lebedus loniae, 500.

Lemnos, 226.

Leontini Siciliae, 129, 341.

Leontopolites Nomus Aegypti,
723-

Lepsimandus Cariae, 528.

Leptis Magna SjTticae, 735.

Leptis Minor Byzacenes, 736.

Lesbos, 483.
Lete Macedoniae, 1 76.

Letopolites Nomus Aegypti,
724.

Leucas Acarnaniae, 279, 282 sq.,

341-
Leucas Coelesyiiae, 663.
Leuce loniae, 500.

Libya Nomus Aegypti, 724.

Libya, 735.
Lilaea Phocidis, 290.

Lilybaeum Siciliae, 131.

LimjTa Lyciae, 577.

Lipara, 167.
Lissus Cretae, 399.
Lix Mauretaniae, 74S.
Locri Epizephyrii Brutt., 86,

341-
Locri Epicnemidii, 285.
Locri Opuntii, 285.
Locri Ozolae, 286.

LocRis, 285.

Longane Siciliae, 132,

LUCANIA, 57.
Luceria Apuliae, 39.

Lugdunum Galliae, 9.
Lusi Arcadiae, 352.
Lycaonia, 595.
Lycia, 571.

Lycopolites Nomus Aegypti,
723-

Lydda v. Diospolis Samariae,
678.

Lydia, 544.

Lyndus Rhodi, 538.

Lyrbe Ciliciae, 605.

Lysias Phrygiae, 566.

Lysimachia Chersonesi Thra-

ciae, 224.

Lysinia Pisidiae, 591.

Lystra Lycaoniae, 596.

Lyttus Cretae, 399.

M.

Macae (1) Libyae, 735.
Macaraea (?) Syrticae, 735.

Macedonia, 169 sqq., 208 sqq.
Macomada Numidiae, 745.

Madytus Chersonesi Thraciae,

224.
Maeonia Lydiae, 550.

Magnetes Thessaliae, 255.

Magnesia loniae, 501.

Magnesia ad Sipylum Lydiae,

551-

Magydus Pamphyliae, 584.
Mallus Ciliciae, 605.
Mamertini Siciliae, 136.
Mantineia Arcadiae, 352, 376.
Marathus Phoenices, 669.

Marcianopolis Moesiae Infe-

rioris, 235.
Mareotes Nomus Aegypti, 724.
Marium Cypri, 623.
Maroneia Thraciae, 215.

Masicytus Lyciae, 577.
Massilia Galliae, 7.

Mastaura Lydiae, 551.
Matalia (?) Cretae, 400.
Mateola Apuliae, 40.

Maueetania, 746.
Medeon Acarnaniae, 280.

Megalopolis Arcadiae, 352, 372,

376-

Megara Siciliae, 132.

Megara Megaridis, 329, 351.

Megaeis, 329.

Megarsus Ciliciae, 608.

Megiste, 537.
Meliboea Thessaliae, 256.

Melita, 743.
Melitaea Thessaliae, 256.

Mdos, 414.

Memphites Nomus Aegypti, 723.
Menaenum or Menae Siciliae,

132.
Mende Macedoniae, 186.

Mendesius Nomus Aegypti, 723.
Menelaites Nomus Aegypti, 724.
Mesembria Thraciae, 237.

3c 2

Mesma or Medma Bruttii, 89,
341-

Mesopotamia, 688.

Messana Siciliae, 133.
Messene Messeniae, 352, 361.
Messenia, 361.

Metapontum Lucaniae, 62.

Metelites Nomus Aegypti, 724.
Methana Argolidis, 370.
Methone Macedoniae, 192.
Methydrium Arcadiae, 352, 377.
Methydrium Thessaliae, 256.

Methymna Lesbi, 486.

Metropolis Acarnaniae, 280, 341 .

Metropolis Thessaliae, 256.

Metropolis loniae, 502.

JNIetropolis Phrygiae, 566.
Midaeum Phrygiae, 567.
Mideia Argolidis, 370.

Miletopolis Mysiae, 458.
Miletus loniae, 502.
Minasa Pisidiae, 590,
Minoa Amorgi, 410.
Mol .... Lucaniae (?), 69.
Molossi Epiri, 271.

Mopsium Thessaliae, 257.

Mopsus Ciliciae, 60S.

Morgantina Siciliae, 137.
Mosteni Lydiae, 551.
Mothone Messeniae, 363.

Motya Siciliae, 138.

Mycalessus Boeotiae, 293.

Myconos, 415.

Mylasa Cariae, 528.

Mjmdus Cariae, 529.

Myra Lyciae, 577.

MjTiandrus Syriae, 660.

Myrina Lenini, 226.

Myrina Aeolidis, 480.

Myrleia v. Apameia Bithyniae,

437-
Mysia, 446.

Mystia Bruttii, 89.

Mytilene Lesbi, 487.

Mytistratus Siciliae, 138.

Myus loniae, 505.

N.

Nacolea Phrygiae, 567.
Nacona Siciliae, 139.
Nacrasa Lydiae, 551.

Nagidus Ciliciae, 608.

Nape Lesbi, 4S8.
Naucratis Aegypti, 718.
Naucratites Nomus Aegypti,

724.
Naulochus loniae, 505.
Naxos insula, 416.
Naxus Siciliae, 139.
Naxus Cretae, 400, v. Corri-

genda.
Nea Troadis, 473.
Neandria Troadis, 473.

Neapolis Campaniae, 32.

Neapolis Apuliae, 40.

Neapolis Siciliae, 140.

Neapolis Macedoniae, 175.
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Neapolis loniae, 506.

Neapolis ad Caclmum Cariae,

Neapolis Samariae, 678.
Nemausus Galliae, 9.

Neocaesareia Ponti, 426.

Neoclaudiopolis Paphlagoniae,

433-
Neon Phocidis, 290.
Neonteiclaos Aeolidis, 481.
Nesos Insula Lesbi, 488.

Nesytes Nonius Aegypti, 723.
Nicaea Bithyniae, 443.

Nicephorium Mesopotamiae,689.
Nicomedia Bithyniae, 443.

Nicopolis ad Istrum Moesiae

Inferioris, 235.

Nicopolis ad Nestum Thraciae,

244.

Nicopolis Epiri, 272.

Nicopolis Syriae, 660.

Nicopolis-Emmatis J udaeae,68 1 .

Niniva -
Claudiopolis Assyriae,

690.
Nisibis Mesopotamiae, 689.

Nisyros, 537.
_

Nola Campaniae, 34.
Nomes of Egypt, 722.
Nuceria Alfaterna Campaniae,

34-
.

Nuceria Bruttii, 89.

Ndmidia, 744.

Nymphaeum Chersonesi Thrac.,

238.

Nysa Lydiae, 551.

Nysa-Scythopolis Samariae, 678.

Ococlea Phrygiae, 567.
Odessus Thraciae, 235.
Odomanti (?) Macedoniae, 180.

Odrysus Thraciae, 233.
Oea Syrticae, 735.
Oeantheia Locridis, 286.

Oeniadae Acarnaniae, 280.
Oenoe Icariae, 515.
Oetaei Thessaliae, 257.
Olba Ciliciae, 609.
Olbasa Pisidiae, 591.
Olbia Sarmatiae, 233.
Olbia Bithyniae, 444.
Olbia (?) Pamphyliae, 584.
Olus Cretae, 400.
Olympus Lyciae, 578.
Olynthus Macedoniae, 184.
Ombites Nomus Aegypti, 722.
Onuphites Nomus Aegypti, 724.
Ophrynium Troadis, 474.
Opus Locridis, 285.
Orchomenus Boeotiae, 293.
Orchomenus Arcadiae, 377.
Oresteium (?) Lydiae, 552.
Oricus lUyriae, 266.

Oropus Atticae, 328.
Orra v. Hyria Calabriae.
Orrescii Macedoniae, 174.
Orthagoreia Macedoniae, 181.

Orthe Thessaliae, 257.
Orthosia Cariae, 530.
Orthosia Phoenices, 670.
Otrus Phrygiae, 567.

Oxyrynchites Nomus Aegypti,

723.

P.

Paeonia, 207.
Paestum Lucaniae, 68.

Pagae Megaridis, 330, 351.
Pal .... Lucaniae (?), 69.

Palaeopolis Pisidiae, 591.
Palaerus Acarnaniae, 281, 341.
Pale Cephallcniae, 358.
Pallantium Arcadiae, 352, 378.

Palmyra Palmyrenes, 656.
Palmyhene, 656.
Paltus Syriae, 661.

Pamphtlia, 581.
Pandosia Bruttii, 89.
Pandosia Epiri, 272.
Panemoteichos Pisidiae, 591.

Panopolites Nomus Aegypti, 723.
Panormus Siciliae, 141.

Panticapaeum Chersonesi Tauri-

cae, 238.

Paphlagonia, 431.

Paphus Cypri, 623.

Pappa-Tiberia Pisidiae, 591,
Parium Mysiae, 458.
Parlais Lycaoniae, 596.

Paropus Siciliae, 143.
Paroreia (?) Arcadiae, 378.
Paros, 417.
Pabthia, 691.
Patara Lyciae, 574, 578.
Patrae Achaeae, 349, 351.
Pautalia Thraciae, 244.
Pednelissus Pisidiae, 591.
Peiraeeus Ponti v. Amisus, 424.
Peirasia Thessaliae, 258.

Pelagia Illyriae, 269.
Pelinna Thessaliae, 258.
Pella Macedoniae, 212,

Pella Decapoleos, 665.
Pellene Achaeae, 350, 351.
Peloponnesus, 342.
Peltae Phrygiae, 567.
Pelusium Nomus Aegypti, 723.
Pemptites Nomus Aegypti, 724.
Peparethus Insula Thessaliae,

265.

Perga Pamphyliae, 584.
Pergamum Mysiae, 459.
Perinthus Thraciae, 232.
Peripolium Bruttii, 9 1 .

Perperene Mysiae, 464.
Perrhaebi Thessaliae, 258.
Persia, 698.
Persis, 696.
Pessinus Galatiae, 630.
Petelia Bruttii, 91.
Petra Siciliae, 143.
Petra Arabiae, 687.
Peumata Thessaliae, 258.
Phacium Thessaliae, 259.

Phaestus Cretae, 400.
Phalanna Thessaliae, 259.
Phalasarna Cretae, 402.
Phaloria Thessaliae, 259.

Phanagoria Bospori, 422,
Pharae Boeotiae, 294.
Pharbaetites Nomus Aegj'pti,

723-
Pharcadon Thessaliae, 259.
Pharnacia Ponti, 426.
Pharos Insula Illyriae, 2 68.

Pharsalus Thessaliae, 259.
Phaselis Lyciae, 578.
Phellus Lyciae, 580.
Pheneus Arcadiae, 352, 378.
Pherae Thessaliae, 260.

Phigaleia Arcadiae, 352, 379.
Phila Macedoniae, 212.

Philadelphia Lydiae, 552.

Philadelphia Ciliciae, 610.

Philadelphia Decapoleos, 665.

Philippi Macedoniae, 192.

Philippopolis Thraciae, 245.

Pliilippopolis ITiessaliae, 250.

Philippopolis Arabiae, 687.
Philomelium Phrygiae, 568.
Phistelia Campaniae, 35.

Phliasia, 344.
Phlius Pldiasiae, 344, 351.
Phocaea loniae, 506.
Phocis, 287.
Phoenice Epiri, 272.

Phoenicia, 665.

Pholegandros, 418.

Phrygia, 556.
Phtheneutes Nomus Aegypti,

724.
Phthiotis v. Achaei Phthioti-

dis, 248.

Phygela loniae, 508.

Phytaeum (?) Thraciae, 217.

Phytia Acarnaniae, 281, 341.
Piacus Siciliae, 143.
PiCENUM, 19.
Pimolisa Ponti, 426.
Pinara Lyciae, 580.
Pionia Mysiae, 464.
Pisa Elidis, 357.
PiSIDIA, 588.
Pisilis (?) Lyciae, 574.
Pitanatae v. Peripolium Bruttii,

91.
Pitane Mysiae, 464.
Placia Mysiae, 465.
Plarasa Cariae, 530.
Plataea Boeotiae, 294.

Plotinopolis Thraciae, 245.
Podalia Lyciae, 580.
Poeessa Cei, 412.
Poemaninum Mysiae, 465.

Pogla Pisidiae, 591.

Polyrhenium Cretae, 402.

Pompeiopolis Paphlagoniae, 433.

Pompeiopolis v. Soli Ciliciae,

612.

PoNTUS, 423.

Populonia Etruriae, 11-14.
Pordosilene Insula Lesbi, 488.

Su
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Poseidion Carpathi, 534.
Poseidonia Lucaniae, 67.
Potidaea Macedoniae, 188.

Praeneste Latii, 21.

Praesus Cretae, 403.
Priansus Cretae, 404.

Priapus Mysiae, 465.
Priene loniae, 508.
Proconnesus Mysiae, 465.
Proerna Thessaliae, 262.

Proni Cephalleniae, 358.

Prosopites Nomus A.egypti, 723.
Prostanna Pisidiae, 591.
Prusa ad Olympum Bithyniae,

444.
Prusias ad Mare v. Cius Bithy-

niae, 439.
Prusias ad Hypium Bithyniae,

444-

Prymnessus Phrygiae, 508.

Psophis Arcadiae, 379.
Ptolema'is (?) Pamphyliae, 585.
Ptolemais V. AceGalilaeae, 676.

Pydna Macedoniae, 192.

Pylus Messeniae, 363.

Pyranthus Cretae, 405.

Pyrrha Lesbi, 488.

Pyxus Lucaniae, 69.

R.

Rabbath-Moba Arabiae, 687.

Kaphanaea Syriae, 661.

Kaphia Judaeae, 681.

Rhaucus Cretae, 405.

Ehegium Bruttii, 91, 341.
Rhesaena Mesopotamiae, 689.

Rhithymna Cretae, 405.
Rhizon lUyriae, 267.
Rhoda Hispaniae, 2.

Rhodiapolis Lyciae, 580.

Rhodus, 538 sqq.
Rhoeteium Troadis, 474.
Rhosus Syriae, 661.

Roma Latii, 15.

Rubi Apuliae, 40.
Rusadir Mauretaniae, 748.

S.

Sabaei v. Homeritae, 687.
Sabrata Syrticae, 736.
Saettae Lydiae, 552.

Sagalassus Pisidiae, 591.
Saites Nomus Aegypti, 724.
Sala Phrygiae, 568.
Sala Mauretaniae, 748.
Salamis Atticae, 328.
Salamis Cypri, 624.

Salapia Apuliae, 40.
Salviana Numidiae, 745.

Samaria, 678.
Same Cephalleniae, 359.
Samnium, 24.

Samos, 515.
Samosata Commagenes, 653.
Samothrace, 226,

Sarai Numidiae, 745.
Sarbanissa Ponti, 427.
Sardes Lydiae, 553.

Sardinia, 168,

Samoa Illyriae, 269.
Savatra Lycaoniae, 596.
Scamandria Troadis, 474.

Scapsa V. Capsa Macedoniae,
187.

_

Scarpheia Locridis, 286.

Scepsis Troadis, 474.
Sciathus Insula Thessaliae, 265.
Scione Macedoniae, 186.

Scodra Illyriae, 267.
Scotussa Macedoniae, 212.

Scotussa Thessaliae, 262.

Scythopolis v. Nysa Samariae,

678.
Sebaste Ciliciae, 610.

Sebaste Paphlagoniae, 434.
Sebaste Phrygiae, 568.
Sebaste Samariae, 678.

Sebastopolis Ponti, 427.

Sebastopolis Cariae, 530.

Sebennytes Superior Nomus
Aegypti, 724.

Sebennytes Inferior Nomus
Aegypti, 724.

Segesta Siciliae, 144.
Seleucia Pisidiae, 592.
Seleucia ad Pyramum Ciliciae

V. Mopsus, 608.

Seleucia ad Calycadnum Ciliciae,
610.

Seleucia Syriae, 661.

Seleucia ad Tigrim Mesopota-
miae, 689.

Seleucis et Pieria, 656,

Selge Pisidiae, 592.
Selinus Siciliae, 146.
Selinus Ciliciae, 610.

Selymbria Thraciae, 232.
Semes Mauretaniae, 748.

Sepphoris v. Diocaesareia Gali-

laeae, 677.
Ser . . . Bruttii, 98.
Serdica Thraciae, 245.

Seriphos, 418.

Sermj'le Macedoniae, 184.
Sesaraus Paphlagoniae, 434.
Sestus Chersonesi Thraciae, 225.
Sethroites Nomus Aegypti, 723.
Sibidunda Phrygiae, 568.
Siblia Phrygiae, 568.

Sicilia, 99.

Sicinos, 418.

Sicyon Sicyoniae, 345, 351.

SiCYONiA, 345.
Side Pamphyliae, 585.
Sidon Phoenices, 670.

Siga Mauretaniae, 748.

Sigeium Troadis, 475.,

Signia Latii, 24.
Silandus Lydiae, 553.
Silarus (?) Lucaniae, 67.
Silerae Siciliae, 149.

Sillyum Pamphyliae, 587.
Sinde Bospori, 423.

Singara Mesopotamiae, 690.

Sinope Paphlagoniae, 434.

Siphnos, 419.

Siris Lucaniae, 69.

Smyrna loniae, 508.
Soli Ciliciae, 610.
Soli (?) Cypri, 626.
Solus Siciliae, 149.
Stectorium Phrygiae, 569.
Stiela Siciliae, 150.
Stobi Macedoniae, 212.

Stratoniceia ad Caicum Mysiae,
466.

Stratoniceia Cariae, 530.
Stratus Acarnaniae, 281 sq.
Sturnium (?) Calabriae, 43.

Stymphalus Arcadiae, 352, 379,
Suessa Aurunca Campaniae, 35.
Suthul Numidiae, 745.

Syangela (?) Cariae, 542.

Sybaris Lucaniae, 70,

Sybrita Cretae, 406.

Syedra Ciliciae, 612.

Syme (?) Insula Cariae, 542.

Synaus Phrygiae, 569.

Synnada Phrygiae, 569.

Syracuse Siciliae, 150, 341.
Syria, 637.

Syros, 419.

Syrtica, 735.

T.

Taba Cariae, 531,
Tabala Lydiae, 554.
Tabraca Numidiae, 746.

Tagura Numidiae, 746.
Tamusida or Tamusia Maure-

taniae, 748.

Tanagra Boeotiae, 295.
Tanites Nomus Aegypti, 723.
Tanus Cretae, 406.
Tarentum Calabriae, 43.
Tarsus Ciliciae, 612.

Taulara Ponti, 427.
Tauromenium Siciliae, 165.
Tavium Galatiae, 630.
Teanum Sidicinum Campaniae,

35-
Teate Apuliae, 41.

Tectosages Galatiae v. Ancyra,
629.

Tegea Arcadiae, 352, 380.
Telamon Etruriae, 14.
Telesia Samnii, 25.

Telmessus (?) Cariae, 532.
Telmessus Lyciae, 580.
Telos Insula Cariae, 543.

Temenothyrae Phrygiae, 569.
Temesa Bruttii, 96.
Temnus Aeolidis, 481.

Tenedos, 485.
Tenestini Illyriae, 269.

Tenos, 420.

Tentyrites Nomus Aegypti, 723.
Teos loniae, 510.
Terina Bruttii, 96, 341.
Termera Cariae, 532.
Termessus Pisidiae, 593.
Terone Macedoniae, 183.
Teuchira CjTenaicae, 735.
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Teuthis Arcadiae, 352.
Teuthrania Mysiae, 466.
Tliaena Byzacenes, 736.
Thalassa v. Alassa Cretae, 386.

Thapsus Byzacenes, 736.

Thasos, 227.
Thebae Phthiotidis Thessaliae,

263.
Thebae Boeotiae, 295,
Thebe Hypoplacia Mysiae, 466.
Theisoa Arcadiae, 352.

Thelpusa Arcadiae, 352, 381.
Themisonium Phrygiae, 569.

Thera(l) Siciliae, 167.

Thera, 421.
Thenna (?) Macedoniae, 180.

Thermae Himerenses Siciliae,

128.

Thespiae Boeotiae, 299.

Thessali, 263.

Thessalia, 246.
Thessalonica Macedoniae, 212.

Thinites Nomus Aegypti, 722.
Thraoia, 213.
Thronium Locridis, 286.

Thuria Messeniae, 363.
Thurium Lucaniae, 71.

Thyatira Lydiae, 554.

Thyessus Lydiae, 554.

Thymbra Troadis, 475.

Thyrrheium Acarnaniae, 282,

341-

Thysdrus Byzacenes, 737.
Tiberias Galilaeae, 677.

Tiberiopolis Phrygiae, 570,
Tibur Latii, 21.

Timaea (?) Bithyniae, 444,
Timbrias Pisidiae, 594.
Timici Mauretaniae, 748.
Timolaeum Paphlagoniae, 435.

Tingis Mauretaniae, 748.

Tipasa Numidiae, 745.

Tiryns Argolidis, 370.
Tisna Aeolidis, 482.

Titiopolis Ciliciae, 618.

Tityassus Pisidiae, 594.
Tium Bithyniae, 444.
Ties (?) Lyciae, 574.
Tlos Lyciae, 580.
Tmolus Lydiae, 554.

Tolistobogii (Pessinus) Galatiae,

630.
Tomara Lydiae, 554.
Tomi Moesiae Inferioris, 235.

Topirus Thraciae, 245.
Trabala Lyciae, 580.
Tkachonitis, 663.

Tragilus Macedoniae, 191.

Trajanopolis Thraciae, 245.

Trajanopolis Phrygiae v. Gri-

menothyrae, 564.
Trallea Lydiae, 554.

Trapezopolis Cariae, 532.

Trapezus Ponti, 427.
Trebenna Lyciae, 580.
Tricca Thessaliae, 263.
Trierus (?) Thraciae, 221.

Tripolis Phrygiae, 570.

Tripolis Phoenices, 673.
Tkoas, 467.
Trocmi Galatiae (Tavium), 631.
Troezen Argolidis, 371.
Tucca Nuraidiae, 746.
Tuder Umbriae, 18.

Tuniza Numidiae, 746.

Tyana Cappadociae, 634.
Tylissus Cretae, 406.

T)Tnena Lyciae, 581.

Tyndaris Siciliae, 166.

Tynteni Macedoniae, 178.

Tyra Sarmatiae, 234.

Tyrus Phoenices, 674.

Velia Lucaniae, 73.
Venusia Apuliae, 41.
Verbis Pisidiae, 594.
Vestini, 20.

Vetulonia Etruriae, 13 sq.
Vibo Valentia Bruttii, 85.
Vienna Galliae, 9.

Viminacium Moesiae Superioris,

.234- .

Vipsania Phrygiae v, Amorium,
657-

Umbria, 17.
Volaterrae Etruriae, 1 3 eq.
Volci Etruriae, 10, 14.
Volsinii Etruriae, 14.

Uranopolis Macedoniae, 183.
Ursentum Lucaniae, 75-
L^tica Zeugitaniae, 742.
Uxentum C'alabriae, 56.

Xanthus Lyciae, 581.
Xoites Nomus Aegypti, 724.

Zacynthus, 359.
Zaeelii Macedoniae, 175.
Zancle Siciliae, 133.
Zautlia Mesopotamiae, 690.
Zela Ponti, 427.
Zeleia Troadis, 475.

Zephyrium Ciliciae, 618.

Zeugitana, 737.

Zeugma Commagenes, 654.
Zilis Mauretaniae, 748.
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INDEX II.

KINGS AND DYNASTS.

Abdagases of India, 710.

Abdemon(?),Persiansatrap,434.
Abd-Hadad, Hieropolis Cyr-

rhesticae, 654,
Abdissares of Armenia, 635.

Abinerglus of Characene, 697.

Abyatha of Arabia, 688.
Aces of Bosporus, 430.
Achaeus of Syria, 641 .

ms or m>? of Amisus, 424.
Adaeus of Macedon (?), 206.

Adramelek of Byblus, 668.

Aeropus = Archelaus II of

Macedon, 194.

Agathocleia of Bactria, 707.

Agatliocles of Bactria, 703.

Agathocles of Sicily, 158.

Agrippa I—
(Caesareia Paneas), 663.

(Tiberias Galilaeae), 677.

(Caesareia Samariae), 678.

Agrippa II, 683—
(Caesareia Paneas), 664.

Ajax, Olba Ciliciae, 609.
Aieb, Ethiopia, 725.
Ainel of Byblus, 668,

Aizana, Ethiopia, 725.
Aleuas of Thessaly, 255.
Alexander of Epirus, 272.
Alexander of Pherae, 261.

Alexander I of Macedon, 193.
Alexander II of Macedon, 195.
Alexander III (the Great), 197.

(Persia), 701.

(Bactria), 702.
Alexander IV of Macedon, 200.

Alexander V of Macedon, 201.

Alexander I of Syria, 643.
Alexander II of Syria, 646.
Alexander Bala—

(Laodiceia ad Mare), 659.

(Seleucia), 661.

(Sidon), 672.

(Tyre), 675.

(Ace-Ptolema'is), 677.
Alexander II (?), of J udaea, 682.
Alexander Jannaeus, 682.

Alexandra, Judaea, 682.

Amadocus I of Thrace, 240.
Amastris, 432.

Amyntas II (?) of Macedon, 194.

AmyntasIII(?) of Macedon,i95.

Amyntas of Galatia, 629.

(Side), 587.

Amyntas of Bactria, 708.

Andragoraa of Parthia, 691.
Anisades of Armenia, 635.
Antialcidas of Bactria, 706.

Antigonus
'

King of Asia,' 201.

Antigonus Gonatas of Macedon,
203.

Antigonus Doson of Macedon,
203.

Antigonus Doson (?), (Lacedae-
mon), 364.

Antigonus (Mattathias), Ju-

daea, 682.

Antimachus I of Bactria, 704.
Antimachus II of Bactria, 708.
Antiochus I of Commagene,652.
Antiochus IV of Conmiagene,

652.

(Anemuriimi), 599.

(Antiochia ad Sarum), 599.

(Celenderis), 601.

(Lacanatis), 604.

(Sebaste Cil.), 610.

Antiochus I of Syria, 638.
Antiochus II of Syria, 639,

(Bactria), 702.
Antiochus Hierax, 639.
Antiochus Seleuci III filius,

640.
Antiochus III (the Great) of

Syria, 640.

(Tyrus), 675.
Antiochus IV of Syria, 641.

(Athens), 320.

(Antiochia ad Cydnum),
699-

(Mopsus), 608.

(Antiochia ad Orontem),
658.

_

(Apameia Syriae), 658.

(Laodiceia ad Mare), 659.
(Seleucia Syriae), 661.

(Sidon Phoenices), 672.

(Tripolis Phoenices), 674.

(Tyrus Phoenices), 675.

(Ace-Ptolemais Galilaeae),

677.

(Edessa Mesopotamiae),
6S9.

(Nisibis Mesopotamiae),
689.

Antiochus V of Syria, 642.
(Ace-Ptolemais Galilaeae),

677.

(Ascalon Judaeae), 679.
Antiochus VI of Syria, 644.
Antiochus VII of SjTia, 645.

(Seleucia Syriae), 661.

(Tyrus Phoenices), 675.
Antiochus VIII of Syria, 646,

647.
(Laodiceia ad Mare), 660.

Antiochus IX of Syria, 647.
(Sidon Phoenices), 672.
(Ascalon Judaeae), 679.

Antiochus X of SjTia, 648.
Antiochus XI of Syria, 648.
Antiochus XII of Syria, 649.

Aphilas, Ethiopia, 725.

Apodacus, Characene, 697.
ApoUodotus of Bactria, 706.

ApoUonis (?), Cyzicus, 454.

Apollophanes of Bactria, 708.
Archebius of Bactria, 706.
Archelaus I of Macedon, 194.
Archelaus of C'appadocia, 633.
Archelaus (?), Chalcidene, 655.
Aretas III of Nabathaea, 685.

Aretas IV of Nabathaea, 686.

Areus of Lacedaemon, 364.
Ariaramnes of Cappadocia, 631.

Ariarathes, satrap, 434.
Ariarathes I of Cappadocia, 632.
Ariarathes III-VI of Cappa-

docia, 632.
Ariarathes IX of Cappadocia,

632.
AriarathesX of Cappadocia, 633.
A_riarathes of Armenia, 636.
Ariaus of Armenia, 635.
Ariobarzanes I-III of Cappa-

docia, 632 sq.

Aristarchus of Colchis, 423.
Aristobulus of Chalcis, Judaea,

684.

Aristocyprus (?), Cyprus, 626.

Aristophantus(?), Cyprus, 624.

Aristotimus, Elis, 356.
Arofuteiese (?), Lycia, 574.
Arsaces I of Parthia, 692.
Arsaces of India, 710.
Arses of Persia, 698.

Arsinoe, wife of Lysimachus
(Ephesus), 496.
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Arsinoe, wife of Philadelphus

(Sidon), 672.
Arisinoe II of Egypt, 713.
Arsinoe III of Egypt, 715.
Arsinoe IV of Egypt, 718.
Artabanus I of Parthia, 692.
Artabanus II of Parthia, 693.
Artabanus III of Parthia, 694.
Artabanus IV of Parthia, 695.
Artabanus V of Parthia, 696.
Artavasdes of Parthia, 696.
Artavazdes I and II ofArmenia,

636.
Artaxerxes I-III of Persia, 698.
Artaxias of Armenia, 636.
Artemidorus of Bactria, 708.

Artoampara (?) Lycia, 574.
Asander of Bosporus, 429.
Athenodorus = Vaballathus

(Alexandria), 718.
Attains I-III of Pergamum,

460.
Attambelus of Characene, 697.
Audoleon of Paeonia, 207.
Azbaal (Citium Cypri), 621.

Azbaal (Byblus Phoenices), 668.

Azes of India, 710.
Azilises of India, 710.

B.

Baalmelek (Citium Cypri), 621.

Baalram (Citium Cypri), 621.

BaanaorBanaias(?), Tarsus, 61 2.

Bachasa, Ethiopia, 725.
Ballaeus of lUyria, 267.
Bastareus, Macedon (?), 179.
Bazodeo, India, 710.
Berenice, wife of Ptolemy Euer-

getes (Ephesus), 496.
Berenice I of Egypt, 712.
Berenice II of Egypt, 714.

(Marathus), 670.

Bergaeus, Thrace, 241.
Bocchus III of Mauretania, 746.

Bogud II of Mauretania, 746,

Brogitarus of Galatia, 628.

C.

Callinicus of Commagene, 653.
(Lacanatis), 604.

Calliope, Bactria, 709.

Cambyses (?) of Persia, 698.
Canites, Scythia, 245.
Cassander of Macedon, 201.

Cavarus of Thrace, 243.
Cersibaulus of Thrace, 242.

Cersobleptes of Thrace, 241.

Cetriporis of Thrace, 241.

Charaspes, Characene (?), 697.
Cheroe (?) Lycia, 573, 574.
Chosroes of Parthia, 695.
Clearchus I (?), Tyrant of Hera-

cleia, 441.
Clearchus II (?), Tyrant of Hera-

cleia, 442.

Cleopatra of Syria, 643, 646.
with AntiochusVIII (Ace-

Ptolemais), 677.

Cleopatra VII (Philopator) of

Egypt, 717-

(Ascalon), 679.

Cleopatra (Selene) of Maureta-

nia, 747.

Coson, Thrace, 244.

Cotys I-IV of Thrace, 241-244.

Cotys I-III of the Cimmerian

Bosporus, 430.
Cunobelinus of Britain, 10.

Cyrus (?), Persia, 698.

Dabel (Emisa), 659.
Darius I-III of Persia, 698.
Datames Satrap, 434.
Datames of Cappadocia, 631.

Daxus, Altinius, 37, 40.
Deiotarus I and III of Galatia,

629.
Demetrius Poliorcetes of Mace-

don, 202.

Demetrius II of Macedon, 204.

Demetrius, Tlirace, 243 ;
see

Corrigenda.
Demetrius I of Syria, 642.

(Tyrus Phoenices), 675.

(Sidon Phoenices^ 672.

(Ace-PtolemaisGalilaeae),

677.

(Gaza Judaeae), 680.

Demetrius II of Syria, 643, 645.

(Mallus Ciliciae), 607.

(Tyrus Phoenices), 675.
Demetrius III of Syria, 649.
Demetrius of Bactria, 702.
Demonicus (?) Citium Cypri, 621.

Derronicus, Macedon, 180.

Diodotus of Bactria, 702.
Diomedes of Bactria, 706.
Dion of Syracuse (Zacynthus),

360.

Dionysius Tyrant of Heracleia,

441.

Dionysius of Bactria, 707.
Dixatelmeus, Thrace, 243.
Docimus, Thrace, 180.

Dropion, Paeonia, 208.

Dynamis, Pontus and Bosporus,
429.

Eleazar, Judaea, 684.

Elpaal, Byblus Phoenices, 668.
Eminacus (?) Thrace (?), 233,

240.

Enylus v. Ainel, Byblus Phoe-

nices, 668.

Epander of Bactria, 707.

Epiphanes of Commagene, 653.

(Lacanatis), 604.

Euagoras I, Salamis Cypri, 625.
Euagoras II, Salamis Cypri, 625.

Euanthes, Salamis Cypri, 625.
Eubr .... Thrace ? 241.
Eucratides of Bactria, 704.

Euelthon, Salamis Cypri, 625.
Eumenes I and II of Pergamum,

460.
Eumenes II of Pergamum

(Ephesus), 497.
Eunostus (?), Cyprus, 626.

Eunostus II, Cyprus, 627.

Eupator, Cimmerian Bosporus,
430-

Eupolemus, Macedon, 201,

Euthydemus I of Bactria, 702.

Euthydemus II of Bactria, 703.

F.

Flamininus T. Q. Macedon, 205.

G.

Gelon, Syracuse, 162.

Gemilath, wife of Zabel, Naba-
thaea, 686.

Genthius of Illyria, 267.

Gepaepyris, Cimmerian Bos-

porus, 430.

Getas, King of the Edoni, 1 79,

Gondophares of India, 710.
Goterzes of Parthia, 695.

H.

Hecatomnus of Caiia, 533.

(Miletus), 503.
Heliocles of Bactria, 705.
Herod the Great, Judaea, 683.
Herod Archelaus, Judaea, 6S3.
Herod Antipas, Judaea, 683.

(Tiberias Galilaeae), 677.
Herod Philip II, Judaea, 683.
Herod Agrippa I and II, Judaea,

683.
Herod, King of Chalcis, Judaea,

683.
Hermaeus of Bactria, 709.
Hicetas of Syracuse, 160.

Hidrieus of Caria, 533.

Hiempsal II (?) of Numidia,
744-

Hieron II of Syracuse, 161.

Hieronymus of Syracuse, 163.
Himerus of Parthia, 693.
Hippostratus of Bactria, 708.
Hooerkes of Bactria, 710.
Hulda, wife of Aretas IV, Na-

bathaea, 686.

Hygiaenon, Bosporus, 429.

Hyspaosines, Characene, 697.

lagoas (?) Cibyra Phrygiae, 560.

Ininthemeus, Cimmerian Bos-

porus, 430.
John Hyrcanus I, Judaea, 682.

(Nabathaea), 685.
John Hyrcanus II, Judaea, 682.

lotape of Commagene, 653.
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(Lacanatis), 604.
(Sebaste), 610.

Juba I of Numidia, 744.
Juba II of Mauretania, 747.
Judas Axistobulus, Judaea, 682.

K.

Kadaphes, Bactria, 710.

Kadphises I and II, Bactria,

709, 710.

Kamnaskires, Characene (?), 697.

Kanerkes, Bactria, 710.

Ii.

Lacharidas, Salamis Cypri, 625.
Lamia (?), Thessaly, 253.

Laodice, wife of IJemetrius I of

Syria, 642.
Laodice, wife of Heliocles of

Bactria, 705.

Leucon, Cimmerian Bosporus,
430.

Lycceius of Paeonia, 207.

Lysanias I, Chalcidene, 655.

Lysias of Bactria, 706.

Lysimachus, Thrace, 242,

M.

Magas of Cyrene, 714, 731.
Malchus I, Nabathaea, 685.
Malchus III, Nabathaea, 686.

Mannus VII and VIII, Edessa,

689.
Maues of India, 710.
Mausolus of C'aria, 533.

(Miletus), 503.
Mazaeus Satrap 1,Tarsus), 615.

(Sidon?), 672.
Melekiathon (Citium Cypri),

621.

Menander of Bactria, 707.

Menelaus, Salamis Cypri, 626.

Methrapata (?), Lycia, 574.
Metocus, Thrace, 240.
Mithradates III, Bosporus, 430.
Mithradates IV, Pontus, 427.
Mithradates V, Pontus, 42S.
Mithradates VI, Pontus and

Bosporus, 428.

(Athens), 324.
Mithradates of Armenia, 636.
Mithradates I of Commagene,

652.
Mithradates I-III of Parthia,

693-
Mithradates IV, Parthia, 695.
Moagetes, Cibyra Phrygiae, 560.

Moagetes, Paphus Cypri, 623.
Molon, Syria, 640.
Monunius, Illyria, 267.

Morphilig, Armenia, 635.
Mosses, Macedon, 179.
Mostis, Thrace, 243.
Musa, Bithynia, 440.

Musa, Parthia, 694.

Nicarchus of Paeonia, 208.

Nicias of Cos, 537.
Nicias of Bactria, 708.
Nicocles, Paphus Cypri, 624.
Nicocles, Salamis Cypri, 625.
Nicocreon, Salamis Cypri, 626.

Nicodamus, Salamis Cypri, 625.
Nicomedes I-III of Bithynia,

444. 445-

Nysa, Cappadocia, 632.

O.

Obodas I and II, Nabathaea,
686.

Ochsas, Ethiopia, 725.

OgoUis (?), Cibyra Phrygiae, 560.

Oisames, Armenia, 636.

Onasioecus, Cypri, 622.

Oradaltis, Bithynia, 440.
Orodes I and II, Parthia, 694.
Orontas, Satrap, 447, 455, 491,

613.

Orophernes, Cappadocia, 632.

Orsoaltius, Thrace, 242.

Othagnes, India, 710.
Osir ....(?) Cibyra Phrygiae,

560.

Othontopates of Caria, 533.

Oxathres, Tyrant of Heracleia,

442.

Pacores, India, 710.
Pacorus I and II, Parthia, 694,

695.

Paerisades,Cimmerian Bosporus,
430.

Pantaleon of Bactria, 703.

Pasippus (?) Cypri, 623.
Patraus of Paeonia, 207.
Pausanias of Macedon, 194.
Perdiccas II of Macedon, 193.
Perdiccas III of Macedon, 195.
Perekle, Lycia, 574.
Perseus of Macedon, 206.

Phahaspes (?), Persis, 696.
Phanes Halicarnassus (?), 526.

Pharnabazus, Satrap, Cyzicus,

453-

(Lampsacus), 457.

(Tarsus), 614.
Pharnaces I, Pontus and Bos-

porus, 428.
Pharnaces II, Pontus and Bos-

porus, 429.

Pharzanges, Cimmerian Bos-

porus, 431.
Pharzoius, Scythia, 245.
Philetaerus of Pergamum, 460.

Philip II of Macedon, 195.

Philip III of Macedon, 200.

Philip IV of Macedon, 201.

Philip V of Macedon, 205.

Philip of Syria, 649.

Philistis, Syracuse, 162.

Philocyprus (?), Cyprus, 626.

Philopator of Cilicia, 618.
Philoxenus of Bactria, 708.
Phintias of Agrigentum, 108.

Phraapates or Priapatius, Par-
thia, 692.

Phi-aataces, Parthia, 694.
Phraates I-V, Parthia, 693, 694.
Pixodarus of Caria, 533.
Plato of Bactria, 705.

Pnytagoras, Salamis Cypri, 626.

Pnytus (?) Paphus Cypri, 623.
Polemo I, Pontus and Bosporus,

429.
Polemo II, Pontus, 430.

(Sarbanissa Ponti), 427.
(Lalassis Cil.), 604.

Polemo I, Olba, 609.
Polemo II, Olba, 610.

Praxippus, Cyprus, 622.

Priapatius or Phraapates, Par-

thia, 692.
Prusias I, Bithynia, 445.
Prusias II, Bithynia, 445.
Ptolemy I, Soter, 711.

(Paphus Cypri), 624.
Ptolemy II, Philadelphus, 712.

(Sidon), 672.

(Tyrus), 675.

(Ace-Ptolema'is), 677.
(Joppa), 678.

(Gaza), 680.

Ptolemy III, Euergetea, 714.
(Sidon), 672.

(Tyrus), 675.

(Joppa), 678.
(Gaza), 680.

Ptolemy IV, Philopator, 715.

(Sidon), 672.

(Tyrus), 675.

(Ace-Ptolemais), 677.

Ptolemy V, Epiphanes, 715.

(Marathus), 670.

(Tripolis), 674.

Ptolemy VI, Philometor, 716.

Ptolemy VII, Eupator, 716.

Ptolemy VIII, Euergetes II,

Physcon, 717.

Ptolemy IX, Philopator II, Neos,
717.

Ptolemy X, Soter II, Lathyrus,
717.

Ptolemy Apion, 717.

Ptolemy XI, Alexander I, 717.

Ptolemy XII, Alexander II, 717.

Ptolemy XIII, Neos Dionysos,
Auletes, 717.

(Ascalon), 679.

Ptolemy, King of Cyprus, 717.

Ptolemy XV, 718.

Ptolemy XVI, Caesar, 718.

Ptolemy Mennaei, f. Chalcidene,

655-

Ptolemy Jubae II, f. Maure-
tania, 747.

Pumiathon, Citium Cypri, 622.

Pylaemenes, Paphlagonia, 436.
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Pyrrhus of Epirus, 273.

(Macedon), 202.

Pythagores, Ionia, 512.

Pythodoris, Pontus, 429.

B.

Eanjabala, India, 710.

Khadamsades, Cimmerian Bos-

porus, 431.

Khaescuporis, Thrace, 244.

Rhaescuporis I-VII, Cimmerian

Bosporus, 430.

Khoemetalces, Thrace, 244.

Khoemetalces, Cimmerian Bos-

porus, 430.

S.

Sadales, Thrace, 243.
Salas (?), Cyprus, 627.
Salome, Judaea, 684.

Sames, Armenia, 636.
Sanabares, Parthia, 695.
Sanabares, India, 695, 710.
Saratocus, Thrace, 241.

Sarias, Scythia, 245.

Sassanidae, 696.

Satyrus (?), Tyrant of Heracleia,

441.

Saumacus, Scythia, 245.
Sauromates II-V, Cimmerian

Bosporus, 430.

Scilurus, Scythia, 245.

Scostoces, Thrace, 241.
Scostocea II, Thrace, 242.
Seleucus I of Syria, 637.
Seleucus II of Syria, 639.
Seleucus III of Syria, 640.
Seleucus IV of Syi-ia, 641.
Seleucus V of Syria, 646.
Seleucus VI of Syria, 648.

Seqailat, wife of Aretas IV,
Nabathaea, 686.

Seqilath, wife of Malchus III,

Nabathaea, 686.

Seqilath, wife of Zabel, Na-
bathaea, 686.

Seuthes I, Thrace, 240.
Seuthes III, Thrace, 241.

Sidqimelek,Lapethus Cypri, 622.

Simon Maccabaeus, 681.

Simon Nasi, 684.
Simon Barcochab, 685.

Simus, Tetrarch of Thessaly,

253, 255.

Sinatroces, Parthia, 693.

Sophytes, Bactria, 702.

Spalahores, India, 710.

Spalirises, India, 710.

Spalyris, India, 710.

Sparadocus, Thrace, 239.

Spartocus, Cimmerian Bosporus,
430.

Spithridates, Satrap, Ionia, 512.

Stasander, Paphus Cypri, 623.
Stasicrates (?), Soli Cypri, 627.

Stasioecus, Curium Cypri, 622.

Stasioecus, Marium Cypri, 623.
Strato I and II, Bactria, 707.

Synges, Cimmerian Bosporus,

431-

Tarcamus (?), Tarsus, 614.
Tarcondiniotus I, Cilicia, 618.

Teiranes, Cinamerian Bosporus,
431-

Teisiphonus of Pherae, 261.

Telephus of Bactria, 709.
Teres II, Thi-ace, 240.

Themistocles, Magnesia loniae,

501.

Theonneses, Characene, 697.

Theophilus of Bactria, 706.

Thothorses, Cimmerian Bospo-
rus, 431.

Tigranes I, II, and III, Ar-

menia, 636.

Tigranes, Syria, 639.

Timarchus, Syria, 642.

Timocharis, Curium Cypri, 622.

Timocharis Salamis (?) Cypri,

625.

Timotheus, Tyrant of Heracleia,

441.
Tiraeus, Characene, 697.
Tiribazus Satrap, Issus, 604.
Tiribazus Satrap, Tarsus, 613.
Tiridates I, Parthia, 692.
Tiridates II, Parthia, 694.
TrbbSneme (?) Lycia, 574.

Tryphaena Pontus, 429.

Tryphon Syria, 644.

Tymnes, Termera, 532.

Vaballathus, Alexandria, 718.

Val, Edessa, 6S9.
Vardanes I and II, Parthia, 695.
Vasu Deva v. Bazodeo, Bactria,

710.

Ulzebas, Ethiopia, 725.

Vologeses I-IV, Parthia, 695.

Vologeses V, VI, Parthia, 696.
Vonones I, Parthia, 694.

Vonones, India, 710.

Xerxes, Armenia, 635.

Xerxes, Persia, 698.

Zabel, Nabathaea, 686.

Zeionises, India, 710.

Zenobia, Alexandria, 718.

Zenodorus, Trachonitis, 663.

Ziaelas, Bithynia, 445.
Zoilus of Bactria, 708.



INDEX III.

EEMAEKABLE INSCRIPTIONS.

(See Introduction, § 13.)

(a) Greek.

ATAGH TYXH, Nicaea, 443.

ArAGOAAIMnN, Alexandria, 720.

ATAeOKAEIOZ, Syracuse, 159.

ATAeOZ HPnZ ANTINOOZ, Ha-
drianothera, 455.

ArAGYPNOZ, Tyndaris, 166.

AriA lEPA ZEBAZMIA, Damascus,
662.

ATNOZ, Temnus, 482.

AFPEYZ, Corcyia, 277.

ArnN ANTHNINIANOZ. Tyana,
634-

ArnNEZ lEPOl, Nicaea, 443.

Arn[NEZ] IZOnVeiA.Ancyra, 629.

ArnNOGEZIA, Thessalonica, 213; Gor-

dus-Julia, 549.

A AEA^nN, Ptolemy II, 713.

A A P A N O Y, Mamertini, 1 36.

AAPIANA, Magnesia ad Sipylum, 551;
Thyatira, 554.

AAPIANA nANAGHNAIA, Synnada,
569-

AAPIANOZ OIKOYMENIKOZ,
Anazarbus, 599.

AZIOTTHNOZ, Saettae, 552.

AG A N A, Heracleia Lucaniae, 59.

AGANAZ AAEAZ,Tegea, 381.

AGE O AEMOZ, Athens, 318.

AGH, Cranae, 365.

AGHN A, Alexandria, 719.

AGHNA APEA, Ephesus, 498.

AGHNA ZEBAZT[OY], Alexandria,

719.

AGHNAZ APEIAZ, Pergamum, 463.

AGHNAZ lAIAAOZ, Ilium, 473.

AGHNAZ NiKHcDOPOY, Peigamum,
463-

AG A A, SjTacuse, 154.

AGPO, India, 710.

AGYMBPOZ, Nysa Lydiae, 552.

A I A Z, Locri-Opuntii, 285.

A I M OZ, Nicopolis ad Istrum, 235.

AINEAZ, Aeneia, 189.

AlZHfTOZ, Cyzicus, 454.
A I UN, Alexandria, 721.

AKPATAZ, Agrigentum, 107.
A K T I A, Nicopolis Epiri, 272 ; Neocaesareia,

426.

AKTIA AOYZAPIA, Bostra, 686.

AKTIA KAIZAPIA, Tyrus, 676.

AKTIA KOM[OAEIA], Tyrus, 676.

AKTIA FTYGIA, Thessalonica, 213; Per-

inthus. 232; Hierapolis Phrygiae, 564;
Ancyra, 629.

AKTIA OYGIA ANTHNlNlANA,
Nicomedia, 444.

AKTIAZ, Anactorium, 279..^

AKTIO, AKTIOY, Anactorium, 279.

AAAIZlNnN ZYMMAXIKON,
Alaesa, no.

AAEiANAPEIA, Byzantium, 232 ; Odes-
sus, 236; Pherae, 261; Magnesia ad Sipy-
lum, 551.

AAEIANAPEIA nYGIA, Philippo-
polis, 245.

AAE3EANAPEI0N nTOAEMAlOY,
Ptolemy I, 712.

AAEIAN APEIOZ, Pherae, 261.

AAEiANAPiA EN oiAinnono-
AEI, Philippopolis, 245.

AAEiANAPON, Nicaea, 443.

AAEiAN APOZ, Sagalassus, =92.

AAEIA[NAPOZ] KTIZ[t"hZ], Apol-
Ionia Pisid., 589.

AAE3EANAP0Y TOY (DIAinnOY.
Agathocles of Bactria, 703.

AAEOZ,Tegea, 381.

AAEYA[Z], Larissa, 255.

AAKA, Corcyra, 277.

A A K A I O Z, Mytilene, 488.

AAKOZ, Morgantia, 138.

AAYZ, Tavium, 681.

AMBPOZIE HETPE, Tyrus, 676.

AMENANOZ, Catana, 1 1 6.
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AM Mn N, Pitane, 464.

AM<l>IKTIONnN, Delphi, 289.

ANAKPEnN,Teos, 512.

ANAPOKAOZ, Ephesus, 498.

ANE9HKE, Achaia, 353; Creteia Flavio-

polis, 440 ; Cius, 440 ; AdraDiyteum, 447 ;

Cyme, 479; Smyrna, 510; Aphrodisias,

520 ; Hydrela, 527 ; Mylasa, 529 ; Aninetus,

548 ; Alia, 556 ; Attuda, 559 ; Bruzus, 560 ;

Colossae, 561; Dionysopolis, 562; Laodiceia

Phrygiae, 566; Otrus, 567.

ANKAIOZ, Samos, 518.

ANNA, Gabala, 659.

ANTINOON HPHA nPOnOAOl
AMcDIKTYONEI lEPEYZ APIZ-
TOTIMOZ ANEGHKEN, Delphi,
290.

ANTINOON GEON H HATPIZ,
Bithynium, 437.

ANTINOOZ HPnZ, Calchedon, 439;
CyzicuB, 454.

ANTINOOZ lAKXOZ, Andramyteum,
447-

ANTINOOY HPfiOZ, Alexandria, 721.

ANTiNoni HPni.Tium, 444.

ANTlNOni HPni KIANIOIZ
ANEGHKEN, Cius, 440.

ANTIOXOY NIKATOPOZ, Agatho-
cles of Bactria, 704.

ANTHNEINIA, Cyzicui?, 454.

ANTflNElNlA ZEBAZTA, Byzan-
tiiim, 232.

ANTHNINIANA, Magnesia ad Sipylum,
551-

ANXEIZHZ, Ilium, 473.

A N X I AAO Z, Anchialus, 236 ;
Anchiale (?)

Cil. 599.

AiO Z , Erythrae, 499.

ATT A A A, Philadelphia Decap., 665.

ATTOAAnN, Metapontum, 64 ; Adranum,
103 ; Catana, 116.

AflOAAnN AK T I OZ, Alexandria, 719.

AnOAAnN EMBAZIOZ, Ephesus,
498.

ATTOAAnN HAIOZ, Tralles, 555.

AnOAAnN AEYKATHZ, Nicopolis
Epiri, 272.

ATTOAAnN TFYQIOZ, Alexandria, 719.

ATTOAAnN OZ, Tauromenium, 166;
ApoUonia Mac, 181

; Nicopolis Epiri, 265.

AnOAAnNOZ AKTAIOY, Parium,
458.

AnOAAnNOZ IMIGEnZ, Alexan-
dria Troas, 469.

APABIA,Bostra, 686.

APAEIXPO, India, 710.

APrONAYT., Sidon, 673.

APTYPOZ, Pautalia, 244.

A P r n, Magnetes Thes., 256 ; Magnesia Ion.,

502.

APAOXPO, India, 710.

A P E O Z , Mamertini, 1 36.

API ZTH, Metapontum, 64.

APIZTOI MEnZTOI.Nicaea, 443.

APIXO, Olbia, 233.

APKAZ, Pheneus, 378.

APM E N I A, Alexandria, 721.

APTTnKPATHZ, Alexandria, 720.

APTEMIAOZ, Nacolea, 567.

APTEMIAOZ HEPTAIAZ, Perga,
5S5 ; Andeda, 589.

APTEMIZ, Metropolis Ion., 502; Ala-

banda, 519; Gera^a, 565.

APTEMIZ AZTYPHNH, Antandrus,

447-

APTEMIZ Ect)EZIA, Ephesus, 498.

APTEMIZ KAAPIA, Colophon, 494.

APTEMIZ TYXH, Gerasa, 665.

APX or ARC, Alaesa, no.

APXArETAZ, Alaesa, no; Tauromenium,
165.

APXEAAMIZ GEA, Mytilene, 488.

APXHTETHZ, HierapolisPhr., 565.

APXIATPOZ. SeelndexV.

APXIEPATIKON, AntioehiaSyr.,657.

APXIEPEYZ AN EGHKE, Creteia, 440.

APXIEPEnZ, Zenodorus, 663.

AZI . . . ., Lucania, 75.

AZINIOY ANGYHATOY PnMAI-
nN, Atanieus, 449.

AZ. IT., KA or I B, Crete, 384.

AZKAHFTEIA, Tyrus, 676.

AZKAHHEIA ZnTHPEIA, Ancyra,
629.

AZKAHTTI A, Nicaea, 443.

AZKAHTTIEIA, Epidaurus, 3 70 ; Laodiceia

Phr., 566.

AZKAHTTIOZ, Tium,444; Cos, 537.

AZKAHniOY KAI YTIEIAZ, Per-

gamum, 463.

AZKAHniOY ZnTHPOZ, Pergamum
463 ; Cos, 537.

AZKAHfTin ZnTHPI, Nicaea, 443.

AZ[ZAPIA] A, ?", or H, Lacedaemon,
365.

AZZAPION, Chios, 514.

A Z Z I N O Z, Naxus, 140.

AZTPAIOZ, Metropolis Ion., 502.

AZTYPHNH, Antandrus, 447.

AZYAOY APTEMIAOZ, Ephesus, 498.

AZnnOZ, Tanagra, 295.

ATT AAH A, Aphrodisias, 520.

AYrOYZTEIA, Nicaea, 443; Thyateira,
554; Cadi, 560; Perga, 5S5.
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AYrOYZTOZ KTISTHZ, Nicopolis

Epiri, 272.

AYAAITHZ, Magnesia Ion., 502.

AYAINAHNOZ, Ceretapa, 560.

AYTOKPATnP, Alexandria, 721.

A<l>l E PnZ I Z, Alexandria, 721.

A(t)POAEITH, Ilium, 473.

Acl)PO[AEITH] MHAEIA, Magnesia
Ion., 502.

AXE AGIO AEeAON,Metapontum, 63.

AXIAAEYZ, Thessaly, 264.

B.

BAAANHOY, Alexandria, 721.

BAZIA, Colophon (?), 493.

BAZIAEYZ MIAAZ.Prvmnessus, 568.

BAZIAE[YZ]MiePAAATHZ,Athens,
3i7>324-

BETOYPIOZ TOIZ AKPAZI, Ar-

cadia, 373.

BIAZ, Priene, 508.

BIZArO, India, 710.

BIAAAIOZ,Tium,444.
B I A A E O Z , Creteia, 440.

BIZIAIMHAH, Axum, 725.

BOAAO, BOYAAO, India, 710.

BOPEITHNH, Attalia, 548; Thyateira,

.S.S4-

BOTPYZ, Pautalia, 244.

BOYAH, Melos, 415; Antiochia ad Mae-
andrmn Cariae, 520 ; Taba, 532; Alia, 556 ;

Appia, 559; Attuda, 559; Cibyra, 561;
Dociuieum, 562 ; Eucarpia, 563 ; Hierapolis,

565 ; Laodiceia, 566 ; Peltae, 567 ; Prym-
nessus, 568 ; Sebaste, 568 ; Synaus, 569 ;

Synnada,569 ; Tiberiopolis, 57°; Sagalassus,

592, etc. See also lEPA BOYAH.
BYIAZ, Byzantium, 232.

BnKAPOZ^?) (litt. Ci/pr.), Paphus Cypr.,

623.

r AAAOZ (?), Philomelium, 568.

rEAAZ,Gela, 122,

r E P Y Z I A, Aezani, 556 ; Hierapolis Phr.,

565 ; Tiberiopolis, 570.

TEPMANIKOZ KTIZTHZ, Caesareia-

Germanica Bitli., 438.

rEPONTnN, Lacedaemon, 365.

FEYAOZ, Nicaea, 443.

r A AY K O Z, Hierocaesareia Lyd., 550 ;
Eu-

menia Phr., 564.

TAYKnN, Aboniteicbos, 432.

rOPAIANHA OYAAEPIANA 01-

KOYMENIKA, Aphrodisias, 520.

rOPTYNOZ TO TTAIMA, Gortyna,
240, 394-

rOPTYZ, Crete, 384; Gortyna, 396.

TYMNAZIAPXIA, Anazarbus, 599
Colybrassus, 601 ; Syedra, 612.

AAMATHP,Enna, 119.

A A M AT H P, Metapontum, 64.

AAMNEYZ, Myrina, 481.

AAPAANOZ, Ilium, 473.

AEKAETHPIZ KYPIOY, Alexandria,
718.

AHMAPX.Ei.YTTATOZ, Cyprus, 627;
_ Caesareia Cappadociae, 633 ; Antiochia Syr.,

657-

AHMHTEP (sic), Alexandria, 719.

AHMHTPEIA, Nicomedia, 444.

AHMHTPI A, Tarsus, 617.

AHMOZ, Melos, 415; Antiochia ad Mae-
andrum, 520; Harpasa, 527; Sebastopolis,

530 ; Taba, 532 ; Trapezopolis, 533.
— Ani-

netus, 548 ; Apollonis, 548 ; Bagis, 548 ;

Daldis, 549 ; Dioshieron, 549 ; Hierocae-

sareia, 550; Maeonia, 550; Mosteni, 551 ;

Philadelphia, 552 ; Saettae, 552.
—Aezani,

556 ; Alia, 556 ; Attuda, 559 ; Blaundus,

560 ; Cadi, 560 ; Ceretapa, 560 ; Cibyra,
561 ; Colossae, 561; Cotiaeum, 561 ; Dionys-
opolis, 562 ; Docimium, 562 ; Eucarpia, 563;
Eumenia, 564 ; Grimenothyrae, 564 ;

Hiera-

polis, 565 ; Hyrgalea, 565 ; Laodiceia, 566 ;

Philomelium, 568 ; Prymnessus, 56S ; Sala,

568 ; Siblia, 568 ; Stectorium, 569 ; Syuaus,
569 ; Synnada, 569 ; Temenothyrae, 569 ;

Tiberiopolis, 570 ; Tripolis, 570.
—

Sagalassus,

592, etc.

AHMOZ PnMAinN, Alexandria, 721.

AHMOY TAZAinN, Gaza, 680.

A I A B I Y (Strategos), Smyrna, 510.

AIA lAAION, Ilium, 473.

AIA OAYMTTION, Prusa ad Olympum,
444.

AIAPAXMON, Ephesus, 498; Ehodus,
542.

AIAYMEIA, Miletus, 505.

A I AYM EY Z, Miletus, 505.

AIAn,Tyrus, 676.

AIKAIOZYNH, Alexandria, 721.

AIKTYNNA KPHTHN, Crete, 384.

AIKTYNNA ZEBAZTH, Crete, 384.

AlO or A = Diobol, Corinth, 336, 337.

AIOAOTOY ZnTHPOZ.Agathoclesof
Bactria, 704 ;

Antimachus of Bactria, 704.

AlOKAHZ TO AEY and TO TPI,
Athens, 324.

AIONYZIA, Adana, 59S.

A I ON YZ I A TTYei A, Nicaea, 443.

AIONYZON KT I ZTHN, Nicaea, 443.

AIONYZOZ, Nysa, 552.

AIONYZOZ KTIZTHZ, Tium. 444.
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AIONYSOY SnTHPOZ, Maroneia,

217.

AIOZ, Locri Epizephyrii, 88.

AIOZ AnOY, Tripolis, 674.

AlOS ArOPAlOY, Nicaea, 443.

AIOZ rONAlOY, Tralles, 555.

AIOZ EAEYeEPlOY, Syracuse, 160.

A I OS EAAANIOY, Syracuse, 160.

AlOS KATAIBATOY or KATEBA-
TOY, Cyrrhus, 654.

AIOZ AAPAZIOY, Tralles, 555.

AIOZ AITAIOY, Nicaea, 443.

AIOZ MEZ, Mamertini, 136.

AlOI OAYMTTIOY, Hipponium, 85;
Alexandria, 719-

AI[OZ] ZOAYMEn[Z], Termessus,

594-

AIOZ inTHPOZ, Agrigentum,io8.

AlOI TAPIEHN, Tarsus, 618.

AIOIKOPOI, Tarentum, 47.

AIXAAKON, Chios, 514.

A I n N 1
, Zacvnthus, 360.

AOTMATI ZYNKAHTOY, Laodiceia,

566.

AOKI MOS, Docimium, 562.

AOYZ A P I A
, Adi-aa, 686

; Bostra, 686.

A P A X M A , Byzantium, 231.

AP AX MH, Melos, 415 ; Ephesus, 498.

AYN AMIZ, Alexandria, 721.

AYn AIIAPIA.Chios, 514.

AflPEA, Side, 587; Aegae, 598; Mopsus,
608.

AnPEA ZITOY, Tarsus, 618.

E.

E (the Delphic E I ), Delphi, 290.

E (Hemiobol), Mantineia, 376 ; Pallantium,
378; Tegea, 380.

EEE (Trihemiobol), Heraea, 375; Tegea,
380.

EBPOZ, Philippopolis, 245.

Er AlAYMnN I EPH, Miletus, 504.

EeNAPXOY HPHAOY, Herod Aiche-
laus, 683.

El AOZ, Ilium, 473.

EIPHNH, Nysa, 552 ; Alexandria, 721.

EIPHNH AOKPnN, Locri Epizephyrii,

EIPHNH ZEBAZTH, Magnesia ad Sipy-
lum, 551.

ElZ eANATOYZ KYPIOY, Caesareia

Cappadociae, 633.

ElZIZ ZYPinN.Syros, 420.
E I n, Gaza, 680.

EinNnN.Teos, 512.

EKTnP, Ilium, 473.

EAEYGEPEI A, Alexandria, 721.

EAEY9EPI A, Thessalonica, 213; Corcyra,
277 ; Cyzicus, 452.

EAEYeEPIOZ, Metapontum, 64.

EAAA[Z], Larissa, 253, 255; Pherae,
261.

EATTIZ, Alexandria, 721.

EAYI'A, Aspendus, 582.

E M I N A K O, (uncertain,) 233.

EN KOAPirAIZOPOiZ KIAIKHN,
Tarsus, 617.

ENMONIAEIA, Magnesia ad Sipylum,
;i.

HEiAZ.Segesta, 146.

Eni APXONTnN THN HEPI ME-
NEZGEA IZOBOYNON, Aphrodi-

slO.

Eni APX nPYTANEI EOIKPATOY
B, Aegiale Amorgi, (Note i,) 432.

Eni AHMHTPOZ TO B, Byzantium,
232.

ErriAHMIA B ZEYHPOY, Perinthus,

EniMEAHTHZ nANAGHNAinN,
^lastaura, 551.

ETTINEIKI A. Tarsus, 617.

EniNElKiOZ, Laodiceia Phr., 566.

ETTTAKnAA, Egypt, 723.

EPinN,Thclpusa, 38 2.

EPMHZ KTIZAZ THN nOAiN,
Amasia, 424.

EPMHZ ZYPinN,Syros, 420.

E PM O Z, Cyme, 479 ; Temnus, 482 ; Smyrna,
510; liagis, 548; Magnesia ad Sipylum,
551 ; Saettae, 552 ; Sardes, 553; Silandus,

553 ; Tabala, 554; Cadi, 560.

EPYKAIIB, Er3^, 120.

ETOYZ lEPOY, Caesareia Cap., 633.

ETOYZ NEOY lEPOY, Antiochia Sy-
riae, 657.

EYr AMI A, Alexandria, 721.

EY6 H N I A , Alexandria, 722.

EYGYAHMOY GEOY, Agathocles of

Bactria, 704.

EYKAEI A, Corcyra, 277.

EYNOM I A, Gela, 124; Corcyra, 277.

EYnOZIA or EYBOZIA, Hierapolis
Phr., 565.

EYPYMEAOZA, Selinus, 148.

EYPYME[AnN], Timbrias, 594.

EYR (?), Gortyna, 395.

EYPnnH, Tyrus, 676.

EYZEBEIAZ K AIZAPEI AZ,Caesareia
Cap., 633.

EYTYXEIZ KAIPOI, Laodiceia Phr.

566.

E<l>EZOZ, Cyzicus and Ephesus, 455.

E(l>OPnN, Lacedaemon, 365.

I
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r.

^^ANAH^AS nPEIlAI, Perga, 585.

FEAXANOZ, Phaestus, 401.

F 1 1 Z, Poseidonia, 67.

z.

ZAKYNeOI, Zacynthus, 359.

ZEYZ, Locri Epizephyrii, 86; Cos, 537 ;

Dioshieron, 549.

ZEYZ AKPAIOZ, Smyrna, 510.

ZEYZ APEIOZ,Iasus, 528.

ZEYZ AZEIZ, LaodiceiaPhr., 566.

ZEYZ BOZIOZ, HierapolisPhr., 565.

ZEYZ BOYAAIOZ, Mytilene, 488.

ZEYZ EAEYeEPIOZ, Aetna, 104;

Agyriura, 109; Alaesa, 110; Syracuse, 156

sq. ; Magnesia ad Sipylura, 551.

ZEYZ EAAANIOZ, Syracuse, 157.

ZEYZ EfllKOYPOZ, Alabanda,5i9.

ZEYZ EYPnMEYZ,Euromu8, 525,

ZEYZ lAAIOZ, Scepsis, 474.

ZEYZ KATTETnAKOZ], Antiochia ad

Maeandrum, 520.

ZEYZ KAniTHAIOZ, Alexandria, 719.

ZEYZ KAZIOZ, Corcyra, 277 ; Seleucia,

661.

ZEYZ KEAENEYZ,ApameiaPhr.,558.
ZEYZ KEPAYlslIOZ, Seleucia, 661.

ZEYZ KOPYct)AIOZ, Philadelphia, 552.

ZEYZ KPHTATENHZ, Crete, 384-

ZEYZ AAOAIKEYZ, Laodiceia Phr.,

566.

ZEYZ AAPAZIOZ,Tralles,555.
ZEYZ AYAIOZ, Cidramus, 523; Sardes,

553-

ZEYZ METAZ, Aegium, 348.

ZEYZ MHAIOZ, Nicaea, 443.

ZEYZ NEMEIOZ, Alexandria, 719.

ZEYZ OAYMniOZ,Ephesus, 498; An-
tiochia ad Maeandrum, 520; Briula, 548;

Maconia, 550.

ZEYZ nANAHMOZ, Synnada, 569.

ZEYZ nATPIOZ, Saettae, 552.

ZEYZ nOTHOZ, Dionysopolis, 562.

ZEYZ ZAPAniZ, Alexandria, 720.

ZEYZ ZEPAniZ, TripolisPhr., 570.

ZEYZ ZOAYMEYZ.Termessus, 594.

ZEYZ ZTPATHrOZ, Amastris, 433.

ZEYZ ZYPTAZTHZ, Tium, 444.

ZEYZ ZnTHP,Cyzicus, 454.

ZEYZ TPniOZ, HierapoIisPhr.,565.

ZEYZ (t)IAIOZ,Pergamum, 464.

ZIB, Panormus, 141.

ZMYPNAIOI THN nPI AM, Smyrna,
510.

ZMYPNAinN nPYTANElZ, Smyr-
na, 509.

I$OM (?),
Phocaea (?), 506.

H.

H (Hemiobol), Corinth, 336 ; Cranii, 358.

HE (Hemitetartemorion), Metapontum, 66.

H r EM O N I A, Perperene, 464.

HrOYMENOY, Marcianopolis, 235.

HAI A, Odessus, 236.

HAIA riYeiA, Emisa, 659.

HAIOZ, Briula, 548; India, 710.

HAIOZ ZAP ATT I Z, Alexandria, 719, 720.

HAIOZ ZEBAZTOZ, Tralles, 555.

HAIOZ, ZEAHNH, Tripolis, 674.

HAIOZEIPOZ, Chalcis ad Belum, 655.

HMIOBEAIN, Aegiuni, 348.

HMYZY AZZAPION, Chios, 514-

HP A, Chalcis Euboeae, 305; Elis, 354;

Dioshieron, 549.

HP A APTEIA, Alexandria, 719.

HPAIA, Argos, 368.

HPAKIAO, India, 7x0.

HPAKAEIA OAYMmA,Tyrus, 676.

HPAKAEIA riYeiA, Perinthus, 232.

HPAKAEION, Philadelphia Dec, 665.

HPAKAEITOZ, Ephesus, 498.

HPAKAEOYZ KTIZTOY, Cius, 440.

HPAKAEOYZ ZHTHPOZ, Thasos,

229 ; Thrace, 243.

HP AZ, Magnesia ad Sipylum, 551.

HPHZ,Samos, 517.

HPOAOTOZ, Halicarnassus, 527.

HPn, Abydus, 469.

HPaZ ANTINOOZ, Saia, 568.

H TOlYZ] KAnOYZ EXOYZA(?)Ter-
messus, 594.

Hn, Alexandria, 719.

e.

GAPPArOPAZ, Metapontum, 65.

eAZION HflElPO, Philippi, 192, 228.

GEA AH MHT[HP], Nicaea, 443.

G E A IAEA, Pessinus, 630.

GEA KAAZOMENH, Clazomenae, 492.

GEA PriMH, Pergamum, 464; Smyrna,

510; Stratoniceia Cariae, 530; Gordus

Julia, 549 ; Hermocapelia, 550 ; Mosteni,

551; Sardes, 553; Acmonia, 556; Aezani,

556 ; Amorium, 557 ; Ancyra, 557 ; Syn-

nada, 569 ; Temenothyrae, 569.

GEA ZIBYAAA, Erythrae, 499.

GEA YTEI A, Nicaea, 443.

GEAN PnMHN,Cilbiani, 549; Magnesia
ad Sipylum, 531.

GEAZ ZYPIAZ, Hieropolis Cyrrhesticae,

654.
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eEBH[ON], Thebes, 297.

GEZI, GEZA, eEZAE(?), Etruria, 12.

G E M I A, Corycns Cil., 602.

G E M I A E Z, Syedra Cil., 61 2.

G E M I A Z, Aspendus Pam., 583.

G EM I Z, Palaeopolis Pis., 591.

GEOrAM I A, Corycus, 602
; Tarsus, 617.

GEOrAMIA OIKOYMENIKA, Nysa,
552.

GEOAOTOI EnOEI,Clazomenae, 491.

GEOI AKPAIOI,Mytilene, 4S8.

GEOl ZYPIAZ, Hieropolis Cyrrhesticae,

654-

GEON ZYNKAHTON, Apollonis, 548;
Gordus Julia, 549 ; Magnesia ad Sipylum,
551 ; Mosteni, 551 ; Nacrasa, 551; Ancyra,
557 ; Blaundus, 560.

GEO! AMMaN, Mytilene, 488.

GEO! OAYMfTIOZ, Nicomedia, 444.

GEOZ SYNKAHTOZ.StratoniceiaCar.,
530 ;

Aezani Phr., 556.

GEOY EYXAPIZTIA,Axum, 725.

GEOY METAAOY OAH[ZITnN],
Odessus, 236.

GEOY TPA[IANOYj,Selinus, 610.

GEO(t)ANHZ GEOZ, Mytilene, 488.

GEn MAPiNn, Phiiippopoiis, 687.

GEn ZHTHPI K GEn TEAEZ-
(J)OPn, AegaeCil., 598.

GEn TEAEZ0OPn, Nicaea, 443.

GEflN,Ptolemy II, 713.

GEHN KABEIPnN ZYPinN, Syros,

420.

GHBA, Adramyteum, 447.

GHBE (?), Tyrus, 676.

GHBH AAPAMYTHNnN, Adramy-
teum, 447.

GHPA, Corcyra, 277.

GHZEA, Nicaea, 443.

GY, Olbia, 233.

!.

lAZOZ KTIZTHZ, lasus, 528.

I ATON, Himera, 126 sq.

I AH, Scamandria, 474 ; Scepsis, 474.

I EPA AnHNH, Epliesus,498.

I EPA AZYAOZ. See Index IV.

I EPA BOYAH, Antiochia ad Maeandrum,
520; Aphrodisias, 520; Bargasa, 521 ;

Tra-

pezopolis, 533 ; Bagis, 548 ; Saettae, 552 ;

Acmonia, 556 ; Aezani, 556 ; Amorium,
557 ; Apameia, 558 ; Cadi, 560; Dionyso-

polis, 562 ; Grimenothyrae, 564 ; Hyrgalea,

565 ; Stectorium, 569 ; Tripolis, 570.

I EPA TEPOYZI A, Antiochia ad Maean-

drum, 520.

lEPA OIKOYMENIKA, Adana, 598.

I EPA ZYISIKAHTOZ, Alabanda, 519;
Antiochia ad Maeandrum, 520; Aphro-
disias, 520; Harpasa, 527; Sebastopolis,

530; Stratoniceia, 530; Trapezopolis, 533;
Acrasus, 547 ; Apollonis, 548 ; ApoUonos
Hieron., 54S ; Attalia, 548 ; Aureliopolis, 548 ;

Cilbiani, 549 ; Daldis, 549 ;
Gordus Julia,

549; Hermocapelia, 550; Hyrcanis, 550;
Maeonia, 550 ; Magnesia ad Sipylum, 551 ;

Mastaura, 551 ; Nacrasa, 551 ; Nysa, 552 ;

Philadelphia, 552 ; Saettae, 552 ; Sardes,

553; Thyateira, 554 ; Tomara, 554 ;
Trailes,

555.—Aezani, 556 ; Amorium, 557 ;
An-

cyra, 657; Blaundus, 560; Cadi, 560; Ci-

byra, 561 ; Docimium, 562 ; Eumenia, 564 ;

Hierapolis, 564; Prymnessus, 56S; Sala, 568;

Synnada, 569 ; Temenothyrae, 569 ;
Tiberio-

polis, S70 ; Tripolis, ^'jo.

lEPEYZ AIONYZOY, Dionysopolis,
562.

lEPH ZYNKAHTOZ, Hierocaesareia,

550 ; Hypaepa, 550.

I EPOZ, Perga, 585 ; Side, 5S7.

lEPOZ AHMOZ, Aphrodisias, 520 ; Taba,
532 ; Bagis, 54S ; Magnesia ad Sipylum,
551 ; IValles, 555.

—Acmonia, 556 ; Aezani,

556 ; Cadi, 560.

I EPOZ OAYMTTIKOZ, Anazarbus, 599.

lEPOZ OAYMniOZ OIKOYME-
N I KOZ, Aspendus, 5S3.

I GriM, :Messene, 362.

lAION, PHMH, Ilium, 473.

IMBPAZOZ, Samos, 518.

I MEPA, Himera, 126.

I. O. M. H., Heliopolis, 663.

lOAAA, Adramyteum, 447.

IONlO[Z], Issa(?), 268.

lOYAAIAZ EAAHKYIAZ, Judaea,

684.

lOY. nPOKAAN HPni A A, Mytilene,
488.m TT A P I Z, Camarina, 113.

Inn A P X O Z, Nicaea, 443.

innOKPATHZ, Cos, 537.

innON BPOTOnOAA, Nicaea, 443.

innOYPIOZ, Blaundus, 559.

innO<J>OP AZ, Apollonia Pis., 589.

IPYKAIIB, Eryx,i20.

IZGM[IA] nYGIA [?IZOnYGIA],
Nicaea, 443.

IZOFFYGIA, Ancyra, 629.

I ZT I A I A, Histiaea, 308.

I fl Nn N , Ionia, 490.

inNnN TON KTIZTHN, Perinthus,

232.

K.

K ABE I PI A, Thessalonica, 213.

KABEIPIA EniNElKIA, Thessalonica,

213.

I
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K ABE I PI A riYeiA, Thessalonica, 213.

K A B E I P O S , Thessalonica, 213.

K ABHPaN, Cabeira, 425.

KABIPnN ZYPI,Syros, 420.

KAAMH, Priene, 508.

KAA/V\OZ,Tyrus, 676.

K A Z A N H Z, Themisonium, 569.

K A I K O Z , Pergamum, 464 ; Stratoniceia ad

Caicam, 466 ; Acrasus, 547.

KAINON, Alaesa, no.

KAIZAPI ZEBAZTH KPHTEZ,Gor-
tyna, 3()6.

K A A EnN , Smyrna, 5 1 o.

KAAAEI KAI MErEGEI, Smyrna,
510.

KAAAIPO A, Stratus, 281.

KAMAPEITHZ, Nysa, 552.

K AM A P I N A, Camarina, 113.

KAMnANOM, HAMnANOM,
KAnrTANOM, Capua, 27.

KAMffANnN, Entella, 120; Nacona,
130-

K AFTETnAI A, Aphrodisias, 520.

K ATTPOZ, Laodiceia Phr., 566.

K A P I A, Laodiceia Phr., 566.

K A P M E I O Z, Hadrianopolis Phr., 564.

KAYZTPOZ, Ephesus, 498; Dioshieron,

549 ; Hypaepa, 550.

K E A A I N O Z, Apameia Phr., 558.

KENAPEIZEIA TTYeiA, Philippopolis,

245.

KENAPEZIA.Nicaea, 443.

KEZTPOZ, Sagalassus, 59a.

KEOAAOZ, Pale, 358.

K H T E I O Z, Pergamum, 464.

KIMAPA.Himera, 127.

KIZZIOZ, Alabanda, 519.

K I ZZOZ, Tomara, 554.

K A A A E A Z, Ephesus, 498.

K A A P I Z , Colophon, 494.

KOINA AZI A, Laodiceia Phr., 566.

KOINA nONTOY, Neocaesareia, 426.

KOI NOBOYA!ON,Anazarbus, 529; Tar-

sus, 618.

KOINOI and KOINON KIAIKIAZ,
Tarsus, 617.

K O I N O N , Cyrenaica, 732.

KOINON AZIAZ, Sardes,553.

KOINON TAAAinN, Ancyra, 629.

KOINON EcbEZinN. Ephesus, 498.

KOINON GEZZAAnN, Thessaly,

264.

KOINON GPAKnN, Philippopolis, 245.

KOINON ir noAEnN, Ionia, 490.

KOINON KPHTHN, Crete, 3«4; Cy-
donia, 393.

KOINON KYnPinN,Cyprus,62 7.

3

KOINON AAAAZinN KAI KEN-
NATnN,Lalassis, 605.

KOINON AEZBinN,Mytilene, 488.

KOINON AYKAONIAZ, Barata, 595;
Dalisandus, 595 ; Derbe, 595 ; Hyde, 595 ;

Ilistra, 596 ; Laranda, 596 ; Savatra, 596.

KOINON (t)OlNlKHZ, Tyrus, 676.

KOINON CJjPYriAZ, Apameia Phr.,

557-

KOINOZ ZEOYHPIOZ cDlAAAEA-
<t>IOZ, Caesareia Cap., 633.

KOINOZ TnN r EHAPXEinN,
IZAYPIA, KAPIA, AYKAONiA.
Ttrsus, 617.

KOATTOI, Magnesia, 502.

KOMOAEIA, Nicaea, 443; Laodiceia,

566.

KOMOAEIOZ, Tarsus, 617.

KOMOAOY BAZIAEYONTOZ O
KOZMOZ EYTYXEI, Kicaea, 443;
Caesareia Cap., 633.

KOPA! A, Tarsus, 617.

KOPAIA AKTIA, Sardes, 553.

KOPAZ, Syracuse, 159.

KOPH, Attalia, 548; Nysa, 552.

KOPH ZHTEIPA.Cyzicus, 454-

KOPHZOZ, Ephesus, 498.

KOPKYPA,.Corcyra, 277.

KOPOl ZEBAZTOI,Tarsus,6i8.
KOPnN I Z, Pergamum, 464.

KOTYOZ XAPAKTHP, Cotys, 240, 243.

K P A 9 1 Z, Pandosia, 90.

K PATHZ I Z, Alexandria, 722.

KPHGHIZ, CjTne, 479.

KPHTAPXAZ, Crete, 384.

KPONOZ, Himera, 127.

KPnMNA, Cromna, 433.

KTIZTHZ, Cius, 439-

KYANOZ, Tarsus, 618.

KYAnN, Cydonia, 391 sq.

KYZI KOZ, Cyzicus, 454 sq.

K YTT A P I Z Z I A, Lacedaemon, 364.

KYTTPIZ, Corcyra, 277.

KYPANAIOI niOAEMAin, Cyrene,

731-

KYPZA,Odessus, 235, 236.

KY^EAn Tn ci)|AnN,Barce, 734-

KHMOZ, Corcyra, 277.

A, Himera, 125.

A Al PBHNOZ, Hierapolis Phr., 565.

AAONIKA, Corcyra, 277.

AEANAPOZ, Abydus,46Q.

AEZBnNAi HPnZ NEOZ,Mytilene,
488.

D
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AEZBnNAI cDlAOZOcDOZ, Myti-
lene, 488.

AEYK AZn I Z, Syracuse, 154.

AEYKinnOZ, Metapontum, 64.

AEYKOcl)PYNH, Magnesia, 502.

AEYKO<t)PYZ, Magnesia, 502.

AHenN or AHTnN, Euesperides, 734.

AHTn, Tripolis Phr., 570.

AHTflEI A, Hierapolis Phr., 564.

AHTHEIA TTYG I A, Tripolis Phr., 570.

AIMYPOZ, Limyra, 677.

AIT[PA], Agrigentum, 105.

APOOAZTTO, India, 710.

AYAIOZ, Tralles, 555.

AYK, Metapontum, 65.

AYKIOZ ZnZnN,Themisomum, 569.

AYKOZ, Laodiceia Phr., 566.

AYKOYPrOZ, Lacedaemon, 365.

AYKnN,Croton, 84.

M.

MAAZHNO, India, 710.

MAIANAPOZ, Antiochia Car., 520;

Apameia Phr., 558 ; Ti-ipolis Phr., 570.

MAKEAONnN nPHTHZ, Amphi-
polis, 191, 208.

MAKEAONnN
salonica, 209, 213.

MAKEAONnN
don, 209.

MANAOBArO, India, 710.

MAO, India, 710.

MAPNA, Gaza, 680.

M A P N A Z, Ephesus, 498.

M APZYAZ, Apameia Phr., 558.

MEAN APOZ, Dionysopolis, 562.

MEIAHTOZ, Miletus, 505.

M E I N n, Gaza, 680.

MEIPO, India, 710.

M E AHZ, Amastris, 433 ; Smyrna, 510.

MEAI (MeA.(T€i5s?), Athens, 323.

MENEZGEYZ KTIZTHZ, Elaea, 480.

MENETYZ EAY^A, Aspendus, 582.

MEZMA, Mesma, 89.

M E Z Z A N A, Messana, 134 sq.

M H N , Laodiceia ad Libanum, 663.

MHN AZKHNOZ, Sardes, 653.

MHN KAPOY, Attuda, 559.

MHTHP eEnN,Briula, 548.

MHTPOZ, Tityassus, 594.

MHTPOZ GEnN nEZZlNEAZ,
Pessinus, 630.

MIAAZ BAZIAEYZ, Cadi, 660.

M 1 A AZ, Prymnessus, 568.

M I N nZ, Cnossus, 389.

AEYTEPAZ, Thes-

TETAPTHZ, Mace-

MONHTA, Alexandria, 722.

MOPZYNOZ, Antiochia ad Maeandrum,
520; Aphrodisias, 520.

MOYZHZ OPZOBAPIOZ, Cius,44o.

MOS'OZ, Hierapolis Phr., 666-

MYZTIKOZ, Side, 587.

N.

NANA, India,'7io.

NANA P A O, India, 710.

NAN A I A, India, 710.

N AYM AX I A, Gadara, 665.

NAYZIKAAN HPniAA, Mytilene,

4S8.

NEIKH ZE B A ZT[OY], Alexandria, 719.

NEIKOMAXIZ, Mytilene, 488.

NEMEI A, Argos, 368.

NEMEIA HPAIA, Argos, 368.

NEMEZIZ,Tium, 444.

NEO ATAGOAAIMnN, Alexandria,

720.

NEOTHZ, Corcyra, 277.

NEPnNi AnOAAnNi KTIZTH,
Kicopolis Epiri, 266.

NEPnNi AHMOZin HATPnNl
EAAA AOZ, Nicopolis Epiri, 266.

NEYANTOZ EHOEI, Cydonia, 391.

NIK A, Metapontum, 65 ; Hipponium, 85;
Terina, 97; Himera, 127; Corcyra, 277;
Cnossus, 391.

N I AOZ, Alexandria, 720.

NOMO(t)YAAKEZ, Lacedaemon, 365.

NYM[<t)HrETHZ] (?), Hipponium, 85.

NnE, Apameia Phr., 558.

i A N G Z, Germanicopolis, 433 ; Cyme,
479-

iENAPXOY, Seleucia ad Calycadnum,
610.

IENO(l)nN,Cos, 637-

OAAO, India, 710.

OANINAA, India, 710.

O BOAOZ, Metapontum, 66; Chios, 514.

O B [P I M A Z], Apameia Phr., 558.

OAYO BOY ZAKAMA,'Jndia, 710.

OIKIZTAZ, Croton, 81,83.

OIKOYMENIKOZ, Attalia, 583; Side,

587 ; Mopsus, 60S
; Tarsus, 617.

OKPO, India, 710.

OA, Pliarzoius, 245.

OABIO, Scilurus, 245.

OABOZ, Diocaesareia, 602.

I

il

I

it
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OAY(?), (uncertain), 407.

OAYMTTI A, Thessalonica, 213; Elisi, 356;
Cyzicus, 454; Magnesia Lyd., 551 ; Tralles,

555 ; Tarsus, 617.

oAYMniA AvroYZTEiA nveiA,
Tralles, 555.

OAYMnfA OIKOYMENIKA, Ephe-
sus, 498 ; Side, 587.

OAYMfTIA riYeiA, Pergamum, 464;
Taba, 532.

OAYMfTIAAOZ, Macedon, 211.

OAYMTTIKON, Elis, 354 ;
Caesareia Ger-

manica Bitb., 653.

OMHPOZ, Amastris, 433; Nicaea, 443;
Cyme, 479 ; Smyrna, 510; Cbios, 515.

OMHPOY, los,4i4.

O M O N O I A, Metapontum, 64 ; Alexandria,
722 ;

also on alliance coins jxtssim.

OMONOIA ZTPATIAZ, Caesareia

Cap., 633.

OnAO<t)YAAI, Smyrna, 510.

OP[rAZ], Apameia Pbr., 558.

OPAATNO, India, 710.

OPTYrOeHP A, Tarsus, 618.

OZTIAIOZ MAPKEAAOZ O lE-

PEYZ TOY ANTINOOY TOIZ
AXAIOZ (or KOPlNeinN) ANE-
6 H K E N , Acbaia, 353.

O Y I A P Z, Prostanna, 591 .

n.

TTAAArK AIOZ, Agyrium, 109.

nAAAAZ, Corcyra, 277.

riAAAAZ AGHNH, Tarsus, 618.

TTAN, IMessana, 135.

TTANAeHNAIA, Synnada, 569.

n A N A I N A, Hipponium, 85 ; Terina, 98.

n A N A O Z I A, Pandosia, 90.

n A N I n N I A, Smyrna, 510.

riANinNlA TTYeiA, Miletus, 505.

FFANinNlON.Epbesus, 498.

nANKPATIAHZ, Mytilene, 488.

TTANOPMOZ, Panormus, 141.

n A P E N I O Z, Amastris, 433 ; Nocolea, 567.

HATHP TTATPIAOZ, Alexandria, 721.

nATPOKAOZ, llium,473.

TTATPnOZ, Nysa, 552.

nA<t)|H, Sardes, 553.

FTEiaN Ect)EZinN, Epbesus, 498.

riEAOS'.Himera, 126.

FFEAnPI AZ, Messana, 135.

FT E N , Agrigentum, 105 .

HEPTAMOZ KTIZTHZ, Pergamum,
464.

TTEPIOAOZ AEKATH, Alexandria, 718.

n E P Z I K H, Hierocaesareia, 550.

riEPZIZ, Docimium, 562.

riHrAI, Damascus, 662.

FTHrH, Pbiladelpbia, 552.

nnrH zoyniaz, soii, 612.

n I A A Z Z, Hyrcanis, 550.

TTIZTIZ, Locri Epizephyrii, 88; Comma-
gene, 653.

nAOYZIAZ YnATHAZ,Temnus,482.
nAOYTOAOrHZ, Nysa, 552.

TTOIMANAPOZ, Tanagra, 295.

no I MHZ, Poemaninum, 465.

TTOAI Z, Prostanna, 591 ; Atusa, 690.

TTOAXOZ, Cnossus, 391,

TTOZEIAAN, Messana, 136.

nOZEIAHN AZct)AAEIOZ, Khodus,
542.

nOZEIAHN IZ0MIOZ, Alexandria,

719.

nPIAMOZ, Ilium, 473.

TTPONOI A, Alexandria, 722.

nPON[OIA] ZTPATIAZ, Caesareia

Cap., 633.

nPriT A, Corcyra, 277.

nPHTA KOINA THZ AZIAZ,
Smyrna, £;io.

niOAIOIKOZ, niOAIOITOZ, Ap-
tera, 386.

*

TTYe aVoPHZ, Nicaea, 443 ; Samos, 518.

TTY6IA, Thessalonica, 213; Delpbi, 290;
Aphrodisias, 520 ; Tralles, 555 ; Cibj'ra,

561 ; Hierapolis, 564 ; Laodiceia, 566 ;
Per-

ga, 585.

TTYeiA OAYMTTI A, Thyateira, 554;
Tralles, 555.

TTYei OZ, Tralles, 555 ; Side, 587.

TTYPAMOZ, Aegae, 598 ; Mopsus, 608.

PAO PHOPO, India, 710.

PEflN, Hipponium, 85.

PHTMA, Limyra,577.

PinM, India, 710.

P. M. A., Philadelphia Decap., 665.

POAIOI YHEP TnN ZEBAZTHN,
Rbodus, 542.

POAIOZ, Dardanus, 472.

POAOTTH,Pbilippopolis, 245.

PYNAAKOZ, Apollonia ad Ehyndacum,
44S.

PfiM A, Locri Epizephyrii, 88.

PHM A I nN N I KHN, Nicaea, 443.

PriM AZ, Gortyna, 396.

PHMH, Amisus, 425; Bithynium, 437;
Ilium, 473; Cotiaeum, 561; Sjoiaus, 569 ;

Alexandria, 721.

PnMHN MHTPOnOAlN, Nicomedia,

443-

3 D 3
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Z A r A P I Z, Nicaea, 443.

ZAABAKOZ, Apollonia Salbace Car., 521.

ZAAHNH, India, 710.

ZAMIZOHZ, Amisu3, 425.

ZAn*n, Eresus, 4S6.

lAntDn, ZA(t)(Dn, zacdoyz, or

S^ATT^n, Mytilene, 488.

ZAPATTIZ, Alexandria, 719, 720.

ZAPATTO, India, 710.

ZAP An, Tium, 444.

ZAPAn I, Tauromcnium (?), 165.

ZE B A ZM I A, Anazarbus, 599.

ZEBAZMIA OAYMTTIA, Damascus,
662.

ZEBAZTA KAIZAPH A, Metropolis Ion.,

502.

ZEBAZTOY KTIZMA.NicopolisEpiri,
272.

ZEBAZTOdJOPOZ, Alexandria, 721.

ZEBAZTHN OMONOIA, Soli, 612.

ZEBHPEIA,Sardes, 553.

ZEBHPEIA MErAAA,Nicomedia,444.
ZEBHPEIA NYMct)|A, Anchialus, 236.

ZEFEZTAII A, Segesta, 145.

ZEFEZTAIIB, Segesta, 144.

ZETEZTAII BE Ml, Segesta, 144.

Z E I A A, Poseidonia, 67.

ZEITOZ, Tarsus, 618.

Z E A E I hi O Z , Pergamum, 464.

ZEAINOZ, Selinus, 147.

ZENAPOZ, Sebaste Phr., 568.

ZEIZTON HPn A, Mytilene, 438.

ZEOYHPEIA cDIAAAEAOEIA, Ni-

caea, 443.

ZEOYHPIA NEMAI A, Anchialus, 236.

ZEYHPEIA, Tarsus, 617.

ZEYHPEIA TTPnTA, Perinthus, 232.

ZEYHPOY BAZIAEYONTOZ O
KOZMOZ EYTYXEI MAKAPIOI
Kl ANOI,Cius, 440.

ZEYeA APrYPION,SeuthesI, 240.

ZEYGA KOMMA.Seuthes I, 240.

ZHM AZI A, Alexandria, 722.

ZlAnNOZ eEAZ, Sidon, 673.

Z I K E A 1 A, Alaesa, 1 10.

ZirTYAHNH, Smyrna, 510.

ZITTYAOZ, Magnesia Lyd., 551.

ZKAMANAPOZ, Alexandria Trcas, 470 ;

Ilium, 473.

ZKANAO KOMAPO, India, 710.

Z M A P A ., Phocaea, 508.

ZM YPN A, Smyrna, 510.

ZOAYMOZ, Termeasus, 594.

ZOZinOAIZ, Gela, 122/

ZOTEP, Galaria, 1 21.

ZFTAPTH, Lacedaemon, 365.

ZTA[(J)YAOZ(?:], Antiochus VI. Syr.,

644.

ZTAXYZ, Pautalia, 244.

ZTOAOZ, Nicomedia, 444.

ZTPATONEIKIA, Stratoniceia ad Cai-

cum, 466.

ZT PYMn N , Pautalia, 244.

ZYM MAX IKON, Alaesa, no.

ZYN, Epliesus, 495; Sanios, 516; Cnidus,
524; lasus, 528; Ilhodus, 540.

ZYNAPXIA, Antiochia ad Maeandrum,
520.

ZYN K AHTOZ, Orthosia, 530 ; Bagis, 548 ;

Nysa, 552; Tabala, 554; Alia, 556; Coti-

aeuni, 561 ; Laodiceia Phr., 566 ; Sebaste,

568 ; Synaus, s^ig, etc.

ZYNKAHTn KPHTEZ, Axus, 388;
( 'ydolii;!, 393.

ZYPAKOZioi XII, Syracuse, 162.

ZYPAKOZIOI TEAHNOZ XII,Syra-
ciise, 162.

ZYPAKOZIOI :»X 1 1 1, Syracuse, 164.

ZnZnN, Antiochia ad Maeandrum, 520.

ZnZITTOAIZ, Gela, 122.

ZriTElPA, Hipponium, 85; Agrigentum,
108; Syracuse, 156, 159, 160; Corcyra,
277 ; Cyzicus, 453 ; Apameia Phr., 558.

ZHTHPEZ, Tyndaris, 166.

ZriTHPI A.Metapontum, 65.

T T T (Tritetartemorion), Cranii, 358 ;
Ar-

gos, 367 ; Mantineia, 376.

TAAnN, Phaestus, 402,

TAN KPHTATENHZ, Hierapytna, 397,
398 ; Polyrhenium, 403.

TAPANTI NnN HM I , Tarentum, 48.

TE (Tetartemorion), Metapontum, 66.

TEIOZ, Tium, 444.

TEAMIZEYZ, Halicarnassus, 527.

T E M B P I Z, Midaeum, 567.

TEPINA, Terina, 97.

TEPM., Phocaea, 508.

TETPAPXHZANTOZ TOY KAI
APX I EPEnZ, Ptolemy Mennaei f., 655.

TETPAPXOY, Ptol. Mennaei f., 655; Ar-
chelaus (?), 655.

TETPAPXOY HPHAOY, Herod Anti-

pas, 677, 6S3.

TETPAPXOY 0IAinnOY, HerodPhi-
lip II, 683.

TETPAPXOY KAI APXIEPEHZ,
Lysanias I, 655 ; Zenodorus, 663.

TETPAXAAKON, Chios, 514.'

THMENOZ KTIZTHZ, Temenothyrae,
569-

I

I
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T H M N O Z, Temnus, 482.

TIBEPIS OMONOIA, Alexandria, 721.
TIMEAHZ, Aphrodisias, 520; Heracleia

Salbace Car., 527.

TIOYAOZ (?), Prostanna,59i.

TIZNAIOZ, Tisiia,482.

TIZYPOI (?), Gortyna, 394.

TITNAIOZ, Aegae, 478.

TMn, TMHAOZ, Aureliopolis, 548;
Sardes, 553 ; Tmolus, 554.

TOIZ APKAZI, Arcadia, 373.
TOIZ AXAIOIZ ANEGHKEN,

Acliaia, 353.

TO KOINON I nNnN, Colophon, 494.TOMOZ KTIZTHZ,Tomi, 235.
TOMOY HPnOZ.Tomi, 235.

TONZOZ, Hadrianopolis, 244.

TON KTI ZTAN, Heracleia Bith., 442.
TON KTIZTHN,Cyzicus,454;Midaeum,

TON ZHTHPA [AZKAHniON],
Tiuiii, 444.

TOPPHZOZ, HierapolisPhr., 565.
TOYTO APEZH TH XnPA, Axum,

TPAIANOZ AYTOKPATHP EAH-
KEN, iJiocaesareia Hepphoris, 677.

TPAIANOZ ZnTHP nOAEnZ, Ni-
copolis Epiri, 272.

TPI (Trias ?), Croton, 84.

TPI (Trihemiobol), Cranii, 358.
TPI A, Delos, 413.

TPI A AZZAPIA,Chio,s5i4.
TPIH (Trihemiobol), Corinth, 336.

TPIZ NEHKOPnN KAI THZ AP-
T E M I A O Z, Ephesus, 498.

TPIXAAKON, Chios, 514. ,.

T Y, Himera, 125.

TYNAAPIZ,'Tyndaris, 166.

TYNTENON, Macedon, 178.

TYXH, Melos, 415; Smyrna, 510; Tralles,
555 ; Gabala, 659 ; Laodiceia ad Libanum,
663 ; Philadelphia Decap., 665 ; Bostra,
6S6.

TYXH AAPAHNnN,Adraa,686.
TYXH nOAEnZ, Attaea, 449.
TYXH ZEBAZT[OY], Alexandria, 719.
TYXH TAPZOY, Tarsus, 6i 8.

Y.

YFEIA KAI AZKAHnin, Nicaea, 443.
HYr I E I A, Metapontum, 64.

YriEIA, Cos, 537.

YIOZ AcDPOAIZIEnN, Aphrodisias,
520.

YIOZ nOAEnZ,Attuda,559;Cotiaeum,
561.

YAA, Himera, 125.

YAAOZ, Saettae, 552,
YAO (?), (uncertain,) 407.
YOEP NIKHZ PHMAinN, Edessa

Mesop., 6S9.

YnEP NIKHZ THN KYPIHN, Edessa
Mesop., 6S9.

YnEP NIKHZ THN ZEBAZTHN,
Edessa Mesop., 689.

YTTIOZ, Prusias ad Hypium, 444.

HYYAZ, Selinus, 148.

0.

<t)AIZTION TO nAIMA, Phaestus,
400.

(IjAM A, Coreyra, 277.

OANOZ EMI ZHMA,Halicarnassus(?),
240, 526.

(t)APPO, India, 710.

(l>EPAIMnN,Messana, 135.

06 I AZ, Pyrrhus Epiri Eex, 274.

0IAAAEA(I)EI A, Pennthus, 232; Sardes,
553-

0IAAAEAc!)|A,Eumenia, 563.

<J>INAI0Z, Kicopolis Epiri, 272.
1 T T A K O Z, Mytilene, 488.

4)PYri A, Laodiceia Phr., 566.

<i)nZ0OPOZ, Coreyra, 277.

X.

X A A K III, Apollonia ad Ehyndacum, 448.
X P HZM O Z, Limyra Lyciae, 577.

XPYZANeElNA, Sardes, 553.

XPYZANTINA, HierapolisPhr., 564.

XPYZOPOA, Damascus, 662.

XPYZOPOAZ, Hierapolis Phr., 5 65 ; Leu-
cas Coelesyriae, 663.

XPYZOZ, Pautalia, 244.

"f H cj) I Z A M E N Y, Stratoniceia, 531.

n.

riKEANOZ, Ephesus, 498; Tyrus, 676;
Alexandria, 720.

nPAAAATIAOZ BAZIAEHZ AY-
KOMHAOY GYPATPOZ, Cius,44o.

nPON, India, 710.
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(/3) Latin, Etruscan, etc.

A.

ACTIA DVSARIA, Germa, 630, see

Corrigenda ; Bostra, 686.

AETERNVM BENEFICIVM, Sidon,

673-

A N T H I O S, Antiochia Pis., 589.

APOLLINI CLARI, Apameia Bith., 437.

APOLLINI PROPVLAEO, Cremna,

59°-

CERT. SACR. CAP. OECV. ISE-
LASTI. HEL., Heliopolis, 663.

CERT.SAC.PER.OECVME.ISELA.,
Sidon, 673.

CH A. {litt. IStrusc), Etruria, 13.

CORNV PHEN ICES, Came, 669.

CRYSAS, Assorus, III.

D.

DEO AESC[VLAPIO] SVBVEN[I-
ENTI](?), Barium, 459.

DEO CVPI DIN I, Barium, 459.

DIANA EPHESIA,Ephesu8, 498.

DIANA LVC IF., Apameia Bith., 437.

DIANA PERGENSIS, Berga, 585.

DIANAE CREM, Cremna, 590.

DONATIO, Cremna, 590.

FE LSV Qiif. Etrusc), Etruria, 10.

F E L Z P A P I (litt. Etrusc. ), Etruria, 1 1 .

G.

GEN. COL. COR., Corinth, 340.

GENT. I V L I ., Corinth, 340.

H.

HAM M ON, Barium, 459.

I.

I STH Ml A, Corinth, 340.

I STHMVS, Corinth, 340.

IVDAEA CAPTA, Judaea, 684.

IVDAEA DEV I CTA, Judaea, 684.

IVN[ONl] AVG[VSTAE],ThapsusByz.,
73^-

K.

KAR. VENERIS, Carthage, 742.

L.

LECH. CENCH., Corinth, 340.

M.
M E R C[V R I 0], Cremna, 590.

p.

PEITHESA or PEIRESA {litt. Etrusc),
Etruria, 14.

PLV {litt. Etrusc), Etruria, 11.

P V P L V N A {litt. Etrusc), Etruria, 14.

R.

R M A N M , Latium, 23.

S I L V A [N O], Cremna, 590.

SVF[ETES], Carthage, 742.

TLA, TLATE {litt. Etrusc), Etmna., 14.

V.

V ATL {lift. Etrusc), Etruria, 14.

VEA ATHRI {litt. Etrusc), Etruria, 13.

VERCN AS {litt. Etrusc), Etruria, 14.

V E T L V N A {litt Etrusc), Etruria, 13.

V L T R I , Cremna, 590.

VOLCANOM, Aesemia, 24.

'

(y) Phoenician, Aramaic, Punic, and Hebrew.

mt^ or n*^b^, Amisus, 424.

n^bt^, Cirta Numid., 745.

"112037^5, Hieropolis Cyrrh., 654; Tarsus,
616.

QiD.'^i^, Cossura, 743.

pt^, Gaulos, 743.

n'^V"^^^, Ariarathes I. Cap., 631.

^"^t^, Eryx, 121, 341, 737.

n!^'^t^l, Carthage, 740, 741.

]t21D n"ip^Qin, Cirta Numid., 745.

"in;i^irn and llU^I^n, Gaziura,426; Ari-

arathes I. Cap., 631.

t'^n^i^n, Tarsus, 614 sqq.

b^^D^Tl rh^2, Tingis Maur., 748.

nDb^nn \DpD, Bocchus m, 746.
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t^^llD^n, Motya, 138, 737,

niT'tt?:^!! I^QIIO), Hispano -Carthagi-
nian, 746.

VptDn '^iin, Simon Maccabaeus, 682.

n57?:2^n ^VIV, Juba I. Numid., 744.

t^lDS, Solus, 149, 737.

P'^!i
n /t^^T", Simon Maccabaeus, 682.

DT'II''T^'' n*lin7, Second Kevolt of the

Jews, 685.

T'fc^lli:''^ n')"in7, second Kevolt of the

Jews, 685.

t^ tD, Aradus, 666.

7irn^, Gades, 3.

U?57 7i^2Q, Lix Maur., 748.

t^:im hvyO, Tingis Maur., 748.

IDTTIDj Gades, 3.

"^"rtn, Sidon(?), 672.

"fSn 1 t^nn:-Qy hv n ^iltD, Tarsus,

615.

n]n?2, Carthage, 737.

!IlirnD» Carthage, 737 sq.

WtySJ DpD, Semes Maur., 748.

T\2h

746

TiD^n pDD (?), Hispano-Carthaginian,

Timn^, Hieropolis Cyrrhesticae, 654.

Djn^ n UV, Carthage, 737 sq.

n^n^ Dy, Carthage, 737 sq.

riDV^nj^, Hieropolis CyiThesticae, 654.

r\T\^, Tarsus, 616.

Y^iJ, Panormus, 141, 737.

ntl?"rnnip, Carthage, 737 sq.

Pr\p^l2 tri>5"^, Heracleia Minoa, 125.

nip7D tr"^, Heracleia Minoa, 124, 737.

Y**!? vyiU?, Panormus, 142.

hvr\'^^ nS«A nnw n:\r',rirstRevoit

of the Jews, 684.

''IJn i^2"l^^ T^W, Simon Maccabaeus, 682,

J?''m i?21t^ ri-l2?, Simon Maccabaeus, 682.

n;]n?2 DVU?, Carthage, 737 sq.

T'^^'IU?'' bplZ?,
Simon Maccabaeus, 681.



INDEX IV.
I

TITLES AND EPITHETS OF CITIES,

MENTIONS OF SITES, etc.

(See Introduction^ § i6.^

(a) Greek.

A.

AAEAct)nN AHMnN, Antioch, Se-

leucia, Apameia, and Laodiceia, 656, 660,
661.

AAPIANH or AAPIANnN, Amasia,
424; Neocaesareia, 426 ; Claudiopolis Bith.,

437; Smyrna, 510; Adana, 598; Diocae-
sareia Cil., 602 ; Germanicopolis, 603 ;

Mopsus, 608; Olba, 610; Tarsus, 617;
Petra, 68 7.

AAPI[ANnNl ZEY[HPIANnN]
ANTnNElNOYnO[AEITaN],
Adana, 59S.

AAPIANOnOAEITnN.Stratoniceiaad
Caicnm, 466 ; Zepliyrium, 618.

AlOAEnN, Cyme, 479.

AAEiANAPI AN A, Amasia, 424.

AAEIANAPIH, Tarsus, 617.

AAEIANAPOYn. MAIIMEINIA-
NflN, Adana, 598.

A. M. K. r. B., Anazarbus, 599; Tarsus,
617.

A. M. K. r. r., Anazarbus, 599.

ANTIOXEnN, Cebrenia, 470; Tralles,

555-

ANTIOXEnN TnN npoz Tni
KYANni, Tarsus, 617.

ANTHNEINIANH, ANTHNlNlA-
NHZ, or ANTHNlNlANnN, Ama-
sia, 424; Olba, 610; Tarsus, 617; Ancyra,
629.

ANTCnNlNlANHZ] KOAHNIAZ,
Tyana, 634.

ATTO ZmYAOY, Magnesia Lyd., 551.

APIZTOI MEr!ZTOI,Nicaea, 443.

APX[OYZHZ] nAOALArONiAZ],
Gangra, 433 ; Germanicopolis, 433.

AZIAZ AYAIAZ EAAAAOZ MH-
TPOTTOAIZ, Sardes, 553.

AZYAI A, Perga, 585.

AZYAOZorAZYAOY(seealsolEPAZ
KAI AZYAOY), Perga, 585; Aegae
Cil., 598 ; Corycus, 602

; Hieropolis Gil.,

603 ; Sebaste Cil., 610 ;
Seleucia Cil., 610

;

Caesareia Cap., 633 ; Tj'ana, 634 ; Capitolias,
662

;
Caesareia Paneas, 663.

AZYAOY APTEMIAOZ,Ephesus,498.
ATEAEIOZ or

AYrOYZTHZ

A T E A E I A Z , Alabanda,

TPAIANHZ, Trajano-
polis, 245.

AYP. AYPHA., etc., Neapolis Ion., 506;
Carrhae Mesop., 688.

A. O. M. (Aurelia Opelliana Macriniana),
Edes.-a, 6S9.

AYP. ZEn. KOA., Singara,69o.

AYTONOMOZ, AYTONOMOY, or

AYTONOMnN, Adada, 5S9 ;
Termes-

sus, 593 ; xVegae Cil., 59S ; Anazarbus, 598 ;

Corycus, 602
; Mopsus, 608

;
Sebaste Cil.,

610; Seleucia Cil., 610; Tyana, 634; Samo-

sata, 653 ;
Antiochia ad Orontem, 656 ;

Apameia Syr., 658 ; Arethusa, 658 ;
Laodi-

ceia ad Mare, 660; Rhosus, 661
;
Seleucia

Syr., 661
; Capitolias, 662

;
Abila Decap.,

664 ; Gadara, 665 ; Dora, 669 ; Tripolis,

674 ; Diocaesareia, 677.

A X A I n N ,
Eumenia Phr., 563.

r.

PEPMANIKHZ, Caesareia Bithyniae, 438 ;

Ace-Ptolemais (?), 677.

rCNnPIMOY (?)], Abila, 664; Gadara,
66n.

AlOKAiZAPEnN, Ceretapa, 560.

AOMITIANHN or AOMITiANO-
nOAEITnN.Sala, 568.

AnPiEHN, Synnada, 569.

E.

EBAOMH THZ AZIAZ, Magnesia Ion.,

502.

E I n Nn N , Tecs, 512; Isinda, 590.
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EK KEcDAAOIAlOY, Heradeia Minoa,
125.

EAEYeEPA,EAEYeEPAZ,orEAEY-
E PnN , Cherronesus, 238 ; Amisus, 425 ;

Ehodus, 542 ; Termessus, 593 ; Anazarbus,
599; Sebaste Cil., 610; Seleucia Cil., 610;
Tarsus, 617.

ENAOIOZ or ENAOIOY, Side, 587;
Anazarbus, 598 ; Damascus, 662.

ENAOIOTEPAZ, Syedra,6i2.
EN I nN I A, Metropolis, 502.

EN nONTn, ApoUonia Thrac, 237;
Heracleia Bith., 442 ; MUetopolis Mys.,'
458.

E N T I M [0 Z], Lalassis Cil., 604.
EN Tn AIBANn,CaesareiaadLibanuin,

669.

Eni ZTPYMONI, Heracleia Sintica,
212.

EniKNArMIAinN],Locri, 285.
En I ZH M O Y, Xeapolis Samariae, 678.
EZTIA GEnN, Gerinanicopolis, 433,

EYZEBEIZ KAI EYfENElZ, Nicaea,
443-

EYZEBnN, Zephyrium Cil., 618.

z.

ZE(l)YPinTnN, Ii-enopolis, 603.

H.

H nPOZ AKT., Nicopolis Epiri, 272.
H nPnTHTHZAZIAZ,Pergamum,464.
HPAKAEOnO.TT (Heracleiopolia Ponti),

Sebastopolis, 427.

H TO[YZ] KAnOYZ EXOYZA (?),

Termessus, 594.

e.

GEAZ, Sidon,673.

GEinN.Carrhae, 688.

GPAKHN, Apollonia Pisid., 589.

I.

I EPA or lEPAZ, Nicopolis Epiri, 272;
Epidaurus, 370 ; Germe, 455 ; Hyde, 595 ;

Aegae, 598 ; Hieropolis Cil., 603 ; Mojxsus,
608; Sebaste Cil., 610; Tj^ana, 634; Are-
thusa, 65S ; Laodiceia ad Mare, 660

; La-
rissa Syr., 660

; Nicopolis Syr., 660
; Capito-

lias, 662
; Damascus, 662

; Demetrias, 662
;

Byblus, 669 ; Tripolis, 674 ; Nysa Scytho-
polis, 678.

iEPAZ AZYAOY or lEPAZ KAI
AZYAOY, Nicopolis Ejniri (?), 272 ;

Sa,mo-

sata, 653 ; Antiochia ad Orontem, 656 ;

Apameia, 658 ; Epiphaneia, 659 ; Ehosus,
661; Seleucia, 661; Abila Decap., 664;
Caesareia Paneas, 664; Antiochia ad Hip-
pum, 664 ; Gadara, 665 ; Dora, 669 ; Sidon,
673 ; Tyrus,' 676 ; Diocaesareia, 677 ; Ace
Ptolemais, 677; Ascalon, 679; Gaza, 680.

IEPOKAIZAP[EnN], Comana,426.
I N A E I, Stratoniceia Car., 530.
' OYAI A, Gordus Lydiae, 549.

'^T'^'^P'^' ^^cjra, 557; Laodiceia ad
Mare, 660.

lOYA. ZEOYH. MHTPOnOAEnZ,
Laodicieia ad Mare, 660.

lOY. ZEn. KOAnN.,Nisibis,689; Sin-
gara, 690.

inNnN.Synnada, 569.

K.

KAIZAPEHN, Bagis, 548; Mosteni,55i;
Tralles, 555; Cibyra, 561; Germanicia
Caesareia, 653.

KAIZAPEnN THN OPOZ Tn
ANAZAPBn, Anazarbus, 598.

KAiZAP. Yn. ANAZAP.; Anazarbus,
598-

KAZTABAAE nN, Hieropolis Cil., 603.
K AT I ZZO N , Alexandria Cil., 598.
KATn TOnnN, Sebennytes, Nomus
%ypti» 724; Diopolites Inferior, Nomus
Egypti, 724.

KEAITnN,Cilbiani, 549.

KENNATnN, Lalassis Cil., 604.

KHTIAOZ, Olba and Philadelphia Cil.,
610.

KHTHN MHTPOnOAEnZ, Core-
pissus, 6o2.

K I BninN, Apameia Phr., :;58.

KAAYAIAinN or KAAYAIEHN,
Leucas Coelesyr., 663.

KAAY[AIO ....], Derbe Lycaon., 595;
Iconium, 595 ; Laodiceia Lycaon., 596.

KAAYAIO TIBEPIEnN, Tiberias, 677.
K AAYA I. (l)|Ain., Gaba, 664.

KOI[AHZ] ZYP[IAZ], Abila, 664; Ga-
dara, 665 ; Philadelphia, 665.

KOAnNiA, KOAnNiAZ, or KOA.,
Thcssalonica, 213; Emisa, 659; Phlippo-
polis, 6S7 ; Carrhae, 688

; Nisibis, 689 ;

Edessa, 6S9 ; Zautha, 690.

KOA. MHT. MEZZOn., Edessa, 689.

KOMOAIANH, Tarsus, 617.

AAKEAAIMONinN, Alabanda, 519;
Amblada, 589.

AAKEAAIMnN, Sagalassus, 592.

AAMnPOTATHZ, Side, 587.

A I B A N O Y, Caesareia ad Libanum, 669.

AYAHN, Mosteni, 551.

A. ZEn.ZEOYHP., Diospolis Sam., 678;
Eleutheropolis Jud., 680.

AYKinN, Apollonia Pisid., 576, 589.

AY. GP. KO., Apollonia Pisid., 589.
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M.

MAKEAONnN AMOAIinN, Am-
phaxitis, 211.

MAKEAONnN, Hyrcanis, 550 ;
Blaun-

dus, 559; Docimium, 562; Peltae, 567.

MAKPElNlANnN, Adana, 598.

MAKPEINIANH, Tarsu8,6i7.

M AK. AY p. (Macriniana Aurelia), Edessa,

689.

MAIIMEIANnN orMAIIMElNl-
ANnN, Adana, 598.

MAP. AYP. ANT. (Marcia Aurelia An-

toniniana), Edessa, 689.

MATPqZ AnOIKHN HOAEnN,
Heracleia Bith., 443.

ME[rAZ], Diopolites Xom. Egypti, 722.

MHTPOnOAIZ, MHTPOnOAEnZ,
or M H T PO TTO A E I Tn N , Thessalonica,

213; Philippopolis, 245; Amastris, 433;
Prusias ad Hypium, 444 ; Lampsacus, 458 ;

Pergamum, 464 ; Sardes, 553 ; Myra, 577 ;

Laranda, 596 ; Anazarbus, 598 ; Isaiira,

603 ;
Sebaste Cil., 610; Tarsus, 617 ;

Cae-

sareia, 633 ;
Antiocliia ad Orontem, 656 ;

Laodiceia ad Mare, 660; Damascus, 662;

Tyrus, 676 ; Petra, 687.

MHTPOnOAIZ KAI nPHTH BEI-

eVNlAZ KAI nONTOY,Nicomedia,
443-

MHTPOnOAIS THI TAAATIAZ,
Ancyra, 629.

MHTPOn, KENNATnN,Diocaesareia,
602.

MHTPOnOAEnZ KHTIAOZ, Olba,
610.

MHTPOnOAEnZ KHTnN, Coropis-
8US, 601.

MHTPOnOAIZ TUN KIAIKHN,
Tarsus, 617.

MHTPOTT. KOAQNIA, Antiochia ad

Orontem, 657 ; Emisa, 659 ; Damascus, 662 ;

Edessa, 689.

MHT. KO. AY. Z. ZE., Singara,690.

MHTPO[nOAIZ] KOMMA[rH-
NHZ], Samosata, 653.

MHTPOncOAEnZ] AAMHTI-
AOZ, Lamus, 605.

MHTPOnOAIZ MEZZOn., Carrhae,
688.

MHTPOnOAEnZ THZ HAMcDY-
AIAZ, Perga, 585.

MHTP[OnOAIZ] nA(UA[ArONl-
AZ], Pompeiopolis, 433 ; Sebaste, 434.

MHTPOnOAIZ nONTOY,Tomi,235;
Neocaesareia, 426.

MHTPOnOAEnZ nONTOY,Amasia,
424.

M I K POZ, Diopolis Norn. Egypti, 722,

MOZEANnN, Dioclea Phr., 562.

MOZ., Hierocharax Phr., 565,

MOAOZZnN, Cassope, 271.

MONnN nPHTHN AZIAZ, Ephe-
BUS, 49S.

MYZTIZ or MYZTIAOZ, Side, 587.

MYZnN, Abbaeti Mys., 446.

N.

NAYAPXIZor NAYAPXIAOZ,Tomi,
235 ; Nicopolis Epiri, 272 ; Side, 587 ;

Aegae Cil., 598 ; Corycus, 602 ;
Sebaste Cil.,

610; Dora, 669; Sidon, 673 ; Tripolis, 674.

NEAZ TPAIANHZ, Bostra,686.

N E I K A En N , Cilbiani, r;49.

NEIKAEnN TjQN EN KIABIANn,
Cilbiani, 549.

NEHKOPOZ, NEnKOPOY,orNEn-
K PnN , Beroea, 211; Macedonia, 211;

Thessalonica, 213; Tomi, 235; Philippo-

polis, 245 ; Amasia, 424 ; Neocaesareia,

426 ;
Heracleia Bith., 443 ; Nicomedia,

443 > Cyzicus, 454 ; Pergamum, 464 ; Elaea,

480; PZphesus, 498; Smyrna, 510; Teos,

512; Heracleia ad Sipylum, 549 ;
Philadel-

l)hia, 552; Sardes, 553; Acmonia, 556;
Hierapolis Phr., 565 ; Laodiceia, 566 ;

Perga, 585; Side, 587; Tarsus, 617; An-

cyra, 629 ;
Laodiceia ad Mare, 660; Tripolis,

674 ; Neapolis Sam., 678. f^ee also Inile.r V.

NEHKOPnN THZ APTEMITOZ,
Mat^uesia Inn., 1^02.

NEHKOPHN^nN ZEBAZTHN,
Smyrna, 510 ; Tralles, 555.

o.

OA B En N , Lalassia Cil., 604.

OYElS'ANinN, Amorium, 557.

OYAniANnN, Anchialus, 236.

OYAniAZ NiKonoAEnz npoz
MEZTn, Nicopolis Thr., 244.

OYATTIAZ, Pautalia, 244; Serdica, 245;
Topirus, 245.

n.

riANlAZ or TTANIAAOZ, Caesareia

Paneas, 664.

n E I n N , Ephesus, 498.

nEPrAMHNnN, Cilbiani, 549.

niEPIAZ, Seleucia, 661.

niZTHZ (DIAHZ ZYMMAXOY
pnMAinN,side, 587.

nOMfFHITEnN.Gadara, 665.

nPOZ (see also THN TTPOZ, etc.)

nPOZ APT A in, Caesareia Cap., 633.

nPOZ EYOPATHN, Antiochia ad Eu-

phratem, 653.

nPOZ GAAAZZHI, Prusias ad Mare,
440.

«

I
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TTPOI IZTPON or IZTPn, Nicopolis,

235-

nPOZ AlBANn, Laodiceia ad Libanum,

663.

TTPOZ MAIANAPON,Apameia, 657.

TTPOZ ini MAIANAPm, Antiochia

ad Maeandruni, 520.

TTPOZ MEZTH, Nicopolis Thr., 244.

TTPOZ OAYMfin, Prusa ad Olympum,
444-

nPOl OAYM, Hadriani, 455.

nPOS PYNAAKjQ, ApoUonia adEhyn-
dacum, 448.

TTPOZ ZEBAZin Al MENl,Caesareia
Kaiu., 67S, 6S3.

nPOZ ZKAMANAPON, Alexandria

Troas, 470.

nPOZ YTTI n, Prusias ad Hypium, 444.

nPHTA nAMOYAHN, Side, 587.

nPHTH BieYNiAZ KAi noN-
TOY, Nicomedia, 443.

nPHTH AEZBOY, Mytilene, 488.

nPHTHZ niZIAHN KAI cDlAHZ

ZYNMAXOY, Sagalassus, 592.

nPHTHZ TOY nONTOY, Amasia,

424.

nPHTOI nONT. KAI Bie., Nicaea,

443-

nPniOl THZ EHAPXEIAZ, Nicaea,

443-

TTPninN AZIAZ, Ephesus, 498;

Smyrna, 510.

TTPninN EAAAAOZ,TraUes,555.
npninN inNiAZ, samos, 518.

nPninN ZYPIAZ, Laodiceia ad Mare,
660.

ZAMinM EN ePAKH, Samothrace,

227.

ZEB[AZTH], Hadrianopolis Bith., 440;

Perganium, 464 ; Laranda, 596.

ZEBAZTHNnN, Ancyra, 629.

ZEBAZTHNnN TEKTOZAmN,
Ancyra, 629.

ZEBAZTHNnN TPOKMHN, Ta-

vium, 631.

ZEAEYKEnN, TraUes, 555 ;
Abila Decap.,

664.

Z E A E Y K I AO Z, Nicopolis Syr., 660.

ZEMNHZ, SyedraCil.,612.

ZETT. KOA., Rhesaena, 689.

ZEn. KOAH. MHT., Nisibis, 689.

ZEYHPIANH, Amasia, 424; Tarsus, 617.

ZIFFYAOY, Magnesia Lyd., 551.

ZYPI AZ, Balanea, 659 ;
Sebaste Sam., 679.

ZYPIAZ nAAAl'ZTlNHZ, Neapolis

Sam., 678.

T.

THZ E[ni] TAY[Pri](?), Antiochia ad
Taurum (?), 653.

THZ lEPAZ, Olba, 606; Selinus, 610.

THZ lEPAZ KAI AZYAOY, Hiero-

polis Cil., 603. (See also lEPAZ and

AZYAOY.)
THZ lEPAZ KAI AYTONOMOY,
Mopsus, 608. (See also I E P A Z and

AYTONOMOY.)
THZ lEPAZ KAI AYTONOMOY
KAI AZYAOY, Aegae, 598. (See also

under the separate titles.)

THZ KHTHN MHTPOnOAEnZ,
Coropissus, 601.

TIBEPIEnN,Pappa, 591.

TMfl, Aureliopolis Lyd., 548.

TOAiZTO[BnriaN], Pessinus, 630.

TOY nONTOY, Zela, 427.

TPAIANOTTOAEI Tfl N ,Grimenothyrae,

564 ; Epiphaneia Cil., 602
;

Selinus Cil.,

610.

TPIZ NEHKOPnN KAI THZ AP-

TEMIAOZ, Ephesus, 498.

TnN ANHandTnN KATn,Cilbiani,
549-

TnN EM niEPIAI,Seleucia, 661.

TnN EN MYTAONIAI, Nisibis,

6S9.

TnN EN TTTOAE MAI A I, Antiochia

Ptolemaidis, 658, 677.

TnN En I KAAAIPOHI, Antiochia ad
Callirrhoen (Edessa% 658, 689.

TnN MEIZONnN,Termessus, 593.

TnN nPOZ Alini, Apameia Syr.,

65S.

TnN FFPOZ APTAin, Caesareia Cap.,

633-

TnN nPOZ AA<J)NHI, Antiochia ad

Daphnen, 658.

TnN TTPOZ eAAAZZHI,Laodiceiaad
Mare, 660.

TnN TTPOZ ITTTTn, Antiochia ad Hip-

pum, 664.

TnN TTPOZ TAYPn,Tyana, 634.

TnN TTPOZ TirPEI, Seleucia ad Ti-

grim, 690.

TnN nPOZ Tni KAAYKAANni,
Seleucia, 610.

T[nN] nPOZ T[ON] KAHPON.
Atusa Assyriae, 690.

TnN nPOZ Tni KYANni, Antio-

chia ad Cydnum, 599 ; Tarsus, 617.

TnN npoz Tni riYPAMni.Hiero-
polis, 603.

TnN nPOZ Tni ZAPni, Antiochia

ad Sarum, 599.
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THN nPOS Tni TirPEl, Demetrias

ad Tigrim, 690.

TnN ZlNn[nEnN], Sarbanissa, 427.

YnoK[NAMI AinN, Locri, 285.

YTIO n A N E I n, Caesareia Panea«, 664.

CD.

<t)|AHS ZYMMAXOY PHMAinN,
Sillyum, 588.

(DIAOPHMAinN, Carrhae Mesop., 688.

OAABlOnOAIZ, OAABIOnOAEI-
TnN, <t)AAOYI, <DAABI, or 0AA,
Philadelphia, 552 ; Temenothyrae, 569 ;

Samosata, 653 ;
Chalcis ad Belum, 655 ;

Joppa, 678 ; Neapolis Samariae, 678.

OPY, Metropolis, Phryg., 567.

(/3)
Latin.

(See Infroducf 1071, § i8.)

A.

AEL. MVNICIP. COEL., Coela, 224.

Al. MVN. CO! LA, Coela, 224.

ARC, Halaesa, no.

AVR. ANTONINIA, Alexandria Troas,

470.

c.

C. A. A. p., Patrae, 349.

CAESAREA, lol. Maur., 748.

CAESAREA METROPOLIS PRO-
VINCIAESYRIAEPALESTINAE.
Caesareia Sam., 678.

C. C. I. B., BabbaMaur., 747.

C. F. P. D., Deultum, 244.

C. G. P. I. and C. G. I. P., Parium, 459.

C. \. BVT. or C. A. BVT., Buthrotum,

271.

C. I. C. A. D. D., Apameia Bith., 437.

C. I. C. D.D. P.P., Carthage, 742.

C. I. D.or C. I. A. DVM., Dyme, 349.

C. I.F.S.; C. I.F.AV.S.;orC.R.I.F.S.,
Sinope, 435.

C. I. N. C, Cnossus, 391.

C. I. p., Clypea, 742.

C. L. L COR., Corinth, 339.

C. M. L., Laodiceia ad Mare, 660.

COL. AEL. CAP., Aelia Capitolina, 679.

COL. AEL. CAP. COM M., Aelia Capi-
tolina, 679.

COL. AEL. HAD. ICONIENSI. S. R.,

Iconium, 596.

COL. ALEX. TRO., or COL. AVG.
TRO., Alexandria Troas, 470.

COL. AVG. COM A MA, Comama Pis.,

590.

COLONIA AVGVSTA FELIX GER-
MENORVM, Germa, 630.

COL. AVG. IVL.V. PHILIPP.,Philippi,
192.

COL. AVR. METROPOL. ANTONl-
NlANA. CA., Carrhao, 688.

COL. AVR. PIA. METROP., Sidon,

673-

COL. BER., BerytnsPhoen., 668.

COL. CAES. ANTIOCH.,AntiochiaPis.,
589-

COL. CAESAREA LIB, Caesareia ad

Libanum, 669.

COL. CAR., Carrhae, 688.

COL. CLAVD. NERONIA, Ptolemais,

677.

COL. CLAVD. PTOL., Ptolemais, 677.

C O L . C R E ., Cremna, 590.

COL. GEM. IVL. HAD. PA., Parium,

459-

COL. HEL., Heliopolis Coele.syr., 663.

COL. IVL. AVG. CASSANDREN-
Sl S, Ca«sandrea, 188.

COL. IVL. AVG. DIENSIS. D-D. or

COL. IVL. DIENSIS, Uium, 211.

COL. IVL. AVG. PELLA, Pella,2i2.

COL. IVL. AVG. OLB.,01basaPis.,59i.

COL. IVL. AVG. FE. CPEMNA,
Cremna, 590.

COL. IVL. AVG. FEL. BER.; COL.
IVL. BER.; or COL. IVL. ANT.
AVG. FEL. BER., Berytus, 668.

COL. IVL. AVG. FEL. HEL., Heliopolis

Coelesyriae, 663.

COL. IVL. AVG. FEL. NINIVA
CLAVDIOPOLIS, Niniva Assyr., 690.

COL. IVL. AVS. CL. LA., Laodiceia

Lycaon., 596.

COL. IVL. FEL. GEM. LYSTRA,
Lystra, 596.

COL. IVL.FLAV. AVG. COR., Corinth,

339-

COL. IVL. NEAPOL., Neapolis Sam.,

678.

COL. LAO. P. S. METPOPOLEOS,
Laodiceia ad Mare, 660.

i
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COL. LAOD. METROPOAEOS, Lao-
diceia ad Mare, 660.

COL. L. SEP. SEBASTE, Sebaste Sam.,

679.

COL. METPOPOLIS BOSTRA, Bos-

tra, 686.

COL.NEAPOLI.NEOCORO.,Neapolis
Sam., 678.

COL. PENlC.,Tyrus 676.

COLONIA PRIMA FLAVIA AV-
GVSTA FELIX CAESARENSIS,
Caesareia Sam., 6 78.

COL. SEP. TYRVS. METROP.,Tyrus,
676.

COL. SERGIA NEAPOL., Neapolis

Sam., 678.

COL. TROAD., Alexandria Troas, 470.

COM. BIT., Bithynia, 437.

I.

ICONIEN. COLO., Iconium, 596.

IVL. AVG. COL. PARLAIS, Parlais,

596.

IVL. TIN., TingisMaur., 748.

LIBERA, Hippo, 742.

M.

MALLO COLONIA S. C.,Mallus, 608.

METROPOLIS PROVINCIAE SY-
RIAE PALAESTlNAE,CaesareaSam.,
678.

M. MVN. IVL. VTIC. D. D. P.P.
Utica, 742.

MVN. HENNAE, Enna, 119.

MVNICIPIVM STOBENSIVM,
Stobi, 212.

P.

P. M. S. COL. VIM., Viminacium, 234.

POR (Portus ?), Panormus, 143.

p. S. S. C, Paestum, 69.

S.

SEPT. COL. LAOD. METRO., Lao-

diceia ad Mare, 660.

I



INDEX V.

MAGISTEEIAL TITLES.

(See Introduction, § 14.)

(a) Greek.

ArnNOGETHI, Perperene, 464 ; Apa-
meia, 558 ; Synnada, 569.

ArnNOeETHS AIA BIOY,Cotiaeum,
561.

AITHZAMENOZ, Alia, 556; Ancyra,

557 ; Eucarpia, 563.

AM<t)IKTYONEZ, Delphi, 289, 290.

ANGYfFATOZ, Bithynia, 436 ;
Caesareia

Germanica, 438 ; Heracleia, 443 ; Nicaea,

443 ; Nicomedia, 443 ; Atarneus, 449 ;

Attaea, 449 ; Pergamum, 464 ; Pitane, 464 ;

Cyme, 479 ; Temnus, 482 ; Ephesus, 49S ;

Smyrna, 510; Harpasa (?), 527; Hiero-

caesareia, 550 ; Hyrcanis, 550 ; Sardes,

553; Thyateira, 554; Ancyra, 557; Apa-
meia, 557 ; Cotiaeum, 561 ; Docimium, 562 ;

Dorylaeum, 562 ; Hierapolis, 565 ;
Laodi-

ceia, 566 ; Nacolea, 567 ; Synaus, 569.

ANeYflATOZ PHMAinN, Atarneus,

449.

ANTISTPATHrOZ, Perinthus, 232;

Bizya, 244; Ancyra Gal., 629 ; Cyi'enaica,

733.

APXIATPOI, Heracleia Ion., 500 ;
Hera-

cleia Salbace, 527.

APXIEPATEYHN.Sala, 568.

APXIEPEYZ, Thebes, 299 ;
Creteia Flavi-

opolis, 440 ; Ionia, koivov, 490 ; Ephesus,

498; Smyrna, 510; Aphrodisias, 520;

Philadelphia, 552 ; Silandus, 553 ; Ancyra,

657 ; Apameia, 558 ; Cibyra, 561 ;
Ci-

dyessus, 561 ; Cotiaeum, 561 ; Eumenia,

563 ; Sala, 568 ; Synnada, 569 ;
Temeno-

thyrae, 569 ; Polemon, Olba Cil., 609 ;

Ajax, Olba Cil., 609 ; Ptolemy Mennaei f.,

655 ; Lysanias I, 655.

APXIEPEYZ AZIAZ, Eumenia, 563.

APXIEPEYZ METAZ, Sardes, 653.

APXIEPEYZ MET! ZTOZ, Crete, 384.

APXnN, Byzantium, 232; Minoa, 410;
Melos, 415; Asander of Bosporus, 429;
Hygiaenon of Bosporus, 429 ; Attaea, 449 ;

Cyzicus, 454 ; Germe, 455 ; Hadriani, 455 ;

Hadrianothera, 455 ;
Stratoniceia ad Cai-

cum(?),466; Abydus,469; Dardanus, 472;

Cyme, 479 ;
Elaea (?), 480 ; Miletus, 505 ;

Priene, 508; Chios, 514; Alinda, 519;

Aphrodisias, 520; Antiochia ad Maeandrum,

520; Halicarnassus, 527 ; Hyllarima, 527 ;

Myndus, 529; Stratoniceia Car., 531;

Taba, 531 sq. ; Trapezopolis, 533 ; ApoUo-
nis, 548 ; Bagis, 548 ; Cilbiani, 649 5 ^^'
dis, 649 ; Dioshieron, 549 ;

Gordus Julia,

649 ; Hierocaesareia, 65° ; Hyjiaepa, 550 ;

Maeonia, 550; Mosteni, 551; Philadelphia,

552; Saettae, 552 ; Sardes, 553; Silandus,

663 ; Tabala, 554 ; Acmonia, 556 ; Aezani,

556; Amorium, 567; Ancyra, 557; Appia,

669; Blaundus,659; Cadi, 560; Cidyessus,

561 ; Colossae, 561 ; Cotiaeum, 561 ;
Do-

cimium, 562 ; Dorylaeum, 563 ;
Grimeno-

thyrae, 564 ; Hadrianopolis, 564 ;
Hiera-

polis, 565 ; Hyrgalea, 565 ; Julia, 565 ;

Metropolis, 567 ; Midaeum, 567 ; Nacolea,

567 ; Otrus, 567 ; Prymnessus, 568 ; Sala,

568 ; Sebaste, 568 ; Synaus, 569 ; Synnada,

569; Temenothyrae, 569 ; Tiberiopolis,67o;

Adada(?), 5S9.

APXnN nPYTANiZ, Aegiale Amor-

gi (?)> 4.^2.

AZIAPXHZ, Cyzicus, 454; Pergamum,
464 ; Abydus, 469 ; Ionia, 490 ; Smyrna,

510; Hypaepa, 550; Magnesia, 551;

Sardes, 553 ; Alia, 556 ; Hierapolis, 565 ;

Laodiceia, 566 ; Otrus, 567 ; Stectorium,

569 ; Synaus, 569 ; Temenothyrae, 569.

B.

BAZ[IAEYZ1], Byzantium, 232.

FEPONTEZ, Lacedaemon, 365.

rPAMMATEYZ, Adramyteum, 447;

Pergamum, 464 ; Cyme, 479 ; Ephesus,

498 ; Magnesia, 502 ;
Antiochia ad Maean-

drum, 520 ; Mylasa, 529 ; Neapolis Car. (?),

529; Cilbiani, 649 ; Hypaepa, 550 ; Nysa,

652 ; Sardes, 553 ; Tralles, 556 ; Acmonia,

556; Apameia, 558; Appia, 559; Colossae,

561 ; Grimenothyrae, 564 ; Laodiceia, 566 ;

Peltae, 567.

TYMN AZIAPXHZ, Pergamum, 464.

AHMAPXIKHZ EIOYZIAZ YHA-
TOZ, Crete, 384; Cyprus, 627; Caesareia

Cap., 633 ;
Antiochia Syr., 657.
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AYNASTHI, Polemon, Olba CU., 609.

AYO AISIAPEZ, Lipara, 168.

E.

E0NAPXHI, Herod Archelaus, 683.

EniMEAHeElZ (nom. pi.), Philadelphia,

552; (gen. sing.), Eucarpia, 563; (gen.

sing.), Hierapolis Phr., 565.

ETTIMEAHGEIZA (gen. sing. ), Eucarpia,
563-

EFTIMEAHTHZ, Antiochia ad Meandrum,
520; Mylasa, 529; Stratoniceia Car., 531.

EniMEAHTHZ nANAeHNAinN
Mastaura, 551.

ETTIZKOnOZ, Ephesus, 498.

EniTPOnOZ, Bithynia, 436.

EOOPOZ, Lacedaemon, 365; Ancyra, 557.

H.

H r EM n N , Perinthus, 232 ; Nicopolis, 235 ;

Marcianopolis, 235; Anchialus, 236 ; Bizya,

244; Hadrianopolis, 244; Pautalia, 244;

Philippopolis, 245 ; Plotinopolis, 245 ;
Ser-

dica, 245 ; Trajanopolis, 245.

HrOYMENOZ, Marcianopolis, 235.

HP[EM EN OZ], Byzantium, 232.

e.

6EOAOrOZ, Pergamum, 464.

eVTATHP TOY AHMOY [lEPEIA],
Smyrna, 510.

I.

lEPEIA, Smyrna, 510; Acmonia, 556; At-

tuda, 559 ; Eucarpia, 563 ; Prymnessus,
568.

I EPEYZ,Epirus, 275; Delphi, 290; Ephesus,

498 ; Aphrodisias, 520 ;
Heracleia Salbace,

527 ; Magnesia Lyd., 551 ; Nysa, 552 ;
An-

cyra, 557 ; Laodiceia, 566 ; Sala, 568.

lEPEYZ AIA BIOY T^N ZEBAZ-
TnN, Perperene, 464.

lEPEYZ AIONYZOY,Dionysopolis, 562.

lEPEYZ TOY ANTINOOY, Achaia,

I EPOMNA[MnN], Byzantium, 232.

Inn I K Z, Pergamum, 464 ; Smyrna, 510 ;

Gordua Julia, 549; Magnesia Lyd., 551;

Thyateira, 554 ; Cotiaeum, 561 ; Prymnessus,
568 ; Sala, 568.

K.

KOINOBOYAION, Anazarbus, 599;
Tarsus, 618.

KOPNIKOYAAPIOZ(I), Laodiceia, 566.

K PHT APX AZ, Crete, 384, 396.

AOn ZTHZ, Cidyessus, 561; Synnada, 569.

N.

NEflKOPOZ, Thyateira, 554 ; Aezani, 556 ;

Ancyra, 557; Appia, 559; Ceretapa, 560;
Cotiaeum, 561 ; Eucarpia, 563. See also

Index IV.

NOMOeETHZ, Laodiceia Phr., 566.
NOMO<l>YAAi (nom. pi.), Lacedaemon,

n.

nANHrYPIAPXHZ,Apameia, 558.

nANHTYPIZTHZ, Cadi, 560.

n ATPnN, Nicaea, 443 ; Nicomedia, 443.

TTOAEMAPXOZ, Thebes, 299.

nPEZBEYTHZ, Perinthus, 232; Bizya,

244 ; Philippopolis, 245 ; Ancyra Gal., 629 ;

Caesareia Cap., 633 ; Tyana, 634.

nPEZBEYTHZ KAI ANTIZTPATH-
rOZ, Ancyra Gal., 629.

nPEZBEYTHZ AYTOKPATOPOZ,
Ancyra Gal., 629.

nponoAo I, Delphi, 290.

nPYT AN I Z, Pergamum, 462 ; Cyme, 479 ;

Smyrna, 509 ;
Stratoniceia Car., 531 ; Prym-

nessus, 568 ; Synnada, 569.

ZO 4> I ZTH Z, Smyrna, 510; Laodiceia Phr. ,

566.

ZTE<I) A NH<t>OPOZ, Smyrna, 510 ;Bagis,

548; Hierocaesareia, 550; Hypaepa, 550;

Hyrcanis, 550; Maeonia, 550 ; Aezani, 556 ;

Ancyra, 557 ; Cadi, 560 ; Prymnessus, 568.

ZTPATHrOZ, Hadrianopolis Bith. (?),

440 ; Adramyteum, 447 ; Assus, 449 ;
At-

taea, 449 ; Cyzicus, 454 ; Germe, 455 ;
Ha-

driani, 455 ; Hadrianothera, 455 ; Lamp-
sacus, 45S ; Miletopolis, 458 ; Pergamum,
464 ; Perperene, 464 ; Pitane, 464 ;

Stra-

toniceia ad Caicum, 466 ; Aegae, 47S ; Cyme,
479; Elaea,48o; Myrina,48i; EresusLesbi,

486; Methymna Lesbi,486 ; Mytilene Lesbi,

488 ; Clazomenae, 492 ; Colophon, 494 ;

Erythrae, 499 ;
Heracleia Ion., 500 ; Mag-

nesia Ion., 502 ; Metropolis Ion., 502 ;
Mi-

letus, 505 ; Phocaea, 508 ; Smyrna, 510 ;

Teos, 512 ; Alabanda, 519 ; ApoUonia Sal-

bace, 521 ; Bargylia, 522 ;
Halicarnassus (?),

527; Heracleia Salbace, 527; Myndus, 529;
Stratoniceia Car., 531 ; Acrasus, 547 ; Apol-
lonis, 548 ; Attalia, 548 ; Aureliopolis, 548 ;

Cilbiani, 549 ; Daldis, 549 ; Dioshieron, 549 ;

Gordus Julia, 549 ; Hermocapelia, 549 ;

Hierocaesareia, 550 ; Hypaepa,550 ; Hyrcanis,

550; Maeonia, 550; Magnesia Lyd., 551;
Mosteni, 551 ; Nacrasa, 551 ; Philadelphia,

552; Sardes, 553; Silandus, 553; Tabala,

554 ; Thyateira, 554 ; Tmolus, 554 ; Tralles,

555 ; Aezani, 556 ; Appia, 559 ; Blaundus,

559 ; Bria, 560 ; Cadi, 560 ; Ceretapa, 560 ;

Cibyra, 561 ; Dionysopolis, 562 ; Docimium,

562 ; Hierapolis, 565 ; Laodiceia, 566 ;
Na-

colea, 567 ; Peltae, 567 ; Philomelium, 568 ;

Sala, 568 ; Stectorium, 569.

ZTPATHrOZ AIABI0Y,Smyrna,5io.
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TAMIAZ, Macedon, 210, 211; Smyrna,
510 ; Rhodes, 542 ; Cyrenaica, 733-

TETPAPXHZ, Ptolemy Mennaei f., 655;
Lysanias I, 655 ; Tiberias Galileae, 677 ;

Herod Antipas, 683 ;
Herod Philip II, 683.

TETPAPXHI KAI APXIEPEYZ, Ze-

nodorus Trach., 663.

TOTT APX02, Ajas, Olba Cil., 609.

YIOZ nOAEnZ, Attuda, 559; Cotiaeum,
561.

YnATOZ AHMAPXIKHZ EIOY-
ZIAZ, Crete, 384; Cyprus, 627; Caesa-
reia Cap., 633 ; Antiochia Syr., 657.

(;3)
Latin.

Consul (see YTTATOZ).

D.

D. D. (Decreto Decurionum), Dium, 211
;

Apameia Bith., 437.

D. D. P. P. (Decreto Decurionum Pater

Patriae?), Carthage, 742 ; Utica, 742.

D. D. PVBL. (Decreto Decurionum Publico),
Babba Maur., 747-

Duumviri (II VIR, II V.), Alaesa, 110; Ce-

phaloedium, 118; Enna, 119; Panormus,
143 ; Corinth, 339 ; Cnossus, 391.

Duumviri Quinquennales (II VIR Q), Buth-

rotum, 271 ; Dyme, 349.

Duumviri ex decreto Decurionum (II VIR
EX D D ), Buthrotum, 271.

E.

EX CONSENSV D[ecurionum], Babba,
747-

EX D. D. (Ex decreto Decurionum), Buthro-
tum, 271 ; Dyme, 349 ; Cnossus, 391, Sinope,
435-

L.

LEG[atus], Macedon, 210.'

LEG[atu9] PRO Q [uaestore], Macedon,
210.

PERMISSV PROCOS. (Permissu Pro-

consulis), Cl\-pea, 742.

Praeses (see H f EM fl N ) .

PR[aetor], Macedon, 210; Ephesus, 497;
Tralles, 555.

PROCOS. (Proconsul), Panormus, 143;
Pergamum, 463 ; Ephesus, 497 ; Tralles,

655; Apameia, 557; Laodiceia, 566; Cyprus,
627 ; Cyrenaica, 733 ; Gergis, 735 ; Achnlla,
736; Hadrniiietum, 736. (See also AN-
eYHATOZ.)

Procurator (see EniTPOTTOZ).
Propraetor (see ANTIZTPATHTOZ).
Proquaestor, Amisus, 425"; Ephesus, 497.

Q [uaestor], Agrigentum,io9; Panormus, 143 ;

Macedon, 210; Cyrenaica, 733. (See also

TAMIAZ.)

SACER SENATVS, Mallus, 608.

S. C. (Senatus Consulto), Antiochia Syr.,

657 ; Emisa, 659 ; Philippopolis Arab., 6S7.

S. P.
Q_. R. (Senatus Populusque Romanus),

Philomelium, 568.

S. R. (Senatus Romanus), Antiochia Pis., 589 ;

Iconium, 596.

SVF[etes], Carthage, 742.
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ENGRAVERS' NAMES.

(See Introduction, § 13.)

A . . . ., Terina, 97.

APIZTOIE[NOI], Metapontum, 64.

AA .... or A A Elis, 355.

EiAKEZTIAAZ, Camarina, 112.

EYAlNETOZ, Camarina, 113; Catana,
116

; Syracuse, 154.

EY0 . . . ., Syracuse, 100; Elis, 354.

EYKAEIAAZ, Syracuse, 155.

E YM H N O Z, Syracuse, 153.

HPA . . . ., Velia, 74.

HPAKAEI A AZ, Catana, 116.

0EOAOTOZ, Clazomenae, 491.

innOKPATHZ, Rhegium, 94.

IZTOPOZ, Thurium, 72.

Kl MHN, Syracuse, 155.

KAEYAnPOZ, Velia, 74.

MOAOZZOZ, Thurium, 72.

MYP , Agrigentum, 106.

NEYANTOZ, Cydonia, 385, 391.

NIK AN APOZ, Thurium, 72.

OAYM , Arcadia, 373.

TT , Terina, 97.

noAY , Metapontum, 64.

TT A P M E , Syracuse, 100.

TTPOKAHZ, Catana, 116; Naxus, 140.

TTYeOAHPOZ, Aptera, 3S6 ; Polyrhe-
nium, 403.

ZnZinN, Syracuse, 100.

TET (?), Chalcidice, 1S6.

, Neapolis, 32 ; Thurium, 71 ;

Velia, 74 ; Pandosia, 90 ; Terina, 97.

01 AlZTinN, Velia, 74.

0IAIZ . . . ., Terina, 97.

0PYri AAOZ, Syracuse, 100.

XAPI , Arcadia, 373.

XOIPinN, Catana, 116.

E
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A.

Aaron's rod (?)
—Jerusalem, 68 1.

Abundant! a—Alexandria, 722.

Acarnania, chronological table of coinage of,

278.
Acarnanian Confederacy, 278.
Achaean Colonies in South Italy, 57, 'j8, 80,

92 ; Introduction, § 9.

Achaean League, 343, 344, 350.
_

Achaia, chronological table of coinage of, 343.
Acheloiis. See Rivers.

Achilles—Larissa Cremaste, 255; Thessaly,

264; Pyrrhus, 273.

Acrocorinthus, 339, 340.

Acropolis of Athens, 327.
Actian Games—goddess presiding over

—Anac-

toriam, 279. See also Games.
Adar or Moloch, 137.

Adonis, birth of, Myra Lyciae, 578 ; worship
of at Byblus, 668.

Adranos, temple of, 103, 137.

Aegae, port of, 598.

Aegina, the earliest European mint, Tntrod.,

§8.
Aegina, port of, 334; chronological table of

coinage of, 343.

Aeginetic standard, origin of, Introd., § 8 and

p. 331 ; scale of weights of, 332 ;
in the

Chalcidian Colonies, 30, 92 ; in Sicily, 99 ;

at Abdera, 220
;
in the Thracian Chersonese,

222
;

at Olbia, 233; at Callatia, 234; at

Istrus, 234 ; at Tyra, 234 ;
in Thessaly, 246 ;

in Locris, 285 ;
in Phocis, 287 ;

in Boeotia,

291 ;
in Euboea (?), 307 ;

in Attica before

Solon's time, 309 ;
in Peloponnesus, 331, 344;

in Elis, 353 ;
in Messenia, 361 ;

in Argolis,

366 ; at Epidaurus, 369 ;
in Crete, 383 sqq. ;

in the Cyclades, 407 sqq., 417, 419 ; at Si-

nope(?}, 441 ;
art Cyme(?), 479; at Teos(?),

511; atChersonesusCariae,523; at Cnidus,

523 ; at Camirus, 538 ;
in Cilicia, 597 ;

at

Celenderis, 600 ; at Mallus, 605 ; (reduced) at

Corcyra, 275 ; (reduced) in Cyprus, 620 sqq.

Aegipan, Psophis (?), 379; Aegiale, 409; Taba,
532.

Aeneas, founder of Aeneia, 189: with Anchi-

ses, Segesta, 146 ;
with Anchises and Asea-

niiis, Dardanus, 472; Otrus, 567; with

Anchises, Kreusa, and Ascanius, Aeneia, 185.
Aeolis, chronological table of coinage of, 482.
A equitas, Alexandria, 721.
Aes grave, of Etruria, 13 ;

of Italy, 14 sqq.;
of Luceria, 39 ;

of Venusia,4i j
of Olbia, 233.

Aes rude Italian, 15.

Aesop (?), Delphi, 289.

Aetna, Mount, productions of, 115.

Aetolia, 283, 284; statue of at Delphi, 284.

Aetolos, Aetolia, 284.

Africa, head of, Juba I, 774 ; Mauretania, 7^)6.

Agathodaemon, Thyateira, 554; Alexandria,

720.

Agathyrnos, hero, Tyndaris, 166.

Agaue with head of Pentheus, 433.

Ageladas, statue of Zeus by, Messene, 361.

Agonistic types, on Tarentine coins, 46 ;
at

Rhegium, 93 ;
in Sicily, 100, 150; at Olyn-

thus, 1S5 ;
on coins of Philip II, 197; on

coins of Cos, 535.
Ajronistic and other Magistrates' titles on Im-

perial coins, Introd., § 14.

Agonothesia, Presidency of the Games, Thes-

salonica, 213.

Agreus, Rhegium, 94; Corcyra, 277.

Ajax, son of Oileus, Opuntii, 285 ; Scarpheia,
286.

Ajax, shield of, Salamis, 329.

Ajax, death of, Prusa ad Olympum, 444.

Ajax, oekist of Olba, 609.

Aktaeon(?), head of, C'yzicus, 451.

Alabandos, hero, Alabanda, 519.

Aleos, oekist of Tegea, 381.

Aleuas, Larissa, 2!:3, 255.
Alexander the Paphlagonian,Aboniteichos, 43 2.

Alexander the Great, vision of, Smyrna, 510;
oekist of Apollonia Pis., 589 ; coinage of in

Lycia, 575 ; coinage of at Mallus, 607 ;

coinage of at Tarsus, 616.

Alexandria, tetradrachms of, tariffed as equi-
valent to the Roman denarius, 718.

Alexandria personified, Alexandi;-ia, 720.
Alexandrine coins (i. e. coins bearing the

types of the money ofAlexander struck after

his death) at Thebes, 298 ;
at Chalcis, 304 ;

at Aegina, 333 ; at Sicyon, 346 ;
at Elis,

356 ;
at Argos (?), 367 ;

in Crete, 384 ;
at

Cnossus, 389 ;
at Lyttus, 399 ;

at Assus,

449 ;
at Atarneus, 449 ;

at Cyzicus, 454 ;

at Lampsacus, 457 ;
at Pergamum, 460 ;

at

Alexandria Troas, 469 ;
at Sigeium, 475 ;

at Myrina, 480; at Temnus, 4S1 ;
at Me-

thymna, 486 ;
at Mytilene, 487 ;

at Clazo-

menae, 492 ;
at Colophon, 493 ; atEphesus,

496 sq. ;
at Erythrae, 499 ;

at Heracleia

Ion., 500 ; at Magnesia Ion., 501 ; at Mi-

letus, 504; at Phocaea, 507; at Priene,

50S ;
at Smyrna, 509 ;

at Teos, 5 1 1
;

at

Chios, 514; at Samos, 517; at Alabanda, 519;
at Cnidus, 524; at Mylasa, 529 ; at Asty-

palaea, 534 ;
at Cos, 536 ;

at Nisyros, 537 ;
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at Rhodes, 541 ;
at Phaselis, 579 ; at Side,

586 ;
at Sillyum, 588 ;

at Paphus, 627 ; by
WeleucLis I, 637; in Phoenicia, 650; at

Damascus (?), 662 ; at Aradus, 666
;

at Ma-
rathus, 670 ;

at Sidon, 672 ;
at Tyrus, 675 ;

at Ace, 676 ;
at Joppa, 67S ;

a.t Ascalon,

679; in Egypt, 711.

Alexarcbus, founder of Uranopolis, 183.
Alliance coin-type, Cyrene, Lindus, and laly-

sus, 727.
Alliance coins, Introd., § 17.

Alkaeos, Mytilene, 488.

Alkameues, statue of Dionysos by, Athens,

324. 327-

Alkathoos, oekist of Megara, 330.

Alkinoos, gardens of, (so-called), Corcyra, 276.

Alkos, epithet of Apollo, Morgantina, 13S.

Amaltheia, divine goat, Crete, 382.

Amaltheia, Synnada, 569.
Amaltheia or Rhea, Laodiceia, 566.
Amaltheia and infant Zeus, Aegae, 598.
Amastris (Amazon?), 432.
Ambrosial rocks, Tyrus, 676.

Amen-ra, Egypt, 722, 724.

Amphiaraos, Oropus, 328.

Amphictyonic Council, 289 sq.

Ampliilochos, Mallus, 608.

Amphinomos and Anapias, story of, 117.

Amphion and Zethos binding Dirke,Thyateira,

554-

Amphora, numerals on, Athens new style, 317.

Amyinone pursued by Poseidon, Argos, 368.

Anacreon, Teos, 512.

Anaitis, Zela, 427 ;
Amastris (?), 432.

Anaxagoras the philosopher, Clazomenae, 492.
Anaxilas of Rhegium, 92.

Anchialos, oekist of Anchialus, 236 ;
An-

chiale (?), 599.

Anchises, Aeneia, 189; Ilium, 473.

Anchor, type parlnnt, Ancyra, 557.

Androklos, oekist of Ephesus, 498 ;
oekist of

Sanios, 518.

Andromeda, Prusa ad Olympum, 444 ;
Coro-

pissus, 602 ; Joppa, 678.

Androtion, statement of, concerning Solon's

monetary reforms, 309.

Ankaeos, Samian hero, 518.

Antigonus Gonatas, victory of, off Cos, 204.

Antigonus Doson, expedition of, against Caria,

204.

Antinous, coin dedicated to, by the Amphicty-
onic Council, 290 ; cultus of, at Mantineia,

373 ; Hadrianothera, 455 ;
medallions of,

Bithynium, 438; Calchedou, 439 ; Cius, 440;

Adramj'teum, 447 ; Cyzicus, 454; Smyrna,
510.

Antiochians, coins struck by, out of Antioch,

658.
Antiochus III (of Syria), European coins with

head of, 640.
Antiochus IV (of Syria), name of, on Athenian

coins, 317, 320 ; Egyptian coinage of, 716.

Anubis, Egypt, 723.

Apellicon of Teos, name of, on Athenian coin,

322-324.
'AwTji'T], agonistic type, Messana, 134.

Apesas, Mount, Herakles resting beneath,

Argos, 368.

Aphaia standing by Zeus, Aegina, 334.

Aphrodite, worship of, at Ancona, 19 ; temple
of, at Aegina, the first European mint, 331 ;

statue of, at Aegina, 334 ; worship of, at

Corinth, 335 ; temple of, at Corinth, 340 ;

statue of, holding shield, Corinth, 340 ;

holding her long hair after the bath, Me-
thana, 370 ; cultus-image of, Aphrodisias,

520; statue of by Praxiteles, Cos, 536;
Aphrodite

—
Aineias, Leucas, 280.

Akraia, Cnidus, 523.

Areia, Cyzicus, 454.

Knidia, statue of by Praxiteles, 525.

Doritis, Cnidus, 523.

Erycina, temple of, 120, 121.

Euploia, Cnidus, 523.

Kastnietis, Metropolis, 256 sq.

Melainis, Thespiae, 300.

Meleia, Magnesia Ion., 502.

Morpho (?), Lacedaemon, 365.

Nymphia (?), Troezen, 371.

Paphia, Sardes, 553.

Paphia, temple of, Cyprus, 627.

Urania, Uranopolis, 183.

Aphrodite with three Erotes, Cidramus, 523 ;

with Eros, Eryx, 120
;
with Hermes, Mallus,

6c6.

Apis, Alexandria, 720, 723.

Apollo, worship of, at Metapontum, 63.

Apollo
—

Agyieus, Ambracia, 270.

Aegletes, Anaphe, 410.

Aktaeos, Parium, 458.

Aktios, Ambracia, 270 ; Acarnania, 278,

2S3; Anactorium, 279; Thyrrheium,
282

; Alexandria, 719.

Alexikakos, Selinus, 148.
Alkos (?) Morgantina, 138.

Amyklaeos, Lacedaemon, 364 sq.

Anaphaeos, Anaphe, 4T0.

Archegetes, Tauromenium, 165 ;
Hiera-

polis, 565.

Aulaetes, Magnesia Ion., 502.

Delios, Athens, 321, 325.

Delphinios, symbol of, Delphi, 289.

Didymeus, Aegiale(?), 432 ; Miletus, 504;

Alexandria, 719.

Embasios, Ephesus, 498.

Enagros, Siphnos, 419.

Gryneus, Grynium, 480; Myrina, 481.

Hekatos, Pordosilene, 488.

Hyakinthios, Tarentum, 44.

Karinos, Megara, 330.
Karneios (?), Metapontum, 64.

Karneios, symbols of, Delphi, 289.

Katharsios(?), Caulonia, 78.

Kissios, Alabanda, 519.

Kitharoedos, Acarnania, 283.

Klarios, Apameia, 437 ; Colophon, 493 sq.

Leukates, Nicopolis, 272.

Lydios, Tralles, 555.

Lykios, Athens, 324, 327 ; Lycia, 575.

Lykios ^w^wv, Themisonium, 569.

Musegetes, Imbros, 226
; Mesembria, 237.

Nomios, Corcyra, 276.

Nymphegetes(?), Hipponium, 85.

Patareus, Patara, 578,

3 E 2
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Apollo
—

Patroos (?), Athens, 327,

Propylaeos, Cremna, 590.

Pythaeus, Asine, 362.

Pythios, Athens, 327; Megara, 330;

'Tralles,555; Mallus,6o8; Alexandria,

719-

Sniintheus, Alexandria Troas, 469.

Smintheus, statue of, by Scopas, 470.
Thearios (?), Troezen, 371.

Theoxenios, Pellene, 350.

Thymbraeos, temple of, at Thymbra, 475.

Triopios, Cnidus, 523 ;
hieron of, opposite

Cos, 204.

Apollonia, various Asiatic cities bearing name
of, method of distinguishing their coins, 521.

Apollonis, Queen, head of (?), Cyzicus, 454.

Apteras or Pteras, oekist of Aptara, 387.

Apulia, chronological table of coinage of, 36.

Aramaic inscriptions on coins of Amisus, 424 ;

of Gaziura, 426 ;
of Paphlagonia, 431 ;

of

Sinope, 434; ofSide(?), 586 ; ofCilicia, 597;
of Issus, 604 ;

of Mallus, 606
;

of Tarsus,
612 sqq. ;

of Ariarathes of Cappadocia, 631 ;

ofHieropolis,Cyrrhesticae,654; ofSidon'J),

672 ;
of Persis, 696.

Aratus the Poet (?), Soli, 612.

Arcadia, chronological table of coinage of, 344 ;

federal money of, 372.

Archedamis, wife ofTheophanes, Mytilene, 48S.
Archias, oekist of Syracuse, 157.

Ares, Mamertini, 1 36 ; as Sun-god, Mesembria,

237 ; Corinth, 340 ; Argos, 368 ; Amasia,

423 ; Cabeira, 425 ; Chabacta, 426 ;
Ga-

ziura, 426 ; Laodiceia, 426 ; Pimolisa, 426 ;

Taulara, 427 ; Amastris, 433 ; Metropolis
Ion., 502 ;

Prostanna (?), 591 ; Lyrbe, 605 ;

Tarsus (?), 614; Rabbath-Moba, 687 ;
Alex-

andria, 719-

Arethusa, Syracuse, 151, 155 ; Tarsus, 614.

Argaeus, Mount, Archelaus, Cappadociae Pex,
633 ;

Caesareia Cap., 633.

Argo, the ship, Magnetes, 256 ; Magnesia
Ion., 502 ; Sidon, 673.

Argolis, chronological table of coinage of, 343.
Ariadne and Dionysos, Perinthus, 232.
Ariadne (?), head of, Lampsacus, 457.
Arian Pali inscriptions on coins, Bactria, 705

sqq., 709.

Aries, the Constellation, Antioch, 657 ;

Nisibis, 689.
Arion, Thelpusa, 382 ; Methymna, 486 sq.

Aristaeos, Phegium, 94 ; Corcyra, 276 ; Ceos,

410 sq. ; Cyrene, 726 sqq.

Aristeas, the Pythagorean, Metapontum, 63.

Aristion, partizan of Mithradates, name of, on
Athenian coins, 322, 324.

Aristophanes' allusions to Athenian coins, 314.
Aristotle, on the origin of coinage, Introd., § i

;

statement of, as to new type of coins intro-

duced by Hippias, 311 ; his explanation of

Tenedian coin-types, 476.
Ark of Noah on coin of Apameia, 558.

Arkas, infant, beside his mother Kallisto,

Methydrium, 377 ; Orchomenus, 377 ;
in-

fant, carried by Hermes, Pheneus, 378.
Arne, nymph, Cierium, 249.

Aroe, ancient name of Patrae, 349.

Art, progress of, in Sicily, 99.
Artemis—

Agrotera, Cherronesus, 237; Megara, 330.

Amarynthia, Eretria, 306.

Astyrene, Antandrus, 447.

Boreitene, Attalia, 548; Thyateira, 554.

Brauronia, Laodiceia ad Mare, 660.

Britomartis, Crete, 383.

Ekbatesia, Siphnos, 419.

Ephesia, temple of, at Alea, 374.

Ephesia, Gortyna, 396 ; Cyme, 479 ;

Came, 479 ; Ephesus, 494 sqq. ;
Me-

tropolis Ion., 502 ; lasus, 528 ; Taba,

531 ; Acrasus, 547 ; Aninetus, 548 ;

Cilbiani, 549 ; Gordus Julia, 549 ;

Nacrasa, 551 ; Tabala, 554; Acmonia,

556 ; Aezani, 556 ; Colossae, 561 ;

Cotiaeum, 561 ; Synnada, 569.

Eurippe, Pheneus, 378 sq.

Kindyas, Bargylia, 522.

Klaria, Colophon, 494.
Knakalesia, Caphya, 374.

Kyparissia, Lacedaemon, 364.

Laphria, statue and festival of, Patrae,

349 sq-

Leukophryne, Magnesia Ion., 502.

Linienoskopos (?), Massilia, 7.

Lykia (?), Troezen, 371.

Munychia, Phygela, 508.

Myndia, Myndus, 529.

Myrea (?), Myra, 577.

Perasia, Hieropolis Cil., 603.

Pergaea, Perga, 585 ; Andeda, 589 ;

Pednelissns, 591 ; Pogla, 591.

Persika, Hierocaesareia Lyd., 550 ; Hy-
paepa, 550.

Pheraea, Pherae, 261
; Sicyon, 347.

Propylaea, Athens, 324.

Soteira, Agrigentum, 108
; Syracuse, 156,

159 sq. ; Megara, 330.

Stymphalia, Stymphalus, 380.

Tauropolos, Amphipolis, 190 ; Macedonia,
208 ; Cherronesus, 237 ;

cultus of, at

Panticapaeum, 239.

Tyche, Gerasa Decap., 665.

Aryandes, punishment of, 699 ;
his silver

coins, 699, 711-

As, libral, 4390 grs., 15; triental, 1756 grs.,

16; uncial, 421 grs., 16; semuncial, 17.

Ascanius. See Aeneas.

Asia, Roman province, date of constitution of,

497 ; characteristics of coinage of, 547,
Askenos {see Men"), Sardes, 553.

Asklepieion at Athens, inventory of, 201 ;
at

Agrigentum, loS.

Asklepios, worship of, in Thessaly, 249, 263 ;

at Epidaurus, 369 ;
at Pergamum, 459 sqq. ;

statue of, by Thrasymedes of Paros, Epi-

daurus, 369 ;
suckled by goat, Epidaurus,

370 ; enthroned, with dog and serpent
beside him, Epidaurus, 369, 370 ; Phinaeos,

Nicopolis, 272.

Asklepios and Isis, sanctuaries of, Corinth,

34°-
Assaria Italica (?), Crete, 384.
Assarion, Chios, 514.

Astarte, Mallus, 606 ; Capitolias Coelesyriae,
662

; Aradus, 667 sq. ; Berytus, 668 ;
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Botrys, 668 ; Byblus, 66g ;
Caesareia ad

Libanum, 669 ; Dora, 669 ; Sidon, 673 ;

Tripolis, 674 ; Tyrus, 676 ;
Caesareia Sam.,

678 ; Diospolis Lydda, 678 ;
Aelia Capito-

lina, 679 ; Anthedon, 679 ; Ascalon, 679 ;

Adraa, 686 ; Esbus, 687 ; Kabbath-Moba,
687 ; Thysdrus Byz., 737 ; Hippo Zeug.,

742 ; Hippo Regius Numid., 745 ;
Sarai

Numid., 745 ;
Tabraca Numid., 746.

Astragalos, meaning of, 126.

Astragalos on Euboean coins, 309.

Ateh, goddess. Tarsus, 616.

Atergatis, Hieropolis Cyrrhesticae, 654.

Athamas, oekist of Halus, 251.

Athena, archaic statue of, by Dipoenus and

Scyllis (?), Cleonae, 369.

Athena, presenting hair of Medusa to Sterope,

Tegea, 381.
Athena—

Alea, Tegea, 380 sq.

Alkis, Syracuse, 16 1
; Bella, 212 ; Mace-

don, 203-205 ; Btolemy I, 712,

Archegetis, Athens, 325 sq.

Areia, Bergamum, 463 ; Ephesus, 498.

Chalinitis, Corinth, 334, 336, 340.

Hippia, Athens, 326.

Hygieia, Athens, 326.

Ilias, Athens, 326 ; Hamaxitus, 472 ;

Ilium, 473.

Itonia, Thessaly, 264 ; temple of, near

Coroneia, 291 sq.

Kranaea, temple of, at Elateia, 290.

Kydonia, Cydonia, 392.

Megarsis, Mallus, 607.

Barthenos, Athens, 316 sq., 323, 326.

Bolias, los, 414; Briene, 508.

Bromachos, Athens, 327.

Salmonia, Itanus, 397 sq.

li^aoTOv, Alexandria, 719.

Skyletria, Thurium, 72.

Soteira, Hipponium, 85.

Sthenias, Troezen, 371.
Athenian money superseded by Macedonian,

circ. B.C. 350-322, 315.
Athenian coinage of the ' old style, cessation

of, 316.
Athenian coinage of the ' new style,' com-

mencement of, circ. B.C. 220, cessation of,

circ. B.C. 86, 316 ;
classification of, 316 sqq.

Athenian types in Crete at Cnossus, Cydonia,

Gortyna, Hierapytna, Bolyrhenium, and

Briansus, 390, 392.
Athenian coinage imitated by Mazaeus, 616.

Athenian coinage imitated in Arabia, 687 sq.

Athens, earliest coinage of, Introd., § 8.

Athens and Rome,
' foedus aequum

'

between,

318.
Athletes drawing lots, Balaeopolis, 591 ;

Ancyra, 629.

Athymbros, oekist of Nysa, 552.

Atlas, Magnesia Ion., 502.
Attic standard, identical with the Euboic,

310 ; monetary scale of, 310; in Sicily, 99 ;

in Thasos, 229; at Byzantium, 231; at

Selymbria, 232 ;
at Delphi, 2S9 ; inBoeotia,

291, 299 ;
in Messenia, 361 ;

at Argos, 368 ;

at Epidaurus (?), 369 ;
at Troezen, 371 ;

in

Crete, 384, 386, 390, 391, 392, 394, 396,

397, 400, 402, 405 ; in the Cyclades, 408,

411, 417, 420; at Sinope, 435 ;
at Calche-

don, 43S ;
at Cyzicus, 454 ; at Lampsacus,

458 ;
at Abydus, 468 ;

at Ilium, 473 ;
at

Sigeium, 475 ;
at Tenedos, 476 ;

at Aegae,
478 ;

at Cyme, 479 ;
at Myrina, 481 ;

at

Temnus, 481 ; at Methymna, 486 ;
at

Cithus, 486 ;
at Clazomenae, 490 sq. ;

at

Ephesus, 495, 497 ;
at Heracleia Ion., 500 ;

at Lebedus, 500 ;
at Magnesia Ion., 501 ;

at Miletus, 503 sq. ; at Smyrna, 509 ;
at

Alabanda, 519 ;
at Bargylia, 522 ;

at

Caunus, 522; at Halicarnassus, 526; at

Myndus, 529 ;
at Cos, 535 sq. ;

at Rhodus,

542 ;
at Syme (?), 542 ;

at Sardes, 553 ;
at

Attuda(?), 559; atBhaselis, 580; at Etenna,

583 ; at Berga, 584 ;
at Sillyum, 588 ;

at

Cremna, 590 ;
at Sagalassus, 592 ;

at Selge,

593 ; adopted by Mazaeus, 616
;

in Cappa-
docia, 631 ; Seleucidae, 637 ;

at Hieropolis

Cyrrh., 654 ;
at Aradus, 666 ;

at Marathus,

670 ;
at Tyrus, 675 ;

in Barthia, 691 ;
in

Bersis, 696 ;
in Characene, 697 ;

in Bactria,

701 ;
in Egypt, 711 ;

at Cyrene, 730 ;
at

Euesperides, 734 ;
of Siculo-Bunic coins,

'37-

Attica, chronological table of coinage of, 343.

Attalis, Athenian tribe so named, 319.

Atys, Cyzicus (?), 451, 453; Antiochia ad

Maeandrum, 520 ; Bessinus(?), 630.

Auge, mother of Telephos, Tegea, 381 ;
re-

leased from chest, Elaea, 480.

Auriol, find of archaic silver coins at, i, 7-

Autonomy granted to cities ofEuropean Greece
at the Beace of Antalcidas, 285.

Aziottenos {see Men), Saittae, 552.

B.

Baal Tars, Tarsus, 614 sqq.

Baal, symbol of, Siculo-Bunic coins, 737 ;

symbol of, Tabraca, 746.

Baal, Hippo Regius, 745 ; Tingis, 748.

Babylonic and Bhoenician silver minae,

Introd., § 6.

Babylonic standard at Neapolis Mac, 175;
at Aegae Mac, 177; at Ichnae, 178; at

Maroneia, 215 ;
at Dicaea, 2 1 8

;
at Thasos,

227; at Tenedos, 475 ;
in Ionia, 489; at

Astyra, 521 ;
at Cnidus(?), 523; in Lycia,

544 ; falling to the Euboic, Lycia, 571.

Bacchic Term on Brow, Mytilene, 487.
Bacchus Thracian, 174, 176.

BatTvAia, Mallus, 605.

Barcides, Hispano-Carthaginian coins of, 3.

Barter, primitive method of exchange, Introd.,

§ I.

Bassareus, Lydian Dionysos, 545.

Battus, founder of Cyrene, 725.

Bear, Kallisto transformed into, Mantineia,

376.
Bee {(liXiTTa), type parlant, Melitaea, 256 ;

emblem in Crete of Zeus, 3S2 ; symbol of

Artemis Ephesia, 494.

Bellerophon, Leucas, 279 ; Corinth, 334, 336,

339 ; Bargylia, 522.

Beroe, nymph, seized by Boseidon, Beiytus,
668.
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Beset (Leto), Egypt, 723, 724.
Bias of Priene, 508.
Bimetallic currency of Philip II, 196.

Bipennis, symbol' of Dionysos and of Kotys,
240; symbol of Dionysos of Pagasae, 261.

Bithynia personified, Nicomedes I, 444.

Bithynia, chronological table of the coinage

of, 446.

Boar, symbol of Artemis, Phocis, 2S7.

Boeotarchs, names of, on federal coins, 297.

Boeotia, chronological table of coinage of, 291.
Boeotian buckler, a religious emblem, 291.
Boeotian federal currency, 291.
Boeotian League, meeting place of, 291 sq.

Boeotian dialect, coin-legend in, 297.
Bonae Nuptiae, Alexandria, 721.
Boreitene. See Artemis.

Bosporus, Colchis, and Pontus, chronological
table of coinage of, 431.

EoCy em yXwaari PiPtjKev, the proverb, 309.

Branchidae, sacred coinage of, 504.
Brasidas in Macedon, 182 sq., 190.

Bridge over the Pyramus, Aegae, 598.
British imitation of Gaulisli money, 9.

Britomartis, Crete, 383, 38S, 400.
Bronze, the measure of value in Italy and

Sicily, IntrocL, § 9.
Bronze coinage of Athens first issued under

the archonship of Callias, B.C. 406, 315.

Bronze, plentiful reissue of, at Athens, B.C.

353-322, 315-
.

Bronze, demonetization of, at Athens, B.C. 394,

315-
Bronze mouey, Attic denominations of, 328.
Bronze first coined in Aegina, circ. B.C. 404,

333-
Bronze coins of the Ptolemies, relation of to

silver coins, 713.
Bronze related to silver in Egypt as 120 : i,

713;
Bruttium, chronological table of coinage of, 76.
Bull's horn, emblem of Seleucus, 638.

Bupalus, statue of Tyche by, Smyrna, 510.
Buraicus Herakles, statue of, Aegium, 348.

Byzas, oekist of Byzantium, 232.

C.

Calabria, chronological table of coinage of, 42.
Calauria, naval confederation of, 293.
Callias, archonship of, at Athens, first issue of

bronze, B.C. 406, 315.

Campania, derivation of coinage of, Inirod.,

§9-
Campania, chronological table of coinage of,

26.

Campanian bull, meaning of, 33.

Campano-Tarentine coinage, 49.

Campanians in Sicily, 104, 119, 139.

Canachus, statue of Aphrodite by, at Sicyon,
347 ;

statue of the Didymean Apollo by, 505.
'

Canopic
'

vases, Alexandria, 720.

Cappadocia, Roman province, 633.
Car of Astarte, Sidon, 673.
Caranus, myth of, 177, 212.

Carchemish, weight of, Tntrod., § 4, § 8.

Caria, chronological table of coinage of, 543.
Carthaginians in Spain, 3.

Catanaean brothers, Catana, 117.

Cattle, values estimated in, Introd., § i.

Cattle, medium of exchange in Attica, 309.

Cenchreae, port of Corinth, 340.

Cephisodotus, group of Eirene and Plutos by,

Athens, 327.

Cetriporis of Thrace, mention of, in inscr.,

241.
Chalcidian colonies in the "West, earliest coin-

age of, Introd., § 9.

Chalcidian colonies in Sicily, 99 ;
in Macedon,

181.

Chalcidian League, 185.
Chalkous Attic, value of, 328.
Chares of Lindus, statue of Helios by, com-

monly called the Colossus of lihodes, 540.

Charites, the three, Argos, 368 ; Itanus, 39S ;

Naxos, 417 ; Magnesia Ion., 502.
Charon the Boeotarch, 297.
Cheiron the Centaur, Magnetes, 256 ;

Prusias

II, 445-

Chimaera, Corinth, 336, 339 ; Sicyon, 345 sq. ;

Cyzicus, 451 ; Zeleia(?), 506.
Chian 'Fortieth' (

= 240 grs.), 513.
Chian standard (didrachm ] 23-120 grs.), 513.
Chloris with Leto, Argos, 368.

Chnuphis(?), Egj'pt, 724.

Chronological classification of coins by style,

Inirod., § 12.

Chrysippus the Philosopher, Soli, 612.

Chusor-Plitah, (Hephaestos) Hippo Regius,

745 ; Macomada, 745.

Cilicia, chronological table of coins of, 619.
Roman province B.C. 67, 598, 607.

Cistophori, origin and history of the, 461 ;

struck at Goityna, 384, 396 ; Imperial, of

Bithynia, 437.

Cistophoric mints in Asia, Adramyteum, 446 ;

Parium, 459; Pergamum, 462; Ephesus,

497 ; Smyrna, 509 ; Kysa, 552 ; Sardes,

553; Thyatcira, 554; Tralles, 555; Apa-
meia, 557; Laodiceia, 566.

Cistophoric countermarks on coins of Side, 587.

Cistophoric standard at Cibyra, 560 ;
at Pes-

sinus, 628,
Civic titles,

—
Imperial, ethnic, geographical,

titles involving privileges, and purely hono-
rific titles, Introd., § 16.

Cleopatra, portrait of on coins of, Patrae, 349 ;

Ascalon, 679.

Cleopatra with infant PtolemyXVI as Aphro-
dite and Eros, 717.

Cock, emblem of the Dawn, Carystus, 303 ;

emblem of Cretan Zeus, 382.

Cock-fight, Dardanus, 471 ; Ophrynium, 474.

Coinage, probable invention of, in Lydia, circ.

B.C. 700, Introd., § 5.

Colonial coins (Roman)—Types and inscrip-
tions of, Introd., § 18.

Colossus of Rhodes, 540.
Commemorative coins struck by Agathocles
and Antimachus of Bactria, 703, 704.

Concordia, Alexandria, 722.
Consecratio, Alexandria, 721.

Corcyi-ean standard (light Aeginetic) in Etru-

ria, 12; at ApoUonia Illyriae, 265 ;
at

Dyrrhachium, 266
; in Iliyria, 267 ;

in

Epirus, 272 ;
in the islands of Elis, 358.
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Corinth, early commerce of, and origin of tlie

Corinthian standard, Introd., § 8.

Corinth, Roman colony, coinage of, 339.
Corinthia, chronological table of coinage of,

343-
. .

Corinthian coin-types, 334 ;
introduced into

Sicily by Timoleon, loi.

Corinthian drachms of Phytia, 281.

Corinthian standard, origin of, 334; extension

of, 334 ;
at Corcyra, 276.

Corinthian staters of Locri, 76, 86
;
of Mesma,

89 ; of Khegium, 94, 95 ;
of Terina, 98 ;

of Eryx, 121
;
of Leontini, 131 ;

of Syracuse,

156, 158; ofApolIonia, 265; of Dyrrhachii,

266; ofAmbracia, 270; of Corcyra, 276;
ofAcarnauia, 278, 282; of Alyzia, 279; of

Anactorium, 279; of Argos Amphilochicum,
279; of Astacus, 279 ;

of Coronta, 279 ;
of

Leucas, 279; of Metropolis Acarnaniae, 280 ;

of Thyrrheium, 282
;
of Palaerus (?), 341.

Corinthian staters of reduced weight, Thyr-
rheium, 283.

Corinthian staters with Q and magistrate's

letters and symbols, chronological classifica-

tion of, 337.
Corinthian staters of Acarnania, Corcyra,

Epirus, Illyria, Sicily, and Bruttium, 340,

34'-
. . . ,Cow and calf as a coin-type, origin and mean-

ing of, 276.
Cow and calf, symbol of worship of Hera,

Euboea, 303.
Cow and calf, Lycia, 572 ;

Tarsus (?), 612.

Crenides, 192.

Crescent, emblem of Aphrodite Melainis,

Thespiae, 300.

Crete, chronological table of coinage of, 385.

Creto-Eoman silver coinage, 384.
Critius and Nesiotes, statues of Harmodius
and Aristogeiton by, Athens, 324.

Crocodile, Egypt, 723.

Croesus, his monetary reform, 546.

Cromna the Amazon, head of, Cromna, 433.

Crook and flail, Egyptian symbols of royalty,

Tyre, 674.
'Crux ansata,' Cyprus, 627.
Cumaean Sibyl, 32, 132.

Cupping vessel, aiKva, Atrax, 249 ; Epidaurus,

352. 369; Amorgos, 409.
Curetes guarding infant Zeus, Crete, 384.

Curule chair, Melita, 743.

Cyclades, archaic coinage of, 407 ;
chrono-

logical table of the coinage of, 409.

Cynoscephalus, Egypt, 723 sq.

Cypriote syllabry, 602 sqq. See PI. III.

Cyzicene staters, history and value of, 449.

Daedalus of Sicyon, seated statue of Nike by,

Elis, 355.

Dagon, Aradus, 666.

Damneus, hero, Myrina, 481.
Damocleidas, name of, on Boeotian coins, 298.

Danae, Argos, 368.
Danaos and Gelanor, contest between, Argos,

368.

Daphne, transformation of, ApoUonia Cariae,

521 ; sanctuary of, near Antioch, 658.
Dardanos, Ilium, 473.

AapeiKui, derivation of, 698.
Daric, ^^ part of light Babylonian mina, 698.
Dane, double, probably first coined by Alex-

ander the Great, 699.
Dated coins and eras of towns, Introd., § 19.

Daton, mining district, Macedon, 192.
Decimal system of the ancient Egyptians,

Introd., § 2.

Decimal system in Etruria, 10,

Decussis, Koman, 16.

Dedicatory formulae, Introd., § 14.

Delphic omphalos, 2S9, 290 ;
on a Cyzicene

stater, 453.

Delphic E I , mystic word, 290.

Delphinium, harbour of, Oropus, 328.

Delphos, mythical founder of Delphi, 289.

Deluge, myth of the Noachian, Apameia, 558.

Demares, inventory of, 303, 308.

Demareteion, Syracuse, 151.

Demeter, epithets of, Metapontum, 64 ; temple
of, on Mount Ithome, 361 ; of Anthela, Del-

phi, 289 sq.
Demeter—

Chthonia, sanctuary of, at Hermione, 370.

Eleusinia, Pheneus, 378.

Erinys, Thelpusa, 381 sq.

Horia, Smyrna, 510.
Panachaia (,?), Achaean League, 351.

Demeter and Triptolemus, statues of, at Enna,

119.
Demi of Antioch and Seleucia, 656.
Democritus of Abdera, 221.

Demos of Athens, coin struck in the name of

the, 318.
Denarius of Apollonia Illyriae, 265,

Derceto, Ascalon, 680.

Despoina (?), Arcadia, 372.
Dia-Hebe (?), Neapolis, 33.

Diana Lucifera, 437.

Dido, Tyrus, 676 ;
Siculo-Punic coin, 738.

Didyma, sacred coinage of, 504.

Diktynna, Crete, 382 sqq.; Cydonia, 392;

Eleutherna, 393 ; Phalasarna, 402 ; Poly-

rhenium, 403.

Dindymus, Mount (?), Acmonia, 556.
Diomedes carrying otf Palladium, 367 sq.

Dion of Syracuse, name of, on coins of Za-

cynthus, 360.

Dione, Amantia, 265 ; Ambracia, 270 ;
Atha-

manes, 271 ; Pyrrhus, 273, 275.

Dionysiac types on Ptolemaic coins, 715.

Dionysos tauriform, 33, 63.

Dionysos, temple of, at Aphytis, 186
; worship

of, at Mende, 187 ; orgiastic worship of, in

Thrace, 227 ;
statue of by Calamis, Tana-

gra, 295 ;
theatre of, at Athens, 328 ;

tem-

ple of, at Sicyon, 347 ; priest of, eponymous

magistrate of Naxos, 417 ;
oekist of Nicaea,

443 ;
oekist of Tium, 444.

Dionysos and Ariadne, janiform heads of, Te-

nedos, 476.

Dionysos—
Hebon, Neapolis, 33.

Lampter, Pellene, 350.

Libyan, 63.
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Dionysos
—

Melpomenos (?), Athens, 323.
IleAeKvj of Pagasae, 261.

Thracian, worship of, among the Satrae,

176.
Dioskuri as Soir^pes, 166 ; worship of, at Istrus,

235 ;
altar of, at Mantineia, 376 ; with lunar

goddess, Sibidunda, 568.

Dipoenus and Scyllis, statue of Athena by,

Cleonae, 369.

Dirke, death of, Acrasus, 547 ; Thyateira, 554.

Docimus, oekist of Docimeum, 562,

Dodona(l), coins struck at, 275.

Dog, symbol of the river Criraisus, 145.

Dogs in temple of Adranos, 137.

Dog-star Sirios, Ceoa, 410 sqq. ; Cythnos, 413.
Dorian colonies in Sicily, 99.
Dove on coins of Sicyon, emblem of Aphrodite,

347.

Drachm, see Attic and other standards.

Drachm, Emporitan (78 grs.), 3.

Drachm, Hispano-Carthat^'inian (59 grs.), 4.

Drachm, Phocaean (60-58 grs.), 73.

Drachm, gold, Carystus, 303.

Apaxfj^al "Sreipavrjcpopov, 310.

ApaxM^J? Traxeia, 331.

ApaxfiT], derivation of, 698, note.

Drachms of Tenos, rate of exchange of, against
those of Rhodes, 421.

Ducetius, oekist of Calacte, iii.

Dupondius, Roman, 16.

Dusares, Arabian Bacchus, Genna, 630, see

Corrigenda ; Adraa, 686.

Dynamis, Alexandria, 721.

E.

Egestos, oekist of Segesta, 144.

Eileithyia, Aegium(?), 348; Bura (?), 348;
Argos, 368 ; Latus, 399.

Eirene, Locri Epizephyrii, 86
; Terina, 98 ;

_Nysa, 552.
Eirene Sebaste, Magnesia Lyd., 551.
Eirene with Plutos, group by Cephisodotus,

Athens, 327.
Eiresione, Athens, 324.

Elagabalus (Sun-god), altar of, Emisa, 659.
Electrum coins of Capua, 28 ;

of Syracuse,
156; of Chalcis, 303 ;

of Eretria, 306 ;
of

Athens, 310; of Aegina, 332; of Hera-
cleia (?), 441 ;

of Cyzicus, 449 ;
of Lampsa-

cus, 456 ;
of Abydus, 467 ; of Birytus, 470 ;

of Cebrenia, 470 ;
of Dardanus, 471 ;

of

Sigeium, 475 ;
of Zeleia, 475 ;

of Cyme,
479 ; of Lesbos, 483 sqq. ;

of Clazomenae,

490 ;
of Ephesus, 494 ; of Erythrae, 498 ;

of Miletus, 503 ; of Phocaea, 507; ofTeos(?),

511; of Chios, 513; ofSamos, 515; of Ha-
licarnassus (?), 526 ; ofLydia, 545; of Tar-

sus (?), 612; ofCyrene, 726; of Carthage,
739-

Eleutheria, Tliessalonica, 213; Cyzicus, 452.

Elis, chronological table of coinage of, 343.

Empedocles at Selinus, 147.

Engravers' names, Introd., § 13.

Engravers, Italian, 98 ; Sicilian, 100, 153 ;

Peloponnesian, 354 sq., 373 ; Cretan, 385 sq.,

391, 403 ; Ionian, 491. {See Index of En-

gravers' Names.)
Enyo, worship of at Comana Ponti, 426.
Eos, Alexandria, 719.

Epaminondas, name of, on Boeotian coins, 297.

Ephesian types on coins of Aradus, 667.

Ephesos personified, Cyzicus, 455.
'Eni, with magistrate's name in dative case,

393. 396-

Epione, wife of Asklepios, Epidaurus, 369.

Epirus, clironological table of coinage of, 270.

Eponymous magistrates of Abdera, 221.

Era—Actian, B.C. 31, Beroea, 211; Antioch,

657; Apameia, 658 ; Rhosus, 661 ; Seleu-

cia, 661.

Era of—
Adana, B.C. 19, 598.

Adraa, B.C. 83 (?), 686.

Alexandria Ti-oas, B.C. 300, 469.
Alexandria ad Issum, B.C. 67, 59S.

Amasia, B.C. 7, Amasia, 424 ; Sebastopolis,

427 ; Germanicopolis, 433 ; Neoclaudio-

polis, 433.

Amisus, B.C. 33, 425.

Anazarbus, (i) B.C. 19, 598 ; (ii) A.D. 20,

598.

Anthedon, a.d. 71, 679.

Aral)ia, A.D. 105-4, JBostra, 686; Petra,

6S7.

Aradus, B.C. 259, Aradus, 666 ; Came,
669 ; Marathus, 670.

Arethusa, B.C. 68, 658.

Ascalon, (i) B.C. 104, 679 ; (ii) B.C. 58, 680.

Asia (Roman province), B.C. 134-3, 497;
Nysa, 552.

Augusta Cil., A.D. 19 or 20, 599.

Balanea, B.C. 124, 659.

Berytus, B.C. 197, 668.

Botrys, B.C. 50, 668.

Byblus, B.C. 20 or B.C. 6, 669.

Era, Caesarian, B.C. 47, Sarbanissa, 427 ; B.C.

48, Neoclaudiopolis, 433 ; B.c.47, Aegae
Cil., 598 ;

B.C. 49, Antioch, 657 ;
B.C. 47,

Gabala, 659; B.C. 48, Laodiceia, 660;
B.C. 48, Rhosus, 661 ; B.C. 47, Ace, 677;
B.C. 48, Nysa Scythopolis, 678.

Era of—
Caesareia Paneas, B.C. 3, 664.

Capitolias, a.d. 97, 662.

Chalcis ad Belum, a.d. 92, 655.

Cibyra Phr., a.d. 23, 561.
Comana Ponti, a.d. 40, 426.

Eleutheropolis, A.D. 202-208, 680.

Epiphaneia, A.D. 37, 602.

Flaviopolis, a.d. 74, 602.

Era, Gabinian, B.C. 58, Raphia, 681.

Era of—
Gaba, B.C. 61, 664.

Gabala, (i) B.C. 47, 659 ; (ii) B.C. 32 or 18,

659-
Gaza, (i) B.C. 61, 680; (ii) a.d. 129, 680.

Germanicia Caesareia, A.D. 38 (?), 653.

Irenopolis, a.d. 52, 603.
Laodiceia Phr., B.C. 177 (?), 566.

Leucas, (i) B.C. 37, 663 ; (ii) a.d. 48, 663.

Mopsus, B.C. 68, 608.

Neapolis Sam., a.d. 72, 678.
Neocaesareia Ponti, a.d. 63, 426.
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Nicopolis (Emmaus), a.d. 71, 681.

Paltus (i) B.C. 239, 661
; (ii) B.C. 97-81 (?),

661.

Era, Fompeian, B.C. 64, Antioch, 657 ; Epi-
phaneia, 659; Seleucia, 661; Abila,
664 ; Antiochia ad Hippum, 664 ;

Ca-

nata, 664 ; Dium, 664 ; Gadara, 664 ;

Pella, 665 ; Philadelphia, 665 ; Dora,
669.

Era of—
Ponfus, B.C. 297, Apameia Bith., 437 ;

Bithynium, 437 ; Nicaea, 443 ; Nico-

media, 443 ; Prusa, 444 ;
Nicomedes II,

445-
Pontus Polemoniacus (Roman province),

A.D. 63, 425.
Rabbath-Moba, a.d. 90 or 91, 687.
The Saka, A.D. 78 (?), 710.
Samosata, A.D. 71, 654.
Sarbanissa, B.C. 47, 427.
Sebaste Samariae, B.C. 25, 679.

Era, Selettcid, B.C. 312, 637 ; Cyrrhus, 654 ;

Hieropolis Cyrrh., 654 ; Antioch, 656 ;

Apameia, 658 ; Balanea, 659 ; Emisa,

659 ; Epiphaneia, 659 ; Seleucia, 661 ;

Damascus, 662 ; Demetrias Coelesyr.,
662 ; Laodiceia ad Libanum, 663 ; Oa-
nata Decap., 664 ; Caesareia ad Liba-

num, 669 ; Orthosia, 670 ; Tripolis,

674; Tyrus, 675 ; Ace, 677 ; Seleucia

ad Tigrim, 690 ; Arsacidae, 692 ; Plato
Eact. Rex, 705.

Era of—
Seleucia, B.C. loS, 661.

Sidon, B.C. Ill, 673.

Sinope, (i) B.C. 70, 435 ; (ii) B.C. 45, 435.

Soli, B.C. 67, 612.

Tavium, B.C. 25, 631.

Termessus, B.C. 71, 593.

Tiberias, a.d. 20, 677.

Trapezus, a.d. 63, 427.

Tripolis, B.C. iii, see Corrigenda.

Tyrus, (i) B.C. 275-4, 675 ; (ii) B.C. 126,675.
Zela, A.D. 63, 427.

Era, Tyi-ian on Ptolemaic coins, 675, 714.

Eras, various, in Syria, Phoenicia, etc., 651.

Erinys, epithet of Demeter at Thelpusa, 381.

Eros, Araastris, 433 ; Tmolus, 554.
Eros of Praxiteles at Parium, 459.

Erymanthus, river, Psophis, 379.

'Eaa-qv, High Priest of Ephesian Artemis, 494.

Estranghelo characters, Emisa, 659 ; Edessa,

689.
Etruria, coinage of, Introd., § 9.

Etrurian coins, weights of, 10 sqq.
Etruscan religion, its influence upon the coin-

age, 14.
c ^ ^

Euboea, earliest coinage of, 301 ; chronolo-

gical table of the coinage of, 302.

Euboea, nymph, 307.
Euboic Standard, origin of, Inirod., § 8.

Euboic standard identical witli the Attic. See

Attic standard, 310.
Euboic standard in Chalcidice, 181; atAenus,

214; at Maroneia, 216; in the Thracian

Chersonese, 222 ; in Euboea, 301 ; in Ionia,

489 ;
at Colophon, 492 ;

at Cyrene, 726 ;
at

Barce, 733.

Euboic standard adopted by Solon at Athens,
310.

Euboic-Attic coinage of Alexander the Great,
197.

Euboic-Syracusan standard in Etruria, 11.
Euboic electrum, possibly Lydian, 545.
Eucleides the philosopher, head of, Megara,

330-

Eunomia, epithet of Demeter, Gela, 124.
Euphranor, statue of Leto by. Magnesia, 502 ;

Miletus, 505.

Euphron, tyrant of Sicyon, his name on the

coins, 346.

Euposia or Eubosia, Hierapolis, 565.

Europa
—

Crete, 582.

Phaestus, 401.
Sidon, 673.

Tyrus, 676.

Europa on bull—
Cnossus, 390.

Gortyna, 394 sq.

Phaestus, 400.

Europa in Plane-tree, Gortyna, 394.

Europa in coition with Eagle, Gortyna, 394.

Eurymedusa, Fountain nymph, Selinus, 148.

Eurysakes, son of Ajax, Salamis, 329.

Eurystheus (?) seated before Herakles, Aspen-
dus, 583.

Eutychides of Sicyon, statue of Tyche by,
Antioch, 657.

F.

favaaaa, epithet of Artemis Pergaea, 585.
Federal bronze currency in Sicily, loi, no.
Federal coinage, Thessaly, 247, 264 ; Acarna-

nia, 278, 281 ; Aetolia, 283 ; Phocis, 287 ;

Boeotia, 291, 295, 297 sq. ; Euboea, 307;
Achaea, 350; Arcadia, 372 ; Ephesus, Sa-

mos, Cnidus, lasus, and Rhodes, 495, 516,

524- 528, 540; Lycia, 571, 575; Seleucis

and Pieria, 656 ; Cyrenaica, 732.
Felicitas, Alexandria, 722.

Fides, Locri Epizephyrii, 88.

Fire-altar, Persis, 696.

Fish, sacred to Artemis (?), Psophis, 379.
Fleet (Stolos) personified, Nicomedia, 444.
Fountain, Caleon, Smyrna, 510.

Fountain, Eurymedusa, Selinus, 148.

Fountains, irrjyai, Damascus, 662.

Fox, symbol of the Lydian Dionysos Bassa-
reus (?), 545.

G.

Gaia and Erichthonios, Cyzicus, 453.

Galatia, a Roman province, 629.

Galerus, sacrificial cap, Gaulos, 743.

Galley races at C'orcyra, 277.

Galley, Samian, 92, 516 sqq.

Galley, Sidonian, 671.

Gallia, earliest coinage in, Introd
, § <

Games and Festivals, Introd., § 15.

Agones Hieroi, Nicaea, 443.

Agonotheeia, Gordus Julia, 549.
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Games and Festivals—
Aktia, Nicopolis, 272; Neocaesareia Ponti,

426.
Aktia Caesareia, Tyrus, 676.
Aktia Comodeia, Tyrus, 676.
Aktia Dusaria, C4erina, 630, see Corri-

genda ; Bostra, 686.

Aktia Pythia, Thessalonica, 213; Perin-

thus, 232; Nicomedia, 444 ; Hierapolis,

564 ; Ancyra, 629.
Alexandreia, Byzantium, 232 ; Odessus,

236 ; Magnesia Lyd., 551.
Alexandreia Pythia, Philippopolis, 245.
Antoneinia, Cyzicus, 454.
Antoninia Sebasta, Byzantium, 232.

Antoniniana, Nicomedia, 444 ; Magnesia
Lyd., 551.

^

''AvTwviviavos dyujv, Tyana, 634.

Asklepeia, Tyrus, 676;
—

awTTjpaa, Ancyra,
629.

Asklepia, Nicaea, 443.

Asklepieia,Epidaurus, 370; Laodiceia, 566.
Attaleia, Aphrodisias, f,20.

Augusteia, Nicaea, 443 ; Thyateira, 554 ;

Tralles, 555 ; Cadi, 560; Perga, 585.

Cabeiria, Thessalonica, 213.
Cabeiria Pythia, Thessalonica, 213.
Cabeiria Epineikia, Thessalonica, 213,

Capetolia, Aphrodisias, 520.

Cendreseia, Nicaea, 443.
Cendreiseia Pythia, Philippopolis, 245.
Certamina sacra periodica oecumenica ise-

lastica, Sidon, 673.
Certamina sacra Capitolina oecumenica

iselastica Heliopolitana, Heliopolis, 663.

Chrysantheina, iSardes, 553.

Chrysantina, Hierapolis Phr., 564.
Koivuu Qpaicwu, Philippopolis, 245.
Koivuv 'Eipfirloji', Ephesua, 498.
Koifuv 'Aaias, Sardes, 553; Laodiceia, 566.
Koivuv ^pvy'tos, Apameia, 557.
Koivuy -tSjv KiKiiccuv, Tarsus, 617.
Kotvol KtKiKia^, Tarsus, 617.
Koivos ruiv rpiwv ''EirapxiCiv, Tarsus, 617.
"K-oivuv KvTTpioov, Cyprus, 627.
Koivdv VaXaTojv, Ancyra, 629.
Koivtjs 'S.iovrjpLOs ^ika5e\(pios, Caesareia

Cap., 633.
Koivoy ^uiviKTjs, Tyrus, 676,
Comodeia, Laodiceia, 566.

Ko/io5eios olKovpaviKos, Tarsus, 617.
Commodiana, Nicaea, 443.
Coraea, Tarsus, 617.
Coraea Aktia, Sardes, 553.

Demetria, Nicomedia, 444; Tarsus, 617.

Didymeia, Miletus, 505.

Dionysia, Adana, 598.

Dionysia Pythia, Nicaea, 443.
Dusaria, Adraa, 686

; Bostra, 686.

En Monideia, Magnesia Lyd., 551.

Epidemia Severeia, Perinthus, 232.

Epineikia, Tarsus, 617.
Gordianeia Valeriana Oecumenica, Aphro-

disias, 520.

Gymnasiarchia, Anazarbus, 599 ; Coly-
brassus, 601 ; Soli, 612.

Hadriana, Magnesia Lyd., 551 ; Thya-
teira, 654.

Games and Festivals—
Hadriana Oecumenica, Anazarbus, 599.
Hadriana Panatheuaea, Synnada, 569.
Helia, Odessus, 236.
Helia Pythia, Emisa, 659.
Heraea, Argos, 368.
Herakleia Olympia, Tyrus, 676.
Herakleia Pythia, Perinthus, 232,

ifpoy, Perga, 585; Side, 5S7.

'lepos 'OXvpLTTiKu^, Anazarbus, 599.

'lepo's 'OKv/xm/CL'S oIkoviuvlkus, Aspendus,

583-,
'Icpd olfcovfj-evt/ca, Adana, 59S.

Isopythia, Ancyra, 629.

Isthmia, Corinth, 339.
Isthmia Pythia (? Isopythia), Nicaea, 443.

Lampadephoria, Mothone, 363.

Letoeia, Hierapolis, Phr., 564.
Letoeia Pythia, Tripolis Phr., 570.

Lykaea, Arcadia, 372.

Mystica, Side, 587.

Naumachia, Gadara, 665.

Nemeia, Argos, 36S.
Nemeia Heraea, Argos, 368.

Oecumenika, Aspendus, 5S3 ; Side, 587;

Mopsus, 608 ; Tarsus, 617.

Olympia, Thessalonica, 213; Cyzicus, 454 ;

Magnesia Lyd., 551 ; Tralles, 555 ;

Tarsus, 617.

Olympia oecumenica, Ephesus, 498 ; Side,

587-

Olympia Pythia, Pergamum, 464 ; Taba,

532-

Panathenaea, Mastaura, 551 ; Synnada,
569.

Panionia, Ephesus, 498 ; Smyrna, 510.
Panionia Pythia, Miletus, 490, 505.

Panionion, Ejihesus, 498.

Philadelpheia, Perinthus, 232 ; Sardes,

553 ; Eumenia, 563.

Upwra Koiva ttjs 'Aaias, Smyrna, 510-

Pythia, Thessalonica, 213 ; Delphi, 290 ;

Aphrodisias, 520; Tralles, 555; Cibyra,

561 ; Hierapolis Phr., 564; Laodiceia,

566 ; Perga, 585 ; Side, 587.

Pythia Olympia, Thyateira, 554.

Sebasmia, Anazarbus, 599.
Sebasmia Olympia, Damascus, C62.

Sebasmia dyia Itpa, Damascus, 662.

Sebasta Caesareia, MetropoliJs Ion., 502.

Severia, Sardes, 553.
Severia payaKa, Nicomedia, 444.
Severia Nemea, Anchialus, 236.
Severia Olympia (nivtiKta, Tarsus, 617.
Severia Philadelphia, Nicaea, 443.
Severia irpuiTa, Perinthus, 232.

Themides, Aspendus, 583 ; Palaeopolis,

591 ; Corycus, 602 ; Soli, 612.

Theogamia, Corycus (?), 602.

Theogamia oecumenica, Nysa, 552.

Theogamia Olympia Demetria, Tarsus,

617.

Ganymedes, Dardanus, 472 ;
Sebaste Phr.,

568.
Gaulish imitations of Greek coins, 9.
Gaulish settlements in Galatia, 628.

Gerizim, Mount, Neapolis Sam., 678.

Geryon, Blaundus, 559.
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Glaukos (?), Heracleia, 60
; Itanus, 39S ; Lyt-

tus, 400.

Glykon the serpent-god, Aboniteiclios, 432.
Gold, relation of to silver in Sicily, 160 j in

Macedon, 196.
Gold coinage of Panticapaeum, 239.
Gold coinage of Athens probably first issued

B.C. 394, 313 sq.
Gold coinage of Athens 'new style,' 324.
Gortynian plane-tree, Crete, 383.

Gortys, warrior or hero, Gortyna, 396.
Griffin, symbol of Apollo or Dionysos, Abdera,

219 ; symbol of Dionysos, Tecs, 511.

Grifhns, gold guarding, Panticapaeum, 239.

H.

Hades, Apollonia Illyriae, 265; Heracleia

Lyd., 549.
Hades with Kerberos, Pessinus, 630.
Hades Serapis, Alexandria, 720.
Haemus, Mount, personified, Nicopolis, 235.
Har-Hut, the Horus of Hut, Egypt, 722.
Hare, symbol of Pan, Ehegium, 93 ; Messana,

134-
Harmodius and Aristogeiton, Athens, 31S,

324; Cyzicus, 452.
Harmonia (?), Thebes, 296.
Haroerus or Hcrus the Elder, Egypt, 722.

Harpokrates, Catana, ii8; Bizya, 244; Byb-
lus, 669 ; Alexandria, 720.

Harpokrates-Herakles, Egypt, 723.

Harpy, Cyzicus, 451.

Hathor, Egypt, 722, 723, 724.

Hegemonia personified, Perperene, 464.
Hekate, Pherae, 261 sq. ; Aegina, 334 ; Argos,

368; StratonJceia Car., 530 ; Tralles, 555;
Aezani, 556; Ancyra, 557; Apameia, 558;
Lysias, 566 ; Aspendus, 583.

Hekate, crescent symbol of, Byzantium, 232.
Hektor, Ilium, 473 ; Ophrynium, 474.
Helen, cultus of, at Tyndaris, 166.

Helen between the Dioskuri, Termessus, 594.
Helios, statue of by Chares (Colossus of

Bhodes), 540.
Helios on horseback, Eriza, 525 ; Alexandria,

719.
Helios Lairbenos, Hierapolis, 565,
Helios Sebastos, Tralles, 555.
Helios Serapis, Alexandria, 719, 720.

Helioseiros, Chalcis ad Belum, 655.

Hellanicus, cited by the Scholiast to Arist.

Manae concerning Athenian gold coinage,
314-

Hellas, head of, Pherae, 261.

Helle, Lampsacus, 457.
Hcllotis, epithet of Europa, Crete, 382.

Hephaestos, cultus of, at Methana, 370 ; statue

of. Magnesia Ion., 502.

Hera, statue of, by Praxiteles at Plataea, 294 ;

temple of, on Mount OchCf 303 ; celestial.

Mount Dirphys, 304; celestial, Chalcis

Euboeae, 305.
Hera—

Areia, Hyria, 32 ; Neapolis, 33 ;
Phis-

telia, 35 ; Poseidonia, 68.

Areia, Argeia, or Argonia, Poseidonia, 84.

Hera—
Argeia, Argos, 367, 368; Mideia, 370;

Alexp.ndria, 719.
Hoplosmia, Croton, 84.

Lakinia, Croton, 82, 84; Pandosia, 90.
Parthenia, Aegiale (?), 432.
Samia, Samos, 517 ; statue of, by Smilis,

Samos, 517.
Hera with Hebe and Peacock, Argos, 368.
Heraeos, oekist of Heraea, 375.
Herakleitos, philosopher of Ephesus, 49S.
Herakles, infant, strangling serpents, 82

;

Zacynthus, 360 ; coin-type of Anti-Spartan
confederacy, 495.

Herakles and Iphikle?, Cyzicus, 452.
Herakles, oekist of Perinthus, 232 ;

of Callatia,

234 ; of Cius, 439 ;
of Heracleia Bith., 442 ;

of Cyzicus, 454.
Herakles, priest of, in woman's dress, Cos, 537.
Herakles—

'

Farnese,' Mateola, 40.

Hoplophylax, Smyrna, 510.

Ipoktonos, Erythrae, 499.

Lykon, Croton, 84.
Herakles carrying oil' the Delphic tripod,

Tliebes, 296 ;
labours of, Alexandria, 719.

Hermes, statue of, Tyndaris, 167 ; cultus statue

of, at Aenus, 215; carrying infant Dionysos,
Corinth, 340 ; carrying infant Arkas,
Pheneus, 37S ; oekist of Amasia, 424.

Hermes—
Agoraios, Lacedaemon, 365.
Imbramos, Imbros, 225.

Kriophoros, Tanagra, 295 ; Aegina, 334.

Pelasgic, cult of, 226.

Promachos, Tanagra, 295.

Hennocreon, altar of Parium by, 4,=;9.

Hero and Leander, Sestus, 225 ; Abydus, 469.
Herodotus of Abdera, 221.

Herodotus, Halicarnassus, 527.

Herophile, the Sibyl of Erythrae, 499.

Hespcrides, garden of, Cyrene, 727.

'lipa avijvq (sacred car), Ephesus, 498.

"Ifpd (7Toix««ci) Mallus, 605.

'lepus -yanos of Zeus and Hera, Crete, 382.

Himera, nymph, 126.

Himyarite characters on coins of South Ai-abia,

6SS.

Himyarite imitations of Alexandrine and
Athenian coins, 688.

Hipparchos of ^s'icaea, 443.

Hippias, new tj'pe of coins introduced by, 311.

Hippocrates of Cos, 537.

Hippolytos as hunter, Troezen, 371,

Hippolytos and Phaedra, Troezen, 371.

Hippopotamus, Egypt, 724.

Hippos Brotopous, Nicaea, 443.
'laTia'iKa, dpyvpiov 'lartaiKuv, Histiaea, 30S.

Histiaea, nyuiDh, seated on galley, Histiaea,

308.

Homer, head of, los, 414; Amastris, 433.

Homer, Nicaea, 44 3; Cyme, 479; Colophon (?),

494; Smyrna, 509 sq. ; Chios, 515.

Homereia, coins of Smyrna, 510.
Homeric talent, Introd., § 8.

Homono:a, head of, Metapontum, 64.

'On\oafiia, epithet of Hera, 84.

Horse, with loose i-ein, symbol of Freedom, 104.
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Horse, emblem of Apollo, Maroneia, 217;
emblem of Poseidon, Thessaly, 246 ; Cyme
Eub., 305 ; meaning of, on coins of Tanagra,
295.

Horns, Egypt, 723 sq. ; hawk of, Alexandria,
720.

Horns—
Harpokrates, Egypt, 724.
Khem, Egypt, 722.

Hyblaea, goddess, Hybla Magna, 129.
Hybreas the orator, Mylasa, 529.

Hydria on chariot, iiapdarjixov of Crannon, 249.
Hylas, Cius, 440.

Hypereia (fountain), Pherae, 260, 262.

Hypnos and sleeping Gorgons, Daldis, 549.
Hypnos, Laodiceia, 566.

I, J.

Jackal of Anubis, Egypt, 723.

Janus, head of, Mauretania, 746,

Jason, sandal of, Larissa, 253.
lasos, oekist of lasus, 528.
Iberian inscriptions on coins, 5 sq.

Ichneumon, Egypt, 723 sq.

Ida, mountain nymph, Scamandria, 474.
Ida, Mount, Scepsis, 474.
Ilea, epithet of Kybele, Pessinus, 630.

Ilos, Ilium, 473.

Imperial coin-types, chief interest of, Introd.,
§ 10.

Indian standard, stater, 152 grs., 702, 705 sqq.
Indian Pali inscription, Pantaleon, 703, 709.
Ino and Melikertes, Corinth, 339.

Inscriptions on autonomous and regal coins,

Introd., § 13.

lo, myth of, Byzantium, 229.
lo, Gaza, 6S0.

lodama, priestess of Athena Itonia, 292.

Iolaos(?;, Agyrium, 109.

lolaos, worship of, at Agyrium, 109.

Ionia, chronological table of coinage of, 51S.
Ionian League, 489.
Ionic alphabet at Velia and Thurium, 71, 73.

Ips, the insect, Erythrae, 499.
Iron money of Byzantium, 229 ; Lacedaemon,

363-

Isis, Catana, 117; Bizya, 244; Athens, 323;
Pagae, 330 ; Mothone, 363 ; Boeae, 363 ;

Argos, 368 ; Andros, 410 ; Syros, 420 ;

Amastris, 433 ; Alinda, 519 ; Apollonia
Car., 521 : Heracleia Car., 527 ; Saettae,

552 ; Bria, 560 ; Colossae, 561 ;
Flavio-

polis, 602
; Irenopolis, 603 ; Byblus, 668

;

Alexandria, 720 ; Egypt, 723 sq. ; Melita,

743-
Isis, Cleopatra I as, 716.
Isis with Harpokrates, Philadelphia, 552.
Isis Pharia, Anchialus, 236 ; Corinth, 340 ;

Cleonae, 369 ; Cyme, 479 ; Phocaea, 508 ;

Aspendus, 583 ; Byblus, 669 ; Alexandria,

720.
Isis Sothis, Stratoniceia Car., 530 ;

Alexan-

dria, 720.

Isis, head-dress of, Patrae, 349 ; Myndus, 529.
Islands of Caria, chronological table of coinage

of, 544-

Ismenias, name of, on Boeotian coins, 298.

Isopoliteia, treaty of, between Paros and
Allaria, 41 8,

Isthmos, Corinth, 339, 340.
Ithomaea, festival at Messene, 361.
' Judaea capta,' coins reading, 684.
Julia Gens, temple of, Corinth, 340.
Julia Procula, Mytilene, 488.

Jupiter Capitolinus, Heliopolis, 663.

K.

Kabeiri, mysteries of, at Samothrace, 226;
Syros, 420 ; heads of, Tucca Numid, 746.

Kabeiros, dancing, Ebusus, 3 ; Thessalonica,
213.

Kabeiros (1), head of, Lix Maui-., 748.
Kadmos, Tyrus, 676.
Kallirrhoe, Stratus, 2S1, 282.

Kallisto, Mantineia, 376; Methydrium, 377;
Orchomenus, 377.

Kamarina, nymph, 1 13.

Kamarites, epithet of Men, Nysa, 552.
Karanos, founder of Aegae Mac, 177.
Karou, epithet of Men, 559.

Kat, Egyptian weight, Introd., § 2.

Kekrops, Cyzicus, 452.
Kelainos, oekist of Apameia, 558.

Kephalos, Cephallenia, 358, 359.

Kepheus, Tegea, 380, 381.

K^Toy, type parlant, Cetis, 602.

Kios, Cius, 440.

Klazomene, Amazon, 492.
Kleobis and Biton, group of, Argos, 368.

Kleruchs, Athenian, in Imbros, 225.
Koivuv. See Index III and Index VII, 8. v.

Games.

Kollybos, value of, 328.

Koresos, founder of temple of Ephesus, 498.
Koronis, Pergamum, 464.

Korybantes, Magnesia Ion., 502.

Kritheis, mother of Homer, Cyme, 479.
Kronos, worship of, at Himera, 127.

Kronos, Heracleia Lyd., 549 ; Alexandria, 719.

Kronos, Phoenician, Mallus, 606
; Byblus,

669.

Kyane, fountain nymph, Syracuse, 157.

Kybele, Trajanopolis, 245 ; Pagae, 330 ;

Corinth, 340 ; Hermione, 370 ; Cyzicus,

453 ; Placia, 465 ; Clazomenae, 492 ; Metro-

polis Ion., 502 ; Smyrna, 509 ; Trapezopolis,

533; Acrasus, 547; ApoUonis, 548 ; Briula,

548; Daldis, 549; Hermocapelia, 550;
Magnesia, 551 ; Nacrasa, 551 ; Saettae, 552 ;

Tabala, 554; Acmonia, 556; Aezani, 556;

Ancyra, 557; Attuda, 559 ; Ceretapa, 560 ;

Cidyessus, 561 ; Cotiaeum, 561 ; Dionyso-
polis, 562 ; Docimium, 562 ; Dorylaeum,
562 ; Eucarpia, 563 ; Grimenothyrae, 564 ;

Hyrgalea, 565 ; Julia, 565 ; Laodiceia, 566 ;

Lysias, 566 ; Ococlia, 567 ; Otrus, 567 ;

Sala, 568 ; Sebaste, 568 ; Synaus, 569 ;

Synnada, 569 ; Amblada, 589 ; Lysinia,

591; Termessus, 594; Tityassus, 594;
Laodiceia Lycaon., 596 ; Irenopolis, 603 ;

Alexandria, 719.

Kybele Dindymene, Pessinus, 630.

Kydon, oekist of Cydonia, 391 sqq.

Kyme, Amazon, founder of Cyme, 479. .
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Kynossema, tomb of Hecuba, symbolized by a

dog, Madytus, 224.

Kvtpe\T], type parlant, Cypsela, 222, 241,

Kyrene, nymph, Cyrene, 726 sq.

Kyzikos, oekist of Cyzicus, 454 sq.

L, symbol on Egyptian coins, 716, 718.

Labrys, emblem of Carian Zeus, 528.

Labyrinth, Cretan, 383 ; Cnossus, 389, 390.

Laconia, chronological table of coinage of,

343-

Laelaps(l), the dog. Same, 359.
Lairbenos, epithet of Helios, Hierapolis, 565.
Lais, the Hetaira, Corinth, 340 ; tomb of,

Corinth, 340.

Lamia, the Hetaira, 253.

Lampadephoria at Amphipolis, 190.

Lampsacene staters, electrum and gold, 456.
Larissa, fountain nymph, 253 sq.
Latin coinage of Spain, 6.

Leander, Sestus, 225.
Lechaeum and Cenchreae, ports of Corinth, 340.

Lepton, value of, 328.
Lesbonax, a philosopher of IMytilene, 488.
Leto with her children, Meirara, 330 ; Mag-

nesia Ion., 502 ; Miletus, 505 , Attuda,
559; Stectorium, 569 ; Tripolis, 570.

Leto carrying infant Meliboea
'^?), Argos, 368.

Leto and Chloris, Argos, 368.

Leukaspis, Sicilian hero, 154.

Leukippos, oekist of Metapontum, 62, 64.
Lex Papiria, 15, 17, 86.

Libertas, Alexandria, 721.
Libra, Roman, 5057 grs., 15 ; in Picenum,

circ. 6000 grs., 17; in Etruria, circ. 3375
grs., 17; at Ariminum, circ. 6000 grs., 18

;

at Iguvium, circ. 3300 grs., iS
;
in Apulia,

circ. 5000 grs., 36.

Libya, Ptolemy II and Magas, 714 ; Cyrene,

_73p.
Ligeia (?), the Siren, Terina, 97.
Lion and Duck weights of Babylonia and

Assja-ia, Tntrod., § 2.

Lion, emblem of Apollo, Leontini, 131 ; Syra-
cuse, 152 ; Apollonia Thrac, 236.

Lion and Bull, symbolical of Sun and Moon,

.545-.
Lions in Macedon, 182.

Litra, Sicilian, I3"5 grs. of silver, 99.

Litra, depreciation of, in Sicily, 164.
Litra, bronze, at Himera (B.C. 472-415) = 990
and 200 grs., 128.

Litra, bronze, at Agrigentum (before B.C. 415)
= 750 grs., 105 ; (B.C. 415-406) = 675 grs.,

107; (B.C. 340-287) = 536 grs., 107.

Litra, bronze, at Camarina (B.C. 415-405) =
221 grs., 113.

Local Amphictyones and Koiva, Introd., § 15.

Lucania, chronological table of the coinage of,

5^-

Lycian coin legends, 572, 574.

Lycian League, later, 575.

Lycurgus, Lacedaemon, 364 sq.

Lycus (?), River-god, Byzantium, 231.

Lydia, chronological table of the coinage of,

'555-

Lydian electrum money, Introd., § 5.

Lydian weight system, origin of, Introd., § 4.
Lydians, the first to strike coins, 544.
Lykasto (?), the Amazon, Amisus, 425.
Lykon, Croton, 84.

Lysimachian coinage of Ephesus, 495 ; of

Erythrae, 499; of Magnesia Ion., 501 ;
of

Rhodes, 541.

M.

Macedon, chronological table of coinage of, 168.
Machaon (?), Tricca, 263.

Magistrates' signatures and monograms,
Introd., §§ 13, 14.

Magistrates' titles on Imperial coins, Introd.,
§ 14.

Magistrates' names on Imperial coins of the
Province of Asia, 432.

Marks of value: Etruria, 10 sqq. ; Stratus,
281 ; Corinth, 336 ; Sicyon, 345 ; Aegium,
348 ; Lacedaemon, 365 ; Crete, 384 ;

Me-
los, 415; Apollonia ad Rhyndacum, 448;

•

Ephesus, 498; Chios, 514; Rhodes, 542;
Antiochus IV of Syria, 641.

Mama, Gaza, 680.

Maron, Maroneia, 215.

Marsyas, Apameia, 558.

Marsyas and Apollo, Gargara, 455 ; Acrasus,

547 ; Alexandria, 719.

Marsyas and Athena, Athens, 326.

Megaris, chronological table of the coinage of,

343-

Meino, Gaza, 680.

Melampus, Aegosthena, 329.
Melikertes or Palaemon, myth of, 339.

Melissae, priestesses of Artemis Ephesia, 494.
Melkarth, cultus of, at Gades, 2

; Aradus, 666
;

Tyrus, 674 sq. ; Siculo-Punic coins, 738 ;

Hippo Regius Numid., 745.

MrjKov, type parlant, Melos, 414.
Men, the Moon-god, Istrus, 235 ; Panti-

capaeum, 239 ; Nicopolis Thrac, 244 ;

Trapezus, 427 ; Juliopolis, 443 ; Prusa ad

Olympum, 444 ; Antiochia ad Meandrum,
520; Taba, 532; Trapezopolis, 533; Gor-
dus Julia, 549 ; Silandus, 553 ; Accilaeum,
556 ;

Beudos vetus, 559 ; Grimenothyrae,
564 ; Hierapolis, 565 ; Julia, 565 ; Laodi-

ceia, 566; Metropolis, .'67; Sebaste, 568;
Sibidunda, 568 ; Siblia, 568 ; Synnada,
569 ; Temenothyrae, 569 ; Sillyum, 588 ;

Olbasa, 591 ; Pappa Tiberia, 591 ; Pros-

tanna, 591 ; Seleucia, 592 ; Parlais, 596 ;

Ancyra, 630 ;
Laodiceia ad Libanum, 663 ;

Gaba, 664.
Men Askaenos, Sardes, 553 ; Alia, 556 ;

An-
tiochia Pis., 589.

Men Aziottenos, Saettae, 552.
Men Kamareites, Nysa, 552.
Men Karou, Attuda, 559.
Men Pharnakes, Cabeira, 425.
Menaechmus and Soidas, statue of Artemis

Laphria by, at Patrae, 349.

Menas, superintendent of the Mint at Sestus,

225.
Mendes, Egypt, 723.
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Menestheus, oekist of Elaea, 480.

Menetus and Elypsas,two wrestlers, Aspendus,

582.
Mentu {VLwvB), Egypt, 722.

Mesma (fountain nymph), Mesma, 89.

Messana (nympli), Messana, 135.

Messene (nymph), Messene, 362.

Messenia, chronological table of the coinage

of, 343- ^ , „

Metals substituted for cattle as measures ot

value, Introd., § I.

M77T77P nXa«-iaj')7
= Kybele, Placia, 465.

Metric systems of the ancient Egyptians,

Babylonians, and Assyrians, Introd., § 2.

Micion and Eurycleides, names of, on Athenian

coins, 319, 320, 321.

Micythus, tyrant of Messene, 70.

Midas, Cadi, 560 ; Prymnessus, 568.

Midas, oekist of Midaeum, 567.

Milesian standard, electrum coinage of Chios,

513; of Samos, 515.

Miletos, brother of Kydon, 392 ;
oekist of

Miletus, 505.

Miltiades, monument of, Athens, 327.

Mina Attic, related to the Aeginetic mina as

100: 137, 309.

Mina, Attic commercial, identical with the

Aeginetic mina, 309.

Mining industry in the Pangaean district of

Thrace, 174; in Thasos, 227.

Mining villages in Illyria, 269.

Minos, founder of Heracleia Minoa, 1 24 ;

Crete, 383 ; enthroned, Cnossus, 389.

Minos (?) as Hunter, Eleutherna, 393 ;
Ehi-

tliymna, 405.

Minotaur, Crete, 383 ; Cnossus, 389.

Mint-marks on Athenian coins, 317.

Mithradates, name of, on Athenian coins, 317,

324-

Mithras, Amastris, 432.

Mnevis, Egypt, 723.

Modius in car of serpents, Alexandria, 721.

Moluris the rock, Corinth, 339.

Moneta, Alexandria, 722.

Monetary Convention between Phocaea and

Mytilene, 507.
' Mo7inaies isonomes' Egypt, 713 note.

Months, Parthian, 692.
Moon worship in Euboea, 306, 308 ; at

Carrhae, 688, See also Men and Selene.

Mopsos, Mopsium Tbes., 257 ; Hierapolis,

565-

Merges, founder of Galaria, 121.

Morning star, badge of the Eastern Locrians,

285.

]>.Iothone, port of, Mothone, 363.

Mule-car [a-niivri), Khegium, 93 ; Messana,

Municipal magistrates titles on Imperial coins,

Introd., § 14.

Mygdon (?), Stectorium, 569.

Myron, statue of Apollo by, Agrigentum, 108.

Myrrha, transformation of, Aphrodisias, 520;

Myra, 578.

Myscellus, oekist of Croton, 79.

Mysia, chronological table of coinage of, 467.

N.

Nabathaean inscriptions, 685.
Nana or Nanaia, 710.

Nausicaa, Mytilene, 488.

Neapolis, obols and litrae of, 33.

Neith, Egypt, 724.

Nemesis, Nicopolis Thrac, 244 ; Asopus, 363;

Argos, 36S ; Amastris, 433 ; Tium, 444 ;

Samos, 518; Taba, 532; Hierapolis, 565;

Peltae, 567 ; Synnada, 569 ; Tripolis, 570 ;

Ehodiapolis, 5S0 ; Aspendus, 583 ; Attalia,

583 ; Amblada, 589 ;
Comana Pis., 590 ;

Pednelissus, 591 ; Termessus, 594 ; Pessi-

nus, 630.

Nemeses, Two, Temnus, 482; Smyrna, 510;

Acmonia, 556; Amorium, 557; Synaus,

569 ; Alexandria, 719.
Neo-Punic inscriptions, Numidia, 744 ;

Mau-

retania, 748.

Nicomachis, Mytilene, 488.
Nike apteros, Terina, 97.
Nike of Samothrace, 202.

Nike Sf^acTToS, Alexandria, 719.

Nilus, Alexandria, 720 ; Egypt, 724.

Noah, ark of, Apameia, 558.
Nomes of Egypt, coinage of, limited to 54

years, 722.

Numerals, Roman, on Syracusan coins, 162,

164.
Numerals on Thracian coins, 235.

Nummus of Tarentum, 36, 55.

Num-Ra, Egypt, 722.

Nymphaeum of Apollonia lUyriae, 365 sq.

Nymphodorus of Abdera, 221.

Nymph playing with astragali, Tarsus, 614.

Nysa nursing infant Dionysos, Nysa Scytho-

polis, 678.

Obelisk of Apollo, Apollonia 111., 265 ;
Ori-

cus, 266.

Obelisk of Apollo 'Aywcvj, Ambracia, 270.

Obelisk of Apollo Kapivus, Megara, 330.

Obolos, Chios, 514.

Odysseus, Ithaca, 359.

Okeanos, Ephesus, 498 ; Tyrus, 676 ;
Alexan-

dria, 720.

Olba, priestly dynasty of, 609.

Olbia, fish-shaped coins of, 233.

Olympia, the nymph, Elis, 356.

Olympias, head of, Macedon, 211.

Olympic Festival, coins struck for, Elis, 354.

Olympus, Mount, Caesareia Germanica Eith.,

653.

Omphale, Maeonia, 550; Sardes, 553; Tmo-

lus, 554.

Omphalos of Delphi, 289, 290, 453 ;
of Phlius,

344-

Onuris, Egypt, 722.

Onymarchus, strategos of the Phocians, 28S.

Opheltes and Hypsipyle, Argos, 368.

Opous (?), Locri Opuntii, 286.

Oracular Fountain, ^^Y/^a or xp'^<^h-^^> Limyra,

577-
Orestes, Cyzicus, 452.

Ormuzd, Issus, 604.
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Orpheus, Alexandria, 720.
Orthros (?), C'yzicus, 452.
Oscan inscriptions on Campanian coins, 26.

Oscan inscriptions on Apulian coins, 38.

Osiris, Egypt, 724.
Osiris (?), Gaulos, 743.

Owl, emblem of Athena, Syracuse, 159;
Athens, 309 sqq.

Paeonian standard in Illyria, 269.

Palaemon, temple of, Corinth, 339.
Palankaios (River-god?), Agyrium, 109.
Palladium brought to Argos by Diomedes,

Argos, 367 sq.
Pallas Athena, worship of, by Alexander the

Great, 198.
Pallas subduing Giants, Seleucia, 610.

Pallene (?), Potidaea, 188.

Pamphylia, chronological table of coinage of,

588.

Pamphylian inscriptions on coins of Aspendus,
582 ; fciillyum, 587; Selge, 592.

Pan, worship of, at Messana, 135 ;
at Panti-

capaeum, 239; in Arcadia, 373; carrying
infant Dionysos, Zacynthus, 360; and

nymph Sj'rinx, Thelpusa, 382 ; grotto of,

Caesareia Paneas, 664.

Pandina, Hipponium, 85 ; Terina, 98.

Pandosia, nymph, Pandosia, 90.
Panioni( n, 490.

Pankratides, epithet of Asklepios, Mytilene,

488.

Paris, judgment of, Scepsis, 474 ; Alexandria,

720,

Parium, altar of, work of Hermocreon, 459.

Pares, Chronicle of, 331.

Parthenon, view of, on Athenian coin, 327.

Parthenope the Siren, 3 2 .

Pasiphae wife of Minos, Crete, 383.

Patrae, find of Alexandrian coins near, 346 ;

plan of town and harbour on coins of, 350.

Patreus, cekist of Patrae, 349; tomb of,

Patrae, 349.

Patroklos, Ilium, 473.
Patron, oekist of Aluntium, no.

Pax, Alexandria, 721.

Pegasos-staters of Corinth, date of first issue

of, 334-
, .

Pegasos, taming of, Corinth, 335, 339 ; Achaia,

353-
Pehlvi inscription, Persis, 696.

Peirene, the fountain, Corinth, 334, 340.
IliKfKvs of Tenedos, 476, 477.

Peloponnesian war, wholesale coinage in time

of, at Athens, 314.

Peloponnesus, chronological table of the

coinage of, 343.

Peloponnesus, early coinage of, 344.

Pelops, Himera, 126.

Pelorias, goddess, Messana, 135.

Pentagon, called Hygieia, Pitane, 465.

Pergamos, oekist of Pergamum, 464.
Periods of Greek art as exemplified by coins,

Introd., § 12.

Persephone, temple of, at Locri, 89.

Persephone (?) with serpent, Priansus, 404.

Persephone, rape of, Enna, 119 ; Elaea, 480 ;

Orthosia, 530 ; Aninetus, 548 ; Gordus Ju-

lia, 549 ; Hermocapelia, 550 ; Hyrcanis,
550; Nysa, 552 ; Sardes, 553 ; Tomara, 554 ;

Tralles, 555 ; Hierapolis, 565 ; Tripolis,

570; Sebaste, 679; Alexandria, 719.
Perseus, the hero, Macedon, 205 ; Larissa

Cremaste, 255 ; Gyaros, 414 ; Seriphos, 418 ;

Amisus, 424 ; Cabeira, 425 ; Chabacta, 426 ;

Comana, 426; Mithradates V, Ponti, 428 ;

Amastris, 433 ; Sinope, 435 ; Cyzicus, 451 ;

Astypalaea, 534; Iconium, 595.
Perseus and sleeping Gorgons, Daldis, 549.
Perseus and Andromeda, Coropissus, 602

;

Alexandria, 719.

Perseus, harpa of, Joppa, 678.
Persic standard:—in Macedon, 194; at Maro-

neia, 216
;

at Abdera, 220 ; at Byzantium,
230; at Selymbria, 232; at Amisus, 424;
at Trapezus, 427 ; at Calchedon, 438 ;

at

Lampsacus, 456 sq. ;
at Abydus, 468 ; at

Dardanus, 471 ; in Lesbos, 484 ;
at Myti-

lene, 487 ; at Colophon, 493 ;
at Erythrae,

499; 8/t Magnesia, 501 ;
at Miletus, 504;

at Priene, 508 ;
at lasus, 528 ; at Calymna,

534 ; at Phaselis, 578 ;
at Aspendus, 581 ;

at Etenna, 583 ; at Perga, 584 ; at Side,

586; at Selge, 592 ; in Cilicia, 597; at Ce-

lenderis, 600 ; at Issus, 604 ;
at Nagidus,

608; at Soli, 611; at Tarsus, 612; in

Cappadocia, 630 ;
at Aradus, 650, 666.

Persic (?) standard, Nabathaea, 6b 6.

Persic standard used by the Himyarites, 688.

Persis, hill so called, Docimium, 562.

Perso-Babylonic standard, Introd., § 8.

Pessinus, sacred stone of, Athens, 324; Pes-

sinus, 630.

Phalaecus, strategos of the Phocians, 288.

Phalanthos, oekist of Tarentum, 43.
Phanes of Halicarnassus, coin attributed to,

526.

Pharnabazus, head of, Cyzicus, 453.
Pharnabazus (?), head of, Lampsacus, 457.

Pharos, lighthouse, Alexandria, 720 sq.

^a.(TT]Koi, galleys, ti/pe parlant, so called from

city of Phaselis, 578.

Phayllus, strategos of the Phocians, 288.

Pheidias, statue of Zeus Olympiosby, Elis, 357.

Pheidon, the first to strike coins in European
Greece, Aegina, 331 ; Introd., § 8.

Phemius, mythical king of the Aenianes, 248.

Pheraemon, son of Aeolos, Messana, 135.

Philaeus, grandson of Ajax, Salamis, 329.

Philip of Macedon, victories of, at Olympia,

197.
_

Philippi, gold mines of, 195.

Philippine coins, of Rhodes, 541; of Clazo-

menae, 492.

Philochorus, statement of, as to original types
of Athenian coins, 309.

Philochorus, cited by the Scholiast to Aristo-

phanes Ranae concerning Athenian gold

money, 314.

Philoktetes, Homolium, 252 ; Lamia, 252.

Philomelus, strategos of the Phocians, 2S8.

Phliasia, chronological table of the coinage of,

343-
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Phobos, Cyzicus, 452.
Phocaean standard, Campania, 25, 31; Pho-

caea, 506.
Phocaean standard, electrum, Birytus, 470.
Phoenician carryinjr-trade, Introd., § 3.

Phoenician inscriptions on coins, Gades, 3 ;

Ebusus, 3; Hispania Ulterior, 6; Cyprus,
621; Seleucidae, 642 sqq. ; Byblus, 668;
Carne, 669 ; Marathus, 670.

Phoenician standard in Spain, 4 ;
at Neapolis,

Mac, 175; Bisaltae, 178; at Ichnae,

178; in Chalcidice, 181 sqq.; in Macedon,
193, 196 ;

at Maroneia, 215 ;
at Abdera, 218;

at Dicaea, 218
;

in Thasos, 228
;
at Byzan-

tium, 230 ;
in the Cyclades, 414, 416 ; (re-

duced) at Sinope, 434 ; at Calchedon, 438 ;

at Cyzicus, 453 ;
at Lampsacus, 456 ;

at

Abydus, 468 ;
at Tenedos, 476 ; in Lesbos,

483 ;
at Methymna, 486 ;

in Ionia, 489 ; at

Clazomenae, 490 ;
at Ephesus, 494 ; at

Erythrae, 499 ;
at Gambrium, 500 ; at Mag-

nesia, 501 ;
at Miletus, 504; at Phygela, 508 ;

at Tecs, 511; at Halicarnassus, 526; at

Poseidion, 534; at lalysus, 538 ; at Lindus,

538; in Lydia, 544; at Phaselis, 578; at

Mopsus, 608; at Tarsus (?), 612, 616; at

Caesareia Cap., 634 ; Seleucidae, 642 sq. ;

in Phoenicia, 650 ;
at Byblus, 668 ; at Si-

don, 670, 673 ; at Tripolis, 674 ;
at Tyrus,

674 sq.; at Jerusalem, 681
;

first revolt of

Jews, 684; second revolt of Jews, 685;
Ptolemy I, 712 sqq.; at Cyrene, 726; at

Barce, 733 ;
at Euesperides, 734 ;

of Siculo-

Punic gold coins, 737 '<
^^ Carthage, 739 ;

of Hispano-Carthaginian coins, 746.
Phoenician system of weight, a mixed one,

Introd., § 3.

Phoenix, Alexandria, 721.

Phokos, eponymous hero of Phocis, 287.

Pholegandros (?), son of Minos, 418.
Phrixos and Helle, Halus, 251 ; Lampsacus,

458-.
Phrygia, chronological table of coinage of, 570.

Phrygia and Caria personified Laodiceia, 566.

Phthia, Pyrrhus, 274.

Phthia, nymph, Aegium, 348.

Pietas, Alexandria, 722.
Pion or Prion, Mount, Ephesus, 498.
Pindar's odes, coin-types illustrating, 112, 113,

115.

Pisidia, chronological table of coinage of, 594.
Pistrix symbol of Poseidon, Syracuse, 152.
Pittacus the philosopher, Mytilene, 488.
Plane-tree of Gortyna, 395.

Plutarch, his relations with the Delphic oracle,

290.
Plutonium of Hierapolis Phr., 564.

Plutos, infant, Hierapolis Phr., 565.
Podaleirios (1), Tricca, 263.

Poemes, oekist of Poemaninum, 465.

Poemander, oekist of Tanagra, 295.

UaiKoi, staters so called, Corinth, 335.

Polycleitus, statue of Hera Argeia by, Argos,

367-
, .

Port of Caesareia Germanica Bithyniae, 438.
Portraits as coin-types, introduction of, after

Alexander the Great, Introd., § 10.

Poseidon, worship of, at Messana, 135 ;
in

Thessaly, 246 ;
at Corinth, 335, 340 ;

at

Tenos, 420.
Poseidon pursuing Amymone, Argos, 368 ;

dragging Beroe, Berytus, 668.

Poseidon—
Asphaleios, Rhodes, 542.
Helikonios, Helice, 349 ; Priene, 50S.

Hippios, Potidaea, 188 ; Mantineia, 376 ;

Pheneus, 379 ; Ehaucus, 405.
Isthmios, Alaxandria, 719.

Onchestios, Haliartus, 293 ; Tanagra,
295-

Potestas, Alexandria, 722.
'Fotin

'

coins of Lesbos, 483 ;
of Alexandria,

718.

Praxiteles, statue of Eros at Parium by, 459 ;

statue of Aphrodite of Cnidus by, 525 ;

statue of Aphrodite of Cos by, 536.
Priamos, Ilium, 473.

Priapos, Lampsacus, 458.
Priestess as magistrate

—
Byzantium, 232 ; see

also Index V, s. v. Uptia and Introd., § 14.

Propitiatory coin-type, Agrigentum, loS.

Propylaea of Corinth, 340.

Protesilaos, Thebae, Thes., 263 ; temple and
tomb of, Elaeus, 224.

n/)o£, type parlant Proconnesus, 466.

Prytaneis of Corcyra, 277; of Leucas, 280;
of Smyrna, 509.

Prytanies, Athenian, 317.
Ptolemaic coinage in Phoenicia, 650.
Ptolemaic coinage in Phoenicia dated according

to the Tyrian era, 715.
Ptolemaic coins of Sidon, 672 ;

of Tyrus, 675 ;

of Ace-Ptolemais, 677 ; of Joppa, 678 ; of

Ascalon, 679 ;
of Gaza, 680.

Ptolemaic standard in Nabathaea, 685.
Punic inscriptions, Syrtica, Byzacene, etc.,

735 sqq. ; Mauretania, 746 sq.

Pyrrhus, various coinages of, in Italy, Sicily,
and Greece, 273.

Pythagorean symbolism, 84.

Pythagoras, Nicaea, 443 ; Samoa, 518.

Pythian festival, coins struck for, 290.

Q.

Quadi-iga, frequent agonistic type in Sicily,

106.

Quadrigatus, coin so called, Campania, 28.

Quaestorial insignia, 210.

Quail hunt. Tarsus, 618.

R.

Ea, Egypt, 723.

Eace-torch,sjTnbol ofArtemis Tauropolos, 190.

Pacing galleys, names of, Corcyra, 277.
Eeductions of the Roman aes grave, 1 6.

Religious character of early coin-types,J«<rod.,

§ 10.

Ehea (?), holding infant Zeus, Crete, 384.
Rhea or Amaltheia nursing Zeus, Laodiceia,

566.

Ehodope, Mount, Philippopolis, 245.

Ehodes, a member of the Anti-Spartan al-

liance, 540.
Rhodos the nymph, Rhodes, 539.
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lihodian standard at Aenus, 214 ; in the Cy-
clades, 408, 410, 413-417 ; at Cyzicus, 453 ;

at Colophon, 493 ; at Ephesus, 495 ; at

Erythrae, 499 ;
at Miletus, 504 sq. ; of Sa-

trajjal coins of Ionia, 512 ; at Sanios, 517 ;

at C'nidus, 524; at Idyma, 528; at Taba,
531 ; of coins of Dynasts of Caria, 533 ; at

Calymna, 534 ;
at Cos, 535 sq.; at Megiste,

537 ;
at Nisyros, 537 ;

at Ehodes, 539 sq.;
in Lycia, 575; in Cyprus, 620 sqq. ;

Pto-

lemy I, 712 ; at Cyrene, 731.
Rivers—

Achelolis, Metapontum, 63 ; Ambracia,
270; Acarnania, 27S, 2S2sq. ; Leucas,

279 ; Stratus, 281 sq. ; Oeniadae, 281
;

Thyrrheium, 282.

Acis (?), Piacus, 144.

Acragas, Agrigentum, 107 sq.

Adranus, Adranum, 103.

Aesarus, Croton, 83, 84.

Aesepus, Cyzicus, 454.

Alabon, Solus, 150.

Alpheius, Elis, 357 ; Heraea, 375.

Anienanus, Catana, 114 sq.

Anapus, Syracuse, 154, 157.

Anthios, Antioch Pis., 589.

Asopus, Tanagra, 295.

Asopus, Phlius, 344 ; Sicyon, 345.
Assinus, Naxus, 140 sq.

Astraeus Metropolis Ion., 502.
Aulindenus (?), Ceretapa, 560.

Axus, Erythrae, 499.

Belus, Ace-Ptolemais, 677.

Billaeus, Creteia, 440; Tumi, 444.
Bocarus (?), Paphus, O23.

Eorysthenes, Olbia, 233.

Caicus, Pergamum, 464 ; Stratoniceia,

466 ; Acrasus, 547.

Calycadnus (?), Diocaesareia, 602
;
Ireno-

polis, 603.

Caprus, Laodiceia, 566.

Caprus, Atusa, 690.
Carcines (?), Consentia, 79.

Carmeius, Hadrianopolis, Phr., 564.
Catarrhactes (?), Magydus, 584.

Cayster, Ephesus, 498 ; Cilbiani, 549 ;

Dioshieron, 549.

Cazanes, Themisonium, 569.
Cestrus (?), Perga, 585 ; Sillyum, 588 ;

Sagalassus, 592.

Ceteius, Pergamum, 464.

Chrysas, Assorus, 111.

Chrysoroas, Hieropolis, 565.

Chrysoroas, Damascus, 662
; Leucas, 663.

Cissus, Tomara, 554.

Cladeas, Ephesus, 498.

Crathis, Thurium (?), 72 ;
Consentia (?),

79 ; Pandosia, 90.

Crimisus, Segesta, 1 44 sq.

Cydnus, Tarsus, 61 7 sq.

Euphrates, Samosata, 654.

Eurymedon (?), Aspendus, 583.

Eurymedon, Tenuessus, 594.
Callus (?) of Plu-ygia, Philomelium, 56S.

Celas, Gela, 121.

Geudus (?), Nicaea, 443.

Glaucus, Hierocaesareia, 550 ; Eumenia,

564-

3

Rivers—
Halys, Tavium, 631.

Harpasus, Harpasa, 527.

Hebrus, Philippopolis, 245 ; Plotinopolis,
245; Trajanopolis, 245.

Hermus, Cyme, 479 ; Temnus, 482 ;

Smyrna, 510; Bagis, 548; Gordus Ju-
lia (?). 549; Magnesia, Lyd., 551;
Saettae, 552 ; Sardes, 553 ; Silandus,
653 ; Tabala, 554 ; Cadi, 560.

Hipparis, Camarina, 112.

Hippophoras, ApoUonia Pisid., 589.
Hippurius, Blaundus, 559.
Hyllus, Saettae, 552.

Hypius, Prusias, 444.

Hypsas, Entella, 119 ; Selinus, 148.
Imbrasus, Samos, 518.

Iris, Amasia, 424.
Is (?), Poseidonia, 67.

Ister, Istrus, 235 ; Nicopolis, 235.

Lamus, Tyana, 634.

Lathon, Euesperides, 734.

Limyrus, Limyra, 577.
Lissus (?), Leontini, 131.

Longanus (?), Longane, 132.

Lycus (?), Byzantium, 231.

Lycus, Neocaesareia, 426 ; Thyateira,

554 ; Laodiceia, 566 ;
Sala (?), 568.

Maeander, Antiochia, 520; Acmonia (?),

556 ; Apameia, 558 ; Dionysopolis, 562 ;

Hyrgalea, 565 ; Tripolis, 570.

Marnas, Ephesus, 498.

Marsyas, Gargara, 455 ; Apameia, 558.

Melas, Side, 587.

Meles, Amastris, 433 ; Smyrna, 510.
Metaurus (?), Mesma, 89.

Morsynus, Antiochia, 520; Aphrodisias,

520.
Neda, Phigaleia, 379.

Nilus, Alexandria, 720 sq.

Obrimas, Apameia, 558.

Orgas, Apameia, 558.

Orontes, Tigranes, 649 ; Antioch, 657.

Palancaeus, Agyrium, 109.

Parthenius, Amastris, 433.
Parthenius of Phrygia, Nacolea, 567.

Pidasus, Hyrcanis, 550.

Pyramus, Aegae, 598 ; Hieropolis, 603 ;

Mopsus, 608.

Rheon, Hipponium, 85.

Rhyndacus, Apollonia, 448 ; Hadriani,

455 ; A^ezani (?), 556.

Sagaris, Nicaea, 443.

Sagras, Caulonia, 79.

vSangarius, Pessinus, 630.

Sardo, Tium, 444.

Sarus, Adana, 598.

Scylax, Amasia, 424.

Scamander, Alexandria Troas, 470 ; Ilium,

473-

Selinus, Selinus, 147.

Selinus, Pergamum, 464.

Senarus, Sebaste Phr., 568.

Silarus (,?), Paestum, 6i.

Smard . . . (?), Phocaea, 508.

Strymon, Pautalia, 244.

Tembris, Midaeum, 567.

Term . . . (?), Phocaea, 50S.

F
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Elvers—
Thymbrius (?), Dorylaeum, 563.
Tiber and Nilus, Alexandria, 721.

Timeles, Aplirodisias, 520 ;
Heracleia

Car., 527.
Tisnaeus (?), Tisna, 482.

Titnaeus, Aegae Aeol., 478.
Tiulus (?), Prostanna, 591.

Tonzus, Hadrianopolis, 244.

Xanthus, GermanicopoL's, 433; Cyme, 479.

Roma, head of, Gortyna, 396 ; Alexandria,

721.
Koma crowned by Fides, Locri Epizepliyrii, 88.

Koman coinage, origin of, 15-

Roman denarius standard, Bogud II, Manr.,

746 ;
Juba II, Maur., 747.

Roman magistrates' titles on Greek Imperial
coins, Introd., § 14.

Romano-Campanian coinage, 27.
Romano Iberian coinage, 5, 6.

Rose, type parlant, symbol of the sun, Rhodes,

639-
Roses of Mount Pangaeum, 192.

S.

Sagittarius, Rhesaena, 689 ; Singara, 690.
Saka era, a.d. 78 (?\ 710.

Salamis, head of, Salamis, 329.

Salbacus, Mount, personified, ApoUonia Car.,

521.

Samaena, Samian galley, 518.
Samian standard, Miletus, 503; Samos, 516;

Cyrene, 729.
Samian types on coins of Rhegium and

Messana, 92, 134.

San, alphabetical character, Mesembria, 237.
Sandan or Asiatic Herakles, Antiochia ad

Cydnum, 599; Tarsus, 617; Alexander

Bala, 643 ;
Antiochus VII, 645 ;

Deme-
trius II, 645.

Sandan, altar of, Antiochus VII, 645 ;
Deme-

trius II, 645 ;
Antiochus VIII, 647 ;

An-
tiochus IX, 648.

Sappho, Mytilene, 485, 488 ; Eresus, 486.
Sassanian coinage, 696.
Satrae of Thrace, 176.

Satrap, head of, Lycia, 573 ; Mallus, 606
;

Soli, 611
; Tarsus, 613.

Satrapal coinage, Paphlagonia, 431 ; Ionia,

512; Cilicia, 597; Issus, 604 ; Tarsus, 613

sqq. ; Syria or Phoenicia, 676.

Satyr, nymph, and Pan, Alexandria Troas, 470.
Scarabeus Aetnaean, 114.

Scopas, statue of Apollo Smintheus by, 470.

Scripulum, Roman, 17-56 grs., 13, 15.

Seasons, the, Laodiceia, 566.

Sebastophorus, Imperial galley, Alexandria,

721.
Sebek-ra, Egypt, 723 sq.

Segesta, nymph, Segesta, 144.

Selene, Thyateira, 554 ; Hierapolis, 565.

Seleucid coinage of Phoenicia with Ptolemaic

types, 650.
Seleucid coins of Sidon, 672 ;

of Tyrus, 675;
of Ace-Ptolemais, 677; of Ascalon, 679;
of Gaza, 680.

Selinon leaf, emblem of River Selinus, 146.

Semasia, Alexandria, 722.

Sepia, badge of the Eretrians, 306.

Serapis, Menaenum, 132; Anchialus, 236;
Odessus, 236 ; Mesembria, 237 ; Bizya,

244; Amasia, 424; Trapezus, 427 ; Sinope,

435) Juliopolis, 443 ; Samos, 518; Alinda,

519; Heracleia Car., 527 ; Thyateira, 554 ;

Bria, 560; Ceretapa, 560; Colossae, 561;

Dionysopolis, 562 ; Docimium, 562 ; Dory-
laeum, 563 ; Hierapolis, 565 ; Hyrgalea,
565 ; Laodiceia, 566 ; Midaeum, 567 ;

Tripolis, 570 ; Adada, 589 ; Cremna, 590 ;

Epiphaneia, 602
; Flaviopolis, 602

; Lyrbe,
605; Olba, 610; Caesareia Sam., 678;
Diospolis-Lydda, 678 ; Neapolis Sam.,

678; Alexandria, 720 ;
Suthul Numid., 745.

Serapis and Isis, Catana, 117.

Sexagesimal system of the Babylonians,
Introd., § 2.

Sextus, Mytilene, 488.

Shekels, Jewish, 681.

Shield of Ajax, Salamis, 329.
Shrine on car, Philadelphia Decap., 665.

Sibyl Cumaean, tomb of, 132.

Sibyl, the Gergithian, 472.

Sibyl, the Erythraean, 499.

Sicily, chronological table of coinage of, 102
;

weight standards of earliest coins of, Introd.,

§9-
Sickle, topographical emblem, Zancle, 133.

Sicyonia, chronological table of coinage of, 343.

2(5?;, type parlant, Side, 585.
Sidon hoard (gold Alexanders, etc.), date of

burial of, 439.

Siglos, -nro part, in weight, of Persic silver mina ;

Tjij part, in value, of the gold daric, 699.
Sikel towns, coinage of, 99.

Sikelia, Adranum, 103; Alaesa, no; Her-

bessus, 125 ; Morgantina, 138.

Silenos, Lete, 177 ;
with wine skin, Roman

colonial type, Coela, 224; with nymph,
ITiasos, 227; Bergaeus, 241; with inftint

Dionysos, Sardes, 553 ;
head of, Lycia, 573.

Silphium plant, Cyrene, 726; Barce, 733;

Euesperides, 734 ; Teuchira, 735.

Silvanus, Cremna, 590.

Sinope, daughter of Asopos, Sinope, 434.

Siphnos, gold and silver mines of, 419.

Sipylene, epithet of Kybele, Smyrna, 510.

Sipylus, Mount, Magnesia Lyd., 551.
Siren Ligeia, Terina, 97.

Skylla, Cyzicus, 452.

Skythes, giant, Telephus Bact. Rex, 708.

Slinger and sling, types parlant.i, Aspendus,

582.

Slinger, Selge, 593.

Smilis, statue of Hera Samia by, Samos, 517.

Sminthion, temple of Apollo Smintheus,
Alexandria Troas, 470.

Smyrna, gold stater of, 509.

Smyrna, the Amazon, 510.

Solon, Athenian coins of time of, 311.

Solymos, Termessus, 594.

Sosipolis, Gela, 122.

Soter, title adopted by Antiochus I, 639 ;

worship of Ptolemj'^ I under title of, 713.
Sothiac cycle, Alexandria, 721.

Sozon, divinity, Antiochia ad Maeandrum, 520.
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Sparta, daughter of Eurotas, Lacedaemon, 365.
Spes, Alexandria, 721.

'S.(pev56vq, type pariant, Aspendus, 592.
Sphinx, symbol of cult of Dionysos, Chios, 513 ;

three-headed, Alexandria, 720,
Stadium of the Isthmian games, 340.
Standards of weight, derivation of, Introd.,

§ 7 ; transmission of, from Asia to Europe,
Introd; § 8

; transmission of, from Greece
to the West, Introd., § 9.

Stephanephoros, theHero (
= Theseus), 310, 323.

Sterope, daughter of Kepheus, priestess of

Athena, Tegea, 381.

Stesichoros, statue of, Thermae, 128.

^Tkeyyis (strigil), typ)e purlant of Selge, 592.
Stone, conical, seat of the celestial Hera,

Chalcis, 305.

Strategi of the Thessalian League, 264 ; of
the Acarnanian League, 283 ; of the Pho-

cians, 288.

Stymphalian birds, 380.

Styrax or Storax shrub, Selge, 593.
'S.viJLTtoXiTivop.ivoi Srjfxot in Lycia, 576.
Sun and Moon, Tripolis, 674.
Sunias, fountain, Soli, 612.

Supt-akhom, Egypt, 723.

Supt-sekhet, Egypt, 723.
Swastika, Corinth, 335; Apollonia ad Ehyn-

dacum, 447 ; Erythrae, 498.
Symbols, various significations of, Inirod., § 11.

Synarchy, Antiochia ad Maeandrum, 520;
Aphrodisias, 520.

Syracusan types initiated in Locris, 285.

Syrian goddess, Hieropolis Cyrrh., 654.

Syrinx, the nymph, ti'ansformed into a reed,

Thelpusa, 382.

Tabulae Heracleenses, 55.

Talos, Phaestus, 402.
Tan Kretagenes, Hierapytna, 397 ; Poly-

rhenium, 403.
Taras, Teate, 41 ; Baletium, 42; Brundusium,

43 ; Tarentum, 44 sqq.
Tarentine horsemen, Canusium, 39 ; Teate,

41 ; Tarentum, 49 sqq.

Tarentum, Euboic-Attic coinage at, Introd.,

§9-
"Vavpfia and Taupo/ta^d^ia, Thessalian festivals,

246.
Tectaeus and Angelion, statue of Apollo Delios

by, Athens, 321.

Tefnet, Egypt, 723.

Teios, oekist of Tium, 444.

Telephos, infant, suckled by hind, Tegea, 381 ;

carried by Herakles, Cotiaeum, 561 ;
Mi-

daeum, 567.
Telmiseus, Halicarnassus, 527.

Temenos, oekist of Temeuothyrae, 569.
Temnos, the city personified, 482.

Temple-key, Argos, 366 sq.

Tennes, story of, 477.
Terina, nymph, Terina, 97.

Tetrachalkon, etc., Chios, 514.
Tetrachma Antigoneia, 201.

Thalassa, Corycus, 602.

Thalassa (?), lotape, 603.

Thalassocracy, Phocaean, 506.
Thanatos, Dorylaeum, 563.

Tharragoras, Metapontum, 65.
Thebes (1) personified, 296.
Thelpusa, nymph, daughter of the Eiver

Ladon, 381.

Themistocles, his comparison of the Eretrians
to cuttle-fish, 307.

Themistocles, standing on galley, Athens, 327 ;

plated coin struck by. Magnesia Ion., 501.
Theodaesia, Andros, 410.
Theophanes of Mytilene, 488.
Theopompus, name of, on Boeotian coins, 298.
Thera Find (1821), 407.
Thermae Himerenses, nymph of city, 128.

Qepos xpfcovj/, 62,

Theseus, name of, Nicaea, 443.
Theseus, traditional inventor of money, 309 sq.
Theseus and Marathonian bull, Athens, 327.
Theseus, raising rock, Athens, 327; Troezen,

371; slaying Minotaur, Athens, 327; Troe-

zen, 371.
Theseus and Cretan labjTinth, 389.

Thessaly, chronological table of coinage of,

247.
Theta (© and 0),contemporary forms of, 311.
Thetis, Bruttium, 77 sq. ; Larissa Cremaste,

255; Perrhaebi, 258; Pyrrhus, 273; Cy-
zicus, 452.

Thoth, Egypt, 723.

Thrace, chronological table of the coinage of,

171.

Thrasymedes of Paros, statue of Asklepios by,
Epidaurus, 369.

Thuria, fountain, Tliurium, 72.

Timoleon, the liberator of Sicily, loi, 156.

Tmolus, Mount, Aureliopolis, 548 ; Sardes,

553 ; Tmolus, 554.

Tomos, oekist of Tomi, 235.

Torresos, Hierapolis, 565.

Tortoise, symbol of Aphrodite, Aegina, 331.

Trajan, temple of, at Selinus Cil., 610.

Treaty between Mytilene and Phocaea con-

cerning the issue of electrum (?) coins, 484.
Tressis, Roman, 16.

Trikka, nymph, Tricca, 263.

Triptolemos, Enna, 119; Anchialus, 236;
Athens, 322, 324, 326, 327; Eleusis, 328;
Corinth, 340; Cyzicus, 452; Sardes, 553;
Tarsus, 618 ; Alexandria, 719.

Triskelis, on coins of Sicily, loi, 158 ;
on

Euboean (?) coins, 309 ;
on stater of Aegina,

332; Hierapytna, 397; on Lycian coins,

.571 ; Phaselis, 578 ; Aspendus, 581 ;

Etenna, 583.

Ti'oas, chronological table of coins of, 477.

Troezen, statement of Pausanias as to its coin-

types, 371,
^

Tunny (iryKafivs), badge of Cyzicus, 450.

Tyche aKpaia, Sicyon, 347.

Tyclie holding child, Melos, 415.

Tyche of Antioch, statue of, by Eutychides,

657-

Tyche SfPaarov, Alexandria, 719.

Tyndaris (= Helen), Tyndaris, 166.

Type parlant, Ancona, 19 ; Aegospotami, 222
;

Cypsela, 222
; Alopeconnesus, 223 ; Rhodes,

539 ;
Artemidorus Bact., ']0% ;

etc.

3 F 2
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Types of Greek coins, Introd., § lo.

Types suggested by magistrates' name'-", Ab-

dera, 221.

Typhon, oekist of Caulonia, 78.

U, V.

Valleys {koXttoi), Magnesia Ion., 502.

Velehanos, Cretan Zeus, 382 ; Phaestus, 401.

Viarus, Mount, Prostanna, 591.
Victimarius leading cow to sacrifice, Her-

mione, 370.

Victoriatus, f of the Roman denarius, 8, 264.

Victoriatus, Saguntinn, 6
; Campania, 28

;

Apollonia 111., 265 ; Dyrrhachiuni, 266.

Virtus, Alexandria, 722.

Ultrix, epithet of Nemesis, Cremna, 590.

Uncia, Roman (421 grs.), 15.

Vota decennalia, Alexandria, 718.

Uraeus, Alexaudiia, 720.

Uten, Egyptian weight, Introd., § 2.

"W.

Wolf, symbol of Apollo Lykios, Argos, 366.

Wrestlers, two, Aspendus, 582 ; Selge, 593.

Xenarchus, the philosopher, Seleucia Cil., 610.

Xenomenes of Thyrrheium, 282.

Xenophon of Cos, 537.

Youth beloved by dolphin, lasus, 528.

Z.

Zaleucus, laws of, 86.

Zankle, port of, 133.

Zeno-Poseidon, lasus, 528.

Zeus, infant, Crete, 384 ; suckled by goat,

Aegium, 348 ; Tralles, 555 ; Acmonia, 556.
Zeus, infant, and Corybantes, Maeonia, 550.
Zeus—

Aenesios, Proni, 35S.

Aetnaeos, Aetna (Catana), 114.

Agoraeos, Nicaea, 443.
Akraeos, temple of, Gomphi, 250 ;

seated
on rock, Gomphi, 251 ; Smyrna, 510.

Amnion, Metapontum, 64 ; Aphytis, 186
;

Arcadia Cretae, 387; Tenos, 420 sq.;

Cyzicus, 451; Lampsacus,457; Parium,
459 : Pitane, 464 ; Thymbra, 475 ;

Mytilene, 488 ; Lycia, 573 ;
Soli Cypr.,

627 ; Ptolemy II, 713 ; Alexandria,
719; Cyrene, 726 ; P,arce, 733 ; Eues-

perides, 734; Teuchira, 735; Juba I,

744-
Areios, lasus, 528.
Aristos, Corcyra, 276.

Aseis, Laodiceia, 566.

Askraeos, Halicarnassus, 527.
Asterios, Gortyna, 383.

Bosios, Hierapolis, 565.

Bulaeos, Mytilene, 488.

Zeus—
Capitolinus. See Zeus Kapetolios.

Chrysaoraeus,Ceramus, 522; Stratoniceia,

531-

Diktaeos, Crete, 382 ; Itanus, 398 ;

Praesus, 403.

Dodonaeos, Teate, 41 ; Amantia, 265 ;

Dyrrhachium, 266; Cassope, 271;
Epirus, 272, 274 sq. ; Pandosia, 272;
Pyrrhus, 273.

Dodonaeos and Dione, Epirus, 274 sq.

Eleutherios, Metapontum, 64 ; Aetna,

104; Agyrium, 109; Alaesa, no;
Syracuse, 156, 160; Magne.sia Lyd ,

Epibemios, Siphnos, 419.

Epikurios, Alabanda, 519.
Euromeus, Euromus, 525.

Gonaeos, Tralles, 555.

Hagios, Tripolis, 674.

Hellenics, Syracuse, 157, 160.

Homagyrios, Achaean League, 350.

Hyetios, Ephesus, 498.

Idaeos, Crete, 382 ; Ilium, 473 ; Scepsis,

474-

Ikmaeos, Ceos, 411.

Ithomatas, Messene, 361 sq. ;
Thuria

Mes., 363,

Kapetolios, Antiochia ad Maeandrum, 520.

Kapitolios, Alexandria, 719.

Karios, lasus, 528.

Kasios, Corcyra, 277 ; Seleucia, 661.

Kataebates, Cyrrhus, 654.

Keleneus, Apameia, 558.

Keraunios, Seleucia, 661.

Koryphaeos, Philadelphia, 552.

Kretagenes, Crete, 382, 384.

Labrandeus, Euromus, 525 ; lasus, 528 ;

Mylasa, 529 ; Dynasts of Caria, 533.

Laodikeus, Sardes, 553 ; Colossae, 561 ;

Grimenothyrae, 564 ; Hierapolis, 565 ;

Laodiceia, 566 ; Sala, 568 ;
Temeno-

thyrae, 569 ; Tiberiopolis, 569 ;
Tri-

polis, 570 ; Paris, 590.

Laphystios, Hal us, 251.

Larasios, Tralles, 555.

Litaeos, Nicaea, 443.

Lydios, Cidramus, 523 ; Sardes, 553.

Lykaeos, Arcadia, 372 ; Megalopolis, 377.

Megas, Aegium, 348.

Melios, Nicaea, 443.
Naios, Dodona, 275.

Nemeios, Alexandi-ia, 719.

Olympios, Hipponium, 85 ; Chalcis, 304;
Athens, 327 ; (?) Megara, 330 ; Elis,

353> 357; Prusa ad Olympum, 444;
Ephesus, 498 ;

Antiochia ad Maean-

drum, 520; Briula, 548; Maeonia, 550;

Alexandria, 719.

Osogos, Ceramus, 523 ; lasus, 528.

Pandemos, Synnada, 569.
Patrios, Saettae, 552,
Peltenos, Peltae, 567.

Philios, Pergamum, 464.

Plutologes, Nysa, 552.

Polieus(?), Athens, 325, 327.
Poteos, Dionysopolis, 562.

Salaminios, Cyprus, 627.
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Zeus—
Serapis, Tripolis, 570; Ptolemy VI, 716 ;

Alexandria, 720.

Solymeus, Tennessus, 594.

Soter, Agrigentum, 108; Galaria, 121;

Cyzicus, 454.

Strategos, Syracuse, 164 ; Amastris, 433.

Stratios, Amasia, 424 ; lasus, 528 ;

Dynasts of C'aria, 533,

Zeus—
Syrgastes, Tium, 444.

Syrios, Hieropolis Cyrrh,, 654.
Tarsios, Tarsus, 617.
Troios, Hierapolis, 565.

Zeuxis at Croton, 81.

Zodiac, Amastris, 433 ; Alexandria, 721.



WEIGHTS.

The weights of gold and silver coins are stated in English grains Troy. The

following Table for converting grains into metric grammes will be useful to

Students for comparing English with Foreign weighings :
—

Table of the Kelative Weights of English Gkains and

Fkench Grammes.

Grains. Gr<
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Grains.



MEA8UEEMEXTS.

The sizes of bronze coins are stated in English inches and tenths, thus JE, -5

stands for j~ ^^' i '"^^^ ^^^^^ '• ^^^ ^^ foreign Numismatists make use either of

French milimetres or of the arbitrary measures of Mionnet's scale, the following

Table is appended :
—

Table for converting English Inches. into ^Iillimetees and the

MEASURES OF MiONNET'S ScALE.

English Inches
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